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Each completed

15

ftlMUl)

has passed more than one thousand
rigid inspection
'HIS pocket

'

size

Filmo camera

is

the

1

tests

-5000th and up to l-10,000th of an

I

*

achievement of skilled craftsmen

whose

lives, for

twenty-two

years, have

been exclusively devoted to the mechanical

development and refinement of

motion pictures.

inch, which the various parts require.

About two hundred such

enter the assembly of each Filmo 75.

More than

Having supplied,

for almost a quarter

one thousand separate, rigid

equipment used in the production of pro-

finished

and assembly before the

Filmo 75

is finally

worthy of

was but natural that these Bell ii Howell
technicians should become the

as

pioneers and outstanding lead-

that are

it

future

such things as these

It is

satisfaction

the

Filmo 75

Filmo

which these men unerr-

ingly guide dehcate tooling operations

to

pass

tolerance

tests

of l-2000th.

a:

HOWELL CO.,

is

in truth a super

—

camera bringing personal
movies of the usual Bell &'
Howell standards of theater brilli.mce and excellence to those who
prefer

BELL
BELL

drained,

1

ux-

embossed leather.

^towninovalatleft.isrecognued
as the tinest and most adaptable
made anywhere at any price.
Has variable speeds and shutter with 216^ opening.
S-l-o-w movie adjustments optional. Priced at $180,

Filmo 70

and enthusiastic

sands of Filmo 75 owners.

secret of the accuracy

lies in

Brown,

with distinctive leather carrying case.

the amateur.

deftness with

— Walnut

responsible for the

approval expressed by thou-

distinguish Filmo 75

colors

personal movie camera

owner.

development of

and watch-like precision that

three rich

Black, SiK'er Birch. Price, $120. includes

passed upon
its

picture making equipment for

The

Filmo 75
Available in

Ebony

urious plush-lined carrying case of genuine Scotch-

materials, parts

ers in the

raw

inspections and tests are given to

of a century, cameras and mechanical

fessional movies,

parts, of

the finest materials the world affords,

camera

a

of

this

small

size,

convenient type and moderate cost.

Ask any Filmo
strate

dealer to demon-

the superior workmanship and

adaptability of Filmo 75, Filmo 70 and

Filmo Projector, or write to us for the
illustrated, descriptive booklet

You

See,

"What

You Get."

^ HOWELL

Depl. A, 1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

III

New

York. Hollywood. London

B.

fli

H.Co.. Ltd.)

Established

1907

lOWIE IM/mKERS

Popular Items from

MOVIE CAMERA HEADQUARTERS
for the

AMATEUR MOVIE MAKER
ARROW PORTABLE SCREENS
Ideal for Motion Picture

Work

for

GENERAL WORK
for

^

DIFFICULT LIGHT
and now available for

The Ideal Case for
Amateur Movie Cameras
The New Alligator leather mocatan

KODAGOLOR
witli
1

finish

films

Screen Rolled in Case for carrying

^60.00
24.00

Kodacolor attachment

carrying cases are strongly constructed,
plush lined, and have compartments lor

%^^

your Filmo

inch focus

— Size 16x3x2'/2 — picture surface 9',
X113/4 in.
.

and accessories.

Can be had in 4 models— lor
Cine Kodak with F-3.5 lens
$12.50
Cine Kodak with F-1.9 lens
12.50
Filmo Model 70
15.00
Filmo Model 75
10.00

.

30x40

KINO-PANO TRIPOD

Weight 3

lbs

1— Size 331/2x31/4x4— picture
22x30 in. Weight 6 lbs
2— Size 45l/2x4l/;x.S— picture

.3

— Size

Weight 15

lbs.

— picture

Weight IH

in.

Size

4

in.

57x4-'jv,5

x52

in.

$15.00
surface

$25 00

surface 3M

lbs

— picture
Weight 40

72x51.4x512

51x68

JIO.OO
surface

lbs

$35.00
surface
$75.00

i
FOTOLITE

CINOPHOT
for use with

Cine Kodaks and Filmo Cameras

provides an all year round
ind almostunlimitedsource
steady,
Its
pleasure.
of
powerful light enables you
pictures
to
take perfect
right in your

Automatic
cally

own hom^-

all

Gives

correct diaphraijm set-

Fotolite can be plugged in
on an> electric light socket.
eliminates the sparks,
It
and the
sputterings
the
"light fright" of the arc
lamp— and gives the most

ampere.

scientifi-

under

light conditions.

even on dark and wintry
days and at night.

light per

—

exact

tings for
light,

Sun and twi-

outdoors, studio,

Natural

or

artificial

Always

light.

ready

for use.

Closed
33 '/2"

No.

5 Fotolite reflector

complete

with

stand

and 500-watt bulb

Extended
58"
Tilt

Price

and

in

Leather Case

$12.50

Panoram Top,

$16

only $17.50

Jk
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FEATURED RELEASES
For Ho?}2e Projectors

Winter Fun

Co.. Chicago, 111. The i-ilmo
Library offers this month two new companion 100-ft. reels featuring the Pendleton,
Oregon, Kimnd-up: "The World Famous Rodeo,"
the film being described as full of wild horse
action, steer riding and bulldogging, calf roping
and championship contests, and "Indians at
the Pendleton Rodeo," in which hundreds of
Indians men, women and children are shown
in costume in their war dances.

Bell & Howell
Sale

with Your Projector
For evenings
just

at

home, when you are entertaining, or
circle, there is no end to the

within the family

entertainment

,i

well chosen film library can give you.

—

—

D. E. Braud, Thibodaux, La., is introducing to
readers of Movie Makers 16mm. pictures
produced by (^eo. N. (Jallagher of New Orleans.
The initial offering (approximately 400 ft.) is
"The Silver King," a sportsman's film, descriptive of tarpon fishing, "viewed from behind the
South's foremost tarpon fisherman."

the

and gladly shown

All leading library films for sale,
obligation
in special projection rooms, without

Cine Art Productions,
and New York, N. Y.

^*||^\

Kodak Cinegraphs

^J

Filmo Library
Pathegraras

Burton Holmes

Inc., Hollywood, Calif,
"Jack and the Beanstalk," an exclusive Cine Art Picture with
miniature figures, is the stressed feature for
the month.
(.40U ft.J

Bray Library

Devrv Corporation, Chicago, 111. The "member" of the School Film Lesson Courses sponsored

Cine Art

by

company

this

to

which attention

directed

is

January is "American Statesmen," in six
It is said to be especially suited to the
needs of pupils in the 5th to the 8th grades.
The subjects are George Washington, Benjamin
Franklin, Thomas Jefterson, Alexander Hamilton, Daniel Webster and Abraham Lincoln.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
January brings the conclusion of the first of
the Cinegraphs in the Fairyland Series. "Snap,
for

reels.

NEW

B.

&

PROJECTOR

1^.

H.

$240.00

250 Watt

Man,"

the Gingerbread
Africa," and his

toward purchasing
Liberal allowance on your present projector,
resistance model.
this wonderfully powerful, variable

&
STREET

Herbert
18

EAST 42nd

-

Huesgen Co.

near Fifth Avenue

NEW YORK

Man,"

is

now

"Chip,

friend,

adventuring

in

"Wildest

the

Wooden

"The

Scarecrow's
Ride." The fourth of the "Doings in Doodlebug ville," "Spanish Serenaders," is described
as one of the most exciting of the Doodlebugville romances. These special Ciiiegraphs are
in 100 ft. A 400-ft. Cinegraph is "The Misfit,"
in which Clyde Cook seeks refuge from matriis

in

mony with the marines.
Empire Safety Film Co.

Inc., New York, N. Y.
This library departs from its usual method of
announcement by suggesting that amateurs make
up a program for an evening's entertainment

from their Empire Comedies and scenics,

inter-

spersing them with personal showings, the program ending with a Lindbergh or a Bremen.

MOVIE

For

children's

a

party

it

is

Empire Chaplin Comedies be

suggested

that

utilized.

Burton Holmes Lectures, Inc., Chicago, 111.
The Burton Holmes famous travelogues, in 100-ft.
reels, may be chosen from a complete catalogue
be mailed to anyone desiring it.
Libraries, Inc., New York, N. Y.
"high spot" for the cliildren in Pat
Sullivan's "Felix," a 100-ft. picture on which
a special drive is now on for a short time.

which

will

Home Film
Here
The BusTOjj Magazint ff tlx Artmttur M<nic Imbnlry

a

is

Another feature
specifically is

lANI Vl.>.

I

>/

»

filnj to

which attention

is

drawn

"9 3/5 Seconds," in which Charles

of course, the cinder track,
the right of way for 6 reels.

have

The Babylon

spec-

Paddock and,

KoDAscoPE Libraries, Inc.
tacle,

"The Wanderer,"

in

which Ernest Tor-

rence, William Collier, Jr., Greta Nissen, Tyrone
Power and Kathlyn Williams have the principal
roles, is featured in the current advertising,
but we are informed that the special release
for January is "The Pony Express," a picture
This is a James Cruze proof the old west.

duction in which Ernest Torrence also figures,
together with Ricardo Cortez, George Bancroft,
Betty Compson and Wallace Beery.

Pathegrams,

1

Congress

St.,

Jersey City. N.

J.

the month's announcement include
Machine," two 100-ft. reels of
from World War scenes, "The Best
Man," a Mack Sennett Comedy, and "The
Eruption of Mt. Etna, both 400-ft. reels. "R.P.M.."
one 100-ft. reel descriptive of motor racing,
"Bre'r Rabbit and his Pals," a 400-ft. nature
Details

"The

of

War

excerpts

study reel; The Wee Scotch Piper, a film
oddity in one 400-ft. reel and three additional
subjects of the Harvard-Pathe Series, each in
41.U) ft., "A Bit of Life in Java," "Volcanoes,"

and

"Earthquakes."

Ernest M. Reynolds, Cleveland, Ohio.

The

here are a special holiday release,
the 1000 Islands," and "The Alpine

latest offerings

"Through

Shepherd."

Stone Film Laboratory, Cleveland, Ohio. The
globe travel film, "Around the World in Forty(three reels, 400 ft. each) is
five Minutes"
offered the amateurs by this library.
Travel Movie Films, Inc.. New York. N. Y.
The Mediterranean releases (Madeira, Gibraltar
and Spanish Native Life) are the first Gardner
Wells offerings to the amateurs through this
new library. "Streets of London," "London
from the Thames," and "Tarpon Fishing Off
Boca Grande." make up the complete list of
lilms so far released.
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CONTENTS
An

Amateur Photoplay

Issue Devoted to the Discussion of the

Alejandro de Canedo

Cover Design, Cine Stars
Featured Releases, For Home Projectors
Index to Advertisers
Editorial, The Cine Salon
The Amateur Takes Leadership

How

"38
842
8'*'

As Disclosed by J. S. Watson, Jr. 847
Have Achieved the Greatest

Experimenters, in Circumventing Production Difficulties,
Cinematic Advance Since "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari."

Telling a Film Story, A Simplified Guide for the Beginner
Headliners Hit It Up

Arthur L. Gale 849

Photoplay Production

in

Barclay H. Warburton, Jr. 852

When

A Confession of the Cinematic Crimes of Certain Continental Celebrities
Arthur L. Gale
The Tools of Their Art, Glimpses Into the Workshops of .Imateur Producing Groups
Edited by Arthur L. Gale
Amateur Clubs, News of Group Filming
Edited by Louis M. Bailey
Educational Films, News of Visual Education in Schools and Homes

853

854
857
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865
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A

The

Professional Turns
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.4

G. Weinberg 866
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Edited by Walter D. Kerst 870
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Marion Norris Gleason 876
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MOVIE MAKERS

is

published monthly

in

New

York, N. Y., by the Amateur Cinema League,

Inc.

to members of the
Subscription Rate $3.00 a year, postpaid (Canada $3.25, Foreign $3.50):
Amateur Cinema League, Inc. $2.00 a year, postpaid; single copies. 25c.
On sale at photographic dealers everywhere.

F.ntered as second-class matter
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3,

1927, at the Post Office at New York. N. V., under the Act of March
Title registered at United States Patent Office.
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Editorial and Publication Office:
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DUOGRAPH
Completely Equipped
With Carrying Case and

Reels.

Just Plug In Light Socket

FULLY

Model

A

Patents Pending

HANDSOME, STURDY

and

DURABLE

!MO'%'HE 1M;%K.CR<

PROJECTOR
PROJECTS CLEAR, BRILLIANT

A

Marvel

AND STEADY

16

M.M. PICTURES

Mechanical Precision

of

DUOGRAPH

meets the increasing demand for a low priced,
high quaHty machine. In appearance and performance it is

in a class entirely its

own.

T^UOGRAPH

is the ideal apparatus for cutting, editing and
^-^ selecting enlargements. Individual pictures can be held indefinitely on screen without damage to film.

'T'HE

highest grade of materials and workmanship are incorporated in Duograph. Its symmetrical lines and artistic finish
in exquisite colors make it an article of rare beauty and an orna-*-

ment

to

any home.

Duograph compares favorably with any 16 m»m*

Projector on

the market '"- regardless of price!

SPECIFICATIONS
Mechanical Parts: Highest

Electrical Appliances:

quality materials.

By Aluminum Company of America.

Die Castings:

Lens:

Famous Wollensak

By General

Electric Co.

2 in. focal length.

Interchange-

able.

Optics:

Highest type ground piano condensers; mirroide

Focusing: By turning

reflectors'and prismatic mirror.

lens

mount

in

barrel

to

desired

size of picture.

Illumination:

Specially designed C. C. filament

bayonet base.

lamp with

(Made by Edison Lamp Works, General

Electric Co.)

Framing:

Finish: Durable and

Movement:

Threading:

artistic.

Easily cleansed.

Unequalled precision movement, insuring

clear projection

and

steadiness.

Weight:
Single

Six pounds.

Frame

Projection:

Individual pictures can be

held on screen indefinitely without any

FINISHED IN BLACK, GREEN, RED

If

Simplest and easiest ever conceived.

\djustable to any film.

fire

hazard.

AND BLUE

not yet available through your dealer, write to us

CAN BE OPERATED BY A CHILD

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
.American Schixil of Photography
896
.\iTow Screen Co
895
Ba#* Camera Co
888
Becklev & Church. Inc.
888
Bell & Howell Co.
836.872-3
D. E. Braud
891
Buchheister Studio*
895
.

Film Reels

Travel

of

Dahme. Inc., F.
De\ o Corpn.

Edited and Titled
by

100

ft.

891
844
893

.V. .\.

Drem Products Corpn

Burton Holmes
?7.50 per

Chicago Commercial Photographic Co.. 896
Cine .\rt Productions, Inc
897
Cine .Miniature
896
Cinematic .-Vccessories Co.
883
Clark Cine Service
890
Clas-sified .Xdvertising
842
Cullen. W. C.
843

Reel 16

mm.

Duograph. Inc
840-1
Eastman Kodak Co.
868-9, 875, 902
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc
884
Empire Safety Film Co
882
Eno's Art Tides
894
Fii^:her^ Camera Serrice
894

Camera Stores
Goerz American Optical Co., C.
Hatlstrom & Sanders
Hayden Co.. A. C
Herbert 4 Heusgen Co
Holmes Lectures, Inc., Burton

8%

Gillette

<o.

32— Rolling

into

Rio

*o.

— The Great Cataracts Igoassa
34—Kauai— The Garden Island Hawaii
35— Sorfinl— The Famoos Sport
Waikiki
36—Hawaiian Shores

»o.

37

•^'o.

io.
*o.

33

of

of

of

— Paris from a Motor

.'o.

38—Nine Glories of Paris
39—A Trip on the Seine

»o.

40

."o.

.

— The

41-

"Great Waters'
.

of

—
—
—

No. 47—Goinj to \olendam
No. 48— The Cheese Market of .Alkmaar
No. 49— Fjords of Norway
No. 50 Yosemite Vistas
No. 51— Waterfalls of the Yosemite
No. 52— Revkjavik, Capital of Iceland
No. 53 Down the Danube
No. 54— The Lake of Loceme
No. 55 Alpine Vistas from the Zugspitze
No. 56 Pictoresque Salzbnrl
No. 57 L'p-to-daie Alpinism
No. 58 Glimpses of Vienna
No. 59— A Qond-Land Fantasy
No. 60— The City of Al|iers
No. 61— Teak Lo^inf with Elephanu
No. 62—Canals of Venice
-No. 63— Stones of \enice
No. 64— Two Ends of a Rope
No. 65 Cocoons to Kimono
-No. 66
The Damascus Gate
.No. 67—Crossing the Equator
.No. 68— Deck Sports in the Celebes Sea
No. 69— The Gor«e of Pa«sanjaii
No. 70— .Aleiandria
No. 71— Real Streeu of Cmto
No. 72 Bazaars of Cairo
No. 73— Suburbs of Cairo
No. 74 The Road to the Pyramids
No. 75—Calling on the Sphinx
No. 76 The P>Tamids
No. 77— The Nile Bridge
No. 78— The Lpper Nile

—

—
—

—
—
—

—
—

—

—
—

.No.

79— Mecca

No SO— Estes

See Your Dealer
or Send for Complete Catalog

We

also offer a complete motion picture
laboratory service for amateurs and profes•ionals in both standard and sixteen millifilm.

Burton Holmes Lectures.
-510 N. .\shland

.Ave..

Kodascope Libraries, Inc.
Marshall. John G.
Meyer & Co.. Hugo
Midwest Films
Minusa Cine Screen Co.
Movie Dealers' Magazine
Movie Editors. Inc.

900
894
887
892
889
838

News Reel Laboratory

888
884
891
877

881

.

Pathe Exchanges. Inc.
Photoplay Magazine
Q.R.S. Company
Reynolds. Ernest M.
Scheibe. Geo. H.
Stonelab. Inc

890-91

Stumpp & Walter Co

890-%

891

892

896
885
892
894

Teitel. Albert

Co
Thalhammer Corporation

Testrite Instrument

Travel Movie Films. Inc.
Truvision Projection Screen Corp. 881-92-96

Animatograph

\ ictor

880
879
884
837
893
889

Co.. Inc.

Westphalen. Leonard
Williams. Brown & Earle. Inc.

Willoughby Camera Stores. Inc.

WoUensak

Optical Co.

.

Zeiss. Inc., Carl

Inc.

Chicago

HLMO CAMER-\. slighUy used, fully guar-

EQLTPMENT FOR S.\LE
POST INVENTORY BARGAINS!

anteed, with case, $125. .\lso one Double

Speed Model, $130.

Gillette

& H. Character Title Outfit. $20.00:
Model A 200-watt Eastman Kodascope
projector. $70.00: Model A 56-watt Eastman Kodascope projector. $50.00: Eyemo 35
mm. camera F-2.5 Cooke lens. $160.00;

FILMO PROJECTOR.

Filmo projector and case. $105.00: Double
speed Filmo F-3.5 Cooke, $115.00: Cine-

lette

B.

—

—

F-3.5 lens. $60; SH" F-33
Wollensak Telephoto for Filmo. $45.00: 6"
F-4.5 Cooke Telephoto for Filmo. $57.50;
De\'ry 35 mm. Automatic F-3.5 Velostigmat,
$95.00: 80 ft. lea .Automatic 35 mm. Carl
Zeiss F-3.5. $55.00: Victor 16 mm. Schneider

Kodak Model B

F-2

WILLOLGHBYS.

$117.00.

lens.

West 32nd

New

St..

Sheepshead Bay. Brooklyn. N.
movie club.

for

Brookl™

rying

Pathe Profes-

mm.

studios.

Perfect

case.

Model

C

lens:

ft.

Hugo

brand new: bargain;

square Bausch

& Lomb

.Aluminum Screen; very little used. Cost,
$23.00. State your offer.
Roy Nelson, 4
\ iking Terrace. Worcester. Mass.

FOR SALE—One

Bell & Howell Projector
equipped with Pilot light: perfect condi$115.00.
Warren Sandage. 601 N.

tion:

Lockwood

.\ve.,

Chicago.

Stores, Inc.-

New York

Gil-

Citv

EQUIPMENT WANTED
PROJECTOR WANTED. Ememann

Kinox

mm. Give

condition and price in communicating with Ernest M. Reynolds. 165
E. 191st St.. Cleveland. Ohio.

35

CASH

amateur or professional cine
Send full description. Old

for

apparatus.

apparatus taken in exchange. Bass Camera
Company, 179 W. Madison St.. Chicago.

HLMS W_ANTED
IF YOU have 35 mm. negative of imusual
and interesting subjects give full details
in first letter to E.

M.

R.. 165 E. 191st St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

WISH TO BUT
or 50

"Dole
Coast
11th

ft.

Pacific
to

outright in 16

mm.,

in

25

lengths. "Southern Cross Flight,"
Flight,"

"Yankee

Doodle

Coast Flight." .\be Cohen. 1117
Penna.

St.. .\Itoona,

nLMS FOR SALE
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE FILM

$123.00 cash: value $160.00. R. C. Smith.
143 N. 14th Sl. East Orange. N. J.

FOR SALE—«>-..

Camera

$30.00.

MCTOR ALTOM.\TIC CAMERA.
/-1. 5

Demonstrator shopworn, like new. $140. .Also one Variable

X'oltage. used, fully guaranteed. $135.

with car-

condition.

Address Box 95. Tewksbury. Mass.

Mever

Stores,

Y".

Studio Camera; was used
Has Carl Zeiss /-3.5
lens, two automatic shutters for making
dissolves, overlaps, etc., footage meter, trick
crank for single pictures, punch, iris and
hood, 400 feet magazines, changing bag,
case, sturdy precision tripod, tilting, panoraming; $275. Wells, 2950 Voorhies Ave.,
Sheepshead Bay. Brookl™. N. Y.
sional 35

Camera

City.

TRADING OFFERS

—

CHANCE

New York

110

.•\M.\TELRS make your own Sjifety Film
Cement simple. Four ounces cost 10
cents. Guaranteed to hold or your money
willingly returned. Send 50 cents for simple
instructions. I work for large film company
and know. Wells. 2950 Voorhies Ave.,

in

Inc.,

York.

FOR SALE— Kodascope

PiUrimage
Park. Colorado

81— Rocky .Mountain National Park
82— Yellowstone Park Revisited

meter

901
838
842

890
896

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

V.

Marke

No. 42—Cafe Life in Paris
No. 43 The New York Way Called Broad
No. 44— Fifth .Arenoe and the Forties
No. 45 Canals and Streets of .Amsterdam
No. 46 Diamond Cotters of .\msterdam

No.
No.

897
896

P.

Home Film Libraries. Inc.
Kelsey Press Co.
Kodascope Editing & Titling, Inc.

for

DeVry and Eyemo Cameras. S4.00 per
100 ft. roll, plus carrier charges. Shipped
C.O.D. anywhere in the L. S. Educational
Project-O FUm Co-, 129 West 2nd St.. Los
.Angeles, Calif.

FOOTBALL — Yale

Harvard. Yale-Prince-

Exclusive scenes of all
every scoring play,
many in slow-motion. 100 feet 16 mm.. $7.50
each game. Phelpsfilms, Inc.. New Haven.
ton. Yale-.Army.

highlights,

Conn.

including

WaO^'lE IM/«KER9

CAMERAS, PROJECTORS
and ACCESSORIES

1

We look forward with keen
pleasure to another year of
serving the amateur as a retail
representative of the Bell

&

Howell equipment.

The adaptation of Filmo 70
for Kodacolor warrants noweven more than ever hefore

our recommendation of that
remarkable lens.

The CuUen case being custom built for the Filmo 70 is a
fit companion to this efficient
quality-made camera. It is designed with specific space to
hold each item necessary for

CULLEN CASE

movie making, ready for im-

BLACK

mediate service.

Dremophot

a recognized

is

(for

Filmo 70)
$20
25

TAN

Duplex Case for Filmo 70
(with Duplex Finder attached)

essential for constant perfec-

BLACK

our
insistent recommendation by
the noticeably enhanced pictures it gives our customers

TAN

tion of results.

DREMOPHOT
^ole leather case.

liant

home

of

plenty

RADIANT

projection.

The Filmo Library
for

is

a horn

entertainment

and amusement in the many
homes we serve through our

S12.50

$22
28

who use it.
The Radiant Screen combined with the new Filmo 250watt projector we find to give
the last word in clear and bril-

specially designed for

filmo. Complete with

It justifies

"One Motion" Screen
22"

x30"
30"x40"
36" X

$17.50
25.00

-iS"

30.00

customers.

New Yorkers
ways

FILMO
LIBRARY

will find us al-

at their service

with every-

thing bearing the Filnio trade-

mark and everything which

omedy

stars include:
Felix the Cat

EDUCATIONAL
PICTURES

in-

creases the benefit of using this

equipment.

"The Spice

CULLEN
PHOTO SUPPLIES SINCE
12

Maiden Lane

-

-

18S2

New York

of

the
famous

City

Program"

in theatres through-

a/^m^'j^Mttt

CUR
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DeVry
Announcement,

in

Decem-

ber, of the first synchronized
talking movie outfit for amateur use in the home, has aroused the
greatest enthusiasm among amateur
I

movie makers.
The announcement was regarded as
doubly significant, coming from a
pioneer manufacturer of movie equipment with the reputation for depend-

w hich DeVry enjoys.
The DeVry Cine-Tone is compact,

Cine-Tone
Brings

as easily operated as

the ordinary projector. It brings to
your home the clear, flickerless movies
projected by the famous DeVry Type
16 mm. projector, with voice and

G

sound accompaniment.

The

films are synchronized with the
record; you present them at home just
as they are presented in theatres. The

Cine-Tone

is

complete with connec-

ing in and out alongside.

Synchronized

TALKIXG
MOVIES

tion for light socket operation and
connection to your radio speaker.

The

unit,

which

is

—

Into

YOUR

HOME

I

WERE YOUNG.

a musical synchronization with
an exceedingly artistic film enhanced by graceful fadeouts and exceptional photography.

Additional new numbers will be announced at frequent intervals.
By all means see and hear the DeVry
Cine-Tone. Call your dealer for a

demonstration, or write us direct for
complete information.

Among the latest accessories in the
line is the Rayflex screen. With
a beaded surface affording clear projection without distortion, the Rayflex
is self-contained in a protecting case,
set up for use or taken down in four
or five seconds.The extraordinary convenience of the Rayflex has won an immediate response from movie makers.
The Standard Automatic Camera
insures perfect movies from the start.
Accommodates 100 feet of standard 35

mm. film. The New Improved Type G
16 mm. projector, compact, simple,
dependable, provides clear, flickerless
pictures of exceptional brilliance.

Call on your nearest dealer for a
demonstration of DeVry Cine-Tone.
If he is not supplied, write us for a
demonstration.

include:

"LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH."

"WHEN YOU AND

MAGGIE."

DeVry

mounted com-

plete on one base, may also be obtained
in a beautiful case, a fine piece of furniture with a distinction of line and
finish that lends grace in any surroundings. The unit alone, or with cabinet,
is available at prices which enable general enjoyment of this newest sensation
in the amateur movie field.
Cabinet comes in a variety of finprices on application.
ishes
The first releases for DeVry Cineinclude
a series of four presenTone
tations of varied popular appeal. They

the appealing and
popular number, by a singer in appropriate
costume.

"TREES," a vocal setting of Joyce Kilmer's
well known poem, with woodland scenes fad-

ability

dependable and

"INDIAN LOVE CALL."

famous
movie theme song based on the prologue to
Pagliacci. showing the singer in characteristic
costume and with interesting action.
the

DeVry Corporation
1111 Center

Standartl Automatic
35 mm., has rishtly
earned its reputation as the personal movie camera of "those who
know cameras." Amateur in sim-

The DeVry
The DcVry Type G

mm.

16
Proa marvel of compact sim/Xmong its many features
plicity.
are the slop-on film shutter and the
rapid geared re-wind. Pnceonly$95.

jector

is

Camera,

plicity of operation, professional in
Price $150.
results.

WORLDS LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF STANDARD MOTION

811

St., Chicago,
Dept. MMl

III.,

U.

S.

The

Rayflex Screen provides a
beaded screen surface which gives
an undistorted picture when viewed
Screen surface
from any angle.
22' X 30"— $25; 30" x 40"— $J0;
39" X 52"— $35.

PICTURE CAMERAS AND PORTABLE PROJECTORS
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THE CINE SALON
Photoplay Number of MoviE
THIS
Makers offers an excellent opportunity

medallists would be assured of international
recognition.
Between the present and this Cine Salon of the future
lies much planning, much work, much cooperation.
The Cine Salon must be preceded by regional and national elimination exhibitions and contests. To the international gathering should come
only the world's best amateur films.
practical beginning is suggest-

to suggest a project that has greatly occupied the attention of the League's directors for nearly two years

—

the Cine Salon.

Movie making

is

an

art

with a

fine

following of

exceptionally capable and intelligent amateurs. The work of these
amateurs has been shown to a very
limited public that is chosen more
by accident than by intention although we all confess our sincere
indebtedness to Photoplay Magazine for its two amateur contests
and for the resultant presentation
of amateur films to professional
producers.

AFTER

The Amateur Cinema League

congratulations

for

amateur

accomplishment.

The

and photo-

League

—

trail

—

ning should come from our members.

Exhibition

Amateur Cinema

League

the international organization of movie
-•
amateurs founded, in 1926, to serve the amateurs of the world and to render
effective the amateur's contribution to cinematography as an art and as a human
recreation.
The League spreads over fifty countries of the world. It offers a
technical consulting service: it offers a photoplay consulting service; it offers a
club consulting and organizing service; it conducts a film exchange for amateur
clubs.
Movie Makers is its official publication and is owned by the League. The
directors listed below are a sufficient warrant of the high type of our association
Your membership is invited, if you are not already one of us.
is

Amateur Cinema League,
President
Hartford, Conn.

EARLE

C.

ANTHONY

sident of the National
3ciation of Broadcaster^

ROY
,

D.

STEPHEN
W.

30 E. 42nd

E.

Treasurer

VOORHEES

F.
Architect, of New

of Directors

Hudson Motor Car Company

New York

LEE
City

C. R.
Manager of Personnel and Training
Standard Oil Co. of N. J.

Managing Director
ROY W. WINTON, New York
Address inquiries to

1711 Park

COTTER

St.,

York,

Conn

St.,

Hartford,

F.

HANMER

Director of Recreation,
Russell Sage Foundation

FLOYD

L.

VANDERPOEL

Scientist, of Litchfield,

Conn

Ci

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE,
New

HEBERT

A. A.

York City

DOOLEY

CHAPIN

Board

Inc., Directors

Vice-President

HIRAM PERCY MAXIM

Then

film.

has been blazed.
Take the first step each of you
who read this. Join your local
amateur movie club or create one, if
none exists. Let the League help you do this. Let us
make this a year of definite progress toward that most
the International Cine
important amateur requisite
Salon. As with nearly every League effort, the begin-

A Word About the Amateur Cinema
TpHE

localities.

annual cup for the winning

him for a happy and successful future.

plays. It would include films of all widths. Given under the supervision of the Amateur Cinema League, it
would provide the ideal audience of intelligent appre-

ciation

all

held, and local awards can be made.
Later can come state, regional and
national bodies and eventually the
international showing.
About one hundred of these organized groups are now in existence
and several have held film contests.
The Hartford. Conn.. Amateur
Movie Club, of which the League's
president. Hiram Percy Maxim, is
a member, has led off by offering an

new associates on
having his fine cooperation,
our deep regret at his leaving us and our best wishes to

stories

in

these groups can build toward the
Cine Salon. Local contests can be

Kerst's

—

documents, film

together

Mr.

to

Let amateurs band themselves

ed.

two years of service with the A mateur
Cinema League as its TechConsultant and as
nical
Technical Editor of Movie
Makers, Mr. Walter D.
Kerst leaves the League
family January 1 to enter
the commercial side of the
amateur movement. Our

should, as soon as possible, undertake an international annual exhibition of amateur films to be
shown in a selected city from year
to year, this exhibition to be followed by a tour of the world by the
winning films. This would be the
Cine Salon.
Such an international exhibition
would include films of all categories
personal films, travel films, abstract films, film

A

TO A NEW FIELD

New York

Inc. 105

West Afhn Street

J^.^X'^^R-*'
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AMATEUR

The

How Experimenters,

LEADERSHIP

Takes

in Circumventing Production Difficulties,

the Greatest Cinematic

Advance

Since

Have Achieved

"The Cabinet of Dr.

Caligari.

As Disclosed By

A

TN this

?\

first

•* dedicated

play,

it

ole

is

J. S.

by the Editor.

issue of
to

Jr.

from the

start by lamps, scenery, and
other expensive methods of control
which will not be available in any-

Movie Makers

the amateur photo-

particularly

fitting

that

there should be an account of the origin of the unique production technique employed by J. S. Watson, Jr.,
and Melville Webber of Rochester,

astounding amateur film,
"The Fall of the House of Usher,"
which Mr. Wilton Barrett. Secretary
of the National Board of Review, has
N. Y.,

Watson,

in the

declared to represent the greatest advance made in the progress of the

motion picture as an independent art
since that epochal film. "The Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari," barring no other
photoplay produced by American or
European professionals. Incidentally,
when screened for the National Board
of Review by the Amateur Cinema
League it uon ma for mention as an
exceptional photoplay, an honor
awarded only the world's finest

with

the

new

scientific

instruments

thing like the necessary profusion.
However, by freely giving up something which you probably cannot have

which have recently been devised for
the detection and recording of emotional reactions, the amateur producer

may now

truly be said to face a

anyway, it is often possible to gain
an important advantage in another department. Thus the animated cartoon
maker, who gives up nearly everything which we associate with photography, gains the only perfect control
which the motion picture as an art

new

world for cinematic experimentation
in

translating such reactions into film.

Properly motivated by medical authority films of this nature may even
prove to have a tremendous psychological significance.

point

"The Fall of

From any
the

view-

medium has

House of

tious studio photodrama at an average
cost of $100,000 a picture. He is

order to use the cinema as a
of expression the amateur
to exercise control
over his pictures; and the more con-

faced, however, with a problem which
is certainly not an artistic
one and

means

must be able

trol the better.

The amateur who

need not concern the amateur namely,
the problem of insuring returns on
:

the investment. Fifteen years of happy
experience have given the producers
a number of fixed ideas on this subject, the two most expensive

tries

compete with the professional producer on his own ground is licked

to

cinematic achievements.

"The Fall
Usher" not

also unique in that

tempt to
tail,

tell

being (a) that stars are indispensable, and (b) that the stars
nmst act out a story in what we

of the House of
only represents a

new cinema technique
it

but

may

is

it

does not

I

at-

its

audi-

ences the esthetic impressions

and moods which

the tale cre-

readers.

This revolu-

ates in

its

the chances are that it is unnecessary in the cinema. However, a story is easy enough to
secure and the amateur can use

tionary approach to the cinema

opens
further

a fascinating field for
pioneering.
Fortified

one

GLIMPSES OF THE

A

ve.
Kalediscope and Slo
for Perspective Dis

call realistic surroundings.

will not argue that story in-

terest is unnecessary.
It
has
been found to be so in music
and poetry and vaudeville and
in Mr. Griffith's pictures, and

Foe's story in de-

rather to invoke in

his

much less intimate control over the
much more complicated and ambi-

N

I

to offer.

The professional producer buys

Usher" represents a forecast of possibilities which are amazing.

if

it

helps him to think.

NEW TECHNIQUE

Motion Exterior Shot taken at f-3.5 with Sunlight and ReSectf
Right. The Camera Has Revolved on I ts Axis Until the Figun
Taken at a Lens Stop of /-I.I.

Left.
re in

Illustrating the Use of a Short Focus
Line Vertically Instead of Horizontally;

JAIWaj-^R-*'

What he cannot manage
the

settings,

istic

hundred

are the real-

drawing rooms a

feet long, lighted with 4,000

it

is

true, trick

been used increasingly
less cost

movement

of

offers

the

amateur a machine-art which should
be capable of giving real pleasure.

The addition

kilowatts.

Lately,

direction

many

to

work has
produce

at

of the effects of size

and richness which the public is supposed to demand. But here, too, the
insistence on realism puts this sort of
trick work out of the amateur's reach.

Enormous patience and very

of sound svnchronizacan be regarded only as a potential nmltiplication of the force of
the movies. It is not as though the
silent drama had ever been silent!
For years the theater patron has been
deafened by organs, wind machiaes.

Gang" riding through
Paris on a bus. The pleasure of recogplace
and saying to oneself,
nizing a
"It is just like being there," is put

put

in.

trying to

of Usher.

We

make

a film version

The Fall of the House
did our work mainly

an empty stable using only twelve

Film was used up

in large quanti-

because the only way to find out
a composite scene would look
was to take it. Very few of the seventv scenes in our 1.200 foot film have
been taken less than three times. The
unfortunate actors had to do nearly
all their acting on a count of seconds.
Inevitably they made mistakes and so
did the group of people operating the
camera, shutter, masks, truck and
optical mechanisms. When any component of a composite scene went
wrong the whole scene had to be done
over.
In view of all this trouble I
have since wondered if long com-

is expended on this sterile laand so much footage is devoted
to its results, that the real flow and
impact of the cinema comes through
only between irritating interruptions.

the insistence on

actuality can once be given

up, if a formula, a style, can be
accepted in its place, the greatest
cause of expense in making studio
pictures and the greatest obstacle to
the cinematic control of motion is

immediately done away with. Backgrounds and properties can be of any
convenient size or material and can
be made to take part with the actors
in the motion of the scene, accomplishment of which in the realistic
style, requires trucking, and Akeley,
and double printing shots at fabulous
cost.
Realness can be used, too, but
as an element rather than a basic principle, and depth and perspective can
be made even more striking than
formerly. The trick work by which
such stylized scenes are put together
can be done without much expense by
any camera which will run the film
safely backward and forward and still
keep in register. The free control over
timing of events and over speed and

I

of Poe's story.

how

bor,

if

movies

the

ties

energy

that

on

reflections

grow out of two years of spare-time
work which Mr. Melville Webber and

first six months our motto became
"hundreds (several) for film, and
not one cent for settings."

tlie simpler, more direct
pleasures of which the cinema is preeminently capable. And so much

is

a reason for congratulations.

the

ahead of

point

is

These

kilowatts of direct current for lightAt first we hoped to take the
ing.
picture in a perfectly straight manner,
using painted scenery, but we immediately ran into so much trouble that
trick work had to be resorted to. After

intricate

show "Our

mere

them,

in

tains into a foreground of action so
that the scene will look real, or to

My

.And the fact that already dance scenes
no longer look ridiculous in the pictures, now that music keeps time for

lion

and high-priced machinery is used to
blend a background of snow moun-

the

1929

AN

EXQUISITE CLOSEUP

Illiislrating the

Photographic Quality of the

posite scenes are not a luxury.

and imitation airplane motors. At
best this noise has been merely an
accompaniment rather than a real part
of the performance. Now mechanical
exactness begins to make possible a
counterpoint, as the Russians would
say, instead of a harmony. Talking
pictures, conceived as reproductions
of the stage, should not discourage
anyone who can look forward to the
time when the voices will be used
against the action as well as with it.

Germans use
the

camera travels from room

The Russians

get almost as

to room.
good an

effect by very rapid cutting of stationary flashes. Recently a spare time
film was released called. The Life and
Death of a Hollywood Extra (discussed further elsewhere in this
issue) which used a technique somewhat like the Russian and even more
remote from professional practise

This film was made
for ninety-seven dollars with one 400-

than our own.

The actors were photographed entirely in semi-close-up and
long shots were all made on very
watt lamp.

PRISMATIC MAGIC
The

Verge of Crudity, Is
Envestured with Atmospheric Mysticism by the Use
Setting, left. Simple to the

(Continued on page 887)
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AN

OUTSTANDING
EXAMPLE OF ARTIS-

TIC

LIGHTING,

AN

SCENE

FROM

TROBRIANA. A NOTABLE PRODUCTION

AMATEUR

BY

IM-

SKILLFUL

AUS-

PORTANT PHOTO-

TRALIAN AM-

PLAY ELEMENT.

ATEURS.

TELLING A FILM STORY
A

Simplified Guide for the Beginner in Photoplay Production

By Arthur

MISINFORMATION aboutelaborate

production

story told in film. It is essentially a
narrative expressed through a camera
capable of recording objects in motion and is not different in kind from
the short story in the fifth grade
school reader, following, in fact, the
structure.

However, the medium used to tell
the story, the motion picture camera,
has particular capacities and particular limitations. These capacities
and limitations give film-story production its technique. Nothing that does
not logically originate

because of

these capacities or limitations, or because of special amateur conditions,

should be considered.

This technique can become compliAmateur groups working to
develop the artistic possibilities of the
camera have pursued various lines of
cated.

reasoning, originating cinematic theory as they went along. But
the amateur first attempting the use of
his camera to record a film-story will
avoid a sudden leap into the midst of
this process. He will begin in the simesthetic

Gale

amusement of ourselves
and our friends? Remembering that
story for the

methods

used by professionals, cinematic theory and even amateur experiments in camera treatment and
cinematic esthetics tend to set up barriers to the realization that a photoplay is nothing more nor less than a

same form and

L,

this is

plest terms.
to

He

is

bound

the professional

to turn first

photoplay as a

model and here he has an excellent
guide in elementary production technique and a doubtful one in story
choice. If he has passed the initial
hurdles he will even cast aside the professional product as a preceptor in
technique, with the exception of a few
photoplays and sequences such as
those noted in "Critical Focusing" in
Movie Makers. Such amateurs are
truly

"on

their

own" and

are

making

tion,

our

we

initial film-story

produc-

are in all probability doing

the last. However, we want to do it
with a minimum of wasted effort and
film. We want to do it as well as possible, making fullest use of the camera
as well as any additional equipment

we may own;

finally,

we want

to

be

able to screen the resulting picture
years hence without feeling that we

had

better

have

left the film-story

idea

alone.

The first question that confronts the
amateur, as he considers the producwhere

the finest contributions to the progress
of the motion picture as a medium of

tion of his initial film-story, is

expression.
In this summary of production steps
let us begin
like these advanced
amateurs by casting aside all the
ideas we have acquired from the pro-

Makers is answering this question, in
part, by the periodic publication of
scenarios designed for 100 foot film
lengths and arranged for simple production. However, the amateur has
special settings or properties that he
wants to include. A country home, for
example, a yacht, perhaps a mining
camp is at hand. It is obviously impossible for Movie Makers to print
enough of these short scripts to fill
the individual needs of every amateur.
The best answer to this initial problem is to write the scenario yourself.
At first it appears a difficult task that
would require originality of authorship and some mysterious technique

—

—

and

doctrine and
unlike
advanced amateurs let us borrow
freely from the professional photoplay where its lendings will help us.
Let us, at the outset, be honest with
ourselves. Are we seeking to develop
new cinematic technique and to enlarge the horizon of the motion picture as an art form; are we making a
serious attempt at artistic perfection
in the translation of a story into motion pictures; or are we filming a
fessional movies

theory that

we have

all

read. But

—

—

to obtain a usable scenario.

MoviE

held only by professional scenarists.

J/%.^(/%R'«

This is not the case. All liie story
material that has been published is

scenario.

yours for adaptation. The chance that
you are planning any commercialization of the fmisihed product is remote
and you will violate no copyright laws
unless you do. Should this considera-

action into

tion arise, there are thousands of story

motifs that have never been copytlie choice of this material

righted. In
to

fit

your needs and

facilities, elimi-

nate in general only the professional
photoplay. The fact that
narratives used in professional

photoplays

I'liis

nothing more

hij;h-soun(ling term

is

tlian the di\ ision of the

numbered scenes

so that

each scene will represent a certain

amount of action

in a given location,
capable of being filmed bv the camera
in one position. W hen the action calls

for a diflerent camera position the
scene number will be changed. Under

each scene, number the position of tlie
camera, the setting, the characters and
the action. All must be set down. Ver\
important, in describing the camera's

you can judge the distance
Subject to this and
a few other variations, your filming
should follow your scenario very
closely if you are to get anywhere in
production and if you are to keep film
For this reason your
cost down.
scenario should be planned with great
care and prepared in such a manner
that it can be followed in filming.
The fewer loose ends you leave in the
scenario the better will be your finaction,

more

The scenarization process

have

best told by illus-

We

want

A man

leaving hurriedoffice in the
morning comes out of the
front door of his home
ly

for

his

followed by his wife.
he kisses her she
him a letter with the
injunction to be sure to
mail it as she wants a
After
gives

vour own efforts
reproduce these effects
confused in your effort to
reproduce the equipment.
As you get on further in
photoplay technique you
will find
to

friend to visit them for the

week-end. The husband is
absent-minded but takes
the letter, promising to
mail it. As he leaves the
house a friend drives past

will find this precise thing

a great stimulus and you
will set yourself the task

who

asks the husband to
ride to the city. Getting

same

technical results with an

into the car, the

economy

drops the

equipment

of

to film

this incident:

sional equipment and you

the

is

tration.

dicap you. at the outset,
for you will have in mind
the effects achieved with
the use of complex profes-

achieving

accurately.

ished product in the film.

been filmed with the complex equipment of the professional studio will han-

of

1929

that the professional has

street.

husband
in

the

this

lost

letter

Around

achieved with his exten-

letter is to

sive facilities.

of the plot.

Out of the wealth of
material open to you in
magazines and general literature you can easily select a story, an incident in
a
longer narrative, or
merely an idea that seems
to fit with the locations,
properties and characters
that are readily available.
The story idea must be
straightforward and fairly
simple,
involving
few

Conceivably, this acall taking place in
the same general locale,
could be filmed with the
tion,

camera far enough away

FAITHFUL DETAIL
Makeup,

a

and logically self-con^ on will have a great many

down

position, is to set

tained.

mate distance from the subject,

suggestions from friends to try a more
complicated story and pleas will come
from members of your cast to work
out ideas featuring their particular
these suggestions

Take advantage of

they fit with other
let anything hamper you in the choice of a simple tale
that can be told w-ith the facilities at
hand.
facilities but

everything that
happens. If this were to
be done details would be
lost and their dramatic
value would not be embe Fineart
phasized with the result
that we should see on the
screen a long and tiresome
scene with little dramatic interest and
we should be puzzled to discover just
to include

chara<ters.

histrionic ability.

be built the rest

if

do not

Having chosen a story idea that can
be filmed in an afternoon or a day of
shooting, write a brief synopsis of it,
working in the characters that you can
choose from among your friends and
the locations that you can use. After
writing your synopsis, prepare vour

its

cause this determines how
be included in the scene or

approxibe-

much can
how much

emphasis will be given a certain detail
by a closer position and consequent
enlargement in projection. To describe this camera distance the terms
"close-up,"
"semi-close-up,"
"medium shot," "semi-long shot" and
"long shot" are generally used. These
terms are not absolutes and in professional productions directors interpret
them as they see fit. As you write the
scenario, visualize the scenes to the
best of your ability and use the

camera distance that seems most fitting from your visualization. In production, after the rehearsals of the

If we tell this
it was all about.
incident witli meaning, using the technique of the motion picture to do it,
we should divide it into scenes that

what

is,

we should

"scenarize"

it

—
—some-

thing like this:

Scene 1. Medium shot. Porch of a
suburban home. The front door
of the house in middle of scene.
Door opens and a man comes out.
Man's manner is abstracted as he
walks toward camera. His wife
follows him, one hand held behind her back, and he turns and
kisses her in absent-minded fashShe
ion; he starts to leave.
catches his coat sleeve and he

« O «'

» /« K E R 9

E

from the position that we have assigned to the camera. At the same time
we have divided the action so that the
camera can be moved into a new position best to register the idea. With a
semi-close-up we first called attention
to the letter, which is important in
the later plot; then with a close-up
of it lying on the pavement as the car

away we emphatically informed the audience that the letter had

moved

been lost. We have given dramatic
emphasis and meaning to this whole
incident as that incident will appear
on the screen. Nobody can fail to realize exactly what is happening.
In scenarizing your first film-story
you will find a constant tendency to
place the camera too far away to register important details. A good rule
to follow is to place the camera as
close as you can, not excluding any of
the essential action of a scene. With
the exception of close-ups and semiclose-ups you will want all of a given
actor in the frame, but do not move

MEDIUM SHOT
stops.

CUT.

and costumes
be made to avoid

properties, characters

for each scene

may

confusion. Time

will be saved

tors kept together

better

in titles

and

to illustrate

tion pictures.

the

right at the

could not be avoided and the idea
expressed by a scene or sequence
of scenes. Long titles will bore your
audience and destroy the cinematic
nature of your film-story. It will not
be a motion picture but a word-story
with a few motion pictures thrown in.

When

a

title

ten briefly,

film story.

If

and

in other

hand

absolutely

necessary

your results will

letter

CUT.
to

the

Now

are like salt;

j

come down
week - end.

don't forget

to

Semi-close-up.

as Scene 2.

Wife

gives letter to husband,
who nods absently and puts
his pocket.

Photographs by Kmograms
it

in

LONG SHOT

CUT.

Scene 4. Semi-long shot. Front of
house including part of street.

Husband comes down walk and
wife watches him from porch.
As she turns and enters house a
car drives into scene and slows
down in front of house. Driver
of car waves hand to husband.
Husband hurries to car and starts
to enter it. CUT.
Scene 5. Medium Shot. Husband
enters car. As he opens door, letter drops from his pocket. He
does not notice this as he is talking with driver. CUT.
Scene 6. Close-up. Letter lying on
pavement at edge of curb. Running board and part of man's feet

Feet enter car and car
away. Letter seen left

in scene.

moves

alone on pavement. CUT.
Scene 7. Semi-long shot. Car drives

away

into distance.

CUT.

have produced a working
script. Each scene conveys its idea
and all of the action we have included
in each scene could be photographed

Now we

too

many

of

In the illustration that we
used,
other camera
treatments are open to you.
Scene 7 might end with a
fade-out indicating a lapse of
time or a complete shift of
scene or idea. From Scene 1
to Scene 2 you might use a
{Continued on page 881)

have

this."
3.

title,

suffer. Titles

them spoil the dish and too
few of them make it tasteless.
There is an excellent discussion of this problem on
page 309 of the May, 1928,
issue of Movie Makers.

and

Spoken. "I want

Same

add to the
you omit an

will

coat

Ruth

Scene

absolutely

can be writ-

man's

lifts

mail

it

it

on

speaks.

for

is

necessary and

holds a letter which she
has been hiding behind
her in previous scene.

Title 1.

with mo-

use

Wife has one

She

it

beginning. Avoid
of long explanatory titles.
Whenever you write a title into the
script, stop and ask yourself if it

this

of door.

hand
sleeve

ac-

the

Clamp down hard on

Semi-close-up.
wife in front

2.

and
all

scenes on one set or on one location
are filmed one after another without
reference to where they will fit in the
finished picture. To make this locale
filming easier, you can cut up the
scenario and group all of the scenes
requiring the same set or location.
You will find, as you write your
scenario, a tendency to tell the story

Man and

Scene

if

The Three Major Camera Positions Are Illustrated
in These Views of the Bridge in the Gardens of the

camera so far away as to get only
confusion in an effort to show general
atmosphere. If atmosphere must be
registered, take a separate shot to do
it and one that does not involve action
which is essential in telling your

the

story.
It is

a very simple matter to carry

this scenario further.

We have already

the beginning and the rest will
be built up in the same way following
the ordinary rules of plot structure.
Given a proper story, the scenario will

made

build

itself

step

by

step

without

difficulty.

scenario details can be noted
each portion of the working script.
The footage of each scene may be indicated, if film economy is to be enforced rigidly. If the production is
fairly long and if many properties
are to be used, a marginal notation of

More

in
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WHEN
A

HEADLINERS HIT
By Barclay H. Warburton,

Jr.

Finney

.

York. \. Y., U.

S.

A.

author,

producer,

writer,

supervisor,

distributor,
cutter,

title

technical

and play six parts.
And. gosh what a plot! Maybe you
don't think we were lucky to get somebodv like Arlen to write it. Original?

director

Summer we made

a picture.

That's a place down in
the south of France where you're not

At Antibes.

more

to

pictures there

— but

let

that go.

—

know

I

just

how Moran

felt

Mack. "What did you
have to bring that up for?" Well, I
listen.
This
is what I heard,
had to

when he

set

said to

down
.

-IS-li

.

1

.

.

1^^^
e

we could

1%
%%

play extras. .and
Buzzv Warburton could cut it for us
.GEE. we've got to make a movie.
JUST THINK of the fun it would

HAULING HIMSELF OUT TO DRY, .^^ND THE
BIRTH MARK HAS WASHED OFF.

be!"

You

YEAH! The fun it would be! I
could hardly wait. Here I was wanting to rest or something and those
dames wanted to make a movie!

lady
Sodar, ran a finishing school for girls.
Once she had a son, lost since birth,

.

get

to

.

.

Tiiis

menial giief of mine meant

nothing.

was

They had the idea and

that

Arlen agreed to write a story.
What else could he do? Finney said
he'd direct (so did everybody else).
I said I'd be delighted to do what I
could (having decided to leave for
Paris or Saigon, China, that night).
Miss Lillie, who is so sweet she can
never say no, acquiesced quite placidly to the idea of playing the lead.
And, our gates were besieged by
blor)des who wanted a job in the mob
scenes'. I almost forgot Miss Maxwell,
who wanted nothin" better than to be
all.

do

which means he

it,

lake and chucks him in. And what do
you think? Just as his .Ma arrives on
the scene the kid is hauling himself
out to dry, and the birthmark has
just another
washed off. Tough
hoax. But he gets his a push in the
face back into the lake.
\^'ait!
And you think Arlen didn't
know where to go from there a chap
who had sense enough to quit being
an Armenian and become British?
Now, Roy! Dragging her trousers,

—

fragmentarily.

"This is the loveliest place in
Europe. .and we could get Michael
Arlen to write the story ... Beatrice
Lillie would be in it... and Grace
Moore... and Elsa Maxwell. .Ben
Finney would direct; he's made dozens of pictures. .Rex Ingram and
Allie Macintosh would send us over
camera men. .and think of the beautiful scenery and all the lovely women

he's going to

—
—

Gosh, what a rest I was having on a
"picnice rock when someone said
ture!"'

^ ou see, Roy,

the janitor.

Well, Whiskey lands on his neck
outside, but the old girl gets a look at
him and spots the birthmark. Oh Boy,
how she screams! But ISeck Piece
doesn't care. He sees his duty and
carries the poor sailor to the nearest

go in Summer, any more
than to Palm Beach. Anyhow, its a
swell place and you could make lots

supposed

I,

the director really did work.

Dear Rov
This

UP

IT

Confess/on of the Cinematic Crimes of Certain Continental Celebrities

To Colonel Roy \^ Winton,
Managing Director.
Amateur Cinema League.

New

1939

JUST AS

HIS

MA

ARRIVES WHISKEY

IS

"

—

heard nothing. Like this
alias Mrs.
(Miss Maxwell

ain't

I

.

name of Whiskey. He had a birth
mark on his chest, too; Ritz Bar, it
was.

And

veloped

this

into

boy Whiskey had desailor, who, when

a

was looking for his Mammy.
Maybe somebody else's. I can't be
ashore,

too sure.
all the boys used to come
Sodar's School to watch the

Anyhow,
to

Dame

and make whoopee.
Right in the middle of one of these,
the old girl's Sonny Boy arrives looking for his Ma. All he gets is the air,
(Miss
first from Maud, the Butler
Lillie, clothed in a waiter's borrowed
dress suit) and by Neck Piece (Ben

girls get finished

Maud the Butler looking for
posies and finds in the woods a great
arrives

big thing. Babe White, who when resting is an explorer, more or less, and
who is none other than the original
one and only lost Whiskey, the heir
himself. He's restored to his Mamma,
the Finisher, and. what's more, he is
proven to be the real thing because
the birthmark won't come off, not even
when champagne is used as a depilatory.

And

so all the

little

girl

pupils,

completely finished by this time, pick
up with all the nice young men of the
whoopee, fade out, and everybody is
happy except me. All I have to do
now is cut this masterpiece and make
a King Vidor job of it, and, besides,
Ralph Spence is busy writing titles

—

for other people.

Anyhow", I hope you see it. Myself,
never seen a picture conceived as
this one was, executed as this one was,
Finney shot thirty-six scenes in two
I've

hours. Try and do
ours.

And, when

to cut,

IT

it

it

with a gang like

came time

for

me

ALL HUNG TOGETHER,

even without titles. Come on, you
amateurs, try or tie that if you can.
I

never will, Roy.

BUZZ.
Cannes, France.

EQUIPMENT OF THE STANFORD STUDIOS OF STANFORD UNIVERSITY

THE TOOLS OF THEIR ART
Amateur Producing

Glimpses Into the Workshops of

CAMERAS,
special

lighting equipment,

By Arthur

and accesby
amateur

L.

Gale

facilities

owned

sories

photoplay producing groups, or available to tlipm through their members
owning these things, range from one
camera and a pair of reflectors, possessed by the small unit

survey of the equipment and facilities
at the disposal of representative amateur clubs will give us, perhaps, some
"iiide to what this average should lie.

of film-story producers,
to a complete studio
equipment, equivalent
in every way to that
professionals use,

which

is

Group.

•J"

V. Martindale, of New York City,
who, with Frank Packard, forms Markard Pictures, producers of Narrow
Paths, had his home wired with outlets
J.

in many rooms for arc lights and for
banks of incandescents which makes
possible turning them into small
studios on a moment's
notice. These two gentlemen together own a
wide range of lighting
equipment so that ef-

fects

may

this

Fineart Films Produc-

Because of
ready control of

tions,

lighting

in

work

an amateur group
Sydney, Australia.

They use two
cameras on every scene
and in some sequences
keep both cameras stationary, switching from
a medium shot in one
scene to a close-up in
another by means of a
telephoto lens on one

fell to their

complicated equipment, carrying with it the overhead
Indeed,

lot.

ol

camera which

many operating

specialists,

would possibly

they

entirely

tion.

those of the

amateurs
Australian
nor the organization to
make proper use of
them if such romantic

good luck

sources

almost

with artificial illumina-

Not every club has
means to secure fa-

the

cilities like

be skilfully

controlled.

leased by the

stifle

a

deal of amateur experiment: amateurs
would also be faced with the difficulties and frequent inefficiencies of large

correlation which too often beset
the professional producer.
Somewhere between these two extremes there is an average represented
staff

by the reasonable amount of equipment that a well-organized producing
group could hope to own or to ha\e
available and which it could use with
properly efficient results. A brief

These groups and clubs make a very
respectable showing and one of which

may

be proud. It
an adequate and
even a ver)' superior film story can be
produced with nothing but an amateur
camera, ingenuity and detailed care.
Special facilities, however, will enlarge enormously the scope of produc-

amateur producers
is

true, of course, that

tion, will

and
sion

smooth out many problems

make motion picture expresmucli more flexible and re-

uill

sponsive.

is start-

'^

ed before the other,
equipped with an ordinary lens, has
been stopped. This insures absolutely
smooth continuity without a break in

^

the action.

The La Jolla (California) Cinema
League uses two 16mm. cameras fitted
with an /. 3.5 and an /. 1.9 lens, revolving on tilting tripod heads. For
interior lighting they are equipped
with three arcs, a 500 watt spotlight
and an 800 watt flood-light. This club,
in order to secure additional control

(Continued on page 894)
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AMATEUR CLUBS
Enter Erie

0\

Nezvs of Group Filming
amateur

fans recently gathered in Erie, Penn.,
F,R

fifty

Edited by Arthur L. Gale

meeting of an
amateur movie club. Many amateurs
attended
the meetfrom nearby towns
for

ing.

tiie

first

The program featured

Stevens in Reno, Nevada.

Duer and Charles Carter. From
to

fifty

seventy-five extras were used

dance-hall

No

interiors.

effort

in

has

been spared to catch the spirit and
secure a veracious reproduction

of

pioneer days. Three cameras are being used.
Mr. Stevens, aided by
Edwin Duer, is directing the production: Ted Morrill and Philip Weber
have charge of the camera work;
Charles Carter and Edwin Semenza
are responsible for settings and will

I

EATLRING THE COMSTOCK LODE

The Remaining Population of Virginia City. Nevada.
Turned Out to Enact Black Dm. a Photoplay Devised
by Water Stevens of Reno. Shown Above with the
Historic Stagecoach.

Edwin Williams man-

the film;

title

the Motion Picture
Club of New Haven,
Conn.
Hiram Percy

ages the production. Included in the
large cast are: Wilbur Hannibal,

Harry

McNamara, Ellen Carmody,

Alice Couch and Rose Monahan. One
of the scenes to be
filmed calls for the

burning of an old mill
during a snowstorm.

Maxim, president of the

Amateur Cinema
League; Everett

The

Stevens with the assistance of Edwin

for a second gathering. The
Erie amateurs have the Leagues congratulations on a well-managed organization meeting and we may expect valuable program suggestions
from this enthusiastic group.

by

have already been shot

filming Black Dirt, production of

amateur super-feature,
based on mining days in Virginia
City, Nevada, was written by Walter

made

contest has been scheduled

film

\^'alter

and Green and an illustrated talk on
color photography by Francis Nagorski. Opportunity was provided for a
general discussion of amateur movie
problems. Plans have already been

**•

three thousand feet of 16

^~^ mm.

.scenario of this

ing of personal and topical films taken
by A. H. \ick, a report by F. M.
Carlson on amateur club activities
throughout the country, a demonstration of natural color films by Kelly

film

of '49

|^\ ER
in

the screen-

Extensive Contest
A N exten.sive local amateur

Days

Microscopy

\'.

AT

Meeks, dean of the
School of Fine Arts
of Yale
University;
Alexander Dean, of the
Drama Department of

a recent meeting

of the

Movie Di-

vision of the Cleveland,

Ohio, Photographic Soharrow Paths.
production of Markard

ciety,

same university,
and Roy \^
Winton.
managing director of
the Amateur Cinema

siastic

League, have been an-

the

nounced as judges,

reel of microscopic in-

the

Pictures,

.

fifth to

a

be chosen later

sect

from New Haven. The
contest will include awards for all
types of amateur movie films and will
represent an attempt by the New
Haven Club to discover local amateur
movie standards for all phases of
filming. Thorough plans have been
laid and
many contributions are
expected.

The program

of

the

club's

last

department. The fact that this
program, with the exception of And
How, was a complete club production
shows that New Haven amateurs are
not finding it difficult to keep their
this

movie cameras busy.

^I

'HE premiere

of

production

of

The Fast Male,

Stanford LIniversity, will be held in
the Stanford assembly hall at Palo

mountain climbing in the Canadian
Rockies, filmed by Professor Donald
Cooksey of Yale University, a reel

Alto. Calif.,

following the processes of the preparation of maple sugar, taken by

gram

Irving Tier, short natural color films,
taken by club members and And How,

during

854

so generally

known

to readers of

a

studies filmed by

Williams,

a

member, was projected.

Lighting Studies

CAMERAS

are already clicking in

the production of a four hundred

mm. film story selected by
Flower City Amateur Movie Club
of Rochester, N. Y., under the work-

taken in the vicinity of New Haven
by Dr. James P. Pigott, a record of

the

Stanford

movie club of

January ninth. Among
produced recently

the siiort subjects

by the club to be included in the prois a complete record of Her-

bert Hoover's activities on the

the

On

the

Studios, the amateur

among which

program

foot 16

Got Spot News
'

clul)

reception.

same

Charles

meeting included the screening of
eight hundred feel of airplane shots

now

was screened,

meeting; with an enthu-

presidential

campus

campaign,

are his acceptance ceremonies and his own vote casting.

ing

title.

Dead

or Alive, as their con-

Photoplay Magazine's
amateur movie contest. Over half of
the scenario is based on an ingenious
plot dealing with an underworld
gang; it calls for interior scenes and
the Flower City Club will attempt new
tribution

to

departures in the control of lighting
effects. Particular effort will be made
to secure a smooth continuity and a
complete translation into terms of the

motion picture.

MOWHC

IM /% 1^

E

K

a»

terpiece that an immediate re-screen-

System
SHOOTING

is

about half done on

Three Episodes, the present production of the Foto-Cine Productions
Sundays are enof Stockton, Cal.
tirely devoted to production work by
the whole club. In order to facilitate
the gathering of the technical staff and
the cast on location, blank forms have

been prepared to be mailed by the
secretary to the various members
needed at a given time. Those
responsible for costumes and
properties are

same way.

in

the

The club has

dis-

notified

ing was demanded.

Football
nrOUCHDOWN,
--

written by Doug-

Thompson, selected by the
Herald Cinema Critics Club of Syralas

cuse, N. Y., as the winner of their
recent scenario contest open to local
high school students, is already in
production. Tlie storx is liuilt aiound

tion

and

to

the

of

is nearly completed and the club is
planning to begin work on a scenario by Richardson Murphy. Interior
scenes of The Lugger were taken in a
studio in the Eastman Theatre. Detailed care has been lavished on the
film, under the direction of J. G. Capstaff, and it is expected that it will be
an example of perfect amateur work
in standard photoplay technique. At
a late club meeting The Fall of the
House of L'sher, production of Dr. J.
S. Watson, Jr., and Melville Webber,

was screened. So enthusiastic was the
club's response to this amateur mas-

the

Mohawk

New

York, Cine Club will
begin production of a winter
sports film running 100 16 mm.
feet, to be called, A Winter Day.
This active club publishes an

OROTHY

M. CRANE,

di-

of activities of the
News High School,
News. Va., reports

The Lug-

the first effort of the
Rochester, N. Y., Cinema Club,

month

this

D' rector

Mark

ger,

pARLY
*—' Valley,

Third Production

hold an annual sosome kind instead.

PRODUCTION

Publish Bulletin

releases.

cial affair of

Will Set

Fred Shellish, all students of Central
High School in Syracuse. Location,
wardrobe, script, transportation,
properties and promotion committees
have already been appointed.

eight-page monthly bulletin giving club news and including
reviews of recent professional

considerable
verbal notice is
and that a great
is saved.
It has
to eliminate all
social functions during produc-

covered that
confusion of
thus avoided
deal of time
also decided

Arnold. Marcus Chacona, J.
Edward McEvoy, Rita Miller and

jorie

BREAKFAST ALL WET
cph Braid in a Scene from a Photoplay of The Southern
Makers Triangle ol Summerville. S. C.

Mo

football and the cast has been selected
from high school students by screen
tests, the adult roles being filled by

members

of the "Tri-C", as the Critics
familiarly known. Walter P.
who directed Six Appeal,
will direct the gridiron drama; Chester B. Bahn, dramatic editor of the
Syracuse Herald, will supervise production; Fay Woodward and Chauncey Fairbanks will act as cameramen:
the five leads will be played by Mar-

Club

is

Mcintosh,

SUNSHINE

AND CINEMA

Californm Camera Cluh Celebrating Out;

CmWx

Park, Rcrkl.v

Newport
Newport
that the drama

class of the

High

School has made plans for its
third amateur photoplay. With
the proceeds from its extremely successful stage plays, the class has
bought a camera and projector and is
planning to buy additional equipment
to enable members to take interior
scenes and to

make

full use of the

camera. Heroes All, the initial production of this group, was submitted
to Photoplay's first amateur movie
contest. This scenario was written with
the cooperation of the entire class,
the production was directed by Miss
Crane, and Richard Jordan was
cameraman; leads were played by
Blake Cameron. Robert Morrison.

855
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Moss and Dorothy

Sallie

Terrell.

The

second production, Our Old High,
ran 1,000 feet, 16 mm., and included
interior scenes. The plot, involving a
yacht and an airplane which were
available, told the story of arousing
a wealthy and snobbish youth to true
high school spirit. Miss

Crane announces

equipment will be available. The cine
committee needs 16 mm. amateur
cameramen who would like to work
No dues
in photoplay production.
are charged as the expenses of production will be defrayed otherwise.
However, the whole production is on

that,

January. Plans are being made for
production of a club amateur
photoplay.
in

the

Manheini Active

\

**

N

audience of over four hundred

attended the first public screening of the Glorious
Fourth, production of

Paramount Movie

because of the benefit
obviously derived by
the students taking part
and because of their
general keen interest,
amateur photoplay production will continue to
be a definite part of the
work of the dramatic

the

class. Amateur movie
equipment is also used
by the school in athletic
training and in record-

that general public in-

Club of Manheim,
Penn.

Box-office

re-

the club
over eighty-five dollars

ceipts netted

with which to finance

next production.

its

Richard H. Litzenberger, president, reports

terest

in

amateur

movies has been
aroused
munity.

ing school activities.

in

his

com-

Experiments
Screened

"Rushes"

ATmeeting

plans the
formation of an ama-

ELEANOR
M'ISS
WOLFF

a recent dinner

of

the

Cleveland, Ohio, Amateur Movie Club, Over
the

Alps

by

photoplay producing group in New
teur

Motor,

films

York City. Amateur
cameramen who are in-

FROM THE SOUTH SEAS

filmed by William H.
Levering, club member,
was screened. On the

same

Scenes from Trohriana, the Splendid Photoplay of Fir

terested in joining with

Productions, Sidney, Australia.

her should notify the
Club Consultant of the
A. C. L.

program were
taken by members

Quick Love, a light
Kiinedy scenarized by
Mrs. Clara Young, has
ln'cn chosen as its second production by the

in a recent lighting ex-

periment arranged by
the club, and The Norfolk Case, produced
by the Motion Picture
Club of New Haven,
was projected.

Motion Picture Club of
-Miami, Fla. The story
is
well adapted for

Publicity

AN

article

in

number

the

simple production.

appeared

The Peabody Cinema

November

Club,
of
Nashville,
Tenn., is reorganizing
and Joe McGregor, last

of the Ladies'

Home

Journal on amateur movie club formation for photoplay production. The response
to this article has been
widespread and enthusiastic

\

is

a significant step in the de-

velopment of film story production as
an important factor in group and

community

artistic expression.

Want Cameramen

THE

856

extensive

sets

and

an entirely amateur basis. Cameramen
in this opportunity may
obtain further information from the
Club Consultant of the Amateur
Cinema League.

interested

To Present Sound
pECENT programs of the
'^Cinema Club

Cine Committee of the Morningside Theatre League, of New
York City, plans the production of an
amateur photoplay.
An interior
studio,

a r s

technician,

is

A ])roduction has been
planned, details of

cinematogbe expected

raphy may
from it. That amateur
photoplay production has obtained
recognition in this large general magazine outside of the motion picture
field

I'

picparing for the double role of cameramp.n
and technical director.

and many new

recruits to

L.

lighting

which are not yet announced.
Miss Marion Blew,
secretary, reports the formation of the
Lansdowne High School Amateur
Movie Club in Lansdowne, Pa. About
twenty have already joined the new
group and the first production will be

announced
Chicago

included an evening

under the auspices of the Burton
Holmes Lectures, Inc., and a screening of members' films. A demonstration of 16 mm. sound film is scheduled for an early meeting of the club

later.

The Portland, Oregon, Cine Club
screened Narrow Paths at its last
meeting. Membership now numbers
fifty.

M. H. Cannell of Providence, R. L,
plans a club organization in his city
for amateur photoplay production.
(Continued on page 889)
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EDUCATIONAL FILMS
News of Visual Education
Edited by Louis

in Schools

M.

Bailey

Virginibus Puerisque

STRAWBERRY

ice

cream

Forest Fire Films
and

"snappers" are not the only exciting

features of
children's
parties in these days of home movies.

Many

wise

parents are discovering
the possibilities of short-film programs with the portable projector as

moving pictures far more than the
regulation
school
exercises
and
"speaking pieces."
But just because they are shown in
schools does not mean that these mov-

the grand climax to the Saturday afternoon birthday celebration. These
home movie programs, made up of

from

awakened.

Health and Censors
"TiHERE
'-

Broadway,

FILMS ARE

Waters of Versailles," or any of a
hundred other subjects which should
prove particularly appealing to an
audience of younger children.
For school entertainments on festi-

Teaching the Public to Prevent Forest Fires
Role of Film Education.

NOW HELFINU TO PREVENT THIS
SORT OF DEVASTATION
Is

Latest

ing pictures should lack in entertain-

ment value.

The best films for children, exponents of visual education
point out, are those which interest

them.
At the same time they must
provide a definite mental stimulus to

purely educational value to be presented with scenic and industrial
films that will appeal to boys and
girls of various ages.
Special musical accompaniments by the school or-

thinking along a pattern of organized
thought.

chestra or by individuals from the
older groups who know how to play
the piano could be arranged to sup-

and a program of motion pictures
devised especially for the young au-

readily

appreciate
the improvement of this new type of
entertainment over the old-fashioned
"recitation day," which demanded extra hours of drilling

And

and coaching.

the children themselves,

to say,

would

safe
enjoy an afternoon of
it is

film

moments

in

"The Way

and Beauty," a Gerreleased by Ufa, 1540

New York

City,

when

a

suggestion of

mous childhood

will

are

to Strength

man

becomes increasingly large with each
new issue from leading manufacturers. Such a program might include.
"Parade of the Wooden Soldiers,"
with musical accompaniment on the
phonograph of the musical march
fantasy by Leon Jessel; "Robinson

plement these programs.

and stupidity
usually result.

consciousness those whom the law and
verbal instruction have not as yet

dealers,

val days the choice of suitable film is
just as wide.
It includes pictures of

fires

tures just completed will fulfill their
educational intent and help shock to

for

Crusoe," a film version of this fafavorite; an "Aerial
Trip Over New York" or "The Great

The

forest fires realizes the criminality of
carelessness. It is hoped that the pic-

children, available by purchase out-

Teachers

Lumber Company.

Anyone who has seen the broadspread destruction brought about by

lighting" in the audito-

right or to be rented

fire

laid waste

inate the carelessness

rium, the music and elaborate prologues, to augment the entertainment
value of the film program. But the
home movie made up of carefully
chosen films, presented with musical
accompaniment from the radio or the
phonograph, can still be very entertaining to the average boy or girl.
films suitable

forest

millions of acres of valuable timber
land in California, the Leavitt Cine
Pictures Company of Los Angeles,
San Diego and San Francisco, has recently made several thousand feet of
film of the burning area for the Cass-

from which such

Obviously the home movie is no
substitute for the average theatrical
presentation of motion pictures, with

of

the

menace which recently

public concerning the importance of
forest conservation and to help elim-

pictures for their children.

The choice

*-

Johansing

boys and girls, may solve the problem of providing the right motion

"mood

'T'O help combat

pictures are designed for co-operation
with the government in instructing the

films selected by fathers and mothers
themselves, especially suitable for

the

and Homes

result

in

the

boy or

Children are

literal

girl

actually

minded,

too,

dience should be a balanced presentation that will not leave a badly
jumbled impression, similar to the
reaction of a small boy taken to a
performance of four one-act plays.

"This play didn't seem very conit, mother?" he remarked,
after it was all over.

nected, did

its original beauty and
adherence to a well conceived central idea remains in spite of subsequent assaults from boards of censors, title writers and the editing department of the American distributor. Designed to teach through film
that health and beauty invariably
accompany physical activity, it shows
a series of beauty cults of various
peoples glorifying physical perfection. The muscular development of
the Greek at his games, the Roman at
the bath, the Abyssinian savage gy-

rating ecstastically to the barbaric
throb of muffled tom-toms, and the
trimness of the modern ballet-dancer,

which results from hours spent in
strenuous training, are examples of
the application of the idea.

While for the most of us such intense exercise is neither practicable
nor desirable since one can neither
be a ballet dancer nor an Abyssinian
savage, it is ably demonstrated that
proper exercise is an essential in
every life. The real worth of the film
lies not only in the practical lesson
it has to teach but also in its appreciation

healthy

of

the

bodies.

esthetic

values

Apparently

(Continued on page 894)
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•PICK THE STORY

AND

DISCUSS IT WITH THE

COMPANY"

FIXING
Perfecting the

Plan of Your Photoplay, Before Shooting, for Economy and Excellence
By Epes
^

good old days
we used to pack a story

in

BACK,
when

those

thousand feet of
instead of blowing

W.

Sargent
°

the suggestions will be impractical,

but you'll get help, and some dub,
who may never achieve a dozen orig-

into a flat one

action and title,
to eight reels with five thouit up
sand feet of padding and two thou-

sand
it

of wisecracking sub-titles,
less general rule

feet

was the more or

director started a

that a

on Monday, washed

it

new

story

up Thursday

night or Friday morning and then
spent the remainder of the week "fixing" the next picture.
There was no time in those days
for experimental "treatments," longwinded conferences, half a dozen
continuities

and

all

the rest of the

fancy trimmings which have added,
perhaps, ten percent to the value of
the picture and several thousand percent to

its cost.

The amateur companies are standing about where we did in those days,
and in most instances cost-cutting
was as important then as it now is to
the amateur producers into whose
hands is passing the custody and artistic progression of the wholly silent
Proper fixing makes for
picture.
But however small the
economy.
treasury and however great the need
for funds, we are going to suggest
the presentation to the director of
two wall or desk mottoes. One of
these should read. Be sure you are
right,

other
If

and then go ahead, and
is,

A

stitch in

you believe

bers, add,

the

time saves nine.

in the luck of

odd num-

Look before you

this is virtually

leap, but
covered by number

one.

you can't find these in the shops,
letter them yourselves. They are not
copyrighted, and if the authors come
If

858

to bother you, yell for Conan Doyle.
Ihey have been dead for a long time.
The director who reads and assimilates these wall mottoes will do his

fixing before the picture

is

started,

and he will save money, time and
temper. All three are important to
good work.
First you get your story, and then
you get it right. If you fail to fix
properly, you'll fall into the Hollywood class where often not ten cents
gets
dollar
production
each
of
through to the screen. Don't try to

be as Hollywood is, but as it should
Millions of dollars are being
he.
wasted each year in Hollywood simply because they do not fix properly
and later get into more of a snarl
with each eff'ort to correct mistakes.
Get your story. Get it right. Fix
it.

Then produce

story

go on

right

it.

But get your
you

right — before
—just
Don't
next

to the

steps.

start

rush and trust to your cleverness to straighten out as you go
along. Either you will work with an
original story or do an adaptation
off in a

of some book or play. If you do an
adaptation, let us hope you pick on
something in the public domain. But
The
let conscience be your guide.

main point

is

Don't be so
need no help.

to get

your

When you

you

pick the

it with the entire company. It's going to make a lot of talk.
But
It's going to create argument.
better an argument from your troupe
than the realization later that the film
About three-fourths of
is all wrong.

story, discuss

may

be inspired to make a real suggestion.
He may be just thick enough to get
an idea that the more Inilliant minds
may pass over.
If you are working an original, talk
If you have
it over in synopsis form.
a book or play, reduce the story to
5,000 words or less.
When you have decided on the exact

form of the story

as

you will

(they call this a "treatment,"
out by the orange groves) make your
continuity. Work over this until you

tell

it

feel that

stick to

you cannot better it. Then
Stick to it no matter what
comes to you after the
Once you start to
in work.

it.

inspiration
script

is

make

changes, you'll let yourself in
for more misery than you ever
thought could be caused by any one

You change one scene. Then
you discover that another must be
This entails a
changed to match.
third alteratioii and so on and on.
I recall one star instance where a
director made a single change in a
script.
He muddled around for two
weeks and turned in 2,800 feet of
two
negative.
It took us another
weeks to patch the dreadful thing up

thing.

so that
fire

story.

self-sufficient that

inal ideas in his entire lifetime,

it

him.

made

half sense.

That

simply

We

didn't

meant we

would get another man just as bad.
Extemporaneous change have cost
film makers more money than would
run a world war for two whole
months.
This does not apply to the "business." of course. Often you can and
should change this, but once you have

» O ^'

E

I

/«
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your story laid out, don't alter it during production or you'll inevitably
discover that it will necessitate a lot
of retake. That's where the tailoring
motto comes

in.

fore you start.

Do your sewing beWork on your con-

it is as perfect as you can
and then run it through without
change. When you are positive your
script is just right, go on to the next
step, but not until you are sure.

tinuity until

get

it,

Footage, within reason, does not
You don't have to keep
within a prescribed number of feet.
But get some idea of how you are going to run.

you cannot command the services of
your players at all times. You must
suit their convenience. You must plan
your time to suit theirs, so frame
your schedule to meet this condition.
Plan your schedule to give Saturdays and Sundays to the exteriors. If
you use interiors, do the inside stuff
with the lamps through the week, in
Call only the players
the evening.
you need for the scenes you will take.
For the exterior stuff try and plan

inquiry as to how many scenes made a
He used to come back with, "How
many potatoes make a bushel?"
We had a sort of rule-of-thumb that
twenty scenes made a reel, but tliis

of scenes.
For example, in the
location just quoted, your work sheet

should show, "Ring in jeweler's box."
Give Props the general list and let
him copy from your work sheets.
Now it's up to him to get the props or
the boot.
If
you have begun to wonder
whether you are a director or a book-

keeper, cheer up.

About the best way is to take your
and mentally rehearse your

Then copy them

scenes, preferably with a stop watch.

direction.
Value your
Give them what they are
worth.
Don't waste twenty feet on
a ten foot value and then skimp an
important scene into twelve. When
you come to rehearse, use the stop
watch again and try to get approximately the time value. Not one person
in a thousand may be able to appreciate your nice timing, but 990 will
sense a lack of finish in a badly
timed scene. Study tlie work of the

of

best professionals

and then note how

nicely the scenes are proportioned.
It's

not just accidental.

Now

you have your

script laid out

and timed.
The next thing is the
working schedule. It is assumed that

off

on the work

In your spare time work
out a costume call for each player.

Note the number of

scenes.

just starting.

sheets, too.

Close your eyes and vision the action

points

It's

Get your costumes up. Lay these out
on your general script, so that you
can follow down to a costume change.

script

here comes one of the nice

every last

set

did not mean that it made a reel of
twenty scenes. D. W. Griffith hit a
record with 120 scenes in the thousand feet of The Sands o' Dee. The
shortest scene ran about seven frames.
He made about thirty scenes and then
cut them into each other.

And

list

takes all the joy out of life

It

your company by the roadside
while Props races back to town for
an essential scarf or the gun with
which to shoot the wicked villain.
Make a general property list of all
the props, then take off on your work
sheets all of the props used in that

reel.

scene.

the essential props, but
to sit

Just how many scenes is a problem. "Pop" Hoadley, one of the good
old timers, had a fixed answer to the

of the

know what it is all about
having to go through the
script. By keeping each set and location separate, you can rearrange and
change until you get the ideal layout.
Eventually you will assemble your
sheets by days.
Now make out your property list.
If you use an interior, do not list
everything in the room. Assume that
the room will be furnished. List only
you'll

without

one.

worry you.

seconds required. Mark this on the
script and then add up. With a little
practice you can come within ten
percent of your actual footage.

Now

Here

is

a sample:

Costumes for Mary
29.

your progression to make the most of
your working light. Start as close to
home as you can and work outward.
\ ou can come home after the light
has gone.
To do this most conveniently, make
up a set of work sheets, with each
set or location on a separate page.
Don't merely use the general ''Lake
That means you'll
5/( ore- 1-26-31."
have to look up those numbers in
the script.

Make

a

memo

entry like

this:

ring.

to

—
—

2 Evening gown with satin pumps. Hair
dressed high. In scenes 30-32.
3 Sport costume. Tennis racquet. In
scenes 17-19.

In scenes 17-19.
Make a complete

list

of the cos-

tumes and give each member of the
cast his costume sheet, remembering
that a garment worn or used by two
or more players is a prop and not a
costume and that this goes on the
prop list.
In laying out costumes, try to avoid

Lake shore

— Where Mary and Gerald meet.
26 — Gerald gives Mary the
31 — Mary throws a kiss
Gerald, who
1

in 30.

—White

dress, shoes, and stockings. Picture hat. Blue sash. Brooch at neck. Used
in scenes 12-14-28-29.
1

is

costume changes in field work.
inconvenient.
Changing is often
Where a change must be made, shoot
all the scenes in one costume before
you order the change, though one
(Continued on page 896)
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HOW TO MAKE
Ingenuity as

a Panacea

for

SILK PURSES

Amateur Production Problems

By Arthur
properties and costumes often seem to present insuperable obstacles to the amateur film story producer. By the most
advantageous use of the camera, by
stylization and by the use of symbolism many of these problems can be
overcome. Sometimes technical facilities, no matter how simple they may
be, are as limited as properties and
sets but the amateur can always make
the best use of available material, although its suitability may not be revealed without careful thought.

L.

Gale

SETTINGS,

The ingenious use

of existing

five

effective angles at
in the tale.

One

dramatic moments

scene, in

murderer tears up the

floor

which the
boards in

his frenzy to reach the beating heart,

The

easy.

ing the table top as the floor.

camera was placed underneath the
ble, willi

llii'

ta-

lisht cDiiiini; Irmii aluiM'.

A

dilapi-

antiquity and feebleness.

A table

was

made from

the same kind of material
was rubbed over the heads of
the nails to make them inconspicuous. Then lantern used by the old man
of the story was made of rusty tin
that could easily be shaped.

and

dirt

A fifteen-ampere arc lamp was borrowed from a photographer and this
was supplemented by two home-made
lamps. These were made by building
two boxes, fifteen by twenty by ten
inches, which were lined with tinfoil
and into each of which a blue daylight 1000 watt incandescent bulb
was set. Two flat boards covered with
tinfoil served as reflectors with which
a boy, leaning from the window,
caught sunlight and reflected it in
concentrated rays to the action.
characterization
was the
aim of the production no pains
were spared to secure closeups from

Since

chief

tumes

cos-

made myself, but this was
They consisted of bits of old
I

clothing

here and there to
two characters. Harry

altered

best suit the

As a
and in

result of this care for minutiae

spite of the complete lack of
studio facilities, settings, costumes
and properties. The Tell Tale Heart.
as seen in the finished film, could

hardly be improved by a professional
production staff building specially
constructed sets.
The search for space for large interior sets in the production of Black
Dirt in Reno, Nevada, under the direction of Walter Stevens, was solved
by the discovery that the stage of a
local theatre could be secured.
A
dance-hall set was built on the stage
one hundred feet wide and seventyfhotog^aph by

dated cot was bought at a second hand
store and taken to the attic. A highbacked chair was made by using material found in a wood pile. The chair
was weak but it conveyed tlie idea of

characteriza-

Imagination, served as a source of

production a hopeless dream.

as the setting of Poe's tale.

my

and body movements. The

detail."

ma-

This story called for an old attic
bedroom, so an old attic bedroom was
found that had the same atmosphere

achieved

Clarke's illustration of the characters
in Poe's book, Tales of Mystery and

make

to

really

tions largely through facial expres-

from below the floor
This problem was met by us-

called for a shot
level.

I

sions

production of The Tell
Tale Heart, an amateur film running
1000 35 mm. feet, which won honorable mention in Photoplay Magazine's
first amateur movie contest, proves
that minute realism can be obtained
by the careful amateur and that only
ingenuity and detailed work are required in the construction of sets and
properties from material at hand.
Certainly the extreme limitations under which Thomas Fisher and Nathan
Fox, who produced The Tell Tale
Heat, were forced to work will heartten every amateur who may feel that

few as

it, in part, was obtained at a
and ten cent store. Of the makeup Mr. Fisher writes, "With all the
work I did in planning the makeup,

covered

terial in the

his facilities are so

1929

AN

fiirdinouTii

WHICH REQUIRES
ONLY A SCREEN DOOR

ARTISTIC EFFECT

and, as the murderer ripped up the
boards of the table top, a closeup of
his terrorized face was obtained as if
it were seen by the eyes of the body

he was disclosing.

The

location of street scenes pre-

sented even more difficulty than selecting the interior. The story is set
in the period of 1820. The streets of

modern Pittsburgh would completely
destroy the illusion carefully built up
in the selection of

custumes and

in-

After days of search from
and quarter to quarter
an alley was found lined with old
houses and equipped with street
lamps antedating the Civil War. At
teriors.

street to street

either end, this alley

was cut

off

by

smaller ones, which prevented distant
views of modern scenes. Here the
camera was set up.
Mr. Fisher played both the role of
the old man and that of his madman
A particularly realistic
nmrderer.
eff"ect was secured in make-up by tlie
use of a pig's bladder as the scalp
of the wig for a partially bald man.
It was cut to stretch over the head and
fitted very tightly, barring all resem-

blance to

artificiality.

The

hair that

the spots and
found in Reno
were collected and with one Kleig
and homemade floods built on the defive

feet

deep.

All

floods that could be

sign published in

Movie Makers

for

August, 1928, Mr. Stevens, to quote
his own words, "set the place on fire
with light".
Possible production economy on
even a first effort with a large cast is
well illustrated by the production
budget of Heroes All. filmed by the
Drama Class of the Newport News
High School, Newport News, Va.
Film
$48.00
Title material
4.00
Properties
4.00
Makeup
3.00
Total

$59.00

Locations and transportation furnished by friends.
These courageous amateur experiments are pioneering accomplishments of great value and should become part of the permanent history of
the amateur photoplay movement.
They point the way to an independence of amateur effort, a breaking
away from the expensive traditions of
the professional, and promise an experimental flowering that will take the
amateur film further than it has ever
gone as a professional medium.
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On
for studio rentals cost money.
so cheap a script he must write all
his action outdoors.
If there is a little more money
available he may put in a few simple
interiors. Perhaps the director may
of some studio where he can
rent an elaborate set already used in
a "regular" picture. Perhaps it is a
big cabaret set, or an elaborate ball-

know

room. Whatever
be willing

may

it

may

be, the studio

"quickie"

to let the

taken down. If
use the set before
the set is shot from angles other
than used in the original production
It won't
it may not be recognized.
it is

matter much, anyway, for the
"quickies" don't show in the same
houses.
Perhaps it is not the set but the

The
that dictates the story.
director can get Kitty Klieg for two
days. That's the cue to write in a lot
star

of closeups

mous

star,

showing
just

this

really fa-

about enough to be

Kitty comes
killed in
early and stays late, as she knows she
will have to. The rest of the script
will be done by the other players,
the two days

if

or with the character played by Kitty
from the camera that the

so remote

fact that a

LESSON

The

By Epes
Chosen by the National Board

of

sand dollars and feel an urge
become a film magnate, take a run
out to Hollywood and ask to be directed to "Poverty Row". Whether it

to

be "centuries" or "grands", they'll
make you a picture for your very
own, with "John Smith presents" and
all the other trimmings.
You 11 get no change back, but on
the other hand you won't be told that
another contribution will be needed
to complete the picture. If the direc-

make you a picture
he'll make a picture for

says he'll

for .52,000

—

and no more.
Over on the "big

that

lots" they'll start

a picture for .|70,000 and
add as much, if not more, before it
Since the famous economy
is done.
drive of last year, though, even the
to

make

director generals,

managers of pro-

duction and the supervisors have not
been above taking a few hints from
Povertv Row. One company has even

Sargent
Row

and he cuts so cleverly
and so closely that the remnants
wouldn't

That

that

it

might shoot several thousand feet on
some sequences, only to throw them

away when

was finally dewas wasteful, but it

the story

cided upon.

It

was Hollywood.

Down on the Row the director does
not turn a foot of film until he is all
with

which

is

his

The

script.

Row

the

"office",

equivalent of the

"angel",

theatrical

the

financial

backer, has just so much money. The
director must keep within that sum.
He can't afford to waste a foot of
film, let alone a thousand feet, on
something that won't be used. One of
his first steps is to go to a scenario
writer

—one

scripts.

He

who

specializes in such

tells the

money he has

how much
He may sug-

author

to spend.

gest that he'd like a certain type of
story.

The author does

the rest.

If

$1,500 the author knows
that interior scenes are to be avoided.

the limit

is

is

kewpie

provide a ballet

doll.

the lesson the amateur can

won't start shoot-

ing a picture until the script has been
In the old days they
completed.

set

suffice to

skirt for a

of the Year.

of the Exceptional Films

announced

used won't be

Production of Great Merit,

a Poverty

Review as One

you happen to possess
SHOULD
fifteen hundred or fifteen thou-

tor

W.

The Last Moment,

is

financial cloth,

of

POVERTY ROW
With Illustrations from

double

noted.
In other words, the scenarist cuts
his literary garment according to his
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from a study of
to his profit
Poverty Row. This is not the story of
Poverty Rovv'. It is the story of expert
tailoring. The Row director can keep
within his budget because he knows
exactly what he must do. His script
has been laid out so that he can shoot
learn

on schedule and stick to that schedule.
If he has a sequence in a theatre it
is because he knows in advance just
where he can hire a theatre within
his price. He doesn't have the theatre
scenes written into the script and then
look for the theatre. He gets the
theatre and then tells the scenarist to
write in the scenes.

When he starts in to shoot he has
every minute of his time mapped out.
Often he will start in with a full staff
on Monday morning, shoot for three
days, edit on the fourth, get the titles
and come up Satur-

in the next day,

day noon with the negative ready
to be sent to the laboratory for commercial prints and his staff reduced
again to himself and the office boy
and not always the office boy. This is
possible only through the most careful planning.

His script is written to
His company has

suit his finances.

been engaged from the same angle.
He knows just what he has to do and
when and how he must do it.
The amateur will do well to profit
from his example and spend more
time preparing for the actual shooting of the script, whether this script
be a five-reel feature or a tiny playlet
of a dozen scenes in a few hundred
feet.

pw^f:

Whether
tional,

—

all

it

it be a multiple or a fracpays to work out the details

them

of

—

in

advance.

It

will

save time and money, film and patience.
It gives the best return in
effect for the least expenditure of
actual effort. It is just as easy to

emulate the "quickie" and be systematic as to follow the highly praised
star director who produces forty and
fifty reels of unduplicated negative
to obtain a five to eight-reel feature.

The production
is still

in the

of amateur scripts

formative stage. Get off

Be a Davy Crockett.
you go
ahead. Form your habits now, and as
you advance in your art your progress
will be more rapid and your achievements more artistic. You will be able
to give your undivided attention to
production and not have to worry
on the right

foot.

Be sure you're

about the

right before

details.

Suppose that you plan
for your small son. It
story of a fishing trip.

a little story
is

to

be the

Your wife

is

She gives a
shriek when she encounters an unusually obese angleworm.
Junior,

working

in the garden.

rushing to her rescue, imprisons the
worm in a tin can and digs others.
He calls Billy Bradley from across
the street, and together they set out
for the creek. There's that place
down near the swimmin' hole, where
the willows will make such a cork-

ing background. There's the ford and
the stepping stones. And there's that
rustic bridge off which the kids can
somefish. It will be really artistic
thing to show with pride.
you
dash
In a frenzy of inspiration

—

off the ten or twelve-scene script

and

Saturday, if it's
clear. It is, and Billy Bradley has
been hanging on the gate since seven
decide to shoot

it

o'clock.

You

decide you'll start with the

opening

and you

scene,

mentally

place the locale beside the big rosebush, with the pergola in the background. You are proud of that pergola. But at ten o'clock the rosebush
is still

in

deep shadow and the per-

gola is in eclipse. You decide you'll
wait and take that last, when the sun
has come over and you can shoot toward the house.
But your wife has something to say
about that. She is going to an afternoon of bridge. It is now or never.
In desperation you take the trio into
the garden and shoot a currant bush
against a high board fence. Not as
pretty, but it is too late to change.

Then you head
ing

that

the

for the creek, trust-

natural

backgrounds

make up

for that hideous fence.
You forget tliat to shoot the bridge,
with the grove of trees in the diswill

tance,

it is

necessary to set up about

(Continued on poge 884.)
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CRITICAL FOCUSING
Technical Reviews
Ten Days That Shook
Amkino

the

(S. M. Eisenstein
^G. V. Alexandrov

Directed by

Photographed by
Edward Lisse
Cinematic Symbolism: There are
so many instances of a skilled usage
of cinematic symbolism in this film

would be impractical to enumerate them. They are all worth the
that

to

Aid

the

Amateur

World
suggests

many

adaptations for amateurs that could be produced very

easily.

Camera Angles: In one scene in
which Norma Talmadge is kneeling at
the altar the angle from above is extremely effective, especially

manner

in

the

which the shadow of the
cross composes in the resulting pic-

The Woman Disputed

in

United Artists

it

Directed by...

Henry King
(Sam Taylor

j

attention of the amateur.

Cinematography: Here

it

depends

entirely on the continuity, the cutting
and the editing. Although there are

practically no dissolves nor devices
difficult for amateurs, full use is made
of other possibilities of the camera.

The technique of the film could be
duplicated by any amateur
and

will vastly

Photographed by. .0. Marsh

Foreground Silhouettes:
In one of the war scenes a

remarkable combination effect was secured. The scene
in the middle distance of
women working in a field to
raise food for the armies is

repay careful

study.

Foot Prints
Universal
Directed by.

.

.

.Jack Rollins

Photographed by
Jerome Ash, A.

S. C.

framed in the middle foreground with tree foliage. Directly across the foreground
runs a road. As the action
progresses the silhouetted
figures of marching men,

motor

lorries,

riages

pass

and gun

directly

car-

before

camera and between it
and the action in the middle
the

distance.

Stereoscopic Effect: In
camera
is swung from one side of the
church to the other in following a moving figure. Between the figure and the camera stand the great columns
a cathedral scene the

LIGHTING IN MUSCOVY
Beautiful Scenes from the Russian Tour de
Ten Days That Shook the World.

New

P

Idea: The film tells a story
related by an old pair of shoes. By
means of closeups of feet an incident
in the owners' life is revealed and a
brief drama unfolded. This method
of using closeups in telling a story
864

of the church. The effect of
moving points, the camera and
the man, in relation to the fixed colthe two

umns produces
which

a stereoscopic effect

The director evidently was so justly pleased with the
result that he repeated it later.
is

startling.

Later, as Gilbert Roland is
standing accusingly above the drooping figure of Miss Talmadge slumped
on the floor, the camera is placed at
floor level shooting up, thus emphasizing her helplessness by magnifying Roland.
ture.

Telling the

World

Metro-Goldvi'yn-Mayer
Directed by
Sam Wood
Photographed by,
William Daniels. A.S.C.
Cinematics: One sequence in this
otherswise barren picture is a masterpiece of cinematography. When the
Chinese revolutionary force unjustly
accuses an American girl of murder
and condemns her to death without

William Haines as a newspaper
reporter breaks into a wireless station
and sends out a call for help. Then,
trial,

following the appearance of a revolving ball of blazing light across which
(

Continued on page 884)
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PHOTOPLAYFARE
The

Reviews for the Cintelligenzia

Jfi/irf

AGAIN

the reaction of

to a ruthless force in

nature

theme
"The Wind,"

serves as the underlying
of a powerful photoplay,

a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production,
which establishes Lillian Gish as the

theme, such as man's battle
against hunger, against the jungle, or,
as in this most recent example, against
the forces of the storm, is chosen, the
vital

humanity

not

wonder "that

this

in

country

women go mad."

film

Only the motion picture could

re-

a

reflects

mental

struggle

universally fundaand the world is

great actress her admirers have long
contended her to be. As in the screen
version of "Rain," rather ambiguously titled "Sadie Thompson," the
particular scourge of a particular locale is woven into the

with the result
rather
ordinary

plot,

that

people, engaged in very
ordinary pursuits, are

through

transmuted

with the
magnificence of the ele-

close

traffic

ments into individual!>
of universal interest.

The

story

is set

in a

Texas where
the wind is said to blow
section of

carrying

incessantly.

most of the sand
in the Panhandle.
A
deep impression of the
with

it

The formula seems so

utter desolation of the

thrilled.

and the fear inspired by the unending
battle with the winds is

simple that

it is astonishing how
infrequently it is applied, especially in view of the fact that
the box office now shows a decidedly favorable reaction to
such films.

district

established as the film

The spectator

opens.

By

all

tests

"The

Wind"

merits classification as one of
the two greatest, if not the greatest, of the year's pictures. The
possible exception is, of course,

Paramount's "The Patriot." The
which must have been

direction,

a terrifically difficult achievement, is
extraordinarily fine. The honor is
due Victor Seastrom. The photography and cinematics are handled
by Edward Sedgwick with so sure a

PliDiograplis

THE LAND OF SAND AND STORM
n The- U'md.

sees

of

it

of America's Greatest Cont.
to the Screen.

through

Miss

demure
which she

is arriving battles a screeching sandstorm. All through the rest
of the story of jealousy, marriage
without love and suffering almost be-

yond

human endurance

shrieks maliciouslv,

until

Mc

One

the terrified
Gish, portraying a
Virginian, as the train on

first

eyes

b,v

grasp that one might easily fail to
realize their artistry.
Miss Gish's
superb performance has already been
mentioned. Its outstanding characteristic is sincerity. All of the artificial
little mannerisms of other days are
absent. Nor should Lars Hanson go
unmentioned. As the uncouth cowboy
he carries much of the sympathy of
the audience with him, until it is
equally shared with Miss Gish in the

the

wind

one does

create

in

such

grim

reality

the

struggle of these frail humans with
the elements. Conversely, therefore,
this is the sort of material with which
the motion picture should deal. "The
Wind" shares the same epic quality
that has

ness

won

for

the recognition of greatsuch cinema classics as

"Grass" and "Chang."

Whenever a

final

climactic moments.

Much

that

has been said above concerning the
picture must be credited to the excellent scenario of Dorothy Scarborough,
who. by the way, is a professor at

Columbia University. We hope that
we may see many other photoplays
from her pen for she has sensed a
(Continued on page 881
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Illustrating Florey's

A PARADOX
A

This D,

PHOTOPLAY

of the

to

By Herman G. Weinberg

ITcall

Robert Florey an amateur in
the sense of a beginner as he has
been engaged in the making of professional films for years, but one must
not forget the true definition of amateur, in connection with motion pictures, meaning, of course, a lover of
the cinema. The routine in which he
was engaged in the manufacture of
commercial pictures could, at best,
represent merely a way of making a
living to such a man as Florey. It was
only when he was working on his own.
after studio hours, with borrowed
equipment, scanty film, a volunteer
cast and the most elemental of props,
that, released

of

Turns Amateur and Wins Professional

Professional

would indeed be paradoxical

Varied Use

music. It fired his imagination;
he would incorporate the rhythm of
this

And what betwas there available than

the "blues"' into a film.
ter subject

that of an extra's life in the glittering

film capital, with

its

hopes, dreams.

and positive film

[he cost of negative

and

..''.A.

Success

ended

that

that.

Florey then

re-

called that at the end of "shooting"
on every big picture in Hollywood,
there is always a lot of good scrap
film left over in the cameras. Cam-

work had just been finished on
The Gaucho and he hurried over
to the "lot" before the cameras were
removed and by dint of persuasion
era

succeeded
feet of

in getting

film in ten

Then came

strips.

over a thousand

and twenty foot
the trying task of

"splicing"' these strips together, a job
latter would
With much
and invoking the aid
of the Deity, the mass of strips gradually took shape as a full reel of nega-

which Florey admitted

try the patience of a saint.

gritting of teeth

from the tenets of the
was able to truly

film factories, he

express himself in cinematic terms.

tive.

the rank and file
of amateurs all the problems of amateur production. In his conquest of

The plot of the film? Extra 9413
reduced to the role of an automaton
who can"t find work. "No Casting
Today."' Solon with cigar and tele-

Thus he shared with

is

these difficulties other amateurs may
In
find many helpful suggestions.

phone points finger. Out. Visions of
"Success. "
Staircase.
Shattered
dream world. Bills due. No money.
Death. Hollywood has killed him.

the success which has attended the
films he thus so laboriously made

(they have been acclaimed both in

Hollywood and New York) there

Extra 9413 goes to Heaven. His number is erased by a kindly hand. Peace

is

the bright promise of reward for those
with genuine cinematic ability, for

Florey has been
the great

named

at last.

Paramount-Famous Lasky

Company, a recognition largely won
by his amateur activities and which
his professional work might never
have secured him.
His three experimental films which
have created such interest are: The
Life and Death of 9413 (commonly
known as The Suicide of a Hollyuood
Extra), The Loves of Zero and The
Coffin Maker. He got his inspiration

make The Hollywood Extra after
hearing Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue.
He had been in Hollywood only a
few months when he chanced to hear
to

866

but Florey made the
sly innuendos, satirical bits, all speak.
Here is the
"star"" whose painted mask the public adores
a savage thrust at heroworship in America. Here is the stupid extra girl who gets a job so easily.
Here are the yapping mouths of actors
and
brainless
spectators
dumb,
things. Dancing buildings in anticipation of dazzling previews
night
hissing arc lamps
motor cars
silks and ermines and
tuxedos
the "stars" arrive
vying in brilliance with those in the
sky
the insipid mask of the

That
most of

a director for

all.

is

and his

it

—

ROBERT FLOREY
thwarted

ambitions,

petty

vanities

and final artistic annihilation? Florey had no camera of his own and tried
vainly to get one until he met Serge
Vorhapitch. a Russian photographer,
who owned a small box camera. This
he succeeded in borrowing. The next

problem was

film.

He went

to the film

laboratories where they quoted

him

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

lAKCRS
Stellar

luminary of the

simple, idiotic

.

.

.

rich, velvety

evening

.

.

and the applause from

.

smiling,
all

sides

here is SUCCESS!
effect of skyI asked Florey how he got the beautiful
scrapers shimmering in the sunlight with rays glancing
reached
off the sides of fantastically high buildings. He
for a sheet of white paper and folded it into an oblong
cube. "I made several of these cubes," he explained, "and
shot them from an angle that exaggerated their height.
.

.

.

side of the
I had someone stand in front and to one
cubes with a mirror and another person on the opposite
side with a forty watt electric bulb, swinging back and
forth. The mirror caught the reflections of the swinging
light and threw it back on the cubes. The elevated trams
which you see early in the picture shooting up into the sky
were really two toy trains which I bought and mounted on

Then

pasteboard runways. These I pulled
with a string along the "tracks" with
one hand while I shot my scene with
the other."

The

result

skyscraper with
an extremely mob i 1 e camera,
swinging it up

a fantastically beau-

was

of a dream metropolis,
done in the expressionistic manner,
but done with a fine eye for the camtiful vision

and down and
from side to side,

era and the context of the piece.
Throughout the film, Florey used
suggestion and innuendo in place of
A bustling
photographic realism.

past a battery of
hissing arc lights,

over the theatre
facade and down
to the arriving

in a few
by photographing several reel spools from which dangled
strips of film moving grotesquely on
a background of blinking lights. A
few strips of cardboard became a

film studio

deft

was portrayed

strokes

casting office

motor vehicles.
To

of the extra, Flor-

sil-

ey cut grotesque

houetted against
backwhite
a
ground with a
placard thrust
out at an angle
from the black
into the white

strips

of

paper

into the shape of

gnarled, malignant-looking trees, silhouetted them against a background
made up of moving shadows and set
them in motion with an electric fan.
The last delirium of the extra is es-

reading, "No
Casting

portray the
anguish

mental

its conception and
Florey had a number
of cubes in different sizes placed on
Between the
a flat, shiny surface.
cubes he inserted geometric designs
and threw a pale light on the miniature set. Then he moved his automatic camera swiftly through the
maze of cubes for a second or two.
The death of the extra is followed
with a quick succession of shots
some people laughing, scissors cut-

pecially

Today".

fine

in

effectiveness.

The

hysteria and
cenexcitement
tering around an

opening night
performance, or

preview, was
quickly shown by
photographing a

MODEL WORK
Startlingly

^"""^

ting a strip of film which stretches
across the screen, tree-tops swaying in

Effective

^''""

the

^'^"'?

wind

—

to

my mind

this is a stroke

of cinematic genius.

Heaven

itself

became

a

huge room (photographed

in

miniature, of course! of shimmering cut glass and mirrors in which the lights reproduced themselves infinitely,
splitting their rays, glancing off the sides, disintegrating,
fluid, restless,

mobile

.

.

.

—

paper cubes, a Model No. 4
It did not take much
Erector Set (tlic one with the motor I. two toy trains, an
electric bulli and a few equally homely accessories
'

but there was imagination to make these simple "props
serve his purpose. (Incidentally, I might mention here
that close-ups were achieved in a most peculiar manner
by Florey. He had, of course, no regularly equipped
(Cnnlinited on pageS19)
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Kodacolor Results

90% Excellent/
Cine-KodakJi.f.1.9.,

adapted for Kodavolor pictures.

iVloRE than 90% of the Kodacolor pictures
made by amateurs and sent to Rochester for
processing have been exceptionally good.
Although no proof of Kodacolor's success
was necessary beyond the rigid tests through
which the process passed before
tion,

still

its

introduc-

the uniformly high quality

of the amateurs' results

is

none the

less gratifying to all concerned.
Kodascope B, adaptedfor Kodacolor projection.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
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THE CLINIC
A ccuracy

Edited by Walter D. Kerst

HIGH

speed lenses such as the
/ 1.5, / 1.8, and / 2, because of

tremendous apertures,
their
should be fitted individually to the
cameras on which they are used if
best results are to be obtained. Wide
aperture lenses are corrected to give

sharpness of image posat their widest openings
and lenses with speeds of / 2 and
more should be used with the utmost
attention to accurate focusing. But

maximum
sible

even

correct focusing on the part of the
amateur will be of no avail if the fast
lens is not originally mounted accurately. The safest plan would be to
have the lens manufacturer or some
reliable camera mechanic check up
on the mounting of lenses of this
type. This latter applies to telephoto

lenses as well, not only with regard
to focus but also in securing

proper

alignment of the finder for the correct field of view as imaged on the
film frame.

some time past

titles

for

my

I

T HAVE

found an easy way to make
and out device that can
be produced at moderate cost and is
most convenient to use. Being only
three inches in width and six inches
*• a fade in

in length it fits snugly into the vest
pocket. I took a piece of clear window pane glass and cut two pieces
to the size indicated.
I next smoked

one of the glasses, starting at one
end with a total black and gradually
fading to clear glass at the other end.
This requires some patience to accomplish but can be done after one
or two trials.
The other piece of
glass was then glued to the smoked
side of the first piece to keep the
soot from being rubbed off. To fade
in, hold the dark portion over the
lens and gradually move it up or to
one side, as preferred, across the face
of the lens until the lens is covered
only by the clear glass portion. The
speed of the fade can be controlled
by the operator.
To fade out, reverse the procedure of fading in.
D. William Gibson

have made

films, using the title

board with the movable celluloid

let-

The method is a satisfactory
one but I became worried by the
monotony of the titles. They were
always the same size letters and did

on a screen thirty-nine by fiftytwo inches, were shown by League
member, Richard H. Reed, recently
to a group of 200 people at the Advertising Club in New York City. The
at

Fade Device

Telephoto Titles

FOR

Professional 16 mm.
^rlNE reels of 16 mm. pictures,
*• ^
crystal clear and easy to look

throw was a distance of fifty feet and
the pictures when viewed at a point
eighty-five feet from the screen were
comparable in brilliance and quality
to the effect obtained when viewing
35 mm. professional film from the
last row of one of the mammoth modern motion picture palaces. It is safe
to say that 200 more persons could
have viewed the films with ease. The
significant thing about this amateur
film show was that it brought 16 mm.
projection into the realm of professional exhibition, not only in regard
to the number of people accommo-

dated but from the standpoint of professional screen results as well.
It

proved beyond the shadow of a doubt
that with photographically good film,
a good screen surface and plenty of
light in the projectors (two were used
alternately for this particular showing) any amateur can stage a professional

show with

his 16

mm.

film.

ters.

—

not have any variety in their composition. While searching for some
way to eliminate this I conceived the
idea of using my telephoto lens as
I
a means of introducing variety.

Camera Truck and

Color

Reflectors

yvZHEN

FOLLOWING

'^
the suggestion of Mr.

Dusenbery

Syril

in the

Movie Makers

November

constructed
a camera truck using a pair of rubber
tired skates for wheels. I took a radio
console cabinet packing box and reinforced it at the bottom so that it
would hold the weight of the camera
and the cameraman. It is hollow inissue of

I

camera can be brought
low level. Standing the tripod on the edges of the box brings
the camera to a higher level.

natural

color

ap-

film

peared on the amateur horizon

the lack

of color in regular

films

became more apparent and those amateurs who wanted to make films in
color but

who could

not afford the

side so that the
set

up my

title in

my

the usual

way and

and a half
feet.
Then by looking through the
finder I was able to see the effect
presented on the board. If it was not
satisfactory I moved my board back
adjusted

lens at four

to a distance of six feet.

In this

way

was able to secure letters of various sizes and the results have been
most satisfactory. By using the one
inch lens for certain titles and the
six-inch lens for others, I have been
able to introduce a variety of effects
that are very pleasing when the film
is projected on the screen.
T. H.
Arnold.
I

to a very

The

large sides of these radio con-

sole packing boxes can also be

made

into tinfoil reflectors that will cover

a large area and give a long throw to
the reflected light. Make some paste
out of flour and water and secure the

detached sides. The inner sides of these boxes are usually
constructed of light wood material
giving a good backing to the tinfoil.
One box should give five or six reflec-

tinfoil to the

tors of different sizes.

Wallace W.

Ward

equipment were in somewhat of a
quandary. It is with this thought in

mind

that the suggestion

amateurs who desire

is

made

to

add color to
their films to either tint and tone
by chemical means or by the use of
to

colored discs in front of the projection lens. With these colored discs a
single or multiple color effect can be
obtained at will and a beautiful landscape at sunset in cold black and
white is greatly enhanced when it is
projected through a red disc, which
spreads a delicate glow over the scene.
The color combinations are also most
effective, many shots lending them-

IM

O 'W

C

» /% lA F R

<

selves to this type of color jsrojection.

The cost of these attachments is slight
compared with the results obtained
and the use of them will in many
cases increase the beauty of the projected films. In addition, the use of
such devices will serve to acquaint

each time, the tripod being placed
exactly in the same position according to the stakes in the ground.
Several months later came the

housewarming party. On the screen
flashed a title and a picture of horses

work

in a natural

** with

who has

a projector

the "stop on film" feature

can make enlargements from single
frames of his movies. With my De
Vry type J standard projector I have
made enlargements up to sixteen by
twenty inches. Remarkable clearness
is evident in the finished prints and
with a good negative no grain is apparent on a piece of rough surface

into

may

be operated without raising
Legs may be provided to fit

iron

strap sockets at the four
corners, or sockets may be made of

In either case the tongue fitting into the socket should be nar-

color process.

Enlarging
A NY amateur

light

the lid.

wood.

the amateur with color preparatory to
his probable later

cord employed to extend the chain
to the outside of the box, so that the

plowing in a vacant lot. The picture
then faded into a scene showing the
completed excavation.
Gradually
from the hole in the ground the house
reared

itself, a

jerk at a time, until

was complete, from the foundation
to the tip of the topmost gable. The
film closed with a scene of the Smiths
bowing to the assembled guests.
it

Editing Desk
OOD work requires

rower than the other end of the leg.
Unless tube cement is used there
should be a solid base holder contrived for the cement bottle and preferably nailed to the top of the box.
If it is not practical to work with
tools or skill is lacking, a carpenter
can make such a box for under ten
dollars. When even a box of this sort
is too cumbersome a good inspection
plate can be made from a tin candy
box or similar container. The ground
glass or tracing paper is put into the
top and the lamp is set inside, a
hole being punched for the cord

good tools
but many amateur editors work
under the handicap of poor accomf~^

^~-'

enlarging paper.
To enlarge, stop
the projector on the frame desired
and focus the image sharply on a
piece
photographic
of
sensitized
bromide paper. (See page 640, Oc-

1928 Movie Makers.)

tober,

One

show how long the
should be allowed to act on
the paper.
The developing is done
in the usual way.
Walter J. Greek.
or two trials will
light

Great Idea!
nPHE

Eastman

Kodak

Company

*• sends

an interesting item on a
unique use of the amateur cine ca-

mera

in

modations because they do so little
work that the cost of an editing desk
does not seem to be warranted, or because the limited floor space of city
apartments does not provide room
for

a

permanent

fixture.

A

home-

made

editing box meets both objections. It is not costly and it can be

tucked away when not in use. Even
in these days of the corrugated pasteboard box it is possible to obtain a

wooden one from the grocer. One
large enough to afford working space
should be selected. If it is too deep
it can be cut down to a handier depth
but it should be deep enough to contain the rewinds and other apparatus.

connection with the construc-

The Smiths wanted
remember the months while their
home of homes was being built and
so when the plow dug its first furrow
in the site Smith set up his camera
and tripod on the scene, marking the
tion of a house.

to

position of the tripod legs with three
stakes driven firmly into the ground.

The camera whirred off several feet
of film as the plow turned over the
ground. A week later the excavation
was complete. Still another week saw
e

foundation a foot above the
ground.
Shooting continued every
few days thereafter during the early
stages of erection. As the house came
nearer completion the construction
progress was not so rapid and pictures were taken only about every
two weeks or so. A few feet were shot
the

which is passed through before the
wires are connected to the plug or batteries as the case may be. A strip of
asbestos board should be placed in the
bottom

if

if this is

deemed necessary.

Another box should be knocked
to get material for compartments to hold the rewinders, splicing machine and the other details of
equipment. Toward the front an inspection plate should be set.
This
may be either a square of ground

down

glass set flush with the surface or a
square of tracing cloth. Below, but
not directly underneath, should be
either a low wattage incandescent
bulb or a "miniature"' socket for an
automobile lamp, using dry cells,
where it is not expedient to tap the
house current. In either case a pullchain socket should be used and a

box

ment and spread on

is

to rest

on pol-

the bottom of the

box.

Another useful editing tool is a
wood-strip of convenient length with
a cross-section of about one by two
inches.
Headless finishing nails are
driven into the wider surface about
an inch apart. The film is slipped on
these brads and permitted to hang
down over the edge of the table, care
being taken not to tear the perfora-

—Epes

tions.

If tlie cover is not in one piece it
should be cleated on the ends with
hardwood strips. Put hinges on one
side, a hasp and staple on the other
and a lock to guard against meddling

the

ished surfaces which may be affected
by the heat. In default of the board,
a paste can be made of asbestos ce-

Winlhrop Sargent.

Films Wanted
T EAGUE member Lim
•L' 8-A

would

Kean Chuan,
Logan Road, Penang, S. S.,

like to

exchange films he has

made

in his country, including ceremonies, tribal customs, etc. for sports

subjects, such as the tennis

matches

at Wimbledon, the national tennis
championship matches in America,
the recent Olympics at New Amsterdam. Holland, auto races at Daytona
Beach, Florida, and others.
If exchange is not desired. Mr. Chuan will

be glad to purchase such films providing they are in good condition.
871
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FOR THE WINTER MONTHS,
A Filmo camera and

a Hall-

dorson lamp enable you to
make treasured movies of
mother and baby, the old
folks, relatives, friends, social

and other intimate mementos of home life.
In this way you can make the
most of holidays and long

gatherings,

winter evenings.

Camera and
Halldorson Cinema Mazda or Arc Lamp

Making movies

indoors with Filmo

make indoor

but
is not only
ITmotion
pictures with a Filmo camera — either day
easy to

possible

With only one Halldorson Mazda or Arc
Lamp, such as any Filmo dealer can supply, you can
or night.

take intimate closeups of the children, the family,
using either Filmo 70 or
or small groups of guests
Filmo 75 camera with regular F3.5 lens equipment.

—

By using an additional lamp

or two

and Filmo fast
movies
spacious rooms may be made.

1.5 lens (instantly interchangeable), indoor
of larger

groups

in

The Halldorson Arc Lamp designed for this purpose is self-contained in a handy carrying case. A

Halldorson Light
with short stand
This light is the same as that shown
in top illustration, except that, instead of being tripod equipped, it has
a short stand with protected tips for
placing on a table or chair convenient
to scene of action. Price, including
carrying case, is $31.00.

872

sturdy canvas case is furnished for the tripod stand.
The lamp operates from any electric light or wall
socket, furnishing a steady blue-white light of great
actinic value. Ideal for every kind of home or studio
movie making.
The Halldorson Cinema Mazda Light with tripod, shown
in the scene above, uses a 1000-watt mazda bulb and the
and distributes this powerful light with a very even brilliance. The price, complete with
carrying case and twelve feet of cord, is $37.50. See a Filmo
dealer, or mail coupon on next page for descriptive literature.

silvered reflector greatly amplifies

Halldorson

Arc Lamp
simple, safe, compact and
portable the finest all-purpose indoor lamp you can buy
Price, complete with all parts

—

as illustrated, $65.00.
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BELL

HOWELL SUGGEST:

dc

Film editing, cutting and
splicing made easy with the

BELL & HOWELL
Film Editer

Aligning

tiie

Filmo cnmna

preparatory to "slioottng a title
with the Sewah Titling Outfit
'

Bell & Howell Film
Editer is an accessory every

The

moviemakershouldown.lt
magnifies each picture nine
times and causes it to appear
right side up instead of "on

end" when viewed from side.
A tiny lamp illuminates film
from beneath Editer can be
.

secured separately or with

rewinder and splicer,
mounted on same block, as
shown See Filmo accessory
.

booklet for complete details

Pleasanty profitable evenings
editing
EDITING and

and

titling

your films

make

that great difference between a movie tiiat
and entertaining and the unrelated collection of film scenes as taken from the camera. You will never regret the
pleasant moments you devote to arranging and titling your films when you
use the simple equipment that Bell & Howell have made available for
this purpose.
is

titling

finished, self-explanatory

With the Film Editer shown above, you can see the individual frames of
your film magnified ?Mwe times. Ideal for purposes of editing, or deleting
unwanted frames. Geared rewind operating in either direction gives you
editing speed. Cutting and splicing equipment is mounted on the same

Make titles, animated

BELL 8C HOWELL
CHARACTER TITLE
WRITER

block for quick, velvet-smooth splices.

For titling your films, to identify scenes for your audience, you have a
choice of several excellent Bell & Howell devices. The finest of these is the
Bell & Howell Character Title Writer shown at right. It is an illuminated
stage upon which hand lettered titles, animated cartoons, moving autographs, insert illustrations and miniature scenes may be photographed in
true professional manner. The camera is fixed firmly in place back of lamps.
Or, if more moderately priced titling equipment is desired, you may choose
either the Filmo Title Board with movable celluloid letters or the Sewah
Titling Outfit, illustrated at top of this page.

For full descriptive information and prices on these and hundreds of
other highest quality movie accessories, mail coupon for the Bell & Howell
Accessory Booklet. Consult your Filmo dealer for demonstration.

BELL &

HOWELL

Dept. A, 1828 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago,

New

York, Hollywood, London {B.
Established 1907

&

H.

CO.
Illinois

Co., Ltd.)

cartoons, etc.

with the

Mail Coupon for
Complete Filmo
Accessory

^^^
,>kIw!

Booklet
Be HOWELL CO., Dcpt.
1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

BELL

A
111.

Please mail me your complete 46-pagc Filmo Acct
scry Booklet illustrating, describing and pricing
items advertised in January Movie Makers, as wi
as hundreds of others.
j

Na
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FILM -FLAM
Drama

Digit

APROCESS-SER\ ER
Gloria

Swanson

Literary Information
has sued

THIRST

must be explained that
when a couple
of Frenchmen got together in Los
Angeles to open a restaurant they

twenty-

for

•*

thousand dollars damages
for slapping him. That is not the
about the touch of a womfeel
wav to
.\eu Yorker.
an's hand.
five

decided, being patriotic, to name
their establishment after one of the
greatest of Frenchmen, Victor Hugo.

Executive

THIS month's little lesson for amastop-watch, with which the professionals count the number of laughs
per linear foot in their comedy masterpieces. The device has two dials,
one of which registers the '"giggles,
or light laughter." and the other, not

be too nice about it. "the roars, or
When a film is
laughter."

bellv

"previewed" the executives sit at one
and "clock the laughs," distinguishing carefully between the two

side

are not sufficient
''bellv laughs" per reel somebody
gets out the shears and enough footage is amputated to make the comedy
the excruciatingly funny thing the
If there

varieties.

advertisements say

it

is.

THIS

Anthony,
who juggles verbs and nouns
His secrefor Universal pictures.
tary fairly worships each subtitle
that conies, polished, from his typewriter. Thev were in the projection
room recentlv and there flashed on
concerns

the screen
' 'Yea. though

\S alter

.'
me.
"Oh. Mr. Anthony," she whispered
in
deepest awe. "did you write
that?"
There was a pause and Anthony
answered
"No a fellow named David wrote
those words."
L pon which there was a contemptuous
though
faint
sniff.
Photoplay.
.

—

Business Men's Lunch
was bad
"How bad?"

last

week."

"Grosses on the tablecloths at the
Astor fell off forty millions."
Variety.

BEST

"

talkie

gag of the month,

fer-

reted out by Walter Winchel.

Overheard at a dialogue picture:
"^ es. Mr. De Mille. Yes. yes, yes,
Mr. De Mille."

Doubt
PSTELLE TAYLOR
'—' a mother

cat

was watching

and

five

suckling

on the ship that Ralph Ince
used for the bounding main sequence
of "The Singapore Mutiny."
''There's a great big cat downvouchsafed the skipstairs, ma'am.
per.
"He never comes up. Stays

kittens

I

"

BUSINESS

PROBLEM

.ALL

walk through the
valley of the shadow of death. I will
fear no evil: for thou art with
.

"THIS SCRIPT IS NO GOOD— IT HASNT
ANY PROBLEM.THAT'S ALL RIGHT—OUR LEADING LADY
ISN'T GOOD LOOKING ENOUGH FOR A

Agreement

Second Rater

Hugo was a great guy and the
Victor Hugo, Los Angeles, became
and is a great restaurant.
Now to switch the scene. In one
of the biggest studios there is a great,
big supervisor. So big. in fact, that
he gets two thousand dollars a week
salary. A script w-as recently brought
to this supervisor, a wow of a script,
and on the first page of the scenario
he saw these words, "suggested by
the story of Victor Hugo."
The great, big supervisor read the
story.
To prove he was a bright
boy, he recognized it as one of the
great stories of all time.
So he
pushed a buzzer for a yes-man.
"Say." commanded the supervisor,
"you hustle right down to Los Angeles and get this V ictor Hugo under
contract. Tell him to sell his restaurant. We want him up here among
our writers."
\ ictor

teur film editors concerns a small
tabulating machine, resembling a

to

it

several years ago

Is

A CALIFORNI.A
SNOWSTORM

SET FOR

Hoping They Used Sugar

for the

^f

Sn

"

down

there all the time ketching rats

and mice."
never

'"He

comes

up?" mused

Estelle aloud, watching a tiny kitten

amble across the deck.
"\^ ell.
ma'am, that
ever."

is

hardly

Photoplay.

Professional Touch

BEING

an amateur projectionist in

the front

room with Junior

as

assistant is all very well, but don't

you

^vish

vou were a professional
in Chicago, where the

projectionist

Union required the
"Wings" to employ
all

exhibitors
eight

(8)

of

men

the time, at SI 00 per week, each,

for a five day week? The fact that
the operating booth could not accommodate as many as eight men

made no
rules.

difference.

Union rules are

|»|0'%'IE

1M/%I4CR»

.
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At Dawn or Dusk .... Midnight or Noon
Indoors or Out— You Can Make Movies with

KODALITE
KODALITE opens an entirely new
maker.

It

of interest for the movie

field

sweeps away the barriers imposed by the limitations

making

of natural light, and elevates movie

in the

home

to a

24-hour possibility.
Kodalite enables you to obtain brilliant, beautifully lighted movies
of the events that transpire after the sun goes
less

scenes in the

home

down — intimate,

price-

that can be obtained in no other way.

Kodalite operates direct from the

home lighting circuit.

Its

500-watt

lamp makes possible the use of two units on the same current outlet,
without special fusing.
tor utilizes the

A

specially designed reflec-

maximum power

of the 500-watt

lamp, so that two Kodalites, properly placed, provide

ample illumination

for ordinary

work

at/.3.5.

At your Cine-Kodak dealer's

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

KODALITE
and economical to
and (jires maximum illumiWith adjustable tripod, concord and switch, it is priced
Tlic lamp is priced at $i.85.

Koihilife is easy

operate,

nation.
iicclinij

at S-'J.

Rochester,

New York

KODALITE
CARRYING CASE

KODALITE
STAXDETTE

This handy case uccoiumodafes luo
complete Kodalites, with dijfusers,
spare latnps, etc. It is priced at

For use on table, chair, or
other low po.sition. ftub-

91.5.00

ber knobs prevent .scratching. Stand only, Sl.'iO.

.R/irkimiyUC'V

RESOLVED
A

100-foot

"Film Story" for

New

Years

By Marion Norris Gleason
Scene 1:
Scene 2:

Title:

Resolved

and Mrs. Jones, Bobby
and the dog stand by the window. Mr. Jones is writing in his
pocket note book while Mrs. Jones dictates.
Close-up of the note book. At the top of the page is
"January 1st." Underneath Mr. Jones is finishing writing

A^ear vt«<; in the Jones' living room. Mr.

Scenes 3:

'Wo more

profanity."

Near view of group. Mr. Jones smiles with satisfaction, closes
book, kisses Mrs. Jones, picks up a wreath with "Happy New
Year" across it. He goes out followed by Bobby who carries
a hammer, and the dog.
Long shot outside front door. Door opens and Mr. Jones comes

Scene 4:

Scene 5:

out carrying a stepladder.

Bobby follows carrying

the wreath

and hammer. He is leading the dog by a very long rope
which he has coiled in his hand. Mr. Jones stands the stepladder on the porch in front of the door and mounts it. He
asks Bobby to hand him the wreath. Bobby ties the dog to a
leg of the ladder and then climbs up a step or two and hands
his father the wreath. Mr. Jones tries it here and there, then
calls for Mrs. Jones. Bobby goes around the house with the
hammer followed by the dog. Mrs. Jones comes out and
advises Jones where to put the wreath.
Scene 6: Near view of Bobby at the side of the house hammering at his
wagon or whatever lends itself to being hammered. The dog
sits beside him and the rope is obviously around some substantial object such as a narrow tree trunk or a stump or stake.
Scene 8: Near view of front of house. Jones and Mrs. Jones have decided on the proper place for the wreath and Jones, holding
it in place, looks for Bobby and the hammer. Not seeing them
he calls loudly and wrathfuUy.
Scene 9: Close-up of Jones holding wreath and calling, "Bobby!"
Scene 10: Close-up of Bobby and dog hearing call. Try and get dog to
prick up ears.
Scene 11
Scene 12

:

:

Close-up of Jones calling louder.

Near view of Bobby and dog
be jerked back by the rope.

starting to run.

The dog should

Close-up of the rope tied to the end of the ladder leg jerking
and the leg tipping off the ground.
Close-up of Jones grabbing wildly at the wreath for support.
It comes off in his hands and he waves it wildly.
Near view of Bobby running around the corner of the house
followed by the dog straining at the rope. Bobby stops and
registers horror.

Scene 16: Near

vieiv of Jones on the ground with the wreath around his
neck, the ladder on ground. Mrs. Jones is admonishing him

to be careful.
Scene 17: Close-up of Jones, his mouth opening and shutting
effort at self control.

tears the sheet of

New

He

takes his

in a violent

book out of pocket and

Year's resolution out, Uien swears long

and pleasurably.
Scene 18: A^ear vieM' of group. Jones is indulging in an orgy of profanity,
Mrs. Jones has her hands over her ears, the dog does as he
pleases and Bobby snickers behind his hand.
Scene 19: Title: The End.
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Still

another ^•R«S» achieTemeiit

The Q.R.$^. "Gleetric Photo-Album
for

with

ii!«e

tlie

<|'R'8' 40-f»liot

Good-bye, old photo-album,

-a.

A

sensational

Still

KAMRA

new

day is here.-A. With the QRS Electric Photo-Album

on your
shots

library table,

you show your friends your

electrically, life size.

-a.

Now every picture is

an album picture because the amazing new

Kamra

QRS

takes photos that are uncanny in their

sharpness, 40 on a

roll for

only 85c.

-a.

Think of be-

TheQRS40-shotStillK\MVl\
:i5-niillimeter size, $22.50

ing able to"shoot "everything with certain results,
at only 2c a shot,

anywhere from

ment whose
(Electric

der the

and then show them

10" x 14" to 10' x 14', with equij)-

total

cost,

Photo-Album)

demand

life size,

Kamra and

is only $37.50.

froin users

Projector
-a.

No won-

and dealers is already

taxing our ability todeliver. -A. Toinsure against dis-

appointment, wire

QRS Company, Chicago, today.

III

projecting the pictures,
the
IS attached
as indicated

KAMRA
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rfii

frlNlK
•
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is
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p
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MAKERS

IMOVIE

an acre of

fulfillment

is

worth a whole

LAND
FOR THE TITLE MAKER
Perhaps Yoli Will Find an Appropiiate Use for the

Art Title Background on the Facing Page. One is
Suggested in the Miniature Above. The Study is by
O'Dell Mason, the Titling by Ralph R. Eno.

PROMISE

of

You've read miinufacturcrs" claims about arc
have an arc

lamps and incandescent lamps.

lamp that we claim

is

the last

We

word

in perform-

ance and value.

A PARADOX OF THE
PHOTOPLAY
((Continued jrom page 867)

Studio

to

room.

He

—

only his own
in
painted two sides of the

work

walls black (much to his landlords
later chagrin j and when photographing a close-up of one of his players,
had him hold an ordinary electric

bulb in his hand, throwing the light
on his face. When the player changed
his position, he merely switched the
lighted electric bulb from one hand

We hope you're from Missouri.

If

you are and

buy on fulfillment rather than promise, we say
Try out Little Sunny Twin against any lamp
or series of lamps of the same current consumpon the market regardless of price. Don't
Twin by its low price, which

tion,

judge Little Sunny

made

is

and

possible only

by volume production

selling direct to you.

If

you don't find that

he gives more and better hght (or for any other
reason),

and

you can return him within

Sunny Twin

ten days

refund your ynoney.

we'll cheerfully

to the other.

In other words the playwere also electricians, while the
director himself essayed at one time
or another the roles of actor, cameraman, electrician, director, assistant director, film editor, author and

Little

ers

that

whatnot.

makes the arc which burns steadily for about 4
minutes. For continued burning it is only neces-

The Loves oj Zero was made some
months later. It is the HarlequinColumbine story done in the manner
of the post-war
ists.

cost

German

expression-

Where The Hollywood Extra
ninety-seven

one cost .S200.
comic story of an
this

dollars
It

to

make,

tells the serio-

Harlequin
W'ho plays his trombone while courting Columbine. An ecstatic courtship
follows and then Columbine is called
away, much to her and his chagrin.
Harlequin tries to console himself
with another ravishing creature but
she only laughs at him and goes away
with two flaneurs. His despair lasts
until news comes of Columbine's
death. This is too much for him. He
A
is haunted by e\il. leering faces.
huge hand closes in on him and snuffs
out his

unhappy

ab.'^urd

at

/.

makes
.1.5

subjects.

knob

with one

what he

lamp

light at 8 to 10 feet

from

simple; pulling the

is

bottom of lamp and releasing

sary to pull the

told

a semi-automatic arc

operation

It's

at the

We've

is

fully exposed movies 16 per second

knob once

you what

does.

A

it

Specifications:
A C
D C 100

ever^' 4 minutes.

Little

Sunny Twin

is

or
15 .\mpei e
volts «itt out chanee.

plain statement of perform-

reflector

ance

with no vague and sparkling phrases.

Make your own

tests;

to

125

Lishl Sir 'nvii: Movies 16 per second
at F 3.5 a I 8 to 10 feet from subjects,
Size: Li mp housini! 4x5' jx9" with

and

folded.

Reflector

opened

9"x9".

Carbons

be governed only by

Flame

Finish: ,
tal outsid

results.

Na

ional

White

or

black crys-

Can be

PRICE

ns.'^

Complete with heavy folding nickel plated stand
6 feet tall. 15 feet of cord, one trim White Flame
1 trim
Panchromatic. Postpaid anywhere.
Extra Carbons. $2.00 per dozen; $15.00 per hundred.

carbons,

existence.

There are several interesting uses
of double and triple exposure. Florey
frequentlv uses the former to picture
a "thought process". The latter he
uses with parlicularlv striking effect
in picturing a girl laughing derisively, superimposing her eyes and laughing mouth over her face. He uses the
prism, too, with telling effect during
switchthe scenes of the courtship

—

ing from the clown to the eirl and

Sold only direct

to the

Consumer

LEONARD WESTPHALEN
438

RUSH STREET
CHIC.\GO ILLINOIS

LITTLE SUNNY

IS

TRUE TO

HIS

NAME.

WERE PROUD OF

HIM.

JAUIftJARY 1929

showing

Home

Perfect
with

Movies

CINE-CAMERA

the'-

AND
PROJECTOR
The Model
embodies

3

T

Viaor Cine Camera

in a single instrument, every

professional facility for taking motion
pictures

of the very

High speed

for

highest quality.

SLOW-motion, normal

and half speeds,

a turret front for one,

two or three

lenses,

duplex spring motor

with

great reserve

power, compensating
telescopic view finder
and level, hand-drive
u.uik. convenient shape and size, ruggedly
constructed of the best materials by skilled

workmen.

The

Victor Cine Camera has become the
world's standard for service and value.

—a

their smiling faces in

mani-

overwhelming happiwere. He frequently photographs a scene topsy-turvy in order to
achieve a sense of weight and power
though always in relation to the confold

ness, as

sort of

it

and never as an end in itself.
The Coffin Maker, with a Poe-like
scenario and a dash of Baudelaire and
Heine at their bitterest, was made in
text,

one night with only a few retakes necessary the next night. It was Florey's
contention that the average film pro-

gram badly needed

two-reel

dramas

(similar to the Will Nigh miniature
dramas, Among The Missing and The
Guest) as a relief from the usual
stereotyped and altogether silly two
reel comedies, especially when there
was a feature length comedy on the
bill. It was Florey's plan to make a
series of these two reel dramas on the
style of the Parisian Grand Guignol.
One night Florey picked out some
players, more or less haphazardly,
borrowed three cameras and without
written

a

script

or scenario

got to

work. He had a rough idea of what
he wanted. He needed just a few sets
a coffin maker's workshop, a lonely

—

room

of mourning and a graveyard.
There were only four main characters
a lonely coffin maker, an Apache, a
beautiful courtesan and a young soldier. The Apache, the soldier and the
courtesan come up from their graves
and relate to the coffin maker, over
wine and cigarettes on a cold, dreary
night, how each met his demise. When

—
An

Assurance of Professional
Screen Result!

The new Model

3

Victor

Florey uses the
lady dressed in
black comes to the coffin-maker with
the words, "Don't you know me,
coffin-maker?
I
am your bride
death." And together they disappear
their stories are told

Cine Projector brings to the
user of

high

1

6

mm.

standard

quality.

film, a

flashback here)

new

image

of

Intensely brilliant

direct illumination without

into the recesses of a
flicker,

perfect

coffin.

automatic or hand rewind,
interchangeable lenses for
distances

picture,

and

and

sizes

several

features, foremost of
is

of

new

which

a newly discovered me-

chanical

principle

which

permits the showing of the same film hundreds of times without the slightest

damage

yawning wooden

steadiness,

forward and reverse action,

all

(

a

to the film.

This is strong digestive fare for
cinemagoers accustomed to the saccharine, but it is honest and true and
done with admirable restraint and
economy of detail. Florey does not
wax unduly sentimental over his
theme. He presents it for what it is
worth and lets it go at that. Throughout, the photography is dark and
sombre with now and then a weird
camera angle or a startling composition in close-up.

A word

about Florey. He was born
France thirty years ago, became
associated with the late Max Linder
in

Complete information from your dealer or write
the manufacturer

worked in pictures in Italy,
and Switzerland, came to
Hollywood eight years ago, served as
there,

France

assistant director to Vidor,

Victor Aniiriatograph
MAIN OFFICE & FACTORY
Davenport, Iowa, U. S. A.

Company, Inc.
BRANCH SALES OFFICE

242 West 55th

St.,

New

York

Bob Leon-

von Sternberg and others, produced some program films for Columbia, Sterling, etc., and is now with
ard,

Paramount

at

their

Long

Island

studios where, under the supervision

of

Monta

Bell,

he has

made

a

number

10%'

IE IM/%>^CR»

of short subject talking films of which
is to be released soon. His

Night Club

next is The Pusher In The Face from
a story by F. Scott Fitzgerald, another sound film.

Nothing
stands between

PHOTOPLAYFARE
{Continued from page 865

metier of the motion picture.
Metro-Goldvvyncertainly,
Mayer deserves extraordinary praise
for bringing all of these elements together to achieve a result which, it
can be predicted with confidence, will
true

And,

long be considered one of the great
classics of the screen.

TELLING A FILM STORY
(Continued from page 851)

moving camera.

excepting

-r

Methods of using

device have been discussed in
for November 1928,
pages 707 and 715. The expression,
CUT, simply means the end of a scene.
Here are a few scenario cautions.
Do not over-estimate the length of
story that can be told in a given
amount of film. Do not include more
characters than are absolutely necessary to the story, as you are not working with paid employees but with
friendly volunteers and the fewer you
have the more certain you are of get-

a few simple

this

Movie Makers

facts aboil t-

This booklet
to all
It

is

who

is

free

ask for

simply

it.

n'ritten,

informative and

in-

teresting.

them where and when you want
Take enough film length to

ting

The unprecedented

them.

demand

register the separate identity of each

round a brief and simple
Plan the time your filming
and if your story calls for
more time than you have at hand, trim
down the story and not the time. Rememlier that time also means film and
that film means money.
film-stories

incident.

will take

The scenario

written, the next es-

sentials are director

and cameraman.

and particularly in youi
attempt at a film-story, don't try
to do both jobs. Each of them, even
in a simple bit of story telling with
a movie camera, is a task of its own.
If you, as owner of the camera, want
to make that position certain for yourself
on the principle of kid baseball teams choosing the catcher because he owns a mask and glove let
your wife or a friend do the directing.
Be sure to have all of your arguments
before or after the filming starts. Once
it has begun, the director is supreme
and if he cannot handle his job, stop

this

for

booklet proves that

character by letting the audience see
that character long enough to get face,
costume and manner firmly fixed. If
this is not done confusion will result
and those watching the finished picture will get hero and villain hopelessly mixed, especially if the action
speeds up. Better build your early

the

amateur

terested

is

in-

giving

in

his films the profes-

sional touch.

"~

~

Mr. Otto Nelson of the National Cash Register Co.,
pioneer in the use of educational motion pictures; compiler
and editor of "Thirty Years of Motion Pictures," the
authentic story in pictures of the development of the industry; and one of the recognized authorities on amateur
movies, writes:

"The method of editing and titling described in tlie
booklet 'How to Edit Amateur Mories' is the best, simplest
and most inexpensive that has come to my attention. Every
amateur movie maker should read this booklet."

If possible,
first

—
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show and get another. You, as
cameraman, will get best results if
you are completely free to operate
the

your instrument. Give the director full
charge of the script, the actors, the
properties and the costumes. He must
see that there is no confusion and that
everybody and everything is available
when and as needed. In larger productions, he will deputize assistant directors and other helpers with many

19

NEW YEAR

HAPPY
Are you

I6mm

2 9

the lucky

projector

owner
this

of a

year?

CONGRATULATIONS

T^AKE

the interesting family and per-' sonal pictures you can. What a satisfaction it was to take your friend's picture with
a still camera. But, Oh Boy! What a triumph
when you successfully "shoot" them with your
moving picture camera. And the laugh, the
thrill, the feeling of complete satisfaction
when they walk and act for you on the screen.
all

Arrange a party and give your jriends a show

—

A SUGGESTED PROGRAM:
EMPIRE COMEDIES.

1.

One

2.

200 or 400

3.

An EMPIRE SCENIC.

4.

200

5.

A LINDBERGH

or two

ft.

ft.

of personal pictures.

Note:

If it is

While the director rehearses the
actors in a scene, the cameraman will
make note of lighting conditions and
will set up his camera, being sure that
all accessories needed are at hand.
\ our first production will probably
be an all-exterior story. Reflectors
will be desirable even if the shooting
is out of doors in good sunlight. These
can be prepared very easily, your
projection screen, for example, serving admirably.

Each scene should be carefully rehearsed before it is filmed. The director must slow down the action constantly as the amateur actor tends to
be hurried and the resulting jerky
and quick motions are very unpleasant on the screen. If he is not careful
the natural tendency to move rapidly
combined with some camera shyness
will completely obscure the meaning
of the story

of personal pictures.

or a

of his own powers and turn details
over to them. The script goes to the
director, although you should keep a
copy of it. He should read the scenario
aloud to the cast. A synopsis of the
story should have been read to them
before they hear the full scenario.
Before each scene is filmed, the script
for it should be read aloud to all the
actors to make sure that it is perfectly
understood.

BREMEN.

a children's party, run

EMPIRE CHAPLIN COMEDIES.

tirely

Empire 100

reels to

ft.

complete your persona! program.

H.50

LIBRARIES
Send

ALWAYS ONE PRICE
AT YOUR DEALER

AND DEALERS

in for special

dealer proposition.

screened.

When

Leave this decision enwith your director or else you

stop the

necessary

out.

ALL 100 FT. REELS
SAFETY STOCK

is

camera too soon, making
to repeat the whole
scene. If you feel that the director
has forgotten the camera you may call
it

COMEDIES, HISTORIC SUBJECTS. SCENICS, CARTOONS

it

the camera.

may

BUY

when

the action of a scene has been filmed
the director should call out. "CUT!"
as a signal to the cameraman to stop

until

"Shall

I

CUT?"

but don't cut

you get the word. The director

should make the "cuts" as clean as
possible concluding each scene with
and no more.
If scenes are allowed to "peter out"
before cutting, there will be a great
temptation to let them stand in the

just the action required

finished film "because, after all,

EMPIRE SAFETY FILM
723 Seventh

New

Avenue

Me An

Empire 16 mm. Subjea Catalogue

it is

a film-eater

end, although it may work
well once or twice. Beware of lastminute changes. The cameraman, after
in

City...

we

have them and film is costly." The actors should be told specifically when
the scene is actually to be filmed and
when it is only being rehearsed. The
snap-shot principle sounds nice "to
get naturalness," but

_..

Address...

882

Inc.

York City
Please Mail

T^ame

CO.,

the

!M

O %' I

-.

/«

I

KERS

up for

a particular scene,
director and actors of the
scene limits as he discoveres them in
his finder.
setting

should

tell

The cast will probably be chosen
from your friends and, to a large extent,

the

may

scenario

be

written

round the cast available. Remember
that screen actors have no voices to
help them sustain their roles and that
everything depends on appearance:
try to choose players to fit the parts
assigned to them. Anyone who is miscast will appear to greater disadvantage in a screen story than in spoken
playing.

Makeup

improve the appearance of the actors and may aid greatly
will

in characterization.

put

It

makeup on and,

takes time to

if

you plan

SCHEIBE GRADUATED
scerps taken in davtime.

FILTERS:

Absolute

Orihi).

3.

for

IRIS:

main object or close-up

of scene diffused.

Has

fit

the facilities available.

Unless you have lighting equipment
and have experience in its use, your
first effort would better be placed outof-doors. This limitation

is

much

make

ice and wet-surface glare
the use of filters imperative
good results. Wintry scenes
taken with effect filters
For the
love o' beauty, try them.

for

—

in sharp detail, leaving balance

white glass edges.
interest.

SCHEIBE GRADUATED

Yellow optical

$500

glass,

degrees

MONOTONE

Tliere

$12.50

FILTERS

fur drtho., $3.50.

for Pan,,

$5.00

absolutely nothing to learn to use efTect
to develop a taste for the right
right scene. Filter Holder clamps
over any lens on any camera. Filters slide into
place before the lens as needed without change
of focus or exposure. Holder made of aluminum,
filters

is

— except

filter

for the

crystalline finish, can be carried with complete
set of filters in the pocket or carrying case.

WRITE FOR FREE CELLULOID

LENS COMPENSATION CHART & CALENDAR
Sole distributors lor Scheibe

,:iid

Ramstnin Filters

to

fit

Disso ve and Filter Holder

yrir
m#'tf»gcg#^meg
DESI^GNEPS

CIlS

AND MANUFACTUR ERS

""fojj^escribe

106

-We'll design

it

it"

WE ST 46 TH ST.ril.XC^

PANX
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HERE^S THE nO^T
You learned what
Cinema League

less

is

the

Amateur

by reading the

editorial page of this issue.

are invited to secure

nish locations of surprising variety.

You

membership

In winter, the story will need

more

in this international association of

adaptation. If a small interior

abso-

movie amateurs.

lutely necessary for a particular scene

a corner outdoor set can be

knocked

together very easily.

When you come
story

you

will find

to edit
it

your film-

simplicity

itself,

IF the cuts between scenes are clean
and IF you have followed your
scenario exactly.
is

The

ease of editing

With a camera, film, a few friends
and next to no accessories, you can
produce a very good film-story if you
follow these simple rules.

When you

have produced one you will say

"Why

ago?"

will

It

didn't

I

tackle

it

Date
Street,

Inc.,

New York

City.

accept the invitation of the Amateur Cinema League, Inc.,
become an annual League member. My check for Five
Dollars payable to Amateur Cinema League, Inc., is enclosed in
payment for the dues, $2.00 of which is the special memberI

"What

shall

I

to

i

II

u iderstood that
th<

imm edit tely

Pr vile«e s of the Le tdue.
ed with

obi gatio

ay vo

rily

s"s'sum

e fro

upor
It

thi

to

inderstood that
ship other that

t

Name..

long

answer once and for

the question of,

the

105 West 40lh

ship rale for a year's subscription to IVfOVIE M\KKHS (Nonmember rate $3.00; Canadian $3.25; Foreign $3.50.)

of the screened product.

yourself,

To

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE,
to

an advance proof of the excellence

all

shoot

of 4

dens-

of

HOLnEP

PvldLTEP

than would appear at first as verandahs, terraces, lawns and gardens fur-

is

four

ity'

Spotlight effect vignetting
For forceful p'sitive accentuation.
$5. GO

to black at edges.

!

RAMSTEIN OPTOCHROMES SET

IRIS:

The Amateur Cinema League

of course, to

Snow,

IRIS:

it, allow plenty of
time for the process, for you will find
that the players will take longer over
their first make-up than you had ex-

Costumes and properties will depend on the story you are telling.
These should be simple and, for your
earlier efforts, costumes should come
entirely from the wardrobes of the
cast. Sets and locations again depend
on the story which has been adapted,

FILTER TIME

4l/:x.

$3.50

$5.00
Clear glass center vignetting to
For spotlight effect to accentuate point of

SCHEIBE WHITE

to

has published a bulletin on this subject, which may be obtained from the
Photoplay Consultant of the League,
105 West 40th Street, New York City.
If make-up is to be used, actors should
be inspected both by the director and
cameraman before filming starts.

3x

clear-glass cen

have your cast use

pected.

$5.00

kn

6 and 8x.

SCHEIBE DIFFUSING
de

night

used for moonrise.

Siin.'et

SCHEIBE SINGLE COLOR FILTERS: Red
"C' Yellow A 1-2-3. Color factors Pan. ll/,s,

Street..

City

State..

JiAI«m.l/%ItV

1929

CRITICAL FOCUSING
{Continued from page 864)

NEW

one reads, "NEWS", in swift sequence
one wireless station dissolves into
another, giving the impression that
[he (.aniera is following the message
across the earth. Next, a scene showing that the message has reached New

PATHEGRAMS
heme

For the

Screen

(

York dissolves

into a shot of the roll-

ing presses followed by newspaper
headlines. Then the Capitol at Washington appears, followed by another
wireless station and finally shots of

THE

moving forward and airplanes taking
off. The end of the sequence returns
us to the actors and the locale. The
whole is intensely dramatic and an
example of unusually fine cutting.

W.

B.

&

A

convenient light on your Filmo
Projector that enables you to operate
and change your reels with plenty of
illumination that does not attract the
attention of or annoy your audience.
Makes operating your

World War
reels.

The

Two

scenes.

loo

Sennett comedy featuring
One 400-ft. reel.
Dilly Bevan.
No. 6025
$25.00.

Mack

'I'll*'

a

Eriiplitui of 9It. Cliiii

One

Thrill-pictures.

$6.00.

loo-ft. reel.

too late for the stepping stones and
far too early for the swimming hole.
That ought to be at its best about

lii't-'r

racing.

One

No. 6023

Kal>l>i(

IIim

:iii<l

Nature study. One
No. 6028
$35.00.

One

400-ft. reel.

after face Junior's

3 Athlilional
Siibjet'ls of the

SERIES

shoot and shoot, all the while
conscious that every kid in the neighliorhood will he invited in to see the

You

•}•

Bit of I.iie in .Isiiii
Colorful! One 400 ft.

lesull

No. 6026

reel. $35.00.

result

^^•irsiiiops
Absorbing!
reel.

One

400

l!:arlli4iiinii('<!i

Educational!
reel.

$3500.

One

400ft.

free

new

catalogue of

ANY

J6nim. projection machine.

',

I

|

NAME

1

ADORESS

\

PATHEGRAMS
1

CONGRESS ST.JERSEY

full well

what thr

You go home

willi

effort will be.

Had

you used Poverty Row technique you
would have checked up on these
points. You would have noted that
the sun came on the rosebush about
half-past eleven. You would ha\e
noted on your script the best time to
snap each of the exposures along the
creek. You would have laid out a
time-table that would have taken you
to each point at the proper time, and
you would have saved a lot of worry

I

me

which can be tun on

be.

more ambitious

iil

Gentlemen:
Please send

will

If you can get into all this trouble
with a twelve-scene sketch, you can
imagine what a treat a longer and

No. 6024

cvr ovT THIS coupoy .i.vd m

PATHEGRAMS,

and knowing

plenty of exposed film, but without
the little gem that the picture might
have been had you looked ahead.

ft.

No. 6022

$35.00.

unspoken but none

the less patent contempt. And because
you are flustered and nervous you
don't get even what there is to be had.

IIARVARD-PATHE
-V

Price $6.00
WILLIAMS.
of

or Direct

BROWN & EARLE, inc.
Motion Picture Equipment"

Filmo Motion Picture Cameras and
Projectors

918

Chestnut

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Join Our

Desperately you grind away, conscious of the fact that Junior has his
heart set upon being photographed
today and not next week, when young
Bradley will be away on a visit to
his aunt. It is do it now or forever

No. 6029

$35.00.

machine

half-past four.

I>al<!i

400-ft. reel.

Tlic ^Vee ScoUli Pi|M>r
Film oddity.

your

From your Dealer
"The Home

note with relief that tlie clump
of willows is all right, and you get a
really good picture there, but you're

You

K. P. M.
Motors,

background.

400-ft. reel.

No. 6oj2

$6.00.

it.

and proiector
can be packed away in case without detaching.

half-past three. In the morning you
have to shoot the other way and make
a choice between the sash and blind
factory or Johnson's lumber yard for

Man

and the Light
and Where you

itch

Easily attached to
in a few minutes

(Continued from page 863)

ft.

—

neea

No. 6027

$12.00.

Be!>it

pull the S'
VVhe
there

St

ROW

Exciting authentic excerpts from

proje

needed.

THE LESSON OF POVERTY

The ^Vsir 3Iacliiiie

E.

"PILOTLIGHT"

cruisers racing over the water, troops

CITY.N. J.

i

and perspiration.

FILM RENTAL
Library

WE

to the owners of 16
lu/ni projectors an exceptional
library service.
In the first place, we are distributors for Kodascope Libraries, Inc.,
and can give you a choice from a
long list of professional releases,
pictures that have been shown in
leading theatres, dramas, comedies
ofifer

and other

films.

In addition, we have instituted a
library of our own, comprising
kodak Cinegraphs. These, as you
probably know, are 100-, 200- and
400- foot reels of comedy, travel

and cartoons. The rental cliarge is
extremely low and among the titles
are a great many suitable for children. For instance, there are films
based on the "Doings in Doodlebugville" and on the adventures
of "Snap, the Gingerbread Man,"

and "Chip, the Wooden Man."
Wonderful for parties. The children

over the clever screen
antics of these realistic, mechanical
actors. Send for a catalog.
will thrill

Eastman Kodak Stores,
TWO STORES

Inc.

The Kodak Corner— Madison at 45th
225 West 23rd, near 7th Ave.
New York City

MOW IE

IM/lia^EIKS

With a longer script you would be
even more careful in the preparation
Longer stories
of your schedule.
generally require larger casts and
their leisure time must be consulted.
You don't write in a scene in your
living room unless you are certain
you have enough lights to overcome
the dark tones of the walls. You

Let FOTOLITE

don't wait until the set-up to realize
that while the room is charming the
color scheme is too dark for your
light

equipment.

You

borrow
you select

either

more lights or, failing that,
some other room in advance.
will be the same with all other

—

It

be your
No. 10
1000-Watt

SUNLIGHT

FOTOLITE

sets

and locations. You'll be certain of
them before you write them in and
not be forced to last-minute changes
that may pull your story all out of

for interiors!

focus.

You will discover that a few days
spent in preparation will be time
saved instead of wasted. When you
do come to shoot you can go from
one point to the next with the least
delay and work with the highest
speed.
Delay is fatal to enthusiasm. Harry
Meyers used to say that an actor
needed three things patience, some
ability, and some more patience. It
is even harder on the amateur to get
back into the spirit of the story after
a long delay. When you prepare a
script look ahead as carefully as
though you were down on Poverty
Row. Don't write in things that you
hope you can get. Write in the things
you know you can get and afford.
Be practical and foresighted. Making pictures may be just your hobby,
but you can't afford to be slipshod
and careless.

—

—

you have eight to twelve weeks
which to make a picture, $60,000
to work with and a staff of helpers,
you can afford to emulate the "big"
directors and hold your company in
the field half a day while a property
man dashes back to the studio for
If

in

the blue shawl the heroine should
have brought instead of the red one
she did bring. But you can't do that
with amateurs more than once and
perhaps not even once.

—

Emulate Poverty Row. Plan everything beforehand and then see that
these plans don't miscarry. It may
sound like a lot of work and worry,
but you'll find that intelligent planning for what vou can get, plus care
in schedule making, will mean far
less

work and worry than

the inspi-

rational style, which even yet is wasting half the production money on the

big lots in Hollywood.

Form

the right habits now. and two
or five years from now picture-mak-

ing will

still

be a delight.

Fotolites have no equal

for

com-

pactness, simplicity and light power.
Fotolites eliminate the sputtering,

the sparks and the "light fright" of

lamp

the arc

— yet

give

all

the bril-

liance of an arc and also the conven-

ience of the incandescent Fotolite.

There are prices
book

for every pocket-

— models for every need.

Now, even on

the darkest days and
you can take beautiful pictures.
And you can take them
where you have always ]onged to
take them
right 171 your own
at night,

—

home. The children at play, parties,
every cherdances, family events
ished scene and happening in your
home can be stored away in vivid
life-like films which you will look at
over and over again.

—

—

The remarkable new No. 10 1000-watt
Fotolite
ful

is

lamp

recognized as the most powerof its type ever produced.

Because of the exceptional brilliance and clarity of its light. No. 10 has
no equal as a source of interior lighting for movie making. And, because
of its surprising compactness and simplicity, it is also ideal for home
portrature and as an auxiliary in the studio. It can be folded into a 24inch space, and can be carried anywhere in a room. And, like all Fotolites,
it can be plugged in on any electric light socket
ready for instant use.

—

No. 10 Fotolite with auxiliary single or double set of
No. 5 Fotolites is ideal for every home movie shot.
No. 10 is equipped with a nickel-plated Mogul socket and a nickel-plated
tripod stand. Has aluminum reflector (measuring 11 inches in diameter)
tilted to any angle. Complete stand, including carrying case
for reflector and case for stand, without bulbs: $22.00 No. 5 Single
Fotolite complete with stand (without bulb): $12.00. No. 5 Double
Fotolite, complete with stand (without bulb): $20.00.

which can be

Ask Your Dealer

to

Demonstrate Fotolite For You

Mdnufdctiired and Guaranteed by

TESTRITE INSTRUMENT

CO., 108

EAST

16th ST.,

NEW YORK

FOTOLITE
Most Light Per .Ampere

—Lowest

Equipment Cost
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NEWS

For Amateurs

New

Projector

ALOW

priced 16

mm.

projector,

York, N. Y. Mass production
to bring down the price
to a popular figure, notwithstanding
the high quality of materials used in
its construction. Die castings are sup-

New

was arranged

plied by

tlie

and

Dealers

Film Specialists
TRAVEL MOVIE FILMS,

Travel Films

the Duograph, is announced
this month by Mr. WaUer E.
Greene, President of Duograph, Inc.,
of

INDUSTRY

of the

Aluminum Company

THE

Aladdin Travel Pictures are

month
by the Stumpp & Walter Company,
New York, N. Y. The present offering
ofi'ered to film libraries this

is

16

a film series of twenty-six

mm.

100

ft.

reels covering every quarter

of

and South America
and the West Indies to fulfill assignments for various individuals and industrial concerns interested in pictur-

ing phases of their foreign business.

Mr. Gardner Wells, a Vice-President
and Foreign Representative of the
company, who is well known in the
industry, will make one of the most
comprehensive sets of Mediterranean

in barrel.

by the Edison

Lamp Works.

In con-

the ingeniously arranged optics, consisting of ground

piano-condensers, mirroide reflectors
and prismatic mirrors, this lamp pro-

projector safe in the hands of a child
but is of great assistance in the cutting
and editing of films. Since tlie projector is operated by a hand crank, the
picture may be stopped on any desired

frame. With reasonable care, proper

and cleaning, the Duograph
should work perfectly for an unlimoiling

ited number of years. It is guaranteed
against any imperfections in material
and workmanship for a period of two

years.

The Duograph was designed by Mr.
E. William Nelson, one of the most
noted motion picture engineers in
the United States, who has devoted
eighteen years to the building of the

most

intricate

machinery for the mo-

tion picture industry. His crystallized
ideas are embodied in the Duograph.

Fourteen years ago he designed and
built one of the first home motion picture machines using narrow width
film. The amateur market at that time
was undeveloped and Mr. Nelson's invention was a decade in advance of

WALTER
President of Duograph,

E.

GREENE

Inc.,

New Amateur

Manufacturers of the

Projector.

Direct Sale

LEONARD WESTPHALEN,
facturer of the Little

manuSunny arc

lamp, wishes to announce that in the
future his products will be sold direct
to tlie consumer.

New

AN

of this

be used by a large company distributing 16 mm. films of
quality to the amateur.
In addition to Mr. Wells, Mr. W. H.
Schmidlapp, President of the company, has the following group in
active charge of production: Mr.
Walter D. Kerst, Vice-President and
General Manager, formerly Technical
Editor of Movie Makers; Mr. Herbert Angell, Vice-President, who has
been connected with the photographic
industry for the past twenty years;
Mr. Donald P. Bennett, Vice-President, formerly with the Educational
Film Division of the Stanley Company of America. Mr. W. J. F. Roll
material

witli

duces an amazingly brilliant picture.
An important feature is the ability to
hold single pictures on the screen with
absolutely no fire hazard nor damage
to the film. This not only makes the

Much

subjects ever filmed.

lamp with prebase has been specially designed

junction

specializes in the production of 35 or
16 mm. films, as well as still pictures,

countries. Central

coil-coil filament

f ocal

office in the

the world. During January cameramen will start for the Mediterranean

Optical Company. The lenses are interchangeable and are provided in
one and one-half inch, two inch and
two and one-half inch sizes. Focusing
is accomplished by turning the lens

A

its new
Salmon Tower
York,
N. Y.,
Street,
New
11 West 42nd
on January 2, 1929. This company

Building,

of foreign countries in every part of

of the globe.

America, electrical appliances by the
General Electric Company and the
optical system by the Wollensak

mount

Inc., an-

nounces the opening of

is to

will serve as Secretary

and Treasurer.

Reflectors
Effect Set

16 mm. cameras consisting of an adjustable
bellows sunshade, a title card holder,
mask box for masks and filters, focusing microscope and compensating
base, has been placed on the market
by the C. P. Goerz American Optical
Company. New York, N. Y. The entire set is supported on two rods upon
which the camera is also mounted and
the whole can be used either vertically
effect device for

or horizontally. With this set practically all the professional effects such

and out, speeffects and many

as gauze masking, iris in

T70R the first time since the begin* ning of the industry a professional
type of reflector

is being offered to
amateurs by Arthur E. Gavin of GlenThese reflectors en-

dale, California.

able the movie maker to obtain professional lightings in his work and
they also aid in getting clear pictures
of subjects in shadow. The reflectors
may be purchased separately or in
sets.

New Library
TPHE

'

Hollywood Movie Supply
Company, Hollywood, California,

offers to private

and dealers' rental

others are available to the amateur.
In addition the device is an efficient
title stand. Because of the compensat-

libraries

full

Duograph, Incorporated, is Mr. Walter E. Greene, a
prominent motion picture executive.
Mr. Greene was at one time vice-president of the Famous-Players Lasky

ing base and focusing microscope
there is no guesswork connected with
the proper centering of titles. It is
an ideal device for the amateur who
wishes to add a professional touch to

five

Corporation.

his films.

the industry.

The president

of

cial

mask and

filter

thirty

theatre-length

many with all-star casts. The
are 16 mm. reduction prints in

features,

films

firm

How

400- foot reels per subject.
is

also producing

2000

This
on
being

feet

Movies are Made. This is
shot on 35 mm. stock and 16 mm. reduction prints will be made from the
original negative.

886
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lOWHE IM/%KERS
Recognition

the

THE

Technical Monthly Abstract
published by the Research Laboratories of the Eastman
Bulletin

Kodak Company carried in its November issue a note describing Drem
Exposure Meters manufactured by the

Drem Products

New

Corporation.

Y. The Eastman Kodak
Stores in New York City recently featured the Cinophot exposure meter in
a large window display. The Cinophot is the meter that gives a direct
reading of the exposure with all Cine

York, N.

H u 8 O Me y e r
has become synonymous with every advancement in the

cinematography, with products directly relating

art of

to the results obtainable with

PANCHROMATIC,

Kodak cameras.

PRODUCTIONS,

INC.,

announces the removal of their
general offices to 6060 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California. The corporation, in addition to its Hollywood
offices, also has offices at 311 Fifth
Avenue. New York, N. Y. It is anticipated that the company will in the
near future be operating from Chi-

cago as well.

Projector Price
16 mm. Victor Cine ProTHE new announced
these

December,

in

col-

in

jector,

umns

is

to

be sold

at

ORDINARY FILM,

KODACOLOR,

and

The

The
Universal

Lens

Lens

as:

for

for

GENERAL

PANCHROMATIC

USE

KODACOLOR

HIGH SPEED
r

such

Universal

Removal
CINE ART

name

subnormal

1,

1, light condition

fwith

f

FlLMOl

Plasmats were developed by that pioneer scientist Dr. Rudolph chiefly to attain maximum
color correction. This was one reason for the early popularity of the Kino-PIasmat F:1.5,
although the wide versitility of this lens whether stopped down for general use or wide
open for extremely difficult light conditions was perhaps an equally responsible factor.
With the introduction of Panchromatic film the color correction properties of the KinoPIasmat became markedly noticeable. With the coming of Kodacolor, demanding absolutely true chromatic register, the Kino-PIasmat is able to use its full powers of color
correction.

a

Hugo Meyer

price of $200.00.

THE AMATEUR TAKES
LEADERSHIP

FOCUSING &
_EXPOSURE
METER

{Continued from page 848)

small miniature sets in which movement was introduced mainly by moving the lamp and casting shadows.
Instead of trying to put the actor in
these miniature backgrounds by trick
work, the scenes were simply cut in
successively so that you saw first the
actor and then his mise en scene. The
whole picture was cut in rapid staccato, very different from the rather
suave,

sluggish

House of Usher.

movement
Anyway,

of
it

The
is

a

masterpiece.
In order to make pieces of cardboard against a black curtain look

anything

at all,

eral types of

image

like

I

we adopted
-distortion

have been asked to describe.

sets

it

amateur

and lightings were

less

these devices with any prereally necessary for the

is

be able to see the image
of his lens on the film or on a ground
glass which takes the place of the
film for focusing. A view finder of
the usual type is not good enough.
However, focusing ground glasses for
to

on

PANCHROMATIC
and absolutely
essential for good

KODACOLOR
results.

Correctoscope
right

is

slipped into place

on your camera.

The

lens systems.

To use

on

ORDINARY FILM

sev-

perfect than his. we had to use more
vigorous methods. Among these were
prisms, kaleidoscopes and cylinder

cision

and

CORRECT EXPOSURE

which

professional camera man tries to give
his pictures depth and charm by
spoiling the definition of his lens with
gauze and other diffusing mediums.

As our

for

CORRECT FOCUS

CINE^AK VICTOR

B^II-TOMO

Correctoscope banishes forever the two greatest difficulties o( amateur movies. CORRECT FOCUSING
is
done by direct vision— you view your object magnified about lOx— right side up! CORRECT
EXPOSURE stop to use is determined by viewing the object through Correctoscopes special light filter.
Both operations are simply and quickly done.
visual
industrial use
telephoto lenses
when working with fast lenses
For Close-ups
wherever good pictures are wanted.
surgical operations
education
ry (o
Correclosco/ie is absolutely essential lor Kodacolor. It insures sharp focus—
Kodacolor results.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

CORRECTOSCOPE—NO MORE EXCUSE FOR OUT-OF-FOCUS PICTURES
Complete with special /-1.9
focusing Correctoscope lens

Price:

HUGO MEYER &

CO.

105

WEST

,$0^ ^f\

O

40th

Works:

•

»*J\f

STREET,
Goerlitz,

NEW YORK

Germany

J^^Vl^^R-* 1929
the lenses of amateur cameras are on
the market.

No Matter
are a dyed-in-the-

Whether you

home movie

ttool

fan or

just

reccved your projector this
Christmas

We want you to

andlL

KOLORAY

try a

Prisms of any desired length can
be obtained from wholesale dealers
These can be
in opticians" supplies.
cut up and put together with balsam
at anv optical shop, in whatever form
vou desire. We used mainly prisms
of from five to ten diopters put together as in illustrations Nos. I

Thev are held in front of the
camera lens and moved about until

In vour own home, on your own
projeaor. with your own pictures,

and

new

Potter Pancake, don't
The temptation

J.

look so cross.

.

.

.

monopolize your Filmo 75

to

.

black and white

.

.

.

.

.

.

Especially

saw on 16mm.

Kodacolor Users

trade.

Bass

their

find

will

pictures

them also with

add color

to

KOLORAY.

\

I

You

ior Tourists-

News Reel Laboratory
1707 Sansom

KOLORAY

Exclusively lb

to

ing. Titling,

.

dust rial and

all

Phila.. Pa.

St..

mm Developing, PrintEdit ng. Rush Service.

Cameramen Available

your pictures in beautisingle or two-toned color

ful

ILL.

"Filmo Headquarters

THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF VSHER

your projeaor in 30 seconds and

show

.

.

W. M.4DISON STREET

CHIC4GO.

ARIOUS PRISM SYSTEMS USED IN FILMINl

Seconds

can anach a

.

Camera Company

ir.i II

On or 0££
in 30

.

film.
SarpiisinilT efficient.
take your old stUl or movie in
Write.
66 page Catalog free

179

1LLU?TR.^TI0NS

.

will

Bass

regular film lacking in

interest unless they

.

.

as smart as Paris
and as precise
as a micrometer.
The Filmo 75 will make for you the sharpest
.

made on

.

.

newest of the Bell &
Filmo 75
Howell .Automatic Movie Cameras
comes in choice of colors

pictures.

Who

.

IS irresistible.

see for yourself the startling
beauty this color filter gives

to your plain

\ow.' Mrs.

Occasions— lo-

for .AH

Mt dical

Production

effects.

We will send a
KOLORAY

is obtained.
urally they can be moved during the
thus moving the
picture,
taking of the

the desired effect

on Trial
Put

it

on,

and

if

the effects will

not arouse the enthusiasm of the
most hardened amateurs, send it

we

back and
money.

KOLORAY

will

is

refund your

made

scope Models A,

for

B and

Koda-

C, Filmo

and DeVry I6mm. projeCTors,
and sells for $7.30. Please be sure
to specify the kind and model of
your

projeaor when ordering.

(Remember money back
satisfied anuime within

if

not

fifteen

days.)

Descriptive literature on request.

BECKLEV

CHURCH.

and

Cutler Building

-

INC.

Rochester. N. Y.

IfOLORAV
m^L
^
A

•Professional color eSects
for

home movies"

Nat-

AH

image.
Kaleidoscopes are either triangular
long prisms looked
^lass columns
through from end to end or mirror
systems. Two mirrors held to form
a steep-sided trough make a simple
kaleidoscope. They are used like the
prisms. Cylinder lens systems magnify the image in any diameter de(

1

sired. One is now offered by a camera
manufacturer and is called the "lens
modifier." This can be rotated dur-

ing taking.
Naturally none of these effects is
worth much in itself. -\ really remarkable amateur studio picture
could undoubtedly be taken without

any tricks at all. In our case we found
these devices very useful in covering
up the defects of our settings and in
o'iving the scenes the rhythms which
we thought they required.
.\s no stills were taken, illustrations
have been made by enlarging frames
The paper prints were
of negative.
considerably softer than the movie
print in order to avoid graininess.
Thev show prism and kaleidoscope

effects.

Complete Your Picture
Record of 1928
TJEGIX

the

Xew

Year right by having

your Old Years films properly edited
and titled. Let our experts make of your
1928 films a complete, coherent and delightful

movie chronicle of the events of

the year.

Let us make a separate
that

vacation

tour

week-end motor

film-stor\' of

—that

trip.

—that

outing

.Ajid let

us

work

this reel into a Story of 1928 so that,

instead of the clutter of

random

shots,

vou will have a progressive, smoothly
running story of eveiy event that you
filmed during the year.

Our

prices are extremely reasonable

our work

is

done by experts of long

perience in the amateur

Come

in.

and
ex-

field.

Let's discuss your Story of

192S. -Vo obligation, of course.

KODASCOPE
Editing and Titling Service, Inc.

Room

917

350 Madison Avenue

NewYork, N. Y.

niO'WIE !M/«I^CRS

AMATEUR CLUBS
{Continued from page 856)

A New Feature
month Movie Makers

THIS

inaugurates in the "Amateur

Clubs" Department, this special
grouping of news items about

The Amateur
Cinema League has a host of
members
and MoviE
British
British amateurs.

Makers has many

other British
readers whose membership allegiance is given to the Amateur
Cinematographers Association

Kingdom. There
an additional and weighty

of the United
is

reason for this

new

Movie Makers

to be

feature of

found

in

the fact that amateur films in
Great Britain represent the
greatest advances

made

in Brit-

Profescinematography.
sional productions lag behind
amateur effort. To cover the development of British amateur
ish

CARL

filming is, therefore, to cover
the most significant phases of
present cinematic progress in
the British Isles.

ZEISS CINE LENSES
mm

movie cameras.
For standard and 16
Zeiss Tessar £2.7 and £3.5 Tele-Tessar £6.3
Sun-shades
Filters
Finders

CARL ZEISS,

BRITISH

INC.

485 Fifth Ave., New York
728 So. Hill St., Los Angeles

AMATEURS
Amateur Talkies
Owlpen Pictures, an amateur
THE
photoplay producing group

in

Bowden, Cheshire, have given a

pri-

And

now. the new

,

.

.

vate demonstration of the first talking
pictures produced by an amateur. The

equipment used was developed by H.
B. Heys, a

member

of this club,

who

has been working on sound devices in
the Owlpen studio for some time with
the aid of other members. The apparatus used is described as different

SILVER

employed by professionals in talking film production. It
is claimed that the results obtained are

to that hitherto

equal to those secured by professional
producers, which claim, a host of
newspaper clippings from the north
of England would seem to bear out.
The human voice is said to have been
perfectly synchronized by these advanced amateurs and the tone quality
of the reproduction is marred only by
the amplification which has not yet
been perfectly adapted to this new
method. Impersonations, solos and
orchestral music were presented at the
demonstration to which representatives of the press

were

invited.

program was introduced by a
film made by John F. Leeming,
dent of the group.

A

The

recent produc-

was a 35 mm. drama,
Gypsy Maiden, which is being titled
a

Metal

ingenious way.
used on a metal back-

particularly
letters are

i^9#

MINUSA DE LUXE AUTOMATIC SCREEN
The
Merely

last

raise the top

screen taut

—always.

word

—and
And

in

"Home Movie"

the automatic side

the lowering

is

projection surfaces

arms snap

into place, holding the

just as simple.

There's no inserting of side arms; no straightening of side arms; no adjusting of
tension at the sides

Made

—

it's

all

automatic.

in a heautifully polished

walnut finish that harmonizes with the best of

appointed furnishings, and furnished in four popular sizes in either the "professional type" silver or heafled surfa4'e.

silent

presi-

tion of this club
in

i¥.

MINUSA CINE SCREEN COMPANY
BOMONT AT MORGAN

SAINT LOUIS

—

For seventeen years the world's largest producers of
Motion Picture Screens.

889
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ground

thai has heen magnetized. Letters placed in any position will be
held firmly by the magnetic background and can be lined quickly and
with great ease.

fAWci
E S^E NTS

Cathedral as Set

P

Devon Amateur Film ProducTHE
tion Society of Torquay now has

FOR A SHORT TIME
"FELIX MONKEYS WITH MAGIC"

^5.00
Pat Sullivan's 'Felix," the most popular
star in the home movie field, is now available lor outright sale in a new 100 ft.
picture lor $5.00.
As a high point in
an evening's entertainment, it is unbeatable.
Children love to see it over and

Only

quantity purchase and immediate
sale makes possible the low price. The
available supply is apportioned to the
dealers listed below. If you act at once,
they will be able to reserve your copy.
a

DEALERS*
BOSTON
Eastman Kodak Stores

M. Taylor

Solatia

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS
Alves Photo Shop, Braintree

WORCESTER
&

C. Freeman

S.

Co.

FALL RIVER
Smith

Equipment Co.

Office

PROVIDENCE
& Williams

Starkweather

NEW HAVEN
The Harvey & Lewis Company

BRIDGEPORT
The Harvey & Lewis Company

HARTFORD
The Harvey & Lewis Company

SPRINGFIELD
The Harvey & Lewis Company

WATERBURY
Curtis Art

ALBANY

Company

Humidifying
Gases

ninety-four inenibers. Production of
a costume picture set in the Fifteenth
Century, for which portions of the

Storage

For Storing and Keeping /ilms plijble.

—Durable—Good-looking

Cathedral Close have been
used, is almost complete. This picture, The Monk, \vill run 2000 35 mm.
feet. Pott's Pride, a recent production
of this club, was publicly screened at

Strong

Exeter

for sate outright

Baldwin

E. S.

OSSINING

R.

Side locks, Key
Karatol covered.

lock,

Felt-lined,

Supplied in Three Sizes
8

—

«00

ft.
ft.

Reels and Cans..$ 8.00
Reels and Cans.. 11.50

400

ft.

Reels and Cans.. 15.00

—400

16

Torquay.
Booking office receipts
were turned over to three hospitals in
Torquay and Paignton. The Devon
Society recently held an amateur cinematographic conference. Delegates
from the Amateur Cinematographers
Association, the British Empire Film
Institutions and the Manchester Film
Society were present. A resolution
was passed to petition the Crown to
free from import duties amateur films
sent to England for amateur projection.
These duties, originally designed for professional film productions, have never been amended for
either 35 or 16 mm. amateur film.
Protest was also made against the fact
iliat no representative of the amateur
movement was included in the Films
Advisory Council, instituted by the
government.

24

H

idifying Solution
$1.00 a large bottle

MOTION PICTURE AKn CAMERA DEPT.

30-32 Barclay St.,Ne'w York

^

TITLES
Complete editing and

titling

\

YESTERJAYt
ard.)

Cinematography.

CLARK CINE-SERVICE
I

I

C Adillac 5 260 |
DETROIT, MICH.

2S40 Park Ave.

Hudson Radio Laboratories

LONG ISLAND

Large Library

B. Gertz, Inc., Jamaica

NEW YORK CITY
Eastman

NEWARK

BROOKLYN
&

Fred'k. Loeser

Co.

Schaeffer

Company

PHILADELPHIA
Williams,

Brown & Earle

PLAINFIELD

WHEELING

Mortimer's

Twelfth Street Garage

PITTSBURG
United Projector

& Film

Corp.

Lindemer's

BUFFALO
ERIE

A. H. Mogensen

Kelly

&

Green

FLORIDA
Tampa Photo & Art Supply Co.

HOUSTON
Star Electric

& Engineering

CHICAGO

Co.

ST. LOUIS
A. S. Aloe Co.

Aimer Coe & Co.

.MINNEAPOLIS
Ideal

Film Corporation

SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

Leavitt Cine Picture Co.

CANADA
Photographic Stores Ltd., Ottawa
Regina Films Ltd., Regina
S.

Home

Film

Libraries
100 East 42nd
lor

new

890

St.,

New York

are also
film Librarie

dealers

Home

series of 1929

Featm

derley,

J.

L.

Dawson and

P. C. Pierce

Amateur Cinematographers
THE
Association has arranged with the

Camera Club of London for the use of
the latter's club rooms for projection
joint membership has
meetings.

A

City

stations
lading the

al

//
jfi-ooiiiaeai ij/

ST0NE-1-A.B- OLE-VE-LASfD

Globe Trotting

have

been
made by the new Amateur Cine
Players Club in Stockport, Cheshire,
and negotiations have been completed
for lease of a studio and headquarters
space. Officers recently chosen are:
William Hamer, chairman, Thomas
Aldred, Jr., treasurer, and H. Winston
Greenwood, secretary. A production
committee of F. A. Holland, J. Hidplans

A. C. A. Events

Kobe

Co.,

Have Locale

A.

JAPAN

^ WORILB

Amateur Cinema-

was named.

MEXICO CITY
American Photo Supply Co.,

Honjo &

Will

PRODUCTION

Buffalo Photo Material Co.

ROCHESTER

of the

tographers Association, Robert Unwin, Eddy S. Harpham and R. E.
Marshall were chosen as the club's
production committee. This active
group now has a club film library of
nearly forty subjects.

SYRACUSE

UTICA
Cunningham's

"These

ATbranch

the last meeting of the Sheffield

Gillette Camera Stores
Kodak Stores, Inc.

Vim. C. Cullen

been evolved whereby A. C. A. members may become full members of the
Camera Club for an inclusive annual
subscription. The Association's an-

in

.

.

.

Your

Home

VISIT Havana, Honolulu and Hilo,
Nara and
Hongkong,
Batavia and Bangkok, Calcutta,
Delhi, Bombay and Agra, Cairo,
Athens and the Rock of Gibraltar

Yokohama,

Tokyo,

all

in

Nikko,

Shanghai

forty-five

and

minutes

— in

your

own home.
This film contains, in three reels of
400 feet each, the unusual features of
an exclusive world cruise. Its educational and entertainment features are
unique. The price is $30 per reel.
Your dealer has the film or will order
it

for you.

STONELAB,

Inc.

8805 Hough Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio

«O

1

'%'

E

I

/%

K-K

«»

D. E. Braud
presents

THE SILVER KING
A George

N. Gallagher
Graphic

TRADE MARK REG.

—
—

By virtue of unusual number of leaps excepcloseups
the
most thrilling pulse
quickening tarpon picture ever filmed. Viewed from behind the South's foremost tarpon

tional

—

—

fisherman.

A

sportsman's picture. App. 400 Post Pd. $30

D. E. BRAUD
Thibodaux, La.

iir
quality, depth, definition,
brilliance, washable,
substantial, portable, swift•

set,

metal cases, low

Which

of these features do

cost.

you want your

TRUVISION haTthem all
Have your

dealer demonstrate

Truvision Projection Screen Corp.
11 East 44th Stt., N. Y. C.

nual business meeting will take place
this month.
A certificate of merit, prepared as
a trailer, will be given by the A. C. A.
to members whose films are of outstanding excellence.
Photography,
camera treatment, titling and general
interest will be the qualities considered in awarding this certificate. This
worthwhile idea could be used by
other clubs in conjunction with a citywide cine contest.
Studio lighting facilities have recently been increased and the A. C. A.
studio is open to use by members. A
weekly screen magazine filmed by
members is shown at the weekly meetings. Late programs of the association include the projection of Maid's
Moreton, a cine study of a village
filmed by Major R. B. Miller in the
manner of Berlin, Be Respectable,
running 800 feet, 16 mm., Rebellion,
400 feet, 16 mm., 49, which is 800 feet,
16 mm., produced by G. H. Sewell,
The Last Refrain, 16 mm., A Siren
Chic, 16 mm. and Sally Sallies Forth.
All of these films were produced by

association members. Grit, a 16 mm.
film produced by students at Cam-

bridge was recently shown.

TITLES
// better titles

can be

made

WE MAKE THEM
Hand

Lettered, Illuminated, Bordered, Illustrated and

Trick-Effects

A

good title dresses your picture, tells your
story and makes it professional in appearance.

Artistic

Animated "Presentation
"The End" Trailers

Leaders" and

We

supply the Producers and Theatres

WHY NOT YOU?

DAHME,

F. A. A.
145 W. 45th

ST.,

N. Y.

Inc.

CITY

School Life
TPHE Leeds Y. M. C. A. Junior Play-*-

ers

have produced a 300 foot 16

mm.

photoplay, called Through The
Mill, based on English Public School

Outdoor

100

A

ft.

reels, 16

mm., $6.00 Each

sets

Association, reports that this club
fifty

to

interior sets.

INDEX FOR

at attractive price:

Produced by
Danger

Bulletin

jrom

close $2.00.

Hough

CLUBS
Amateur Cinematographers' Association
land

.\ve.,

Cleveland, Ohio

of Eng410. 550. 672, 717
.
33, 311

Auckland. N. Z., Amateur Movie Club of.
Australian Amateur Film Club
(Also see Fineart F.Ims, Ltd.)
Baby Kinema Club of Japan

you are entering the

Fame

competition.

knocking

at

is

your door.

The contest closes at midnight on
March 3 1st, 1929. The distin-

W.

Winton, Wilton A. Barrett,
King Vidor and James R. Quirk,

Publisher of Photoplay.

AW

rules in every issue of

Photoplay

124

165, 244. 485, 674
485. 619, 717

Camera Club
Caribbean Club Dramatic Society,
Veneiuela

course,

expects every ama-

244

Birmingham Amateur Movie Association.. 652, 717
Boston Little Screen Guild
457
Boston Little Screen Players
457
Bund dcr Film Amateure (Germany)
59, 549
Calilornia Amateur Movie Makers Club.. 58,
California

STONELAB, Inc.
8805

201
ji
164

780
310
780
244

New League Service
Photoplay Contest
Trip Scenarios

16nim. positive movie film are
now perfected by our new process. Clip the best frame of the
scene vou want enlarged and en-

Coining?

of Yale, Philip K. Wrigley,
Stephen Voorhees, Colonel Roy

1928

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Signal, A

Film Exchange
League Service to Clubs

Makeup

ENLARGEMENTS

Film

guished jury of judges includes
Professor George Pierce Baker

AMATEUR CLUB
DEPARTMENT

Produces thiLi "fleet
Sent postpaid upon receipt of $2.00

Qeveland, Ohii

now

members and that plans are
produce a 35 mm. film using

ll/i,it

People

Contest

$2,000

RISPIN, secretary of the
Tyneside Amateur Motion Picture

7'u

How's
Your

Of

JOSEPH

FADE-IN; FADE-OUT

ERNEST M. REYNOLDS

Docs

teur to do his duty.

made

165 E. 191st Street

lolKwopd"

1

'fax-ii

Photoplay

has

R€DUCT10N PRINTING

'/'Ik

der, secretary.

Many from which to choose
few subjects available for rental

SIMPLEX FADING GLASS

(joing

were used and some
were taken. Plans are
under way for a second film. Club
officers are C. Edgar Hollas, producer,
N. Whiteley, manager, and S. H. Kinlife.

interior shots

Tyneside Ready
LIBRARY FILMS
WHICH ENTERTAIN

4p A*,^^'iat Arc'^ our Cfii<S(*i«^ii(i

Maracaibo,

Photoplay Magazine
750 N. Michigan

Chicago,

Avenue

III.

716
Charleston. West Va
519
Chicago Cinema Club
618, 672. 717, 819
(Also see Chicago Movie Makers Club)
Chicago Movie Makers Club... 58. 165, 245,
312, 410, 456

891

JAIWCJ/%R'*'
Cine Court Players
Cinetrix Club of New York Cfty
Cleveland Movie Club

The KINO-PANO-TILT
and TRIPOD

C^leveland Photographic Society, Motion Picture
Division
57, 310. 548. 672
Colgate University Movie Club
58
Colorado Cinema League
519, 717
Culver Military Academy
411

Cumberland

Amateur

Motion

Picture
124,

Danish Amateur Movie Club
Devon Amateur Film Production Society
Dramatic Art and Movie Club
Dutch Developments

Club
391. 780

619
674
550, 717

245
Ervin, Russell T.. Ir
578
Filmo Movie Club
716
Fincart Films. Ltd
652, 717
(Also see Australian Film Club)
Flower City Amateur Movie Club.. 310, 411,
550. 819
Flushing Amateur Movie Club
124
Foto Cine Productions
124. 391, 674, 781
Hartford Amateur Motion Picture Club. . 164,
.

312, 410, 652, 781

Hartford Picture Players
Herald Cinema Critics Club
Indian River School
Kooringarama Films Club
La Jolla Cinema League

Only

a tripod will steady a

motion

pic-

ture and the Kino-Pano-Tilt and Tripod
IS

ONLY

the

100%

movie cameras.
amateurs,

It

critics,

manufacturers
It is

tripod equipment that

successful for use with

is

home

all

has been accepted by

dealers and the camera

as

INCOMPARABLE

the tripod you will eventually buy

Above photograph
shows Cine-Kodak mounted upon Kino
Pano-Tilt and Tripod. Height when ex
$35.00.

priced

at

tended,

56H

inches.

Price, S35.nn

58,

Peabody Cinema Club
Peterborough, Canada

Amateur

Motion

312

518, 672, 716

518,
311, 411.
Lakes, Amateur Motion Picture Club of.. 618.
Manchester Film Society
391, 551,
Markard Pictures
578,
Memphis Amateur Players
Miami, Motion Picture Club of
717.
Mohawk Valley Cine Club
312,
Netherlands Amateur Photographic Society....
New Haven. Motion Picture Club of
165,
245,
Norfolk Photographic Club
Oesterreichs. Klub der Kino Amateure
59,
101.
Oranges. Motion Picture Club of
124, 311,
550,
Palisades, Amateur Motion Picture Club of
Paramount Amateur Motion Picture Club
Pathex Club of Detroit

Philadelphia

Picture

457
674
653
781
717
819
5

50

780
484
619

549
578
820
245
484
653
485

164
100, 201
59,

716
820
548
244

57, 391
484. 579
201
391. 618
Shadows Studios
653. 821
Sheffield Amateur Movie Club (England) . . 311,
411. 551, 674, 716
Stratfield, Conn., Unquowa School
673
Siegfried Amateur Motion Picture Club
58
Silver Screen Club
674
(Also see Twin Cities Amateur Movie Club)
Societe Francais de Photographic
547
165
South Bend, Indiana, Plans
Southern Movie Makers Triangle
820
(Also see Summerville, S. C.)

ri*-

The

Stamford

Comedy Club Cinematograph Com-

mittee
Stanford Studios, Stanford University....

579. 820
311.
456. 619

Stony Brook School
485
Summerville, South Carolina
673
(Also see Southern Movie Makers Triangle)

Sweden Starts
Thames Valley Photoplayers (England)
Twin Cities Amateur Movie Makers

311
164

482

(Also see Silver Screen Club)
Undergraduate Motion Pictures of Princeton University

University of Southern California

Washington Cinema Club
58,
Western Massachusetts, Movie Club of....
165,

With

the

addition

of a

Thalhammer

311,

OF

ALL

projector stand; a style of plate can be

had for

"BLIND MAN^S BLUFF"

Pano-Tilt and Tripod becomes the ideal

mm.

practically every popular 16

projector,

jrom

S.5.50 to

S8.50

Tlie

THALHAMMER CORP'N
121-3

SOUTH FREMONT AVE.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Ask your dealer

716
124,

165

1928

BY

551

Amateur Cinematographers' Association

Manchester Film So

The

124,
the Oranges
390,

J.

550. 578
551, 717

lety

618

Satellites

BORROWED PLUMES"
Kooringarama Films Club
BREAKFAST ALL WET"

518
673

E. Braid

'CASTE^'
Australian

244

Amateur Films Club

"CHICAGO"

819

Chicago Cinema Club

"CLIMB TO LONG^S PEAK"

717

Colorado Cinema League

•COLLEGIANA"

618

Milton H. Bernstein

•CROOKED HOUSE.
H.

892

390

AMATEUR PHOTOPLAYS
HAND"
AND HOW"
Motion Picture Club of
BLACK BEAR. THE"

position any camera would, the Kino-

S.

Shagren

THE''

oping 35 and 16 m-m.

Reduction and standard
printing

16m-m

contact

printing.

Enlarging to 35ni-ni.

Master positives and Duplicates.

Mid-West Film Co.
INCORPORATED
845 S.

548

Wabash Avenue
Chicaeo,

III.

Scheibe's
SINCE 1916
Photo-Filter Specialties
II,, Fi/tiri
niicu
jH)

are used

hy all

Hollywood
,-

—

produce Fog Scenes Moonlight
^^j ^^^^^ Effects— Ativichere—
Anytime. Also Soft Focus and
various other effects, just like
'hey make 'em in Hollywood.
you make 'em too.
It's easy
,.„

—

„„%Jh„„.

SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

Endorsed hy .\MERIC.4N

Ask your

33.

Youngstown Cinema Club

Kino-Projector Plate, which takes same

Careful negative devel-

f..

165
33,

Work

Su<d,os

310. 483
101
101. 411

Wilkes-Barre, Pa

Zutto Players

Motion Picture

483
820

Des Moines

Satellites,

Do Your

484

Club

Philadelphia, Cinema Crafters of
Philadelphia Movie Makers Guild
Portland Cine Club
101, 312, 674, 716.
Reno, Nevada. Amateur Movie Club Plans
Riverside Amateur Movie Club
457. 618,
Rochester Cinema Club
58. 165. 245,
Rochester High School Production
Roosevelt High School Amateur Movie Club of

Let Us

821

Roosevelt High School. Seattle, Wash
San Antonio Y. M. C. A. Camera Club

PROJECTOR PLATES

1929

652
819
518. 652

dealer, or write to

GEORGE H. SCHEIBE
PHOTO-FILTER SPECIALIST
1927

W.

78th St.

Los Angeles,

Calif.

ii«ac

"CROWN

Rs

c

JEWELS, THE"

549

University Club Pholoplayers

"CRUELTIES"
M. Henri-Robert
"DAWN OF A SAILOR'S DAY"

547

820

CINOPHOT

Southern Movie Makers Trianpjle

"DAY

IN COLLEGE,

A"

53

Colgate University Amateur Movies

"DISAPPOINTMENT"
Clyde

"DJABELO"
W.

,,0

by

R. Poulson

"DON CARLOS' STUDIO"
Siefned Amateur Motion Picture
"DRAGON FLY"
Clyde

58

457

Hammond

672

"EXPERIMENT. THE"

New York

City

550

Amateur Cinematographers' Association

"FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER"
Watson,

Stores, Inc.

Cor. Madison Ave. and 45th St.

Cinematographers' Association

..,-,^'5^"^'"'

S.

Eastman Kodak

Club

"ENVY"....

J.

WINDOW DISPLAY

71/;

Hammond

I64

Jr.

"FAST MALE, THE"

4,6

Stanford Studios

em Cinophols Match

519

"FIREPROOF"

Tile

.„

Cine-Kodak

Shadows Studios

"FLOWER SHOW, THE"
Thames Valley Photoplayers
FRAMED"

154
191

T?

Roosevelt High School, Des'Moi'nes "lowa
.110,411 550
Flower City Amateur Movie Club

819

"GLEANING, THE"

410

"' ^''^

"HE'rfeF&'''".".^!'

^-

^^'

..HEro,nH'^.r:'.p'«-

^'-^

°' '^^'l'^'^"'

„4

B.

'

PicVu're
cureuiuD
ciu'b

"INDIAN RIVER PIRATES"...

457

Indian River School

"JUDGMENT FULFILLED"

731

'''""- a-'^

ol a"h.^Bo!?.".^°"°"

setting to
directly.

...

„,,

'

••L,j^{s;:^^^".':-""^'"'^'^'^^'--t5'548
'''^

Rochester Cinema Cluh

J.,

75-,

Aug.

17, 1928, p.

^74

55,
^'"''

new model

suit

with a series of calculating rings making it adaptable for professional work when
variations from standard cranking speed are often used. The model is suitable for
still

photography

also.

,„

DREM PRODUCTS CORPORATION

Caribbean Club Dramaticc oociety
SoVietV

152

Peabody Cinema Club

"MISCHIEVOUS BETTY"

cr

,,,
^'^

Hartford Picture Players

WEST 42nd STREET
ASK YOUR DEALER

Markard

1".

.

100

.

6,2, 821

n '"'
17J
"'

"NORFOLK CASE, THE"
"nugge"t^15ell'"^"'

Losing

„,
^

...

Pictures

Zutto Players

i,c,

'*'

Oistant Scenes?

,45

''°"°"

P'«-'ciuf
'.^_

"PE^^R^^F j™"p"XcYnc''. '"."!. ^??^
"PeJsISTENt'"sUITOR, THE"..

fi,.
'

Shagren

"PLENTY OF JACK"

155

3,1

•

,,„

"prIKcTto^^-^.""""'^"-^'

"PR"ute^"'=.'^°"™p==-*'*

D. William Gibson

™^ STEGOSAUR
"ROYALTY BY PROXY"
"'^^^l'^
iP^,
W. K. Poulson

"

5,9
,,„

Dramatic Art and Movie Club

"SCARLET WOMAN"....

,,,

Caribbean Club Dramatic Society

"SHORTY MAKES THE GRADE"!.
Mohawk Vallev Cine Club
"SIGN OF THE VAMPIRE"...

3,,

,,„
"^

W. R. Poulson
"SIX APPEAL"

,,„ ,,,
"*'*'.Herald Cinema Critics' Club
SLIM DOOLITTLE, THE LIGHTHOUSE
KEEPER"
579 sin

Stamford Comedy Club Cinemawgr'aph

Committee

"SPORTING CHANCE, THE"..
University of Southern California
"SOUL THIEF, THE"

,01

,,„
^^°

Dr. H. A. Heisc

"THREE BUDDIES"
Dramatic Art and Movie Club

„„

,,,
'

"THREE EPISODES"

7s

1

Foto-Cine Productions

"TRAVELERS"

549

Klub der Kino Amateure Oesterreichs

"TROBRIANA"

65^

717

Fineart Films Productions, Ltd.

"UNINVITED GUESTS"

311, 6>5

Cinema League
"VIRGINIA CITY, PRODUCTION"

W.

N. Y.

Grafters of Philadelphia

"NAZIRA"

La

NEW YORK,

'

MOBILE COMPOSITION NO.

MUSHROOMS"
Uine Court Players
"NARROW PATHS"

S.

$12.50

'

'

"MAkY"AND mtE-- ^°'" A--'"-"

Cinophot, complete with sole leather case and instrument

'

"MASQUE"

H.

368

502

'

"

"maA^shy'?"^.'!"': ':'"t:. "":'•'

..» ^.o",","'

November, 1928

of the extinction type exposure meter, the settings have been
normal practice in motion picture work, by correlating the principal
the exposure time of 1.32 sec. The required exposure can then be found
The model is suitable for all amateur cine cameras. It is also equipped

In this

chosen to

Pathex Club of Detroit

"MAGIC LAMP. THE

Laboratories,

Drem Cinophot Cinematograph Exposure Meter

,1,

M.am, Amateur Motion

"IMPOSSIBLE"

"LIFE

Reprint from Monthly Abstract Bulletin, Issued by the Kodak Research

'

"FRESHMAN DAYS"

Jolla

716

Stevens

"WARPAINT"
Stratfield, Conn.. Unquowa
"WHAT PRICE FOLLY"

671
School

Filmo Movie Club

CPTICAL C€.
981

Hudson Ave.. Koohesl.r.

\. V.

579

Manufacturers of Qitality Photographic Lenses and Shutters

Roosevelt High School. Seattle, Wash.

"WIDOWS' MIGHT"

WCLLENXAr

716

1929

j.«i«ni;%R'v

EDUCATIONAL FILMS
(Conlinued from page 857j

Motion Pictures

board of censors has not shared such
an appreciation, which is their limitation and the public's loss. Which
brings to

mind

tlie

ever

recurring

problem of film censorship vested
Our

first

Mediterranean
Releases

cational film field might cause can
readily be imagined if they were, for
instance, to get at films of psychologic research. But, then, since such
a body is very likely to require psychopathic and pathological cure,

MADEIRA

y AND GIBRALTAR
SPANISH NATIVE
LIFE

such films might, after
lowed to pass immune.

PhotographylbylQardner Wells
f

-f

all,

London

London from
Thames

of

mo\ies are proving tliemselves valuable is shown by a report from the
Assistant Trade Commissioner ot tlie
Department of Commerce, Caracas,
Venezuela. An industrial film showing the process of manufacturing a
certain brand of American made hat
is being employed very effectively by

Tarpon Fishing off
Boca Grande

A Special at
983

$5.50

Films, Inc.

PARK AVENUE

NEW YORK, N. Y.
"16mm. Films

of Merit"

FISCHER'S

^,veryihing Knoxen inJ^loiion TVciures

EAST ERIE STREET

factories,

—

this Tvinter.

Gardner Wells is making an
extended trip for us, covering all Mediterranean countries and Western Europe.

Another cameraman is going
through the West Indies and
Central America.

And a third experienced man
will

cover fully

cities

and

We

a

limited

of assignments for
or 16 mm. film, or

35 mm.
stills,

the large

South America,

accept

will

number

all

historical points of

interest of
both coasts.

in

any of the above

Travel Movie Films,

definite proof of how
movies are as an educational medium in any field.

and

is

effective the

Further details on request

(Incorporated)
Industrial

246

Development Dept.

FIFTH AVENUE
New York City

NIGHT
MOVIES

"

CHICAGO

foreign

all
branches or agencies
these we can film for you

shown as a "short" on the program of
the local motion picture house. Sales

course,

CAMERA SERVICE, Inc.

—your

localities.

duct identified it as "the hat the pictures were about.
This form of advertising is of great
value when it can be arranged, of

for the asking

—

Sources of ran- materials
foreign uses of your product

die Venezuelan agent of the company.
Following the initial stocking of the
hat by retail dealers the film was

after each showing were markedly
customers who
Often
increased.
could not recall the name of the pro-

Write us for the new combined
Exposure-Filter Chart and 1929
celluloid pocket calender. Free

154

in

cational

the

(All at $7.50 per 100 feet)

Mome

al-

A Business Proof
edumany phases
ONE of work
which the
the

Travel

be

-f

ALSO

Streets of

in

politically appointed bodies. What
pernicious interference the entry of
their destructive activities in the edu-

Your

of

Foreign Business
35 mm. or 16 mm.

THE TOOLS OF THEIR ART
(Continued from page 853)

special effects may be
achieved, does its own developing and
A dark-room, a rack and
printing.
tank developing system, a motordriven drying-reel and a continuous
b\

which

to handle
This group
also has a titling apparatus and a
small printing press for preparing
It
titles, club forms and stationery.

automatic printer equip

this

work most

it

readily.

makes a point of employing
filters,

gauges,

etc.,

that

all of the

party

facilitate

same

technique and produce beautiful
fects with simplicity.

ef-

Already well equipped with several
cameras, 16 and 35 mm., as well as a
variety of lenses, lights, reflectors, diffusion screens and the like. Stanford
Studios, the amateur movie group of

Mm0'^ Jirt 'tiUtM

Flare Showing Detachable Handle
Light a Meteor Flare (Powerful Firework Torch) and take a movie of the

Stanford University (Palo Alto, California! has augmented its equipment

— no

equipment necessary.

The

flare the professionals use.

Five

sizes, V2,

1, 2,

3

and 4 minutes

of light.

.41so electrically fired flares for special

work, operated by flashlight batteries.
Several /lares

may

be fired simultaneously

John G. Marshall
1752 Atlantic .4ve., Brooklyn, N. Y.

;« 1^

I

c

Ks

with ingenuity and inventiveness. Ernest W. Page, director of this club,

Producing "TITLES

FOR

YEARS"

14

writes

our amateur
club has been trying to enlarge our
equipment with the aim of obtaining
cinematic smoothness and to systematize the work of developing, editing
and making titles. One of our members, William Palmer, has built a
standard size camera with a direct
focus on the film and we are using
this to photograph our art-titles on
standard film which we then reduce
to 16 mm.

"The technical

"For example, our

first art-title

home-made camera, we faded

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS

BUCHHEISTEK"

tracks as possible and the

was counted up

to

245

and others

Specially Printed

16mm. TITLES

into

larly for the last

of

the

—

—

EDITING

TITLE

- - -

A BEAUTIFUL

words "Ad

hand-lettered opening

title

Our
printing machine was
printer.

standard-size
constructed from the head of a Powers
projector. Both, of course, are step
printers.

three rooms; the

Supplying All

New

we

12 words)

use for the finest

Sl.OO

York Leading Stores with Our

Title Service

C, with the

removed and a tube substituted,
which runs to a box in which there is a
rheostat-controlled light, forms a
lens

Seeing Herself As Others
See Her
"fitrq/ttt

^Torres,

fascinating

Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer player,

watches her performance in
'•Vi'ljite

Slyudous in

Seas" on her

PORTABLE
Screen,

"Our equipment

cents)

SPLICING

(not exceedmg

WV Are

mm.

$L50
5

-SPECIAL FOR JANUARY-

sharpness of detail, back-cranking and
direct focusing, this same technique
may be applied to any 16 mm. camera.

16

60 cents

HOURS SERVICE
URITHWG

48

fast-

with an original pamting on background such as
feature productions

satisfactory

WORDS

order, $1.00

(Extra words,

Infinitum", have a train disappearing
in the background. Except for the

"A Kodascope, Model

8

—

100 Appropriate Paintings in Pastel to Fit any Title.

of wheels. Simi-

title,

—

UP TO

25c.

maximum Extra words, 3 cents Minimum
HAND LETTERED TITLES with border—up to 12 words
(Extra words, 5 cents — Minimum order, $1.20)
ART TITLES Hand Lettering up to 12 words
For eight word

where the front of the engine loomed
up and blocked almost the entire field.
Back-cranking to this point we double
exposed on the white letters. The Fast

moving background

PLAYERS

COLUMBUS 504 8

the point

Male, so that the lettering has a

FAMOUS

"West 55th Street
-VORK. CITY

1«E-V*r

was

number

INSPIRATION
PICTURES

STUDIOS

a shot of an express train approaching
The camera was
in the distance.
placed as low and as close to the
turns

W. GRIFFITH

staff of

the one used to open a recently completed comedy, The Fast Male. Using
this

for
D.

tlie Soiilli

ARROW BEAD
Molio

Monte

81

lover.

is

first,

a

distributed in

dark-room for

work, making short test strips
and photographing titles; the second
contains our deep tanks and racks;
the third houses an editing and printing room, with a small press and type
for setting up titles. Egg boxes, I have
found, when nailed to the w-all above
the editing desk, make convenient
cubby-holes for filing and keeping
tab on the various scenes.
still

"We

have found that our close-ups,
improved by the use
of a mask-box which vignettes the
edges and corners. This box is four
inches long, fits over the lens and is
made of stencil board painted black
on the inside.
especially, are

"Our five flood liglits consist of very
simply-constructed arcs using parallel
carbons projecting through common
lamp shades. Either salt water or wire
resistances mav he used.

ARROW BEAD SCREENS
Give Better Pictures
At Your Gine-Camera Dealer's
Manufactured under U.

S. Patent,

Number 1J99,566,

by

ARROW SCREEN COMPANY
6725-55 Santa Monica Blvd.

WILLOUGHBYS,

110

W. 32nd

Hollywood, California
Street,

Greater

New

York Distributors

s/%iwm;ARir t»x9

"In working with negative film,
chemical fades are very successful.
The two feet or so of film is slowly
drawn out of the reducing solution and
so timed that the last few frames remain in the solution long enough to
be completely reduced."

Four 35 and two 16 mm. cameras
work for the Manchester, England, Film Society which also has
complete equipment for developing

First

New

16 m. m.

York Showing

globe.

tfie

Both

educational and entertaining.

Wanders

of

These few details could be expanded
beyond the space which
can be given to it as club after club is
acquiring the tools of its art, sometimes by purchases, just as often by
home manufacture and always with a
keen sense of economy that has become
an unfamiliar thing to the professional

Oregon

God's Country

Wonders of Canada
Out Wyoming Way
Pioneer Outlaw Haunts
We Visit Britisfi Columbia
An Eye Full of Egypt
Mid Sahara Sands
Pyramid Land
Higlilands of America
Tlie City of tfie Sun
Hunting

Top

to

Game

of Andes
Canada

in

burOwn

This intelligent increase of

studio.

Film Titles

technical facilities and the very desirable economy with which the increase

Glimpsing Gondolas

From Lima

subjects at 75 cents per reel

into a report

Peaks, Park and Pines
Bit of

for viewing your pictures.

A complete Rental Library with

productions.

$4.50 a Roll
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.

Three

film. This group, like several other
producing units, is building up a wardrobe of costumes and a supply of properties that can be used in successive

100 foot

taken in every

films,

quarter of

48-HOUR PROCESSING on
PROJECTING ROOMS

Free
film.

are at

Travel Pictures

A series of twenty-six

Let us Service Your

CHRISTMAS OUTFIT

Stationery. Cards, Bookplates,
advertising, greeting cards etc.
Easy rules furnished. Complete
Outfits $8.86 up. Job PreBsea Jll up.
Print for Others, Big Profits. Sold

accompanied will hasten the advances in cinematography guaranteed
when amateur producing groups first
became realities.
is

Peru, the Land of the Incas
Dells of Wisconsin
Paradise Outdoors
Life .4mong the Indians

Bridesmaid to Beauty
Life in Southern Peru
Geysers of Yellowstone Park
Rodeo and Western Life
A Peek at Paradise
Vacation Land
Bulls and Bears of Yellowstone Park

Company, W-48, Meriden, Conn.

FILMS DETERIORATE

FIXING

The Teiul New

(Continued from page 859)

Life Patented Proccsi

Will Sa^e

may be worn before and
When you get to
another.

costume
ter

af-

Them

ALBERT TEITEL,

be

105

West 40th

Film Expert

New York

St.

City

really expert at laying out the cos-

tumes, you can work your crossword
puzzles with your left hand and close
It's a
both eyes at the same time.
gift, but it saves a lot of time.

MOTION PICTURE AND CAMERA DEPT.

30-32 Barclay

St.,

New York

PROMPT SERVICE— BEST QUALITY OF
PRINTS NOW AVAILABLE FROM CHICAGO
We

specialise

mm.

negative

HUTTON

the developing and printing of 16
and use the late type positive contact
in

A

mm.

16

Printer.
trial will
as to our quality.

convince

Now go over your work sheets and
mark in the costumes. Take the sample we have already given, and make
it

look like this:

Learn

'^tO^afffi
ey taking
Mhile you

No

le

Noll

once for f-ee book, Opportunities if
Photography, and fuH particulars.
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 1498, 3601 Michigan Ave.
Chicag.

Send

at

you on your own screen
U'c

TTialie

prompt shipment

o/

raw

ncgiitiue

CHICAGO COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC

COMPANY

108 N. Dearborn

Lake Shore

—Where Mary and Gerald meet.
26— Where Gerald gives Mary the
31 — Mary throws a kiss
Gerald, who

III.

EXCHANGE YOUR

ring.

3-4.

to

and now!
\{)^'

the copy

THE CINE-MINIATURE
Mo

Maga

As important
a

as the

of the

camera

necessary addition

to

Month"
itself

and

every cine-

amateur's library.

See your dealer today, or write

THE CINE-MINIATURE
157 North State Street
Chicago, Illinois

is

come

to that in a

moment.

Now

you're pretty well fixed, and
All you need is your
it's about time.
locations. Give the list of locations
to your location man or Props, or do
the work yourself, but arrange in advance for the loan of every spot on
private property that you intend usIf possible, send your cameraing.
man over the ground in advance to
size up the shots.

Now

MM

Sem any good

usable film to U3 and re eiv
an
equa ly good or better one of approxima tely the
Include a lis o all
length n exchange.
vour
so you will not receive a duplic ate.
Indicate your preference: comedy, drama or :ducheck o money
catio nal. End se
for each ion ft. reel you send.

ONE DOLLAR

3-4.

That means that Mary and Gerald
wear their first costumes in one, and
Gerald's third and Mary's fourth in
See that they do.
the other scenes.
But you won't have to give this your
personal attention on location. We'll

($1.00 by the year)

"The

in 30.

16

LIBRARY FILM

1-1.

1

Chicago,

St.

we're going to take a big load

HATTSTROM & SANDERS

702 Church

St.

Evanston,

III.

|

lOVIE

IM

A 14 E R S

We are going to
oflf your shoulders.
give you a script clerk. On the lots,
this generally is a girl, but in an
amateur organization it may be difficult to find a clever girl who doesn't
insist

matic.

on being an actress. Be diploTell her about Dorothy Arz-

who

ner,

cAnother Step in the exarch of Trogress

started as a script girl.

her of the girls

who have graduated

from the campstool

the

to

CINE ART PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.

Tell

cutting

announce the removal of

rooms. If that fails, use a boy, but
a girl is apt to be more painstaking.
A good script clerk is like a couple
Pick a smart
of extra right arms.

6060 SUNSET

their general offices to

BOULEVARD

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

one.

She gets a carbon of the full script,
preferably a scene to a page, with
plenty of space for notes. She notes
the entrances and the exits, and all
of the little details. Last week you
made a roadside scene with Harold
swinging along smoking a pipe. This
week you make a follow scene. If
Harold comes into the scene with a
cigarette in his face, the girl shoots
him, unless Props saves his life with
a pipe. But the pipe is costume and
not property. It's up to the actor

and the

script clerk.

If

he

is

is

we have combined our

bution

and

facilities

a

distri-

modern

motion picture studio, devoted to the
exclusive

production of 16

WRITE FOR OUR NEW

1929

mm.

'Ti^emember Cine cSArt offers -jou films
especially for your i6

mm.

films.

CATALOG
made

projector.

smok-

ing a cigar, she notes how much is
left, to match into the next scene, if
necessary. She notes the wastage in
candles, and anv change in costume.
She reminds Belinda that she can't
wear her cloak because she dropped
and asks George
it two scenes ago

why he

HERE

CINE ART PRODUCTIONS,
New York

311 Fifth Ave.

Inc.

6060 Sunset Blvd.

City

Cine Art Productions of Canada

Hollvwood,

Calif.

2150 Albert Street
Regina, Sask.

wearing a cap when he

started out in the sequence in a straw

All she has to do is to remember about a million little things like
that, and enter them in her book.
At the close of the scene, she transfers her notes to the next scene.
If
the next scene already has been made,
she backs up in her entries, but she
keeps all the players straight on coshat.

tumes and little points.
A good script clerk is to the director what a trained nurse is to the
physician or an efficient secretary to
the

man

of big business, so pick the

script girl even

more carefully than

you do your leading woman.

more important

She

is

But she'll
be useful only in proportion to the
care you take in fixing, though often
she can help you fix. and lighten this
far

to you.

load.

This sounds like a

lot

of trouble

and unnecessary detail, but it's all
important and time saving, and it
keeps your hair from falling out, or
being uprooted by the handful. An
extra week or two on fixing will often
save a month in the shooting, so it is
well worth while, and it's not as much
of a job as
script

girl

it

By special arrangement with the Victor Animatograph Co. a
ing the Victor Camera tvith Goerz Lenses, through deale
details and literature ask your dealer or write:

sounds. You'll have the

and maybe an assistant

director for routine, so you can afford the time needed for proper fix-

C.

In making a picture, system and
success are synonymous.

317

ing.

supply-

GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL

p.

Manufacturers

EAST

34th

of lenses

STREET

and precision instruments

to aid cine

CO.

amateurs

NEW YORK

CITY

SAMUARY

1929

LET MOVIE MAKERS' DEALERS WISH YOU
A HAPPY NEW YEAR -VISIT THESE STORES
IDAHO

CALIFORNIA
Berkeley: Berkeley Commercial Photo Co.. 2515
Bancroft Way.
Fresno: Potter Drug Co.. 1112 Fulton St.
Hollywood: Fowler Studios, 1108 N. Lillian Way
Hollywood Movie Supply Co., 6058 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood Music Co.. Camera Dept.. 6019 Hollywood Blvd.
Long Beach: Winstead Bros.. Inc.. 244 Pine St.

Los Angeles: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 643 S.
Hill St.

Roland J. Giroui, 223 W. Third St.
John R. Gordon. 1129 S. Mariposa Ave.
T. Iwata Art Store, 256 E. First St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co.. 3150 Wilshire Blvd.
Ear! V. Lewis Co., 226 W. 4th St.
Marihuti Optical Co., 518 W. 6th St.
B. B. Nichols. 731 S.

Hope

Market

Hartman

Adams

Rm.

202,

Carpet

Co.,

Service,

Furnil

y

ire

154 E. Eric

Wabash

W. W.

Watry

if

inders,

W.

St.

Santa Barbara: J. Walter Collinge. R E. Carillo.
Santa Monica: Bertholf Photo Finishing.
1456

COLORADO
St.

1030 Main St.
Harvey if Lewis Co., 1148 Main St.
Greenwich: Gayle A. Foster, 9 Perryridge Rd.
Mead Stationery Co., 249 Greenwich Ave.
Hartford: H, F. Dunn Motion Picture Co., 57 Farmington Ave.
Harvey if Lewis Co., 852 Main St.
Watkins Bros.. Inc., 241 Asylum St.
New
Harvey (f Lewis Co., 79 W. Main St.
" Britain:
~
'"
^ Hawley. Inc.. 816 Chapel St.
Harvey &* Le
Co., 849 Chapel St.
Reed Film Ci
126 Meadow St.
.,
Stamford: Tha;
Inc., 87 Atlantic St.
Waterbury: Ci
i Art Co.,
25-29 W. Mail
Bridgeport:

Inc.,

DuPont

W. Washington St.
H. Lieber Co., 24 W. Washington St.
South Bend: Ault Camera Shop, 122
Ault Camera Shop, 309 S. Michigan

St.
)es

Moines:

Locust

Eastman

S. Main St.
St.

St.

Meyrowitz. Inc.. 825 Nicollet Ave.
49 S. 9th St.

Oak

Island;

Island Shop.

W.

B.

Minnesota

Kodak

Sti

Inc.,

,

.

Kodak

Inc.,

Stores,

St.

608

St.

Zimmerman Bros., 320 Minnesota
Winona: Van Vranken Studio, 57

T. Briggs
11th St.

W. Walnut

^Sons. 431

Gatchel

LOUISIANA
loute; Ewing. Inc.. P. O. Box 905.
)rleans: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc..
ine St.

Southern Cine Co.. Inc.. 310 Milam

213

Bennett

if

Photographic

y W.

Drew Co.
206 Hildebrandt Bldg.
Photo

Eastn

51 E. Flagle

Robison's

Camera Shop,

115-3rd

St., N.
Strand Camera Shop. 9 Second St.. N.
Tampa: Tampa Photo if Art Supply Co.. 709-11
St.

GEORGIA
Atlanta; Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 183 Peachtree

Omaha; Eastman Kodak

3

N. Eutaw

Atla
Boardwalk.

Stores, Inc.. 223 Park

Ave.

W. 2nd

Stores. Inc.. 4 19 S.

16 St.

lERSEY
1755-37

istman Kodak Ston

ish if Read. Inc.. 30
Anspach Bros.. 858 Broad
Bamberger if Co.

;wark:

MASSACHUSETTS

.

38 Bromfield

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. Hotel Statler.
Ralph Harris if Co.. 30 Bromfield St.
iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 155 Washing-

ireman's Drug Store. M,irkct and
chaeffer Co.. 103 H.ilsev St.
linfield: Mortimer's. 317 Park Av
enton: Barlow's— Music. 130-13:

E,

Slate St.

NEW YORK

ton St.

Jordan Marsh Co.
Andrew J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St.
Montgomery-Frost Co., 40 Bromfield St.
Pathescope Co. of the N. E., Inc., 260 Tremont

Albany: E. S. B;ildwin. 32 Maiden Lane.
F. E. Colwell Co.. 465 Broadway
Binghamton; A. S. Bump Co.. IRO Washington St.
Brooklyn; Geo. I. McFaddrn. Inc., 202 Flatbush

St.

St.

cade

Visualizit

Pinkha

if
Vl.

•Indicates dealers

105

WEST

$3.00 a

40th ST.

Year (Canada

whose

Sm.i h

MOVIt/
$3.25,

Co

15

F.

Ada

iSt.

Inc..

Tayl.

services are

more

St.

NEBRASKA
Hastings; Carl R. Matthiesen if Co.. 713

St.

St.

Petersburg:

E.

Blvd.

NEW
85

Boston: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,

Street.

Red Cross Pharmacy,

Twiggs

Kodak

21

Erker Bros.. 707 Olive St.
Geo. D. Fisher if Co.. 915 Locust St.
Hyatt's Supply Co.. 417 N. Broadway.
M. F. Rudi Drug Co., 15 at Cass Ave.
Springfield: Hurlburt Supply Co., 315 St. Louis

St.

St.

B.

Miami: Miami Photo Supply Co.,

St.

Service.

Co.,

St.

A. Frawley. 104 Main

Amateur Movie

Supply

Radio Shop, 116 E. 10th St.
S. Aloe Co.. 513 Olive St.
Dailey Enterprises. 1502 N. Union
6f

MARYLAND

Morse's

Fourth St.

St.

MAINE

H.

W.

Supply
Kansas
T. Briggs
Co.. 916 Grand Ave.
Z. T. Briggs Photographic Supply Co., 1006 Main

Hanley Photo
St. Louis: A.

Co., 225-227 S. 4th Ave.

Francis

Lake Wales:
Arcade.

St.

Photographic

Z.

Z.

KENTUCKY
W. D.

ire:

W.

381-3

B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 358 St. Peter St.
Ray-Bell Films. Inc.. 817 University Ave.
Marie Cigar if News Co.. 96 E. 5th St.

City;

KANSAS

Baltim

115

Co.,

808

Hall Stationery Co., 623 Kansas Ave.

St.

FLORIDA

Shop,

MISSOURI

City: Eastman
ioux
Pierce St.

lort:

Gift

Photo Supply

St.

St.

le:

Johnson

Bridge St.
St. Paul: Co-operative
E.

Child Art Rooms, C; e Dept.
124 E. College
Dwa City: Rexall if Kodak Stoi

804 Ele

Oak

Owatonna:

;rinnell;

St.

MINNESOTA

Sly Fox Films.
1

Cedar Rapids: Camera Shop. 220 Third Ave.
Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 318 Brady

Bldg.

Inc.,

St.

Duluth: Zimmerman Bros., 330 W. Superior St.
Minneapolis: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 112 S.
Fifth
E. B.

St.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington: Cinema Supply Co.,

W.

N.

Jackson: Royal Film Service, 178 Michigan Av. W.
Lansing: Linn Camera Shop, 109 S. Washington

Radium Photo Service, 320 W. Western Ave.
Saginaw; Hesse's, Genesee at Jefferson

Anderson: Reed Drug Co.. 37 W. 11th St.
Evansville: Smith if ButterSeld Co.. 310 Main St.
Fort Wayne: Biechler-Howard Co., 112 W. Wayne

Fe

415 Market

L.

INDIANA

DELAWARE
Bros.,

Arbo:
University Music House, 601-5 E.
William
Bay City: Bay City Hdw. Co., Sporting Goods
Dept.. 1009-15 Saginaw St.
•Detroit: Clark Cine-Service, 2540 Park Ave.
Detroit Camera Shop, 424 Grand River, W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1235 Washington

First

1

,

Wilmington: Butler's.

MICHIGAN
Ann

Vans Cine Service, 201 American State Bank Bldg.
Muskegon: Beckquist Photo Supply House, 885

Galesburg: Illir is Camera Shop, 84 S. Prairie St.
Rockford; John in Photo Shop. 316 E. State St.
Shop. 320 S. 5th St.
Springfield: Cai
Sterling: Ray Hart, 8-10 E. 4th St.

IOWA

CONNECTICUT
Frits V Hawley, Inc.,

St.

Ave.

Rogers Optical Co.. 824 Calhoun St.
Frankfort; Pathex Agency. 206 E. Walnut St.
Indianapolis: L. S. Ayres if Co., Camera Dept.,

Third St.
Whittier: Maxwell C. Peel. 226 E. Philadelphia
Yosemite National Park: Best's Studio.

St.

Freeman if Co., 376 Main
368 Main St.

,

if Slater Co., 156 Larned St.
Hudson Co., Dept. 290.
Metropolitan Motion Picture Co., 2310 Cass Ave.
Meyrowitz. Inc.. 1516 Washington Blvd.
United Camera Stores, Inc.,
14611 Jefferson
Ave., E.
Grand Rapids: Camera Shop. Inc., 16 Monroe Ave.,

17 W. Randolph St.
Essick Co., 121-128 E. Willii

if

Main

Co., 1503

8

C

J.

E. B.

Coe 6? Co., 1645 Orrington Ave.
702 Church St.
m's Camera Shop, 17 S. Chicago

Aln

St.

626-16

Lew

if

Wheato

Blvd.

St.

6?

Denver: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.,
Ford Optical Co.. 1029-16 St.
Haanstad's Camera Shop, 404-16 St.

L. B.

Fowler

Heidkamp,

Decatur: Haines

St.

St.

Harvey

Worcester:

J.

ff

Santa Ana: Forman-Gilbert Pictures Co., 1428

Frost

at

St.

26 E. 8th St.
Kimball Co.. 306 S. Wabash Ave.
Leonard Lynn Co.. 302 S. Wells St.
&>
Healy. Jackson Blvd. fr Wabash Ave.
Lyon
Post Office News Co.. 37 W. Monroe St.
Seamans. Photo Finisher, 7052 Jeffery Ave.
Stanley- Warren Co., 908 Irving Park Blvd.
Von Lengerke tf Antoine. 3 3 S. Wabash Ave.
Ideal Pictures Corp.,

St.

St.

Fifth

Cai

Washington

Brockton: Raymond C. Lake, 218 Main St.
Lowell: Donaldson's, 77 Merrimack St.
New Bedford; J. Arnold Wright. 7 S. 6th St.
Pittsfield: E. J. Curtis. 397 North St.
Salem; Robb Motion Picture Service. 214^2 Essex St.
Springfield: J. E. Cheney if Staff, Inc., 301 Bridge

Sts.

Kaye, 239 Grant Ave.
Co., 54 Geary St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 564 Market St.
San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 735 Market St.
Trainer-Parsons Optical Co., 228 Post St.
San Jose: Webb's Photo Supply Store, 94 S. First
Hirsch

ILLINOIS
•Chicago: Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St.
Camera E.Nchange, 26 Quincy St.
Aimer Coe (f Co., 78 E. Jadtson Blvd.
Aimer Coe if Co., 18 S. LaSalle St.
Aimer Coe if Co., 105 N. Wabash Ave.
Central Camera Co., 112 S. Wabash Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co.. 133 N. Wabash Ave.
Fair, 'The. Dept. 93, State, Adams If Dearborn
Fischer's

Schwabachef'Frey Stationery Co., 734 S. Bdwy.
Southern California Music Co.. 806-8 S. Bdwy.
X-Ray Supply Corp., 3287 Wilshire Blvd.
Oakland: Davies, 380-14th St.
Pasadena: Flag Studio, 59 E. Colorado St.
V. W. Reed Co., 176 E. Colorado St.
Pomona: Frashers, Inc., 158 E. Second St.
Riverside: F. W. Twogood, 700 Main St.
San Diego; Bunnell Photo Shop, 414 E St.
Harold E. Lutes, 958 Fifth Ave.
San Francisco: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 545

Kahn

Braintree: Alves Photo Shop,

Idaho at 9th Su.

Boise: Ballou-Latimer Co.,

fully described in our advertising

JVlAlx.JblA.O,

columns

NEW YORK

CITY

Foreign $3.50) 25 Cents a Copy (Foreign 30 Gents)

M O «' I - » /« M. E K S

United Projector if Film Corp., 228 Franklin St.
Whinihan Bros, tf Co.. Inc., 746 Elmwood Ave.
Corning: Ecker Drug Store, 47 E. Market St.
Haverstraw: E. H. Vandenburgh, 3 Broadway.
Ithaca: Henry R. Head, 109 N. Aurora St.
W. R. Tompkins, 140 E. State St.

New

York City: Abercrombie
Madison Ave.
s

and

tf

Fitch,

.4Sth

131

Varick

St.

H. Boozer,
E. 60th St.
Brcntano's, 1 W. 47th St.
City Camera Co., 110 W. 42nd St.
Exchange. 113 Park Row.
173

J.

Columbus Photo Supply, 146 Columbus Ave.
12 Maiden Lane.
Inc., 1 1 1 E. 42nd St.
inc., 152 W. 42nd St.
Devoe 6" Raynolds Co., Inc.. 34 E. 42nd St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., Madison Ave.

Cherry

Camera
Camera

Meyrowitz. Inc., 520 Fifth Ave.
Mogull Bros., 2025 Boston Rd.
George Murphy. Inc., 57 E. 9th St.
New York Camera Exchange, 109 Fulton
Pickup If Brown, 41 E. 41st St.
Rab Sons, 987 Sixth Ave.
C. F. Ray, 296 Fifth Ave.

Thames

Beaumont:

Ft.

St.

UTAH

Washington

Norfolk: S. Galeski Optical
G. L. Hall Optical Co.. 257
Richmond: S. Galeski Optical
G. L. Hall Optical Co., 418

Slater Co., 806 Huron
Slater Co., 347 Euclid

Rd.
Ave.

St.

Franklin

Print,

if

Eng.

Co..

226-36

St.

Gross Photo Supply Co.. 325 Superior St.
Lawrence's. 1604 Sylvania Ave.
Leo MacDonough, 1103 Detroit Ave.
Youngstown: Fowler if Slater Co.. 7 Wick Ave.

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma City: Roach Drug Co.. 110 W. Main
Tulsa: Camera Shoppe. 5195^ Main St.. S.
Alvin C. Krupnick. 9

St.

Wheeling: Twelfth

81-12th

Garaee.

St.

St.

Wash-

PENNSYLVANIA
Kelly if Green. 116 W. Uth St.
Harrisburg: Maxwell H. Hite if Son, 422 S. 13th St.
James Lett Co.. 225 N. 2nd St.
Lancaster: Darmstaettcr's, 59 N. Queen St.
Erie:

Stecker's Book Store. 20 N. Oak
Amateur Movie Corp., 132 S. 15th

Eastman Kodak Stores.

1020 Chestnut
Jos. C. Ferguson. Jr., 1804 Chestnut St.
Strawbridqe if Clothier, Market, Eighth if
Inc..

S

Pittsburgh: Eastman

AUSTRALIA
Hew South Wales
Sydney: Harringtons, Ltd., 386 George St.
Kodak (Australasia) Ptv. Ltd., 379 George

Kodak

Stores, Inc.,

B. K. Elliott if Co.. 126-6th St.
Joseph Home Co., Magazine Dept.

606

(Australasia)

Pty.

Ltd.,

Kalverstraat.

196.

Groningen: Capi. 3 Kleine Pelsterstraat
Nijmegen: Capi. 13-17 Van Berchenstraat
Capi. Broerstraat 48.
Rotterdam: Bollemeijer if Brans. Korte Hoogstraat

HUNGARY

Budapest, IV: Pejtsik Karoly, Varoshaz U-4.

INDIA
Bombay: Hamilton Studios. Ltd., Hamilton House.

Graham Rd..
Calcutta:

Ballard Estate

Army

Navy

if

Coop.

Kodak (Australasia)

Pty. Ltd., 250

Queen

South Australia
Adelaide: Harringtons. Ltd.. 10 Rundle St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., 37 Rundle St.
(Australasia)

Pty.

Ltd..

45

Eliza-

Victoria

W. Donne,

Charles

349-51

Post

Place.

Harringtons. Ltd., 266 Collins St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 284 Collins St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 161 Swanston St.
Technical Journals Pty., Ltd., Temple Court, 422
Little Collins St.
Westcrti AustTclid
Perth: Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., Hay St.

Milan

29:
Pisani 6.

Kodak

Anonima,

Societa

Briti.ih

i-ku.

Home Movies

Library, 515

Manila: Denniston. Inc.. P. O. Box 255

REPUBLIC OF

PANAMA

Ancon: Specialty Shop, Box B.
City: Lewis Photo Service.
July Ave.

Panama

Can..

Fourth of

Edinburgh: J. Lizars. 6 Shandwick PI.
Glasgow: Robert Ballantine, 103'/2 St. Vincent
Nr. Renfield St.
J. Lizars, 101 Buchanan St.

St..

SIAM

Bangkok: Prom Photo Studio,
tered

New

Rd., Cor. Char-

Bank Lane.

SPAIN
Barcelona: James Casals, 82, Viladomat St.
Kodak Sociedad Anonima, Puerta
Sol 4.

Madrid:

del

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Coleman

St.

SUMATRA

Ltd.,

319

if

Co.. 69 Kesawan.

SWEDEN

Columbia

of

1

SCOTLAND

Stockholm: A. B. Nordiska Kompaniet. Photographic
Dept.

SWITZERLAND

St.

Co.

Marunouchi Bldg.

Oslo: J. L. Nerlien A/S. Nedre Slotsgate 13
University Book Shop

Medan: Y. Ebatat

Credit

Foncier Bldg.

Manitoba
Winnipeg: Eastman Kodak Stores. Ltd.. 472 Main
St.

Via Vittor

Mexico City: American Photo Supply Co.. S. A..
Avenida F. I.. Madero. 40.
Kodak Mexicana. Ltd.. Independencia 37.
Pathe Baby-Agency for Mexican Republic; Latapi
Y Bert. Av. 16 de Septiembro 70. El Globo.
Puebla: Casa "Hertes". Av. Reforma 109

Calgary: Boston Hat Works, 109 Eighth Ave.

Slide

41

Kobe: Honjo if Co., 204-5 Motomachi 6-Chome
Kyoto: J. Osawa if Co., Ltd., Sanjo Kobashi.
Osaka: Fukada if Co., 218 Dojima Bldg.
T. Uyeda, No. 4 Junkeimachi Shinsaibashi-suji,

Singapore: Y. Ebata if Co., 33

Albertu

if

Ltd..

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

Queensland

Film

Soc.

St.

NORWAY
Box

St.

CANADA

Wood

O.

Foto Shaap Er" Co.. Spui 8.
Capi, 124 Noordeinde
Fotohandcl Ter Meer Derval. Fred. Hendriklaan.

St.

Hew ZeaUnd
Wellington: Kodak
1474, G.P.O.

ville

P.

MEXICO

Vancouver: Eastman Kodak Stores. Ltd.. 610 Gran-

St.

Amsterdam: Capi, 115

Mir

Cdpe
Cape Town: Kodak (South Africa) Ltd., "Kodak
House", Shortmarket and Loop Sts.

Fil-

Co.,

Den Haag:

Tokyo:

Provi'

St.

bert Sts.

(Fargate).

JAPAN

St.
St.

John Wanamaker, Dept. 56.
• Williams, Brown if Earlc. Inc., 9IS Chestnut St.

111.

Change

HOLLAND

AFRICA

Office

Wash-

Row

Supply

Photo

Honolulu
Box 2999

St.

FOREIGN

Melbourne:

Ltd..

Ltd..

ITALY
St.

Photoart House of Milwaukee, 220 Wells St.
Waukesha: Warren S. O'Brien Commercial Studio.
353 W. Broadway.

Hobart: Kodak
beth St.

OREGON
Pendleton: Floyd A. Dennis.
Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 345
ington St.
J. K. Gill Co.. 5th if Stark Sts.
Lipman Wolfe if Co.. Kodak Dept., Fifth,
ington if Adier Sts.

Exchange.

(Sheffield)

Photo Co.. 6 Norfolk

Honolulu:

Chowringhee

H. W. Brown if Co., 87 Wisconsin St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 427 Milwaukee
Gimbel Bros., Kodak Dept., Wisconsin Ave.

W. Water

Mcintosh

25.

Eau Claire: Davis Photo Art Co.
Fond du Lac: Huber Bros., 36 S. Main St.
Green Bay: Bethe Photo Service, 125 Main St.
LaCrosse: Moen Photo Service, 313 Main St.
Madison: Photoart House, 212 State St.
Milwaukee: Boston Store, Wisconsin Ave. if 4th

Tasmania

E. 6th St.

Oi-

HAWAII

WEST VIRGINIA

Brisbane:

St.,

Alley.
Sheffield

WASHINGTON

Anderson Supply Co.. Ill Cherry St.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 1415.4th Ave.
Lowman if Hanford Co.. 15 14— 3rd Ave.
Motion Picture Service. 903 Lloyd Bldg.. Sixth
Ave. and Stewart St.
Spokane: Joyner Drug Co.. Howard if Riverside
Ave.
Tacoma: Shaw Supply Co.. Inc.
E. W. Stewart if Co.. 939 Commerce St.
Yakima: Bradbury Co., 19. S. Second St.

Co., 1915 E. 9th St.
Home Movies Co., 1501-7 Superior Ave.
Lyon if Healv, Inc.. 1226 Huron Rd. at Euclid

Ave.

Mortimer

31

Ltd.,

Photographic

Wm.

Sheffield:

if Slater

Optical Co., 735 Euclid Ave.
* Stone Film Laboratory. 8S07 Hough Ave.
Columbus: Capitol Camera Co.. 7 E. Gay St.
Columbus Photo Supply. 62 E. Gay St.
Dayton: Davton Camera Shop. 1 Third St.. Arcade
Norwood: Home Movie Service Co.. 2128 Cathe-

H. Dallmeyer,

Westminster
Oxford St.

St.

Prince Co.. 108 W. 4th St.
Cleveland: Dodd Co., 652 Huron Rd.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 1126 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service. Inc., 10008 Carnegie Ave.

M.

J.

St.

WISCONSIN

Ferd Wagner Co., 113 E. 5th St.
Huber Art Co.. 124-7th St., W.
John L. Huber Camera Shop. 144 E. 4th St.
Movie Makers, Inc., 110 W. 8th St.

39 James St.
Westminster Photographic Ex-

I.:

119, Victoria St.

Piccadilly.

Co.. 209 Granby
Granby St.
Co.. 737 E. Main
E. Grace St.

Seattle:

St.

Cincinnati:

W.

S.

change. Ltd..

London, W. C. 2: Sands, Hunter 6? Co., Ltd.,
37 Bedford St.. Strand.
London. W.I.; Bell if Howell Co.. Ltd., 320 Re-

St.

VERMONT
VIRGINIA

OHIO

London.

Wallace Hcaton. Ltd.. 119 New Bond St.
Wallace Heaton. Ltd.. 47 Berkeley St.. Piccaddilly.
Westminster Photographic Exchange. Ltd.. 62,

St.

Platka, 231 S. Prospect
Rutland: Geo. E. Chalmers Co., Inc.

Akron: Dutt Drug Co.. 7 E. Eichange St.
Pockrandt Photo Supply Co.. 16 N. Howard St.
Canton: Ralph \V. Young. 139 S. Cleveland Ave.

ENGLAND

ford St.

Main

Burlington: Robert T.

HI

INDIES

Java: Kodak. Ltd.. Noordwijk 38. Weltevreden

gent St.

St.

St.

S

Philadelphia:

DENMARK

Copenhagen V: Kodak Aktieselskab. Vodroffsvej 26.

DUTCH EAST

Lake City: Salt Lake Photo Supply Co., 271

Main

Shiplers, 144 S.

St.

Mt. Carmel:

Hong Kong: The Pharmacy. Fletcher if Co.. Ltd.,
26 Queen's Rd.. Central.
Shanghai: Chiyo-Yoko. P 470. Nanking Rd.
Eastman Kodak Co.. 64 Kiangse Rd.

Harrogate: A. R. Baines.

St<.

Salt

Marks
Fuller Co.. 36 East Ave.
Sibley. Lindsay if Curr Co.. Camera Dept.
Stamford-in-the-Catskills: E. S. Burtis.
Syracuse: Clark Music Co.. 416-20 So. Salina St.
Geo. F. Lindemer, 443 S. Salina St.
Utica: Edwin A. Hahn.
Columbia St.
Watertown; Edscn E. Robinson. Inc.. 111-113

Huron

Mag-

2599

St.

Schoenig 6" Co., Inc., 8 E. 42nd St.
if Walter Co.. 30 Barclay St.
F. Waterman. 63 Park Row.
WiUoughby Camera Stores. Inc.. 110 W. 32 St.
~
Scelc Studio, 150 N. Union St.
01
::
Cundy Gift W Art Shop. 27 Market

dral

Store.

Houston: Miller Studio. 1321 Capitol Ave.
Star Elec. if Eng. Co.. Inc.. 613 Fannin St.
San Antonio: Fox Co.. 209 Alamo Plata.
E. Hcrtzberg Jewelry Co., Houston at St. Mary'i

Ave.
Lane

H.

Toledo:

Magnolia

Schuhmann Photo Shop, P. O. Boi 861.
Worth: Chas. G. Lord Optical Co., 704 Main

Stumpp

Rochester:

Mitchell. 147 Peel St.

if

CHINA

St.

B.

6r

Gladwish

722

El Pa»o:

A

Stores, Inc., 117 Park
Stores, Inc., 16 Maiden

Gloeckner H Newby Co., 9 Church St.
Herbert if Huesgen Co., 18 E. 42nd St.
Lowe tf Farley, News Stand, Times Bldg.
Lugene, Inc.. 600 Madison Ave.
Medo Photo Supply Corp., 323-325 W. 37th
Meta Photo Supply Co., 122 Cedar St.

if

Bldg.

nolia St.

Frank Gar6nkcl, 141 Avenue

Fowler
Fowler
Fowler

Quebec
Montreal: T. Eaton Co.. St. Catherine St., W.
Film if Slide Co. of Can.. Ltd.. 104 Drummond

TEXAS
»t

St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 235 W. 23rd St.
H. a D. Folsom Arms Co., 314 Broadway
Gall if Lembke, Inc., 7 E, 48th St.

L.

Co.,

Memphis: Memphis Photo Supply Co., Hotel Peabody. 86 S. 2nd St.
Nashville: G. C. Duty if Co., 420 Union St.

Cullen,

E.

Kodak Shop. 295-7

Photo Supply

Englerth

Chattanooga:

Davega.
Davega.

Gillette
Gillette

if

Thai
St.
Providence: E. P. Anthony. Inc.. 178 Angell St.
Chas. S. Bush Co., 244-246 Weybosset St.
Starkweather if Williams. Inc., 47 Eichange PI.

Hamilton: W. Hill if Bro.. 90 W. King St.
Ottawa: Photographic Stores. Ltd., 65 Sparks St.
Toronto: Eastman Kodak Stores, Ltd., 66 King St.
T. Eaton Co., Dept. V..6, 190 Yonge St.
Film if Slide Co. of Can., 156 King St., W,
Lockhart's Camera Exchange, 384 Bay St.

TENNESSEE

Abe Cohen's

45th

RHODE ISLAND

ff

Newport: Rugen Typewriter

Subsidiaries,

its

Kaufmann's Dept. Store.. Dept. 62 Filth Ave.
Root's Kamera Exchange. 11 Fifth Ave. Arcade.
Reading: Alexander Kagen, 641 Penn St.
Shamokin: John B. Conbere, 31 S. Owl St.
Wilkes-Barre: Ralph E. DeWitt. 60 W. Market St.
Zwiebel-Stenger Sales Co.. 203 S. Main St.

Lausanne: Kodak Societe Anonymc.
Jacques Mercier.

13

Av. Jean-

Winterthur: Alb. Hoster. Marktgasse 57
Zurich: Zulauf (Vorm. Kienast S Co.).
hofstr.

61.

Bahn-

Chellanbercr

RAOUL WALSH'S STUPENDOUS PARAMOUNT CLASSIC
Featuring Ernest Torrence. Williaiii

Collier, jr..

Greta Nlssen, Tyrone Poiver

a>2cl

Katblyn Williams

THE ORIGINAL HEART STORY OF ALL TIMES!
Love Scenes that have set the Whole World Agasp!
The Bacchanahan Orgy of the Last Night of Babylon!
Destruction of the

One

of the most stupendous spectacles ever shown.

Equalled only by

NEW

"BEN HUR"

and

Wicked City by Earthquake!

Dazzling in splendor,

heart-appeahng in story.

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS."

(THIRD EDITION) DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

ATTRACTIVE PROPOSITION
To

contains

many new subjects, drops many of the older ones and reduces rentals of
many others. More than 400 reels at average rental of less than $1.00 each! Average rental entire library (nearly 1000 reels) only $1.22 each. You can rent twenty

Dealers who desire Profits from opera'
tion of their own Film Rental Libraries.
Our Experience and Resources assure Suc'

to forty reels for the cost of one!

cess ot our Distributors.

No

LIBRARY MEMBERSHIP NOT REQUIRED
But recommended because of extra advantages and economies afforded.

KODASCOPE
33

LIBRARIES,

Inc.

WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK

Branch Libraries and Distributors

in

Forty Leading Cities of the United States and Canada.

risk.

HAYDEN ACCESSORIES
"Movies

in the

Home^^

Manufactured under Hayden Patents and Patents Pending

HAYDEN AUDIBLE FOOTAGE METER
The Eye Follows the Picture

— The Ear Tells the Footage

BETTER MOVIES— NO MORE GUESS WORK
They are now obtainable
for

CINE-KODAK, VICTOR
FILMO 70 & EYEMO

4.UU^

PRICE

$7.50

Remember

no

alteration to your

Camera

WORTH READING
When

you press the button on your Kodak you get the Picture. Not
so with the Movie Camera, it is the footage of film that counts. One
audible click of the Footage Meter tells you that one foot of film has
passed through the camera, or two and one-half seconds for projection. A picture worth taking should have ten seconds of projection
or four clicks or as many more as you desire. Saving film while avoiding disappointment will pay for the Hayden Audible Footage Meter
in a

short time.

Editing Reels Set
and Base $5.00

of 12

dP~^±^^

Broken Film Connector
12 in Package 25c

Yes,

''^v
'/
Self

200

They Are Coming

.

.

.

A CAMERA THAT WILL SURPRISE YOU
A PROJECTOR THAT WILL SURPRISE YOU

.

A FILM THAT WILL SURPRISE YOU

Threading Reel
50c; 400 It. 75c

f(.

.

A. C.

HAYDEN

.

.

And That Is Not AIL

CO.,

Brockton, Mass., U.S.A.
Please send free your booklet with Film Log for

my

films.

Name
Automatic Panoram
Price with Case $35.00

New Beauty

Your

in

Pictures with

CINE-KODAK
PANCHROMATIC FILM
I-NE-KODAK Panchromatic

film

is

sensitive to all

colors occurring in nature. It has not the liniita-

tion« of ordinary film,

and

violet

which

is

sensitive chiefly to blue,

Cine-Kodak Pan-

ultra-violet. As a result.

chromatic film brinas out everything in the picture in its
properblack and

v«

made with

The result is a black

bite relationship.

and white photograph that

is

infinitely superior to that

ordinary film.

filter with Cine-Kodak
Panchromatic film, but an even greater improvement in
landscape and cloud photography is at once apparent
'

It is

not necessary to use a

when this is done. Except for portraiture, the CineKodak filter i> recommended for general use with CineKodak Panchromatic film. A filter should not be used for
portraiture.
The»e photo^nxphj< tcere made at the same time
under identical lighting conditions. The top
photograph iras made icith ordinary- film: the
one betotc teas made trith a filter and Panchromatic Film. The superiority of Panchromatic Fihn
is apparent at a glance^

Cine-Kodak Panchromatic film
as

ordinary film.

is

It is

is

just as easily used

daylight-loading and

is

processed

by the famous reversal process. Duplicates can be made

from panchromatic

The use
clipping of

ing

originals, of course.

of the (!ine-Kodak
th«- filler

upon the type

can be carried

involves only the

filter

into or over the len> barrel

<if

camera

usetl.

The

filter is

—dependso small

it

in the vest pocket.

Cine-Kodak Panchromatic film brings to your pictures
and quality that can be obtained in no other

a sparkle

way.
itv.

It gives to

>our

jjictures a

new beauty,

a

new qual-

that you will not want to miss.

Cine-Kodak Panchromatic film
100-foot roU.
B. /.1.9
SI. .50.

A

is

The

is

priced at ^7. .50 per

color filter for the Cine-Kodak,

priced at

S2..50: for

the Model

special front required to equip older

the Model

B/..3..5

with a

.It

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

Miitr

(

filter i>

Model

B/..3..5 or/.6..5.

models of

priced at SI.

iiiP-Kitfluk flfuler's

Rochester,

New York

C

LAZHLL NORTHROP PRESS, N.

>

MO^IE
Itflasiazime of

PMCE 23c

the /m^mateur Cinoma Leastae, Inc.

rEBlCl..^l«^ 1»20

HAYDEN ACCESSORIES
^^Movies in the Home^^
Manufactured under Hayden Patents and Patents Pending

HAYDEN AUDIBLE FOOTAGE METER
The Eye Follows

the

Picture— The Ear Tells the Footage

BETTER MOVIES— NO MORE GUESS WORK

Curtain 3x4 or 4x5 Ft.
and Stand $30.00

They are now obtainable

^i

for

CINE-KODAK, VICTOR
FILMO 70 & EYEMO

PRICE

$7.50

Remember

no

alteration to your

Camera

WORTH READING
you press the button on your Kodak you get the Picture. Not
so with the Movie Camera, it is the footage of film that counts. One
audible click of the Footage Meter tells you that one foot of film has
passed through the camera, or two and one-half seconds for projection. A picture worth taking should have ten seconds of projection
or four clicks or as many more as you desire. Saving film while avoiding disappointment will pay for the Hayden Audible Footage Meter

When

in a

short time.

^,r^-l

Yes,

They Are Coming
A CAMERA THAT WILL SURPRISE YOU

A PROJECTOR THAT WILL SURPRISE YOU
A FILM THAT WILL SURPRISE YOU
Threading Reel
200 ft. 50c; 400 ft. 75c
Self

And That Is Not All.

A. C.

HAYDEN

CO.,

Brockton, Mass., U.S.A.
Please send free your booklet with Film

Name

.;..__.

Log

for

my

films.

IMO'TIE im;%kers
.wfkiwyw'ii.JiiujAWMi.u.u.i^^

First Step:

CULLEN CINE LIGHT
Gives all the primary
light

YOU need for

fect interior shots

per-

—with

illumination
Safe, clean and noiseless.
Simple to use. Quick
and easy to set up and
to spare.

adjust.
Uses 1,000 Watt Mazda
hulb, connects to any con-

venient electric socket, 15foot extension cord,

un-

breakable plug. Portable

stand, adjustable for
height. Large prefocused
reflector, tilts to any angle.

$
The use of an uhrafast lens is advisable.
We recommend this all-purpose lens
which retains all its efficiency despite the
extreme opening used for interior work.
l"

Focus

—^60.00

Third Step:

A DREM CINOPHOT

A

scientifiL

and atcuidte pxposuie meter,
work and very help-

indispensible for all
ful

on deceptive

artificial lighting.

Com-

plete with sole leather case, $12.50.

Fourth Step:
Get this interior equipment

at Cullen's,

where practical instruction, advise based
on actual experience, and an unconditional guarantee are included in every
sale of merchandise.

Ibe

"Yrtrifirr'^"^^''-"'''''^*'**^'^^^'^''^''''^

19.

50

WITHOUT BULB

—
FCBRl.i;«R^ 1929

Advertising

Classified

February Doings
Recommendations based
^
^^ on 21 years' Experience fd
n^

$40.00; 100 ft. Ernemann M. P. Camera
/3.5 lens for standard film, with case,
$30.00:
second-hand Thalhanimer Kino
Pano Tripod. $22.50. WILLOUGHBYS, 110

For Better Projection

West 32nd

Bright crisp details on the screen, that
you never dreamed your films possessed
full illumination on a larger screen;

—

new Bell
Howell 250-Watt Projector. The price
$240.00, against which we will make

such are the advantages of the

is

a liberal

St.,

New

York.

FOR SALE— Model A
bought

6?

Speed

Camera with 1" /-1.5 Plasmat and case,
$170.00; Victor Camera with 1" /-3.5 Cooke
lens, $92.50; Kodascope A Projector, 56
watt bulb. $45.00; Kodascope C Projector,
$30.00; 2" /-1.9 Dallmeyer lens for Filmo,
$47.00; 1" /-1.5 Meyer Plasmat for Filmo,
$35.00; 1" /-1.5 Dallmeyer lens for Filmo,

Movie Maker

for the

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
SPECIAL BARGAINS— Filmo Super

allowance on your present pro-

jector.

Kodascope and case

June; little used; price. $175.00.
Roy Nelson, 4 Viking Terrace. Worcester,
Massachusetts.
in

BRAND NEW

Victor turret camera with
3.5, Meyer 1.5, Goerz three-inch
telephoto lenses. Used few times as demonstrator. Cost $295, bargain at $235. Art.
Florez, Texon, Texas.

Wollensak

FOR SALE— One

Professional Ail-Metal De
Brie Camera and full equipment in perfect
condition. Automatic dissolving shutter
ground glass focus full set of hard and soft
masks; 114", 2". 3" Zeiss lenses; extra
magazines; B. & H. Tripod; carrying cases
;

For

New

D

ALL

Have

ALL
Then

Entertainment
your friends seen

your doings,

last

ALL

the pictures you

«

made

of

we

sell:

KODAK CINEGRAPHS
FILMO LIBRARY

PATHEGRAMS

TRADING OFFERS

summer?

freshen up the flickering beams with some of the splendid

Library Reels

all.
Cost $1,600; first $700 takes it.
H. Hillier, 1956 Elmhurst Ave., Detroit,
Michigan.

for

I

BURTON HOLMES
BRAY LIBRARY
CINE ART

For Full-timed Winter Shots

CASH

for amateur or professional cine
apparatus. Send full description. Old apparatus taken in exchange. Bass Camera
Company, 179 W. Madison St.. Chicago.

FILMS

WISH

~

WANTED

buy, in 16 mm., any scenes of
Stanford-Army football game. D. S. Maas,
1242 Francisco St., San Francisco. Calif.
to

FILMS FOR SALE
BEST'S STUDIO,

oldest established studio

Yosemite National Park, Calif., offers
16 mm. films of Yosemite. Enchanting waterfalls, mammoth rocks, rugged cliffs, beautiful and unusual reflections, interesting
movies of the bear, deer and elk. Winter
scenes and sports, and high Sierra vistas.
The most complete set of films ever offered
of the Yosemite. Photography by Onas M.
Ward. "The Photographer of Yosemite."
For detailed information address Onas M.
Ward, care of Best's Studio, Yosemite Nain the

Dull days, short afternoons,
whirling snow

indoor

flakes,

scenes by daylight

—

all

these

conditions are mastered with
a

Dallmeyer

Ultra-Speed

Type

illustrated gives

Lens.

2

inch

Send
Guide

and

double sized image.
/-1. 9,

$75.00.

Dallmeyer Lens
Price List.

for

DALLMEVER,

tional Park, Calif.

GUARANTEED

perfect

panchromatic negative

For Well Cut and Titled Reels
You

yourself with any of the standard titling outfits,
which we gladly show you how to use, or you can simply bring us
your reels with a few "editorial" suggestions, and we will

can do

it

CUT— EDIT—TITLE
it is done for the big producers, by professionals.
For supreme convenience and accuracy in your own cuttings, see
the wonderful new "MOVIOLA" $225.00. Circular on request.

and fresh 35 mm.

film in 100-foot rolls

with ten feet of black leader at each end
for

Eyemo and DeVry cameras

$4.00.

The

same, but on spools for daylight loading
$4.50. Packed in light proof tin cans. Unless
check accompanies order goods will be
shipped C.O.D. within the U. S. Hollywood
Movie Supply Co., 6058 Sunset Blvd., Holly-

wood,

Calif.

just as

HERBERT &
HUES^EN CO.
18 East 42ni> Street

NEW YORK

CORRECTION
nnHROUGH
'- regretted

an error, greatly

by the

staff,

the

paging of Volume IV of Movie
Makers, which began with the
January, 1929. issue, continued
the paging of Volume 111 and
ii'as numbered from page 837 to
900, instead of beginning again
with page 1. The error is corrected in this issue, which establishes the proper paging of the
volume, beginning with page 71.

'Hit^^i.

'A ,

%
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'
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"
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'
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of
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FEATURED RELEASES
For

Home

Projectors

Have you met
Bell tr Howell Co.. Chicago. 111. Announcement from the Filmo Sale Library for February begins
with Aviation's Evolution, in which the story ot aviation IS told up to the present day by means of 100 ft.
of film. Felix the Cat has two adventures, each a comWidely separated from the
plete episode in 100 ft.
foregoing is A "Kature Series, by William L. and
Irene Finley of the American Nature Association. In
this series are: The Humming Bird, the Tmiesi Soul in
Feathers, and Monkey-faced Owls, each complete in

SUNNY

LITTLE

TWIN?
He's

what

just

name

bis

Small and compact

implies.

—

100

just

about one-half to one-quarter as large as other lights of the
same or less strength (measure him by the upper carbons in

which

the picture

He makes
at /3.5

12 inches long).

are

with

lamp 8

1

to 10 feet

film 10 to 12 feet at /3.5

And
and

Yes,

from your subjects;

On

15 to 20 feet from subjects.

or faster

Sunny?

sir!!

two

movies on reversal film 16 per second

fully exposed

and 18

to

24

parts.

at /l.S

regular negative

feet at /l.S.

he's sturdy, too. nothing delicate about him; the knocks
jars that are

to him.

deadly to incandescent bulbs mean nothing

His smile lights evenly an angle of 90 degrees without
is present in all the incandescent lamps

the bright spot which

using silver surfaced or highly polished reflectors.

Eastman- Kod.^k Company. Rochester. X. Y.
Wild Men and Beasts of Borneo, a 200-ft. film, heads
the Cinegraph announcement. Its high lights are described as "excellent shots of wild elephant herds,"
and a thrilling trapping scene. Hawaii has the ambitious purpose of convincing the world that those
beautiful islands are not wholly made up of ukuleles
which descend as a natural gift to man. It is described
as a lovely scenic picture.
have failed to learn
through the description of The Early Bird and the
Worm whether or not the picture ends in the worm's
fade-out. It is an animated model film
100 ft.

This bright

spot means uneven illumination in your pictures. Little Sunny's
brighter than the bright spot of the in-

even illumination

is

candescent bulb.

The

result

full

is

exposure over the entire

picture area.

We

Don't judge him by the price which is low because we knew
he'd make lots of friends and because he is sold only direct
to the user

—no

sales

would be S37.50
series

him

m

through dealers (through dealers the price

Compare him with any lamp

or more).

you

(or for any other reason) you can return

him

market regardless of price.

The

or

If

of lamps on the

don't like

Estes

A

other noted spots.
Telloiistone
needs no detailed description.
as

minutes a day will "pep" you up wonderfully; don't take our
it

descriptive

is

of

Big

the

fishing in the North St. Vrain.
and gives glimpses of iht^ Palisades of the Colorado
River. Roc^y Mountain .\ationai Park tikes one over
the Fall River Road, Milner Pass and gives views of
Horse Shoe Falls, Bear Lake, and Lake Odessa, as well

the way, he'll be glad to give you sunbaths (ultra-violet) if
(Sunshine) carbons. As much
you use the Therapeutic
in four minutes as thirty- minutes of Summer Sunlight. Four

for

Colorado,

PaT}{.

Thompson Canyon,

By

word

Burton- Holmes Lectures. In-c. Chicago,

in.
Especial stress is laid this month by this famous
travel library on films which picture our own country.

within 10 days and we'll cheerfully refund your money.

Park

Revisited

but ask your doctor.

"You cannot get the lamps back now. I have exposed
300 feet of film with them, almost all Christmas pictures
and they are FINE."

WM.

T.

JANTZEN,

Berwick, Pa.

Note: Mr. Jantzen bought two.
"Received Sunny Twin O.K. Wonderful! Never had
any experience before with arcs, but I found

it

easy to

use Sunny."

ERNEST W. RAPA,

I

ft.

De Vry Corporation-. Chicago. HI. Citizenship.
suited to the needs of fourth to eighth grade pupils, is
the third number of this company's Schooi Fiim Lesson Courses to which attention has been called in this
column. It is made up of twelve reels. Immigrdiion,
American Ideals. Service. Obedience. Thntt, Physical
and Mental Fitness. School Beautiful. School Discipime. School Industries. Worlting with Civic Organ'
izntions. and Serving the Community, the latter in

East Boston, Mass.

"I think Little Sunny Twin is all you claim for him.
than pleased; he's my baby. (Try to gel him

am more

Light strength; movies 16 per sec-

ond

at

SCHALKLE STUDIO,

Redfield, S.

$25.00

f3.5

at

subjects; stills
l/15th second,

8 to 10 feet from
at /4.5— 1 10th to
same distance.

Size: lamp housing 4 x S'z x 9"
folded.
Reflector
with
reflector
opened 9 x 9". Carbons: (5. 16 s
12") National White Flame, PanTherapeutic
chromatic, or
A (SunFinish
aluminum inside,
shine
black crystal outside. Can be used
I

sway from me)."

COMPLETE
at this price

fea:

N. Y. Thre

n, the third

.

men

Tries to Rest.
vhich attention

KoD.\scoPE Libraries. Inc. The Pony Express.
with Ricardo Corte:. Ernest Torrence, George Bancroft, Wallace Beery and Betty Compson (a Paramount
Picture), leads the way this month. Attention might
be called also to the fact that a special offer on various
subjects

is

a

feature

of

Krxlascope

the

current

an-

1 Congress St., Jersey Cit>', N. J.
Big Five include three Our Gang Comedies, each in 400 ft., Xo \oise. July Davs and
Lodge .\igli:. The others are Pidting Peaches, a 400

Pathegr.\ms,

Harry Langdon comedy, and The United States
Minutes, a pictorial travelogue in 100

New
thai

tall,

In the Shado
reels.

RUSH STREET
WERE PROUD OF

film

is

descripti'

,

:

versity of Michigan.

CHICAGO ILLINOIS
HIS N.\ME.

The

ft.

York.

editing for the 16mm.
of the XoTth Pole, five
of the fourteen months"

experience of Dr. Constantin Dumbr;
plateau of Greenland, a trip undertaken in the interests
of science under the auspices of the Philadelphia Geographical Society and in cooperation with the Uni-

LEONARD WESTPHALEN
TRUE TO

The

fiim.

ork.

eU, FcUx Puis

awn particularly this month is The Taxi Mystery,
with Edith Roberts and Robert Agnew.

in Five

Also supplied, on special order to use only 10 amperes, giving about half
much light as on IS amperes (enough for movies at /2 or faster 10 to
12 feet from subjects) at the same price.

IS

100-ft.

I

is

with heavy

as

LITTLE SUNNY

ber of this '"triumvirate"

ft.

I

A

438

Home Film Libraries. Kc
Fciix— this time two 500-ft
Over, and Felix Doubles for D.

of

The February

15 feet of cord, 1 Trim White Flame
Carbons, 1 Trim Panchromatic. Extra carbons, White Flame, Panchro(Sunshine) $2.00 per dozen, $15.00 per hundred.
matic or Therapeutic
Postpaid.
folding nickel plated stand 6 feet

^i^^^^»T>f^«^^ISf

:

.

Dak.

from maker to user (no sales through dealers

(^S^

SPECIFICATIONS
15 Amperes AC or DC 100 to 120
Semi-autovolts without change.
matic: lighted by pulling knob at
bottom of lamp and burns steadily
for about 4 minutes; for long continued burning, pull the knob once
every 4 minutes.

HIM.

Ern-est M. Reynolds. Cleveland, Ohio. The
Pasadena Tournament of Roses, which has been under
way, is announced this month. Fangs of the \orih.
in 200 ft., and Through the Thousand Islands (100
it.)

are also offered.

C^^

^^Cy,

FOR THE

'

Hugo Mtyer

1

formula

<

for

GENERAL WORK
for

DIFFICULT LIGHT
anil for

KODACOLOR
with your Filmo
1

-=PeRTABLE SC«EE>feS

?60.00
60.00
24.00

84 inch focus

inch focus

Kodacolor attachment

V^
Screen Rolled in Case for carryii

The Ideal Case for
Amateur Movie Cameras
The New Alligator mocatan

finish

ing cases are strongly constructed,
lined,

ARROW PORTABLE SCREENS
Ideal for Motion Picture

carry-

plush

Can be had

in A

'4

xlH/S in.
No. 1— Size 33"/2x3'/flx4

22x30

models— for

Cine Kodak with F-3.S lens
Cine Kodak with F-1.9 lens
Filmo Model 70
Filmn Model 7.=;
_

No.

$12.5()

2— Size

No.

3— Size

No.

4

10.00

C NOPHO
I

lbs

picture
lbs

surface

$15.00
surface
$25.00

57x4fix5— picture

surface Vt
Weight 18 lbs
$35.00
72x5'/Sx5'/2— picture surface
.^l\fi8 in. Weight 40 lbs
$75.00

x52

15.00

in.

in.

lbs

— picture
Weight 6
—
Weight 15

451/2x41/2x5

30x40

12.50

Work

9
— Size 16x3x2Vi
— picture surface
Weights
$10.00

No.

and have compartments for films and

— Size

in.

1

for use with

Cine Kodaks and Fil.mo Cameras

F O T O L 11 E
provides an all vea r round and
almost unlimited sou rce of pleas.
.ire.
Its steady, pn werful light
enables vou to take perfect pcctures right in your
ex en
.It

own home—

on dark and win trv davs and

.Automatic

—

scientifically exact under all
li;jht conditions. Gives correct diaphragm
settings for Sun and twilight, outdoors,
studio, Natural or artificial light. Always

ready for use.
Price

in

Leather Case

$12.50

night.

No. 5 Fotolitc reflec or comnlete
nith stand and 500-« a'l hulh.

$16

KIN()-IVV\() IKU'Olt

Wood

Tripod, Aluminum
Extension Legs, only 4*4
pounds.
$35.0(1
Plates for Projector .Attachment use. $6 and $7.50.
(-anvas Shut Tite Case, $4.

Closed 33'/2", Extended 58
Tilt and Panoram Top onlx

WilloughbyS
no WEST 32»">ST. NEW

YORK

$17.5(1.

—
FEDRU/mR'% I929

t|«R«S« Projector/
Oiiee

more

Q. R. S.

puts you out in
frout

.

•

•

this

time

witii tlie projector
tliat gives everytiiiug you eau ex-

pect on a screen

f37.50
with carryiug

Q. R.

!$.

c*ase

16 m. m.

Home Movie
Projector

and

reels

SPEC IFIt ATI ONS
!• Prat'lically silent oper-

ation, wliether

hand

or

motor driven.

fModei b|

2. Qniek accessibility to all
parts.
ii.

Simple film

tlireadinfi

action.
•\m

fociisinp lens.

Q. 1(. S. triiiiiipli— a iiiairvelOHS iM'^v Homo ^lovio Proje«*for— at
a reiiiarkalily roasoiiablc^ eo^it — so
light in woiglit as to niakc^ it a most
practical portable projector— yOO
foot eapueity. Amazingly qniot—
amazingly simple l^VoniU'rfnl illumi-

3. Prefocus socket to accomnifidate standard prefocus lamp.
6. Brilliant illumination
retaining all detail in your
pictures. Projects standard
amateur movie size on

nation. Saifi'ly ilcvii'C prof eels film
against blistering.

blistcrins film when stopping projection.
O. Can be stopped for still

Aiiotlioi*

$37.50 hand opera(e«l.

right.

Healers, write or wire The i\. IK. S.
Company (established i»00). Chicago, at once for full particulars and
dis«*OHnts.

screen.

7. Rewind film without reino\inji reels.

S. Equipped with automalic li^ht trap which prevents powerful beam from

projection without injury

Jii5.'».00

eqnippeil with universal motor.
Rea<l specificati4»ns in colnnin at

76

Two-inch

to film.

10. Comes

— including

fully

equipped

two 400 foot

— one 100 watt prefocus
lamp and carrying case.
11. Portability — weighs
reels

only l^^ pounds. Size of projector proper is 7" wide x
101/2" hifihx 11" deep.

12. Only two bolts and
nuts necessary to attach
universal electric 110 volt

motor.

MOVIE M K E R S
/«

A
AA

A
AA
ANNOUNCEMENT

WE

are pleased to announce as Technical Consultant of the Amateur Cinema
League and as Technical Editor of Movie Makers, Mr. Russell C. Holslag, who
succeeds Mr. Walter D. Kerst in these capacities. Mr. Holslag is an amateur cinematographer of long standing and wide experience and has established a record of experiment and invention in this field. He comes to us from the Engineering Department of
the New York Central Railroad and has been active in the photographic and cinematographic work of that organization. Previously Mr. Holslag was engaged in commercial

cinematography.

won
movie maker
THE amateur MoviE
Makers was happy
has

rett,

amateur inferiority will not again arise. There should
be a friendly emulation between amateur and professional to produce the best motion picture art. There
should be no hostility between them and each should
lend to and borrow from the other.
^ Amateurs should be more and more watchful of
their product and should not be satisfied with less than
their best. We are now partners with the professional
in responsibility for the proper use of the motion picture as an artistic and as a social medium. Wc must
take care that we do not invite lower rating in future

his official
to re-

bay-leaves.

port in our December number that Wilton BarSecretary of the National Board of Review of

Pictures, considers The Fall of the House
of Usher, the amateur production of J. S. Watson,
Jr., and Melville Webber, the most significant advance
the motion picture has made since The Cabinet of
Dr. Caligari. Mr. Barrett feels that this film has
opened a new vista of accomplishment in cinematic art.

Motion

Q This

is

not only high praise but high praise from

the source best qualified to give it. The National Board
of Review of Motion Pictures, which celebrated its
twentieth anniversary the end of last month at its
annual conference in New York City, performs for the
motion picture industry and at the behest of that industry, a most important function in passing on all of
the products of professional studios that request such
service
and this means all but a very small fraction
of production companies. Therefore, the head of the
professional evaluating and approving organization
has placed an amateur photoplay at the top of the list.

because of slipshod production.
^ Amateurs who accept this responsibility will be
watchful of every assault upon the motion picture.
Their attention is particularly directed to legislation
which, in the so-called Hudson Bill, now lies before
Congress. This bill proposes a national control of
motion picture production and indirectly provides a
believe that an examnational censorship of films.
ination of this proposed legislation will show it to be

—

We

an unwarranted attack upon artistic liberty, as it unquestionably is an efl^ort to assume governmental control of an existing industry. We recommend that each
amateur find out what his specific thought is about
the Hudson bill and that, after finding out, he inform
his congressional delegation. Here the amateur can
serve in giving Congress a definite public opinion.

There
fl All amateurs may rejoice at this tribute.
should also come to all amateurs a deep sense of responsibility for the future development of cinematic art.
In the short space of five years they have produced
better work than professionals and the question of

A Word About the Amateur Cinema League
the international organization of
Amateur Cinema League
THE
1926,
serve the amateurs of the world and to
amateurs founded,

movie

is

in

render

to

effective the amateur's contribution to cinematography as an art and as a human
recreation.
The League spreads over fifty countries of the world. It offers a
technical consulting service; it offers a photoplay consulting service; it offers a
club consulting and organizing service; it conducts a film exchange for amateur

Movie Makers is its official publication and is owned by the League 'I he
clubs.
directors listed below are a sufficient warrant of the high type of our association
Your membership is invited, if you are not already one of us.

Amateur Cinema League,

Inc., Directors

Vice-President

w.
30 E. 42nd

e.

A. A. HEBl RT
1711 Park St., Hartford

York City

cotter

St.,

C. R.

Treastii er

VOORHEES

STEPHEN

F.
Architect, of New

New York

LEE

Director of Recreation
Russell Sage Foundation

City

Managing Director
ROY W. WINTON, New York

FLOYD

York,

list,

L.

VANDERPOri

of Litchfield,

Conn.

City

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE,
New

Conn

H\NMtR

DOOLEY

of Personnel and Training,
Standard Oil Co. of N. J.

Address inquiries to

F.

New York

Inc.105

West 40th

Stree-t
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ON TOP OF THE WORLD
A

Cine Silhouette from Scandinavia
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BACK HOME AFTER fHRISTMAS

SCANDINAVIAN CINEMATICS
By Hugo

J.

Bartholomae

Americans
Europe each year there is one

surpassed by any other country in the
world. At every hamlet and in every
fjord where the steamer calls the

the great exodus of

INto

region that is sadly neglected
the Scandinavian Peninsula. Whether
so through misapprehension
or indifference is hard to determine.
The climate is not severe; Scandinavia is not remotely inaccessible,
and it affords a great deal of interest
to the cine traveler, both as to color
this

is

and historic background.
So when, last year, I found that I
could spend three months in Scandinavia the happy thought came that
I might take a moving picture camera
me. This proved little less than
inspiration, for the opportunities to
use such an instrument were legion.
Beginning with our entrance into the
beautiful island-studded harbor of
Bergen, built around the bases of the
witli

mountains from which the
name, we were met by a
seaplane and I had the first opportunity to try my hand at photographseveral

city gets its

ing a plane in flight. Arriving at the
quaint old city itself, which dates
back to a time previous to the Hanseatic League, I discovered that many
of the old buildings of that time were
still standing and that a fine atmosphere of antiquity pervaded the town.
The lion and the lamb lie down
together in Bergen.
Here is a busy
fish market, full of color and photographers, but not, strange to note,
of the cinematic variety. And not a
step away a flower market calls, its
"color" appeal more distinctly felt.
Fish and flowers side by side! But

—

why

not, after all?

Bergen is the starting point for
most of the cruises north along the
magnificent coast line to the North
Nature has been prodigal
Cape.
with scenery along this coast and has

endowed Norway with

a beauty im-

A LAD OF LAPLAND

photographer will want to have his
cine camera buzzing to film the debarkation of the tourists by launch,
the bustle of landing, the assigning
of travelers to their respective carriages drawn by sturdy little Nor-

wegian ponies, and the always interesting sight of a long caravan
starting its journey up some rugged,
picturesque valley.
In certain portions of Norway, notably the Teleniarken District and Saetersdal, the
peasants still wear the characteristic
costume, and this is best seen on
Sunday, when they are dressed for
church. They are most obliging about
posing, very ingenuous and not at all
movie-conscious, entering into the
spirit
of the thing with a fine,
friendly generosity that is typical of
the nation.

As
coast

the steamer proceeds along the
the opportunities for photo-

graphing bird

life

are almost always

present, but the great chance comes
when the vessel puts in at Bird Rock
at a time previously announced. Then
the ship's company fires a bomb

against the rocky face of the

cliff,

and literally thousands of birds take
wing and circle, screaming, overhead.
Among them will be gannets, gulls,
terns, puffins, eider ducks, cormorants and others beyond my ornithological knowledge, and many of
them distinguishable in the films.
At the North Cape itself the debarkation and beginning of the climb

—
FEBRft/mRH
again

the

inspire

employ his
hood of the

art.

photographer

to

the neighbor-

In

Nortli Cape on Magero
Island there is a large settlement of
Lapps with an extensive herd of reindeer. They are excellent subjects foi
cinematography. On the day I visited the encampment an old Lapp
attempted to bring in two of the reindeer on rawhide thongs, but they had
a different idea, and a very interestOne of the
ing struggle ensued.

reindeer broke away, plunged into a
The
small lake and swam across.
Lapp was successful in bringing only

dancers, subsidized by the
Government, give exhibitions of folk
dancing in authentic costumes of all

the

the rural districts.

while the new guard
comes marching over, and one may
follow on into the court of the Pal-

a veritable
a

This, of course, is
the man with

mine for

Stockholm

itself offers

many

sub-

amateur cinematographer. It has been called the Venice
not without reason,
North,
and
of the
for it is built on a group of islands
and most of its heavy transport is,
done by boats. The waterways are
always busy, with all sorts of craft.
for

film

of

the

incident,

this

which afforded me no small satisfaction on my return home.
On the return voyage from the
North Cape, tourist steamers call at
many of the cities and villages in
Each is distincthe several fjords.
tive and individual and each has its
wealth of historic legend and folk
lore. After returning to Bergen there
is an interior trip to be taken through
the Telemarken Valley or the Saet-

the

Almost

all

trips

to

Scandinavia

from that of Norway and
Sweden, and the life and manners of
Cothe people are quite different.
penhagen is a cosmopolitan, sophisticated town, with much of its charm
lying in the treasures contained in its
museums and shops. But there are
many fine parks, and for the alert
amateur, with his faithful camera always at hand, there are many opportunities for picturization. especially
along the canals and the waterfront.

equally

on at Leksand,
though slightly

THE STRAWBERRY GIRL
Products of Norway's

Summer Sun

as

the earliest known hovels. Here, too,
on three evenings a week, specially

is

differs

interesting

Here the Government has re-erected
every type of peasant house, from

This top of the grade

lead ultimately to Copenhagen. This
fine city is always a delight to the
traveler.
Its distinctive architecture

16th century costumes are still worn
on Sundays. To stand outside the
church at Rattvik on the shores of
Siljansee on a Sunday morning and
watch the people going to church,
one might well believe himself back

colorful

sea.

Danes, who held the sea
control of the Cattegat and levied a
tax on all ships passing through it.

And one is not disappointed.
known as Dalecarlia.

as

occupies but

toll to the

In the district

But if one be a
those at Rattvik.
student of costumes and folkways he
should not neglect the open-air museum called Skansen. on the Island
of the Djiirgarden in Stockholm.

It

Lake Viken. The Gota Canal was
originally planned to escape paying

Of course, in such a country one
would expect quaint customs and cos-

An

also

—

years.

less

complete collections of small firearms in all Europe. Also a day or
two spent in the old university town
of Upsala will cause the devotee to
expend many feet of film, over which
he will gloat after returning home.

begun in 1716; it was completed in
1833 but is still being improved.
The trip covers 240 miles, sixty of
which are actual canal. It crosses
all of Sweden, including the two
large lakes Vattern and Vanern, the
latter the largest lake in Europe but
one the mighty Ladoga. The steamer
passes through seventy-five locks and
at the highest point is 300 feet above

household utensils, it is argued that
tliey have occupied their present geographic position for upward of .5.000

ages.

Gripsholm, the residence of the
early kings, now a museum; to
Skokloster. an ancient baronial castle, now housing one of the most
to

in either direction.

The Swedes
a rich, historic past.
have influenced the history of the
world since times pre-historic. From
relics discovered in southern Sweden,
which correspond to present-day

middle

many

three days and crosses the entire
nation.
It has been said that "he
who has crossed the country on the
Gota Canal has seen Sweden." This
remarkable engineering project was

—

the

there are

recommend that travelers
Sweden take the canal trip
between Stockholm and Gothenburg,

Crossing into Sweden, the characof the country changes comFrom the rugged, towering
pletely.
mountains, the scenery takes on the
a smilaspect of rolling farm land
Sweden has
ing, contented country.

picturesque and no
church-parade goes
where the costumes,
different, are quite

Around Stockholm

delightful trips by boat or motor

I

ter

in

where the military manoeuvers

visiting

ersdal, with many opportunities afforded of photographing curious
methods of making hay and the
quaint country houses.

tumes.

ace,

I

take place.

movie camera.

jects

terrace

(Northbridge

the

"Norrbro"

trained

one up to be examined by the travI made 200 feet
elers from the ship.
of excellent

above

i«»:s<>

and a camera set up in one of the
front rooms of the Grand Hotel assures many hundred feet of excellent
film, interesting all the

Then

there

is

way through.

the changing of the

at the Royal Palace, which
lakes place every day at 12 o'clock,

guard
i'lu'

pulilic is

permitted to stand on

I found Scandinavia so interesting
and so replete with subjects for
photography that when I reached the
continent I seemed to lack interest in
For
filming what I found there.

those

who

are seeking

new

territory,

where the swarming tourists have not
robbed the country of its native
charm. I commend picturesque, clean,
But by all
unspoiled Scandinavia.
means take a moving picture camera
with you.

.'«
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CLOSEUP TELEPHOTOGRAPHY
The

Secrets

of "Making Big Ones Out of Little Ones"
By Herbert

PRACTICALLY

C.

McKay, A. R.

P. S.

serious

device mentioned, which, with the re-

amateur cinematographer has a
telephoto lens in his equipment.

movable extensions, constitutes the
only additional equipment necessary
for work of the highest class.
If we intend to focus upon an object eighteen inches from the lens, or
three focal lengths, when using a six
inch lens we must increase the lens
extension by one third, that is, from
six to eight inches. We must therefore add two additional

every

These lenses are indispensable

in or-

dinary work but their usefulness does
not end there. They may be used in
one of the most fascinating branches
of amateur motion picture activity,
the photography of objects so small
that they cannot be recorded in the
usual manner. This

upon an object only eighteen inches
or three focal lengths away. Fortunately lenses already adapted for this
specialized work are available.

Not long ago one lens manufacby means of
which a lens may be focused visually
when mounted on a motion picture

turer produced a device

work

inches to the lens barrel.
The focusing adjustment of the lens itself provides the necessary final adjustment

is quite easy, presenting no greater difficulty than ordinary
telephotography.
It is well known thai
the nearer an object is
camera thr
the
to

of the focus.
In considering this
type of work, let us take

greater must be the distance between the lens
and the film. In ordinary telephotography we
find that lenses are, as
a rule, calibrated for
ten to fifteen feet as the

as an example an ordinary ant hill such as

may be found

in any
park or drive. This is
Hit only an accessible
subject but also one of
extreme interest. Fifty
I

nearest distance. This
is made necessary due
to the long focus of the
lens involved. As the
six inch lens is the

common, we
sider

it

most

I

six

inch

Photograph by Bell

lens will give a film image just six times as

•WE'LL

large as could be secured with a one inch lens, it being
taken for granted that the distance

from the lens
in

to the object is the

We

both cases.

six inch

image

also

know

same

that the

lens will give as great an

at a distance of sixty feet as

could be secured with the one inch
lens at a distance of ten feet. Therewe can focus a six inch lens
upon an object about eighteen inches
from the camera we will secure an
fore, if

image whose
produced by

size is the

same

as that

a one inch lens at a dis-

tance of three inches. While the one
inch lens could be adapted for focusing at this distance the lens would

undoubtedly cast a shadow upon the
subject. The short working distance
has many other obvious disadvantages. Therefore we find the lens of
six inch focus is far simpler to use for
this type of

one inch

The

work than

the standard

lens.

designed lo be
focused on objects not closer than ten
feet. For that reason, provision of
some kind is necessary to accommodate the extension required in focusing
six

inch lens

is

one of the most fascinating films imaginable.

Assuming that the
camera is mounted on

will con-

in tlie present

The

article.

or sixty feet of film devoted to it will make

HAVE A NEW HOME

camera. It is known as the reflex
focusing device, consisting of a short

which contains a movable
The lens is designed to screw
this mechanism and it in turn

barrel
prism.
into

into the camera.

obvious
that a portion of the lens barrel equal
Thus,

it

is

in length to the barrel of the device

must be removed

in order to retain

the lens adjustment.

The

lenses

made

by the manufacturers of this device
are equipped with a removable portion the

same length

the focusing device.

as the barrel of

Therefore

if

we

mount one

of these lenses on this device, but without removing the portion of the barrel designed for this

adjustment, it is evident that we increase the lens extension by the length
of this portion.
collars

lengths

are
it

is

As

these adjustable

obtainable in various
possible by using an as-

sortment of two or three to secure any
Naturally,
when using these abnormal extensions, the focusing scale of the lens is
no longer accurate. Therefore it is
necessary to use the reflex focusing
desired length extension.

&

Houcii

an

adjustable

tripod

and that this tripod has
been placed near the

THE MORNING'

IN

ant hill in question, we
are ready to proceed with actual exposure. The lens is directed toward
the subject. It may be said at this
place that, as the added extension of
the lens increases the strain imposed
upon the camera and, since we are

film at such an extreme degree of magnification, the danger of
unsteady
film is increased. The
an
actual lens motion will be greater due
to the extension and the screen effect

making a

of this motion will be more apparent
as a result of the extreme magnification.
Some sort of lens support is
therefore advisable. Supports of this

kind are now available which may be
placed any desired distance up to approximately one foot from the front
of the camera. The use of such a lens
support will add greatly to the quality

of all pictures

made by

the pro-

cess here described.

When the lens has been trained upon the subject, looking into the reflex
focusing device, the focusing jacket
of the lens mount is turned until a
critical focus is secured. Due to the
close working distance there will be

FEHRI.'/miC'*
little

depth of focus and

it

is

quite

probable that some of the higher and
lower portions of the field will not be
sharply defined. In this case focus
sharply upon that portion of the field
which contains the subject of principle interest and let the rest of the field
take care of

When

itself.

manner an ordinary slow mofilm, we find that our screen

in this

tion

shows us a film not of a small subject
greatly magnified but of a gigantic
reproduction of the original. Instead

1929

procedure is applicable to any
subject which in actual life has a
length between one eighth of an inch
and two inches. This apparently limits the usefulness of such work seof

verely, but not so actually, as
see.

Many

scientists

we

shall

have devoted their

entire lives to the study of a single
family of insects and have failed to

the focus

has been secured be sure to remove
the focusing prism from the field of
view as otherwise no impression will

results are

cover the ground thoroughly. This
shows us that in this field alone we
have an inexhaustible amount of subject material. The same procedure
can be adapted to the photography
of a minute mechanism such as that

secured through the use of some reliable type of photometric exposure
meter. The meter readings will not

of a small watch. It may also be used
in the photography of certain actions
wliich lie on the border between the

be entirely correct for the subject involved, however, due to the fact that
with extreme extension the calibration
of the lens will not be correct. When
the reading has been made the lens
diaphram is set to one stop larger

microscopic and the macroscopic.
Subjects of this nature include some

be made upon the film.
The exposure in work of this nature is determined in the usual manner.

Undoubtedly the best

crystallization

than that indicated. This is a slight
over correction but is near enough for
practical purposes. For example, if
the meter indicates a diaphram of /
8 we will set our iris ring at the point

marked

When

5.6.

the exposure

this

made

is

has been done
in

the

PORTR.AIT OF

of distinguishing mark of small size
upon a piece of jewelry and so forth.

A BABY ANT

Tiny Larva Becomes a Screen Munsi
Through the Tclephoie.

usual

manner.
This branch of closeup telephotoin itself will furnish film of
great interest but does not exhaust its
possibilities. Every amateur who has

graphy

a miniature or model is
acquainted with the fact that,

tried to

make

well
regardless of the fidelity with which
the miniature repro-

duces the original,

seldom deceives

of our ants appearing to be magnified
from the original they appear to be
monsters a foot or two long. It is

strange but true that the greater the
speed used in making the exposure
the larger the size of the insect will
This is a fact which may be

appear.

This process enables us to secure an
image upon the usual thirty by forty
inch screen approximately twenty
times natural size. The exact magni-

depend upon
and
the distance of the camera from the
subject. It is assumed that the projection will fill the thirty by forty inch
screen. As this is equivalent to a magfication will, of course,

the focal length of the lens used

nification of the nega-

image which will
amount to practically one hundred diamtive

it

those'

who see screen representation. This in itself
has long been a serious
problem

the

to

eters it follows that for
the production of a
screen image fifty times
natural life our negative image will be half

ama-

remedy is
quite simple. The fact
teur, yet the

that the miniature does
not resemble the origits rate of
Professional
motion picture photographers say that a very

inal

is

due to

plicable

purpose

at

.AiLL

If

while unusually interesting, still appears to be just what it is, an enlarged film of a small subject. If, on

82

SHOOT
Rellcx Focu,in-

IVa

work

we photograph this
normal speed we find that our film,

ject at a

7(1

Formidable but Effective Ensemble.

discussion.

the contrary,

READY

The Camera, Tripod, Telcphote, Support and

in

of the subject.

we photograph

;

iniM

I

i

natural size. Considering the specific case in

hand

in

the sub-

high rate of speed, securing

used to a very great advantage in a
number of amateur films, and one
which is not limited to the photography of subjects of the natural history type.
Nevertheless, the greatest field for
this type of work lies in the photogra-

phy of

insect life,

though

it

may

be

used in producing other scientific and
entertainment films. Such a method

which we have

inch lens foan object at a distance of
eighteen inches we find
by use of ordinary formula for the determination of conjugate foci
that the negative image
will be one-half natural
This means that
size.
Make a
titour screen image is Cr
ty times life size. It is
variation in
thus seen that a wide
masnification may be secured.
the

six

cused

Our principle
closeup telephotography
to secure a greatly enlarged image

now under
is

the

to

iijiij

jW|

motion.

crude miniature will
pass muster on the
screen provided it is
with
photographed
slow motion. The slow
itself
speed
in
of
rate
brings about an appearance of size. This is ap-

phenomena. The same

procedure will be valuable in photographing certain effects, such as a
portion of the body, desired in dramatic productions. A shot may be
made showing only one eye of an actor, a scar upon a finger tip. some kind

upon

•

•

This work, being extremely simple,
provides an infinite increase in mo-

and opens up
which will no doubt add
greatly to the interest shown by the
amateurs in sixteen millimeter motion

tion picture possibilities

a

field

picture photography.

—

:
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SLOWLY
An

ACTION,"

in

also in

the photoplay, is by no means
synonymous with "movement," and
in

City, etc.

prevented by
which various parts of

the body, or the whole body, may be
distracting the spectator's attention

an infinity of minor adjustments, has become accustomed to a
three-dimensional world, you can
imagine a third dimension even when
you do not see it. You view a picture on the screen, and you translate
reduced size of distant objects
into correct perspective, such as you
the

are accustomed to seeing with your
two eyes. But you do not see depth
on the screen, because there is not
any.

characterization.
If the worst fault in amateur (and
often in professional motion picture
)

production were to be summed up in
two words, it would be that the physi-

motion

is

too fast.

No

actor

To realize the utmost importance
of this simple fact in the practice of
cinematography, try first one or two
little stunts.
Lie down on a bed or
couch; cover yourself with a sheet or
blanket, so that it almost touches your
nose. Then look at it alternately with
each eye. \ ou will have two entirely

who

has not learned to act slowly is
worth anything in a production. The
average amateur, and even the one
with amateur dramatic experience, is
likely to mistake speed for pep and to
ruin every scene in which he appears.
The director who handles untrained
artists must learn to say a thousand
SLOWLY
times a day. "Slowly
S-L-0-W-L-Y!" Perhaps not so much

same sheet
or blanket, one with the right eye and
one with the left eye. The two eyes

different pictures of the

—

do not see the same thing; and the
nearer the object, the more noticeable

and exits as in the
minor motions of the face and hands
on which the understanding of the acentrances

in

Take

the difference

Now
THE

tion depends.

example: the script
which the
artist is to pick up a box of matches,
look at it and put it down again. The
amateur will do it all in four or five
seconds just as the script reads and
just as he would do it in real life.
But somehow the motion and in a
a simple

A SHORT SCENE IN
TO PICK UP A BOX

SCRIPT CALLS FOR

WHICH THE ARTIST

IS

OF MATCHES."

calls for a short scene in

—

—
—

will be
shall see why
audience. The professional
will
often unknown to himself) do
it this way, allowing as much time
as it takes to speak clearly and slowly each of the words given
\. (Body motionless)
Head turns
slowly to one side, gaze rests in the
direction of the matchbox.
Count
one-two-three-four.
2. (Body and head motionless.)
Artist raises one and only one hand,
extends it toward the box, puts his
hand on the box. Count one-two.
3. Hand (everything else being motionless) raises the box S-L-0-W-L-Y
toward the eyes. About one foot from
Count one-twothe eye. hand stops.

moment we
lost to the
I

.

three-four.
4.
it.)

(Hand motionless with box
Head turns slowly away, in

rection of
at

it.

in
di-

camera but without looking

Rejrister

the

desired thought

—

—

after

from the progress of the emotions.
Sometimes action is expressed in
broad and rapid movement, as in an
aeroplane or automobile chase; far
more often it is expressed by means
of very deliberate and slow gestures,
which indicate a progression in the

cal

and you have two. Your two
eyes are not merely twice one eye.
One eye perceives two dimensions
heighth and width
but two eyes perceive three dimensions; heighth width
and depth, the latter being synonymous with distance. Once your brain,
eye,

Late Director for Pathe, Paramount,
etc. Chief Editor at Universal

positively

often

is

"motion"

Actor's Greatest 'Problem

By Paul D. Hugon

or in the

fiction

drama and therefore

it

Amateur

Authoritative Discussion of the

about the matches.

Count one-two-

three-four.

(Head motionless, face holding
expression.)
Hand puts down
matchbox again, either resting on it
5.

the

end of the motion or dropping

at

very rapidly

if

that

is

it

the desired

effect.

Now, how long did

that take? Prob-

far

eye only and make a quick movement
The probability
to reach the ledge.
is that your hand will reach short of
it.
But with both eyes open your
judgment of distance is correct, and
you have no difficulty in reaching the
ledge without fumbling.
Each eye, then, has a slightly different view of the same object; and
the two views, superimposed in the
brain, result in that sense of depth
or third dimension on which our evaluation of distances and solidity de-

ably not less than twenty-five seconds.
For if it means anything at all in the
scenario it means a great deal, and
should be featured. It should "register."
What is not worth registerA
ing is not worth filming at all.
story is not improved, but spoiled,

to represent

by the inclusion of

rounding

details that are

not vital, for it is one of the rules
of both fiction and the drama that
every single action must be significant and must advance the plot. Omitting all that is of no great consequence, and acting at length what is

consequence is the short cut to
good drama.
But why, you may ask, is it necessary to do all these things so much
more slowly than in real life? Simplv because the camera has only one
of

is.

close both eyes and stand not
a window ledge. Open one

from

pends.

During the Great War it was customary to cover up ammunition

dumps

with sheets of canvas painted
such scenery as the surAeroterritory offered.
planes flying over the camouflage
could not detect the trickery until
the flyers devised a stunt based on
the two-eye. or stereoscopic vision,
theory. They took two successive pic-

—

tures at intervals of about 100 feet.
Placing those pictures in a giant ster-

eoscope, they viewed them as they
to human eyes only a
If the scenery so
few feet away.
viewed was flat to both eyes, it was

would appear

{Continued on page 1161
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THE PRESS TURNS TO THE FILM
A

Great Newspaper Finds Amateur Movies a Business Asset

FOR

centuries the printing press
has been the greatest moulder of
public opinion. Of recent years
the motion picture has been hailed as

new medium with

similar powers.
It is therefore interesting and significant to find one of the nation's great
a

newspapers employing 16

public service

Union

that the

it

was quite natural

s circle

came widened, with

of readers be-

a corresponding

increase in the newspaper's strength
as an advertising medium.

mm. mo-

means of increasing
strength with the public. This novel use of the camera has been demonstrated an unqualified success, action pictures as a
its

These tournament films have been
exhibited throughout the territory in-

cording to R. K. Winans, Circulation
Director of the Springfield Union,
Springfield, Mass.

cluded in the competition and have
registered marked approval by audiences everywhere. By their use the
tournament has increased its enrollment to a greater degree than had
been found possible by any means
previously employed.
In compiling last year's film, Mr.
Winans shot over 1.500 feet of action

Mr. Winans, Amateur Cinema
League member and Movie Makers
devotee,

first

became

interested in the

amateur camera as a personal hobby.
Due to his enthusiasm the Union was
persuaded to introduce the first amateur motion picture department in any
American newspaper, which immediately became a popular feature of this
journal. Together with other Springfield enthusiasts Mr. Winans also organized an amateur movie club. The
Union thus became the center for
amateur cinematographic activities in
Western Massachusetts and the inclusion of films in its own promotion

work logically followed.
A good will program has now been
worked out by the Union in cooperaand churches
Mr. Winans projects
own and rental

tion with P. T. A's, clubs

of the district.
pictures,

both his

library selections, for the benefits
given by these associations. In every
instance a substantial sum has been

gest juvenile sporting event of the
year and eclipses tops, baseball and
other games until it is completed.
Three of the Union s champions have
become runners-up to the champion
of the National Marble Tournaments
in Atlantic City, and in 1925. Howard
"Dutch" Robbins of Springfield, became national champion and, incidentally, one of the most famous boys
in the world.

Union tournament alone, sevchampion's sightseeing trip to New York, Valley Forge
and Philadelphia, and others of the
National Marble Tournament in Atlantic City. Of the several thousand
feet taken less than one hundred feet
were photographically impossible for
use. The finished product is in four
400 foot 16 mm. reels and gives a
complete and comprehensive story of
this epic of boydom. This year it is
in the

eral reels of the

R. K.
of

WINANS

The Sprmg^eU Union';

Perhaps the most unusual feature of
Union s program has been the ac-

the

tual production of special films.
of these is a record of its yearly

One
Mar-

ble Tournament, titled Kings of the
Ring, a four reel feature made for the
purpose of creating interest among
boys in the tournament. The first film,

made

for this purpose in 1925, was on
35 mm. stock. However, in the production of Kings of the Ring in 1927,

16

mm. was

adopted, since projector
facilities are more widely available
for narrow width film. Last season

realized for their funds, desire has
been expressed by other organizations
for similar showings, interest in amateur movies has been cultivated in new-

this marble contest was conducted in
a territory covering twenty-five cities

fields and good will and friendliness
have resulted for the Union. Since it
was thus doing its utmost to render

and towns in Western Massachusetts
and enrolled over 15.000 boys in the
competition. It has become the big-

expected to be a still greater inspiration to the boys in their efforts to win
the championship.

This film

is

games.

The Union

THE MARBLE CHAMPS' PARADE OF HONOR IN Kl\CS OF THE RIXC
One

of the Picturesque

Ceremonies Recorded In

a

now

serviced by the renSpringfield dealer and
available free for exhibition. This
Spring it is to be used in an extensive
drive for entries in the tournament
and will be shown continuously for
two months previous to the runner-up
is

tal library of a

Union Feature Film.

s latest

film project, un-

(Contiiiued on page 119)
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A SIMPLIFIED GUIDE TO CINEMATIC COMPOSITION
Second

of a Series of Practical

Diagrams

By Walter Martin
Figure 5

a consideration of the vertical line, which denotes power, grandeur, solemnity and sevi
power and grandeur through the prominence of vertical lines. Example b shows the con

is

gives a feeling of

a pictorial

composition. Example

of the vertical line principle in

landscape.

Exampl.
Figure 6 illustrates the use of the horizontal line, used to typify quietude, repose, calm and solemnity.
calmness in a tropical river scene. Example b is another landscape which naturally falls into this compositional form.

emblematic of physical stability and climax.

Figure 7 deals with the triangle, which is
Example b is a familiar study emphasizing stability.

Example a

gestion of both.

Figure 8 shows the use of the triangle on the perspective plane, with two varied examples, a and

b.

hows quietude and

utilises this design with except:

,1
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How

to

Enliven Your Films

By Epes

OF

course yours aren't like that,
did you ever go to see
some fellow craftsman's string

why

come away wondering

thunder he ever supposed that
could be interesting? If you
know three other camera workers, the
chances are that you have had that
experience at least twice, and probably three times. And do you know
in

stuff

just barely possible that the other
fellows are foolish enough to feel the

it's

same way about your work?
Only the other day we had the
doubtful pleasure of looking over the
first fruits of a recent addition to
amateur ranks. Before he started the
projector he explained almost apologetically that it was "mostly Vera
and Nellie". This prepared us for
the worst and enabled us to get a good
grip on the arms of our chair and our
patience. We needed both precau-

block away.
It

to

were

thrilled.

them about nine
come down the walk from

seemed

reels

We

to take

the house to the front gate, though

is

best friend.

his wife

They

and "Nellie" her

are inseparable on

and off the screen and they got about
180 of the first 200 feet.
There were ten feet of Vera and
Nellie standing beside a bush and ten
feet of the twin stars twinkling on the

They got only eight feet
on the back porch, but they took a
generous fifteen feet to stand with
their backs to the camera and point at
the spire of a nearby church. Billy
proudly pointed out that you could
see the hands on the tower clock,
though the church was more than a
front steps.

it

brood of baby chicks, a human baby
or something like that. This isn't because the United States and the rest
of the world cannot supply sufficient

really only took about twenty feet.

news material for 2,000

We

Any newsreel editor
each week.
throws away a mile or so of good stuff
each week and slips in: "Winsted,
Conn. This hardworking mother does

could not have been more fed up
on any two women if they had been
suing us for breach of promise. To
make it worse, the film was run off
just as it came back from the factory.
"There's no use putting in titles,"
explained the proud artist. "I can
tell people what they are.
"

We

could have told him what his
we were too
polite. Maybe, though, we'll get up
the courage to send him a marked
copy of this issue. It might be safer,
however, to send it unmarked and
with a subscription blank. Then he
might think it just a sample copy.
pictures were, too, but

The mere possession

tions.

"Vera"

Sargent
You'll find that there is almost certain
to be a shot of a litter of puppies, a

but

of pictures and

W.

of a

camera

gives you no license to bore people.
Yet, "your best friends won't tell

you." so here goes.

make your

It is

very easy to

reels interesting

and

attrac-

feet of release

not believe in race suicide" as a preamble to a fuzzy Angora and six
fuzzier kittens.

To

family the editor
five feet off the

get in that

may have

happy

clipped

news sensation of the

week, three more from a train wreck,
and so on until he gained the space.
He knows the need for comedy, or he
would not be a newsreel editor. He
responds to the demand for a little
laugh just as the newspaper editor
tucks in a few comic strips and the
writes patent medicine almanacs pads out with a few clippings
from Joe Miller's famous book of

man who

jests.

Unless you give your films a little
the time will come

and simply cruelty to the neighbors not to do so. Of course it is all
interesting enough to you, but others
may not share your keen delight. If
you only realize this, perhaps you'll
go to the trouble, the very little trouble, of making your offerings desirable. You will be well repaid by the

comedy relief,
when your best

greater sincerity of the praise.

This doesn't mean that you must
overdo it. It does not mean that you
need to lose much footage. Just give

tive

Next time you go

to a

movie show

give a critical eye to the newsreel.

street to

friends will cross the

escape an invitation to come

over and see your latest shots. Take
a page from the newsreel book of experience. Put in a little human appeal here and there and you'll not
to rope and tie your audiences.

have

M O 'W
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a smile here and there, with a chuckle
now and then and, above all, don't
make your humor too obvious. You
needn't throw custard pies and get
seltzer siphons by the case. Instead,

merely

slip in

an occasional laugh.

We saw a reel made in the zoo that
was not merely of a bunch of animals.
There were the elephant and the
hippo, and that animal with the three
letter name meaning African antelope,
and a really good shot of a bull bufsignboard with
the familiar, "I'd walk a mile for a
camel", followed by the camel himself. Three clips more and a subtitle,
falo, then a flash of a

"He

belong, he's just a
visitor", to introduce a fuzzy puppy,
perched outside a den, turning his
doesn't

head from side to side, apparently
absorbed in a pair of zebra. That
squared it for three more shots and
the end of the reel. The animal reel
alone would have been tiresome but
the touch of

humor saved

it

beauti-

fully.

Another cinemaker got a splendid
shot of guard relief at Buckingham
Palace. It was the prize shot of his
summer in Europe, one of the crack
regiments, or rather a detachment,
coming through the palace gates on
its way to barracks and a rest-up from
the rigid immobility of sentry-go. It
was a really fine shot, but it ran forty
feet.

He had

the good sense to realize
would bore his friends, and yet
the amputation of even an inch would
have hurt him as much as the loss of
his finger. He was a regular Von
Stroheim. He made a lath sword and
fabricated a cocked hat from a news-

that

it

paper. Then he taught his seven-yearold son how to hold the sword and
feet in imitation of the
precise army tread, backed the youngster with a dozen of the neighborhood
children and marched them out of his
own front gate. Five feet of this

handle his

into two twenties, and
"There are others",
helped the laugh along. It saved the
footage and is one of his most popu-

changed a forty
the

sub-title,

lar shots.

Sometimes

it

takes a

little

more

planning. A high school boy was out
on a shooting trip in the country with
three friends and a collegiate flivver.
He was getting some splendid pictures
of a famous valley, but he wanted a
good finish. They came to a railroad
crossing and he had an idea. He took
a shot of the flivver with the three
boys rattling down the country road.
It stalled on the tracks. They jumped
out and looked up and down. Now
the camera shot up the track to show
a distant train. Back at the crossing

worked frantically at the
hood while the third waved a signal
at the oncoming train. Once more the
camera shot up the track for a flash
the two boys

of the rapidly approaching express,
and then came back to the boys. Suddenly they jumped into the car and
Just
it started on its asthmatic way.
as it cleared the track, the camera
picked up the train, and this time followed it down and past the boys,
safely out of danger. It must then be
admitted that they thumbed their

noses at the observation car.

This wasn't very polite comedy,
perhaps, but in contrast to the apparent danger, it gave a decided kick to
the sensation. It brought a straight
scenic reel to a dramatic-comedy finish that made people ask to see it

again. There was a half hour interval
between the stalling on the tracks and
the passing of the train, but no one
knew that. The only time the train

was photographed with the car was
the final shot as

it

swept past.

this

be familiar with

the time tables. Last

summer we came

But

if

you try

cinemaker perched on the
loading platform which serves as the
railroad station where our week-end
farm is located. Noting the camera

upon

a

we stopped

The

to chat.

visitor ex-

plained that he was waiting for a train
to come along to give life to a shot of
Shooleys Mountain. It was a good
idea, but he was on a branch line and
the next freight was not due for another five hours. He decided not to

wait.

Comedy can be found or made almost anywhere. One enthusiast, out
on a hike, spied a huge hornets' nest.
In the offing was a small boy.
"Sonny," he coaxed, "do you suppose
you could plug a stone through that

nest?"

"Yeh," was the unenthusiastic response, "but they would chase me."
"How fast can you run for half a
dollar?" countered the budding
Sennett.

The argument was

and, with a telephoto lens to
safer, the result

was

Mack

efi"ective

make

it

a picture that

never fails to bring a laugh. He is
planning to make a new version next
summer, and this time will get the kid
to dive into a brook to shake off the
supposed tormentors.

Another "sure fire" was a small boy
up an apple tree with a fierce looking
dog patiently camped at the foot,
waiting for the kid to come down. By
softly speaking to the dog, the boy
kept him looking alertly into the
branches, but he was careful not to
arouse the dog to the point of tailwagging, so no one ever guesses that
the boy was the dog's master. It
looked to be the result of a happy accident, but

it

really took half an hour

to stage.

A

group of boys

in the old

ming hole made a fine
was good lighting on

reel.

swimThere

the water
through the overhanging branches. It
neverthestudy,
but,
art
really was an
it was just a shot without beginning or end until the cinemaker had
an inspiration. The reel now ends
with one of the boys coming down the
road in a skirt of branches. In one
hand he holds his complete wardrobe
of trousers and shirt, the arms and

less,

The single word
"Chawed", conveys

legs tightly knotted.

of the sub-title.
iContiniu'd

iin

page 1221
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was just thirty five years
ago on February -ith. 1894.

matographe" he has reaped
nothing personally. Failing,
until too late, to protect his
invention with patents, he
has for thirty-five years

It

that the first motion picture
was projected on a screen.
On that day the motion picture theatre u-as really horn.
On that day the eventual
possession of an amateur

watched his basic methods
employed in the projectors
which have made millions
for others. Today he lies in
his bed slowly coni'alescing
from a recent paralytic

motion picture equipment
by every home in the United

was

States

stroke.

The

forecast.

man who achieved

this mir-

MoNiE Makers and a host

acle, which Edison was said
to haz'e declared impossible,

of other friends of this "old
soldier of the movies" wish
him a speedy recovery.
ore honored in joining with
them in hailing him on this

was Jean A LeRoy.
But this anniversary

We

.

not
a happy one for that pioneer.
From the epochal day in
Riley's Optical .Shop on
Beekman Street.
York,
when he first rei'ealed to the
is

anniversary. May he have
happier years ahead of him,
and may the great industry
which owes so much to him
fittingly recognize its debt!

'

Sew

world

his

motion pictures, as in still work,
it is essential to expose for the
shadows in the subject being pho-

IN

change

ROY

source, whether in back of the lens, at

E.xposurc

tographed.

]L.\S A. LE

"Marvelous Cine-

It is

also true that with a

in the position

of the light

source the exposure should be
changed. A good plan to follow is to
double the exposure when working
at right angles to the light source and
to increase the exposure four times
when working against the light. Here
are given ten brief rules to bear in
mind when considering the exposure

right angles to

or in front of

it

flective qualitv

it:

re-

of the values in the

Increase the exposure when using
The, deeper the color of the
the more the exposure.
The red \ filter calls for an increase in exposure of from eight to

filters.
filter,

subject whether white, gray, black or
color;
distance of object photographed, whether closeup. medium or
long shot: the time of dav in exterior

fourteen times
film is used.

work: type of emulsion used, whether
ordinary or panchromatic, reversible

Choosing Lenses

when panchromatic

MANY questions have come

or negative film.

to this

department lately concerning
the tvpe and number of lenses an amateur should have in a well equipped
lens kit. ViTiile this

is

a diflBcuIt ques-

answer in a general way, because often what is one man's meat is

problem

tion to

Generally speaking, there is no one,
"correct"' exposure for every
scene photographed. The exposure is
governed to a certain extent by the refixed

sults desired.

Experience

is

the best guide for

good exposure. Study light conditions, even when your camera is
tucked awav safelv at home. If vou
have an exposure meter you should
have one if you have a camera carry
it with you always. First calculate the
exposure with vour eve and tlien check
(

\

Don't let the preceding paragraph
scare you! After a little experience,
recognition of these factors will be
taken care of sub-consciously.
Classify your subjects, according to
distance, into: long shots, medium
shots and close-ups. Subjects in each
of these groups take the same general
exposure, all other factors being considered.

Dont over-expose reversible film.
Over-exposure with this type of film
gives a weak, washed-out screen pic-

another's poison, certain suggestions

can be given that should help in choosing the necessary lenses.

The

writer is fixed firmly in the be-

everv amateur should have a
one inch. / 3.5 lens for all around
work. This lens includes an angle of
lief that

twents- seven or t^ventv eight degrees

mm. film, which is about the
same angle of view as the eye s. This
lens is fast enough for all ordinary
purposes and can be stopped down to
on 16

-he d'd^t

I^TlOyv

ture.
Vi hen using negative film, and vou
are in doubt about the exposure, always over-expose.

Do
up with

tlie

tice in this

meter.

A few weeks" prac-

manner

will

do wonders

forget that

the

different

makes of amateur cameras have

dif-

ferent shutter speeds, as follows: Fil-

mo. one twentv-seventh of a second:

for you.

The following

not

factors should

be

taken into consideration when calculating the exposure for a scene:
strength of light source, whether intense, bright, or dull: position of light

Cine-Kodak, one thirtv-second of a
second: De\ rv Automatic, one fortyeighth of a second \ ictor. one twenty-eighth of a second. This must be
recalled when calculating exposure.
:

\oai^
which is not possible with all
other lenses of different speeds.
The / 1.5 lens, as well as the / 1.8,
i 1.9. t 2 and / 2.. are very valuable,
especiallv to the amateur, for. unlike
the professional, the amateur cannot
wait until the light is right to get his
^Continued on page 120
/ 16,
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PHOTOPLAYFARE
Is

History Art?
has

ITthis

Reviews for the Cintelligenzia

long been the opinion

reviewer

of

he taken

Lenin looks like a nervous
who has lost a client's
His
vest and is trying to locate it.
actions bear out this simile. Several
other inexplicable persons kill or get
killed.
A mob of Carrie Nations
wreck the Tsar's wine vaults, and
nobody appears to get even mildly
Bridges are raised and
inebriated.
lowered for the reason, probably,
that one gets excellent camera angles
from the process. It is so impres-

and there a

ion

much

is

pants-presser

here
This opin-

in tabloid doses,

a little

little.

reinforced after seeing

M. Eisenstein's "Ten Days That
Shook the World."
Mr. Eisenstein, director of "Potemkin" and one of the greatest of the
modern Russian film makers, eviS.

dently

his

likes

Carlyle

in

heroic

quantities because he has produced

although

Soviet rise to

uses

the

theme

in-

Eisenstein

power

as a

CINEMATIC SYMBOLISM

stead of the earlier French parallel.

This is done with an amazing understanding of the possibilities of the
motion picture as an independent art
form. One could not ask for a more
admirable use of cinematics.
The
audience cannot help being conscious of a

new type

of art

and of

getting a most specific and definite

Destruction of this Statue of a Czar Reprethe End of the Old RuMia in Ten Da>i

.«:nt5

thol Shool; the

World.

lies when it is presented through film
than when it is presented through
type on the printed page. It must be
taken in relays.
This new type of

motion picture, this historical essay
done abstractly and impressionistically has its audience steam-rolled

reaction that is not to be confused
with that to be had from watching
any other artistic manifestation. For
its technical
excellence Mr. Eisetistein's film ranks among the great
products of the cinema.
"Ten Days" should serve, however, as a warning to all future producers.
History in the abstract is

desire to
keep the threads disentangled. The

no more endurable

whole production

in

vast

quanti-

it

is

higgledy-pig-

Yet enough titles are present to keep the audience orientated,
if there is any reason for caring a
soviet ruble's worth whether one is
gledy.

lent

tion,

that

sionistic

"Ten Days"

a cinematic equivaof the great sage of Chelsea's
impressionistic critique of revoluin

it

vincing.

"French Revolution" should, like
quinine, moral philosophy and cocktails,

personality.

vital

through

Carlyle's

that

who

acquires any
Kerensky moves
unexplained and uncon-

a single character

after

the

cline

to

first

be

half-hour.

concerned

\^'e

with

de-

which

side of the revolution the Battalion
of Death may be on or whether the

interminable talk fest
or

contra.

We

have
is

is

pro-Soviel

lost

unenlivened

1)\

orientated or not.
Mr. Eisenstein

knows

his

tech-

he can get a positive obabstractions under dramatic control or he can endow these
abstractions with some of the real
warmth of human emotion he will
nique.

If

session

for

be able eventually to produce films
of qualitv equal to those of competent

American

directors.

His tech-

and unimpeachable.
Let him get down to solid ground
with his dramatics and we shall list
him among the great.
nique

is

finished

Pathe Review
T TNDER the very

intelligent guid-

*-^ ance of Terry Ramsaye, the Paliie Review has become a veritable sur(Conrinued on page

12.5
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Closeup
Versus

because of

tirely

who

Others
that

see

alone

it

is

present abuses.

its

advantages believe

its

truly cinematic.

It

will be interesting to see the reactions

of both when the new French film
using three screens for three different
And which
angles, is presented.
side will the stage purist take?

While

Pliologrjph by Uja

CLOSEUP— EMIL JANNINGS
From Variety

THIRTY-TWO years ago

a close-

Because of the screen's very history

up inspired the following note
in a newspaper:
"This may

the long-shot (varying with the spec-

capture the fancy of the lascivious,
but it is actually repulsive to the
clean of mind. I am sure that young
ladies * » * and all careful parents
must prefer not to have this scene

produced any more."
The young ladies in question had
seen long shots of everything from
prize fights to "passion dances" without shocking their maidenly modesty,

when

this first close-up of an innocent kiss started the movement for
censorship.
But the reformers were
quicker to recognize power than the
producers.
It was not until almost
twelve years later that D. W. Griffith

began

to use the close-up as an addi-

tion to the photoplay.

Much

of the

success of his early efforts, and the
consequent recognition of his power,

came from

this

seemingly simple

dis-

covery.

What seems plain enough to us
now was in reality the first technical
move from photoplay to cinema. This
new

art, whelped by stereoptican out
of a protesting and insulted stage,
had married the "fotegraph" album.

nized;

is

it

this is

is

it

lation to

inevitable because of the

alone.

it

will

It

be useful to start with a
test such as, that which we

fixed focus of the parent, peephole,

pragmatic

Therefore discussion has centered about the closeup, which has no
stage analogy.
"The "Aesthetic Protective Society of the Drama" has grown bitter
over faces ten feet across, and retired
in high dudgeon to ecstaticize over
actors whose subtlest reactions have
never even been seen. Any argument

remember best is most cinematic.
But we must allow for novelty of
content and the point of intellect-

stage.

is

met by the caustic inquiry, "What

*
use are cinema faces anyway* *
even magnified?"
is

It

somewhat

indicative

of

the

imaginations of these stage devotees
that the comic has been the first
screen contribution they have recognized.
Prejudice is hard to hold
against laughter.
Also the jump

from the stage was less great, as
much comedy is presented in medium
long shots. Here they have not objected to a few close-ups, even when
they were used only to carry "wisecracking"
subtitles.
They have
called the titles out of place.
The question of whether these are

There was dynamite in the union.
Everyone saw an advantage for his

cinematic

or her craft in the new genre.
Scenario writers discovered that the individual character could speak. The
star not only satisfied her vanity, but
found that it was good business to
impress her features in gargantuan
proportions on the gaping public.
Only the director used it as an improvement; he projected epics two
reels in length, and prophesied them
even longer.

serious

90

has always been recog-

tator's seat)

an interesting experiunlikely that it will ever
come into general use. The single
frame is probably here to stay, and
we may examine the relative merits
of the close-up and long-shot in rement,

much
them.

is

a

criticism
efforts

Thus we

study in itself, but
of the close-up in
is

probably due

to

see a large face with

the lips moving, a subtitle telling us
an important part of the plot, and

then criticize the position of the camera because what it took was interesting only as a connecting link.
It is

ma

this ability to

change the

cine-

into the photoplay that has caused

much

of the purist's dislike of the
These condemn its use enclose-up.

ual or emotional development in the
picture at which the scene comes.
Thus we will remember the boxing
dogs of the news-reel, or the winning

punch

feature,

the

of

tion.

more than a
Both show the

would

like to see

neither

neither is

it

it

more

although

picture in moaction as we

is

in

life,

but in

thrilling because

some cinematic quality of presen-

of

tation.
is

It

the

close-up

that

is

first

thought of in this connection. It can
give us intimate views, impossible in
real life, and only referred to on the
Thus Lady Macbeth's (Act
stage.
II,

Scene 2)

"Go

"And wash

this

get

some water

filthy witness

from

your hand,"
translates cinematically into a basin

of water, slowly coloring from bloodstained hands (Jannings in Variety).
The description of the witches' brew
can stand little comparison with the

close-up of the meat crawling with
maggots in the original version of
Potemkin. Both gain by showing us
what is to arouse our emotions, rather

than talking about

A

still

picture,

it.

or

painting,

can

present any particular moment. But
in each case there originally was mothe water colors slowly, the
tion
maggots crawl. What the painting
gains from the stage in intimacy is

—

O %' I = »;**:«»

Ill

Long
By

F.

Shot

W. Hubbard

It is
through lack of motion.
only in a moving picture that we see
both the selection of detail and the

lost

motion which gives life. The closeup combines for us the advantages
of a rake's seat on the Elizabethan
stage and a cheap seat in a picture
palace.

The camera

is

also unique in char-

acter delineation.

of a close-up may be as important as
the facial action, and a well-chosen
bit of business can key the whole plot.
The change of light source from on a
level with the face to

below

(Men-

it

jou in Sorrows of Satan) is a cinematic revelation of character. The
torture of an insect, in a recent photoplay, foreshadows the plot.

With

this field all to

itself,

it

is

not surprising that the close-up has
attracted so

much

so

many needs

to

any

interest.

that

it

is

It

fills

a challenge

theorist.

But, although less startling, the
longer shots have much that is cineThe stage offers a fixed mematic.
dium shot for the front row, and a
fixed long shot for the last.

A

drama-

should we say cinematic?)
contrast between even these two cannot be secured in the theatre and the
close-up and very long shot are impossible. We have seen that the first
Is the second of equal
is important.
If it is, we will find scenes
value?
been presented in no
have
that could
other way.
Chaplin ends most of his pictures
with a long, long shot, in which the
camera irises down as he disappears
tic

(or

We

remember this
into the distance.
vividly, and the critics have found
in it the summation of his characterizations,

"a pathetic little figure."
a scene which only the camera

This is
can give. In Beau Geste, Digby staggers off into the desert to sacrifice for
This is a scene which,
his brother.
moving at any time, has more value
because of the cinematic quality of
Both of these scenes are
the shot.
possible only to the screen, and are

ones which could sum up
the emotion which has gone before
the only

and add

to

it.

Phulugraph bv United

Divorced

entirely

An

LONGSHOT—CHARLES CHAPLIN

Here the lighting

their emotional or intellectual
position in the story, they carry the
thought perfectly.
If we can find scenes of cinematic
excellence in both the long-shot and
the close-up, it is obvious that neither

from

is

good nor bad. What,
must we look for in choosing or

intrinsically

then,

In each
a given scene?
above examples the picture
carries an emotional content appropriate to that part of the story which
it occupies, and powerful enough to
be remembered. This was because the
camera took in significant detail, and
criticizing

of the

In this we
detail only.
find the key to the choice of all our
shots. Taking advantage of the mo-

significant

bility of the camera and its ability
to overcome time and space, we may
bring together within the frame of
the screen all those objects and events

the

sum

total

than a strong one.

another limiting facThis is
composition, a factor that has received too little cinematic interest.
Often without our recognition, it
adds much to the effectiveness of a
scene or the importance of one of its
Whatever is in motion, or
parts.
whatever is brightest, attracts our at-

There

is still

tor in the choice of shots.

tention.

Except for

eras are

set

take a

up as

picture.

still

this,
if

most cam-

they were to

Little

advantage

taken of the ability to suddenly
flatten or bring into relief a whole
Only
scene, or certain parts of it.
is

a few experiments have been made
on the effect of moving patterns, as
in the dance or pantomime, although
these must have a relationship to the
cinema which will some day be used.

When

they are, the size of the figures
will
is, the choice of the shot
have a still more important part to

—

representation of
them) necessary to give the full
meaning to the particular part of the

—

story treated.

The problem of long-shot vs.
Both are cineclose-up is involved.
matic, but the choice involves not
only what we photograph but its size
and movements within the frame.
Both bring something to the screen

(or

a

symbolic

emotional content cannot
govern our choice entirely, however.
The story must be carried forward between climaxes. Here there is danger
of increasing the emotion in one

High

scene beyond the ability of the
others to sustain it. Thus the closeup of a gun near a character too long
before he uses it will give us a sense
of

ensuing
The interest has been too
aroused by the method of

disappointment

scenes.

sharply

presentation.
gun-rack, with

in

the

still

this case a

prepare for

its

use.

is found in no other medium,
and each supplements the other.
Those who wish to do away with either

that

will find that their pictures lack something which only that device can
give.

We

In
to

experiment

shot of a
some interesting action
before it, would not

weak scene adds more

play.

have looked into some of the
this, and found a few of
the rules governing the choice. The
many other determining factors must
be found and valued by thought and

A medium

taking place
overly arouse our expectations and

would

that

reasons for

—some time

in the future.
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FILM -FLAM
It

May Be Worse

NOW

jected at

"Olga Bustup

may

that talkies

home it

be pro-

will probably

not be long before they can
also be made there. When this occurs
imagine the director's chagrin should
the synchronization machinery go
awry in a reel of talking family portraits! Father, magnificent in the gestures appropriate to Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, might then be heard to
emit nothing but the caterwauls of
Cousin Ecca's two month old twins.
The twins, in turn, would indeed appear changelings if they were heard
to bark in the chorus properly assigned to Major Spangle's beagles.
Brother Joe, cheer leader for the high

sitting in a

is

poor

hut moaning and noisily drinking her
vodka. Her son, Petroff, is absently
eating caviare nearby. Petroff groans:

The Little Brother
Are

We

is

Dying.

Why

Here?

'"Close-up, taken through the bars,

of the Little Brother (a

man

of about

six-foot-six) lying in the next

room.

husband clad in a fui
sjambok embioideied with «teppes
He produces a knout from his hip
"Enter

football squad, might demonstrate his acrobatic technique to the
verbal accompaniment of Aunt Effie s
lilting voice inviting all of the "girls"

school

the

to join

Sewing
the

Young

Circle.

family

Ladies' Sodality

And, should Ephraim,
conclude

tomcat,

this

melange with the carefully worded
of the director himself,
glorifying the home talkie, then, indeed, would insult be added to injury.

epilogue

Comedy

a la Russe

pocket, and moodily beats Olga. Pet-

"Petroff collapses with his face in
the caviare. He moans through the
caviare (this requires careful direc-

roff groans:

tion

THE

present popularity of photoplays with a Russian locale (not

mention atmosphere, caviare, cinematic technique and vodka) has inspired the following contribution to
Muscovite film literature by Amateur
Films, official publication of the Amateur Cinematographers Association of
England.
to

The Little Brother
Are

We

is

Dying.

—nothing

will

go

Ig

Woff Are Guggug Spludge?

sullenly pushes his
wife into the stove. Close-up of stove
insides taken down the stove-pipe. The

out

:

Duffing.

Here?

"The husband

fire is

)

The Woff Woff Browoffer

Why

"The husband goes
room, strangles the

into the next

Little Brother,

and

shoots himself.

right.

"Petroff sullenly opens the outside

door and

in

lets

a pack of wolves.

Petroff groans:

The Little Brother
Are

We

is

Dead.

Why

Here?

"The wolves wonder the same thing
and quickly rectify the mistake."

Babble
*"

I

'HE

vs.

Babel

residents

of

International

House, Columbia University dormitory for foreign students, are reported to have decided recently to produce amateur movies. It is also rumored that a near riot was engendered
by the suggestion of making a talkie.
Confusion, not unlike that at the Tower of Babel, was said to have burst
forth, each student arguing for the
/*#*»^^

-put in both projectors, the splicer, "stands, rewinds, color films, the
latest releases, screens, filters

but what

clothes, sir?"

of

it

was decided

silent screen.

clothes?"
92

bo.x

use of his native tongue. Since none
was an advocate of Esperanto a peaceful program was only arranged when

^

to limit activities to the
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CRITICAL FOCUSING
Technical Reviews

Only

to

Aid

the

Amateur

Me

Often, the banknote

Educational
Henry W. George
Directed by
Photographed by. .Jay Turner, A.S.C.
Idea: A carnival of fun for amateurs
with a bent for character makeups and
some ability at mimicry is suggested

by

this

Lupino Lane Comedy. As

in-

ferred by the title. Lane is the entire
cast of the photoplay, assuming twen-

GRANDEUR— The

BRUTALITY—

Prima Donna.

Masks

of the Devil
Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer

represents a spectator in a box, and
then the various characters who appear on the stage, ranging from premier danseuse to Simon Legree, char-

and of both

Directed by
Photographed by

ventionally expresses. In these cases
the camera becomes the all-seeing eye
of a narrator who penetrates the
of the characters as well as

technique used is as follows: first, a
shot or semi-closeup of two
characters in conversation, then a
closeup of the face of one of them

medium

which dissolves into a scene showing
as he really feels. This
scene then dissolves back to a semicloseup of the two characters talking
together, though these sequences, fitting in smoothly, do not letard the
story's development. This idea represents one of the camera's wide possibilities and is open to extensive ama-

him reacting

Fox EUROPA

The

Idea:

Berthold \
/ / // /

r

ierte!

Baverskv

The camera follows

the

vicissitudes of fortune of a banknote

with glimpses of all who come in conwith it. Out of the pattern of life
that is thus revealed, a well connected
plot is developed in which the banknote figures sometimes as a motivation
and sometimes simplv as a witness.
tact

minds
shows

their surface reactions. In this case the

Uneasy Money

Photographed by

Victor Seastrom

Oliver Marsh, A.S.C.
Cinematics: In several instances, the
camera is used to depict a character's
inner thought or impulse in addition
to the outward action which he con-

sexes.

Sometimes, in fact, he plays several
characters at once in the same scene,
this being accomplished by double or
multiple exposures, but this is a feature which the amateur could easily
omit without loss to the original concept. Some of the various characters
depicted by Lane, all so obviously
sketched as to assure the audience that
it is still he, are illustrated on this
page. Many different interpretations
of this idea will suggest themselves to
clever amateurs.

Directed bv

inactive for a

teresting possibilities.

ty-four different parts in unfolding its
action. Coming to a theatre he first

acters of all ages

is

time in a vault while the story of the
human emotions that it has aroused is
unfolded. This idea is capable of simple or elaborate treatment by the amateur who might follow the fortunes
of any inanimate object with his camera and weave into his film a brief or
complicated plot capable of many in-

teur

Phologjaphi by Educational.

INNOCENCE— The

Old Fashioned

Girl.

SCENES FROM A ONE-MAN SHOW
Lupino Lane

He

in a

Plays in Only
Idea for

Few of the Twenty
Me, Which Sugges
Amateur Adaptioi

Part!

experimentation:

a

short

film

might be produced using this method
throughout, giving the audience both
the character's actions and his thought
processes.
93
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Andante

—

heel almost comof child's shoe
pletely nailed. (Dissolve.)
Scene 15 Interior shoemaker's shop;
close-up of clock pendulum swinging rhythmically. {Dissolve.)
Scene 16-^Interior shoemaker's shop;

MUSICAL SHOES
A

—

Scenario for Synchronization

close-up of cobbler's hand pulling
electric switch. [Dissolve.)

By Leonard Hacker

Scene 17

THE

following scenario is a musical movie.
A musical movie
is
one that so successfully
combines music with films that every

nuance of movement
has

in

the picture

counterpart in the notes of
the music score.
This s)Tichronization of motion pictures with music
has only recently been given serious
Even the best proconsideration.
fessional films are not perfectly
timed, because they are not conits

structed

to

match a special music

score.
It is evident that the best motion
pictures of the future will be those
whose scenarios and music score are
expressly written for each other, each
remaining a complete unit in itself.
This means that the musical movie
must be a cinematic design, a thing

close-up of cobbler's hand examining heavy pair of shoes: he marks
large crosses on soles and heels
Dissolve,
with piece of chalk.

Scene 4

—

—

—

close-up of clock pendulum swing{Dissolve.)
ing rhvthmically.
Scene 7 Interior shoemaker's shop:

—

close-up of cobbler s hands as he
shapes large piece of leather with
knife. {Dissolve.)

—

a full-length musical movie
when the subject
been
scarcely
have
possibilities

Scene 9

make

touched UDon. The future will, no
doubt, bring many variations in the
methods of synchronizing the music
with the film. It will be found that
the simple things, usually unobserved by the average person, offer
the greatest charm for musical movies.

THE CAST
Jan Cobbler

One
One
One

pair workman's clogs
pair ladies' pumps
pair children's shoes

—Exterior

shoemaker's shop
{iris in) : close-up of boot shaped
Dissign swaying in the wind.

Scene

1

1

solve.)

—-Interior

shoemaker's shop:
close-up of clock pendulum swing-

Scene 2

ing rhythmically. {Dissolve.)
Scene 3 Interior shoemaker's shop:

—

Interior shoemaker's shop:

close-up of cobbler's hand examining pair of children's shoes as
he marks crosses on soles and heels
with piece of chalk. [Dissolve.)
Scene 6 Interior shoemaker's shop;

Scene 8

at the present time,

i

close-up of cobblers hands examining pair of ladies" pumps as he
marks crosses on soles and heels
with piece of chalk. [Dissolve.)
Scene 5 Interior shoemaker's shop;

of continuous motion, blending and
contrasting various themes and motifs of different tempos, all mounting to a crescendo or climax. It is.
of course, an extremely difficult task
to

{

Interior shoemaker's shop:

close-up of cobbler's hands guiding heavy shoe under needle of
sewing machine as it stitches the
{Dissolve.)
sole.

—

Interior shoemaker's shop;

close-up of cobbler's hands guiding lady's pump under needle of
sewing machine half of sole alreadv sewn. (Dissolve.)

—

—

Scene 10

Interior shoemaker's shop:

close-up of cobbler's hands guiding child's shoe under needle of

sewing machine

—

sole almost

com-

—

— Interior shoemaker's shop;

Scene 1&

close-up of cobbler's hands leveling heel of workman's shoe on
small revolving wheel. (Dissolve.)

—

Scene 19

—

Scene 20

—

Scene 21

Scene 22

—

Interior shoemaker's shop;

(

—

close-up of cobbler's hands rh^'thmically hammering nails into heel
half of it already
of ladies' pump
nailed. (Dissolve.)

—

—

Scene 14

Interior

shoemaker

s

shop

close-up of cobbler's hands rhvthniicallv hammering nails into heel

Interior shoemaker's shop;

close-up of lady's feet on pedestals as cobbler's hands vigorously
polish shoes with cloth. (Disolve.)

Scene 23

—

Interior shoemaker's shop;

close-up of child's feet on pedestals as cobbler's hands vigorously
(Dispolish shoes with cloth.
solve.)

—Exterior—

Scene 24

street;

close-up

of workman's feet w-alking with
heavy tread toward camera as
camera trucks back. (Dissolve.)
Scene 25 Exterior street: close-up

—

—

of lady's feet treading daintily as
camera follows her. (Dissolve.)

Scene 27

—

Interior shoemaker's shop;

close-up of workman's feet on
pedestals as cobbler's hands vigorously polish shoes with heavy
brush. (Dissolve.)

Scene 12

close-up of cobbler's hands rhythmically hammering nails into heel
Dissolve.
of workman's shoe.
Scene 13 Interior shoemaker's shop:

Interior shoemaker's shop;

close-up of cobbler's hands polishing child's shoe on large revolving brush. (Dissolve.)

Scene 26

—

Interior shoemaker's shop;

close-up of cobbler's hands smoothing edge of sole of ladies' pump on
larger revolving wheel. {Dissolve.)

(Dissolve.)
Scene 11 Interior shoemaker's shop:
close-up of clock pendulum swinging rhythmically. {Dissolve.)
pletely stitched.

Interior shoemaker's shop;

close-up of machine belt spinning
rapidly. {Dissolve.)

—Exterior—

street:

close-up

of child's feet skipping along as
camera follows behind them. {Dissolve.)

—

shoemakers shop;
pendulum swinging rhythmically: camera trucks
Interior

close-up of clock

back slowly, revealing Jan Cobbler
at his work-bench whistling as he
rhythmically hammers nail into
heel of shoe: paraphernalia all
about him (shoes, leather, tools,
he alternates with
nails,
etc.')
rhvthmic swing of pendulum as he
pounds nails. [Dissolve.)
:

(Continued on page 131)
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On

Boot-Shaped Sign Swinging In the Wind"

A Camera

Study by Patricia N.ivlan. Illustrating Musical Shoes
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FORENSIC FILMERS
TJje Cinematic

Adventures of the

World Tour Debaters
By

W.

E.

Hempstead,

Jr.

as on the quickest

Our

produced.
cursion

may

camera lens yet
pictures of this ex-

not do the scenery jus-

tice.

my

In Japan

colleagues were ar-

rested for still-photographing in fortified zones of Nagasaki near the In-

Under grueling examina-

land Sea.
tion

for

treated

W.

E.

HEMPSTEAD.

PIONEER

of
stuforefathers
dents in the State University of
Oregon pushed across the wide
western plains in the covered wagon
days of '49 and left their sons and
daughters the heritage of an instinctive desire to travel.
The last frontier reached, it seemed for a time as
if the
old watchword "Go West"'
must pass into oblivion. And then this
western university decided to send
three undergraduates, of whom I was
fortunately one, on the first debate
tour around the world, during which
we followed Horace Greeley's advice
and our grandparents' example to its
ultimate conclusion.

Going west

in this fashion

took us

which we talked
people and saw the

to strange lands in
to

stranger

strangest of sights.

The possibilities of this unique
forensic project were utilized to good
photographic advantage. A full debate schedule and a good deal of
special newspaper assignments were
already arranged. The motion picture was the only medium of persuasion of which we had not yet taken
account. Five days before departing
from San Francisco for Hawaii on
the

lap of the thirty-thousandmile journey we passed a kodak
store, noticed an amateur camera and
took another gamble. That speculation, like the speaking project, is paying big dividends.
first

Back in the United States, fulfilling contracts with American schools
after engagements abroad, we realize
that the six or eight reels of cine pic-

tures

we

took

had

enriched

our

experiences.
We have
equipment by presenting

travel

paid
illus-

trated talks to audiences en route

home.

and

We

have made our pics World Debate
Tour,
featuring
extremely
lucky
scenes, a big sideshow of the original
at

as

they

hours,

government

were

Eloquently pleading ignorance of regulations, which frequently bother the
picture-taker in the Island Empire,
they were released. Police searched
all baggage and examined every document in their possession, including

JR.

for

several

tures, entitled

spies.

letters from girl friends at home.
Cameras are usually confiscated as
penaltv for this offense. Sadder and

wiser

photographers,

my

friends

Oregon

forensic enterprise.

Unhampered by previous knowlfrom familiarity with still
cameras with which we were also
armed, we obtained unique pictures
under humorous, dramatic, and even
dangerous conditions.
These subedge, aside

jects included the world's largest extinct crater of Haleakala in the Ha-

waiian Islands: street scenes in fortified Japanese areas;
governmental
officials of Canton, China: a child
.struck by a train in Palestine and its
father's attack on the engineer with
a deadly dagger; children in upper
Egypt literally being eaten by flies:
a surreptitious shot of Mussolini as
he emerged, closely guarded, from
the Chamber of Deputies at Rome:
the funeral procession of Field MarSir Douglas Haig in London;
and a few incidental comic scenes
from Scotland. Ireland and way-

shal

points.

AT TUTS TOMB

Few people go to the trouble of
scaling Haleakala Crater on Maui in
the Hawaiian territory.
A long auto
journey must be followed by eight
miles of hazardous climbing on
horseback. Yet on the awe-inspiring
immensity of the crater's rim, ten
thousand feet high, those exquisite
views of sunset and sunrise above
fleecy clouds are as indelibly recorded on the retina of a human eye

Valley of the Kings of Thebc:

thanked the powers that be. as only
the films were confiscated, after they
had been developed and printed in
the

office

of

the

suspicious

magis-

Meanwhile, openly smiling at
their embarassing plight, I myself
was secretly uneasy because an hour
previously I had taken with the
trate.

I

/« 1^

E

RS

movie camera the very same scenes
for which ihey were apprehended.
Officials of the Canton Government
received us when we debated Canton
Christian College.

Due

political

to

having criticized
his policies, the Mayor himself could
not be present when this interesting
group posed for us. He had gone
hastily north to seek refuge in ShangIf anyone wants to study the
hai.
village life of chaotic China he need
only walk a few miles outside of
Canton to find scenes galore of "the
necessity, militarists

tourist paid the priest the five neces-

sary rupees and offered the first sacrifice.
One does not find such pictures in the west, crime-ridden though
the streets of some cities may be. In
editing the Indian scenes we deemed
it
psychologically advantageous to
precede such pictures as goat sacrifices and bathing in the sewers of the
Ganges with actual temples from
which emanate the superstitious dogmas which necessitate these primitive
practices.

To gain admittance to the fortysecond meeting of the Indian National Congress at Madras we fired a
fusilade of credential letters

from the

Commonwealth
Governor of the
and the President of the university,
and stretched our connections with
As press
American newspapers.
representatives we proceeded to interview Mahatma Ghandi in his temporary home. He was observing a
day of silence and could not speak
to us, so he wrote on a piece of
brown scratch paper. He did let us
into his room while he read an
English paper.
In the remote hope
that it would be successful, we filmed
the great Non-Cooperationist.
Because the room was exceedingly

come

sunny

the picture is fairly clear.
pictures
Well-lighted
interior
of
Japanese fencing and jiu jitsu in
Results
Tokio had also been taken.

were quite satisfactory.

CALLING FOR HELP
After the Debaters' Train
Little

,

Arab

Ran Over

was

a

Girl in Palestine.

farmers for forty centuries," so filthy
and dirty as to almost literally
poison the lens of the camera.
India

is

secure

Where we
pictures

of
art galleries such as the Vatican, or
structures such as St. Peter's Church
and the Palace of Versailles, the light
tried

undoubtedly the source of

more

interesting travel pictures than
can be found anywhere in the East.
By the time we reached this sunbaked continent we had acquired a
polished photographic technique, having learned by experience the effects

to

interior

either too dull or the

camera had

to be checked at the entrances in accordance with official regulations.
I used to ask myself, '"Do fairy

tales ever

come true?

"

"Do

primi-

Arabs really knife engineers
whose trains strike friends or relatives?"
Returning from Jerusalem
to Cairo I not only saw such a queer

tive

drama
ground.

enacted
1

but,

was able

being

to take

on the
adequate

of the thrilling show.
A
four-year-old Arab boy was struck by
our speeding train and injured fatally.
After cranking out group
scenes a sad but realistic portrait of
the unconscious youngster and trainmen phoning from the top of a tele-

pictures

—

phone pole

eral cars, to descend into a first class

Camera
down

coach.

the trigger

ten feet of

faithful

first

to the treasury of the temple.

In

ple

before

I

decided to

let

That picture was a

no country did we

more willing

to

find the peo-

be photographed

than in Italy.
A group of mothers
near Rome insisted upon having their
babies and themselves photographed.

They showed

great vivacity

and

I

was

glad to thus enliven the scenes of
Roman forums and aqueducts.
II Duce. Signori Benito Mussolini,
on the other hand, is extremely hard
to film.
Late in our stay in the Eternal Citv I was approaching the
Chamber of Deputies when I noticed
I.

effort

goat

Then

the killing process goes on all dav.
waited until a benevolent fellowI

held

I

Relieved, I tossed him a piastra and
hurried on.

Hindoo or benevo-

must offer the

position,

triumph, under the circumstances.
Among the temples, tombs, dams,
camels and pyramids of Egypt I
found a few scenes of human interest
such as fly-blown babies and street
scenes, for the taking of which "baksheesh" was not asked. The child did
open its mouth as if to speak the
familiar word, but his filthy little
brown face was literally covered with
flies
and he was only grimacing
slightly at a few of the insects which
insisted in crawling between his lips.

fully bleating kids.

Some

me

the curtain fall.

involved in getting pictures of the
performance. Hundreds of goats are
kept waiting in a market place for
slaughter on the temple altar. It is,
indeed, a lurid spectacle when the
unsympathetic executioner lets his
sharp sword sever the necks of piti-

lent tourist

in

as the farmer, knife

hand and black eyes gleaming
viciously, returned to accompany his
dying son, who was being carried to
home.
their
desert
village
The
would-be assassin approached within
still in

of various tropical climatic influences. In Calcutta the goat sacrifices
of Kali Temple, described by Katherine
Mayo in her vivid book.

Mother India, are worth any

—

I was almost paralyzed
with astonishment to see the enraged
father of the child run knife in hand
for the engine cab.
The innocent
engineer saved his life only by climbing to the top and running back sev-

TLA AT NAGPUR
Ihc Debaters Were Entertained By
Indian Political Leader.

Continued on page 1151
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GRAND

The

IDEA

In Which the Cinema Saves

a

Social Situation

By Monica A. Shenston

MY

head's no more use than a
golf ball or a toy balloon,"

lay

groaned Jeff dismally as he
on the davenport kicking his

heels.

"I know," wailed Doris, who was
crouched in an armchair, her elbows
digging into her knees and her chin
into her hands, "I can't raise a single

new

solitary
flicker

idea,

of one.

not a

It's

little

tiny

simply sicken-

ing."

"We've just got to think of something new!" And Jeff kicked a pillow
across the room and right into the
middle of Dad's old friend, Dana
Stoner, who was just coming in. Jeff

from

davenport with an
apology, but Stoner hit him in the
head with the same pillow and
fell

the

MARGE, HERSELF, COULD HARDLY
FOR EXCITEMENT"

girl

who

New York? And

lives in

don't even try she'll think we're
just sick, and all our bunch think
they're going to be invited to a regu-

laughed.

lar riot,

"Your father invited me to spend a
couple of months here resting, but I
might as well be shooting lions and
tigers in Central Africa as herding
with you kids," he exclaimed. Doris
giggled, drew him into the corner of
the davenport, and draped herself
across his lanky knees. Of course,
she was fourteen, and in high school,
but it was all right when it was only
Uncle Dana. He never made silly
remarks or pretended she was a baby.
She and Jeff cast a delighted glance
at each other as Uncle Dana spoke.
They thrilled every time he used the
word, "shooting," because everybody
misunderstood it the first time. What

just awful, because

Uncle Dana had really done was to
spend three years in the jungle hunting wild animals with a motion picture camera, and "shooting" sounded
too
gorgeously
professional
for
words.

"Anyway, Nubbins, what's on your
mind? It seems to me that the two
of you can think of something new
every five minutes of the day."
Doris burst into explanations.

if

we

and honest, Uncle Dana,

we

it's

can't think of

the

lot

when shooting

is

pleted.

a thing."

Uncle Dana roared with laughter
He
Doris stopped for breath.
looked from Doris's pitiful expres-

as

sion to Jeff's desperate countenance.
Then he fixed his eyes for a few mo-

ments on a far-away tree just visible
through the window, and the two
youngsters knew he was thinking
hard.
They held their breath, and
When
Jeff leaned forward eagerly.
Uncle Dana smiled to himself they
not
say a
exploded,
but
dared
nearly
word. When he drew back his gaze
to their plane with a grin Doris threw
her arms wildly around his neck.
"You've thought of something!"
"Tell us
they shrieked in unison.
quick. Uncle Dana! You've thought
of something just grand!"
Uncle Dana told them. It was just
too paralyzing for words!
A few days later the friends of the
young Larrabees received invitations

them into hysterics of
and delight. They read

that sent
riosity

on
com-

will be served free of charge

cu-

follows:

as

Doris and Jeff were immediately

swamped with wild

requests for more
information, but they were deaf as
posts, silent as the grave. Only their
two bosom friends were admitted into
the plot, and the four of them, with
Uncle Dana, worked day and night
for two weeks in preparation of the
great event.

For Uncle Dana was going to diand shoot a two-reel comedy!
reels of course, of one
hundred feet each. He and the kids
spent a Saturday and Sunday comrect

Two amateur

posing the story. They described the
best probable actors in their crowd,
their appearance, mannerisms, abilities,

and Uncle Dana

his plot.

fitted them into
They decided on a story

of magic in order to bring in all
kinds of absurdities and justify the
use of very simple comic and decorative sets.
All of these sets there
were only six were composed of
one or two lengths of beaverboard,
reaching to the ceiling and flanked

—

—

"You see. Uncle Dana, it's this
way.
Marge Kennedy, who's our
cousin, and who lives in New York,

You are hereby notified to report ready for work at the studio

by straight hanging curtains. Jeff's
chum, Norman, was a corker at wav-

Mammoth Mo-

coming here soon for a visit, and
she's had the dandiest kind of parties
when we've been to see her, and now
we've got to think of something new
and exciting, and how in the world
are we going to throw any kind of

tion

scribed on the reverse of this no-

ing about at arm's length a flat
camel's hair brush about an inch and
a half wide and three inches long,
dipped in very thin automobile paint,
and making perfectly fascinating

tice.

scrolls

a party that won't be just pitiful to a

allowed for overtime.

is

98

of the Larrabee

Corporation,

Picture

Wilmore Avenue. January
at

8

p.

m., in

Note: No

261
15th,

the costume de-

extra pay will be

Dinner

and

pillars

and smoke and

ghostly effects in different shades of
gray as well as in black and white.

!•

O

They

-»'

E

» A K. E K «

built a

good solid rack

to

hold

the board upright without showing
from the front except a little at each
side, where the curtains could hide

Changing sets would thus mean
no more than setting up a new beaver board in the rack and pushing
about some of tlie grotesque furniture they concocted from Idoxcs and
Some of this was painted
barrels.
with the same thin paint, and some
of it was draped. Doris and Georgia
had the time of their lives making
dizzy decorations for the curtains and
it.

pillows.

The two boys hung around in awe
Dana set up his tripod and

So when Marge came all the preliminaries were completed, and even
she was kept entirely in the dark
about the nature of the

The
guests

affair.

The
came simply rampageous with
night

great

Some

arrived.

them actually tliought
was a hoax,
and wore something else, so that they
had to be sent flying home to find
something that would do. A few of

glee.

of

the costume specification

older

the

members

of the families

were invited to sit on the side lines
with Mr. and Mrs. Larrabee, who
had been intensely fascinated by all
the preparations.

begin going throught the motions
same day, was too utterly devasAnd it was no use pretendtating.
ing that it was a little no-account

to

the

movie,

eitlier.

Not

to

Marge! Hadn't

name appeared time
and time again in newspapers and
magazines and newsreels as one of
the world's most famous explorers?
Wasn't this picture going to be shown
Marge
on their very own screen?
was so weak with joy that Uncle
Dana had to scare the life out of her
before she came down to earth and
got to work.
Dana

Stoner's

Uncle Dana's elaborate planning,
absolute

his

camera, tried out lighting schemes,
measured and focused and made
He was planning every move
tests.

any of the actors thought for a
short moment that the movie stuff
was merely going to be a farce, they
were quickly disillusioned, for Uncle

of the actors and the camera before-

Dana

hand, making the four youngsters go
through every part, so he would get
every detail correct the first time on
the crucial night, and have nothing
to bother him but the behavior of
amateurs themselves.
excited
the
Georgia, with her fluffy curls, posed
for some of the girls. Marge, with

serious to mean anything but business to those to whom it was ad-

Scene after
ment, brought results.
scene was rehearsed not more than
twice and then the shout of "Camera!"
moved them all in their proper time.
Of course they looked into the camera, and of course they walked out

as Uncle

her

straight

dark hair, for others.

was trained as chief electrician,
and felt immeasurably superior to
any mere actor. Norman was assistant director, and lay rehearsing every
motion of every scene against the

Jeff

If

started in with a stern forcefulness that, while it was comic as
the impersonation of a rabid directorcameraman, was at the same time too

dressed.

part

his

An

easygoing demeanor on
wrecked the
for speed and accuracy

would have

whole affair,
were indispensable if the picture was
to be acceptable and the party a suc-

From the moment that Norheld up a slate with the words.
"Scene 1, Take 1," before the camera

set.

would only add

this

to the hilarity

So he
future presentation.
kept on grinding. He had never had
of

the

At midnight the last scene was
shot, and a weary but joyful gang
tramped down into the large, airy
basement, where a movie-lot cafeteria
was set up. They all took everything
in sight on their trays and sat down
with a sigh of relief on the long
plank benches to talk faster than they
ate, and to look each other over.
This was going to be a party worth
No wonder these
about!
telling
Larrabees kept their mouths so tight
Golly, what fun! Say, how
shut!
about doing this on our own, some
You can buy these little
time?
movie outfits, and Jack has a cousin
who owns one, and he says they work
We're all in the
just fine. Hurray!
movies now!

time

night, when he should have
Georgia
Doris and
asleep.

especially the few twelveUncle Dana knew that

set,

year-olds, but

more fun

she went on a

shut eyelids late at

of the

man

and Uncle Dana shot it, a perfectly
overwhelming order prevailed within,
well, anyway six feet of the outside
Beyond that, of
limits of the set.
course, merriment ran loose. But the
fact was that the whole bunch, young
and not so young, were too seriously
interested in every move to have any

of his

of where every light and
every piece of property and every
person should be at any given mo-

cess.

been
were
made responsible for the costumes,
to see that everyone arrived dressed
according to specifications, and still
remained that way every time he or

curtain

perfect continuity, his

certainty

left

for

much

fooling.

could hardly talk
for excitement. To have a star part
thrust on her. in a real movie, and

Marge

herself

in his life.

Marge wept tears of j oy as she told
Doris that nobody she knew in New
York would ever, ever have thought
Seven disof anything so original.
tinct and separate parents told Mr.
and Mrs. Larrabee that they had not
seen or scented the trace of a single
flask, and that there could certainly
not have been any private petting
parties going on with such a counter
attraction

as

the arc lights.

And

when Uncle Dana, who was receiving
thanks more heartfelt than had ever
announced
Stupendous One and Only
World Premiere would take place at
the Larrabee Theater at seven-thirty,
fallen to his lot before,
that the

HURRAY! WERE ALL IN THE
MOVIES NOW!"

following Saturday, the cheers
of principals, extras and spectators
alike made the old house quiver.

the
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AMATEUR CLUBS
News of Group Filming

Over To Films

THE

Neighborliood Players of
Providence. R. I., with several
produclegitimate
successful

Edited by Arthur L. Gale

tions already to their credit, are enter-

ing the amateur photoplay

Be Yourself which

lists

with

600

will run

feet

and

if

this first

movie

effort is

Be Yourself, a story

will be used.

Brentaigne

RECENTLY

organized,

the

Kino

Webb

School in
Claremont. Cal.. is already completing its first production, Fale. a 16 mm.
drama recording the tragic dissolution
of a young man's character. Outdoor
sets have been erected and the moving

Club

of

the

camera and other cinematic devices
used. Robert Bard, president and cameraman, writes that their use has been
both practical and effective. Other officers are: Alan Robertson, treasurer.
Scott Newhall, assistant cameraman.
Joe Root, continuity clerk and Tom
Phillips, business clerk.
'

These, with

Clara Kock, Anne Bard and George
Hirshbrunner, form the cast of the
first production.
100

Edgar Holden, III, and
assisted
by
Windust.

will direct the production.

men

will be:

Hodges,
A Movie Mai: ERS SCENARIO
fr om the Produiction of A Heldiip

Frum
A

Scene
Hi .IJ..P.

.

F.I

med by Shade.V Studios
the

fn.rn

Plot

PublJshed

of

Minnein

this

Minute

the

a recent meet-

Thomas Emory and Elmer Kincaid,

,,1„

Up to

at

Several sets will be erected and many
extras will be used for the opening
scenes. In some instances six cameras

in-

tended for summer production, will
be adapted to fit winter settings in
Providence. Three cameras will be
trained on the cast in their first work
with the new medium.

were made

ing of the Undergraduate Motion
LIniversity,
Pictures of Princeton
Princeton. N. J., for the production of
a 400 foot 16 mm. drama, under the
working title. Destiny. The picture will

hammed and, after this symbolical
introduction, will present a study of
various characters in intense conflict.

a success, the Players will concentrate their work on films. Other club
officers are: Mrs. Thomas R. Clayton,
vice-president, Arthur W. Slocomb,
secretary "and R. Lucian Appleby,
treasurer.

PLANS

open with scenes of the hegira of Mo-

16 mm. Many of the members are already amateur cameramen, it is reported by Marshall H. Cannell. president,

Large Canvas

Civic Plans
\ T the last meeting

^

of the Cleve-

land Amateur Movie Club, Cleve-

land, Ohio, plans for an unusual civic
film were discussed and passed on.
of this project has not

The nature

been announced but Cleveland amateurs promise a

new approach

to the

matter of cooperation of an amateur
movie club toward the progress of the

1600 feet of
16 mm. film taken in the West Indies
by Emory C. Hukill and camping
scenes shot by Joseph Ramsay were
screened. The club welcomes all Amateur Cinema League members as
guests when any are passing through

city

where

Cleveland.

it

is

located.

J.

J.

Camera-

V. D. Bucher, C. D.

M. Doubleday, John Wa-

terhouse and Henry Louderbough.
with A. H. Singer, Irving Perine and
C. B. Alexander as assistants. William
Colbron will supervise the production
of which Serge Korff will be technical

director

and E. M. Indahl chief

trician.

Among

elec-

the cast so far chosen

for Destiny are: Eric Barnouw, who
will play the lead, Beatrice Traendly,

who played the lead in the famous
And How. William Huff and John
Westwood. W. R. Frost, publicity secretary, writes that the club plans to

submit the film

to

Photoplay's con-

and that camera work will be
ished bv the first of March.
test

fin-

Another School

STUDENTS

of the Chevy Chase
High School. Bethseda. Md.. have
formed an amateur movie club under
the leadership of

W.

R. Gingell.

An

I

/%

HERS

experimental reel has been produced
and the club plans to begin serious
work wirii filming a story based on
college life. Mr. Gingell will be both

and cameraman of the
major production. Elmer Osmun
director

first

will

be assistant director, Betty Kelly, scenario editor, Ben Sullivan, assistant
cameraman and Jane Heineker, director of

Scores

KJARROJF PATHS,

production of
^ ^ Markard Pictures, met an enthusiastic reception when it was screened
for the Portland, Ore., Cine Club at its
last meeting.
This active amateur
group is planning its first photoplay
to run 400 feet 16 mm.

activity.

work on Judgment Fulone of the productions of

the Cumberland Amateur Motion Picture Club to be submitted to Photoplay^ s contest, has been completed and

the film

is

now being

edited.

work, a 16

To

Trajiic

the

mm.

Moment

in

'

I

The

Stanford Studios,

Fast Male. Feature of
Stanford, California.

be available in both 16 mm. and 35
widths. Camera platforms and
runways are now being built and
lighting effects arranged for the second contest production of the club, a
symbolic film study.

mm.

nique in photography, lighting and
direction was pointed out in an address. Motion Pictures, Past and Present, by R. H. Ray. while T. Glenn Harrison spoke on the artistic freedom of
the amateur producer pointing out

Lansdowne Amateur Movie

''HE

Club, Lansdowne, Pa., is holding
a scenario contest, open to high school
students, to secure material for its
first production, to be commenced the
latter part of this month. Robert Henderson is club president, William Lewars, vice-president, Marian Blew,
secretary and Francis Cochran, treasurer. Faculty advisors are Miss M.

VlcCullough and Mr. Ewan.

Mountain Film

Amateurs Analyze
/COMPARATIVE screenings of the
^^ professional movies of 1912 with
those of today were made for the
members of the Silver Screen Club of
St. Paul, Minn., at its last meeting.
The evolution of professional tech-

H. M. Nelson, secretary-treas-

Contest
PASSED UP

A

facil-

print has
been made which will be edited and
then used as a guide in editing the 35
mm. negative. The finished film will
itate this

Movie Makers. Dr. Gilbert J. Israel,
who is using his amateur camera in
making scientific films, was chosen

Glen Lyons, production director,
Lloyd Hammond, chairman of the
program committee and Mrs. Hughes,
publicity secretary. This new group
will include both programs for the
amateur cameraman and film story
production in its plans.

/^AMERA
filled,

partment for her efforts in behalf of
amateur organization in Philadelphia.
Mrs. Hughes has also written for

ident,

Entry Ready
^^^

be

urer.

Helen Price the faculty supervisor for

new school

will

this de-

president. Dr. C. Chandler, vice-pres-

wardrobe and makeup. Anna
is secretary and Miss

Moore Converse
this

Cinema League member who
remembered by the readers of

'T^HIS
AN AMATEUR STUIMO
How

the Flower City

Amateur Movie Club

of

Rochester, N. Y., Solved Its Interior Lighting
Problems Out of Doors in Filming Freshman
Days.

Detroit

A N

Group

enthusiastic group of Detroit,

Mich., active amateurs recently
perfected the Amateur Cinema Club
of Detroit under the leadership of
Mrs. Lucile K. Hughes, an Amateur

year's production plans for

the Satellites, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
include filming a tale of three young

people on a mountain climbing trip,
to be scenarized by Miss Lillian Belle
Sarney, this to be entered in Photoplay s contest if finished in time. Late

programs of this unit featured screenings of members' films with satires
on the presentations of metropolitan
theatres.

that

Rushes
A NOVEL

censorship.

duced by the Stanford Studios,
Stanford University, Palo Alto, Cal.,

good taste and common sense will
govern amateurs in their self-imposed

comedy

idea was intro-

[Continued an page 1181

ONE OF THOSE AWKWARD MOMENTS!
The

Fast

Mule which Recently Had

Its

Premiere

At Stanford Uni^

:nKa

O

lie* 19^9

%

KER«

be able to think in color, instead of

black and white, has added to amateur

new charm-the charm an artist must
feel when doing a particularly fine painting."
movies

a

-Excerpt from one of the innumerable
letters received

from Kodacolor

users.

See Kodacolor Demonstration
at

your Cine-Kodak Dealer's

Eastman Kodak Company
Cine- Kodak li.f.l.Q.
adapt Pfl for Kodacolor pictures.

Rochester, N. Y.

Kodasrope H. adapted
for Kodacolor
projection.

JFEBIKi;;%IK'*'
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A NOVEMBER SUNSET
Photographic Beauty as Recorded at Wolfeboro, N. H.

MOVIE

STILL,
A
is

with no

ITsatisfaction

I

have been

strictly

and accessories for
amateur cameraman. In

the
fact,

it can be said they are now of professional quality and excellent work-

manship throughout.

I

By A. H. Beardsley

believe that

it

first,

Editor of Photo-Era Magazine

graph or the radio. This might not
be so true were amateur motion-picture photography confined to making
the pictures only.

era.

In

fact,

often the

first step,

library

of

picture cameras will produce results
just as professional and satisfactory
as may be obtained with the equipment used by the motion-picture
studios and well known professional

humorous and

part,

it is

a difference in size of film, size of

manufacturers

same

skilled

there

is

today

workmanship

that

the

one

expects in truly professional equipment. There is, too, the same versatility in the matter of lenses, slow
motion, stop-motion, reverse, telephoto and other, heretofore, profes-

is

the supple-

the projector

safely stated that in skilled
hands the leading amateur motion-

camera and cost. There are amateur
cameras which use standard film and
cameras which use the 16 mm., or
amateur size, and other narrow films.
In all models and types as made by
the leading American and European

It

projector
mentary
motion-picture
which has aided and abetted the cam-

may be

cameraman. For the most

In the hurry to be among the
certain fundamentals are sometimes overlooked and the anticipated
success is not realized. This is reflected in the hurried discarding of

phy.

fol-

lowing the splendid progress
being made in amateur motion-picture photography. The last year has
seen a tremendous improvement in

cameras

BOTH?

Discussion of Photographic Relationship.

pleasure and

little

that

or

due

is

now

to the splendid

dramatic,

educational,

scientific film-subjects

which may be rented or purchased
for showing at home. It is usually

cameras in favor of the new
motion cameras by those who have
been successful amateur photographers. They seem to take the attitude
that it is a case of still or motion
photography instead of still and
motion photography. As things stand
to-day, neither branch of photography
can very well do without the other
and achieve complete photographic
still

By

mean

that neither
other can do.
Somewhere in portrait, scientific or
industrial photography either still or

success.

that

I

not very long after the acquisition of
a projector, however, that its owner
succumbs to the desire to make his
own movies, and then he becomes one
of scores of thousands of enthusiastic
amateur caineraman. Without a doubt,
the advent of the successful amateur
motion-picture camera and projector
is one of the greatest forward steps
that the art and science of photography has made since the production
of the motion-picture. There is every
reason to rejoice and to look into
the future with anticipation for still
more wonderful photographic pro-

branch can do

gress.

large users of the product supplied
with a good still camera.
Without in any way wishing to stay
the progress of amateur motion-pic-

Whenever
made in

a decided step in advance

all that the

motion photography will produce the
best results for the

work

to

be done.

In this progressive age, I would not
venture to predict that this will always be true. There may come a time

photography
motion-picture
do all that still photography
does, and more too; but for the present, at least, the two branches of
photography need each other for complete and adequate results. Books,
magazines and newspapers are still

when
will

sional features.

is

This remarkable showing has been
in so short a time that it seems
almost incredible. Yet. to-day. ama-

which spring up as the

ideas

ture photography or in any way to
imply that I am not for it, let me

motion-pictures are becoming
rapidly as popular as the phono-

and methods. This is true in the case
of amateur motion-picture photogra-

remind my readers that, after all. in
still photography lies the very found-

made
teur

104

the progress of any art

or science, there are often problems
result of the

upsetting

or

re-arranging

of

O

!M

E

'%'

I

/% 14

E

RS

ation of motion-picture photography.
To be sure, in technical and mechandetails

ical

there

a

is

pronounced

but basically the matter
of exposure, sensitive film, developer,
fixing and the careful composition
of the picture lies in still photography. For that reason the amateur
cameraman will do well to keep his
still camera or secure one and become
a master of it in connection with his
preliminary work with the motionpicture equipment. And when he is
master of his still camera he will the
more readily become a master of his
motion camera. There will be times
difference;

the still camera will meet a
need which, as yet, is not met by the
motion camera. Then, again, when
he is in search of a bit of a thrill and
wishes to record events and family
happenings in motion, his motion
camera will supply the effective
means. In this way, the amateur will
find the greatest satisfaction, and
photography will reveal itself to be
the great art and science which we

when

know it to be.
The present-day
picture as

shown

of

still

feature

motion-

at the best theaters

and technically. By means
photography the amateur

cameraman can study

this important
still or motion
can do so with

part of the artistry of

photography.

He

greater leisure, and at less expense.
he has acquired the ability to
compose his picture or scene with

When

consistent

good judgement and

taste,

then ready to depict a picture
and scene in motion. It is the attention to details which places the stamp
of superiority on the work of the professional cameraman. In many cases

he

it

is

is

a

Without a doubt, there are those

who have never used a still camera
and who have made excellent motionpictures without preliminary experience with even a small box-camera.
It is a parallel case to the man who
asserts that a thing cannot be done:
in the next instant some one
proves conclusively that it can be
done. I learned this lesson some years
ago when I very foolishly made the
statement that a vest-pocket camera
was not an ideal camera with which
to make speed-pictures. In no time at

and

into a photo-shop, purchase a motion
camera and, at once, produce wellcomposed pictures.
In still photography virtually the
entire success of a picture depends
upon the correct exposure for the

subject in hand.

can be obtained at less cost with a
camera than with a motion camera. Here again there are exceptions;
but in most cases I believe that a
person with a twelve exposure 31/4x

still

roll of film in a still camera or
with one of the single exposure cameras using standard movie film will
learn more about exposure in the
careful and more leisurely manipulation of the still camera than he
will by pressing a button and grinding out one hundred feet of motionpictures, granted that there are persons who will learn little, if any-

4Vi

thing, about exposure by either

to

ment or method which

believe, the best

being improved.

is

continually

Hence, although

I

sincerely believe that mastery of pictorial composition with a still camera
is the best way to make a success of it

with a motion camera, far be it from
me to say that a person cannot walk

THE BREAK IN THE CLOUD

former pictorial photographer

Caught With
Still

Catnei

true in the

the present, the necessary experience

ferable to a vest-pocket outfit for
speed-pictures; but never again will
venture a definite statement with
I
regard to any photographic equip-

—

is

of

thod.

I

This

motion photography. The
mastery of exposure is a fundamental
requirement of all photography. For
case

recieved some of the best pictures
of sporting-events that I have ever
all made with some type of
seen
still believe
I
vest-pocket camera!
that other types of cameras are pre-

all

is convincing evidence of the vital
importance of good composition pic-

torially

is relied upon by motion-picture
producers to supply those beautiful
of scenery and lighting-effects
Ijits
with which the feature plays are so
often impressively adorned. It stands
to reason that if the amateur cannot
produce a well-composed picture with
a still camera, he is very likely to be
unable to do so with a motion camera.
It is a case of mastery of one of the
fundamentals of still photography
before he can achieve similar success
in motion photography.

who

me-

My conception of the mastery of
exposure is to know why this and
that happens under varying condiand

tions of light

In short,

subject.

understand the principles involved

as well as the mechanical operation
of the lens-stop and the shutter-

speeds.

The

study the
exposure.
there

is

speeds,

camera offers,
method whereby

still

matter

On

of

the better

a greater

photographic
still cameras

number

particularly

in

I

to

of shutter-

case of

the

may

be
argued that the amateur cameraman
of
these
has no need of a knowledge
speeds because he will never use
them. True, perhaps, but if he is
focal-plane

cameras.

It

(Continued on page 116)
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MAKE YOUR INDOOR MOVIES NOW
CAMERA, PROJECTOR
HALLDORSON
Arc Lamp
The finest all-purpose
indoor lamp you can
buy. Simple, safe,
compactand portable.
Steady electric arc
burns with blue-white
light of great actinic

value. Price complete

with

all

parts as

illus-

HALLDORSON

trated, $65.00.

Cinema Mazda Lamp
This illustrates the lamp with short
stand for use on table or chair. Price,
with 1000 watt Mazda globe, extension cord

and carrying

case,

com-

plete, $31.00.

WINTER

THE DREMOPHOT

—

70-75 Exposure Meter
The new Dremophot Exposure Meter
what you

is

exactly

need for indicating correct exposure
movies with artificial light. Also
color movies out of doors
using Kodacolor attachments for Filmo cameras.
The Dremophot provides, at a glance, scientifically correct exposure readings for both models
of Filmo camera
70 and 75. All the speeds at
which various models of Filmo 70 may be operated—8. 12, 16, 24, 32 and 128 frames per second
are provided in direct readings. By all means
use the Dremophot in becoming accustomed to
the exposure conditions of indoor movie making.
The price, with sole leather, hand-sewn case is
$12.50. Mark coupon.
will

in taking indoor
in

days, evenings and holidays are packed with
opportunities to make and show indoor movies. Take
movies when your friends call, or invite in a group of guests
and stage an indoor movie making party then, later on,
hold another party to show these pictures. Nothing provides
better entertainment. The children are always willing actors.
Some of the finest movies yet made have been taken indoors
with a Filmo camera and Halldorson Cinema Lamp. Check
coupon for folder on indoor cinematography.

making natural

—

—

The Halldorson Mazda Light is exceptionally practical,
simple and complete for indoor movie making. It uses a 1000
watt, tubular Mazda globe operating at 9 amperes. The
silvered reflector can be tilted to direct the beam of light at
any necessary angle. If the tripod stand is employed the
light may be used at any height up to ten feet. Price of light
with tripod, twelve feet of cord and carrying case, complete, $37.50.

For close-ups and short shots of small groups where light
can be used close to subject, one Halldorson lamp will give
ample illumination to make movies with a Filmo camera

and regular F 3.5

lens.

or two and the faster F 1.8 or
lens, instantly interchangeable with regular lens in
Filmo 70 or Filmo 75 camera, larger groups in spacious
rooms can be photographed with splendid results.

With an additional lamp

F L5

either

BELL &

HOWELL

Film Editer

SEWAH
With

Titling Outfit

which furnishes several fonts
of artistic capitals and smaller letters, really
beautiful titles are easily made. The illustration depicts the Filmo camera being aligned
preparatory to shooting a title. Mark coupon
this outfit,

for informative folder.

Looking through eyepiece, each picture in
film is seen illuminated from beneath, magnified nine times and caused to appear right side
up. Makes film editing a joy. Editer can be
secured separately or mounted on same block
with rewinder and splicer, as shown. Mark
coupon for complete details.

I»IOVaE »fl/«KCRS

With Bell & Howell Filmo
and accessories
New Perforated Screen Safety Shutter
for B. & H. Filmo Projector
This new safety shutter has been developed to allow
prolonged projection of single frame pictures without in any way injuring the film. The shutter has a
perforated screen of fine mesh which permits the
passage of sufficient light to project single frame
pictures with excellent illumination and safety.
Those possessing Filmo Projectors in which this new
screen has not been incorporated may have it installed at our factory, branches or Filmo dealers' for
$3.00. Price of Perforated Screen Safety Shutter
alone

— 75c.

Fast Lenses

New

Mark coupon

to receive our special lens catalog containing
complete descriptions of fast F 1 .5 and F 1 .8 lenses. In addition
to using these lenses for indoor work you will want one of
them for adapting your Filmo camera to take Kodacolor
movies in natural colors. Mark coupon also for Bell & Howell

pamphlet on making Kodacolor pictures.
Projecting your movies

3^

" Projection Lens for

Filmo Projector
is a new wide angle, short focus projection lens
invaluable for window displays and short throws,
in which its use is preferable to the 1" and IK"
lenses. The definition and flatness of field obtained
with this new 34" Focal Lenglli Projection Lens are
really remarkable, and you will be highly pleased
with results obtained when projecting at short range.

This

The

price, $9.00.

For greatest possible screen illumination and brilliance in
projecting your movies, use the Bell & Howell 250 watt lamp

Mark

coupon.

Projector and Extra-Lite projection lens. The unparalleled
screen brilliance furnished by this equipment saves many
a foot of indifferently photographed film from mediocrity.

The

regular model Filmo Projector, using 200 watt lamp,
$190 with carrying case. De Luxe model equipped with
250 watt lamp, variable voltage resistance and voltmeter is
$240 with carrying case.
The Extra-Lite Projection Lens is available for either 200
watt or 250 watt projector. Its result is 10 to 25 per cent
more illumination delivered to screen than when using regular projection lens. You have your choice of three focal
lengths: 2", 2y2" and 3". Price $15.00 each. See a Filmo
dealer. Or mark coupon for further information.
is

BELL

8C

HOWELL

BELL &

HOWELL

Character Title Writer
An illuminated movie stage upon which hand lettered titles, animated cartoons, motion autographs,
clipped illustrations and miniature scenes may be
photographed in true professional manner. Mark
coupon for details, or see your Filmo dealer.
BELL

ac

HOWELL

CO.

1828 Larchmont Ave., Dept. B, Chicago, III.
Please mail me complete information on D Filmo Cameras
D Filmo Projectors D Halldorson Lamps n Filmospeed lenses
D Adapting Filmo to Kodacolor n Character Title Writer
and Titling Outfits D Film Editer D New Safety Shutter

D New

movie

Bell

&

Howell Co., 1828 Larchmont Ave., Dept. B, Chicago,
New York, Hollywood, London (B. & H. Co., Ltd.)

111.

^"Projection

folder

Name
Address.-

Established 1907
I

City

"The

I.

ens

D L)remophot QSend

Life of the Party."
_

indoor
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EDITING HINTS
0\

By Lawrence H. Smith

ER at Universal Pictures Corporation the other day. some
me

one told

tlial

more

million feet of film was shot

tlian a

when

Uncle Tom's Cabin was being made.
The finished picture, as shown on the
screen of the country's theatres, runs
something like a dozen reels, or ap-

proximately 12.000

This means

feet.

that ninety-eight percent of the orig-

was discarded. \ ou and

inal footage

place each scene on

professional cutting rooms
are elaborately equipped with files,
and all that sort of thing, to take
care of the cuts. The average amateur has neither the space nor the
inclination to spend the money necessary for such an arrangement.
A few weeks ago I finished shooting a film for a two reel suliici t. The
course,

our own
ideas as to whether it
was necessary to shoot
a million feet in the
I

what

place, but.

first

my

to

brings

point,

patching the different cuts together in
the order they hung on the board.

The illustration shows the board when
I had finished cutting about half of
the print.
Because many of the
scenes were in the proper sequence
the 130 pins were ample for the two
reeler

I

was making.

it

part
in

^^^1

produc-

\

by editing

played

i^^^^l
I^^^^B
i^^^^H
^^^^^H
"^^^^H

forcefully

out

important

the

But

^^^^^—
"^^^^H

is

professional

Far be

it

from me

be of
I

prove

of
posslbly
help to others
am passing it

will

interest

and

along through

MoviE

be

improved

THE EDITING

by
and

BO.-\RD

scenes were distributed in a
less

more

or

haphazard manner through some

twelve hundred feet of 16 mm. negative and with about 200 cuts for
scenes and titles I was up against the
problem of finding an inexpensive as
well as practical method to keep the

way

idea: shooting is but one-third of the
fun you can get from vour hobby.
Another third is accounted for by

I
bought a 23x33 inch drawing
board at an art material store. Then
I visited a hardware shop and purchased half a dozen dowel rods. 3 16
of an inch in diameter, and a bit

screening the picture for yourself and

your friends.

In between these two

interesting and instructive

in

order.

worked out

the

same

Here

is

the

I

the problem.

size.

\^ ith

a T-square.

I

a third as you could ask for. editing.

ruled the board into two-inch squares

There is a satisfaction to be gained
in watching a film grow from more

and at the intersections drilled holes.
It was a little tedious but I did it
in less than half an hour.
It only
took a few minutes more to cut the
dowels into two inch lengths and insert one pin in each hole. \^ hen I
had finished the job I had a board
with 130 pins extending an inch and
a half. Not counting the time it took

or less disconnected shots into a cohesive, interest-holding whole that, to
at

least,

either

is

far

taking

more absorbing
or

viewing

the

picture.

The longer the

know
frame

I

had

frame from begin-

unless there was a continuity sheet of some

cuts

comes as

to

that film almost

for

proved by editing.
And let me emphasize one other

film, the

more

neces-

is editing. This does not mean,
however, that even a hundred foot
reel can not be improved bv arranging the scenes in proper sequence,
eliminating poor or needless shots
and by adding titles. The main difficulty in editing is to keep track of
the different scenes and to be able to
find the proper piece of film when
you are ready to splice it in. Of

108

my

than

a film
in the
exper-

ning to end. Also that

trimming here
arranging the
scenes in a manner as to clearly and
entertainingly present your subject.
W hether it is an amateur's first attempt or the finished product of a
company that has produced film for
twenty years, any film can be im-

sary

is

it

that

ience

edited

there, to say nothing of

than

hope

make

to

rack and

that

more

learned

1

this picture

how

The first thing I
learned was that to edit
a film as it should be

to

suggest that the amateur discard anv such
portion of the film he
shoots. Rather, edit as
much as possible before you begin shooting. But no matter howcareful you are. there
will be many shots that

me

from
just

Makers.

tion.

can

proper pin as

it

may have

more

its

from the work print. The
assembly was a simple matter of
cut

I

to

make

the board, the entire expendi-

was only S2.15. As I happened
to have a numbering stamp. I numbered each pin consecutively from 1
to 130. beginning with the upper left
hand corner.
Here was as good a film rack as
ture

one could ask for. Set at the back of
desk it was an easy matter to

mv

kind to guide me that I
would be hopelessly
lost. In shooting I had
worked from a rather sketchy scenario, a bad production method, as
many times one scene suggested another until in the end I had about
twice as much footage as was first intended and I knew that a good share
of it would'have to be discarded. This
could have been avoided by a carefully planned script, but now there
was nothing to do but rely on editing.
1 set up the projector on the side of
mv desk and ran and re-ran the film
until 1 was thoroughly familiar with

Then 1 took the scenario and from
together with mv knowledge of the
film, wrote out a continuity sheet. The
original scenario called for seventyeight scenes and titles: my first conit.

it.

one hundred
and sixteen and. as other shots and
cuts were decided upon, the final continuity listed one hundred and eightyfour cuts, scenes and titles. The rest
of the two hundred and fifty cuts in
tinuity sheet called for

the finished film can be accounted for

bv cut-backs, close-ups. new shots, etc.
As mentioned before, the scenes
were here, there and everywhere in

some of the shots in the
same sequence were made as much as
the film, as

two weeks apart. But all the titles,
originalh. were together, although
several were added, changed or dis{Continued on page 1131
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KODAGARTE
THE COMBINED KODASCOPE SCREEN AND CARD TABLE

JVODACARTE meets the social requirements of a card table
and the technical requirements of a home movie screen.
Closed, it is an unusually attractive card table, covered with
artificial leather embossed in gold and treated to protect it
against stains and scratches.
Open, it is an aluminum finished screen, 18^i;" x 25", that
will bring

out the best there

is

in your pictures.

Price $30.00
ASK YOUR CINE-KODAK DEALER FOR A DEMONSTRATION

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,

New York
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EDUCATIONAL FILMS
News of VisimI Education
Making Your

Own

MAKERS
MOVIE
note

is

Edited by Louis

in Schools

M.

Bailey

Coming

don'ts

\ N

AN ILLUSTRATION OF CAMERA
SELECTIVITY

own making. While they
rtistically

dos and

by far the greatest percentage of people is eye minded and
hence picture symbols of an idea are
impressed on the brain with greater
force than are word symbols of the

same idea.
Thus it can

easily be understood

why

educational films, such as What
Price Folly?, are so successful from
both the students' point of view and
that of the teachers. Further experimentation along the lines pointed out
by this film should lead to equal success among students and instructors
elsewhere.

Selectivity

-pHOTO ERA MAGAZINE in a re* cent issue oined those publications
j

carrying a department devoted to the
use of visual aids in educational programs. This department is edited by
Arthur L. Marble, who has also been
a valued contributor to
OV I E

M

Makers.

the

Photographer Has

Chose

H

at
the Same Time
Picture Significance with Su
gestion of Old World Locale.

Fectively.
iven the

of

ized that

man

inter-

and

in

means for

interesting corollary of the D.

A. R. plan to film the story of
each state, previously reported in
these columns, comes to our attention
in the form of a four reel film produced by the Idaho State Chamber
of Commerce. This film consists of
agricultural views, lumbering from
the stump to the sawmill, mining and
recreational views of some of the

ex-

physical hygiene for the
practical value of such information,
they readily grasp the same principles
conveyed in a pictured story. It is
now recognized in the psychology of
visual education that material made
interesting is more easily acquired
than facts drily stated. Also it is real-

does from a

State Educational

This is obviously true, for
the reason that students are keenly interested in enacting and viewing a
in learning the

it

teaching the doctrines of that church
and whose work consists of a study
of the various means of carrying out
an effective educational program, this
paragraph is indeed a significant tribute to the value of motion pictures as
an educational medium.

clusively.

might be lax

as

the movies merely as a

In producing its own film, the
Health Committee of Roosevelt High
School has solved the problem of film
source when pictures on desired subjects are not available. It has also
found that information conveyed in
such student-enacted films is much
more completely acquired than when

story of their

and methods

ested primarily in the church

Department of this magazine for September, 1928, and concerns the dangers of overeating, poison ivy, sunburn, sprains and various other summer vacation temptations and pitfalls
which high school youth is apt to encounter. It is said to be particularly
effective in teaching these lessons.

employed

study groups with the

for religious visual instruction."

education. The film. What Price
Folly?, production of the Roosevelt
High School. Seattle, Washington, was
fully described in the Amateur Club

is

all

best available materials

amateur educational film in
the December issue of the Educational
Screen, the magazine devoted to the
development of every phase of visual

book instruction

groups, and

pleased to

the recognition given an

text

and Homes

and

mountains, lakes and rivers. Included
also are scenes of wild life showing
closeups of deer, bear, elk, mountain
sheep, mountain goat and other wild
animals of Idaho.

Motor Film
''

I

""HE Story of a Gasoline Motor, a
new educational motion picture

produced under the direction of
Bureau of Mines,
Department of Commerce, in cooperfilm

Mr. Marble in another article in
Photo-Era advances the interesting
idea that the camera teaches one to
see that which is significant in his
surroundings. This is quite true, and
we might add that selectivity and reaction to that which is significant, because of some superior quality of
beauty or strength it possesses, is the
basis of appreciation and good taste.
Certainly no better means of developing the sense of selectivity for application to any field offers itself to the
student that practice with a cine camera.

Churches Too

TN

an article, entitled The Gospel
on the Screen, appearing in Church
Management, Mr. Arnold F. Keller of
-*•

Utica, N. Y., makes the following
statement, "The opportunities for the
use of still and motion pictures in the

educational work of the church are
obvious. When this is recognized every church and denomination will
have its secretary of visual instruction
who will furnish the church service,
the church schools, the young people's

the United States

ation with a large industrial concern,
This
is now ready for distribution.
three-reel film depicts all processes
involved in the construction and operation of a gasoline motor.
In preparing this film many types
of automobile engines were cut apart,
so that every action of the working
parts of the engine could be shown
graphically. During the filming of
the picture numerous large foundries
were visited in order that views might
be shown of the actual forging of the
engine parts.
This picture should not only prove
of value to the automobile mechanic,
but it has been made in such a manner as to be readily understood by
the layman and the grammar school

student.

Copies of this film on 35 mm. may
be obtained for purposes of exhibition
from the Pittsburgh Experiment Station of the United States Bureau of
Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa. No charge is
made for the use of the film, but the
exhibitor is asked to pay transportation costs.

ItIO'%'aC
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HOME
TALKIES
The Latest

Thrill in

you KNEW
course

They

.

.

.

they would come, of
some day.

are here

.

.

.

NOW. Home

talkies,

the latest thrill in the professional movie

world,

made

available for amateur use in

the home.

Cine-Tone, by DeVry, provides perfectly
synchronized pictures and sound. Cine-

Tone

sings

.

.

.

plays

.

. .

talks

. .

.

acts

.

.

.

with

results equal to fine theater productions.

Everything

pendable

mm.

is

in a single,

compact, de-

unit, as easy to operate as a 16

ordinary projector. Cine -Tone

be used separately for ordinary

Weekly releases of synchronized films
and records assure variety and interest of
program. Complete, with electrical connections to radio loud speaker, Cine-Tone
costs but $250, including case.

By all means see and hear Cine -Tone.
Your DeVry dealer will gladly demonstrate
it. If you do not know his name, write
us for the complete information.

DEVRY CORPORATION
1111 Center

St.,

Chicago,

DEPT.

III.,

U.S.A.

2MM

may

films,

or

phonograph
produced records.

the outfit

may be used

with any

electrically

Sound reproduction

Amateur Movies

is

as a

by the "electric

pick-up" process.

WORLDS LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS AND PORTABLE PROJECTORS

i

IMO-^'IE

M/mHCRS

A TITLE FOR THAT CITY FILM
Title Maker Will Find a Use
Art Background on the Facing
Page, Photographed by H. V. Schieren
and Titled by Ralph R. Eno.

The Amateur

for the Beautiful

nieginning in February

EDITING HINTS
(Continued from page 108)

carded

my

later.

first

So

I

As

job.

took the
I

cut

titles

as

them apart

I made an individual roll of each title,
held by a rubber band, and, consulting my continuity sheet, hung each
on its proper pin on the film rack.

The World-Famous
Our Gang Comedies
regain Available as

Then came the job of cutting the
scenes apart. Tucked away in a corner
of my desk was a punch I had bought
when I needed to put some loose
Once more the
sheets in a binder.
projector was threaded and started
but whenever a scene was ended the
a punch
mark put in the edge of the film. This
made locating the cuts an easy matter
when re-winding, for the punch mark
made an unmistakable signal as it

T^athegrams Subjects
made available by
projectors.

FOR

a flange for rewinding, a
spool was found and the thread discarded. With a hack saw a groove
was cut lengthwise of the spool and

two
There were now two pieces of
spool, each with a flange about a
quarter of an inch high on one end.
By winding a rubber band around the
pin of the rewind, the spool was
made to fit snug. The end of the film
was slipped into the slot of the spool
and whenever a punch mark reached
my fingers, the re-wind was given a
sharp turn in the reverse direction.
This loosened the rolled film at the
center, so it slipped easily from the

rapidly
and when all the film was cut, each
scene was in its proper order. It

only

remained

to

ALL

them

Somehow

PRO-

JECTORS

Kintous Our Gang Comedy in which Farina's goat-like fondness for swallow ing bottles and pins, the Gang's new football team, and a hospital ward are
No. 7002—400 feet— S30.00
happily mingled.

"JULY DAYS"
Another Our Gang comedy in which Mickey, finding his thoughts turning to
little Mary, adopts the tactics of his sister's beau in courting her.
No. 7003—400 feet— $30.00

adorable

Send

"LODGE NIGHT"
for

L-nli-

I

This proved to be very convenient

as that part of the film which was

Catalogue

secret society.

pupil

for

No. 7004—400 feet— $30.00

'THE UNITED STATES IN

5

A

got the idea
of assembling the film backward.
The last sub-title, '"Finis" was the first
to go on the reel and then each scene
was taken in reverse order and spliced
in.

JrlVE unique l6-mm. gems appear on the February Pathegrams release-schedule. Besides three Our Gang Comedies, there is a stimulating
subject taken from the celebrated Pathe Review, and a
special treat in the form of a Harry Langdon comedy.

"NO NOISE"

Complete
or other.

a

FEBRUARY PATHEGRAMS

to-

gether.

February,

16-MM.

filled

splice

in

the rest of the world-famous Gang need no introduction
to lovers of clean motion picture entertainment ... In
addition to these sparkling featurettes, a varied and
colorful program of^ Pathegrams will be released every
month, as in the past.

ON

and then hung

on the rack. The rack

of

more

Pathegrams to possessors of l6-mm.

Beginning

spool. After cutting, the number of
each scene was checked by reference
to the continuity sheet

are once

number of Our Gang Comedies will be released monthly.
The hilarious antics of Farina, Mickey, Little Mary and

USE

finally the spool cut crossways in

parts.

adventures

pictorial

Our Gang,

those supreme "kid" funsters,

passed through the fingers.

To make

HE

1

machine was stopped and

fascinating pictorial travelogue through ou
eluding Wall Street. Niagara Falls, the Moi
Taken from a popular Pathe Review feature.

"PICKING PEACHES"

—

i

CONgRESS

countr>'

s

chief show-spots, in-

.

Harry Langdon's inimitable comedy of
a cluster of beach beauties.

"PATHEGRAMS

MINUTES"
non Temple and many others.
No. 510—100 feet— S7. 50

ST.

a

hen

— JERSEY CITY, N.J.

—
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was always ready to project
w ithout re-winding. And you will find
that no matter how familiar with a
film you may be, there will come
times in editing when you will have
to run a scene to decide just what
should go in and what should be cut
away. The punch comes in as handy
finished

No Matter
Whether you

are a dyed-in-the-

wool home movie fan or

just

your projector this

rect.ved

Christmas

here as

We want you to
try a KOLORAY

it

does when

first

as has been said, a play

If,

startling

this color filter gives

your plain black and white

pictures.

Kodacolor Users
Who

their

find

will

interest unless they

them

pictures

regular film lacking in

also with

add color

to

'T'O increase your movie making

—

possibilities
to capture fascinating distant scenes in close-up proportions . . here is the equipment
.

cide on the final cuts that must be
made. It is simply a case of proper
selection. Again punch the film where
other changes are to be made. Even
after the final editing new changes
will suggest themselves as you con-

To make movies indoors at any
time of day or night, Kodalites, inexpensive yet highly capable lighting devices that give the necessary
illumination for takingmoviesof the
children at play in the nursery, family parties and other indoor events.

a

is

is

to get the

tinue to project the picture.

It

is

suggestion that such changes be

Increase your

the spot while fresh in your
mind, instead of putting them off to

Seconds

in 30
You

a future day.

Now

KOLORAY

all

cases the attempt has been a failure.

color

for suggestions

on,

and

if

You

it.

on Trial
the effects will

not arouse the enthusiasm of the

will also find that titles

now

and then aid the continuity wonderfully. They help to make the transition from one scene to another or
from a long shot to a close-up smooth
and natural. Where they should be
cut in is a matter to which an entire

most hardened amateurs, send it
back and we will refund your
money.

article

KOLORAY

have your print ready to run at any
time and. if you use negative film
in the camera as I do, by matching
your negative to the cut print, duplicates can be made at any time, which
If
will be just like the first print.
you are using reversible film project
it as few times during editing as possible and as soon as editing is finished have a "dupe" made for a good
"dupe" can only be made from a good

made for Kodascope Models A, B and C, Filmo
and DeVry I6mm. projectors,
and

sells for

is

$7.50. Please be sure

to specify the

kind and model of

when ordering.
(Remember money back if not

your

projector

satisfied

anytime within

fifteen

days.)

Descriptive literature on request.

ject

could be devoted, so the subbe omitted here.

will

And now

the film

is finished.

You

original.

BECKLEY

CHURCH,

and

Cutler Building

-

INC.

Rochester, N. Y.

PLORAV
H ^^

^^ ^^

Inc.

The Kodak Corner— Madison at 45th
235 West 23rd, near 7th Ave.
New York City

add to a film by making it
understandable to any one who sees

We will send a
KOLORAY
it

Eastman Kodak Stores,
TWO STORES

Titles

efleas.

Put

Don't think that

two-toned

or

single

ful

titles.

your pictures in beauti-

to

your projeaor in 30 seconds and

show

about

you can get along without them. That
requires great art. Professionals have
tried it time and again and in most

can attach a

outfit's useful-

ness. Visit either of our stores

made on

On or OS£

distant scenes

.

of birds, animals, sports and many
other subjects or scenes in the
distance. It can be used interchangeably with the /. 1. 9 lens and is
priced remarkably low.

it

is

For that

splicing the print.

my

KOLORAY.

.

when first
The thing to do
proper continuity. Then
film once more and de-

not edited but re-edited.

project the

Especially

.

and indoor subjects

thankless job to try

reason

cutting the scenes exactly

made on

not

Interesting "Shots"

you will need.
Anf.4.5 telephoto lens that gives
you clear, sharp close-up pictures

and see for yourself the
to

is

written but re-written, then a film

own home, on your own
projector, with your own pictures,
In your

new beauty

cutting the

film apart.

For Taking

"Professional color effects
for fiome movies"

H

^^

Now

what has been gained by
First you have
the satisfaction of doing a good job
and getting the best possible results
from your efforts. You have a film
that needs no alibi when you throw
it on the screen. Also you have tripled
the fun to be gained from moviemaking.
just

this careful editing?

Let Us Edit and
Your Films

Title

UO

you have to explain your
movies as they flash on the
screen before your guests? Or,
do neatly lettered, nicely
spaced titles tell them the
story as they watch?
Do you intersperse your explanations with an apology,
here and there, for a badly exposed scene, a sudden movement of the camera, or a bit
of edge or end fog? Or, do

your pictures progress
smoothly without distracting
interruptions, with each
scene in its proper sequence,
all evidences of photographic

errors

removed through

proper editing?
Careful editing and titling
makes of the average picture
a story of logic and beauty.
Our work is done by experts
who understand what the

amateur

wants

know how

to secure

and

who

it.

Phone or write us, or come
in and bring your reels and

—

your problems with you.

Kodascope
Editing and Titling Service,
Inc.

Room 917

350 Madison Ave.,

New York

—
M O «'
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FORENSIC FILMERS
{Continued from page 97)

crowd.
I
semi-circular
large
learned that they were waiting for
the
Dicthan
none
other
exit
of
the
tator.
I started to walk boldly across
to the door, from which the mob was
being held back, to join a small
group of professional cameramen
with certificates of permission. Three
a

steps from the semi-circle a stern,
black-shirted Fascist guard stopped

me, warning me back with an ominous
look in his bushy-browed eyes. He
didn't see the camera concealed under
my overcoat. So, sneaking back, desperately I sighted the camera over
the heads of a group of taxi drivers,
then intent upon the commanding
figure of Mussolini descending the
steps of the Parliament building.

Naturally
enough,
I
shuddered
through fear of being detected, held
for treason, and forced to relinquish
camera and films. You don't need a
magnifying glass nor a vivid imagina-

CARL

mm

tion to see that Italy's Premier is in
that picture.

Aside from a few old landmarks

and Ireland the students
were of most photographic interest.
Sport pictures of an intercollegiate
athletic meet featuring Rugby appeal
to our American college audiences.
In a humorous scene, an Aberdeen
bartender was shown dealing out
Scotch whiskey to my eager col-

ZEISS CINE LENSES

movie cameras.
For standard and 16
Zeiss Tessar £2.7 and f3.5 Tele-Tessar £6.3
Sun-shades
Filters
Finders

in Scotland

leagues from a colossal liquor bottle
of about two gallons' capacity. This
scene, along with Guinesses brewery
in Dublin, the largest beer factory in
the world, strikes a responsive note
in the minds of most people to whom
the pictures have been shown.
Our interest while crossing the

CARL ZEISS,

THE NEW CINOPHOT
The Automatic Exposure Meter
One

look through this

An

Unsolicited Testimonial
County High School

for Boys,

Altrincham, 19th Nov., 1928

—

Dear Sirs I am so pleased with the
Cinophot Meter we bought from you in
that I think some acknowledgment is

were given before the schools
also arranged
throughout Oregon.

we met. Programs were

May

Under my direction the School made
third annual film this year, and as we had
undertaken to make a film for the Scout
Association, for which five thousand feet of
film had to be exposed, you will understand
our responsibility. We used the Cinophot
tor every exposure, under every possible
condition from ship scenes, to fire scenes in
a studio, and we got first class results.
never scrapped a foot on account of faulty
exposure. I do most heartily recommend
the Cinophot to film amateurs, and if they
want to test my claim they should see our
due.

photog-

its

raphy pay dividends, as in cinema
one must sacrifice more of
time, energy, and patience than that
demanded by the ordinary inconveniences of touring. Long, technical
plays,

is

the correct

Cine Kodak, Victor, De Vry, Baby Cine, Etc.

bates,

preparation

Cinematography

stop to use with the

trated lectures, in addition to the de-

travel

jar

new Ginophot shows

United States on the last lap of our
journey lay mainly in presentation of
the pictures taken abroad.
Illus-

To make amateur

INC.

485 Fifth Ave., New York
728 So. Hill SL, Los Angeles

We

decidedly not a pre-

requisite for satisfactory results, else

ours would not have even been worth
overboard.
The enjoyment is lasting, for experiences can
be lived over again simply by pro-

throwing

film, "THE MAN WHO CHANGED HIS
MIND."— Yours faithfully, (signed)
RONALD COW.

jecting the films.
Possibilities of thus emancipating
the stay-at-home population from the
unpleasant
shackles
of
extended

monologues

scarcely touched.
Why not tell our travel experiences
on the motion picture screen?
are

Cinematography

is

Extravagant Without a Cinophot

Price, with Leather
OBT.AIN.ABLE

Case and Instruction Book, $12.50
FROM M.h PHOTOGR.APHIC DEALERS

DREM PRODUCTS CORP., 152 W. 42d

St.,

New York, N. Y.

I
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SLOWLY

SCHNEIDER DISTORTIONLESS

TELE-XENAR
i
m lgg

FO(JUS

4"

FASTEST IN SPEED

S75

1^

In

1

SI!

LEAST IN BULK
Added

to

the

A

and

irilliancv

lor

which Schneider Lenses are fa
5 is an abTelephoto
sence of distorti ,n so prevalen
lenses.
Exceedi ngly small b ulk makes a
srs as well
special appeal to turret model c

all

umqu e

adjustable foCUS'
ine mount

For Fi Into or
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s

with

you CO
and compari

Schneid
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I'

jene ral carrying coo

yoi rself
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[Continued from page 83)

ggest

>vi th

a

free trial

dealer before purchasi ng.

MOVEMENT" KINO

LIOS "ONE

ACTINOMETER

camouflage and concealed ammunition.
If it showed articles on the
ground in deep relief, it was real.
The wider apart the photos were
taken, the more depth the objects on
the ground appeared to have.
A box
of groceries would look as tall as a
skyscraper if viewed by a human
being with eyes 100 feet apart. Incidentally, this accounts for the fact
that some people have so much better
sense of depth than others, and that
they perceive motions so much quicker than others.
It is a fact of observation that people successfully en-

gaged in directing motion pictures
have eyes much wider apart than the
axerage person. Theatrical people
also need wide-apart eyes, and so do

EXTREMEL'i

$8.00

illustration shows a reading for aperture F:3.5 at
normal speed. Apertures on scale from F:1.4 to
F:64.
An equally simple model applicable to all still
picture cameras for $7.50.

ACCURATE
o
UTTERLY
SIMPLE

Sale Licensed by

Drem

Prod. Corp.

many mechanics.
Because we perceive a motion in
three dimensions we grasp its import
far more rapidly than we would if
same motion were seen through
one eye only. And because the camera has only one eye, it cannot get
that

that real-life sense of depth.

Ramstein-Optochrome Optical Glass
Graduated Sky-Filters bring out the do
your pictures no additional exposure

cement. No equipment, amateur or professional
is complete %vithout a Ramstein-Optochrome.
Fit any lens
send diameter. Send for Catalog
and Prices on Graduated and the New SIM-

—

only sky-61ter made of optical glass,

—

g

PLEX FILTER SETS.

and polished and that contains no gelat

Sole

A gent for

Filters

BURLEIGH BROOKS

U.S.A.

Producing "TITLES

FOR

14

YEARS"

136 Liberty St.
v. l'. C.

for

W. GRIFFITH

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS

BUCHHEISTER'

STUDIOS

245 "West 55«i
ME'W -yORK.

•A

INSPIRATION
PICTURES

FAMOUS

Street
CITYV.

PLAYERS
and others

COLUMBUS 504 8
Specially Priii ted

16mm. TITLES
—

—

maximum Extra words, 3 cents Minimum
HAND LETTERED TITLES with border—up to 12 words
(Extra words, 5 cents
Minimum order, $1.20)
ART TITLES Hand Lettering up to 12 words
For eight word

8

60 cents

—

—

100 Appropriate Paintings in Pastel to Fit any Title.

WORDS

order, $1.00

—

48

UP TO

25c.

(Extra words,

$1.50
5 cents)

HOURS SERVICE

EDITI\G

- - -

TITLE fTRITiyC

- - -

beautiful art

"The End"

out with art backgrounds
H'e .4re Supplying .411

titles

— both

New

— hand-lettering— animated through-

different

York Leading Stores with Our

familiar with them all, and their effect upon the sensitive film, he will
be far better prepared to operate his
motion camera to advantage especially in unusual situations not cov-

—

ered bv the instruction-book. Is it
not better to have a practical knowledge of principles instead of merely
the ability to make the mechanism
start and stop according to directions? Oh yes. there will be those
who will point to this and that one as
a successful cinematographer who
knows nothing about the principles
of exposure. He points the camera,
presses the button and behold, a
perfect film. In fair weather and in
good light such things are possible.
Is the same thing always true when
pictures are made indoors, in deep
shade, at sunrise or at sunset, in the
rain or by artificial light?
Then, there is the matter of developing the film and producing a good

remind

SPEGL\L FOR FEBRUARY
nrWO

[Continued from page 105)

negative.

SPLICr\G

$1.00
Title Service

is

MOVIE OR BOTH?

STILL,
D.

What

lacking in depth must be made up
for in time: hence the necessity for
verv thorough and S-L-O-W action
by everv person before the camera,
particularly in those minor motions
of the hands which are so likely to
escape notice unless done S-L-O-WL-Y.

Some one

me

that

will immediately
most amateur motion-

picture films of the 16mm. size are
photo-finished by the manufacturers: and a similar thing is true for
those amateurs who use cameras
which employ the standard-size film,
usually developed by professional

MO

-%'

E

I

/% 1^

E

RS

In short,

film-laboratories.

why men-

g'^s^:.^,s-:s>'>;i?sj"'i-r

tion developing at all in connection
with present-day amateur motionWhat amateur would
pictures?
bother to do the finishing of his exposed films? I may be all wrong, and
I shall be glad to be corrected in ten
years' time; but I venture to predict
that within a few years there will be
many individual, amateur-size film-

developing outfits which will prove
to be as popular as the developing
tanks

now

in use for plates, roll-films

These motion-picture
developing outfits will be obtainable
to meet all requirements of size of
film and purse. If this proves to be
true, and I think it will, the mastery
of developing a roll of film from the
still camera will prove to be of great
value. After all, the motion-picture
film is nothing more nor less than a
very long still camera film. The developing solutions, the fixing-bath
and the washing-process are the same
with slight variations due to the phy-

and

filnipacks.

sical differences of the films

and

their

emulsions. The developing of amateur motion-picture film by the amateur himself will be no more difficult
than developing a long still camera
film. Equipment will be so compact
that it can be done at home or in the
darkroom as with still camera film.

There is one outfit on the market now
which is said to be excellent for the
amateur to use.
Virtually the same thing can be
said of printing, although positive
is used to receive the image, instead of paper as in the case of the

film

still

camera.

WOLLENXAr
€PTiCAL CC.

980 Hudson

E-E-S

Y-

The wise amateur who

he prints his

way

easier to travel

movie

first

theless, still

.

.

there are a

FEW

dealers

who are not using the classified section of MOVIE

MAKERS.

when

reel.

has been my desire
to go on record as being very enthusiastic over amateur cinematography
in all its branches and its splendid
opportunity for entertainment, instruction and practical service. NeverIn this article

.

.... perhaps

W.e.1.1

is well grounded in the process because of thorough training obtained
through the use of a still camera

will find the

Ave.. Rochester, N. Y.

Manufacturers of Quality Photographic Lenses and Shutters since 1899.

it

photography deserves

Uh

.

.

Inn

.

.

hm

,

.

h

,

.

.

And

they haven't the slightest idea what that section could do for 'em!

F'r Instance

.

.

.

its

full share of attention yet as the best

why should Mr.

possible training school for the cameraman. Admitting all the variations

just casually . . like that ... to assure us
could
of more classified business
have sold many times the articles listed.

equipment, problems and efficiency in these two great branches of
photography, they are still very close
to each other. In fact, just now, each
needs the other for the greatest sucin

cess of photography in art, science
and industry. One supplements the

other and makes possible the success
of each. Again let me say that it is
not, and should not be, a case of
choosing one or the other exclusively;
but rather it should be the full realization and promotion of the very best
that each has to offer for the betterment and the progress of mankind.

line

.

.

Carl R. Frey of Utica drop us a
.

.

—

—

consider this an excellent
posal of goods."

BECAUSE "We

We

medium

for the dis-

He's one dealer who's learned something through
the advertising about the "coverage" of MOVIE

MAKERS... too!

W^hy not
if

YOU?

WeHl tell you more about

it

you ask us ....
MR. DEALER!

f
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AMATEUR CLUBS
(Continued from page 101)

on the program of their recent presentation of The Fast Male. A short
comedy involving two characters was
produced, one of these appearing on
the screen and expressing himself in
sub-titles, the other appearing in per-

Film Reels

Travel

of

Edited and Titled
by

son and sustaining his part of the dialogue vocally. Whether or not this is
intended as a satire on the incidental
talking sequences of the professional
motion picture is not known. Another
short subject featured on the same program was a slow motion film, made
up of the highlights of the last football season.

Burton Holmes

fl

Kenneth E. Nettleton, president of
New Ha-

the Motion Picture Club of

17.50 per 100
Mo.

32— Rollins

'4o.

33

into

ft.

mm.

Reel 16

Rio

—The Great Cataracts

teur film competition.
of Iguassu

34— Kauai— The Garden Island of Hawaii
<o. 35— Surfing— The Famous Sport of Waikiki
^Io. 36— Hawaiian Shores
fo. 37— Paris from a Motor
Jo. 38— Nine Glories of Paris
<io. 39— A Trip on the Seine
•lo. 40— The "Great Waters" of Versailles
^Io. 41— Paris Markets
>Io. 42— Cafe Life in Paris
Jo. 43— The New York Way Called Broad
Jo. 44— Fifth Avenue and the Forties
•io.

—Canals and Streets
— Diamond Cutters

Jo.

45

Jo.

46

io.
Jo.

47— Going to Volendam
48— The Cheese Market

Jo.

49

Jo.

50

Jo.

51— Waterfalls of the Yosemite
52— Reykjavik, Capital of Iceland
53— Down the Danube

Jo.
Jo.
Jo.
Jo.
Jo.
Jo.
Jo.

Amsterdam
Amsterdam

of

of

— Fjords Norway
—Yosemite Vistas

of

—The Lake Lucerne
— Alpine Vistas from the Zugspitze
56— Picturesque Salzburg
57— Up-to-date Alpinism
58— Glimpses
Vienna
of

of

59— A Cloud-Land Fantasy
60— The City of Algiers

Jo.

61

Jo.

62
63

Jo.
Jo.
Jo.
Jo.
Jo.
Jo.
Jo.
Jo.

—Teak Logging with Elephants
—Canals Venice
— Stones Venice
64— Two Ends
a Rope
65— Cocoons
Kimono
66 — The Damascus Gate

lo.

'o.

ment and an amateur technician of

67— Crossing the Equator
68— Deck Sports in the Celebes
69— The Gorge of Pagsanjan
70— Alexandria

Sea

BRITISH

of
of

Scots Organize
'X'HE former Northern Premier Motion Picture Club of Glasgow,
Scotland, has been reorganized as the

Complete Catalog
motion picture
amateurs and profes-

Burton Holmes Lectures,

Complete editing and
>r

ard.)

titling I

stand-

Cinematography.

CLARK CINE-SERVICE
I

2540 Park Ave.

I

CAdillac 5260

DETROIT. MICH.

NIGHT
MOVIES

under way and plans are being laid

to facilitate production.

Mason

is

the club's

new

James

secretary.

Novel Settings
A PEX MOTION PICTURES,

nplete

laboratory

CHICAGO

TITLES

9k

Tyneside Amateur Motion Picture Association, Newcastle-on-Tyne,

B.

See Your Dealer
for

EAST ERIE STREET

Amateur Cinematographers

Association, extending the scope of
On reorganization, R. Louis Jay was selected as
president, H. B. Dunn, treasurer and
Miss M. C. Auld, secretary. The club
is altering its constitution to fit its new
range of activities and will probably
consolidate other Scottish amateur

ment

— Rocky Mountain National Park
— Yellowstone Park Revisited
Send

^^verything Known in J^otionTictures"

154

the club's activities.

to

75— Calling on the Sphinx
Jo. 76— The Pyramids
Jo. 77— The Nile Bridge
Jo. 78— The Upper Nile
Jo. 79— Mecca Pilgrimage
Jo. 80— Estes Park, Colorado

or

CAMERA SERVICE, Inc.

for this year's work. This group has
recently purchased additional equip-

of

Jo.

82

FISCHER'S

AMATEURS

is

— Real Streets Cairo
Cairo
73 — Suburbs
Cairo
74— The Road
the Pyramids
72— Bazaars

81

art.

Tyneside Expands
\ REORGANIZATION of the

to

lo.

cinematic

stitutes

groups.

of

of

Jo.

ex-

ceptional ability, will bring to the
jury a fine understanding of what con-

of

'o. 71
lo.

Mr. Nettleton,

as a pioneer in the amateur club move-

Scottish

55

Jo.

Jo.

Alkmaar

of

54

ven, Conn., has been selected as the
fifth judge for the New Haven ama-

Inc.

7510 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago

an
informal British amateur moviemaking group, has lately finished pro-

duction of a comedy-drama House
Yourself, based on a story written
by Leslie Wood and scenarized by
Lupu Wolf. The script called for a
deal of shooting on half-built houses
as sets, hence permission was asked
and secured to film in and around a
new garden city building project near
London. Pan Guest directed and photographed the production, the cast including Louise Johnston, E. R. Bailey,

:

Mm.

FIjrc.

shuii'iiiK

Dcta^hahlc Handle

Light a Meteor Flare (Powerful Firework Torch) and take a inovie of the
party no equipment necessary. The
same flare the professionals use. Five

—

sizes,

'/j,

1, 2,

3 and 4 minutes of light.

Especially for outdoors. Also electrical
flares fired

by

a flash-light battery, for

work. Several flares
simultaneously.

special
tired

may be

John G. Marshall
Meteor Photo Chemicals
1752 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

IMOWIE IMAI4ERS
Sturgess, Ray
Wood. Producmade for a secThe Shadows of Lime-

Cicely Moore, Bob
Sturgess and Leslie
tion plans have been

ond

picture.

^

house, the script calling for locations
in Limehouse and truck work in the
vicinity of the Strand and Scotland
Yard. A number of interiors will be
shot on an open air stage. Apex Pictures publishes a monthly club news

A Jrw
PLASMATS,

originally devel-

oped by the great pioneer
scientist, Dr. Rudolph, to
give, above all Fuller Correc-

sheet.

:

tion for Color for

Varied Programs

LATE

programs of the

Sheffield

branch of the Amateur Cinema-

"r/ip Universal Lens"

tographers Association included
screening The Crazy Pavement Artist,
filmed by Donald Munro, cinematic
impressions of Venice, recorded by

FOR GENERAL USE
PANCHROMATIC FILM
KODACOLOR with FILMO

A. D. Hobson, who accompanied the
screen presentation with a talk on the
difficulties of filming in the Italian amphibian metropolis and The Mystery
of the Haunted Manor, a

all

photog-

With Panchromatic
Film this lens became a perfect and natural co-worker.
With Kodacolor the Plasmat
raphy.

For Filnto, Victor, DeVry,

demonstrates fully its more
complete correction for the
colors of the spectrum.

etc.

INALL\«4YSTt

thrilling

produced by Robert F. Unwin. Various cine meters have been
demonstrated and discussed and a
scenario, His Best Friend, has been

AHATEUR

hair-raiser

accepted for early production. Arrangements have been made for the
presentation of members' films before

and Hallamshire still
photographic societies and an opporarranged for the repbeen
tunity has
resentatives of the two branches of
photography to talk over their comSheffield

the

mon

Hugo Meyer

CORRECT
FOCUS

You view your

FOCUSING &
EXPOSURE METER

_

object right side

CORRECT
EXPOSURE
The correct stop
to use

is

deter-

—ormeasureguess-

mined by viewing the object

work. No more disappointments! No excuse for poor

cial light filter.

up magnified

No more

about ten times.

ments

—

scales

charts

through a spe-

pictures !

technique.

is

Complete

with special F-1,9 focusing Correctoscope

slipped into place

lens.

RIGHT ON YOUR
CAMER4.

{Continued from page 84)

der the direction of Mr. Winans,

PRICE.

Correctoscope

THE PRESS TURNS TO
THE FILM

»37.50

is

News and is a picturiof the many activities of a news-

entitled Get the

zation

paper, designed to familiarize those
seeing it with the complex workings
of the great Union organization.
Opening with a train wreck it will follow this news event from its inception
through the various steps of news production until it appears in the headlines on the printed pages of an edition of the Union.
Another novel plan which will be
adopted in the near future will be the
production of a periodically released

news

reel.

accompany

A

movie cameraman

will

photographers and
reporters on all news stories which
have interesting or unusual film possibilities and these will be compiled
into timely reels and added to the
regular free service program along
staff

with other Union films.
With such a rapid evolution of this
newspaper-film plan already recorded
by the Union a wide vista of future
possibilities suggests itself and it is
to be expected that many other newspapers will follow this lead in utilizing, ever more widely, the growing
power of their sister medium.

BETTER

•ROMiESS

EFFORT

PLASMAT 3 FOCUS SET
For Filmo, Victor, DeVry, etc.

F:4.5

The

set consists of:

Complete lens 314" focus
Rear element 4''^" focus
Front element 6" focus
.4 2x Meyer filter of yellow Jena glass is
included; for Filnto the necessary finders,
of course.

The complete range of 3

focal lengths in
outfit meets all your requirements in
lenses for telephoto effects at little more
than the price of one single lens.

one

Price Complete
The complete

$125

comes packed

in a convenient leather covered case ready to screw

on

to

set

vour camera.
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(.Continued from page 88)

shot but

mind that the faster the lens the
more necessity there is for accurate
focusing. The speed of lenses faster
than / 3.5, compared with the stop
/ 3.5, is as follows: an / 2.7 is one and

supply you with

conform
the most modern and

to

that

ar-

professional pictures. Titles that
are distinctive above the

trends

tistic

in

—

Yet

commonplace.
higher

humorous

at

sketches, too.
editing service

find exceptional.

least / 2 or faster, should be included
in the amateur's kit for special work.
Lenses between / 2 and / 3.5 can be
used for general work.
The next lens an amateur should
consider is a wide angle lens. There
are certain occasions when one wishes
to include a number of objects in a
scene at short range. Here the one
inch lens will not serve. Either a fifteen or eighteen millimeter lens will
increase the angle from twenty-eight
degrees to around thirty-five or forty

P. Ingemann Sekaer
1472 Broadway,

York

Sche ihe's
SINCE 1916
Photo-Filter Specialties
produce Fog Scenes— Moonlight
^^^ j^.^j^^ Effects— Anyu-herc—
Anytime. Also Soft Focus and

My

\l. Fillers
Filur,

are

i/sea

various other effects, just like
^^"y "^'"^
'" '" Hollywood.
you nake
easy

hy all

Hollywood

—

SlriJii

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

W.

dealer, or write to

78th St.

Los Anjeles,

lands

nucleus

is

for

a

in the

Mediterranean
to

make

your films in those sections.

Travel Movie Films, Inc.
II

WEST

42nd

STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.
THE SHADOW OF THE

IN

lens in line is a telephoto

GREENLAND EXPEDITION
By Dr. Co.nstantin Dumbrava

Either a
three or a four inch lens will serve in
With either one, the
this capacity.
magnification is not too great for me-

dium

now

Units are

and the West Indies ready

for general telephoto work.

Calif.

MR. EXECUTIVE

NORTH POLE

The next

GEORGE H. SCHEIBE
PHOTO-FILTER SPECIALIST
1927

ideal

ing film
'

degrees.

Endorsed by

Ask your

your product in
foreign

real educational advertis-

/ 2, three times; an / 1.9, three and
three-tenths times; an / 1.8, three and
seven-tenths times, and an / 1.5, five
and four-tenths times. One lens, at

Hrite today for Samples and Prices

New

the

of
in

an

no

an

film

six-tenths times faster than an / 3.5;

titles,

will

Also

you

Art

cost.

INDUSTRIAL

in

TITLES
titles

faster

is his ability to obtain more and unusual pictures. At the same time, bear

HANDLETTERED
I

The

the lens the amateur uses, the greater

With

CAN

must often work under very

adverse light conditions.

Your Films
Professional Finish

How

Btiiig Edited for

mm.

16

film by

PROTECTO FILMS,
105 West 40th Street.

New

Inc.
York City

distant objects nor too little for

objects further away.
Finally, a six inch lens will be useon special occasions but this tele-

ful
Easy rules furnished. Complyu
OutfiraSS.SSup. Job presses $11
Sold
Print for Others, Bib. Proms.
Company. W-48, Me

PROMPT SERMCE— BEST QUALITY OF
PRINTS NOW AVAILABLE FROM CHICAGO
We

the developing and printing of 16
mm. negative and use the late type positive contact
trial will convince
16 mm. Printers.
screen
as to our quality.
you on your own
make prompt .shipment of raiu negative
specialise

in

A

HUTTON
We

CHICAGO COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC

COMPANY

108 N. Dearborn

Chicago,

St.
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THE NEW

EXPOSURE
GUIDE
Designed for

Editing

ii

.

anm^flp

us

use in the

MEDITER-

RANEAN

but the reverse
side lists the
correct stops for
U. S. exposures

im

^

,....„.,,.

has been
prepared by us
It
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:":;:

for

FREE

-7

Srl

DISTRIBUTION
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toll

P.,,1,

,W.
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Write your name
-^—j» this margin
and mail to

Gillette
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PARK

Stores,

Inc.

NEW YORK

CITY

— and

My^

I

it
a great aid to
R. K. Winans.

find

speedy editing.

1000

w.vtt

MOVIELITE
Sufficient

power,

without

for Close-ups with 3.5f,

Groups with

1.9f lens.

Use MovKhtc for imiform,
good icsidti.

Hand Model

ith 12 foot

$12.50

Nickel Stand, S2.50; 1000
G. E. Lamp
$6.50
t

noted with interest the vari'- ous methods devised by ingenious
amateurs for marking film being run
through the projector to edit out bad
spots or indicate points for titles. Personally. I use a cheap paper punch
with a triangular die. the same as is
used for punching transfers and tickets. In projecting film I watch for
the "rotten" spots, or just the right
places for the titles or cut backs, stop
the projector and deftly punch out a
triangular piece from the edge of the
film. This mark of identification is
easy to find
in fact it cannot be
missed, even when rewinding film rapidly

'

A id

T HAVE

—

Camera
AVE.,

photo is used more for special work,
such as Avild animal photography,
where it is impossible to get nearer to
the object than a few hundred yards,
and the magnification will be six times
that of the one inch lens. For greater
magnifications, such as eight, ten or
twelve times, the lenses for 16 mm.
cameras must be ordered specially.
To sum up, a general lens kit should
contain a one inch / 3.5. / 2.7 or / 2.5:
a speed lens: a wide angle lens and
one medium length telephoto.

yo\n dealers or postpaid.

Northeast Products

Company

Tewksbury, Massachusetts

FREE FILMS
16

MM.

SUBJECTS

35

MM.

NOW AVAILABLE
TO ORGANIZATIONS

AND

INSTITUTIONS
Apply

to the

Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture Bureau
120 W. 41st St.
1111 Center St.
New York City
Chicago, III.
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yet anothep^^^

achievement

TYPE
With

^^extra''' quality carried to the last detail

have seen many
otherwise good products
You

have been pinched
here and there in material, where corners have
been cut to add a margin
that

of profit.

Scrutinize this

Truvision screen! Wooden parts whitewood.

Springs
Shade
list

— extra

size.
top-of-the-

roller
quality. Screen mater-

— special DuPont
waterproof, Rooler
mounting — built-in
ial

ans portation- proof
Edges near screen surface
rounded to prevent

T

r

—

wear. Screws, Bolts
spedaily machined for this
screen, and so on through
every last detail.

By

all

means

PORTABLE

C

An

engineering accomplishment
worthy of the Truvision Surface
A screen that is designed to match the
qualities you demand of a camera and
projector.

COMPACTNESS:

Strong thin parts in
place of bulk, enclosed working parts,
snug fit design. LIGHTNESS: Tough
fibre case, all wooden parts. APPEARAll black finish, exposed metal

ANCE:

screws of gunmetal.

LING: Automatic

EASE OF HAND-

release, spring tension

With Prices

PERFORMANCE OF PURPOSE: Opaque
backing allows no loss of light. (Special
DuPont waterproof fabric), and the one
and only Truvision Snrfacel
visit

your dealer and see this screen.

craftsmanship and engineering
(I

skill

Type

C

$25

$17.50

(lOii

lbs.)

3-C

39 x52

$35
(131

2

lbs.)

Truvision Type C is the
lightest in weight of all
portable bended screens.
Truvision price scale is
lower than other beaded
screens.

Prepare yourself for nn example of

o( the highest order

rile for

30 x40

(TVo lbs.)

MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY: End arms
smoothness to screen surface, oversize
springs (no forcing, no sluggishness).

2-C

1-C

22 x30"

for opening and closing (both
smooth operations with just one finger).

frame and window-pane

held

was built to a qualitystandard, then prices were
computed at quantity production scale.

acts

give rigidity to

still

down to the minimum
Many products are built
down to a price; others
are priced up to a qualTruvision Type C
ity.

— you

will

not be disappoinred.

Booklet

TRUVISION PROJECTION SCREEN CORPORATION
11

EAST 44TH STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY
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COMEDY RELIEF
(Continued from page 87)

volumes to the country bred men who
see it, and the situation is self explanatory to others.

Quick thinking often brings

results.

One man passed an

old horse in the
decrepitude. It was too
old and skinny to be funny. A little
further along an old Ford had been
last stages of

abandoned beside the road. On the
screen you see the title, "Hasbeens",
and then a flash of the old car. The
horse hobbles in, regards the car for
an instant and then licks the bonnet
in

While

a "kiss".

tlie

same time

s

it

it

is

pathetic, at

funny.

It took twenty minutes to lead the
horse up to the car and another ten
minuets to beg a handful of salt from
the farmhouse. The salt was dampened and a little of it placed on the

bonnet on the side away from the
camera. The horse was permitted to
lick this up.
Then the horse was
taken just outside the camera range
and the rest of the salt put on the
bonnet. As he conies into the field of
the lens a spoken word checks his
progress for an instant but he goes on
after the salt. All very simple, yet
scores of people have asked how the
horse was trained to be so natural.

But you don't have to go into the
A popular shot with one
group shows a street gamin picking
a cigar butt from a park walk and
lighting it. Originally a second shot
showed the youngster writhing on the
country.

grass in the throes of nausea, not too
clearly indicated. A policeman stood
over him. It didnt really click until
the cinemaker went down to the city
hospital and secured a shot of an ambulance dashing out of the gate on
its errand of mercy.
Cut in between
the two park scenes it starts a laugh
the moment the ambulance is seen.

Another good park shot was titled,
"The Lawbreaker," and showed a little
girl

about four years old standing in

front of a sign prohibiting the pluck-

ing of flowers. A policeman fairly
towered over her and a close-up of a
single flower in her
cut in to

natory.

make

Men

chubby

fist

was

the scene fully expla-

smile at

it

and women

declare that she's a dear.

Another amateur exhibitor has an
effective shot of a small street urchin

with his face glued against a bakery
window. It was obtained without re-

ALL

REELS *T/I V
SAFETY STOCK
pr
100 FT.

/

ALWAYS ONE PRICE
AT YOUR DEALER

hearsal by simply promising the lad

a dime's worth of cakes of his own
selection. It might be mentioned that
a rival sought to copy the idea, only
to

make

with,

a

wrong

"Aw

hell

!

selection

Gimme

and be met
a pack of

«€»«' :

I
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Performance
which gives a
of Pride!

thrill
npHERE'S

pride in the ownership of the Victor!

Possessing every attribute of the highest grade
professional equipment, the Victor

Projector bring to the user of 16

Cine-Camera and

mm.

film,

a

new high

standard of motion picture quality.

.

.

.

performance of a kind which has

thusiastic praise of the

most

won

the en-

users thruout

critical

the world.

Backed by 19 years experience

in the

manufacture of

the highest quality motion picture instruments that

The

New

Model

engineering

3 Victor

Gine-Projector
Model

3

performance,

$300.00
and

illustrations

and splendid

showing many
service

...
it

a

pride justified by the wonderful

gives.

exclusive features.

The Victor Cine-Projector permits
ji]m

quality

—always.

Yes, there's prestige attached to the ownership of a

Victor
for description

new and

can devise, the name Victor has be-

Victor Cine-Projector complete, including

carrying case

Send

skill

come an assurance of dependable

hundreds of times without

the showing of one

tlie siiglitest

damage.

Victor Animatograph Company, Inc.
DAVENPORT, IOWA, U.S.A.
Branch Sales Office~242

W.

55th

Str.,

New

York.

The Popular Model 3T Victor
Gine-Gamera
Model 3-T Victor Cine-Camera with

3 -lens

turret,

including one lens only, 1" F:3.5 Velostigmat,

$172. SO
Also

equipped

Hugo Meyer

with

Zeiss,

lenses, prices

Coerz. Dallmeyer and

on application.
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cigs".

That might make a talking

ture but

was

it

pic-

a total loss as a silent.

The slapstick, however, seldom
makes good in amateur reels. Try for
more refined humor. A crying baby
is always good for a laugh,
^\nybody s baby will do but generally it
is better to borrow a strange baby,
even if you have your own. If you
can get a negro baby, so much the
When there is a negro colony
in your town you can get some rich
comedy shots, particularly in the sumbetter.

mer time when

the picaninnies are

running around

in the streets.

don't forget
picture ever

was
'AmfHcea Picneerx^ArlliUeBuilderancl rilmlditor

Jm Tiifes

%.u€m

EXCHANGE YOUR

MM.

16

LIBRARY FILM

ONE DOLLAR
ft.

monev

check or

vou send.

reel

HATTSTROM & SANDERS

702 Church

Evanston.

St.

Learn the Fine Points

111.

of

MOVIE PHOTOGRAPHY
Our home

studv course
Vrojessional Motion
Picture Photography will
enable you to get better
results and greater satiS'
in

faction.

We

have, for 19 years
successfully taught MoPicture,
Portrait,
tion

Write or

N. Y.

call for

Free illustrated book.

INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
St. Dept. 105. New York, N. Y.

W. 33rd

10

the very

made

a darkey

in the

first

comedy

United Staes

baby getting

a bath in

a tub of very white suds.

One

of the old standbys

is to

that

slight-

this

can be done with
titling and rearrangement, but don't
copy Hollywood and go in for wisecracks. Don't use "Three queens'" for
a trio of pretty girls, or '"Two of a
great

Kind for
"

deal

a friend

and a jackass.

—

.Mrs.

Potter Pancake, don't
The temptation

J.

.

.

.

monopolize your Filmo 75

to

.

.

.

is irresistible.

Filmo 75
newest of the Bell &
Howell Automatic Movie Cameras
comes in choice of colors
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

as smart as Paris
and as precise
as a micrometer.
The Filmo 75 will make for you the sharpest
most brilliant motion pictures you ever
saw on 16min. film. Surprisingly efficient.
Bass will take your old still or movie in
.

.

.

.

.

.

trade.

66 page Catalog free

Bass
179

.

.

.

Write.

Camera Company
W.

MADISON STREET

CHICAGO,
•Filmo Headquarters

ILL.
lor Tourists"

there— When

Easily

attached

Where

and
to

your

you

machine

in a few minutes and projector
can be packed away in case with*
out detaching.

Price $6.00
From your Dealer

WILLI.4MS.
"The Home

of

or Direct

BROWN & EARLE, inc.
Motion Picture Equipment"

Filmo Motion Picture Cameras and
Projectors

918

Chestnut

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

SOITHERN Ql ALITY
Titles, Editing

and Cinematography
mm.

Exclusively 16

PARAMOUNT CINE SERVICE
P. O. Box 4618
206 Hildebrandt Bldg. Jacksonville, Florida

FILMS DETERIORATE
The Teitel

Nem

Life Patented .Method

Will Save

Them

ALBERT TEITEL,
105 West 40th St.

Film Expert

New York

City

It is

twenty years too late for that maybe
thirty. Get a title that is clever and
witty rather than merely funny. If
you cant think of one, wait.

look so cross.

is

Select the best five feet.

A

Now!

Makes operating your projector a
pleasure.
extra wires needed.
Just pull the switch and the Light

will

dashing out of the ferry gates in the
early morning. In reverse they back
into the gangway with equal speed.
This is a useful stunt for a laugh if
you get some public building with an
imposing stairway and have a crowd
of people backing up and down.

E.

No

tempt you to too great a footage.

Even so simple a trick as the reverse is good for a laugh, and to get
this all you have to do is turn the camera upside down. One of the earliest
of these shots was a diver in straight
and reverse motion, jumping in and
out of the water. That went stale long
ago. A tree being chopped up instead
of down, people backing off cars instead of boarding, and similar tricks
are good, but the best shots we have
seen show a horde of commuters

&

B.

illumination that does not attract the
attention of or annoy your audience.

smear the tips of a child's fingers
with glue and give him a fluffy feather.
is

W.

A convenient light on your Filmo
Projector that enables you to operate
and change your reels with plenty of

ly

The only trouble

Send any good usable film to us and receive an
equally good or better one of approximately the
same length in exchange. Include a list of all
your pictures so you will not receive a duplicate.
Indicate your preference: comedv, drama or educational. Enclose
order for each lOn

tliat

THE

"PILOTLIGHT"

And

Don't run too long on one subject
without breaking it with comedy and
don t run the reels just as you shot
them. Rearrange the scenes to give
the best contrast or continuity, whichever seems more desirable, and then
slip in little human touches where
the)' will break the monotony.

Motion Picture

Work
in all

branches

DEVELOPING

PRINTING

TITLING

Work for smoothness and effect.
Make your reels so attractive that
your friends will want

to see

them

more than once. A poorly edited film
is more of an infliction than a sixyear-old reciting Little Drops of
Water or her more mature sister
wrestling with Gunga Din.

MID WEST FILM
INCORPOR.\TED

845 S. JV abash Ave.

Chicago, Illinois

CO.

»OW

E

Making

the shots

IM /% IC

F.

is

R»
just the pre-

liminary work. Assembling the reels
what marks the real cinematois
grapher. Keep the comedy and ar-

rangement in mind when you are
shooting and you'll have less trouble
and better results in the end.

PHOTOPLAYFARE
i

Continued from page 89)

prise package for the selective amateur who may be certain |o find in

each issue of this film periodical something of interest.

A recent review begins with a short
study called, A Drama Without Actors. This film follows a suggestion
once made in Movie Makers a hu-

—

morous suggestion,

to

action or of

scenes, the entire

be sure, yet one
full of value. Another number of this
magazine carried the report of a college film handled very largely in the
same manner. This Pathe short feature carries us through the marriage,
honeymoon, too rapid early married
life, quarrels and reconciliation of a
man and woman whom we never see
other than in photographs on tables.
The whole tale is told in flashes of
still

personae

being rice, old
wheels, cigaret stubs,
bills, telegrams, etc. A close-up of a
can-opener indicates more effectively
than a whole chapter full of written
story the culinary rock upon which the
marriage bells have been cracked.
dramatis
shoes,

train

This technique

is

one frequently

employed by cartoonists and comic
strip men. That it is new to the screen
is true only because of the very conventional nature of most screen products. Mr. Ramsaye's translation of it
from the cartoon technique to that of
the screen is evidence of his intelligent understanding of his position as
a review editor.

The other

features of this particular

review are less striking, although a
Pathe-color study of Japanese cherryblossom time is beautifully done.

Christmas Film
T^ETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

pre-

xM X

sented during the Christmas
Season a brief filming of the Adoration of the Magi which is equal, in the

medium
many of

of

the

motion picture, to

the best religious paintings

and etchings. This Christmas scene
is done with a very admirable technique and with a restraint, dignity and
sincerity that frankly present the motion

picture as an

form capable of

own language,

independent

setting forth, in

the

great

tales

art
its

of

Christendom with as much beauty and
artistic good taste as the older arts
have done.

TEBRl.^R-ft 1929

NEWS

of the

INDUSTRY

For Amateurs and Dealers
Color Projection

WitJiont Negatives

REPORTS

A METHOD

of splendid results in
projection of Kodacolor films

with the Bell & How ell 250-watt
projector and Kodacolor unit have
been received by this department from
manv amateurs employing this color
The addiprojection combination.
tional

BASS

.

.

generated by this new

light

said to produce screen
results of unusual brilliancy, a factor
greatlv appreciated by users of the

mechanism
.

MOVIE HEADQUARTERS!

new

is

color process.

announces
sales
its appointment as
representative of the

distinguished

DEBRIE
Model L
the ivorld renoivned

and

AKELEY
Motion Camera

Professional

Latest catalogs

and

infor-

Library Event
SALE of library

A

subjects by the
Kodascope Libraries. Inc.. of 33
West 42nd Street. New York, is a
unique departure announced for Februarv. Thirty-three subjects of from
one to six reels are listed in this offering. All are slightly used but in good
condition, and are offered because the

company has too many copies of these
subjects. The price listed is S17.50
per reel for full 4.00-foot reels. The

mav

be rented for examination at the nearest Kodascope Library
and. if purchased, the rental will be
sale films

credited on the sale price.

mation on request. Your
old camera may he traded
in at its present cash

making

Hollywood Movie Supply Company
of 6058 Sunset Boulevard. Hollywood.

Calif., thus saving the cost of
such negatives and materially reducing the cost of this process. Mr.
F. K. Rockett. manager of the company, announces to this department
by letter that he is now prepared to
handle tliis tvpe of work for amateurs,

the

price

which

for

at three cents

is

announced

per foot, measured on

mm. print. A 16
from 1,000 feet of 35 mm.
would therefore cost .S30.00.
This method solves tlie reduction
problems of those who have a positive
35 mm. print but to whom the negathe length of the 35

mm.

print

positive

tive is not available.

On Vitacolor
COMPLETE information

Facts

on

the

process
of
color
cinematography, we are advised by
the Dupont \ itacolor Corporation,
can be secured by writing to the Corporation at 207 North Occidental Bou^ itacolor

'T'HOSE who

have been unable to

obtain Lios Actinometers of late
will be interested to learn that Bur-'-

leigh Brooks. 136 Liberty Street. New
^ ork City, has been appointed their
Lnited States agent. Mr. Brooks has
been licensed to distribute them in
this country bj- the Drem Products
Corporation, which company previously had obtained an injunction preventing their sale as an infringement.
The Lios type exposure meters is
said to measure the intensity of existing light with a great degree of accuracy. They have been termed the

CHICA.GO, ILL.

News Reel Laboratory
1707 Sansom

St..

Phila., Pa.

Developing, Print-

mm.

Exclusively 16

ing, Titling, Editing,

Rush

Service.

for All Occasions
dustrial and Medical Production

Cameramen Available

THROUGH THE
through
feet.

1000

mm.

ISLANDS

Price S6 00

FANGS OF THE NORTH

—

ROSES
1929
Annual world famous parade passes before the

TOURN.\MENT OF
feet,

16

mm.

Sent postpaid upon receipt of S2.00
Produced by

REYNOLDS
QeTeUnd,

after the

diaphragm desired
adjustment. The
tv'pe for motion picture work is known
as the Photo Kino and is priced at
.S8.00. The still photography model is
withniiSaj^y

SIMPLEX F.\DING GLASS

ERNEST

this is all

posite the stop or

Price S6.00

F.\DE-IN: F.\DE-OUT

.M.
165 E. 19l5t Street

"one movement" meter, as
the operation they require

speed of the film is determined and the
meter set accordingly. In use they are
placed to the eve and a light and a
dark blue field appear.
The end of the meter is slowly
turned until the dividing line between
the two blue fields disappears. The
correct exposure is then found op-

llurini Water-

Na

16

—In-

Fighting men. howling wolves and a frightened
real drama every loot.
girl
Price S12.00
200 leet. 16 mm.

100

prints without the necessity of

either 35 mm. or 16 mm.
negatives has been developed bv the
first

levard, Los .Angeles. Calif.

Bass Camera Company
179 W. MADISON STREET

loo

tive

making 16 mm.
from 35 mm. posi-

Again Available

value,

;

of

positive prints

Ohii

COOLIDGE. EXPERT C.\.M£R,\M.\>;.
DOES HER SHOOTING WITH A CINE KODAK

MRS.

priced

fiirf her

at -ST. 50.

:

!•

OY1E

/« IC

News From

.

Bass

Al^i«7A^i^iL«iHF//»li4^

famous Debrie and also
Akeley 35 mm. cameras will have

new sales representative the Bass
Camera Company of 179 W. Madison
as a

Chicago,

111., it is

'

—

matography
the most useful
and beneficial accessory for
amateur movies. The real professional fade-in, fade-out, and
dissolve effects used separately
or in conjunction with any of

announced.

New Printer Model
face dark room model
Depue and Vance combi-

nation printer with automatic light
control board is announced this month
by these manufacturers of 7512 INorth

Ashland Avenue, Chicago,

New

;ct.

Title Service

and editing, which, it is
-*said, will conform to tlie most
modern and artistic trends, is announced this month by P. Ingemann
Sekaer of 1472 Broadway, New York.

New

clear daylight.

$?.00
Gives

diffused

or

CLAMPS

Soft characterisation

scenes taken in daytime.

Sunset used for

in

over a„y

SCHEIBE GRADUATED FILTERS

Absolu

mo

night

$5.00

irise.

SCHEIBE SINGLE COLOR FILTERS; Red known as
"C" Yellow A l-:-3. Coloi
Pan. Il/iX, 3x, AVix.
Ortho.

3,

f,

and

8x.

ot

effects

Has clear-glass center cirin sharp detail, leaving balance

$!.00
IRIS: Clear glass center vignetting to
For spotlight effect to accentuate point of
$5.00

white glass edges.
interest.

interesting feature of the re-

Victor Model 3 Projector
it secures a
good sized picture from a fair distance
without totally darkening the room; a
consideration of prime importance
where children make up the audience
and discipline is consequently a factor.
With the regular equipment,
which includes a 200 watt lamp, a
good seven-foot picture can be projected satisfactorily in a room which
is only partially darkened. Obviously,
then, a larger picture is possible on
said by users to be that

SCHEIBE GRADUATED
to black at edges.

IRIS: Spotlight

^x
INTENT ppOTECTlo,<^,
"

effect vignetting

For forceful positive accentuation.

RAMSTEIN OPTOCHROMES SET

optical

$12.50

WRITE FOR FREE CELLULOID LENS
COMPENSATION CHART

MONOTONE FILTERS
ity.

for Ortho., $3.50. for Pan., $5.00
Di/}uscd and Fog filters come in jour degrees of dens-

Ratw

o/ 1/2,

1,

The

3.

2,

1

and

recommended

2 are

AND CALENDAR

/or

gen

o

Sole dislTibulors for Scheibe and Ramslein Fille

CliS

1

fil

Dissolve and Filter Holder

DESIGN EPS AND MANUFACTURERS l""^^—
Toudescribe it— We'll deaign

106

it""!;

WEST 46*" ST.rN.XC.

Talk about beauty
A

_^^ORP0RATI0N

$5.00

Yellow

of 4

glass, four degrees of density.

NOTE:

universally

IRIS:

main object or close-up

scene diffused.

.'elous

$3.50

SCHEIBE DIFFUSING
cle for

instant without tools
on any camera in any
Fade release operated
in coordination with the
jxtremely easy, yet dupli-

an

le is

ent posit on.

SCHEIBE WHITE

Victor

ONE
cent
is

filters:

For moving scenes
ground for double printed title. Creates perfect
:

SCHEIBE DIFFUSING SCREEN:

npITLING

The

these popular effect
SCHEIBE FOG FILTER

smoke scenes from

III.

(y all the yard
of cine-

J8!sticks

ANEW open
of the

»

S

IK

THE
Street,

—

.

.

.

Wait until you see this. Then
you will have something to talk about.
feast for your eyes everytime you project

it.

PASADENA NEW YEAR'S DAY

"TOURNAMENT
ROSES

of

of 1929"
•8|THEME

Exclusively

—"POEMS

filmed for

Y01!

IN FLOWERS"]!.

with professioiml

stiiilio

cameras and

then reduced.

The

ivorld's tnost

Festival

famous and

—every

greatest Flower

ivinter sitice

1889.

ORDER YOURS TODAY
Sent postpaid upon receipt of $7.50
100

ft.

reel

—for any 16

iiiiii,

projeetor

Produced by

£

JAMES MATTHEWS
SEVENTH ST., LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA
DEALERS W rite or tvire for propostion

225 W.
LADV

\|i

1^

nil

Sl'UKTbW UM.\,N Willi

llliR

'1

1

I

A--' M

I

1

II

(I 'MI'I
1

ILMO

I

1

FLORIDA

CALIFORNIA
BcKCELEr: Bcrtelcy Commercial Photo Co., 2515
Bancroft Way.
FniiSNo: Potter

*

Drug Co.. 1112 Fulton St.
HoLLVwoon: Foaler Studios. 1108 N. Lillian Way.
HoUj-n'ood Movie Supply Co.. 6058 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood Music Co., Camera Dcpt., 6019 Hollywood Blvd.
Long Black: Uinstead Bros., Inc., 244 Pine St.
Lo^ Angeles: Eastman Kodak Stores, inc., 645 S.
Hill St

Roland .1 Giroux, 223 W. Third St.
John R. Gordon. 1129 S. Mariposa Ave.
T. Iwaia Art Store, 256 E. First St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 3150 Wilshirc Blvd.
Earl V. Lewis Co.. 226 W. 4th St.
Marshutz Optical Co.. 518 W. 6th St.

F W. Twogood. 700 Main

St.

Pictures Co., 1428

W.

Fifth St.

Santa Bakbara: J. Walter Collinge. S E. Carrillo.
Santa Moniga: Bcrtfaolf Photo Finishing. 1456
H. Hartman

6r

Son. 25 N. Bald-

Rome: Macon A. Brock, 231 Broad

626-16

Camera

Adams

Furniture

St.

New Haven:

Fritz 6f Hawley, Inc., 816 Chapel St.
Harvey 6f Lewis Co.. 849 Chapel St.
Rccd Film Corp.. 126 Meadow St.
Stamford: Thamcr, Inc., 87 Atlantic St.
Waterbury: Curtis Art Co., 25-29 W. Main St.

Butlers. Inc. 415 Markcl
Bldg.

St.

DuPont

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Ave..

Inc.,

154 E. Erie

Wabash

at

26 E. 8th St.
Radio Appliance Co.. 1426 E. 70th St.
W. W. Kimball Co 506 S. Wabash Ave.
Leonard Lvnn Co.. 502 S. Wells St.
Lvon 6? Healy. lackson Blvd. ^ Wabash Ave.
Ideal Pictures Cxirp

,

.

News

:

Co.. 37

Heidkamp. 17
Haines

W. Monroe

W. Randolph

6P Essick
6r

Galesblrg:

MASSACHUSETTS

1424

New

York

N.W.

Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 607.14th St., N.W.
Fuller (r d'.Mhcrt, Inc.. 815.10th St., N.W.

St.

58 Bromfield

Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. Hotel Statler.
Ralph Harris 6r Co.. 50 Bromheld St.
Ix-cr Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 155 >\'ashington St.
Jordan Marsh Co.
Andrew J. Lloyd Co.. 500 Washington St.
Montgomery-Frost Co.. 40 Bromheld St.
Pathescopc Co. of the N. E.. Inc.. 260 Tremont
if

M.

Smith Co., 15 Bromficld St.
Taylor Co., 56 Bromfield St.

Braintree; Alves Photo Shop, 349 Washington St.
Brockton: Raymond C. Lake, 218 Main St.
Lowell; Donaldson's, 77 Merrimack St.
New Bedpord: 1. Arnold Wright. 7 S. 6th St.
Pittspield: E. J. Curtis. 597 North St.
Salem: Robb Motion Picture Service. 2141A Essex
St.

Sprincpield:
Chicago

S. Prairie St.

J.

E.

Cheney

6f

Staff.

Inc..

501

Bridge St.

Lewis Co., 1505 Main St.
Worcester; J. C. Freeman 6r Co.. 576 Main
L. B. Wheaton, 568 Main St.
6r

St.

St.

MICHIGAN
.Ann Arbor: University Music House, 601-5 £.

INDIANA

William St.
City: Bay City Hdw. Co., Sporting Goods
Dcpt.. 1009-15 Saginaw St.
•Detroit: Clark Cine-Service. 2540 Park Ave.
Detroit Camera Shop. 424 Grand River. W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 1255 Washington
B.AY

Anderson: Rccd Drug Co.. 37 W. 11th St.
Evansville: L. E DcWitt. 618 Mam St.
Smith 6f Butterheld Co., 510 Main St.
Fort Wavne: B.echlcr-Howard Co 112 W. Wame
.

Blvd.

St.

Rogers Optical Co.. 824 Calhoun

Frankport: Pathex Agency, 206

»

E.

St.

Walnut

St.
1.

W.

H. Lieber Co., 24 W^ Washington St.
SoiTH Bend: Ault Camera Shop, 122 S. Main
Ault Camera Shop. 309 S. Michigan St.

St.

S.

Ayres

Co., Dcpt. 290

IOWA
Cedar Rapids: Camera Shop. 220 Third Ave.
Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 518 Brady
St.

Des Moines:

Stores. Inc..

St.

St.

Co.. 122-128 E. Willis

Camera Shop. 84

Illinois

N. Eutaw

Ave.

Stores. Inc.. 225 Park

Boston; Eastman Kodak

Solatia

Co., 1645 Orrington Ave.
S.

St.

Service, 855

St.

Eastman Kodak

Pinkham

St.

Moline: a. D. Webster. 1507 Fifth Ave.
Rockpord: Johnson Photo Shop. 316 E. State
Sprincpield: Camera Shop. 520 S. 5th St.
Sterling: Ray Hart. 8-10 E. 4th St.

Co., Inc. 804 Elev-

St.

Columbia Photo Supply Co..

Co.,

Illinois

Indianapolis: L.
Washington St.

DELAWARE

enth

202,

St.

.

Washington: Cinema Supply

6f

213

MARYLAND
Baltimore: Amateur Movic

Harvey

.

Frost Bros.,

Rm.

Carpet

Service.

St.

Hartman

Inc.,

510 Milam

MAINE

Sts.

702 Church St.
Freeport: Hartman's Camera Shop, 17

Budgepoet: Frit: ef Hawlcy. Inc.. 1030 Main St,
Harvey 6r Lewis Co
1148 Main St.
GiiEl-NwiCH: Gaylc A. Foster. 9 Perr^Tidge Rd.
H. F. Dunn Motion Picture Co., 57
Farmington Ave.
Harvey 6f Lewis Co., 852 Main St.
Watkins Bros.. Inc 241 Asylum St.
New Britain: Harvey 6f Lewis Co., 85 W. Main

Inc.,

St.

• Hattstrom 6r Sanders,

H.»RTPORii:

Stores.

St.

Shreveport: Southern Cine Co.,

St.

St.

O. Box 950.

Inc.. P.

Orleans; Eastman Kodak

Baronne

St.

•Chicago: Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St.
Camera Exchange. 26 Quincy St.
Aimer Coc 6^ Co.. 78 E. Jackson Blvd.
Aimer Coe 6f Co., 18 S. LaSalle St.
Aimer Coe 6^ Co.. 105 N. Wabash Ave.
Central Camera Co., 112 S. Wabash Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 135 N. Wabash Ave.
Fair, The. Dcpt. 95. State. Adams 6r Dearborn

Evanston; Aimer Coe

CONNECTICUT

Av

Bangor: Francis A. Frawlcy, 104 Main

St.

.

Wilmington:

New

IDAHO

\X'atry tr

Inc.,

Baton Roige: Ewing,

Boise: Ballou-Latimci Co., Idaho at 9th St.

• Fischers

W. Wal-

Sons. 431

fr

LOUISIANA
183 Peach-

Seamans. Photo Finisher. 7052 Jeffcry Ave.
Stanley-Warren Co.. 908 Irving Park Blvd
Von Lengerkc 6r Antoine. 33 S. Wabash Ave.

COLORADO

D. Gatchel

•227 S. 4th

Sutcliffc Co.,

Stores, Inc.,
tree St.
Visualisit, Inc., 21 Peachtrec Arcade.

Post Office

Denve»: Eastman Kodak Stores,
Ford Optical Co
1029-16 St.
Haanslad's Camera Shop, 404-16

KENTUCKY
W.

le:

ILLINOIS

St.

F.

KANSAS
Hall Stationery Co.. 623 Kansas Ave.

GEORGIA

Harold E. Lutes. 958 Fifth St.
San FaAKCisco; Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 545
Market St.
Hirsch w Kaye, 259 Grant Ave.
Kahn er Co.. 54 Geary St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co.. 5 64 Market St.
San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third St.
Schwabachcr-Frev Stationer? Co., 755 Market St.
Trainer-Parsons Optical Co., 228 Post St.
San Jose: Webbs Photo Supply Store, 94 S. First

Third St.
SitKRA Madee:

St.

St.

San Diego: Bunnell Photo Shop, 414 E

Santa Ana: Forman-Gilbert

Arcade.

Miami: Miami Photo Supply Co., 36 W. Flagler St.
Red Cross Pharmacy, 5 1 E Flagler St.
Petersblrg: Barnhills Camera Shop. 17-3rd
St.. N.
Robison's Camera Shop. 115-3rd St.. N.
Strand Camera Shop, 9- 2nd St., N.
Tampa: Tampa Photo 6f Art Supply Co., 709-11

Atlanta: Eastman Kodak

731 S. Hope St.
Schwabachcr-Frcy Stationery Co., 734 S. Bdwy.
Southern California Music Co., 806-8 S. Bdwy.
Oaillakd: Davics. 3SO-14th St.
Pasadlxa: Flag Studio. 59 E. Colorado St.
F. W. Rccd Co.. 176 E. Colorado St.
Pomona: Frashcrs. 15S E. Second St.

Art Ro<.ms. Cine Dcpt.
Kodak Store. 124 E. College

Rexall 6r

:

St.

Twiggs

B. B. Nichols.

RivEnsiDii:

C;hild

Jacksonville: H. fr W. B. Drew Co.
Paramount Cine Service, 206 Hildebrandt Bldg.
Lake Wales: Morses Photo Service. Rhodcsbilt

Eastman Kodak

Stores.

Inc.,

Fowler if Slater Co., 156 Larned St.
L. Hudson Co., Dept., 290.
I.
Metropolitan Motion Picture Co., 2510 Cass Ave.
E. B, Meyrowitl. Inc.. 1516 Washington Blvd.
United Camera Stores. Inc..
14524 Jefferson
Ave.. E.
Grand Rapids: Camera Shop. Inc.. 16 Moiu-oe
Ave.. N.W.
Jackson: Royal Film Service.
178 Michigan
Ave.. W.
Lansing: Linn Camera Shop. 109 S. Washington
Ave.
Vans Cine Service. 201 American Stale Bank Bldg.

808

{Continued on page 130

*IO«ll «I«M.IK%
loii^rer
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a

in

Mfll-iJaikenpd

room. The inanufaclurer reports that
anolhpr light s^ourcc a high intensity,
special 12 volt, 9 amperes, concentrated filament lamp, will soon be available. This lamp, it is believed, will
make possible projection of 16 mm.
film in the Victor Projector up to a
12-foot screen size at from 70 to 80

even on Dark Days and At Niglil
Take Perfect Interiors
cfful

pl
dt

enables

light

V..U

Because of the excepand
clarity of iu light.
No. 10 has no equal

to

tional brilliance

right in ynur rjwn homc-winter dayt and at night. The
on d
the children at
longed to take
ne» you hav
family evenu can be
dance*
part e«.
y.
films that yuu will want to look
uvcr and over again; 61nu. too. that you will
icturca

n

feet.

Mechanically, the Victor Model .3
Projector presents many novel features. For the first time in any projector a four-bladed shutter is used,
reducing flicker, even at slow speeds.
to the vanishing point. The shutter

fotoijtk;

Mith
F
i.ik

—

—

,

It can
be folded into a 24inch space, can be

mcnic making.

Fxtolitet have no equal for compactnew. jtm'
pluif> and light power. Fotolitea eliminate the
^putteJlng, the sparks and the "light fright" of

carried

anywhere

on any
socket

10 Fotolitc with auxiliary single or double set of No.
IS ideal for every home movie shot.

—

Fotolite, complete,

No. 5B

Fotolite. single. Complete,

No. 5B

Fotolite.

5

ready

12.00

no bulb

20.00

double, complete, no bulb

Ask Your Dealer

for

mon

Fotolif.

$22.0

no bulb

No. 10

Demonstration of

FOTOLITE
Mofcl Light for Current

TESTRITE INSTRUMENT

Expended

NEW YORK

CO..

AIMING HIGH
Wallac. Bitr% Sh.jOtins in Air Circus with Ins

DcVry

THE

has a large diameter, insuring a sharp
'cut-off" and consequently an evenly
The gate is
illuminated screen.

MINUSA
DELUXE
AUTOMATIC
SCREEN

slightly out of line in respect to the

plane of the reels, causing a small
throw-over in the loop which, it is
claimed, further eliminates image
vibration. The feed through the gate
is by double claw
By means of a novel trip arrangement, the projector ceases to function
if the loop is lost or if the gate is
accidentally opened during projection. In this way the danger of torn
.

film is largely eliminated. The machine may be operated in reverse
without the loss of a single frame or
without displacement of the frameline.
The framing device itself operates independently of the film so that
there is no displacement of the loop
in framing. A fire shutter comes into
position automatically when the machine stops, but individual frames
may be projected as still pictures by
giving them the protection of a special heat absorbing gauze which is

brought into position manually.
The inevitable wear which is bound
to affect anv intermittent cam after
continued use is compensated for by-

means
crank

A

hand
of a single set-screw.
provided which serves both

is

1^
You Are Proud

to Oicn'.l

—
—

—

Yes it costs a slight bit more Ijut. oh.
the ease
the diflFerence in appearance
and the superior projecof operation
tion results on its "professional type

—

surface."
Al your dealer/.

or trrite

MINUSA CINE SCREEN COIPANY
BOMONT AT

MORG.4.N

—

S.4INT

in

electric light

Exprris acclaim this amaxing mew 1.000-rd// fololite as tkr
Pot^erfmt lamp of its type ever produced.
No.

in a

room and plugged

—

lamp yet give all the brilliance ol an arc
an J aUo the convenience of the incandescent
F'tolite. There are models f'^r every need.
the arc

for

lighting

terior

prize for their sheer beauty.

LOUIS

For serenteen years the uorld's largest producers of
Motion Picture Screens.

for

FEBRI.^RV 1929

Ml^skegon-:

Beckquist

Supply House.

Photo

885

MINNESOTA
Duluth:

MiNNEAP
Fifth St.
E. B. Meyrowiti. Inc.. 825 Nicollet Ave.
Sly Fox Films. 49 S. 9th St.
Owatonna: B. W. Johnson Gift Shop. 115

W.

Bridge St.

Paul: Co-operative Photo Supply Co., 581-3
Minnesota St.
E. B. Mevrowitj. Inc.. 358 St. Peter St.
Ray-Bell Films. Inc.. 817 University Ave.
St. Mane Cigar S News Co.. 96 E. 5th St.
Zimmerman Bros.. 380 Minnesota St.
Wikona: Van Vranken Studio. 57 \V. Fourth St.
St.

MISSOURI
Kaxs.« City: 2. T. Briggs Photographic Supply
Co.. 916 Grand Ave.
Z. T. Briggs Photographic

Supply Co., 1006 Main

St.

Z.

T.

cr Huesgen Co., 18 E. 42nd St.
if Farley. News Stand, Times Bldg.
Lugene. Inc., 600 Madison Ave.
Medo Photo Supply Corp.. 323-325 W. 37th St.
Meta Photo Supply Co., 122 Cedar St.
E. B. Meyrowitz. Inc., 520 Fifth Ave.
Mogull Bros., 202 5 Boston Rd.
George Murphy. Inc., 57 E. 9th St.
New York Camera Exchange, 109 Fulton St.
Pickup if Brown. 41 E. 41st St.
Rab Sons. 987 Sixth Ave.
C. F. Ray. 296 Fifth Ave.
Schoenig if Co., Inc., 8 E. 42nd St.
• Stumpp 6^ Walter Co., 30 Barclay St.
H. F. Waterman. 65 Park Row.
• Willoughby Camera Stores, Inc.. 110 W. 32nd St.
Olean: Don Scele Studio. 150 N. Union St.
Poughkeepsie: Cundy Gift if Art Shop. 27 Market
•

Herbert

Lowe

First St.

Radium Photo Service. 320 W. Western Ave.
Sagixaw: Hesse's. Genesee at Jefferson.

Photographic

Briggs

Supply

Co..

21

St.

Rochester: Marks

Co.. 36 East Ave.
Curr Co., Camera Dept.
Stax!ford-in-the-Catskills: E. S. Burtis.
Syracuse: Clark Music Co.. 416-20 So. Salina St.
Geo. F. Lindemer. 443 S. Salina St.
Utica: Edwin A. Hahn. Ill Columbia St.
Watertown: Edson E. Robinson, Inc., 111-113
Washington St.

E.

11th St.

Hanley Photo

Radio Shop, 116 E. 10th
Aloe Co., 707 Olive St.

6?

«

Olive Sts.
Hyatt's Supply Co., 417 N. Broadway.
M. F. Rudi Drug Co., 15 at Cass Ave.
Springfield: Hurlburt Supply Co., 315 St. Louis
St.

NEBRASKA
Co.. 713

if

W. 2nd

NEW JERSEY
Atl

:

Eastman Kodak Stores, In

K Read. Inc., 308 Market St.
East Orange: Edmond J. Farlie. Jr.. 45 N. 19th St.
Newark: Anspach Bros., 838 Broad St.
L. Bamberger if Co.
Fireman's Drug Store. Market and Broad.
Schaeffer Co.. 103 Halsey St.
Plainfield: Mortimer's. 317 Park Ave.
Trenton: Barlow's— Music, 130-132 E. State St.

Co., 7 E. Exchange St.
Pockrandt Photo Supply Co.. 16 N. Howard St.
Canton: Ralph W. Young. 139 S. Cleveland Ave.
CiNCi.NNATi: Ferd Wagner Co.. 113 E. 5th St.
Huber Art Co.. 124-7th St., W.
John L. Huber Camera Shop, 144 E. 4th St.
Movie Makers. Inc.. 110 W. 8th St.
L. M. Prince Co.. 108 W. 4th St.
Cleveland: Dodd Co., 652 Huron Rd.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 1126 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service, Inc., 10008 Carnegie Ave.

Albany:

E. S. Baldwin. 52 Maiden Lane.
E. Colwell Co.. 465 Broadway.
S. Bump Co., ISO Washington St.
J. McFadden. Inc.. 202 Flatbush

Binghamton: a.

Ave.
Buffalo: J. F. Adams. Inc.. 459 Washington St.
Buffalo Photo Material Co.. 41 Niagara St.
United Projector if Film Corp., 228 Franklin St.
WTiinihan Bros, if Co.. Inc., 746 Elmwood Ave.
Corning: Ecker Drug Store, 47 E. Market St.
Haverstraw: E. H. Vandenburgh. 5 Broadway.
Ithaca: Henry R. Head, 109 N. Aurora St.
Treman. King if Co., care of Geo. E. Houghton.
New York City: Abcrcrombie 6? Fitch. 45th cf
Madison Ave.
American News and its Subsidiaries. 131 Varick St.
J. H. Boojer. 173 E. 60th St.
Bremano's, 1 W. 47th St.
City Camera Co., 110 W. 42nd St.
Abe Cohen's Exchange, 113 Park Row.
Columbus Photo Supply, 146 Columbus Ave.

Camera

Gloeckner

if

St.

St.

Kodak Shop, 295-7

if

Providence: E. P. Anthony, Inc.. 178 Angell
Chas. S. Bush Co., 244-246 Wevbosset St.
Starkweather

St.

Williams, Inc.. 47 Exchange PI.

if

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga: Englerth Photo Supply Co.. 722
Cherry

St.

Memphis: Memphis Photo Supply Co., Hotel Pea'
body. 86 S. 2nd St.
N.vshville: G. C. Duty

&=

Co.. 420 Union St.

TEXAS
Beaumont: Thames Magnolia

Store,

2599 Magnolia

St.

Film Laboratories, 2212 Live Oak

El Paso: Schuhmann Photo Shop,
Ft.

Worth:

P. O. Box 861
Chas. G. Lord Optical Co., 704 Mair

St.

Houston: Miller

Studio, 1321 Capitol Ave.
Star Elec. if Eng. Co., Inc.. 613 Fannin St.
Co.. 209 Alamo Plaza.

San Antonio: Fox

Houston

St.

at

Mary':

UTAH
Salt Laki

Main

Salt

Lake Photo Supply Co.. 271

St.

Shiplers. 144 S.

dral Ave.
Salem: Butcher's Studio. 178 Jennings Ave.

Franklin

Print,

Eng.

if

Co.,

226-56

iSt.

Photo Supply Co., 525 Superior St.
Lawrence's, 1604 Sylvania Ave.
Leo MacDonough. 1103 Detroit Ave.
Youncstown: Fowler if Slater Co., 7 Wick Ave.

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma

City: Roach Drug Co.,

W. Main

110

St.

Tulsa: Camera Shoppe. 5191/. Main
Alvin C. Krupnick. 9 E. 6th St.

Main

S

Norfolk:

S. Galeski Optical Co.. 209 Granby St.
G. L. Hall Optical Co.. 257 Granby St.
S. Galeski Optical Co., 737 E. Main St.
G. L. Hall Optical Co., 418 E. Grace St.

Richmond:

WASHINGTON
Seattle: Anderson Supply Co., Ill Cherrv St.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 1415-4th Ave.
Lowman if Hanford Co.. 1514-3rd Ave.
Motion Picture Service. 905 Lloyd Bldg.. Sixth
Ave. and Stewart St.

Spokane: Joyner Drug Co.. Howard

St.. S.

E.

345 Wash-

ington St.
K. Gill Co., 5th if Stark Sts.
if Co.. Kodak Dept., Fifth,
ington if Adler Sts.

Green, 116

W.

H. Hue

11th St.
if Son, 422 S.

Inc.,

1020 Chestn

St.

Second

St.

S.

Garage. 81-12th

St.

WISCONSIN

Madison: Photoart House. 212
15th

St.

C. Ferguson, Jr., 1804 Chestnut St.

St.

Commerce

VIRGINI.4

Eau Claire: Davis Photo Art Co.

James Lett Co., 225 N. 2nd St.
Johnstown: F. W. Buchanan, 320 Walnut St.
Lancaster: Darmstaetter's, 59 N. Queen St.
Mt. Carmel: Stecker's Boot Store. 20 N. Oak St
ia: Amateur Movies Corp., 132 S. !5th
Eastman Kodak Stores,

Riverside

Inc.

Fond du Lac: Huber Bros.. 56 S. Main St.
Green Bai: Bethe Photo Service. 125 Main St.
LaCrosse: Moen Photo Service. 515 Main St.

at

Jos.

Co.. 959

if

Wheeling: Twelfth

Wash-

PENNSYLVANIA
Ma

Stewart

WEST

J.

Lipman Wolfe

or

W.

Yakima: Bradbury Co., 19
Inc..

if

Ave.

Tacoma: Shaw Supply Co.,

OREGON
Pendleton: Flovd A. Dennis.
Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores,

Kelly

Madison Ave.

16 Maiden Lane.
Co., 9 Church St.

Stores. Inc.,

Newby

Main

Dayton: Dayton Camera Shop, 1 Third St.. Arcade.
Norwood: Home Movie Service Co., 2128 Cathe-

St.

St.
Inc..

S.

RHODE ISLAND
Newport: Rugen Typewriter
Thames St.

if Slater

Optical Co.. 735 Euclid Ave.
Stone Film Laboratory, 8807 Hough Ave.
Columbus: Capitol Camera Co., 7 E. Gay St.
Columbus Photo Supply, 62 E. Gay St.

W. 42nd

Stores.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 255 W. 23rd St.
H. if D. Folsom Arms Co.. 514 Broadway.
Gall if Lembke. Inc., 7 E. 48th St.
Frank Garfinkel, 141 Avenue A.
* Gillette Camera Stores, Inc., 117 Park Ave.
Gillette

Zwiebel-Stenger Sales Co., 203

0^ Slater

* Cullen, 12

Kodak

Home Co., Magazine Dept.
Kaufmann's Dept. Store. Dept. 62, Fifth Ave.
Root's Kamera E.xchange. 1 1 Fifth Ave. Arcade.
Reading: Alexander Kagen. 641 Penn St.
Wilkes-Barre: Ralph E. DeW'itt, 60 W. Market
Joseph

if Slater

Brooklyn: Geo.

Davega, Inc.. 152

Fil-

if

B. K. Elliott if Co.. 126-6th St.

E. Hertzberg Jewelry Co.,

Co., 806 Huron Rd.
Co., 547 Euclid Ave.
Co.. 1915 E. 9th St.
Home Movies Co.. 1501-7 Superior Ave.
Lyon if Healy, Inc.. 1226 Huron Rd. at Euclid

Fowler
Fowler
Fowler

Hu

NEW YORK

* Eastman
45th St.

Eighth

St.

1

Maiden Lane.
Davega, Inc., Ill E. 42nd

Market.

Williams. Brown (f Earle. Inc., 918 Chestnut St.
Pittsburgh: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 606 Wood

Akron: Dutt Drug

1735-

57 Boardwalk.
Camden: Parrish

F.

Clothier,

if

bert Sts.

OHIO

St.

St. Louis: A. S.
Erker Bros.. 608 Olive St.
Geo. D. Fisher
Co., 915 Locust St.
Harris Studio, 351 Paul Brown Bldg.. Ninth and

H.iSTiNGs: Carl R. Matthiesen

if Fuller

Siblev, Lindsav if

Strawbridgc

John Wanamaker. Dept. 56.

Milwaukee: Boston

Store,

State St.

Wisconsin Ave. if

4thi

St.

Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 427 Milwaukee St.
Gimbel Bros., Kodak Dept., Wisconsin Ave. (f
W. Water St.
Photoart House of Milwaukee, 220 Wells St.
W.aukesha: Warren S. O'Brien Commercial Studio.
35 5 Broadway.

St.

(Continued on page 132
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IMOWIE M/«KCRS
in

rewinding on

tlie

machine and for

projection where regular current is
not available. In this case, battery
lamps may be used for illumination
and, of course, the operator must be
content with relatively small pictures.
The spindles are so arranged that
the distances can be changed to accommodate either 100-foot or 400-

\o'

CO

foot reels and, in either case, one reel
can be rewound while the other is
being shown.

The carrying case

is

COUNTLESS

inquiries received by us from all parts of the
world indicate a tremendous demand for a simple method
producing motion pictures in natural colors such as has
been attained by the Vitacolor process.
of

ViTACOLOR through dealers everyamateur cinematojrapher, with his

lilability o(

that the

may make hon

present equipment,

ingeniously ar-

ranged so that the case goes over the

machine and

locks

in

position.

A

—

many

duplicates

special screw is provided to lock the
machine in the case for shipment and
a board, on which the projector fits,

VITACOLOR means

serves both as a convenient base and
as a separator for the accessory com-

conditions as prevail for good black and
host of other features making Vir»coi,c

white

.

.

.

.

.

.

projection range

e

le as for

s:

may be taken unde

pictures

the

black and

same

lighting

... a
amateur

lite pictures

ideal

for

and professional use.

partment.

A ccident

DUE

as

original negative without loss of color

lens requirements

your dealer for a demonstration. If he has not yet
received his ViTACOLOR equipment, send us his name and
send you more detailed information regarding this

A SK
^

mishap during pubsome copies of January

to a press

lication

ve will

emarkable process.

Movie Makers did

not give clear
reading to the address in the advertisement of Stonelab, Inc., which is
8805 Hough Avenue, Cleveland. Ohio.
This company made a special offer of

$2.00 for enlargements from 16
frames.

mm.

MAX

B.

DU PONT VITACOLOR

CORP.

Los Angeles,

207-9 N. Occidental Blvd.

Calif.

MUSICAL SHOES
(Continued from page 94)

—

shoemaker's
Scene 28
Exterior
shop; close-up of boot-shaped sign
swaying in the wind. {Iris out.)
The method of combining musical
themes for the above scenario may
be described as follows:

The New
Depue and Vance

COMBINATION PRINTER

1. Introducing a swinging rhythm
represented by the shoe sign, continuing this rhythm with the clock pendulum, which marks time between
the different processes of repairing.

ni(/i

AUTOMATIC LIGHT
CONTROL BOARD

2. Introducing four musical themes
represented by the cobbler's hands
and the three different pairs of shoes.

v_,.a*~» ''~«%>^

these
themes with
3. Blending
those representing the processes of
stitching, nailing, polishing, etc.

Contrasting shoe themes with
those of revolving wheels; for instance: the workman's shoe on the
tiny wheel, the lady's pump on the
larger wheel, the child's shoe on the
large brush. These three-sized wheels
are also symbolic of notes of the scale
and a rising crescendo.

This

new open

model with

face dark

all its

room

attachments

so constructed that

it

will

is

make

4.

Combining all the themes at the
climax which shows the cobbler at
his workbench surrounded by all his
paraphernalia while shots of him al5.

with shots
clock pendulum.

ternate

6.

of the

The diminuendo

16

16

mm. Contact

from 16 mm.

mm. and
tives.

For

this last operation

it is

16

to

mm.

equipped with wrattcn

Prints. Enlarges
.^^

mm.,

also ?5

duplicate nega-

filters

and

special

curved apertures for duplicating stock.

swinging

DEPUE

— ending on the

same note as Scene 1. represented by
the swaying shoe-sign.

mm. Optical Reduction
mm. Contact Prints,

Prints, 35

75 1 2

and

NORTH ASHLAND AVENUE

VANCE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

FEBRE'/%R^ 1929

Arrow Bead

Screens

Give better pictures

WHO CARRY

DEALERS ABROAD
AFRICA
Cape Province

Jape Town: Kodak (South Africa) Ltd., "Kodak
House," Shortmarket and Loop Sts.

AUSTRALIA
New

South Wales

ivuNEv: Harringtons, Ltd., 386 George St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., 379 George

New Zealand
Vcllincton: Kodak (Australasia) Pty.
1474, G.P.O.
Queensland
Jrisbane: Kodak (Australasia) Pty.
Queen St.
South Australia
\delaidr: Harringtons, Ltd., 10 Rundle

Kodak (Australasia)

These portable screens are finished with a Glass Bead reflecting
picture surface, mounted on a metal
spring roller, which is fitted into a

mahogany

neat dustproof

finished

with leather handle for carryIt is very simple to open and
close these screens, and they are
case,

ing.

Pty. Ltd.,

Ltd.,

HAWAII

Box

250

Charles

W. Donne,

'erth: Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd.,

Hay

SCREEN

No.

Size 33'/2x3l/4X4 inches, with
picture surface of 22x30 inches.
Weight 6
pounds. Price $15.00.

SCREEN

1.

Alberta
Calcarv: Boston Hat Works and News Co.,
Eighth Ave.
British Columbia
Vancouver: Eastman Kodak Stores,

109

Ltd., 610 Gran-

Size 4 5 1/2 " 4 1/, x 5 inches, with
picture surface of 30x40 inches. Weight 1!
pounds. Price $25.00.

No.

2.

SCREEN

No. 3. Size 57x4y4X? inches, with
picture surface of 39x52 inches. Weight 18
Price $35.00.

pounds.

SCREEN

No. 4. Size 72x5l/4x5'/2 inches, with
picture surface of 51x68 inches. Weight 40
Price $75.00.

pounds.

Ltd., 472

Main

is

a favorite for

counter use,

home,

of tourists

and commercial travelers.

The No. 4 screen is suited to large homes,
school classrooms, clubs, lodges, churches, etc.

Slide Co. of Can., Ltd.,

Gladwish

a

Maiiiijaclured under U.S. Pal. No. 1,399,566 by

Arrow Screen Company
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
WILLOUGHBY'S,
Greater

110

New York

W. 32nd

Distributors

DEALERS— Write

us for descriptive
folder and trade discoun t on the Arrow

Line; Bead Screens as ow as $7.50 retail. Complete stock ca rried in Holly.
wood, Chicago and Nev1 York for immediate shipment.

St.

Kobe: Honjo & Co., 204 Motomachi 6-Chome.
KvoTo: J. Osawa & Co., Ltd., Sanjo Kobashi.
Osaka: Fukada tf Co., 218 Dojima Bldg.
T. Uyeda, No. 4 Junkeimachi Shinsaibashi-suji,
Minai i-ku.
ToKyo; Home Movies Library,
515 Marunouchi
Bldg.

Mexico City: American Photo Supply Co.,

S. A.,
Agcncia Postal 25.
Kodak Mexicana, Ltd., Independencia 37.
Pathe Baby-Agency for Mexican Republic; Latapi
Y Bert, Av. 16 de Septiembro 70, El Globo.
Puebla: Casa "Hertes." Av. Reforma 109.

NORWAY

J. L. Nerlien A/S, Nedre Slotsgate 13.
University Book Shop.

Oslo:

Ancon:
Panama

CHINA
HoNC KoNc: The
26

Queens

Co., Ltd..

Supplies.

470 Nan-

Litzars,

tered

INDIES

Java

Weltvreden: Kodak.

Ltd., 38 Noordwijk.

Sol 4.

S.

W.

Barnes, 39 James St.

I.:

Medan:

Y. Ebata

Stockholm: A.

Sands, Hunter if Co., Ltd.,
37 Bedford St., Strand.
London, W.I.: Bell &> Howell Co., Ltd., 320 Regent St.
H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., 31 Mortimer St., Oxj.
2:

New Bond

St.

New

Rd., Cor. Char-

Sociedad

Anonima,

St.

Puerta

Penang: Kwong Hing Cheong. Ic Penang
Singapore: Y. Ebata ii Co., 33 Coleman
Kodak, Ltd., 130 Robinson Rd.

Westminster Photographic Ex-

119, Victoria St.

London. W. C.

Studio,

del

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS

ENGLAND
London,

St.

SPAIN
James Casals. 82, Viladomat

Kodak
1.

Vincent

Bank Lane.
ia:

Aktieselskab, Ostcrgade

St.

101 Buchanan St.

king Rd.

DENMARK

Fourth of

1

PI.

SIAM

Eastman Kodak Co., 64 Kiangse Rd.

Copenhagen V: Kodak

B.

SCOTLAND

Bangkok: Prom Photo

Rd., Central.

Shanghai: Chiyo Yoko Photo

Box

City: Lewis Photo Service,

July Ave.

J.

H

Pharmacy, Fletcher

Inc.. 123 Escolta.

Specialty Shop,

Edinburgh: J. Lizars, 6 Shandwick
Glasgow: Robert Ballantine. 103>/2

Mitchell, 147 Peel St.

ford St.
W.illace Heaton, Ltd.. 119

AT YOUR CINE-CAMERA
DEALERS

JAPAN

Bldg.

change, Ltd.,
the

ITALY
6.

REPUBLIC OF PANAMA

T. Eaton Co., St. Catherine St., W.
104 Drummond

Montreal:

Harrogate: A. R.
is

The Nos. 1, 2 and 3 are adapted to
office, summer camp, and for the use

St.

Kodak Societa Anonima, Via Vittor

29:

N.

Manila: Dcnniston,

Quebec

a consideration.

The No.
screen
editing films, etc.

Chowringhee

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

T. Eaton Co., Dcpt. V.-6, 190 Yonge St.
Film 6? Slide Co. of Can., 156 King St., W.
Lockhart's Camera Exchange, 384 Bay St.

DUTCH EAST
These screens, because of their compactness and
wherever ready portability

light weight, are ideal

INDIA
BoMB.«-: Hamilton Studios, Ltd., Hamilton House,
Graham Rd., Ballard Estate.
Calcutta: Army S" Navy Coop. Soc, Ltd., 41

MEXICO

Slide Co. of Can., Ltd., 319 Credit Foncier

tf

Kleine Pelsterstraat.
£^ Brans, Korte Hoogstraat

3

ville St.

Film

O.

HUNGARY

St.

Hamilton: W. Hill (i Bro., 90 W. King St.
Ottawa: Photographic Stores, Ltd., 65 Sparks St.
Toronto: Eastman Kodak Stores, Ltd., 66 King St.

i

Size 16x3x21/. inches, with
picture surface of 91/4x113/4 inches. Weigllt
3 pounds.
Price $10.00.

Capi,

25.

Pisani

Ontario

0.

P.

115 Kalverstraat.

Foto Schaap 6? Co., Spui 8.
Capi, 124 Noordeinde.
Fotohandel Ter Meer Derval, Fred. Hendriklaan,

Milan

West Australia

St.

No.

Amsterdam: Capi,

Budapest. IV: Pejtsik Karoly, Varoshaz U-4.

Little Collins St.

Manitoba
Winnipeg: Eastman Kodak Stores,
Screen rolled

Co.,

HOLLAND

349-51 Post Of-

Place.

y

(Fargate).

Rotterdam: Bollemeijer

BIdg.

SCREEN

Box 2999.

Groningen:

Harringtons, Ltd., 266 Collins St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 284 Collins St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 161 Swanston St.
Technical Journals Pty., Ltd., Temple Court, 422

Film

Ill,

Change

196.

37 Rundle St.

Victoria
IE:

Row

Honolulu: Honolulu Photo Supply

beth St.

fice

Ltd.,

Den Haac:
St.

Iobart: Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., 45 Eliza-

M

Exchange,

(Sheffield) Ltd.,

Photo Co., 6 Norfolk

Sheffield
St.

Ltd.,

CANADA

and 4 are fitted
ivith a stretching device which keeps
the bead surface smooth and taut,
and free from wrinkles.
2, 3

Piccadilly.

Westminster Photographic
Oxford St.
Shefpield: Wm. Mcintosh
Alley.

Tcsniania

easily carried.

Screens Nos.

MOVIE MAKERS

Wallace Hcaton, Ltd., 47 Berkeley St.. Piccadilly.
Westminster Photographic Exchange, Ltd., 62.

graphic Dept.

St.

St.

SUMATRA
6? Co.. 69 Kesawan.
SWEDEN

B.

Nordiska Kompaniet,

Photo*

SWITZERLAND

Lausanne: Kodak

Societe

Anonyme,

13

Av. Jean-

Jacques Mercier.

Winterthur: Alb.

Hoster, Marktgasse 57.

Zurich- Cans and Co., Bahnhofstrabe 40.
Ziilauf (Vorm. Kienast ii Co.), Bahnhofstr. 61.

IO«'IE iMAKCI

HOME MOVIES
is

monthly publication issued by

a cooperative

the world. Copies are free on request.

can

now

For

low price

a hit

of
chil-

short time only! The most popular
—artoon
with
characters — always
a

Felix Puts

$22.50

New

me

addition

laughable, er

never

a hit.

r

your home

to

would

:)icture

York City at the following dealers:

be

— alwa>'S

tiring.

Felix Doubles for

WILLOUGHBY'S
no West

Over

it

300 feet

be obtained in

$5.00

100 feet

sale outrijht at this special

lead-

ing dealers in amateur movie equipment throughout

HOME MOVIES

^

Felix Tries to Rest

Darwin
300 feet

32nd Street
ajfain

— Felix

GILLETTE CAMERA STORES,

ady for you
deale

$22.50

the uproar-

The

best.

filn

any of the

at

below.

s

DEALERS*

INC.

BOSTON

117 Park Avenue

Eastman Kodak Stores

M. Taylor

Solatia

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS
Alves Photo Shop, Braintree

CULLEN

WORCESTER
&

C. Freeman

J.

Co.

FALL RIVER

12 Maiden Lane

Smith

Equipment Co.

Office

PROVIDENCE
Starkweather

HOME MOVIES

Exclusive local rights to
larger cities are held

WILLIAMS,

The Harvey & Lewis Company

BRIDGEPORT

by the following houses:

BROWN

The Harvey & Lewis Company

HARTFORD
6?

EARLE,

Inc.,

The Harvey & Lewis Company

918 Chest-

SPRINGFIELD

nut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Harvey & Lewis Company

LEAVITT CINE PICTURE COMPANY,
Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Cahf., and
Street,

San Francisco,

3150

105 North

Wabash

GREAT NECK

LEWIS COMPANY,

B. Gertz, Inc., Jamaica Lovett Cine Studio

NEW YORK CITY
Wm.

Eastman

NEWARK

BROOKLYN
&

Fred'k. Loeser

1503 Main

849 Chapel Street, New
Haven, Conn., and 1148 Main Street, Bridgeport, Conn.,
and similar prominent houses from coast to coast.

Gillette Camera Stores
Kodak Stores, Inc.

C. Cullen

Company

Schaeffer

Co.

PHILADELPHIA
&

Williams, Brown

Mass.;

Springfield,

E. S. Baldwin

OSSINING
Hudson Radio Laboratories

Avenue, 78 East Jackson Blvd., 18 South La Salle Street,
111., and 1645 Orrington Avenue, Evanston.

Street,

ALBANY

Company

LONG ISLAND

Chicago,

6?

WATERBURY
Curtis Art

564 Market

Calif.

ALMER COE & COMPANY,

THE HARVEY

& Williams

NEW HAVEN

in the

Earle

WHEELING

PLArNFIELD

Twelfth Street Garage

Mortimer's

PITTSBURG
United Projector & Film Corp.

SYRACUSE

UTICA

The

following firms in foreign

HOME

use

cities

MOVIES as their monthly house organ:

Lindemer's

Cunningham's

BUFFALO
Buffalo Photo Material Co.

ROCHESTER

ERIE
& Green

A. H. Mogensen

AMERICAN PHOTO SUPPLY COMPANY,
Av.

F.

I.

Madero, 40, Mexico, D.

Kelly

FLORIDA

S. A.,

Tampa Photo & Art Supply
Star Electric

HOME MOVIES

LIBRARY,

515 Marunouchi Bldg.,

Engineering Co.

ST. LOUIS
A. S. Aloe Co.

CHICAGO

MINNEAPOLIS

New

Film Corporation

Ideal

FRANK WISEMAN LIMITED,
Auckland,

&

Aimer Coe & Co.

Tokio, Japan.

Street,

Co.

HOUSTON

F.
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170,

Queen

SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

Leavitt Cine Picture Co.

Zealand.

CANADA
Photographic Stores Ltd., Ottawa

Regina Films Ltd., Regina

ME.XICO CITY
Photo Supply Co.,

S.

A.

JAPAN
Write

to us for the

name

of the dealer

HOME MOVIES

in

your

who

Honjo &

issues

NEW ZEALAND

Home

NEW

YORK,

Film

Libraries

Publisher

SEVENTH AVENUE

Kobe

nk Wiseman Co., Aukland

city.

RICHARD MANSON
106

Co.,

N. Y.

New York

City

100 East 42nd

St.,

*Thf

are atsn rental stations
I.ibrarifs. including the
oi

I921 Features.
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SPECIAL SALE OF LIBRARY SUBJECTS
Slightly
We

have too many copies

Used hut in Good Condition

of the folhnving subjects

—

and

offer

them

for sale at only $17.50 per full library reel

of nearly 400 feet average length.

Orders

filled in rotation,

subject to prior sale.

Kodascope Library Motion Pictures. Numerals
number of reels in each subject:

All described in the Descriptive Catalogue of

THE SCREEN' TREE CROWS
TO RICE (1)
1035— PELICAN ISLAND (1)
1061— SCREEN SNAPSHOTS NO. 24 (1)
1070—POLYGAMY & PALOMITAS (1)
1109— DOMESTICATING WILD MEN (1)
3001- A FEW GOOD TERNS (n
4003- HEARTS AND HATS (1)
4004— EASY PAYMENTS (1)
4006— A TWO CYLINDER COURTSHIP (1)
4007— WALTZING AROUND (1)
4008—A HAPPY BIRTHDAY (1)
1004— WHERE

parentheses indicate

son,;— HEARTS

IN EXILE (5)
8009- HEART OF A HERO (6)
8011—THE LITTLE DUCHESS
8013— THE WISHING RING (S)

(1)

1040— EARLY

WISHBONE (1)
UNCLE (1)
4063— WEDDING BELLS (2)
8000- THE COUNTRY FLAPPER

in

—LA

8014

BOHEME

(5)

(51

8023-THE WONDERFUL CHANCE
8066— UNDER PAID (2)
8072— THE AVERAGE WOMAN (5)
8074— SECOND FIDDLE (5)
8084— PAL O' MINE (5)
8085— NOT ONE TO SPARE |4)
S087— LISTEN LESTER (5)
8088— LEAVE IT TO GERRY (5)
8090— THE BOHEMIAN GIRL (5)
8117—THE FOOLISH AGE (5)
8125— EYES OF YOUTH (6)
8134— THE GOOD BAD BOY (5)

4009—THE

4014— KIDDING

(5)

(5)

choice has been sold, as the available supply will go quickly at these prices.
Any of these subjects' can be rented for examination fron the nearest Branch Library and rental will be
credited on sale price if purchased.

Specify alternates in case

first

I

KODASCOPE
33

LIBRARIES,

Inc.

WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK

Branch Libraries and Distributors

in

Forty Leading Cities of the United States and Canada

Our

Latest Rental Release

"THE PONY EXPRESS"
Featuriiit/

A

'T^ictures

134

Ricardo Cortez, Ernest Torrence,

George Bancroft, Wallace Beery and Betty Compson.
wonderful Paramount Picture, another "Covered H^agon" and by the same Director.

that Please''

—

"PAN" FILM
TELLS THE TRUER STORY
The photographs on the

left

were taken with

ordinary film; those on the right ivith Cine-Kodak

Panchromatic Film under identical conditions.

Ordinary film
reproduces the
flowers almost
black; "Pan"

gives

them

their proper

color tone.
Note also the
improved rendering of the
girl's face

and

dress in the

Pan"picture.

"Pan"

gives

this picture
a realism, a

beauty, that
cannot be approaclicd «ith
ordinary

fihii.

>fote the detail

in the fore-

ground and
tlie sharp contrast in the
clouds brought
out by "Pan."

PANCHROMATIC

film is used in over
of professional motion pictures
because of its sensitiveness to all colors
and its ability to reproduce them accurately in their relative black and white tones.
The quality of your home movies
whether of persons, landscapes, portraits,
water scenes, interiors, or whatever you

70%

photograph

— will
^

be appreciably im-

proved by the consistent use of '"Pan."

Cine-Kodak Panchromatic film is
roll. A filter,

priced at $7. .50 per 100-foot

used under some circumstances, is priced
at $2..50 for the Cine-Kodak, Model B,
/.1.9; at .S1.50 for the
/.6..5.

A

Model

B,

/..3.d

or

special front required to equip

Model B,

/.3.5,

with the

filler is

priced

at $1.00.

our Cine -Kodak dealer carries

I'aticlironiatir

Film

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

''IVhat you

sec,

you get"

BELL

& HOWELL

Filmo 70

Capture the real beauty of

Winter Action
In

winter, just as in

other seasons,

it

is

easy to take excellent

motion pictures with a Filmo 70 or 75 camera.
The crystal white covering of snow alters photO'
but Filmo is
graphic conditions considerably
ever adaptable to all variations of weather, light,
speed and distance.

—

BELLdf

HOWELL
Filmo
Projector

will catch many late-in-the-day scenes you would
otherwise miss. Likewise either lens can be employed in adapting your Filmo for use with

Eastman Kodacolor

film.

For distance, select a 3^^'", 4" or 6" Tay
lor-Hobson Cooke Telephoto lens. Each is built
for lifetime use, though one exceptional series of
"distance shots" will amply repay you for the

A

purchase.
Bell 6? Howell color filter can be used with
In keeping with the twenty-two-yearany of the twenty-six lenses that are instantly
interchangeable on either model of Filmo.
tested principles which characterize Bell 6?
^,,; tojb^n
Howell professional cameras used in makColor filters absorb the ultra-violet light
a'§S
ing most featured theatre pictures
Filmo
reflected in great volume by the snow
g^^ i^f"
cameras, with their simple accessories, are all
permitting photographic registration of ,r
amateur cameras in one, immediately adjustsnow, clouds and darker objects with satable to the particular purpose of the moment.
isfactory detail in each. Exposure charts

W

—

are furnished for correct

Howell color

On

use of Bell

You Get." Questions involving person?!
movie technique are always welcome and
will be answered bv return mail.

Taylor-Hobson
Filmo lens is the one to
use. With either of these lenses, your Filmo
1

.

5

or

F

See,

1 .8

BELL &
BELL

& HOWELL COMPANY,

New

York, Hollywood, London

—

See a Filmo dealer for demonstration, or
write for descriptive booklet "What You

£s?

filters.

dull days the speedy

Cooke F

—

DWELL

Dept. B, 1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, lU.
(B. & H. Co., Ltd.)
Established i^oj
-»

MaKAZloe

ICE asc

of tUe

ncARcniMd

superlative brilliance
in amateur screen
performance
P

'ING fiooci pictures in Ihc first place is importanl but no
ETTING
^J matter how clear your film, it is screen brilliance, steadiness,
and lack of dicker that runs up the final score of satisfaction. And
that is^^ hy those who won't compromise on qualit y insist on Filino.
,

Filmo's sMperlali\e projecliot

an established fad. Nor did

il

en

rid

screen performaiK'e

'about

t

now
Mon'

is

broiiiib (;(r/(/c;i/.

Bell \ Howell, professional
mo\ ie camera and equipment pecialists to produce the finest
amateur instrument of its kind in the world, contributed to its

than 22 years of cnristant

slri\

ii

by

recognized excellence. Such experience knows no

siihstihile.

Precision and accuracy! That is the hue and cry of B<'ll &
Ilowell specialists. It explains why delicate Bell \' Howell tooling
operations nuist jiass tolerance tests of from one /(oo-thousandlh
to one toi-thoiisarulth of an inch! And it e\[ilains why the Filmo
owner can forfeit flickcrinf; and blur and with the Filmo Projector
always welcome pictures as beautiful and brilliant, as clear,
untlickerinji, well registered and gratifying as any you e\ er saw
on the pr<j^fessi(jnal .screen!

New

57 -C

Bell

& Howell

Filmo Projector
Wilh
2.W

wall.
(equal to

With ihr. Extra-Lite Projection Lens from 10 to 2.) per cent
more illumination is delivered to the screen than with regular
projection lenses. It is available for either 200 watt or 2,'50 watt
projector. With this lens the "Extra Bright" 5 amp. Filino

5

iiiid

amp. lamp

ordinary

.^1'"

wall. 110 veil lamp)
IVicral

Moreo\er. you can now iiroloiig the proj<'ction of aii\ single
frame without injury to the liirn. This is facilitated by the new
B.&H. Perforated Screen Safet\ Shutter. I'assesjust enough liuhl
to .safeguard the film, yet not spoil the piclurc. Installed b> .my
Filino dealer at nominal price.

viirial>lo v.illiifo

rc-islaiicn, voltnipler

at S240.

i.ictiiHini;

uiniiialloii Itiaii any oIIk
Projector deli\ers fai
feature aNailable for I''
projector made. Alio
iinaluuble for
jeclor is the ?4-inch. shorl focus projection lens
window displays and similar short throws.

—

Ask any dealer
ef(uall>

booklet,

"What

^<

—

show you the Filmo Projector also the
Filmo TO an<l
cameras. Or write us for

to

remarkabli
II

See,

\ou Gel

BELL & i^oWELL
BFIJ. & HOWKI.l. CO., Depl.C.

I!!2!!

bareliiiMUil Ave., Chicago.

Ul. y,;, York.

Ilollyiiooil. Ij.mlon

{Ii.

di.

ll.Co..

Ud.) Kstabiished 1V07

AIO^'IE IM/%I«ERS

Head Screen partially open showing
liow \ertical supports spring auto-

matically into place.

STINEMAN DEVELOPING TANK
FOR
The

New

Professional

DUOGRAPH
MM.
HOME MOVIE PROJECTOR
S35
For complete details
See the Two-Page Diiograpli

'

obtained with this outfit

are

consisting of one 100

16

MM. FILM

16

results

ft.

reel

and three nesting

trays,

one for developer, one for hypo and one for water.

Unit for 100 feet 16

Unit for 100 feet 35

mm.
mm.

film

$50

film

50

READY TO USE

i

I

"'

BELL & HOWELL

advertisement on pages 142

and 143 of

this issue

BEAD SCREENS
(SELF ERECTING)
Frosted Crystal Pearl Bead Surface. Has exceptional brilliance.

To

open screen, pull
up and screen

straight
in

handle
is

ready

an instant.

To

close

screen,

supports and

side

down

into

Type

AX

its

simply touch
screen rolls

case.

(Leatheroid Covered

Case)
15

KINO-PANO
TRIPOD
Wood

Tripod, Aluminum
Extension Legs, only 4%

pounds

$35.00

Plates for Projector
$6 and $7.50.

use

Canvas Shut Tite Case, $4.
Closed 33'/2", Extended 58"
Tilt and Panoram Top onI\'
are the Eastern
Distributors

$25.00

22 X 30

27.50

30 X 40

33.50

36 X 48

38.50

39 X 52

40.00

STINEMAN PRINTER
CX (Lacquered Brown
Rubbed Finish Case)

Type
efficient, easily operated printing machine may
be worked by hand or motor. An adjustable light
opening controls exposure on over or under exposed

This

negatives.

Has

capacity for 200 feet negative and

positive film.

mm.

film

For 35 mm.

film

For

x20

$20.00

22 X 30

23.50

15

30x

40

28.50

$90

36 X 48

34.50

90

39 X 52

36.50

$17.50.

He

x20

16

.

.
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An

Attaching

VITA COLOR

Achievement

.

.

.

Amateur
Motion Pictures
In Full Color!
As Easily Made as the Ordinary
Black and White — Assuring
Unapproachable Perspective
and Stereoscopic Effects.

k^ ^^

—

on film and screen now that VITACOLOR has arrived!
amazing development in cinematography allows you to capture

color's hour,

For

this

and project every imaginable photographic subject including nature's
themes, in the fullness of
For

VITACOLOR

all

4_With VITACOLOR.

not only a practical develop-

is

ment, hut the embodiment of simplicity, adapted

A

from

to

Z

of years of laboratory

work

I— With VITACOLOR.

— the

and research

owners

5—VITACOLOR

out-

in the early

16

by simply adding the

VITACOLOR

attachment

equipment in no way interfering with
the taking and projecting of ordinary black and
a detachable

special

6

white pictures.

VITACOLOR
same
"

Panchromatic

many

a

duplicates as required

7—The VITACOLOR

may be made

bright sunlight with

not being necessary.

be printed

;

spective

(rum the original negative without loss of color

—

down

vast field for library

and proceed the

and projecting black and white.

as in taking

—As

film,

in the evening, revealing the

/-1. 9 lens

mm. camera may

opening

with

wide open

—^VITACOLOR pictures taken with

55

camera

your

taken under

morning with a high fog obscuring

the sun. as well as

glories of a brilliant sunset

load

standard

They have even been taken

enjoy every color advantage,

— Operation—merely

may be

pictures

good black and white.

mm. equipment may

2

reliable

lighting conditions similar to those required for

effort.

of standard

any

3.5 lens will give excellent results.

to amateur, professional, scientific,

library, telephoto or miscroscopic

loveliest

their actual color values.

and

a

vital factors that

of 16

mm.

a standard
to 16

mm.,

and educational
projectors.

Process gives a true per-

marked stereoscopic

—two

effect

have always taxed the ingenuity

of photographic experts.

PROCESSING:

Exposed

VITACOLOR

Panchromatic Film

m

.

VITACOLOR

Labo

nd

Los Angeles for developing-

positii

being returned with a helpful, technical analysis of the work.

ANNOUNCEMENT
mation furnished from

made

will shortly be
the

VITACOLOR

of \u

home

,ed

branches where

attachments are now
one inch lens; also available for Filmo projectors and Ea;

Note;

color subjects for

Panchr.

for developing

and printing.

VITACOLOR

ulable for standard Bell ii Ho ell Filmo cameras, using either standard /'3.5 or other standard
n model
projectors. Atl chments for other focal length lenses and equipment will soon

"A"

projector are

now

in

the course of preparation.

VITACOLOR

pictures are taken at a speed of twenty-four frames per second and projected in like ma
Mthout extra charge at^ the_ VITACOLOR Laboratories; a VITACOLOR transformer is provided which
A.C.. 50 or 60 cycle, 110 volt
vhere the current
ubje

Cameras are adjusted t
maintain the required abo

PRICE OF EQUIPMENT

VITACOLOR
VITACOLOR

Camera Attachments, completely installed—List

price

$75.00.

Projector Attachments, completely installed—List price $100.00.

Transformer— $12.00

VITACOLOR
Literature

extra.

Screen, without standard. 24x32 inches— $15.00.

and further information
on request.

VITACOLOR
Patwchro.
Film.

$1200
er 100 feet,

including
negative

and print.

Infor-

c

ATTACHMENTS—VITACOLOR
LIBRARY— Library

VITACOLOR

MAX

B

Du Pont Vitacolor Corporation
207-209 Occidental Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
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DUOGRAPH PRO
Scores Sensational

Triumph with

High Quality Astounds Everybody
T^UOGRAPH
--''

has taken the trade and public by storm! Its
amazing quaHty and performance have won enthusiastic

approval.

T)IGTURES

cannot do justice to Duograph, with its precision
lens, encased in solid aluminum
die castings, and beautifully finished in crackle colors.

'*-

movement and unsurpassed

T^EALERS meet with no sales resistance. Duograph
'^ the home movie industry the greatest impetus
it

will give

has ever

received.

THERE ARE NO STAMPED "TINNY" PARTS IN DUOGRAPH

Duograph compares favorably with any 16 m. m.

$

35

.00

Projector on

MODEL A— (Standard)
Combination crackle
and direct rewind.

finish,

bracket for 200

ft.

reels,

Complete with Carrying Case.

BRACKET: A

chromium plated bracket holding 400 ft. reels, wit
provided as an accessory to Model A. Interchange
able and replaces 200 ft. bracket and can be instantly attached. Price, $7.0<

400

FT.

4-to-l

geared rewind

is

Sturdy and Durable

No Fire Hazard
Can Be Operated
By a Child
Lamp

and Electrical Appliances by

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Lens and Optical System by

WOLLENSAK OPTICAL COMPANY
Die Castings by

ALUMINUM

CO.

OF AMERICA

Invented and Designed by

E.

WILLIAM NELSON

DUOGRAPH,

Inc.,

IO%'IE

IM

AKERS

JECTOR
Crade and Public
Motor-Driven Model $ ^7
Complete with Carrying Case

I

COO

—

We have in production for delivery on or about
March 15th a motorized model with governor
controlled, fan-cooled motor, entirely enclosed
in beautiful aluminum base.

A

interchangeable with Model
Luxe, and quickly and easily
attached. It will be provided as an accessory
to those models.

This base

is

and Model

A De

Coming— 16 mm.

CAMERA—Coming

—

Unique in design perfect in performance.
Companion to projector. Invented by E. William Nelson.

he market '"regardless of price!

MODEL A— (De Luxe)
Chromium

plate

Dracket for 400

and crackle finish on gold or silver,
reels, and 4-to-l geared rewind.

ft.

Complete with Carrying Case.

A

Marvel

of

Mechanical Precision

FULLY GUARANTEED FOR

TWO

YEARS

T^UOGRAPH

meets the increasing demand for a low priced,
*-^ high quality machine. In appearance and performance it is
in a class entirely its own.

T^UOGRAPH

is the ideal apparatus for cutting, editing and
selecting enlargements. Individual pictures can be held indefinitely on screen without damage to film.

-^

HP HE

highest grade of materials and workmanship are incorporated in Duograph. Its symmetrical lines and artistic finish
in exquisite colors make it an article of rare beauty and an orna-*-

ment

to

any home.
If

130

not yet available through your local dealer
write to us for name of nearest dealer.

West 42nd

St.,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

»a/%ISCH I929
200

ft.

reel capacity,

FEATURED RELEASES

hand

operated (as illustrated)
400 ft. reel attachment $7. extra
.

For

.

Home

Projectors

,

Bell

6^

Howell

Co., Chicago.

111.

An

important

move by the Filmo Library is the releasing each month
of a feature picture. The first, a Thos. H. Ince production, complete in five, 400 ft. reels, is The
Bushcr. with Charles Ray, Colleen Moore and John
Gilbert.
Last month we called attention to the interesting Wm. L, and Irene Fmley bird and animal
life films now offered in 16 mm. by the Filmo
Library.
Two more of these are now available. Renting
Houses /or Songs, in which several varieties of the
song birds on the Finley estate figure, and Don 9
the Cili/ornw Siuii,l.
Each of the four Finley pic-

tures now available to the amateurs is complete in
100 ft. FeUx the Cat. wnh the Cou-bovs. and Felix
the Cat. in Dutch, both 100 ft. subjects, complete
the offerings for the month, but a catalogue of the
Filmo Library and a bulletin of current releases may
be had for the asking.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester. N. Y.
The announcement sounds interesting, for here arc
The Doodlebug Circus and Chip, the Wooden Man,
the latter in The Mdgic Wand. The Doodlebug picture brings in all the side-show stars, with a barker
presiding.
Chip continues his adventures, this time

having found an old witch to guide him to The Wishing Land.
These Cinegraphs are in 100 ft. lengths
made off the coast of Alaska for Cinegraphs,
is a
200-ft. whale hunt -thriller."
Barnyard Pets
would seem to have an especial allure for the little
people, for It is the story of two friends, a very
small kitten and a very large dog. The kitten's efforts to keep the dog immaculate by "personal
application" should alone be worthy of encouragement.
Wlijling.

Own

Movie Shows

New Low

Price of Admission!

Your
at a

Come
400

ft.

in

and

let us

demonstrate the new

reel

Motor Driven
Model

Model
(hand operated)

(400 foot

reel)

TURES, Inc., Chicago,

This library announces a new series of Special
Kclcases.
In this new group of ten pictures of different lengths up to 400 ft. will be found a great
variety of subjects.
This month the amateur may
visit the fascinating South Sea Islands by way of
two full library reels. Fire Walters of Beqa and

Samoa-Coco-nuts and Copra.
Another outstanding
picture. Rubbering in Selangor, depicts the great industry

of

the

Federated Malay States.
Lovers of
be interested in The Snou-Bound

snow and

ice will

Pyrenees,

which shows some of the world's most

beautiful

PROJECTOR

5545.00

$75.00

Completely Equipped with Carrying Case and Reels. Projects clear, brilliant
and steady 16 mm. pictures. Beautiful crackle finish in black, green, red or blue.

Home Film

Libr.aries, Inc. New York. N. Y.
Tries to Rest (100 ft.), Fcl;
Puts it Oner (300
and Felix Doubles /or Dai
iruiin (300 ft.)— the
always popular Felix.
And
lecting one from the
Home Film Libraries' featu
for special mention,
thi
r> Clothes,
Jobyna Ralston and
Johnny Walker. Sii reels. Why not ask for a full
Ffli.x

It.),

list

of the releases?

KoD.tscoPE Libraries. Inc. Wallace Beery, Ray-

DALLMEYER,

Tele-Photo

These lenses are the overwhelming choice of professional
"Camera Men"; used by the Martin Johnsons.

mond Hatton, Chester Conklin and We're in the
Havy How take the front of the curtain for Kodascope this month, sharing the limelight, however,
with the offer of the new Third Edition Descriptive
Catalogue, in which the amateur may choose from
1,000 reels of rentals.

Pathegrams, Jersey City, N. J. Our Gang? Yes!
The Big Show. They're in the circus business now.
there's Billy Bevan in Hohoken to Hollyu.ood
by virtue of Mack Sennett, and Saturday Afternoon,
in which Harry Langdon appears. These are all 400
ft. reels.
Thrills, a 200 ft. picture of famous daredevils in action, completes the Pathegrams "picture"
for the month.
In

3

in.f-3.5— $8?; 4 in.f-4.5— $60; 4in.f.4— $80; 6in.f-4— $95; 6in.f-3.5— $125
Matched Finders With All Lenses

Mouon

Picture Headquarters for 21 Tears

HERBERT &
HUES^EN
<0*
42nd
18 East

street

NEW YORK

Then

Ernest M. Reynolds, Cleveland, Ohio. Heart
of the Adirondaclis. showing the big woods. Long Lake
and vistas of Lake George, the ?<ineteen Twenty-nine
Pasadena Tournament of Roses and Through the
Thousand Islands are the features this month.
Y. M. C. A. Mo
Ne«
York, N. Y.
Bradford Washburn, Jr
xpenenced mountain climber, spent the Ch
days of 1927 climbing in the White Mountains. The
result IS the release of a 16 mm. subject by the
Y
C. A. Motion Picture Bureau, Bradford on
Mt, Washington, which is offered witiiout rental to

M

organijations.

MR^:©^B.L&Myi^iil^li^
pS^S'f^5^69^'X"i<^7'%:^J55^^

•^ir«evr:-l.

DUOGRAPH
SOLVES YOUR
EDITING

PROBLEM
By

unique assembly
your editing outfit,
splicing and cutting can
be done with maximum
speed and accuracy as
you work directly from
a

of

the projected

KINO PLASMAT

picture.

"THE UNIVERSAL LENS,"

F:1.5.

solves

your problems for high speed work, sensitivity for color on
Panchromatic Film and Kodacolor, and for all poor lighting conditions. It is unique for General All-around work.

I

I"

Focus

$60.C0

The Cullen Humidor Storage Case solves your
,.„„, fii„<,
r L
.
J
problem
of how to keep and carry your hlms.
^
J
I
JAlways in good condition, ready for immediate
,

use.

400

,

1

Made
ft.

in

three convenient

t.
ft.

reels in

16—400

ft.

reels in Tins

1

'»

—400

ft.

reels in Tins

^^^ r^

f

ins

«l7Cn
$l/.OU

M^
» &
IB

store

sizes to

IT".

<nn

24

'^^HH'

t^B^^^^K
k;
^»
;1B

-

reels in Tins.

—400

c
8

,

|^
WM

C"l'en Carrying Cases solve the problem of having
s all the necessary equipment alwavs cornj
.l
-.l
-.u
»
pactlv at hand .together with vour hi
Filmo, without
additional bulk or weight. Compactness, convenience and appearance combined to the maxi'

.,

mum

degree.

H K
^P

REGULAR CASE

vtsl

K
»
K
Bf
K

m-

gjiiiiittiigitiiBii^^

'^^'

^i^ ^fc*^fc*^"W

cS

PHOTO SUPPLIES SINCE
12

Maiden Lane,

^,

..^

New York
,

1882
„.

City

He expect our customers to have problems. They have
learued to expect us to solve them, and we make a spe-

«

JB

^
Wk
^

duple.xcase
[Filmo with Duplex
Finder aiiached)

Black
.p^^

$22.00
28.00

iMMiffltMiii^^
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Your

PRESENT

16 nim. Projector

(regardless of
or model)

rK<^

(V^'

make

PLUS

.

A SENSATIONAL NEW TALKING
PICTURE UNIT— that attaches in a moment, WITHOUT TOOLS, to any projector

—

that runs all-talking as well as

synchronized music subjects

—

that plays

through an ordinary phonograph or a
standard radio

set

— AND $

COSTS ONLY

enables you to shoiv

.

.

>|

r\ 00

49;

.

TALKING PICTURES IN YOUR HOME
An unusually complete library of exAND AS FOR SUBJECTS
clusive films and discs—RECORDED SIMULTANEOUSLY BY THE
! !

LATEST PROCESS

!

!

—

is being "shot" by professional producers of
recognized standing. Stage and screen stars talking and singing right

in

vour own home

!

DEALERS : This is one of the most
important announcements made
in the home field so far! Write or
wire for details.

HOME-TALKIE MACHINE CORPORATION
220

W KST

12nd

STREET,

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

T the

dawn

and music

public use a fearful and
piece of mechanism
that, for several years, kept the
average man in a state of alarm. He would
have nothing to do with it. If he saw a trained
mechanic operate it he gave it a pretty wide berth,
when he met it in his path; if he ran across friend
"Bill" or "Cousin Jim" guiding it, he blew up
in righteous indignation that an untrained person
would take to the highway with so powerful an
engine of death. This was the automobile.

We

wonderful

^ How
don't

A

vigilant about:

Exposure, Focus, Steadiness

^ He knows
from

real

prospective movie maker that "what you see you
broadclasses of dealers photographic

Are You A Good Missionary?

—

Amateur Cinema League

THE Amateur Cinema

League is the international organization of movie amateurs founded, in 1926, to
serve the amateurs of the world and to render effective the amateurs' contribution to cinematography as an art
and as a human recreatoin. The League spreads over fifty
it

a

it

club consulting and organizing service:

film

HIRAM PERCY MAXIM
Hartford, Conn.

EARLE

C.

ANTHONY

Director of the National
Association of Br

ROY

D.

CHAPIN

Chairman, Board of Directors

Hudson Motor Car Company

publication and

tors listed

is

owned by

a sufficient

conducts a

The

is

its

direc-

warrant of the high type
is

invited,

if

you

Inc., Directors

E.

Treasurer

VOORHEES

STEPHEN

F.
Architect, of New

30 E. 42nd

the League.

Your membership

Vice-President

W.

it

Movie Makers

are not already one of us.

offers

1711 Park

COTTER

St.,

New York

HEBERT

A. A.

York City

LEE
City

St..

F.

Hartford, Conn.

HANMER

Director of Recreation,
Russell Sage Foundation

DOOLEY

C. R.
Manager of Personnel and Training,
Standard Oil Co. of N. J.

Managing Director
ROY W. WINTON, New York
Address inquiries to

below are

of our association.

Amateur Cinema League,
President

exchange for amateur clubs.

official

technical consulting

offers a photoplay consulting service;

^

done your share in the campaign of
public education about this new method of
human expression? Have you tried to multiply
yourself by four or five in the amateur movie
movement? Are you helping to remove "amateur movie shyness" as you did a quarter century
ago to remove "automobile shyness?" Do you
let your friends try out your camera as you used
to let them try out your car?

Manufacturers and dealers are doing their
National advertising reiterates that "you
press the button and we do the rest" or assures a

service;

art.

^ Have you

<I

a

movie

Have You Told Your Friends About It

part.

offers

His OWN poor pictures come
about one of these three ele-

He knows

that a hundred per cent perfection in these three bogies of the movie maker
means pictures of which anyone can be proud.
He knows that an amateur who has conquered
these obstacles is an amateur ready to go in for

motion picture expert. They are inclined to sniff
at their friends who embark in amateur cinematography. They are apt to look on the ownership
of a movie camera as a piece of fool-hardiness or
a bit of deliberate swank.

It

that

carelessness

ments.

is a lesson for all movie makers.
Far too
people think that a movie camera can be
handled only by a trained photographer or a

countries of the world.

How

Why

Here

the

Make Movies!"

to study photogoften do you come
Bill, this is as simple as
rolling off a log.
don't you try it yourself?" Are You a Good Missionary.''
^ Every amateur knows that there is nothing
complicated about home movies. He can give
the
B Cs of his hobby in five minutes. He
knows that good movies are as certain as next
Christmas if the button-pusher will be eternally

many

A Word About

how

"Of

raphy for a long time?"
back with, "Look here.

conducted by new owners of automobiles who
convinced their timid neighbors and friends that
a man could run one without risking his life.
The results of this are apparent today and the
automobile is a human necessity.

Two

see

you have learned how to
course, you have had

that
or,

ation did not presuppose a mechanical education.
By far the greatest part of this education was

get."

let your friends tickle your
with silly remarks like: "I
you do it! I think it's wonderful

often do you

sense of importance

^ Then something happened. Manufacturers
and dealers realized that this new mechanism
was capable of general use; they saw that the
public had to be convinced that the average person could run it. An intelligent campaign of
public education went on, a campaign in which
manufacturers persuaded dealers and dealers, in
turn, persuaded customers that automobile oper-

^

—

are educating the
public every day to the realization that amateur movies are
open to everyone.
amateurs
have not yet undertaken our part
in this campaign of education.

of this century
into semi-

came

there

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE,

Inc., 105

FLOYD

L.

VANDERPOEL

Scientist, of Litchfield,

Conn.

City

West 40th

Street,

New

York,

New York
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Kinema Has Told

the

FAILS TO GET

A LAUGH

Boys His Camera Is a "Star Detector" and They Are Searchin
For the Stars Through the Lens.

IMOYIE M/«K.CRi»

CUTTING
Musings on an

Effort to Solve the Greatest of Cine Problems

By Dr. Kinema

SOMEBODY said a while ago that
what this country needs most is
a good five cent cigar. I don't
five cent cigars, and so I cannot

like

wax eloquent on

that matter.

has been my misfortune lately
have had to sit through a run of
amateur
dull
horribly
What on earth the
films.
makers of these films had
in mind when they went to
It

to

trouble

me

them

tion,

awful

my

taxes

my own

experiences

with a hyper-critical and quite forceful family, and a line of peculiarly
frank and hard boiled friends, I made

up

my mind

that

it

was not any

single

and

through
months.

it

am,

jumped

therefore,

All of us must have experienced that ominous silence which greets a hint
that it might be nice to
screen some favorite films.
In my own case it used to
be that my family were the
only ones to openly exhibit
a belligerent attitude
when the idea was broached of looking at a film that had been shown two
or three times.
One's friends were
to be polite and gently,
though more or less firmly, change
the subject. But times have changed.
Today, if one ventures to suggest
looking at something that has been
shown one gets the same reception as
tliat meted out to the chap who tries
to repeat an old story.
The remarks

inclined

to the frank rather than

to the polite.
I

fell to

ously.
lutely

I

thinking about this

realized that there

seri-

was abso-

no use bankrupting myself con-

new stuff in an effort
demand for something

tinually shooting
to satisfy the
to screen.

Rather,

I

should find some-

thing that was interesting and would
remain so, at least for several screenings.
This led to the age old question,

what

is it

that constitutes an in-

teresting film?

marvelous photography? Is it
composition? Is it absorbing plot?
Is it the dramatic?
Is it the unexpected? Is it the artistic? I analyzed
each of these in terms of my own family and friends.
Is

it

same

wrong conme clammy

and inspires a yearning to
go home. I have troubles
enough of my own, what
with paying the Christmas
bills, fighting the flu and

matter in these
pages where we all foregather once a month.

more

to a

clusion, leaves

portant

incline

feel the

I

hundred feet of heartbreaks on the part of the
beautiful young girl who

exhibitions

I

two

in

not entirely com-

Absorbing plot?

abilities to the

to discuss this im-

it's

about absorbing or absorbent plots
as I do about five cent cigars. They bore me. The
nervous strain incident to
worrying through four

hours of

moved

more than once

No,

fills

limit.

compo-

pictorial drips composiyet the family will not sit

position.

comments

after a couple of

these

Judging by

call

My

To be

with wonder.

polite in one's

arrangement which we
sition.

shooting

of

titling

the picture balances up and
possesses those elements of satisfying

How-

amateur cinematography also
has a great need and what we amateurs
need most are interesting films.

and then

when

Alan Dunn

Illustrated by

ever,

the

HIGH SPOTS

the

financing
my panchromatic requirements, without taking on those of
the foolish but beautiful
young person who could
have saved the whole thing

WHAT

IS IT

THAT CONSTITUTES

and several hundred feet
of perfectly good film, by
asking one simple ques-

.^N

INTERESTING FILM?
Is It

So, I discard the absorbing plot business.
tion.

Marvelous Photography?"

For
one of the things mentioned.
example, my pictorial reel, a creation
that I positively rave over secretly,
in
contains marvelous photography

—

spots.
I know good exposure and
good lighting when I see them, and I

—

had heaps of both in spots. Not so
blamed spotty at that, for I venture
I made par in considerably more
than half of the eighteen holes, so

that

Nevertheless, I am certain
that, were I to ask the family tonight to
sit through that pictorial, they would
to speak.

The dramatic ? Here we have someI notice every now and again
strong dramatic note in some of

thing.

a

the films I see.
tirely accidental.
is

it

in

my own

suspect

I
I

know

case.

It

it

is

en-

positively

appears to

follow certain strong pictures when
the sequence of the pictures has a certain element of struggle. I am not preto state definitely, yet, just what
makes the dramatic. It appears in
scenes in which human participation
I have some
is completely lacking.

pared

"whale of a difference."

shots made in a terrific gale, with all
the trees bent over and things flying
through the air. When this picture
is led up to in a certain way, and
followed up in a certain other way,
the dramatic effect invariably brings

As for composition, that is my
strangle hold. I can bring tears to

Yes. there is something
applause.
here worth looking into.

the eyes of a cigar store Indian witli
my composition. I read every word
printed on composition. I eat it up.

The unexpected?
something in that.

gag. Isn't

it

funny!

I

could

sit

through

that reel once every evening for the
remainder of the winter. Of course,
I

made

the film, and, as the cigarette

advertisement

states, that

does

make

a

composition stuff. Movie Makers runs complicated diagrams about
Circles and
it every now and then.
I have
triangles and queer things.
difficulty in applying these in the
field, but, just the same, I can tell
this

upon
ily

There is also
have noticed

I

several occasions that the famless reluctant voice,

gave more or

yet voice withal, to complimentary
after screening something

comment

that possessed the unexpected.

More

of this anon.

The

artistic?

I'm stumped here.

I
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something
have stud-

reunions, club outings, bathing parties, company outings, the building
of the new house, the development of

it more than anything else excepting exposure, lighting, composition.

the farm, daughter's wedding, son-inlaw's sister's wedding, our children,

know

there

is

something

in this artis-

business, just as there

is

in pictorial composition.

I

tic

ied

our children's children,
relations, visitors,

and

dogs and
Quite a galaxy.
notwithstanding,

horses,

the
cats.

And,
not one blooming reel
in the bunch that the
family will look

at,

un-

come in,
when we seize upon
less strangers

them avidly.
In every one of those
humidor cans lie buried any number of perinteresting
manently
bits.
To view them,
however, it is necessary
to wade through the en-

and that is just
where the shoe pinches.

tire reel,

IS IT THE

URAMATU

focus and six or seven other
things. While I think I have
certain hazy ideas as to what
is and is not artistic, at least
according to my variety of eyesight, yet I find myself hope-

\

though

were the other fellow's film.
I titled each scene and gave it a
date line, just as they do in the theatre
news reels. I gave no particular
thought to the sequence of the scenes
but found the surprising dramatic possibilities already mentioned.

When

off

my

had

built

first reel

LYWOOD. CAL. —A

it

"HOL-

this.

movie director's
home." Then I

idea of an attractive
that queer business in Hollvwood with the peaked roof, the prop
holding up the roof and the moat in
Next came, "NORthe front yard.

showed

FOLK. CONN.
uoori."

Here

—A

I

summer

after-

showed some cows

grazing in a meadow beside a lovely
stream, one of mv masterpieces. Next
came. "AT SEA^ MID-ATLANTIC—
A wet and lonely spot." This was a
corking shot I had made at sea from
the deck of the Mauretania. Next came
"LAFAYETTE. LA.—Icing the Sunset Limited." This was a dandy shot
showing the negro porters throwing

^TaS^

chunks of ice from the station
platform to the tops of the
Pullmans. Next came, "LYME,

CONN.

— An

old

Colonial

homestead built ichen the
ish flag

cut." It

Brit-

waved over Connectishowed one of those

lovely old Connecticut farm-

the

covered with honeysuckle all in bloom, and swaying gently in the breeze.

houses

Next came,

BARA. CAL.

altogether or I am incapable of getting sufficiently
hipped. And so I say, no. I

me

of

I

ran approximately like

track when it
comes to the weird, feverdream stuff that some of the
writers in Movie Makers deal
up to us. Either it is left out
lessly

it

"SANTA BAR-

—

hors

my camera

into

the lens

I told

these

a 'star detector'." I showed a corking
close up of two boys peering

dare not trust to the artistic in
building a film for my directdealing family or my hard

ivas

of

my

camera

searching eagerly for the

stars.

They were one hundred per

boiled friends.

My

IS

particular relatives are
of the earth earthy.
that I mean that they are

IT

THE ARTISTIC?'

cent

unconscious

of the

strictly

By

extremely sensible when it comes to
art form in cinematography, whatever
that

may mean. The

will not stop

artistic positively

them yawning when they

call

get bored.
I

thus reviewed the ingredients of

an interesting amateur film. When
I had reached this stage, I decided
that tliere was no use theorizing any

The thing to do was to try
an experiment and find out what the
actual results would be. This required
taking radical steps, and I confess it
longer.

needed

several winter evenings to
bring myself to take those steps. I
reasoned thus:
Yonder stand over forty humidor
cans each containing from three to
four hundred feet of choice sixteen
millimeter film. Among them are all
my travel pictures, my yachting logs.
all my trick stuff, my photoplays,
fishing trips in the North, my beloved
pictorial
150

and marine

I thought, why not
take out those interesting bits and build a
reel out of them, and

So,

stuff, all

my class

my

a News Reel?
meant mutilating

it

It

precious library of

films, the effort of years

and heaven only knows
how much money and
hours of labor.
Yet
what was the alternative? Of what use were
spending

they

lives buried in

their

humidor

tins?
I

self

finally
to

it

brought my-

and started

with scissors and splicer.
I almost shed tears
at first, cutting out my
dearest bits. But as the work went on

TS IT

1

became hardened to it, as one will, and
I grew to be able to cut and slash as

COMPOSITION?

camera, and the shot never
get a laugh.

Next,

fails to

"HUNTINGTON,

{Continued on page 180)
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MAKING

HOME

"TALKIES" AT

Three Practical Methods for Synchronization by Amateurs

IN

age

this

is

of

invention

By Herbert C. McKay, A. R.

P. S.

there

no reason why the amateur

should not enjoy the pleasure of
Rehis own sound movies.
cent experiments carried out in Brooklyn, have demonstrated the feasibility
of doing tliis work with entire satis-

making

he does this again and steps out of
the picture.
The actor then carries
out his action and speech. At the end
of the record, the camera is stopped.

Miss Fanny Liveright of Newark and
Mrs. H. C. McKay of Brooklyn.

The next step is the introduction
of electric recording and reproduction.
In this work the family radio
"bug" will shine. In addition to the
material already mentioned, the following equipment is necessary a
transmitter "button", the inexpen:

experimental

sive

microphones

by

radio
and electrical
stores; a radio amplifier such as
is used for phonograph reproduction a small paper cone from an
old speaker and a complete radio
speaker.
The transmitter button is fas-

sold

;

faction.

It is

true that there

may

many

a slip, but harsh indeed
are the friends who will not over-

be

look slight mistakes in amateur
productions.
For the first experimental method, any sixteen millimeter camera
may be used. For recording, the
self recording wax disc records
now on sale are very good, although they do not run very long.
The synchronization is made upon
phonograph records because the

'

t
;
'i

|

delicate and complex equipment necessary for recording sound on the film
has not yet been made practical for

amateur

use.

The simplest system is as follows.
The bracket of the recording horn is
fastened to a small, portable phonograph.
This phonograph is placed
upon a table, which is in turn placed

camera field. The camera is
wound and placed upon a firm tripod.

in

the

The

actor takes his place before the
horn, with his finger upon the control
lever of the

counts,

phonograph. The director
two
three " At the

"One

word "three"

—

•

—

!

the actor starts the pho-

nograph and the director

The

starts

the

camera.
count seconds, while keeping track
with a watch. At the count of "five"
an assistant claps his hands together
sharply, just in front of the horn of
the recorder.
At the count of "ten"
director continues to

IT'S

Medium

JUST AS SIMPLE AS

THAT

Shot and Closeup the First Method De:
Talking Your Own

for

The

film

is

finished in the usual

man-

ner.

In reproducing this film-record
combination, the two claps spaced five
seconds apart give the synchronization
time.

lened to the apex of the cone and this
supported just outside the camera
lines.
The transmitter feeds through
the amplifier into a radio loud speaker
unit.
This unit is attached to the recorder of a dictating machine, as the
ordinary self-recording records are
too soft to bear the weight. The
action is now carried out as has already been described.
Due to the
pickup used, sounds from several feet
distant will be recorded upon the record.
This allows full action within
the camera lines, and gives a great
improvement over the first system
is

The projector

is set at

the start

of the film and the record at

its start-

ing point, each of which is marked.
Both machines are then turned on. If
the sight and sound of botli hand claps
coincide you will know that synchronization has been established.
If not,
the speed of projector or turntable
must be altered until both claps do
coincide. When this is done the settings of the two machines may be
marked and further attempts will be
easily synchronized.

This was the method used in the first
attempts at amateur synchronization,
made by J. 0. Kleber, James Frank.
K. A. Barleben. Jr.. and the writer.
Feminine voices were recorded In

mentioned.
In these two systems, the film is
exposed for six or eight inches to a
black card with a large white cross
drawn upon it. This serves as a starting marker. The soft wax of the record
is

scratched across to the outer edges
(Continued on page 189)
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PHOTOPLAYFARE
Revieivs
Let's

Take Stock

DAILY,
FILMpublication

a

for the Cintelligenzia

leading trade

commercial
motion picture field, has published its annual list of the ten best
photoplays of 1928, as established by
the votes of 295 critics, representing
326 newspapers, twenty-nine trade
and fan publications and three newspaper syndicates. Presumably tile
general magazines are not represented. This selection may be assumed to
in the

represent the personal choices of the

295 voters and would, therefore, appear to be an evaluation from intelligent men and women who are steady
movie-goers.
The list follows, with the votes received by each: The Patriot, 210: Sorrell and Son, 180; Last Command.
135; Four Sons, 125; Street Angel.

Edited by

Roy W. Winton

124; The Circus, 122; Sunrise, 119;
The Crowd, 105; King of Kings,
Thompson, ninety-

ninety-nine; Sadie
five.

An honor roll of forty-nine films,
with Lilac Time leading with eightyeight votes and Quality Street tailing
with ten (Air Circus. Hang/nan's
House. Harold Teen and Ivan the Terrible also received ten votes each), is
published by Film Daily, made up of
films below the leading ten.
This department is not designed to
point out the exceptional pictures, the
"best" pictures (if that phrase has any

EMIL JANNINGS
from His Superb Characterisation of the
Mad Cjar in The Patriot.

•THE GREATEST PHOTOPLAY'"
Scenes from The Patriot, the Paramount-F
Lasky Film which the Critics Have Voted the
Yet Made.

compare

Four Sons we considered banal. It
was a story of maternal affection and
devotion with a war setting and, in our
opinion, was a less interesting phototale of this type than Mother Machree,
in which the mother had, as we saw
it,
a more individual and sprightly
personality, both in the tale itself and
in the filming. The Circus had nothing

ings.

was told

Of the critics' ten best, Movie Makers recommended six: The Patriot.
Sorrell and Son. Last Command,
Street Angel, Sunrise and The Crowd.

of the photoplay of five or ten years

meaning) or the undesirable pictures
from any point of view. It exists solely
to inform the intelligent movie-goer
about those pliotoplays which, in our
opinion, he can see without his intelThe critics'
ligence being insulted.
vote is taken, presumably, on a wider
basis. Yet it is not unprofitable to
the recommendations in
Photoplay fare with the critics' find-

—

We

agree with the critics although
our announcement was instantaneous
and made before the critics had voted

—

that

The Patriot

is

photoplay yet produced.
did not

be
152

recommend

in order.

a

the greatest
On those we

word

or two

may

cinematic to

ago.

The

recommend

it;

in the antiquated

story itself

Chaplin was

that

is, it

technique

was negligible.

—Chaplin, and

that

is al-

ways wortli-while but he was not a
new or an interesting Chaplin as compared to his earlier portrayals. It was
superbly mimetic but without any
evidence of an advance in the quality
of his intelligence or his acting. King
of Kings was done, as we saw it, in the
{Continued on page 187)
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dire consequence to Fredericksburg's reputation among the waiting
movie fans was fully realized. Something had to be done! And it was.
Sixty-five

dogs were placed on the

block and knocked
bidders.
visitors

down

to the highest

Cameras whirred and the
went home

satisfied.

They may never know that all the
dogs were borrowed and that by mutual consent each

legal

was bid

in

by

its

owner!

Perils of Polly
'

I

'0 continue with prophecy of the

embarrassing possibilities of making one's own home talkies, the introduction of a talking parrot to the
-'-

microphone would add

a disturbing
Polly at any
moment might speak a piece of her
mind not suitable for drawing room
consumption. At any rate, it would
require a brave director to thus tempt
Providence.

aspect to the situation.

•BETTER

SHOOT THAT AGAIN, HADNT YOU. PHIL? THERE WAS
FUNNY TASTING ABOUT THAT LAST GLASS OF BEER.

SOMETHING

FILM -FLAM
Edited by Louis

Kitchen Mechanics
PROFESSIONALS may

M.

of super features is not
without a culinary taint, as well.
place the following examples in testi-

superest

We

mony:

"Cook the Opera"

—Preparing

a

story for motion picture production.

—

"Casaba" A one stand light.
"Burning One" ^To throw extra

—

strong lights on one in photographing.

— An
Broads"—Means

"Finger Wringer"

actress

given to emoting.

"Feed the

that

the carbons are to be reset by opening
and closing the control switch.

"Coffee Grinder"

—The camera.

Tinkle Bell!!

HERE'S

one from Amateur Films,

publication of the Amateur Cinematographers Association of
official

And to think
the United Kingdom.
we'd almost forgotten Peter Pan
"Such a dinkie hint for you, dears.
a few bits of Hubby's waste

Steal

film, run a silk thread through the
perforations, and they will make such

darling and unusual shoulder-straps.
Just a word of warning though; when
choosing your film do make sure it
has no splices."
Just a

whimsey!

of

Barbara Fritchie!

sound sequences of a Hollywood
production it was found, according to

safe and sound,

that the snores of someone
asleep just olF the set registered in the
synchronization, and a retake was necessary.
We don't know who the offender was, but if the talkies are going
to require that directors keep awake
they may be of some value in the

at

upward trend

THIS

month's most amusing amateur filming story seeped into the

justification in claiming, as they

have been known to do, that home
movies are half baked, if we remember the frequent proximity of amateur
production facilities to the kitchen.
However, in perusing a list of current
Hollywood "technical terms" (we
dare not refer to these sacred phrases
as slang) one might conclude that the

a recent filming of the

-^

Shades
have some

Hope
pvURlNG

Bailey

public

press

from

Fredericksburg,

Virginia.
It seems that there stray
dogs, instead of being killed, are kept

and once a year sold
public auction, the custom having
been in vogue in pre-revolutionary
days and revived a few years ago.
Since the arrival of amateur movie
cameras in popular favor these events
have been the occasion for a widespread pilgrimage of film fans from
far and near, bent on adding this picturesque ceremony to their records.
this year, at the last moment, it
was discovered with horror by Fredericksburg authorities that there was
not one vagrant pup in the city pound.

But

report,

of the movies, after

all.

Oh Aroma!
TJERFUME

^ the

latest

as an aid to acting is

Hollywood

rage.

Phyllis

Shaver reports she cannot emote without Le Bleu Debut to spur her on, and
Elinor Flynn is said to claim that Nuit
de Nuits is the secret of It. We merely
rise to inquire just what the efi'ect
would be on a home movie production
if the odor of corn beef and cabbage
were wafted from the kitchenette?
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VARIETY
A

Discussion, for the Beginner, of Various

By Arthur

A

VISION
screen.

LIGHTING

in
L.

Ways of Using Light

Marble
capable of being modified
ways. Let me say, however,
that there is a danger attached to its
use.
If the lights are too harsh, or
improperly placed, back lighting may
be extremely distracting.
We witnessed such a distraction in the
theatre this very night. The particular scene I mean showed a couple conversing together.
Either the lights
were too strong, improperly placed or
faulty in some way. for whenever the
hero began to talk, his teeth reflected
the light in such a way as to give an
lighting

of Tahiti flooded the
Cocoanut trees, smil-

ing sky and laughing waters.
the grey sands a path extended
up to a cloud-riding sun,
caught in the act of drown-

From

ing his troubles under

warm

The scene

tropical seas.

was viewed by two amateur
movie makers, Travis and
Drexel.

"What

beautiful films!"

exclaimed Travis. "\ ou
a veteran, tell

me how

is

in infinite

rt

it's

appearance of lightning in his mouth.

done."

"That scene," said Drexel, "is simply an example
of a silhouette. It was made
by breaking the well known
rule of the tyro, namely,
the light source should alivays be behind the camera.

In the use of backlighting we should be
careful to avoid this."
"But," said Travis, "is
artificial light a neces-

in obtaining a
pleasing variety in
our films?"
sity

Like
many rules in the English language,
the exception in this case is important
In those Tahitian
as the rule itself.
films a veil of clouds protected the
camera lens from the direct rays of
the sun. which, as you know, cause
halation or fogging of the film. To
a violation of the rule, have the sun at

"Not
the

light

any angle

all.

We

the sun as
source, at
in front of

us so long as we do
not permit direct rays

bach, we
of our

your

at

may have

to

enter

By

the

camera

owe many

lens.

best

hood over the lens, or
by shading it with a

pictorial

films. If

see

to

we were

the use of a

hat or other object, we
make pleasing films

straight-

lighted

films

constantly,

they

with the sun in front.

become
monotonous as an

Take for example this
print from the Paramount picture. Under
the Ton to Rim (Fig-

would

night.

Arctic

What we want
variety

-^

is

ure 3). The sun in front gives lots
of snap and brilliancy to the picture:
notice the stereoscopic manner with

light-

in

ing."

"Just what do

you

mean

which the cowboys and the large covered wagon appear to stand out

?

queried Travis.

"Here

is

"Oh,

Tumbling River.
Figure 1
The
main source of
(

E.\AMPLtS

)

FROM THE PROFESSIONAL

Above

(Figure 1) Conventional Lighting, as in This Scene from Fox's Tumbling
Becomes Tiresome Unless Varied; Center. (Figure 2) Artificial Lights Made
this Attractive Backlighted Closeup from Universal's Phantom o/ the Opera
Below
(Figure 3) This Same Halo Effect was Secured in Longshot with Natural Light in
Paramount 's Under the Tomo Rim.

behind
the camera, the
c o n V en t i onal
thing.
A good
light

Rirt-i-.

is

am

tire of it."

{Figure 2) Here, as you
source is in front of, and
above, the camera. Luckily, the electricians were careful enough to place

"Can you show any examples of
what you mean by varied lighting?"

direct rays entered the

clear picture, yes;

kind of

I

not decrying

we saw this
lighting exclusively, we would

the style, but

I

do say

if

think so," said Drexel confidently as he thumbed his portfolio of
movie stills. "This one is from the
Universal picture. The Phantom of the
"I
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smoke of revolver-fire.
was hoping to come across
tlie snow scenes, and here they are.
A point or two may be of interest to
you before your next mountain trip.
This still is from the First National

against the

a

scene from Fox's

Opera.

see, the light

the lights sufficiently high, so that

camera

no

lens.

Back-lighting gives a roundness, a
kind of suffused softness and luminosity,

that

constitutes

charms of the close-up.

one of the
This type of

I

Crowd (Figure 4).
shining faintly on the set,
if at all, for there are no shadows. It
was thoughtful of the director to film
the scene with the sun behind the
clouds, else the movie houses might
be turning out some mild cases of
snow-blindness.
Now, with the sun
shining on snow, it is best not to have
it directly above or behind the camera
What is needed is a modification of
the dazzling brilliance. This is best
Picture, Three^s a

The sun

is

accomplished by means of shadows.

MOWIC

IM /% 1^

C

R»
Notes on "Variety

This other still from Snoived In, a
Pathe serial {Figure 5), shows how
useful a low side-lighting may be in
casting long agreeable shadows over
the bright snow.
"And now, Travis, let me ask you
a question. If you were going to tell
me one of Edgar Allan Poe's gruesome stories and were given a choice
of conditions under which to tell it
with the maximum effect, what hour
would you prefer?"
"It is certain I would not choose
high noon. I would rather we were
seated in a darkened room before a
feebly-burning hearth that threw
long skitty shadows over the walls."
"Now look at this still (Figure 6).
Do you recognize it?"
"No, I have never seen it."

in

mosphere, and by care and ingenuity
uses them as a basis for his own work.
This is what it means to observe with

Lighting"

By Russell C. Holslag
Technical Editor

the "seeing eye."

..
be a definite
THE foregoing should
the amateur who
stimulation to
seeking to improve

is

his

results.

It

should demonstrate to him the value
of the "seeing eye" in observing pro-

The practical working out of these
suggestions is achieved through the
observance of a few basic principles.
The film picture on the screen has only
the dimensions of length and width;
it is given an apparent depth largely
lighting.

lack

composing

the spirit of ingenuity which
competition forces the professional to adopt. Look
The
at Figure 1.
light source is be-

hind the camera,
true, but a little

to the left.

roundness. Then, too, the figure as
a whole stands out from the background because the latter is dark.
This is because its distance from
the light source is such that the

a

t

combinations. Without the introduction
of new harmonies,

new

ert,

same

is

matter

may

how

The

well

No
we

like a particu-

lar kind of lighting,

do

use

it

will not

it

exclusively.

We

aim

for

should

to

enough difference of
handling in
sequences so
that the viewer may
find something new
to delight the eye
every minute.
If
is

restrained

will not interfere

SNOW
vc.

(Figure 4)

note

how this contrast
The same

his small sets, indoors or out.

and shadow y shots
the Best

Snow

Effects,

The problem

as

of back lighting, too,

not difficult of solution for the
thoughtful amateur. The scene in
Figure 2 is back lighted from two

Still (rom First National's Three's a Crowd. Center,
5) Long Shadows Relieve Brighter Lighting in Pathe's Siww
w. (Figure 6) Lights which Cast Shadows Give Eerie Effects,
Universal's The Cut and the CaTiar>.

is

one of which produces a
contrasty halo on the lady's dark hair
and lights up one side of her partner's
face, while the other source, of lesser
intensity, is from the opposite side,
sources,

getting

a

out of the action, will continually find new patterns of light and
siiade that will cause them to exclaim,
as you did to-night, 'What beautiful

photography!'

sc:enes

Mild Lighting Gives

d in this

with the story, and
your audiences, besides
thrill

And

and shadow by the arrangement
of his lights, by the proper choosing
of costumes and of the material in

film

it

contrast.

light

light

lighting

is

we

principle is equally empasized in Figure 3. except that the relative contrasts
are reversed, that is, the black group
stands out against a white ground.
Note again the impression of depth,
which lifts the picture out of the flat
plane of the projection screen. Now,
the amateur cannot conveniently employ smoke pots or extremely deep
sets, but he can observe the results of
[heir use and secure these in his own
way. He can produce contrasts in

true of our

amateur movies.

back into the lens

gives depth to the picture.

dull, in-

lifeless.

reflects

have our main principle emphasized

—

instruments in the
theme, the melody

would seem

it

greatly diminished in intensity. So

new

or

twists,

This

shadow on the hands
and body, and gives the effect of

casts a slight

varied

and

culti-

provement's sake,

melody, the musician chooses a theme
and repeats it in

many

to

vate, for sheer im-

without saying that
much of the eye appeal of our
movies is created by the kind of
In

of thought.

Learn

goes

used.

flat,

picture
we see loo often
on the amateur
screen is simply
product of
the

from the film version of Universal's,
The Cat and the Canary. By the use
of a few scenes like this, Travis,
you could shift the mood of the
average audience from one ot
gaiety to that of spooky solemnity.

lighting

The

toneless

"Can you guess the theme of the
story from which it comes?
"Well, you're right. The scene is

"It

proper

through
h-^^aiMBafg'MKyjgs.'awBaBMaaeB

fessional screen effects, and of analyzing these effects thoughtfully to the

end that he may translate them into
his own medium. This does not mean
that he must possess the elaborate
equipment of the studios; it means
rather that he takes the principles thus
set

forth

—

their

feeling,

their

at-

defining her profile and the contour
of her face clearly against the gray
background. In both Figures 1 and 2.
(Continued on page 189)
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CRITICAL FOCUSING
Technical Reviews

to

Aid

Amateur

the

Edited by Arthur L. Gale

The Viking

in

the balcony

the

in

court and looks far

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

back of the

down on

the wit-

R. William Neil
G. Cabe

ness stand and the justice presiding

Color Photography: Technicolor

on a cable and passes closely over
the witness on the stand, coming to

Directed by

Photographed by

used throughout and amateurs can
gain many suggestions for color compositions in their own natural color
is

in telling their stories in

up

motion

speaking,

of the Justice

close-up

a

thus bringing the audience, as spec-

films while film story producers will
obtain ideas for the use of color film

right

tator,

center

the

into

of the

events taking place.

pic-

Dissolves; Double Exposures:
most interesting use of the lap
dissolve and double exposure is

effectiveness of the closein color film is made evident.

tures.

The camera moves down

desk.

at his

The

A

shown when the captain's wife

The Night Watch

in

a

cabin of the battle cruiser looks from
the porthole and realizes that the

First National
Lajos Biros

under way.

There

Directed by

ship

Photographed by

solve to a close-up of the porthole
from the exterior of the cruiser and

Karl Struss, A.S.C.
Special camera effects by
Alvin Knechtel, A.S.C.

Story Telling Method: The

story

of this film is told in flash-back
ner, not a new idea to
be sure, but interesting

man-

in

particular

this

PhotogTiiphi by Fint

>Ifll

ROCK-A-BYE CAMERA!
al

ed

Camera Effects in The N-ght Watch
By Means of the Swing Frame Shown
Why Not Try It With the
Sides.

Two

Children's Swing?

in-

stance because it is
done so well. The story
opens with the French
cruiser, Lafayette, revictoriously
turning
from a naval engagement to her berth at

,^

^

Double

title continue on
through the title, being
double exposed on it
and progressing as the

^

title fades out. In this
particular instance the
battle cruiser is filmed,

^^^
'^^

Circum-

stantial evidence points

murderer and he

court-marshalled. During the trial,
an eve-witness to the murder begins
to relate how it occurred and the film
is

then returns to the departure of the
cruiser from Toulon and tells of the
events that subsequently transpired up
to the point where the story was first
revealed to the audience. Amateurs
could apply this method to many of
their films with effectiveness.

Miniature Sets: The scenes of
the battle cruisers in action and of
the Lafayette steaming through the
dark night are done with model ships
in a tank and the lighting and slow
motion work is handled so efficiently
that the effects are extremely realisAmateurs can do similar work
tic.
with

certain

types

of

miniatures.

True enough, complicated miniatures
such as villages built to scale,
156

Exposed
interesting

the

a ship's officer who has
been slain in the cap-

to the captain as tbe

An

a scene just previous to

of the ship
the body of

cabin.

a dis-

use of titles is shown by
having the action from

come upon

tain's

is

then a series of scenes where the interior of the cabin and the action
going on in it are double exposed on
a number of dissolving scenes of
the ship plowing ahead,
close-ups of its guns
and
other
accoutrements, and then a final
dissolve back to the interior of the cabin.

Titles:

Toulon. She has been
badly damaged in the
encounter and high officials of the French navy
during their tour of inspection

is

etc.,

are too

difficult

for most amateurs

to attempt, but railroad trains, ships,
etc.,

can be used easily.

As most

of

scenes are done in close-up, a
tub of water, a few artificial lights,
a toy ship and slow motion or semislow motion camera speed are all

the

that are

needed for producing some

realistic effects.

Moving Camera: In
room scenes the eyes of
Justice search the main

the
the
floor

court
Chief

and

balcony of the courtroom for
witnesses during the trial. The camera lens, emulating the eye, swings
the

and yon giving the feeling to
audience that they, too, are
searching the crowded courtroom.
several
times
repeated
This
is
through the same scene. Again, as
various witnesses take the stand, the
camera assumes a position high up

of the

g
title

steaming from left to
right on the screen, and
its continuation in back
prevents a break in the

thought and action by the intrusion of
a title at this particular point.

The

Street of Illusion
Columbia

Directed by
Earle C. Kenton
Photographed by
Joseph Walker, A. S. C.
Extravagance: In this film one
sees the device of a moving camera
used to such an absurd degree as to
serve as a real warning against the
extravagant use of this undoubted
cinematic servant. The camera pauses
before a door, opens it, goes through

hither

a hall, enters a curtained arch, then

the

another curtained arch, passes toward
a man and then gives a close-up of
him.
This
method,
theoretically
sound, is discovered by actual observation to be heavy and ridiculous
^vhen over-employed.
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THE CLINIC
Two "Ds"— and

WHEN

at last

a Third

Edited by Russell C. Holslag

that seems to give

you

little

of that

no matter how black it may
The obvious remedy, then, is
keep the light away from it as much

light,

to

as possible. This is why mask boxes
are used with masks, their purpose

picture

—

some

re-

which

appear.

short of

composition; when
you have your little cast on the qui
vive for the first cue
in short, when
you are, as you think, fully prepared
to shoot, then is the time to recall the
important formula of the Two Ds.
No matter how careful you may have
been in giving attention to every previous detail, this little formula will
always check up for you, and give

perfect

use,

that a plane surface on

light falls will reflect

upon the ideal location;
when you have waited until
the lighting is just about right; when
you have discovered a camera angle

you

But, whatever black

member

you have come

There is still a third D. It is usually
heard muttered under the breath in
the darkened projection room during
the first showing of a film made without the help of our first Two Ds.

Keep

THE

It

Dark!

problem of a non-reflecting

black

being to exclude light from the inner
surface of the mask, and from the
space between the mask and the lens.
The sensitive emulsion cannot diff'erentiate between wanted and unwanted
light, therefore every precaution in the
use of black is justified. This applies
to masks, mask boxes, lens shields, sun
shades, in short, to any external appliances which approach or affect the

paint often confronts the

amateur when he wishes to make and
use masks, mask boxes, and all the
similar home-made appliances which

him so much satisfaction in the
of individual atmosphere in his
Many think of India ink
pictures.
give

way
you confidence to proceed serenely.
And the formula means, simply. DisFor without
tance and Diaphragm.
proper attention to these two factors,
your painstaking preparation
all
might never be recorded on the film.

—

—

The first D Distance should immediately cause you to ask yourself,
Of
"Have I focused correctly?"
course, in some cases, this particular
is fixed in the camera, so that you

D

may

unnecessary to fix it in
your mind, but it applies nevertheless.
If you are using a fixed focus camera,
do not allow the subject to approach
too near. Make use of judicious closeups to center attention, using the porBut if the camera
trait attachment.
is equipped with a lens in a focusing
mount, careful attention to our first
D becomes nothing less than a law.
Your focus must be correct if you
expect to project a clean, definite picture with sharp outlines, and to accomplish this, you must remember the

D

think

for this purpose because of its deadblack appearance on a drawing, but,
when covering a large area, a coating
of India ink will have a distinct sheen
by reflected light. Nor is this material
suitable for covering glossy or metallic surfaces, as it has a tendency to
dry and flake off'. However, the problem of a black coating may be solved
in a convenient way by purchasing a

that stands for distance.

—

bounteous profusion, or is he sulking
behind a mist or a cloud? Will you
have to open your lens to / 3.5 or
larger, in order to coax your film to
record those dark, deep shadows? The
correct answer to these questions must
be realized in order to demonstrate
to posterity the fact that you have
achieved results as an amateur producer. So, make all your careful and
interesting preparations, and record
them surely on the film by the simple
expedient of remembering the Tiio
Ds just before you shoot.

sence of light.

Below, Mr. Epes

W. Sargent

dis-

cusses the problem of a dead-black
background at a distance from the

camera.

A Camera "Cave"

it

Then there is the second important
D Diaphragm. What does your exposure meter indicate? Is Old Sol
showering down his actinic rays in

cone of light which makes up the picture.
The flat black paint will help,
but keep the light away from where
you don't want it, so that the light you
do want will have a chance to affect
the film. The best "black" is the ab-

TROUBLE

exposures

are

made

*--' against a black background, but
a straight background, even of velvet
or of the flattest black paint, will show

some
small can of

flat

black enamel at the

nearest paint store. The word "enamel" might give one the impression that
even the flat black has a shiny surface,
but such is not the case. This material

on wood or metal and dries
with a dull finish. In applying, two
or three thin coats are better than one
thick one. Wait until each coat dries
before applying the next. For those
will take

who

desire a special-purpose product,
is an excellent dead-black coating of finer grain which is marketed
especially for the photographic field.

there

reflection,

guard against

no matter how you

it.

In the studios they use a "cave", in
reflection is avoided by mask-

which

ing the sides, top and bottom. A canvas drop of the desired area is painted
a flat black, or a drop of black cloth
may be used. A black floor cloth is
laid down, and black side and top
pieces are used to enclose the backing, the "cave" being at least three
feet deep.
Greater depth, where possible, is desirable.

Working in front of this, you are
shooting not against a black backing,
but against a shadow caused by the
cave, and there will not be the slightest
reflection.

In amateur work,

it

is

often pos-

room connected with another by double doors.
Cover the back wall of one room with
black or very dark cloths of any sort
and rigidly exclude the light from
sible to use for the cave a

windows or doorways. The result will
be a velvety blackness that will enable
you

to get perfect results.

Sargent.

Epes W.
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two hundred foot quickies have been
filmed to accustom the actors to correct screen tempo. An amateur talkie,
running 200 feet, lias been planned.

To

give the production division free
scope, it was decided at the last annual
business meeting of the club to finance
its activities separateh and to require

memliers to attend only the monthgatherings of the club, witii the opportunity of meeting as a separate unit
as often as necessary. At this meeting, H. B. Dellett was elected president; Barry Mulligan, vice-president
and Landon V. N. Burt, secretarytreasurer. Ten Nights in a Barroom,
a creditable production of youthful
Washington amateurs, running 800
ft., 16 mm., and a scenic of the country side about Harpers' Ferry, shot
by Barry Mulligan, were screened.
its

ly

Chicago Makes Up
A T the last regular meeting

of the

*^*- Chicago

Cinema Club, members
were given an opportunity to make
comparative film tests of subjects with
and without makeup. A talk on makeup and its application in amateur filming was given. Plans for tlie production of a club photoplay are going

THE MEN BEHIND THE CAMERA

forward.

William Mitthell. Cameraman, and Rtttor Wotten. Art Director of College Topics Productions
of the Unncrsitv of Virginia. No^\ Filming The Highe<t Degree

Virginians Produce

AMATEUR CLUBS

UNDER

the guidance of College

Topics, student daily, undergraduates of the University of Virginia
have organized College Topics Productions which will begin work with
a synchronized sound picture depicting the honor system of the University.

News of Group Fibning
Edited by Arthur L. Gale

This film story. The Highest Degree,

Challenging Begins!

THE march
lon

is

toward the Cine-Sacarried further forward

by the action recorded in this
most significant news item, received
too late for greater elaboration in the

Movie Makers.
This month the Amateur Movie

March

issue of

Club of Hartford, Conn.,

will hold a

competitive cine-salon at which the
best Hartford amateur photoplay, the
best Hartford general film and the
best Hartford color film will be choHaving selected prize-winners
sen.

from its ow n ranks, the Hartford body
intends with tiiese to challenge the
Motion Picture Club of New Haven

and other Connecticut amateur groups
order that the state prize-winners
in these three classes may be determined. This will be followed by a
challenge from the state of Connecticut to the state of Massachusetts.
Building on this natural foundation

in

the Hartford Amateur Movie Club intends to foster the idea of regional,
national and international challenges
in these three film classes and to work
for the creation of tlie great Cine-
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Salon of the future.
W. R. C. Corson is chairman of the
Photoplay Committee of the club,
Robert Butler is chairman of the General

Film Committee and William

Morris, the club's retiring president,
is chairman of the Color Film Committee. A. A. Hebert, treasurer of the
Amateur Cinema League, heads the

committee on rules of the contest.
At the annual Inisiness meeting of
this active group, Hiram Percy Maxim, president of the Amateur Cinema
League, was elected club president.
W. C. Goeben vice-president and Har-

old Cowles secretary.

written and adapted for the screen by

Edgar D. Brooke, editor of College
Topics and also tlie Virginia Reel.
campus humour publication, will run
3000 ft.. 35mm. Prof. H. R. Pratt of
the School of Dramatics will direct.

William Mitchell will act as cameraman. Rector Wotten. art editor of the
Virginia Reel will have charge of sets
and Archer Jones, dramatic critic of
College Topics will write titles. The
cast will be drawn chiefly from the
Virginia Players, college dramatic organization. Novel camera treatment
has lieen planned and new features in
the combination of dialogue sequences

and cinematics are promised.

Free Scope

SCRIPT

preparation

It is

for

the

first

photoplav of the Washington Cinin Washington, D. C, has
been completed and the picture, the
title of which has not yet been released, will be begun this month.
The recently formed production

ema Club

division of the club of

Washington

amateur cinematographers has been
experimenting with lighting set-ups,
amateur made sets and makeup, and

stated that recent misrepresenhonor sys-

tations of the LTniversity's

which have become current
throughout the state, have lead the
newly organized production group to

tem,

its true meanamateur motion pic-

present a film version of
ing.

In this way.

tures are being used as a

means of

expressing student views to the citizens of the state, significantly illustrating the value of amateur films as a
civic

medium.

Civic Plans

Professional Praise

FROM

critics, writers,

directors and

movie

professional

stars

came

let-

and telegrams of congratulations
Herald Cinema Critics Club in
Syracuse, N. Y., on the occasion of its
annual dinner, recently held. The
"Tri-C," as this active group is known
in Syracuse, combines in its activities
both criticism of professional and
amateur photoplay productions, and
already has to its credit two amateur
made films. Six Appeal and Touchdown. The latter film was made with
the cooperation of Syracuse high
schools. The scenario was written by
a student and the cast drawn from the
students of the various schools. Touchdown is now having a successful run
in Syracuse theatres. With the aid of
Chester B. Bahn, dramatic editor of
the Syracuse Herald, under whose
guidance the club has carried its many
projects to success, both of these amateur productions have been made on a
ters

to the

truly civic scale.

balanced

*»• program was screened

for

the

amateur fans present at
the last meeting of the Motion Picture
Club of New Haven. Featured in the
thirty-eight

screening were: vacation films taken
by various members, a well edited film
record of a Rodeo at Cody, Wyoming,
a film study of state highway construction, taken by the engineer of the proa

Hawaiian

scenic.

I

'HE annual dinner

of the

Movie

Club of Cleveland, Ohio, recently
held at the University Club of that
city, was attended by over forty ama-'-

teurs.

Included

program was

in the features of the

the presentation

of a

scenario written by Mrs. Alva L. Leo
for

the

club's

proposed

civic

film

After the scenario was read,
John D. Marshall, Mayor of Cleveland, assured the club of his fullest
cooperation in filming the project. Dr.
Louis G. Herrmann presented a constructive discussion of color filters,
including practical advice on their
use. The screening of a five hundred
foot reel of \ itacolor and a film ilstudy.

lustrating the manufacture of liquid

completed the program.
At an earlier meeting. Narrow
Paths, production of the Markard Pic-

air

and a film record of an airplane
from San Francisco to Chicago,
the work of Jay Iglauer, were projected. Officers of the club are: Dougtures,

trip

las S. Campbell, president; Joseph H.
Ramsay, treasurer and Robert Stone,

Balanced Program
A N exceptionally well

ject,

'

The Soul

Thief, production of Dr. H. A. Heise,

secretary.

On

the club's

executive

committee are Jav Iglauer, E. G. Hukill, P. A. Rehr,' A. H. Bemis and
Richard L. McNelly, secretary.
:

Drug Plot
pLANS for the filming of a

^

1600

ft.,

mm.

photoplay, to be entitled
Dope, have been made by Fred S. Nieman in Chicago, 111. James Hack has
been selected to play the lead and
lighting tests have been made.
16

Five and Ten Sets
T TNDER the leadership

of A. G.
^-' Telia, the Providence Film Players, lately organized in Providence,
R. I., have chosen for the club's first

The Girl From Wool worth's,
scenarized by Leonard
Hacker. The picture will be made with
effort.

now being

cooperation

the

of

Providence

the

Woolworth Stores where

interiors will

be filmed. A. G. Telia has been chosen as president of the club; Miss C.
Fera, secretary; A. Martillucci, vicepresident and Miss F. Mayor, treasurer.

The

rected by

production will be diMr. Telia and filmed by

first

Mr. Martillucci.

Night Club Plot

\

N announcement comes from

**• Shadows

Studios,

in

St.

Minn., that the script for their third
picture has been selected. The story,
dealing with the rueful consequences
of mixed identities in a night club,
will run 400 ft., 16mm., and will call
extensive interior

for

sets.

Moving

cameras, dissolves and other cinematic
devices will be used, cutting title
lengths to the minimum. If completed
in time, the film will be submitted to
Photoplay's amateur movie contest.
The Shadow s Studios have financed
many of their purchases of equipment
and accessories by conducting screenings for clubs, societies and private
individuals wishing an evening's film-

This excellent method of bolstering the treasury is open to all clubs.
ing.

i

Continued on page 190)

and the official slow motion films of
the Yale games, shot by Leroy -G.
Phelps. With the exception of The
Soul Thief, all of the films were taken
by club members.
Results of the city wide amateur
movie contest now being held by this
active club will he reported soon.

FIRST .AMATEUR FILM

STORY WITH

RELIGIOUS THEME

A New

the

Paul,

Has Been Opened
Owlpen Studios in Bowden, Engia

Field (or -Amateur Effort
of the

]U/%RCH lOSO

MOVIES WIN

The

How

for

Films are Stimulating the Progress of a Conservative Profession
By Louis M.

Bailey
the films, together with the giving of
lectures, in universities, vocational,

BELIEVING

in the efficiency of
films for educational purposes,

a national program which has
aim revolutionizing one of the
basic principles of metal construction
is now being conducted with great sucas

its

by

cess

Products

the

WELDING

Linde

Company

pared covering the important phases
of the process.

Distribution of these motion pictures

trade and high schools. The idea motivating this part of the plan is that
students instructed in the fundamentals of

Air

and

advantages will
as a matter of
course in the work they di-

welding and

its

employ

it

on

leaving

school.

its

rect

is

Students, not prejudiced
as practising engineers are
apt to be through long use
of older methods, are said
to grasp readily the su-

associated companies.
To prove the advantages
of welding over riveting,
the older method of jointing in steel construction,
the

program which has
entrusted

been

to

perior points of the newer
method, as demonstrated
by the films, and accept it

these

Welding, it is thus
purposed to demonstrate,
films.

is the best method for fabricating not only steel but
all non-ferrous metals as

at its true value.

well as ferrous and nonferrous alloys. The necessity for an educational

versities

At a number of eastern
and middle western uni-

it is

a comparatively

recent development and
its use has not yet even ap-

largely
due, it is said, to the reluctance of enchanges
any
readily
gineers to accept
in their basic and established prac-

proached

its

potentialities,

Thus the chief problem confronting the company is to educate
the engineering profession in the advantages of this newer method. To do
this the series of films has been pretices.

company who

being arranged through various
channels with two chief purposes in
view. The first, to educated future engineers in the use of welding, is being
accomplished by securing showings of
is

place of the resident prois strong evidence, indeed, of the belief of educational authorities in the efficiency of welding
and of films as a medium for teaching.
It is not surprising, then, that this professor.

This

gram has been notably
TEACHING WITH FILM HOW
WORKERS ARE TAUGHT

A

Scene From the Unique
Ox- Welding Films

projects the

and delivers the accompanying lectures in
films

THE CINEMATIC CLOSEUP IS NOT RESERVED
FOR THE ART FILM ALONE.

Photographs by Linde Air Products Company.
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instruc-

ing classes are turned over
to an engineer from this

campaign on ox-welding
was occasioned by the fact
that

regular

tion hours of the engineer-

successful.

Practicing engineers form the second group dealt with in the pro(Continued on page 188)
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TITLING

LOCATION

on

\\i///

By R. K. Winans

various marvelous wonders of the dis-

provided excellent title material.
Often beautiful effects were secured
trict,

by
HARRIET BEECHER STOWES BOOK OFFERED
AN EXCELLENT LEAD TITLE."

background for
leaving just enough

utilizing a natural

the sign

—

that

is,

margin around it to sugSometimes this
was of waving leaves, pine cones,
needles on living trees, stone walls, the
of nature's

gest the atmosphere.

as

1

went along and secured more than

fifty

per cent of the necessary labels,
of them highly artistic, when

many

traveling the

Maine

Somehow,

Orr's Island, for instance, with
historic

and

literary

background,

of-

an excellent lead title, the opening of
the book fading into a closeup of a
typical Maine roadsign pointing to

Swinging

Island.

the

camera

from the sign provided a
charming panorama of the long, windslowly

ing road leading to the Island. The
next high spot was the historic Pearl
House, made famous by the story, and
here again an ancient, weather beaten,

WHEN

movie

maker gets over his first lensconsciousness and becomes
so secure in his hobby that the mechanics of camera work are more or
less automatic, his mind is released
for other important phases of cinemaThis state of mind is a
tography.
great help, and tremendously better
pictures result.

Of course, no one is capable of
knowing immediately and automatically the proper exposure for all con-

ditions

and desired

effects, but

the average lens setting

is

when

made on

your camera with the same automatic
preoccupation as is experienced when
a shoestring or do any other
ordinary task, you are then ready to
thoroughly enjoy the special phases of

you

tie

real picture making.

Your mind

free to study backgrounds, effects

seek out those special shots that
so much to the amateur picture.
In

now

my own

splendid
—made —

crudely lettered sign

amateur

the

case,

is

mosphere
this.

And

just right in at-

a

so

it

title

for

went, all along the

way.
is

Instead of using the sand title which
washed out by the incoming waves,

for to introduce titles of a different
sort into the two big reels will, I am
afraid, tend to spoil the effect of those
so carefully garnered en route.
I find, too, that with my mind freed
of the mechanics of "now, just what
exposure?" for ordinary scenes, that 1
am picking my shots with greater care,

especially in the matter of composition and better settings. Consequently
my films are far superior to those

early efforts in which the diaphragm
was set in great anguish of soul and
at the expense of the other things
which, after all, make the movies

worth while.

Maine

method was fortunate.

A

camera trip up Mt. Washington
in the White Mountains also found
many ready-made titles at hand. A
nuiltitude of signs, pointing out the

and

mean

for instance,

1

find time to seek titles on location

surprising how
many excellent ones are to be had
for the bother of photographing them.
Inasmuch as I have a title complex
and none of nn films is worth anvthing to me until 1 have it properly
titled, this has been a great boon.
as

I

film

it

is

summer I determined to obtain
many ready-made titles as possible

Last
as

and

I

to carry

and now I am studying ways
and means to acquire the rest of the
necessary titles in the same manner,

Shores in the sand, photographing it
at a sharp downward pitch and then
slowly tilting the camera up and toward the horizon, giving an unusual
long beach gradually
effect of a
swinging up to the rolling surf and
the open ocean. The response of audiences to this title proved the selection of

mountains.

them seem

films,

as used in the professional version of
Robinson Crusoe, I made a lead title

for the sea pictures by lettering

all of

exactly the right tone for vacation
its

A closeup
fered great possibilities.
of the cover of Harriet Beecher
Stowe's Pearl of Orr^s Island offered

the

restless sea or distant

seacoast.

MADE A LEAD TITLE FOR THE SEA PICTURE BY LETTERING IN THE SAND."
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PRISM PERFORMANCE
A

THE

gadget greeted with more joy than in
the realm of amateur cinematography.
Therefore, I wish to suggest a new device especially adapted for the use of
prisms, but iiaving other auxiliary
features of real value to the amateur.

Numerous

a Plan for Simplifying Their Use

Discussion of Prisms with

chief products of the "Gadget Age" are, quite properly,
gadgets, and in no field is a new

articles

By

Carl L.

graduated rings and a similar setting
over the taking lens can be made on a

Oswald

duplicate set of rings

mount can be transferred
Dark room handling helps

length.

correct this difficulty but
a

nuisance

is,

to

at best,

and frequently imprac-

ticable.

many

and other factors, as the size of
makes this difficult with the
unaided eye. The optical train lens,
should
ground-glass and magnifier
be shielded from direct light by a
bellows or by any other convenient
means.
(

I

inquiries are

(6) A simple grip, fastened to
the base of the viewer, will facilitate

MULTIPLE IMACES
Nuthins Is More Effective in Fantastic Scenes Than
the Power of the Prism to Deflect. As in This Still
from The Fill o/ the House of Usher.

or less triangular in sagittal section,

with rectangular plane faces. This
conception is quite true, of course, but,
excepting in the right-angled prism,
which enables the operator to take
pictures at right angles to the direction in

which the camera

pointing,

is

such prisms are of little use to the
cinematographer. Briefly, the prisms
most useful for securing cinematic
effects are

commonly known

as opthal-

mic prisms and are usually obtainable
at any store engaged in the business of
fitting

lenses

The

effect of

of the

is

to

image

made to
the frame by more

vertical lines are

lean with respect to
or less rotation of the prismatic lens
in front of the taking lens. The usual
effects of image displacement are secured by placing the prism in front
of the taking lens and as close to it
as possible. (The word prism, through
the rest of this discussion, is used to
designate an opthalmic prism of not
more than five degrees displacement.

Perhaps the principal

difficulty en-

use of prisms with
16mm. cameras at present lies in the
impossibility of examining the image
in the gate after part of the film has
been exposed because, obviously, the
camera must be opened and, as there
is no protection for the partly unwound film, it will be hopelessly
fogged for a considerable part of its

countered

162

I

wish to

amusement and

their
to

edification,

manufacturers for what
Briefly, the device

worth.

and

may

be
should be
it

made somewhat as follows:
(

1

A

)

simple

base,

either

fixed

or extensible, with provision for three

piece of blue, finely ground
glass, masked to the size of the 16mm.
frame. The support for this may be

lation to the optical axis of the lens.

Normally

mind,

such a prism, placed

correction

produce a defleceither toward or
away from the picture center, depending on the position of the prism in retion

facts in

or more uprights to hold the various
elements axially.

the

over the taking lens of a motion picture camera,

With these

suggest a piece of equipment which
can be easily assembled by the amateur or which, if manufactured, should
find a ready sale. The suggestion is
respectfully referred to amateurs for

of

for

defective eyesight.

in the

(5) A magnifier, properly set behind the ground glass, will be of considerable help in determining deflec-

the image

constantly being received by MoviE
Makers from clubs and individuals
asking for help along these lines. A
study of such requests reveals the
general idea of a prism to be rather

vague so far as it applies to cinematography: the average inquirer assuming it to be a block of glass, more

the taking lens.

tion

have appeared
secured by the

bearing on the effects
use of prisms but the discussions of
the methods and types of prisms used
have been sharply limited with the
result that a great

the ring
as a unit to

or

(2

A

I

fixed.

A

13)

simple, positive lens of the

same focus as the equivalent focus of
the taking lens used in the camera.

handling.
The advantages of such a viewer
are many. If accurately made, it may
be used for visual checking of lens
performance. It helps to establish
camera lines. The blue ground glass
serves as a handy monochrome viewing filter. This should be made interchangeable with white ground glass
in

the

The

flexibility.

effect. A reverse effect can be
secured by placing the prisms nearly
in contact, apex to apex. If the two
prisms are made to overlap, base to
apex, no deflection, other than the
slight normal plane glass refraction,
will occur. By rotating the prisms
from this zero position in opposite

prism

The support

directions,

slide

variety

for this element should
back and forth to allow the use

of

interest

double, rotatable prism holder should
give an infinity of desirable effects.
If the prisms are cut rectangularly,
it is easy to determine base and apex
ends. Then, with two prisms, base to
base and with these bases slightly
separated to allow the center of the
image to pass without deflection, the
finished picture will show the center
sharp with only the edges showing the

of

it

is

obvious that a wide

deflections,

and

conse-

of different foci and to permit focus-

quently screen

ing with any individual lens. Of
course, the regular taking lens may
be removed from the camera and sub-

sult. Of course, a single prism may
be used if it will better serve the
particular eff^ect desired. The short-

simple lens mentioned.

stituted for the

A

support with a rotating
(4)
ring, preferably graduated in degrees,
to

be placed

in

front of the taking

equivalent and as close to
it as possible.
This ring should have
clips to accommmodate the prism. A
double ring, one in front of the other,
will give more flexibility because one
lens or

its

prism can be placed in each ring and
rotated independently until the desired

effect

is

secured.

When

this

on the viewer being described, the angular positions
of the prisms can be checked on the

effect is satisfactory

est

effects, will

be the

dimension of the prism,

in

re-

plan

somewhat greater than
free diameter of any tak-

view, should be
the greatest

ing lens ordinarily used.
Prisms of five degree deflection
have been suggested but there is no
reason why greater angles should not

be used if they can be obtained
cheaply and if they will serve to secure the special effect desired. It must
be remembered that two prisms, placed in line along the optical axis as
above described, will double the effect
of one if both bases are in the same
relative positions.

IMOWIE M/%IAB:IC9

ROAST GOOSE
Sewed with Cine Sauce
By K.

Noone

L.

Illustrated by Alejandro de

Canedo

'Where are you going, my

pretty

maid?"
"I'm going a-filming,

'And may

I

sir,"

go with you,

she said.

my

pretty

maid?"

"You'd joggle the camera,

sir,"

she

said.

Miss Muffet posed on a

Little

As

"Dickory, dickery dock.

tuffet

My Cine's

sweet as a summer's day.

But her makeup went spotty

And made

How'll I

To

her so dotty

It frightened the spider

away.

get

now

in hock.

raise the jack
it

back?

Dickory, dickery dock."

Simple Simon went a-filming
Just to "shoot' a lion.

He

bravely looked him in the eye,

Unless he's simply

Humpty Dumpty

THAT

Mary's

climbed on a nail.

Lugging a tripod after.
Humpty Dumpty had a great

And

lyin'.

little

camera's

Completely out of focus.

And

fall,

every picture

Mary

shoots

Goes simply hokus pocus.

was no cause for

laughter.

"To market,
Just to

Home

again,

With a

to market.

buy me some

fillum.

home again

dissolve,

—

and a coupla me-

a new projector, one of those
things, some screens, be

ters,

tilt-top

Mary, quite contrary.
Do YOU do pictures too?"
'Oh, I leave them to Jack, Old Top,'

"Mistress

said she,

'For I

NEVER

sizes,

to do!"

another case, a few things

the library line, one or two
.

know what

Old Mother Hubbard went

.

.

Gosh,

ii;

filters

I forgot the fillum an' 1

gotta go back toniorra!"

to

the

cupboard

cause a fella ought to have different

Her projector there

When

It fell

And

to find.

she opened the door

on the floor

she promptly lost her mind.
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WHY

A CONTINUITY?

Afi Analysis of the Foundation of the

Modern Photoplay

By Paul D. Hugon

NO

more has

the present-day

tion picture, with

its

work of interlocking

mo-

Illustrated by Alejandro de

Canedo

the street.

technical-

sprung ready-made from the
brain of one man, than has the pres-

tion

ities,

ent-day automobile, with its countless
conveniences and complications. Every single detail on which all are now
agreed is the result of numberless experiments, some of which seem so
foolish that the amateur who starts
discovering the field of motion pictures today would hardly give them

a second thought.
Take, for example,
the scenario.

common
is fast

Obviously they are in ac-

—the evident kind of external

second ledge, invisible from the low
camera angle; sometimes the temporary occupant of the automobile was a

dummy. But

the production of those

scenes was difficult and absorbed most
of the energies of the company.
It was only when ideas began to

run out, when all films began to depend more on details of acting and

The word,

urchin staring into the window of a
confectioner. He is apparently moapparently, but not really,
tionless
for his stomach is contracting and expanding rhythmically, all the muscles
of his heart and lungs are in action,
his blood pressure has been changed
by the sight of the coveted delicacies.
That is not movement,
because it is not visible
to the naked eye, but it

—

is

dis-

action

—the action of

deep emotion or

card, for the scenario
has split like a com-

feel-

ing.

When

mon amoeba and now

movies

the

from external
movement to psycho-

passed

we

deal either with
"stories" or with "continuities," and even the
"stories" are fast splitting into "originals"
and "adaptations", according to whether they
were first written for
the screen, or for some
other medium of production, such as the
press or the stage.
Anyone who has been
in the cinema business
more than fifteen years
I might even say ten
years
remembers the
crude thing called a

—

ac-

which comes from movement of
the limbs and body. Now look at an

tion

five years ago,

going into

show why. Look
crowd of people walking along

of psychology will
at a

vast net-

logical action (or feel-

no longer was it
possible to depend on
memory for the seing),

quences of the scenes.
It is easy to shout to an

"Rush out toward your left!", but
actor,

is not so easy to say,
"Feel hungry!" Details
have to be introduced
it

that will

make

the feel-

ing not only easy to enact, but easy to under-

—

And

stand.

that is pre-

cisely the task of the

even one good incident

Let
us take an example and

was often

work

continuity

At that time,

scenario.

sufficient to

In

build a film around. A
new kind of horse jump
across a precipice, a
accident, a

more

a

realis-

double exposures and traveling mats
(these being various ways for manufacturing backgrounds or for faking
accidents and other scenes too diffiproduce in real life). In the
old days, when an automobile was
seen driving over a cliff, it had to do

cult to

Sometimes, of course, the
was mercifully provided with a

just that.
cliff

novel.

Rey, one of the characan adventurer, is
described as being so
independent that he
would drop any venture

sufGced to
measure of

success at the box office
if the cast and the direction were reasonably good. Nor were those accidents
as easy to produce as they are in these
days of miniatures, glass paintings,

recent

ters,

tic collision,

ensure

out.

a

The Bridge of San Luis

automobile

different

it

writer.

the

moment

it

threat-

ened to prosper. How
could that be filmed? It
EXTERIORS OF THE PALACE AND PARLEYING AT THE GATE ARE UNNECESSARY,

could be stated bluntly in a subtitle,
of course, but that would mean nothing.

direction than on big mishaps, that

the continuity, as we know it now,
proved necessary. The continuity and
the close-up may be said to have come
together.

No

principally

longer can a film consist
of

entrances,

exits

and

Mere physical movement is
not "action" in the dramatic sense of
the term. An example from the field
chases.

Modern

farces,

described

as

"comedies," are full of such clever
titles that are not intended to be taken
seriously. A subtitle by itself does
It has to be supported
by the scenes before and after. Again,
it might be omitted if the characterization were of no particular consequence. Supposing that feature of his

not register.

I

.% K.

E

R»
returns to his old haunts in the city, where he drinks

He

regained freedom."
step will be to write this incident scene by
scene, introducing as few sets as possible, and as few characters as possible, and to do it in such a way that each
scene will increase the effect of the previous one. To show
both the wrong and the right ways, we give the wrong
treatment first in italics, followed by the action properly

to his

The next

presented and in proper scene divisions.
Exteriors of the palace; parleying at the gate; going
through several corridors (unnecessary)
Showing Governor at lunch before Uncle Pio is brought
in

(

irrelevant )

what Uncle Pio is saying, or how
he came to the outer guard, etc. {Better shoivn in action
by the mystery of Uncle Pto's manner)
Scene 1. Long Shot. Corridor in palace, door at side
opening on to dining room where the Governor is at his
meal. Uncle Pio is brought in by an armed guard (this
conveys the thought that he has come from outside) and
handed to one of the inside servants. Wliile Uncle Pio
explains in a whisper that he has something of importance
for the Governor, we catch a glimpse of the Governor
leaving the room after finishing his meal. (This to leave
Subtitles explaining

room clear so as to register Uncle Pio's ravenous hunger.) The two servants look mysterious, whisper
to one another, pointing occasionally and looking over
their shoulders in the direction of the dining room. Uncle
Pio sees the remnants of the meal.
Scene 2. Close Up of his eyes dilating as he catches

the dining

"UNCLE PIO WHISPERS ABOUT THE PLOT."
character did not affect the actions of the principals, then
it would surely be left out, by virtue of the rule of "signifia rule which demands that everything whatcant action"
soever that takes place in a play shall positively advance
the action, either by revealing some point in character that
will contribute to build up or destroy an obstacle, or by

—

explaining what would otherwise not be understood. But
supposing that this man's independence were the cause of
some vital changes in the conduct of others, then it would
have to be "planted" early in the story.
Now the story itself might read simply, "Uncle Pio was
an independent old man, who could never remain in one

(Perhaps close up of the
of the servants (the one from outside)
is told by the other to inform the Governor. He exits.
Subtitles explaining Uncle Pio's hunger.
Action ivhich would make the servants appear inhuman,
as that would make their later agreement impossible.
sight of the left-over viands.
left-overs.)

One

Scene of Governor in other room (unnecessary)
Scene 3. Medium Shot of Uncle Pio left alone with
{Continued on page 183)

place and hated to have any obligations." The continuity
writer would be left to use that characterization in such
surroundings that Uncle Pio would thereafter be fully
known to us. According to the same rule of parsimony,
or "significant action," the continuity writer would be
compelled to place the scene in a setting that already fitted
in the story. It would never do to invent a setting especially to bring out a detail of character and then have no
further use for it. If, in the story. Uncle Pio is shown
having dealings with the Governor of Peru in Lima, then a
sequence in the Governor's palace might be used to reveal
Uncle Pio's independence.
The first thing that the continuity conference would

work out (for few continuities are the work of one man.
screen "credits" notwithstanding) would be a synopsis of
such action as were necessary in the palace. It might read
as follows:

"Having insinuated himself into the good graces of the
Governor's man servant, Uncle Pio gives him to understand that he will, for a consideration, inform His Excellency of certain plottings that are going on. He is taken
to the dining room, which the Governor has just left, where
he is allowed to take some of the food. This he avidly
devours. While he is still eating, the Governor, who has
been informed of Uncle Pio's statements, returns and listens to his story. He is interested enough to give Uncle Pio
some money and has him taken to a room where he will be
supplied with his needs. He arranges to see Uncle Pio
again later in the day. Left alone. Uncle Pio looks bored,
survevs the walls and after a while slips out of the window.

HAMNG NARROWLY

ESCAPED LANDING A SAFE
RETURNS TO HIS OLD HAUNTS."

JOB,

UNCLE

PIO
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HOLLYWOOD,
New

Methods of the Film Capital which Will
By H.

industries have

FEW

Syril

1929

Dusenbery

made

greater
strides in the past year than the

movies. One new development
has followed another with such neckbreaking speed that it is only with the
greatest difficulty that we are able to
keep pace with the "latest" in Hollywood. Already nineteen twenty nine

movie capitol pushing ahead
so rapidly that no one ventures to predict what will happen before
the year closes.
We have
improved photography, improved cameras, improved
film, improved lights, imeverything save
proved
sees the

Scenery,
cordingly been affected.
properties and costumes all have a
more natural appearance under these
new conditions. It is indeed difficult to
realize that a

mere change of

lights

and film should bring about so many
upsets

in

Amateur

Interest the

established procedure.

descent lights are easier on the eyes
than the old lights which were rich
in ultra-violet rays. They do not sputter and spatter every time they are

turned on or

off

and are free from
was often so

the hissing sound that

annoying during the shooting of a
picture.

At the Paramount Studios, the prowe see are nearly
all motor driven. No longer
cinematographers
the
are

fessional cameras

the stories!

Some old
"crank-turners."
timers still hesitate to abandon the hand crank, but even
they concede the point that
the motor driven camera is

A visitor to the leading studios after a years absence
cannot help but note that a
complete change has taken
place. While the shooting of

the one of the future. We
cannot help but wonder if the
success of the spring driven
amateur camera had an influence on this improvement.

the pictures has always been

The hands of the camera man
are now free to manipulate

.

.

.

slow and tedious work, there

trick effects and other
numerous adjustments possi-

quite a noticeable increase

is

the

speed and everything
seems to move forward with
more snap than heretofore.
in

ble with the big cameras.

The moving camera

is es-

Directors work faster, electricians and technicians are
more efficient, and less time

pecially popular and all sorts

between scenes.

pearance in place of the long
familiar tripod. These new
mounts are designed to hold
the heavy camera rock steady

is lost

Of

of new and novel camera
mounts have put in their ap-

course,

the "talkies"
are the big thing of the year.

Everyone,
everywhere,
is
talking about them. Hollywood sincerely believes that
the future of the movie lies
with the talking picture. But,
as the sound stages are tightly
closed to spectators, few visitors ever get to see them. All

and
ly

ject.

secrecy.

We

PhorogTupfi by

Mff

NOVEL CAMERA HOIST
ructed Frame Moves the Camera Up
he Same Time. Backwards or Forward^

Thi

enter a set on one of Holly-

wood's latest stages we are struck at
once by the change in lighting equipment. The widespread adoption of
incandescent lights in place of the old
types has brought about many radical
changes in studio methods. Simultaneously, panchroinatic film sprang into popularity. Panchromatic had been
on the market many years but, because
of its cost, was never generally used.
Price reductions on the part of the
manufacturers swept it into the limelight. As a result, color values are now
rendered more perfectly than ever before. The fine art of make-up has ac166

to

move

free-

been developed. At Univerone camera in particular attracts us as we wander from stage to stage. This
camera is mounted on heavy
and.
coiled springs and bounces
about as the picture is being shot. It
sal Studio,

the open and more familiar
stages of the Hollywood studios.

As we

Camera

it

follows its submen are no lon-

new camera supports have

shall,

therefore, be content to visit

it

ger satisfied to set up their
tripods on mere moving platfojms or trucks, so entirely

sound experiments and sound
recording is done behind
closed doors, shrouded in
great

yet allow-

about as

On the stage before us we watch the
shooting of a close up. How queer the
make-up appears to us, who are used
to the old days.

tors

appear

No

longer do the ac-

like sickly ghosts.

A more

natural make-up is used, similar to
that which we are accustomed to seeing on the

modern

stage.

Rouge, how-

ban, as red will

is still under
photograph dark under the new con-

ever,

ditions, just as it did before. Natural
flesh tints are now used in place of the
weird "motion-picture yellow." The

eyes, too.

have a more natural look,
still exaggerated in

aithough they are
size

and heavily made up. The incan-

a fighting scene and the director
us that inasmuch as all motion is
relative, the moving of the camera
gives an exaggerated effect of the
is

tells

movement

of

the

each other about.

fighters

knocking

Similar tricks are

employed when photographing interiors of trains, ships, and autos, to
give the effect of motion.
To follow action transpiring on a
staircase,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

tech-

nicians have built a special camera
mount, much like a hoist on wheels.

As the characters move up and down
the steps the camera is raised and lowered to follow them. At tiie same time

MOVIE

IM /«

KERS

entire hoisting apparatus rolls
back and forth so that the characters
are always the same distance from the
lens, regardless of their position on
the stairs. This sort of camera mount,
together with a host of others, owes
its origin to the present fad of having
the camera follow the
action. When projected on

the

cus.

We

could certainly impro\e our

own pictures if we would take
more time to focus correctly.

haste or at random, but are given
careful thought. Before setting up his
camera on a new location, the camera
man studies the situation from all possible angles. He moves about from

a little

Artistic composition, another matter so often

comes
While

into

neglected by most of us,

own

its

Hollywood.

in

camera man

tlie

is

side to side carefully surveying the
scene, searching for the most effec-

usuallv di-

tive position.
With the
co-operation of the electricians the lights are tested

the screen, the spectators

themselves
following the char-

feel that they

in a variety of positions to

ai'e

determine the best effect.
Nothing is left to chance,
everything is tried and
tested before hand.
The long familiar "blue-

acters.

The

director rides

along on this camera

ele-

vator so that he can view
the scene at all times from
the same angle as the cam-

glass," or

era.

We are greatly impressed with the special
pains taken by the cinematographers to get their
subjects in absolute focus.
Some cameras are equipped with a special direct
focusing device enabling
the camera man to focus
on a ground glass, or even

With this newer
monotone filter
now becomes tinged with
film

allowing certain
red rays to become visible.
It is interesting to view a
scene through both the
new and the old filters so
that we can better appre-

^^,>^'
THE LATEST
All

It

Takes

Is

Nole

ciate

the Director's

responsible for the composition of his work, the technicians and
the director, himself, play an important part. Scenes are never shot in

stant

in

is on the Move From Slai
The Electric Fan is Providing Thai
Famous Boardvi;alk Breeze.

This Scene

^.M:Il

t^L.

4

m

'^^^

'\

..

camera man make conmonotone filter to

of the

(Cuntinued on page 1821

Vhotograph by MctTO-Go/dwyn'Mayer.

^m

w^

^^^^^^^^L''

be-

All the old studio tricks, from the
use of miniatures down to artificially
produced weather, are still in evidence. Most of these have been exploited so much that we take little no-

to Script Clerk.

^LJ

difference

the lights, costumes,
check up
make-up, properties and scenery before any film is shot.

MOVIES WITH A VENGEANCE
Everyone

the

tween the two types of film.
Both the director and the

rectly

scene be in microscopically sharp fo-

1

TRIPODS

Filter.

Pholograpit by i;>iiveT5dl.

camera. As the subject approaches,
the focus of the lens is changed as the
chalk marks are crossed. The enor-

I

IN

an Old Sprinu-

Monotone

proaching a camera, even

mous magnification of the projected
picture makes it essential that every

the

brown,

sion

greater effort is made to
insure correct focus. In one studio
we find that the camera man has
chalked off measured distances on the
floor, just outside of the range of the

filter,

matic.

directly on the film emulitself. When this cannot be done, the distance
accurately
measured
is
with a tape and the lens
carefully set accordingly.
With a moving subject ap-

monotone

used in all the studios, has
taken on a new hue. The
original blue glass was
designed to match the color sensitivity of ordinary
film and consequently is
not correct for panchro-

^^

^
iSP

J^^jfl^^^^^^H
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DEVELOPING

Home

and

PRINTING

Further Notes
By

W.

Sterling Sutfin

Foreign Publicity

Manager,

Remington Rand,

Inc.

article is supplementary
which appeared in the Septem-

Note: This
to that
ber,

1928, issue of Movie

under the same

Makers

title.

Grit in the water used for washis perhaps the greatest cause of

ing

marks on home developed

films.

It is

well, therefore, not to allow the water
to pour directly on to the film when

Cleanliness
to say, you should
keep your developing tanks
and reel scrupulously clean

NEEDLESS

and protected from dust when not

in

ordiuse. The care used in handling
nary stills with regard to eliminating
dust particles must be amplified a
hundred times when handling motion
picture film since every tiny frame is

enlarged on the screen to several thousand times its size and a tiny spot
imperceptible on the film itself becomes an unsightly blemish when
projected. Take care also that your

running water
but rather to let the water enter the
tank in a fine trickle at a point where
it does not fall on the film itself.

you are washing

in

Filling the tank rapidly with water
and pouring it out again causes a small
whirlpool within the coils of the spiral
ribbon on which the film is wound

and a few pieces of

grit

can do con-

siderable damage to your film within
a few seconds.
One might reasonably say that the

only real problem which an amateur
confronts in home developing is the

where there

is

a

minimum

When squeegeeing your film between a piece of chamois while winding it on the rack for drying, it is

of the chamois, will seriously scratch
the balance of the film as you reel it

on to the rack. However, if you have
been careful not to allow your fixing
bath and washing water to go above
sixty-five degrees and press the chamois no harder than is necessary to remove surplus water, you will have
After your film is dry remove
water marks and surface dust particles by burnishing it with a piece
of silk plush soaked with carbon tetrachloride while you reel the film
from one reel to the other on your
rewind. While your film is "green"
use care in rewinding since "cinch"

168

is

teur to

weigh and mix his own devel-

makes

it

to be.

remains and the solution is clear, is
probably the most effective way of

trouble from this cause.

film

available ready for use with the addition of water as are "still" developers.
This makes it necessary for the ama-

til the required number of ounces
has been obtained. As a general rule
the chemicals making up a formula
should be dissolved in the order listed.
It is a convenience to mix these in a
small quantity of hot water (about
125°) and then pour the concentrated
solution into a gallon bottle and add
Merely
the necessary cold water.
shaking the bottle until no sediment

well to examine the chamois frequently to see if small particles of the
emulsion have rubbed off. These, if
they are not immediately washed out

if >t\ie

far as the writer knows, standard
SOmotion
picture developers are not

First you will need a good scale
which measures grains. It is also a
convenience to have an ounce scale
but your grain scale may be used for
measuring ounces by making several
weighings of the same chemical un-

particles.

wound too tightly.

developing and drying rooms.

Mixing Developers

seem

the

marks quickly appear

sure filtered water and washed air
in their

idable appearing formula

of dust.

windows and doors closed
while drying film and do not make
any unnecessary movements around
the room which might stir up dust

little

of dollars for special equipment to in-

opers but this is a far simpler task
than a casual glance at a rather form-

drying rack is free from dust and
that you dry your film in a room

Keep

keep dust particles from striking the wet emulsion. So important is
this factor of dust that professional
laboratories have invested thousands

fight to

A CONVENIENCE TO MIX THESE IN A
SMALL QUANTITY OF HOT WATER."

•IT IS

insuring a well mixed developer.
The life of motion picture developer, if kept tightly corked and protected from light and high temperatures, is almost miraculous but when
developer shows a decided discoloration or sediment appears it is well to
throw it away and mix a fresh soluA gallon of "Formula 16"
tion.
developer costs less than sixty cents
and if used within a reasonable length
of time is good for developing twenty-

lO'WIE

IM /%
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more one hundred foot rolls
film. It is also poor economy to

five or

of

Printing with the
-*-

low control of printing illumination
and both light and dark scenes must

time and temperature development.

not generally known that remay be developed to a
negative and the reversal process
omitted. The following formula is

IT

shrinks while drying and therefore
should be wound very loosely on the
drying rack.

is

versal film

recommended, although "Formula
16" gives excellent results:
20 grains

Elon (Metol)

280 grains
Hydroquinone
Sodium Sulphite (anhydrous) 12.8 oz.
120 grains
Borax
1 gallon
Water
In mixing the above formula the following instructions should be followed. Dissolve the metol in a few ounces
of hot water and pour it in your gallon
bottle. Then dissolve about a quarter
of the sulphite separately in hot water

and add the hydroquinone while stirring until no sediment remains. Add
this solution to the bottle.

Dissolve

the remainder of the sulphite in hot

water, add the borax, pour into the
bottle and add the necessary cold
water.

The negative

resulting

from

method of using an ordinary
motion picture camera as a printer

as outlined in the September, 1928,
issue of Movie Makers does not al-

so slight and any change in your
original solution might upset the factors which you have worked out for
is

Developing Reversal Film

Camera

TPHE

"revive" a partially exhausted developer since the cost of fresh developer

Panchromatic Film

PANCHROMATIC

film

is

undoubt-

•

edly the only film to use in making interior shots with incandescent
lamps for illumination. Not only is
the film faster than orthochromatic
(thus requiring less illumination) but
it

gives color-correction which large-

ly eliminates the necessity for

make-

of necessity be given the

same expo-

sure.

While this limitation is not of importance when all of your scenes are
interiors or evenly lighted exteriors, it
frequently happens that a film will
have dark scenes which require a
longer printing exposure. Splice all
of these dark scenes together in one
roll and, instead of using the fifteen
watt lamp, print this roll of dark
scenes with a twenty-five watt lamp
which will give the increased
ing exposure necessary.

print-

up.

Panchromatic

film,

however, being

must be developed in
and preferably with no

sensitive to red,

a green light

illumination at all since this film is
also sensitive to green and fogs easily.
A Wratten Series 3 Safelight should
be used for illumination while devel-

oping panchromatic film and even
should not be allowed the
freedom in the dark room which you
customarily allow ordinary red light.
this light

re-

Storing Negatives

/^NE
^-^

of the features of negativeis the fact that you
permanent negative and at

positive film

retain a

any time

in

the future

additional

may

be made. Since the negative is your permanent record and
may not be used again for years you
will want to take precautions that all
prints

negatives are carefully preserved.

A

Reeling Films

good plan is to splice short lengths
into 400 foot rolls (it is not necessary
to keep them on a reel), and place
them in the ordinary 400 foot reel
cans after moistening the pad with

^vTHEN

water, glycerine, or one of the spe-

versal stock has a slight pinkish tinge

which does not, however, in any way
impair its printing quality.

winding your film on the
developing wind it very
tightly. Film expands during immersion in a solution and if it is not
wound tightly the emulsion side will
touch the reel and result in undeveloped spots and patches. However, film

'^

reel for

humidifying

cially

prepared

tions.

Seal the cans with adhesive

solu-

tape and paste a label on the cover
giving a complete index of the scenes
enclosed.

The cans should then be

stored in a cool dry place.

BURNISH YOUR FILM WITH A PIECE OF SILK
PLUSH SOAKED IN CARBON
TETRACHLORIDE."

.«i;%RCH IS^a*
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IfI could only

«

KERs

screen.

you

A

will

Kodacolor reel of those dearest
enable you to see them in years

come with

and clothing

in hair

take the Colors as

every flesh

And

it's

to
to

every bit of color

tint,

you see it today.
take good pictures

just as

just as easy to

Kodacolor as it is to take them in black
and white. The resultsobtained by amateurs,
as shown by Kodacolor film received at
Rochester for processing, prove this conin

they actually

areh

clusive!)

X-^ON'Tyou

,i pillule' like ihii, IdL'H in Koilacuhr,

the drifts; the restful landscape, with

every flesh tinl,

90%

of the films are

excellent.

would show

Kuuld icprndh

light.

It's as

the Jul/ color of ejery flua;

lever;

we do

easy as that.

"You

of vivid color in the foreground; that you

—

with Kodacolor home
movies in full color. Kodacolor faithfully
reproduces on your screen the colors as you
actually see them through the finder of your
camera. It brings out nature's true beauty
with a fidelity that cannot be approached in
black and white pictures.
Portraits in Kodacolor are amazingly human. They have a naturalness, a reality,

You can do

that fairly

Asli

the rest."

it

makes

when making or projecting Kodacolor.
You must actually see Kodacolor to real-

filter

ize

its

gladly

beauty.

Your Cine-Kodak

show

to you.

it

the subject li\e on the

your Cin^- Kodak dealer
for a deihoustration

Eastman Kodak Company
CINE-KODAK, MODEL

ROCHESTER,

NEW YORK

KODASCOPE, MODEl

B,/.l.<i

Yuii mil ply uic a culurfiUtr niu'ii luKiii^ Av./iic,

press the

Kodacolor is shown by Kodascopes, Models A and B. You simply use a Kodacolor

yellows and browns and greens, and splashes

could have forever, true even to the delicate
flesh tints, close-ups of loved ones showing
each fleeting expression, each familiar mannerism?

for over

Simply load your Cine'-Kodak
f.\9 with Kodacolor film instead of with
ordinary film, slip a Kodacolor filter into
place and take your pictures in bright sun-

sometimes wish
you could plKJtograph what you see exactl)'
as you see it, color and all? That you could
capture the ruddy cheeks and bright snowsuits of the children as they romp through
its soft

—

You

I'.

simply use a color filter vshen prajeaiir^

Ko

dealer will
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EM UP

DRESS
Manifold

and of Masks and

Uses of the Iris

By Herbert

C.

McKay, A. R.

Effect Filters

P. S.

the accessory attachment should include a decenterable iris with attached
mask box and a clamp for holding the
iris in any position. Index marks will
be of some assistance in travelling
iris effects.

The iris may be used to divide sequences in the absence of a dissolve
but in this particular field
ferior to the dissolve.

•SURROUNDED BY THE CLOUDY HAZE OF
THE DIFFUSION IRIS'
is unquestionably fickle.
hardly possible to formua satisfactory answer to the

FASHION
It is

late

eternal question,

"Why do

This

it

is

is

in-

the use

for which the small attachable irises

The
ficult

iris is used for framing a difcomposition. Closeups are of-

fashions

true that the new style
brings the element of novelty and it is
just as true that the popular fad soon
nauseates when thrust upon one from
every hand, so that monotony and

change?"

It is

How often do we see an iris upon
the theatre screen ? The auto dissolve,
a most excellent device in its own
field, has so completely replaced the
one-time universal iris that it has become a stranger to us. In point of
fact, when used with intelligence and

discrimination, the iris is one of the
most valuable accessory devices we
have.

The

mechanical device,
value if it is permanently centered with the optical axis
of the camera. After years of experimentation, the old-timer evolved the
combination iris, sliding base and
mask box. This same combination reloses

iris,

most of

the

to the "effect"
question and. is available in various
modifications from various manufac-

turers,

though

some experimenters

prefer to build their own. At any rate,

A

taking place in the foreground coincidently with the actor who has run in
from the background. This requires
a rehearsal or two and careful workmanship but it is not too difficult for

The film opens with a scene in which
the principal actors, or one group of
them, are talking together. The title

name and

flashes the

MASK-BOX

IS

THE IDEAL SOLUTON FOR
"EFFECTS'

due

symmetrical central placing in the rectangular
frame. A diffused iris or round gray
mask is not satisfactory and the round
black mask is too abrupt. In this case
a stop is set to insure the proper maximum opening, a diffused iris mask is
placed in the mask-box and the camera
set to place the closeup in the mask.
The iris at the fullest opening should
not quite reach to top and bottom of
the frame and should be concentric
with the mask. Here we iris in upon
the closeup and at the completion we
have the figure surrounded by the
cloudy haze of the diffused (grav)
iris and, then, the enclosing circle of
ten unpleasant

the

its

mains the ideal solution

ES

The iris is used to introduce characters. This is an old device, long
since discarded, but effectual, particularly when inexperience gives us an
amateur photoplay whose continuity
is not all that can be desired.

positive virtues.

Amateur cinematography may, therefore, well take up and preserve a few
of the good but abandoned devices of
the old-time professional and adapt
them to his own uses.

t I\

SLIGHT DIFFUSION"

the average amateur.

senseless repetition too often obscure

The motion picture industry has
passed through endless changing fads,
styles and fancies. In the search for
novelty, good ideas were abandoned
and, through constant and, for the
most part, decidedly indiscriminate
use, other good technical devices have
been discarded. The motion picture
field must follow the will-o'-the-wisp,
which to-day is apparently the talkie.

TR^NSP^RENT CELLULOID

are used. They open and close toward
the mathematical center of the frame.

to

opaque

to their

iris.

The iris is used for calling attention
some particular part of the scene.

man runs toward the
Usually we will not notice
him until he is in the middle distance
but we can iris in just enough to disclose him. The iris opens to keep pace
with the growing size of his image and
swings to keep his image centered. As
he approaches the foreground the iris
flicks open and we discover the action
In the distance a

camera.

role of the actor.

opens just sufficiently to show
that actor who acknowledges the intro-

The

iris

duction. After the last introduction
the iris opens to disclose the entire
group. This is simple and for neighborhood clubs it is an admirable
device.

The iris also has uses which will
recommend it to the experimenter in
cinematics. Suppose we have a character, worried, nervous, undecided. It
would be somewhat difficult for the
average amateur to properly and convincingly register these emotions, but
suppose we open with a small iris to
hand nervously tapping a desk with
a pencil. We hold this iris for six,
a

eight or even ten seconds.

We increase

the tension of suspense as far as possible without causing a reaction, then

open

to the actor, frowning at his tapping pencil. After the opening he
need only throw tlie pencil away in exasperation and drop his head to his

make

arms

to

He

freed

a

is

complex

a perfect registration.

from the responsibility of

facial interpretation.

Indeed, the despised and discarded
iris holds great possibilities for the
amateur.

The mask-box
to

the iris that

is

so closely related

we seldom think of

lOWIE M /% 1^ E R »

35 mm.

Still

Kamra
Sharp, clean and clear pictures

No

detail lost in

enlarging or projecting

35 mm. Still Kamra takes pictures of such marvelous
sharpness of line and clearness that they can be enlarged to any
practical size in wonderful detail. In the larger photograph
above, note how clearly even the smallest detail of the smaller
photograph is preserved intact withovit losing sharpness of line
and clarity and still maintaining its original contrast and color.

The Q'R'S

50

Kamra

Q-R-S 85

iiim. Still
(40 pivturcs per mil)

Equipped with superstigniat

No focusing or adjust men

lens.

—

€|«S

onderful for making "stills" to use as
for your 16 mm. or your
35 mm. titles. INIaile of special unbreakable Bakelite composition.
Vi

neressary
always ready to shoot. Double exposure impossible.
t>s

backgrounds

Projootor Model K-2

Still

[Ask your dealor or

vk^rile

us for

C O U P O

THE QK-S COMPANY
Michigan Ave., Chicago.

306 Till Stre«-t.

135th Street

Illinois

San Francisco

& Walnut

Avenue, Nov York

X

THE O-RS COMPANY,

Dcpt. E-.i,
North Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
Picas.- send me full inrormation on

;i.'J.'t

lislahlishttl IVdll

333 North

^^l^^

vatstlofi'i

^

voiir Slili

Kumra and

Slill

IVojc.lor.

^
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either as a distinct unit.

The more

re-

cent boxes are of the duplex variety,
being adapted for use with either the

standard box-mask or the "effect filter" type of mask which is smaller
and usually square. It must be borne
in

that effect filters are not filters

mind

at all, but

A

modified masks.

filter

centric

uire mesh. The latter is more convenient due to its stiff texture. Any
portion of a scene photographed
through this mesh will have a diffused

smaller circle and then cut in
toward the larger circle in such a man

focus screen, while the various
openings will enable a sharply defined

which will not touch the upper and
lower sides of the rectangle by at least
one-quarter inch. Then draw a concircle about three-sixteenths
of an inch inside this circle. Cut out
the

ner as to leave a circle of fine '"sawwhose length equals the distance from the inner circle to the

must remove something from a heterogenous mixture, while passing
other constituents. The term is properly applied only to screens which

teeth",

pass some light frequencies while effectually blocking others. The effect
filter acts upon the light as a whole,
entirely or partially retarding the

edge designs.

light

throughout a part or

The same procedure is followed in making all other diffused
outer.

focus.

The

is

used for a

portion of the subject to be shown
with the borders of the frame diffused.

The mesh used should be about

fifty

openings to the inch. Bolting
silk may also be used to very good advantage, the white silk giving a flared,
foggy effect while the black gives only

to eighty

tiie

diffusion of focus.

A typical
made

all of the

mesh

solid

soft

set of

masks which may be

consists of:

mask surface.
Masks are easily made at home.
The commercial mask boxes have an
adapter cut from thin sheet brass

Black paper opaque masks: round;
overlapping circles; oval; rectangular, serrated edge (to give the effect
of chiffon, four-way mattes used in

which serves as a carrier for the homemade mask. The material used in the
home-made masks may be black paper, transparent celluloid, yellow celluloid, an iodized and fixed film or
matte celluloid.

professional work)

The openings in the masks are either
sharply cut or finely serrated. The
sharp cut mask gives a finely diffused
edge, while the serrated mask gives a
broader line of diffusion. The serrated openings are the more highly
favored for the conventional shapes,
while the sharp edged openings are
used for the "fancy" shapes such as
round (telescope), overlapping
cles

cross;

THE KEYHOLE MASK
Effect

Sometimes Heightens

a

rectangular serrated; upright serrated
of the matte celgray border, rather

The gray color
luloid

gives a

dark, but not black as

is

the case of the

the matte celluloid;

Metal mesh: solid; round; oval;
diamond; upright oval; rectangular;

White bolting

cir-

Black bolting

mesh

center of the space.
section

as

a

Using

center,

in the

this inter-

draw

a

circle

if

silk: to replace

metal

desired.

These

THE HEART MASK
An

forty-six

masks,

together

Example

of Its

Use

in

Humorous Vein.

measurably to the production and enable the producer to give many
touches of great cinematic value which

would otherwise be impossible.

Thus by masking and by

the template, and the opening indi-

drawn which cross

same as matte
(Fog filter)

with special shapes appropriate to the
scenario being produced, will add im-

cut according to the shape of

cated by a pencil mark. From corner
to corner of this opening rectangle,

silk:

celluloid; also one solid

from stiff cardboard just large enough to fit into the
mask slot, while the mask opening is
marked and cut out. This is then used
in cutting the mask blanks from the
material to be used. For example, suppose we want to cut a diffused iris
mask from matte celluloid. The cel-

lines are

Clear celluloid masks: same as the
matte celluloid;

Yellow celluloid masks: same as

opaque mask.

forth.

is

Matte celluloid masks: round;
round serrated; oval; oval serrated;
oval;

A template is made

luloid

round serrated;

spade; keyhole; star; diagonal and

(binocular), star, keyhole, oval

and so

;

oval serrated; heart; diamond; club;

The black paper

gives a

mask which

produces a black border in the final
print. This mask changes the size and
proportion of the image upon the
screen as the limits of the true frame
are

the proper

use of the iris, the possibilities of
amateur cinematic technique are considerably extended, without entering

on trick work, which

is

a quite differ-

ent field.

lost.

Transparent celluloid gives a slight
which is increased by
diffusion
slightly roughening the surface.
Light yellow celluloid acts as a filand by holding back the border
makes it print lighter than the portion
of the scene taken through the opening. Such masks should always be used
with serrated openings, as the sharp
ter

edged opening makes a change which
is

too abrupt.

to

Another material which can be used
advantage is chiffon, or fine metal

THE STAR MASK, ONE OF THE MANY
"EFFECTS" POSSIBLE BY THIS
174

MEANS

USE A DIFFUSION MASK WITH A
PERSONAL EMBLEM TO END YOUR FILMS?

WHY NOT

SI

O%

I I

«

%

M:K

fl»

TWO IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENTS
THE

/.4,5

LENS FOR TELEPHOTO EFFECTS

NOW INSTANTLY INTERCHANGEABLE
WITH THE f.1.9 LENS ON THE NEWER
CINE-KODAKS, MODEL B, /.1. 9.
IS

THIS

new

with a focal lenglh of about three inches (78
fully three times as great
as that obtained with the /.1. 9 lens at the same distance. In other
words, a subject that fills the sight finder at twenty feet will fill the
lelephoto finder at sixty feet. This makes it easily possible to obtain
outdoor sports,
clear, sharp detailed pictures of distant scenes
birds, animals and similar subjects that cannot be readily apI)roached for the usual close-ups.
The/.t.5 lens can be instantly interchanged with the/.1.9 lens by merely operating the small le\er
that is inset in the front of the newer Cine-Kodaks, Model B,/.1.9.
The long-focus lens makes possible new pleasures, a wider range of pictures, with the Cine-Kodak.
Vou can get the lens at your Cine-Kodak dealer's.
lens,

inni.) f;ivesaii

image with a diameter

—

These illustrations show the
relative sizes of

the images obtained tfilh the
1-inch f.1.9 lens
{left) and the
:}-inchf.t.5 long-

focus lens (_righl),
from the same
ricnpoint.

Cine-Kodak, Model B,/.3.5,

is

now priced at

$85.

THIS model Cine-Kodak, with its fast Aiiastigmat lens

and self-contained portrait attachment, has always
sold at $100.00. In size, weight, mechanical features and
simplicily of operation everything but lens eqiiipmenl
.Model B,/..3..5, is similar to the higher priced Model B,

—

—

focus feature permits taking quick-action
pictures by simply pointing the camera at the scene or subject and pressing the lever. An exposure guide beneath the
lens tells the correct diaphragm opening to use for prevailing light conditions. It has two finders a Sight Finder on
top, and a Reflecting Finder for use when taking pictures at
waist height. A footage meter shows at a glance the length

f.1.9. Its fixed

—

of film unexposed.
Cine-Kodak, IModel B./.3..5, is truly a movie camera that
any amateur would be proud to ow n and it is a real buy at

—

$85.00!

Ask your Cine-Kodak dealer

for a

demonstration.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
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Now! You Can Make Enlargements
fVith the
How many times have you found, in your
personal movies, a mannerism, a fleeting expression, so good, so true to life, so utterly
characteristic that you'd give almost anything to have an enlargement made of that
particular scene?
Now, with the Bell & Howell Filmo Enlarger,
operated in conjunction with Filmo Projector,
such enlargements can be secured quickly
easily
expertly. With this simple, new device, backed by Bell & Howell's 22 years of

—

2.clear
.

.

to this beautiful

2Vi x 3V* en-

largement

J From

this

.

means of
3.the by
Bell& Howell
.

this,

.

Filmo Enlarger

Dremophot Exposure Meter
The Dremophot

gives direct, accurate exposure readings for either FiLMO 70 or 75.
finest picture quality insurance you can
buy. Price $12.50. Check the coupon.

The

Turret
B,

&

H. Bead Screen, Type CX,

Self-erecting Bell

erected,

Head for

& Howell

Crystal

AThree-lensTurretHead,
very similar to the Filmo

Bead Screen
I

He

&

H. Crystal Bead Screen no
of a self-erecting feature.
Two hinged side supports automatically snap into place
and pull the screen taut when it is drawn from the
spring rtiller in the carrying case. No vertical supports.
Put up and taken down in a jiffy.
'

is

the popular B.

70 Turret, is now available for the Eyemo camera.

improved by the addition

Any three Eyemo
may be mounted

has now been improved by the addition

instantly available, as
takes but a split-second

New Type K
Screen, partially open

AX

in durable black leatheroid
Type
covered, nickel trimmed case with suitcase style hand
in wood case, of similar construction
grip. Type
but lacquered in walnut brown, rubbed finish.

In two types:

CX—

Both types have superior projection surface. Millions
of tiny frosted crystal beads embedded in a pure white
field result in projected pictures which are brilliant in
the extreme, yet pleasing to the eye. Price range $20
to SAO- Mark coupon for details.

K

Tripod

Tripod is exceptionally
strong and sturdy, and has a maximum extension of 56 inches. Legs
are of well seasoned wood.
They fold and unfold quickly, and are locked in place
by snap catches at the
joints. The lower sections
are adjustable.

This new tripod is fine
and other
work which calls for rigid
camera support. Price
$8.50. Check the coupon.

tings,

AX closed foi

of

gears,

as

These gears
focus the cameralensautomatically as the Correctoscope lens is focused. Gears may be had
aloneforapplication to Correctoscopes previously purchased. Price $10.00. Check coupon.

Combination Case and Screen for
Continuous Business Projector
Illustrated below

is a complete continuous
projector equipment for window, counter
display and salesmen's use. The case contains The Filmo Projector with the B. &
continuous attachment. Extension screen
folds back to close the
case. Door on side
gives access to pro-

H

Lightness,
and comrecommend
outfit for com-

jector.

for telephoto

Type

an
corset-

of a train
illustrated.

it

CX

Correctoscope,

and determining
rect lens diaphragm
ing

this Turret, and any
desired lens of the three
is

The new Type

The

efficient device for focus-

lenses

upon

to swing from one lens
to another. For commercial news-reel and exploration use this equipment is ideal. Check coupon for details.

Type

Geared Correcloscope
for Filmo 70

the

Eyemo Camera

ready for use

•

f'JP'

neatness,

F ..

pactness

"^'''"N^B^l
^^^^-

this
.

mercial use. Price
$30. Check coupon.

I'll

O %'

E

IM j« 1^

E

Direct

in

I

From Your 16 mm. Films
Howell Filmo Enlarger

&

^ell
experience

R

the

movie cameras and
frame in a 16 mm.

manufacture of
accessories, any
film can be en-

larged to a 2^4 x3^i negative of fine
quality ready for regular developing and printing.
This new accessory, now available
at your Filmo dealers, is a neat, compact device consisting of a tapered
box, the small end of which is attached to the Filmo Projector, the
large end having a special adapter
which provides for a regular film pack.
The small end contains a special
enlarging lens. The bayonet-like shaft
shown in illustration Number 3 is a
gauge which automatically brings the
lens to a sharp focus on the film at
the end of the box.

—

Making enlargements

is

fascinating

and simple! Twelve enlargements in
twenty minutes with a little e.-cperience. Enlargements may be made in
daylight. No darkroom necessary.
The Enlarger includes special lens, a
film

pack adapter and one Film Pack.

To make your enlargement, it is
only necessary to remove the regular
from Filmo Projector, slide the
Enlarger into place and project the
scene you want on the film pack
adapter slide which may be seen by
raising the hinged cover at the top of
the box. Then remove the adapter
slide and press the shutter of the Enlarger. The result is an instantaneous
exposure and a perfect enlarged negative from any correctly exposed frame
lens

of reversal or positive film.

Carrying Cases for
Filmo 70 Turret Camera
Two

or-Hobson Cook
Circular Exposure Chart

for Filmo 70

new cases are now available
Filmo 70 Turret Camera. The open

beautiful

for the

case above is for a Turret Camera on which
a lens of four inch focal length is the longest
used. The closed case accommodates the
Turret Camera with six inch ma.ximum
length lens. Both cases are of smooth black

genuine cowhide and provide space for camera, film, and many accessories. Price $24.00
and $30. Check the coupon.

BELL &

Fast Lenses for Filmo 75
For indoor work and adaptation to Kodacolor
movies in actual colors, there has
been an increasing demand for fast lenses for
Filmo 75, and here they are lenses of the
filters for

above

the

new

circular exposure chart for the Filmo 70 camera. It gives
correct exposures instantly for all classes of
outdoor subjects, including consideration of
light intensity, time of day, and season. No
subsequent mental modifications are necessary. Fits the smallest pocket. Available from
your Filmo dealer at 25c or use coupon.

Illustrated

is

HOWELL

—

famous Taylor-Hobson Cook quality. Both
are of one inch focal length with maximum
apertures of F 1.5 and F 1.8. Entirely new in
design, extremely compact and distinguished
by optical quality, the prices are $63.00 and
$51.00.

BELL &
1(J28

Mark

the coupon.

HOWELL

CO., Dept. C,
Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III.

Please mail me complete information on n Filmo
I Filmo Projector r Filmo Enlarger DBead Screens

Cameras

DEVEMO

Turret Q Type K Tripod D Geared Correctoscope D Continuous Projector Case. D Filmo Turret Cases D Filmo 70
Exposure Chart D Filmo 75 Speed Lenses. D Dremophot.

.V<(«

BELL &

HOWELL CO.,
New

1828 Larchmont Ave., Dept. C. Chicago,

York, Hollywood, London (B.

& H.

Co., Ltd.)

111.
.4(/(/res.s

Established 1907
Cily

177
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EDUCATIONAL FILMS
News of Visual Education
Vocal

A tialysis

and Homes
Among

Edited by Louis M. Bailey

an attempt to discover

INof beautiful

in Schools

tlie

cil

voices, the action of

in other universities

singers' vocal chords will be re-

corded on the new sound films in a
novel educational experiment planned
by Professor G. Oscar Russell, director of the Ohio State University phoneOhio.
tics laboratories, Columbus,

spans, three of which were 146 feet
in length, the others being concrete
girder approaches. Under the arch of
one of the middle spans a scaffolding
was erected on which the engineers,

Through talking

with their instruments, took measurements as loads were imposed in different positions upon the structure. Although the bridge did not collapse
under even the heaviest load, it did
develop some serious cracks which

that the

films,

it

is

believed

unusual development of opera

singers' vocal systems in action

may

be brought under scientific observation. It is hoped Uius to determine
just what accounts for increased vocal
performance, and that a more effective
course of study, based on the information so gathered, may be developed
to supplement the present methods of
voice training. Professor Russell is

making the

Academy

tests at the request of the
of Teachers of Singing. The

Carnegie Foundation

cooperating in
expected to take
about two years to completely gather
and organize the information desired,
so that it may be put to constructive
educational use.
the research

and

is

it is

Bridge Test Films

A 35mm.

film showing how an abandoned, modern, concrete bridge
over the Yadkin River in North Carolina was tested, to determine the maximum strength of this type of structure,
has just been released by the United

**

States

Department

of

Agriculture.

Tests of the bridge, which was no
longer needed because of a dam built
in the river, were made by the engineers of the North Carolina State

Foreign Students."
These
were taken by the Alumni Counof Wesleyan to acquaint students

films

secret

campus

scenes, fraternity houses, the teaching

and student bodies, class reunions,
commencement, football games and
various other facets of college

This sort of film

is

life.

expected to do

to promote friendliness among
foreigners toward our educational in-

much

stitutions
in general.

and the American people
The power to break down

prejudice is one of the fundamental
values of motion pictures. Understanding is the basis of appreciation
and good-will and the universal language of the film is the perfect medium
for bringing about this feeling be-

would have made it dangerous for
had its use been continued.
Recorded on film, these tests determine for future reference the amount

traffic

of weight this type of bridge can safely carry. They also show points of
possible defect in bridge construction
which will be generally helpful to
engineers working on other similar

tween nations.

Electrons as Film Stars

REALIZING

building projects.

About twenty minutes

with the activities

of that college. Shots include

early the tremendous

value of motion pictures as an
educational medium, the Training Division of the Bureau of Navigation
of the United States Navy has for several years employed films in its educational work, according to F. Lyie
Goldman of the Carpenter Goldman
Laboratories, Inc.

are required

run the film. Requests for it should
be addressed to the Office of Motion
Pictures, United States Department
of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
Transportation costs are to be paid by
the borrower.

to

A

Good Will Film
POLLO WING closely President-elect

characteristic use of the motion

picture by the Navy, he points out,
was that of a series of films on oil-

burning marine boilers. The Navy
found itself confronted with a great
problem when most of the ships were
being converted from coal-burners to
oil-burners.
The theory and use of

Hoovers good-will visit to South
America, motion pictures of student
life at Wesleyan University will soon
he shown in colleges throughout
Brazil, under the auspices of the
"Committee on Friendly Relations
*•

(Continued on page 181

1

Highway Department under whose
from the film bureau
same department produced the

direction officers

of the

pictures.

The bridge was about
mile

long.

There

a quarter of a

were

seventeen

VISUALIZING THE INVISIBLE
Used with Telling Effect to Clarify Theory
he Electrical Films Described Above.

s
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KEKS

Model 3T
Victor Cine

Camera

(Turret Equipped)

For Quick Action--3 Lenses Instead of

One!

Equipped with a battery of three lenses mounted on a revolving turret, the Model 3-T Victor Cine-Camera
always ready for quick action.

— ready

at a

moment's notice

to "shoot" a distant scene or

a close-up,

is

whatever the existing conditions may

demand.
Just a slight turn of the turret and the right lens snaps into place.

No

time

light

The

lost

changing

lenses.

you would wish
conditions you may do

Then,

too, if

—

No

lost scenes

to take

with

this

Camera.

It is instantly

SLOW-motion and normal

ready for every emergency.

speed scenes on the same film under the same

so.

Model 3-T Victor Cine-Camera

is more than just a feature.
appreciated after you have experienced the joy of taking pictures with it.

three lens turret of the

TRY ONE

It is a utility first fully

then you'll understand.

Company

Victor Animatograph
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

DAVENPORT, IOWA,
Branch Sales Office: 242 W. SSth

U.S. A.

St.,

New

York

Possessing every attribute of the highest grade professional projectors, the Model 3 Victor
Cine-Projector brings an entirely new high standard of screen quality to the user of 16 mm.
motion picture film.

Superior illumination, forward and reverse action, hand and motor driven rewind, overmotor, interchangeable pedestal base, and tripod stand, high-grade projec-

size universal

tion lenses of several focal lengths, quick-set framer.

—
by

features comparable to
itself!

The

no other projector. Radically new,

—

radically different

in a class

highest type motion picture projector that skilled workmanship, combined

with the best of materials, can produce.

Ask your

dealer for a demonstration.

"The Victor Cine-Projector permits
hundreds of times u'ithout

tlie

the showing of one film
slightest

damage."

^

^.

•

*

lOVIE im;%keiss

which We Are Indebted ti
It
Has Been Exhibited
Exhibitions and Now You
i

Your

Films.

May

Incorporai

Suggested Title by Ralph R.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS
{Continued from page 178)

the

new equipment had

to

be taught

the firemen as soon as possible and a
of motion pictures on vari-

series

ous phases of the work was determined upon as one method of attacking the problem.
The experiment

proved quite successful, as reports
from the officers of the fleet soon
showed.

Motion pictures were found to produce the desired results. They secured
the closest attention from the men and
thus solved at once the greatest problem of the average instructor. The
impressions received were lasting, and
were made in the smallest possible
time.

As

a result of the success with this

series, the

motion picture presentation

of a complete course in the principles

of electricity was determined upon.

These films were made by the Carpenter-Goldman Laboratories, Inc., in
co-operation with and under the supervision of the Navy Department. The
electrical manufacturing industries
also rendered valuable co-operation.
The eff'orts of all concerned, however,

were

to

produce

a series of films deal-

ing with essentials and having no bias
of any kind. The Navy is not specifically mentioned in the treatment of
the subject so that the films have
proved quite adaptable for use by
civilian high schools and colleges.

This series includes the subjects
of Magnetism, Electrostatics, Current
Electricity, Electromagnetism. Current Generation and Electrical Measurement. According to present plans,
the series will include Electric Motors,
Electro-Chemistry, Gaseous Induction, Electrical Communication, Radio Transmission and Reception, Electrical Control Devices and possibly
other subjects.

Theory

strongly stressed throughout. The electron theory is presented
in detail and electric currents are represented in terms of electron moveis

LITTLE

SUNNY TWIN

means sunlight indoors any time
One lamp

the lamp. The lamp
housing, etc., are made of

make movies

will

of

16 per second at /3.5 at 8
to 10 feet jrom subjects; at

black cry-

steel finished in

fl.5 to f 1.9 at 15 to 20 feet.
StiHs at/4.5 at 8 to 10 feet

stal,

\/\Oth

All other metal parts are
brass excepting the curved

tor

1/15 second.

to

Scientific design enables

Sunny Twin using

Little

flector in

1 5

Compare

quality
surprise

The

is

rigid

loose

Note

construction
The last three
show Little Sunny Twin
throughout.

ready for action with reflector locked in position.

Note the perfectly venlamp housing and
Little Sunny
appearance.
tilated

of the semi-

show its construcUse the 12 in. ruler
judge its compactness. Note

pleasing

Twin

is a thing of beauty and strength
and with ordinary care should last a
lifetime. Can be used on any 100 to
120-volt circuit either D.C. or A.C

"Little

need

in

Sunny Twin eminently fills a
amateur cinematography."
JAMES IVERS, Salt Lake City.

illustrations

tion in detail.

shown

hinged to

the sturdy

bottom of lamp down and releasing it
lights the arcs which burn steadily for
about four minutes. For long continued
burning it is only necessary to pull the
knob once every four minutes.

how

is

lamp with no
parts to get lost.

automatic type and uses full size carbons 5/16 X 12 in. Pulling the knob at

The

re-

illustration

the

and performance
and satisfy.

Sunny Twin

center

sided reflector

price attracts; the

Little

aluminum

back of the car-

shows the various working
parts and how the four-

with any lamp or series of
lamps on the market for
quality and performance.

The low

finish inside.

bons.

Sunny

Little

aluminum

satin finished

amperes to give as
much light as a 20 ampere
twin arc and much more
than incandescent lamps of
the same current consumption, and this volume of
light with only one-half the
size, weight and price.
only

the four-sided reflec-

to

neatly

when

the

set

reflector

(perfectly

"O. K. in every respect. It is a good
job both electrically and mechanically and
I believe that you are giving more lamp
and light for the price than anyone."

up) folds over the front

$25.00

E.

W. PORTER,

JR.,

New York

City.

COMPLETE

postpaid from maker to user (no sales through dealers at
this price) with heavy folding nickel-plated stand 6 feet
tall, 15 feet of cord, 3 White Flame carbons, 3 Panchromatic. Extra carbons ^2.00 per dozen, ^15.00 per hundred.
Also supplied on special order to use only 10 amperes giving enough light for movies at /3.5 at 6 feet; at /2 or faster,
10 to 12 feet from subjects, at the same price.

LEONARD WESTPHALEN
438

RUSH STREET

LITTLE SUNNY

IS

TRUE TO

HIS

NAME.

V.

CHICAGO

WERE PROUD OF

HIM.
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^

A

iiient.

ject is

Rest

Felix Tries to

$5.00

100 feet

major portion of each subof animated drawings

made up

and very realistic combinations of animation and actual photography.
Method and clarity of presentation
have been carefully worked

out, as

well as the technique of pictorial exEvery scene was photopression.
graphed for an especial purpose, making possible a continuity not achieved
in subjects edited from already existGiving a clear visual
ing material.
concept of basic electrical theory,

^

Felix Doubles for

Darwin
$22.50

300 feet

— Felix

lin

oretic

nish a

Solatia

M. Taylor

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS
Movies,

WORCESTER

Ine.

J.

C. Freeman

&

Co.

FALL RIVER
Smith Office Equipment Co.

PROVIDENCE
&

,.u ..t.a ^ires needed.
Just pull the switch and the Light
is

Williams

NEW HAVEN. KRIDGEFORT.

stock through the

From your Dealer

WILLIAMS,
"The Home

of

HOLLYWOOD

OSSINING
Hudson Radio Laboratories

(

GREAT NECK

LONG ISLAND

Cine Studio
B. Gertz, Inc., Jamaica Lovett

NEW YORK CITY
Wm.

Gillette Camera Stores
Kodak Stores, Inc.

C. Cullen

Eastman

NEWARK

BROOKLYN
Fred'k. Loeser

&

Schaeffer

Co.

Company

PHILADELPHIA

Motion Picture Equipment"

Filmo Motion Picture Cameras and

Twelfth Street Garage

PITTSBURG
United Projector

& Film

Corp.

SYRACUSE

UTICA

Lindemer

Cunningham's

s

BUFFALO
Buffalo Photo Material Co.

ROCHESTER
A

Tampa

& Art Supply

Co.

TOLEDO
& Engraving

Franklin Printing

Co.

HOUSTON
Star Electric

Engineering Co.
ST. LOUIS
A. S. Aloe Co.

&

CHICAGO

Aimer Coe & Co.

ATLANTA

MINNEAPOLIS
Ideal Film Corporation

Visualizit Inc.

SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

Leavitt Cine Picture Co.

MEXICO CITY
S,

A.

JAPAN
Honjo &

Co.,

Kobe

NEW ZEALAND

Frank Wiseman Co., Aukland

HomFTilm
Libraries
100 East 42nd

St.,

the

wide spread popularity of amateur
movie making. Camera men say that,
as a result, their own work is more

They confess that it has
made them more careful and more

New York

follow. As the amateurs become more
expert the camera men of Hollywood
will try to blaze new trails in their
effort to maintain a lead in the race.
With the unlimited resources of the
studios at their

command

the race

^TSGHER^
CAMERA SERVICE, Inc.
''f,veni/iir2g Known

154

inJHotion Kciures

"

CHICAGO

EAST ERIE STREET

'»

•»

OF
PROMPT SERVICE—BEST QUALITY
PRINTS NOW AVAILABLE FROM CHICAGO
in the developing and printing of 16
contact
negative and use the late type positive
trial will convince
16 mm. Printers.
you on your own screen as to our quality.
We make prompt shipment of raui tiegatme

We
mm

specialize

A

HUTTON

CHICAGO COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC

COMPANY

108 N. Dearborn

Chicaijo.

St.

I

Ill

TITLES

l^

Complete editing and titling
VF.\TL[U>AY1 service. (16 mm. or standard.) Cinematography.

I

CLARK CINE -SERVICE
I

I

CAdiUac

2 540 Park Ave.

5 260

DETROIT, MICH.

is

the professionals there is
greater hope that his work may help
to elevate the art of movie making to
the high plane that it deserves.

made by

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

Scheibe's
SINCE 1916
Photo-Filter Specialties
,1

My

CI.
Fdtns

are used

hy all

Holhwood
St!«im

Fog Scenes— Moonlight
'Effects-An,u.h.r.^

produce
P;_j

j^,g^^

Also Soft Focus and
various other effects, just like
-"^k^ '<="
ffy
'"l,,"virtoo''
em too.
you make
easy
It s

Anytime.

—

[-ii

f^ii

you how.

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

Endorsed by

Ask your

City

•These dealers are also rental stations
lor Home Film Libraries, including the
netv series 0/ J929 Features.

new clothes.
The Hollywood studios welcome

hardly an even one. but. if the amateur in his experimentation will take
advantage of the progress already

CANADA

Photographic Stores Ltd., Ottawa
Regina Films Ltd., Regina

American Photo Supply Co.,

trick effects or to dress the

exacting, as they wish to hold themselves as models for the amateur to

FLORIDA
Photo

new

appreciated.

„^a'^
Kelly
& Green„

H. Mogensen

of

old ones in

WHEELING

Mortimer's

Continued from page 167

them any more. Such trick
no longer novelties to the
sophisticated movie fan but, nevertheless, camera men are ever trying to detice

Chestnut

918

1929

effects are

vise

Brown & Earle

Williams,

PLAINFIELD

or Direct

BROWN & EARLE, inc.
Projectors

'^^^^'^"^'

,,

E. S. Baldwin

Company

.(

Price $6.00

DeVry

The Harvey & Lewis Company

WATERBURY
Curtis Art

you

a

out detaching.

SPRINGFIELD

HARTFORD.

Where

attached to your machine
few minutes and projector
can be packed away in case withEasily

In addition to being used by the
these films are
available to the public on either 16

mm.

there— VVhen and

need U.

Navy Department,
.35

projccto

pleasL

build.

School Films. Inc.. 1111 Centre Street.
Chicago, Illinois, and 141 West 42nd
Street, New York, N. Y.

Camera Shop

Starkweather

may

ng your

Make

electrical phenomena and furbetter foundation upon which

the student

or

DETROIT
Detroit

of great value
student, for they

still

more advanced

in

Alves Photo Shop, Braintree

CLEVELAND
Home

E.

A

visualize the previously invisible, the-

BOSTON

&

convenient liglit on your Filmo
Projector that enables you to operate
and change your reels with plenty of
illumination that does not attract the
attention of or annoy your audience.

to tlie

DEALERS*
i;aslman Kodak Stores

B.

But while the information
high school physics student has been used as the starting

courses.

point, the films are

the uproar-

his best. These films
ady for \ou at any of the
dcale s bielow.'

W.

"PILOTLIGHT"

level of the

„.

THE

these films are particularly suited for
high school and college physics

dealer, or write to

GEORGE H. SCHEIBE
PHOTO-FILTER SPECIALIST
1927

W.

78th St.

Los Angeles,

Calif.

mOWIE MAKERS
WHY A CONTINUITY?
(Continued from page 165)
the other servant; whispers a joke to

him. Servant laughs. Uncle Pio points
wilii his thumb over his shoulder to
the loocl in the dining room; then
pitifully lays his hand on his stomach.
His face takes on a pained and contorted expression, registering hunger.
Servant at first indignant; then, looking into dining room, servant catches
sight of.

.

Scene

.

Close Up of an

f.

unfinish-

ed glass of wine.

Scene

5.

vant winks

at

Return to Scene. SerUncle Pio. takes him in.

Both exit through doorway.
Action showing any deference
Uncle Pio, such as waiting on him.

to

Conversation.

Scene 6. Long Shot. Dining
Room. Uncle Pio and servant enter.
Servant walks toward table, quaffs
unfinished glass of wine. Uncle Pio
sits down and begins to eat raven-

CARL

ZEISS CINE LENSES

ously.

Zeiss Tessar

Look

Finders

of surprise.

mm

movie cameras.
16
and £3.5 Tele-Tessar £6.3
Sun-shades
Filters

For standard and

7. Close Up. Uncle Pio eatgrabbing food right and left. As
he still has his mouth full, he hears
something on his right and turns.

Scene

ing,

f 2.7

CARL ZEISS,

Dramatic entry by the Governor
{This would make him too little of a
human being and of a politician. He
must be planted as presenting a poker

INC.

485 Fifth Ave., New York
728 So. Hill St., Los Angeles

face)

Scene

Shot

8.

Medium Shot

Long

or

doorway at end of dining room. The Governor has just
pushed open a portiere and is standing looking at the two men.
Scene 9. Medium Shot. Uncle
Pio jumps to his feet, wipes his mouth,
takes on a very humble attitude. The
servant bows and pretends to comof other

Don't Waste Film and Opportunity

mand Uncle Pio to behave himself.
Scene 10. Long Shot. The Governor advances toward Uncle Pio,
looks him over, asks a question. Uncle
Pio nods assent. Governor dismisses
servant.

Carry the whole action in a long
up (Uncle Fid's

shot or in a big close

bodily attitudes
as his face,

tell the

story as ivell

and enough of

his

body

The

should be included)

Scene

11.

Medium Shot. Uncle

Pio very polite but looking astutely
out of the corner of his eye, when he
notices the Governor turning around
to see whether the servants have departed as ordered. Governor briefly

demands what

CINOPHOT is the instant, automatic
EXPOSURE METER

for all

Under

amateur and professional Cinematography
ANY Light— .'\ny\vhere— At All Times

Cinophot, complete with sole leather case

about. Uncle
Pio whispers close to his ear about
it

is all

AT YOUR DEALER

the plot.

Subtitle

saying.

There

is

a

plot

DREM PRODUCTS CORPORATION

against your life (too obvious).
Title (Spoken). And they plan to

carry away Your Excellency under
load of hay!

a

1.S2

WEST FORTY-SECOND STREET

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

JM;%RCH 1929
(A

subtitle taken

of a conversation,

from the middle

if it

embodies the

substance of it, is more effective than
a blunt statement of fact.)
Theatrical action by the governor,
such as pacing agitatedly up and
down {out of character)

Scene 12. Return to Scene 11.
Governor half-amused, half-serious,
asks a few rapid questions, which
Uncle Pio answers rapidly.
Scene 13. Close Up. Governor

P'truuio
SO SIMPLK

^

HEY TAXI
for thi

,

.,

for those

who believe

in safety last.

BELIEVE

ME

,

)

pj.-j

^g,

nd Samoan

who have been

to

brew

it

'"f everyone,

nselves.

LINDY'S HISTORIC REELS

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
COMEDIES
Always funny, never

TOM
TOONS.

they can never lose their

is

close

MIX'S and

the CARIn an endless variety and

THE BREMEN FLIGHT
the

theme.

east-west ^ight.

first

100 FT. REELS "1/15^ ALWAYS ONE PRICE
AT YOUR DEALER
SAFETY STOCK

IjiHlte

V-

if

Close Up. Uncle Pio,
Perhaps a little comedy
he were to wink at the

not desirable to jump from a big
up to a long shot). Governor
thanks Uncle Pio, pulls out a purse
and gives him some money, which
Uncle Pio accepts avidly, then speaks.
Title 2. You shall be given a room

thrill.

tiring.

ALL

14.

Governor, then catch himself up.
(Note: Two separate close ups
show better the individual thoughts
of the two characters.)
Scene 15. Medium Shot (Note: A
long shot might be more direct, but it

ther

PALESTINE

RAIZIN TROUBLE
who want

Isle

SWITZERLAND
those

for

newlyweds.

those

Scene

expectant.
touch, as

personally conducted tours to th

,

a servant prob-

THE JOKES ON YOU
for the

safety.

ZOBELOGS

,

who have

thinking to himself, about his own
Then he thinks of Uncle Pio
and turns his face toward him.

For those who would but can t/T
and for those »vho can but didn't
get to the Cannibal Isles,

for autoists.

^X

in

the servants' quarters,

and your

me

meals. I want you to report to
twice a day.

c^^p^'tfe cc^a\&^

Scene 16. Return to Scene.
Uncle Pio overwhelmed with gratitude.

Scene

17.

calls servant,

HEY,

Pio in tow.

B1L.L.

Where'd ya see that article on home developing Siitfin
wrote? MOVIEMAKERS? Which one? Oh, I haven't
got any file! Lend me yours, will you? .... Well, you
needn't be so snippy about it.
You must have the
flu coming on, you're so darned cross. I WILL get a
binder for myself! Perhaps you'll come off your high
horse long enough to tell me what I'll have to pay them
for it? Two? One for Volume I-II, '26 and '27
One for Volume III, '28 one-fifty apiece? All right,
.

.

.

—

go back into your hole! Good ISIGHT!

Long Shot. Governor
who enters, takes Uncle
Uncle Pio bows his way

out. Governor stands looking back at
him, and looks well pleased with himself.

Calls a military-looking

Many corridor

and

here's

the

coupon
he signed

Street,

1\.

Y.

Inclosed is $
for the
binder (s) noted below:

&

ever possible)

Scene

Long Shot. Tortuous

18.

corridor at foot of winding stairway.
Servant is escorting Uncle Pio. They
are in friendly conversation. They
enter one way and exit the opposite
way, coming toward the camera.

Long Shot. Doorway

19.

from corridor

of

side.

Door is ajar disclosing plain bedding.
Servant and Uncle Pio enter scene
coming toward camera, enter room.
Servant gives Uncle Pio possession,
exits same way as he came.
Writing a

Scene

letter to the

20.

Governor.

Long Shot.

Interior

Address

Uncle Pio closes the door,
looks around, dismally. Then sits on
bed, counts his money. Gets up and
looks out of window; sits on window

City

ledge.

VoL
VoL

I

III

Name

State

..._
..._

room.

II
_

Scene

Close Up.

Uncle Pio
Slowly turns head
right
and left, examining walls.
Yawns. Turns head toward window.
21.

looking bored.

184

way to

{unnecessary and
costly; save entrances and exits when-

Scene

MOVIE MAKERS
105 West 40th

scenes on the

servants' quarters

servant's room,

To Binder Department

man

and gives orders. Cut.

IMO-VIE im;«i«ek»

^

Four Merry
Pathegrani§

For March!
OiirOaii^in

THEBICr

SHOW*

.

.

The mischievous Gang,
ever ready for new antics
to

delight

their

legion

here determine
to run a Big Show of their
own when their ingenious
efforts to "crash the gate"
of the circus are thwarted.
The most outlandish menagerie in the world is the result. Our Gang manages to get plenty of fun out
of their queer enterprise, until their makeshift circus is unceremoniously
sparkling comedy
broken up when Jackie turns the "wild" animals loose.
in the best Our Gang manner. No. 7005. One 400-ft. reel. Price ^30.00.
friends,

A

Harry L^aaodo^^ in
••^»atlIl•d!ly

Alteriiooii"

World-famous Harry manages to spend an
afternoon with two young ladies and only
a dime to keep them company. How he
keeps them amused makes unusual fun.
Harry's antics are as ever side-splitting.
No. 7007. One 400 ft. reel. Price ^30.00.

THRII.I.fS

A

most spectacular
and breathless novelty in which renowned "stunters"
perform their most

FOR
USE

ON

dangerous

PROJEC-

TORS

^ew

from

RILLV R£:VA\
Nprin;; Catalogue

on

PATHEGRAMS
From Your Dealer

or write lor

it

to

Pathe Exciiange-3.> ^V. 45"' St., X.Y. V.

Daring

leaps
airplanes in
mid-air going a hundred miles an hour;
acrobatics
at
the
dizziest structural heights; narrow escapes in sky. air
and on earth. No. 7008. One 200 ft. reel. Price ^15.00.
eye.

16-MM.

Procure

feats for

the all-seeingcamera

ALL

in

^^llobokeii to HoUyM'ood^^
Inimitable Billy Bevan in a coast-to-coast auto jaunt in
which he picks up a couple on the road and after
them in trouble, discovers the man is his
new boss.
great laugh-maker. No. 7006. One
400-ft. reel.
Price ^30.00.

getting

A

185
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Then, exasperated,

Scene

22.

Long Shot. Uncle Pio

opens window,

up,

gets

bedsheet,

take

starts to get up.

makes

looks out,

rope,

slides

down.

Scene

23.

Long Shot.

Exterior,

loot of house wall. L'ncle Pio lands,

looks back and up.
Several shots of streets,

Scene

24.

INDUSTRIAL

etc. Details.

breathes a sigh of relief, sticks his
hands in his pockets, whistles and

Fade out.
Title .3. Having narrowly escaped
landing a safe job. Uncle Pio returned
to his old haunts to spend his money.
Scene 2.5. Medium Shot. Exterior
(or Interior! Cafe. Uncle Pio drinking and playing cards. Fade out.
Scene 26. Medium Shot. Interior
Palace dining room. Fade in. Ser-

.

.

.

MOVIE HEADQUARTERS!
announces
appointment as sales
representative of the
its

distinguished

DEBRIE
Model L

and

the world

renowned

AKELEY
Professional

and

infor'

old

camera may he traded
present cash

in at its

value.

for

a

advertis-

MR. EXECUTIVE
Units are now in the Mediterranean
and the West Indies ready to make

your films

in those sections.

Travel Movie Films, Inc.
II

is

written,

it

is

As

this

sequence

entirely about Uncle

42nd

STREET

FREE FILMS
16

MM.

SUBJECTS

35

MM.

NOW AVAILABLE

other characters are secondary, and act merely as foils to bring
out what we are to know of the old
man. We miglit analyze the psychol-

The

ogv of the sequence as follows:
1. Uncle Pio is a somewhat disreputable character (shown by the fact
that the guard brings him cautious2. He has a good idea of his imly)
portance, and likes to play politics
3. He
as shown by liis whispering
las
is desperately poor and hungry
shown by his looking at the food).

WEST

NEW YORK, N. Y.

ticularly the progression in the char-

mation on request. Your

lands

nucleus

ing film

]J;

ernor puzzled. Fade out.
As one can see, it takes much more
time to write a continuity than a skeleton story, but then one is able to visualize every detail in advance, instead
of having to go back when one has forgotten an important point. Notice par-

Pio.

Latest catalogs

foreign

\ant is telling Governor, seated at his
meal, that Uncle Pio has gone. Gov-

acter development.

Motion Camera

your product

in

ideal

real educational

exits.

BASS

of

use
the

film

Close Up. Uncle Pio

TO ORGANIZATIONS

AND

INSTITUTIONS
Apply

to the

Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture Bureau
1 1 11 Center St.
1 20 W. 4 1 St St.
New York City
Chicago, III.

.
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Camera Company
W.

MADISON STREET

CHICAGO,

ILL.

1

(

4.

He knows how

.

to use his wits

(

NIGHT
MOVIES

as

shown by his persuasiveness). 5. He
knows how to behave toward his betters
as shown by his attitude toward
the Governor when the latter enters).
6. He wants money and knows how to
get it; he has ability (as shown by
the way he accepts the gift). 7. He
hates solitude and confinement (as
shown by his behavior after reaching
8. He would rather lose
liis room).
(

Motion Picture

Work
in all

branches

DEVELOPING

PRINTING

TITLING

everything than be a servant or an
employee (as shown by his departure
and return to his old haunts).

Note also that there is not, in the
whole sequence, anything but that
necessary to establish the character,

MID WEST FILM
INCORPORATED
845 S.

Wabash Ave.

Chicago, Illinois

CO.

and particularly that there is nothing
in any way conflicting with it. Now
go back to the synopsis of the story,
and see how completely the author's
intention has been carried out. Any
director, any actor, would know how
which is tlie
to get the desired result

—

object of a continuity.

:

Mm.

flare, shoiiiing

DctmUMe

Hjiidl.

Light a Meteor Flare (Powerful Firework Torch) and take a movie of the
party no equipment necessary. The
same flare the professionals use. Five
sizes, '/2, 1, 2, 3 and 4 minutes of light.
Especially for outdoors. Also electrical
flares fired by a flash-light battery, for
Several flares may be
special work.
fired simultaneously.

—

John G. Marshall
Meteor Photo Chemicals
1752 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PHOTOPLAYFARE

i^f

(Continued from page 152)

technique of still photography, with
effort to reproduce
its painstaking
famous religious paintings; in it Mr.
De Mille could not resist the temptation to be "grand" in his scenes of

luxury
finally,

round Mary Magdalene;
Mr. Warner, in an effort to be

deeply reverent with the central character, succeeded in being stupid and
uninspired. Sadie Thompson, a diffitale to handle, what with the
"morals of the movies" and the cen-

cult

—

was caricatured so broadly in
order to leave no mistake about the
fact that the producers deprecated
both the "reformer" and the "lost lasors,

r'
^

m

^'MiTffff fr rr

TlieMoDE
in Art Titles
yy\vy not enjoy the pleasure
of Fine Art Titles? Send
$2.00 and copy for 3 titles
(JO or less words per titled
and get your tryout.

—

dy" that it became essentially farce.
With due respect to the vote of the
critics we stand by our guns and repeat that the exclusion of these four
photoplays from our recommendations has
if we are permitted to hope
that our reviews serve as genuine
guides to our readers saved intel-

—

—

ligent movie-goers

from

^^p^ k.
ART TITLE*
Phone, Pennsylvania 2634

METROPOLITAN OPERA HOUSE STUDIOS:

irritation.

Of the forty-nine runners-up, we
recommended nine. We would admit

1125 Broadway,

New York

might have been recom-

that ten others

mended had we been able

to devote

the space necessary to review them.
Our reviews included several pictures

being shown which dated back to
1926 and 1927 and which, naturally,
were not covered in the critics' vote,
still

jects.

We

number

of shorter subalso reviewed Four Walls,

as well as a

Mother Machree. and Ten Days
Shook the World, three pictures

thai

that

make the critics' list at all.
Again we believe that the cintelligendid not

zia will see these without writhing.

Out of the

ten best pictures of the

according to the vote of the
almost a pluralcritics, a majority
ity
are of the type the intelligent
person will enjoy for one reason or
another. This indicates that commeryear,

—

—

cial

movie offerings

drama were on
art before the

in

the

silent

way to becoming
silent drama was subthe

Not one
in sound waves.
was included among the best
ten by the critics. The two "talkies"
that we recommended. Lights of New

merged

"talkie"

York, because of
nificance as the

its

first

historical

sig-

full-length talk-

ing picture, and Interference, whicli
we discussed as revealing a gift from
the movie to the legitimate stage, will
be on the 1929 list of pictures to be
voted on.
Lest Movie Makers be considered

"up-stage" or "high-brow" because of
our frank evaluation of photoplays as
fare for the intelligent,

comparisons

to

show

we offer these
we agree, in

that

the majority, with the best critics of
the daily and fan press and that we
have been not unreceptive to the new

Cinderella of the screen

—the "talkie".

iTuIiXiiiA

\
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CUTTING THE HIGH

on tour with a lecturer who presents

SPOTS

them

to the various groups. In other
instances they are sent on request for
local showings. A special trunk has

yContiniieJ jram page 150^

March Library

He

This
grandson, aged
thirteen months, trying to climb up
onto a sofa. It proved to be a knockout. He realized I was looking at him,
and he couldn't understand why I
A.

Releases

1

.

Iws a

was a close up of

"THE BUSHER"
A Thomas

H. Ince Production

featuring

CHARLES RAY
COLLEEN MOORE

didn't give

JOHN GILBERT

that

Three bij stars in a fascinating inside story of
Code—
No. SF-1.
Big League Baseball.

SFABA.

5

—400

ft.

A

Wra. and Irene Finley production featuring
songbirds on the Finley estate. No. M-151.
Code— MUFFM. 100 ft. Price, $7.50.

Q— The

"Don

California Quail"

Pictures a wonderfully trained California
Quail. No. M-152. Code— MUFFO. 100 it.
Price, $7.50.

"Felix the Cat with the Cowboys"
Western cowboys making it hot for Felix.
No. M-1S3. Code— MUFFP. 100 ft. Price,
$7. SO.

"Felix the Cat in Dutch"
Felix in Holland and "in Dutch." No. M-154.
100 ft. Price, $7.50.

Send today jor Filmo Library Catalogue and
Bulletin of Current Releases.

BELL

HOWELL

8c

was so good

in this fashion with shots
over this country and Europe, taken on journeys, yachting

and canoeing trips and
what not. I ended up with something
I have never seen anywhere else, a
dandy picture of a sunset over the
water. There is a rocky beach, with
sleepy breakers gently rolling in and
cruises, fishing

sending the fading light
shimmering, as the sun actually goes
down and sinks below the horizon. It
is a beaut)', even if it was an accidental
breaking,

how

it

would turn

out.

This Neius Reel goes over bigger
than any film I ever made. It gets by
the hyper-critical family and it has
I

have

frequently been requested to bring

CO.
III.

it,

all

tamed the caustic friends.

1828 LarchmonI Ave.. Chicago,

Dept. C.

It

went on

shot, just to see

Code— MUFFR.

lift.

took an extra long shot of
my audiences eat it up.

I

from
"Renting Houses for Songs"

a

my

and now
I

reels.

him

lot to learn."

it

along when we have been invited to
dinner, and by people who have all
seen it more tlian once before.

do not pretend, therefore, to say
that I have solved the problem of what
makes a film interesting, but I do
claim that I have subdued a family,
which is of the earth earthy, as well
as that bunch of very hard boiled
I

friends.

been devised for their transportation
in which is contained the projector

and the particular reels desired. Thus
a complete equipment may be sent on
application to any point and utilized
with the greatest ease. The projection
is usually supervised by the district
representative of the company who
also delivers the explanatory lectures
and answers any questions which may
arise.

A

typical

film,

Oxy Acetylene
-

Welding and Cutting, consists of four
reels covering a wide range of welding and cutting operations. There are

more than a dozen films on
various allied subjects in the collection.
Concerning recent exhibitionsof this and others of the films. The
Inner Cone, house organ of the company, states:
at present

"Showings have been made to almost every conceivable kind of gathering and under widely varying conditions. In Boston a group of men
stood in the machine shop of a shipyard with their overcoats on after quitting time and watched every reel of
the picture thrown on a bare brick
wall. At a steel plant in Canton, Ohio,
the officials from the vice-president down, turned out and displayed
keen interest. Out in Pocatello, Idaho,
three shows were given and men came
from all the surrounding country just
to attend, some even coming specially
from Boise, 250 miles away.
all of

"Besides these, there have been
other parallel instance of strong
Many times
after the showing men have stayed for
an hour or more to ask questions
about the process. Entire assemblies
of large high schools have seen the
films; engineering societies, chambers of commerce, purchasing agents
and similar associations, as well as
classes in many of the large colleges

many

interest in the pictures.

THE MOVIES WIN FOR
WELDING

ClilCACO
Famous

home

as the

and of Bass

of Filmo

(Continued from page 160)

Motion Picture

Service.

Nineteen years of specialization
for the professional and ama-

gram. As previously stated, the problem of introducing any new method,

cinematographer. Bass
Knows How!

is

teur

Filmo Cameras
Marv *ls of precision The Filmo 70
know 1 wherever cam eras are used as
the w arld's best motic n picture camera.
Sells complete with Cooke /3.5 lens
and c arrymg case at S180.00.
Filmo 75
the da miy Pocket Thin
Movi with Cooke ji 5 lens and carrying ca sc at S120.00.
from S190.00 to
Filmo Projectors
S240.00.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Bass Service
know

every corr er of the earth.
otion picture speLarge St selection of
Telephot o lenses ... and
ciallie s
suppi es. Be sure to send for catalogs.
Your old apparatus taken in as part
1

in

m

.

.

.

regardless of its points of superiority,
here encountered. However, many
recruits to welding are being brought
in by these same films, as a result of

showings to this group in factories,
mines and manufacturing plants of
every description, and at meetings of
the various engineering and scientific
societies.

A further use of this motion picture
material which, however, is customary
with other big companies, lies in
bringing new technical developments
to the attention of the sales personnel.
The

BA§§ C4yEI^A
179

W.

CC.

MADISON STREET

CHICAGO,

ILL.

••Filmo Headquarters for Tourists"

films themselves are produced
by the company's Technical Publicity
Department, under the direction of an
engineer who is well informed on
welding and is, in addition, an expert
cameraman. Sometimes they are sent

and universities, have had showings
and a majority of them have asked for
a return engagement, oftimes in cases
where initially they were unwilling
to have the pictures shown at all. The
general opinion is that these pictures
are much more worthy of attention
than most of the industrial films seen
heretofore, since they are not at all a
commercialized affair, lacking all elements of boasting and hornblowing
for the industry that sponsors them."

The company,

it

is

siders this educational

declared, con-

program one

of the most important phases of its
entire promotion work and the part

which film is playing in it will have
special significance to all who are interested in this use of the motion
picture.

M /m 14 E R S
VARIETY IN LIGHTING
(Continued from page 155)

ANNOUNCING!

the background, being slightly out of
focus, emphasizes the sharpness of the

A new

series of 16

mm.

travel pictures

figures.

BURTON HOLMES' SPECIAL RELEASES

are principles that any
amateur can grasp. It is evident that
he should work for depth in his pictures to overcome the effect of the flat
projection screen. It is clear that the

Now, here

In Longer Lengths

NUMBER
1001— Mexican

impression is produced by contrasting light and shade in almost every
case, and that this impression is improved and heightened by other devices, such as sharply defining the

ft.

$19.00

300

ft.

19.00

1003— Rubbering

300

ft.

19.00

350

ft.

22.00

1004— Farmers

subject against a neutral background
{Figures 1 and 2) by use of shadows
{Figure 5), by perspective {Figure
,

many

other methods which
he may observe or which his own ingenuity will suggest. But the results
he achieves are the product of one
thinking in terms of the
thing only
6), or by

300

1002— Samoa— Coco-nuts and Copra

of

in

Fields

Selangor

Formosa

1005— In Old Granada

350

ft.

22.00

1006— Toledo and Segovia

350

ft.

22.00

1007— Tagalog

350

ft.

22.00

1008— The Snow-Bound Pyrenees

350

ft.

22.00

1009— Fire Walkers

350

ft.

22.00

400

ft.

25.00

1010— Cane

Toilers

On

requirements of the screen picture. If
he does this, every fine professional

Beqa

of

Calamba

Fields of

—

metal reels

in cans

and

in tlie familiar

blue cartons

SEND FOR OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG

effect, every beautiful scene or picture will translate itself automatically

into his

Oil

Also eighty-two 100

ft.

16

mm.

FILM REELS OF TRAVEL

own requirements.

BURTON HOLMES LECTURES,

MAKING "TALKIES" AT

HOME

7510 North Ashland

Avenue

Inc.

Chicago,

111.,

U.SA.

(Continued from page 151)

mark the beginning of the sound
recording. In this type of marking,
the film is threaded in the projector
so that the first frame following these
marked with the cross is in the aperture, and the needle is set upon the
to

A\koj:.yMimi}^/im
WHY

Now we come

to the

A

most

satisfac-

all.

radio loud speaker unit

mounted upon the recorder

is

BECAUSE

WHY

again

BECAUSE

they give
variety, beauty, individuality,
to even the most ordinary shots.
filters?

of a dic-

then coupled
with the transmitter button and the
amplifier as has been described. A

SCHEIBE FOG FILTER:

QRS

ground for double printed title.
smoke scenes from clear dayliglit.

tating machine.

This

is

combination camera, since it is
designed so it can easily be electrically
driven,

is set

upon

its

projection base,

and the motor attached, but the lamp
house is, of course, omitted. The connecting cords from the motors of the
recording machine and the camera are
brought to a common plug and this
plug connected with the electrical out-

When the switch is thrown, both
let.
motors start immediately, providing
approximate synchronization.
Due
tor

is

to the fact that the

identical

camera mo-

with the projecting

motor and due to the fact that the
recording motor is the reproducing
motor, you will automatically secure
synchronization which will be quite
satisfactory.

It is

only necessary to

provide the starting points, and synchronization will present
culty.

little diffi-

it

smooths out your pictures, is
very pleasing to the eye, creates
apparent continuity.
should you use effect

record at the scratch.
tory system of them

should you use fade-in

fade-out?

Fc
>

perfect fog.

ups;

nvatery

$5.00

element."

SCHEIBE GRADUATED FILTERS:

Absolu

SCHEIBE SINGLE COLOR FILTERS: Red known as
"C" Yellow A 1-2-3. Color factors Pan. I'/it. 3x. 4l/!X.
Ortho.

!.

$3.50

6 and 8x.

SCHEIBE DIFFUSING
cle for

IRIS: Has
main object or close-up in sharp

SCHEIBE WHITE IRIS

eating

used

button,
the

Fade release operated
coordination with the
remely easy, yet dupli.

al

Clear glass center vignetting to
For spotlight effect to accentuate point of
$5.00

interest.

:

SCHEIBE GRADUATED

IRIS: Spotlight

effect vignetting

$5.00
Yellow optical
$12.50

For forceful positive accentuation.

RAMSTEIN OPTOCHROMES SET
glass, four degrees of density.

of 4

MONOTONE FILTERS
ity.

instant without tools
on any camera in any

a

nient positif

$5.00

white glass edges.

NOTE:

in

over any len

clear-glass center cirdetail, leaving balance

of scene diffused.

to black at edges.

^^

$5.00

Sunset used for

scenes taken in daytime.

pLAMPS

night

for Ortho., $3.50, for Pan.. $5.00
D.Uused and Fog Pikers come in /our degrees o/ dens'/i, 1. 2. 3. The 1 and 2 are recommended for

WRITE FOR FREE CELLULOID LENS
COMPENSATION CHART

AND CALENDAR

Ratio of

Sole distributors for Scheibe and Ramstein Fillers to

CINE

fit

Dissolve and Filler Holde

iirrP«nDir< fAiiPANy
lATir
'^^''
iNEPS AND MANUFACTURERS
DESIG^
i'"^

T

ou describe it--We*ll design

106

WEST 461" ST.,

it

N.XC

r

I«I/%RCH
In reproducing this type of record-

necessary to provide an elecpickup for the record. Such
pickups can be secured for use on
these dictating machines.
However,
it is also possible for an experienced
radio experimenter to adapt one of
the usual pickups to be found in radio
stores. These are made for "lateral"
ing,

it is

trical

cut records, that

from side

is

the needle vibrates

to side of the groove.

The

dictating records are "hill and dale,"

movement being

the

in a vertical
Therefore, to provide for this
action in the usual pickup, a small
"L" shaped rod of pointed steel is inserted into tlie pickup chuck instead
of the ordinary needle, and soldered
there. After this, the pickup must be
supported on its side in the position
which will provide a lateral swing to
the vibrating member, since the pickup in this position will receive an impulse equivalent to the vertical vibration.
It must also be placed at such
a height that the needle will bear upon
the record with just the right amount
of tension.

plane.

Texas Club
A MEETING
**•

of amateurs of

Texas,

rillo.

recently

I92<<>

Ama-

initiated

Movie Makers Club of Amarillo.
constitution has been adopted and
plans for this year outlined. Photothe

A

play production is contemplated and
committees have been appointed to

work out

local possibilities for scenario material and locations. Officers
selected were: W. B. Stevenson, pres-

M. Caldwell, vice-president
and Clyde Allard, searetary-treasurer.
ident: T.

CLEVER EXPLOITATION
This Street Banner Was One of the Publicity Stunts
which Brought Success to a Public Showing of The
Fan Male, Produced by Stanford Studios. Stanford
University, California.

Developing—Printing
16

Last but not least, the dictating machine record lasts for about six minutes.

mm. Negative

Individual attention to every film

Home Movie

Service Go.

2128 Cathedral Ave.

Norwood, Ohio

^

/

GREATER REALISM
...NEW BEAUTY
in your pictures

As you may

start

zations for 100-foot spools of film.

The experiments leading up to this
development were conducted by Jackson 0. Kleber and James Frank,
acoustic engineers actively engaged in
professional sound reproduction and
theatrical
sound reproduction installations, Karl A. Barleben, Jr.,
A.R.P.S,

of the

staff

Photography and the

/^LOUD

effects

costiunes . . .
backgrounds . . . take on a richer
quality when Cin^-Kodak Panchro-

^

.

.

of

American

writer.

.

matic Film and color filters are
For Cine -Kodak Panchromatic Film records more accurately,
in black and white, the varying colors in your subjects, and adds newrealism, new interest and new
beauty to your films.

AMATEUR CLUBS

Here you

will always find a fresh
stock of "Pan" film and the necessary filter for your own home movie

camera. Come in and let us
more about Panchromatic

tell

you

results.

Incidentally, while you're here see

a demonstration of Kodacolor
home movies in full, natural
colors— at either

store.

Eastman Kodak Stores,
TWO STORES

Inc.

The Kodak Corner— Madison at 45th
235 West 23rd, near 7th Ave.
New York City

Stanford

/^VER

^^
ium

Box

Office

a thousand students packed

the Stanford University auditor-

thepremiereof The Fast Male,
production of the Stanford Studios,
amateur movie club of Stanford University. It was necessary to screen the
film a second night in order to accomodate the students turned away. Gate
receipts cleared all production expenses and enabled the club to donate
a large amount to the Stanford student
at

The advertising campaign for the premiere was carefully
planned and included press announcements, posters, street banners and
hand bills. Although most amateur
theater project.

premieres are well publicized, often
(Continued from page 159)

used.

190

and stop cam-

era and recorder at will without losing
synchronization, it is possible by this
method to make complete synchroni-

the

amount spent

tirely out of

Production Records

AT

the annual business meeting of

Portland Cine Club, Portland, Oregon, funds were set aside for
tlie production of a 400 ft., 16 mm.,
film story that will be filmed this
the

month. The primary aim of the first
production, the story of which will
be announced later, will be to give the

members experience
movie making.

A

in this type of
carefully planned

production schedule will be followed
in detail and a complete production
history will be filed for future reference. Questionnaires have been sent
members to discover what phase of
production most interests each.

in this effort is en-

proportion

to the returns

and the amateur exhibitor finds that
his gate does not defray more than the
expense of the showing. By carefully
watching the actual money spent in
publicity, the Stanford Studios have
been enabled to cover production expenses and to contribute to a worthwhile student cause.

Movie Division

pROM
*•

J. S.

Hawthorne

Franks, secretary of the

On the board of directors for this
year are: C. K. Warrens, Dr. John H.
Fitzgibbons, Merriman H. Holtz, R.

Photographic Club,
subsidiary of the Hawthorne Club of
the Western Electric Company in Chicago, comes the report that this organization of still camerists is planning to include the amateur movie
field in its activities. Plans are under
way to have 16 mm., natural color and
talking films demonstrated for the

W. Johnson and Ray La

club.

Fever.

IHOVHE IM/%I4ERS

There are

>^^^^ screen models

ma^-

ATRUVISION
everyone
.

.

may

is

available

to

whatever the requirements

whatever the

.

surface

taste.

dictate .... the

.

whatever the purse

.

choicest

surface

in

the

widest scope of choice.

OTHER MODELS
The Truvision Surface

made

in

frame. Special sizes for home, church,

Representing the Deluxe of screens.
Designed to meet ultra-fastidious requirements as well as to stand hard
usage. ITS COMPACTNESS is an innovation
snugly rolling up into a self-

school and club are
in

made on

order,

frames or permanently hung or on

rollers

—

contained fibre case: ITS LIGHTNESS
being made of speis an achievement
cially designed and selected parts to
eliminate bulk and weight; ITS APPEARANCE speaks for itself— being
when closed, contained in a small, trim,
black fibre case with snap and key locks,
all
exposed metal parts being gunmetaled, and when open a surface of
windowpane smoothness, with rigid, neat

is

standard sizes in permanent standing

TYPE C PORTABLE

up

to the largest theater sizes.

—

lines;

ITS SWIFT-SET

OPERATION

—

WALL SCREEN
TYPE H
Representing the least bulk of any portable screen. A neat cylindrical fibre
(only five
pounds complete)
hooked or hung to the wall, the screen
surface pulling out and down like a
window shade. Action is smooth, screen
surface hangs absolutely flat
no "cupping" at edges, no wrinkles, no bulges,

the personification of simplicity
only
requiring a quick pull upwards with one
hand to snap it into position, ready for
spring tension acts for both openuse;
ing and closing, and requires but the
force of one finger; ITS

case,

ANCE

Special DuPont opaque
backing. Specially designed transportation-proof roller mounting which cannot dislodge.

is

—

—

PERFORM-

second to none having a special opaque backing of DuPont waterproof material which allows no loss of
is

light.

—

no

creases.

1-C— 22"
2-C— 30"

X

30"— (

71/2

lbs.)

$17.50

22" X 30"

17.50

X

40"— (IOV2

lbs.)

25.00

30" X 40"

25.00

3-C— 39"

X

52"— (13Vi

lbs.)

35.00

39"x52"

$12.50

TRUVISION portable models are constructed
and finished with the same exacting
tions of engineering, design, efficiency
rials as

your camera and projector.

TRUVISION PROJECTION SCREEN CORP.,

11

EAST

.

specifica-

and mate-

.

44th ST..

NEW YORK

^^^^^^
but only oni==

TYPE B
PORTABLE
Representing rugged all-metal construction, the same Truvision surface, at
prices lower than other beaded screens.
The transportation-proof roller mounting is also built into the Type B. Likewise the special patented snap lock and
release that makes the B and C the
quickest and easiest "lifting" screens to
operate.
Cases now finished only in
black crystalline, metal
parts
black
lacquered. Oversize roller spring for
easy and sure operation.

1-B— 22"

X 30"

$15.00

2-B— 30"

X

40"

20.00

3-B— 39"x

52"

30.00

Ween surface
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Program Stunts
T7IFTY members attended

PROFESSIONAL

*

meeting of the Satellites, amateur
in Brooklyn, N. Y. Included in the program was the screening of various trick films prepared in
advance of the meeting. For example,
fast laboratory processing was imi-

FINISH
YOUR

films

may

movie club

be tastefully planned,

beautifully photographed.
Yet
may lack professional finish.
Perhaps one vital element is being slighted

and

still

they

—your
TITLES

HANDLETTERED

titles.

tempo with the

that are in

trends in professional pictures

LETTERED TITLES

—

no

the meantime, was screened. Projection of The Soul Thief concluded the

sketches, too. And an editing service that
you will find exceptional.

program. The Satellites announce
that no change in officers will be made
this year and that several scenarios
are under consideration for their next

Write Today for Samples and Prices

P.

Ingemann Sekaer
New York

1472 Broadway,

first

speaker on the program, was filmed
wiUi a camera in reality empty, and
five minutes later the film of the event,
supposedly developed and printed in

yet
can give to all of your films
Art titles, comic
higher cost.

titles I

when Murray London, the

tated

latest

—HAND-

that are distinctive

and above the commonplace— will make
an almost immeasurable difference. Such
at

the last

production.

News Reel Laboratory
1707 Sansom

Exclusively 16

mm.

A

The

Rush

Service.

Occasions— In-

for All

and Medical Production

16

MM. FILM OF

PASSION PLAY
OR

Now

and

stupendous

soul-thrilling

—

inspiring, educational.
Especiaily
prtatc foj Lenten activities.

3 reels

—approx. 1300

School in
have made

life.

The

plot of the story to

be placed in production this month is
built about the rivalry of two high
school students and various high
school activities are woven in as a
background. Melvin Crook is president of the new organization and will

cameraman

for the

first

picture.

Other production committee heads
are: Walter Gallup, scenario; Geoffrey Berrien, casting; Paul Tucker,
lights and William Wallace, properties. Harold Augustine, dramatic instructor, will have charge of direc-

spectacle of religious beauty has been
made into a picture for the home^ -to be
used on any 16 mm. projector. It is truly
a wonderful piece of work— a filmization
as near an exact reproduction of the
original Oberammergau play as possible.
citing,

J.,

plans for the production of a photoplay to run 800 ft., 16mm., depicting

act as

Available For Amateurs!

T^HIS

Upper Montclair, N.

student

LIFE OF CHRIST
Is

High School Plans
OTUDENTS of the High

Developing, Print-

ing, Titling, Editing,

Cameramen Available
dustrial

Pa.

St., Phila.,

appTi

tion.

ft.

Crook Film

$75 (complete)

CAMERA work on At Your Service,
PARAMOLTNT MANUFACTURING CO.
5 Isabella Street, Boston, Mass.

ter

Send us a

—you

order

will be delighted

minimum

Titles 3c per word;

1929

Baltimore.

St.

Md.

is

in

Roches-

progressing,

reports

era work.

TOURNAMENT OF ROSES

Pasadena's world famous parade of flowers
passes before the camera.
100 ft. 16 mm. Price $6.00

HEART

0/ the

ADIRONDACKS

The Bi« Woods, Lonf Lake and
Lake George.
100

ft.

THROUGH THE
A

Y.,

A short comedy has been filmed to
be screened with Freshman Days, the
club's last production which will have
its first showing early this month.

24c each.

AMATEUR MOVIE SERVICE
853 N. Eutaw

Amateur Movie Club
N.

Frank J. Buehlman. The picture, running 400 ft., 16 mm., tells an ingenious crook tale and includes special
lighting effects and experimental cam-

MONOGRAM BORDER FREE
trial

current production of the Flower
City

16

1000

mm.

a

ride

on

Price $6.00

ISLANDS

cruise through Nature's most alluring water-

100

ft.

16

mm.

Price $6.00

FADE-IN; FADE-OUT
SIMPLEX FADING GLASS
Contained

in attractive case,

Price $2.00.

Produced by

ERNEST

M.

165 E. 191st Street

REYNOLDS
Cleveland, Ohio

City Producers
LATE meeting of a group of amateurs in New York City has

A

brought the Amateur Screen Players
Guild into being. Screen tests of
makeup and lighting effects have already been made and the new group
plans to continue such experimental
filming until every phase of production has been covered. Officers of the
new club are: Saul Lasky, president;
Julian

Wolfenstein,

vice-president;

Mrs. Maurice Bretsfield, secretary and
Stewart Arnold, treasurer. Production officers will be selected at the
next meeting.

New members,

inter-

ested in any department of amateur

photoplay production, will be welcome and anyone interested in joining the club can get in touch with it
through the League's Club Consultant.

Rushes
A ND HOW

was screened at a reBirmingham
Amateur Movie Association in Birmingham, Alabama. Cameraman and
director have finished work on the
club's
current
production.
The
World, the Flesh and Mercedes and
titles are now being made.

**

cent meeting of the

<I_An article featuring the production
of Trobriana, filmed by the Fineart
Films, amateur group in Sydney, Australia, appeared in a recent issue of
The Sydney Mail, an important Australian weekly.

^LProjection of The Norfolk Case was
on a recent program of Foto-Cine Productions in Stockton, Calif. Alice
Arbuckle, secretary of the club, writes
that a prologue is being prepared for
the premiere of Three Episodes, (he
club's current effort.

Cln

Lansdowne, Pa., The Lansdowne
High School Amateur Movie Club
lately screened The Norfolk Case and

now plans

to view other amateur productions before undertaking its first

film story.

CAmateur movie

club formation is
being undertaken in Detroit by James
M. Constable; in Portland, Maine, by
P. I. Milliken; in Spokane, Wash.,
by John W. Cadigan and in Ridgewood, N. J., Norman V. Merrill has
held a meeting, preliminary to the formation of an amateur production unit.

Address Needed
npHE League's Photoplay con-'- sultant is in receipt of a request blank calling for information on the production of a scenario film descriptive of "Ranch
Camp in B. C. Trail Trips

—

Other Camp Activities." Other
information is also requested in
this blank. Unfortunately, the
member concerned did not give
his name or address and used
one of the League's self addressed envelopes, making tracing at headquarters impossible.
This member is requested to

send his name to the Photoplay
Consultant of the Amateur Cinema League in order that he
may receive the information desired.

IMOWIE

IM /«

KERS

BRITISH

AMATEURS
London Film Guild
PROJECTION, production

HUGO MEYER

for

PRODUCTS

AMATEUR CINEMATOGRAPHY

and experiment are announced as the
purposes of the Fihn Guild of
London, founded by H. P. J. Marshall,

who

is

now

the Hon. Secretary of the

Fortnightly meetings are
held at which amateur and professional experimental films are screened.
The Guild's first production will be
titled Panic and will be taken on 35
association.

mm.

Peter Godfrey will direct;
the scenario will be written by the
scenario section of the Guild and settings will be designed by the art sec-

tion.

film.

Aid

is

KINO-

PLASMAT
F:L5

extended by the Guild to

THE

other London amateur production
groups.
Among the films recently screened
by the Guild are: The Wizard of Alderly Edge, produced by the Manches-

New A.C.A. Films
*

Amateur

Cinematographers
Association announces through its

publication. Amateur Films, four recent productions: Sally Sallies Forth,
directed by Miss F. Lascot and filmed
J.

start to finish.

PLASMAT—

KODACOLOR

CORRECTOSCOPE
FOCUSING

AND
EXPOSURE
METER

Correctoscope fits into place right on your camera.
For CORRECT FOCUS— no more scales and
measurements: for CORRECT EXPOSURE— no

more guess work.
Complete

Price:

Wilson, secretary of the A. C.

from

—

A

with

CORRECTOSCOPE

A.; The Last Refrain, directed by F.
N. Andrews and filmed by H. C. Reigate, and Forty-nine, directed by G.
H. Sewell and filmed by R. B. Miller.
Sally Sallies Forth has the unusual
distinction of being the product of
ladies

Dr. Rudolph

—

by Mrs. L Low; The Sack, production
of T.

of

lens for all around work
for high speeds, for
low speeds,' for use at full opening, for use at
smallest stops. And it is a
which
means fuller corrections for color for all photography.
great co-worker for Panchromatic, and
its fuller correction for the colors of the spectrum
are utilized entirely with

ter Film Society; La Petite Lili, shot
by Alberto Cavalcanti; The Experiment, A. C. A. production, and People of the Axe, filmed by Ronald Gow.

npHE

UNIVERSAL LENS

Formula

The

special
lens $37.50.

F:1.9

focusing

Amateur

Films reports that "idea, story, scenario, shooting, titling and editing have
all been accomplished without even
the shadow of a male falling across
the set. We can't find that even America has done this before." Right!
Late programs of the Sheffield
Branch of the A. C. A. were devoted
to screening members' films, demonstrations of new amateur equipment
and screen tests of members who will
take part in the club's forthcoming

F:4.5

PLASMAT
3 FOCUS
LENS SET

production.

On

a Large Scale

pLANS

^ the

For telephoto
lengths meets

for the 1929 production of

Manchester Film Society, the
of which is not yet announced,
call for the use of Belle Vue Gardens,
a large anuisement park in Manchestitle

ter, as the setting.
The crowds, the
of the park and
the fireworks will be used as a background for a melodrama dealing with

moving equipment

tlie

rivalry of two keepers in the park

complete range of 3 focal
your requirements at little more

effects this
all

than the price of one single lens. The set consists
of: Complete lens i'/z" focus; Rear element 4%"
focus; Front element 6" focus. Price: Complete
$125.00.

for

FILMO,

VICTOR
DE VRY

HUGO MEYER &
105

WEST 40th
Works:

ST.,

(loerlitz,

CO.
NEW YORK

Germany

zoo.
193
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An

NEWS

Evening

of the

INDUSTRY

with

For Amateurs

home entertainment
SPECIAL OFFER
March

until

You may

select

the latest

list

31st

any 10 Reels of 60

mm.

of Pathex 9

eacfi

ft.

from

Library Filtns for

$15.00

We

will ship these 10 Reels prepaid to any part
of the United States.

nd

Pathex

Projector

specially

Outfit

$33.00

PATHEX SUPER-REEL
Equal

to

six

ATTACHMENT
60
ordinary Pathex
required. Price
— no
of

reels
tools

Easy to attach

length.

fl.

New Enlarger

THE

response to a growing demand for
convenient means of enlarging
single frames of 16 mm., the Bell
and Howell Co. now offers a device
for this purpose which may be used
in conjunction with its Filmo projector.
The enlarger consists of a
tapered box at the small end of which
This
is a fixed-focus enlarging lens.
takes the place of the regular projec-

very recent appearance on
the amateur market of lowpriced projectors has brought
tlie cost of purchase and rental library
films much to the fore. Within the
last half year, various libraries have
been making new arrangements to
offer their products to the ultimate
consumer at the lowest price possible,
considering the existing cost of raw
film, processing and royalties.

Number

Volume

of the Willoughby Rental Library Bulletin, lists
a sizeable addition to the previous
7,

III,

INa

tion lens

which

is

removed when the

enlarging device is attached. A film
pack adapter is supplied, which is

Willoughby offerings

$18.50

The Willoughby Rental Library opon the coupon book basis, with

TWO-WAY SWITCH
Controls motor and lamp which prevents warping
Price (with lamp)

of films.

$3.00
ffrite for latest list of

Dealers

Library Progress
Motion-Picture Films

for

and

Pathex Films and

erates

400 foot reel as the price unit.
Offerings run from one to eight reels,
being over two reels. Couaverage
the
the

pon books run from five to fifty-two
coupons, each coupon being good for
three reels, with another coupon sys-

H6 H^ST

42nd Jtreet,A'ewK)RK

tem covering the super-features. Dif-

week nights
and for holiday and week-end nights.
Patrons must call for and deliver their
own films and must return their withdrawals by noon of the day following

loaded with a 2^,4-in. x 3i/4-in. film
pack, and slipped into place in the
device.
By raising a hinged cover
on the top of the box, the picture may
be viewed as projected on the white

Films are not rented without coupons. Price variations are from

slide of the film pack.

ferent prices prevail for

TeL.WiSCOMSIN 1345

the rental.

Have Your

CRUISE PICTURES
Edited by Experts
"\/^OUR

iiiolion pictures are a

living record of

your winter

travels. In years to come they
will recall the interesting

places visited, the friendships
made, the good times enjoyed.

Careful editing and appropriate titling of these pictures

will

make them more

enjoyable now, and doubly
appreciated as time goes on.
With a properly titled picture
there will be no striving to
places or persons;

remember

you and your friends can
watch the whole trip unfold
without the necessity of distracting explanations or descriptions.

The

cost of

editing and

titling is reasonable.

We

will

gladly give you an estimate.

Kodascope
Editing and Titling Service,
Inc.

Room 917 350 Madison
New York

Ave.,

fifty-eight

cents for one 400

ft.

reel

on the fifty-two coupon, non-feature,
week-day, rate-book basis to $5.00 for
one super-feature, eight-reel subject
on the five-coupon feature, week-end
rate-book basis. Translated into terms
of entertainment hours this means that
a patron can, on week-nights, secure
two hours of continuous projection for
$4.64, using none of the super-feature
offerings, and for $1.73, by using super-features. These figures are based

on the fifty-two coupon book. It is
possibly to vary the program with features and one and two reelers combined at a price between the two
quoted.
Libraries eager to capture the new
low-priced projector market for prints
will be on the alert to invent new merchandizing methods. Until basic raw
stock and processing costs are reduced
and there seems no present indication of such reductions
little can be
expected in the way of cheaper print
production. The answer must come
from merchandising methods of which
the Willoughby plan is a type. MoviE

—

—

Makers believes that amateur response to library inventiveness in this
direction will be immediate and generous.

When

a scene

appears from which an enlargement
is desired, tlie projector is stopped so
that the required frame appears on the
slide.
The shutter provided with the
device

is

then closed, the cover

re-

placed, the film pack slide removed,
and a correctly timed exposure made
by pressing the shutter release. The
enlarged negative is developed in the
If a
usual way, and prints made.
larger picture is desired, the negative
itself may be re-enlarged.

of Kodacolor to the
and Howell camera and projector has proven extremely popular,
In fact, the new 250
it is reported.
watt projector has been praised for
its projection of Kodacolor to such an

The adaptation

Bell

extent that

some of

its

other features

have been less emphatically noticed.
For instance, the optical efficiency
which gives good color projection also
helps greatly in the projection of
dense films. Workers in Kodacolor
with the Filmo camera and the / 1.9
or / 1.5 lens are also said to find it
thoroughly satisfactory. In order to
eliminate the possibility of failure
through incorrect exposure in connection with color work, the Bell and

Howell Company

is

now recommend-

ing the Dremophot, an exposure meter
made by the Drem Products Corpn.

10%'

IE iMAIAKRS

Movies and Insurance

YORK
ANEW
was having

insurance brokei
persuading underwriters to insure railroad
properties in Central America. These
underwriters, never having been in
difficulty in

Central America, were loath to subscribe to the risks without seeing the
properties. The broker invested in a

Cine Kodak movie outfit and within a
short time was reproducing the properties on film. Returning to New \ ork
he set up a screen in the insurance of-

and the

fice

prise,

result justified his enter-

was able to insure the
Wall Street Journal.

as he

railroad.

Simplified Projector

PUBLIC interest in the 16 mm.
will

field

no doubt be extended by the

introduction of lower priced handdriven projectors such as the Q. R. S.
Co. has now placed on the market and
for which it claims ease of operation,
good projection, the reliability of simplicity and compactness. A practical demonstration of this projector

NEW

adds almost 40% more

LIGHT POWER
Because of the excepFotolitc's steady, powerful light enables you to
take perfect picturea right in your own home
even on dar\. winter days and at night. The
scenes you have longed to take
the children at
play,
parties,
dances, family events
can be
stored away in films that you will want to look
at over and over again; films, too, that you will
prize for their sheer beauty.

—

Fotolites have no equal
plicity and light power.
ings, sparks

and

for

They

clarity

of

terior

—

ready for
use in an instant.
socket

Q O
Experts acclaim this amazing new 1,000-wa// Fotolite as the most
powerful iamp of its type ever produced.
No. 10

Fotolite with auxiliary single or double set of

No. 10

Fotolite, complete,

No. 5B

Fotolite, single, complete,

No. 5B

Fotolite, double, complete,

ideal for every

home movie

No.

5 Fotolite

shot.

no bulb

Ask Your Dealer

$22.00
12.00

no bulb

20.00

no bulb

for Demonstration of

FOTOLITE
Most Light

for

Current Expended

Manu/acrured and Guaranteed by

No.

5B—Double

TESTRITE INSTRUMENT

CO.,

NEW YORK

was also recently an-

films.

Portable Bead Screen

THERE

is announced this month the
opening of the New York branch

bead reflecting
and may be had
wide range of sizes. The New

surface, are portable,
in a

York

office is located at 311 Fifth Avenue, New York Citv, and is in charge
of Mr. H. S. Millar.

The

ultra rapid speed CineVelostigmat/1. 5 permits pic-

tures to be made in the woods,

eveningscenes,ortheinlerior
of a hall, hospital, theatre,
banquet hall .... anywhere,
in making double and
•-speed exposures, this

needed

if

properly

For fitting

to

December issue of Movie
IN
Makers, a Pathegram, The War
Machine was, through error, adver-

timed negatires are desired.

The Cine-Velostigmat is made
in mountings to fit Filmo 70
and 75, Victor, Eyemo, CineKodak Model B/l'.9and other
16 mm. and 35 mm. movie
cameras. Corrected for Ko-

dacolor.

Filmo Cameras for Kodacolor

write direct to Bell

Correction

& Howell Co., Chicago.

the

tised at S6,

whereas the correct price

200 foot

Correction is hereby made and notice given
Pathegrams,
45th
by
35 West
Street.
for this

New

York, N. Y.,

reel is $12.

that, after

March

1.

1929, this Pathegram cannot be furnished at the price of $6.

can

a 24-

room and plugged in
on any electric light

nounced, but shows a definite desire
on the part of the manufacturer to
popularize the use of 16 mm. library

sess a brilliant glass

It

inch space, can be
carried anywhere in a

Fotolites give all
the brilliance of an arc lamp and also the convenience of the incandescent Fotolite. There are
models for every need.

of threading are reduced to a minimum. The light-and-lens system is

office of the Arrow Screen Company,
manufacturers of the well-known Arrow Bead Screen. These screens pos-

for

lighting

movie making.
be folded into

compactness, simeliminate sputter-

is

and

light.

its

No. 10 haa no equal

—

ties

"still" projector

tional brilliance

'"light fright."

substantiates these claims. The machine is easily set up and the difficul-

very efficient, a special condenser
being used which concentrates all
the available light at the aperature
through a 45-degree mirror, leaving
the threading mechanism clear. The
complete projector comes in a small,
compact carrying case and is provided with two 400-foot reels, attachment cord and switch. This projectoi
is not only a logical addition to the
Q. R. S. line, for which a low-priced

FOTOLITE

Reflector Finish in

01»TMC.%C CO.
982 Hudson Ave.
Rochester, N.Y.
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The New Color Process
A .NUMBER of inquiries having

^^

reached this department concern-

ing ^ itacolor. which is announced as
ready in this issue of MoviE Makers,
our readers may be interested in a recent communication on this subject
from a prominent motion picture technician of Hollywood.
This expert, having attended a recent demonstration of Vitacolor, said
in part, ''I do not hesitate to state that
Mr. Du Pont has realized a remarkable achievement.
First of all, the

Exchange Your 16 MM.
Library Films
400 ft. of Film for $2.50
Send any good usable film to us and receive an equally good or better one of
the same length in exchange. Include
a list of all your pictures so you will not
receive a duplicate. Indicate your preference: Comedy, Drama, or Educational.
Enclose $2.50 check or money order for
each 400 ft. reel plus 25 cents for postage. The usual charge of one dollar is
still being made for 100 ft. lengths.

HATTSTROM & SANDERS
702 Ckurch

Evanston.

St..

III.

FILMS DETERIORATE
Thi Teiul Neu'

Li/e

Paunud

Process

Film Expert

4 Miniature Professional
Machine

$45.00

Complete with carrying case

LOWEST PRICE

FULLY GUARANTEED
Complimentary Membership in Gillette
Film Rental Library with
each machine.

Demonstrated and sold by

PARK

Camera
AVE.,

Stores, Inc.

NEW YORK

CITY

Write for Descriptive Circular

CORRECTION ON TRUVISION SCREENS
Attention

of

our readers

is

called to the fact that in

the first copies printed of this issue of Movie
ers an error occurred in the advertised price

Type

H

Maklist of

Truvision Screens on page 191. The correct
prices are: 22- x 30"— $12.50: 30- x 40"— $17.50:
39" X 52"— $25.00. Notice is hereby given by the
Truvision Projection Screen Corp. that these screens
can only be furnished at the correct prices.
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ventor of lenses, celebrated his seventieth birthday on November 14th, last,
and Movie Makers joins in the international
felicitations
which have

marked

this anniversary.

Among

Dr.

Rudolph's recent developments are
the remarkable Plasmat Lenses, distributed in America by Hugo Meyer
& Co., latest of the series being the
1.5,

/

a

scientific

achievement.
In
and ten years

spite of his three score

pioneer is still active in his laboratory every day and judging from
his erect bearing and tireless energy
this

many more

discoveries may be expected from his remarkable brain.

New Reflector
TLLUSTRATIVE

'

of

the

constant

trend of the amateur towards pro-

new

of a

is

the development

swivel and telescopic mir-

ror and reflector. The device consists
of a substantial nickeled frame hold-

were truthful. For instance, some

ing a glass mirror on one side and an
aluminum reflector on the other. These

tions

very subtle gradations in flesh tints,
such as the difference between a sunburned and naturally tinted portion
of the skin of an arm, convinced me
that the color reproduction was remarkable. Shades of hair, as black,
brown, auburn or blonde, were clearly
established, as well as the delicate

are supported by a heavy stand, which
permits tilting and swivelling the reflecting surfaces in various directions,
the height being variable from thirty
inches to over fifty inches. This de\ ice is called the Sawco Swivel and
Telescopic Mirror and Reflector, and
is

marketed by the Stumpp and WalCo., 30 Barclay St.. New York

Walter Jay Lynch

City.

WORD
ment

Broadening Out

has come to this depart-

PRODUCTION

of Lost and Found,

^ a unique novelty

film, has just been
completed by Travel Movie Films,

until fully restored to health before

marking a
company, the
major nature of whose work is suggested by its name. This story cen-

resuming

ters

activity in the industry.

Inc., for theatrical release,

new

activity

for this

about the adventures of a dia-

mond

For Indoor Movies

HIGHEST QUALITY

117

Paul Rudolph, of Gros-BiesGermany, world famous in-

nitz,

did not see any of the
subjects while being photographed. 1
felt constantly that the color rendiI

of illness suffered during the recent
influenza epidemic, and is now resting

See Advertisement
on pages 142 and 143

Gillette

"Although

that Mr. Walter Jay Lynch,
Middle Western Sales Representative
of the Victor Animatograph Company, has temporarily suspended
work in the cinematic field, on account

MM. PROJECTOR

$35.00

--'

ter

DUOGRAPH
16

p\R.

fessional results

scene.

tints of flowers."

Will Save Then.

ALBERT TEITEL,

extreme simplicity of the process is
of great importance to the amateur,
who will have no difficulty in obtaining most gratifying results. This is
simple, even for one who has used
a motion picture camera only a short
time. As to these results, I observed
remarkable shading and truthfulness
of coloring even when back or side
lighting was used to give depth to the

A nniversary

nPHIS

*

department has recently had

the opportunity of testing the new
Northeast Movielite. which consists of
a collapsible stand, 12-foot cord,
switch and aluminum reflector with
mogul socket for 1000 watt incandescent lamp. The reflector is provided
with a handle by means of which it
may be held by hand, or attached to
the stand and made to assume a
straight or tilted position by virtue of
a ball-and-socket joint. This lamp is
made by the Northwest Products Co.,
Tewkesbury. Mass., and is sold for
$15.00 complete, including reflector,
stand and carrying case, but not the
if
is

A

deduction of S2.50 is made
is not wanted.
The unit
rugged and very compact.

lamp.

the stand

ring and is told entirely in
closeups, a distinctly cinematic treat-

ment.

Jean A. Le Roy
TNTEREST in the tribute

paid to

•^

Jean A. Le Roy, inventor of the
motion picture projector, in February
Movie Makers has occasioned many
letters of inquiry and sympathy for
this invalided veteran. We have also
received a letter from Mr. Le Roy in
which he pointed out that the date of
the first motion picture projection,
February 4th. 1894, should have been
recorded as Februarv 5th, 1894, and
he added that this day was also his
birthday, and that the anniversary is
therefore a dual one. the thirty-fifth
for projection
fifth.

and

his

own

seventy-

[

/« 14

E

R»

Oswald With Q. R.
JOINING

the Q. R. S.

S.

Company

as

Eastern Sales Representative on
Feb. 1st, Carl L. Oswald takes with
him to his new association a wide
friendship in the photographic industry. Movie Makers is glad of the opportunity to extend its congratulations
both to Mr. Oswald and the Q. R. S.
Company. Mr. Oswald's career has,
from its inception, been closely related to photography. He was the first
student of the late Professor E. J. Wall
when he took charge of the School of
Photography presented to Syracuse
University by Mr. Marion of the Vita-

graph Co. Later he became associated with Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
Washington representative.
as
its
During the War Mr. Oswald served as
an officer in the Naval Reserve Flying
Corps, his photographic knowledge
being utilized in this service. Following the War he returned to the Bausch
& Lomb Optical Company, with headquarters in New York. Later he entered motion picture production independently making and distributing
educational and industrial pictures.
Mr. Oswald was then for two years
head of the technical department and
of technical sales promotion of Agfa
Products, Inc. His new offices will be

with the Q. R. S. Company at Walnut
Avenue and 135th St.. New York,

N.Y.

Automatic Dissolve Ready

DELIVERY
dissolve

of the
is

new automatic

announced by Cine-

C. P.

GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., 319A E. 34th St., N. Y.

ARROW SCREEN COMPANY

matic Accessories Co. The device may
now be procured from dealers, or by
addressing the above firm at 106 West
46th Street, New York City.

announce the opening

NEW YORK

Compact Telephoto
product of Jos. Schneiis the 4-inch Tele Xenar
/ 3.8 telephoto lens for 16 mm. movie
cameras. This lens is the product of
the noted scientist A. W. Tronnier, of
the Schneider organization, and it is
claimed that it retains all the definilatest

in charge of

Mr. Harry

and brilliancy of the original

consisting

of

five

lenses,

AVENUE

FIFTH

311

A

Tele Xenar, long popular for use on
Graflex cameras. The construction of
this lens is described as unsymmetrical, half cemented, and anastigmatic,

OFFICE

at

THE
der & Co.

tion

of their

complete stock of

S.

Millar

Arrow

Portable Bead

Screens will be carried, at this

office,

for im-

mediate delivery. Regular discount to dealers, F.

three

O. B.

New York.

and two in the rear, giving remarkable freedom from reflexes.
The bulk of this lens is unusually

ARROW BEAD SCREEHS are made espe-

small for a telephoto, the diameter
being about that of the 25 mm. Xenon
/ 2 lens, making it particularly desirable to users of turret lens mounts.
This lens is distributed by Burleigh
Brooks, 136 Liberty Street, New York

PatentHo. 1,399,566.

in the front

City,

who

states that its principal ad-

vantages are small bulk, distortionless
qualities, and exceptional speed.

cially for

your 16

mm.

projector under U. S.

ARROW SCREEN COMPANY
6727-55

SANTA MONICA BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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An

International List of the Dealers

who

carry this Magazine

VISIT THEM!
FLORIDA

CALIFORNIA
Berkelev: Berkeley Commercial Photo Co., 2515
Bancroft Wiy.
Fresno: Potter Drug Co., 1112 Fulton St.

Hollywood: Fowler Studios, 1108 N. Lillian Way.
Hollywood Movie Supply Co., 6058 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood Music Co., Camera Dept., 6019 Hollywood Blvd.

Long Beach: Winstead

Bros., Inc., 244 Pine St.
Los Angeles: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 643 S.
Hill St.

Roland J. Giroux, 223 W. Third St.
John R. Gordon, 1129 S. Mariposa Ave.
T. Iwata Art Store, 256 E. First St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 3150 Wilshire Blvd.
Earl V. Lewis Co., 226 W. 4th St.
Marshutz Optical Co.. 518 W. 6th St.

Jacksonville: H. if W. B. Drew Co.
Paramount Cine Service, 206 Hildebrandt Bldg.
Lake Wales: Morse's Photo Service, Rhodesbilt
Arcade.

Miami: Miami Photo Supply Co., 36 W. Flagler St.
Red Cross Pharmacy, 5 1 E. Flagler St.
St. Petersburg: Barnhill's Camera Shop, 17-3rd
St., N.
Robison's Camera Shop, 115-3rd St., N.
Strand Camera Shop, 9-2nd St., N.
Tampa: Tampa Photo if Art Supply Co., 709-11
Twiggs

St.

GEORGIA
Atlanta: Eastman Kodak

731 S. Hope St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 754 S. Bdwy.
Oakland: Davies, 380-14th St.
P.<sadena: Flag Studio, 59 E. Colorado St.
F. W. Reed Co., 176 E. Colorado St.
Pomona: Frasher's, 158 E. Second St.
Richmond: LaMoine Drug Co., 900 MacDonald

Stores, Inc.,

St.
E St.

Harold E. Lutes, 958 Fifth St.
San Francisco: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 545
Market St.
Hirsch & Kaye. 259 Grant Ave.
Kahn oC Co., 54 Geary St,
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 564 Market St.
San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 735 Market St.
Trainer- Parsons Optical Co., 228 Post St.
San Jose: Webb's Photo Supply Store, 94 S. First
St.

Santa Ana: Forman-Gilbert

Pictures Co., 1428

W.

Fifth St.

Santa Barbara: J. Walter Collinge, 8 E. Carrillo.
Santa Monica: Bertholf Photo Finishing, 1456
Third St.
Sierra Maore: F. H. Hartman

YOSEMITE

if

Son, 25 N. Bald-

Na

COLORADO
Denver: Eastman Kodak

Stores.

Ford Optical Co., 1029-16 St.
Haanstad's Camera Shop, 404-16

Inc.,

626-16

St.

Ballou-Lati!

H

Hawley, Inc., 816 Chapel
Lewis Co., 849 Chapel St.

Harvey if
Reed Film Corp., 126 Meadow St.
Thamer, Inc., 87 Atlantic St.
Waierburv: Curtis Art Co., 25-29 W. Main

St.

Fischer's

St.

DELAWARE
Frost Bros.,

Butler's, Inc., 415

DuPont

Market

St.

Bldg.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington: Cinema Supply

Co., Inc., 804 Elev-

enth St.

Columbia Photo Supply Co.,

Inc.,

Bangor: Francis A. Frawley, 104 Main

1424

Camera Serv

202.

154 E. Erii

St.

Furniture

Adams

if

Carpet

Co.,

News

Co., 37

W. Monroe

New

York

Ave., N.W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 607-14th St.. N.W.
Fuller if d'Albert, Inc., 815-lOth St., N.W.

Eastman Kodak Stores,

Inc.,

223 Park Ave.

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston: Eastman Kodak Stores,

Inc.,

38 Bromfield

St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., Hotel Statler.
Ralph Harris if Co.. 30 Bromfield St.
Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 155 Washing-

St.

Solatia

Seamans. Photo Finisher, 705 2 Jeffery Ave.
Stanley- Warren Co., 908 Irving Park Blvd.
Von Lengerke if Antoine, 33 S. Wabash Ave.
Watry if Heidkamp, 17 W. Randolph St.
" lines if Essick Co., 122-128 E. Willi;
St.

Rockford: Johnson Photo Shop, 316 E. State
Springfield: Camera Shop. 320 S. 5th St.
Sterling: Ray Hart, 8-10 E. 4th St.

N. Eutaw

St.

Pinkham

St.

Galesburg: Illinois Camera Shop, 84 S. Prairie
Moline: A. D. Webster, 1507 Fifth Ave.

•Baltimore: Amateur Movie

Service, 853

Jordan Marsh Co.
Andrew J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St.
Montgomery- Frost Co., 40 Bromfield St.
Pathescope Co. of the N. E., Inc., 260 Tremont

Radio Appliance Co., 1426 E. 70th St.
W. W. Kimball Co., 306 S. Wabash Ave.
Leonard Lynn Co., 302 S. Wells St.
Lyon if Healy, Jackson Blvd. if Wabash Ave.

Illinois

Post Office

St.

MARYLAND

ton St.

Wabash

St.

Ideal Pictures Corp., 26 E. 8th St.

St.

St.

if

M.

Smith Co.. 15 Bromfield St.
Tavlor Co.. 56 Bromfield St.

Braintree: Alves Photo Shop, 349 Washington

Brockton: Raymond C. Lake, 218 Main
Lowell: Donaldson's, 77 Merrimack St.

New

St.

St.

J. Arnold Wright, 7 S. 6th St.
Pittspield: E. J. Curtis, 397 North St.
Salem: Robb Motion Picture Service. 214'/2 Essex

Bedford:

St.

Springfield:

J.

E.

Cheney

if

Staff.

301

Inc..

Bridge St.

Harvey if Lewis Co.. 1503 Main St.
Worcester: J. C. Freeman if Co.. 376 Main
Harvey if Lewis Co., 513 Main St.
L. B. Wheaton, 368 Main St.

St.

MICHIGAN
University Music House,

601-5

*E.

Willi;

INDIANA
Anderson: Reed Drug Co.,

37

W.

11th St.

Evansville: L. E. DeWitt. 618 Main St.
Smith if Butterfield Co., 310 Main St.
Fort Wayne: Biechler-Howard Co.. 112 W. Wayne

Bay City Hdw. Co., Sporting Goods
Dept., 1009-15 Saginaw St.
Detroit: Clark Cine-Service, 2540 Park Ave.
Detroit Camera Shop, 424 Grand River, W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1235 Washington
Blvd.

St.

Rogers Optical Co.. 824 Calhoun St.

Walnut St.
Co.. Dept. 290 I. W.

Frankfort: Pathex Agency. 206

Sta.vipord:

Wilmington:

MAINE

Co., Idaho at 9th St.

Aimer Coe if Co., 1645 Orrington Ave.
if Sanders, 702 Church St.
Hartman's Camera Shop, 17 S. Chicago

St.

Fritz

:r

St.

Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St.
Camera Exchange, 26 Quincy St.
Aimer Coe 6? Co., 78 E. Jackson Blvd.
Aimer Coe if Co., 18 S. LaSalle St.
Aimer Coe if Co., 105 N. Wabash Ave.
Central Camera Co., 112 S. Wabash Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 133 N. Wabash Ave.
Fair, The, Dept. 93, State, Adams if Dearborn

COIvrNECTICUT

New Haven:

St.

Southern Cine Co., Inc., 310 Milam

Bo

St.

Bridgeport: Fritz if Hawley, Inc., 1050 Main St.
Harvey if Lewis Co., 1148 Main St.
Greenwich: Gayle A. Foster, 9 Perryridge Rd.
Hartford: H. F. Dunn Motion Picture Co., 57
Farmington Ave.
Harvey 6? Lewis Co., 852 Main St.
D. G. Stoughton Co., 255 S. Whitney St.
Watkins Bros., Inc., 241 Asylum St.
Middletown: F. B. Fountain Co., 483 Main St.
New Britain: Harvey if Lewis Co., 85 W. Main

LOUISIANA
:

IDAHO

Chicago:

San Diego: Bunnell Photo Shop. 414
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 419 Broadway

W. W. Still. 129 W, Short St.
Louisville: W. D. Gatchel & Sons, 451 W. Walnut St.
Sutcliffe Co., 225-227 S. 4th Ave.
Lexington:

Inc., P. O. Box 950.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 213

ILLINOIS

W. Twogood, 700 Main

KENTUCKY

Baton Rouge: Ewing.

.•\ve.

F.

KANSAS
Topeka: Hall Stationery Co.. 62 3 Kansas Ave.

183 Peach-

B. B. Nichols,

Rl^ERSlDE:

City: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 608
Pierce St.
LyTin's Photo Finishing, Inc., 3717 Orleans Ave.

Sioux

E.

Indianapolis: L. S. Ayres if
Washington St.
H. Lieber Co., 24 W. Washington St.
South Bend: Ault Camera Shop, 122 S. Main
Ault Camera Shop, 309 S. Michigan St.

St.

IOWA
Cedar Rapids: Camera Shop, 220 Third Ave.
Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 318 Brady

Fowler if Slater Co., 156 Larned St.
L. Hudson Co., Dept., 290.
Metropolitan Motion Picture Co., 2310 Cass Ave.
E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 1516 Washington Blvd.
14324 Jefferson
United Camera Stores, Inc..
Ave., E.
Gr-and Rapids: Camera Shop, Inc., 16 Monroe
Ave., N.W.
Michigan
178
Jackson: Royal Film Service,
Ave., W.
Lansing: Linn Camera Shop, 109 S. Washington
Ave.
Vans Cine Service, 201 American State Bank Bldg.
J.

{Continued on page 200)
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Classified Advertising

Prnduriufi

your own movie titles, stationery,
bookplates, Christmas cards, pamphlets,
Complete outfits.
linoleum blocks, etc.
$8.85; larger, $ll-$29; rotary, $149: print

PRINT

,

Recently reconditioned by E. K. Company, $60.00. '-Filmo"
1 in. /3.5. T. H. C. lens in focusing mount,

and Hawley, 1030 Main
$5.00.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Fritz

245

Eugene W. Ragsdale, 95 Lenox
Orange. N.

$100.00.
Ave.. East

condition like

new; $180.00 with case. Slightly used De
Vry 16 mm. projector; $80.00 with carrying
case. Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 East 42nd
St.,

New

in

—

Hickok Music Company, Pough-

keepsie, N. Y.

model, lea Kinamo
motion picture camera with

standard 35 mm.
Carl Zeiss lens. Camera and extra magazine
for $45.00. Outfit guaranteed to be in perIrl Gordon. 104 Bittman
fect condition.
Street, Akron, Ohio.
MODEL B KODASCOPE. only used a few
hours, .$200.00; /-1. 9 Dallmeyer lens, new,
$35.00; 4" Dallmeyer Telephoto. $58.00;
6" Cook Telephoto with Goerz Reflex finder,
never used, $110.00: special Laced Screen,
54"x72", $25.00; few reels of film, 25% to
50% discount. J. B. Hadaway, Swampscott,

—

48

WORDS

60 cents

$1.50

(Extra words, 5 cents)

HOURS SERVICE
WRITING
TITLE

- - -

SPECIAL FOR

A

UP TO
8

order, $1.00

—

100 Appropriate Paintings in Pastel to Fit any Title.

SPLICING

MARCH

100-foot subject showmg complete scenes with titles of the inauguration
of Herbert Hoover (ready March 6th), $6.00. Every good American should

have

FOR SALE—50-foot

25c.

maximum Extra, words, 3 cents Minimum
HAND LETTERED TITLES with border—up to 12 words
(Extra words, 5 cents— Minimum order, $1.20)
ART TITLES Hand Lettering up to 12 words

per-

rare buy at $120.00.
fect used condition.
Money back in ten days if not entirely satisfactory.

16mm. TITLES
For eight word

EDITING
Kodascope

PLAYERS

SpcciaHv Printed

York.

FOR SALE— Model A
A

FAMOUS

"West 56th Street
YORK. CITY

—

J.

USED EYEMO CAMERA:

INSPIRATION
PICTURES

and othe

A—200 watt

condition;

perfect

Projector;

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS

COLUMBUS 504 8

in slightly used equipment.
Bell & Howell Projector; Victor Automatic
Camera; De Vry Projector. These instruments in perfect mechanical condition.
Home Movie Service Co., 2128 Cathedral

FOR

W. GRIFFITH

i>IE-W

St..

BARGAINS

SALE—Kodascope Model

for
D.

STUDIOS

MODEL A KODASCOPE.

Norwo od, Ohio.

YEARS"

BUCHHEISTEK

Company X-50. Meriden, Conn.
FOR SALE BARGAIN— De Vry 35 mm.
Motion Picture Camera; good condition;
$55. F. V. Lindsey. Morris Plains, N. J.

Ave.,

14

Sisi^Ss^P''

^j

for others; easy and interesting: rules sent.
Write for catalogue presses, type, paper, etc.

Kelsey

"TITLES FOR

ty^tVtP^mirWttlllKt^WBti

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

The

this film in his library.

Biic/iJieister

Studios have supplied

titles for

several of Mr. Hoover's films.

>THERE IS IT?
At the bottom of one of the pages
of this magazine is the explanation

Mass.

BARGAINS—

1 Model 75 Filmo and
USED
1 Model 70 Filmo and case,
Kodascope B. black finish.
1
$97.50;
$200.00; 1 Filmo Projector, regular model,
$105.00; 1 1" /-1.5 Wollensak for Filmo,
$37.50; 1 Pathex 9 mm. hand-driven camera
and projector, $20.00; 1 Sept 35 mm. auto-

of the blank below.

case, $80.00;

A

careful

reader will connect the two and
will act.

matic movie and still camera, $15.00.
Willoughbys, 110 West 32nd St., New York
.

TRADING OFFERS
To the

CASH

for amateur or professional cine
apparatus. Send full description. Old apparatus taken in exchange. Bass Camera
Company, 179 W. Madison St., Chicago.

WISH TO

exchange 800 ft. of Library Film
for copy of Alaskan Adventures or any other
good two-reel picture. B. E. Christensen,
702 Church

St.,

Evanston,

111.

EQUIPMENT WANTED

WANTED — One
good condition.
scott,

Mass.

or two
J.

B.

Eyemo Cameras in
Hadaway, Swamp-

Date

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE,
105 West 40th

Street,

Inc.,

New York

City.

accept the invitation of the Amateur Cinema League, Inc.,
become an annual League member. My check for Five
Dollars payable to Amateur Cinema League, Inc., is enclosed in
payment for the dues, $2.00 of which is the special membership rate for a year's subscrption to Movie Makers (NonI

to

member
It

is

rate $3.00;

Canadian $3.25; Foreign $3.50.)

understood that immedii tely upon

my

all the privileges ol the Le
duties or obligations connected
1 may voluntarily assume from

Street

election

I

nderstood that ther
ship other than tho

to

City

State..
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{Continued from page 198)
Muskegon:

Beckquist

Supply

Photo

House.

885

First St.

MINNESOTA
W.

330

Stores Co.,

Su-

perior St.

Minneapolis: Eastman Kodak

112 S.

Stores, Inc..

Fifth St.
E. B. Meyrowitz. Inc.. 825 Nicollet Ave.
Sly Fox Films. 49 S. 9th St.
Owatonna: B. W. Johnson Gift Shop. 115 W.
Bridge St.
St. Paul: Co-operative Photo Supply Co.. 381-3

Minnesota St.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co.. 380 Minnesota St.
E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 358 St. Peter St.
Ray-Bell Films, Inc.. 817 University Ave.
St. Mane Cigar if News Co.. 96 E. 5th St.
Winona: Van Vranken Studio. 57 W. Fourth

St.

MISSOURI
Kansas Citv: 2. T. Briggs
Co.. 916 Grand Ave.

Medo

Lugene. Inc.. 600 Madison Ave.
Photo Supply Corp.. 323-325

W.

Meta Photo Supply Co.. 122 Cedar

St.

Main

T.

Briggs

Photographic

Supply

Co..

21

E.

11th St.

Hanley Photo

Radio Shop. 116 E. 10th

&"

St.

St. Louis: A. S. Aloe Co., 707 Olive St.
Erker Bros., 608 Olive St.
Geo. D. Fisher 6? Co.. 915 Locust St.
Harris Studio. 351 Paul Brown BIdg.. Ninth and

Olive Sts.
Hyatt's Supply Co.. 417 N. Broadway.
M. F. Rudi Drug Co.. 15 at Cass Ave.
Springfield; Hurlburt Supply Co.. 315 St. Louis
St.

St.

Omaha: Eastman Kodak

Stores. Inc.,

419

S.

16 St.

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic Citv: Eastman Kodak

Stores. Inc.. 1735-

37 Boardwalk.

Camden: Parrish (f Read. Inc.. 308 Market St.
East Orange: Edmond J. Farlie. Jr.. 45 N. 19th St.
Montclair: Edward Madison Co.. 427 Bloomfield
Ave.

Newark: Anspach

Bros., 838 Broad St.

Bamberger if Co.
Fireman's Drug Store, Market and Broad.
SchaeSer Co.. 103 Halsey St.
Plainfield: Mortimer's. 317 Park Ave.
Trenton: Barlow's— Music. 130-132 E. State St.
Union City: Heraco Exchange. Inc., 611 BergenL.

line

Ave.

NEW YORK
E. S. Baldwin, 32 Maiden Lane.
F. E. Colwell Co.. 465 Broadway.
S. Bump Co., 180 Washington St.
Brooklyn: Geo. J. McFadden, Inc.. 202 Flatbush

Albany:

Binghamton: a.

Ave.
BuPFALo: J. F. Adams. Inc., 459 Washington St.
Buffalo Photo Material Co., 41 Niagara St.
United Projector &> Film Corp., 228 Franklin St.
Whinihan Bros, (f Co., Inc., 746 Elmwood Ave.
Cornino: Ecker Drug Store, 47 E. Market St.
Glens Falls: M. Lapham's Sons, 2 Rogers Bldg.
Haverstr.^w: E. H, Vandenburgh, 5 Broadway.
Ithaca: Henry R. Head, 109 N. Aurora St.
Treman, King & Co., care of Geo. E. Houghton.
New Rochelle: Ye Little Photo Shoppe, Inc., 457

Main

City: Abercrombie

y

Fitch.

45th

Madison Ave.
American News and its Subsidiaries. 131 Varick
J. H. Boozer. 173 E. 60th St.

Columbus Photo Supply. 146 Columbus Ave.
Maiden Lane.
Davega, Inc.. HIE. 42nd St.
Davega, Inc.. 152 W. 42nd St.
* Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., Madison Ave.
45th

St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 235 W. 23rd St.
H. y D. Folsom Arms Co.. 314 Broadway.
Gall if Lembke, Inc., 7 E. 48th St.

Stores. Inc.,

B. K. Elliott 6? Co.. 126-6th St.

Home Co., Magazine Dept.
Kaufmann's Dept. Store, Dept. 62. Fifth Ave.

Root's Kamera Exchange. 11 Fifth Ave. Arcade.
Uading: Alexander Kagen. 641 Penn St.
Vilkes-Barre: Ralph E. DeWitt, 60 W. Market

Zwicbel-Stenger Sales Co.. 203 S.

Co.. 36 East Ave.
of Mechanical Engineering.
University of Rochester.
Sibley. Lindsay
Curr Co.. Camera Dept.
Schenectady: J. T. and D. B. Lyon. 2 36 State St.
Stamfcrd-in-the-Catskills: E. S. Burtis.
Syracuse: Clark Music Co.. 416-20 So. Salina St.
Geo. F. Lindemer. 443 S. Salina St.

Main

St.

St.

RHODE ISLAND
Jewport: Rugen Typewriter

Kodak Shop, 295-7

if

Providence: E. P. Anthony. Inc.. 178 Angell
Chas. S. Bush Co.. 244-246 Weybosset St.

St.

Williams. Inc.. 47 Exchange PI.

if

Rochester: Marks
A. H. Mogensen, Dept.

Utica: Edwin A. Hahn. Ill Columbia St.
Watertown: Edson E. Robinson. Inc.,
Washington St.

1

11-113

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga: Englerth Photo Supply Co.. 722
Cherry

St.

Memphis: Memphis Photo Supply Co., Hotel Pea'
body. 86 S. 2nd St.
Nashville: G. C. Dury

6?

Co.. 420 Union St.

TEXAS
Beaumont: Thames Magnolia

Store,

2599 Magnolia

St.

Dallas: Jamieson Film Laboratories, 2212 Live Oak

OHIO
Akron: Dutt Drug

Co.. 7 E. Exchange St.
Pockrandt Photo Supply Co.. 16 N. Howard St.
139 S. Cleveland Ave.
Cincinnati: Ferd Wagner Co.. 113 E. 5th St.
Fountain News Co., 426 Walnut St.
Huber Art Co.. 124-7th St.. W.
John L. Huber Camera Shop. 144 E. 4th St.
Movie Makers, Inc., 110 W. 8th St.
L. M. Prince Co., 108 W. 4th St.
Cleveland: Dodd Co., 652 Huron Rd.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 1126 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service. Inc., 10008 Car-

Canton: Ralph W. Young.

St.

El Paso: Schuhmann Photo Shop. P. O. Box 861
Fort Worth: Hodges if Co.. 806 Main St.

Worth: Chas. G. Lord Optical Co., 704 Main
Studio. 1321 Capitol Ave.
Star Elec. if Eng. Co.. Inc.. 613 Fannin St.
Paris: R. J. Murphy, So. Side Square
San Antonio: Fox Co.. 209 Alamo Plaza.
E. Hertzberg Jewelry Co.. Houston at St. Mary's

Ft.

Houston: Miller

Sts.

UTAH
Salt Lake City:

negie Ave.
Fowler if Slater Co.. 806 Huron Rd.
Fowler
Slater Co.. 347 Euclid Ave.
Fowler
Slater Co.. 1915 E. 9th St.
Halle Bros. Co.. 1228 Euclid Ave.

Main

&
«

Salt

Lake Photo Supply Co.. 271

St.

Shiplers.

144

Main

S.

St.

VERMONT

Home Movies
Lyon

if

Co.. 1501-7 Superior Ave.
Healy. Inc.. 1226 Huron Rd. at Euclid

Optical Co., 735 Euclid Ave.
Stone Film Laboratory, 8807 Hough Ave.
Columbus: Capitol Camera Co.. 7 E. Gay St.
Columbus Photo Supply, 62 E. Gay St.
Dayton: Dayton Camera Shop, 1 Third St., Arcade,
•Norwood: Home Movie Service Co., 2128 Cathedral

Franklin

Hu

1

Print,

tf

Eng.

Co..

VIRGINIA
Norfolk:

S. Galeski Optical Co., 209 Granby St.
G. L. Hall Optical Co., 257 Granby St.
Richmond: S. Galeski Optical Co., 737 E. Main St,
G. L. Hall Optical Co., 418 E. Grace St.

WASHINGTON
226-36

Seattle: Anderson Supply Co., Ill Cherry St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1415-4th Ave.
Lowman if Hanford Co., 1514-3rd Ave.
Motion Picture Service, 903 Lloyd Bldg., Sixth
Ave. and Stewart St.

Av

Spokane: Joyner Drug Co., Howard

St.

Gross Photo Supply Co., 325 Superior St.
Lawrence's, 1604 Sylvania Ave.
Detroit Ave.
Slater Co.. 7 Wick

Leo MacDonough, 1103
Youngstown: Fowler 6?

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma
I

5191/2

C. Krupnick. 9 E. 6th

Main

WEST VIRGINIA

Inc.,

345 Wash-

&

PENNSYLVANIA
Erie: Kelly

6?

E. Phillips. 36

Green. 116

W.

Harrisburg: Maxwell H. Hite

Riverside

Inc.

if

Wheeling: Twelfth

K. Gill Co., 5th if Stark Sts.
Co., Kodak Dept., Fifth, Washington
Adler Sts.

Allentown: Geo.

Stewart

St.. S.

OREGON

&

W.

Co.. 939 Commerce St.
Yakima: Bradbury Co., 19 S. Second St.
E.

St.

Pendleton: Floyd A. Dennis.
Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores,

if

Ave.

Tacoma: Shaw Supply Co.,

W. K

City: Roach Drug Co., 110

Camera Shoppe,

Alv

Ru

Ave.

Salem: Butcher's Studio. 178 Jennings Ave.
Tol:

J.

at

Kodak

Joseph

Starkweather

Lipman Wolfe

• Cullen. 12

918 Chestnut St.
606 Wood

if Earle. Inc..

&" Fuller

ington St.

Brentano's. 1 W. 47th St.
City Camera Co., 110 W. 42nd St.
City Radio. 42 Cortlandt St.
Abe Cohen's Exchange. 113 Park Row.

Brown

Williams.

1

Meyrowitz. Inc., 520 Fifth Ave.
MoguU Bros., 2025 Boston Rd.
George Murphy, Inc., 57 E. 9th St.
New York Camera Exchange, 109 Fulton St.
* Parker and Battersbv. 146 W. 42nd St.
Pickup tf Brown, 41 E. 41st St.
Rab Sons. 987 Si-\th Ave.
C. F. Ray. 296 Fifth Ave.
Schoenig (f Co.. Inc.. 8 E. 42nd St.
» Stumpp 6? Walter Co.. 30 Barclay St.
H. F. Waterman. 63 Park Row.
* Willoughby Camera Stores, Inc., 110 W. 32nd St.
Clean: Don Seele Studio, 150 N. Union St.
Poughkeepsie: Cundy Gift 6? Art Shop, 27 Market

«
St.

15th

E. B.

St.

New York

S.

1020 Chestnut St.
Jos. C. Ferguson, Jr.. 1804 Chestnut St.
Strawbridge if Clothier. Market. Eighth if FilInc..

John Wanamaker. Dept. 56.
St.

W

St.

Movies Corp., 132
Eastman Kodak Stores.

bert Sts.

37th

St.

Photographic Supply

Z. T. Briggs Photographic Supply Co.. 1006
Z.

& Newby

Gloeckner
Co., 9 Church St.
• Herbert W Huesgen Co., 18 E. 42nd St.
Lowe if Farley, News Stand, Times Bldg.

Radium Photo Service, 320 W. Western Ave.
Saginaw: Hesse's. Genesee at Jefferson.

Duluth: Eastman Kodak

Frank Garfinkcl. 141 Avenue A.
• Gillette Camera Stores, Inc., 117 Park Ave.
Gillette Camera Stores, Inc., 16 Maiden Lane.

St.

Garage, 81-12th

St.

WISCONSIN
Eau Claire: Davis Photo Art Co.

Fond du Lac: Huber Bros.. 36 S. Main St.
Green Bay: Bethe Photo Service. 125 Main
Madison: Photoart House. 212

Milwaukee: Boston

Store,

St.

State St.

Wisconsin Ave.

if

4th

St.

N. 6th

St.

11th St.
if Son. 422 S.

15th

St.

James Lett Co.. 225 N. 2nd St.
Johnstown: F. W. Buchanan. 320 Walnut St.
Lancaster: Darmstaetter's, 59 N. Queen St.
Mt. Carmel: Steckers Book Store, 20 N. Oak St

Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 427 Milwaukee St.
Gimbel Bros.. Kodak Dept.. Wisconsin Ave. if
W. Water St.
Photoart House of Milwaukee. 220 Wells St.
Superior: Greenfield Photo Supply Co., 1328 Tower

Wauk

Wa

en S. O'Brien

Co

rcial

Sludio,

IMOWIE

E

IM /% 1^

RS

WHO CARRY

DEALERS ABROAD
AFRICA
Cape Town: Kodak (South

MOVIE MAKERS

Westtt

Cape Province
Africa) Ltd.,

House," Shortmarket and Loop
Lennon, Ltd., Adderley St.

"Kodak

Photographic

Oxford St.
Sheppield:

Wm.

AUSTRALIA

Kodak

(Australasia)

250

Ltd.,

Pty.

Honolulu: Honolulu Photo Supply Co.,

HOLLAND
Den

iRDAM: Capi, 115 Kalverstraat.
Schaap ^ Co.. Spui 8.
Capi, 124 Noordeinde.

H,

:

Fotoha

1

Ter Meer Derval, Fred. Hendrikla,

196.

Capi, Broerstraat 48.

d

Rotterdam: Bollemeijer

St.

Brans, Korte Hoogstraat

25.

HUNGARY'

Elisa-

beth St.
Victoria

W.

Donne. 349-51 Post Of-

Place.

INDIA
Bombay: Continental Photo Stores, 253 Hornby Rd.
Hamilton Studios, Ltd., Hamilton House, Graham

Harringtons, Ltd., 266 Collins St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 284 Collins St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 161 Swanston St.
Technical Journals Pty., Ltd., Temple Court, 422

Calcutta: Army
Chowringhee St.

Little Collins St.

Milan

West Australia
Perth: Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., Hay

Vancouver: Eastman Kodak
ville St.
Film 6? Slide

News

Stores, Ltd.,

Co.,

109

610 Gran-

Main

St.

Ontario

Hamilton: W. Hill &> Bro., 90 W. King St.
Ottawa: Photographic Stores, Ltd., 65 Sparks St.
Toronto: Eastman Kodak Stores. Ltd., 66 King St.
T. Eaton Co., Dept. V.-6, 190 Yonge St.
Film S Slide Co. of Can., 156 King St., W.
Lockhart"s Camera Exchange, 384 Bay St.

N.

6.

Bldg.

W.

ToKYo-Kojr
Shimbun Bl

o.

Agcncia Postal
Kodak Mexicana, Ltd., Independencia 37.
Pathe Baby-Agency for Mexican Republic; Latapi
Y Bert, Av. 16 de Septiembro 70, El Globo.
Puebla: Casa "Hertes," Av. Reforma 109.

NORWAY
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

Quebec
6" Slide

y

Beck Shokai, Nich
Yurakucho 1 Chomj

American Photo Supply Co.,

J. L. Nerlien A/S, Nedre Slotsgate 13.
University Book Shop.

Bldg.

Gladwish

2

MEXICO

Mexk

Oslo:

T. Eaton Co., St. Catherine St., W.
Co. of Can., Ltd., 104 Drummond

Montreal:

41

Kobe: Honjo &* Co.. 204 Motomachi 6-Chome.
Kyoto: J. Osawa 6? Co., Ltd., Sanjo Kobashi.
Osaka: Fukada & Co., 218 Dojima Bldg.
T. Uyeda, No. 4 Junkeimachi Shinsaibashi-suji,
Minami-ku.
Tokyo: Home Movies Library,
515 Marunouchi

Bldg.
Ltd., 472

Ltd.,

Kodai Societa Anonima, Via Vittor

29:

JAPAN

Co. of Can., Ltd., 319 Credit Foncier

Manitoba
Winnipeg: Eastman Kodak Stores,

Navy Coop. Soc,

if

ITALY
Pisani

Alberta
Boston Hat Works and
Eighth Ave.
British Columbia

Rd., Ballard Estate.

St.

CANADA

Mitchell. 147 Peel St.

Manila: Dcnniston.

Inc..

123 Escolta.

REPUBLIC OF PANAMA

Ancon:
Panama

Specialty Shop, Box B.
City: Lewis Photo Service,

Fourth of

1

July Ave.

SCOTLAND

CHINA
Hong Kong: The

Pharmacy, Fletcher
26 Queen's Rd., Central.

Shanghai: Chiyo Yoko Photo

^

Co., Ltd.,

Supplies, 470

Nan-

Edinburgh: J. Lijars, 6 Shandwick
Glasgow: Robert Ballantine. 103'/.
J. Litsars, 101 Buchanan St.

PI.
St.

Vincent

St.

SIAM

king Rd.

Bangkok: Prom Photo

Eastman Kodak Co., 64 Kiangse Rd.

DENMARK
Copenhagen V: Kodak

tered

Aktieselskab, Ostergade

DUTCH EAST

1.

INDIES

Java
Batavia: Kodak, Ltd., 38 Noordwijk, Weltvreden.

ENGLAND
Harrogate: A. R.

London,

O.

P.

Box 2999.

Budapest, IV: Pejtsik Karoly, Varoshas U-4.

Melboi/rne: Charles

Film

Change

(Fargate).

Groningen: Capi, 3 Kleine Pelsterstraat.
Nijmegen: Capi, 13-17 van Berchenstraat.

St.

South Australia
Adelaide: Harringtons, Ltd., 10 Rundle St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., 37 Rundle
Tasmania
Hobart: Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., 45

fice

Row

HAWAII

Queetisland

Queen

Ltd.,

(Sheffield) Ltd..

Photo Co., 6 Norfolk

Sheffield

New South Wales
Sidney: Harringtons, Ltd., 386 George St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., 379 George St.
New Zealand
Wellington: Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., Box
1474. G.P.O.
Brisbane:

Exchange,

Mcintosh

Alley.

Sts.

S.

W.

I.:

Baines, 39 James St.

Westminster Photographic Ex-

119, Victoria St.
2: Sands. Hunter
Co., Ltd.,
37 Bedford St.. Strand.
London. W.I.: Bell & Howell Co.. Ltd.. 320 Regent St.
H. Dallmeycr, Ltd., 31 Mortimer St., OxJ.
ford St.
Wallace Heaton. Ltd.. 119 New Bond St.
Wallace Heaton. Ltd.. 47 Berkeley St.. Piccadilly.
Westminster Photographic Exchange. Ltd.. 62.
Piccadilly.

^

New

Rd., Cor. Char-

This giant Automatic Light Con-

SPAIN
Barcelona: James Casals. 82. Viladomat St.
Madrid: Kodak Sociedad Anonima, Puerta

trol

enough

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Penang: Kwong Hing Cheong, Ic Penang
Singapore: Y. Ebata y Co., 3 3 Coleman
Kodak, Ltd., 130 Robinson Rd.

Medan: Y.

Ebata

Stockholm: A.

St.
St.

to print a

a

capacity

great

thousand foot

in a continuous run.

reel

One hundred

and fifty-two scene changes and

SUMATRA
Co., 69 Kesawan.
SWEDEN

H

B.

twenty-two

Nordiska Kompaniet,

number

SWITZERLAND
Societe

Anonyme,

13

light densities or a less

Photo-

graphic Dept.

Lausanne: Kodak

Board has

del

Sol 4.

change, Ltd.,

London. W. C.

Studio,

Bank Lane.

Av. Jean-

Jacques Mercier.
Alb. Hoster, Marktgasse 57.

Winterthur:

Zurich: Cans and Co., Bahnhofstrabe 40.
Zulauf (Vorm. Kienast a Co.). Bahnhofstr. 61.

printer.

to

match your timing and

Used

tion printers,

for Optical Reduc-

and standard

ers for greater speed

print-

and economy.

Used by news weeklies and

for

synchronous printing by two of the
largest laboratories in

U.

S.

A.

DEPUE and VANCE
7512

NO.

ASHLAND AVE.

Chicago.

U.S.A.
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"WE'RE IN THE

NAVY NOW"

Wallace Beery, RaytnoncJ Hattoii and Chester Conkliu
Since

announcement

its

a year ago,

in their funtiiest

"Behind the Front," with the same

has been the most popular feature in the Kodascope Library

This one

You

will

home

better.

A

laugh a minute!

rental libraries, easily maintain their leadership

copies of nearly

World-wide

even

stars,

list.

always find the best features, the biggest stars and the greatest
assortment in the Kodascope Libraries.

These, the original

Used

is

picture of all!

distribution,

all

and supremacy.

subjects can he purchased outright at reduced prices.

an adequate number of duplicate copies and an experienced

organization offer you a rental service of enduring satisfaction.

NEW

(THIRD EDITION) DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

ATTRACTIVE PROPOSITION

many new subjects, drops many of the older ones and reduces rentals
many others. More than 400 reels at average rental of less than $1.00 each!
contains

To

of

Dealers w-ho desire Profits from opera-

of their own Film Rental Libraries.
Our Experience and Resources assure the
tion

Average rental entire library (nearly 1000 reels) only $1.22 each.
You can rent twenty to forty reels for the cost of one!

.Success of

our Distributors.

No

risk.

LIBRARY MEMBERSHIP NOT REQUIRED
But recommended because of extra advantages and economies afforded.

KODASCOPE
33

WEST

42XD

LIBRARIES,
STREET,

NEW YORK

Branch Libraries and Distributors

in:

ALBANY
ATLANTA
BALTIMORE
BOSTON
BRIDGEPORT
BUFFALO
CHICAGO

DES MOINES

NEW YORK

DETROIT
HARTFORD
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES

PASADENA

CINCINNATI

MINNEAPOLIS

ST.

CLEVELAND
DENVER

NEWARK
NEW HAVEN

SAN ANTONIO
SAN DIEGO

202

MILWAUKEE

Inc

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH

PORTLAND
PROVIDENCE
ROCHESTER
LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
SPRINGFIELD

TORONTO
WASHINGTON
WATERBURY
WILMINGTON
WINNIPEG
VANCOUVER

MONTREAL

HAYDEN ACCESSORIES
**

Movies in the Home^^

Manufactured under Hayden Patents and Patents Pending

HAYDEN AUDIBLE FOOTAGE METER
The Eye Follows the Picture

— The Ear Tells the Footage

BETTER MOVIES— NO MORE GUESS WORK

Projector Stand
Any Model $18.50

They are now oblainabiv
for

CINE-KODAK, VICTOR
FILMO 70 & EYEMO

jiuu^

PRICE

$7.50

liemember no
alteration to your

Camera

WORTH READING
you press the button on your Kodak you get the Picture, Not
so with the Movie Camera, it is the footage of film that counts. One
audible click of the Footage Meter tells you that one foot of film has
passed through the camera, or two and one-half seconds for projection. A picture worth taking should have ten seconds of projection
or four clicks or as many more as you desire. Saving film while avoiding disappointment will pay for the Hayden Audible Footage Meter

When

in a

short time.

ii^~cr^i

^"
V-

Yes,

They Are Coming

.

.

.

A CAMERA THAT WILL SURPRISE YOU
A PROJECTOR THAT WILL SURPRISE YOU
A FILM THAT WILL SURPRISE ^ OU
.

.

.

And That

Is

DEN

CO.,
A. C. HA^i
Rrockton, Mass., U.S.A.
Please send free your booklet with Film

Name
Address.-

Log

for

my

films.

Not

All.

YOU CAN

MAKE BETTER

PICTURES WITH

Panchromatic Film

illiislralfx the nntiiralness and he<iiily ohtninablc
coiiimoiiplace subjecLs willi Pancliroiiialic Fihn.^

Thin picture
eieii

ill

reasons why
are sound
THERE
you can make belter movies with Cinescientific

Kodak Panchromatic Fihn than wilh

and white
and the photographic quality of dis-

<'orded in their proper relative black

values;

ordinary film.
Ordinary fihn

tant views, especially when a color filter is
used, is greatly improvetl. This is because blue
and violet light, which is responsible for haze,

violet.

is

is sensitive chiefly to bUie and
Green and red, colors that to the eye are
as bright as blue and violet, are not correctly
recorded on ordinary film. Consequently, there
is a great difference between the brightness of
colors as reproduced in photographs and as
seen by the eye. This difference is largely corrected by the use of Panchromatic Film, be-

cause

it,

like the eye, is sensitive to all colors.

The use of "Pan'' will improve practically
every type of motion picture. In portraits, and
especially in close-ups, the rendering of flesh
tones is more accurate; colors, whether occurring in costumes or in landscapes, are re-

not passed by the

filter.

Cine-Kodak Panchromatic Film
$7.50 per 100-foot roll.
for use

A

filter,

is

priced at

recommended

under certain circumstances,

is

priced

at $2.50 for the Cine-Kodak, Model B, /.1.9,
and at $1.50 for the Model B,/.3.5 or/.6.5. Older

models of Cine-Kodak/.^.S require an attachcosting $1.00 before they can be used
with a filter.
With "Pan'" you can make the kind of pictures you will be particularly proud to show
on your screen. You can get "Pan" from your
Cine-Kodak dealer.

ment

EASTMAN
KODAKN COMPANY
U
K
W Y
C)

C

II

E

S

T

E

11

,

E

()

C.

11

LAZKLL NORTHROP PRESS, N.

Y.
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HAYDEN ACCESSORIES
^^Movies in the Home^^
Manufactured under Hayden Patents and Patents Pending

HAYDEN AUDIBLE FOOTAGE METER
The Eye Follows

the Pieture

— The Ear Tells the Footage

BETTER MOVIES— NO MORE GUESS WORK
Projector Stand
$18.50

Any Model

They are now obtainable
for

CINE-KODAK, VICTOR
FILMO 70 & EYEMO

ms.

PRICE

S7.50

Remember

no

alteration to your

Camera

WORTH READING
you press the button on your Kodak you get the Picture. Not
so with the Movie Camera, it is the footage of fihn that counts. One
audible chck of the Footage Meter tells you that one foot of film ha.';
passed through the camera, or two and one-half seconds for projection. A picture worth taking should have ten seconds of projection
or four clicks or as many more as you desire. Saving film while avoiding disappointment will pay for the Hayden Audible Footage Meter

When

in a

short time.

Yes,

They Are Coming ...
A CAMERA THAT WILL SURPRISE YOU
A PROJECTOR THAT WILL SURPRISE YOU
A FILM THAT WILL SURPRISE YOU
.

Reel Holders lor Filmo
Projector, Pair 15c

HAYDEN

.

.

And That Is Not All.

CO
A. C.
Brockton, Mass., U.S.A.
,

Please send free your booklet with Film Log for

Name
A ddress...

my

films.

io'«'iE im;%i«eic»

Noii?9 in

Your Home

.

.

Movies of Theatre Screen Quality
know that Brilliant Pictures depend on the quality of the Print. That
why the industry uses guaranteed "<!ertified Prints" to carry the greatest
motion picture stars and photoplays to theatre screens throughout the world.

Theatres
is

Similarly, in the

Home,

SCREEN QUALITY of the Print

the

is essential for satis-

you a varied choice
of entertaining subjects on ""Certified Prints" which can be purchased through
leading dealers at prices no higher than subjects of ordinary printing quality.
factory projection. Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., offers

Travel

April Releases

Prepared specially for

mm.
A LAUGH
16

Home

Safety Film

IN EVERY

Projection
100 ft. to a

World

the

in

Your

Arm

Chair

ALADDIN GEMS of TRAVEL
PICTURES

FULAPEP COMEDIES ivith STAR
COMEDIANS
28 Subjects

Around

26 Subjects

16

mm.

Safety Film

100

ft.

to a roll

Made by expert travel photographers
INTERESTING — INSTRUCTIVE

roll

FOOT

'450
per
500

The Auto Salesman

515
516

501 ]My Error

502

per

roll

The Baby Bootlegger

517 Free Tickets

503 Fixin' Lizzie

Wrong
The Poor Fish
The Dentist
Rough Seas
Tin Can Tourists

The Lost Garter

504 In

518

505

519

Howdy Judge

520

A Warm

506
507

508

511

512

513

Haunts
206

Reception

Your Hat
Bobby
523 A Wet Knight
524 The Ticket Collector
522 Nosey

My Baby
A-TentingWeWillGo

525 Fisherman's

Smoke Up
Bobby Go Boom

526 Fool's

514 Nellie Gives

We

207 An Eye Full of Egypt
208 Mid Sahara Sands
209 Pyramid Land
210 Highlands of America
211 Cuzco— The City of

Luck

the

Sun

212 Glimpsing Gondolas
213 From Lima to the
Top of the Andes

Luck

527 Hunters

214 Hunting

Game

in

Canada
215 Peru, the Land of
the Incas
216 Dells of Wisconsin
217 Paradise Outdoors
218 Life Among the

Indians

Visit British

Columbia

521 In

509 April Fool
510

200 Wonders of Oregon
201 Peaks, Parks & Pines
202 Bit of God's Country
203 Wonders of Canada
204 Out Wyoming Way
205 Pioneer Outlaw

A Broadway Camp
An Embarrassing
Moment

roll

219 BridesniaidtoBeauty
220 Life in Southern Peru
221 Geysers of Yellowstone Park
222 Rodeo and \^ estern
Life
223 A Peek at Paradise
224 Vacation Land
225 Bulls and Bears of

Yellowstone Park

— address us and ive shall see that you are promptly supplied

If your local dealer has not the Subject you desire

1776 Broadway

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES,

I

1776 Broadway,

'

is

CERTIFIED PRI.VTS"

fruttrantefit

bv the

I

tvortd's largest

film laboratories— seven moilern
/ilanls— rapacity 600,000,0011 feet
,./filn,,.era„aum.

iTfr/^:,

New York

Inc.,

City

Gentlemen:
Kindly place my name on your mailing
of vour latest releases.

^a
I

DEALERS:

New York

I

I

Eirry reel of

^^^^

Address

ISame of Dealer

list

to receive ann«)Uiicemcnts
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CULLEN
JOSEPH SCHNEIDER

fi-

CO.

SIMPLICITY!

XBNAR

CAMERA -TRIPOD LOCK
AND PANORAM
r^OES away
tripod

4'TOCUS

with the

thumb

screw.
part fits

A Permanent
the camera

another

;

jyjODERN

small permanent part
fits the tripod.
To install camera on tripod
place camera in position,

its small bulk brings
feature for telephoto
work. Especially adaptable for turret model
cameras. Tlie brilliance and definition and
absence of distortion add to its remarkable

a

in design,

new acceptable

snap lever over, and
your camera is attached

efficiency.

in a vise-like grip.

same

The

locking

lever is
also a release for panor-

unique adjustable focusing
mount; finder attachments in-

In

aming.

cluded.

No larger than your pocket watch
half as heavy. Simple mechanical
construction that works with ease.

$75.00

and about
jmo 'rr

^"» • t)

PtiOTO SyPPtlES SINCE IS82
*

'TrJ^«=S'^1:pS**5*SSCf>^/^^

i^^

RADIANT

DREM CINOPHOT

"ONE MOTION"

SCREEN
Combining extreme
ease of handling with
a perfection of screen
surface to give good
projection results.
A beaded surface that
^i^es depth

Recognized as

a necessary accessory to in-

pictures of

its

many

bril-

liance.

sure correct results, a scientifically designed and accurate exposure meter. Now
gaining a remarkable reputation by en-

hancing in clearness and sharpness

and

__
s:Ito1open

^To CLOSE

Kw

One
and

pull

upwards

snaps into position, ready for use.
It is strong, durable,
compact, washable,

tlie

users.

it

good looking, and
ficient.

Don't spoil film.

for a lifetime.

Take our advice
Use

£^

CINOPHOT.

ef-

Built to serve

22"x30"
30" X 40"

$17.50
25.00

$12.50
lK!gSS5Sfeiitt:,;aiETSlS<v^fia

IZ Maiden LaneN.Y.C

..v/v""^;*-

,,/w^'^'"'n\^^«^*
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Photograph by Ralph Young
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Making Your
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Inc.
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Y.,

by the Amateur Cinema League,
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Color Without Complication
As Far Ahead of Black and White
As Movies Are Ahead of Stills

FEATURED RELEASES
Home

For

with grey skies and putty- colored
of this sensational
faces after you have seen a demonstration
showing movies in
and
taking
for
process
new
practical
but

You

Projectors

will never be satisfied

natural colors.

simple as in black and
Procedure in filming or projecting is just as
white work.
when
Any number of duplicates may be made from original negative,
made on Vitacolor panchomatic film.
lighting conditions that will
Successful results are obtained with any
produce good black and white photography.
adapt your present camera and projector
It costs

surpnsingly

to Vitacolor,

when

little

its

to

wonderful

results are considered.

Come

m

and

see a Vitacolor picture projected.

Drama.
Bell y Howell Co., Chicago, 111.
comedy and travel elbow each other in the Filmo
Library but American history has the call this month
ft. of
Herbert
Hooi.cr,
100
ItKiuguration
The
with
of
films to be taken out of the "archives" one day or
other for comparison with the inauguration of somebody or other in Nineteen Eighty Something or Other.
Then there is the Circus-Canadian North WoodsThomas H. Ince feature. Soul of the Beast, in which
one must count four stars, for Madge Bellamy, Cullen
Landis and Noah Beery share honors with Oscar, the
Drama de Luxe is
elephant, in five 400 ft. reels.
The
a two. reel comedy which stars Lupine Lane.
month's list shows one Cameo Comedy, Mr. Chump,
a 400 ft. reel, and of course two Feli.x the Cat Cartoons, Fdix Helps the Hunter and Felix and Mammy's
Three Grand Canyon
FIafjac.i(s. both 100 footers.
Along the
films conclude the program for April:
.North Rim of the Grand Canyon. Up
Trail to the ,\orth Rim of the Grand
Doiim the Bright Angel Trail into the

yon,

all

100

Kaibab

the

Canyon and
Grand Can-

ft.

E.«TMAM KoD,\K Co.. Rochcster. N. Y. Snap the
Gingerbread Man in Climbing the Alps. That should
he enough for the moment but here come the Doodlebug Volunteers in The Fire Brigade. So much for
the Fairyland Cinegraphs. More serious are the Ancient Temples of Athens, 100 ft., and Tombs and
Temples of the Phaiaohs, 200 ft, of beautiful photography in Cleopatra's country.
Empire Prints. New York, N. Y. Each 100 ft.
a complete catalogue may be had for the asking.
Lindy's Historic Reels, the Bremen Flight, the wellknown Zobelogs, taking one on personally conducted
tours to out of the way spots, travel pictures of
Switzerland, Palestine ... and then on to the comedies
"Specials for Everyone," as the slogan goes.
and

PROJECTOR

.

.

.

The Burton Holmes Lectures,

may
Ideal for editing because individual pictures
This
be held indefinitely without risk of fire.

Inc.. Chicago,
This month these famous travelers would take
you with them on a trip to the Indian Southwest and
vou have the privilege of visiting with them Santa
Fe— the City Different and from there dropping over
to Torrid Tampico.
You may visit the metropolis of
the Mexican oil fields where some years ago the "Bad
Boy" broke loose, and go further south to find your-

111.

machine projects very steady, clear pictures and
unapproached by any other at its price.

is

DE LUXE HAND DRIVEN MODEL $45.00 HAND DRIVEN MODEL
$35.00
MOTOR DRIVEN MODEL
$75.00

Under Cuban Skies or in B^aulifu Bermudo. incidentally getting some splendid glimpse s of that lovely
spot from the air.
travel alone when you can
self

Why

go with Burton Holmes?

Special Sale

on Books

Amateur Movie Making
Motion Picture Photography
Motion Picture Projection
Motion Picture Photography

Movie Maker

for the

$3.00
for the Amateiir.

.

2.50

.

Less

6.00
6

25%

Home Film

Libr.*ries. Inc..

The announcement seems brimful
come four 100-ft. reels, Hindu

Nevv York, N. Y,
of n ivelty, for here
Life

and

Sacrifice,

giving a complete 400-ft. unit of Hin ia life.
There
are scenes of striking interest, i'ncludi ng actual sacrificial ceremonies and the cremation of a dead Indian
girl at a burning ghat, pictures that arc said to be
in theil

00

KoD.«coPE Libr.aries, Inc. Here may be secured
picture of extreme and timely interest. Flying Cadets, produced under the auspices of the Government.
By means of two reels, 400 ft., it shows the entire
training course of two novices in flying and brings
them to the point where the roads branch into commercial, air mail or military flying. These reels may
be had for purchase or rental.
a

nALLMEVJER.
A

large perare at stake.
lens to use when DEFINITION and SPEED
wrong! You can safely follow
centage of all professional camera men can't be
their overwhelming preference for Dallmeyer

The

The
1

f

1.9 in three focal lengths:
3 inches
2 inches

inch

—

—

The
1

inch

f

four focal lengths:
inches
2 inches
3 inches

1.5 in

1'/2

—

—

Dallmeyer lens guide on request
Sole United States distributors of Dallmeyer products

HERBERT &
HUES^EN CO.

P.^THEGR.iMS.

York and Jersey City, N.

J.

Mary Ann Jackson stars, both
400 ft. films, and Mr. and Mrs., a novelty in 100 ft.
without human actors in which Pathe traces by suggestion a marriage, a honeymoon and the aftermath
just what the aftermath may be is not explained. The
program continues with a 400-ft. Western, The
Devil's Tuin. in which Leo Maloney stars, and ends
Dodgers. 200 ft. ol
Bev
Dii
•ith Bil
Bargain Hunt, in which

al

Erne
catalogu

foolishness."

M. Revnolds.
of

C leveland,

Mr. Reynolds' Gold

elude a"

i

Ohio.

A

new

Seal Pictures has
subjects, which inof attractive scenics.

five

18 EAST 42N«> Street

NEW YORK

New

should secure for themselves the 1929
Pathegram.^- Spring Catalogue, which maybe had from
However, spedealers or direct from the company.
cifically mentioned in the April announcement are:
Our Gang in Fast Company, the Smith Family in The

Amateurs

IMO%'IE IM;«ICERS

VITAGOLOR
Attachments for Bell & Howell
and Kodascope projectors, $100
complete.

"And

them

those that praise

Praise
7LATTERING

truest praise

Flattery

vs.
by the

tributes

by well-meaning persons

to

them most."

score have been paid Vitacolor

whom

the technique of the camera

was unknown. Unsatisfied with this, we desired a higher,
franker expression ... a sincere and expert opinion of our product
which could be accepted by the public without qualifications. Not
without some anxiety over the outcome,
that could be

who

we

picked the severest

found anywhere and showed them Vitacolor.

...

you have paid regular

critics

You know

visits to

your movie

theater and witnessed the screen triumphs exhibited there.

They were

the

they were

men who made

if

those triumphs possible

of Hollywood, upon

whom

pertaining to the cinema.

Vitacolor pictures they
praise as:

".

.

.

But
left

.

.

the cinematographers

the entire motion picture industry leans

They would be

for support.

.

the

to detect a flaw in

first

after viewing both 16

anything

mm. and

35

mm.

behind them such euphonious words of

we were pleasantly surprised would be a
Vitacolor films are cerwe were astounded

to say that

mild statement ...

.

.

.

the nearest approach to life
more than moving pictures
possible to be thrown upon the screen ... a color so pure and so
tainly

.

.

.

beautifully blended that every sensation of life comes as
to the screen

.

.

."

That, friends, was praise ... by

if

by magic

men who \now!

DU PONT

CORPORATION
207-9 N. Occidental Boulevard

Los Angeles,

Calif.

of Du Pont Vitacolor Panchromatic film is returned a negative
and a positive, also a technical criticism of every roll taken. Price. S12 per

Every user

100-/00/ roll.

ORDER FROM YOUR DEALER

;%PRJ[M.
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Index to Advertisers

CAPITOL MACHINE COMPANY, INC.
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

Agfa Ansco Coipn.

255

Arrow Screen Co.
Bass Camera Co.
Bell & Howell Co

Manufacturers of the Capitol continuous
self-operating motion picture projector.

258
252-6
244-5, 272

Brooks, Burleigh

COMPLETE RE-ORGANIZATION HAS BEEN EFFECTED WITH
THE FOLLOWING OFFICERS IN CONTROL:
Frank

President and Treasurer

J.

Crohan

Geo. C. Beach

Vice-President and Secretary

265

Bucliheister Studios

267

Capitol Machine Co., Inc.

212

Chicago Commercial Photographic Co.
Cinematic Accessories Co

262

Clark Cine Service

269

Classified Advertising

267

265

Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.

207

W. C
Depue & Vance
Drem Products Corpn.

208

Cullen.

Milton H. Hall

Vice-President

269
257

Duograph, Inc
Eastman Kodak Co
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc
Empire Safety Film Co

'^

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

214
238-9. 251, 271

250
249

Eno's Art Titles

257

Camera Service, Inc.
Gillette Camera Stores, Inc.
Goerz American Optical Co., C. P
Graf Lens Co
Hattstrom & Sanders
Hayden Co., A. C
Herbert & Huesgen Co
Holmes Lectures, Inc., Burton

256

Home Film Libraries, Inc.
Home Movie Service Co.

254

Home-Talkie Machine Corpn.
Kleena-Fylm Corporation

261
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Milton H. Hall
A. H. T. Banzhaf
Or-a S. Webster
George C. Beach
Owen B. Winters
Frank J. Crohan
R.

Sales

Manager

Jos. P.

Nathan

Kodascope Editing & Titling Service
Kodascope Libraries, Inc

Movie Makers Announces

VOLUME

IV BINDERS (1929)
ARE NOW READY

And, of course, vou can still secure binders
for Vol. MI (1926-7) and Vol. Ill, 1928

AT COST— $1.50 EACH
To MOVIE MAKERS. 105 W. 40th
Inclosed

is

St.,

New York,

N. Y.

for the binder(s) noted below;

$

VoL

Vol. IV

250
256
206

210
264
252
212

264

.

270

Lugene, Inc

264

Marshall, John G.

256

Meyer & Co., Hugo
Midwest Films
Nature Magazine

259
256
253

Navilio Film Exchange, J

269

News Reel Laboratory

26'1'

Northeast Products Co

252

Parker & Battersby

262

Pathe Exchange. Inc

247

Q. R. S.

City

249

260

Photoplay Magazine

Vol. I-II

III

264

State

Company

Reynolds, Ernest

241

M

262

ISanie

Scheibe, Geo. H.

269

Address

Sekaer. P. Ingemann

264

Stumpp & Walter Co.

262

THE FINISHING TOUCH

the

New York,
Inclosed

is

\ itacolor Corpn..

16

Du Pont

263

243
.

211

262

Willoughbys

213

Wollensak Optical Co

267

Zeiss. Inc., Carl

253

Kleena-Fylm

Filmsa fluid

is

It cleans, rejuvenates and makes old Film as
pliable as new. Improves projection. Used by
some of largest motion picture producers in
the world. Write for particulars.

MM

Address

Name
City

B.

Save Your
35

.

St.,

for the leader(s) noted below:

MM

Max

Williams, Brown & Earle, Inc

N. Y.

$

263

Victor Animatograph Co., Inc

Ttcenty foot animated leaders to proudly
tell the Korld of your A.C.L. membership

To

269

Testrite Instrument Co.

Truvision Projection Screen Corpn.

LEAGUE LEADERS
AT COST— 16 MM. LEADERS. $1.00
60 FOOT 35 MM. LEADERS, $3.00
AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE. 105 W. 40th

Teitel, Albert

Guaranteed
State

KLEENA-FYLM CORP.
522 FIFTH AVE.,

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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A

practical and exceptionally good-looking film file for
storing 400 foot reels 16 mm.

/

V/Vll L I h VV
IT

I

(yi

I
ILI

I

pil
p
lil_I_

film.

Supplied

in

two models,

each
holding 2 reels, and one of three book-units.
Sturdily made, built of wood, covered with green Spanish
water-proof artificial leather and lettered in gold.

^^^

pf

^j^ book-units,

6 Book-Unit
Price— 3 Book-Unit

$15.00
8.50

p^MOVIE CAMER^

READY TO USE

BELL & HOWELL

BEAD SCREENS

HEADQUARTERS

KINO-PANO
TRIPOD
Tripod, Aluminum
Extension Legs, only 4%

Wood

pounds

(SELF ERECTING)

Has

exceptional brilliance.

To open

and screen

straight up
in

$17.50.

JfV are the Eastern
Distributors

handle

pull

screen,

is

use

Canvas Shut Tite Case, $4.
Closed 33'/2", Extended 58"
Tilt and Panoram Top only

Frosted Crystal Pearl Bead Surface.

$35.00

Plates for Projector
$6 and $7.50.

ready

an instant.

To

screen, simply touch
supports and screen rolls

close

side

down

into its case.

Type

AX

110WEST32'">:ST.

NEW YORK i

[Leatheioid Covered

Case)
15 X 20

$25.00

22x30
30x40
36x48

27.50

39 X 52

40.00

33.50
38.50

The

CX [Lacquered Brown
Rubbed Finish Case)

Type

15x20

$20.00

22 X 30

23.50

30x 40
36x48
39x 52

28.50
34.50
36.50

Ideal Case for

.Amateur Movie Cameras

FILMO EMLARGER
FOR

16

MM. FILM

Attaches direct to Filmo projector. Produces perfect enlarged negatives 2V4x3V4
directly to a film pack. Made to work in
daylight, no dark room necessary, exposure required is only about 1/25 of a sec-

ond from average

New Alligator mocatan finish
r>ing cases are strongly constructed,
sh lined, and have compartments
films and accessories.

e

Can be had

in 4

models— for

Kodak with F-3.5
le Kodak with F-1.9
mo Model 70
mo Model 75
le

lens
leos

$12.50
12.50
15.00
10.00

I

film.

Itnlarger complete with film pack

"^

adapter

S28.50

^jf'.V-H,,

f-.-

'.M

/%PIUL 1929,

DUOGRAPH PROJECTOR
Projects Brilliant and Steady

16MM

Pictures

Model B

Motor made by General
trolled

MODEL
B

—Motor Driven
Electric Co.

Fan

cooled, con-

by governor, an exclusive feature found only
Operates on A.C. or D.C. Entirely en-

on Duograph.

aluminum

closed in solid

base.

COMPLETE WITH CARRYING

C.4SE

$^C00

75

Lamp

and Electrical Appliances by

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Lens and Optical System by

WOLLENSAK OPTICAL COMPANY
Die Castings by

ALUMINUM

CO.

OF AMERICA

Invented and Designed by

WILLIAM NELSON

E.

INTERCHANGEABLE BASE
The motorized base

is

interchangeable with hand driven Models

and can be quickly and easily attached.
to those Models.
400 FT.

A

chromium

holding 400

ft.

geared rewind

It is

BRACKET
plated
reels,
is

bracket

with 4-to-l

MODEL A— (Standard)

provided as an

Model A. Replaces
and interchangeable with 200 ft.
accessory to

bracket.

A

provided as an accessory

Price, $7.00.

Combination crackle
and direct rewind.

finish,

bracket for 200

ft.

reels

.$

Complete with Carrying Case.

MODEL A DE LUXE

MODEL A— (De Luxe)
Chromium

plate

bracket for 400

and crackle finish on gold or silver,
reels, and 4-to-l geared rewind.

ft.

Complete with Carrying Case.

$

35
45

Immediate Deliveries
on All Models
If

not yet available through your local dealer write to us
for

DUOGRAPH,

name

Inc, 130 West 42nd

of nearest dealer.

Street,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

«O

-%'

E

!M

.<m

KCR9

F one

hap-hazardly, trusting to edit

of your friends said to
you, "I have written a very
beautiful sentence and I want
you to hear it," and then read

I

nothing more or
ting

if

friend Bill read to

you

is

C|

grant his point readily enough.

How

amateurs shrug their shoulders

How

times do you do your day's shooting completely

A Word About the Amateur Cinema

THE

service;

ganization of movie amateurs founded, in 1926, to
serve the amateurs of the world and to render effec-

It

offers

a technical consulting

Amateur Cinema League,
President

HIRAM PERCY MAXIM
Hartford, Conn.

ANTHONY

EARLE

C.
Director of the National
Association of Broadcasters

ROY

D.

CHAPIN

Chairman, Board of Directors
Hndsoo Motor Car Company

it

offers a

Inc., Directors
Treasurer

Vice-President

VOORHEES

STEPHEN

F.
Architect, of New

W.
30 E. 42nd

E.

A. A.

York City

1711 Park

COTTER

St.,

New York

LEE
City

St.,

F.

HEBERT
Hartford, Conn.

HANMER

Director of Recreation.
Russell Sage Foundation

DOOLEY

C. R.
Personnel Manager
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y.

Managing Director
ROY W. WINTON, New York
ADDRESS INQUIRIES TO

League

photoplay consulting service; it offers
a club consulting and organizing service; it conducts a
film exchange for amateur clubs. Movie Makers is its
official publication and is owned by the League. The directors listed below are a sufficient warrant of the high type
of our association. Your membership is invited.

the international or-

tive the amateurs' contribution to cinematography as an art
and as a human recreation. The League spreads over fifty

countries of the world.

at

^ Carlyle's comment on Margaret Fuller's melodramatic statement, "At last I am willing to
accept the world," is not malapropos. The Chelsea dyspeptic growled out. "Gad, she'd better."

many times do you present films to your
friends in the same formless and disorderly conmany
dition as the first of these sentences
.'"

Too many

the word, "continuity", and dismiss it as one of
those frilly things that come from Hollywood
and are unnecessary for a filmer who wants just
straight pictures with "no photoplay nonsense."
But continuity goes right on being a necessity for
everything in film shooting that runs for more
than ten feet. Amateurs may take it or leave it
but they cannot ignore it.

you would know what he was driving at, although you might think he was ranting in a
day-dream. If he asked you if his was not a beautiful sentence, filled with beautiful words and
evoking beautiful pictures you would probably

is

—

them.

tropical sun",

Amateur Cinema League

make a cinematoplanning your filming

together to

(][ Delightful words collected at random from a
dictionary or a book of poems have absolutely no
usable value unless they are connected into sentences that start somewhere, move in that direcDelightful ten-foot
tion and get somewhere.
shots of film are as valueless as disconnected
words until they are brought into a whole. Just
as we plan our sentences before we write or speak
them, so must we plan our films before we shoot

"Riotous colors from a thousand brilliant
blossoms were made irridescent by the blazing

C]l

It

is

than put-

whether it is fifty feet or 500 feet
in such a way
that the day's result will either tell a connected
story itself or will provide definite pieces for a
longer connected story of which the day's filming is an arranged and planned part.

you would conclude either that he had started
to burn offerings at the shrine of crazy poetry or
that he had indigestion from swallowing a dictionary. If he then presented an argument which
said that, since each individual word of his sentence is a beautiful word or conjures up a beautiful idea, the sentence is beautiful of itself without regard to its word order, you would probably
develop a sudden engagement elsewhere and telephone to his family that friend Bill had gone out
of his mind.

But

less

two and two

graphic four?

"Tropical iridescent a were brilliant made
thousands sun blossoms blazing by riotous
colors the from",

it

times do you

CONTINUITY which

ignore

aloud to you these words:

<|

How many

later?

AM.\TEUR CINEMA LEAGUE,

FLOYD

L.

VANDERPOEL

Scientist, of Litchfield,

Conn.

City

Inc, 105 West 40th Street,

New

York,

New York

Photograph bv Ralph Toung.

HUENEKER WOULD HAVE CALLED THIS "A PICTURE."
"A

Photograph."

He

Said.

"Is a Picture
I

When

It

Combines

and Atmosphere."

Significant

Subject

Ma

ODWHE

APRIL, 1929

PICTURES
Practical

PHOTOGRAPHS

Versus

Methods for Achieving

the Essentials of Significant

Subject Matter, Composition

MANY

I was showing
photographs to
the late James Huneker. Still
shots, of course, for the pioneers were
yet working on the motion picture
idea in their laboratories and had not
even begun to think about production.
Huneker, with more patience than
he probably would have shown in
later life, looked them over and handed back the pack. "Well, Sargent,"
he said briskly, "you've got about 3
dozen photographs there and one picture." There was a caustic accent to

that "picture."

Huneker was

still five

even then.

In view of the fact that there were
about forty shots in the collection, his

remark about a dozen photographs
was not so encouraging, either. But it

me making more "photographs" and a few more "pictures."
Up to then I had been better satis-

started

with some of the others, but
Huneker pointed out that his choice
was the only shot combining significant subject matter, composition and
atmosphere. It was the atmosphere,
fied

or lack of

it,

in the others, to

which

Composition was something else.
Most amateurs can learn not to focus
too sharply, but composition

harder.

The old

was again criticized, this time because most of the
recent shots had too much atmosphere.
critic inferred that

nition

was

lack of defi-

not, in itself, atmosphere.

The fuzzy-wuzzies were worse than
airless pictures.

the

Between the two ex-

a little

to study composition
values than the cine amateur of today.

The Kodak was just making its way
as a novelty and was classed, with

amateurs have found it most helpful
to practice composition with a still
camera, studying their results in the
finished prints and then applying
whatever was learned to the making
of pictures in motion. The compact
and economical still cameras which
use rolls of motion picture film have
proven a popular type for this study.
Another plan is to work with some
form of camera obscura. You can
make one for yourself very simply.
Get one of those dollar cameras sold
in drug and cigar stores. Cut a trap
in the top for the ground glass, insert a mirror at an angle of forty-five

similar types, as a "detective" camera,

degrees, so that the centre of the tilted

though no detective could have lugged
around some of the miniature soap
boxes that masqueraded under that
title. One detective camera was fourteen inches long and you focused on
the ground glass before slipping in

mirror cuts the focal point, and you'll
have a dandy camera obscura that is
not too heavy to carry around. If you
are not handy with tools, a carpenter
can do the work for you.
Then master the elemental rules of
composition. If possible, get a good
book on the subject, though the
articles on composition in back num-

the plate.

Standard view-cameras were things
mahogany and

of beauty with rich

lacquered brass instead of leather or
leatherette and it was possible to study
a scene before shooting. This made
for better placement and a real ama-

tures.
I

is

amateurs who

were better able

skyline.
later

style

worked with tripod and ground glass

teur might

My

Sargent

tremes I managed eventually to hit an
average in which there was neither
microscopic detail nor yet myopic
dimness.

he chiefly objected, for I had a good
lens and rather prided myself on the
sharpness of my pictures. That was
in the days when a brother amateur
praised a picture he had taken of
Niagara Falls, not because it was a
good picture of the Falls, but because
on the Canadian side, nearly a mile
away, three telephone wires cut the

Some months

W.

Atjnosphere

my

years from fame, but an unsparing
critic,

By Epes

years ago

a stack of

and

examine the subject from

a dozen viewpoints before finally tak-

my

mind, a course

in view-

camera work would be of

greatest

ing

it.

In

benefit to the cine shooter of today.

And

it's

that

to

which

I've

been

leading up. Put yourself through a
course in composition as preparation
for the

work

of

making motion

The average cinematographic

pic-

be-

ginner wants to start shooting immediately. He shoots everything. If the
pictures are not good he shoots some
more. Now and then he happens to
get a good shot but this is far more
often by accident than design. Many

bers of this magazine contain all you
really need to know. Most of the books
are too highly technical. They cover
the ground so thoroughly as to be confusing. You do not have to work for
all the fine points. Get the general
rules.

You know,
bad

to

for example, that it is
have a road or river running

up the centre of a picture. Instead you know one should angle to
get a slanting line. You probably
know that it is seldom wise to put the
straight

central object exactly in the middle of
You may also have found

the field.

much fore or background is
not conducive to the best results.
So get all of the main rules of composition in your head. Have a clear
knowledge of what each rule means.
that too

Then write down

the last

and greatest

i'^S^IUn.
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has color. Done in black and white,
the composition may be poor and the
general effect bad.

Supplement your study with the
camera by noting other pictures, both
still and motion. Motion pictures are
particularly helpful, for you'll see
many clever camera tricks, providing

you watch the photography rather
than the story. But the main point is
to study composition and you can get
this from any print. Look for the good
and bad alike, for often more can be
learned from a poor picture than a
good one.
In the course of time you will arwhere the sense of

rive at the stage

composition

is instinctive. At any rate
you will not have to figure it out by
Almost without conscious effort
you'll see the photographic possibilities of the scene and sense the best
angles from which to shoot it.
After that you won't need books on
composition. You can be your own
authority. Then, having mastered atmosphere and composition, you are at
last equipped for the making of photographs. Let us go on to making

rule.

pictures.

This is going to be harder and will
perhaps take longer, but it is going to
be even more worth while. In the beginning the amateur is content with
mere motion. If the picture shows people moving around, that's enough. But

man who is forever content to
make merely photographs is not going
to get much out of his camera. The
the

real

reward comes

in

making

in putting soul into one's

BETWEEN THE TWO EXTREMES MANAGED EVENTUALLY TO HIT AN A\ERAGE IK WHICH
THERE WAS NEITHER MICROSCOPIC DETAIL NOR YET MYOPIC DARKNESS."
I

Perhaps you read, some time ago,
the story of the negro butler in Chicago

One
told

when observed in the afternoon sun.
Sometimes the reverse is true. Keep

just

the book.

take your camera obscura and
go out and put the rules into practice.
Select a subject and aim head on and
then from both sides. Start in the middle and work both ways, stopping
every few feet to note how the scene

Now

changes as you move around.

Come

further back. Take a
hundred mental shots at the same subject and figure out which are best and
why. That's the important part, the
closer in.

why.

results possible.

By

things the novice

will merely spoil film or plate.

the rule.

tedious and un-

when, one can disregard
Until then, however, go by

first

is

knowing

may sound

you really want to
pictures and not photographs,
you'll not find it so. It will be fun if
you have a genuine desire for the best

make

Taking an entire day, it is a good
start and work out and back.
Then you will find what a diff'erence
a change in lighting makes. The flat
scene of the morning may be better

of the

not to shoot into the sun and
yet breaking this rule will sometimes
give a beautiful shot. More often it
is

All this

interesting, but if

Go

plan to

studying until you can sense what is
lacking in a lighting and tell approximately when the object will be best
lighted.

For black and white work it will
help materially if you use a monotone
filter, blue for ordinary film and the
new filter for panchromatic. They

more than a little to reduce
color to actinic values in making your
studies. That's where the amateur so
often goes wrong. A colored scene is
often pretty for the sole reason that it
will help

who was

eager to get a picture
Twentieth Century Limited
coming into the station. He had only
one day off a week but each holiday
found him at the station waiting for
the train. At last he got just what he
wanted. The two sections of the crack
flyer came rolling in, almost together.
He pressed the button and secured
what had been in his mind's eye for
months. His long hours of waiting
had been rewarded with a picture as
artistic as anything an artist could
conceive. He ivas an artist, else he
could not have achieved that composition. He was willing to wait until
his camera could register precisely
what was in his mind's eye.
of

of the rules, and that is: "There are
times when every rule may be broken
to the betterment of results." That's
the most important rule of all, but
until you learn how and when to break
the fixed laws, stick to them.

pictures;

photographs.

the

Last summer a man went on his vacation with all the film he could carry
and came back with every inch of it

ready to go to the laboratory. He had
indulged in a regular cinematic orgy.
Yet he had only a few photographs

and no pictures.

One of his shots was a long covered bridge, the old-fashioned bridge
that is so rapidly disappearing. He

MO^IE

IM;%I4ERS

got a very good reproduction of the
bridge. Then he got a friend to take

him through it in an auto. He had
seen the same thing done in the movies

of square yards of the concrete garage
on the back lot. On the other hand,
vou can move around until a background of lilacs is secured in exchange
for the concrete blocks, by selecting
the time of day when the lighting is

Avhen a train goes through the tunnel.
That shot of the old Haverstraw Tunnel, by the way. was one of the earliest
Biograph hits, along with The Twentieth Century Limited at Sixty Miles
an Hour and The Fire Engines at At-

dog in the
doorway, start the camera and suddenly produce a cat, making sure,
however, that the dog is on a short

lantic City.

chain.

Probably a lot of his friends are
going to rave over the shot as the car
enters the bridge and the spot of light
at the far end gradually enlarges until

your picture will show the
pup peacefully dozing, then suddenly
he sees something and lunges violently
at the camera. If it were not your dog,
which of the two shots would you

again in the open. It's a
fair photograph but it isn't a picture.
the car

is

The second week of his stay another
camerist came along and number one
generously proceeded to give the newcomer the benefit of his experience.
Of course the bridge was one of the
first spots to which he was taken. The
new man took a look at one end, went
through and regarded the other. Then
he turned to his companion.
"The west end

is

"I think I'll shoot
eleven tomorrow."'

it

just right.

Compose

the

First

rather look at?

ond shot

is

Of course! The

a picture.

If

it

is

sec-

your

own cat, you can shoot at a different
angle and have her come in and steal
the dog's bone, which unfortunately
Perhaps the
bone but if you
let her see that there is some cream in
the bottom of the dish, you'll have no
is

just out of his reach.

cat won't care for the

trouble with stage directions.

One

father

makes

a picture of his

very new baby every week. Instead of
just running off a few feet of film, he

One week to the inamazement he burst a paper bag

tricks the pose.

fant's

back of the camera. Another time he
caught a pigeon and let it fly up from
behind the camera. Again, a jumping
jack produced a pleased smile. A
bottle taken away and restored just
after the picture started was a delight.

The

result is that each section of the

growing film

offers diversity instead
of presenting succeeding shots of a

rather

dumb

terest

others,

looking infant. They inas well as the proud
parents, because they are more than
merely photographs.

The real cinematographer gets his
enjoyment out of making pictures, not
from merely taking photographs. Get
into the top class and be a picture
maker through study and practice!

better." he said.

about half past

"Aren't you going to do it now?"
was the amazed question.
The other shook his head. "Light s
not right," and with that he retraced
his steps over a dusty mile and a half

without having shot an inch of film.
The next forenoon he was back. The
sun was far enough over head to give
illumination without shining directly
on the weather beaten boards of the
entrance. It glanced along the roof
and side and threw only a slight
shadow. Then a passing small boy
was hailed with an inquiry as to
whether he wanted to pose. Of course
he did. Another ten minute wait resulted in an old-fashioned buggy

coming along. Briefly the farmer was
what was wanted and he turned
his rig and backed into the bridge.
For about four seconds the camera
ground on the bridge, giving the eye
told

time to get the details, then the small

boy came down the road, carefully
ignoring the camera. The buggy followed and the farmer paused, apparently offering the boy a lift. The
lad climed into the empty seat and
they drove into the dim obscurity of
the bridge. It was less than thirty
seconds, but it was a miniature story
and it meant something.
Of course you can't stop to stage a
play for every shot but almost always
you can put some story element into
your composition.
Suppose you want to take a picture
of the family dog and also want to
add the dog house because you made
it.
You can put the dog in the door
of his house, shoot head on and get a
nice view of the house and a couple

ONE OF THE

FIRST THINGS THE NOVICE IS TOLD IS NOT TO SHOOT INTO THE SUN
YET BREAKING THIS RULE W ILL SOMETIMES GIVE A BEAUTIFUL SHOT."

AND
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IMPROVE OUTDOOR PORTRAITS. REFLECTORS SHOULD BE USED

MAKING
is

surprising

how

easy

your movies

if

it

is

willing to give the subject a

is

neces-

sary to get results. Doubtlessly you
were surprised on projecting your first
reel. You hadn't realized how easy it

make movies! However, once

to

the

novelty

to

wonder

wears

if it isn't

your pictures

off.

you

begin

possible to make
only dramati-

better, not

cally but also photographically. No
matter how elaborate or refined, a

camera cannot give exceptional

re-

used intelligently.
The first essential in motion picture
photography is an understanding of
the proper lens setting to give the film
the correct exposure and the subject
of exposure seems to give the most
trouble. Unless you are an experienced photographer and a good judge
of light conditions you should own
some sort of exposure meter or chart.
Select any make that appeals to you
and then stick to it. By doing a little
systematic testing you will quickly
learn any variations in the reading
of your particular meter. The matter
of the personal equation enters into
the use of any exposure meter, as no
two people see things exactly the same
way. It is, therefore, recommended
that your meter be tested against
such results.

sults unless

it is

Dusenbery

and

Tripods

tures can only he obtained
ate focusing.

While errors

in

by accurexposure

can often be corrected by chemical
treatment of the film, there is no way,

little

signed so that practically no technical

was

Syril

Reflectors

you are

time and serious thought. If you want
pictures to be above the average run
of movies you must do more than average work when taking them. The
movie camera has been carefully de-

knowledge of photography

By H.

to

•

MOVIES BETTER

Your

Advice for Beginners on Exposure, Focus.

ITimprove

iSsk

To test an exposure meter take an
average scene, such as a street, and
determine the lens setting with it under the given light condition. Jot this
down in your note book for reference.
Now shoot a few feet of film with this
recommended exposure. Change your
lens setting to the next larger opening
and shoot a few more feet. Finally,
close your lens to the next smaller
setting below that suggested by the
meter and again shoot a few more feet.
Make notes of exactly what you have
done. When the film is projected on
the screen you can quickly decide
which of these three shots appears
best and, by referring to your notes,
you can see how the setting of the
camera compared with that recommended by the meter. It may be that
you are in the habit of reading your

meter too high or too low. This

test

well to
repeat it under different light conditions and with several different types
of subjects. While reversible film has
very great latitude, a little careful
testing will demonstrate that there is
a very definite lens setting that gives
will

show you

at once.

the best screen results.

It is

In this

way

you will quickly master the subject
and your exposure troubles will vanish.

Unless your lens is of the fixed focus type, the matter of correct focus
is the next factor that should be given
careful attention. Needle sharp pic-

as vet. to correct the focus if it is not
properly set at the start. All focusing
lenses have a definite setting for "uni-

versal

focus"'

that

is

excellent

for

rough, quick work, but if you envy
the clearness of the professional picture vou should take the time to focus
each scene carefully. With subjects
near the camera and with closeups it
best to actually measure the distance with a tape line. In the studios
of Hollywood all the camera men do
this unless they are able to focus directly on a ground glass through the
is

A

tape
lens of their camera.
is a very useful accessory.

measure

A

fifty

tape should be part of every
movie maker's equipment. As a convenient substitute for the tape line, a
range finder or focusing device may
be employed. If you are anxious to
improve the clearness of your pictures
it would be well to learn how to estimate short distances by eye. This is
not nearly so difficult as it might apfoot

pear.

In fact, with a

little practice, it

becomes quite easy. Measure off on
the ground such distances as eight,
ten and twenty-five feet and get to
knew just how these distances appear
to the eye.

Make

a mental picture of

them in your mind. Practice guessing
a few distances and check them up
with your tape measure. If you do
this a few times you will soon become
able to estimate distances quite accuratelv.

IMOYIE IM/«ICCRS
The

finder on your camera will also
help you to establish distance. You
will discover that when a person of
average height just fills the finder he
is a very definite number of feet away.
By measurement, learn how far this is
with your particular camera. You
can also standardize on other objects
such as lamp posts, telegraph or trolley poles and the like. If vou jot down
these various distances in your note
book or memorize them, you will find
them a great aid in setting the focus
of your camera. With the ordinary
lens it is not necessary to focus on
objects beyond one hundred feet. On
the other hand it is of utmost importance that all closeups be focused accurately. A slight error in a closeup
will throw it completely out of focus,
whereas a similar error in a long shot
will pass unnoticed. Take time to focus every scene and you will have
nothing to regret.

To improve outdoor
flectors

pose

To

paint.

reflect a soft difi'used light

doorway. A little light reflected into
the shaded face will bring out the
features to a surprising degree. The
untrained eye may not detect the difference brought about by the use of
reflectors, but the sensitive film in the
camera will. The only reason that reflectors have not become more popular with the amateur is because they
are not always easy to transport, due
to their

Photograph by Fox.

"THE SECRET OF ROCK STEADY PICTURES
IS USE OF A TRIPOD.'

Reflectors are

pany would think of leaving its rebehind when it went out on

make and

Reflectors are so simple to

so easy to use.

They im-

prove the photography to such a
marked degree that every movie maker
should provide himself with several.

The

is wall board.
about two by four feet should
be mounted on a lieht but well braced

best material to use

A sheet

you

seri-

While the modern amateur camera

ows which would otherwise photograph so dark that the details would

flectors

if

particularly designed to eliminate
the tripod, nevertheless, the secret of
rock-steady pictures is to use one. If
your pictures vibrate or sway when
projected, by all means get a good
is

Their pur-

hardly be discernible.
considered indispensable in all professional work. No producing com-

However,

size.

ously want to improve your pictures,
you will make use of reflectors wherever possible.

direct the light into the shad-

location.

eliminate the shadows entirely. Reflectors should be used to lessen the
strong contrasts between the highlights and the shadows. The more intense is tlie direct light on one side
of the subject, the more necessary it is
to use reflectors to illuminate the other
side. Thev are especially useful when
making a closeup of a person wearing
a large hat or standing in a shaded

portraits, re-

should be used.

is to

to insure rigidity. Two
such frames may be hinged together
so that when opened out flat a reflecting surface four feet square is exposed. This surface should be given
several coats of a good grade of white

wood frame

a

flat,

dull

finish

paint

is

recom-

mended. For a harsher and more
liant

reflected

light,

the

final

bril-

coat

should be a glossy white enamel. Tin
foil is also sometimes used to give a
verv strong reflected light.
When using reflectors remember
that it is their purpose to illuminate
the detail in the shadows. It is neither
necessary nor desirable to attempt to

"WITH SUBJECTS NEAR THE CAMERA
BEST TO ACTUALLY MEASURE THE
TANCE WITH A TAPE LINE."

IT IS
DIS-

tripod.

This

has

emphasized

been

many

times already. All serious workers use tripods.

Of course,
your present

if

you are

satisfied

with

results, the suggestions

offered here will

seem

professionals and

irrelevant.

The

painstaking ama-

teurs realize their importance and will
vouch for them. You will make no

mistake in giving them a

immediately see
prove your results.
will

trial.

how

You

they im-

Photograph bv Melro-Gotdwyn-Maser
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THE CLINIC
Edited by Russell C. Holslag

System

in Editing

the nature

THE

amateur film editor
proaches his task for the

first

time fired with optimism.

He

ap-

came from

projects his film just as it
the finishing station, then he proceeds
carefully to cut it into its component
parts. Each of these parts he winds
into a tight little roll

around which he

attempts to snap a heavy rubber
band. In the ensuing struggle, the film
usually wins. Then it occurs to him
to wind each strip into a looser roll
and fasten the ends with a paper clip.

"I use egg boxes for holding the
footage to be edited," writes Mr. O. D.
Ingall of Nantucket, Mass. "I wind
the strips of film, slip them in the little
divisions and drop in a small piece of
paper describing the scene. Each full
box contains a major division, for example: 'Family,' 'Around Town.'"
Mr. R. P. Barrows of the Barrows
Radio Laboratories, Portland, Me.,
adds the following idea, which is useful as a finishing touch to the edited
reel '"I splice a white leader strip at
the beginning of each reel and a black
trailer strip at the end.
In this way
the operator can tell at a glance

and extent of the damage.

Please do not return film joined together with paper clips, hairpins, or
bent pins. We already have ninetyeight per cent cooperation in this matter.
May we ask for the other two
per cent?

Tariff

Appeal

THE

president

of

the

Cinema League and

the

Amateur
managing

director recently appeared before the

Ways and Means Committee

of the

House of Representatives, which

is

:

whether his film has been rewound.
trailer also allows the projector to be stopped or another pro-

The black

This he finds a distinct improvement
but by this time all the rolls are nicely
mixed up and he discovers he must
spend much valuable time peering at
the

little

pictures in order to re-idenMuch of his optimism

tify his scenes.

has

now waned.

The moral

is:

save your energy for

the actual editing, in itself a

most

fas-

cinating task. Identify your sequences

beforehand, either by placing small
gummed stickers on the film itself,
directly it has passed through the projector, or by clipping some sort of
descriptive tag on the small roll as
soon as it is cut off. A tentative arrangement of sequences may then be
made: the mind will grasp the continuity as a whole, and a logical and

more actually
film

creative editing of the

likely to result.

is

Members

of the

League have from

time to time contributed valuable suggestions from their experiences along
this line. Mr. A. K. Coomeraswamy,
of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,
Mass., finds his editing problems
solved by the use of small circular
pill boxes into which the coiled-up
films are slipped. The title of each is
written on the outside of the box in
pencil When the films are spliced the
.

pencil titles are erased and the boxes
used over again.

jector started without that disconcer-

which spoils the effect
occur at the end of the

ting white flash
if

allowed to

film."

Ideas like these are the unseen facwhich contribute to the interest
and merit of your work. By all means
adopt the attitude of mind which
prompted these ideas, which recognized the value of system. At the very
least you will save yourself much
tors

irritation.

now engaged

in

drafting

new

tariff

coming special session of Congress. They presented a
brief to the Committee on behalf of
the League and of amateur movie
makers in general, asking that the existing tariff assessed on amateur molegislation for the

tion

picture films

made abroad on

American raw stock be removed. This
designed to request Congress
amateur movie photographers
the same privileges now enjoyed by
amateur still photographers. The brief
brief

is

to give

contemplates that this remission of
tariff shall apply only to those motion
pictures which are brought into this
country, made on American film and
not intended for commercial exhibition or for sale.

Two

C's in Season

ple,

VVJHY not let your handling of bor'^ rowed
two C's

films be governed by the

—Caution and Courtesy?

We

say this with reference to films loaned
to another as well as
to those of the Club Film Library,
which usually receive excellent treatment. However, from time to time a
film is returned to it in two or more
pieces when it was originally sent out

by one amateur

in

one.

Sometimes even the simple

courtesy of re-winding is overlooked.
May we therefore urge caution in
handling and projecting borrowed
film and courtesy in returning it in
If a splice acits original shape?
cidentally does pull apart while projecting,

and the borrower

re-splice, he

is unable to
should enclose with the

returned film a short note indicating

the situation

The request
is

is

sim-

one that mani-

festly calls for relief, the representa-

League were extended a
most courteous hearing and there is

tives of the

every reason to believe that Congress,
in its wisdom, will grant this request.

Extending the Field

THE ever- widening variety of uses
to which the amateur cinematographer may put his hobby is well illustrated by the activities of Mr. Ernest G. Clark, President and Treasurer
of the Clark Orchestra Roll Co. of De

(Continued on page 252)
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FILM and
Row

a Great Ballet Master

and
N

I

FLEETING ART

the

this mechanistic

Relies on the Cine

Preserve

By Louis M.

age when the

art there arises that

Bailey

But without technique, or a pattern
of expression, the idea never becomes

influ-

intelligible,

in his

ing

plishment,

insight,

not surprising that a

it

and

to

become

is

precisely what the artist

strives to achieve.

machine, the camera, should be employed effectively in capturing and
holding for analyzation the most fleeting of art forms, the dance.
This highly practical use of slow
motion film is the method employed
by Ivan Tarasoff^, internationally famous ballet master, in teaching technique to the members of the National
Dancing Masters' Association, them-

intelligible

conception of beauty, projectso that others may share his

most perfect form of human accomis

age old platitude,
to be expressed.

form versus the idea

ences practically all forms of human
endeavor and particularly art, that
it

Teach

to

His Art

precision of the machine and the
high standard of efficiency and

economy resuhing therefrom

Camera

every

In dancing, as in
of expression,

medium

whether

it

be literature, paint-

ing or photography, the rules
must be mastered first. Once
learned, they may be disregarded at
will in creating the greatest effect.
And very often the most perfect result is secured by breaking the rule.

But only from the

artist, fortified in

of

his ability to surpass the rules, can

Terpsichorean requirements. For, as
Mr. Tarasoff explains, when a dancer
on exhibition executes the routine of
a ballet, the rapid expansion and contraction of muscles in movement is
too fast for the human eye to follow.
This same routine, however, photographed in slow motion by means of
the motion picture camera, becomes,
on projection, a series of separate and
distinct movements, rising and falling,

great art arise, for he has learned that

selves

experts in

the

intricacies

a revelation of balance, poise

and

—

technique is very important to be
surmounted. It is in teaching the technique of the dance that Mr. Tarasoff
has emploved the amateur camera
with such effect, as a list of his pupils
will readily support. Mary Eaton,
Ada May, Louise Brown, Harriet
Hoctor. Barbara Newberry and a host

all

group of fascinated spectators learns
something of the art which has made
both teacher and pupils famous.

creation of the dance.

of discovering this latest possibility
of the camera. A Russian by birth

favorites are the

product of his methods. Wherever
Mr. Tarasoff's films are shown, a

the various rhythms that go into the

Seen as such,
they may be dissected and discussed,
the knowledge thus gained to be imparted later to students beginning the
study of muscular control and the
other technical problems of their art.
To Mr. Tarasoff must go the credit

Broadway

of other

Fholograpfii by Victor Animatograpfi CompiDiy.

A DANCE MOVEMENT TOO FAST FOR THE
EYE BUT NOT FOR THE CINE CAMERA. IS
ILLUSTRATED BY THIS SPECIAL

Another use of the camera encouraged by this famous master is recording on film for posterity the fugitive
and transitory beauty of the dance as
executed by Pavlowa. for example,
{Continued on page 265)

STILL.

and former instructor of the DiagCompany, he has also always
been an ardent amateur photoghiliev

rapher.

As member of

the

Moscow

Photographique Societe he was frequentlv prize winner in European
exhibitions.

Stereoscopic

cameras.

Lumiere color plate, each new development in the photographic field
found him interested and enthusiastic.

Quite naturally, then, the introducof amateur cinema equipment
was of immediate importance to this
tion

versatile artist as

it

brought within

the realm of the experimenter all the
alluring beauties of motion pictures,
as

well

as

technical

possibilities

which previously called for the more
complicated and expensive profesMR,

TARASOFF FILMING MARY EATON
WITH HIS ULTRA SPEED VICTOR.

THE CINE CAMER.A HAS BEEN MARY

sional equipment.
In discussing the technique of

any

EATON'S

'BEST FRIEND

CRITIC

AND SEVEREST

>%PIUL 1929

EACH PERSON WAS PLACED

IN

ONE OF THE OPENED WINDOWS OF A COACH

WHOLESALE PORTRAITURE
Ten Suggestions for Making Group Pictures that Are Screenable
By Epes

SOMETIMES

Sargent
from the end of one of the big rolls
used in a web press. This was thoroughly and evenly dampened before

camera

brings its responsibilities. It's fun to be able
to go around shooting everything you
want, but now and then you have to
shoot something you don't want. If

movie

make "duty" picvou are fortunate. And the hardest to shoot are the groups. If you
have any artistic feeling you hate to
line up the graduating class of the
you've never had to
tures,

high school, the dramatic society, the
volunteer fire department, shoot a few
feet of each and get precisely what any
still photographer would have obtained. You feel that there should be
more motion. That's what motion pictures are for. It can be done, with a
little

W.

the ownership of a

imaginary audience, and a boy wliose
first adventure in smoking had been
almost a class scandal in his freshman
year puffed on the biggest cigar to be
obtained. A girl who was notoriouslv
proud of her ankles paused to hitch
up her rolled stockings, and the class
bookworm stumbled across engrossed
in a volume until someone apparently yelled at him to take a bow.

He

exposed negative were made
with another foot on either end faded
in and out by passing a graduated
strip of glass in front of the lens.
There were forty in the class and each
fully

artist

didn't like to refuse.

irregular opening was made in
"canvas" behind which the class
members were posed, one by one. Two
lights were used on one side of the
sitter and one on the other while the
backing was lighted by two 100-watt
lamps to kill the shadows.

Each pose was properly lighted for
and two feet of

was asked to take a picture of the high
school graduating class. He had a
daughter in that class and a son in the
juniors.

An

this

that particular sitter

thought.

For example, one ingenious

being placed on the frame. In drying
it shrank tightly. A drapery on either
side was used to conceal the background.

by appointment, the work
stretching over five nights. In assemposed

In-

were joined
and on projection the faces seemed
and out of the canvas, the
change-over having been made as soon
as the fade was properly indistinct,

bling, the individual poses

stead of a set group, he marched them,
spaced about six feet apart, across the
field of the camera and at the centre

to fade in

of the optical stage each made a bow
That took the curse off

to the lens.

but

posed line and the following
year, when the boy graduated, he was
able to further improve on this plan.
He spent a couple of evenings with
his son and on" the fatal day he was
ready. Using a little more film gave
each member of the class a solo. The

made, the effect was very good.
It worked so well that the""artist is
planning a variant. He is going to
make his canvas of builder's board,

the

stiffly

captain of the baseball nine was in
uniform and paused to swat a home
run, the ball being thrown in from
outside the camera lines. The girls of
the basketball team came on as a

group and tossed the ball, while the
star of the track team breasted an
imaginary tape.
Where there was no other distinction some personal touch was given.
A decidedly plump girl who blamed
the

confectioner for her troubles
crossed the stage with a five pound
box of candy which she proffered the

When shown
tion

to the class, the

was voted "a

Another

produc-

riot."

camera

worker

with

a

similar problem was

He planned

to

more ambitious.
make the picture inup an easel on which

doors and fitted
he placed a "canvas" about three by
four and a half feet. This was made
of one by two-inch lath on which a
sheet of white paper had been tightly
pasted. In order to secure paper without a seam or crease, he got the local
newspaper to let him have a piece

entirely

black.

Carefully

stand harder usage, painting the
surface dark and cutting an oval hole
large enough for the average face. An
artistic friend is going to make characteristic bodies for the faces of the
members of his club, changing the
body for each face, a device similar
to that used in post card galleries. He
plans to use only a foot and a half
for each subject, with no fades.
One unfortunate camerist was
coerced by his wife into taking an entire baby show, staged by a better
babies club.
There were thirty-nine
babies in the group, each under two
years of age. He had seen the news
reels and decided that he would not
to

•INTRIGUED BY THE TICKING."

not

niO^'lE IM/«KERS
simply pass "down the line."

His

young son frequently acted as his aid
and he was pressed into service.
Standing in front of the first baby,
blew up a paper bag and burst
The look of surprise that was one
it.
second ahead of the yell was filmed.
A two-year-old was handed a watch
(a dollar one) and intrigued by the
ticking. Another child was offered a
his son

bit of candy and shot just as his baby
hands reached out for the coveted

One young man of nine
morsel.
months got his bottle, while another
had his taken away just before he
had his moment before the lens. A
ten cent "cat cry" proved worth more
than the dime, and a balloon dangled
just behind the camera won a picture
in which the child followed the weaving gas bag with fascinated gaze.
Later it was given another baby to
clasp in her pudgy arms. There were
thirty-nine pictures to be proud of
when the job was done, but the thing
whichbroughtthe most joy to this cinemaker's heart was the fact that not a
single child was shown in a bathtub!

The same man, when asked to make
group photograph of the club, split
the group into units. He made some-

Much the same thing was done by
another man at a picnic. He filmed all
the joys of picnicing from the ants in

thing more than a picture, with a notorious duffer laboriously excavating

the butter to the

a

himself from a sand trap, a foursome,
famous as "The Noisy Four," in a
heated argument on one of the greens
(snapped without their knowledge),
Jimmy Howell driving up in his
sporty-looking roadster followed by a
motorcycle cop with a summons, the
tennis courts in use, the

swimming

pool, a couple of porch parties, the
big fireplace in the lounge with a

several lights to supple-

own and

an ante-room
staged a series of tiny dramas. A monk
gave a most un-monkly kiss to a pert
milkmaid; a pirate wrote his name on
Columbine's dance program; two
ladies of the Empire discussed Napoleon behind their fans and a clown
laughingly parted Romeo and Juliet.

The

reel not only

in

gave distinction

monthly entertainment, but
enlargements, made by a professional,
yielded a profit which was turned over
for tournament prizes.
to the next

tined victim carried along an old pair
of white ducks. For camera use, a

huckleberry pie probably would have
been even more effective. It could
have been made out of sponge or cotton soaked in purple dye. An extra
suit was also carried for the small boy
who fell in the brook.

Another and smaller group was
into a hall of fame by moulding
a pedestal on a board and letting the
various subjects pose head and shoulders above the base. A black backing
was used and black cloth over the
bare shoulders brought the subject
squarely onto the pedestal. Faces and
liair were made up in white and the
lighting was largely from overhead
to bring out the details. It was a lot
it,

be careful to powder heavily to kill
the greasiness of the cold cream foun-

ball, an annual event
country club, had always been
interrupted by a professional photographer who made the usual stilted
poses. Last year the professional was
displaced by a capable amateur, who
was on the entertainment committee.

his

sat in the

of trouble but a novelty. In trying

A fancy dress

ment

man who

pie

made

dation or there will be halation.

at a

He borrowed

The

was a plate filled with
paperhanger's paste and the predespie.

Another novel idea was used to film
on a railroad
trip. Instead of posing them on the
observation platform or in front of a
car, each person was placed in one
of the opened windows of a day coach
a dozen people starting

"FOLLOWED THE WEAVING GAS BAG WITH
FASCINATED GAZE,"

and a continuous shot made as the
train slowly pulled out, the camerist

group of "winter golfers" re-living
their

summer triumphs,

the official

"kabitzer" superintending a pinochle
fight, and similar characteristic shots.
It showed every phase of club life,
which was what the Board of Governors had asked for, but it broke up the
monotony of straight scenic shots.

"AN ARTISTIC FRIEND

IS GOING TO MAKE
CHARACTERISTIC BODIES FOR THE FACES
OF THE MEMBERS OF HIS CLUB."

swinging aboard the rear platform.

made

It

a surprisingly good effect and

required no more effort than borrowing the car windows from the day
coach passengers, since the double
Pullman windows were too awkard.

All of these stunts require

more

or

However, if it is only
necessary to satisfy a crowd you do
not care about, just mass the group,
shoot and forget it.
less ingenuity.
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MOVIE MAKING
A

in

Delightful Tale of Cine Conquests in the
By Emma Lindsay Squier

ace-high with
MEXICO
being most colorful
me

Land

rates

of

as

Author cf "Bride of the Sacred Well"

all the countries between the
United States and Panama. It was

my

first love,

so to speak,

was gained my

first

and therein

experience with

a motion-picture camera.
I suppose, obviously, the

first

rule

Perhaps my supreme innocence and ignorance of the ruling
put a spiritual camouflage around
At any rate, I went
the instrument.

zanillo.

amateur

any

photoghe must
learn what to take and what
not to take. It sounds simple, but in a country like
Mexico it has its complica-

for

rapher

that

is

MEXICO
of Revolutions

and the only place in
Mexico equipped to do this kind of
work was in the capital, at which I

in the States,

touched only briefly in my wanderings, preferring to spend my time in
the less tourist-infested parts of the

country.
Naturally, I was in a ferment and
so were all my friends. We
considered one idea after andiscarding each in
other,
turn.
I got letters from the
various
Gobernadores
of
states,

expatiating in detail

to find, of course, that shots

on the cultural advantages
of the films I had taken and
how they were intended for
use in the schools of Los
Estados Unidos. But I knew
and so did everyone else
that no letters from any

taken at long distance and

Gobernador

from the undulating deck of
a ship merely gave, when
projected, a vague seasickish

would

tions.

I

was fascinated by

picturesque harbors of
such places as Manzanillo,
Guaymas and Mazatlan, and
the

ground out a large amount
only
of footage of them

—
—

—

whomsoever
by an underpaid
customs ofiicer, whose deficit
in salary is rumored to be
made up in graft from the

view of a dim, uninteresting
shore line.
And how intriguing were
the jungles and the dense

"turistas."

Finally

—although
amount

jump ahead

MAKING THE MOVIES PAY
:tlc

Pirate

Does His

Only

for a Fei

bumped
going

land.

blame the authori-

there for the ban, for of all the

But imagine

months

filthy holes in the

wide world, Man-

mor

zanillo

takes

adopted

prize.

first

it is hard to be faced with such
a prohibition when one is merely
^passing through the town as quickly
as possible to get into other parts of
Mexico where a camera, far from,
being "prohibido," is welcomed.

But

know how

I

in

off into a ditch,

and
pace
were

bridges that
be unsafe but
to
wouldn't be condemned until
they had crashed with a train on top
of them.
So, what with the floods, and wondering what a Mexican jail would
feel like from the inside looking out,
I don't think I took a really good
breath until a most affable young
Mexican at the Jaurez border opened

known

coast, they are positively prohibited.

don't

half
worst

had there

at a sick snail's

across

brightly around the town shooting
scenes of the Indian market and of
the "mariache" singers, those wandering minstrels of Mexico who,
with their primitive harps, guitars
and violins, keep alive the lovely
unpublished music of that southern

still

the

came

ing along for miles on rails
that were under water, expecting at any moment to be

behind the finder of the
camera. No one will tell you on getting your passport vised that cameras are not supposed to be permitted in some parts of the country
though in most places, of course, they
are. However, at Manzanillo, one of
the ports of debarkation for the west

I

I

years, with the train crawl-

facing a jail sentence from

camera through the customs

of

floods they have

country in the
world because nothing ever
happens in the expected way
except the unexpected, the
amateur photographer may
even have the experience of

certainly

of clothing.

out of Mexico just a

fascinating

can't

they

course

of

were covered with a certain

nounced "no sale" when I
got them home. There was
not enough contrast.
Mexico being the most

I

I

my camera

and films in the trunk, making no attempt to hide them

—

ties

desperation

in

simply packed

green
groves
of
banana
plants and cocoanut palms!
Perfectly gorgeous to the
eye but I found to my dismay that the projector an-

Personally

get

got
at

my

Man-

my

horror,

several

when I heard the rulaw had been recently
undeveloped
forbidding

later

that

a

films to go out of the country!

The

penalty for any evasion of this law
was said to be confiscation of films
and camera, the imposition of a fine,
and, very probably, a sentence in a
not overly-clean Mexican jail! I was
in a terrible state of mind for I had
paid for the development of my films

my

trunk,

slammed

it

fixing the custom seal

shut, and afbowed me out

my

worrying for
But then, that is Mexico.
What you expect never happens.
I should explain in passing that the
Mexican authorities in this country,
on inquiry, report that there is no
of the ofiice.

All

nothing!

such ruling at this time.
On the
occasion of my visit it was rumored
to have been enacted because of the
use our film companies once made of

IMO'%'IE IM/%I4B:ICS
Mexicans for heavy villainy and the
dirty

work of western

pictures.

Such a retaliation would, of course,
have fallen most heavily on the innocent by-stander, who has no inof

tention

filming anything underever thus: the Cabal leros

hand. It is
shooting at each other in an election
brawl usually manage to wing a
couple of passing pedestrians, a dog
and a buzzard.
I
once saw a '"carga-

dor"

(a

porter),
shots

in

qualities of this place are most alluring. You embark in a long native

flat-bottomed boat, garlanded with
spicy carnations and jasmine and
gardenias, and are poled by a smiling boatman down long, fragrant

bananas, green tomatoes, pottery and
glassware.

lagoons of verdure. He will stop the
canoe so that you can take pictures
of
the
passing
Indian
dug-out
"canoas"
with
their
picturesque

The most interesting pictures from
angle were the ones I took
of the ruins of the sacred city of the
Mayas, Chichen-Itza, in Yucatan.

ports, such as cocoanuts. pineapples,

my own

Although here, as in most tropical
I
was distressed by the
sudden changes of light, the blind-

countries,

baggage
eleven

get

from cane, used by confectioners),
the henequen industry of Yucatan,
and varied glimpses of Mexico's ex-

ing white of the sun, the impenetrable shadow of the jungle, and the atmospheric uncertainties of the rainy
season when the light can change
sixty times to the hour.

the chest

by carelessly taking
refuge in a doorway
near which two po-

opponents
were having an ar-

My most thrilling experience in
amateur photography was in a snake
pit at Tela, Spanish Honduras.
I
went down into the inclosure where
there must have been two hundred
or more of the most poisonous

litical

gument with bullets.
The Mexican people,
for the most
part, are naively de-

by any kind
camera, and
pose or go
through any action
lighted

of

serpents of the tropics:
the
Central

a

will

American

rects.

was

corali.

from

them with a
a

ratrato!").

think the most beautiful "shots"
in Mexico were those of the

floating gardens at Xochimilco, near

Mexico

wonderful ancient
areas of "hand-made ground" anchored by tree roots and cables, and
City, those

planted with everything from cabbages to carnations.
The pictorial

are

for

The
col-

at Tela for
purpose of mak-

ing an anti-toxin for
snake bite from the
poison
in
their
fangs.

The

AMONG THE FLOATING
The Author

entirely

got

better

lected

the

Is

"Floating

picture

that

was most troublesome to take was

GARDLiNb UF XOGHIMIL
Down Their Long Fragrant

Huichol
These sav-

that of the

Lagoons of Verdure."

willing to pose for his picture, but

Spanish, of course. "But if I walk,
the picture will not serve!" ("No sirve

I

stick to

camera.

reptiles

ing the cutting of pineapples, it was
the same.
It took all of my limited
Spanish persuasion, plus the expert
direction of a sophisticated Mexican,
to make the peon in his picturesque
sombrero and serape go ahead with

picture taken and move at the same
time.
He kept saying plaintively, in

little

the

machetes upraised for the cut,
and then would hold the pose, turning to me a rigid "camera-smile."
In Colima. where I was photographtheir

according to his simple standards it
was impossible that one could have a

and

make them perform

—

I

terri-

brought home a nice
shuddery
reel
of
squirming reptiles,
and of me poking at

variety of the century plant,
which we make practically all of our
binder twine the natives would stop
beside the huge jagged-leafed plants,

I

—
—

however,

henequen industry
in
Yucatan
henequen being a

el

was

roofed pit would
not be sufficient for
my filming. It was,

the

The man was

and

scarlet

afraid
not of
the snakes
but that
the
light
in
the

plaining
to
them
they could
move while I was
taking the picture.
When I was filming

work.

I

bly

in ex-

that

his

deadly

the

My chief

difficulty

rattler.

fer de lance

tlie

amateur
photographer
dithe

that

Indians.
families, or at the flower boats

age,

—

So there is a four hundred
old treaty that provides for
them as "guests of the government"
when they come into Guadalajara

where
you can buy an arm-load of most
gorgeous blossoms for ten centavos
five cents, American money
or to
hail passing musicians who, for a
few cents, will trail along beside
your boat, playing and singing any
number of songs for your delight.
Having an eye to the educational

—

features of the camera, I made a
point of shooting as many industries

came back with
panocha factory
on the celluloid strips (panocha is
the unrefined
brown sugar made
as possible, so that
the workings of a

I

Mongolian-looking aborigines
were never conquered by the Span-

iards.

year

once a year.
Only one of them
spoke Spanish, the others using their

own

It was very
explain that I
wanted them to move: to dance, and
to play the instrument indigenous to
their tribe
which, ruriouslv enough,
is a small, crude fiddle
with wire

gutteral

difficult

for

jargon.

me

to

—

(Continued on page 249)
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AMATEUR CLUBS
New

England Challenge

AS

per schedule, the inevitable
has happened. The spirit of
competition has entered ama-

teur cinematography.
At a recent meeting of the Hartford
Amateur Movie Club it was evident

some of the members harbored,
more or less secretly, an idea that they
could make pretty good motion pictures. Through the columns of MoviE
Makers they had been noting for
some time that amateurs in other parts
of the country seemed to think that
they also could make pretty good mo-

that

question
tion pictures. Forthwith, the
arose, whose are the best?

Having arrived

Neivs of Group Filming
Edited by Arthur L.

we

we otherwise should never
we shall

shall learn a lot.

lot of good fun and shall probably startle the world with what the
amateur can do in motion picture pro-

have a

duction.

be held and winners named.
The Executive Committee of the
Amateur Cinema League has agreed to
finals will

bestow

its

White Ribbon upon the

winners. Immediately these three best
Connecticut amateur films are decided, a committee representing all the

Connecticut clubs competing will
challenge the other New England
states, with the object of "improving

The

final national

getting ready.

The rules adopted by the Hartford
Amateur Motion Picture Club are as
follows:

1.

it

j

ford Club find out. And
thus it came to pass that at
the next meeting it was
voted to conduct a contest
to determine the best 16

I

j

b.

i

amateur color pic16 mm. amateur photoplay and the
best 16 mm. amateur genture, the best

50%;

discussion,

titling

ability
;

25%

;

human
7.

interest

there shall be not

less than ten judges and
they shall elect from their
number three tellers who
determine
scores
shall

by
any judge
be a contestant he cannot
votc On his own film but
should vote on all others;

from the cards
the judges;

duce.

EMPHASIZING THE

A

Production

Still

the breed" before

From this Salon will
Salon.
emerge the three best amateur films
that Connecticut can produce.
Arrangements are already well advanced. Hartford has held one qualifying salon at which several films
were eliminated and three qualified
for the finals. New Haven will have
determined its finals by the time this
gets into print. Shortly after, the state

with

Haven,

CAMERAMAN

from Picture Puzzles, Latest Film of the
Cleveland Photographic Society.

Bridgeport,
Greenwich, or other places in the
state, who might know how to take as
good pictures as ours, it was decided
to hold a Connecticut State Competitive

to

6.

titling

25%,

picture that the State of
Connecticut could pro-

New

interest

ity

ceed with at least a semblance of caution. In order to protect the good
name of Hartford, in the
event that the Club Optimist was in error as to
Hartford's amateurs, it
was decided that we fortify
ourselves with the best

in

interest

5.

—
—25%, human
— 15%,
— 10%,
acting
and makeup
—15% general film
be scored as follows: photography — 50%,

which the Club
Pessimist had a good bit to
say, it was decided to pro-

teurs

less

photoplays to be
scored as follows: photography 35%, continu-

during

Since it was barely
possible, though, in the
opinion of our Club Optimist not probable, that
there might be other ama-

(not

—50%, human

eral film.

much

photoplay

than three hundred feet)
c. general film (not less
than two hundred feet)
3. all classifications to be
taken on 16 mm. film; 4.
the color film to be scored
as follows: photography

mm.

After

This Salon shall be open
only to amateur clubs or
individual amateurs; 2.
there shall be three classifications of amateur films
as follows: a. color film
(not less than fifty feet)

__

mist, a rather rash person,
to suggest that the Hart-

winners will be

awarded the Amateur Cinema League
Blue Ribbon, which will be something
well worth having. With this warning
it behooves you amateurs of the other
states to tighten your belts and start

at this

was but
natural for our Club Optistate of things

ships that
enjoy,

Gale

we

Mov

step across the

western border and thrown down the
cinematic gauntlet to the State of New
York. This will certainly be a bitter
battle, for the great City of New York,
its

thousands of amateurs and

enormous wealth, and the City of
Rochester, hub of the photographic
universe, are both in New York State.
However, the best films will win,
no matter who made them, and these
will be used to challenge the rest of
its

the country. All this will take
to

work out but

We shall

it

months

will be worth

make many valuable

it.

friend-

iion of the

filled in

if

8. in the event of a contest
taking place between clubs there shall

be an equal number of judges selected

from each

club.

Hiram

P.

Maxim

New York Organizes
OVER hundred amateur movie
five

makers were present at the recent
organization meeting of the New York
City Amateur Motion Picture Club
and over one hundred and fifty signed
application blanks for membership.
The New York City Club has made a
flying start and a meeting place and
programs will be provided for the
thousands of Metropolitan

camera-

lOWIE M A « C R »
Club Magazine

TN

February the Philadelphia AmaMotion Picture Club initiated
a monthly club publication, Phillygrams. The excellently planned fourpage magazine includes notices of club
programs, personality notes and news
of amateur film technique. It would
be a creditable journal for a much
older and larger organization.
A late program of this leading amateur movie club included a screening
of members' films, a talk by J. W.
Robbins on new equipment, an open
query period, a discussion of aerial
photography by Virgil Kauffman, a
talk on professional production meth
ods by A. K. Mercbreier and the pro
jection of professional motion pic
tures. At an earlier meeting, Carl L,
Oswald, representing the League,
talked on lenses and answered tech
nical questions for members.

'

Stephen F. Voorhees, \'ice-President of the Amateur Cinema League
and Chairman of the Sponsoring Committee for the Club, presided at the

DIRTY WORK?
^mebody Seems to Be Plotting Something
till from At Tout Service. Production of the
City Amateur Movie Club of Rochester, h

Members

meeting. The program was opened
with a greeting by Hiram Percy
Maxim, President of the Amateur
Cinema League, followed by Dr.
Raymond L. Ditmars, curator of
Mammals and Reptiles of the New
York Zoological Park, who talked on
the value of a club for amateurs. The
address of the evening was given by
Dr. C. E. K. Mees, Director of Research of the Eastman Kodak Company, on recent advances in amateur
cinematography, including a demonstration of Kodacolor. The program
concluded with The Fall of the House
of Usher, production of Dr. J. S.
Watson, Jr., and Melville Webber, a
portion of And How and excerpts
from the films of animal life made by
Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars.
Dr. Ditmars was chosen president
of the new club; Countess de Montagny and James V. Martindale, vice-

and Britten Runyon, seccretary-treasurer. With these, the following were chosen to serve on the
board of directors: Mrs. William Barclay Parsons, Jr., George Lister Car-

presidents,

teur

recently

of this

all subscribers to
or League members.

Chicago Meeting

VJEW

methods of making enlargefrom 16 mm. film were
demonstrated by Joseph Dubray, secretary of the Society of American
Cinematographers, and E. A. Reeve of
Bell & Howell related his movie experiences in shooting Colorado scenics,
at the last meeting of the Chicago
Cinema Club. Wheels of Progress, a
travel industrial film, was recently
screened for the Chicago amateurs.

^

WHAT
from

this

nients

'

Before meetings club members
gather informally for dinner and to
discuss personal filming experiences
at a restaurant that has been named

PRICE PEARLS
Current Production of the

the

Movie

Grill.

(Continued on page 262)

Gerry Dobbins, Professor
Louis Gregory, Herbert C.

McKay,

P. G. B. Morriss, and Roy W.
Winton, A. C. L. Managing Director.

The New York City Amateur Motion Picture

association,

Club
open

will be a city-wide
to all

amateurs

in

the Metropolitan area, offering periodical meetings and interesting programs. It is hoped that the club will,
as it grows, provide facilities which
are not at the present time available
for individual amateurs and photoplay producing units. The club will
be without social features but it will
furnish opportunities and facilities
for groups of congenial amateurs to
gather, view each other's films and ex-

change experiences.

are

club are

Movie Makers

lisle, Jr., J.

Carl

elected

Henry Breuniger, John J. J. Claby.
A. A. Du Bran, Anthony H. Karker,
Jr., and Philip H. Seamans. Members

CHEMICAL CINEMATICS
of Princeton Undergraduate

Invade a Laboratory.

Motion Piclun
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A SIMPLIFIED GUIDE TO CINEMATIC COMPOSITION
Third of a Series of Practical Diagrams

Bv Walter Martin
Figure 9 illustrates the

circle,

which

is

emblem of continuity and circular observation. Example a is a simple
Example b is a similar but more complicated illustration. Observafront, across to the hands of the man on the left, up his sleeves to his

the

type of circular observation in the vertical plane.
tion starts at the lamp, continues
face,

down

the shirt

over to the picture and back to the lamp.
Figure 10 introduces the elhpse, or the circle on the perspective plane.

ellipse.

Example b combines both
Figure

1 1

woodland sketch

shows the

vertical plane circle

line of curvature,

to illustrate this principle

and the perspective

Example

a

uses a lake to form the

ellipse.

which denotes grace, movement and variety. Example a employes a
on the vertical plane. Example b emphasizes grace by the use of the

vertical line of curvature.

Figure 12 employes the line of curvature on the perspective plane.
of the principle.

Example b

utilizes the perspective

curve for variety.

Example

a denotes

movement

in

its

use

mOWIE

IM/%KER»'

Pholograph bv W'arrcn Buyer

(HirtkB for

An

tl|p

CUtnpmatDgraptipr

Unusual Example of Circular Composition

in the Vertical

Plane
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PHOTOPLAYFARE
The Passion

of

Joan

of

Arc

Carl Dreyer's rendition of The
Passion of Joan of Arc, produced
by the Societe Generale de Films,

IN

for she carries the leading role of a

Reviews
for the Cintelligenzia
Edited by

Roy W. Winton

both cinematic form and motion picture pageantry are sacrificed to stark
realism and dramatic intensity. The
story, dealing only with the trial and
death of Joan of Arc, is told almost
Settings

great drama while her audience continuously sees her face as if it were
only a foot or so away. The slightest

movement of her lips or eyes is registered and when the tears well they are
actually like torrents.

The Passion

tech-

though

the

closeup is not
new, never bef o r e
has a
story been told
solely through
the emotions

The characterizations are all important and are so well handled by
the French cast that the audience,

conveyed by

completely accepting the period without atmospheric shots, is precipitated
into the political

Arc marks

new

nique, for, al-

and

in closeups.
architectural details are reduced to a
minimum and most of the action takes
place against neutral gray walls.

entirely

of Joan of
a

closeups of the
faces of the actors. Thus use
is made of a

and religious con-

of the 15th Century. The actors
carry the whole burden and carry it
so well that, as the camera searches
flict

technique
available
through the
motion picture
camera alone.

Many
are

subtitles

inevitable

because so

motion.

lit-

tle

of the story

is

told with

Had

voice been substituted
for subtitles, the production would

have been much smoother. The

ment of

treat-

this film is better suited for

talking pictures than any other

have seen.

A. L. G.

the faces of Joan, the ecclesiastical
judges and the crowd, in turn, this
reviewer had the greatest sense of witnessing the scene of actual dramatic
conflict that he has ever experienced.
However, the continuous series of
closeups, broken only by innumerable
titles, tires our eyes and strains our
attention, at times.

The grim

reality

with which the story reaches its climax
is certainly great art and, equally certainly, will not appeal to every one.
The characters are etched on our

memory with clean cut precision.
Mile. Falconetti, who plays the part
of Joan, is perhaps the greatest actress
that the screen has yet seen. She has
been tried by a test that has been given
no other player on stage or screen,
232

Photographs by Societe Cenerak dt films

"ETCHED ON OUR MEMORY WITH CLEAN CUT PRECISION"
Usine Throughout
Pager The Passion

a

o/

Illustrated on the Facing
an Outstanding Artistic Achievement

More Modified Closeup Technique Than That
Joan

o/

Arc Has Been Hailed
from France.

as

we

I

/%l^

E
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CRITICAL FOCUSING
Technkal Reviews

Sins of the Fathers
Paramount
Ludwig Berger

Directed by

Victor Milner, A. S. C.

Moving Camera: This picture

as Spengler, a waiter
who, laden with a
tray, comes out of

kitchen

Amateur

of

the

and

en-

Edited by Arthur L. Gale

is ef-

fectively introduced by a receding
camera trained on Emil Jannings, cast

restaurant

the

0^

•fSBH

»

identi-

fying the leading
character and including the atmos-

phere of the story.
Cinematics: In a
long sequence de-

;_-•

voted to giving the
Broadway a t
o s-

•%
"

on

the

^Lu.

-~£

In another instance, after Spengler
has become connected with a crew of
rum-runners and has been shown
loading a truck with liquor, the truck
backs into a closeup and the legend
on the tail-board, "Spengler Fresh
Fruits and Vegetables," tells how the
liquor is being hidden and effectively
closes the sequence.

Cutting: The whole film

ex-

is

Z—

m

phere

policeman rises and stands
before the clock as it fades out. The
officer is taken with the camera trained
almost directly upward, thus causing

of the police closing Spengler's bar.

\

smooth introduconce

the clock-hands touch twelve

that the law now dominates the scene.
This sequence is then cut into a scene

dining room.
This technique gives
tion, at

As

a seated

him to appear as an enormous figure
and making him symbolize the fact

ters the

a

These closeups give dramatic
meaning to the whole sequence and
the treatment is worth amateur attenlarly.

tion.

Photographed by

the

Aid

to

last

night before prohibition went into effect,

use

is

of almost all

cinematic

made
known

'

devices.

Closeups of the drinkers

in various

parts of the city dissolve into multiple

exposures

of

Broadway

revelry.

Throughout the whole, closeups of a
clock, the hands of which are advancing toward midnight when prohibition becomes a law, appear regu-

pertly cut and the scent's exquisitely
To the amateur who takes great

timed.

care with the planning and editing of
his films, this picture will serve as an
outstanding example.

The River
Fox
Frank Borzage

Directed by
Photographed by
Ernest

S.

Palmer. A.

Symbolism: The absent

S. C.

lover

symbolized by a tamed crow, his

is

gift

Throughout the development of the plot the crow stands
to his mistress.

for the sinister influence of the absent
lover.

STARRING THE CLOSEUP
Again the Effectiveness of an All Closeup Picture I
Found, which Has Just Been Produced by Travel Movie F:
Formerly Technical Editor of Movie Mak

the Novelty, Loit
vhich Walter D. Ke

i

crow
the

Sometimes the shadow of the
in his

woman

cage is used to recall to
her past associations and

(Continued on page 253)
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A PRCICESSION THE CAMERA WOULD FIRST TAKE A GENERAL
IN FILMING

VIEW.

dramatic action. As far as it lay withphotographic powers the photoplay aimed only at supplying the
closest possible approximation of the
in its

stage play.

The

ART 0/ DIRECTION

Before long, however, it was discovered that the motion picture was
capable of much more than mere
mechanical recording of events and
actions as these took place in front cf
the camera. The latter, it was learned,
could not only look on but also react
to its impressions by sorting them out,
analyzing them and building them up
again.
In

filming a

stance, the

As Seen

by the Director of

"The

End of St.

Petersburg"

By Alexander Bakshy
no lack of books
THERE
plaining the methods of writing
is

ex-

scenarios for the movies. One
is shown how to prepare a working
continuity and how to use such technical devices as fades, dissolves,
vignettes, etc. No doubt the information contained in these books is very
useful, particularly for an amateur
movie maker who is obliged to learn
his art from books and his own experience. And yet none of these books
is of much help to the amateur when
it comes to the actual making of a
picture since none of them explains
how to translate events as they happen
in real life, or are described in imaginative literature, into their equivalent
cinematic language.

For this reason special interest attaches to a little volume on cinema direction by Vsevolod Pudovkin, the

cinematic material and the methods
by which this material can most effectively be used.
It will be recalled that in its early
stages of development the motion picture was regarded primarily as a

means of recording and reproducing
THEN THE CAMERA WOULD LOOK
MORE CLOSELY AT THE INSTRUMENTS
OF THE BAND.

procession,

for

in-

camera would photograph

first from the roof of a high building,
taking the general view of the marching crowd; then, stopping at a window
on the second floor, it would look
more closely at the instruments of the
band, the banners and other outstanding objects; finally, coming down and

plunging into the crowd, it would
study the processionists, picking out
a man here, or a group of men there.
The camera, deputizing here for the
living observer, would thus view the
procession from three different vantage points, by doing which it would
obtain not merely a record of the
scene but a many-sided picture of it,
standing in full relief and reflecting
the camera's own contact with the
actual event.

This ability of the camera to conduct the spectator through a process
of active observation definitely con
trasts with the passive contemplation
of a set scene as required of the spectator in the theatre. The spectator is
no longer confronted with a real event
or real objects.

Instead, he views a

series of aspects of the scene

which

gifted Russian

who directed The End
Petersburg. The book was orig-

his imagination welds into a single

of
inally published in Russia but has

picture.

since appeared in translation in Ger-

between the stage and the motion picture and inevitably led to the develop
ment of a special technique for pre-

St.

many where

it has been acclaimed as
one of the most important contribu-

The realization of
ference marked the parting

this dif-

of

ways

idiom.

senting events not as they are, but in
their cinematic equivalents.

The present article is an attempt to
present the salient points of Pudovkin's discussion of the nature of

things the movie
is the fact
that the material he has to deal with

tions to the study of the cinematic

234

One

of the

director

first

must acknowledge

MOVIE

I»i;«l€CRS

consists of segments of film, or scenes,
and that it is the assembling of these
scenes, the so-called "cutting," that
makes the screen picture.

Observe the difference here between
stage and movie material. On the stage
the material

is

Two

peculiar effects follow from
power of the motion picture to arrange its scenes in any way that may
this

be desired. First, the screen time becomes quite independent of the real

The young man and woman are seen
walking up the steps.
The story told by this picture is
obviously that two young people meet
and walk up the steps into the build-

real with actual objects

having their existence in space and
time. When an actor is at one end of
the stage he cannot reach the other
end without taking so many steps, i.e.,
without moving his body through a
certain space within a certain time.
The movie actor is not bound by these
conditions. He can pass from one
point to another both in space and
time, completely eliminating all the
intervening points and moments. Thus
the motion picture achieves concentration of action impossible on the stage.
The utmost the latter can do is to
eliminate action between acts. The
motion picture concentrates even single actions, for instance, the move-

ment of a man.
But if the intervening moments can
be eliminated in the screen image they
can similarly be eliminated in the action photographed by the camera. To
shoot the fall of a man from the rooi
of a skyscraper one need not make the
man fall the whole distance from the
roof to the ground. All that is necessary in this case is to let the man fall
from the roof into a net only a few
feet below him, but invisible to the
camera lens, and then fall again onto

ground from a distance only a few
feet above. By joining the two scenes
the impression of a fall from a great
height is created though no such fall
ever happened as a real event.

In point of fact, however, the
three shots were made in three
different places in Moscow, the fourth
ing.

first

one represented the White House,
Washington, and the fifth shot showed
the steps of a church in Moscow. By
the magic of the motion picture all
these different places were made to
merge into one which had its being
only on the screen.

One
istic

SCENE

A VIEW OF THE CUPID ON

4.

THE GATE,
time and

is

determined only by the

number and duration

of the individual scenes which have been selected to
represent the event filmed. Likewise,
the screen space is also only the result
of cutting. In 1920 a Russian director, Kuleshev, tried the following experiment. He made a picture in which
the treatment is as follows: Scene 1.

A young man
right.

Scene

2.

walking from

In filming a procession it may be desired to show the different groups

which take part in it. But instead of
showing the whole procession as it
files past the camera, a few short
scenes of the bandsmen, the civilians,
the children, etc., suffice to convey the
desired information in a time which
only a fraction of the actual time
that is taken by the procession to pass

is

the camera.

SCEHE 7. A STONE LION
ING DOWN.

LY-

SCENE S. THE LION RAISING
ITS HEAD.
SCENE

q.

left

A young woman

the

Another way of concentrating action is seen in the following example.

left. Scene 3. The
two meet and shake hands. The man
raises his hand as if pointing at something. Scene 4. A large building with
wide steps leading up to it. Scene 5.

ing from right to

THE LION STANDING

to

walk-

other

arises

important

from

this

character-

power of the

movie director to arrange his material
as he pleases. This power implies
selection and emphasis which enable
the spectator not only to see the scene
as a whole but also to concentrate his
attention on a single detail. It is one
of the most potent advantages of the
cinematic medium that it can conduct
its observation from the surface of

things right into their very heart, penetrating into their innermost secrets.
But again, in revealing the significant
detail to our view, the motion picture
does not repeat the actual process of
{Continued on page 250)
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YOUR CITY PARK
Many

Locations Will Be Found

:

1

Any

City for Such a Woodland
New Zealand Setting.

Sci

s

This which Happened

Call for 3

World

You'll Find the
How

to

Use Local Settings

to

Solve

on

Main

Your Photoplay

Street

Scenic Problems

By Paul D. Hugon

THANKS
the movie

lens,

can often

in

bundle on his shoulder, standing bewildered, turning his head slowly
from left to right as if lost in wonderment at the skyscrapers of New York,
then, heaving a sigh, walking slowly
down the declivity, which looked exactly as if he were starting down
a gang plank. Nowhere was anything
suggestive of a ship to be seen, except
in the title immediately preceding the
action; but so powerful was the association of the immigrant's clothes, his
make-up, his bundle, his bewilderment, the sky, the going down, with

narrow angle of
which keeps out
of the scene inconvenient means
of identification seen by the eye, we
to the

use

ready-made local

film

productions

settings that

do

not,

suggest the location we
may be looking for. Substitution of
one location for another is the secret
of cheap production.
at first sight,

There may not be, in our city, a
good-looking five story hospital, complete with its name carved in stone
over the front entrance, but it is a
safe bet that there is, somewhere, a
public institution or a private house
which has five or six wide steps leading up to a big front door. Placing
the camera so as to shoot the steps,
some of the wall, and a very little of
the door, we have a perfectly convincing hospital entrance, especially
if we are wise enough to precede the

reading. At the Hospital, or if we manufacture a convincing sign, painted on builder's
board in imitation brass letters, reading. Good Samaritan Hospital, and
place it just by the door at the top of

scene with a

title

the steps.

psychological principle on
which all such substitutions are based
is the one of memory itself; given a

The

certain part of a memory pattern, we
supply the other parts, and recognize

the scene. Having associated the word
hospital with broad entrance steps we
need only the word and the steps to
picture mentally the whole building.
236

the idea of shipping, that

nobody for

one moment questioned the location
and the scene was referred to as "that
ship scene" by everybody at the preview. That is to say, people who saw
the sequence could have taken their
oaths that they had seen an immigrant
THE OLD CDURT HOUSE OR THE

COUNTY

land from a ship.

JAIL

Nearly Every Community Has Some Such Structure.
Copied after Medieval Towers, which Will Serve
When a Castle Set Is Required.

With artificial light, at night, the
power of suggestion is immensely ennot merely for artistic
exteriors, such as
water fronts and cafe districts, are
made in Hollywood at night; it is far
more to conceal unpleasant means of
identification.
A small scene plus
endless darkness is as impressive as
a large scene. The merest drop of
water, with a square mooring post and

hanced.

One such

substitution

I

remember

using in a film made in Hartford,
Conn., in conjunction with the State's
Americanization schools. The first
scene of the script called for the
landing of an Italian immigrant in
New York. To save the trip, we went
into a field a mile or two out of the
city,
away from trees, placed the
camera at the foot of a very low embankment, and shot the lens into the
sky. The scene, then, was nothing but

Using a circle diaphragm, we
opened up on the immigrant, his
sky.

It is

effect that so

many

by associaHavana, Shanghai, San
Francisco or Marseilles. Even the tar
soaked waste at the foot of an oil
well, with its rigging, has been known
to suggest a night harbor scene.
a coil of rope, becomes,
tion, a

dock

in

IMO%'IE l»I/%KERS
One who has to work in a small
community should make a list of all
the public buildings to which he has
access within two hours' drive, and
should inspect each of them closely,
cupping his hands before his eyes to
see the narrowest angle possible and
to determine what suggestion value
it

may

fronted building with an iron-railed
glassed door? That is Paris.
Is there a park terrace with stone
balusters? Placing the camera low
enough so as to avoid recognizable
scenery, that is Monte Carlo.
Is there a park railing with some
heavy foliage beliind? That is the

its

students complete

forth.

but a

The

buttressed walls of a
church shown quite close up,

formed by the two buildings,
where a person could easily
hide; that at the end of the
flat roof was a gap four feet
wide between the buildings,
enough to pass from that roof

medieval

scenes, foreign prisons. Stud-

ded church doors will be the
doors of palaces, dungeons,
torture chambers.
Is there in your town even
one house with a basement
and ten or twelve steps up to
the front door, with an iron
is

to the top of a garage,

"the Fif-

one very narrow
street of dingy red brick
houses? That is the Bowery, or China-

palace fence, or the rich girl's home.
So important is this practice of
finding the values of your immediate

Yiddish or Mexican, will work won-

environment

ders.

school of story-writing demands of

Is

little

there

one

stone

marble-

or

There Will Be

No

thereby facilitating a rapid
escape; and so on, until the
student began to realize that

Somewhere Near Every To%vn Is an Old Reservoir
Which Will Suggest a Background of Antiquity Such
as Was Called for in this Holy Land Photoplay.

doctoring of the street
signs, making them read in Chinese,

A

that

one

well-known

much of the supposed secret of finding
dramatic locations consists in accurate observation of one's surroundings.
The producer who starts out looking
for a palace may not find one because

THAT LITTLE HOUSE
ON THE COUNTRY CLUB ROAD
Probl zm in Finding

Some Such Charming Cottage

(Continued on page 260)

to Suggest the English Ci

i^w
^it

ti^
"

llnfff''

Hk

^v'*
* ••*>

^=^-.

open-

ing on to a parking station,
where an empty car (owing
to an angle in the layout of
the grounds) could be stolen,

THE OLD WATER WORKS

New York.

Is there

town.

He

wide ledge; that ten feet to
the left was a triangular shaft

a hospital.

That

roof," he said.

flat roof of the adjoining
building and the window at
which he stood, a convenient
leap for an agile person; that
eight feet below was a very

you may call it a prison, a
government office, a factory,

baluster?

flat

that

to the long, bare, brickwall,

ties" in

who was visiting that
was asked recently to look
out of the window and describe what he saw. "Nothing
student

was then shown that there was
a distance of five feet between

any kind, pro-

castles,

A

institution

have.

become

where

person could get lost, where murders
could be committed, where conspirators could hide from the law, and so

vided you avoid showing the
actual doors. Shooting close

will

of all loca-

lovers could meet secretly, where a

Public school buildings
will generally supply all the
variety required for large institutions of

lists

tions in their neighborhoods,

MO«IE My%KERS
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KODACOLOR
[Home Movies

Full Color^

in

Gives New Beauty to
Cine-Kodak, Model B,
simply use a

/^p; you

Close-ups
C,

LOSl'.-UPS and semi-long-

shots in

Kodaeolor gi\e

a

remarkable

— almost
dimension — as

sense of depth and roundness
a

stereoseopie third

though, instead of looking at the picture,

you are looking into

its

colorful

depth.
flesh

and subtle modulations of tones

in portraits, together

tion of the
efi^ect

that

last

August. Most amateurs

tried the

ground

of experience,

lent results

is

with the anima-

motion picture, gives an
indescribably lifelike.

The

more Kodaeolor close-ups you ha\e,
the more valuable and interesting vour
films will be

— tor the real, underlving,

who

obtained excel-

from the very

kept at Rochester,

Records

first.

made from

inspec-

tion of film processed here, indicate

i

just as easy to take

.

it

is

good Kodaeolor

as

it is

to take

good

The

black and white pictures.

^20. Kodaeolor film comes in 50-foot

— you

is

equally easy

simply use a Kodaeolor

filter

of the
B,

is

filter

$18;

Kodascope, Model A, present

rolls, at

$6 per

is

for

for

series,

Kodascope, Model B; you

roll.

simply use a color

ing Kodaeolor.

on

series

public appear-

The cost
Kodascope, Model

only $15.

B, /.1.9,

Kodascope, Model A, when project-

Kodaeolor unit on present

its

Cine'- Kodak,

Your Cine'- Kodak
Kodaeolor equipment and Kodaeolor
film. Ask him to show you Kodaeolor

motion pic-

Kodaeolor made

Model

filter

pictures in full color

a special

ture portrait of a friend or loved one.

Kodaeolor

for

is

on Kodascope, Model B, or

truest expression in the

cost of the

made on Kodaeolor
film with Cine-Kodak, Model B,y. 1.9.
You simply use a color filter when
taking Kodaeolor. Showing the
Kodaeolor

sentimental \alue of Kodaeolor hnds
its

Kodaeolor.

new him, with no back-

clearly that

Kodaeolor, by reproducing
tints

ance

when taking

color filter

of

dealer carries

his screen.

He

will

do

so gladly.

filter

when projecting Kodaeolor.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

y%<>IKIL

1929

This also causes us to pause and
contemplate the topsy turviness of
these times when a movie hero isn't
allowed by law to be beautiful, as of
old, but when a prize fighter can bob
his nose with narcississtic abandon
without losing the adulation of a
single hard-boiled fan.

Bigger and Better
who have a penchant for producing more poor
films than they know what to do with
and have not yet begun to read
I

'

'0 the amateurs

-*-

(

FOOLED YOU DIDN T 1' YOU THOUL HT
IT b
IT W AS CHESTER CONKLIN AN
ONLY D-VD BEIN JOHN BARRYMORfc
steamei tiunk for shipment to pomls

unknown

Then

call foi a ta\i

the neaiest canieia stoie
talkies ready

go to

and bu> some

made!

Oh Temporal Oh

Noses!

TF

you are not gifted with the fair
'•features of Venus or Adonis you
may now take new hope of being asked
to become a star by the local movie
club. It seems the lack of just such
attributes is often the open sesame to
movie fame, but, should you attain
amateur movie stardom by this route,

FILM
FLAM
Edited by Louis

M.

Bailey

Hyper-Hypochrondria

NOW

that

the

talkies

Movie Makers to correct their errors)
we offer the following story from
Hollywood as solace. A certain comedy producer and a director who lets
little worry him, are said to have
been standing on the sidewalk after a
pre-view at which the latter's latest
opus had been received with truly terrible silence. "That's another one to
go on the shelf" wailed the producer.

very

"What am

I

to

do?"

"Build a bigger shelf," answered
the director and passed on into the
night.

Page Mr. Maxim
TTAVING achieved a

silencer for

•

resign

guns and later the noises of many
mechanical devices now in public use,

screen player, has been legally restrained from making himself hand-

H. P. Maxim, the president of the
A. C. L., is alone qualified, according
to Epes Sargent of Zit's Theatrical
Weekly, to supply what he terms the
most crying need of the movies, a

some by means

silencer for the talking picture.

yourself to avoiding beauty
parlors for the rest of your movie
career, as word has just come from
Hollywood that Louis Wolheim, the

of plastic surgery.

•'

have

starred the beating of a baby's
heart in a feature fihn so that
not one beat of its entertainment value
was lost in a square mile of movie
cathedral, we are made aware of another great possibility of amateur film
enjoyment for certain ladies. Next
winter Aunt Effie, for example, can
take a reel and record of her latest
operation to White Sulphur and let
the rocking chair brigade revel in it
at first

As

hand.

we are concerned, howshowings would be greatly
improved by an accompanying can
far as

ever, both

of ether.

A La Rube Goldberg
TPO make home talkies, according to
-'

our private recipe,

first

place the

camera on a large piece of

oil cloth.

Next, secure the rubber tubing from
the shower bath. Bring up a steamer
trunk from the basement. Attach the
rubber tube to a convenient bridge

lamp. Take the motor from the phonograph and couple it to the water
heater. Make a bundle of this equipment in the oil cloth. Spray with
cologne and place the whole in the

YOU'LL BE MAD AT ME. WON'T YOU MR ROGERS?
FORGOT TO BRING THE FILM."

I

iA« ^i
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KERS

Pictures So Sharp
They Enlarge Like This

From about the size of a special delivery postage stamp to the size of a poster.
From miniature to mural. Without loss of detail without slurring a single

—

eyelash

— without sacrificing any of

The Q.R.S.
to

fit

Still

its brilliancy.

Kamra takes 40 Shots with a single loading. Small in size
Low in price to fit everyone's pocketbook. Only $22.50.

everyone's hand.

Tlie Q.R.!$.

Company

Establishvtl

/THE

iOOO

333 X. Michigan Avcuue
Chicago,

San Francisco
:{06 7th Street

COUPOIV

\

COMPANV

Name

III.

Xew York
1 35th SI.

<

Q.R.S.
333 N. Michigan Ave., Dept. E-4
Chicago, Illinois
Please send me full information about Kamra.

and Walnnt Ave.

Address

\

/
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LIVELY TITLING
hs

Official

Name

Is

"Simple Repetition Animation'

By Herbert

C.

McKay, A. R. P. S.
Cecil

(c».d)

Rnimbl

k^

Life.

CHRI5Tnfl5

toiii)

from a drop

while tliose who do not want to do the
developing themselves can have it
done by any up-to-date laboratory.

ILLUSTRATION ONE,

amateurs would like to
make animated titles for their
films but are deterred because

film
titles are to be used with reversed
thev are cut into the film in tlie usual
manner with the emulsions of both

4

making the necesand photographing

of the difficulty in

sary

them

drawings
in register.

By adapting

the carpossible

one

several titles are to
set of cards, a

be made from

black card is used
when developed,
From this negative

with white ink. This,

gives a negative.
requisite number of
is printed the
copies. Of course, the black card and
white ink may also be used for making
reversal film. As
has been said, the positive film is
recommended due to the increased

upon

titles directly

Professional cartooning requires a
very great number of drawings, each
of which must be registered in exact
position before making the exposure.

and the immovable parts of the design. When the card is drawn, three

This necessitates the use of a special
cartoon stand and a long, tedious
photographic exposure. Even with
the drawings and cells done, the amateur would find the preparation of a
cartoon an arduous day's work. However, animated titles by the repetition
method mav be made in a half-hour

and photographed

in

contrast obtainable.

The

card bears the lettering

title

fact that

is

placed in the

behind
for

title

easel

it

title

Then

cell

1

is

placed over the card

the shortest possible period. If this
is

made

quickly not more than

Then cell 3
Then back to

given.

titles will

lows.

fol-

cell

1 and so forth, the process being repeated until

sufficient film is se-

cured.

Now

let

us see

happen.
The spots on the cells
are considerably larger
than the branches of the

what

of the

positive film

tree

considerably cheaper
than negative. Finally,
instead of reversing or
printing, this negative

will

so that they will
in any po-

show plainly
sition.

Cell

1

causes

several white spots to
appear in the tree. (As

developed "straight.'

can do this at home using a portable tank,

The card

touch

recom-

The advanced amateur

lights.

and the camera carefully focused upon it. The lights are placed so that
the card is evenly illuminated and so
that no direct specular reflection or
glare is thrown into the lens. A 1000watt T-20 Mazda in the reflector
placed directly beside the camera and

two frames will be exposed. In this
work single frame exposure is not desirable as it speeds up the animation
too much.
Cell 1 is removed and cell 2 placed
over the card and a
second short exposure

is

is

lUustralion One shows a design
used in titling a Christmas film. On
the card we have the lettering aiid the
The remaining cells bear the
tree.

and the camera release depressed for

reasons for this.
Positive stock is used
in the camera because
of the superior contrast
thus secured. Its use is
further

ILLUSTRATION TWO-

second cell and the third position upon the third. This set completes the
drawing.

many

mended because

i

will supply sufficient light
photography at / 4.5 to / 5.6.
Be careful to shield the camera itself
from the direct rays of the light.
The camera, loaded with positive
film, is set at half speed and an exposure of about two seconds is made.

minutes.
The material required consists of
a lettering pen of the round point
variety, a bottle of black lettering ink
and a supply of white cards cut to
the proper size for the title-making

still

A
*

pieces of thin, transparent celluloid
are cut to the exact size of the card.
These --cells" are laid over the card
and the movable parts of the figure
are drawn in the first position. The
second position is drawn upon the

ten to fifteen

equipment used.
It is assumed that direct
be made. There are

^
^

same way.

masks it is
to make amusing and attractive animated titles with a single drawing and
three celluloid masks or "cells," as
they are more commonly known.
toonist's celluloid

'-'

(t./l,e)

4

If

MANY

^
^

i

s.

cut into a printed positive
is,
the titles should be reversed; that
cethe two celluloid sides should be
mented together. However, when these

films facing the

i

of luafer

When

(-..lis)

«

this is a direct positive

ALL SET TO MAKE A PEPPY TITLE
Card and One

In the Holder and Anothei
Against the Support.

'•Cell"

Are

title,

black on the card

{Continued on page 252)
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M.idcl 5-T Outfit Includof

3

Focal

Different

Lengths, Corrcctoscope and Carrying

An

Assurance of

.

.

PERFECT MOTION PICTURES

always/
The

pride of every

The

instant

you

owner of

see

it.

feeling of confidence.

a

Victor Cine-Camera

The moment you handle
Instinctively

you sense

it.

its

—

is its

brilliant

performance!

The Victor Cine-Camera

remarkable performance

—

gives

you

its ability

a

to

meet your most exacting demands.
In

its

speed

construction, nothing has been overlooked, nothing forgotten. Half speed

— Super-speed

SLOW-MOTION.

for

— Normal

Every important feature, every possible

convenience has been anticipated.

You

aren't

buying

just a

camera,

when you buy

a Victor.

You're buying "satisfaction"

the assurance of getting perfect motion pictures.

Try one

—then

you'll

first

fully appreciate the sheer joy of

owning

a

Victor Cine-Camera.

{Complete equipments as low as $125.00)
"Of
to

course, you'll use a Victor Cme-Projector

display

your pictures

to

hest

advantage."

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH
Main Office and Factory
Davenport, Iowa, U. S. A.

CO,, Inc.
Branch Sales

242 West 55th

Office

St.,

New York
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rt/fnnouncing the new
"Special"

F 1.8

KODA
Filmo Enlarger
The

Bell

&

Howell Filmo En-

larger operated with the Filmo
Projector, enables you to secure

an enlarged 2'4 x 334 negative
from any frame in a 16 mm.
film. Enlargements can be made
in daylight without the use

To

of

enlargements, remove the regular lens from the Filmo projector, slide the enlarger into
place and the scene you want is
ready to be projected onto the
negative in the film pack. Price,
including special lens, film pack
adapter and one film pack,
$28.50. Mark coupon.

April Filmo Library releases
April releases include nine films for home projection. These may be rented or purchased from
your Filmo dealer. Check coupon for library
bulletin.
••S€)ul of the Beast," a truly remarkable Thomas H. Ince
feature production, with Madge Bellamy, Cullen Landis,
Noah Beery and 'Oscar," the elephant. 5-400 foot reels.
"The Inauguration of Herbert Hoover," 100 feet; $7.50.
"Drama De Luxe," with Lupino Lane, 2-400 foot reels;

Kodacolor Lens
for Filmo Projector

The Dremophot

$80.00.

'Mister

Chump,"

a

Cameo Comedy,

1-400 foot reel;

$40.00.

"Felix Helps the Hunter," 100 feet; $7.50.
"Felix and Mammy's Flapjaeks," 100 feet; $7.50.
"Along the North Rim of the Grand Canyon," 100
feet; $7.50.

"Up

the Kaibab Trail to the North Rim of the Grand
Canyon," 100 feet; $7.50.

"Down theBriaht.Vngel Trail into theGrand Canyon,"

For projecting Kodacolor with Filmo Proan entirely separate lens unit
assembly is used. It is complete in itself
with objective lens, Kodacolor filter and
compensating lens in non-rotating focusing mount. Price $30.00. Mark coupon.
jector,

70-75 Exposure Meter
Correct exposure is most important when
taking Kodacolor movies.
The Dremophot gives correct exposure
"'ngs for both the Filmo 70 and 7,5 at a
e. Readings for all speeds at which
10 70 operates. Price, with hand sewn
$12.50. Mark coupon.
,

100 feet; $7.50.

"Bub" North Screen
for

.$22.50;

244

Turret

Kodacolor

Thei e screens are especially designed to
snow Kodacolor pictures with true brilliancy and yet are equally fine for black and
white. The rigid frame with 14-gauge aluminum backing covered with metallic aluminum powder lasts a lifetime. Available in
four sizes. Screen No. 2 is the most popular
size for color work. No. 1, 12x16 in. $11.00;
No. 2, 18x24 in. $17.50; No. 3, 24x32 in.

No. 4, 30x40 in. $32.50. Mark coupon.

Head

for Filmo 70

The Filmo 70 Turret Head with

Telephoto Lenses
'lose-up" effects of distant subjects

add

interest to

ur movies. Taylor-Hobson Cooke long focallength
Filmo 70 give beautifully sharp results
d are light and compact for easy handling. Price
- 6" F
5.5. $65.00; 4" F 4.5, $60.00. Mark coupon.
ises for

regular and

Telephoto Lenses gives ideal lens-flexibility.
You can shift from one lens to another in a
second's time without moving the finder from
your eye. Price, equipping your camera with
Turret Head at factory, not including lenses,
$3fi.00.
Mark coupon for catalog on lenses and
prices.

IMO'%'aE

IM/%KER»

BeU & Howell T-H.C.
Speed Lens for

COLOR

WITH

remark-

designed primarily for black

able new "Special"

and white work. Yet with

this

l"F1.81ensonyour
Filmo 70 or 75,

you can take

advantage

of the possi-

full

bilities of

Completely

as-

sembled "Special"
1" F1.8 lens with
filters, to be u=ed
on Filmo 70 and 75
sforKodawork.

the Kodacolor filters

moved,

white photography.

Kodacolor, avail-

Because

from the Eastman

ity,

of this dual-util-

and the fact that the lens

Kodak Company. After

is

many months

cation of the Kodacolor

of research

and development,

Bell

is

excellent for black and

able to Filmo users under
license

re-

this special lens

&

already adapted for appli-

ters, it is

fil-

not necessary to

Howell engineers, working

change lenses when shifting

Taylor-Hobson

from color to black and

closely with

Cooke master lens designers,

white pictures. Simply

have produced this lens with

move

Kodacolor photography.

color

Color results are achieved with this
1"

re-

filters.

Price complete with Koda-

a formula specially corrected
for

the

new "Special"

F 1.8 lens that never can be obtained with lenses

filters,

for

Filmo

70,

$82.50; for Filmo 75, $85.00. Lens alone for Filmo 70,

$60.00; for Filmo 75, $62.50.

Mark coupon.

BELL & HOWELL
HOWELL CO., Dept. D.,
1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III.
Please mail me complete information on D "Special"
BELL &

1"

F

1.8 lens

fi

D Dremophot Exposure Meter D Kodacolor Lens for Filn
D Telephoto Lenses D "Bub" North Screens D Filmo
Turret Head D Filmo Enlarger D April Filmo Library Releases.
Kodacolor

'

Projector

BELL &

HOWELL

CO., Dept. D, 1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

^^ew York, Hollywood, London

(B.

& H.

Co., Ltd.)

Name
III.

Address.-

Established 1907
City

;..
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EDUCATIONAL FILMS
News of Visual Education
Edited by Louis

Nature Gems

and Homes

in Schools

M.

Bailey

hopes to acquire will show such representative features of British life as
the state functions and activities of

released on 16 mm.
stock for home and school projectors are four 100 foot films

RECENTLY

the Royal Family, the Lord Mayor's
parade and Armistice Day ceremonies,
as well as various events and conditions significant of contemporary life.

and William L. Finley
on wild bird and animal life,
motion piciures which are outstanding in their particular field both from
a scientific and popular standpoint.
They are a valuable addition to the
interesting educational features of the
Bell & Howell Filmo Library which
already includes, among other features, the Pillsbury flower films and
the Tolhurst microscopic studies.
of the Irene
series

Films Teach Forestry

SCHOOLS

and

especially interesting.

Finleys, well known as naturalauthors and lecturers, live at
ists,
Jennings Lodge, Oregon, where they

The

have

To show fire fighting,
woods management,
and other forestry prin-

the most complete
American natural history

collected
of

series

ually, the Office of

three

on

books:

uses, reforestation, log-

tion,

Animal

jects covered.

ging methods,

Pets.
first

16

mm.

ings or

FEATHERED FILM STARS
Wild Bird Scries. Above: Baby HumBelow: They Call
Cemer: Honey for Breakfast.
Monkey Faced Owl.

Enes from the Finley

AFTER

m

ngbirds.
the

films designed for classroom pro-

released by Eastman
Teaching Films, Inc., one can readily
just

understand the growing popularity
and success of the visual education
movement. In these films geographic,
industrial

and

scientific facts in their

relation to the lives of people actually

concerned with them are graphically
shown.

From Tree to Newspaper. Water
Power, Peanuts and The Golden Gate
with their respective subjects
in a very realistic and informal manner. The information to be conveyed
is presented in such form that one is
left with a truer conception of the
subjects in their relation to life than
could possibly have otherwise been
achieved without actual first hand exdeal

246

of

Agriculture

films are on 16 mm.
and each requires about
fifteen minutes projection time. They
are available through the Rochester,
N. Y., offices of Eastman Teaching
Films, Inc.. 343 State Street.

perience.

may be purchased

at cost

by

outside agencies. Purchases are made
through the Department of Agriculture for about thirty dollars per thousand foot reel. The conditions of pur-

—the California

New Eastmans
jection

Department

films are loaned free for short book-

Quail.

seeing four

recrea-

and grazing are among the sub-

All

Mon-

key-Faced Owls. Humming Birds. Renting
Houses for Songs and

Don Q

subjects.

forestry

Fire prevention, forest

American Birds, Little
Blue Bird and Wild
These

the

Service of that department thirty-five educational motion pictures

Atlantic

releases include,

vis-

Mo-

of

United States Department of Agriculture has
prepared for the Forest

Monthly and other pubThey have
lications.
written

Pictures

tion

20,000 still negatives. They are frequent contributors on their favorite
subject to Nature Magazine, the National Geothe

and practices

ciples

pictures ever taken, their library including over 2CG.000 feet of film and

graphic,

con-

individuals

cerned with tree culture, lumbering and allied forest activities should
find the recently released 35 mm.
film series of the U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture

The

safety stock

chase are that no change be made in
the subject matter of the film without
explicit approval of the department,
that credit to the LInited States Department of Agriculture be retained

and that no commercial advertising
matter be inserted or added.

New Projector

Living History

THE

THE

the desirability of its
Filmo 5-E School Projector for use
with 16 mm. films in educational institutions. This model is based on the

preservation for posterity of

films dealing with events of hisplanned by the

torical significance is

British

Empire Film

Institute

in

a

Bell

& Howell Company

is

stressing

Ford Askwith.
Rear .Admiral E. R. Evans and Alfred

new model Filmo 250 Watt

C. Blossom.

One of these important
films already garnered is the original
print of Captain Scott's disastrous ex-

very successful in
justments which increase

pedition to the South Pole, of which
Scott's

problems of
school projection have been made and
the company reports that immediate

Typical films which the Institute

popularity has greeted this latest adjunct of visual education.

trusteeship vested in

Evans assumed command on
death.

recently

bility

to

Projector,

which has been
the home field. Ad-

perfected,

the

its

adapta-

special

lO'^'lE

IM,%KERS

PATHECRAMS SPRING FILMS
Once more the acclaim of dealers and public alike lireets Pathe
grams, the "home films studded with stars." Owners of home
ojeclors everywhere are hailinj; \vilii delight the new,
skilfully varied films in the 1929 Pathegrams Spring
Catalogue. We recommend especially the six droll
Our Gang pictures; the t^^o Mack Scnnett Comedies starring Harry Langdon; the Sennelt
comedy featuring little Mary Ann Jackson;
the daredevil Leo Maloney Western; fun-

ny BenTurpin in his latest laugh-hit,
all on the
and many others
Pathegrams Spring list>. Pathegrams can be shown, of
course, on auy 16-milli-

—

nietre

projector.

Film these

rs

^—--^^r

<i(sll

V J

-^r

stars!

Five Entertainment Treats for April
BEVAN
B,
OUR GANG SMITH FAMILY in A NOVELTY! LEO MALONEY
in

"THE BARGAIN

"FAST

COMPANY'
One

in

HUNT"

of the most excit-

"MR. AND MRS."

Mary Ann Juckson, the

"cutest Utile girl in
ingly hilarious episodes
fi'-'^- has never been
in the career of this
cuter— or more mis,
„
,
aggrefamous comedy
^.j,ig,„„,_,h3„ ;„
gation. Little Farma
Ui is riotous dedressed in fierce canstore
partnient
nibal "clothes" will
frolic. Mary Ann

bring roars of
mirth. The Gang's

annexes a lady's
baby. Amusing!

400 feel, S30.
here in this
No 7 1
one. 400 feet in
length.
Price

all

.

No.
S30.
7009,

.

A

most |)opular Pathe
Review subject a film
in which there are no

—

human actors but much
"Mr. and
happening
Mrs." tnices by suggestion a marriage, a honey!

moon

— and

the after-

math. Entertaining! 100
No. 7013.
$7.50.
feet.

"THE

in

"DIVORCE

DODGERS"

DEVIL'S TWIN"

The bushy mustache and
The famous Western
horseman, daredevil,
twinkling legs of that intwo-gun artist and
imitable laugh-maker,
roper in one of his
Billy Bevan, were never
most colorful and
tetter di.splayed than

swiit
tures.

moving

The

nic-

Wil.I

wild and
then some! Absorhing plot.
\Pest

too feet. S30.

No. 7011.

,..'

,

'" ""* "«t'-"s comedy
matrimonial fool"
isihness.

"cw

new

New antics,

mirtlupiakes,
stunts for

young and

old.

200 foot reel.
Price
N...

$15.00

7012

4

"^*^:^'

.Mt

[

/%
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A BACKGROUND FROM THE SOUTHLAND
This Art Title Still from Miami May Prove Suitable
for Your Winter Vacation Films, with Appropriate
Titling, or for a Reel of Night Scenes. The Photograph Is by Edward C. H. Vogler. The Lettering Is

so SIMPLK

f;

for those

from the Buchheister Studios.
for those

MOVIE MAKING
MEXICO

IN

for the

for

last.

ZOBELOGS

ME

who ha

servant prob-

personally
i

pjjj^

who want

to

TOM

MIX'S

nd

the

brew

it

'<" everyone.

LINDY'S HISTORIC REELS
they can never lose their thrill.

tiring.

the

CAR-

THE BREMEN FLIGHT

In an er

the

out-of-door Indian
market in the mountains of Guatemala, where the women wear gorge-

who have been

PALESTINE

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
COMEDIES

TOONS.

r<

SWITZERLAND

newlyweds.

those

nducted tours to the
and Samoan Isles.

h

those

for

Always funny, never

of the State of Jalisco, of which
Guadalajara is the capital.
The most pictorial shots were those

from

believe in safety

BELIEVE

RAIZIN TROUBLE

in
I
finally
succeeded
Strings.
shooting them after four days' hard
only
because
they
work, and then
were ordered to pose by the governor

got

who

THE JOKES ON YOU

{Continued from page 227)

I

For those who would bu tcan.:^.
and for those ivho can but didn't
get to the Cannibal Isles,

lor autoists.

HEY TAXI

first

east-west flight.

the

ALL

100 FT. REELS
SAFETY STOCK

handwoven and embroidered
blouses and carry huge trays filled
with fruits and flowers and vegeous

5^

ALWAYS ONE PRICE

^ AT
AT YOUR DEALER

l\y^

tables on their heads.

The most important

single

shot

I ever got was of the late lamented
President Obregon, who not only
posed for my camera, but invited me
to a ball given in his honor at CuliaProbably the most delightful
can.
pictures were those I got of Mexican
Central
American
children
and

climbing cocoanut trees, trotting
along carrying loads not very much
smaller than those of their parents,
and riding on burros, completely
surrounded by the household luggage.
It

seems to

me

that

anyone who

goes to Mexico or to any of the Central American countries without a
motion-picture camera is missing a
most wonderful opportunity for both
pleasure and education. Buy a minimum fare stateroom, go second class,
reduce your tips to the deck steward
and bell-boy, but by all means, take
a camera along! Mine has paid for
itself many times over by re-creating
for me happy, colorful, adventurous
experiences, probably never to be repeated.
Also it has saved for me
an invaluable record to which I can
refer in writing a story or in case of
an argument.

C. p.

GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., 3I9.A. E. 34th St., N. Y.
249
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THE ART OF DIRECTION
(Continued from page 235)

singling out the detail.
all the
U.S

work of finding

It
it

eliminates

and presents

with the final result of the process.

How

significant

and dramatically

pressive a single detail can be

ex-

is re-

vealed in an episode from the trial
scene in Intolerance where only the

hands of Mae Marsh are shown, pinch
ing each other in an attempt to con

GRAF
Projection l<enses
S»r

Q.R.S., Filino, DeVry, Duograpli.
Kodascope (o) and other
16 mni. Projectors

TAT
STANDARD in
(11 2-4"

BIG

focal lengths '4" to 4"

have clear aperture of 20 mm.)

BERTR\—focal lengths 2"
(All siiea— clear aperture 26

At

to 4"

mm.)

DITORIUM—focal lengths 2':;"
(.^11

sizes— clear aperture 32

tt)

6"

mm.)

The Auditorium Lenses have been

especiall

designed for use in Schools, Large Halli,
Auditoriums, Theatres, etc.

ATA

Literature on Request

CRAF LENS

CO.

Michigan Ave.
rHICA(;0. ILL.

333 No.

r SPRING DAYS

\

Ideal for

KODACOLOR
(Home Movies

in

Full Natural Color)

pLENTY

blue
of sunshine .
fresh, green foliage
flowers in blossom spring days are
ideal for Kodacolor.
skies

.

.

.

.

.

—

Cine-Kodak, /. 1. 9, with Kodacolor attachment
a roll of Kodacolor film, and you are ready to

—

in full color.

Learn the fascination there is in
making your own home movies.
Slop in at either of our stores for a
demonstration, or we will gladly
send you free booklets on CineKodak and Kodacolor.

Our complete Cine-Kodak

as well as the possessor of a

more

pro-

found and penetrating vision. The
pinching hands and the smiling face
enabled Griffith to create one of the
most memorable images of the screen.
His genius helped him to select these
two details out of a thousand other
possible details. But the same process lies at the basis of every cine-

matic episode. Every event before being shown on the screen must be reduced to its essential elements and
then built up again through these.

Take the simple example of an
automobile accident. If one analyzed
it he would find it made up of a hundred different details. Six details,
however, were all that were necessary
to describe the episode in The San of
a Maestro. This is how it was done:
Scene 1. A street with moving automobiles. A man with his back to the

outfits

are reasonably priced and are sold
on convenient terms, when desired.

Eastman Kodak Stores,
TWO STORES

Inc.

The Kodak Corner— Madison at 45th
235 West 23rd, near 7th Ave.
New York Citv

drag on.

to

Thus

largely, though not entirely,
the art of the motion picture lies in

preparing

the working continuity
and in cutting the film. The arrangement of scenes must follow a certain
order.

In

a

fitting

close-up into a

long and medium shots the
order will be that of the movement
which runs through the whole series,
as, for example, in the following
shooting sequence
series of

Scene
ting his

1.

Medium

hand

shot of a

man

put-

into his pocket. Scene 2.

Close-up of the hand bringing out the
revolver. Scene 3.

Medium

shot of the

man

pointing the revolver at his opponent.
In cut backs, the order will be that
and rhythmic following of the course of events by an emo-

of the agitated

tional observer.

Above

all,

however,

the arrangement of scenes will serve

express the individual style and
medium on the part of
the director. As an example of such
individual treatment one may cite
the following bit of brilliant cutting
to

feeling of his

camera crossing the street. He is hidden from view by another car. Scene

from Eisenstein's Potemkin.

2.

Close-up of the driver seized with
fear and frantically applying the
brake. Scene 3. Close-up of the man

brutalities of the

with his mouth open as if shrieking.
Scene 4. Close-up of the man's feet
near the wheel, as seen from the

the mutinous warship fired a salvo
at the city. Scene 1. A slow turning
of a huge, menacing looking gun.
Title 2. It is aimed at the municipal
theatre. Scene 2. A sculptural group

.

.

.

make home movies

her emotion. As in this case, detail is the synonym of penetration
The movie director who searches for
detail is a discoverer and a creator,
trol

psychologically justifiable course of
observation. Nor was the director
free to shorten or extend the duration
of each scene, for, independent as
screen time is from the time of the
real event, it has to conform to a certain time scheme of relationship between the various scenes. In the automobile accident described, the screen
picture would have appeared absurd
if some of the scenes had been allowed

Title 1.

In answer to the savage

Tsars henchmen,

up the episode in these six
scenes the director had to pick them
from a number of other possible details before he commenced shooting.
In other words, he came to shoot the

surmounting the theatre. Title 3.
for the headquarters of the
Generals. Scene 3. The gun firing.
Scene 4. A view of the cupid on the
gates. Scene 5. Different view of
cupid. Scene 6. A terrific explosion
shattering the gates. Scene 7. A stone
lion lying down. Scene 8. The lion
raising its head. Scene 9. The lion
standing. Scene 10. Another explosion

real event with a preconceived idea of

finally destroying the gates.

Scene 5. The sliding
wheels of the automobile. 5cene 6.
The body of the man near the car.
driver's seat.

It

will be realized

tliat

to be able to

build

had to look like on the screen.
This idea found its realization in cutting which finally fixed the selection
and order of the single scenes. At the
same time, although in forming his
screen image the director was free to
select from the real event the exact
elements which fitted in with his conception, he was not completely free in
what

it

arranging these elements in cutting.
Their order was determined by the
natural course of the accident and the

One

It

may be

noted that the stone lion

was made up of
photographed in the
Crimea hundreds of miles away from
that rises with a roar

three

lions

the scene of action in Odessa. Similarthe gates were filmed in Moscow.

ly,

iM
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OU want your

to

do

full

pictures on the screen

justice to your photography.

You want them
-M^ ca
camera.

to be

worthy of your

pictures as nearly perfect as
cisely

it is

possible to

Scientifically designed

manufactured,

many humorous situations.
Other important features are adjustable

Kodascope, Model B, the leader of the
Eastman projectors, will reproduce your

show them.

can be run backward without stopping the
motor, thus reversing the action and making

it

has

and pre-

many distinctive

—

rheostats for motor and lamp, low center of
gravity, light weight and portability.

you merely
is self-threading
the end of the film into a slot and turn
on the motor. It rewinds a four-hundredapproximately i
minutes of
foot reel
projection
in 60 seconds. A framing device

color filter

centers the picture on the screen without

dacolor

features. It

slip

—
—

<;

shifting the illuminated

area.

Pushing a

small lever gives a "still" picture of any
frame, and throws a protecting screen be-

tween the lamp and the

film.

The

picture

used.

And there is still another outstanding advantage of Kodascope, Model B. It is ideal
for Kodacolor projection. You simply use a
when making

— and the turn

or projecting

ot a switch gives

Koyou

full color on the screen
Get the maximum pleasure from your
home movies by showing them with
Model B Kodascope!

your pictures in

AT A NEW LOW
^sk your

A rich

bronze finish and non-tarnishing chromiumplated fittings give the Kodascope a beauty
in keeping with the homes in which it is

PRICE

$275.00

Ctne- Kodak dealer for a demonstration

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N.Y
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THE CLINIC

tion should be

{Continued from page 222)
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Famous

home

as the

and of Bass

of Filmo

Motion Picture

Seryice.

Nineteen years of specialization
for the professional and ama-

cinematographer. Bass
Knows How!
teur

Filmo Cameras
Marvels of precision. The Filmo 70
known wherever cameras are used as
the world's best motion picture camera.
Sells complete with Cooke /3.5 lens
and carrying case at $180.00.
Filmo 75
the dainty Pocket Thin
Movie with Cooke fi.5 lens and carrying case at $120.00.
Filmo Projectors
from $190.00 to
$240.00.
.

.

.

.

.

.

179

.

.

.

€4MEI^

JBASS
W.

C€.

MADISON STREET

CHICAGO,
"Filmo Headquarters

ILL.
for Tourists"

— Printing

Developing
16

producing.

It is Mr. Clark's opinamateur movies can serve
every organization to which a movie
maker may belong and that their real
usefulness to business and the community has only begun to be realized.
Another member of the League, W.
Lyle Holmes, Jr.. who is a manufacturer of rugs and carpets at Elkins

in

ion that

Park. Pa., has

made an

start to finish.

Thus

excellent 400foot film of this factory process from
is

our

field ex-

tending.

A

Super-Record Film

A

of the earth.
Largest selection of motion picture specialties
Telephoto lenses
and
supplies. Be sure to send for catalogs.
Your old apparatus taken in as part
.

Kivvanis Club activities are among
those which he has been instrumental

.

Bass Service
.

Kalb, Illinois. A complete film record of the De Kalb Garden Club,
designed to illustrate the achievements of this organization to garden
clubs of other cities, and records of

mm. Negative

Individual attention to every film

Home Movie

Service Go.

2128 Cathedral Ave.

Norwood, Ohio

•

W.

a new idea for the
use of double exposure that should
be of great interest to amateurs who
are building up a record film library
and which of us is not? Briefly, the
plan is to employ a mask box and

—

mask which will expose the two
halves of the negative separately. By
means of this device, a small child is
photographed

in

motion on one half

of the film, the other half, of course,

remaining unexposed. The film is
now taken from the camera, re-wound
in a dark-room, and stored away for
six months or a year.
At the end of
this stated period the camera is threaded with the same film, and again set
up. The mask is adjusted to expose
the other half of the picture, and the
child assumed now to be noticeably
larger) photographed on the unexposed portion of the film. Developing now takes place, and. if the experiment has been carefully performed,
there results a unique and valuable

record, which visually compares two
different time factors at once.
are,

however, several points
must be at-

of manipulation which

Company

Tewksbury, Massachusetts

exposed.

Artificial

light

is

recom-

mended

for the illuminant, so that
the two exposures, although separated
by the element of time, may develop

same density as posalso best to provide a
neutral or slightly out-of-focus backto as nearly the
sible.

It

is

ground. By this means any inaccuracy
in the mask registration will be minimized. In short, every attempt should
be made to have the conditions of each
uniform.
exposure
approximately
This applies to lighting, focus, camera
angle, in fact, to everything except the

The

subject.

extent to which this

is

achieved will create all the value and
The idea
interest of such a picture.
is really the logical outcome of linking up records made at different times
by means of the dissolve or fade-in
effect, which some of our members
have already accomplished.

Pollard, of Austin. Texas,

I

Northeast Products

of the position of
the device on the camera, and of the
order in which the two halves are

^^ advances

There

made

tended to carefully. The first question that arises concerns the keeping
quality of the film during the storage
time necessary. To keep the film for
this length of time is perfectly feasible, providing reasonable care is observed. The film should be purchased
fresh just before the picture is to be
taken. After the first exposure is made,
it should be wrapped in black paper,
sealed in a can with adhesive tape,
and kept where the temperature is as
uniformly cool as possible. The mask
should be carefully made in the form
of two swinging or sliding leaves
which meet squarely in the center
of the masking area. Careful nota-

LIVELY TITLING
(Continued from page 242)
will

be white upon the screen and vice

versa.)

Cell 2 has the spots in differ-

ent positions, but the spot at the top
of the tree remains. However in cell

2 light rays are shown. Cell 3 lacks
this top spot and has a third group.
When this title is photographed the
spots will wink and blink and the top
light will shoot off rays at intervals.

The

effect will

be that of a Christmas

tree filled with twinkling lights.

If

the cells are not placed in exact register the error will not be noticeable as
an interval occurs between each registration.

Two shows a set made
photomicrographic film.
In this we have a similar effect and
the photography is done in the same
manner. Here we have water dropping down the left side of the frame
and splashing at the bottom. At the
right we have a "bug" that waves his
four upper arms, whose hair waves
from side to side and who winks at
us. In using this set the cells are used
Illustration

to illustrate a

in a different order

from

that of the

example, namely, 1-2-3-2-1-2-3-1is, cell 2 alternates with 1 and 3.
first

2-3 and so forth. That

In making the cells

it is

necessary

that they be laid over the card

drawing them as

when

this will insure

any

necessary registration.
it

If

such

is

best to

titles

are developed at

make up

home

a special high

contrast developer with hydroquinone
only as the reducing agent, as metol

would serve no purpose here. Rodinal,
glycin and other valuable gradation
developers should be avoided in this
work as they give the very thing which
vou want to avoid.

M/%ICERS

10'%'IE

CRITICAL FOCUSING
(Continued from page 233)

again the bars of the cage symbolize
woman. This usage is
obvious, but its consistency and simplicity have value as an example for
the amateur. The symbol, repeated
several times, serves as a "tag" that
helps to hold the story together.
the trapped

Story Idea: The

story, almost ex-

clusively concerning the reactions of
the two principals, shows the amateur

producer how a complicated tale can
be told with a very limited cast.

The Passion

of

Joan

of

A re

SociETE Generale de Films
Carl Dreyer

Directed by

Rudolph Mate

Photographed by

Closeup Technique: The story of
and martyrdom of Joan of
Arc is told in vivid detail almost enthe trial
tirely

by the use of closeups of the

ZEISS CINE LENSES

actors. All of the virtues of the close-

up are represented,

its

lead the ivorld '^

value in pre-

senting character study in film, its
range in the selection of only the dra-

BIOTAR

matically significant details and its
elimination of all other considerations.

The amateur

F1.4,

TESSAR

FINDERS

and

F2.7

F3.5,

FOR STANDARD and

MM

16

TELE-TESSAR

F6.3

SUN-SHADES

FILTERS

MOVIE CAMERAS

will find that this

treatment of the closeup will suggest
many of its valuable usages for him-

CARL

ZEISS, INC., 485 FIFTH AVE.,

NEW

YORK. 728 SO. HILL

ST.,

LOS ANGELES

self.

is

Camera Treatments: The camera
moved freely from one position to

another and the angles selected are
chosen best to present the emotion expressed by a character in a given
instance. The amateur who carefully
studies his

camera positions will find

many excellent examples here

to

guide

him.

Economy The importance
:

and architectural
to

a

minimum.

of sets

was reduced
Although the 15th

details

Century was only suggested, as a result of the absence of long or medium

would conclusively estabsuch a background, the portions
of the sets shown were completely
convincing. A large part of the action
took place against a gray backing
simulating stone walls for which the
amateur could readily use a neutral
colored canvas or plaster wall. The
film contains many suggestions of
economical substitution for expensive
sets without resorting to stylized sets
or trick work.

shots that
lish

This film

is

Join This Cine Hunt
TPHE popularity of the stories and pictures produced by the American
* Nature Association's Camera-Hunting Expeditions brought many
requests to join such a trip.

It is

now

possible.

conducted tour of Glacier National Park

graph wild animals and the outdoors

up your cameras, load up with

film

will

in this

A

limited, specially-

go out in July to photo-

western wonderland. Pack

and trek along.

It is

an opportunity

extraordinary.

particularly worth the

attention of the amateur because the

treatment of the story, as a whole, is
entirely new, because it conclusively
demonstrates the power and variety
of the closeup and because its technique throughout is open to every

amateur.

Full itinerary and data on costs from

TRAVEL EDITOR, NATURE MAGAZINE
1214

SIXTEENTH

ST..

WASHINGTON.

D. C.

AX>I«UL 1929

HINDU LIFE AND SACRIFICES
mm.

on 16

film iu four parts

For use with

Home

all

Projectors

Part one. Delhi, Agra, Benares bathing

and burning ghats.

100'

$5.00

Part two. Fakirs and Snake Charmers.
100'

$5.00

The cremation

Part three.

of a

Hindu

100'

girl.

$5.00

Part four. Sacrificing goats to the goddess Kali. 100'

$5.00

The

four parts in one 400' reel will make a
complete, vivid startling and realistic record
for

your home

the

of

LIFE IN INDIA

May

UUR

liASTER PICTURE

be obtained from the dealers listed

below.

DEALERS*
BOSTON
Eastman Kodak Stores

M. Taylor

Solatia

NEWS

of the

INDUSTRY

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS
Alves Photo Shop, Braintree

CLEVELAND
Home

Movies,

WORCESTER

Inc.

Freeman & Co.

J. C.

For Amateurs

and

the Field

Duograph Bodine
pFFECTIVE on March

Dealers

FALL RIVER
Smith OfSce Equipment Co.

Flashes

DETROIT
Camera Shop

Detroit

THE

PROVIDENCE
&

Starkweather

HARTFORD.

Williams

Price of the

SPRINGFIELD

The Harvey & Lewis Company
Curtis Art

ALBANY

Company

E. S. Baldwin

OSSINING

GREAT NECK

B. Gertz, Inc., Jamaica Lovett Cine Studio

NEW YORK CITY
Wm.

C. Cullen

Gillette

Camera Stores

Eastman Kodak Stores,

Inc.

NEWARK

BROOKLYN
&

Fred'k. Loeser

Schaeller

Co.

Company

PHILADELPHIA
Brown & Earle

Williams,

WHEELING

PLAINFIELD

Twelfth Street Garage

Mortimer's

PITTSBURG
United Projector

& Film

Corp.

SYRACUSE

UTICA

Lindemer's

Cunningham's

BUFFALO
Buffalo Photo Material Co.

ROCHESTER

ERIE
& Green

A. H. Mogensen

Kelly

FLORIDA
Tampa Photo & Art Supply

Co.

TOLEDO
& Engraving

Franklin Printing

Co.

HOUSTON
Star Electric

&

Engineering Co.

CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS
A. S. Aloe Co.

Aimer Coe & Co.

ATLANTA

MINNEAPOLIS
Ideal

Visualizit, Inc.

Film Corporation

SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

Leavitt Cine Picture Co.

CANADA
Photographic Stores Ltd., Ottawa
Regina Films Ltd., Regina

MEXICO CITY
American Photo Supply Co.,

ing

Co.,

S.

A.

Kobe

Home

Model B

St.,

/

3.5

Cine

Kodak from

$85.00, indicates an important trend in the industry. Fifty
foot rolls of Eastman panchromatic
film at .$4.00 are also made available

$100.00

to

for the

first

time.

The Agfa Ansco

Corporation offers its clever Memo
Camera as an accessory susceptible of
many services to the movie maker.
Consolidated Film Industries. Inc.,
announces a wide selection of library
subjects, emphasizing the high technical quality of these products of its
huge laboratories.
Bell & Howell
send news of a new "special" / 1.8
speed lens (Taylor-Hobson Cooke)
designed especially for Kodacolor.
Hugo Meyer & Co., manufacturers and
distributors of the Correctoscope Focusing and Exposure Meter, announces a refinement of its device
which consists of a train of gears to
connect the meter with the camera
lens and makes focusing automatic.

& Howell

pRED

M. HALL,

-

Hall
tlie

New York

City

*The$e dealers are also rental stations
lor Home Film Libraries, including the
new series of 1929 Features.

Midwestern Filmo-Representative
Howell Company, has
been placed in charge of its New
of the Bell &

York
York
sion,

H. 0.

ent Duograph is offering a line of
hand and motor driven projectors at
moderate prices, and Mr. Bodine an-

nounces that other items of a complete
line of cinematic equipment are in
preparation, with special emphasis
on a new Duograph camera which is
planned, it is stated, to sell in the low
price range of the present Duograph
projectors.

Mr. Bodines wide business experience has included the following connections: Sales Manager of Raw Film

Supply Company. New York City:
Advertising and Sales Manager of
the following firms: Wollensak Op-

Company, Rochester. N. Y.:
Herbert & Huesgen. New York City:
Agfa Products. Inc.. New York City;
Gevaert Company of America. New
York City, and Eastern Manager of
tical

& Howell Company, New York

Bell

until recently

4th,

Bodine. who has been prominently connected with the photographic
and motion picture industry for
twenty-six years, became General
Sales Manager of Duograph, Inc., 130
West 42nd Street, New York. Mr.
Bodine is enthusiastic over the possibilities of the Duograph, believing
there is a big field for medium priced
amateur movie equipment. At pres-

•*-'

City.

••

Film

Libraries
100 East 42nd

from

$275.00 by the Eastman
Company, which, together

with the reduction last month of the

Bell

NEW ZEALAND
Frank Wiseman Co., Aukland

self thread-

reduced

is

.1.300.00 to

JAPAN
Honjo &

Model B

Kodascope

Kodak

Hudson Radio Laboratories

LONG ISLAND

-

minutes before going to
press bring news of importance.

NEW HA\ EN, BRIDGEPORT,
WATERBURY

From

last

Eno

in

RALPH

New
R.

Quarters

ENO, 16 mm.

art title

New

pioneer and film editor, formerly

Manager, Filmo Diviassuming his new duties on

of 117 Park Avenue. New York City,
has leased studios in the Metropolitan

territory with the title of
District

March 1st, with headquarters
Salmon Tower, 11 West 42nd

in the
Street.

Opera House Building, 40th
and Broadway.

Street

MO

C

'»'

KER»
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Better Movies
with

How

Memo Camera

the

Movie Makers

aids the

LOCATION —background — point
ing

—

Memo

— composition—
—

of view

feet

film

preliminary survey with the

when an inexpensive

right

camera

of costly movie

you the sure foreknowledge of

will give

light-

and groups why shoot
on the chance that all

the skillful posing of individuals

hundreds of

come

will

Assistance

Still- film

a professional

movie director?

The Memo

uses

MM

3 5

for

film

stills

— 50

16

MM

roll

standard

single-

price of one $6,

The

frame exposures with one 50-cent cartridge.

provide film for 600 single-shot records that will

will

you more about when, where, and how to use your movie camera
than many months of movie-making unassisted in this way.
tell

The Memo

is

the quickest, surest aid to expert movie-camera

operation ever offered.

you get
with the

Memo

what you

Memo

pictures are effective in themselves.

prints

(on paper)

Others use enlargements

rolls.

get that counts

as

Memoscope

their

Memo

to

Many

use the

is

shows, using
printed from

Fixed-focus model

It

slips

Focusing models

$20.

MM

$25 to $40. Memo film (which is Agfa 35
negative film, extra
and of beautiful quality) comes in daylight-loading cartridges at

fast

50 cents.

Slip a

Memo

into your pocket

and you're always ready

,

"still" subjects.

makes

wonderful close-ups.

no matter where you may

for the unexpected picture opportunity,
be.

Wonderful

material

low

for

for travel.

illustrated

A

great

addresses,

boon

talks,

to those wishing to gather
lectures,

at

an unheardof

cost.

—

As an amateur photographer
tographer you owe it to yourself

—

Memo

camera.

amateur cinemainformed about the

especially as an

to be fully
Mail the coupon today.

I

Please send

camera

T^ame

h^Wt
^^^%

me

N. Y.

further information

as advertised in

.

Address

The Memo Camera

«^H

AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION
BINGHAMTON,

.

about the

Movie Makers.

L.\L'R.\
L'snig

LA

I'L.AXTE, Universal Stai.
Memo Camcrd.

Hsr Ansco

SIMPLE, SURE, EFFICIENT
Direct-Vision Spyglass

Finder
Push-lever on back moves
film along one frame after
each exposure.

Dial on front shows
of pictures taken.

number

Quicker to load than a roUfilm camera.

F:6.3 and F:3.5
models.

lenses

—

o(

a
o
'-'H^V^^^I a
oH^Q^^^hH| o
o^^J^I^^^ o
o^^i^^mf o
o
o
o
o The Memo
o
o
o
o
o
D
o v^
o
o
o |^B.t
iia o

Memo
rolls

^^

Complete the record

o

still-film

the

with

CD

weighing only about 12 ounces.

small,

^

Large num-

throw onto the screen projection

the pocket.

Composition quickly

learned

backgrounds.

films.

The Memo
easily into

what

rrit; a
o fr#v AM a
olLn i^B^ o
oHHI^^iQ o
o
o
o
o
with
o
o Memo.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o^^mi^^^i o
o
o
o
o
Memographs

an album index to their movie

as art title

bers supplement their movie shows with

the

—and

to help you.

And Memo
small

It's

be better, more interesting, more economical of footage

will

o

Memo

Regular single-frame basis,
standard with still-film libraries.

Memo at camera shops
and photo supply stores.

See the

The Memoscope
A practical still-film projector

for

showing

Memo

pic-

Clear-cutting projection
ground condens-

tures.

lens, carefully

advanced type of lOO-watt
projection lamp for large brilers,

liant

image on the screen, and

plugs in on an
volt

electric

rect

or

$19.50,

ordinary 115-

light

socket

alternating).

including

carrying case.

(di-

Price.

/%>&- 1929
Outdoor Night Movies

A N

attractive small folder, furiiish-

**

ing suggestions and instructions
for the use of Meteor Photo Flares
for taking movies of outdoor scenes at

night, is announced by the Bell &
Howell Co.

You

haven't seen your

back in

folks

Austria, Sweden, Kalamazoo or Kanka-

kee for a long time.

.

.or perhaps they're

BASS

home

globe trotting while you stay at

keeping the world safe for democracy.

.

.

.

MOVIE HEADQUARTERS!
How'd you
what

like to

throw a

projector

old

little

SEE

appointment as sales
representative of the
its

write us about the

vice we've estabhshed!

range for

many
.

and

they're doing?

Then

.

announces

on the

reel

tonight

MOTION

new

distinguished

cine ser-

We can

now

DEBRIE

ar-

pictures for you at

Model L

points in this country and abroad

.at very

nominal

cost, too!

and
St.,

Evanston,

III.

Professional

Don't Write It.... Reel It!

Motion Camera

Latest catalogs

FISCHER'S
CAMERA SERVICE,
154

EAST ERIE STREET

and infor'

mation on request. Your
old camera may he traded
in at its present cash

Inc.

Cver^ihing Known inJ^otion Kciures

renowned

AKELEY

HATTSTROM & SANDERS
702 Church

the tvorld

"

CHICAGO

value.

»<•

Bass Camera Company
179 W. MADISON STREET

NIGHT

CHICAGO,

MOVIES

ng Detachable

—

sizes, Yi, 1, 2, 3 and 4 minutes of light.
Especially for outdoors. Also electrical

by
work.

may be

John G. Marshall
Meteor Photo Chemicals
1752 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y.

256

Work
in all

CARRYING ON A WHITE HOUSE TRADITION
The

New

'First

Mfs. Coolidge.

Lady"
She

Kodak on

Is

a

Movie Mater, as Was
with Her Cine

Was Snapped

the U. S. S. Maryland.

branches

DEVELOPING

PRINTING

TITLING

Quick Acting Tripod Lock

a flash-light battery, for

Several flares
fired simultaneously.
special

Motion Picture

Ha

Light a Meteor Flare (Powerful Firework Torch) and take a movie of the
party no equipment necessary. The
same flare the professionals use. Five

flares fired

V

ILL.

A QUICK ACTING

lock, which, it
claimed, completely eliminates
the use of a screw and the accompanying delays and annoyances in
attaching a camera to a tripod, is announced by the M. A. C. Co., makers
of cine accessories, 147 Pierrepont

^^

is

MID WEST FILM
INCORPORATED
S45 S.

Wabash Ave.

Chicago, Illinois

CO.

» O '»" E
Street,

1*1

^%

% E IK S
The device

Brooklyn, N. Y.

wedge-shaped

consists of a disc,

in

cross section, which is attached to the
camera by means of a screw that fits in
the camera socket. This part may be
quickly fitted to the remainder of the

which

DREM
AUTOMATIC EXPOSURE
METERS

fastened to the tripod
head. A slight movement of the locking lever attaches or detaches the
device,

is

For Motion Picture

camera instantly and also provides
for a quick panoram. It is said that
this device may be attached by any
one to any camera in the time it takes
to secure a camera on a tripod in the

Photography

SHOW WINDOW DISPLAY

usual way.

by

Kleber

Talkies

Herbert

ALWAYS

deeply interested in the
newest developments in the amateur field, C. C. Kleber, as the Sales
Manager of the new Home Talkie
Machine Corporation of 220 West
42nd Street, New York, again assumes
the role of a pioneer.
vice which this
is

The new

company

designed to attach to

de-

marketing
any 16 mm.
is

projector and sound device for the
reproduction of talking pictures in
the home. A library of subjects for

CINOPHOT,
"It

purpose

the

company, which promises synpictures and records of

professional theatrical quality. Other
enterprises with which Mr. Kleber has
been associated during a wide and
successful activity in the amateur industry include the Wm. J. Ganz Company, producers of the news reel for
amateurs, Highlites of the Neivs, and
Pathe Exchanges. Inc., for which he
inaugurated the Palhegrams Library.

ERNEST

M.

Universal Exposure Meter for Cine Cameras

matches the Cine-Kodak."

$12.50

DREMOPHOT, Especially for Bell & Howell Co.
FILMO

70

AND FILMO

$12.50

75.

DREM PRODUCTS CORPORATION

chronized

New Film

& Huesgen Co.

EAST 42nd STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y.

now being recorded by

this

is

18

Catalog

REYNOLDS

of 165

Cleveland,
191st
Street,
East
Ohio, who is a producer of 16 mm.
motion pictures, has recently issued
his new catalogue of "Gold Seal Pictures," consisting of

manv

fine

152

Ask Your

jWy^M^

f

YORK,

N. Y.

Dealer.

^'MITf T'

^

"jV:

ffW^

TLe Mode
in Art Titles
famous

location

^patious

.Siiulio

service finer

100

and 200 foot subjects. These subjects
are printed by reduction from standard negatives made bv professional
cameramen and the prices are: 100-

NEW

WEST FORTY-SECOND STREET

CALL

.

.

PHONE

.

.

than ever

OR

.

.

WRITE

Jend

$2 ivith a list of short titles and
receive your hand-lettered try-out,
all ready to splice into your films.

reels,
$6.00: 200-foot reels.
$12.00. Mr. Reynolds also specializes
in expert reduction printing.

foot

New

Year Book

npHE

1929 American Annual oj
Photography, price $1.50, published by the American Photographic
Publishing Co., Boston, Mass., is an
excellent review of the photographic
advances of 1928. There are manv
pages of pictorial illustrations in excellent reproduction, not a few of
which would be of great value to the
amateur from the standpoint of camera angle and composition. There are
many articles in this volume on cinematography, and the amateur who

-

Phone Pennsylvania 2634
STUDIOS:
1423 Broadway, New York

METROPOHTAN OPERA HOUSE
*i>if.

A^" A<"

'""'^r^ieMM) Alt Title

Bo.U*r^Vrt«'
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desires

ARROW SCREEN COMPANY
Annoinices the appointynent of

THE FILM ii SLIDE COMPANY
of CANADA, Ltd.
HEAD

OFFICE.

KING STREET, WEST

\';6

TORONTO
Wit/i Branches at

MONTREAL

Drummond

WINNIPEG

Bldg.

will

be

to

want

really

to read

them

well-informed
all.

New Manager
JAMES H. LITTLEFIELD.

who

has been connected with the Amateur Movies Corporation. Philadelphia, Pa., has now taken over the
management of the News Reel Laboratory, 1707 Sansom Street, in the same
city.
This laboratory produces motion pictures for commercial, educational, medical and advertising purposes, specializing in 16 mm.

Paris Bldg.

VANCOUVER
As

Credit Foncier Bldg.

Exclusive Canadian Distributors of the

ARROW SCREEN LINE
A

complete stock of

BEAD SCREENS

ARROW

Portable

will be carried at these

immediate delivery.

offices for

ARROW BEAD SCREEHS are made especially for

your 16 mm. projector under U.

S.

PatentJio. 1,399,566.

ARROW SCREEN COMPANY
SANTA MONICA BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

6725-55

HEKE

3

1 1

FIFTH AVE.

NEW YORK CITY

IS TJIE 1LEY

garden of
movie-making of which you
had a ghnipse at the hottom
of the Editorial Page of this
to

the

?,V0 MILE CANOE
TO THE NORTHLAND

OFF FOR

attractive

number

of

MOVIE MAKERS.

.-^

A DeVrv

Enthusiast and His Camera.

Dubray with B.

T OSEPH

TRIP

& H.

DUBRAY,

well-known
motion picture technician and
formerly Secretary of the American
Society of Cinematographers. has left
the Coast to take up his new duties as
A.

J

Director of Technical Service for the
Bell & Howell organization in Chi-

To

the

Date

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE,
105 West 40th

Street,

Inc.,

New York

City.

accept the invitation of the Amateur Cinema League, Inc.,
become an annual League member. My check for Five
Dollars payable to Amateur Cinema League, Inc., is enclosed in
payment for the dues. $2.00 of which is the special membership rate for a year's subscrption to Movie Makers (Non1

to

member

rate $3.00;

Canadian $3.25; Foreign $3.50.)

It is understood that immediatelv upon my election I am to become entitled
the privileges of the League.
It is also understood that there are no
duties or obligations connected with this membership other than those which
I may voluntarily assume from time to time.

to all

Name
Street

„

City

State

cago. Mr. Dubray's departure from
Hollywood was accompanied by a
special resolution from the Board of
Governors of the A. S. C, expressing

deep regret

at his leaving,

bestowing

unqualified approval upon his past

achievements and wishing him all sucnew duties. Mr. Dubray,
however, retains his position as Technical Editor of the American Cinematographer. the official publication
cess in his

of the Societv.

10%'aC

IM /«

KER9

CORRECTOSCOPE SET OF GEARS

your camera

simultaneously with the Correctosoope lens
which you adjust for sharp focus by direct vision.
When correct focus is secured by eye with Correctoscope your camera is automatically ready to use.
You may now disregard your focusing scale entirely!

lens

A SET OF CORRECTOSCOPE GEARS

is

set

for attaching

the Correctoscope lens with the lens of your camera
for the

one inch and

Eastman Kodak

%

F:1.9,

inch Plasmat F:

Wollensak F:

1.5,

and gearing up

now

is

available

Cooke F: 1.5, and F: 1.8
For Filmo, Victor and Cine-

1.5,

Kodak Cameras.
These gears are slipped into place quickly and easily. It takes hut
few minutes. The price for complete set of gears is $10.00.

a

Hugo Meyer
FOCUSING &
EXPOSURE METER

_

For CORRECT FOCUS— no more scales and measurements;
POSURE— no more guess work. Correctoscope is absolutely
color.

Price

It

insures sharp focus

— so

for

CORRECT

essential for

EXKoda-

necessary for good Kodacolor results.

Complete

:

with special F:

1.9

Correctoscope

focusing COR-

RECTOSCOPE

into place right

lens.

your camera.

fits

on

$37.50

New!
KINO-PLASMAT
-4-

F:1.5
^4

Inch Focus

new precision focusing mount, much smaller in design
than previous mount, especially adaptable to the Filmo 75.

in a

(Can be interchanged with Filmo 70 or Victor)

We recommend

the

1 in.

Kino-PIasmat for Kodacolor

Price of 3| in. Focus $60

Formula Dr. Rudolph

HUGO MEYER & COMPANY
105

WEST

40th STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY

\(

orks: Goerlilz. Oprinany
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YOU'LL FIND THE WORLD
ON MAIN STREET

PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE
First

National Magazine to

{Continued from page 237)

he is prejudiced in his own mind by
using the word palace. If he is openminded and looks out for only one or
two of the constituent elements of a
palace he may find a high wall, an
iron railing, wide stone steps with
sculptured lions, which will convey to
his audience the idea of a palace. The
trick is in sensing the absolute minimum that the public, suitably guided
by subtitles, will associate with the
idea of a palace. Even a real palace
will often look inadequate, while al-

most any large museum door will
a good palace entrance.

offer

Establish a Regular Depart-

In a well-known film, I once supplied a complete lion hunt without a
live lion in it. To prepare the audi-

ment for Film Amateurs*

ence,

we used

in the titles

the word lion repeatedly
preceding that sequence.

Whenever we showed a pretty little
animal dead, we always made out it
had been killed by the wicked lion.
Thus thoroughly blinded by prejudice
the spectators could almost see lions

Watch
latest

PHOTOPLAY

.

.

.

for the

developments in the making

of professional

and amateur

films.

everywhere. Finally we announced in
a title that lions had been sighted and
we set out in great style to find them.
After a good deal of footage ("make
them wait!") we saw some reeds
shaking (or rather we used for that
purpose a scene in which some natives,
invisible to the camera, happened to
be walking in long grass) There were
the lions! Bang, bang! Gun fire,
rushing, scurrying, the hunters disappearing in the brush then a close-up
of a dead lion on the ground and live
little lion cubs (as tame as could be in
.

—

Nowhere was a live lion
seen in action, or seen at all. Yet, some
months later, as I passed the door of
a theatre where the film was being
shown, I heard a little child complaining to his parents. He stopped them
before the poster depicting the big lion
captivity).

25
Cents

a
Copy

leaping at the hunters, and whined,
'Mamma, that wasn't in the picture!"
"Be quiet! sure it was!" rejoined the
annoyed mother. "You must have been
asleep!" But the child was right; his
unprejudiced mind had looked for the
lion and found none, whereas his
parents had accepted tlie titles at face

value and had actually imagined seeing a lion that was not there.

The

art of the

cinema

is

the art of

means of suggestion.
The easiest way to create an illusion is
to supply one-half of a reality and let
deception by

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
750 North Michigan Avenue

Chicago,

Illinois

the spectator imagine the other half.

EDITOR'S NOTE: The
236 and 237,

photographs on pases

illiislrating this article, niere all

of

the foreign spots suggested. If you were satisfied
that they were .imerican scenes, as intimated,
then the author's point is strengthened and we
trust we will be forgiven for this deliberate bit of

deception.

m;%ker9

IE
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cbirds

:al-piano accp.)
-200 Ft.— $24.00
—Miss Pmricola

1.

Attaches in a
without tools

moment

to any
16 ra.m. projector, remake
gardless of
or

That's How I Feci About You
I'd Rather Be Blue Over You
(Vocal with her own viol.n

model.

accp.)

No. A-1002— 100 Ft.— $12.00

— Peggy

HdJiion and
Evangeline Muttj-v

What

Did'ja

Wanna Make Me

Love You For?
(Harmony Singers piano accp.)
No. A-2002—200 Ft —$20.00

—

—Peggy Hanlon

3.

Fviingein
t

of Yesterday
Little

Give Your
Loving

4.

Baby Lois

—

(In

No

Sweet

6.

The

HOME-TALKIE

—

elty)

No. A-2004— 200 Ft.— $20.00

atrical productions.

Ketch and

Doggone Ya (Ventriloqu

—200

Your

Ft.— $20.00

Syncopators (Orch.)
"
Love Tale of Alsa
That Precious Little Thing Called

demonstrate this machine.
Write us for descriptive literature.

local dealer will gladly

A

No. A-1006— 100

Home

of

SINGS - TALKS - PLAYS ACTS
with results
equal to the finest the-

'

Home Talkie

that

pleasure.

Ft.— $12.00
—Fred Ketcli and "jcrrv
Yodle Song (Ventriloquial Nov—Fred

unit

makes

Regular releases offer
you permanent entertainment and constant

—

and Bananas")
No. A-1005— 100

elty)

HOME-TALKIE

5.

Man

Worth the Salt of My Tears")
No. A-1004— 100 Ft.— $12.00
Guignoi Studw Marionettes
A Jungle Romance (Intro. "Fish

No. A-2003

The

the only
plays all
records.

—

-

be used alone as
phonograph.

is

of

(Harmony Singers piano accp.)
No. A-1003— 100 Ft.— $12.00
Gwignol Sllidlt
"There Ain't

May
a

and

HOME-TALKIE MACHINE
CORPORATION

Ft—$12.00

Talkie Svncopators

(Orch.— Vocal Ch)
Funny That

Way
22()

WEST

42nd STREP:T,

NEW YORK,

N. Y,

unevenness of qualand reproducing
distortion have been
eliminated by means of
a device called a Rip-

.All

ity

ple

with

Killer,

the

TALKIE

exclusive

HOME-

unit.
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AMATEUR CLUBS
(Continued from page 229)

Dartmouth Produces

fe^^

teur

SPEED

For better movies— this particular lens is espeprecision.
cially adapted for greater speed and
indoor or outdoor
It makes it possible to take
pictures under poor lighting conditions, also
exposures.
super-speed
double and
1" Focus f-1.5 WoUensak Micrometer Focusing
Mount for Filmo 70 and 75, Victor and other
Price

V Focus
lensak

S50.00
M.5 Wol-

Micrometer

Focusing Mount for
Filmo, Victor, Eye-

mo, DeVry, Cine
Kodak Model B /-1.
and other 16 mm.
and 35 mm. cameras.
Price

S75.00

World Travel
Pictures
New

tlie e.xtensive use of amamovies have been made by
Dartmouth College. Two news releases, each running 400 ft., 16 mm.,
entitled Dartmouth College News,

PLANS for

—

interesting subjects

20
100 ft. reels of the
from all parts of the wo
complete set of 20 rt
in any part of U. S. A.

A

t

the various alumni groups of
the country. The newsreels are released periodically and a regular film
service has been built up for subscrib-

among

ing graduate associations. The first
issue of Dartmouth College News featured shots of President Ernest M.
Hopkins, closeups from the season's
football games, the dedication of new
college

mm. Films

Series of 16

filmed by Sidney C. Hayward, assistant to the president, and Charles G.
circulated
have been
Engstrom,

$5.00 each 100 ft.
S95.00 prepaid

Pathex Films

buildings,

snowshoe

hockey,

ski

and

races.

Assisted by the Dartmouth Players,
college dramatic society, the amateur
group plans to produce a scenario

by students, which will
depict a year's activities in the life of
film, enacted

Write for latest list of new Pathex
Films and Accessories.

H6 H^EST 42nd Jtreet,A'ew)&rk

an undergraduate at Dartmouth. Upon
the basis of this experience an undergraduate unit will be formed for the
regular production of amateur photo-

EVERY AMATEUR

SHOULD SUBSCRIBE TO

plays.

rEL.»Vl5CONSIN 1345

Pioneer Active

IN

East Orange the Screen Arts Sorecently organized under

THREE DOLLARS THE YEAR

ciety,

leadership of Eugene William
Ragsdale with whose guidance the
Motion Picture Club of the Oranges
was initiated, has already finished the
production of Four Lovers, a 400 ft..
16 mm. drama. Filmed and directed
by Mr. Ragsdale, the cast included
Kathryn Henessy, Jean Loughlin,
Dorris Booth, Woolsey Teller, Irving
La Rue and Marie G. Ragsdale. Production activities on several scenes

the

THE

W.

&

B.

were broadcasted through

E.

"PILOTLIGHT"
A

convenient light on your Filmo
Projector that enables you to operate
and change your reels with plenty of
illumination that does not attract the
attention of or annoy your audience.
Makes operating your

projector

a

pleasure.
No extra wires needed.
Just pull the switch and the Light
is

there— When

need

and

VVhcre

you

it.

Easily attached to
in a few minutes

your machine
and projector

can be packed away in case without detaching.

Price $6.00
From your Dealer

WILLIAMS,
"The Home

of

or Direct

BROWN & EARLE, inc.
Motion Picture Equipment"

Filmo Motion Picture Cameras and
Projectors

918

Chestnut

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

WAAM

of

so that the unitiated might
listen in on the direction of an amateur production.

(Canada.

$3.25— Foreign, $3.50)

West 40th

105

Street,

New York

City

PROMPT SERVICE— BEST QUALITY OF
PRINTS NOW AVAILABLE FROM CHICAGO
We specialise in the developing and printing of 16
mm.

negative and use the late type positive contact
trial will convince
16 mm. Printers.
own screen as to our quality.
We mtAe pTompt .shipment of raw negative

A

HUTTON

you on your

CHICAGO COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC

COMPANY

108 N. Dearborn

Chicago,

St.

III.

Newark

Film Subjects
Are always

Big Program

Many

THE

program of the last meeting of
the Detroit Amateur Cinema Club
was opened by a paper from Dr. J.
Gilbert Israel, president of the club,
on The Camera and Art, followed by
the screening of three reels of the
activities of children's clubs in
troit,

taken by Mrs. James

De-

W. Hughes,

and Photographic Gems of the Lakes,
filmed by Dr. John T. Watkins. A
motion picture made in 1899, the first
to be taken in Detroit, was projected
and the evening closed with a discussion and demonstration of Kodacolor
by Walter Weis. Seventy-five members attended the meeting.

of

Travel

interesting

others from which to choose.

CATALOG UPON REQUEST
Heart of the Adirondacks
Through the 1000 Islands
100

ft.

Price $6.00 each

16 m.m.

The simplex Fading Glass
will

produce the

Fade-in and Fade-out
when making your own movies.
In attractive case

Price $2.00
Produced by

ERNEST M. REYNOLDS
165 E. 19Ist Street

Cleveland, Ohio

IMOWIE M/»K.EICS
Clean Start
THIRTY-FIVE

amateurs attended

organization meeting of the
Movie Makers' Club in Springfield,
Officers were
111., held in February.
the

elected,

a

constitution

NEW

FOTOLITE

adds almost 40% more

LIGHT POWER

adopted and

cameramen signed up as charmembers in this club's business-

Reflector Finish in

fifteen
ter

OTOLITH'S

steady, powerful
perfect pictures right in your

Recent programs include the screening of a scenic running 700 ft., made
with natural color film, the work of
a club member, also the projection of
the Soul Thief. E. E. Bradley has been
elected president: Harry L. Ide, vicepresident and Orville R. Sweet, secre

ake-

enable:

equal for compactness, stmplit
sputtering, sparks and "li
yet gives all the brilliance of an arc and also th
There are prices
of the incandescent Fotolite.
pocketbook
models for every need.

—

Experts

Plans have been made for a
publicity campaign to make amateur

amazing

tary.

filming

light

own home

at nigfif.
The scenes you h:
hildren at play, parties, dances, fa
11 want to look
at
stored away in films that you
and
agaii
filr
will prize for their
beauty.

ny days and

like start.

known

well

in

watt

and

light

fright"
for

acclaim

new

Fotolite

this
1,000-

as

the

most powerful lamp of
type ever produced

Springfield.

its

Preparations have been made to give
club members an opportunity to experiment with interior lighting. A
very complete card record will be kept
of members' movie equipment.

Because of the exceptional brilliance and clarity of its light.
No. 10 has no equal as a source of interior lighting. It can
be folded into a 24-inch space, can be, carried anywhere in
ready fnr
a room and plugged in on any electric light socket
use in an instant.
No. 10 Fotolite, with auxiliary single or
double set of No. 5 Fotolite is ideal for all home movies.

—

Puzzle Filmed

IN

PRICES

Cleveland, the Motion

No. 10
No. 5B
No. 53

Picture

Division of the Cleveland Photographic Society has recently finished
the production of a comedy entitled
Picture Puzzlers. This first production of the Motion Picture Division
runs 200 ft., 16 mm. The plot covers

humorous effect of
household, and a dream

the disastrous and
a puzzle on a

S22.O0

Fotolite

complete, without bulb

Fotoliti

single,

bulb

12.00

Fotoliti

double, complete, without bulb

20.00

Ask Yo

-

complete,

without

Dealer for a Demonstration

ManufactuTcd dnd Guaranteed by

TESTRITE INSTRUMENT

CO.,

NEW YORK

FOTOLITE
MOST

LIGHT

for

CURRENT EXPENDED

sequence containing stop motion cam-

work shows the puzzle autosolving itself. Harry S.
Shagren directed the film and Lloyd
Dunning
photographed.
W.
At recent meetings of the Motion
Picture Division, members projected
the first film each ever took and then
followed it with the last, thus showing
the difference and subsequent improvement.
On another program
A. H. Bemis and Robert Stone demonstrated Vitacolor, a new color process
era

matically

for the amateur.

Another Dream Plot

VJEWLY formed, an amateur group
'^

in Peekskill,

N. Y., has recently

Photoplay s
amateur movie contest. The film
drama, running 400 ft., 16 mm., is
based on a tale well adapted for a
finished a production for

short length film story.

It

tells

of a

POPULARITY PLUS
—and

a boys' school who
dreams of stealing the school's funds,
secretary

of

with mechanical precii efficiency to combine in a small compact, good lookweight fibre case a screen worthy of your other
ig, light
equipment. Its ease of handling is remarkable. And
its surface is one that only TRUVISION can make.

gambling

in oil stock with extraordinary success, but who awakens to
find himself still honest but poor. The
dream sequence features a correlation
of camera angle shots of New York
streets that

convey the dream

no zcnnder!

TYPE C PORTABLE— Engineered

The DeLuxe
l-C— 22"x30"
TA
2-C— 30" X 40" (lOji
3-C— 39"x52" (13; 5
(

effect

without recourse to dissolves or complicated devices. J. V. D. Bucher is

of Portable Screens
lbs.)

$17.50

lbs.)

25.00

lbs.)

35.00

cameraman and

TRUVISION PROJECTION SCREEN CORPORATION

and

11

director of the project
in the cast of two are Dwight

Carpenter and A. H. Hallock.

East 44lh Street

New York

City

APRIL 1929
Princeton

pROM
*•

Drama

Don't Waste Film and 0/>|>ort«nity

the production staff of the

Undergraduate Motion Pictures

of Princeton University comes the announcement of the completion of

The fihn has been submitted
Photoplay's contest. In production,
the atmospheric introduction originally planned was eliminated to allow
longer footage to get the plot across.
Advantage was taken of this footage
to better motivate the action with introductory scenes made with a moving
camera. The story, a brief and unDestiny.
to

BURTON HOLMES
Special Releases

No.

1012— Under Cuban

George.
sports.

GovernMarvelous

air.

Skies

ZOOjeet

$14.00

No. 1013 — Torrid Tampico

Sea scapes and wharves. Metropolis
of the Mexican Oil Fields. The "Bad

Boy."
200 ieet

$14.00

— Peerless Pineapples

ot the Pacific
The Pineapple industry from "Plantation to Palate." Cultivation, gathering and packing.
Interesting and
educational.
2S0 ieet
$16.50

No. 1015— Santa Fe

A

visit to

the City Different
our Indian southwest.

In-

homes and buildings. Indian
dances. Kit Carson's monument.
ZSOjeet
$22.00
teresting

Burton Holmes Lectures,
7510 N. Ashland Ave. Chicago

Inc.
U.

III.

S.

A.

amateur and professional
cinematography

for all

Under Any Light Anywhere

AT ALL TIMES
$12.50
Complete with Sole Leather Case

LUGENE,

$14.00

The Harbor entrance. Fort Cabanas.
Morro Castle. Havana. The lovely

No. 1014

melodramatic tale, is concerned with a crime passionelle, committed because of mistaken evidence.

the instant automatic

is

EXPOSURE METER

happy

No. 1011— Beautiful Bermuda
Hamilton and St.
ment House and
glimpses from the
200 leet

The Cinophot

Inc.

PRESCRIPTION OPTICIANS
976 Madison Ave.

Cast Selected

600 Madison Ave.

THE

cast for The Highest Degree,
be produced by The College
Topics Productions of the University
of Virginia, is now being chosen.
Elizabeth Harrison Coke will play the
feminine lead and Edward A. Lee has
been selected for the comedy role.
Perry Poffenbarger will head the electrical staff and John H. Smith will
assist with the camera work. A statewide booking has already been secured for the film which will be made
by the students to demonstrate the
value of the University's honor

(Near 58th Street)

(Near 76th Street)

to

system.

News Reel Laboratory
1707 Sansom

Exclusively 16

St., Phila.,

mm.

Cameramen Available

Pa.

Developing, Print-

ing, Titling, Editing,

Rush

Service.

lor All Gooasions

—In-

dastrial and Medical Production

The same money

. .

will give your films

DISTINCTIVE
Handlettered Titles

High School Unit

WITH
Have Your

CRUISE PICTURES
Edited by Experts

the first of this year.

motion pictures are a
your winter

living record of

In years to come they
will recall the interesting
places visited, the friendships
made, the good times enjoyed.
travels.

Careful editing and appropriate titling of these pictures

will

make them more

enjoyable now, and doubly
appreciated as time goes on.
With a properly titled picture
there will be no striving to
remember places or persons
you and your friends can
watch the whole trip unfold
without the necessity of distracting explanations or descriptions.

The cost of editing and
titling is reasonable.
will
gladly give you an estimate.

We

Kodascope
Editing and Titling Service,
Inc.

Room 917 350 Madison
New York

Ave.,

The

club's

first

film venture, a photoplay based on

college life

V^OUR

pOR

membership of sixty, the
Santa Ana High School Movie
Club, Santa Ana, Calif., was formed

and

tentatively

called,

College Daze, to run 2000 ft., 35 mm.,
is already in production under the direction of

Theodore Newcomb, who

is

The scenario
comedy drama was

also the club's president.

for the collegiate

the

same

pa y for ordin

a

price

that you

would

rvh

nd-lettered

titles.

an enhance your films with handletter ;d titles tha t cor Inrm o the latest
mode in profess lona pictL res. As a

result

of long

ough study of

e Kperi
lat est

th e

nd a thor*
ha nd-lettering

techn ques, I anX assisting many ama'
teurs in securing distinctiveness and
professional finish in their films. Sam'
pies and prices will be sent upon request
without obligation. Also, infor.
mation about art titles, comic sketches
and an exceptional editing service.

—

P.

Ingemann Sekaer

1472 Broadway,

New York

Hal McCormac and John
Wesley Wallace has been

written by

Dunlap.

named production manager.

A

re-

edited version will be submitted to

Photoplay's contest.

Rushes

pROM
•*•

Markard Pictures comes the
announcement that five song rec-

ords have been synchronized in film
and that the film is available to
League members who possess the appropriate records and a DeVry Cine
Tone projector. The songs synchronized are: Sonny Boy, I Look Into
Your Garden, Sunny DisposLsh, Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time and Jiinr
Brought the Roses. Club or League
members wishing these films should
address the League's Club Consultant.
^ What Price Pearls has been selected for the title of the current production of the Birmingham Amateur

TO

trade

store,

rect

with

with

which has

personal

every

this
di-

contact

manufac-

turer in the 16 mm. industry is advantageous
to you.

— We

know

the

comparo'

five merits of all products.

Gillette
Camera
Stores.
Inc

«O

»

C

%'

.'Ik

M.

E

KS

Movie Association. This picture was
filmed under the working title, The
World, the Flesh and Mercedes. And
Hoiv was recently screened for the

AT YOUR DEALER
li^ see the
Automatic Dissolve

club.

^The

Movie Makers Club of Amarillo, Texas, screened Hey Hay and
Narrow Paths at recent meetings. Production plans are under way.

^ From

M. H. Cannel comes the

re-

Sec

port that the Providence Neighborhood Players will finish the production of Be Yourself this month.
fl At the last meeting of the Motion
Picture Club of Miami, Florida, Slim
Doolittle, the Lighthouse Keeper, pro-

duction of the Stamford Comedy Club
Cinematograph Committee, running
800 ft., 16 mm., was projected.
^The Bethesda Chevy Chase High
School Amateur Movie Club in Bethesda, Md., announces plans for the
production of Peppy Preps, 400 ft., 16
mm. The story was written by W. R.
Gingell, assisted by E. M. Osmun. In
the cast are: Walter Johnson, Jr.,
Betty Jackson, Margaret Walters,

Anna

Converse, Elizabeth OfFutt,
Geraldine Schul, Jane Parker and Ben

how

in

starting button.

See

how

quickly and easily

it

clamps over

the lens of your camera, regardless of

make camera or

what

lens they are.

See

the ease with which you may
duplicate the time-proven
Fade-in, Fade-out used so extensively

now

by

all

professionals.

See

the simplicity of sliding "effect filters"
which is a part of the Dissolve.
to see the se EFFECT FIL TERS t oo:

in the holder

Ask

FOG FILTER

—

"DIFFUSING SCREEN

DIFFUSING

IRIS

also Single Color;

—

WHITE

IRIS

— GRADUATED FILTERS
— GRADUATED IRIS

Optochrome Sets; Monotone Eye

Filters

Prices $3.50 and $5.00 each
Sole distributors for the above Sclieibe and Ramstein Filters to

Sullivan.

^ Twenty-eight amateurs have announced their intention of forming
amateur movie clubs this month and
are being aided by the League's Club
Department. From Germany, through
Film fur Alle, publication of the
German amateurs, comes the announcement of a great increase in
amateur movie clubs in that country.

it is to operate with
coordination with your camera

utterly simple

one hand

CIlS

^DESIGNEPS AND

^;^|rZZ:i""Youde»cribe

106

A

WE ST

tvl

fit

Dissolve.

^^^
ANUFACTURERS "»^--»"
j

desi^ ^''^tZr—Z"
46 1" ST.. N-TC.
it

We'll

NEW DEPARTURE
IN TELEPHOTO LENSES

FILM AND THE FLEETING

ART
(Continued

frorri

JOSEPH SCHNEIDER

6-

Extreme Speed

CO.

TBLB'

page 223)

Least In Bulk

and the score of other contemporary
artists whose achievements mark the
peak of development in modern danc-

Distortionless

Just as Caruso's voice is safely
caught for eternity on the recording
ing.

phonograph, so may
Pavlowa dance to the delight of future
generations by means of film.
And what a treasure mine these
films will be for the students to come
disc

of

the

in succeeding generations!

No

longer

necessary will be the turning of pages
in

musty books which merely

glorify,

since they cannot re-create, the beauty
of yesteryear. Secure on the screen
in living, whirling figures will unfold

Focusing mount

:J.8

adjustable to the

4'TOCUS

indiz'idual

LTHOUGH

aiieit you co
I

the grace of every delicate pose and
movement of by-gone celebrities.
that this new and
medium has become

Thus we see
during

art

camera

comparatively new in America, Schneider Lenses have
A
•'^ rapidly created a large and remarkably enthusiastic following of
amateurs. The Tele-Xenar through its distinctive modern design and
efficiency places the Schneider name in the forefront. Its exceedingly
small bulk is welcomed for general carrying convenience, and for use
with turret cameras. To brilliancy and definition the Tele-Xenar adds
an absence of the distortion often found in telephoto lenses.

comparison

$75.00

en-

In

unique adjustable focusini
Finder attachments

mount

the

:

Included.

means of teaching and perpetuating
the most evanescent of the arts, and
in evaluating the

importance of

this

discovery one need only witness the
reels from Mr. Tarasoff's camera to be
deeply impressed.

Sole Agent U.S.A.

136

LIBERTY STREET
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An

International List of the Dealers

who

carry this Magazine

VISIT THEM!
FLORIDA

CALIFORNIA
Berkelev: Berkeley Commercial Photo Co.. 2515

Way.

Bancroft

Fresno: Potter Drug Co., 1112 Fulton St.
Hollvuood: Fowler Studios. 1108 N. Lillian Way.
Hollywood Movie Supply Co., 6058 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood Music Co.. Camera Dept., 6019 Hollywood Blvd.

Long Beach: Winstead Bros., Inc., 24-t Pine St.
Los Angeles: California Camera Hospital, 356 S.
Broadway.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 643 S. Hill St.
John R. Gordon. 1129 S. Mariposa Ave.
T. Iwata Art Store. 256 E. First St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 3150 Wilshire Blvd.
Earl V. Lewis Co., 226 W. 4th St.
Marshutz Optical Co.. 518 W. 6th St.
B. B. Nichols. 731 S. Hope St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co.. 734 S. Bdwy.
Oakland: Davies. 380-14th St.
Pasadena: Flag Studio. 59 E. Colorado St.
F. W. Reed Co.. 176 E. Colorado St.
Pomona: Frasber's. 158 E. Second St.
Richmond: LaMoine Drug

Co.,

900 MacDonald

Ave.
Riverside: F. W. Twogood. 700 Main St.
San Diego: Bunnell Photo Shop. 414 E St.

Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 419 Broadway
Harold E. Lutes. 958 Fifth St.
San Francisco: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 545
Market St.
Hirsch a Kaye. 239 Grant Ave.
Kahn tf Co.. 54 Geary St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co.. 564 Market St.
San Francisco Camera Exchange. 88 Third St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co.. 735 Market St.
Trainer-Parsons Optical Co.. 228 Post St.
San Jose: Webb's Photo Supply Store. 94 S. First

Arcade.

Miami: Miami Photo Supply Co.. 36 W. Flagler St.
Red Cross Pharmacy. 51 E. Flagler St.
St. Petersburg: BarnhiU's Camera Shop. 17-3rd
St.. N.
Robison's Camera Shop. 115-3rd St.. N.
Strand Camera Shop, 9-2nd St., N.
Tampa: Tampa Photo &* Art Supply Co., 709-11
Twiggs

Pictures Co.. 1428

H. Hartman

&

626-16

Ford Optical Co.. 1029-16 St.
Haanstad's Camera Shop, 404-16

St.

St.

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport: Fritj tf Hawley. Inc.. 1030 Main St.
Harvey fi Lewis Co.. 1148 Main St.
Greenwich: Gayle A. Foster. 9 Perryridge Rd.
Hartford: Harvey ii Lewis Co.. 852 Main St.
D. G. Stoughton Co., 255 S. Whitney St.
Watkins Bros., Inc.. 241 Asylum St.
F. B. Fountain Co.. 483 Main St.
Britain: Harvey tf Lewis Co.. 85 W. Main

Middletown:

New
St.

New Haven:

Hawley. Inc.. 816 Chapel St.
Harvey 6^ Lewis Co.. 849 Chapel St.
Stamford: Thamer. Inc.. 87 Atlantic St.
Waterbury: Curtis Art Co., 25-29 W. Main St.
Fritz &>

DELAWARE
WiLMlNOlCNi
Frost Bros.,

Butler's. Inc.. 415

DuPont

Market

Washington: Reid

S.

Baker.

Inc.,

Ave., N.W.
Eastman Kodak Stores.
d'.Mbert.

Rm.

202.

Carpet

Co.,

Service,

Adams

Furniture

tf

154 E. Erie

Wabash

at

26 E. 8th St.
Illinois Radio Appliance Co., 1426 E. 70th St.
W. W. Kimball Co.. 306 S. Wabash Ave.
Leonard Lynn Co., 302 S. Wells St.
Lyon y Healy, Jackson Blvd. & Wabash Ave.
Post Office

News

W. Monroe

Co., 37

St.
6? Co.. 1645 Orrington Ave.
Hattstrom d Sanders. 702 Church St.
Freeport: Hartman's Camera Shop, 17 S. Chicago
Ave.
Galosburc: Illinois Camera Shop, 84 S. Prairie St.
Moline: a. D. Webster. 1507 Filth Ave.
Rockpord: Johnson Photo Shop. 316 E. State St.
Springfield: Camera Shop, 320 S. 5lh St.
Sterling: Ray Hart, 8-10 E. 4th St.

INDIANA
11th St.

Evansville: L. E. DeWitt. 618 Main St.
Smith y Butterfield Co.. 310 Main St.
Fort Wavne: Biechler-Howard Co.. 112 W. Wayne
St.

Rogers Optical Co.. 824 Calhoun

St.

Frankfort: Pathex Agency, 206 E. Walnut St.
Indianapolis: L. S. Ayres ^ Co.. Dept. 290 1. W.
Washington St.
H. Lieber Co., 24

W. Washington

St.

Kentland: Boone Pharmacy, on the Square.
South Bend: Ault Camera Shop. 122 S. Main
S.

Michigan

F

St..

St.

St.

New

ITork

N.W.

Inc.. 607- 14th St.,
Inc., 815-lOth St.. N.W.

Eastman

Kodak

Stores.

Inc..

W

M.

Smith Co.. 15 Bromfield
Taylor Co.. 5 6 Bromfield

St.
St.

Braintree: Alves Photo Shop. 349 Washington St.
Brockton: Raymond C. Lake. 218 Main St.
Lowell: Donaldson's. 77 Merrimack St.
New Bedford: J. Arnold Wright. 7 S. 6th St.
Pittsfield: E. J. Curtis. 397 North St.
Salem: Robb Motion Picture Service. 214'/. Essex
St.

Springfield:
Bridge

J.

E.

Cheney

S"

Staff,

301

Inc..

St.

Harvey £# Lewis Co., 1503 Main St.
Worcester: J. C. Freeman y Co.. 376 Main
Harvey « Lewis Co.. 513 Main St.
L. B. Wheaton, 368 Main St.

St.

MICHIGAN
Co., Sporting Goods
Dept., 1009-15 Saginaw St.
•Detroit: Clark Cine-Service. 2540 Park Ave.
Detroit Camera Shop. 424 Grand River, W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1235 Washington
Blvd.
Fowler tf Slater Co.. 156 Earned St.
J. L. Hudson Co.. Dept., 290.
Metropolitan Motion Picture Co.. 2310 Cass Ave.
E. B. Meyrowits. Inc.. 1516 Washington Blvd.

Bav Citv: Bay City Hdw.

14324 Jefferson
United Camera Stores. Inc..
Ave.. E.
Rapids: Camera Shop. Inc.. 16 Monroe
Ave.. N.W.
Michigan
178
Jackson: Royal Film Service,
Ave.. W.
Lansing: Linn Camera Shop. 109 S. Washington

Grand

St.

Cedar Rapids: Camera Shop. 220 Third Ave.
Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 318 Brady
Des Moines:

N. Eutaw

Park Ave.

ton St.

Solatia

Evanston: Aimer Coe

W.

3

Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., Hotel Statlcr.
Ralph Harris & Co., 30 Bromfield St.
Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 155 Washing-

Pinkham

Watry « Heidkamp. 17 W. Randolph St.
Decatur: Haines W Essick Co., 122-128 E. William

37

22

St.

St.

Seamans. Photo Finisher. 7052 Jeflery Ave.
Stanley- Warren Co.. 908 Irving Park Blvd.
Von Lengerke 6? Antoine. 33 S. Wabash Ave.

Anderson: Reed Drug Co.,

St.

Service, 853

Jordan Marsh Co.
Andrew J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St.
Montgomery-Frost Co., 40 Bromfield St.
Pathescope Co. of the N. E., Inc.. 260 Tremont

St.

IOWA
St.

Bogalusa: Moon News Stand, Williams Drug Co.,
31 Columbia St.
Baton Rouge: Ewing. Inc.. P. O. Box 950.
New Orleans: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 213
Baronne St.
Shreveport: Southern Cine Co., Inc., 310 Milam

MAINE

Ideal Pictures Corp.,

Ault Camera Shop. 309

St.

1320

N. W.
Cinema Supply Co.. Inc.. 804 Eleventh
Columbia Photo Supply Co., Inc., 1424
Fuller &"

Camera

Hartman

Bldg.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Lexington: W. W. Still, 129 W. Short St.
Louisville: W. D. Gatchel S Sons. 431 W. Walnut St.
Sutcliffe Co.. 225-227 S. 4th Ave.

Bangor: Francis A. Frawley, 104 Main

St.

Son. 25 N. Bald-

Inc..

KENTUCKY

St.

Sts.

• Fischer's

*

Stores.

KANSAS
Topeka: Hall Stationery Co.. 623 Kansas Ave.

•Chicago: Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St.
Camera Exchange, 26 Quincy St.
Aimer Coc & Co., 78 E. Jackson Blvd.
Aimer Coe fi Co., 18 S. LaSalle St.
Aimer Coe & Co., 105 N. Wabash Ave.
Central Camera Co., 112 S. Wabash Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 133 N. Wabash Ave.
Fair. The, Dept. 93, State, Adams 6" Dearborn

Stockton: Peffer Music Co.. 40 S. California St.
Whittier: Maxwell C. Peel. 226 E. Philadelphia.
YosEMiTE National Park: Best's Studio.

Denver: Eastman Kodak

608

Inc..

Stores.

3717 Orleans Ave.

Inc..

St.

9th

;

ILLINOIS

W.

COLORADO

183 Peach-

Stores, Inc.,

Ballo

Fifth St.

F.

Lynn's Photo Finishing.

LOUISIANA

GEORGIA

Santa Barbara: J. Walter Collinge. 8 E. Carrillo.
Santa Monica: Bertholf Photo Finishing, 1456
Third St.
Sierra Madre:

Kodak

Eastman

City:

Pierce St.

St.

Atlanta: Eastman Kodak

St.

Santa Ana: Fcrman-Gilbert

Sioux

Jacksonville: H. &> W. B. Drew Co.
Paramount Cine Service. 206 Hildebrandt Bldg.
Lake Wales: Morse's Photo Service. Rhodesbilt

808

Locust St.

Grinnell: Child Art Rooms. Cine Dept.
Iowa Citv: Rexall 6" Kodak Store. 124 E. College

Ave.

Vans Cine Service. 201 American State Bank Bldg.
Marquette: Ray's Photo Service. 335 Harrison St.
Muskegon: Beckquist Photo Supply House. 885
First St.

Radium Photo

Service. 320

W.

Western Ave.

{Continued on page268)
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Classified Advertising
EQUIPNIEr^TOR_SALE_

COMPLETE PRINTING OUTFITS,

for

presses, type, ink, paper, supWrite for catalog. Kelsey Company,

movie

titles;

plies.

D-50. Meriden, Conn.

BARGAINS— Hand
Kodak with

cranked Model

tripod,

list

$150.00,

A

Cine

for

fifty

Filmo Projector, 200 watt, with
var resistance and meter, list $236.00, one
hundred an.i fifty dollars ($1.50.00). Model
B Cine Kodak F 1.9, with Kodacolor filter,
dollars.

list

black leather case, all equal
Want Victor with turret
Dou glass, Box 331, Indiana, Pa.

$177.00,

new— $125.00.
front.

FOR SALE— Bell & Howell Title Writer.
Completely equipped and with case. Never
used. $20.00. Address P. 0. Box 416, Toledo, Ohi o.
FILMO 70 camera, F 3.5, all standard equipment, new, $135.00. DeVry 16MM ProjecStiller Co.,
tor, latest model, new, $70.00.
Stiller Bldg., Green Bay, Wis.

FOR SALE—200

watt,

A

model

Kodascope

No reasonable offer
refused. Carrying case included. Roy Nelson, 4 \iking Ter., Worcester, Mass.
SUPERSPEED FILMO CAMERA with
carrying case with f -3.5 Cooke lens, in good
condition. $150.00: standard 35mm. DeVry
Projector. Tvpe E. mechanically perfect,
Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
$125.00.
42nd St.. New York.
in excellent condition.

FOR SALE—Three

500 watt hand lamps
R. L.
complete with bulbs, $7.50 each.
ain St., Richmond, Va.
Britton. 1102 E
.

C.\RL ZEISS

M

now

F-1.4 lenses

in

stock

used Filmo ProYour old camera taken
jectors. $100.00.
in exchange for new one. Abe Cohen's Exchange, Inc. 113 Park Row, New York.
fitted

for

Filmo, $65.00;

.

THE SEMI PROFESSIONAL

FOR
on

-

H 35mm.

B &

—

professional camera, 3 lenses

turret, tripod, cases, 4

magazines com-

$1250; Wilart professional camera, 3
6 magazines, tripod, cases, .$475;
Eyemo. Cooke, F 2.5 lens, $125; Sept F 3.5
lens. $20: 16 mm. Capitol continuous projector, $125: several F 3.5 lenses, Goerz,
Bausch & Lomb and Carl Zeiss, 40-50-75
mm.. $5 and up. Browning Studios. 110
West 4 0th St.. N. Y. C.

plete.

lenses,

— Filmo Camera. F

SPECIALS

Universal

fect condition.

The

value plus

BUCHHEISTER

3.5 lens, per-

F

3.5 lens.

All

professional effects possible: fades, dissolves,
stop motion, etc. Home Movie Service Co.,
2128 Cathedral Ave., Norwood, 0.

FOR SALE — One model B
series K for $165.00.
W.

Kodascope not
C. Boyd, Fay-

N. C.
each
4 Kodak Cinegraph Albums, double, $1.00
1
Hayeach: 1 Nu-Tiran Top, used, $7.00;
den Humidor, used, $7.00; 1 Hayden Splicer,
used. $15.00; 1 Hayden Screen & Stand,
used. $15.00: 1 Porto Camera & Accessory
Case. $10.00: 1 2-in. f-1.9 Dallmeyer for
Filmo. $45.00. Willoughby's, 110 W. 32nd

guaranteed

STUOIOS

Camera 35 mm.,

automatic shutter dissolve,

greatest

quality for

the

245 West 55th Street
ME-W -yORK. CITY

home

movie maker.

. <

etteville.

COLUMBUS

TWCTrSEDDREMOPHOTSrse.OO

St..

New Yo rk.

TRADING OFFER'S
C.\SH

for

paratus.

amateur or professional cine apSend full description. Old ap-

paratus taken in exchange. Bass Camera
Company. 179 W. Madison St., Chi cago.

PERSONAL OPPORTUNITIES
SITUATION

WANTED — Professional

Cinemalngrapher, 17 years broad experience in all branches of still and motion
picture production. Camera, laboratory and
Excellent executive: dependable,
sales.
loyal and intelligent. Age 40: married: colAddress:
Best references.
lege training.

D.

J. G..

3668

S.

Michigan Avenue. Chicago.

50

4 8

COMPLETE TITLE SERVICE
Special Printed 16mm. TITLES 25c. g words
maximum— Extra words, 3 cents —Minimum order, $1.00

For eight word

HAND LETTERED TITLES
ART TITLES— Hand

Lettering

—

— up

100 Appropriate Paintings in Pastel

48

to 12

to Fit

<L50

words

any Title.

(Extra words, 5 cents)

SERVICE
HOURSWRITING

EDITING

The

60 cents

with border— up to 12 words
Minimum order, $1.20)

(Extra words, 5 cents

first

- - - SPLICING
TITLE
now ready
series
historical
our
of

- - -

HOOVER INAUGURATION
With complete scenes and
produced.

S6.00

Acclaimed as the grealest 100
Highest quality guaranteed.

lilies.

ft.

picture

/%>£_ 1929

• Gillette
Gillette

(Continued JTom page 266)

MINNESOTA
Duluth: Eastman Kodak

330

Stores Co..

W.

•

Su-

perior St.
Stores. Inc.. 112 S.
Fifth St.
E. B. Meyrowitz. Inc.. 825 Nicollet Ave.
Sly Fox Films. 49 S. 9th St.
Owatonna: B. W. Johnson Gift Shop, 115 W.

Bridge St.
St. Paul: Co-operative Photo Supply Co.,

381-3

Minnesota St.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co.. 380 Minnesota St.
E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc.. 358 St. Peter St.
Ray-Bell Films. Inc.. 817 University Ave.
St. Marie Cigar tf News Co., 96 E. 5th St.
Winona: Van Vranken Studio. 57 W. Fourth

St.

Z. T. Briggs Photographic Supply Co., 1006 Main
St.

Photographic

Briggs

Supply

Co..

21

E.

11th St.

Hanley Photo y Radio Shop. 116 E. 10th St.
St. Louis: A. S. Aloe Co.. 707 Olive St.
Erker Bros.. 608 Olive St.
Geo. D. Fisher tf Co., 915 Locust St.
Harris Studio. JSl Paul Brown Bldg.. Ninth and
Olive Sts.
Hyatt's Supply Co.. 417 N. Broadway.
M. F. Rudi Drug Co., 15 at Cass Ave.
Springfield: Hurlburt Supply Co.. 315 St. Louis

Kodak Sto

Eastn

419 S. 16 St.

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City: Eastman Kodak

Stores. Inc., 1735-

37 Boardwalk.

Camden: Parrish (i Read, Inc., 308 Market St.
East Orange: Edmond J. Farlie, Jr., 45 N. 19th St.
Hoboken: Cinematic Distributing Co., 77 River St.
Montclair: Edward Madison Co.. 427 Bloomfield
Ave.

Newark: Anspach
Bamberger

y

Bros., 838 Broad St.

Co.

Fireman's Drug Store. Market and Broad.
Schaeffer Co.. 103 Halsey St.
Plainpield: Mortimer's. 317 Park Ave.
Trenton: Barlow's— Music. 130-132 E. State St.
Union Cur: Heraco Exchange. Inc.. 611 Bergenline

Ave.

NEW YORK
E. S. Baldwin. 32 Maiden Lane.
F. E. Colwell Co.. 465 Broadway.
S. Bump Co.. 180 Washington St.
J. McFadden, Inc., 202 Flatbush

Albany:

Binghamion: a.
Brooklyn: Geo.
Ave.

• J. Navilio, 1757

Buffalo:

J.

F.

Adams.

Inc..

459 Washington

St.

&

Ithaca: Henry R. Head, 109 N. Aurora St.
Treman, King d Co., care of Geo. E. Houghton.
New Rochelle: Ye Little Photo Shoppe, Inc.. 457
City: Abercrombie

ii

Fitch.

45th

Madison Ave.
American News and its Subsidiaries, 131 Varick
J. H. Boozer, 173 E. 60th St.

S

£r

Sixth Ave.

University of Rochester.
Sibley. Lindsay
Curr Co.. Camera Dept.
J. T. and D. B. Lyon. 236 State St.

John Wanamaker. Dept. 56.

Brown

• Williams.

918 Chestnut St.
Pittsburgh: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 606 Wood
tf Earle, Inc..

St.

B. K. Elliott

a

Co.. 126-6th St.

Home Co.. Magazine Dept.
Kaufmann's Dept. Store. Dept. 62. Fifth Ave.
Root's Kamera Exchange. 11 Fifth Ave. Arcade.
Reading: Alexander Kagen. 641 Pcnn St.
Wilkes-Barre: Ralph E. DeWitt. 60 W. Market
Joseph

Zwicbel-Stengcr Sales Co.. 203 S.

H

Newport: Rugen Typewriter
Thames St.

7 E. Exchange St.
Pockrandt Photo Supply Co., 16 N. Howard St.
Canton: Ralph W. Young, 139 S. Cleveland Ave.
Cincinnati: Ferd Wagner Co., 113 E. 5th St.
Fountain News Co., 426 Walnut 8l.
Huber Art Co.. 124-7th St.. W.
John L. Huber Camera Shop. 144 E. 4th St.
Movie Makers. Inc.. 110 W. 8th St.
L. M. Prince Co.. 108 W. 4th St.
Cleveland: Dodd Co.. 652 Huron Rd.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 1126 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service. Inc.. lOOOS Car-

negie Ave.
Fowler
Slater
Fowler tf Slater
Fowler 6" Slater
Halle Bros. Co.,

y

Co.. 806 Huron Rd.
Co.. 347 Euclid Ave.
Co.. 1915 E. 9th St.
1228 Euclid Ave.
Home Movies Co.. 1501-7 Superior Ave.
Lyon a Healy, Inc., 1226 Huron Rd. at Euclid
Optical Co., 735 Euclid Ave.
Stone Film Laboratory. 8807 Hough Ave.
;oLUMBUs: Capitol Camera Co.. 7 E. Gay St.
Columbus Photo Supply. 62 E. Gay St.
)avton: Dayton Camera Shop. 1 Third St.. Arcade.
Jorwood: Home Movie Service Co., 2128 Cathe-

Ave.

>ALEM: Butcher's Studio. 178 Jennings Ave.
TOLI
Franklin Print,
ii
Eng. Co., 226-36

OKLAHOMA
W. Main

Kodak Shop, 295-7

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga:

Photo

Supply

Co..

722

Memphis: Memphis Photo Supply Co.. Hotel

Pea-

Cherry

Englerth

St.

2nd St.
Nashville: G. C. Dury
body. 86

S.

H

Co., 420 Union St.

TEXAS
Store,

2599 Magnolia

St,

Dallas: Jamieson Film Laboratories, 2212 Live Oal
St.

E. G. Marlow Co., 1519 Main St.
El Paso: Schuhmann Photo Shop, P. O. Box 861
Fort Worth: Hodges y Co., 806 Main St.

Worth: Chas. G. Lord Optical Co., 704 Main
Studio, 1321 Capitol Ave.
Star Elec. if Eng. Co., Inc., 613 Fannin St.
Paris: R. J. Murphy, So. Side S<iuare
W.
San Antonio:
C. Allen, Rialto Theatre Lobby,
Fox Co., 209 Alamo Plaza.
E. Hertzberg Jewelry Co., Houston at St. Mary's
Ft.

Houston: Miller

Sts,

UTAH
CiTv: Salt Lake Photo Supply Co., 271

E

144

S.

Main

St.

VERMONT
T. Platka. 231 S. Prospcot
Geo. E. Chalmers Co.. Inc.

ON-: R'obert

Ru

St.

VIRGINIA
Norfolk:

S. Galeski Optical Co.. 209 Granby
G. L. Hall Optical Co.. 257 Granby St.
S. Galeski Optical Co.. 737 E. Main
G. L. Hall Optical Co.. 418 E. Grace St.

Richmond:

St.
St.

WASHINGTON

St.

Photo Supply Co.. 325 Superior St.
s, 1604 Sylvania Ave.
Leo MacDonough, 1103 Detroit Ave.
Youngstown: Fowler tf Slater Co., 7 Wick Ave.

St.

St.

Providence: E. P. Anthony. Inc.. 178 Angell St.
Chas. S. Bush Co.. 244-246 Weybosset St.
Starkweather if Williams. Inc.. 47 Exchange PI.

Beaumont: Thames Magnolia

OHIO
Akron: Dutt DrugCo.,

Main

RHODE ISLAND

H

.-in-theCatskills: E. S. Burtis.
Clark Music Co., 416-20 So. Salina St.
Geo. F. Lindemer. 443 S. Salina St.
Utica: Edwin A. Hahn, HI Columbia St.
Watertown: Edson E. Robinson, Inc., 111-113
Washington St.

City: Roach Drug Co., 110

Fil-

bert Sts.
St.

St.

Oklahoma

St.

tf

Seattle: .Anderson Supply Co.. Ill Cherry St.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 1415-4th Ave.
Lowman 6r Hanford Co.. 1514-3rd Ave.
Motion Picture Service. 903 Lloyd Bldg., Sixth
Ave. and Stewart St.

Spokane: Jovner Drug Co.. Howard

if

Riverside

Ave.

St.

Tulsa: Camera Shoppe, 519'/2 Main
.Mvin C. Krupnick, 9 E. 6th St.

Tacoma: Shaw Supply Co.,

St.. S.

E.

W.

Stewart

6r

Co., 959

Yakima: Bradbury Co., 19

Inc.

Commerce
S.

Second

St.
St.

Columbus Photo Supply, 146 Columbus Ave.
Cullen, 12 Maiden Lane.
Davega, Inc.. 1 1 1 E. 42nd St.
Davega. Inc.. 152 W. 42nd St.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., Madison Ave.
45th St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 235 W. 23rd St.
H. a D. Folsom Arms Co., 314 Broadway.
Gall a Lembke. Inc., 7 E. 48th St.
Frank Gar6nkel, 141 Avenue A.

CoR'
St.

St.

Brentano's, I W. 47th St.
City Camera Co., 110 W. 42nd St.
City Radio. 42 Cortlandt St.
Abe Cohen's Exchange. 113 Park Row.

•

Strawbndge

Rochester: Marks ^ Fuller Co.. 36 East Ave.
A. H. Mogensen. Dept. of Mechanical Engineering.

.

Corp., 132 S. 15th

Inc.. 1020 Chestnut
Jr.. 1804 Chesrnut St.
Clorhier. Market. Eighth

C. Ferguson,

St.

New York

•

Stand. Times Bldg.

C. F. Ray. 296 Fifth Ave.
Schoenig H Co.. Inc., 8 E. 42nd St.
Stumpp y Walter Co.. 30 Barclay St.
H. F. Waterman, 63 Park Row.
• Willoughbv Camera Stores. Inc., 110 W. 32nd St.
Clean: Don Seele Studio. 150 N. Union St.
Poughkeepsie: Cundy Gift tf Art Shop. 27 Market

dral

i

Eastman Kodak Stores.

Lugene. Inc., 600 Madison Ave.
Medo Photo Supply Corp.. 323-325 W. 37th
Meta Photo Supply Co., 122 Cedar St.
E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc.. 520 Fifth Ave.
George Murphy. Inc., 57 E. 9th St.
New York Camera Exchange, 109 Fulton St.
• Parker and Battersby. 146 W. 42nd St.
Pickup & Brown. 41 E. 41st St.

Hu

Broadway.

Buffalo Photo Material Co.. 41 Niagara St.
United Projector tf Film Corp.. 228 Franklin St.
Whmihan Bros.
Co.. Inc., 746 Elmwood Ave.
Corning: Ecker Drug Store, 47 E. Market St.
Glens Falls: M. Lapham's Sons, 2 Rogers Bldg.
FUvERSTRAw: E. H. Vandenburgh, 3 Broadway.

Main

News

Farley.

Rab Sons. 987

MISSOURI

L.

&

Lowe

Mo
St.

Jos.

•

Kansas Citt: Z. T. Briggs Photographic Supply
Co.. 916 Grand Ave.
T.

Stores. Inc., 117 Park Ave.
Stores, Inc.. 16 Maiden Lane.

•

Minneapolis: Eastman Kodak

Z.

Camera
Camera

Gloeckner tf Newby Co.. 9 Church St.
Herbert W Huesgen Co.. 18 E. 42nd St.

Pendleton: Floyd A. Dennis.
Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores,

Inc..

345

K. Gill Co.. 5th a Stark Sts.
Lipman Wolfe 6" Co.. Kodak Dept.. Fifth.
ington y Adler Sts.

Wash-

J.

Wash-

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown: Geo.
Erie: Kelly
at

tf

E. Phillips. 36

Green, 116

W.

Harrisburg: Maxwell H. Hitc

WISCONSIN
Eau Claire: Davis Photo Art Co.

Fond du L.^c: Huber Bros., 36 S. Main St.
Green Bay: Beihe Photo Service, 125 Main
Madison: Photoart House, 212

Milwaukee: Boston

Store.

St.

State St.

Wisconsin Ave.

H

4th

St.

N. 6th

St.

11th St.
Son. 422 S. 13th

«

St.

James Lett Co.. 225 N. 2nd St.
Johnstown: F. W. Buchanan, 320 Walnut St.
Lancaster: Darmstaettcr's, 59 N. Queen St.
Mt. Carmel: Stecker's Book Store. 20 N. Oak St

Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 427 Milwaukee St.
Gimbel Bros,. Kodak Dept.. Wisconsin Ave. tf
Water St.
Photoarr House of Milwaukee. 220 Wells St.
Superior: Green6eld Photo Supply Co.. 1328 Tower

W

W/

War:

S.

Ol

rcial

Studio,

;•

ow

E

I

/%

RS

E

ItL

DEALERS ABROAD

WHO CARRY

AFRICA
Cape Town: Kodak (South

"Kodak

HAWAII

Queen St,
South Australia
Adelaide: Harringtons, Ltd.. 10 Rundle St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., 37 Rundle
Tasmania
Hobakt: Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., 45

196.

Groninoen: Capi, 3 Kleine Pelsterstraat,
Nijmegen; Capi, 13-17 van Berchenstraat.
Capi. Broerstraat 48.

Perth: Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., Hay

St.

CANADA
Alberta
Caloarv: Boston Hat Works and News Co.,
Eighth Ave.

109

Stores, 253 Hornby Rd.
Hamilton Studios. Ltd., Hamilton House, Graham

Calcutta: Army
Chowringhee St.

Stores, Ltd.,

610 Gran-

Bldg.
Ltd., 472

Main

N.

Pisani

6.

j^p^j^

i-ku.

Home Movies

TOKVC

City: American Photo Supply Co., S. A..

Agcncia Postal 25.
Kodak Mexicana, Ltd.. Independencia 37.
"La Rochester," Av. 16 de Septiembre 5.
Pathc Baby- Agency for Mexican Republic; Latapi
Y Bert, Av. 16 de Septiembro 70. El Globo.
Puebla: Casa "Hertes." Av. Reforma 109.

Quebec
Catherine St., W.
104 Drummond

Bldg.

Gladwish 6? Mitchell. 147 Peel St.

DENMARK
Aktieselskab. Ostergade
DUTCH EAST INDIES

Copenhagen V: Kodak

Manila: Dcnniston,

July Ave.

Litzars.

119, Victoria St.

Sands, Hunter K Co., Ltd.,
37 Bedford St., Strand.
Howell Co., Ltd., 320 ReLondon, W.I.: Bell
gent St.
H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., 31 Mortimer St., OxJ.
2:

W

ford St.

Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 119 New Bond St.
Wallace Heaton. Ltd.. 47 Berkeley St., Piccadilly.
Westminster Photographic Exchange, Ltd.. 62,

St.

Vincent

St.

I

YEiTLRJAY

I

101 Buchanan St.

CLARK CINE-SERVICE

SIAM

SOUTH AMERIC.4
:

M;

Sol 4.

82, Viladomat St.

Anonima,

Puerta

St.

Singapore: Y. Ebata if Co., 33 Coleman
Kodak, Ltd., 130 Robinson Rd.

St.

Y. Ebata

Stockholm: A.
graphic Dept.

Will Exchange Your 16

Send us

feature,

16

an

SUMATRA
Co., 69 Kesawan.
SWEDEN

,M

as good or better comedy,
cartoon, drama or educational 16 mm. films for
one dollar ($1.00) per hundred feet, or $1.75
Send us a list of your titles so that
for 200 feet.
vou will not receive duplicates.

NAVILIO FILM EXCHANGE
Brooklyn, N. Y.

FILMS DETERIORATE

Nordiska Kompaniet.

Pho

The

Teitel

New

Lite Patented

Will Save

SWITZERLAND

Lausanne: Kodak Societe Anonyme.

MM. Films

comedy, drama

1757 Broadway,

if

B.

DETROIT, MICH.

J.

Penang

Medan:

.

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Ic

CAdiUac 5260

2540 Park Ave.

change them for equally

SPAIN

Penang: Kwong Hing Cheong,

I
I

We

Arsentine
Connio if Cia. Maipu 456
Venezuela
Gregor if Co., Apart;

Barcelona: James Casals,
Madrid: Kodak Sociedad

Harrogate: A. R. Baines, 39 James St.
London. S. W. I.: Westminster Photographic Ex-

PI.

Bangkok Central Book Depot. Sikak Phya
Rd.
Ne.
Rd., Cor. Chartered

k:

New

Alexandria: Kodak (Egypt) Societe Anonyme, 23,
Cherif Pasha St. and Ramleh Station.

EGYPT

editing and titling
|
service. (16 mm. or standard.) Cinematography.

Complete

Edinburgh: J. Lizars, 6 Shandwick
Glasgow: Robert Ballantine, 103 '/i

Batavia: Kodak, Ltd., 38 Noordwijk, Weltvreden.

ENGLAND

TITLES

Fourth of

1

SCOTLAND

Maracaib.
No. 197.

Photographic

Chicago. Illinois. U. S. A.

Inc.. 123 Escolta.

Specialty Shop, Box B.
City: Lewis Photo Service,

1.

Java

Westminster
Oxford St.

ASHLAND AVE.

NO.

7512

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

J.

CHINA
Pharmacy, Fletcher d Co., Ltd.,
26 Queen's Rd., Central.
Shanghai; Chiyo Yoko Photo Supplies, 470 Nanking Rd.
Eastman Kodak Co., 64 Kiangse Rd.

Piccadilly.

Manufactured by

DEPUE and VANCE

J. L. Nerlien A/S, Nedre Slotsgate 13.
University Book Shop.

HoNC Kong: The

London, W. C.

for printing standard size contacts and for
duplicate negatives and master positives.

Attachments

Oslo:

Ancon:
Panama

Slide Co. of Can., Ltd.,

change, Ltd.,

mm.

REPUBLIC OF PANAMA

T. Eaton Co.. Dept. V.-6, 190 Yonge St.
Film if Slide Co. of Can., 156 King St., W.
LockhaFt's Camera Exchange, 334 Bay St.
St.

515 Marunouchi

Library,

MEXICO
I

Optical Reduction Printer
mm. to 16 mm. Enlarges from 16
Contact prints
positive or negative to 35 mm.
from 16 mm. to 16 mm. All automatically by means
of a Giant Light Control of 152 scene changes.
Reduces from 35

NORWAY

Ontario

Co.,

41

Ltd.,

Kobe; Honjo if Co., 204 Motomachi 6-Chome.
Kyoto: J. Osawa if Co., Ltd., Sanjo Kobashi.
Osaka: Fukada 6? Co., 218 Dojima Bldg.
Uyeda. No. 4 Junkeimachi Shinsaibashi-suji,

St.

Hamilton: W. Hill « Bro., 90 W. King St.
Ottawa: Photographic Stores, Ltd., 65 Sparks St.
Toronto: Eastman Kodak Stores. Ltd., 66 King St.

y

Navy Coop. Soc,

Kodak Societa Anonima, Via Vittor

29:

Bldg,

Co. ot Can., Ltd., 319 Credit Foncier

if

ITALY
Milan

Mexk

ville St.

Film

Brans, Korte Hoogstraat

Bombay: Continental Photo

Ml

British Columbia

Montreal: T. Eaton

if

HUNGARY

Rd., Ballard Estate.

349-51 Post Of-

West Australia

Manitoba
Winnipeg: Eastman Kodak Stores,

Foto Schaap 6" Co.. Spui 8.
Capi. 124 Noordeinde.
Fotohandel Ter Meet Derval, Fred. Hendriklaan,

Den Haag:

INDIA
Eliza-

Place.

6? Slide

O.

P.

115 Kalverstraat.

Budapest, IV: Pejtsik Karoly, Varoshaj U-4.

St.

Harringtons, Ltd., 266 Collins St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd.. 284 Collinj St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 161 Swanston St.
Technical Journals Pty., Ltd., Temple Court, 422
Little Collins St.

Film

Amsterdam: Capi,

^'

Victoria

Vancouver: Eastman Kodak

Change

(Fargate).

HOLLAND

Rotterdam: Bollemeijer

beth St.

W. Donne,

"''

^"^^

South Wales
Svuney: Harringtons, Ltd., 3S6 George St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., 379 George St.
New Zealand
Wellington: Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., Box
1474, G.P.O.
Queensland
Brisbane: Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., :iO

Charles

Row

Honolulu: Honolulu Photo Supply Co.,

AUSTRALIA

fice

(Sheffield) Ltd.,

Photo Co., 6 Norfolk

Sheffield

Sts.

New

Melbourne:

Mcintosh

Alley.

Africa) Ltd.,

House." Shortmarket and Loop
Lennon. Ltd., Adderley St.

MOVIE MAKERS

Wm,

Sheffield:

Cape Province

13

Av.

Jacques Mercier.
Alb. Hostcr, Marktgai
id Co.. Bahnhofstrabe 40.
if Co.). Bahnhnfsti

Je:

ALBERT TEITEL,
105 West 40th

St.

Method

Them

Film Expert
New York City

Scheib e's
SINCE 1916
Photo-Filter Specialties
Alv film
Filltri
,U>

produce Fog Scenes— Moonlight
^^j jj.^^j Effects— Anyuihere—
Anytime. Also Soft Focus and

hyall
Hollywood

various other effects, just like
they make "em in Hollywood.
you make 'em too.
It's easy

Studios

—

Ill

Endorsed by

tell

you how.

AMERICAN SOCIETY

OF CINEMATO<^RAPHERS

Ask your

dealer, or write to

GEORGE

H. SCHEIBE
PHOTO-FILTER SPEOALIST
1927 W. 78th

St.

Los Angeles, CaliL

269
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Kodascope Libraries Present

"FLYING CADETS"
OFFICIAL UNITED STATES
Instruction by the Air Corps, for

Taken

A
become

A

at

GOVERNMENT

Commercial and

FILM

Army

Aviation

Brooks Field, near San Antonio, Texas

timely presentation showing the progress of two typical young men, of widely different social standing, who arrive together and
friends as student-aviators. Exhibitions of Aerobatics, Stunt Flying, Pursuit, Observation, Attack and Bombardment.

fast

subject of great popular interest.

Two

Reels.

Base Rental, $3.00.

THIS SUBJECT ALSO FOR SALE AT

$70.00.

Dealers supplied with "Flying Cadets'" at regular trade discounts, through any Kodascope Branch Library, or direct from

KODASCOPE
33

NEW

WEST

LIBRARIES,

42nd STREET,

NEW YORK
ATTRACTIVE PROPOSITION

(THIRD EDITION) DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

many new subjects, drops many of the older ones and reduces rentals
many others. More than 400 reels at average rental of less than $1.00 each!

Contains

Inc.

of

Average rental entire library (nearly 1000 reels) only $1.22 each.
You can rent twenty to forty reels for the cost of one!

To
tion

Dealers
of

who desire Profits from operaown Film Rental Libraries.

their

Our Experience and Resources
Success of our Distributors.

LIBRARY MEMBERSHIP NOT REQUIRED
But recommended because

of extra advantages

and economies afforded.

No

assure
risk.

the

You CAN TAKE
truer

PICTURES
WITH

"Pan" FILM

The photograph above was taken with
It is a typi-

"Pan" film and afilter.

cal example of the advantages of using

"Pan."
The photograph at

the left

was taken

with ordinary film. It is a good picture, but lacks the color contrast of the

"Pa)" picture.

Th

HESF, two photographs clearly illustrate the difference between pictures taken with ordinary film and those taken with
Cine-Kodak Panchromatic Film.
Notice in the picture taken with ordinary film, the relative
.

colors of the child's scarf, her dress,

the scarf

is

dress, in the picture there
all

is

appear to be of the same

very

and the balloons. .Although

much deeper

actually, to the eye, of

little

color than the

contrast.

The

balloons

color.

Now look at the picture made with Panchromatic Film. The
dark colored scarf is reproduced much darker than the dress, as
the eye actually sees it. The balloons are no longer uniform in
color
one is light, one dark, anti on one a dark band appears.

—

F.verything in the picture

is

given

its

true relative black-and-

white value.

The

use of

"Pan"

will

improve practically every type of mo-

Yonf

and especially in close-ups, the renmore accurate, and colors, whether oc-

tion picture. In portraits,

dering of flesh tones

is

curring in costumes or in landscapes, are recorded

in

their

proper relative black and white tones.
It is not necessary to use a filter with Panchromatic F'ilm,
but an even greater improvement in landscape and cloud photoijraphy is at once apparent when a filter is used. This is because blue and violet light, which is responsible for haze, is not

passed by the

filter. .\ filter is

recommended

for general use

with Panchromatic Film, except when taking portraits.
Cine-Kodak Panchromatic Film is priced at ?7-5o per loofoot roll; ?4 per 50-foot roll.

The

filter is

priced at ^2.50 for

Cine-Kodak, Model B,/.i.9, and at J1.50 for the Model B,
require an
/.J. 5 ()r/.6.i;. Older models of Cine-Kodak, 7.3.5,
attachii^ent costing ?i.oo to adapt them for use with a filter.

Ciiic-Kodtik dealer carries Paiichroinatic Film

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

D.W.
Griffith
says:
''In

my many

view of

satisfactory

experiences with Bell

& Howell

professional cinema cameras,

would prefer Bell

&

I

Howell

personal movie equipment

if I

were an amateur movie maker."

If you waf/t

to

follow Mr. Griffith's advice
GRIFFITH, world's
MR.producer
of spectacular

iiiemier

pro-

still speaking:
"In spending millions of dollars
on Birth of a Nation,' 'Way Down
East,' 'Broken Blossoms,' 'Intolerance,' and other pictures of my direction, I proceeded with the assurance

ductions,

that Bell

& Howell

cameras would

safeguard these vast expenditures
wth their usual superb quality of
cinema photograpliy."
Here is a voice of authority
the
approval of a man whose greatness

—

in making professional motion pictures the world acclaims! Here is
proof of confidence, of restrained en-

which should inspire every
amateurmovie makerwith the desire
to own and enjoy a Bell & Howell
FILMO Movie Camera.
These unequaled personal movie
cameras are light in weight, conventhusiasm,

ient in size, beautiful in

Head

the

appearance

16mm.

get professional results in your

films,

— use Filmo

and moderate in cost. They are built
with the remarkable precision and
accuracy ciiaracterizingBell& Howell
.f.5000 professional studio cameras—
and assurepicturesofthesame steadiness, unblemished beauty and screen
brilliance.

Filmo cameras and projectors are
adaptable for use of Kodacolor film.
Then the added charm of movies in
full natural colors and of Filmo quality is yours.
No petty saving in the initial price
can ever compensate you for pictures less satisfying or operation

Lad-i ol the I'.ncwn,.'- „
"
.1.

less sure.

Jcita

,u-d

The Filmo Enlarger is a new accessory utied in connection with Fihno
Projector. Thousands of amateur
movie fans have been waiting for it
See it at your Filmo dealers' or wrile
today for details. Ask, also, for tiie
ilhistrated, descriptive Filmo book,
"What You See, You Get."

.t/,

U

i»

Comlat and Lufc Vile:

Aunts

release.

Filmo 70
wnhctou'.Tht: original ami
t

hig/iN

/>(.'r/trtfti

autonitiric

lobm.nhlc. 0/)LTfl[cs

with utmost case.

Other

models

a\'ail-

ahle for

making

announcement of the new "Special" Fl.S Speed Lens

for Kodacolor in our two-page spread, elsewhere in this issue

BELL

Bell & Howell Co.,Dept
New York,

HOWELL ^

^f
d,

Hollywood, London (B.

1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

&

H. Co., Ltd.)

III.

Established 1907

C.

LAZELL NOKTHKOP PRESS, N.

Y.

^^^A^dolph Luukor
President of

Paramount Famoiis-Lasky,

says

.

.

.

"For sixteen years Bell & Howell professional cameras have
been used almost exclusively in filming Paramount productions. Paramount pictures are, in themselves, the finest
tribute to the character of your cameras possible to make.
The amateur movie maker is fortunate in having equipment
"
of such authoritative history placed at his disposal.

LchSccne from "The
livinnt-

mount

[l

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Right

^•"^^^^•"^^^^^•'""""'•"""'*"***^1

When

you

Filmo

select

.

.

.

your

l

EageU and O.

P.

Leiter,"

Heggif.

fcatmmg

A

Para-

all-iaiking t^icture.

— Scene

from "C/ose Harmony.'

Paramount picture featurtngCharles^'Bua
featttrmgCharles" Buddy"
Rogers and Nancy Carroll.
Car^

choice is that

of

leaders in the professional movie field
ADOLPH
OLPH ZUKOR knows
nresident of
-Zx cameras. As president

ducers,

the world, the fact that he endorses Bell
is' Howell cameras is unquestionable
evidence of their superiority.
His opinion is shared by practically
all other leading motion picture pro-

leaders in the professional field

do were they

liant

75
beautiful pocket

Filmo 75 ts m
every respect a ftttmg
companion to the larger
Filmo 70. Combming
strength

uiith

IS

and

especially

for field,

and

outdoor sports. Fiimo
75 IS furnished in three
rich colors: Walnut
Broun, Ehon-i Black

and

be.

Filmo accessories are continually
widening the field of amateur movie
making. Most of these are adaptable to
Filmo Cameras and Projectors without
major adjustments of any kind. If you
are a Filmo owner you can undoubtedly
secure effects today that you never

it

suitable

travel

pictures of professional quality.

ments may

great

rigidity

in

Filmo Cameras are not only built to last
a hfetime, but they will actually gii'e
you a lifetime of service. Completely
equipped for average use, these cameras
will continue to give perfect results
regardless of what your future require-

size

lightness

would

your place.
Filmo precision and accuracy make it
possible for everyone to get clear, bril-

Fihno
The

mov
makmg your movies
making
breathlessly lifec
Hke in full natural colors,
like
Filmo Cameras
and Projectors being adaptable for use
with Kodacolor film.
Ask your Filmo dealer about the
latest developments in amateur movie
making or write for a copy of "What
You See, You Get."

who also use these cameras and
have done so consistently for twentytwo years. When you choose Bell €2?
Howell Filmo personal movie cameras or
equipment, you are doing exactly as the

movie
one of
the largest motion picture companies in

Silver Birch. Price

$120, including cuse.

dreamed were possible when you
purchased your movie equipment.

first
/,roJi,ced

For instance, in addition to the vivid

Model,

available for mak
ing S-1-'
Price, includingcase,

beauty of Filmo movies in black and
white you now have the opportunity of

$180 and

up.

BELL & HOWELL
BELL & HOWELL CO.

Depl. E, 1828 Larchmont .ire.

.

CHICAGO,

Ihl.

NEW YORK

HOLLYWOOD

.

LONDON (B. & H. Co.,

Ltd.)

Established 1907

lO^IE l»l/«KER9

The

hit

of the year!

tripod lock and panoram

A little device, so ingenious that it will actually make you want to
It banishes the human inertia element from tripod
photography hy making it so simple to attach one to the other that no
one now has any excuse for not getting rock steady results. How long
have you known that you should use a tripod but the bothersome procedure necessary every time a shot was taken just made it a mental

use your tripod.

nuisance.

Simple, Quick, Light,
Inexpensive^ Useful

A sn all attachmen t affi ses tself perTo a ttach pla :e ca
to the tripod.
snap lever o er an d It IS locked in a
ke grip.
The lo king lever is also the
amir 6 rele se. Th B who le de vice is hardiv
tha
pocket watch and hall as hE avy.
tlv
tlv

poc

CULLEN
Photo Supplies Since 1882

r^

^^"v^

^

SCHNEIDER

CULLEN

MATCHED

METAL SCREEN

LENS SET
A real special

KODACOLOR

for

i
1
'

1

Schneider

Jos.

1
I

focal
^

2

^^M
^V
.^^^^^k

HB
p^
L'flk

lengths

and

inch

and

ties

1

inch,

A

inch.

sky

graduated
packet

in

filter,

with

holder for lenses.
If

P^

P*

rate units the total

cost

.At Cullens will be found a complete
more popular
makes, the better lo cater lo your special lens requirements and lasle.

for projection

Metal

— with

aluminum surface

that

smooth, washable, and

The

destructive.
will

not crack

an
is

in-

surface

or crease

with age.

Its

particular

brilliance

and

illumina-

tionallv

practical

screen

Kodacolor projection.
Kodacolor projection re-

for

Set Complete

(

$175.00

^^^^^^

^

^_^^

^^^^^^b

CULLEN

F:1.5

BEADED SCREEN

anastigmatic qualities and
extreme high speed. Exhaustive laboratory tests
proved the Cine Velostigmat F:1.5 most satisfactory
for
color work.

by

Bell

&

Howell as optional equipment lor Kodacolor with
Filmo.

in one size in black
hardwood frame.
24" X 30"

$9.50

WOLLENSAK

Adopted

Made

lace.)

The Wollensak, Cine
Velostigmat F:1.5 has ex-

line of lenses of all the

Permanent

Screen. AIwa>'s set read>-

purchased in sepa-

would be $190.00.

r

A

lenses,

of

4

Ramstein Optochrome

Mi
^^1

Maiden Lane, New York

12

TO OPEN
A "ONE MOTION"
portable screen combining a radiant surface that
gives depth and brilliance
with ease of handling.
Compactness and durability. The screen of serThi!
for

unde

22" X 30"
30" X 40"
36" X 48"

$17.50
25.00
30.00
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Motion Picture Service

Back of This Selected Line of Equipment
Spring days

full

of sunshine and color are at hand. Every out-

Aimer Coe & Co
Arrow Screen Co
Athabasca Dude Ranch
Bass Camera Co
Bell & Howell Co

326
319
321
324-37
274, 314-15

Burleigh
Buchheister Studios

330-41

Brc.oks,

ing presents scores of opportunities for the

Photographer.

Make

this season's pictures

using an up-to-date camera.

You

can do

Amateur Movie
your best yet by

this at

moderate cost

by taking advantage of our Trade-In Policy which provides a generous allowance for your old camera or projector.

We carry for immediate deand recommend the

livery

following cameras:
Bell

^

Howell Fibno, 70

and 75.
Bell

&

and 75, with

turret.

Model III Victor
Model III Victor

Cme Kodak Model B-B
50 foot capacity
f

1

.9,

finishes,

Cine-Kodak

$140.00 with case

Same model with

with f3.5

or

/1. 9 lens.

De Vry Standard

(35

mm.)

Also projectors and

f 3-3 lens

accessories.

$75.00, case extra

Would You Like

with

turret.

choice of 4 different

to Make Your
More Useful?

Present

Camera

DALLMEYER

lens will
addition of a
enable you to be practically independent of
light conditions. For Kodacolor work, or fully
exposed shots under adverse light conditions

The

we recommend

the

DALLMEYER

/L5 or

Cinematic Accessories Co
Clark Cine Service

.

Howell Filmo, 70

Eyemo
Eyemo with turret.

NEW!

343
335
283
339
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345
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275
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Judging exposures by guesswork is risky and causes many disappointments.
Assure yourself of uniformly good results under all light conditions by using

DREMOPHOT

CINEPHOT

With Your Filmo

With Your Cine-Kodak

70 or 75

or Victor

Teitel. Albert

Testrite Instrument Co.

Thalhammer Corp.
Veritas Films
\'ictor

Animatograph

Vitacolor Corpn.,

HERBERT &
HUES^EN
<0.
42nd
18 East

.

Street

NEW YORK

Co.. Inc.

Max

B.

Du Pont

Waller, Fred

Westphalen, Leonard
Williams, Brovra & Earle. Inc
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SOCIAL REGISTEM
of 16 'Millimetre Pictures —

TATHEGKAMS
SPRING

CATALOGUE
Good,

better, best

.

.

.

No

aristocracy

is

quite as

nicely differentiated as the aristocracy of pictures.

And

in

the

field

of 16-millimetre films Pathegrams

proudly claims_the bluest blood. The
popular Pathegrams Spring Catalogue

— social
celluloid

register of home-projected

— indicates

with

drollest

dignity the reason for this superiority.

The most famous comic

stars,

the liveliest novelties, the prettiest

the most ingenious

girls,

"Dog Days":

A doggy

the mischievous lovable

way

the

with

Our Gang

Mickey and Joe

at their best.

a novel

treat

most
I

tid-bits,

oddities

—

these have raised Pathe-

grams to the dais

find

of settling the question

in the

public's pleased estima-

whose "purp" is smarter. No.
7014
One 400-ft. reel— $30.00.
of

educational

—

tion.

Any

16-millimetre

machine, of course, will

HARRY LANGDON

in "His Marriage Wow":
The lugubrious Harrv,
in this prize-gem of his fun-collection, illustrates what the
unwilling young groom should do when at the last moment
he decides not to marry.
A laugher! No. 7015. One

400

BEN TURPIN

/H

ft.

"Yukon Jake":
Yukon!

ill

Imagine Ben as the feared Sheriff of
A genial mix-up in which a beautiful

a grizzly bear and Ben's

ously mingled.

OUR GANG

No. 7016.

commanding
One 400 ft. reel

"More Mischief": A genuine
made to appear as giants,

are

and

as ever laughable!

eves are hilari-

—

$30.00.

Our Gang by tricky photography
midgets and other things. Novel
reel—$7.50.

delight in which
triplets, ghosts,

No. 7018.

One 100

ft.

.^M

CREATOR OF VOGUE: A
in his

them

reel— $30.00.

the ruffian
girl,

project

day on the screen with Paul Poiret, famous Parisian fashion-creator,
salon and on his estate.
Interesting, modern, up-to-the-minute.
No. 7017.

/

PATHEGRAM
One 100

ft.

reel

—

$7.50.

CATALOGUE FROM YOUR DEALER OR WRITE DIRECT TO PATHE E.XCHANGE— 35 WEST

45th

STREET,

NEW YORK CITY

perfectly

!

W

BYS

LLOUGH

I

SCHNEIDER

MOVIE

CAMERA
HEADQUARTERS

r3.8
4" FOCUS

TELE - XENAR

WOLLENSAK LENSES
A

highly corrected anastigmat,

particularly adapted for

Ama-

Movie Making due to its
extreme sharpness and depth

Bead Screen partially open showinfi
vertical supports spring auto-

how

matically into place.

teur

adjustable focusing

1

style

mount

as-

sures absolute accurate adjust-

ment

The /1.5 is highly recommended for Kodacolor work.

—

Cameras. The new

tor

of focus.

/1. 5

A high speed, compact Telephoto Lens for Filmo or Vic-

Has
is

focus for Filmo No.

in.

70 or Victor

to the individual

distortionless.

$50.00

Kodacolor Filter
adapted

$75.00
READY TO USE

25.00

camera.
and

brilliancy, definition

liiiiiidiiig

Finder Attacltmeuts

BELL e HOWELL

BEAD - SCREENS
(SELF ERECTING)
Frosted Crystal Pearl Bead Sur-

Has

face.

exceptional brilliance.

To open

screen, pull
straight up and screen
in an instant.

To

close

supports and

side

FILMO - ENLARGER
FOR

16

MM. FILM

Attaches direct to Filmo projector.

larged

Produces perfect ennegatives

2V4x3V4

rectly to a film pack.
work in daylight,

Made

di-

to

no dark
room necessary, exposure required is only about 1/25 of a
second from average film.

down

into its case.

Type

AX

handle
ready

simply
screen

WOLLENSAK

touch
rolls

TELEPHOTO LENSES

(Leatheroid Covered
Case)

x20
x30
30x40
36 x48
39 x52
15

$25.00

22

27.50
33.50
38.50
40.00

A

Telephoto Lens will enable you to
close-ups of far-off subjects. Ex-

make

ceptional results obtained of all sporting events such as races, ball games,
fights, etc.

Fitted with the bayonet

mount,

interchanged with the
/1.9 lens on Cine B Kodak.

easilv

Type

CX

{Lacquered Brown
Finish Case)

Rubbed

/3.3

—

or

3-^4

inch focus

for

Filmo

Kodak

$75.00

inch focus for Filmo or

$20.00

pack adapter

28.50

Including finder pieces

36x 48

34.50

Send for complete Woltensak

$28.50

39 X 52

36.50

Catalog

23.50

/4.5

\

is

it

regular

15x20
22 x30
30x 40

Enlarge)- complete with film

110

screen,

is

Kodak

60.00

WEST 32ND STREET, NEW YORK,

N.Y.
279
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Here Are the Ne^v Superb
Attaches to any

16 mm.

i
'

r

Productions
Ready

to ThrUl

You

You Own

if

THE

ie)Mi
UNIT

This Astounding Machine
at the

of rpcorfts.

Q.'.

?

Sold

Amazingly Low Price of

$
Only Unit that
pinys all makes

is

49

^

f^

"A/afce

Do

not

Your

Home

fail to see

a House of Talkies^'

and hear

this

marvelous

device demonstrated wherever motion picture equipment or radio

is

sold.

MOW

E

/m I^

I

E

Rs

Miss Patricola
The Incomparable Radio-Keith-Orpheum Star
has made two of the greatest synchronizations you have ever heard. With Abel Baer, composer of a hundred hits, at the piano, Miss Patricola's irresistible rendition of "My Blackbirds are Bluebirds Now", a 100-ft. subjea, and a 200-ft. subject comprising "That's How
I Feel About You" and "I'd Rather Be Blue Over You", in which the combined talents of
the anist as a singer

Only

and

if

violinist are fittingly registered, will delight

Miss Patricola
Abel Baer at the piano

you beyond expression.

you own the'HOME TALKIE Unit can

the thrill of these synchronizations be yours!
HIHWv.

Kxr

'

'^^H

Peggy Hanlon
and Evangeline Murray
Home

Talkie
Syncopators

Those Clever Harmony Singers
have made perfect synchronizations of an outstanding ballad hit, "Roses of Yesterday", and
a crooning jazz tune, "Give Your Little Baby Lois of Loving". What sheer pleasure there
is in watching and hearing these two sweet-looking, sweet singers in this 200-ft. subject,
as well as in a 100-ft. subject which they have made of "What Did-ja Waiita Make Me

Love You For."

Only

if

you oun the

HOME ALklK
I

the thrill of these syiicliroiiizations

Lnit can

In'

\oins!

The Guignoi Studio Marionettes
The Most Human Mannikins Notv
Before the American Public

Peggy Hanlon and
Evangeline Murray

have made two clever, side-splitting synchronizations. One 100-ft. subject popularizes the
vogue for colored entertainers in a typical Harlem-inspired theme in which two colored
girls, assisted by a concertina player, guarantee to drive the blues away from any fireside.
In another 100-ft. subject, the mannikin actors of this studio, an outstanding success with
children and grown-ups alike, appeal to the ear as well as the eye in "A Jungle Romance".
In this subject a monkey serenading a pelican with a song called "Fish and Bananas" makes
an irresistible appeal.

Only

if

you oitn the

thi' thrill

of

HOME TALKIE

tliese sviirfirniilzfitintjs

L nit can
he vniirs!

Dark Town Dancers

HOME

Every thought for your entertainment has been considered by the directors of
Productions, C. P. Rogers, producer of such outstanding features as "McFadden's
Flats" and "The Gorilla," and B. K. Blake, direaor of over 200 films. In addition to the
aforementioned subjects, they have made marvelous synchronizations in which Fred Ketch,
the inimitable ventriloquist, and his pal "Jerry" delight you with witty patter and sparkling
action. In two other productions the Home Talkie Syncopators, a rhythmic jazz orchestra,
will start your shoulders swaying and tempt your feet to dance to the scintillating strains

TALKIE

of the latest

100

Broadway

Ft. Subjects

Only

hits.

—$12 each.

if

you own the

$200

Ft. Subjects

—$20

HOME TALKIE

to

$24 each.

Unit can

Fred Ketch and
"Jerry"

the thrill of these synchronizations be yours!
Tf'rite

for Descriptive Literature

HOME-TALKIE MACHINE
CORPORATION
220

lj%^est

42nd Street

Xew York

City
A

Jungle Romance
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olor ...... instantaneous color A.A.A. instantaneous color ...... instantaneous c

It's

Vitacolor!
MdbcTy. ingenu*
-Rcc^lcts
in
lead
Touth." is an cnthusiiuViracolor fan. She
tic
yAary

"It is amazingly
simple to mt^c the most
says.

TiarveJoiis
b>-

color picturej

pToceM."

thij

50 easy to

make your own movies

IT'S
color if your automatic

with Vitacolor attachments!

jector are equipped

A

child can

Vitacolor

is

do

it.

in natura

cinema camera and pro-

This

is

because the operation of

good black

identical with that of taking

and white pictures. The same touch of the finger
ting the mechanism of your camera into motion
the miracle of Vitacolor to

you

see!

on the

work recording

delicate emulsion of

Vitacolor Panchromatic

film.

your

Take your

set-

sets

the color

Du

Pont

pictures

and

you have always done. But, oh!
what a difference! Using Vitacolor, your home
screen will throw back pictures in natural color that
could only have been put there by professional hands
project

them

just as

—

such a brief while ago. Have your dealer explain Vitacolor's exclusive features before

you

start that vaca-

&

Attachments for Bell
Houell "VO" and Victor
16 tnm. cameras. S75
complete. Attachments
jor other models in prep-

tion trip to the mountains, seashore, stream or abroad.

And

don't forget the

name

— IT'S

VITACOLOR'

aration.

If

your dealer

voii

icish

&

A"

jilm

is

priced at $12 per 100-/t.
roll. For every roll tal(en
the iLSer is returned a
negative and positive and
a

technical

ivhich

is

detdiied

if

for any other reason

mf 07r?icit!0)i,

write to the

B.

DU PONT

projectors.

$100 complete. Vitacolor

Panchromatic

unsupphed, or

Max

Attachments /or Bell
Howetl and Kodascope

"Model

is

more

VITACOLOR CORPORATION
207-9

North Occidental Boulevard

Los

.\ngeles.

Calif.

criticism,

of inestimable
relation to his

value in
future toorlt-

ORDER
antaneous color

..

instantaneous color

FROM
-^ -^ -^

TOUR

DEALER

instantaneous color ...... inst

lo^'iE m;«iacic<

— and

48 hours we will
return your camera and projector
in

ready for

VITACOLOR
NATURAL COLOR WITHOUT LIMITATIONS
SAME LENS—SAME LIGHT—SAME CAMERA
that takes your black and white pictures
Take them now in Vitacolor
— natural color—everywhere, anywhere. Even
in
rain, early morn!

fog,

dusk,

ing,

artificial

light,

slow motion.

And

COSTS
Cost
Cost

fitting

tilting projector

$75.00

(parts included)

100.00

.\lternating current requires transformer
.
..
„
„
,
^.,
„ ..
Film,
processing
100 ft. roll, includmg negative
one positive print

,^

ixtra

.

7

•

positive prints per 100

full

size!

DELIVERY

camera (parts included)

for
for

them

project

12.00
J
and

12.00

6.00

ft

Have your

dealer send us your camera and projector if he is
located in: Conn., Del., Dist. of Columbia. III.. Ind., Iowa,

Mi-^h-'Minn., Mo New Hamp"^"^V'
^Z' ^^t""'
^l""'
New V""^'^"!;
Jersey, New York, Ohio. Penn.. Rhode Island.
Vermont, Va., W. Va.. or Wis. Within 48 hours from the
^..^.
.j^^ „^ ^^^^j,.^ ,^^^ „.^ „.„ _.^,^^^ ,^^^
,_^^
color movies.

AUTOMATIC DISSOLVE
Automatically fade

in

nply operated with

and

the

ne hand that works your

A

nera button.

pressing of

the
n

that

films

adjust-

screw allows the fade-

attachment

and
Your

An

fade-out

to

be

c

cond
(the
andard)

professit

1#
^()ir<

(,L4D

l)h

\LhR WILL BE

lODFMONSTRATE

THESE ARTICLES.

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVES
DESIGNEPS AND MANUFACTURERS

J

**Yo« descrihe it—We'll dei»«|ji

106

it'

WCST46IH ST.: N.XC

iSmx
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SLOW

For Normal and

Motion Pictures
AT the

turn of a button

— SLOW-MOTION!

ments or complicated adjustments.

Sounds

Without

the need of any special attach-

but

like magic,

it's

with

just as simple as that

the Victor Cine-Camera.

Think of the advantage of

And

yet

it is

just

this feature.

one of many

The added

The

pleasure.

possibilities

similar, pleasing refinements of action

which

it

affords.

and convenience

to be

found exclusively on the Victor Cine-Camera

As

surprising as

Model

3

its

many unusual

Victor Cine-Camera

is

features,

is its

quoted at $125.00

low

Complete

price.

in

every

detail,

the

—a new standard of value which can only

be fully appreciated after an actual try out.

Victor Animatograph

Company

Davenport, Iowa, U.S.A.
Branch Sales

242 West 55th

Street,

Office

New

York, N. Y.
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definite futurity in projecting.
Finally, amateur movies give us
the dividend of generosity because what we film for our own
enjoyment we can show for the

spite of recent demonstrations in the speculative stock

I

market, America is still a nation of investors rather than a
nation of speculators and the majority of our
people look for continuing returns rather than
for quick satisfactions. This is particularly true
of recreational investments in the greater part of
this country outside of our large cities whose

investment worthy
fl Here, then, is a recreational
of a place in the most intelligent family budget.
The time has passed when amateur movies can
be considered as available only to a luxury market and this is true notwithstanding the fact that
prices, except for projectors, have not greatly
lowered. Amateur movies have acquired a wider
public not because more of the public can buy
them as ephemeral satisfactions but because more
of the public are realizing day by day that amateur movies are without superior as a fine family

feverish haste for pleasure is symptomatic of a
local rather than a general disease.

^ Amateur movie making is the soundest type
of recreational investment. Its initial cost is not
prohibitive yet it is high enough to emphasize to
the purchaser that it is not an ephemeral thing
but something that must be used steadily to be
enjoyed. Its annual upkeep is small enough to
be practicable but large enough to take a respectable and definite place in the family pleasure budget. Furthermore, this annual upkeep, instead of
being all outgo, adds, by more film records, to the
total value of the investment.
^ Dividends

are

immediate and

certain.

interest

First

is

expression because amateur movies offer unlimited artistic opportunities. There is also the dividend of re-creation because amateur movies can
recall, as can no other medium, the people and
places that "we have loved long since and lost
awhile." Amateur movies give us the dividend of
scientific experiment they also bring us an instrument to use in our business and our other avocations. Then there is the dividend of permanence
and we are certain that whatever time we spend in
picturing is good for a multiplication through in-

^ Movie making

A Word

THE

About

the

at

ANTHONY

EARLE C.
Director of tlie National

ROY

D.

CHAPIN

Chairman, Board of Directors
Hudson Motor Car Company

i.MQUiRiES TO

level

Its early

and

this

devotees

par.

Amateur Cinema League
service;

it

offers a photoplay consulting service;

it

offers

and organizing service; it conducts a
film exchange for amateur clubs. Movie Makers is its
official publication and is owned by the League. The directors listed below are a sufficient warrant of the high type
a club consulting

of our association.

is

invited.

Treasurer

^

VOORHEES

STEPHEN

F.
Architect, of New

Your membership

Inc., Directors

Vice-President

A. A. HEBERT
il711 Park St., Hartford, Conn.
II

York City

"\

W.
30 E. 42nd

E.

COTTER

St.,

New York

City

J
j)
"

C. R. DOOLEY
Personnel Manager
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y.

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

105

LEE

F.

HANMER

Director of Recreation,
Russell Sa^e Foundation

FLOYD

L.

VANDERPOEL

Scientist, of Litchfield,

Managing Director
ROY W. WINTON, New York
ADDRESS

own

and more and

way above

Amateur Cinema League,
Hartford, Conn.

its

becoming increasingly active
more intelligent people are filming because of the
satisfaction they and their friends get from it. Its
tests have proved its worth as a sound investment
and it is paying larger dividends as time goes by.
It is listed on the stock exchange of satisfaction

the international organization of movie amateurs founded, in 1926, to
serve the amateurs of the world and to render effective the amateurs' contribution to cinematography as an art
and as a human recreation. The League spreads over fifty
countries of the world. It offers a technical consulting

HIRAM PERCY MAXIM

finding

are

is

President

is

level is pretty close to the top.

;

Amateur Cinema League

ideal family recreative activity.

and an

^ All investments eventually find their economic
level in the financial field and their value depends
upon their performance and not upon the manipulations of stock brokers and wild-cat financiers.
Similarly, recreational investments find their appeal level and their value depends upon their
capacity to interest over a period of years and
not upon clever or insistent advertising.

the dividend of interested occupation and
this, remember, is all that many recreations have
to present; then there is the dividend of creative

there

enjoyment of

others. There is no element of selfish or solitary
recreation in this prince of sports.

Conn.

City

West 40th

Street,

New

York,

New York
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MOTION CREATES A FOCAL POINT
In This Weird S.
ing of Good C;

n The Terror with

Its

Many

Definitely Establishes the

Possibilities for Diverting the

Hands

of the

Hooded Organist

by Limiting All Motion to Them.

Eye
as

t
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WHY

FILMS

GO WRONG

Some Important "Don'ts" for
By Roy

League
THE Amateur Cinema
some

has
time that
maintained for
amateurs can produce motion

picture art and that they will probably produce motion picture art more
liberated, more individual and more
varied than that coming from professional

studios.

The League has
more

also advised amateurs to devote
attention

to

the thing

the "film story." by

it

has called

which

is

meant

composition of from 100 to
400 feet. 16 nnn.. having the basic essentials of the longer photoplay.
a short

It is

quite possible that

many ama-

want to go in for sane and understandable motion picture art, using
teurs

the film story as the medium, and that
they would like to find out what others

have considered artistic. To answer
this possible query by specific statements that this or that is motion picture art
or

is

the last thing the League

Movie Makers should undertake.

amateurs are to develop cinematography along sound esthetic lines it
will not be because of their adopting
any definitions in advance and making their product fit these definitions.
We do not want to build up the body
of motion picture esthetics by any
If

less common sense method than experiment and reflection on the results
of experiment. What motion picture
art becomes will be decided by continued eff"ort and product and not bv
a forced and manufactured scheme of

cinematic theory.
\\

some of

the

is

an attempt to

more obvious and

patent "don'ts" and to post the road
of cinematic experiment with certain

warnings in order that the amateur
may keep out of a whole series of
blind alleys and profitless paths that
have been proved blind and profitless
by the experience of other amateurs

Amateur Filmer

W. Winton

and of professional producers.
It must be assumed that every intelligent amateur approaching the

eliminated the human interest completely, concentrating my attention on
The
cinematics and photography.
producer did not intend such a reaction from his audience or he would
not have introduced the characters at

production of a film story will make

all.

his plan before he begins. This

means

that he will write a continuity script

and that

this script will contain the

map

of the whole adventure in
Continuity should not be a
hodge-podge or a Chinese puzzle
whose pieces have meaning only for
the maker. It should not be a plan
that calls for so many lengths of film
that will later be tied together by
LInplanned filming and later
titles.
editing may promise interesting sport
for the editor but it can never be depended on to turn out a film story that
will have any real head or tail. Continuity should not include action that
has not been "motivated" in advance.
If it makes a character pick up a volume of Shakespere and use the book
to lirusli his hair
in itself a situation that will undoubtedly get a laugh
from the audience there must be
some previous explanation as to why
the character would act in this fashion. Otherwise the audience will lose
luinior in bewilderment.
route

filming.

—
—

Contiimitv must not catapult characters into the story without

letting

the audience see the characters

and

understand them first. Recently I saw
wonderfully beautiful film with
most admirable scenic photography,
an excellent grasp of cinematics and
comfortable cutting, but which puzzled me all its length because I had
not been given a sight of the characters and knew them only by titles.
At first. I tried to connect names and
general outlines of human figures but
finally I gave up the attempt and
a

hat follows here

collect

the

In planning continuity, the
will

remember

amateur

that he perceives the

finished product in his imagination

through the medium of

all

of

his

senses and that he films it the same
way. As he forecasts it, the plan will

be completely clear to him and. as he
photographs it, the recorded situations will be quite evident because he
checks up his vision by four other
senses, if need be. But he must remember that his audience can get his
intention with the aid of one sense
only and that what is not made clear
to the fresh and uninformed eye of
his spectators will not be understood
by them. It is not easy to translate
our own five-sensory perceptions into
uni-sensory stimuli but we must learn
the trick, if we are to tell a film story
successfully.
Lastly, continuity must not. for the
film story, be too complex. The im-

agination must arm itself with a gigantic pruning-hook and must cut
rigorously until what remains can be

comfortably included in the predetermined film length. It is far better
that a job-hunter should say. clearly
and perfectly, that he wants a particular job than that he should sav,
confusedly and hurriedly, that he
wants it. is qualified for it. needs the
money from it, will work hard when
he gets it and will be eternally grateful if he is given a chance at it. Similarly, it is better that 100 feet of film
should register one simple thought
and register it clearly and comfortably to the audience than that it

IMAV 1929

Pholograptt by MetTO'Goldwyn-Maysj.

THE CROWD AS ACTOR
should try to

and

leave

start five or six

them

Cinematics

is

quite

thoughts

No

Detailed Action Is Shown in this Scene from
The Student Prince because the Tale Is Carried For-

unclarified.

ward bv the Action

of the Ensemble.

a nev^r

word with
a simple and specific
meaning. As ethics
means the theory and

word but

a

ment. Whenever a thing interests any
of us, we look at it intently and do
not idly let our eyes
mr^^^^s^^^^^
roam over a wide
area. If a film asks us
to do the equivalent
of this by giving us

panoramic

shots,

we

practice of right con-

are almost certain to

duct so does cinematics mean the theory

develop that vagrant

and inattentive mood
which causes us to see

and practice of movie-

panoramically

Cinematics
making.
has to do with those

and

in real

life.

prac-

Cinematics will not

tices that are peculiar

include straight mo-

to motion picture art
and that are not to be
found in other arts.

tion

qualities

The cinematics

of the

amateur film story
producer should not
include still pictures
taken with a movie
camera unless they
are put into the film
for definite emphasis

and contrast to previous and later moIf an amateur wants to take
photographs he can get far better results with a still camera. Amateur cinematics will not base pictorial composition on the same rules
that the still photographer uses be-

much
ATMOSPHERE EX MACHINA
Proper Use of Such Devices

as Filters Increases the Scopi
of the Artistic Filmer.

a background to provide

to serve as

still

local color or unless the

—

—

photog-

movements

mob, the sea, a storm, or
some such vast and impersonal force
of a large

is

of direct value in telling the film
Many amateur stories place im-

talent

in

the

field of spoken playThis film
making.
produced a distinct
effect of unreality and

Photograph by George H. Scheihe.

tion.

cause these rules will ignore the allimportant element of motion. In any
plan of composition that is, the arrangement of the masses of a photograph the movie amateur will allow
for motion. Many a beautiful still
photograph can be entirely wrecked
if motion is permitted to disturb its
pictorial balance.
Cinematics will not include long
distance action unless that action is

picture

raphy
of
spoken
drama.
I
saw not
long ago a photoplay
made by a very competent group of actors
under a director of

one was constantly trying to see what

was outside of the screen in order to
the action seem real. When we
were given enough settings to parallel

make

the legitimate stage, the action

re-

tale.

ceded so far into the background as

portant action at such a distance from
camera that the audience is called
upon for an amount of detailed at-

to

the

give without
it cannot
considerable
strain,
concentration
and discomfort. Cinematics will not
be panoramic except in very homeopathic doses and will never be panoramic except where there is a de-

tention that

liberate effort to create in the audi-

ence a

mood

of confusion and excite-

become

unintelligible.

The makers

of this photoplay had no knowledge
of their medium and conceived their

problem as one of producing a spoken

drama and

letting the

care of the

rest.

cameraman take

Nearly all of us are weary of the
use of closeups in professional photoplays. We probably never want to
see another film actress register her
beauty and her emotions before a

IMOWIE M/«I«ERS
camera for many tiresome feet of
futile film. Yet amateur film story
makers will not forget that as salt is
necessary for food to be palatable so
is

the closeup requisite

if

films are

be understandable. The closeup is
primarily not a medium to show the
pulchritude and mimetic capacity of
a beautiful female or a stalwart male.
It is, rather, the unique possession of
the photoplay to call specific atten-

to

tion to details of action that the legitimate stage must be content with half

change position and angle of vision.
Here is another of the most definite
special features of motion picture art.
The audience in a theatre can see from
only one angle, but the movie camera
can literally put the movie audience
up a tree or down a hole. The amateur filmer
is

who

neglects this capacity
much of its

shearing his film of

interest.

The "don'ts"

of photography are

so well-known that a brief mention of
a

few of them

is sufficient.

Exposure

need not be bad if the filmer is careful and if he is willing to realize that
an exposure meter is better than a
personal guess and that time used in
making exposures certain is time well
spent. Poor focus is the result of slipshod preparation; a shaky and wobbly scene is nothing more than a positive proof that the cameraman was too
proud of his muscles to use a tripod
as a

camera

rest;

bad lighting

indi-

cates that the filmer tried guess-work

instead

of

basing

on

experiment.

emphasizing. Closeups
of conversation are inbut
stupid
herently

Snap-shooting and

closeups of action are
of the very inner fibre

they do not belong in a
film-story
and
wise
amateur preparation
will include planned

snap-filming

are

all

right in their places but

of the motion picture.
So amateur cinematics
will use closeups where

pictorial

The

composition.

director

of a
film story will not permit his actors to speed

closeups are required
to focus attention on

—

and this is
action
pretty nearly sixty per
cent of the time.

up their action because
he knows that natural

The cinematic amamake his

action will not register
through his camera ex-

choppy by cutting
from one scene to another where he can just
as easily move the cam-

cept as a blur, when
that natural action is at

teur will not
film

a fast tempo. He will
not save footage where
footage is requisite to
make a point clear. If

era or the actors. Cutis legitimate and
proper either by the
ting

—

economy

the dissolve
when a scene
cally ended.

is

essential he

eliminate

earlier

method

or later action.

He will

is specifi-

not waste footage because his actress is "going strong" or because

will

direct cut, the fade or

It

is

an-

noying when the audience realizes that it is
done because of the director's or cameraman's
laziness. Obviously this leads us to
the realization that the camera can

Phocogrdph by Stanley Adi'erf ising Company.

cameraman
amored of a

his

THE STAGE CAN'T DO THIS
The Closeup Is Supreme in Telling this
With Economy of Action Time.

Incident

Bdow:

effect.

THE LONG SHOT FOR BACKGROUND
This Picture from The Patent Leather Kid Contaii
No Human Action, for Obvious Reasons, but if E
sential Human Action Were Included It Would Be
:

Distant as to Be Insignificant.

Photograph

by

Fust

National

He

is

en-

certain

composition or light
will not let his opportunist

(.Continued on page 328)
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THEY ARE AT THAT STAGE OF COURTSHIP
WHEN CONVERSATION HAS BECOME
UNNECESSARY."

do not seem to fit in anyIf you have much of a
film library, you can frequently illustrate an entire song without taking
an inch of new material. Other songs
may call for a few new shots. You can
work with a singer or a record, as you

shots that

where

else.

prefer, but

it is

well to

remember

that

you can keep the records though you
cannot always keep the singer, and it
is well to use the same singer on account of the synchrony. Therefore it
is

best to use records.

Of course,

in this

type of produc-

tion the singer never appears, the object

being to provide a pictorial ac-

companiment.
Select your record
first. If you are wise, you will cling
Don't pick the latest
stale before
you get your film assembled. The
average life of a popular hit is now
six weeks, but the old songs are standard. They'll be as good next year as
this. Work for the "story" song, if
you want action, or take the purely
lyric if you wish atmosphere.
Now get thoroughly acquainted
with your record. Play it over a number of times. Most phonographs designate the number of revolutions per
minute the turn-table should make,
generally seventy-eight turns is standard. Don't be content to set the indicator at that mark. Test it. Put on
a record and slip a bit of cardboard
under it so that one corner projects
slightly. With your eyes on the second hand of your watch, hold a finger
so close to the disc that the card
touches it with each revolution. If

to the old songs.

Songs

Illustrating
A

Diverting Activity for Synchronists
By Epes

BACK
Metro

in
-

March we visited the
Goldwyn Mayer Com-

pany's eastern studios to watch

them put Titto Ruffo

into a talker.

It

W.

Sargent

means, add the illustrated song to
your repertoire. It is easier and often
all

much
If

simpler.

you are old enough to remember

back

to the

source of the "Cathedral of

all day to record
one aria from Othello. When they

the Movies."'

got through, they had a short strip

early

of film and a phonograph master record. Save for the fact that the actual
star sang the number, they had ap-

scanty film offerings with illustrated
songs in which popular music of the
day was pictured with a set of lantern slides. This was a regular part

took pretty nearly

proximately what many amateurs
have produced, following the suggestions contained in the June, 1928. issue of

Movie Makers.

In the

March

you will find another article which tells how to make
your own sound as well as picture.
The amateur process is much the
same as the professional except that
there are certain crudities that can be
overcome with the use of about half
a million dollars' worth of apparatus
in the hands of some fifty highly paid
men. By following the directions in
these two articles you, too, can become
a pioneer sound film producer and, by
issue for this year

290

store

of the
filling.

show
It

you will recall that the
shows eked out their

for

killed

it
was cheap and
from three to five

hits.

They

you

get

will

become

thirty-nine

revolutions

in

minutes and you could get a slide

ser-

thirty seconds, the speed

vice for twenty-five cents a day.

The

you don't, then correct the speed
until you do.
Now get the proper starting point.
Most records prelude the voice. Keep
just enough of the introduction to
cover your title, but start at a proper
place and not in the middle of a measure. Mark that spot exactly, which
can be done by checking the turn-

singer earned anywhere from five to
twenty dollars a week.
Only one team used the motion picture to illustrate its songs, for spe-

made film was expensive and
much to be introduced in competition with the cheaper slides. Howcially

cost too

no longer imporand the idea will provide the
new
and interesting
amateur with a
field.
Often, too, it will use up brief

ever, this point is
tant

is

correct.

If

table the instant this point is reached
and marking the spot where the needle
rests.

With

a knife-point or stylus.

lOWIC M /% 14 E R »
from

cut a groove

this

point to the

extreme edge of the disc. The cut
should not go straight out to the rim,
but slantingly so that when the table
is turning the needle dropped onto the
smooth edge of the disc will be caught

and whisked into the groove and so
into the sound track at the exact point
where you wish to start. Better get
a couple of cheap records and practice with these before you attempt to
groove a more expensive disc.
Now copy off the words of the song
and make a schedule. This is best
done with a stop watch, but if you
have none the second hand of any
ordinary watch will suffice. In theory
you should be able to time the song
by counting the bars. So many bars
should equal a certain number of
seconds, according to the beat. Most
singers, however, have their own
ideas of expression and it is best to
count the time they take rather than

purposes we have
selected Loves Old Sweet Song, not
that

illustrative

it

is

particularly well suited to

but

illustration,

because

it

can

be

worked with film clips or new action and because (whisper) it's one
of the few tunes we know. The timing is only approximate, each figure
representing the number of seconds.
first stanza and chorus run:

The

Prelude

Once

—

in the

dear dead days beyond

recall, (4)

When

on the world the mists began

to fall, (5)

Out of the dreams that rose

happy throng

Low

to

Comes

love's old, sweet song. (5)

With a stop-watch this probably
would show seconds and fifths, for
the timing as given

more exact you
\

on will save

in

in

is

are,

The
more time

not exact.
the

your splicing.

your scenario. The
mean anything in
particular, so it may mean most anything. Go over your library and see
what you have that will fit in. But
you have this clue. It suggests the
This might be a shot of chilpast.
dren wading in the brook or romping
over the fields, a bit of wild country
without figures, an old farmhouse or
even a shore line. Any of these might
do. If you make a special shot, use
two children, who may be paddling
their feet in the brook, merely sitting
on a grassy bank, or the girl can be

Now work up

first

line

does not

in a rustic

figure the time they should take.

For

us at twilight comes love's

Still to

old song, (7)

swing.

The second line suggests a cue. Get
some misty scene, the fog coming in
from the sea, a steaming bog, the mist
rising from the river, a late afternoon
shot, or make a special shot on a day
with little wind, barely enough to
blow across the field of your lens the
smoke from a couple of burning automobile shoes, which seem to give
smoke of the proper weight. Do not
have the fire too close to the camera.
If you have a set of filters you can
make your own fog, or you can shoot
through gauze.

"Out of the dreams" suggests the
day dreamer. You may have something on hand, a girl leaning against

and looking at
nothing in particular, sitting on the
porch or on a lawn bench. Almost
anything suggestive of introspection
will suffice. For a special shot use a
couple of young people against a
pretty ground. They are at that stage
of courtship where conversation has
become unnecessary. You might as
a pillar or tree trunk

well

make

a special shot, as you'll

need a special for the next line. This
shows the same couple listening to
the song in their hearts, preferably
face to the camera, if you can get
young people who can look soulful
and not too calf-like. Or for this line
you can get a "wow" with an exceptionally pretty baby of three or four,
scantily dressed and singing to the
music of a compoboard lyre.

The following
gests a fireplace,

line naturally sug-

dim

lighting

and a

while the last line shows
the young people sitting beside the
fire, with one chair sufficing for both.
For the chorus select a sunset scene
for the first half of the first line and
use the boy and girl by the fire for the
second. If you can get a piano lamp
with a 100 watt bulb, you will have
fitful blaze,

sufficient

light.

Mask

the

transpar-

cardboard or the lamp
will make the shade so prominent as
to distract attention from your group.
For the second line, keep the young
people but work for a firelight effect.
If you have a studio lamp, get it as
close to the floor as possible and slant
ent shade with

it

up against

tle practice,

their faces.

With a

lit-

an assistant can work the

outspread fingers of his hands up and
(Continued on page 326)

(5)

our hearts love sang an old

sweet song. (6)
And in the dusk, where fell the firelight gleam,
Softly it wove itself into our dream.
(

(4)
Just a song at twilight, (3) when
the lights are low, (3)
And the flickering shadows softly

come and go (6)
Though the heart be weary
the

(3)

and

day seem long, (3

•AN OLD WOMAN AT A COTTAGE DOOR
WITH THE LENGTHENING SHADOWS INDICATING THE CLOSE OF A LONG DAY."
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CRITICAL FOCUSING
Technical Reviews
Noah's

Ark

Aid

Warner

the

to

Amateur

Bros.

Michael Curtis

Directed by

Edited by Arthur L. Gale

Photographed by Anthony Coldeway

Reviewed through the courtesy of
the National Board of Review.

Large Scale: Although amateurs
have neither tlie facilities nor the desire to produce motion picture spectacles such as this, and although when
such elaborate work is even attempted
on a lesser scale the amateur does his
worst, Noah's Ark is particularly
worth the movie maker's attention because its range is one that could only
be attempted by the motion picture
camera and because, with the advent
of the talkies, this may be the last

through a fine mesh that gives a pleasant texture to the pictures and greatly
adds to their photographic beauty.

Composition: This film furnishes

The Iron Mask
United Artists
Alan Dwan
Photographed by
Henry Sharp, A. S. C.
Directed by

Lighting: An interesting use is
of shadows and lighting effects

made

in the secret passages of the King's

palace.

They can be

by amateurs and

easily duplicated

their

artistry fur-

large scale production.

Model and Trick Work: A

great

variety of model and glass work is
presented. In one sequence, early in
the picture, the most convincing train
wreck, using models, that we have ever
seen, is staged.

In

many

of the scenes

of Babylon, models are used and the
tower of Babel is presented with the

(See illustraJehovah's command to build the
Aik is introduced by expertly handled
aid of painted glass.

nishes a worthwhile example.

tion.)

Sets and Costumes: As is usual
with the Fairbanks pictures, the costumes and sets are consistently beautiful and apparently entirely faithful
to the period. They are rich in suggestions for the amateur photoplay
producer.
Cinematics This film furnishes us
with a new and very suggestive use of
double exposure. The three musketeers lose their lives to save the ruling
king and at the end of the picture,
D'Artagnan dies for the same cause.
As the court rushes out and discovers
his body on the terrace, D'Artagnan
joins his companions in the sky above
and, as the court kneels beside the
dead body, the four in the sky march
together into the distance to meet "the
greater adventure". A. L. G.

lightning and the words appear in
flame on the side of the mountain at

fUH^-ySMM

(See

illustration.)

?SSP8

:

The Letter
suggestions from the current cinema
Above: Shadows Heighten an Atmosphere of Tragedy in United Artists' The Man in the Iron
Mas\. Center: A Porthole Forms an Effective Frame in this Scene of First National's The .Night
Wiitch. The Tower of Babel, Belotu. Painted on Glass in Combination with a Realistic Foreground Cleverly Photographed. Achieved this Effective Scene from Warner Brothers' T^oah'i At\.

Paramount
Directed by

Jean

De Limur

Photographed by
Geo. Folsey,

Jr.,

A. S. C.

Effective Introduction: In establishing the locale of The Letter
the foot of which Noah stands. The
proportions are correct and the mechanics of the miracle extraordinarily
smooth. It can hardly be imitated by

amateurs but every movie maker interested in trick work will enjoy it.
Screens: The war scenes are taken

many examples of
positions made up

large scale comof the multitudes
at the court of the Babylonian king,
torrents of water, animals tramping
toward the Ark, as well as the simple

scenes on Mount Ararat and interiors
of the King's torture chambers. A.L.G.

various atmospheric shots of significant aspects of night life in Singapore dissolve one into another. The
camera moves from the general background of waterfront brothels and
native gambling dens out over a big
( Continued on page 331
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PHOTOPLAYFARE
Reviews

Romance Thrives

for the Cintelligenzia

LOUIS STEVENSON,

ROBERT
who

now very much

is

jeu with

modern

Edited by

vieux
one

Roy W. Winton

—

—

critics, in

of those quaint, old-fashioned essays
which, in spite of those same modern
critics, have become a part of English
literature, paid a tribute to one who
had already grown old-fashioned in

iug in any of these fields but there is
nothing disappointing. It is workmanlike throughout. The adaptation
may irritate Dumas fans if there are
any left because pieces are taken
from the d'Artagnan saga with no regard for fidelity to the great French

and advisors. At

all

events he

titled to great credit for

own very
vor

of

is

en-

subduing his

personality in facharacter visioned by

definite

the

Dumas.

romancer. Yet the resulting scenario

Dumas to a
Doug does a prologue and
an epilogue in verse and we have not
heard many Shakespearian actors do
is

faithful to the spirit of

fine degree.

better with heroic declamation.

and incidental sound

These

make the
Personally
could have done without the sound
effects

film a modified "talkie".

we

which strike us, in general, as
puerile in any film whatsoever but the
two recitations of Mr. Fairbanks provide an excellent start and finish.
effects

We recommend The Man in the Iron
Mask

to those of

who

our readers

are

enough not to fear being
old-fashioned and who still like to

intelligent

re-create early romantic thrills of a
clean and wholesome kind. It is a

good photoplay of a good story produced by a first-class director with a
deservedly popular film
his

own day and expressed

West

a zestful

Stevensonian hunger to again "take
horse for Belle-Isle" with d'Artagnan
and his heroic musketeers, to re-live
and praise
the youthful thrills that
the Lord for their old-fashionedness
used to stir the hearts of the young
fellows of the eighties and nineties.

of

star.

Zanzibar

TN

*

—

those dark days of antiquity before this reviewer began seeking

films for the rintelligenzia

someone

—

Stevenson

and

Dumas,

both

of

whom had

a nice sense of the eternal
humor of things, would extract much
piquant satisfaction from the reactions of jaded

Doug

Broadway audiences

Fairbanks' The

Mask, a United

Man

to

in the Iron

Artists' product.

These

disillusioned photoplayfarers appear
to enjoy the old-fashioned

as

much,

Dumas tale

not more, than they enjoy
how youth goes
and comes out all pure in the
if

the latest version of

wrong
end.

Fairbanks does a more restrained

and

Man

intelligent piece of

work

in

The

Iron Mask than he did in
The Three Musketeers because he is
more in the period. In the earlier excursion into Dumas romance he imposed the Fairbanks tradition very
emphatically on the story, and d'Artagnan was more Doug than Dumas.
In the present photoplay Doug is a
medium and not a motive. This is
possibly to be credited to the reported
research Fairbanks made before this
last production and the expert guidance he received from French artists
in the

LAST OF THE GREAT SPECTACLES?
The Gigantic and

Thrilling Scene, Above, from Warner Brothers' Xoah's Aiit and the Scene of
Regal Magnificence. Below, from United Artists' The Man in the Iron Mask. May Seldom. Perhaps
Never, Be Duplicated if the Present Tendency to Talkies Continues. Center:
Mature Douglas
Fairbanks from the Latter Film.

A

The

film is wholly artistic in treat-

makes use of modern cineits photography is admirable, its direction by Allan Dwan
in excellent taste and its cutting is
very happy. The action is eminently
satisfying. There is nothing outstandment.

It

matography,

produced a film version of Conrad's
Lord Jim which told the tale faithfully
enough but which, in our opinion,
totally lacked the Conrad spirit.
West of Zanzibar gives, better than
we had thought possible, with fully
{Continued on page 327)
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DRAWING ROOM
Some Observations on

WHEN
the

the talkies

Main

first

come

to

the

TALKIES

Newest Feature of Home Movie Programs
Technically, therefore, the amateur

By Ruth Hamilton Kerr

Streets of all but the

two thousand larger

cities in

the United States which now have
theatres wired for this new movie
thrill, it appears they will be far more
likely to have come via the amateur

large auditoriums. Also in order that
the talking be audible in all parts of a
large theatre the volume must be increased, w ith proportionate distortion

equipment of an amateur movie
enthusiast than by w ay of a local theaThus the amateur movie movetre.
ment, which started so long after its

and

talkie

loss of quality in reproduction.

can present a show even more satisfying in technical performance than the
ones ballyhooed by the big movie palaces. Programs of svnchronized films
and records are now available which
have been made specially for the home
theatre bv the very finest of professional methods, starring famous personalities

hibitor

movie machines for amateurs have
been made available for immediate
deliverv which are the essence of simplicity and inexpensiveness. and many
citizens will have them in their own
homes long before their local movie

to the

houses are wired.

records,

And. of course, these synchronization devices greatly simplify several
of the sound picture stunts possible

Songs, in this issue of MoviE Makers.
films can either be cut or specially

match favorite phonograph
and perfect svnchrony obtained with these machines. Or one

made

to

of the synchronized library records
can be placed on the turntable and local talent can go through the action
required by the original film, carefully matching the song or speech of

ment seems not only as good but actuallv somewhat superior to that of
the big theatres. Together with carelessness of employees operating the

the record, while this mock performance is filmed by the cameraman. The

big installations, this is possibly accounted for by the fact that light and

be an amusing talkie you
can claim for your own.
result will

sound waves

closeups. to those in distant parts of

amateur without requiring of

the actual recording of sound. As
suggested in the article. Illustrating

him

And amusingly enough, a demonrecently made showed that
the svnchronization of home equip-

small distances involved, but
nevertheless distinctly appreciable, especially in the greatly magnified

is

grams of equal quality

stration

in the

talkie ex-

assured short subject proto those of the
theatre world.

professional forerunner, now promises to preempt the pioneer role.
Whereas the w iring of a theatre for
sound and talking pictures is an expensive task and it takes many months
installation, talking
secure an
to

travel at different rates
of speed, a variation which is slight

and organizations of the

Thus the amateur

stage.

STARS FOR YOUR
Above:

A

Clever

New Home Sound
Bcloio:

Room.

OWN SOUND

Talking

Puppet

in

SCREEN
One

of

the

Pictures.

Making a
Note the Microphones Above

the Drawing
the Singer.

Courtesy of Home-Talkie

Corporation

Photographs

Singing Picture for

Which throws some

light

on the

greeting now so frequently heard between amateurs. '"Come over and hear

mv

films."

MO

E

-%'

[

;«

KERS

•THE WORLD

IS

BEFORE

US.

STRIKE OUT!'

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS?
In Which

An

Far Horizons

Anidteiir Scans

By Hastings White

MOST

start

amateurs,

upon

I

fear,

will

pleasure of the creator, of the pio-

this article eager-

"Yes, yes!" they will ex"professional standards, I
claim,
must have that professional quality."
This is precisely what they must not
have. By this I mean to distinguish
between professional technique and
esthetics.
Study the professional for
the technical side rather than the artistic.
To strive to pattern after the
professional film esthically is to
miss the whole point and importance
of the amateur movement. In doing
this we would at best be only copying
their virtues and continuing their
vices. This sounds like a paradox,
but is nonetheless true. The proficiency and the expertness of their
scientific methods,
the mechanical
means by which their effects are obtained, these are the important, the
indispensable things that the professional can give us. At this point his
usefulness ends.

neer, of the adventurer!

ly.

I

recently viewed a rather preten-

amateur film in which most of
was expended toward equalling Hollywood's average picture.
What a complete and perfect loss!
It is astonishing how much is heard
in amateur circles of this duplication

The

You Are Challenged
unsolicited
INgenuine expression

and

this

not only extremely difficult but comwithout point. The professional advantages, some of them
pletely

important problem.

hope that everyone who
reads Mr. White's views
his

his smallness.

and
send them to Movie Makers.
From suck a symposium of
amateur opinion it may then
program

some unhappy subWhether he adds or subtracts, he takes away. It can be no
other way. These experts are like a
sorry addition or

of

traction.

amateur achievement.
us know what YOU think.

Let

dozen

the effort

Many

of these

16 mm. workers may be suspected,
with some foundation, of seeking the
adulation of their immediate friends.

Of

course, there are many who are
not serious and shoot anything and

everything with a fine abandon. They
have great fun doing it and that's the
most important thing. However, there
are always a few serious workers who
are striving with an even more intense,

if

somewhat

to create

different, pleasure

something

fine,

to express

In the December issue of Movie
Makers, Alexander Bakshy with his
article. Dramatic Accent, showed the
way to a new trail. The world is be-

want

to

Strike out!

do and

let

Do what you
not

its

newness

frighten you nor cause you to doubt
merit.

Your

ideas

may

all

its

be im-

practical and your "special effects"

may

—

not prove effective
never mind,
is
always the vital creative
pleasure which is its own reward. It
is just possible that we may do somethere

thing.

And when we have

little

suc-

cesses thev will be our successes!

The

but

artful

translators at

something of themselves. And it is
to these amateurs that I wish to speak.

fore us!

true masterpiece

and executed
by one man. Every expert that is
brought into the professional staff
detracts from the picture either by a

tious

of professional work.

Your

will be a film conceived

be possible to chart a course
definite

dis-

sets.

facilities not easily

We

a

for lavish

mobs, lights and
open to the amateur. The amateur's advantages are
few but salient. Indeed, most of the
important advantages are with the
amateur. His greatest opportunity,
oddly enough, is the thing he is
so quick to throw aside, that is,

huge

plavs.

Makers feels there is a challenge to every other amateur
to give his best thought to

for

money

dubious, are

which the amateur
world shottid aim, MoviK

ward

will carefully consider
own, set them down

standards of the pro-

is

of the

opinion of one of our readers concerning the goals to-

this all

artistic

fessional should hold little interest
for the amateur as their duplication

various-minded

work upon one man's

thought, each looking with different
from different angles, and seeing different things, a dozen men of
various talents and capacities for appreciation translating the work of one
eyes,

man, each according to his own light,
a light which diffuses and weakens
the clear steady

By such
and

beam

of the creator.

a bastard art are the

Murnaus

Duponts

rendered
impotent.
Here, too, the amateur's realm is horizon-wide, with nothing hut the dullness of one's

own mind and awkward

fingers to rob the essence of a perfect conception, to lose the outline of

a

perfect image

—nothing

but one's

(Continued on page 329)
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How

A

Became

I

Introducing

a

Sei •/es

on Trick

By

DW.

GRIFFITH wanted

a

Trick Photographer
Camera Wot 'k for Amateurs

Frederick Waller

cy-

clone to destroy a distant village, sweep through a country-

side, leaving destruction in its

wake

road destroy a particular inn, in a particular way. So in
1924 I was asked by the head of the
Long Island Studio of ParamountFamous-Lasky Corp.. to hold up the
experimental work I was doing on

and

at a cross

new photographic
the cyclone and film

processes,

make

it.

Several attempts had been

made

to

To

offer its readers an exclusive series of articles
by Frederick Waller, recognized throughout the motion picture profession as
the ace of screen magicians,
is now the privilege of Movie

Makers.

Beginning

with

this introductory article Mr.
Waller in succeeding issues

wanted and three or
four months had slipped by with no
results. In a few weeks the picture.
That Royle Girl, was to be released
and the cyclone had to be in it and
had to look real. After seeing several
failures Mr. Griffith was getting anxious and justly so.
There are always several methods
of creating any illusion and for this
one a complex but sure way was used,
as at this point expense was not the
most important item. Speed, flexibility and certainty came first.
This involved making: a miniature

reveal the means by
which he has achieved many
most wonderful
the
of
"trick" effects ever seen in
motion pictures, and which
have in recent years con-

country side; a full sized "breakaway" (a building made to pull to
pieces by wires and give a realistic
effect of destruction) road house with
outbuildings; a series of pastel draw-

by amateurs in their own
filming. The next article in
this important series will

get the effect

ings of the clouds, showing all the
progressive stages from the gathering
storm to a close-up of a cyclone funnel; photographing miniature back-

296

will

tributed

much

to the distinc-

famous successes of
the Paramount - Famous Still more
Lasky Corp.
important to the amateur
cameraman, Mr. Waller
will interpret his methods in
simple terms and point out
means by which much of his
technique can be employed
tion of

deal

with

and use

the

preparation

of miniatures

and

models.
AFTER THE STORM
Full Sued Set Constructed for the Scenes which
Followed the Destruction of the Inn in Miniature.
Photograph by Pdrdmount-FdmoiwLflsItV-

The

grounds and then the cloud drawings
separately by stop motion: double
printing them over the miniature
scenes and cutting them in with closeup work done around the full sized
"breakaway" building.
This
step

is

may sound

intricate but each

quite simple in

itself.

In five weeks a complete cyclone

running 250 screen feet and done entirely in miniature was ready. If you
happened to see That Royle Girl you
saw only a small part of the cyclone
film taken. Mr. GrifiSth is notorious
for making hundreds of thousands of
feet of film and using ten thousand at
the most and this was no exception,
so he wanted a complete cyclone to
pick parts from.

To make

speed, a

number

of parts

had to be in work at the same time.
A complete plan of everything to be
done was drawn to scale on a drawing board four by twelve feet. With
my assistant and head scenic artist I
worked on this plan for forty-eight
hours with only time out for meals.
a miniature set depicts a country-side it reaches some proportions.
If the scale of the buildings is too
small you cannot get good effects on
"breaking away" and it is hard to
keep everything in perfect proportion when some objects have to be so
minute. Therefore, to save space, the
foreground buildings, trees, roads,
were made in one-half inch
etc.,

When

lOYlE M/%I«EIC9
scale, the middle distance in threeeighths inch scale, and the distant village in one-quarter inch scale, which
means each dimension represented
one foot in the full sized building.

powder which would be set off in
groups of two to four by a specially
designed contactor, giving various
pauses between groups and extremely

The connecting scenery, roads, etc.,
gradually stepped down in scale so

flashes in each group.

that

no difference

close

succession

to

the

individual

In fact, to the

clone clouds in progressive development and in exact relative position
and perspective to match the set. The
amount of precision necessary in both

in size of buildings

visible. This only made the small
ones look that much farther away.
With all this scheming to save
space and expense, the set was 180
feet long and a smooth gray "sky
backing" ninety feet long and forty
feet high had to be constructed strongly enough to withstand the Fall
weather we were having at that time.
There were eighty buildings in all,

was

drawings and

set

movement may be

seen when it is realized that a building had to blow away precisely at the
same time the cloud struck it.

The

1

600

made by four cam-

feet

eras on the miniature set were cut and
culled out to get the best 250 feet.

The

4000 drawings, showing the
writhing convolutions of the cyclone

hundreds of feet of picket fences,
hundreds of telegraph poles and a
large assortment of weeds and shrubs
that were picked out especially because they suggested trees found in
the district where the cyclone was
supposed to occur.
Most of the houses were connected
with hidden wires to pull them apart
properly.
Six airplane propellers
with dust boxes in front of them were
used on this set and boxes of leaves
and papers were carefully chopped
up so they would be in scale.
To bring this action down to the
proper screen speed, cameras cranking from ten to sixteen times normal
speed were to be used and a month's
work would be torn to pieces and
would be either a success or a failure
in about twenty-five seconds. A number of lightning flashes were made
to light up different parts of the set
and backing. These were to be secured by explosions of very fast flash

While this work was in preparation
and being shot, two shifts of six arteach were working continually
on fourteen by seventeen inch pastel
drawings. Four thousand were made
in all. Each drawing showed the cyists

cone, were photographed by stop

mo-

one drawing to one
frame of film) and made an equal
footage. From the two negatives a
combination or double print was

lion

(that

is,

made: from this a duplicate negative
and then a print to show to Mr.
Griffith.

On

the

morning of the

of the picture.

I

first

stumbled, into the projection

Many

FREDERICK WALLER
Owe Much of their Fame

Directors

Work Done

in

to the

His Trick Laboratory.

group of four would seem like
only one, but the slow motion cam-

eye, a

era

would

stretch this out to

make

long pulsating flashes on the screen.
to be seventy explosions.

There were

JUST BEFORE THE CYCLONE
The Scenes of the Storm Executed in Miniature Wert
"Cut In" to this Scene of the Full Size Set.

tryout

walked, or rather

room

where were Mr. Griffith, his cutting
staff and Miss Dempster, and waited
for the verdict. I had not had any
sleep for seventy-two hours and in
the eight days prior to that I had only
been able to get twenty-two hours.
reel was run and Mr.
Griffith said to Miss Dempster, "We
have waited forty years to have a real
cyclone destroy this particular countryside and here it has done it just in
time to make our first night."
So I became a trick photographer.

The quarter

Photograph by PaTHmount-FamouS'Lasl^y.
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FILM
FLAM
M.

Edited by Louis

Bailey

Cuckoo
P
AGROLhave

cinema modern-

of

constructed a tlieatre in New York City in which
the auditorium is a replica of the
inside of a camera bellows, even to
its blackness, with a round proscenium, like a diaphragm, and with a
ists

huge

iris

which

opens

and

closes

over the screen in place of curtains.
This is all supposed to make the audience more "camera minded." or
something, and to mould or knead
audience and theatre into one great
cinematic whole.

However

that

us that there

may

is

for the amateur

be,

an idea

who

is

it

occurs to

in all

this

considering

room mounted on a panning and tilting top would offer unusual oppor-

—

espetunities for intensifying effects
cially of sea scenes or airplane rides.

With these few suggestions we recommend that the amateur theatre designer no longer waste time in referring
to books on architecture but. rather,
that

of

he consult the advertising pages

Movie Makers

for his artistic in-

spirations.

architecture of
his basement or attic
the

Terpsi-

There might

Chorines

be some psychic adjustment for im-

HAVING

theatre.

posed

films

if

that Roxyettes

the

not a

theatre were shaped
like the interior

of

never seen a farm
except from a Rolls
Royce, we were
quite prepared to
learn that one of the
great motion picture

drain-

companies was garnering a bevy of
beauties to adorn a

why

up

not

fit

the auditorium to

series

of talking
comedies, but in the

represent the interior of the projector? There is something fourth dimensional in this idea of
being both inside
and outside of the
projector at one
but we're not quih
sure just what it i?.
and Mr. Einstein
never answers ca-

A

bles.

wildest flight of our

imagination we nev-

dreamed that
anyone could devise

e r

in

a

tion

OH YOO. MR. AVIATOR
SMILE. PLEASE

might be possible to set the dissolving apparatus in motion and make
room for an entire new audience. A
298

as

we are not to be
outdone in fantasy,
we hereby suggest
amateur producers
get busy and show
the
just

professionals
what

MORE

'

might well be termed "The Bunglethorpe Babies:" that of J. V. S. Simpkins, Jr., "The Simpkins Sweeties."
And then, of course, there might be
"The Anhauser Anklers." "The Karpen Kickers," "The Terwilliger Tootsies," "The Hirschberg Hotsy-Totsies," "The Cadwallader Cuties," and
"The Pasternack Popsy-Wopsies."

Should
ever,

this

really happen,

we would immediately

how-

flee

to

our country cottage at East Teabone,
N. J., and seek solace among the mosquitos.

Our

Prohibition Note

^V/E
'^

are advised of the sad predica-

ment

of

maker who was

a

movie
honored with

convivial

to be

the presence of a great celebrity at a

midnight supper following a theatre
party. Being an ardent camerist he
realized what an opportunity had befallen him to add to his library some
intimate portraits of this world famed
personage, and a last opportunity,
too, for next day his guest was to sail
for Europe, never to return to Amer-

Happily it was a most sucThere were rare foods
and even rarer beverages in abundance. And everyone had a marvelous
time, even the host, until he awakened
the next day with the siren of the
Berengaria sounding down the Hudson, an empty glass in his hand and
his camera and lamps still in their
cases. It is rumored that, as a result,
a big Gothic cabinet, which once held
ica again.

show

that

structed on the lines of an automatic
dissolve. When it got too crowdpd
it

them

name for
"The Pathe

But. just to

possible so-

projecroom con-

a

Pretties."

lution of overcrowd-

ing might be found

such

.AG.MN! AND PUT
IT NE.XT TIME:

FEELING INTO

of

that

the Tiller Girls had

age pipes and cog\vheels,

were

new brand

macaroons and

an exposure meter.
And. following the
mechanistic m a n ner of modern art
which seems to dote
on the use of copper

boilers,

finally

discovered

properly ex-

TRY THAT OVER

beauty

choruses really should be like, and,
as our part in this retaliation, we suggest some sample names for the noncommercial chorines. The troupe of
Lucius Chrome Bunglethorpe. Ill,

cessful supper.

many

highly colored bottles, is now
with neatly stacked reels made
subsequent midnight suppers.

filled
at

IMO'V'IE It«/»*CER»

RHYTHM m MOTION
Noting Analogous Problems

THOSE
movie

interested

in

By Arthur

amateur

making from the

L.

Marble

stand-

whose objective

is

beautiful pictures,

music and certain kinds
of poetry in its ability to endow an
audience with a pure joy, not born

analogous

to

of intellect but of taste, or the sense of
beautv. Advocates of this prospective
art form feel assured that a poetic
cinema is quite as justified as a musi-

In the realm of

human movement

poetry finds a resemblance in the
dance, which consists of an interrelated rise

and

fall of

muscular reac-

woven into a larger beat and
cadence, or, in other words, a series of
forceful muscular reactions followed
by weaker efforts, all being arranged
in a pattern so as to produce both un-'
tions

itv

and

varietv.

is

figure positions suggesting

that

shall

thmically in passing over lines and
tones in a composition. This kind of
rhythm may also be found in the motion picture but as movement is perhaps the outstanding artistic contribution made by the cinema, in actual
rhythmic movement it finds a broader
field for original expression.
In poetry, rhythm results from a series of accented and unaccented syl-

'THE RHYTHM OF LIGHTNING IS TOO COMPLICATED AND FLEETING TO BE ENJOYED,"

is

a conflict of

where movement

is,

Granting
obvious

is

there also

main emblazoned in the sky. Its lines
would likely change direction so often
and without the slightest semblance
to regularity that the eye would be
irritated by the rapid train of surprises. To follow such a line might
be a challenge and a wit-sharpener but
hardly a delight.

How can any person doubt that
rhytlim in motion is a whit less real
than rhythm in sound who has seen a
pianist at his instrument, creating a

sequence of such graceful measured
motions that, for a time, the music is
forgotten ?

lables, as:

"Tell nie not in mournful niimbers
Life is but an empty dream."

wherever there

must be found rhythm. An extremely
complicated movement, although it
makes a pleasing rhythm, cannot be
fully appreciated on the screen because it usually gives place to the next
scene before the mind has a chance
to adapt itself to the new and subtle
situation. For this reason we cannot
enjoy the rhythm of a stroke of lightning which is often an exaggerated
instance of both complicated and fleeting rhythms. To imagine the hypothetical, suppose that for a minute the
form of a lightning stroke might re-

movement.

we look for rhythm in
still pictures?
The answer is found
in actual eye movements that act rhy-

typical of a large part

forces not in equilibrium."
the truth of the definition, it

painting and pictorial photography
wherein rhythm can only originate in

Where

is

rhythmical action found in
nature. As Herbert Spencer wisely
observed, the greatest periodic rise
and fall is found in an ebb and flow
of the tide. Then follow the smaller
undulations, consisting of vast ocean
swells, large billows, medium waves,
wavelets and ripples, all in harmonious recurrent motion. Spencer, who
did much thinking on the subject (his
essay, The Rhythm of Motion, every
amateur movie maker should read),
came to the conclusion that "rhythm
the

results

enjoyable because of delightful sounds in pleasing
combination.
As rhythm forms the basis of musical composition, so closely allied to
the cinema, it must also serve as foundation of a harmonious series of actions. Let us analyze, then, this important element of composition.
The word, rhythm, is derived from
both Latin and Greek and means measured motion. It would seem that rhythmical action is impossible without an
actual state of movement. An apparent exception to this statement may be
cited in the case of such static arts as
cal composition that

The ocean
r)f

point of pictorial photographic

beauty are already looking forward
to an imaginative or rhythmical form
of the cinema in which neither acting
nor plot shall constitute the chief element, an art for arts sake movie

and Movies

Music. Poetry

of

IN THE REALM OF HUMAN MOVEMENT
POETRY FIRST FINDS A RESEMBLANCE IN
THE D.\NCE/'

Infinitely

straight

line.

easier

The

to

follow

chief

is

a

objection,

however, is that after tracing it awhile
the eye loses interest on account of
monotony and the absence of any sign
of adventure ahead. If crazy lines

found in the lightning stroke
are too full of excitement to give
peace, an unvarying straight line in
art is sleep-provoking.
The most

like those

(Continued on page 328)
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AMATEUR CLUBS
Neti's

National Contest
and

importance

with the cooperation of the Little Theatre Guild
of New Haven, and

Edited by Arthur L. Gale

Underway

THE

of Group Filming
COLOR FILM,

value of

/^RGANIZED
^-^

Movie Makers, written by Hirim Percy Maxim. President of the
Amateur Cinema League, who has
shown a keen interest in all club ac-

for the

tivities.

ten by club

sue of

year.

BAD STOCK BUT GOOD FILM
Two
J.

Scenes from OppoTtunity Knocks. Produced by
of Peekskill. N. Y., for Pholopljys
Contest.

V. D. Bucher

For Club Women
/COMMITTEE

A WARDS

*^

Finals

for the recent amateur

movie contest of the Motion Picture Club of New Haven have been

announced as follows:
SCE.\IC
FILM, award to Donald Cooksey for
Canadian Rockies, a beautifully photographed scenic taken on a mountain
climbing

expedition

CHILDREN,

award

;

FILM OF

Alois K.
Schuster and honorable mentions to
to

Walter B. Spencer and Harry C.
Usher; TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY,

heads of

the Cleveland Feder-

ation of Women's Clubs
were entertained at the
last meeting of the Cleveland Movie Club, at which
over forty movie makers
were present. The Fall of
the House of Usher, amacinematic mastert e u r

like to submit a film to
the contest, the Club and

New Haven

The

organization of the club
has secured wide publicity
and aroused general interest in Toledo.

no club in
and you would

rience in these competitions and the
interest aroused by the selections.

first

Mrs. F. A. Pestke.

is

Photoplay Consultant can
put you in touch with the
other League members in
your neighborhood so that a committee of League members can be organized to select the best amateur film in
your district. Glowing reports come
from everv' direction concerning the
value to amateurs gained from expe-

this

of To-

Club Cinematograph Committee and
The Norfolk Case from the Club Film
Library. OfiBcers of this active Toledo club are: Dwight F. Blue. President: Viola Brown, secretary, and
Harrv Nehring. treasurer. On the
board of governors are: George
Meyers, J. H. Hutchinson,
George May, Joseph Pavelko. F. A. Pestke and

rules of other contests.
city

February of

production has been writmembers. Recent programs include: demonstration and
discussion of Kodacolor bv W. Weis,
an exhibition of the De Vry Cinetone and the screening of Soul Thief,
a newsreel of the Stamford Comedv

determine your city's
best amateur film to pit
against the challenging
club. The League's Club
and Photoplay Consultant
will be glad to aid you in
holding a contest and to
send you copies of the

your

in

The Cinema Club

program meetings and the scenario

to

there

Donald W.

ledo. Ohio, has already held several

accept the challenge of
other clubs by holding local competitions in order

If

to

Toledo Filmers

been emphasized by an article in this
department appearing in the last is-

This month the Cinematograph
Committee of the Comedy Club in
Stamford, Conn., announces plans to
hold a Stamford amateur movie competition, making the third Connecticut club to conduct a contest. The
Hartford Amateur Movie Club is
challenging the New Haven Amateur
Motion Picture Club and the mechanism of a national network of interclub contests has therefore been gotten under way by these pioneers.
Prepare your club to

award

Porter for a Kodacolor scenic.

the amateur cine contests conducted by movie clubs has

award to Alois K. Schuster for The
Card Game; CURRENT EVENTS,
award to Marry E. Nettleton for Rodeo, honorable mentions to Virgil

J.

McNeil for The Dartmouth Carnival,
Katherine Matthies for Dedication
of Constitution Hall and to Barbara
M. Pendleton for Storm at Madison

to

TRAVEL FILM, award to \'irgil
McNeil for Cuba and honorable mentions to Richard T. Tobin for Europe
and to Lerov A. Buckingham for
Maine:
PRODUCTION.
award to Irving \. Tier for A Sugar
Maple Farm, an expertly handled
film study of the maple sugaring process,
and honorable mentions to
Harry D. J. Webb for Road Construction and to Barbara Pendleton for
Girl Scouts of Madison; FEATURE
PRODUCTION, award to Jack R.
Crawford for Vanity Fair, produced

SHORT

piece, production of J. S. Watson
and Melville Weber, and Chicago,
produced by the Chicago Cinema
Club, were show-n. Mrs. Grossman,
chairman of the motion picture com-

of the Federated Women's
Clubs, talked on the committee's motion picture work.

mittee

Allegorical

TPHE

production

staff

of

The La

Jolla (California) Cinema League
reports the completion of Avarice,
-*-

running 400 ft., 16 mm. The story,
a svmbolical allegory, is based on the

—

" for whatsoBiblical quotation:
ever a man soweth that shall he also
reap." Galatians 6:7. The production was directed by R. G. S. Rice
and photographed by P. H. Adams
from the story adapted by E. W. B.
Adams. The cast, some of them veterans of other La Jolla productions.

IVIOVIE »I/%I^ER»
includes:

Ivan Rice, Gertrude Mil-

Myron Cooper, Marjorie Van
Antwerp, Ray Millard, John Chasey
and Edward Stuart. At a late meetlard,

ing, The Dragon Fly, production of
Clyde Hammond, was projected.

Portland Producing
nrHlS month The Portland

(Ore-

'- gon) Cine Club, will begin its first
production, A Hole in One. a light
golf comedy to run 400 ft., 16 mm.
The continuity has been prepared by
Ray La Fever and direction will be
in his hands. A production staff has
been appointed as follows: cameramen, Harold Flick, James L. Miller
and A. Q. Muntzel; lighting, R. W.
Johnson and Everett A. Philips:
properties, Dr. Merle W. Moore and
Dr. P. G. Sigris; film editor. Merriman H. Holtz; titles, Harold Flick,
and historian, Benjamin H. Davies.

The

cast will

be announced

later.

In-

dian River Pirates and Exit Three
Bootleggers, both productions of the
Indian River School, were screened
at a recent club meeting.

Gets Equipment

ATMotion

the last regular meeting of the

Worster, secreGeorge Cook,

fi-

nancial secretary, and

Lloyd
chief

W. Dunning,
cameraman. Ap-

proximately sevenhas been recently donated by memty dollars

Society,

Movie Division treasury

purchase new cinematic equipment. A dark room will be fitted
out as a movie laboratory, to be called
the Friday Motion Picture Laboratory
in honor of George Friday, who has
often helped the club in purchases of
equipment. Developing tanks, a drying drum, a 16 mm. printer, titling
apparatus and complete splicing and
editing equipment will be installed
in

the laboratory.

The Movie

Divi-

is now working on its second
production, a comedy to run 600 ft.,
16 mm., which will be exchanged
through the Club Film Library.

sion

A PROGRAM

**

featuring story film

was recently held
movie makers of Erie,
Pa., at the studios of Kelly and Green.
And How from the Club Film Library,
films
produced by J. C.
Anthony and F. M. Carlson of Erie,
Pa., and a photoplay running 400 ft.,
16 nun., produced by C. L. Kepler of
Meadville, Pa., were screened. A talk
by Edmond Knoll on the amateur
photoplay concluded the program.
Several amateur productions are unproduction

AN AMATEUR SALOME
from the

Production

working under the guidance of E.
M. Gearhart, Jr. on a picture to run
1600 ft., 16 mm., the story of which
is to be announced later.

We
A T

**

A.M. P. C.

Visit P.

the last meeting of the Phila-

delphia Amateur Motion Picture
Club, Roy W. Winton, Managing Director of the League, presented the
League's greetings to the club and
Arthur L. Gale, Club and Photoplay
Consultant of the League, addressed
the group on planning continuity for
films, emphasizing the utila carefully planned continuity
in giving entertainment value to tlie

ity of

for amateur

Scenes

der way in Erie. A group of high
school and college students are now

amateur

Active in Erie

Picture Division of the

Cleveland Photographic
Harry S. Shagren was
elected chairman; D.
tary;

bers to the
to

of

that

Name

Filmed

Under the Direction of John B. d'Ippolito. Jr..
Showing Its Highly Stylized Settings and Costume*

amateur product. Narrow Paths, produced by Markard Pictures, was
screened, followed by a demonstration of Vitacolor by Herman Liebes
of

New York

City, the projection of

members' films and an open query
period. This month's addition to the
membership of this very active club
numbers fourteen and a special mem-

bership drive
Phillygrams,

is

now being conducted.

the

club's

monthly publication,
by Robert H. Weeks.

is

attractive

being edited

Montclair High
'T'HE

-

current

pro-

duction of the High

School Movie Club of
Montclair, N. J., to run
800 ft.. 16 mm., will
he entitled She Stoops
to Crank' er. Several sequences have already
been taken and the
(Continued on page 339)
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PORTRAITS

of

PIONEERS

ALEXANDER VICTOR
of any man
of creative genius is to pretty
well define the history of the

To

outline

movement

to

saw his first motion picture
machine, the Lumiere Cinematograph.
Not since his childhood had anything
seemed so imbued with all the eleParis, he

By Arlen Richards

which he has devoted

A man

himself.

life

tlie

of this type gener-

ally expends all his forces within his
work, his own growth involving the

epochal transition of the whole
of endeavor and his in-

field

fascinating objects described in a
treasured book. A Thousand and One
Games. Following the directions in
this

book, they

made

their first

magic

ments of fascination as this new apparatus. Within a few days he had
made the necessary arrangements to
secure one of these machines and
twenty fifty-foot rolls of
pictures.
At about this
time he also met the man

dividual identification fusing therein. In the history
of motion pictures for
amateurs, the name of A.
F. Victor is found on the
earliest pages and recurs
in each ensuing chapter

who

In 1910 Mr. Victor perfected and patented the

The

portable suit-case moprojector,
picture
which, incidentally, was
the first apparatus to combine within one mechanism both camera and projector. Already, Mr. Victor had analyzed the high
cost of standard film as
the great barrier to the
general use of motion pictures by the amateur. To
first

this

the

spiral

pictures in
those
Eastern countries.
The following four
years spent in traveling
strange lands were exceedingly stimulating to
the imagination of the

tion

em-

arrange-

film sheet, similar to the

phonograph record.
However, like all early
attempts to get away from
disc

young inventor. The magician's work was a fascinating

the high cost of standard
film, the device was han-

by

the

—Inventor—

Magician

record.

Mr. Victor succeeded in correcting
this defect somewhat by a slot-opening in the film allowing the pick to

However, the basic
problem remained, so he abandoned
this entire experiment, though others
The name of
have since revived it.
this early apparatus was the Victor
Animatograph, the machine from
which the company derives its name.

idle

on

It is

titles.

extremely interesting to trace

the origin of Mr. Victor's interest in
inventing motion picture apparatus.
Born the son of a Swedish army captain in a remote frontier post in the

Arctic

Circle,

far

study in itself.
Victor rapidly became a

ALEXANDER VICTOR

short

number of exposures it
was possible to get on one

young

come a part of the show.
He was undoubtedly the
first person to show mo-

ment of exposures on a

dicapped

was

and machine as an inducement to be allowed to be-

ployed a novel basic patent,

magician

Orient and after some caVictor
was permitted to join the
troupe, using his newly
acquired motion pictures

jolery

difficulty,

machine

the

over

starting for a tour of the

tion

early

exert

A

of the storv of that indus-

his

to

influence

the course of his life, a
professional magician.
born adventurer, as well
as a man of great imaginative resources, he completely represented adventure to the young student.

try.

surmount

was

strongest

removed from

a

proficient performer

Personality.

from a cigar box,
borrowed from their father's
field glasses, the light a candle. They
were rich in having some lantern
slides which had been brought them
from China by a sea-captain uncle.
Mr. Victor's memories of his boyhood are a hazy mixture of the

lantern, fashioned

the lens

strange loveliness of those pictures,
the smell of the candle as it scorched

cigar-box lantern, the weirdly
flaming Borealis on crackling winter
nights and the mystery of the long
three days of brilliant sunshine and
the

milky twilight, which were midsum-

mer midnight
dancing and

sun. with the peasants

and with
which were kept
the hills through this pedrinking,

source of toys and ready-made en-

strange

bonfires

tertainment, it is slight wonder that
he and his brother turned their energies toward the manufacture of many

burning

in

riod of festivity.

Years

later, as a

and
was soon adding newly
invented tricks to his repertoire. The
exotic countries through which they
travelled fairly cried out for some
sort of record to be kept of their
journeys, so in Calcutta Mr. Victor
built his first motion picture camera.
It was crude and it was bulky but it
served to keep a record of part of the
trip, and those films were the first
e\'er taken in the Orient.
In
India he and the magician
parted company.
Mr. Victor had
heard of the mysterious illusions of
the Indian fakirs, which he wished

That he learned much from
was demonstrated by the remarkable East Indian illusions with which he later
mystified European and American
to study.

the usually secretive fakirs

audiences.

young student

in

He

penetrated

far

(Continued on page 329)
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A DECALOGUE
CINEMISTS

for

By Myron Zobel

forth and Cine no more!"
ught be the biblical way of

V^

dis
isposing

the

of

sins

of

cinematographers but modern amateurs desire a

more

For

have composed a
commandments, which

lenient treatment.

their benefit I

of ten
came, as Moses did. from the rushes,
the "rushes" being the technical name
in screenland for the nightly preview
of the preceding day's work. Drums
and cymbals from the orchestra,
list

VI.

III.

does not smell like the Rue
de la Paix. One is tempted to keep

INDIA

one's distance,

room

but in

Bombay

in

I

a

saw the

photographing natives

projection
futility of

long,

in

or

semi-long shots. Close-ups tell the
story.

HONGKONG

is

a .small island

and

the native Chinese are crowded.
This is particularly noticeable ivhen
the trusty cine camera gets into action.
My advice is to carry a tripod and
use it. Grasp it firmly in the right

—

hand and wield

it

wildly

in all direc-

please, while the bearer of the laws

Even without a knowledge of
the native dialed the crowd in this
way is often induced to disperse. It
helps the picture and constitutes Rule
Six. Don't let crowds cut off your

for movie makers emerges from his

light,

tions.

you need

it.

cloud!

Calcutta — on the other side of
INIndia
— saw. however, that you
/

close.
Faces photographed with fi.ved focus cameras
from fewer feet than four have

can

too

get

foggy features.

A

BEADS of perspiration ran down on
the film in Cairo. Egypt,

learned

my

the heads.

when

Don't cut

first rule.

off

leave

You never
may come

back for more. Even if your lions
to be very live celebrities it is
wise to "pull your shots" and keep
your powder dry. .4s sure as fate if
you shoot your last fool of film on the
Prince of Wales falling off his horse

generally our best
friends (friend wife, even) who hasten to decapitate us by pointing the
finder directly at our ecpiator. Now 1
make it a point to always say. "Head
[or center of interest] one third way

down from

LION hunter alicays tries to

the last shot unfired.
can tell when a dead lion

I

It is

happen

up

the top. please."

will

come

his

Old Man with a bed-

r.

JAV.4

has a bright future ahead of

her under Dutch rule.

when
bright

I

ran off
it

itas.

my

film

Dazzled.

In Batavia
I saic
I

Don't shoot against bright
I

lion-

decided.
light.

say to the sunshine non-. '^Get thee

lichind inc. Satan."

'

I

'HE Shanghai branch of Kodak

{under the amiable Mr. Baker)
taught me what I know about panoramas, which is. Don't pom. When
the desire enters my soul to swing my
•*-

camera

my

fascinating arc. I now
impulse. If necessary I na'l

in that

resist the

camera

picture.

and allow my
and out of the

to the ?nast

subject to walk into

room slipper and yini will miss a
spanking good scene. I know that s
the way I alirays found it. It's like
the fish that got away. He uas s-o-o-o
big. My library is full of unrecorded
shots of falling planes. Inirning buildings and terrific personal encounters.
They would all be on the last ten feet
of a

hundred-and-ten-foot reel.
I

Continued on page 322)
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SUBJECT

Clarifying the Amateur's Interior Lighting Equipment Problem
Russell C. Holslag

By

and very hot mass of incandescent gas which is formed in a small
gap between two carbon rods through

ANY

one who has passed the indiscriminate snapshot stage in
the taking of amateur movies
one time or another feh the

brilliant

advantages and

has at
need of some source of artificial light
in his work. Probably he has first

and each has

need on some long-anticipated holiday when, primed for a good
day of outdoor filming, he arose in
the morning and looked on a dull,
of
drizzle
melancholy
rain. His day, it seems, has
become useless; he can

the best thing he can do is to learn the
characteristics of each with respect to

felt this

advantages.
that he

his

its

If

dis-

the amateur decides

must choose one or the

own requirements:

otlier.

in the last an-

alysis he will then be the one person

which an

a development of what is
known as the "Jablockhoff Candle" in which the

sit

is formed between two
carbons placed side by
side, with an insulating
material between. Either

arc

the occasion. Or he may
turn half-heartedly to the

examination of some old
scrap film. Or perhaps he
Avhiles away the hours by
indulging in that timehonored pastime of the
fan poring over the accessory catalogues. Suddenly, both actually and
he sees a
figuratively,
lisht! The thought strikes
him, ''Why is it not practical for me to film indoor
subjects on such a day as
this, or at night?" He re-

type of arc is quite efficient but in the vertically
opposed type some sort of
carbon "feed" must be

provided to maintain the
arc as, of course, the gap

—

between the carbons widens as the arc burns. In
more expensive types
this feed is accomplished
mechanically by an automatic device but a very
practical and simplified
form of feed which is

the

reads the descriptions of
various illuminating

thoroughly satisfactory to
the amateur is the manual
feed.
This provides an
hand-operated
insulated,

the

units and a thousand and
experiinteresting
one
in this controllable

device

form of lighting suggest
themselves. He wonders

IS THE B.^SEBO.•\RD
PLUG RECEPTACLE'

of these he can
accomplish and

determines to investigate
them at the very earliest opportunity.
Such an investigation is convincing.

There are many lighting units available, both small and large, and they
are not only surprisingly inexpensive
but thoroughly practical. By their
aid motion picture photography becomes independent of the weather

and of day and

night. Special lighting effects may be secured at will: in
short, the use of the artificial illuminant places all the advantages that accrue from the use of controlled light
in the

hands of the amateur.

For the great majority of indoor
lighting requirements, there are two
general types of illuminating units

which the amateur has at his disposal.
These are the arc lamp, either single
or "twin", and the high-power incandescent or Mazda lamp. Each is
thoroughly practical for its purpose
304

who

is

best fitted to decide the point.

There are certain other sources of
illumination available to the amateur
which need not be discussed here liecause of their limited use in this field.
It may be appropriate
See Xote 1
to mention here, however, that the
light from a chemical flare, although
usually used exclusively for outdoor
subjects, may be utilized for certain
indoor lighting effects by allowing its
light to pass through a window from
(

)

.

outside.

We shall confine ourselves to a discussion of the two principal light
sources which are in general use. All
other things being equal, the arc lamp
furnishes a more intense illumination
per unit of current consumed than
other electrical devices, including inThe source of
candescent lamps.
light in the arc is a small, remarkably

which

"strikes"

the arc, after which it will
burn for four minutes or
so without further attenThis interval of
tion.

'THE SAFEST OUTLET

how many
actually

to

considerable heat. There are two general types of home arc lamps, those
in which the carbons are opposed in
a vertical straight line and those in
which the carbons are
placed close together side
by side. The latter type is

home and

ments

made

The

disconsolately at
re-inspect his
camera and accessories, so
hopefully prepared for

only

electric current is

light source is highly concentrated and dazzling and gives off

pass.

of the mannot objectionable, inasmuch as the average duration of
the single amateur motion picture
scene is less than one minute. The
side-by-side or candle type of arc

time between periods
ual feed

is

somewhat more compact: in fact,
one version of this kind of lamp may
be secured which is small enough to
be held in the hand and is excellent
for special effects. While the candle
type of arc will burn longer without
attention, a certain knack is required
in starting it in its usual form. The
operation is performed by holding a
separate piece of carbon against the
two ends of the arc electrodes with
the current on. The high resistance
of this temporary connection heats
the ends red hot in an instant: the
'"striking" carbon is then withdrawn
with a motion similar to scratching
is

» OWE

E

/% 1^

RS

same manner. Alglasses and gloves
in the operation. A new candle arc
is now available in which the arc
strikes itself.
This would seem a

which produce artificial
sunburn. The amateur need not be
concerned photographically with the
therapeutic arc, although this light is
highly actinic and will give a picture
of sharp contrasts for special effects.
The high-power incandescent lamp
is completely self-contained and requires no attention nor "trimming."
However, in one single unit as supplied for home lighting purposes, it
does not furnish as intense illumination as does the arc.
It takes less
power to operate, and each lamp is
made to work at rated efiiciency on
the full 110 volts. The advantage of
the absence of flame is a desirable
point. Another advantage is its light-

great improvement.

ness and

a

match and the arc forms.

It

must

be admitted that this method of striking the candle arc requires a certain
amount of practise because the operator's close proximity to the arc as
it starts causes a reflex action which
makes him draw the starting carbon
away with a jerk, and the arc then
does not form. The secret lies in being slow and sure. When striking two
candle arcs in series in this manner

one

start

shorted.

first

while holding the other

When

the

first is

struck start

the second in the

ways wear smoked

The voltage

at the arc

is

usually

around thirty or forty, so that a

re-

required with
the 110-volt
house supply to this amount. This
adds somewhat to the bulk and heating effect of the apparatus but here
again the short time required to film
each scene is a favorable factor. All
arcs, of course, require the renewal
of the carbons from time to time. The
fact that these carbons may be had
to furnish different kinds of light for
sistance or reactance

the

lamp

different

lamp

to

cut

is

down

purposes

makes

the

arc

a valuable photographic ally.

There are "white flame" carbons for
with ordinary orthochromatic
'"panchromatic" carbons for use
with panchromatic stock, and even
"therapeutic" carbons, rich in ultra-

use

film,

violet rays,

to a

its

similarity in appearance

more accustomed form of home
The light of the incandes-

lighting.

cent has a yellowish tinge which is of
no advantage with ordinary film but

shows a remarkably improved

effect

with panchromatic, as will be pointed
out later. The lighting unit is of
course made of glass and is fragile: it
must not be dropped nor jarred severely. The life of the individual
bulb of high current consumption is
not generally guaranteed but will be
found to average twenty to forty
hours.
A word as to the care of electrical
apparatus, especially with relation
to the current supply in the home:
it will be of great advantage to the

amateur

if

he will familiarize himhouse wiring system so

self with the

that he

rent he

may know just how much curmay draw without danger of

blowing the
to

fuses. If

he does not care

these conditions himhe desires to use several il-

investigate

self or if

luminating units, each with a power
rating of over 500 watts, he should
consult an electrician or representa-

power company which suphome.
Each of the devices
is plainly marked with its power consumption in watts or current consumption in amperes. In the use of
more than one illuminating unit, it
must be remembered that the main
fuse must be of a capacity slightly
tive of the

plies his

higher

than

the

sumption of

all

total

current con-

units in use.

Most

house-wiring fuses are rated at from
fifteen to thirty amperes. If the total
power used in lighting units is 1500
walls, a fifteen-ampere fuse is correct
unless an arc is used, in which case a
twenty or twenty-five ampere fuse is
better. Investigate the cut-out block
which will be found contained in a
metal case at a point near the place
wheie the service wires enter the premises: here the fuses will be found and
their
capacity should be plainly
marked. Do not substitute fuses of
greatly increased capacity in any circuit without knowledge or experienced
advice.

The

fuses are installed to pro-

wiring and, if they are
"loaded," the wiring may heat up between the walls. If he is careful, this
will not be fraught with special
tect

the

(Continued on page 324)
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RECREATION
HoiD Films Are Helping

EDUCATION

daily widens its
boundaries and, like a giant
overflowing
river,
embraces
everything about it. Things prove to
be educative that have been comfortably catalogued otherwise through a
long and lethargic past.
Ancient
enemies prove to be present assistants.

So with recreation.

Play used

to

be the chief obstacle to educational
discipline and stubborn educators
wrestled with equally stubborn play-

boys and play-girls.

Now

recreation

—

education
physical education. It
an educational subject with programs of activity full of educational
values. Children learn by seeing, do
is

is

manipulating and acting. Edu
cation
comes
through
activity
through projects, through doing
through practice.
In plays, games
ing,

folk dancing,

door
306

sports,

trips, hikes

athletics,

out

and camps a child

to

a

M lUKE

hilm

ol

Hayground

Ad

Annexes

MOVIES

the

Build a Healthier, Happier Nation

By Dr. James Edward Rogers
Director National Physical

Education Service

of their growth and progress, these
departments now use amateur movie
cameras because the motion picture
records activity in motion as an actual, living and vibrant reproduction
of the event.

himself, about others
and about the great out of doors. He
gets acquainted with mother nature
learns

al)out

and with human nature.

The amateur motion picture cambecome a definite part of the
equipment of both school and playground
recreation systems.
Exeera has

cutives of the recreation department

and V. K.
Brown, of the Chicago South Park
Commission, for example, have been
using amateur motion picture cameras to record their programs and
of the Chicago

special events.

schools,

Just as departments

have had their cameras and scrap
books to keep a still pictorial history

Motion picture records are made
of city wide recreational events such

and top tournaments.
Special days, parades, pageants, circuses, aquatic sports and field days
are filmed. The films are placed in
They are
the library of records.
used for advertising, for publicity
exhibitions.
part
of
public
and as a
as marble, kite

If

tion

motion pictures served recreano further than this they would

be essentially passive adjuncts of
only secondary value. They are put
to a much more vital use in training
for

in

skills

ing

Coaches make use of
taking reproductions of the

sports.

them

and motions

baseball,

essential in train-

football,

hockey and

«l

O

E

-%

basketball
learn

/« Kk

E

KS
teams

College

players.

much from them.

In addition

watching an impartial analysis of
own motions players may see
the reproductions of the signals and
formations of teams with which they
In all kinds of physiwill compete.
cal exercise and in many forms of

hibitions are less potent in this sec-

ond hand public performance than
public appearance.

in

to

direct

their

and shy members of a group can be
stirred to satisfying activity by getting them before a movie camera.
Summing up in outline form, we
may list the recreational uses of amateur motion picture cameras and pro-

dancing, participants may see reproductions of what amounts to a series
of lessons in the parts and promotional skills that

finished

come

go

product.

to

make up

Films

have

1.

2.

this is still

pictures

become

in films.

Our

Promotion
by visualizing the
recreationally educative program
to those whose support is essential

and by visualizing

that

as the

1.

is

dynamic.

Direct instruction in motion analvand record of essential skills.

sis

equipment and the upkeep is
reach of any recreation department that has enough funds to
fine

within

operate on a successful scale. Schools
will be furnished such equipment
and recreation systems in nearly
every city will have them in the near
future, as a matter of course.
Colleges and universities are already
using them liberally.

Visual education
essential

process.

is

accepted as an

modern educative
Amateur motion picture
the

of

cameras

have released the motion
picture for educational uses. It will
play an enormous part in education,
especially
physical
education,
as
time goes on.

in.5.

Pure recreation which involves
persons
whose shyness would
otherwise
make them passive.
This builds a marvelous recreational esprit de corps.
Oakland,

Dallas,

nianv other American

THE PITCHER
DOES HIS STUFF

it

actual living event in action, making it not a static thing but one

We

ing to be exhibited

Publicity which tells other educators and the public of what is

being done.
3.

Here direct use is made of the almost universal desire we all have to
see ourselves as others see us.
like to be filmed and are not unwill-

Historical records and reports of
events.

direct agents of training.

indirect.
Motion
pure recreational
media where they are used to secure
individual participation in group
events such as week-end parties,
hikes, camping trips and event games.

But

jectors as follows:

the
be-

Reticent

ing use of amateur motion picture
to accomplish these ends.
The inexpensiveness of this equipment makes it ideal for the purpose,
since recreational budgets are too
frequently limited.
An outlay of a
few hundred dollars will provide a

equipment

Detroit,
cities are

and
mak-

ACTION
RIGHT FIELD
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THEY HAD TO CALL THE UNDERTAKER TO
COME AND COLLECT JUNIOR."
of his crew not through a
but through tact and accomplishment.
respect
title

His

first

job should be to get a

In the preparation of this he
should invite the cooperation of everyone. The first draft should be subscript.

\^'.

JOHN
Sunday

JONES

went out for a

afternoon stroll with Mrs.

BOSSING
the JOB

Jones and Caesar Cicero Jones. As
a double precaution, each firmly
clasped one of C. C.'s pudgy hands.

As thev

started across

Main

Advice

It

inspiration.

Amateur

to

By Epes

W.

Sargent

but they had to call the undertaker

come and collect junior.
The moral of which is, you cannot
haye two directors. One man and one

trouble out in Hollywood.
There a supervisor is over the director, a production manager over the

it

safely

a

big

alone should be nominated the cap-

supervisor and

tain of the ship, the pilot of the plane.

Too many cooks

His authority in each undertaking
should be absolute.
But that doesnt mean a movie director should carry a bull whip and
act like a lineal descendant of Simon
Legree. Xor. on the other hand,
should he be a copy of Lriah Heep.
A director, according to one megaphone star, "should be neither a despot nor a doormat but should blend

broth.

the best qualities of the two."

The ambitious cinema
more or less a community
prop boy and the

project
affair.

script girl are the

social equals of the leading

ivoman.

They

all.

is

The

from

man and

stars to su-

tlie

big boss over

Only from a single

mand can

the

any

for

best

kettle

intelligent

results

all.

of

com-

accrue.

For the duration of each picture, the
director chosen should be supreme.
He should have the full support of

everyone, but he should achieve this
command with the least outward show
of power.

man who

The

best director is the

most willing to accept
good suggestions and the most resolute in turning down the poor ones,
politely, but none the less firmly. He
should always be ready to listen but
be prompt and firm in his decisions.

He should

is

be able to

that a

man

or

one moment of
This may be that mojust

The accepted changes should be
worked into a second draft of tlie
script and again read. It may be nec-

to

Both made

happen

ment.

pers. feel that they have an equal
voice in all matters. Up to the point
of production, they should have, but
once the shooting starts there can be
but one boss and only one. That's

to yield to her.

will often

woman may have

Directors

Street,

the fire engine came tearing along.
Mrs. Jones headed back for the curb
she had just left. Her better half
sought the other side of the street.
C. C. was the tie that bound. Suddenly Mrs. Jones relinquished the
youngster to hubby just as he decided

mitted to the entire personnel and
everv suggestion listened to and debated, if necessary. This may take
time but it will be time well spent.

command

the

essary to have a third reading, perhaps, as no script should be put in
work until at least a majority of the
membership is well satisfied. This is
the time to hear suggestions and to
meet complaints. \^ hen the script is
passed, shut down on the suggestions.

Now the preparatory work should
be laid out. The assistant director
should be given a list of the required
locations, including those in borrowed homes. If there is no assistant the director should look after tliis
detail, but it is a good plan to appoint an assistant. The property man
should be given his property plot.
The wardrobe should be looked after,
either by a wardrobe ivoman or by
the assistant. But all of these persons should function under the director

and make no

definite

decision

without his approval.

Meanwhile the director should be
working out his shooting scliedule.
He cannot work day after day. He
must suit his time to his players. He
must allow for the weather. He must
plan his work so that the convenience
of the cast is considered. Sometimes

II

O^

E

I

E

/% 1^

RS

he can shoot some scenes, requiring
but two or three players, outside of
the regular working times. He should
arrange with these few to work when
it

may

entire

not be convenient to call the

company.
should

Shooting

commence
laid out. The

not

until the details are all

director should

He

he stands.

He

reads

it

know

calls the first scene.

to the players involved, or

at least sketches

day

precisely where

That

out the idea.

is

in the past

rector

knew what

when only

the di-

was

about.

it

all

Ten years ago the professional players would often go through a full one
reel production without knowing the
story until they saw it on the screen.

Now

players know at the time what
they are doing.
If the cast is experienced the best
plan is to read the scene and let the

players

own

through

run

Then

fashion.

it

after

by

bit

rector puts in the touches.

their

bit the diIf the cast

lacks practise it is better to talk in
terms of action. A short scene, for ex-

ample, might run like

"Now,

Mary,

this:

this

is

the

scene

where you show the milliner's bill to
Jack. He tells you he can't pay it.
You get angiy and tell him you know
someone who will. Remember that
in the scene just ahead of this you
have been talking to Tom. He wants
you to go away with him.

"You come
of Jack but

in feeling a bit afraid

knowing

that

if

he gets

nasty you can beat it with Tom, so
don't be too timid.
"Jack, you're at the desk writing.
That's it. Come in, Mary. No. Jack,

vou don't hear her, go on writing.
to the desk, Mary, on Jack's
so you don't cover him up.
left,
You've got the bill in your hand. You
stand for a moment, undecided. You
put out your hand to touch his shoul-

Come up

der. You hesitate. Draw back. Remember Tom. Now you do touch him.
Say. 'Jack. I must have the money for
this
bill.

bill.'

Look up.

'Good

ofosh!

Jack.

Take

Such

a

the

lot

-TOO MANY COOKS FOR ANY KETTLE
OF BROTH."

of

Tell her, 'My dear I can't
'
Tell him he must, Mary.
possibly
Get your check book out of the drawer. Jack. Show her the figures. Look
startled, Mary. 'But I must have the
money. Jack.' Tell her you haven't

per he is just one step this side of
murder. It may sound professional
and superior to say, "Rotten" and,
"Not a bit like it," but, "Not so good,"
or, "Not quite my idea," will get you

Get mad, Mary. Go to
the door. Say, 'I know some one who
will.' Get out, Mary. You're all in.
Jack. Put your arms on the desk and
put your head down. Now, let's run
through that again."
As the players go through the action, build up their "business" as far
as possible. The orders should be
given in a low, steady voice. Don't
command. Coax.
It may be that Mary or Jack has
an idea for a bit of "business." Do
not permit them to call out to you.

the

money!'

got

it.

—

Jack.

Let them come over. If the idea is
good, work it up. If not, say so and
send the player back into the set. but
say so tactfully. It's just as easy to
say, "Not quite what I want," as,
"That's no good."
Nothing is more subversive of discipline than a running debate in a
scene. Don't let the players call you
down. Don't call them down so that
others can hear. If necessary, ask

them to one side, or announce a
and then get hold of the player.

rest

Don't rush into the set with, "That's
wrong." but rather with, "Lets

all

try

it

this

way." Do the

bit yourself

and then get off the set again. If a
player becomes rattled over a change
in business, do not keep at it. Call a

A very brief break will
often restore mental poise.
Don't shout; that's fatal. It is told
of one Hollywood director that when

brief rest.

his voice gets

down

to a cooinar whis-

further.

A

crowd

calling

down

in front of

will often freeze a player

for the entire afternoon.

Sometimes a player will become
and dumb through sheer eager-

rattled

ness to get the effect. Steady him
with a word of praise. On a very trying scene it might be well to ask the
gallery to retire. Often a movement

on the side lines will rattle a novice.
It's not well to harshly shoo away
if you

the idle players but they'll go

put it nicely.
Don't make the mistake of trying
to "kid" the troupe along. Be affable
but not familiar. Don't be upstage but
keep a thin line of dignity between
you and the troupe during working
hours. Even on a tramp steamer the
first mate addresses the captain as
"Sir" for discipline's sake. You are
captain of the cinematic ship. You
may not be able to insist upon the
actual "Mister," but don't encourage
familiarity.

You can command

respect only if

you prove that you know your job.
When you come on a set have your
work all mapped out. Don't make the
(Continued on page 321)
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Capture Springs
Full Beauty
{Home Movies

in

Full Color)

ITH

spring comes color

color in costume,

water, sky. Spring
radiant time, her

is

foliage,

flowers,

nature's most

Mardi Gras, her

Battle of

Cine- Kodak

Roses. But beautiful as are her colors, you can

Moiiel nj./.()

catch and preserve them, tone for tone, in Kodacolor

Regardless of the subject, Kodacolor will reproduce
colors faithfully.

Whether you

its

take a landscape, a distant scene,

or a close-up, Kodacolor will bring to your screen the exact colors you

—new gowns,

saw through the finder of your camera. Spring

finery

new

— show wonderfully

hats,

with the touch of Spring in their colors

true in Kodacolor.

Kodacolor
(the

new

is

small

made with Cine'-Kodak, Models B/1.9 and BBy^l.9
size Cine-Kodak). You simply use a color filter v\hen

making Kodacolor.
Kodacolor is shown on your screen with Kodascope, Model
B. You simply use a color filter when projecting Kodacolor.
Ask your Cine'-Kodak dealer for a demonstration.
Kodascope

Model R

'

\,

V

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester,

New York

A or
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THE CLINIC
Edited by Russell C. Holslag

camera work know

Let this be a suggestion, then, for the
to inquire more definitely
into the possibilities of the medium
in which he works and especially into

that the shorter the

the lens

Lens Philosophy

MOST

amateurs

interested in

way

in a general

focal

amateur

who

are definitely

length of a lens, the less

final

distance.

projected

their

of

excellence

films.

The average amateur 16 mm. mocamera is provided with
a lens having a focal length of 2.5
mm., or about one inch. Without distion picture

cussing this particular point in theory,

we should know

that

it is

and

theory.

its

its

But when it
comes to a definite explanation of
hyperfocal distance a good many are
stumped, nor are they aware of the
great advantage an understanding of
this term would confer on them in the
hyperfocal

the relatively

small area of the 16 mm. image that
permits us to realize the advantages of
this short focus lens. And one of these
advantages is the reduction of the

Donts

Definite

npHE

approach of the vernal season seems an appropriate time

-*-

seven feet
to

appear

away
in

to infinity are

satisfactory

going

focus,

it

means that the effect of depth in a
scene will be much less apparent on
the film than it was to the eye. The
camera possesses no stereoscopic
properties, nor any means of focusing
automatically on the various details
of the scene as they appear to the beholder, whose brain records a blended
two-eye picture in all its depth and
roundness. On the contrary, all objects in the film picture being in approximately the same focus, the background will be as well defined as the

calling

for

attention

to

Many amateurs

"don'ts".

a list of
are about

coming of Spring with
new motion picture cameras for

to record the

their

the

first

time.

Let us, then, give our

William W. Freschl, an
active League member of long standattention to
ing,

who

contributes the following

cinema commandments for beginners:
1.
Don't shoot with your camera as
if it were a machine gun, spraying
the scene in all directions.
2.

Don't shoot any scene that isn't
five seconds' exposure.

worth

various middle distances. This is especially true in scenes involving action
in

natural surroundings as in a park

or garden, scenes

hyperfocal

distance.

The

one-inch

lens, if of a fixed focus type, is set

permanently

at

such a distance from

film that objects approximately
seven and one-half feet away, as well
tlie

as the

most distant ones, will be in
This means

reasonably sharp focus.
that the lens

is

set at its

hyperfocal

distance, the definition of which is that
distance at which the nearest object
can be focused sharply while distant

objects retain satisfactory definition.
The hyperfocal distance of the one-

which the amateur

rightly chooses because of their suitability as locations. Since here there

we

close the lens

as

we make use

diaphragm
of

a

—

that

larger

is.

stop

number.

And
these

this is not the

somewhat

only bearing that
matters

theoretical

have on the picture as the amateur
actually takes it. There are others of
equal or greater importance which
grow logically out of the first and
more obvious ones. If objects from
312

possible,

don't set your dia-

depth, as there would be in a long
street scene, for instance, the effect
on the film is apt to be flat if thoughtlessly photographed. The thoughtful

value.

amateur may find this a problem
worthy of his solving and in doing
so discover the ultimate source of that

deep interest and satisfaction which
lies in motion picture photography.
Here he must be a creator no matter

which objects will be in sharp focus,
but in practice it has been found
focus for general work when half that
distance away. So. if we know the
hvperfocal distance of our fixed focus
lens, we can quickly estimate how near
our subject can approach the camera
and still be in satisfactory focus. We
know that this distance will be about
one-half the hvperfocal distance and
that it will be still further cut down as

If

phragm opening without using an

inch lens is about fifteen feet but this
distance decreases as the stop number
increases. This hyperfocal distance.
as we have said, is the distance at

that objects will still be in satisfactory

3.

are no regular lines defining perspective and giving the impression of

in how small a sense. He is confronted
with the same problem as a painter
with a flat canvas before him: he must
so choose his light values, his composition and his point of view that the
inherent flatness of his one-eye picture, photographed with a short-focus
lens and projected on a flat screen,
will be overcome. The result may be
best achieved, as everv artist knows,
by the proper manipulation of light
and shade. The medium of the motion
picture photographer is beautifully

adapted to this. And vet how often is
amateur screen picture photographed from so poor a point of view,
lit
with such monotonous evenness
that absolutely no point of interest
the

stands out, so the resulting picture
to be as flat as the screen itself!

seems

exposure meter to determine
4.

To avoid

its

repetition of errors don't

expose any more film until your
first film has been processed, so
that you can view it critically.

New

Talkie Method
A. LAUSTE, pioneer

EUGENE

in-

ventor in the field of sound-onfilm, is said to be planning to disclose
a new type of reproducing device,
which will transform electrical impulses into sound waves without the
use of a diaphragm or other mechanical means. According to an announcement made at the Bloomfield. N. J..
laboratory of the veteran inventor, the
new amplifying system is the result
of research and experiment begun
more than fifteen years ago. at which
time he was already engaged in perfecting his sound-on-film method, said
to be the basis of those in use today.
It is stated that the new Lauste reproducing system will be the solution
of many problems, which affect practically every method of amplification
now in use, by reason of the fact that
it will do away with the necessity for
the microphone or sensitive diaphragm in sound transmission. All
distortion or impedance in transmission would thus be overcome and the
sound effects reproduced would be absolutely natural.

lOWIE 1M/«M.EKS

SEEING
Is

SELLING
A
I

Short Film Story

"A man of my word, I am," said
Graefberg ponderously. "If I see it at
work I order it. When do I go to

By Ralph Raddison

quick
had kept
MOULTON
temper well under control
his

Chicago?"
Lowrie, the mine engineer, looked
Moulton with scarcely concealed
pity for he sensed the situation behind the capitulation of the salesman.

in

when he reached

the office but
the street

and stumbled over a crumpled newspaper he gave it a vicious

with it to his father. He read Moulton's wire with a somewhat cryptic

kick into the gutter.

grin.

"Pig-head." he growled, "pig-head,
dumbbell He wouldn't take a nickle
in change unless he had it tested
first." Moulton had spent the better
part of an hour with the general man!

ager and the mine engineer. The latter wanted an Empire pump and wanted it as much, if not more, than Moul-

him to have it. He had
specifications, read the let-

ton wanted

studied

its

Moulton had showed him from

ters

other firms that had used Empires and
was certain that an Empire would
make more money for the Ophir

Mine.

But he jerked up startled when Moul-

"Graefberg will not give order until he sees Empire Three at work
stop Subordinates satisfied and
no questions in point stop Recommend you invite Graefberg come
Chicago at expense my bonus
otherwise no sale'

ton said,
"I guess Chicago will come to you
this time, Mr. Graefberg."
He went to the door of the G. M.'s
office, opened it and beckoned to a
man to enter. The man came in with
a carrying case which he opened and
placed on a chair. Then the new-

came in. Bob laid
Moulton's wire before him with his
own memorandum:

When

"Let

his father

me

movie

turn this trick with
outfit.

If

deduct net profit

from

my

I

to Graefberg,
'Morning, Mr. Graefberg, and I
want you to see something new in the
photographic line. We just stocked
them last week. You are a good customer of ours. Here's something that

comer said

my

lose you can
on Ophir sale

next dividend. Are you

you the first time."
Graefberg scowled harder.

will get

game?"

general manager was
Graefberg, who boasted that he ran
his business his own way and Graefberg wanted to see an Empire at work.

Moulton smiled

Graefberg had no
and no definite
doubt; he had answered the G. M."s
every inquiry days before. Yet the
mine executive stood by his demand
that he see an Empire at work. Moulton was pretty sure that Graefberg

lyzed so full was it of other things
than plain cordiality. "Mr. Graefberg, if you really see with your own
eyes an Empire Three at work will
you give me the order?" was the salesman's opening. A moment's silence.

But

the

Moulton knew
specific

that

question

was trying

against

his

own

sale

He had left
bonus.
with the promise to
"wire headquarters to
see what can be done.

"

Bob

Carter,
sales

had come

Moul-

ton set to work rapidly and he and
the dealer had the projector going in
As the film began,
short order.
Graefberg looked on in tense silence.

scowled at Moulton.
at Graefberg, but his
smile ought to have been psychoana-

Graefberg

Here was an Empire Three at work
and at work in place after place. Here
was an Empire Three shown in longshot, medium-shot and close-up. Here
was more of its workings than Graefberg could ever have seen in any mine
because Bob Carter had

•GRAEFBERG DID NOT SAY A WORD UNTIL
THE FILM WAS FINISHED,
'

spent his last vacation
.^
,
r,
J
in gettnig a him record
.

story.

that

a

told

that

complete

was Bob's

It

film

was now whirring

through the projector.
It

was

made

the film he

had

of

the

spite

in

scoffing

remarks of his

father

about

"movie-

college boys who
"ought to get over such

mad"

n
Empire's

ni

to get a free

Chicago at Empire's expense and he
knew that expense
would be charged
trip to

ger,

at

son

of

manainto his

nonsense."

Graefberg did not
say a word until the

father's office after he

film

college six months
before. He was a rather
indefinite kind of as-

he reached for a pen.

left

was

finished.

Then

sistant

name
his
scratched
across the bottom of an
order lying on his desk,

duties

handed

and one of his
was to look over
manager's
sales
the
mail and to collect any
data that should go

it

to

Moulton

with just two words:

"You win!"

IMAY 1929

oAnnouncing
"Special"

F 1.8 T-H. C. Lens

Duplicator for 1"

for KODACOLOR

F 3,5

Lens

for Filmo 70

This rei.iarkable new lens on your Filmo 70 or
75 enables you to take full advantage of the possibilities of Kodacolor film. With a formula specially corrected for Kodacolor photography, this
lens assures better results than can be secured
with lenses designed primarily for black and
white work. Price with Kodacolor filters— for

The Duplicator is a new accessory
to the regular 1-inch F 3.5 lens for

By photographing all objects in
gives many amusing effects and
quite the
cipal

life

any party

of

that attaches
the Filmo 70.
duplicate it

can become

— bringing the prin-

advantages of pre-Volstead days without

violation of the law. A subject entering the field
of the picture is photographed singly until it
reaches the center, then it becomes double.
Price $4.50. Mark coupon.

Filmo 70, $82.50; for Filmo 75, $85.00. Lens
70, $60.00; for Filmo 75,

alone— for Filmo
$62.50.

new

the

Mark coupon.

"Special" F 1.8 Speed lens for use
on Filmo 70 and 75 cameras for
Kodacolor work.

ample
'ith

of results obtained
the Filmo Duplicator.

#9
Vignetting

Mattes
for Filmo 70

Camera
A

scene from

"The Cup

9

Shaping your pictures
is another professional
trick. These six pairs

of Life"

suggest many appropriate uses. The lefthand mattes, as shown,
attach to the Iris Vignetter to do the actual
shaping— the right-hand
mattes fit over the spyglass
view-finder and
show exactly what you
are getting. Price for
set of six Vignetting
Mattes for Filmo 70 (12
pieces), $7.50. Mark
will

Filmo Library Releases for
Iris Vignetter
The Filmo Iris Vignetter for securing professional "effects." Attaches to Filmo lens
n place of sunshade and operates easily with
the thumb and finger. It closes up entirely,
giving a complete fade-out, or opens up to
introduce a scene in true professional style.
Enables you to use the Vignetting Mattes
described elsewhere on this page. Price for
use with 1-inch F 3.5 lens in either fixed or
focusing mount, $10.50. Mark coupon.
i

May

May releases for home projection as listed below may be purchased or rented from your nearest Filmo dealer.
*'The Cup of Life," a feature length Thomas H. Ince production with an all-star cast including Hobart Bosworth,
Madge Bellamy, Tully Marshall and Niles Welch. It is a
gripping drama of the sea and Singapore with settings and
costumes of oriental splendor. Five 400-foot reels.
Cat lo a Big African Hunt/' 200 feet;
"Felix the Cat in Holland," 100 feet; $7.50.
''Felix the Cat Gets Cold Feet," 100 feet; $7.50.
''Felix the

''The Movies," featuring Lloyd Hamilton.

Two

$15.00.

400-foot

reels: $70.00.

"Funnv Face."

featuring "Big Boy."

Two

Top

to bottom:
Heart, Keyhole,

Cloverleaf.
Triangle, Vision

ad Bino

Matte

ith

coupon.

400-foot reels;

$70.00.

featuring Lupine Lane.

Two

400-foot

Dorothy Devore comedy.

Two

400-font

'Maid in Morocco,"
reels; $70.00.

'Navy Blues,'
reels; $70.00.

'Scrambled Eggs," a Cameo Comedy. One 400-foot
$35.00.

'Hot Feet," a Cameo omedy. One 400-foot reel; $35.00.
'Sweet Baby," a Came Comedy. One 400-foot reel; $35.00.
'Beautv a la Mud."
Christy Comedv. Two 400-foot
i

I

reels; $70.00.

New Map

Style

Crystal Pearl

Bead Screen
These new inexpensive Type

New ''Bub" North
for
A brand new

Screens

KODACOLOR
series of

improved "Bub" North

Screens especially designed to show Kodacolor
pictures with true brilliancy. These screens, replacing the former models, are equally fine for
black and white projection. The inner frame
with its fine textured, aluminum backed surface,
may be removed and reversed within the outer
frame for protection when not in use. Available
in four sizes: No. 1, 12x16 in. $15.00; No. 2,
18x24 in. $21.00; No. 3, 24x32 in. $27.50; No. 4,
30x40 in. $39.00. Mark coupon.

H Screens are conveniently
put up in round, imitation
leather carrying cases. The
screen may be hung up like
a map and used on a wail surface or if desired it can be
used on the special collapsible, steel telescope stand,
as illustrated. Screens come
in the following sizes and
prices: 15x20 inches, $5.00;
22x30 inches. $7.50; 30x40
inches, $10.00; 36x48 inches,
$12.50; 39x52inches. $15.00.
3-section stand. $7.50; 2section stand, $6 50. Mark
coupon.

New

Crystal

Mirror Surface Screen for

KODACOLOR
Another brand new accessory

is

the Crystal

Mirror Screen for Kodacolor. It is set in a
frame and has the high reflective quality
so very essential for good Kodacolor results. The
smooth surface is easily kept clean so that it will
not dull as time goes on. Sizes and prices are:
16x21 inches. $25.00; 24x32 inches, $32.50; 30x40
inches, $38.50. Mark coupon.
rigid

—

KODACOLOREquipped Filmo Projector

— Design 57-G
RESULTS

obtainable with the new
Kodacolor-equipped Filmo Projector
far surpass any that have been possible
with previously designed projectors. It is

the last word in projection equipKodacolor photography.
This projector is identical in every respect to the present 250-watt, 5-ampere
Filmo Projector equipped with variable
voltage resistance and voltmeter, except
Above: The new 57-G Kodafor the addition of a special new projeccolor-equipped Filmo Projector
as it appears when assembled
tion lens assembly unit and an auxiliary
ready for use.
At right: Close-up showing,
condenser pennanently built in between
from left to right, the 45-50
condenser, the auxiliary Kodathe regular 45-50 condenser and the lens.
color condenser, and th(
Kodacolor projection
A new Kodacolor projection lens incorbly unit.
porating a brand new formula and especially corrected for color, is used with this machine.
projector is ordered "Kodacolor-equipped." For
This new projection lens complements the new color projection, the black and white lens, supplied
"Special" F 1.8 Taylor-Hobson Cooke lens with all machines, is replaced by the new Kodacolor
used on Filmo 70 and 75 cameras for taking projection lens assembly unit, and the red-handled
Kodacolor movies, and insures perfect color pro- auxiliary condenser is inserted in place of the blackjection results.
handled empty condenser mounting which is used
After the first of May, all projectors will be in the projector for regular black and white work.
equipped with the auxiliary condenser mounting
Price of 57-G, complete with carrying case, Kodabut no condenser glass will be supplied unless the color-equipped, $275.00. Mark coupon.
literally

ment

for

lei

BELL & HOWELL
HOWELL CO., Dept. E.
1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, lU.

BELL &

n

Please send me full information on
the new Kodacolor-equipped
Filmo Projector D "Special" 1-inch F 1.8 Lens for Kodacolor D Duplicator
Iris Vignetter
Vignetting Mattes C New "Bub" North
Type H, Map Style, Crystal Pearl Bead Screens
Crystal
Screens
Mirror Surface Screens [or Kodacolor D May Filmo Library Releases

D

D

O

BELL &

HOWELL CO., Dept. E,
'Tiew York, Hollywood,

1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, IlL

London

(B.

& H.

Co., Ltd.)

D

Name
Address

'.

Established 1907
City

_

State.

_
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EDUCATIONAL FILMS
News of Visual Education
McNabb

TWO

Oti

Radio

motion picture.
Speaking over Station WMAQ,
Chicago. J. H. McNabb, President of
the Bell & Howell Company, addressed a vast radio audience on the
the

subject of visual education, stressing
the vital part which motion pictures
are playing in the educative processes

of the Twentieth Century.
"Psychologists affirm that nearly
eighty per cent of the ideas entering

Mr.

human brain travel there by
McNabb said. "Imagine,

eye,"

then,
the advantage to the eye of dealing

with animated thought! Lasting impressions are created by the attentionholding power of the motion picture.

No wonder it is the popular, modern
means of education."
Mr. McNabb pointed out that this
mighty educational force operates not
in the

home
And just

school alone but in the

and industrial
as industry has

field as well.

found

that

by showing

products more
goods can be sold. so. he declared,
modern education has found that moa living story of

its

tion pictures are the best

way

knowledge to the growing
minds of Americas voutli.

Home Made
Educational

A

M.

Bailey

S supplementary

to a

•**

to "sell"

i

and interestingly produced.
production of the story of a newspaper by the Springfield Union of
Springfield, Mass.
This film, entitled Get The News, is an outstanding example of the educational value
of such filmings. Excellent in photography and cinematic treatment, pos-

of

and other aspects

local

suggested

significance

bv

the

is

recent

Eastmans

On

PRODUCTION

^

Health
of health films for

use in elementarv and junior and
senior high schools has been undertaken through the joint participation
of

Eastman Teaching Films,

Inc.,

and

sessing a clarity of construction which

the Department of Biology and Public

a
understanding of
continuity as well as of the processes
of newspaper production, it demon-

Health of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.
The films are being prepared under
the direction of Dr. C. E. Turner, head
of the Health Department at M. I. T.
Associated with him is Miss Georgie
N. Collins, a teacher of several years'
experience in the health courses given
in public schools.
Several of the films will be ready
for distribution by September, according to Thomas E. Finegan, president of Eastman Teaching Films, Inc.

indicates

strates

the

clear

inviting

possibilities

in

educational filming open to the adept
amateur.
Part of the film deals with the following of a news event from its occurrence to the appearance of the
story on the pages of the newspaper's

A train wreck figures
and lends a dramatic note
to the more fundamental theme of
newspaper production processes. The
train wreck sequence was borrowed
from a professional picture, but clever
shots preceding and following its introduction in the story create a smooth
and entirely convincing continuity.
latest edition.

in this plot

The

titles

of the film are particu-

larlv effective in carrying a suggestion

of the picture's theme.

News-

paper clippings form a ragged frame
for a black background on which the
white lettering appears.

The entire film, running 400 ft.. 16
mm., was made for less than $150.00
and demand for it in the Western
Massachusetts territory for which it
was produced indicates the tremendous interest of educators and in-

general teaching film
library, the filming by individual educators of in-

dustries

and Homes
dividual projectionists in this type of
educational industrial, when capably

of the great inventions of

this century have proven mighty
educational weapons, and recently an interesting use was made of
one, the radio, to educate the public
to the vast possibilities of the other,

the

in Schools

Edired by Louis

More Free Films
A LIST

of free educational films on

** industrial,

travel and home economics subjects is a feature of the
new Film Rental Library Catalogue
of the Leavitt Cine Picture Company,
3150 Wilshire Boulevard. Los Angeles, California. These films all run
400 ft., 16 mm., and are gratis to
schools, clubs and individuals in the

Pacific Coast territory,

if

they are en-

rolled in the Leavitt Library, a ser-

which entails no membership

fee.

De Vry Sntnmer School
TPHE fourth annual session of

the

vice

-*

De Vrv Summer School

for in-

methods and uses of
and churches is
announced for the week of July 8th
in the new Medical Building of Northstruction

in

visual aids in schools

WHERE THE DE VRY SUMMER SCHOOL
WILL BE HELD

New

Medical

niversity,

Building

of

Northwestern

McKinlock Campus, Chicago.

western University. Chicago.
(Continued on page
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DeVry

Cameras and
Projectors
better I

€EW'C

"MOVIE" or *'STILI.'»
consider these

Remarkable Camera Values
At

last

— here's a new note in the camera

business.

For 139.50, you can own the new DeVry
camera. Simple oper-

16mm home movie

—

ation no focusing. Professional quality
and a footage dial showpictures at once
ing always how much film has been ex- ,^
posed. Uses Eastman or other standard

16mm

—

film.

Then

DeVry 16mm Projector, to go
home camera priced at $37.50

the

with the

—

and $55.00. Small—light— simple. Shows
your own films and subjects rented from
film libraries. Complete with 100-watt
Prefocused Projector Lamp, carrying case

and two 400

ft. reels.

And here is a "Stiir'Kamra

using

35mm

—

movie film gives forty pictures to a loadthat
ing. So sharp— so clean— so clear
they can be enlarged to eight by ten inches

without loss of detail. The DeVry Kamra
no focusing or adjustis always ready
ments. Unbreakable Bakelite case can be
carried in your pocket and sells at $22.50.

—

See

—

it!

To show film

roll

Kamra, the DeVry

taken witli the

DeVry

"Still" Projector sells

at $15.00. Projects bright, clear detail,
size up to ten by fourteen feet.
Also

De Fry moi'irs
etc.,

and

for churrhvs.

business,
nodel

srii lols,

new Cine-Tune
{Home Talldes)

the

any

Q It S- DeVry Corporation
?:ST\BLISnED

333 X.
IVo%v

York

1900

IMieliigaii
«

HirAGO

.<^

Ave.
San Francisco

J'

:

IM/lkY

\vonne may wear lace cap, long at
back, tight bodice, and full skirt, with small apron.
Jean wears tight fitting sweater, full trousers, and
cap, or balbriggan. Francois is dressed in simple
hunting clothes. Any spray of green will suffice for
marriage branch.

Special Directions:

Main
Title:

Scene

The Marriage Branch.
Normandy, France, the quaint custom pre-

Title:

In

vails of hanging an olive branch, symbol
of purity, on the door of a home in which
there is a daughter of marriageable age.
Several tables are set outside an inn. A placard on house marked "Inn" will do. Yvonne

1

Le Brun, pretty young daughter of house,
conies out of door with tray in her hand. She
straightens olive branch which hangs on
door, and looks up and down the street for
some one. She sighs, and shakes head in
Scene

Scene

Title:

Scene

Scene
Scene

disappointment.
2
Beyond hedge, on other side of inn, Jean Bois
is seen coming from house next door.
He
steps through gap in shrubbery carrying a
bird house tenderly in his two hands.
3
Jean approaches Yvonne, who is leaning despondently against door. He puts down bird
house. Places hands on Yvonne's shoulders,
and looks deep into her eyes.
"He has not written. Why do you think he
will ever come back?"
Jean starts to take marriage branch from door.
Yvonne prevents him. They argue. Jean,
resigned, picks up bird house he has brought.
Yvonne registers her delight in it.
Jean goes toward tree, with Yvonne at his side.
>:
Jean picks up stepladder lying on ground;
places it against tree. A heavy cord taken
from his pocket is tied to the bird house.
Jean mounts ladder, and draws it up the
tree after him. Yvonne looks around toward
:

•

:

street,

exclaims.

Title:

1929

"There he is! He's come back. Do you
hear, Jean? I knew he would!"

A

Scene 7:

roadster is parked al the curb, and a young
man, dressed in hunter's garb, carrying a gun
and game bag, steps out. He sits down at the
table and studies menu. Yvonne comes demurely to his side, tray in hand, and speaks.
Without looking up Francois orders crisply.
Title:
"Sole a la Boulogne."
Scene 8: \vonne primps behind his back, then speaks.
Title:

"Francois!"

Scene 9:

Francois looks up at \vonne without recognition. Then slowly rises to his feet, a smile
of remembrance coming over his face.
Title:
"Well, my little Normandy rose, you did not
forget me. I am flattered."
Scene 10: Francois bows formally, and Yvonne's face
loses its eagerness. Francois then looks up
at sky;

Title:

exclaims.

"By jeminy! A whole
Watch!"

Scene 11: Francois grabs
Scene 12

:

iiis

flock!

Til get two.

gun, and shoots three times.

Yvonne tries to stop him. and screams.
Jean jumps down from tree and goes few yards
where bunch of feathers lies on ground
Y vonne runs up to him.
They commiserate over birds. Yvonne ex-

to

to represent birds.

claims.
Title:

"Soon we

shall

have no more song birds

in

France."
Scene 13: Jean

rolls

up

sleeves,

and

starts

towards

Francois.

Scene 14: Francois grabs game bag and gun: runs and
gets into roadster: drives off hastily.

Scene 15: Yvonne and Jean approach door of inn. Jean
has his arm around her shoulder. Yvonne
smiles up at him, and speaks.
Title:
"You may take the marriage branch from
the door."
Scene 16: Jean throws olive Inaiuh awav. and draws
Y votme to him.

Y

)

MAKERS

MO«'IC

Amateur
Arrow Line

keeping pace with the
a Movie Industry*' the

for 1929 presents the

'^qriCK - SET"
Bead Screen
Screen Company has
—THEArrow
most dependahle,
produce

INCEPTION

SINCE

home

the

of Motion Pictures in the
continually

most
the
to
advanced type of Portable Motion Picture Screen
that engineering skill and master craftsmen in an
ultra-modern plant are capable of conceiving.

striven
The sturdy case acts as a solid standing base
for the "Quick-Set" Bead Scren after setting

Engineers of the Arrow Experimental Laboratory,

^S

working in close association with the latest developments in motion picture photography and projecthe heart of the motion
right in Hollywood
tion
your assurance of Arrow
is
picture industry
Screen supremacy.

—

For 1929

—

—

—

—Arrow announces
—

its latest

achievement

—

illustrated
the Arrow "Quick-Set" Bead Screen
a new idea in a Portable Bead Screen
to the left
that has won instant favor wherever shown! It is a
most compact, instantaneously opening and closing

model.
how folding si.
holding the
upright support

io»irij;

•igid,

taut, free

Motion Picture Stars Prefer

from sags and wrinkles.

Arrow Bead Screens

Gloria Swanson, Marion Davies, Colleen Moore,
Dolores Del Rio, Estelle Taylor, Bebe Daniels,
Laura La Plante, Mary Philbin, Carl Laemmle, Eric
von Stroheim and a host of other producers, stars
and directors use the Arrow Bead Screen in their
own homes for their private pre-viewing of forthcoming pictures and projection work The patented
bead surface of Arrow Screens softens the harsh
glare of strong highlights, illuminates the dark,
shadowy areas of the film eliminates distortion!
Here, indeed, "The Screen of Beauty."

Enclosed in a dust-proof, light-weight case
^—easily carried. Screen snaps into position in
a "twinkling of an eye"

ARROW
Numbe

Price

Picture Size

91/1

10
20
25

—

"QUICK-SET" BEAD SCREENS

22
30

.30

36
39

40

51

$10.00
17.50
25.00
32.50
37.50
75.00

X 1134 inches
inches
X 30
X 40
X 48

X 52
X 68

inches
inches
inches
inches

!

—

SCREEX
ARROWMonica
New York Branch:

6-8 East 46th Street

MPAX

CO

Hollywood,

Boulevard

6725-50 Santa

Chicago Branch

(Murray Hill 6460)
Dealers
Write nearest office for descriptive folder

—

:

Calif.

109 North Wabash Avenue

(Central 5661

and discounts

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS
The Film

&

Branches

•'It's

156 King Street West, Toronto. Ontario
Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver

Slide Co., of Canada, Ltd.
at

Better Seen on an Arrow Screen"

IC IM/%I«ER»
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so SIMPLE
FOR THE TRAVELER
for those

who

for those

who have

BOSSING THE JOB

for

do and
you are at
a good plan to

done.

SWITZERLAND
who have been

TOM

brei

to

LINDYS HISTORIC REELS
they can never lose their

MIX'S

nd

the

CAR-

less variety

the

ALL

100 FT. REELS
SAFETY STOCK

first

this, bit

you desire

by

bit.

in

referee scraps unless they involve the

You must decide whether
Miss Jones should wear a dress like
that of Mrs. Smith, but don't admit to
Mrs. Smith that it is probably a daspicture.

tardly attempt to blanket her.

And

don't admit to anyone that a player
falls short. If your best pal remarks
that Bill Brown is rotten, don't add,

SUNSHIXE

HEALTH

you do, the remark
will inevitably get back to Bill and
you'll have trouble on your hands.
Don't encourage comment and when
it is forced on you try to ignore it or

"and how!"

pass

it

If

off with, "Bill's getting

along

and turn from the speaker.
Detail as much of the work as possible to your assistants but see that

all right,"

they are functioning.
check over the location
list,

Personally
list,

the prop

see that the costumes are right

and that the players have all they
you meet on location,
check up before you go to work. Get
there ahead of the others. Never set
the bad example of being late. It may
make an effective "entrance" but you
can't blame others if they follow your
will require. If

example.

HAPPINESS
all

here tor

y ou at

the

.\TH.4BASrA DI'DE RAXrH!

Take

Y

with you.
ou'll need it to reyour mo%
fresh your memor v on the b reath taking s -enery next winter,
the caribou and nnoose, the bear and dee
Brin^ along the guns for sple ndid tro phies. You'll find
plenty, whether y Bu preier o go with a s ingle guide or join
one of our numer
8 part es. We can outfit you, too!

Do you

Hors eback riding? Plenty of saddle
like fishi ng?
nountain s
s and lakes. Tennis? Boating? Special trips for adver ture? Here they are!
feet
altitod
e,
on
the Easte rn boun dary of the largest
3,200
game preserve in the Dominion. The Ath abasca's wait ing for
trails leading to

you.

Our

yourself th
people retur , year afte r yea r. Try
find out why. You 11 go back bro nzed and w
i

mer and

ready for whatev

i.

S.

H.

11

.

.

.

If

CLAHK

THE ATHABASCA DUDE RANCH
Entranep. Alberta. Can.

east-west flight.

ALWAYS ONE PRICE
AT YOUR DEALER

%'9l

any of the petty
disputes that will probably arise.
You very naturally will be appealed
to, but it is not part of your job to

Never take sides

thrill.

THE BREMEN FLIGHT

and

but have a good general idea. Don't
let your players go stale waiting.
Jump them right into the job. Get at
least the skeleton of the business and
then build up on

the

PALESTINE

iiever tiring.

TOONS. Inaner

you learn to carry an enafternoon's business in your
head. You don't have to stick absolutely to the business you have writas

who want

Always funny,

tire

You can amend

H
;e

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
COMEDIES

to

sheets until

ten.

pjij^

newlyweds.

those

If

uncertain, it is
have the full business for each scene
more amply written out than it is in
the working script. Work from these
all

ZOBELOGS
persona lly conducted tours to th
i

RAIZIN TROUBLE

players idle about while you study
out the business of a scene. Know in
it

last.

ME

a servant prob-

THE JOKES ON YOU
for the

{Continued from page 309)

advance what you wish

believe in safety

BELIEVE

Reels.

how you wish

For those who would b
nd for those who can but didn't
et to the Cannibal Isles.

for autoists.

HEY TAXI

Art Title by Ralph R. Eno. Photograph by John
Bross Lloyd. The Reproduction of the Original on
the Facing Page May Help in Titling Your Travel

An

ML^Y 1929
Remember

DREM
EXPOSURE METERS
displayed by

EASTMAN
KODAK
STORES, Inc.
356

MADISON AVE.

sible.

NEW YORK CITY

that the directorship is

both a distinction and an obligation.
The little cinema group has pinned
In return you owe
its faith on you.
You cannot
it the best that is in you.
let your personal feelings interfere
with the success of the picture. You
must not permit your personal resentment to take such form that necessary players will quit in the middle
of a production. Get the most out of
your script and players and weld this
into the most perfect production pos-

Work

you wish

past the retakes, then, if
what is really in your

to tell

neart, tell

it

But take

and

quit.

this

from an old timer.

After the strain

is

over, you'll feel

Unless you are a superman, the chances are that you will end
a production cordially hating a few
of the players and perhaps the entire
bunch. Just raw nerves. After the
picture is cut and titled and you have
had a rest, you'll be glad to take the
same bunch of whateveryoucallthems
and do it all over again.
differently.

Window

This

Display of the Famous E. K. Store Advises

"STOP GUESSING EXPOSURES"
Because there are now the instant, simple, automatic, correct Drem Exposure Meters ever ready in their practical
Leather Case.

JUSTOPHOT FOR "STILL" PHOTOGRAPHY.
GINOPHOT FOR ALL CINE-CAMERAS

$10.50

A DECALOGUE FOR

$12.50

GINEMISTS

Ask Your Dealer.

{Continued from page 303)

DREM PRODUCTS CORPORATION
NEW YORK, N.

WEST FORTY-SECOND STREET

152

now is. Always keep ten feet
unexposed, something will turn
up later.
rule

Y.

VIII.

IN

Kodak, Ltd., of Sidney, Austra
lia, is a large waste basket still

overflowing

Movie Makers Announces

VOLUME

IV BINDERS (1929)
ARE NOW READY

turn their faces

And, of course, you can still secure binders
for Vol. MI (1926-7) and VoL III, 1928

AT COST
Inclosed
Vol.

IV

is

St.,

New York,

It is

a

away

in sadness at the

waste." they mutter, "those little use
less snips of scenes too short to use.'

N. Y.

IX.
there "are always two sides lo a
IFstory"
there are certainly at least

Vol. l-II

Vol. Ill

"cuts."

knowing what five feet of can
vas did for their champ. "A bally

for the binder(s) noted below:

$

my

sight,

— $1.50 EACH

To MOVIE MAKERS, 105 W. 40th

ivith

example of my next commandment. No scene less than five
long.
Friends of Tom Heeney
feet
pitiful

Name

four sides to every picture.

Address

mention the top and bottom. If the
scene is one that cannot be duplicated,
then. Shoot it again from another

Stale

City.

Not

to

angle. Remember that even the Beloved Object has her good side and
her best side. You may even discover
that her profiles are different. (Editor's Note: But if you do, don't tell

THE FINISHING TOUCH

LEAGUE LEADERS

her.)

Twenty foot animated leaders to proudly
the world of your A.C.L. membership

X.

tell

SING.4P0RE

—

AT COST 16 MM. LEADERS, $1.00
60 FOOT 35 MM. LEADERS, $3.00
To the AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, 105 W. 40th
New York,
Inclosed

is

16

for the leader(s) noted below:

MM

35

MM.

Name
Address
City

State

tropical sun

the tropical

N. Y.

$

me

a secret.

and
shadows are black. On
try
a
below
it
and
for
equator
the
picture predominately in one or
the other and not for a potpourri.
The

St.,

taught
is

brilliant

INO^'IE »a/«l4ERS
N

these two pictures, the hat is re/I, the stealer has red sleeves,
orange, red, yellovi and black stripes. The tup and bntlam hands

hand cream, the diamond shaped
portion nacy blue. Note ho:ii much more accurately the relative
tones of the colors are reproduced in the "Pan" picture {below),
than in the picture tal;en a'ilh ordinary Ji/m (left).
of the scarf are red, the middle

IN

BLACK AND WHITE PICTURES.'f

G

iINF.-KODAK Panchromatic (completely color sensitive)
Film gives you the proper tone values in black and white ot all

colors before the lens of your camera.

Ordinary film does not give you this tonal reproduction. Only
and ultra-violets are reproduced in their correct
tone values with ordinary film. This film is not sensitive to reds,
greens and yellows, which to the eye are brighter
blues, violets

colors.

.'\s

darker

in

the projected image than the eye really

Panchromatic Film has no such limitations. It
sensitive to

lets,

yellows,

all

and

colors

—

reds, greens, blues, vio-

ultra-violets. Therefore,

Pan-

chromatic Film brings out everything in the picture in its proper black and white relationship.

The

originals.

not necessary to use a fiker with Cine-Kodak Panchromatic Film, but an even greater improvement in landscape and
cloud photography is at once apparent when this is done. Except
It is

for portraiture, the

result is a full and complete black and white
photograph of surpassing quality.
You will encounter no difficulties when using
Cine-Kodak Panchromatic Film. It is davlight
loading, and is processed bv the famous reversal
process. Ot course, duplicates can be made from

Cine-Kodak

Filter

is

recommended

use with Cine-Kodak Panchromatic Film.

A

for general

should not be

filter

used for portraiture.
In a word, Cine-Kodak Panchromatic Film

a result these colors are considerably

sees them.

is

"Pan"

Kodak

Cine^
PaTirhromatic

SafetxHlSl

provides a material just as easily used as regular

Cine-Kodak Film, but gives to the resulting
tures a

new

realism, a

new beautv,

a

want to miss.
Cine-Kodak Panchromatic Film

pic-

new quality

that you will not

is

priced at

S7.50 per 100-foot roll, I4.00 per 50-foot roll. The
Color Filter for the Cine-Kodak, Model B,/.i.g,
is

priced at $2. 50; for the Model B,/. ^.5 or/.6.5,
A Special Front to accommodate the Color

Si .sO.

Filter

on such/.3.5 models as do not have a pro-

jecting ring in front of the lens

is

priced at $1.00.

EA.STMAX KODAK COMPANY, ROCHE.STER,

X. Y.
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LIGHT ON THE SUBJECT
iCnntiniied from page 305)

danger

to the amateur in the making
of his movies, inasmuch as an appre-

liable time is required to heat these
wires dangerously. Nevertheless, the

ORAF
Projeetiou Lenses
for

Q.R.S., Filmo, DeVry, Duograph,
Kodascope (o) and other
16 mill. Projectors

TAT
STANDARD
(1

BU;

1

0-4"

in focal lengths '4" to 4"

have clear aperture

..f

20

mm.)

BERTR4—focal lengths 2
(All sizes

to i"

"

—clear aperture 2b mm.)

AUDITORIUM—focal lengths 2'/'

to 6'

(All sizes— clear aperture 32 ram.)

The Auditorium Lenses have heen

especiall

{

designed for use in Schools, Large Halls,
Anditoriiims, Theatres, etc.

Literature on Request

GRAF LEXS

€0.

which the high-power illumimay be connected is the
baseboard plug receptacle. This conlet

333 No. Michi^'an Ave.
CHICAGO. ILL.

nection should be used in preference
to any other, as it affords the best and
closest attachment to the

SINCE 1916
Photo-Filter Specialties
produce Fog Scenes— Moonlight
^^^ ^^^^^ Effects— Anyit/here—
Anyumc. Also Soft Focus and

rn,,n
Fillers
artusia
tyall
Hollywood

various other effects, juit like
f^^y make 'em
Hollywood.

m

Studio,

'??''~''°^

,'!,>
I

tell

11

""'"=

°°-

'""

you how.

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

Endorsed by

Ask your

PHOTO-FILTER SPECIALIST
St.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Something Difterent
KALEIDO CAPER!!!
The Kaleidoscope

parades

mys-

its

A

terious scenes before the camera.
riot
of action. In our effort to produce an
unique subject for the trade, we offer
this reel.

100

We

now

are
Titles in
request.

mm

16
^6.00
producing Gold Seal
16 mm. Samples sent upon
feet,

Our new

catalog is out, full of film
subjects worth owning.

The Simplex Fading Glass
will

produce the

Fade-in and Fade-out
when making your own movies.
In attractive case

Price $2.00
Produced by

ERNEST

M.

16S B. 19Ut Street

REYNOLDS
Cleveland, Ohio

a separate outlet

than to use a twoconnecting to one
outlet. Most units are supplied with a
heavy fifteen or twenty foot cord and
this will be found convenient in connecting to separate outlets. The principle is to draw the load from the
house wiring in as distributed a way
as possible and not to concentrate it
all at one point. LTse your lights only
during the filming of a scene or in
trying effects.
for

Note 1. These are the mercury vapor lamp, the Neon lamp, and other
luminous gas lamps, which give a
light

of more or

less

high actinic

value, but which are rather fragile,
and must he adapted definitely to the
current on which they are to he used.

Special effects are also sometimes secured through the use of the burning
magnesium ribbon, which is a sort of
miniature flare effect.
Editor's Note:

In the next issue

Mr. Holslag will discuss equipment
specifications.

324

permanent

house wiring. Modern practise in
house wiring calls for at least two
base-board outlets in each room and
these should be used, disconnecting
other appliances if necessary. It is
better to connect each of two units to
^vay adapter

dealer, or write to

GEORGE H. SCHEIBE
1927 W. 78th

to

CHICAGO
Famous

home

as the

and of Bass

of Filmo

Motion Picture

Service.

Nineteen years of specialization
for the professional and ama-

cinematographer.
Knows How!

Bass

teur

Filmo Cameras
Marvels of precision. The Filmo 70
known wherever cameras are used as
the world's best motion picture camera.
Sells complete with Cooke /3.5 lens
and carrying case at $180.00.
Filmo 75
the dainty Pocket Thin
Movie with Cooke /3.5 lens and carrying case at $120.00.
Filmo Projectors
from $190.00 to
.

.

.

.

.

.

$240.00.

Bass Service
known

in every corner of the earth.
Largest selection of motion picture specialties

.

.

.

Telephoto lenses

.

.

and

.

Be sure to send for catalogs.
Your old apparatus taken in as part
supplies.

payment.

BA§§ CAMEI^
179

W.

C€.

MADISON STREET

CHICAGO,
"Filmo Htadguarters

ILL.
for Tourists'*

nating unit

Sc he ib e's
My
1,

point is worthy of attention. When
using the high-power lighting units, it
is wise to see that all other devices
of heavy current draw, such as electric irons, toasters, etc.. are turned
off. It is a good general principle not
to place a load of over 2000 watts
on the house wiring.
It is well to remember that the term
"house wiring" does not include the
wires attached to small table lamps,
bridge lamps, and the like, for the
wire used in these connections is small
and seldom sufficient for a load of
over 400 or 500 watts. Moreover, the
insulation and stamped metal parts of
the ordinary socket shell are not
adapted to carry heavy currents;
therefore beware of connecting the
cinema illuminating units to these, or
using them for cord extensions. This
is absolutely prohibitive on any load
of over 500 watts. They will heat up
quickly and may occasion serious
trouble. Besides, they are physically
too light for use in conjunction with
the heavier apparatus. The safest out-

News Reel Laboratory
1707

Sansom

Exclusively 16

St., Phila.,

mm.

Cameramen Available

Pa.

Developing, Print-

ing, Titling, Editing,

Rush

Servict.

for All Ooeaaioas

—

lo-

dastrial and Medical Productioo

HELP WANTED

—

Wanted Salespeople m photographic
stores. Good opportunity for the right
men with chance for rapid advancement.
THE FOWLER & SLATER CO.
806 Huron Road, Cleveland, Ohio

1000

WATT

MOVIELITE
Sufficient

without

power,

glare lor Close-ups with 3.5f,

or

Groups with

U«

MovicUic

I.9f lens.

lor

unifom.

good Tcjults.

Hand Model with
cord and caae

12 toot

S12.50

Nickel Stand, $2.50; 1000
watt G. E. Lamp
$6.50

At your

dealers or postpaid.

Northeast Products
1W

.

Company
I

.._

IO%'IE

M/«KEK»

EDUCATIONAL FILMS
(Continued from page 316)
tuition, as heretofore, is free. Instruc-

from various
and colleges form

tors of visual education
state universities

and A. P. HoUis. organizer
De Vry Corporation, and director from its beginning,
will preside over the sessions. There
the faculty

of the school for the

will be courses in school film pedagogy, movies in church work, operamovie cameras, talking movies,
preparation of scenarios and other re-

tion of

lated topics.

Care and operation of the various
types of motion picture macliines,
stereopticons and talking movie machines will be taught. Tours will be
taken to various institutions in Chicago concerned with visual education.
Anyone interested may enroll through
the offices of the

1111 Center

New

De Vry Corporation,

Street,

Chicago,

ZEISS CINE LENSES

111.

Northerns

ANEW motion

series of

tic

lead,

Alaskan and Arc-

pictures

the ^^orld ^

from the

BIOTAR

camera of Captain Jack Robertson,
producer of the famous Alaskan Ad-

F1.4,

TESSAR

FINDERS

ventures, has just been offered to the

F2.7

and

F3.5,

FOR STANDARD and

MM

16

TELE-TESSAR

F6.3

SUN-SHADES

FILTERS

MOVIE CAMERAS

home and

school by the Veritas Films
of 829 Harrison Street, Oakland, California, and promises to be one of the

outstanding

contributions

to

is

the title of the feat-

ured release of this series, being in
two 400 ft. reels, 16 mm. There are
three 200 ft. reels, 16 mm., treating of
Alaska W ild Game. Duellers of the
Northland and The Story of a Glacier.
Seven other subjects are in 100 ft.
lengths, 16 mm., and include: Alaskan Birds and Animals at Home. The
Valley of 10,000 Smokes. The Life of

The Ice Breakup in Alaska, Work Dogs of the North, Reindeer
Herds of the Arctic and Fur Farming
the Salmon,

Alaska. These films have never
been released for the theatrical screen
in

and

were filmed
schools and the home in mind. Thev
can also be secured in 35 mm. width
if

desired.

especially

ZEISS, INC., 485 FIFTH AVE., NENJC

YORK. 728 SO. HILL

ST.,

LOS ANGELES

film

libraries made this year. The authorship of these films is ample testimony
to the interest of the subject matter
and the beauty of the photography,
and letters from the State of California Department of Education and
from the Department of Visual Instruction of the University of California stamp them as of the greatest
merit not only from an educational
viewpoint but as exceptional entertainment.

Trail Mates

CARL

with

The Sound with
WHAT W ILL

OI\'E

The magic

the

Film

BE WITHOIT THE OTHER?

—

—

of a voice
your baby's laugh will they
be missing from your precious films when you place
them on your projector TWENTY YEARS FROM
Will your boy chuckle over the class oration
he delivered with such earnestness in these early days

NOW?

of sound talkies?
Is the sound to be missing?
It would be half tlie
joy in those future days. We're prepared to take
"movies" of your children, the graduation class,
of yourself, here in our own laboratories, synchronizing with them such music as you desire, or keeping safe for the future the boyish tones of that

"orator."

We're here to serve you in sound recording all along
the way, and your MASTER MATRIX of the records
will be preserved that duplicates may be available
at any time.

Our splendidly equipped

studios at your service

STANLEY RECORDING COMPANY
of AMERICA
1811 Broadway, at 60th Street
New York. X. Y.
TELEPHONE: COLUMBUS 3181

'

.

)
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ILLUSTRATING SONGS
(Continued frotn page 291

down

to give the flickering effect, or

you can use sheets of cut cardboard
to suggest this idea.

the heart be weary" sugan infinity of pictures. Use the
one you prefer. It may be a toil-

"Though

gests

man

liroken

ual labor,

None but Experts
in

Both in motion picture and still photography Aimer Coe & Company can aid you
securing best results.

in

plow or other manhe a

woman

a trifle

faded. The idea merely carries the
weary heart. "And the day seem
long" is perhaps best indicated by an
old woman at a cottage door with the
lengthening shadows indicating the
close of the long day. For the last two
lines go back to the couple by the
fire, but now they sit side by side and
hand in hand, to suggest peace and
the two lines.

THE ALMER COE STORES

Hence tee hare been Leaders
Photography for 33 years

may

not passion. Use different angles for

Serve You
IN

at the

it

It might be even more effective to
use your young people for the verse
and an elderly couple for the chorus.
get
the
scene
In
assembling,
lengths accurately. A change must be
given at the moment the line changes.
To this end it might be well to loose-

In our stores are maintained the most
complete as well as the most progressive

assemble and re-splice or, better
still, run your title to length, add the

photographic departments in Chicago.

first

These departments are not a "sideline,
but a highly

efficient specialized scientific

—

branch of this business supervised and
directed by skilled technical men whose
experience eliminates all guessing and
doubt

in their

advice to you.

ALMER COE & COMPANY
SCIENTIFIC OPTICIANS

—Films
—DeVry

Motion Picture Cameras
and Supplies
Eastman Bell & Howell

—

105 N. Wabash Ave.
opposite Field's

78 E. Jackson Blvd.
opposite Straus Bldg.

18 South La Salle St.
in the Otis Bldg.

IMs

OrrinSton Avenue, Evanston

ly

scene and note just where to stop
and splice, then add the second scene
and trim that. If the film breaks,
splice in the

send that along to be developed with
the rest.
Use it as needed. That's
what they do on the Vitaphone sys-

One frame

tem.

—

a

ree!

which newspapermen

at

the

preview declared to be one of the most
graphic ever screened on 16 mm. film.
Photographed by Doc Schnurmacher,

managing editor of Motor Boat, the race
between Major Segrave and Gar Wood
for international honors is thriUingly
recorded together with the outboard
races, the overturning of a hydroplane
and the graphic rescue of the driver.
100

ft.

16

mm.

reel shipped

immediately upon receipt

of

$7.50

Motion Picture Department
Motor Boat
New York City
521 Fifth Avenue
326

scarcely notice-

Three are merely a flicker.
you need more than three frames

able.

a row,

make

a

new

reel is not supposed to interest
men for it shows the designing
and making of exquisite ladies' un'
derwear in the Philippines.
$16.50
250 feet
No. 1017— Souvenirs of Singapore
men,
business
sweating
Chinese
coolies, Hindu priests and bejewelled
Tamil maidens. Junks in the harbor.
Glimpses of the tapioca industry.
$16.50
250 leet
No. 1018— In Siamese Society
A curious and amusing afternoon tea
party in Bangkok, where the women
wear the pants and cut their hair.
$16.50
250 feel
No. 1019— Push-Car Trails in Formosa
Hiking by rail into the wild interior
where Camphor stills still are nestled
in
the mountains. Building curious

This
the

bamboo houses.
$19.00
300 feet
No. 1020— A Polynesian Odyssey
The Island of Bali in the Dutch East
Indies.

known

If

Burton Holmes Lectures,
7510 N. Ashland Ave. Chicago

Developing
16

Inc.
U.

S.

A.

—Printing

mm. Negative

Individual attention to every film

Home Movie

Service Co.

2128 Cathedral Ave.

Norvpood, Ohio

piece of film.

harmony with

good plan,

111.

in

Learn the Fine Points of

MOVIE PHOTOGRAPHY
and Motion Picture Projection
Out home study

course
Professional Motion
Picture Photography and
Projection will enable
you to get better results
in

the thought.

you have a supply
of film, to try the "inood" style first,
working from that to the most elaborate production you care to handle.
.Just think what a corking production
you can make with The Two Grenadiers, for example.
Almost every camera worker acquires shots which are beautiful but
which seem to be out of place in any
assembled reel. Here's a chance to
put these to good use. Often you can
get material from fellow camerists to
better the atmospheric song and a
club should be able to produce some
really fine results. Try one and see
how vou like it.
a

Unusual pictures of a little
and its people.
$22.00

island,

350 feet

Other songs will lend themselves
better to dramatic action, and still
others will be susceptible of purely
pictorial translation, using landscape
It's

The WorWs Speedboat Championship
and the Miami Regatta

is

special Releases
No. 1016— Luzon Lingerie

of frames

of black film. Merely expose a couple
of feet of film against blackness and

clips in

See Miss America VII
Make 92 m. p. h.!

same number

BURTON HOLMES

if

We

have, for 19 years
successfully taught Mo'
Portrait.
tion
Picture,

N, Y,
10

INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
St. Dept. 105. New York, N. Y

W. 33rd

NEW LIFE
/^AMOTION PICTURE FILMS
Jai>e them before the^

deteriorate

^TEITECS
NEW UFE METHOD
.... take tfiem to i/our dealer.

.

ALBERT 'XUMX.TiImCypert^
I05W. 4C"*$T

NEW VOB K

'

:

lA'm'IE

I»i;«KER9

PHOTOPLAYFARE
t

Continued from page 293)

realistic filming, the spirit of

Conrad

our mind, stands alone in
portraying the very dramatic conflict of civilized concepts with primitive ways. West of Zanzibar is at once
tragic and melodramatic. It begins
to seem that a realistic treatment of
the dramatic is always the melodram-

who,

to

Perhaps the essential drama of
Euripides. Shakespeare, Racine and
Goethe emerges all the more clearly
because, when their plays established
atic.

in the critical judgment
of the world as drama, they were presented with conventionalized, symbolized and stylized scenery, fairly rigid

themselves

action and preagreed-upon methods

which left the audience unhampered
by a reality which might possibly have
destroyed the inner reception of the
play by those watching it.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, in this film
Tod Browning's (camera work by
Percy Hilburn), was fortunate in that
sheep-like movie audiences have become accustomed to the tragic fate
of Lon Chaney in all of his films. It
was thus possible to present an auof

thentic story involving a struggle be-

tween Chaney and Lionel Barrymore
in which both are killed. That the
whose
fairly competent young lady
name has escaped us and her equally
competent lover likewise gone from
our mind carry on their completely

—

incidental

happv

—

—

—

romance

is

"^^F

V

\

R

A
/

O

N
V

beside the
does not dis-

/ \
/ \
/
\

E

N

/

I

N
E

It is, to our mind, a pity that
Mr. Browning did not make use here,
of all opportunities certainly one of
the best, of some symbolism, abstrac-

acters.

illusion

in

I

L
^

T
Y

\\

/

\

Ask

the

Amateur

But. in spite of this, the film is well
worth seeing and Metro-Goldwynat

bav-leaf for bavins

least

made

a modified
it.

Who Owns One

^heThdlhammer Corp
ANNOUNCES
the opening of their

the opening of their

NEW YORK

CHICAGO OFFICE
109 No.

order that we

might have been given an element of
mystery. Conrad did it in Heart of
Darkness by half-allusions: the technique of the movie gives a better opportunity to do it than words ever
afforded. It is a fine chance missed.

Mayer deserves

T
\
\

book form, would have had more of
the low spots in the lives of its char-

and

A
\

/
/
/

C

s

\

4

/

E

it is a very likely tale in general
honestly told; it is exceedingly

well acted: its direction is somewhat
jumpy but its camera work admirable,
although no novel methods are used.
One must discount the melodramatic
touch or. rather, the fact that only
the melodramatic moments are presented out of a long tale which, in

tion

E

much

finish, is so

West of Zanzibar portrays savagery
as this reviewer has known it personit

c

presumably

to a

point of the story that it
turb the cintelligenzia.

ally;

KINO-PANO-TILT
and TRIPOD, Models B

in

Wabash Ave.
charge of

MR. JOHN

A.

in

BYERS

All Western dealers

OFFICE

6-8 East 46th Street

MR.

now

No

sold direct from

charge of

HARRY S. MILLAR
LOS ANGELES.

distributor.

ALL SHIPMENTS TO DEALERS ONLY AND
F. O. B. ABOVE THREE POINTS

—

•
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WHY FILMS GO WRONG

NIGHT
MOVIES

friends or

members

of the cast sug-

wonderful idea" and he will
not, himself, let a quick vision of a
new possibility swerve him from his
predetermined plan not unless he
wants to do the von Stroheim foolishness that produces thirty reels to
be later cut down to eight.
gest "this

—

Subject matter, or what

we might

call esthetic choice, offers the

2

Mm.

e Detachable

Fl

Handle

Light a Meteor Flare (Powerful Firework Torch) and take a movie of the
party

same

—no

equipment necessary.

The

Five
and 4 minutes of light.
Especially for outdoors. Also electrical
flares fired by a flash-light battery, for
special work. Several flares may be
flare the professionals use.

sizes, Yz, 1, 2, 3

fired simultaneously.

John G. Marshall
Meteor Photo Chemicals
1752 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

amateur
most complete opportunity for
self-expression. Here he should be
the

subjected

to the fewest limitations.
even here, there are certain
"don'ts" that can be pretty safely followed. Amateurs are producing film
stories for the later reward of appre-

Yet,

ciation

from

their friends

must realize that

and they

their friends are per-

sons of some subtlety, good taste, and
experience of life and that they probably don't like to have every "t"
crossed and every "i" dotted.

The macabre and the horrible are
great temptations to both amateur and
professional but they are always conAlso the reactions
from them can never be predicted and
the amateur who goes in for them may
have his climax of the awful taken
humorously by his audience. If that
happens well, friendship just ceases.
In avoiding die grotesque, which is the
present curse of most European films,
the amateur will not be shunted over
into tlie great American error of
troversial points.

Motion Picture

Work
in all

DEVELOPING

PRINTING

TITLING
t

MID WEST FILM

CO.

INCORPORATED
845 S.

Wabash Ave.

Chicago, Illinois

"Hollywood-itis" which, unfortunately, is to be found in nearly all professional productions. Every amateur
will interpret this term for himself.
A practical guide is for the amateur
to avoid professional subject matter
for his photoplays or his film stories.

—

Banality, insincerity, vulgarity
the broadness of the present vaudeville

and musical-comedy stage

—

A

Title

The
A

Board Extraordinary

WONDERSIGN

Board with M-A-G-N-E-T-I-C
letters! Perfectly smooth background
no guide lines to show in finished Titles.
Letters are of special cast steel and keep
their magnetism indefinitely. They retain their position anywhere on the surface of the board
ideal for animated
titles.
Words of title stand out from
Title

—

board with back-lighted eflfea.
Board attraaively framed in
Title size.
available.

regular

Variety of sizes and finishes

Paper, card or "cells" may be interposed
between letters and board, providing title
backgrounds.
Wfiite backgrounds and black type available for direa positive titles.

Let us give you more details concerning
this remarkable Title Board.

WONDERSIGNS CORP.
246 South

St.,

Newark, N.

is one of the stock
commercial entertainment
and it sells well to the stupid and
inane persons of the world. The ama-

teur

who

J.

to the

contrary notwithstanding are on the
other side of the fence from art as the
average intelligent person sees it.

Once the amateur producer pitches on
one of these three, he can never dress

up

his film enough to conceal it. The
professionals try hard to invest banality with
an enormous amount of
solemnity, insincerity with the most
resounding platitudes in titles and
situations and vulgarity with all manner of thoroughly moral outcomes,
but the man or woman of good taste

always spots these camouflages and
detests them.

"Hokum" is another term that each
of us will interpret for himself and
every sincere amateur will avoid it in
In general it means anything that is thrown in for the express
purpose of getting a gasp, a laugh, a
shudder, a sob or a thrill from the

his filming.

deals in

insults his audi-

it

ence in advance.
Here, then, are

a few artistic
The amateur who is guided

"don'ts".

by them will

steer clear of threefourths of the trouble of every photoplay. For the rest, let him do as he
really wants to do, expressing his own
personality freely. Let him be sincere and film only that which really
interests him, with a sportsmanlike determination to make it interesting to
others. Let him observe economy and
not waste film, the actor's time or the
attention of his audience. Let him be

simple about die whole matter of a

by
moving

film story

starting for a definite

goal,

in

and

that direction

stopping dead when he gets there.
Lastly, whatever the amateur film
story

maker

does, let

him make

of

it

Cut the story to suit the
amount of film and see to it that the
100 feet or 400 feet keeps to the point
of what it sets out to do, that this point
is determined in advance and that exa unity.

traneous matters are kept out. The rebound to be convincing.

sult is

RHYTHM

—

branches

Hokum

audience.

articles of

(Continued from page 289)

IN

MOTION

{Continued from page 299)

pleasing line from a rhjthmic point
of view steers a middle course.
swinging pendulum is uninter-

A

esting for the reason that each stroke

duplicates that which went before. See
a few strokes to the left and a like
number to the right and you have, in
a sense, seen all; to look longer is
apt to prove monotonous. On the
other hand, you can regard similar
left-right motions of a child in a
swing for much longer without boredom and gain a certain amount of

pleasure simply because each sweep,
instead of being a duplication of the
one before and after, differs in being
greater or less. In a pendulum there
is unchanging rhythm which produces
monotony; in the swing there is a
crescendo or diminuendo of rhythm,

different in each of

its

aspects.

Var-

movement should be of such
nature that the eye has some notion

iety in

a

of

where

it

is

going, yet

is

not quite

so cocksure of the destination that
loses interest

and ceases

it

to follow.

All creation is in a process of
cnange. that is to say. motion. In all
..lotion may be found rhythm, pleasant or unpleasant. The task of him
who would learn to create "poetry in
motion"' is to select and record on the
film those things in nature and in life
which have an unmistakable grace.
Taught by such muses, may he not become an artist capable of producing

rhythms of

his

own?

)

IM/%KER9
PROFESSIONAL
STANDARDS?

:«IO'«'IE

{Continued from page 295)

Not the small bright
eyes of the editor who sees irony
where no irony is, nor the delicate
hands of the art director who insists
on the scene with the Louis Quatorze
chair; neither the title writer who
writes with amazing humor, nor the
supervisor who prefers another ending nothing but the dullness of one's

own

limitations.

—

own mind and awkward

JL/ouble the fun of amateur movies I
beautiful INTERIORS
as well as outdoor films I

^take
f^ N

cloudy days and at night

lite's brilliant

own home

—

films

—

new

it

It

as the

No.
as

mc

10,

'

And

light

Fotolite

— ready

light

nth

power!

fright"

—

its

In addition.
yet gives

all

so compact, so simple, io easy

is

in a

And

power.

40% more

sparks and "light

room, and can be plugged
an instant.

in

on

for use in

dealer to demonstrate Fotolite for you. See

famous

the

play, parties, dances, family events

others!

can be carried anywhere

electric light socket

Ask your

all

has almost

the brilliance of an arc.

any

on the sunlightl Switch on Fotc
and take beautiful films right in your

been equalled for

r

reflector ^nish,

Fotolitc eliminates sputtering,

to usel

—turn

light,

you will treasure above

Fotolii

fingers!

Excepting technical standards, the
standards of the professional and
those of the amateur are not the same
thing. Indeed, there are no amateur
standards any more than there are
any important professional precedents. The movie masters of the present have scarcely scratched the surface. Should we follow in the faint

powerful

films of the children at

lOOO-watt Fotolite No.

powerful lamp of

its

an auxiliary,

is

10— recognized

type ever produced,

th single or double set of

No. 5B

Fotolite

ideal for every interior shot.

PRICES

scratching, talking of

lines of their

precedent and professional standards? Must we stand hesitant upon
the borders of their findings and
never look off into the hills where
the possibilities are so boundless and
the findings so slight? Let the more
courageous lead into those vast, illimitable and untouched hills! Let
him blaze a new trail, cutting, hacking, deeply, crudely into the virgin
because he feels that way And
soil
when the others try to call him back,

—

!

NEW

No. 10 Fotolite, complete, without bulb ..$22.00
No. 5B Fotolite, single, complete, without
bulb

12.00

Reflector Finish

No. 5B Fotolite, double, complete, without
bulb

20.00

Ask Your Dealer

for a Demonstration

TESTRITE INSTRUMENT

CO.,

NEW YORK

in

FOTOLITE
adds

almost

40%

Mdnu/jctuTcd and Guaranteed by

more

FOTOLITE

LIGHT POWER

MOST LIGHT

for

CURRENT EXPENDED

saying,

"Look! not that way;

made

we have

see!

a little trail here into the west."

Let him cry in exultation,
"Never mind! I am myself! Your
way is not my way. It is not my road.
I did not make it. I must go into the
hills!"

Courage and faith!
is deep-down.

The "mother

lode"

PORTRAITS OF PIONEERS
(

Continued from page 302

Bhutan and Nepal and would probably have come out with some fair
film records of his trip had his camera and outfit been less bulky. As a
result it was lost in one of the tortuous mountain passes and only the
film which he had stored in Darjeeling could be brought back to Europe.
His work upon the stage acted as a
constant

stimulant to his

inventive

Each change of program
required a new set of illusions and
effects which he devised and built
in his workshop. His originality and
faculties.

fertility

of

ideas

attracted

all

his

contemporaries in the field of magic
and he was soon inventing and building illusions for many of them. Kellar, Lafayette and Houdini were all
his

warm

friends.

The motion

picture never lost

its

Mr. Victor and he was constantly annoyed by the difficulties
lure for

G. P.

GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., 319A E. 34th St., N. Y.

1ML%Y 1929
surrounding the taking and showing
of pictures which he wished to make

LIOS

course of his travels. The first
\ ictor portable camera and projector
was made for his personal use. It
was only when friends pointed out
that it had great value as a commercial endeavor that he decided to leave
the stage and devote his entire energies to building movie apparatus for
the use of the amateur.

"ONE MOVEMENT"

in the

Don't Shoot
you think your
naked eye seen

irhat

-the
ery detail of lonS distance observation is magnified clearly thus enabling you to quickly select the area
desired, getting into view certain
points and picking up moving oh-

Binocular? play an important part
movie makers in long-distance
shooting and are a valuable aid to
the users ot telephoto lenses.

for

BIXOCIJLARS
This particular model illustrated is in popular
demand for outdoor purposes. Their large field
of vision, their fine adjustment and clearness and
with a magnification 8 times should be of great
fil
value to the movie mater.

^

HkO

Fabulous sums of money were being made by the original Patents
Company in the professional movie
field and it seemed likely that great
sums were to be made in all branches
of the industry. Bright visions of the
young pioneer slowly turned into

twenty years of relentless effort to
bring to complete fulfillment his
dream of motion pictures which could
be taken by anyone, anywhere, anytime. During those years Mr. \ ictor
invented some two hundred features
of camera and projection apparatus.
For instance, most present day projectors are mounted on a pivoting
pedestal. This construction was an
exclusive Victor feature until the expiration of the design patents. The
electric

dissolve,

the

KINO AGTIONMETER
(Sale licensed by D.

DBF

Place tube to eve, turn
tube D until dividing line
T disappears then read the
correct aperture to use opposite the number 16,
Illustration

$8.00

.4CCUR.\TE
our

TELEPHOTO LENSE
the effect that a Binocular does to the
human eye.
It brings in the distance and permits closeups when you can't get close to far-off objects.
brilliancy and
possesses the finest optical
It
precision.

Made

mounting to

in

Filmo 70 and 7>.

fit

Eyemo. Victor, DeVry and Cine-Kodak Model
(with /1. 9 lens equipment only) without extra

B

charge-

$55.00
i" Focus f4.5 Telephoto
75.00
Focus f3.; Telephoto
4" Focus f4.5 Telephoto
60.00
6" Foctis f4.5 Telephoto
75.00
For Cine-Kodak fl.9 Model B Only.
3" Focus f4.! Telephoto
45.00
35/4"

THE IMVERSAL tI>OPHOT
EXPOSURE METER
you can measDon't waste your 6Ims —
now,-

ure the light scientifically and with great accuracy
with a Cinophot meter before talcing the picture-in anv light
It gives you the correct exposure

—

nd anywhere.
Price

rith

leather

PATHEX
Owing

to

the

^12.50

FI1,MS

enormous demand

for

Pathex

Films, we have extended to May 3 1st our Special
Offer of any 10 Reels of «0 ft. each from the
ffil ST
Latest list of Pathex 9'/,
new Library Filn« for

MM.

An
»»».UU

Hri(e for latest list o.( PATH EX
FILMS and accessories also catalog of the above illustrated items.

146 KItST 42nd Jtpeet,/Vew)6rk
Tel-IVisconsin 1345

Mr. Victor's

insistent

demands and

lliii

plished

this.

When the Eastman Kodak Company announced its intention to put
upon the market a 16 mm. reversible
process film for the use of the amateur. Mr. Victor saw the possibility
of his pet hobby becoming an accomplished fact. The cost of film had
always been the insurmountable barrier to a general use of motion pictures. He immediately set to work to
design and build a camera and projector to be used with 16 mm. film,
which should be within the reach of
everybody. The Victor Cine Camera
and Projector were the first 16 mm.
apparatus to be put upon the market.
This inexpensive hand-drive model

of film for

.

.

.

J.

.

.

.

.

.

.

$1.00

N.WILIO FILM EXCHANGE

1757 Broadway,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

EVERY AMATEUR
SHOULD SUBSCRIBE TO

THREE DOLLARS THE YEAR
(Canada,

105

$5.25— Foreign, $5.50)

West 40th

Street,

New York

City

Personal
Instruction
and

Assistance

ama-

teurs, was introduced by Mr. Victor
and adopted as a world standard, approved by legislatures and fire-underwriters. Every motion picture engineer will remember the bitter fight
that was waged to make the use of
motion pictures without fire-proof
booths a legitimate and legal indusThe "safety standard" accomtry.

ft.

City

MM. Films

1.50
:0U ft. of film for
2.50
400 ft. of film for
Send us any feature, comedy, drama, cartoon or
educational film in good condition and we will
return to you equally as good or better for the
above price. State what you prefer.

film, the first standard-

ized safety film for the use of

xrile

New York

fVe Will Exchange Your 16

dustry.

The 28 mm.

or

Sole Agent U. S.
136 Liberty St.

self-centering

guarantee of an outlet for the product induced the National Lamp
Works to experiment and perfect the
concentrated filament lamp for projection purposes, which was an important contribution to the whole in-

decler

BURLEIGH BROOKS

which first made portable
projectors of sufficient power to be
used in schools and auditoriums,
were other basic \ ictor inventions.

The Telephoto Lense on your movie camera

a

UTTERLY SIMPLE
and
EXTREMELY

price in soft bag

electric arc,

gives

shows

reading for aperture /3.S at

normal speed, .\pertures on
scale from fl.4 to f6A.

In amateur motion
picture production

PHOTOGRAPHY

LIGHTING

ANIMATION

^ORK
MINIATURES

TRICK

TITLES
ILLU STRATIONS
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

FRED WALLER
Cine technician
PHONE HUNTINGTON 1573
Huntington, N. Y.
Member

Society Motion Picture Engineers

I

•«

E

«• <% 14

I

last year by the threespeed spring drive model, when it
became apparent that people were
willing to spend more money for a

was followed

really good equipment
price of film had made

now
its

that the

use prac-

ticable.

Europe and _\merica of twenty-five
years ago were well acquainted with
the

name

of Victor as the great magi-

F

TlieMoDE
ui Art Titles

^

famous location
spacious Studio
service finer

cian whose performances always had
some bewilderingly new and mysti-

fving

features.

The Trocadero

Paris. Egyptian Hall in

Tonv

$2 irith alistof short titles and
receire your hand-lettered try-out.
all ready to splice into your films.

Send

in

London, and

Pastor's Theatre in

Xew York

hotd lettered -the endart TRAILER WITH EVERY ORDER.

free: bealtiftx

were always packed by the lure of his
name on the bill-boards. I wonder
if some of those people today when
thev buv a Victor motion picture
camera at Dallmeyer"s in London, at
Perrot's in Switzerland, or at
ofiF Japan, guess that

in far

Banno
it

is

^-*^?5^- ^^ o

s

the

product of the same inventive genius,
grown a bit older than the blond youth
with piercing eyes who formerly entertained and mystified them with such

consummate

than ever

CALL

.

.

PHOyE ..or.. WRITE

Phone Penn. 26J4
METROPOLITAN OPER.4 HOUSE STUDIOS

skill'

H'2o Broadwav, Ne^'

GRITia\L FOCUSING
(

Continued from page 292

i

rubber grove to the house of the character chiefly concerned. This treatment achieves a very logical opening
of the picture, advancing as it does in
cinematic terms from the general to
the specific and then sweeping on with
straightforward action.

Borrowed Sequence

:

Later in the

picture a tremendously effective bit
of cutting adds much to the dramatic
intensitv of a situation. The scene

opens with a sailor bartering for an
exhibition of a snake charmer"* reptiles. Here a fight between a cobra and
This
a mongoose is introduced.
sequence was originally a short subject produced in Germany by Lfa,
but. so cleverly

is it

would

one unaware of the fact
never suspect that it was not filmed as
part of the story. Also the snake
drawn up readv to strike the mongoose
in their struggle to death is brilliantly
counter-plaved against the parallel
instance of tlie white woman entering
the Chinese girTs brothel in an effort
to buy back the letter, which, exposed,
will send her to death on the gallows.
This cutting from a struggle between
opposing forces in a lower form of
life to those opposed in a higher is
subtle in its irony and tremendous in
its heightening of the dramatic aspect
of the situation.
could

k^Jli.-'^^FOCLISING &

EXPOSURE METER

/or CINE

KODAK

S3 7.30

cut into the pic-

ture,

Amateurs

Hugo Meyer

readily

Set of Gears

UTieo y€>Br focvs
readr for use. Tkis

A

set of

Im

is

-SI

is
is

0.00

c«rreetly

Correctoseope gesrs

iTailable

now

for

fc>r

tf^fhiat

1.9.

thjTl

the

asd giMilmg ap the Owreetoscape

'"A nmsmmt F:
WaUemsak F 1-5. For

ame iwh aad

and F: IS. Eastman Kodak F:

Oae E«dak is
Ctmaaxope leas.

with Cosrcctoscopc ytmr

set

accoaplisked br direct visiaa

>4

1.5.

Cseke F:

FilBo.

1.5

Vietw ami

Cine Kodak Cameras.

KINO-PLASMAT

F:

1.5

IN FOCL'SING

MOfVT

sec.co

employ

with excellent effect both the technique of the open atmospheric shots
and the cutting in of independent but
appropriate sequences, though shot at
other times for other purposes. L.^^B.

IWILLOUGHBYC
^
no W
» »

M(H-i«

est

32nd

St..

N.

"i

.

Camera Headquarx^rs
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San Juan
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NEWS

famous for

its

sugarcane

GOOD titling gives yourpictures a promakes them

self-explana-

tory and doubly interesting.

Our art titles (illustrated above) preserve the atmosphere of your scenes and
make excellent beginnings for your reels;
our printed titles make pleasing sub-titles.
Prices are reasonable, and workmanship
is

of the highest order.

Madison

home

entered the

picture cameras and projectors,
ways keeping well to the front in this
al-

.Ave.

new

SORRENTO

The amalgamation

will enable

its

financial resources

now

available

combined company will, it
enable motion picture plans

to the

is

said,

to

be brought to completion within the
year which are advances on present
The new company
developments.
states it expects to place on the market

has a lovely

hotel

different

motion picture
activities to the DeVry factory, under
the active management of H. A. DeVry and his experienced force. The

New York

Our

somewhat

Q. R. S. to transfer

Service, Inc.
91"", '^;o

amateur

entertainment, having
cinematic industry but
recently. The DeVry Corporation has
for the last fifteen years been active in
the manufacture of portable motion
field of

field.

Kodascope Editing and Titling

Room

in the

Q. R. S. and the DeVry Corporation. Q. R. S. brings to this combination the confidence of financial sucfield,

..

garden and a private
bathing beach

the most extensive line of motion picture apparatus ever offered by one or-

ganization. This will, it is said, include motion picture machinery ranging from the least expensive movie
camera retailing at $39.50 to the highest priced talking movie outfits.

THE

W.

B.

&

INDUSTRY
New

IN

cess achieved in a
fessional touch,

the

line with the trend of modern
business is the merger of two well-

known concerns

is

of

Important Merger

Cine-Kodak

T^HE

Eastman Kodak Co., RochesN. Y., announces this month
the new Model BB Cine-Kodak, which
-'-

ter,

a beautifully made smaller edition
of the well known Model B. The

is

Model BB

is

made

all the excellent features of

telephoto lenses, or Kodacolor attachment. In addition to this, the Model
BB has the special feature of operating instantly at half speed (8 frames
per second) simply by pressing the
half speed button. This is a particularly desirable feature, inasmuch as,
due to the increase in exposure, much
less light is needed than at normal
speed. Slow subjects in difiicult light
are, therefore, well within the possibilities of this camera. Increased exposure necessary for Kodacolor is
also gained in this way and the range
of color subjects thus increased. The

Model BB

f-3.5 comes in black only
$75.00; Model BB /-1.9 comes in
three colors and black at $140.00, and
includes felt-lined, leather carrying
case to match, with leather shoulder
strap. The case is very compact and
well-designed, with additional space

at

for accessories.

E.

A

convenient light on your Filmo
Projector that enables you to operate
and change your reels with plenty of
illumination that does not attract the
attention of or annoy your audience.
Makes operating your

need

i
^

i

it.

Easily attached to
in a few minutes

your machine
and projector

can be packed away in case without detaching.

Price $6.00
From your Dealer

WILLIAMS.
"The Hemt

of

or Direct

BROWN & EARLE, inc.
Motion Picture Equipment"

Filmo Motion Picture Cameras and
Projectors

918

332

Chestnut

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Ht.^Ll

the larger

model, providing for an /-3.5 lens or
for the interchangeable /-1. 9 and /-4.5

"PILOTLIGHT"

projector
pleasure.
No extra wires needed.
Just pull the switch and the Light
'^\\t'(\
and Where you
there
is

to take 50-foot film

spools and possesses in compact form

HUNllNU WITH A CINE KODAK

Converted Cannibals of the Palm Islands, off the Coast of North Qu
Demonstrate that They Have Sublimated Their Tenden.

IO'»'IE

«I/«I4ERS

and now

for the

GREAT OUTDOORS
and
will

memories that
linger on

the

you are becoming more and more accustomed to
recording on movie film. Good times you will have and places you
will visit. The great outdoors is your studio, the sun is your
Kleig light. You must take your settings as you find them and
must be prepared for all conditions, for alluring shots to be

memories

that

taken in half light or in color
'•"The

and for these there is nothing so necessary as the Kino Plasmat
early morn/1. 5 lens. Wide open it enables picture taking in the
ing light. Stopped down it will serve all your requirements
throughout the day, and serve them well. And again, it will record
memories to movies until the very last light of day fades. For
FILMO the Plasmat gives
KODACOLOR
give
full vent to its powers of color correction. It was designed to
the utmost of chromatic correction, that is why its black and
white pictures are more true and lifelike. With Kodacolor it

Universal Lens"

Ultra Speed Lens that retains all
its efficiency at smaller stops as well
as wide open for all pictures or

The

Kodacolor.
In

micrometer

focusing

Victor, 1 inch focus

mount

WITH YOUR

Filmo,

for

J60.00

In a new precision focusing mount,
smaller in design than previous mount, especially adaptable to the FUmo 75. Interchangeable with Filmo 70 or Victor, >A inch
S60.00
focus
2.50
Adapter for Filmo 75

assures absolute fidelity to natural color.

memories that
you cannot afford
to take a chance
because they can never be replaced, never be remade. Why subject these most
precious pictures to the element of chance? View your image magnified on a
ground glass. Get absolutely sharp focus in an instant. Then determine your
exposure by simply viewing this unage through a filter. These things you can
do in a moment with Correctoscope attached right to your camera, no matter
what model it may be. Correctoscope will determine sharp focus for all your
pictures, and for Kodacolor, where it is an absolute essential. With a special
set of gears Correctoscope will do more to determine sharp focus, it will gear
up your camera lens to the Correctoscope lens and automatically set it as you
adjust sharp focus by direct vision! There is no longer any reason to fail on

any

pictures.

.... nor to miss
because you have
inadequate lens
equipment
Announcing another
Plasmat Set of different
focal length elements.
offered in two ranges of focal lengths. Either set gives you a complete
range of 3 focal lengths to meet all your recpiirements for telephoto effects for
little more than the price of one single lens.
New set consisting of:
Set conshling of:
Complete lens 2^ inch focus
Complete lens 31/2 inch focus
Rear element 31.4 inch focus
Rear element 4% inch focus
Front element 4?4 inch focus
Front element 6 inch focus

Now

Price Complete

Price Complete

$125

$98

HUGO MEYER & COMPANY
105

WEST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
Works:

Goerlitz,

Germany

IU/%ir

1929

New Kodacolor Projector
r>ELL AND HOWELL CO.

From

month announces the new 57-G
Fihno projector equipped specially

"LAND OF THE
MIDNIGHT SUN"

for Kodacolor.

It

said that most

is

remarkable results

Has Come a Picture That
Will Hold You Spellbound
'X'HREE

this

'-'

the

color projecbe realized with this equipment. The projector is identical electrically and mechanically with the
250-watt Filmo, but is provided with
tion

in

may

snow-hound

special optical features particularly

wastes of Alaska, three years crowded
with tense, pulsing adventure
then
Captain Jack Robertson returned with
45,000 feet of film! He set to work cutting and editing this mighty saga of the
North, until only the brightest gems of
action, beauty and interest remained.

adapted to Kodacolor. These include
an auxiliary condenser in permanent

years in the stark,

—
—

From

was created

these

"TRAIL MATES"

plementary

probably the greatest

picture of its kind ever
filmed.
It is a vibrant, stirring epic of Alaska.
Depicting the
adventures
of
a
little
dog,
"Wrongstart," it carries you to all the dajjling
beauties of the "Land of the Midnight Sun."
You shoot down rapids filled with floating ice.
You see ice-bergs, glaciers, water-falls in the
depths of an arctic wilderness; streams and forests
that abound with strange animal life.
If you
love real adventure. "Trail Mates" will fascinate
vou as no other picture you have ever seen.

2—400

A

M.M

16

/eet.

$6J.OO

"Reindeer Herds of the Arctic"
story of the growth of the reindeer herds in

Alaska— ihcir

life,

1—100

16

jcct.

and

,:,.untrv

M.M

they inhabit.
$7. SO

"Dwellers of the Northland"

A

film of native life in Alaska
Siberia.
200 Jeet. Ifi

MM

J—

and northeastern
{J5.00

"Alaskan Wild Game"
Intimate studies of seal, rocky mountain goats,
caribou, moose, bear and mountain sheep in
JIHIft,. 16 M.M. JJ5.00

their native haunts.

I—

.

"Valley of 10,000 Smokes"

A

remarkable

photographic study of volcanic
steam geysers, and the crater
100 jest, 16
..$7. 50

action, fumeroles,
of Mt. Katmai.

MM.
Home"

I—

"Alaskan Birds and Animals

A

series of scenes of small birds

at
and animals,

in-

cluding squirrel, porcupine, camp jay, ptarmigan, and the great gull rookery of Cooks Inlet,
Alaska. 1—100 jcct. J6
J7.50

MM

"The
The
at

life

spawning grounds.

"The

A

Salmon"

Life of the

of the salmon from its first appearance
of the fresh water stream to the

mouth

the

J

—100

ft.,

16

M,M..J7.50

Ice Breakup in Alaska"

complete story of the spring breakup on an
Alaska river showing the ice pressure, the first
cracks and spectacular scenes of the ice piling up.
100 jcet. 16
$7.50

1—

M.M
"Work Dogs

A

of the

North"

story of the northern work dogs, showing
how they pull the sleds in winter and summer

1—JOO

feet.

16

"The
Scenes

M.M

$7. JO

Story of a Glacier"

showing

formation of glaciers among
eternal snow covered peaks; the flow between
canyon walls; close-ups of crevasses; moraines.
1—200 /eet, 16
$15.00

M.M

"Fur Farming

in

A

Alaska"

story of fur farming on an Alaskan Island, with
close-ups of silver foxes, blue foxes, mink and
martin.
100 ft., 16
$7.50

1—

M.M

St.,

Oakland,

Calif.

Do you show your

and smoothly?
Let me give your films profes-

For the camera, a new

A N event full

*^ for

sional

cameraman

oc-

curred recently in Los Angeles. The
auto show in that city, which was a
super-exhibition, caught fire late in
the afternoon of March 5, and burned
to the ground. Apparently no professional cameraman was near and it
remained for an amateur, armed with
a Victor camera and / 1.5 lens, to film
the pictures of the entire conflagra-

This man was Ward F. Dean,
an employee of the Leavitt Cine Picture Co., of 3150 Wilshire Boulevard,
Los Angeles. Attending the show at
the time of the fire, Mr. Dean had his
camera with him and saw his opportion.

P.

F

I

L

SCENERY

M

S

New York

To know what new items
are coming out is of great
value in this fast-growing

16 mm. industry. We
help our customers
choose wisely.
Accessible!
One block
from Grand Central Station

He set the lens at / 2.8 and the
camera at half speed, thus insuring
good exposure and speeding up the
dramatic action. He plunged through
the thick of the smoke and fire, shooting pictures of the blazing cars within
five feet of the flames in heat so intense as to be almost unbearable.
Next day the auto show re-opened
with complete new equipment. The
of this second opening

of

Mr.

Dean's

was the
pictures.

Crowds surrounded the exhibit continually, which was shown with a

FOR A H.4PPy HOME
and GOOD LUCK

THE PASSION PLAY
depicting

THE
LIFE OF CHRIST
NOW
AVAILABLE FOR YOUR
FILM PROJECTOR

IS

Ranch, located at Entrance, Alberta, Canada, promises exceptional
picture-taking opportunities in addition to a glorious summer outing.
Himself an active amateur cinematographer and member of the League,

Mr. Clark will welcome
enthusiasts to the Ranch.

all

fellow-

16

MM.

This Crowning Achievement is the Genuine
Film reproduction of the Original Oberammergau play. One witnessing this Beautiful

devotion

of

made
those

sacrosanct by the piety and
portray the characters

who

that circumstanced the Life, Passion and
of

^

\ TRAVEL U"^^

handlettered

Ingemann Sekaer
1472 Broadway,

to the place,

EDUCATIONAL

with

tunity.

Canadian Cinematics
^ H. CLARK of the Athabasca Dude

,'•

finish

and intelligent editing.
Write today for Sample
and Prices

titles

of thrills and interest

the amateur

Capitol continuous projector.

^WILD LIFE {^^'ll

pictures in

the Japanese manner? Or are
they titled and edited so that
they tell their own story clearly

A mateur Scoop

showing

VERITAS FILMS
829 Harrison

plot.

to the projector, there is

and interesting effect device is offered,
attachable to the 1" / 3.5 lens of the
Filmo 70. This is the Duplicator,
which photographs objects with a preVolstead effect.

hit

Order today from

the Katsuben (announcer) always
accompanies the showing of a
movie with an elaborate lecture
explaining the progress of its

offered a new crystal mirror surface
screen for Kodacolor, available in

three sizes.

JAPAN

IN

mount and special color-corrected
projecting lens. After May 1, 1929,
all projectors will incorporate the
auxiliary condenser mounting, so that
adaptation may be made at will. Sup-

Death

our Lord.

RELIGIOUS

INSPIRING

EDUCATIONAL
In 7 Reels, 2800

ft.

PRICE

(Complete Story)
$210.00

Free Music Cue Sheet with each Purchase
//

ynur dealer cannot furnish

ORDER

direct

this

wonder Film

from

HEMENWAY FILM GO.
37 Church Street

Boston, Mass.

lOVIE IM/%KCRS

Arrow Finds

THE

Its

Mark

Arrow Screen Company

an-

nounces the expectation of scoring a bullseye with its new Quickset
Bead Screen. This is the latest development of the firm and consists of
a device contained in a well finished
wood cabinet which is quickly adjusted to hold the bead screen taut
and free from sags or wrinkles during projection. Viewed from the front
the screen support is not visible and,
when collapsed, screen and support
are completely contained in a handy
carrying case. All screens are outlined with black borders in the profes-

Are You VamiliaY
WITH THE

CAPITOL
SELF-OPERATING
Continuous Projector

*>
Capitol

Machine Co*

INCORPORATED

100

EAST 42nd STREET
Netv York City

1

hi:

WILLARDS

IN

YUCATAN

T. A. Willard of Detroit Brought
the Beauties of Ruined Chichen Itza by
of their Victor. In the Distance is the Tower
of the Astrc

sing

and Mrs.
;

s

sional style. Six different screen sizes
are available, each provided with the
well-known bead surface, giving great
clarity of projection.

The Arrow

is

simple in operation and staunch in
construction.

The company

also in-

troduces the special bead translucent
daylight screen which shows a remarkably brilliant picture even when
the room is brightly illuminated. The

company announces

the opening of

the Chicago office in cliarge of J. A.
Byers, at 109 Wabash Avenue. The
New York offices are now located at

6 East 46th

Street,

New York

City,

with H. S. Millar in charge.

New Manager

S

WINSTON CHILDS.

well-known
amateur producer and travel film

expert, organizer of the Purity Players at

Tom
is

Yale University who produced
Jones and Horsemen of Death,

now manager

ries,

Inc.,

Room
Bldg.,

with

of

Home Film

Libra-

new headquarters

in

1845 Grand Central Terminal

New York

City. In this capacity

he replaces Orton F. Hicks, whose
temporary withdrawal from the 16
mm. field was necessitated by personal
business affairs.

istant

Scenes;

!

SI^Y 1929
Talk Your Own
OY.\CHR0\IZIXG their

Little Sunn>-

Twin

Sunny Twin

is

a

15

Inc.. 1841 Broadway. New York Citv,
desire to serve the amateur in all per-

ampere semi-automatic arc
lamp that can be used on
100-120
any
volt
circuit

AC

needs.
The
a well-equipped
studio for the making of sound and
film records, and for synchronizing
the two. Sound records may be made

sonal

We

either
or DC.
invite
comparison and trial
against any lamp or series
of lamps using up to 20 amperes and selling at two to
three times its price.

1 5

folding

Flame

of cord heavT
stand.
WTiite
5

feet

and

3

Panchromatic

carbons, postpaid, direct to
you from the maker. (No sales through dealers
at this price.)
Subject to return within 10 days
and money cheerfully refunded. Extra carbons
5/16x12" (8x305 mm.).
UTiite Flame. Panchromatic or Therapeutic Sunshine, $2.00 per
dosen.

Circular

upon

request.

LEONARD WESTPHALEN
438

RUSH STREET,

CHICAGO

to conform to any amateur synchronizing system. The Company will preserve the master matrix of the record
so that duplicates may be had at any
time. It is pointed out that, in thus
providing a sound service for amateurs, audible motion picture records
may be made that will be priceless in
future years. All recording will be
done at the Company's studio.

Prophecy
"nPHE 1929
•*

SAVE YOUR FILMS
is

It cleans, rejuvenates and makes old Film as
pliable as new. Improves projection. Used by
some of largest motion picture producers in
the world. Urire '.t p^rruuls^s-

Guaranteed

KLEENA-FYLM CORP.
522 Fifth Avenue
New York,

See the

N. Y.

NEW

mm.

will

be a golden era!" In this phrase

its confidence in this prophecy, it announces, by preparation for handling
greatly increased 16 mm. business
during tlie coming year. Every amateur will doubtless join heartily in the
hope thus expressed for widening the
16 mm. field, and will commend the
concrete expression of confidence
sho^vn by this firm.

A

MODEL BB

been suggested by one of our
readers that it would be a distinct
aid in solving many amateur problems
if the amateurs themselves were able
to suggest to manufacturers products

cover of this issue.
^ ou must see it to appreciate its
beauty and efficiency. So come in
today. Have us show you what radical improvements it has to offer.

Cine-Kodak. Model BB, comes in
three stylish colors and black, and
there are two lens equipments to
choose from. Here at home movie
headquarters you Mill find a complete stock of the different models
and well informed salesmen who
are ready to help you select the
model best suited to your needs
tastes.

Cine-Kodak. Model BB. may be
purchased on our easy budgetbuying plan, if desired.

Eastman Kodak Stores,
TWO STORES

Inc.

The Kodak Corner—Madison at 45th
235 West 23rd. near 7th Ave.
New ork Cit\'
"\

.

.or perhaps they're

home

keeping the world safe for democracy.

How'd you

throw a

like to

projector

old

Little

on the

reel

tonight

and

SEE

what they're doing?

many

new

write us about the

range for

We

MOTION

cine ser-

can

now

pictures for

ar-

you

at

points in this country and abroad

... at very nominal cost, too!

HATTSTROM & SANDERS
702 Church

St.,

Don't Write

Evanston,

Reel

It

111.

It!

FILMS
Panchromatic and regular stock for DeVry
and Eyemo 35 mm. Cameras Daylight loading, 100-foot rolls, $3.50 per roll— Sent C.O.D.
anyplace.
Quantity quotations on request.
Film GU.\RANTEED.

—

Educ4Tion.\l Project-O Film Co.

Service

129

IT has

at either of our stores

kee for a long time.

globe trotting while you stay at

Flushing. N. Y., foreThis firm is showing

Cine-Kodak

¥T"S here — the last word in home
mo\-ie cameras — Cine-Kodak.
Model BB. described on the back

and

market for 16

the future.

tell

haven't seen your folks back in

vice we've established!

tories, Inc., of

a fluid

You

Austria, Sweden, Kalamazoo or Kanka-

Then

Hedwig Motion Picture Labora-

the

Kleena-Fylm

sound-recording

Company maintains

^25.00 Complete
with

announce-

nient with the constantly increas-

ing interest in home talkies and with
the appearance on the market of simplified machines for this purpose, the
Stanley Recording Co. of America,

maies fully exposed movie;
at /-3.5 with one lamp 8 to
10 feet from subjects (groups
or close-ups), at /-1. 8 at distances up to 20 feet.
Little

^

which they would

like to see offered.

To put this helpful suggestion into
effect Movie M.\kers will be glad
to have any reader make such sugges-

WEST SECOND STREET

Los Angeles

Caliioroia

•€)=

FISCHER'S

CAMERA SERVICE, Inc.
(^veryfh ingKnoxMi in J^otion THciures

154

CHICAGO

EAST ERIE STREET

Manager, and
be passed on wherever posmakers of such equipment.

'

tions to our Advertising
tliey will

sible to

RAY FLEX

Thalhammer Openings
'TPHE Thalhammer
-*-

Angeles,

w-ell-knowTi

Calif.,

Projection

of

Los

makers of

the

Corp.,

SCREEN

Thalhammer Kino-Pano-

Sets

and Tripod, announces that it is
prepared to meet increasing demands
by the opening of two new sales offices, one at 109 North Wabash Avenue. Chicago, in charge of John A.
Tilt

Byers.

the

other

New York

at

Cit\'.

in

Handiest screen made;
folding standard adjusts
to

7

feet

high;

com-

in
metal case;
three screen sizes: 22*

plete

6-8

East 46th
charge of
Harry S. Millar. These offices are now
prepared to demonstrate Thalhamnier
equipment, including the new projector plate which adapts the tripod
as a stand for any make of projector.
Dealers are requested to order from
nearest branch for quick service.
Street.

Up

4 Seconds

by 30"— $25.00; 30" by
40"— $30 00; 39" by
52"— $35.00.

in

LUGENE,

Inc.

PRESCRIPTION OPTICIANS
976 Madison

600 Madison Ave.
(Near 58th Street)
Phone PLAza 6001

.\ve.

(Near 76«h Street)
Phone BLTlerfield 5486

IVIOVIE 1M/«KERS
Tele photo Aid
Parker and Battersby,
THE firm of42nd
New York,

146 West
emphasizes a

Street,

novel

distinctly

and

original idea for supplementary apparatus to aid the users of telephoto
lenses.

It is

ited field of

known

well

that the lim-

view which the telephoto

lens includes, as

compared with the

large area that the eye sees at a dis-

MacGILLIVRAY

16

MM.

Safety

Composition.
Atmosphere, Action
No. 152— Mickey the Beaver
marvelous
activity
of
this
Every
Distinction, Significance,

engineer.

$67.00
600 leet
No. 153— Bill King the Bird King
North Woods Idyl Ruffed grouse.
$37.00
300 feet
No. 154— The American Eagle
"Down from the sky they swoop at

—

the call of
250 feet

No.

man."
$37.00

155— Kirtland Warbler

and Other Tame,

Wild Things
$37.00

300 leet

James MacGillivray Studios

tance,

makes

it

somewhat

difiBcult to

pick out quickly the area desired. As
an undoubted aid in overcoming this
diflSculty, Parker and Battersby suggest that the amateur equip himself
with a pair of good binoculars to magnify every detail of the distant scene
so the desired area can be quickly

A

complete line of these
binoculars will be found in the illustrated catalogue distributed by the
company. Parker and Battersby will
also be glad to advise telephoto users

selected.

recommend

binoculars of
proper magnification for use with a
particular lens.

and

Oscoda, Michigan, U. S. A.

to

New

Title

Board

Corporation, 246
THE WondersignsNewark,
anN.

J.,
South Street,
nounces to the motion picture indus-

try the adaptation of the

for titling purposes.

Wondersign

The

Model L

a standard frame of the necessary dimensions and a font of special
magnetized steel letters in a "keeper"

box. These fonts may be had in several styles of type and titles may be
spelled from the individual letters

which adhere to the board in any position in which they may be placed, by
virtue of their magnetism. The letters
and backgrounds may be had in a
variety of finishes and are washable.
White letters and a black background
be used for reversible film titles
or black letters and a white background for direct positives. Since
paper does not obstruct magnetism,
any sort of photographic or paper

magnifier

Cine Kodaks and Filmo Cameras

all

— scientifically

exact under
light conditions. Gives correct dia-

phragm

settings for

Sun and

twilight,

outdoors, studio. Natural or artificial
light.

Always ready

for use.

Price in Leather Case

$12.50

WILLOUGHBYS
110

STREET
YORK, N. Y.

WEST

NEW

32D

enlarger for making

still

from 16 mm. film has
just been announced by the Eastman
Kodak Co. Known as the Cine-Kodak
pictures

Enlarger, this device enables one to
make a master negative, measuring
three by four inches, by direct projection, the film being halted in the projector at the required frame. The projector lamp provides the illumination
and the image is focused on the white
background of the still film sheath
which is held by the device at a suitable distance.

The exposure

after the film sheath is

.

pilot

register

.

loaded with

is

automatic

.

.

dis-

pins

.

.

.

.

.

finest

.

camera ever designed for

trick

and multiple work.

The DeBrie Model L
features

.

.

.

with

zines,

400-foot

... 35

mm.

capacity

film

.

.

two

.

all

maga-

eight metal

each

sets of

two leather cases
masks
DeBrie pan and
rQCT
.

tilt

.

.

.

.

.

$1!«>>'«>

tripod

'

Bass invites correspondence and
asks you to send for literature

on

this

and the Akeley Profes-

sional Cameras. Headquarters

for motion

picture

apparatus

Old apparatus

for twenty years.

taken in exchange.

C4MER4

JE>ASS

C€.

MADISON STREET

W.

179

CHICAGO,

ILL.

"Everything in Movie Apparatus"

'•Feathered l%ings"

—

Eastman Enlarger

Automatic

.

solving shutter with brake

background may be interposed between the letters and the board.

for use with

.

while camera

may

CINOPHOT

most advanced pro-

.

camera ever made
direct focus on movable aperture plate through ground glass

outfit con-

sists of

ANEW

.

.

fessional

is

made

removed and

requires from two to five seconds on
a four by five sheet of portrait or com-

Bird aviation contains as much action as an
airplane circus only these sea-gulls are perfect
masters of the technic of flight. Their feats
analyzed in all tempos medium, slow motion,
Could you only grow wings after seeetc.
ing this, you could use them. If you are an avi-

—

ation
will

enthusiast or rather "air minded" you
better appreciate the merits of this

'«1929 Pasadena
Tournament of Roses"
The aoral
lOO

elaa»ic of elassiea

16 MM.
Price 97.50 each

r

Ft.

your local pho
you mi

mdled,

»

—

dealer 17 not
order direct.

PRODUCED BY

JAMES MATTHEWS
STREET
WEST SEVENTH
LONG BEACH. C.ALIFORNI.A.

32.S

ita;%Y
niercial film.

HIXDU LIFE
and

SACRIFICES
Here

and realistic record
an actual picture
story of that far ofl mysterious
country with its astounding customs. For all home projectors. In
a vivid

is

of Life in India

four

—

— sold

parts

separately

A

diffusing disc

is

pro-

vided which minimizes any tendency
toward graininess. The negative is
then developed in the usual way and
contact prints made, or the negative
may be further enlarged to a size of
si,\ and one-half by eight and one-half
inches.

Part one, Delhi. Agra, Benares
bathing
and
burning
ghats.

$5.00

ft

Part

two,

and

Fakirs
100 ft

Charmers.

The cremation
100

girl.

THE

$5.00

Part three.

of

a

Part four. Sacrificing goats to the
100 ft
$5.00

be obtained from the dealers

below

The following

BOSTON
Eastman Kodak Stores

J.

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS
Alves Photo Shop, Braintree
J.

C. Freeman

&

Co.

FALL RIVER
Smith OtBce Equipment Co.

DETROIT
Camera Shop

Detroit

PROVIDENCE
Starkweather

NEW HAVEN.

& Williams

BRIDGEPORT,
SPRINGFIELD

HARTFORD,

The Harvey & Lewis Company

WATERBURV
Curtis Art

ALBANY

Company

Baldwin

E. S.

OSSINING
Hudson Radio Laboratories

LONG ISLAND

NEW YORK CITY
Gillette Camera Stores
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

C. Cullen

BROOKLYN

NEWARK

&

Fred'k. Loeser

Co.

Company

Schaeffer

PHILADELPHIA
&

Williams, Brown

Enrle

PLAINFIELD

POUGHKEEPSIE

Mortimer's

Willheide Movie Service

PITTSBURG
United Projector & Film Corp.

UTICA

Lindemer's

ROCHESTER

ERIE
& Green

Kelly

Tampa Photo & Art Supply

Co.

TOLEDO
&

Engraving Co.

&

Engineering Co.

CHICAGO

TPHIS

ST. LOUIS
A. S. Aloe Co.

Aimer Coe & Co.

ATLANTA
Visualizit, Inc.

Ideal

Film Corporation

SAN FRANCISCO

AIR TOURISTS TRAVEL LIGHT

Leavitt Cine Picture Co.

CANADA
Photographic Stores Ltd., Ottawa
Regina Films Ltd., Regina

MEXICO CITY
American Photo Supply Co.,

S.

A.

JAPAN
Honjo &

Co.,

Kobe

NEW ZEALAND
Frank Wiseman Co., Aukland

Home

Film]
Libraries

1845

Grand Central Terminal

New
hese

dealers

t

\'ork City

are also rental stations
Libraries, including the
series of 1929 Features.

Home Film

and practicability of
by the fact that

attested

Department recently had an

-^

MINNEAPOLIS

LOS ANGELES

is

Film Cleaner

A'^^^'

HOUSTON
Star Electric

models

they are now being used by many
large corporations for the showing of
their industrial and advertising films
and by the U. S. Government.

FLORIDA
Franklin Printing

satisfaction

these

BUFFALO
Buffalo Photo Material Co.

A. H. Mogensen

:

The

SYRACUSE

Cunningham's

company.

now

scratching or damage. Projection may
be secured at a distance upon an
opaque screen or upon a translucent
screen in front of the projector. Two
portable models are available, one
with separate attachable translucent
screen and the other with self-contained screen. There is also an ornate
cabinet model, entirely self-contained.

GREAT NECK

B. Gertz, Inc., Jamaica Lovett Cine Studio

Wm.

officers are

tary, Geo. C. Beach; vice-president,
Milton H. Hall; sales manager, Jos.
P. Nathan. The Capitol projector as
now being marketed is said to be a
most dependable and efficient machine. By means of a most ingenious
mechanism, continuous automatic
projection of any film length up to
400 feet 16 mm. is effected. The design of the film travel is such that
there is a minimum chance for

WORCESTER

Inc.

with

in conpresident and treasurer, Frank
Crohan; vice-president and secre-

trol

M. Taylor

Solatia

CLEVELAND
Movies.

Co.,

offices at

plete re-organization of the

DEALERS*

Home

Machine

100 East 42nd
Street, makers of the well-known
Capitol self-operating continuous projector, last month announced a com-

goddess Kali.

May

Capitol

New York

$5.00

ft

an optical instrument as is the camera,
and should be protected with equal
care. For this reason the meter carrying case should always be used, either

Capitol Re-organizes

Snake

Hindu

which allow the meter in the case to
be conveniently attached to the camera carrying strap, so that it is always
ready to use when wanted. This type
of exposure meter is just as definitely

in the pocket, attached to belt or button, or on the carrying strap. It is
conveniently adapted to any of these
methods.

or

together.

100

1929

LaJy Drummond Hay, First Woman to Cross the
Atlantic by Zeppelin. Uses the Compact F.lmo 75.

Drem Improves Case
TPHE
'-

Drem Products Co., 152 West
Street, New York City, mak-

42nd

opportunity to test Kleena-Fylm,
tlie new film cleaning liquid manufactured by the Kleena-Fylm Corp., 522
Fiftii Avenue. New York City. The
film is cleaned by drawing it slowly
through the folds of a special cleaning pad for any soft cloth) moistened
with the fluid. A cleaning pad is supplied with each bottle and the fluid
may be used to clean the pad itself

ers of the well-known

after

Dremophot exposure meters

serves

Cinophot and
for motion picture work, announce certain
new improvements in the leather cases
which are provided with these instruments. Instead of the former buttonhole fastening, the protecting flap is
now secured by a handy snap fastener.
Additional slots have been provided

it

its

fact that
in

it

becomes dirty. The fluid
purpose very well and the
a piece of film was soaked

for seven

days without harm

shows that it has no softening effect
upon the emulsion. This concern expects to have available soon an inexpensive machine made expressly for
cleaning 16

mm.

film.

f
1

I

lO^'IE IM/miCEKS

AMATEUR CLUBS
(Continued from page 301)

be finished soon. The
based on a background of

picture will

plot

is

high school student activities. In the
cast, being directed by W. Melvin
Crook and photographed by Joe
Berge, are Jane White, Prentice
Browning and Gilbert Carpenter. Various Montclair High School Clubs
are cooperating in the production.

"Salome" Filmed

FROM the Cumberland Cinema Club
In Vineland, N. J., comes the announcement that the story for its second production, running 1000 ft., .35
mm., submitted to Photoplay^s conbased on Oscar Wilde's
test,
is

Conventionalized settings
Salome.
and costumes interpret the feeling of
the storv rather than attempt to present historical accuracy.

Months were

spent in their preparation.

Moving camera work was used
throughout the production;
runways, inclines and movable platforms were built to carry the camera.
The greatest freedom for the camera,
ever obtained in an amateur film, has
been secured in this production. Censorship controversy was avoided in
filming the Dance of the Seven Veils
by placing the cameras on movable
platforms overhead and by skillful
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no

portion of the celebrated dance could

Full details in

offend.

All of the scenes were interiors and
16.000 watts were employed in lighting some of the sets. Panchromatic
film and an /-3.5 lens were used
throughout. The sets were made of
flats constructed of wall paper and
then painted with conventionalized designs.

A

cyclorama background was

used in a few shots. The designs on
the costumes were painted. The film
has been developed and printed in the
club's laboratory and a 16 mm. reduction print will be made. Nineteen were

every issue

Are you reading

PHOTOPLAY'S Amateur
Movie Department?

by John B. d'lppoand filmed by Roy C. Ehrhardt.

in the cast directed
lito

All the news of Professional

"Lugger" Premiere

nPHE

premiere of The Lugger,

first

production of the Rochester Cinema Club, was recentlv held at Kilbourn Hall in Rochester. This amateur photoplay is described in the
reviews of Rochester papers as ex•*-

Optical Reduction Printer
mm. to 16 mm. Enlarges from 16
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Contact prints
from 16 mm. to 16 mm. All automatically by means
of a Giant Light Control of 152 scene changes.
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rious past and a

DEPUE and VANCE

directed

and Amateur Motion Picture

in-

volved numerous interior and exterior
settings, and was told with the standard motion picture technique. It is
said that the film's purpose was to
demonstrate the recreational value of

Photoplay Magazine
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Chicago,
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An

International List of the Dealers

VISIT

Blvd.

Long Beach: Winstead Bros., Inc., 244 Pine St.
Los Angeles: California Camera Hospital, i56 S.
Broadway.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 643 S. Hill St.
John R. Gordon, 1129 S. Mariposa Ave.
T. Iwata Art Store, 256 E. First St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 3150 Wilshire Blvd.
Earl V. Lewis Co.. 226 W. 4th St.
Marshutz Optical Co., 518 W. 6th St.
B. B. Nichols, 731 S. Hope St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 734 S. Bdwy.
Oailand: Davies, 380-14th St.
Pasadena: Flag Studio, 59 E. Colorado St.
F. W. Reed Co., 176 E. Colorado St.
Pomona: Frasher's, 158 E. Second St.
Richmond: LaMoine Drug Co.. 900 MacDonald
Ave.
Riverside: F. W. Twogood, 700 Main St.
San Diego: Bunnell Photo Shop, 414 E St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 419 Broadway
Harold E. Lutes, 958 Fifth St.
San Francisco: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 545
Market
Hirsch

St.
If

Miami: Miami Photo Supply Co.. 36 W. Flagler St.
Red Cross Pharmacy. 51 E. Flagler St.
St. Petersburg: Barnhill's Camera Shop. 17-3rd
St.. N.
Robison's Camera Shop. 115-3rd St.. N.
Strand Camera Shop. 9-2nd St., N.
Tampa: Tampa Photo (f Art Supply Co., 709-11
Twiggs

Pictures Co., 1428

W.

Fifth St.

Santa Bamaila: J. Walter Collinge, 8 E. Carrillo.
Santa Monica: Bertholl Photo Finishing, 1456
F.

H. Hartman

ff

Son. 25 N. Bald-

Stockton: Peffer Music Co.. 40 S. California St.
Whittier: Maxwell C. Peel, 226 E. Philadelphia.
YoSEMiTE National Park: Best's Studio.

COLORADO
Denver: Eastman Kodak

St.

GEORGIA
Atlanta: Eastman Kodak

Stores.

Inc.,

Ford Optical Co., 1029-16 St.
Haanstad's Camera Shop, 404-16

626-16

St.

St.

Rome: Macon A. Brock, 231 Broad

Fountain Co., 483 Main
Britain: Harvey &> Lewis Co., 85 W.

Nbw

St.

Main

St.

Niw

Haven: Frits bf Hawley, Inc., 816 Chapel St.
Harvey Cp" Lewis Co., 849 Chapel St.
Stampord: Thamer, Inc., 87 Atlantic St.
Watereurt: Curtis Art Co., 25-29 W. Main St.

Wilmington:
Frost Bros..

Butler's, Inc.. 415

DuPont

Market

Washington: Reid

S.

Baker,

Inc.,

N. W.
Cinema Supply Co.. Inc.. 804 Eleventh
Columbia Photo Supply Co.. Inc.. 1424
Ave.. N.W.
Eastman Kodak Stores,

:

;

*

Fischer's

Camera Serv

New

York

607-14th

Fuller &> d'AIbert, Inc.. 815- 10th St..

N.W.
N.W.

St.,

St.

:

Southern Cine Co., Inc., 310

Rm. 202, 154

E.

Erie

26 E. 8th St.
Radio Appliance Co.. 1426 E. 70th St.
W. W. Kimball Co., 306 S. Wabash Ave.
Leonard Lynn Co., 302 S. Wells St.
Lyon « Healy, Jackson Blvd. (f Wabash Ave.
Ideal Pictures Corp..

Illinois

News

Co., 37

W. Monroe

St.

Service. 853

N. Eutlw

223 Park Ave.

Inc..

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston: Eastman Kodak Stores.

Inc..

38 Bromield

St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., Hotel Statler.
Ralph Harris !f Co., 30 Bromfield St.
Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 155 Washington St.

Jordan Marsh Co.
Andrew J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St.
Montgomery-Frost Co., 40 Bromfield St.
Pathescope Co. of the N. E., Inc., 260 Tremont

Solatia

St.

Evanston: Aimer Coe y Co.. 1645 Orrington Ave.
6;' Sanders, 702 Church St.
Freeport: Hartman's Camera Shop, 17 S. Chicago
Ave.
Galesburo: Illinois Camera Shop. 84 S. Prairie St.
Moline: A. D. Webster. 1507 Fifth Ave.
Rockford: Johnson Photo Shop. 316 E. State St.
Springfield: Camera Shop. 320 S. 5th St.
Sterling: Ray Hart. 8-10 E. 4th St.

W.

Movie

Eastman Kodak Stores.

Pinkham

* Hattstrom

37

A. Frawley. 104 Main

St.

St.

Scamans. Photo Finisher, 7052 Jeffery Ave.
Stanley- Warren Co.. 908 Irving Park Blvd.
Von Lcngerke (f Antoine. 3 3 S. Wabash Ave.
Decatur: Haines if Essick Co.. 122-128 E. William

Anderson: Reed Drug Co.,

Milam

MARYLAND

11th St.

Evansville: L. E. DeWitt, 618 Main St.
Smith & Butterfield Co., 310 Main St.
Fort Wayne: Biechler-Howard Co., 112 W. Wayne

if

M.

Smith Co., 15 Bromfield
Taylor Co., 56 Bromfield

St.
St.

Braintree: Alves Photo Shop, 349 Washington St.
Brockton: Raymond C. Lake, 218 Main St.
Lowell: Donaldson's, 77 Merrimack St.
New Bedford: J. Arnold Wright, 7 S. 6th St.
Pittsfield: E. J. Curtis, 397 North St.
Salem; Robb Motion Picture Service. 214Vi Ewex
St.

Springfield:

J.

E.

Cheney

6>'

Staff,

JOl

Inc.,

Bridge St.

Harvey If Lewis Co.. 1503 Main St.
Worcester: J. C. Freeman If Co., 376 Main
Harvey if Lewis Co.. 513 Main St.
L. B. Wheaton. 368 Main St.

St.

MICHIGAN
Bat Citt: Bay City Hdw. Co.. Sporting Goods
Dept., 1009-15 Saginaw St.
•Detroit: Clark Cine-Service. 2540 Park Ave.
Detroit Camera Shop. 424 Grand River. W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1235 Washington
Blvd.

St.

Rogers Optical Co.. 824 Calhoun

Frankfort: Pathex Agency, 206

E.

Eastman

Kodak

Walnut

Stores,

St.

W.

St.

Inc.,

808

Locust St.

St.

Ci

Eastn

Kodak

Stores,

if Slater Co., 156 Larned St.
L. Hudson Co., Dept., 290.
Metropolitan Motion Picture Co., 2310 Casa Ave.
E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 1516 Washington Blvd.
14324 Jefferson
United Camera Stores, Inc.,
Ave., E.
Grand Rapids: Camera Shop, Inc., 16 Monroe
Ave.. N.W.
178 Michigan
Jackson: Royal Film Service.
Ave.. W.
Lansing: Linn Camera Shop, 109 S. Washington

Fowler

St.

Indianapolis: L. S. Ayres if Co., Dept. 290 1.
Washington St.
H. Lieber Co., 24 W. Washington St.
Kentland: Boone Pharmacy, on the Square.
South Bend: Ault Camera Shop, 122 S. Main
Ault Camera Shop, 309 S. Michigan St.

Grinnell: Child Art Rooms, Cine Dept.
Iowa City: Rexall (f Kodak Store, 124 E. College

St.

Bogalusa: Moon News Stand. Williams Drug Co.,
31 Columbia St.
Baton_Rouge: Ewing, Inc., P. O. Box 950.
ANs: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 213

lateur

St.

Post Office

Ave.

S. 4th

LOUISIANA

9th St.

St.
St.,

Sutcliffe

i

Co., Idaho

•Chicago: Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St.
Camera Exchange, 26 Quincy St.
Aimer Coe &> Co.. 78 E. Jackson Blvd.
Aimer Coe b" Co., 18 S. LaSalle St.
• Aimer Coe 6? Co., 105 N. Wabash Ave.
Central Camera Co., 112 S. Wabash Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 133 N. Wabash Ave.
Fair, The, Dept. 93, State, Adams W Dearborn

Sioux
Inc.,

'.[

Still, 129 W. Short St.
Gatchel (f Sons, 431 W. Wal-

Co., 225-227

ILLINOIS

Des Moines:

1320 F

W. D.

MAINE

Cedar Rapids: Camera Shop, 220 Third Ave.
Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 318 Brady

St.

Bldg.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

W. W.

nut St.

St.

IOWA

DELAWARE

KENTUCKY
Lbxinotoh:
Louisville:

Shreve

INDIANA

F. B.

Topeka: Hall Stationery Co., 623 Kansas Ave.

IDAHO
Boise: Ballou-Latii

CO^fNECTICUT
Bridgeport: Friti 6^ Hawley, Inc., 1030 Main St.
Harvey (f Lewis Co., 1148 Main St.
Greenwich: Gayle A. Foster, 9 Perryridge Rd.
Hartford: Harvey &" Lewis Co., 852 Main St.
D. G. Stoughton Co., 255 S. Whitney St.
Watkins Bros.. Inc., 241 Asylum St.

Middletown:

Magazine

183 Peach-

Stores, Inc.,
tree St.
Visualizit, Inc., 21 Peachtree Arcade.

Sts.

St.

Third St.
Sierra Madre:

this

KANSAS

Jacksonville: H. (f W. B. Drew Co.
Lake Wales: Morse's Photo Service. Rhodesbilt

Kaye, 239 Grant Ave.

Kihn tf Co., 54 Geary St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 564 Market St.
San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 735 Market St.
Trainer- Parsons Optical Co., 228 Post St.
Sah Jose: Webb's Photo Supply Store, 94 S. First

Santa Ana: Forman-Gilbert

Garry

!

FLORIDA

CALIFORNIA
BtxKiLET: Berkeley Commercial Photo Co., 2515
Bucroft Way.
Prmko: Potter Drug Co., 1112 Fulton St.
HotLTwooD: Fowler Studios, 1 108 N. Lillian Way.
Hollywood Movie Supply Co., 6058 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood Music Co., Camera Dcpt., 6019 Holly-

wood

Who

THEM

In

60S

Pierce St.

Lynn's Photo Finishing, Inc., 3717 Orleans

Ave

J.

Ave.

Vans Cine Service. 201 American State Bank Bldg.
Marquette: Ray's Photo Service. 335 Harrison St.
Midland; McCandless News Agency, 107 E. Main
St.

Muskegon:

Beckquist

Photo Supply House,

First St.

Saginaw: Hesse's, Genesee

at Jefferson.

(Continued on page 342)
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MO%'IC IM/%I^EICS
amateur film stories and that no attempt was made to experiment with
the possibilities of motion pictures
as an art, but rather to produce a
good humored imitation of the contemporary professional silent picture.
The Rochester production was directed by John C. Capstaff and photographed by A. Wittmer, F. T. Percy,
C. H. Green and R. A. Purdy. Mae
Perrine, Bernard Heatherly, Dorothy
Drakeley, Bob Caine and David Bellamy were cast as the leads.
Culver Still Safe
FACULTY and students of Culver

High Speed
JOS.

A

equipment

now

Sam,

High

Speed

tion

mm. Xenon /2

;

lens; 4-inch Tele-Xenar /3.8

sioned to put Culver out of business.
villain has so far been successfully foiled in attempts to blow up
the school buildings and to freeze out
the boys. Captain Mather has charge
of the direction Captain Stinchcomb,
photography: Lt. Harper, projection.

to

fit all

lenses. Leather case to contain all.

Unit Price $190.00 on purchase of parts separately

SET COMPLETE

-

-

$175.00

Write for circular and ask dealer for free

trial
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College Strikes Back

S.

and Canada

NEW YORK

LIBERTY STREET

CITY

the recent reorganization of

the student amateur movie club
University of Virginia, the

the

COLUMBUS PHOTO SUPPLY

of the production unit has been
changed from College Topics Produc-

name

ing of the The Highest Degree has
been temporarily postponed and One
Week End, 1000 ft., 35 mm., already
half completed, has been substituted

tor

This Montli Only
70% allowance on your old Kodascope Model C or
your Bell & Howell projector for the new Kodascope
Model B with the thread light which costs $275.00 or the
Bell & Howell 250-watt projector with variable voltage
resistance antl ammeter which costs $240.00. 70% will
also be allowed on your old Cine Kodak Model /6.5 or
3.5 for a Bell & Howell Filmo or Cine Kodak (B) /I.9.
Also still cameras taken in trade for movie cameras.
Write for estimate, giving complete lists of your equipment and its general condition.

as the club's first venture. The story,
written bv Isham Kieth, Jr., satirizes
the current interpretation of college
W.
life in tlip professional movies.

devoting his time to the
H. Smith is handling
the camera. The story for the second
production is now being written.

T. Mitchell

is

and

J.

Young Producers
productions, A Scramble of
Eggs and Slippery Pears, are al-

'TpWO

ready to the credit of P. A. M. Pican organization of youthful
amateurs in Wilmington, Delaware.
Plans have been made for the production of the third picture this summer, a comedy illustrating the possible misunderstandings of the young
members of a large British family
which is visiting an equally large
American family. Doris du Pont is
president of the club: Paul du Pont,

C

OUR IVEWER

BIGGER FILM RENTAL
LIBRARY

AlVD

tures,

vice-president;

W.

Winder

Laird, property managers.

offers new and current subjects of a wide variety. If you purchase
your outfit here no security is required in renting films.
.A.

We give personal, competent attention to your movie requirements.
Editing and title service for your special films. .4 private projection
room

is

at

vour disposal.

COLUMBUS PHOTO SUPPLY
146

Laird,

treasurer; Peter du Pont, art director,
and Mariana du Pont and Betty

i

Special Trade-in Offer

tions to University Productions. Film-

'

distortion.

without sacrifice of defini-

extreme speed lens 2-inch Xenon /2 extreme speed
High Speed Telephoto lens; Finder attachments ; Ramstein-Optochrome Simplex Set and graduated filter with holder

20 or 25

The

direction

inter-

or mounts
necessary. Distance without
cells

Set Consists of:

and thirty" thriller, which it satirand is based on the machinations
of a Russian who has been commis-

izes,

of

no

changing of

gives the definition and brilliancy of the
1 inch Xenon
in two longer
focal lengths.

is

WITH

lete in itself

available

for 16 mm.
cameras that

being presented to the Culver students in installments on the
weekly film program with the amateur-made school newsreel. The plot
of this first amateur serial follows
the general model of the "ten, twenty

which

A lens for every
purpose. Com-

professional

lens

Military Academy, Culver, Indiana, are cooperating in the production of a serial entitled Sinister

SCHNEIDER & CO.

MATCHED LENS SET

Open Evenings 9

P.

M.

COLUMBUS AVENUE

—

at

66th

St.

and Broadway

—New York

City

i

1929
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MINNESOTA
Duluth: Eastman Kodak

330

Stores Co..

W.

Su-

perior St.

Minneapolis; Eastman Kodak

112 S.

Stores, Inc..

Fifth St.
E. B. Meyrowitz. Inc.. 825 Nicollet Ave.
Sly Foi Films. 49 S. 9th St.
Owatonna: B. W. Johnson Gift Shop. 115

Bridge St.
St. Paul: Co-operative Photo Supply

W.

381-3

Co..

Minnesota St.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co.. 380 Minnesota St.
E. B. Meyrowits. Inc.. 358 St. Peter St.
Ray-Bell Films, Inc.. 817 University Ave.
St. Marie Cigar S Nev»s Co., 96 E. 5th St.
Winona: Van Vranken Studio, 57 W. Fourth

St.

MISSOURI
Kansas Citt: 2. T. Briggs Photographic Supply
Co., 916 Grand Ave.
Z. T. Briggs Photographic Supply Co..

1006 Main

St.

T.

2.

Briggs

Photographic

Supply

Camera Stores, Inc., 117 Park Ave.
Camera Stores. Inc.. 16 Maiden Lane.
Gloeckner S" Newby Co., 9 Church St.
• Herbert if Hucsgen Co., 18 E. 42nd St.
Lowe y Farley. News Stand. Times Bldg.
• Lugene, Inc.. 600 Madison Ave.
Medo Photo Supply Corp.. 323-325 W. 37th St.
Meta Photo Supply Co.. 122 Cedar St.
E. B. Mevrowitj. Inc.. 520 Fifth Ave.
George Murphy, Inc.. 57 E. 9th St.
New York Camera Exchange. 109 Fulton St.
• Parker and Battersbv. 146 W. 42nd St.
Pickup y Brown. 41 E. 4 1st St.
Rab Sons. 987 Sixth Ave.
C. F. Ray. 296 Fifth Ave.
Schocnig Ef Co.. Inc.. 8 E. 42nd St.
• Stumpp y Walter Co., 30 Barclay St.
H. F. Waterman, 63 Park Row.
• Willoughby Camera Stores. Inc., 110 W. 32nd St.
Olean: Don Seele Studio, 150 N. Union St.
Pouchkeepsie: Cundv Gift y Art Shop, 27 Market
• Gillette
Gillette

{Continued from page 340)

Co..

21

E.

11th St.

Hanley Photo d Radio Shop. 116 E. 10th St.
St. Louis: A. S. Aloe Co.. 707 Olive St.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 1009 Olive St.
Ertcr Bros.. 608 Olive St.
Geo. D. Fisher & Co.. 915 Locust St.
Harris Studio. 351 Paul Brown Bldg.. Ninth and
Olive Sts.
Hyatt'i Supply Co.. 417 N. Broadway.

St.

Rochester: Marks if Fuller Co., 36 East Ave.
A. H. Mogensen. Dept. of Mechanical Engineering,
University of Rochester.
Sibley, Lindsay tf Curr Co.. Camera Dept.
Schenectady: J. T. and D. B. Lyon. 236 State St.
Stamford-in-the-Catskills: E. S. Burtis.
Syracuse: Clark Music Co.. 416-20 So. Salina
Geo.

Washington

d

419

W. 2nd

S.

16 St.

Stores. Inc.. 1735-

37 Boardwalk.

L.

Bamberger

y

Bros.. 838 Broad St.

Co.

Fireman's Drug Store. Market and Broad.
Schaeffer Co., 103 Halsey St.
Plainpield: Mortimer's, 317 Park Ave.
Trenton: Barlow's— Music, 130-132 E. State St.
Union City: Heraco Exchange, Inc., 611 Bergen-

Ave.

line

NEW YORK
Albany:

Baldwin, 32 Maiden Lane.
F. E. Colwell Co., 465 Broadway.
Binghamton: a. S. Bump Co., 180 Washington St.
Brooklyn: Geo. J. McFaddcn. Inc., 202 Flatbush
E. S.

Ave.
• J. Navilio.

Buppalo:

J.

1757 Broadway.
F.

Adams.

Inc..

459 Washington

St.

Buffalo Photo Material Co., 37 Niagara St.
United Projector if Film Corp.. 228 Franklin St.

Corning: Ecker Drug Store. 47 E. Market St.
Glens Falls: M. Lapham's Sons, 2 Rogers Bldg.
Haverstraw: E. H. Vandenburgh, 3 Broadway.
Ithaca: Henry R. Head, 109 N. Aurora St.

Main

Stone Film Laboratory. 8807 Hough Ave.
Columbus: Capitol Camera Co.. 7 E. Gay St.
Columbus Photo Supply, 62 E. Gay St.
Dayton: Dayton Camera Shop, 1 Third St., Arcade.
•Norwood: Home Movie Service Co., 2128 Cathedral Ave.
Salem: Butcher's Studio, 178 Jennings Ave.
Toledo; Franklin Print, if Eng. Co., 226-36
Huron St.

Gross Photo Supply Co., 325 Superior St.
Lawrence's, 1604 Sylvania Ave.
Leo MacDonough, 1103 Detroit Ave.
Youncstown: Fowler if Slater Co., 7 Wick Ave.

OKLAHOMA

Brentano's, 1 W. 47th St.
City Camera Co., 110 W. 42nd St.
City Radio, 42 Cortlandt St.
Abe Cohen's Exchange. 113 Park Row.
• Columbus Photo Supply, 146
• Cullen, 12 Maiden Lane.
Davega, Inc., Ill E. 42nd St.
•

lis:

606

Inc..

Wood

St.

B. K. Elliott if Co., i:6-6th St.

Joseph Home Co., Magazine Dept.
Kaufmann's Dept. Store, Dept. 62. Fifth Ave.
Root's Kamera Exchange. 1 1 Fifth Ave. Arcade.
Reading: Alexander Kagen. 641 Penn St.
Wilkes-Barre; Ralph E. DeWitt. 60 W. Market
Zwiebel-Stenger Sales Co.. 203 S.

Main

St.

St.

RHODE ISLAND
Newport: Rugen Typewriter
Thames St.

Kodak Shop. 295-7

if

Providence: E. P. Anthony. Inc., 178 Angell
Chas. S. Bush Co., 244-246 Weybosset St.
Starkweather

if

St.

Williams. Inc.. 47 Exchange PI.

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga: Englerth Photo Supply Co., 722
Cherry

St.

body, 86 S. 2nd St.
Nashville; G. C. Dury

if

Pea-

Co., 420 Union St.

TEXAS
Store,

2599 Magnolia

Dallas: Jamieson Film Laboratories, 2212 Live Oak
St.

E.

G. Marlow Co.. 1519 Main

St.

El Paso; Schuhmann Photo Shop. P. O. Box 861
Fort Worth; Hodges if Co., 806 Main St.
Ft. Worth; Chas. G. Lord Optical Co., 704 Main

Houston;

Star Elcc. if Eng. Co., Inc., 613 Fannin

St.

Murphy, So. Side Square
San Antonio: W. C. Allen, Rialto Theatre Lobby.
Fox Co., 209 Alamo Plaza.
Paris: R. J.

Houston

E. Hertzberg Jewelry Co.,

at St.

Mary's

Sts.

UTAH
Salt Lake City:

Main

Lake Photo Supply Co.. 271

Salt

St.

Shiplers. 144 S.

Main

St.

VERMONT
Burlington: Robert T. Platka. 231 S. Prospeot
Rutland: Geo. E. Chalmers Co.. Inc.

St.

VIRGINIA
Norpolk:

St.

Richmond:

St.

S. Galcski Optical Co.. 209 Granby
G. L. Hall Optical Co., 257 Granby St.
S. Galeski Optical Co.. 737 E. Main
G. L. Hall Optical Co., 418 E. Grace St.

WASHINGTON
Seattle: Anderson Supply Co., Ill Cherry St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 1415-4th Ave.
Lowman if Hanford Co., 1514-3rd Ave.
Motion Picture Service, 903 Lloyd Bldg., Sixth
Ave. and Stewart St.

Spokane: Joyner Drug Co., Howard

if

Riverside

Ave.

Tacoma: Shaw Supply Co.,

St., S.

W.

Lynn's Photo-Art Shop,

Inc.

Co., 939 Commerce St.
Yakima; Bradbury Co., 19 S. Second St.
E.

1555 Monroe

Eugene:
Pendleton: Floyd A. Dennis.
Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores.
Stevenson's, Inc.,

764 Willamette

Stewart

if

WEST VIRGINIA
Wi

:

Twelfth

St.

Garage, 81-i:th

St.

Inc.. 345
ington St.
K. Gill Co.. 5th if Stark Sts.
Lipman Wolfe if Co.. Kodak Dept.. Fifth,
ington if Adler Sts.

WISCONSIN

St.

Wash-

J.

Wash-

Allentown:

Geo. E. Phillips, 36 N. 6th

Erie: Kelly if Green, 116

W. Uth

Harrisburg; Maxwell H. Hite

if

Eau Claire: Davis Photo Art Co.

Fond du Lac: Huber Bros., 36 S. Main St.
Green Bay; Bethe Photo Service. 125 Main
Madison; Photoart House. 212

Milwaukee: Boston

Store,

St.

State St.

Wisconsin Ave.

if

4th

St.

PENNSYLVANIA
at

Pittsburgh: Eastman Kodak Stores,

St.

St.

Columbus Ave.

Davega. Inc., 152 W. 42nd St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. Madison Ave.
45th St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 235 W. 23rd St.
H. 6? D. Folsom Arms Co.. 314 Broadway.
Gall W Lembke, Inc., 7 E. 48th St.
Frank Garfinkel, 141 Avenue A.

Fil-

if

Williams, Brown if Earle, Inc., 918 Chestnut

OREGON
CoR

St.

City: Abcrcrombic (f Fitch. 45th &
Madison Ave.
American News and its Subsidiaries. 131 Varick St.
J. H. Boozer. 173 E. 60th St.

St.

St.

Ave.

Treman, King £>* Co., care of Geo. E. Houghton.
Rochelle: Ye Little Photo Shoppe, Inc., 457

15th

S.

John Wanamaker, Dept. 56.

Beaumont: Thames Magnolia

Tulsa; Camera Shoppe, 5191/. Main
Alvin C. Krupnick, 9 E. 6th St.

New York

n:

bert Sts.
•

111-113

Fowler y Slater Co., 806 Huron Rd.
Fowler if Slater Co.. 347 Euclid Ave.
Fowler y Slater Co.. 1915 E. 9th St.
Halle Bros. Co.. 1228 Euclid Ave.
Home Movies Co.. 1501-7 Superior Ave.
Lyon y Healy. Inc.. 1226 Huron Rd. at Euclid

New

.

1020 Chestnut
Jos. C. Ferguson. Jr., 1804 Chestnut St.
Strawbridge if Clothier. Market, Eighth
Stores. Inc.,

negie Ave.
«--

Avi.

Eastman Kodak

St.

Inc..

Co.. 7 E. Exchange St.
Pockrandt Photo Supply Co., 16 N. Howard St.
Canton: Ralph W. Toung, 139 S. Cleveland Ave.
Cincinnati: Ferd Wagner Co., 113 E. 5th St.
Fountain News Co., 426 Walnut St.
Huber Art Co., 124-7th St., W.
John L. Huber Camera Shop, 144 E. 4th St.
Movie Makers. Inc. 110 W. 8th St.
L. M. Prince Co., 108 W. 4th St.
Cleveland: ConEer-Latta Co., 735 Euclid Ave.
Dodd Co., 652 Huron Rd.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1126 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service, Inc.. 10008 Car-

Camden: Parrish (f Read. Inc.. 308 Market St.
East Ouanoe: Edmond J. Farlie. Jr.. 45 N. 19th St.
Hoboken: Cinematic Distributing Co., 77 River St.
Montclair: Edward Madison Co.. 427 Bloomfield

Newark: Anspach

Robinson.

St.

Akron: Dutt Drug

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City: Eastman Kodak

St.

OHIO

Co.. 713

Stores. Inc..

E.

Corp

.

St.

Memphis; Memphis Photo Supply Co., Hotel

S. Salina St.

Utica: Edwin A. Hahn, 111 Columbia

St.

Omaha: Eastman Kodak

443

Watertown: Edson

NEBRASKA
Hastings: Carl R. Matthiesen

F. Linderaer.

Mov

Phii

St.

St.

Son. 422 S. 13th

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 427 Milwaukee St.
Gimbel Bros.. Kodak Dept.. Wisconsin Ave. if
W. Water St.
Photoart House of Milwaukee. 220 Wells St.
Superior: Greenfield Photo Supply Co.. 1328 Tower

St.

James Lett Co.. 225 N. 2nd St.
F. W. Buchanan. 320 Walnut St.
Lancaster: Darmstaetter's, 59 N. Queen St.
Mt. Carmel; Steckers Book Store, 20 N. Oak

Waukesha: Warren
3 53 Broadway.

Johnstown:

St

S.

O'Brien Commercial Studit

{Continued on page 344

'

^0%'lE IM/%I^ERS
Chicago Busy
T ATE meetings

of

the

Chicago

'-^

Cinema Club featured a demonstration of accessories for the movie
maker, talks by Stanley E. Butler,
Joseph A. Dubray and Charles Bass,
tests with incandescent lighting equipment and the screening of Narrow
Paths, product of Markard Pictures.

PRODUCER OF WESTERN EPIC
Walter Stevens oi Reno. Nevada. Whose B\ac\ Dirt
Is

the Story of the Early

Days of Virginia City.

Art Rambles
TITTORK
'^

on Black Dirt, the current

epic production of the Reno,

Nevada, Amateur Movie Club, having
been postponed due to illness in the
Walter Stevens, director-cameraman, is filming a 400 ft., 16 mm.
photoplay, the title of which has not
yet been chosen. The plot is built
about a wandering artist who, by
chance, saves a girl from being beaten
to death. The story of their wanderings together completes the film tale.
cast,

Extensive Plans

T TNDERGRADUATES
*-^

of the Uni-

of Oregon

in Eugene,
Oregon, have made plans for the production of the first amateur photoplay
at that university.
A scenario has
been prepared under the direction of

versity

Leslie Lewis,

and Myron

instructor in

Griffin,

English,
student advisor.

Collegiate megaphone wielders will
be guided by Mrs. Ottilie Seybolt,
dramatic director, and Professor N. B.
Zane will have charge of the art work.
An advisory staff made up of the dramatic critics of many Oregon daily
papers has been appointed by George
H. Godfrey, faculty chairman.
Over sixty students have been selected for the largest amateur production staff yet recorded. EviH'intly another amateur super-feature

expected.

is

to

be
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WHO CARRY

DEALERS ABROAD
AFRICA

Piccadilly.

Cape Province
Cape Town: Kodak (South

Africa) Ltd..

House." Shortmarket and Loop
Lennon, Ltd.. Adderley St.

"Kodal

Sts.

Box 2999.

AVbp Zeal and
Wiseman. Ltd.. 170-172 Queen

Wellingtok: Kodak

(Australasia) Pty. Ltd., Box
1474, G.P.O.
\Vaterworths. Ltd., 216 Lambton Quay

Queensland

Queen

Kodak

(Australasia)

250

Ltd.,

Pty.

St.

Charles

W. Donne,

349-51 Post Of-

West Australia
Perth: Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd.. Hay

St.

CANADA
109

Co..

-N'ews

Ltd., 610 Gran-

vjle St.
6" Slide

Co. of Can., Ltd.. 319 Credit Foncier

Bldg.

Manitoba
Winnipeg: Eastman Kodak Stores,

Ltd., 472

Main

Film

if

Slide Co. of Can.. Ltd.. Paris Bldg.

Easimin Kodak Stores, Ltd., 66 King St.
T. Eaton Co., Dept. V.-6. 190 Yonge St.
Film cr Slide Co. of Can., 156 King St., W.
Lockhart's Camera Exchange, 384 Bay St.

Quebec
Associated Screen News. Ltd.. 5155
at Decarie Blvd.
T. Eaton Co.. St. Catherine St.. W.
Film (f Slide Co. of Can., Ltd., 104 Drummond

&

Pharmacy, Fletcher

Rd.. Central.
Shanghai: Chivo Yoko Photo Supplies. 470 Nanking Rd.
Eastman Kodak Co., 64 Kiangse Rd.

CUBA
DENMARK

'

P'""' ^-

Kodak Societa Anonima, Via Vittor

JAPAN

Kobe: Homo 6P Co.. 204 Motomachi 6-Chomc.
Kyoto: J. Osawa &»* Co., Ltd.. Sanjo Kobashi.
Osaka: Fukada &" Co.. 218 Dojima Bldg.
T. Uyeda. No. 4 Junkeimachi Shinsaibashi-suji.
Minami-ku.
ToKVo: Home Movies Library,
515 Marunouchi

CkiPENHAGEN K: KoHgsbak and Cohn.

PHILIPPINE ISL.-\NDS
Manila: Denniston, Inc.

125 Escolta.

REPUBLIC OF PANAMA

Ancon:
Panama

Box B.
City: Lewis Photo Service.

Specialty Shop.

Edinburgh: J. Lizars. 6 Shandwick
Glasgow: Robert Ballantine. lOJ'A
J. Litzars, 101 Buchanan St.

Fourth of

1

PI.
St.

Vincent

St.

SIAM

Bangkok: Bangkok Central Book Depot. Sikak Phya
Sri.

New

Rd.

New

Studio,

Rd.,

Chartered

Cor.

Argentine

Buenos Aires: Connio

6r

Cia.

Maipu

Casilla

No. 1630.

Gregor

Madrjd:

Co.. Apartado Postal

if

SPAIN
James Casals. 82. Vaadomat

Kodak

Sociedad

Anonima,

St.

Puerta

del

Sol 4.

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Penang: Kwong Hing Cheong.

ENGLAND

Harrogate: A. R. Baines. 39 James

Penang

St.

Singapore: Y. Ebata K Co.. 3 3 Cloleman
Kodak, Ltd., 130 Robinson Rd.

St.

Medan: Y.

St.

S. W. I.: Westminster Photographic Ex119, Victoria St.
2: Sands, Hunter
Co.. Ltd.,
37 Bedford St., Strand.
London, W.I.: Bell (f Howell (^.. Ltd., 320 Re-

Ebata

London.

change, Ltd.,

London. W. C.

K

gent St.
J.

H.

Stockholm: A.

Ic

SUMATRA
Co.. 69 Kesawan.
SWEDEN

&>

B.

Nordiska

Kompaniet,

Photo-

graphic Dept.

SWITZERLAND
Lausanne: Kodak

Societe

Anonyme,

13

Av. Jean-

Jacques Mercier.

Dallmeyer,

Ltd.,

31

Mortimer

ford St.

Wallace Heaton. Ltd.. 119

New Bond

St.

St.,

Ox-

written by

plot ingre-

comedy
Seymour Knight,

the hectic life of a suburban
younger crowd, an automobile smashup and an unexpected parental appearance complicated with kidnapping. It is a racy tale that promises

are

in entertainment value.

Winterthur: Alb.

A mateiir Industrial
A \ ERY well planned film record
** of a rug manufacturing process
Larchmont. N. Y.. has been filmed
by W. Lyle Holmes, Jr., of Elkins
Park, Pa. The picture presents a consecutive study of the manufacturing
processes and features the dramatic
use of closeups. It has been presented
to the Club Film Library and will
stand as a fine example of an amateur-made industrial record.

Brooklyn Production

Hosier, Marktgasse 57.

Zurich: Ganz and Co.. Bahnhofstrabe 40.
Zulauf (Vorm. Kienast if Co.). Bahnhofstr. 61

Satellites

16

mm.

on

psychological
studv of the reactions of a lonely old
man. The story was chosen to give
free play to the club's technical stafif.
The club has decided to publish a

photoplay

if Pieper.

Laverick &> C^o.. Casilla 244.

a:

23.

The

dients of the film, a lengthy

ft.,

456.

Chile

Valp.«aiso: Eckhardt

.N'vgade 2.

Alexandria: Kodak (Egypt) Societe Anonyme,
Cherif Pasha St. and Ramleh Station.

StellfBug, president.

TN Brooklyn, N. Y., the
* are producing a 400

SOUTH AMERICL^

Mac

EGYPT

work on Headlines, pro-

duction of the Palisades Picture
Players, has been finished and the film
is now being edited, reports A. W.

in

J. L. Nerlien A/S, Nedre Slotsgate 13.
University Book Shop.

No. 197.

INDIES

CAMER.\

much

MEXICO

Co.. S. A.,
Agencia Postal 25.
Kodak Mexicana, Ltd., Independencia 37.
"La Rochester." Av. 16 de Septiembre 5.
Pathe Baby-Agency for Mexican Republic; Latapi
Y Bert, Av. 16 de Septiembro 70. El Globo.
Poebla: Casa "Hertes." Av. Reforma 109.

1.

Batavia: Kodak, Ltd.. 33 Noordwijk, Weltvreden.

Kind, produced by the junior members of the club, was also screened
on the program which was concluded
with other entertainment features.
This active club has submitted At
Your Service to Photoplay' s contest.

Mexico City: American Photo Supply

2-B.

Aktieselskab, Ostergade

DUTCH EAST

29:

Venezuela

H,v»na: Havana News Co.. Neptuno

of ''Freshman Days" proof the Flower City Movie
Club in Rochester, N. Y. Three of a

duction

drama

ITALY
Milan

Co., Ltd.,

3

Copenhagen V: Kodak

Coop. Soc, Ltd., 41

Bank Lane.

CHINA
26 Queen

y Navy

Calcutta: Army
Chowringbee St.

Prom Photo

Mitchell. 147 Peel St.

Hong Kong: The

Stores. 253 Hornby Rd.
Hamilton Studios. Ltd., Hamilton House. Graham

SCOTLAND

Western Ave.,

&

Bombay: Continental Photo

July A\-e.

Montreal:

Gladwish

HUNG.4RY

Oslo:

Ontario

Hamilton: W. Hill (f Bro., 90 W. King St.
Ottawa: Photographic Stores, Ltd.. 65 Sparks St.
Toronto: Associated Screen News. Ltd.. Tivoli
Theatre Bids.. 21 Richmond St.. E.

Bldg.

Kortc Hoogstraat

6^ Brans.

NORWAY

St.

A CROWDED hall greeted the pre•** miere

Lively Plot

Capi. Broerstraat 48.

^''^5-

British Columbia
Vancouver: Eastman Kodak Stores,

Has Three Plays

196.

Groningen: Capi, 3 Kleine Pelsterstraat.
Nijmegen: Capi. 13-17 van Berchenstraat.

INDIA

Place.

Film

HOLLAND
iy

Rd., Ballard Estate.

Harringtons. Ltd.. 266 Collins St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty.. Ltd., 284 Collins St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty.. Ltd., 161 Swanston St.
Technical Journals Pty., Ltd., Temple Cxjurt, 422
Little Coll.ns St.

Alberta
Calgarv: Boston Hat Works and
Eighth Ave.

O.

Budapest, IV: Pejtsik Karoly, Varoshai U-4.

Eliza-

Victoria
fice

P.

115 Kalverstraat.
Co.. Spui 8.
Den Haag: Capi. 124 Noordeinde.
Fotohandel Ter Meer Derval, Fred. Hendriklaan,

Foto Schaap

^'"

beth St.

Melbourne:

(Fargate).

Amsterdam: Capi.

Rotterdam: Bollemeijer

Soiili Australia
Adelaide: Harringtons, Ltd., 10 Rundle St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., 37 Rundle St.

Tasmania
Hobast: Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., 45

Row

HAWAII
Honolulu: Honolulu Photo Supply Co.,

St.

Brisbane:

Photo Co., 6 Norfolk

Sheffield

South Wales

HZ

ALcl;L.^.sD: Frank

Westminster Photographic Exchange, Ltd., III.
Oxford St.
Sheffield: Wm. Mcintosh (Sheffield) Ltd., Change
Alley.

AUSTRALIA

New

Sicres.
B King St.
Harringtons, Ltd., ,>S6 George St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., 379 George St.

Sydnev: Filmo

MOVIE MAKERS

Wallace Heaton. Ltd.. 47 Berkeley St.. Piccadilly.
Westminster Photographic Exchange. Ltd., 62,

{Continued from page 342)

based

monthly club

bulletin.

Amherst Club
Amherst
ATMovie
Club

College the Amherst
has been lately
formed, under the leadership of Kenneth M. Hickey. for the production of
amateur photoplays. Cameras have
already started clicking on a script,
the title and story of which will be
announced later, reports Wesley R.
Tinker. Jr.

"Y" Filmed

A

FILM
of Y.

story illustrating the value

M.

C. A. athletic activities,
be tit^ied. A Visit to the "}'." has
been placed in production by Ernest
K. Pearson in Pawtucket. R. I.
Charles Everett. Spencer Kyle. Evan
Kyle. Joseph Roberts and Charles
Holt are working on the project.
Plans have been made for the organization of an amateur movie club after
the completion of the production.
to

—
)

» O «' I C

1*1

/« 1^

C

R

<»

47mm. T.H.C. lens and 3%"
telephoto complete with case, $220.00. One
Filmo No. 70 Camera with special Cowhide
Case, $110.00; one Filmo Projector, perfect
condition, $100.00; one Conlessa Nettle
Camera with Zeiss Tessar /-4.5 (9 by 12 cm
$75.00. Lugene, Inc., Opticians, 600 Madison Ave., New York.

ONE Eyemo

"Rushes"

nPHE
-•-

premiere of What Price
Pearls, production of the Bir-

mingham Amateur Movie
in

Birmingham,

Association

Ala., has netted the

club eighty dollars to be applied to
to the club's next film venture.

The

BELL & HOWELL

picture has been booked by several
clubs and societies which will give
farther support to the treasury of the
amateur producers and indicates a
sound backing for future films.

had

BARGAINS. Nearly new Filmo 75 Camera,
/3.5 lens, also Cine-Kodak Model A with
/-3.5 lens. A real buy for a serious worker.
Home Movie Service Co., 2128 Cathedral
Ave., Norwood, O.

C| In
Plattsmouth, Nebraska. Miss
Marie E. Kaufmann, recently elected
chairman of the movie department of

FOR SALE—/-1. 9

a series of amateur photoplays to be
sponsored by the movie department.

AMATEURS

Sheffield Active

Memphis Photo Supply

programs of the Sheffield
Branch of the A. C. A. included a

demonstration of the construction of
a movie camera by H. Gerald Toothill,

I

down

the stone steps in the gardens,
reported the matter to the park-keeper
to find out that only around the corner
the Sheffield amateurs were

making

movies.

Owlpen Talkies

IN Bowden,

Cheshire, Sir Alan Cob-

E., A. F. C, has been
taking part in the production of ama-

made by

Owlpen
Studios, amateur movie club in Bowden. Philip Heys has christened his
amateur

the

talkie device, "Audiofilm."

W hy

in the world do you need
them? They're simply clut-

FOUR

of

tering

up the house!"

PLANS
of the

for the current production

Manchester Film Society

are progressing, writes Peter A. Le
Foster. The setting for the story

Vue amuseManchester, and
three elephants, an orang outang and
several lions have been "signed up"
to appear in the production.
Club activities have been pleasantly
interrupted for the time being by the
marriage of Miss Ruth Tonge. camerawoman of the club, to Peter A. Le
Neve Foster, club director and photographic scientist. Need we note that
the wedding was recorded in film ?
will be laid in the Belle

gardens

in

Cine Kodak

Co.,

Memphis, Tenn.
Vry 35mm.

Motion Picture Projector, $137.00; new De
Vry 16mm. Projector with case, $83.00;

new De Vry De Luxe 16mm. Projector with
case, $100.00; new Kodascope Model A,
$145.00;
new Pathex Projector, motor
driven, $29.00; new Kodalite with 500 watt
lamp, $23.00. Columbia Photo Supply Co.,
1424 New York Ave., N. W., Washington,
D. C.

CLOSING OUT new Arrow

bead screens,

former model No. 1—22x30, list $15.00—
each .$8.90; No. 2—30x40, list $25.00— each
$14.90; No. 3—39x52, list $35.00— each
$20.90.
Cooke 1" /-1. 8 lens in focusing

mount— $28.50; 3%"

Classified Advertising
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
PRINT

your own movie

titles,

stationery,

bookplates, Christmas cards, pamphlets,
linoleum blocks, etc.
Complete outfits.
$8.85; larger, $ll-$29; rotary, $149; print
for others; easy and interesting; rules sent.
Write for catalogue presses, type, paper, etc.
Kelsey Company. X-50, Meriden, Conn.

Kodascope Model B Projector; cost $300, will sell for $220. Brand
new Cine Kodak Model B Camera, /-1.9
lens;

cost

$150, will sell for $115.

Haber, 110 West 40th

St.,

New York.

Saul
Chick-

/-3.3 Wollensak telephoto for Cine Kodak, $49.50; 3%" /-3.3
Cooke telephoto for Eyemo, $60.00; Filmo
Model 75 Camera and Case, $79.50; Victor
Camera with f-2 Schneider lens, $87.50;
DeVry 35mm. Automatic Camera /-3.5 lens,
$yO.OO. Willoughhys, 110 W. 32nd St., New

York.

Projection

Screen

several

reels

watt, slightly used. $85.00; slightly
shopworn Kodascope Model C. $40.00;
Kodascope Model B, used as demonstrator,

looks and runs like new, $185.00; 16mm.
De Vry Projector with case. $80.00; new
Eastman Business Kodascope, bargain at
$65.00; new Cello 35mm. Projector, 200
watt lamp, for hall or church use, cost
$200.00, bargain at $155.00; slightly shopworn Filmo 70 complete with case, ratchet
winding key, Ramstein filter. $143.00;
Model A Cine Kodak (crank camera) with
Kodak Anastigmat /-1.9 lens, single picture
attachment, slow motion attachment, cost
new $260.00 (less tripod), first $185.00
takes it; moderately used /•6.5 Cine Kodak
with leather case and (me roll Agfa film.
$30.00; new Eastman Kodacolor screen,
never been unpacked, bargain at $18.00.
Also several used Eastman Silver Screens.
Donaldson's, 75 Merrimack St., Lowell. Mass.

3% ", 6"

TRADING OFFERS
CASH

for amateur or professional cine
apparatus. Send full description. Old apparatus taken in exchange. Bass Camera
Company. 179 W. Madison St., Chica go.

TWIN ARC

complete with stand, resistance,
amateur indoor pictures.
what have you. Write for
photo. Hyman Fink, 212 North Mariposa,
Los Angeles, Calif.

amps for
for lens, or

15

FOR SALE— Special

54"x72";

35mm.

also 16mni. pictures, travelogues
preferred. J. B. Hadaway, Swampscott, Mass.

Trade

(Eastman stock)

Lenses:

and 11";

etc..

of choice pictures, 16mm., 33yj to 50% discount. J. B. Hadaway, Swampscott. Mass.

___^
EQUIPMENT WANTED

WANTED— Eyemo

ering 5698.

A—200

Neve
ment

—

"Oh, all right all right. I'll send
along an ad for Movie Makers' classified .... But, say! IThy don't you ever
talk about all the stuff YOU'VE got
hanging 'roiind? Huh!"

SPRING SALE^-Eastman Kodascope Model

Clinic

^

you'd get rid oj

BRAND NEW

ham. K. B.

teur talkies being

W ISH

ONE oj these things you've got for your
cine.

a discussion of artificial lighting, a

demonstration of new projectors and
the screening of Sparrowhaivk, filmed
by C. Robinson, and Round DockLand, made by a club member.
A hilarious scene in the Sheffield
Botanical Gardens was occasioned last
month by the Sheffield Branch working there on location in the filming of
its current comedy. Visitors, shocked
by the spectacle of two derelicts in an
apparently very merry state tumbling

A

FOR SALE— Bargain. New De
"Algernon,

LATE

Model

with tripod (new), list, $225.00— bargain,
3" /-4.5 Telephoto Lens, list,
$167.50;
$45.00— bargain, .$.32..50; war film, "America
Goes Over" (has been run few times), list,
$150.00— bargain. $92.50; B. & H. Title
Writer (new), list, $.36.00— bargain, $27.50.

the Plattsmouth Women's Clubs, is
making plans for the production of

BRITISH

Filmo Projector, very

used, at a saving of $100.00; can be
for $90.00.
F. V. Lindsey, Morris
Plains, N. J.

little

FILMS FOR SALE

PANCHROMATIC
for

and regular

film

stock

DeVry and Eyemo 35mm. Cameras

Daylight

—

Loading— 100-foot rolls— $3.50 per

roll
sent C. O. D. any place.
Quantity
quotations on request. Film guaranteed.
Educational Project-O Film Co., 129 West
2nd S t.. Los Angeles, Calif.

HOLLYWOOD'S professicmal cameramen
load their Eyemo and DeVry Cameras in
daylight with our special 35mm. panchromatic 100 foot rolls of film. Why not try
il?
Shipped anywhere in U. S. Charges
paid upon receipt of $4.00 per roll, or sent
C. O. D.
Hollvwood Movie Supply Co..
60.58 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

PERSONAL OPPORTUNITIES
SITUATION

WANTED— Young

man.

24,

interested in photography, titling, editing,
presentation, etc. Dependable, loyal, intelsingle,
A-1
references.
Jr., c/o Playhouse, 173
Pkway., Jersey City, N. J.
ligent,

Schlitt,

Joseph

Wegman
345

;
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FEATURED RELEASES
Home

For

Projectors

& Howell

Bell

Co.. Chicago. III. Thomas H.
Ince IS in the Filmo Library announcement again this
month, heading the list with a fivC'reel production.
The Cup of L.)e, in which Hobart Bosworth. Madge
Bellamy. Tully Marshall and Niles Welsh have the

Advance

leads.

notices

indicate

that

this

is

a

also presents Kismet, which woi Id appear to hold all
the color of the East as revealed in the story of Hajj.
the beggar ol Bagdad. Might be one of Scheheresade's

not

.vhich.

the

Film

Exchange

produ

theatres,

James MacGillivrav Stl

feel.

May

Howell Company,

They

1st.

tf

An

James Matthews. Long Beach, Calif.
interesting analysis of bird flying is offered in Feathered
Wings— sea gulls in bird aviation stunti
ng
slow motion, medium and so on. Mr. Matthews

The Movies

are:

(Lloyd Hamilton). Funny Face (Big Boy). Maid in
Morocco (Lupino Lane). Havy Blu« (Dorothy Devote). Beauty a Id Mud (Christie), all two 400 ft.
reels, and Scrambled Eggs (Cameo). 400 ft.. Hot

(Cameo). 400

Feet

iOO

Colorful Tale of the

East
Wild, improbable, romantic

brimful of color, drama, comedy, adventure

and suspense.

The pictured moments
struggle,

'

1929 Pasadena Tourna-

mcnt

and Sweet Baby (Cameo).

ft.,

the

Cat

Cat

in the Big

is

of the

triumph and defeat of

E,«TMAN Kodak Co..
Snap as a cowboy is so

ing

to the dust

from whence he came.

Official U. S. Aviation

Film

Miar

ft.

reel

weather,

entries this

announced.

are

Juxtaposition

of

Paul

is something unique, a 100 ft. novelty reel said to be
the first of its kind, entitled KaUido Cdpers. described as a "gorgeous display of
signs."

•

Inc., Chicago,

Veritas Films. Oakland, Calif,
remember Captain Jack Robertson in
Alaskan Adventures. Now comes a new Robertson
picture, sponsored by Veritas Films, and entitled
Trail Mates.
It was produced in the Arctic and is
the result of 4^.000 ft. of negative.
•'Wronestart,'"
a little dog, starts on a tour of the Arctic, and Captain
Robertson's camera tells the story of his adventures.

Here

A

HOM
Inc.. New York. N. Y.
This company again stresses ts novelty feature. Hmdit
Life and Sacrifices, which is to be had in four parts.
each a 100 ft. reel. No. 1 IS Delhi. Agra. Berxare^
Bathing and Burning Ghats. No. 2 Fakirs and Snake
Charmers. No. 3 The Cremc m of a Hindu Girl and
No. 4 Sacrificing Goats to the Godde;

the

of the dri

Ben Turpin was not intended by "Featured
it stand.
It shows the diversity of
100 ft. film. Creator of Vogue.
shows M. Poiret in his salon and on his estate.
Ernest M. Reynolds. Cleveland. Ohio. Here

The

was made

film

the

for

educational

world,

but

its
description shows it holds a lure for many a
grown-up. The Educational Films Department of this
magazine gives further detail concerning the offerings

m

Flying Cadets

two

400

the

featu
Poiret and

.

and returns again

nd

overturning
:

Releases." but let
Pathegrams.
The

sheet with each

Holmes.

ures in

ft.

Religious

aesian Odyssey.
the Dutch East
350 ft. of unusual pictures of an island some
now little about. Here's another: In Siamese
a pictured tea party in Bangkok. The ladies
heir best pants for the occasion; 250 feet,
refers to the film).
Luzort Lingerie, being
s name suggests, shows the designing and makfine underwear in the Philippines; 250 ft.
ar Tratts
Formosa, a wild interior where
r stills (what are thev. by the way?) are seen
300 ft. The other special release
nth. Sou
of
Singapore
sorts of things from belewelled
impses of the tapioca inough range for anybody!

Championship

York. N. Y. Our Gang figmonth, first in Dog Days, a
which evidently has nothing to do with
and More Mijchief. in which trick
photography
used to good advantage on this funny
little crow
(100 ft.). Harry Langdon in His MarTiage Wou ind Ben Turpin in Yukon Jake, both 400

chase

I

between Major

Path

The Passion Play. This is an announcement
of distinct interest to those who have made inquiry
uf our Photoplay Department for a religious film.
It
is in seven reels, 2800 ft.
(complete story), and

—

r

itboard

nd the

hydropla

sport picture,
Boat.
100 ft.

1

for

Worlds Sjjeedbc
Regatta, with the

duction.

IE Burton Holmes Lecti
teresting titles, these of B
z
a special release:
about the Island of Hal

M

Segrave and Gar

films for the 16 mm. projector have been rare.
Here
is a reproduction of the original Oberammergau pro-

who, between the rise of the sun

and the coming of night, ascends from dust to affluence

projector owner, wit
made by the managing editor of
of thrilling film, showing the ra*

description of the country with the thrill of hunting
and shows interesting methods used in the capture of
Mr. and Mrs. Bruin.

Hajj, the beggar of Bagdad,

home

of the

Rochester, N. Y. Fancyalluring that we carry this

Co.. Boston. Mass.

De
Ne'
bidder for the interest

Boat.
Here

York. N. Y.

announcement to the head of the Cinegraph list with
the title. Snap the Gingerbread Man m Out West.
Fine technique and
interest
combine in 100 ft.
Other releases are The Alhambra. and An Arctic
Polar Bear Hunt, the titles of both being explanatory.
The latter, however, is said to tie in a fine 200 ft.

Hemenway Film

of Roses.

Motor

well represented in three

African Hunt, 200 ft.;
Felix the Cat Gets Cold Feet and Felix the Cat in
Holland, both 100 ft.

KISMET
A

Felix

ft.

films: Felix the

Oscoda. Mich.

Dios.

are four pictures:
s
Mic)(ey the Beaver. 600 feet of this little efficiency
worker; Bill King the Bird King, descriptive of the
ruffed grouse. 300 ft.; The American Eagle, 250 feet;
Kirlland Warbler and Other Tame. Wild Things. 300

Edu

ated.

be released exclusively by the Bell

will

moderni:;ed by the films.

tales,

fine

only striking pictorially, but gripping as
well. Another item of importance is that eight comebearing the trade mark. "The Spice of the Prolilm.

of

this

new

library,

there

for

are

ten other

films

whose entertainment and educational value would
seem to be high. Their nature may be judged from a
few of the titles: Alaskan Birds and Animals at Home.
Fur Farming in Alaska. Reindeer Herds of the Arctic,
Alasl;an Wild Game, and Di^ellers of the Horthland.

i

Kodascope Libraries. The extremely
announcement of last month. Flying Cadets. tw5
reels. 400 ft., through which one can keep pace with
student flyers, and which was produced under the
auspices of the Government, is repeated.
Kodascope
i

Announced

last

month,

it

achieved an immediate success.

Orders for

poured

in

its

from

purchase have
all

parts of the
Of

Two

country.

Obtainable

400-ft.

through

reels,

our

all

branch Libraries and Distribu-
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State of
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at
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so

stated
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HAYDEN ACCESSORIES
"Mo<vies in the Home**
Manufactured under Hayden Patents and Patents Pending

HAYDEN AUDIBLE FOOTAGE METER
The Eye Follows the Picture

— The Ear Tells the Footage

BETTER MOVIES— NO MORE GUESS WORK
Curtain 3x4 or 4x5 Ft
ond Stand $30.00

They are now obtainable
for

CINE-KODAK, VICTOR
FILMO 70 & EYEMO

PRICE

$7.50

Remember

no

alteration to your

Camera

WORTH READING
When

you press the button on your Kodak you get the Picture. Not
so with the Movie Camera, it is the footage of film that counts. One
audible chck of the Footage Meter tells you that one foot of film has
passed through the camera, or two and one-half seconds for projection. A picture worth taking should have ten seconds of projection
or four clicks or as many more as you desire. Saving film while avoiding disappointment will pay for the Hayden Audible Footage Meter
in a

short time.

NEW
Next Month
^°^
CINE

A. C.

KODAK All

HAYDEN

We

FILM
Will Tell You

About

It

ALTERATIONS

CO.,

Brockton, Mass., U.S.A.
Please send free your booklet with Film Log for

Name
A ddress...

C.

LAZELL NORTHROP PRESS, N.

Y.

my

films.

'^

4 NEW
LIGHT

'

SMALL

BEAUTIFUL EFFICIENT
price
and at a reniarkable pn

In Cine -Kodak stores everywhere you
may now examine the last word in home
movie cameras.
convenient, good looking, and
possesses unique operating advantages.
It

is

the

It is

Cine-Kodak

new Cine-Kodak, Model BB.

-

-

—

as well as black.
C/-3.5 model
comes in black only.)
Metal fittings are either exquisitely
lacquered or gleam with non-tarnishing

gray

chromium

plate.

The lighter a movie camera is the more
you will want to use it, and the Model BB
is the lightest spring-driven camera made in
the 16
It

m/m field, film capacity considered.

is

small and compact.

Oblong

medium-sized Kodak.

A handy

carrying case comes with the
model. Besides the compartment
for the camera, it contains several convenient niches. Into one of them two
rolls of film fit neatly; into another the
Kodacolor attachments; and into a third,
the new lens for telephoto effects which
enables you to take close-ups even though
you are many feet from your subject.

/.1. 9

essential detail.

it

Exquisite in Appearance

—

Improved Operating
This

.'

Efficiency.'

this

ultra-attractiveness,

W
^^

graceful

^.^JI^Mk^

^HP^

V

^B^^_.

P

Model BB comc! inbia ck with/.,.;

^

lens aIt $75
(cas.-$gc«ra);,vith/., -0 lens, in three coloi-sand

bUck, inciuding i!t lin(:d leather carryiog c ase to
match, and with leather shoulder strap, at Smo.
Kodacolor filter and eutral density filtci (for
cofored movies).:ost $1 5 extra. New/.4.s long1

focus lens for

[(:lcphot

effects

is

furnished as

cxira ctjijipnicnt, ifdcsiied.

KODACOLOR

Both case and camera win your eye at
once. They are covered with rich, lustrous, fine-grained leathers. They come in
blue, brown and
three smart shades

The same simplicity that makes it
beautiful adds to its strength and efficiency.

in

shape, its body measurements are only 7
inches long, 4 3-8 inches high, and 2 3-16
inches wide.
It is no bigger than a

raison d'etre.

Furthermore, these splendid materials
combined with a beautiful simplicity
of line and a refreshing absence of nonare

Unparalleled Convenience!

modernity of Model BB, has not been
allowed to interfere with the camera's

FILTER

•

This you will instantly appreciate when
your dealer shows you the camera. Sight
for yourself. Press the release. Listen
to the quiet purr of the spring motor.
Press the half-speed button, a feature
which enables you to take portraits,
landscapes, and still life with much less
light than normal speed requires, particularly when using the /.1. 9 lens for

Kodacolor

films.

Movies in Natural Color!

The development of Kodacolor has made
the Cine-Kodak with /.1. 9 lens an even
more precious possession.

With this camera, a filter and Kodacolor
Film you can make the most beautiful
Ining portraits.

When you

project the film

you

see

your dear ones as they actually are, with
all the color, even the delicate flesh

LENS FOR
TELEPHOTO EFFECTS

tones, absolutely true to

You simply
making

life.

use a color filter
or projecting Kodacolor.

when

J:

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

HflOl^IE

f5'

HAYDEN ACCESSORIES
^^Movies in the Home^^
Manufactured under Hayden Patents and Patents Pending

HAYDEN AUDIBLE FOOTAGE METER
The Eye Follows the Picture—The Ear Tells

the Footage

BETTER MOVIES—NO MORE GUESS WORK
They are now obtainable
for

CINE-KODAK, VICTOR
FILMO 70 & EYEMO

PRICE

$7.50

Remember

no

alteration to your

Camera

WORTH READING
you press the button on your Kodak you get the Picture. Not
One
so with the Movie Camera, it is the footage of film that counts.
audible click of the Footage Meter tells you that one foot of film has
projecfor
seconds
one-half
and
two
or
passed through the camera,
projection
tion. A picture worth taking should have ten seconds of
or four clicks or as many more as you desire. Saving film while avoidMeter
Footage
Audible
ing disappointment will pay for the Hayden

When

Humidor Attachable
To Stand $12.00

in a short time.

d^c^%

NEW

FILM

See Page 352
A. C.

HAYDEN

CO.,

Brockton, Mass., U.S.A.
Please send free your booklet with Film Log for

Name
Threadinii Light
$1.5U

Address...

my

films.
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M4 MOl^K SERVICE

Under the Hay den Process?

EXTER THE MOVIE SXAPSHOT!
THE FILM
This film will lie known as the Harden Daylight Magazine Loading Roll Film. It can be put up
on the same spools as those now used in all 16 mm. movie cameras. BUT instead of 100 feet
that must be used before the camera can be opened our plan contemplates FIVE TEN FOOT
lengths with a leader between lengths so that each ten feet of exposed film can be removed in
daylight.

AUTOMATICALLY SEPARATED
By

inserting the

Hay den Separator (which

no alteration

lutely

so that each ten feet

costs only SI. 00) in your Cine-Kodak, with absoyour camera, this film will automatically separate between each length,
may be removetl in daylight. Ordinary hundred foot lengths may be run

to

past the separator, without interruption,

if

desired.

QUICK SERVICE
Our plan contemplates processing by your own dealer. Arrangements
which LOCAL 24 HOUR SERVICE may be effected.

are

now

in progress

by

YOUR FAVORITE FILM
We

do not make film but we have evolved this method to give amateurs low cost and quick local
service. If you want ten feet you can take ten feet and no more and do not have to hold up your
processing until fifty or a hundred feel have been exposed. Local processing is quicker than
factory processing. YOU W ILL MAKE THAT LAST TEN FEET A REAL PICTURE \X ITH THIS
PLAN. Fine for keeping short film diary notes and for making titles. Saves time, money and
patience.

WILL YOr COOPERATE?
MR.

AMATEUR

two coupons below, sending one to us anil one to the manufacturer
you prefer to use. Remember that we do not make film and that your help
is essential if short lengths, under our plan, are to become generally available.
Also inform
your dealer that you would like HA\T)EN PROCESS short length film.
of the 16

mm.

!

Fill otit the

film

MR. DEALER! Ask us
films both reversal

i

own processing of short length
for this will be priced very reasonably.

for full information on our plan for your

and

negative-positive.

Our equipment

DEFINITE NOTICE
amateurs anil dealers will cooperate, iie hope soon to refer every amateur
to his oirn dealer for purchase and proccssint: of TEI\ FOOT FILM by a
definite notice to both amateur and dealer.

//

Send

coupon

this

Send

to us filled out

A. C.

HAYDEN

your favorite film mfg.
__

CO.

Brockton, Mass.
Please keep me in loiicli with the magazine
short film that can be processed locally.

I am interested in the Hayden Plan for ten
fool film lengths that can be processed locally.
I

think you should supply this to amateurs.

ISame

ISame

Address

Address

A. C.

this to

Date

Date

1

HAYDEN COMPANY.

Brockton. Mass.. U.

S.

A.

y
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ERNO

America's
Favorite
Entertainers

RAPEE

EDDIE

{below)
{at right)

Conductor

Star of the current "Raindistinguished
as one of the most magnetic
show
of the
personalities
world, in two 100 ft. subjects.
In one he sings the
theme song of his latest
screen success. In the other,
he offers a novelty parody
presentation, which reveals
his Irish humor to the full.

^am.

bow Man" and

EDDIE DOWLING
PHIL BAKER

10SS.

f:'

composer,

at

the

Roxy

Orchestra,
and
composer of many outstanding song hits. In a 100 ft.
subject he presents "Recollections" sung by Miss Lois
Bennett. In a 200 ft. sub-

Mr. Rapee offers "Charmaine,"
"Angela
Mia,'*
"Kewpie Doll," "Recollections"
a melodious presentation of composition and
song, assisted by Harold Van
Duzee of Roxy's "Gang."
ject.

—

Jimmy Hanley. popular song

ERNO RAPEE

of

Symphony

the piano.

PHIL

Hare been added

BAKER

the gron-

to

ing group of Motne-Talkie stars.
What a Home-Talkie party they

would make! The Talk

(at left)
Broadway's popular fun
maker and musical comedy

of the

star brings his accordion into
play in the inimitable wa>'

community for weeks! Order
now from the following releases:

lOO
A. 1001

ft.

has made him famous.
Interspersing his songs with
a paprika of droll remarks,
Mr- Baker pours the depths
of his musical capers into
that

—$9

MiiS PalricoU.

"My

Black-

a 100 ft, and
200 ft, respectively. All
Home-Talkie fans will want

two subjects,

Are Bluebirds Now."
Peggy Hanlon and EyangeA. 1002
birds

a

line Murray. "What Didja Wanta
Make Me Love You For?"

chi-so.

A1003

Guignol Sludio Marionettes.
"Darklown Dancers."
Gitignol Studio Marionettes^

A- 100-4

"A Jungle Romance."
A-1005 Fred Ketch, Ventriloquist,
and Jerry, "The Yodel Song."
Home-Talkie Syncopators.
A- 1 006
8 piece orchestra, "She's Funny
That Way."
A-1007 £rno Rapee, playing "Rec-

—

-

—
A- 1008 —

sung by Lois Bennett.
Eddie Dowling. Parody
Song. James Hanley at piano.
Phil Baker, Comic Song and
A- 1009
Accordion Novelty.
A-lOlO Eddie Dowling, "The Rainbow Man." James Hanley at piano.
ollections."

200ft.
A.2001

—$15

Miss Palricola, "That's

FRED

MISS

KETCH

Patricola

(below)

(at right)

The eminent Radio-KeithOrpheum headliner reveals

The

her gifts of syncopation in
"My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now," a 100 ft. sub.
ject, assisted by Abel Baer of
radio fame, at the piano. In

appeal

ventriloquist

the

for

kiddies.

will also apprepopular novelty in
both the 100 ft. and 200 ft.

Grown-ups
ciate this

200 ft. subject. Miss
a
Patricola presents a program
of songs to a violin obligato
which gives the ear as well
as the eye something to re-

Jerry
presentations. When
sings the "Yodel Song," the

chuckles

must

their way-

An

simply

have

excellent num!-Talkie party.

How

I Feel About You" and "I'd Rather
Be Blue Over You."
A-2002 Hanlon and Murray, "Roses
of Yesterday and "Give Your Baby

THE

HOMETALKIE

"

Lots of Loving."

A.2003

noted

remarkable Jerry
his
have a way of stirring the
risibilities that has a special

and

Home-Talkie Syncopators.

Tale of Alsace Lorraine" and
Precious Little Thing Called
Love."
Fred Ketch, Ventriloquist,
A-200'4
and Jerry, "Doggone Ya."
A-2005 £rno Rapee. playing "Charmaine." "Angela Mia." "Kewpie
Sung by
Doll," "Recollections."
Harold Van Duzee and Lois Ben-

UNIT

"A
"A

(at left)

Makes
and
stage

it possible to hear
these outstanding
and screen stars in your
ell
tho
parlo
the
the
olun

see

>

Only

S49, light
weight, portable in size, it
is adaptable to play standard

left.

phonograph records
as the

as

well

synchronized type.

HOME-TALKIE MACHINE CORR ,.J,S
SCINTILLATINGSUBJECTS NOW
r.'Sro'4 220\VEST42'^*5TRt[T NEWYORKCITY ^^1^1^
BRIKIfrS

YOU

TUE

UOME-TALKIE UNIT-

l6fAn.PR0JECT0R.

»10WIE

;%

III

KERS

PRICE REDUCTION!
••c-!s^G).

100

TALKIES FOR THE
PRICE OF SILENT

FT.—$9.

A-lOOl— Miss

Patricola.

/?a-

dio-Keith-Orpheum Star.

new
policy
the
mHIS
rect result of the tremendous
sales

A-1002—

Peggy Hanlon and
Evangeline Murray— Sisters
of Superb Harmony.

response which greeted

Studio Ma— "Darktown
Dan-

A-1003— Guignol
rionettes

A-1004

— Guignol

rionettes

—

A-1005— Fred
quist,

is

di-

our

announcement of" the HomeTalkie Unit and Home-Talkie Productions.
Thus, we have been eninitial

Studio

MaRo-

"Jmigle

Ketch, Ventrilo-

and "Jerry."

A-1006— Home- Talkie
pators.

—8

piece

Synco-

ore hestra.

abled to release our film subjects at

new popular scale of prices, name$9 for a 100 ft. subject; $15 for
a 200 ft. subject. This gives Home-

a

200 FT.—$1 5.
A-2nni— Miss

Patricola, Songs

and Violin Obligato.

A-2002— Hanlon & MurraySisters of

Harmony.

— Home- Talkie Syncopators — 8 piece orchestra.

ly:

Talkie Productions a universal ap-

A-2003

peal in every sense of the word.

A-2004— Fred Ketch and

can

—

Jerry
Talking Skil and Song.

now hear and

You

see a grand array

of star releases at prices you formerly

paid for silent films!

Home -Talkie Machine Corr
.•<n«^G).

220

WEST

42nd

ST.,

NEW YORK CITY
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FEATURED RELEASES

LET us DEMONSTRATE
These Ingenious

New Home

read about them in

You have

.NOW come
York and hear them

Movie Makers.

to the most centrally located store in

New

Talkies

.

for yourself.

For

be adapted,
without the use of
tools, to standard 16
mm. projectors such

Bell c"' Howell Co., Chicago. lU. Comedy re
here they are. The Filmo
June evenings
Library supplies for this need four of the Educational
Film Exchange releases bearing the trade taark. "The
Spice of the Program." a familiar term to patrons of
Complete in one or uvo 400 ft.
first run theatres.
reels, they may be rented or purchased outright. Open
Spaces, written for Big Boy. and full of laughter for
boys and girls; Kid Speed, featuring Larry Semon.
with Jim Jeffries, the ex-heavyweight boxing champion
of the world, as one of the cast (the titles are "burlesqued" from the poem, TJie Shooting oj Dangerous
Briny Booh with Billy Dooley as a
Dan McGrew;
United States gob who undertakes the part of Cupid
All the foregoing arc
for his commanding officer.
two reel, 400-ft. pictures. Plumb Goofy is a one*
leases for

400

reel.

film

ft.

which Phil Dunham and Toy

in

Gallagher combine forces for fun.

as

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Wooden Man has become a farmer and of

the

a Howell

Eastman,
models A,

Projectors

A

May

Bell

Home

Chip
course

means trouble. Nature having produced a new
order of worm whose appetite can only be satisfied
with Chip's crops. Although so far as we can learn
Chip has not brought his woes before Congress,
Down on the Farm (100 ft. film) will probably bring
them before many gay gatherings of children. Other
Cinegraph releases are Fly Fishing \n Glacier Hational
Park,, a 100 ft. sport picture, and Golden Eagles, an
unusual 200 ft. film made under great difficulties by
Captain Charles W. R. Knight of England. It not
only shows the eagle as a fledgling flier and on through
that

B^C

DeVry
Victor

and others

his adolescent period, but

Plays through any
radio set or power
amphfier and loud

it

also brings to the film a

trained eagle.

Hemenway Film

Co., Boston. Mass. Last month
company announced a reproduction of the origOberammergau production. The Passion Play, in
reels, 2800 ft., for which a free music cue
sheet was offered with each purchase. Religious films

this

speaker.

inal

THE

ONLY

I^I.Ei
UNIT
The Home-Talkie library is
new numbers by well-known

seven

^49.00

this

also play standard

for children.

Littlest

being enlarged by the frequent addition of
stars of the stage

phonograph

projector

adaptor.

and

screen.

You

will be

remarkable device.

films,

mm.
one.

astonished by the perfect reproduction and synchronization obtained with

You may
your own

amateur field have not been plentiful and 16
owners will doubtless welcome this
Another Hemenway offering this month is The
Bo\ Scout, a happy title for this 400 ft. film

for the

Complete with volume control,
20 ft. extension cord and special

records, as

accompaniment to

Ti:e

Burton Holmes Lectures.

Inc.. Chicago.

111.
From a collection of eighty-five films, 100 ft. in
length, and twenty films, ranging from 200 to 400 ft.,
three 100-footers have been chosen for June exploitaMidu-mter Sports in Quebec, is one, and why
tion.
not look at curling, snowshoeing and tobogganing,
when the temperature is up and away? Then there's
Malting Mtiniia Cigars, which takes you around an
Ctiichmg
open air, sanitary factory in operation.

little explanation is needed
beyo nd the title. H iwever, step aboard for Oregon
watch the salmc rounded up at spawning time,
Did you ever see ho' the eggs are extracted and feriiliscd for the hatch* ies? Well, here's how!

a feature found only in this unit.

.

.

I

NO ONE THING
present camera
more than the addition of a fine lens.

Can improve your
While

DALLMEYER.

Mv Blackbirds are Bluebirds
I Feel About Tou. and Id Rather
and Peggy Hanlon and EvangeRoses of Yesterday. Give Your Little
Bahy Lots of Loving, and What Did-ja Wanta Make
Me Love Tou For^ Then there's the production of
the Guignol Studio Marionettes. A Jui J
and the rest of the good list of 100 and 200'ft.
How.

there

is

still

time,

11/2" f-1.9.

this

line

with

In addition to

supreme speed,

matched

lens

gives a slightly larger image than a 1" lens.

finders

OWN YOUR OWN
We

Miss Patricola.

How

That's

Be Blue Over Tou

^85

equip it for the summer
season with a Dallmeyer

New
1-Talk
Ma
Co
Perhaps you've heard the synchronisa-

Ho
tions of

16

mm. Film

Library

always have a large stock of the latest releases
of the following producers

PATHE
KODAK CINEGRAPHS
CINE-ART
HOME MOVIE
BURTON HOLMES
BELL & HOWELL
FELIX and OUR GANG comedies

Murray

.

.

.

in

jects stressed by this company in its first
ments of the Home-Talkie productions. But here are
the latest: Eddie Dowling in character songs, accompanied by Jimmie Hanley at the piano, Phil Baker.
star of Pleasure Bound, in comedy and songs, with
concertina obbligato, and Erno Rapee, conductor of
the Roxy Symphony Orchestra, in a pianolog of motion picture theme song hits, sung by Lois Bennett
and John Van Du;ee. Why not write for a complete
list?

KODASCOPE LlBRARII
C'fTerings
in

is

Th(

tamed

splendidly

which John Barryn

an

opportunity for wh
he has ever done on

i

trasts

Brummel's

of

artistic

X of Kodascope
Beau Brummel

d by

portrayal.

Mary

cast.

Ii

Ba
Astor. Willard

in

the featured player, gets
be the finest work
Certainly the conreen.
)uld give opportunity for
iaid to

L.

Rich. Alec

Francis and Carmel Myers.

Let our 21 years of motion picture experience help increase the
pleasure and success of your picture taking.

Ernest M. Reynolds, Cleveland. Ohio.

The

addition to this library, the 100-ft. novelty
Kaleido Capers, noted last month, is again the
keynote of Mr. Reynolds' announcement. Ascending
Pil-.e's Peak, showing actual conditions at a 14,000 ft.
latest
reel.

HERBERT
18

&

EAST

HUESGEN CO.
42nd

STREET

NEW YORK
356

A

catalogue of
elevation, is also offered.
Pictures may be had for the asking.

M

Gold Seal

Y
C. A. Motion PlCTUR E BUREA
No particular items
York. M Y
month. but twenty -eight ne IV 16 nim. subj
offered tree to organizations and institutions
invitat on ex tended to ask for a list o f all films
.

lO'VIE

IM J% K.

E

RS

WILLOUCHBYS
MOVIE

AUT03IATIC

SHUTTER
FOR
16 1»Of. CAMERAS

DISSOLVIIVG

CAMERA
HEADQUARTERS

Produces
fade-in

professionaMike

a

or fade-out effect on

your 16mm.

film.

llO

WESTS!"" STREET

NEW YORK
Slips over any 1
dissolve can be

operate 10 disso

up to 1*^ inches.
it

becomes necessary

Length of

tomatically. Will
id spring.
to

$27.30

THE NU TIRAN
PAXORAM and TILTING TOP

THE HOME TALKIE UNIT
THE HOME

For nse irith
Cine Kodaks and Filmo Cameras

RRII^GS TALKIES TO

Attaches to any standard tripod, will take all 16 mm. cameras,

making

it

exceptionally

CAX BE LOCKED AT
A>V ANGLE. Quick release on handle wiien
necessary to shift position or to swing camera quiclily.

$12.00

A NEW STYLE CASE
FOR AMATEUR
MOVIE CA3IERAS

RELL

& HOWELL

SELF ERECTING

READ
Made
finish,

Mocatan, Alligator
with gold plated lock

in

and fasteners, strongly constructed
and plush lined.
Model for Cine B with F1.9,

Extremely simple

rolls

films,

telephoto

rolls

down

Type

lens

For Filmo Model

operate;

to

in case.

AX

(Leal/ieroid Covered

Case)

filters.

For Filmo Model

to

is
only necessary to pull
handle straight up; to close, simply touch side supports and screen

open,

carries 4 rolls film, telephoto
lens and Kodacolor filters.
Model for Filmo 70 carries 2

and

SCREENS

Surface of frosted crystal pearl
beads will last indefinitely, easily
washed with soap and water.

:

22x30
30x40
36x48
39x52

15.00

$25.00
27.50
33.50
38.50
40.00

Type BX (Lacqu red Bro
Rubbed Finis, Case)

10.00

READY TO USE

15x20
22x30
30x40
36x48
39x52

$20.00
23.50
28.50
34.50
36.50
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Q R S^DeVRY corporation

The
Ml

Most Extensive Line of Amateur
Motion Picture Cameras And Projectors Ever
Offered by One Manufacturer
Including 16mtn, 35mm^ Talkies and
with a price range frown

3752

to

Still,

«300««

A

motion picture camera
and projector for every
purse and purpose
a
remarkable

DeVry 16 mm Home
"Movie" Camera

still

—
Kamra —

40 pictures
.^jtOASO

tj*^^—

to a loading
revolutionary in cost and

mm

DeVry 16
Projector

10522

performance.
DeVry 35

—
—

Also
the DeVry Cinetone "Home Movie Talkies."

"Still''

Home "Movie

mm

Kamra

$C^ «^ 50

A A^^

Use Coupon below

for literature and comDeVry 16 mm Home
"Movie" Projector

$«• ^^30

plete information.
With

CP • ^^

AOO
*«3^^—

DeVry 35 mm .S^ S^
Movie Camera

DeVrv35mm ^ICIS'OO

Movie Projector

ACFcP^—

H R S-DeVry Corporation
EstithUshvfl

imut

333 N. Michigan Ave.

QR

Sim Fraiieisoo

DeVrv "StiU"
Projector

mount

8/i

Name
Address..

Citv

M.

SJOO
$J
-^ ^9 —"^

S-DeVrv Corporation
333 N. Michigan Avenue. Dept. E-6,
Chicago, Illinois
Gentlemen:
Please send descriptive literature.

chicacpO. ill.
New" York

special F-3. 3 li>ns

set in fr>cussing

«>0
^
^V^^^

ItlOWIE ItI/%KER«

KIXO PLASM AT F:l.5
Kodacoior with Viltno

f'^or

This lens offers great satisfaction
because of its close alliance to color
photography, having been originally
designed to give fullest possible color
correction. The Kino Plasmat offers
its wide adaptability for all lighting
as well as its chromatic corrective
qualities, interchangeable on Filmo,
Victor,

and

1

DeVry,

-inch

etc.

u

Available in J^

Focusing mounts.

-MAC" CAMERA TRIPOD
!.»( K A>D l>A>ORAM
Vor Huivkly Altarhing

Camera

to

Tripod

Does away with the tripod thumscrew.
It will make you want to use your

more often. No longer will
you have excuse for not getting rocktripod

it banishes the hufrom tripod
inertia element
photography.
How long have you
wanted to use a tripod but the bothprocedure of setting-up just
made it a mental nuisance. Try a

steady results for

man

"Mac" Tripod Lock and Panoram.
Actual size a trifle larger than ilUis-

i7^

At

more than the cost of
you may have a complete lens
meet all your telephoto

little

lens

set that will

requirements.

The

individual

seg-

ments

are
easily and
simjily
attached and are neatly fitted in a
plush lined box that facilitates transpcirtation.

The

set consists of:

com-

lens 2^-inch focus, rear element SVi-inch focus, front element
plete

414 -inch focus.

PHOTO SUPPLIES
12 3l»id«'n .an(>

Give your pictures that finished approfessic
of
pearance
longer will you have to show jumpy
aTuateurish pictures for the smooth
easy

fade-in,

and dissolve

fade-out,

effects obtainable with the

Dissolve

eliminate

eye

Automatic
and nerve

A

holder for
Scheibe and Ramstein color and effect
Let
is part of the dissolve.
lis demonstrate one to you.
straining

projection.

filters

SIIVCE 1882
Xou- York

i'ity

JVJIWE

1929

COLOR
Faithfully Reproduced with

Standard Lens Equipment
NO SPECIAL LENS
TO YOUR CAMERA

IS

IS

REQUIRED. THE ONE NOW FITTED
ALL THAT IS NECESSARY IF YOU USE

VITACOLOR
The Simplest, Most Effective Color Process Available
Amateur Cinematographer

to the

VITACOLOR USES NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE FILM
Eiiahling

You

to

Have Duplicate Prints Made, Faithfully Reproducing the Colors
of Your Original

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR FULL INFORMATION
OR WRITE DIRECT TO

MAX

B.

DU PONT

CORPORATION
207-209

NORTH OCCIDENTAL BLVD.

LOS ANGELES
Or

Filnio Camera
Equipped for J'ilacolor

to

Our Eastern

CALIFORNIA
Distributors

CINEMATIC ACCESSORIES COMPANY
106 WEST 46TH STREET
NEW YORK

I'ilacolor

Panchromatic Film

—
lO'VlE !»I/%IACR»

'ALKING pictures are interentertaining,
gressing rapidly in

nique and offer a rich

and

^

tech-

;

thinking

by

— who

amateur

now

posthe silent picture art both by squatter sovereignty and by the chance of commercial abandonment is extremely desirable lest they follow the
commercial companies into confusion. There is
no reason why amateur movie enthusiasts should
not enjoy the "talkies" either in the theatre or in
their own homes because both are now possible
and undoubtedly a pleasurable form of entertain-

—

—

ment.

Many

will also probably experiment with
"talkies" just as they experiment with
radio transmission or with chemistry. If these
experiments are caused by a genuine interest in
the spoken stage and its latest child, the "talkie,"
the results will be satisfying. If they should be
caused by amateurs believing in the professional
"hooey" about "talkies" and cinematic art and
if amateurs think that they will advance motion
picture art by "talkie" production there will be a
deal of empty gesture and very little progress.
^ Motion picture art is paradoxical in that its
results on the screen are most easily understood of
all the arts and that its esthetic philosophy is least
easy to clarify. This is true because it is based on
illusion and not on reality, and clear, exact and
abstract thinking is necessary. But it offers a diversified opportunity for amateur experiment and
fl

making

—

^ There is no reason whatsoever why commercial
motion picture companies should not produce
all the "talkies" they want to make. There is a
legitimate objection, however, to the absurd
claims of the commercial companies that "talkies"

motion picture

Clear

sess

done.

are an advance in

esthetic choas will reign.

movie makers

for
experiment, all of which is equally true of the
foreign relations of the United States and the
practice of home-brewing. Neither of the two
latter has much to do with the art of the motion
picture nor have the "talkies," barring the accidental facts that they are made by motion picture companies, that
like photoplays
they
tell dramatic tales and that film, cameras, projectors and screens are employed to present them
to the public.
^ There is much to relate "talkies" to the art of
the spoken stage. They are, in essence, a similacrum of the spoken stage and they offer the stage
several advantages. "Talkies" can be shown in
many places at the same time; they will last forever, subject to reasonable care; they can conquer
the time and space "unities" of the spoken stage
as they have not been conquered since the stage
became realistic they can depict minute motion
by the close-up as the spoken stage never has
field

—

Clarity will be lost again

terms.

pro-

esting,

art.

^ It

constantly widening horizons of artistic possi-

took years for purblind dramatic critics to
see any difference between a stage play and a
photoplay and screen criticism is only now emerging from a confused mass of wordy fulmination
against movies as poor substitutes for the stage.
The persistent delusion of the commercial companies about "talkies" as an advance in cinematic
art will again cloud the critical issue and critics
will go back to evaluating screen art in stage

is enough "gold in them mounyears to come. Let us, as amateur
movie makers, stay by amateur movies in our
production work until we have carried this art
to its utmost. If, in addition to this, we have
time for other experiments with radio, electricity
and the "talkie," let us not confuse our hobbies.

There

bility.

tins"

for

R.

W. W.

A Word About the Amateur Cinema League

THE

Amateur Cinema League

is the international organization of movie amateurs founded, in 1926, to
serve the amateurs of the world and to render effec-

a

exchange for amateur clubs. Movie Makers is its
publication and is owned by the League. The directors listed below are a sufficient warrant of the high type
of our association. Your membership is invited.
film

tive the amateurs' contribution to

cinematography as an art
and as a human recreation. The League spreads over fifty
countries of the world.

It

offers a technical

it offers a photoplay consulting service; it offers
club consulting and organizing service; it conducts a

service;

official

consulting

Amateur Cinema League,
President

HIRAM PERCY MAXIM
Hartford, Conn.

EARLE

C.

STEPHEN
W.

30 E. 42nd

C

ROY D. CHAPIN
Chairman, Board of Directors

R.

1711 Park

COTTER

St.,

LEE

New York

ROY

HEBERT

A. A.

York City

City

St.,

F.

Hartford. Conn.

HANMER

Director of Recreation,
Russell Sage Foundation

DOOLEY
FLOYD

Personnel Manager
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y.

Hudson Motor Car Company

ADDRESS INQUIRIES TO

E.

Treasurer

VOORHEES

F.
Architect, of New

ANTHONY

Director of th» National
Association of Broadcasters

Inc., Directors

Vice-President

Managing Director
W. WINTON, New York

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

105

L.

VANDERPOEL

Scientist, of Litchfield,

Conn.

City

West 40th

Street,

New

York,

New York
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Photograph bv Pdtr

THE FIRST AWARD
A

Replica of
Initially

One of the New Amateur Cinema League State Film Contest Medals,
Awarded Last Month to Winners in the Connecticut Competition.

"

"
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THE ONE EYED WITNESS
By Gurney Williams,

COME
Mortimer
on

over,

Dink,'"

Little to

phone, "I've got

it

me

A snort

at last!"

me

"Don't be an ass," said Mort

in

came

the receiver.

that withering voice of his.

"Can't

ways

at six cents a

foot?"

split the cost of film

We

and

I

"Keep your eyes wide open," advised Mort, "and give your brain all
the gas it'll take. You'll soon get the
idea."

Mort, regaining his equilibrium. And
then he hung up, knowing full well
that I'd all but burn a bearing getting
over to his place.

made me

feel sort of silly for

snapped

at

We"d been

bitten

by the movie bug

long time before, and had been
struggling along collecting a library
of film with borrowed cameras. Not
having our own equipment had
cramped our style, but Mort had been
looking forward to his twenty-second
birthday when he had expected to
annex at least a camera; and now
that he had it we'd start saving for a
projector.

When I got over to his house in
my Sraight Four with Bugs, my Heinz
dog, I found Mort sitting on the lawn
with his new camera set up on a tri-

pod about a foot off the ground. He
was taking pictures of a jointed,
wooden elephant.

"Happy

birthday, Mort," I said as
I
stopped the motor and got out.
"And what s the idea? "

Mort

stopped squinting through
and looked up with a smile.
"Pretty nice, eh?
he said, "Now
we'll be able to take all the pictures
we want without borrowing
"Yeah," I cut in, "but what's the
the finder

"

—

idea of taking pictures of a toy ele-

were tingling

failure

you'll

lose

him.

nothing."

"Now

we'll

This
having

make

the elephant turn a somersault," said

Mort, "after," he added as the phone
rang in the house, "I see who craves
conversation."

went on, "a Mr. Norville Ramsay
suing the trolley company for S50,000 for alleged injuries sustained two
months ago when a car started before
he had fully alighted, thus throwing
him to the street. He claims that his
right leg is permanently injured as a
ler

is

a bit annoyed.

"Oh," I said, "animated movies,
eh?"
"Ah," drawled Mort, "I thought it
would seep through! Yes, that's what
I'm doing, and this film came with
the camera so if the experiment is a

a

his spine

"As you probably know," Mr. Kel-

al-

was

you ever be serious?"
"Well, what is it?" I asked. "I've
got an engagement for day after tomorrow and I'll be late for it unless
you hurry up and
"It's a movie camera. Dink," said

—

if

too.

phant

to

of exasperation

wondered

over the

"Got what," I demanded sarcastically, "an automatic spaghetti fork?"

from

Jr.

said

He

got to his feet and

went into the house.
"Say, Dink," he said, coming back
out again, "Mr. Keller wants to see
us in his office."
Mr. Keller is the lawyer for the
Hamilton Traction Company. He has
always been pretty decent to us and
every summer Mort and I take him
fishing a few times when he can get
away, up on Lake Mississauga. I
thought that's what he wanted to plan
now, but it turned out to be something a lot better than fishing. A lot
better!

"Howdy, boys," he said as we
pushed open his office door. "Come
in and make yourselves homely!"
But after we had flopped into chairs
Mr. Keller lost his facetious air and
began to shuffle papers around on his
desk nervously.
"I have a job for you two," he began abruptly, "that I think you'll like.
It's a job for movie experts."
Mort slipped me a wink and I

result."

Mort and I nodded. That was all
newspaper stuff. Ramsay was an old
grouch who lived in a house by himself about four miles out of Hamilton, just off the

Linwood road. He
it was cheap-

lived out there because

er, I guess; I think he's the worst
tightwad that ever squeezed the breath
out of a buffalo nickel. He had some
sort of investment office in town but
1 don't think he did much business.
A man with his disposition couldn't
sell a bag of peanuts to a kid at the

circus.

"I'm almost certain, though," continued Mr. Keller after pausing to
bite the end off a cigar, "that there is
nothing wrong with Mr. Ramsay except a desire for revenge."

"Revenge?"
up our chairs

Mort and

I

hitched

in surprise.

"\es," said Mr. Keller, tapping a
box of matches on his desk, "vengeance might be a better word for it.
\ ou may not be able to recall that
ten years ago when the company built
that suburban line to Linwood the
original

plans called for a station

would have necessitated the purchase of two of Ramsay's lots. They

that

last minute not to build
There weren't enough
people there to warrant it and no
development was predicted for years.
Besides. Ramsay wanted too much for

decided at the
the

station.

his lots."

"

"

j«;miE

That was news to us and we digested it thoroughly while Mr. Keller
lighted his cigar
"Ramsay swore he'd get even with
the company for not buying his land,
although they hadn't promised to do
so; and now I think he's trying to
carry out his silly threat. It's foolish,
you know, but it's rather embarrassing for my clients. They finally built
the station two years ago and carefully avoided Ramsay's property."
We had certainly been fooled, if
what Mr. Keller said was right. I
had seen old man Ramsay several
limes during the previous few days
hobbling around on crutches, and he
seemed pretty badly crippled in his
right leg. He had spent several weeks
in the hospital too,

and

how he could have

fooled a doctor

I

didn't see

unless he had bribed one whose ethics
weren't up to snuff.

"How

badly was he injured?"
asked Mort. "I thought
Mr. Keller slapped the top of his
desk with an open hand and his teeth
snapped down on the cigar like a
steel

trap.

—

^''Everybody thinks

Ram-

say is crippled!" he exploded, "But
I don't!"
Then he calmed down and
looked Mort in the eye. "Ramsay is
a crafty old duck; I know him pretty
well. He may be crippled
I can't
swear he isn't but I have a strong

—

hunch

However,

I

can't

except by the best evidence
know of movies."
He paused and then went on slowly

prove
I

he's faking.

—

it

—

so that we'd get the full significance
of what was to come next.

"I'm quite sure that if you get
in an unguarded moment
be walking as naturally as any
of us. I have a lot of confidence in
you fellows and I'm putting the fate
of the case in your hands." He wag-

Ramsay

he'll
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gled a finger at us emphatically.
"That's exactly what I'm doing. And
if you do get a picture of Ramsay
walking naturally and carrying his
crutches I'll pay you one hundred
dollars for

it."

Wow, one hundred bucks! That
would mean a projector!
"But," warned Mr. Keller, "remember that my hunch may be wrong,
and that the pictures must show without shadow of doubt that Ramsay has
been giving us the horselaugh."

He

extracted a ten spot

from

his

wallet.

"Here. This will buy the film and
cover other expenses. You may have
to buy some gas for Dink's coffee

Now

grinder.

go

to

—

it,

and

—

let's see,

today's Tuesday,
I must have the
pictures a week from Friday for the

he comes

home

at

noon;

in

1929
which

case well have to rush the film off in
order to get it back on time."

"Six days are enough,"

"Ought to
day morning

be.

Now

I

said.

listen;

we'll go out to

Satur-

Ramsay's

place in your flivver, ditcii it in a
patch of woods and then hide ourselves in the bushes opposite his
house."
"Okay, chief," I approved. "Anything else?"
"\es. You'd better bring Bugs
along."
"Bugs?" I said, puzzled. "What's
the big
"The big idea is that I may need
him. No, the fact is, I know I'll need

—

him.

Now, let's forget
new reels, eh?"

.

those

.

it

and

edit

and he'll probably discard the limp
provided he's
faking after he gets off the car or
bus. I guess he's riding the busses

"All right," I said, knowing enough
not to ask any more questions. You
might as well try to get information
out of a dead herring as Mort when
he has an idea. So I just had to wait.
I thought Friday night would never
come, but it did; and Saturday morning the sun was shining as brightly
as ever. But along about eleven when
I drove around to pick up Mort there
were clouds in the south and it looked
as though we were going to have a

these days!"

race for those pictures,

trial."

Back

in Mort's

room we

talked

it

over.

going to be a tough proposimused Mort. "The only
logical place to get Ramsay is near
"It's

tion at that,"

his

home. Nobody

lives within half

a mile of his place,

—

—

"Hmm,"

I

said.

That's about all

I

have to say when Mort gets to think-

"Let's go," he said.

ing-

"Anyway," he went

on, "our worst

trouble will be with the light."
"Light?" I repeated.
"Light," said Mort. "Judging from
his office hours, Ramsay must leave
his place around 7:30 in the morning
and get back about 6:30."

"Bad time
right,"

Mort patted
Bugs as he slapped into the seat next
to me, but he didn't feel like talking.

I

said.

for taking movies, all
"What's the dope?"

"Well, the only thing we can do is
wait until Saturday and get him when

only a short ride to Linwood
wasn't long before we turned
off the highway and went slowly
down the road that leads by Ramsay's
place. As we drove past the little
two-story frame house Mort looked
the ground over carefully, and just
It's

and

it

—

"

"

!»IOWIE IM^KEICS
a little

way beyond

off into a

patch of

I

turned the car

trees.

We

hopped

out, made sure that the car couldn't
be seen from the road, and then I
started to tie Bugs up.

"Let's take

Mort.
him."

him along," suggested
hunch we'll need

"I have a

he's afraid of

Mort set the camera up on its tripod so that the lens pointed out over
the top of one of the big rhododendron bushes, sighted through the
finder carefully, and then tied one
end of a long piece of string to the
camera trigger. The other end he let
drop to the ground. Then he wound

up the spring motor, squinted

at the

gathering clouds, set the diaphragm,

and finally dropped to the ground
where I had been reclining in silence.
Bugs was reposing nearby at the end
of his leash.

"Now," said Mort, "pray that it
won't rain before Ramsay gets here
and that he doesn't suspect he will
be seen by an eye that never forgets."
"But what's the plan,"
fore

I

ably get here on the bus that's due
at 12:25. He's very methodical about
When he comes down the road
you get that affectionate pup of yours
interested in his approach. When I
say, "Now!" you let Bugs go out and
play with him. Ramsay hates dogs
that.

I

said, "be-

bust!"

"Very simple. Ramsay

will prob-

will upset

them

—and

I

I

after picture, see?"

nodded. "Great

stuff," I said.

"Bugs won't hurt him," Mort went
on, "and as soon as Ramsay starts
yelling, Bugs'll
retreat,

probably beat a hasty

see?"

"I see," I grinned. "I also see
that your thinking machine is about
three days ahead of mine, as usual."

"No,

no," protested
three days; a week!"

"Now get Bugs primed," said Mort
as he craned his neck for the first
sight of Ramsay, "and don't forget
your instructions."

think Bugs

him

so that he'll forget to
limp unless he really can't help it.
Thus we'll get a sort of before and

I

humming of transmission
gears as the bus pulled away, telling
us Ramsay had gotten off.
the far-off

Mort,

"not

From then on it began to get darker
and Mort had to get up twice to open
the camera diaphragm wider. His
camera wouldn't take pictures in the
rain and it began to look as though
all our plans would be shot.
It seemed a week before we heard

untied the pup and pulled him
my face which he tried to

close to

lick as he always does. I gave him a
cuff on the ear and he laid quiet until
Mort dropped down beside me again.
"Here he comes!" he said excitedly, "and what's more he's hobbling

as usual!"

"Good!" I said. "That's the first
part of the picture. But if he's hobbling out here in the country I'm
afraid we're on the wrong track. Gee,
I hope the rain

—

stopped suddenly as Ramsay hove
into our range of vision. Mort waited
for a few seconds and then gave the
trigger string a yank. As the little
I

camera

began

clicking

grabbed

I

Bugs, pointed his nose in Ramsay's
direction, and began to whisper excitedly in his ear.

"See that man, Bugs?
see

—

See 'im,

"Now!" said Mort tensely.
"Go git 'im. Bugs!" I urged. "Sic
•YEAH." CUT IN, "BUT
WHAT'S THE IDEA OF
TAKING PICTURES OF A
TOY ELEPHANT AT SIX
CENTS A FOOT?"
I

'im. Sic 'im!"

Bugs gave a

little

yip and bounded

towards Ramsay, wagging his
tail and barking like fury.
Ramsay
saw him coming and stopped uncertainly in the middle of the road.
Mort was watching closely with a
out

strained expression, and the camera
clicked faithfully on.
quick glance
at the sky told me there was just
enough light left for satisfactory re-

A

sults.

Bugs reached Ramsay, stopped
barked twice more and then

short,

waited for the fun to begin.

"You keep

off me!" cried Ramsay
a frightened voice, waving one
crutch.
This was just what Bugs

in

wanted. He saw in that crutch, perhaps, a stick to be retrieved, and
pranced around Ramsay barking joyously. But the crutch never left Ramsay's hand and Bugs was forced to
try persuasion. In his own friendly
way he gave a sudden leap and tried
to kiss Ramsay on the nose. The impact made the man lose his balance
and he sat down suddenly.
"Hey!" he yelled shrilly from a
sitting position, "Scat! Git!"
(Continued on page 421)
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THE RING

The Comic Tragedy of a June Bride
By Epes

W.

Sargent

Porch or doorstep of comfortable home. Jim is taking leave

Scene

1

of Mabel very impressively-

they

dently

are

down

at

ter

Iris or fade.

sweethearts.

He
He

walk.

Scene 2: A fence. Medium shot of
cat walking along the fence.
Scene 3: The yard of same house.

Bobby

Picks up

sees cat.

girl friend.

the other, leaving one

Evi-

She enters house.

kisses her.
starts

Each has an arm about
hand free to
hold an ice cream cone. He nibbles
at hers. She nibbles at his. Bliss!

:

stone.

Jim and then at Mabel. His betnature is asserting itself. Undecided for a moment.
Scene 16: Closeup of Bobby's foot,
pushing ring away.
Scene 17: Medium shot. Bobby "discovers ring. Picks it up. Hands to
"

Throws.
Scene 4: The yard. Jim com-

down

ing

walk. The stone
off. He turns
Spots
Bobby.

The End.

NOTE: To

obtain scene two, get a cat
and a piece of fish. Put fish on fence
out of camera range. Let the cat smell
it. Take cat to fence on other
side of camera field and out
of lens range. When ready

takes his hat

to

angrily.

megaphone

Runs

out of scene.
5: Another part

Scene

might be well

Bobby

Scolds.

lar.

Says

Spoken

title:

spank nie

"You

de-

can't

you are gomarry Sis."
if

minimum

ing to
Return to scene 5: Jim thinks
he can. He does. (There
should be a bench or stump
for

him

He

to sit on.)

close

get even.

fists.

his

fist

does
after

I

shrubbery.)

"THE STONE TAKES HIS HAT OFF

characters

as page boy, very

much

ill

at ease.

Guests ad lib. Bobby still vengeful.
Shoots baleful glances at Jim. Jim
ill
at ease.
Takes handkerchief
from pocket. Bobby looks down.
Scene 8: Closeup of wedding ring in

Bobby's foot slides

in

and

covers ring.

Scene 9: Return

to scene 7.

Minister

asks for ring. Jim feels in pockets.
Consternation. Feels in other poc-

Grows

feverish.

Scene 10: Closeup of Bobby, the picture of innocence.

Scene 11: Closeup of Mabel, looking

much

action.

short film plots of this type.
Build them about some particular location or property
that

minister. Bobby,

grass.

as

'

Jim and

Mabel before the

distressed.

Scene 12: Closeup of Jim. Beads of
perspiration. (Spray face with atomizer.)

Scene 13: Medium shot of crowd,

tit-

tering.

Scene 14: Closeup of Mabel, crying.
Scene 15: Medium shot. Bobby looks
366

the

without excluding

not to '"act" but to imagine
themselves in the situation
outlined and to react as they
would in natural life.
You can easily write other

He'll

He

(Note:

shake

and

Tell vour friends, taking part,

Title: The Fatal Day.
Scene 7: The yard. (Get a
pretty background of

very

of properties

any of the essential

"You'll pay

Scene 6: Clenches

kets.

to

possible,

fully.

Jim.

sure

In shooting this film story,
be sure to follow the script
exactly. Place the camera as

re-

Exits. Bobby looks after him wrath-

not

It

make

to

is

accessories.

leases Bobby.

Spoken title:
for this!"

No

cat.

required.

hungry. Keep
it from food for several hours
before it will be needed.
This short all exterior scenario is adaptable to almost
any location, and it can be
filmed very simply with a

into scene.
fiant.

release

that the cat

of

Jim chases Bobby
Grabs his col-

yard.

shoot,

Jim. Jim takes ring. Pats Bobby's
shoulder. Ceremony proceeds. Iris
out.

Scene 18: Curb. Auto with chauffeur.

Pam

crowd up the walk. Mabel
come from
house. Mabel throws bouquet. They
run down walk to auto, followed by
rice and old shoes.
Scene 19: Curb. Change camera angle and shoot toward car. Bobby
standing by door of car. Jim and
Mabel enter scene from previous
shot. Mabel kisses Bobby and enters car. Jim slips him a bill. Says:
Spoken title: "You saved my life,
old chap."
Return to scene 19: Jim enters car.
past

and Jim

in street clothes

Bobby regards

bill.

Iris out.

Scene 20: Closeup of Jim and Mabel,
either in car, on steamer or at railroad station, wherever you can get
a good shot. Loving embrace.
Scene 21 : Closeup of Bobby and the

ture.

you would

like to fea-

Make your plots as simple

as pos-

and base them upon ordinary
events.
If you want your friends in
the picture to act naturally and convincingly, avoid the bizarre and the
unusual.
Use only incidents that
might easily happen in everyday life
and then tell the actors to "be themsible

selves.

Be sure that your plot is motivated.
Note that in this scenario all of the
actions of the characters are normally
motivated. Bobby throws the rock because he sees a cat. He misses and
knocks off Jim's hat. Bobby is defiant, as he naturally would be. and
Jim spanks him as the result of justifiable irritation. Jim is shown as ill
at ease at the wedding and consequently doesn't notice the ring fall
with his handkerchief. Bobby's
at Jim. the wedding and the ring,
noticed on the ground, complete
situation.

out
ire

unthe
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LIGHT

on the

SUBJECT

Clarifying the Amateur's Interior Lighting Equipjnent Problem

PART

By Russell C. Holslag

II.

our previous discussion in May
on the subject of interior illumination for the amateur, we considered in general the attributes of the

IN

—

two principal units available the arc
and the incandescent lamp. In addition,

we

investigated the conditions

and learned

certain precautions necessary in connecting our units to the
house wiring system. Let us now in
the same way give our attention to

definite specifications

which should be

found

in the apparatus itself. This
may then help us in our decision as
to the number and kind of illuminating units in which we are to invest.

At the outset we should assume that
a certain amount of weight is necessary in order that the unit shall function properly and steadily. This need
not mean a sacrifice in portability but
should certainly mean that the apparatus is not flimsy in construction. In
the case of incandescents a dependable tilting device for lamp and reflector should be provided.

Every lighting device should be
provided with a substantial reflector
of reasonably large area. The stand
should be rigid when assembled and
the feet should have a fairly wide
spread to prevent tipping over. Most
of the stands furnished are of the convenient collapsible type and the
method provided for locking the parts
in place should be dependable.
In
setting up the device, do not be in
too much of a hurry when making adjustments. See that all the locking
thumbnuts are tightly turned up. This

found most valuable for

soft

light-

ing effects and in portraits and close-

precaution deserves special mention
because it is very disconcerting to experience the sudden collapse of a
telescoping rod in the midst of an
action.

In setting

up

the units, the

connecting cords should be disposed
of in such a way that they will not interfere with the action but will be accessible to the person controlling the
lights.

The arc light, by reason of its added
weight, should come equipped with a
somewhat heavier stand than the incandescent. In the commercial product this will be found generally to be

ups where softness is desirable. Remember, however, that whatever is interposed between the light and the
subject will cut off some of that light.
The arc is lighted by "striking,"
or touching the tips of the carbons

momentarily, then separating them

to

distance of one-quarter to threeeighths of an inch, which is the length
of the arc when burning. In operating the mechanism which strikes the
a

arc,
tact

do not hold the carbons

more than an

in coninstant as this causes

a partial short circuit, the effect of
which for a brief time only is ab-

sorbed by the resistance with which

parts which control the
carbon feed should be substantial and
the mechanism for striking the arc

the device is provided. Always use the
special switch provided for turning on
or ofT the arc light. Never make use

should work easily. The enclosed
metal parts of the arc lamp are generally lined with asbestos. The arc
flame may be exposed or protected by
a cover of annealed glass. To soften

of a socket switch or home-installed
snap switch for this purpose. An
open arc may be extinguished simply

the case.

The

the outlines of
light of

shadows and

more uniform

to give a

quality, a dif-

by blowing
breath.

The

out with a quick sharp
arc lamps sold to ama-

it

teurs will burn on alternating current
(A-Cl or direct current (D-C). The

arc on

A-C

may be provided.
This consists of a screen or curtain
of translucent material which may be

humming noise,
the arc lengthens.

attached in front of the light at will.

hum

fusing attachment

will

have a noticeable
which increases as

On D-C

only a faint

will be perceptible.

The candle type of

A home-made diff"user may be cut
from draftsman's tracing cloth. It is
also possible to obtain an incandescent lighting unit provided with an

arc on D-C is
unsuited to long-continued burning,
unless polarity is often changed,
because the carbons tend to burn to

etched globe lamp, giving a diffused
light at the source. Diff"usion will be

uneven lengths. This of course is not
the case on A-C. It would appear from
tests that the arc on A-C is richer in
ultra-violet light than on D-C. This

SPECIAL EFFECTS

MAY BE GAINED BY THE
TWO LIGHT SOURCES.

PROPER PLACING OF

(Note the Screen Used as Reflector.)
Vholograph bv Russell C. Holslag.

(Continued on page 398)
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CINE ILLUSIONS
Amusing

EVERYONE

enjoys

movie show with
faces and places,

hut.

wise showman occasionally
duces an unusual scene or trick stunt
cine illusion is perhaps a happier

intro-

—

to spice

up

Syril

his films.

\^ hile

these effects appear quite difficult to
the uninitiated, many of them are sur-

Dusenbery

run up

to

it

and jump directly over it.
produced when the

The

effect thus

film

is

screened

is

that the subjects

run forward and jump into the

air

and

A

variation of this effect, one
your spectators a real
thrill, is made by placing the camera
just off the ground in the middle of
the road and letting an automobile
drive directly over it after the camera
vanish.

that will give

has been

set in

motion. The car will

simple, once you
how. Of course, stunt

prisingly

know

shooting

requires

a

Cinemist

after a

ness and, unless the pictures possess
exceptional merit, soon becomes restless. To hold the attention and interest of tlie home movie audience the

term

By H.

the
familiar

Summer

its

few reels are projected, the spectator
becomes conscious of a certain same-

—

Stunts for the

home

be too thick a glass, for then the light
will be so diffused that it will not be
suitable for our purpose. The average straight side tumbler, free from
fancy decoration, will distort a scene
just enough to produce a weird effect.
Try holding such a tumbler in front
of your camera. Shoot a scene through
the bottom of the glass, slowly revolving it at the same time. Be careful not to allow the direct sunlight to
fall on it. Also try shooting a scene
through a glass filled with water.
Glass objects such as crystal balls,
paper weights, and plain glass dishes,
all obtainable at the five and
ten cent store, when held in
of the lens of your
camera will produce a variety of unusual and comical

front

little

more time and care than ordinary movie making but it is
easy and interesting work.
About the only well-known
illusion in the realm of ama-

effects.

\ ou are doubtless familiar
with the fact that the illusion
of the ground tipping or
swaying can be produced by
tipping the camera. Shooting
interiors while tipping the
camera slowlv from side to
side suggests that the picture
is taken aboard ship. A very
comical effect can be obtained by having a person lean as
far as possible to one side
and then the other, while you

teur movie making seems to
be that of reversing action by

holding the camera upside
down while shooting the picture. When such a scene is
cut off the reel and then
turned end for end to make
it appear rightside up on the
everything appears
screen
to move backwards. As old
this
stunt
is. it never fails
as
to bring a laugh if it shows
an appropriate subject. If
you have never tried it. you
have missed a great deal of
I

I

fun. Pictures of rapidly

tip

mov-

the

objects being
ing traffic,
broken, swimmers diving into
the water with a big splash,
articles rolling down an obviously steep hill, and paper
being torn or burnt are but a few of
the many things that are very amusing when run backwards.
Another mysterious effect is produced by stopping the camera in the
midst of an action while some one
steps in or out of a scene, thus giving
the effect of a magical appearance or
disappearance. Substitutions of articles while the camera is stopped, a
dog for a cat, for instance, give very
startling effects on the screen. Despite
the fact that the modus operandi is
fairly obvious, this stunt offers such
wide variations that it never fails to

excite

Of

comment.
the lesser

known

stunts to try

with your camera, one of the simplest
is accomplished by placing it very
close to the ground, on a stool or
small box. and having the subjects
368

your camera to corre-

spond, so that at all times
vour subject appears to be
vertical when seen through

it nicely without harm and produce a very startling effect. The camera should be placed as far off the
ground as will enable it to clear the
machine and should point slightly upward. The auto should start from a
point well in the background and rush
directly over the camera. If this ef-

clear

fect is

new

worthy of a

A
is

to vou,

vou

will find

it

trial.

distorting lens,

now

available,

many uses. With it the fat appear
lean and the tall appear short, which
is an amazing screen contradiction.
Perhaps you have never realized there
are other easy means of producing
such startling effects. Did you ever
look through the bottom of a common
jellv glass or tumbler? Trv it. Also
look throu2:h its sides. It should not
to

In

other

preciated.
If a person crawls on his hands and
knees with the camera at a position
directlv over him. pointing straight

down, the illusion produced
subject

a clever accessory that lends itself

view finder.

words, as the subject sways
from one side to the other,
the camera should follow in
the same direction as if they
were firmly connected. If
correctly done, the screen effect will
be that of the ground tipping under
the feet of the subject. This very
startling effect must be seen to be ap-

is

is

that the

crawling up the face of a

If a paved brick street
crawled upon and tire camera propoverhead,
it will appear
erly located
on the screen as a smooth brick wall.
The camera must be well above the
subject and no other objects should
be in the field of view. It is essential

vertical wall.

is

that

tlie

camera point

straight

the effect will be ruined.

A

down

or

wall or a

room can be imitated on the floor by
laving wall-paper down and placing

MOYIE
pictures on

IM/%I«ERS
it

appropriately. Then,

the subject crawls over
will be very funny.

A

it,

little

if

the effect

acting on

Hollywood of late to produce
and cubist effects.
The so-called moving "art

title" is

made by double exposure. The
moving scene that forms the background is made with one exposure

the part of your subject to make it
appear that he is having great difficulty in crawling will add to the ef-

usually

For such scenes, the camera may
be mounted on a tall ladder and the
shooting done from such an angle that
no part of the ladder is visi-

and the

fect.

futuris-

tic

letter that

another.

forms the

title,

with

Few movie makers know,

however, that a very effective moving

letters on the celluloid and
shooting a suitable moving scene
through it. The celluloid sheet should
be held as far from the camera as
possible without its edges becoming
visible. It is to be held taut and in a
vertical plane. If the letters on the
celluloid are in sharp focus and the

paper

moving background

slightly

out of

focus, a very effective title
will be produced that will ex-

ble. It is not difficult to make
this reproduction of a wall

cite the

admiration of your
If ordinary re-

even the
closest observers will be de-

spectators.

often done in
professional comedies. Let a
child crawl on it, or a dog
walk on it. Try rolling a ball

should be slightly under exposed for best results.

on the

ceived.

floor so that

It

versible

is

If

is

used,

it

you are fortunate enough

have a large window close
to the ground, through which
you can shoot some scenes,
you should not fail to take
advantage of it. A glass door
opening into the garden or
even the glass door of a
closed automobile will do.
The glass should be well

to

on it. You will even surprise
yourself with the effect thus
produced.

A

film

fascinating futuristic ef-

can be produced by
shooting a moving subject
through a triangular tube of
mirrors. This is a modified
polished so that its presence
form of an old toy known as
can not be detected. Take a
a kaleidoscope. A cheap mirclose up of a person through
ror should be cut into strips
the glass. His nose and foreabout two inches wide and
head should be barely an
eight or nine inches long.
inch away from it. Suddenly
Three of these strips, with the
he presses his nose and forereflecting
surfaces
inside,
head against the glass. An
should be bound together to
unusually funny effect will
form a triangular, prismbe produced. Few will guess
shaped tube. The picture is
SHOOTING INTERIORS WHILE TIPPING THE CAMERA
the reason for the comical
shot through this tube while
SUGGESTS THAT THE PICTURE IS TAKEN ABOARD SHIP.
flattening of the nose. You
it is slowly revolving.
The
will also get a rise out of your audisubject should be in motion and have
art title can be made with a single
ence if you shoot a picture of a pera very strong light thrown on it. The
exposure. A large piece of clear celson sprinkling the garden, who withbest results are obtained when the
luloid is used for this purpose. Large
out warning suddenly turns the hose
camera is fairly close to the subject.
sheets of this material are easily obstraight towards the camera.
Before using this device, it is well to
The
tained from dealers in artists' supplies
stream will, of course, hit the plate
do a little experimenting with it by
or at automobile accessory stores. The
glass. When projected on the screen,
holding it before the view finder intitle is made by sticking gummed
few spectators can resist the temptastead of in front of the lens itself. In
tion to "duck" when they see the
this way you can get a better idea of
BY THIS METHOD THE SUBJECTS RUN
how the finished picture will appear.
water apparently coming straight toFORWARD, JUMP INTO THE AIR AND
wards them.
This stunt has been used frequently in
VANISH
fect

A\l'//
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FILM -FLAM
Edited by Louis

M.

Bailey

Machinal

more emphatic push

FOR

house rocking, "bringing down the
roof," as the theatrical saying goes.

those amateur producers to
whom applause is the sweetest
music it is our privilege to announce a boon. Never again need they

Or,

TT'S a hard

choice between the talkies

'

and the old lady who reads titles
aloud, always with emphasis on the
wrong words. However, there is some
comfort in the knowledge that the
presence of one will automatically

reel.

It

eliminate the necessity for the other.

Everybody Wins
TMAGINE the relief of the neighbors
when the following want ad appeared in American Photography:

-'-

'AW, BE A SPORT, ANNA! I'LL BET YOU'RE
JUST AS GOOD ON CLOSEUPS AS YOU ARE

ON CUP CAKES"
All that

is

necessary,

we under-

stand, for this great innovation

is

the

phonographic record of assorted applause.

It is

hitched, just as the

talkie machines,

to

WANTED—CINE CAMERA WITH
3.5 or 1.9 lens.

an amplifier or

The press of a button
causes a mild ripple of clapping. A
amplifiers.

Have York Tenor Sax-

ophone, case; York Alto Saxophone,
case; both silver, new pads, mechanically Al. Want to trade one or both
for cine outfit.

home

'DON T FORGET TO CATCH THAT DETERMINED EXPRESSION ON
370

all the noise.

Improvement?

beautifully

has long been a custom in the
commercial theatre to hire applauders or claques to start the desired
clapping at the proper moments. We
do not know whether this custom has
carried over into home projection
shows or not, but we rather imagine
that its equivalent has lain in asking
true and tried friends (and how tried
they have been) upon whom one
could invariably depend for approval, no matter how overexposed the
film. This new device makes such a
handpicked audience unnecessary any
longer. It will now be possible to invite one's worst enemies, as even their
hisses can be satisfactorily drowned
in the paeans of mechanical praise.

the

desired, several amplifiers

was making

photographed scenes appear, or, if
you are just a trifle egotistical,
throughout the entire

start

can be distributed in different parts of
the room and the source of the applause varied at will. This might be
the part of wisdom, els>" uios? of
your audience near the single amplifier, instead of watching the picture,
might spend most of their time walcliing each other's hands to see who

survey an empty living room dejectedly when the passion to project is
on them. For what difference will it
make now whether there is an audience present or not? A Chicago acoustical expert is reported to have perfected
an applauding mechanism
which will solve every applause problem, great or small. By means of it
you can control the applause yourself. You can have it only at those

moments when your most

if it is

will

we wager the gentlebuying another ear twistbecomes possible to record

Nevertheless

man

will be

when it
own "Home

er

his

MY

FACE!"

Saxies."

1*1
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DOWN

GETTING
Another Vieiv

of

to

BRASS TACKS

Amateur Film Trends

By Dr. Kinema

AS

a matter of fact, exactly wluit
is it

at?
better

we amateurs are aiming
Are we trying to make

photoplays than

the professionals? If we are, we are beaten before we start. We have not the acting
talent, the casting opportunities, the
equipment, the money nor the time to
give it.

Some of us appear to think that we
can make up for these lacks by having
recourse to the weird, the unnatural
and the unwholesome. But be this
exotic fever

dream

stuff ever so bril-

and photographic
technique, and some of it is both, it
can never get us anywhere worth
while. All of which dicta is the result of attending an ultra smart amaliant in conception

teur

screening

the

other

evening.

There was only one film shown, but it
was plenty. It absolutely took the
cake when it comes to conception and
photographic technique, but without
qualification it was the most exalted
example of the fever dream stuff that
has yet been produced, as far as my

knowledge goes. The

effect

upon one

distinguished member of the audience
is worth recounting.

This ultra-ultra modern amateur
was screened before an ultra
smart group the other evening and I
got more kick out of it than I have
extracted from anything since my projector was made to run quietly. The
business was pulled off by our cinematic intimates. Will and Marion.
They had a house full of smart people
to see the film, one of whom was an
uncle of Marion's. Uncle was a judge,
film

elderly, rather stern looking, inclined

non-communicative and deThe inexperienced would consider him critical, disapproving and
high-hat. But the experienced saw
through this exterior and guessed the
old chap was out of his element in a
group of very smart people. I hungered to tempt the old chap into a disto

be

tached.

some daring question.
Uncle had not the slightest idea in
the world what the excitement was all
about. Somebody dug it out of him
cussion of

UNCLE WAS A
STERN

JUDGE. ELDERLY, RATHER

LOOKING,

NON-COMMUNICATIVE

AND DETACHED"
that he went to the

movies once in a
was painfully evident
that to him the movies just moved and
that was about all there was to them. I
began to wonder vaguely as to this
while, but

old

when

it

gentleman's

probable

reaction

modern amateur film
to be shown got going. I had seen it
before, so I knew what was coming.
Finally it came time to take seats.
the vastly

I forgot all about the Judge, what with
excitement over realizing how
smart the amateur cinema was becom-

the

ing, and getting the goat of my better
half over her chances of fainting from
terror half way through the show. The
picture began and silence fell. There
is one thing we must concede to these
fever dream things, and that is, they
absolutely command their audience.
Nobody squirms, whispers, coughs or
makes a sound. It might be argued
that this signifies general approval.
It

does not. Just

listen.

minutes of the most
profound silence and nervous tension
Possibly

five

prevailed, when my attention became
attracted to a man's head down front
recognized the
twisting around.
I
Judge in the dim light. .Something

•AS

THE LIGHTS WERE TURNED

THE CHATTER OF
POLITE DISCUSSION BEGAN"
UP.

appeared to be bothering him. First
he looked hard at the neighbor on his
(Continued on page 421)
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AMATEUR CLUBS
Neus

First State Prize
last MoME Makers

AT

records
the successful conclusion of

the

and

Edited bv Arthur L. Gale

step toward inter-city
amateur film competi-

There are three

"firsts" in this

story; there is the

first state

competi-

was held

tion: there

first

joint

amateur

of the

the

is

movie club meeting: there is the first
prize which has already been awarded.
The Amateur Motion Picture Club
of

New Haven went

—

Group Filming

first

inter-state

tion.

of

en masse and en
chartered for the

in the

main exhibition room
Club. The

New \ork Camera

program featured an informal address
by Professor Carl Louis Gregory on
current problems of the amateur cameraman, including practical information on interior lishtins. the use of

Film History
'T'HE

^

tilm record of the inaugura-

of President Hoover, produced bv the \^ ashington Cinema
Club, is an example of a well organized and worth while club activity.
At the January meeting it was decided that the club should make a film
of the inaugural ceremonies, and
plans were laid well in advance.
Space in the photographers' stand and
tion

the

arm bands, permitting members to
work on the curbs along

Amateur Motion Picture
Club of Hartford, in or-

the line of march, were
secured. 260 ft.. 16 mm..

determine who
hold the first
prize for a general ama-

were taken of the ceremonies and the march.
Then the film was developed by club members.
The finished reel was the

"bus"

specially

occasion

—

to visit

der to
should

teur film in the state of

This was
done April 17. the event
including a complimentary dinner to the New
Connecticut.

Haven

visitors

to be screened be-

members of the
House Photogra-

X^Tiite

by the

Hartford group

first

fore

phers Association.

the

Club members H. B.

HartfordGolf Club,

Dellett. Barry Mulligan.

at

speeches bv guests and
the competition itself.
Hiram Percy Maxim,
president of the Amateur

Landon \
J.

of the

Hart-

nished each

Club, won first prize
with his film. The Sea. a
study of sea moods and
beauty. Irving Tier, of
the New Haven Club,

were
Messrs. Morris. Goebin and Lewis of
the Hartford Club. Messrs. Russell.
Nicholas and McLachlan. for the New
Haven group and Roy W. \^ inton.
for

occasion

the

managing director of the Amateur
Cinema League. Colonel Winton and
Arthur L. Gale, the League"? Club
Consultant, were guests of the joint
clubs and bore League greetings.

The Connecticut

were continued at a meeting of the two clubs
in New Haven. Mav 11. but this event
finals

occurred too late to report.

Metropolitan Meeting

THE
tan

last meeting of the MetropoliMotion Picture Club, the new-

ly organized
372

New

"i

ork City group.

member

at a

nominal cost and a print
has been contributed to
the Club Film Librarv.

This film in

its

complete-

and excellence of
photography equals any
ness

member of the Amateur
Cinema League, won second place with Maple

Judges

the pro-

and Mr. Dellett handled the processing.
Prints have been fur-

ject

ford Amateur Movie

Sugar, a film descriptive
of the processes of extracting this succulent
product. Mr. Maxim won third place
with Winter, a film showing the
moods and scenery of that season.

N. Burt and

cameramen on

Cinema League and
president

.

T. Lokerson acted as

newsreel of the event that

we have
Effecti\-e

BONZ.\B.\R THE BEGG.AR
Character Work by Richard de Fole Marks
Fflm

filters

crt

TTiis Laiesi

the Linle Screen Players (Bceton).

and a description of the work

now being done on
printer, followed

his all-purpose

by the projection of

an interesting film printed in his lab-

seen.

At a recent club meeting. -\ arrow Paths and
And Hon were screened
and a demonstration of \ itacolor was
given. Members are now working on
the club's

first

which

be announced

will

film story, the plot of
later.

oratories.

H^O. an experimental film, showing
movement and reflections of water
under many conditions, produced by
Ralph Steiner. club member, was next
screened and through the courtesv of
Educational Film Exchanges. Inc..
Pictorial Composition, produced by
the

Robert Bruce, well-known scenic cinematographer. was also projected. A

and discussion period
Over one hundred and fifty were present at this
meeting, presided over by Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars. Through the courteous cooperation of the Camera Club,
lively question

finished the program.

future meetings will be held in the
main exhibition room of its quarters.

Oldest Producers

ALTHOLGH

inactive

for

some

time, the Little Screen Plavers of

Boston, oldest of the amateur producing units, has retained organization
and members. The club renewed production recentlv with the filming of
Bonzabar the Beggar. KXtO ft.. 35
mm., submitted to Photoplay's contest.
The story. WTitten by Jabez
Wood, tells of a crippled beggar who.
under the hallucination that his benefactor. Dr. Credo, and not himself, is
crippled for life, kills the doctor to
save him from the years of suffering
that Bonzabar. himself, has experienced. The well planned continuity

was written by William V. Buniell
and the picture was directed and pliotographed by Herbert F. Lang. In the
cast of two, tiie beggar is played by
Richard de Fole and his benefactor
by Malcolm L. Harvey, hotli veterans

made up

Club which

is

ployees

the

of

production

first

nnn..

and

to the

Forefront

made

available to

Game. ])roduction
Community Plavers.

the

of the Rochester

Canada

Electric's

Chicago. The
to run 800 ft., 16
in

At a recent meeting Fly

Low Jack and

of the Little Screen Players.

is

will be

other clubs.

of the em-

Western

Hawthorne Station

was screened and greatly enjoyed.

News High School Movie Club,
The Village Blacksmith, a humorously titled and seriously filmed comment
on the passing of the horse, produced
by Douglas Campbell, and The Mystery of the Can Opener, produced by
Jo Ramsey. The latter two films, both
the work of club members, were produced from subjects drawn at random
port

THE recent organiza-

at

Regina
Amateur Cinema Club
in

Regina.

himself to present the
club w ith a film of not
less than a
hundred
feci in
length, based
iipoM the subject, thus
chosen by lot. R. L. M.

Saskatche-

wan, brings the amateur cine club move-

ment

Canada for the
The twent\
members of the new
first

to

time.

McNelly, secretary,

club will have labora-

these films almost
broke up the meeting
and he recommends the

and camera work on
first

re-

ports that the hilarity
the screening of
at

tory and studio facilities at their disposal

the

an earlier meeting.

Each member pledged

tion of the

production,

planned to run 800 ft..
16 mm., has alread\
been started.
W. H. Bird has been
elected president:
Archie Murray, vice-

idea

enliven

to

the

meetings of other clubs.
A demonstration of
makeup by Mrs. Alva

Leo and film

tests

of

various types of make-

president; P. M. F.
Bird, secretary - treasurer:
Frank Holmes

up concluded
ried program.

and Leslie Haines, cameramen on the first production. Through the
cooperation of Regina
newspapers the club

Full Schedtde

PLANS
MAKINC NATLKl
Beauiiii

has arranged for a seof weekly articles on amateur

ries

catiuns

New
'

I

-*- in Chicago, 111., has announced a
scenario idea contest to select the story
for its first production. The contest is
open to all members of the Hawthorne

MlMBliR

-*-

of

Ol'

THi;

of the

'HE last meeting of the Cleveland
Movie Club featured the screening
Our Hero, production of the New-

A MAKEUP CLINIC
A

La

lolla

Was Recently Conducted
bv the Cleveland (Ohi.-) Mnvir Club

Helpful Series of Tests

the

Cin-

of Toledo,

Ohio, call for two productions to be completed

Club Stunt

of

ema Club

CAST

Avutr-, Production
Movie Club.

Integral Pare of

(California)

movies.

Electricians Produce
'T'HE Hawthorne Photographic Club

Arc an

.\

this va-

this

summer.

The scenario for the first, a light mystery drama to run 400 ft., 16 mm.,
has been written and camera work
will begin this month. With the experience of this production behind it.
the club plans to film a newspaper
story with the cooperation of a Toledo
daily. This picture will illustrate the
iCiwtiniicd on

pais,'

414)
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MINIATURES

MODELS

and

Their 'Preparation

and Use

Second of a Series of Articles on Trick Photography
By Fred Waller

professional "trick
DON'T
myself,
photographer,"
let

a

inch

he

discourage you because
wrote an article about six weeks work
on a cyclone.

There are a great many trick effects
that can be done simply and some of
the most dramatic illusions have been
produced in an hour or so with no
specially built apparatus or props.
The thing that counts most in trick
work is imagination. The amateurs
with an interest in this work, given
the fundamentals and a little time to

work them

out, will outstrip the regulars in the variety, ingenuity and originality of their trick illusions.

The

public, which

knows nothing

about cinematography, likes to hear
about the special stages, the staffs of
technicians, the wonderful apparatus,
et cetera, used by the producing companies, and consequently the publicity
departments feature only this side of
trick work. Allow me to repeat again,
don't let all this discourage you. The
amateur has advantages that in my
opinion more than offset the special
apparatus and assistants the professional has to work with.
First, the 16 mm. camera uses a
shorter focus lens than the 35 mm. and
provides greater focal depth at close
range. That means you can get ob-

in the foreground and background of a miniature more sharply
defined. These lenses also work at

the

to

larger

that you need
an advantage.

apertures, so

less light,

which

is

foot

your lens center

inches from the ground
or floor level of your set. If the set is
one half inch scale your lens should
be two and one half inches from the

should be

like

floor,

five

and so

forth.

Second, you do not have to rush a
trick sequence through to meet a release date or have the thorn in your
side that you are delaying a production unit with an overhead of three or
four thousand dollars a day.

The place where many workers
make a mistake is in not keeping the

Last and not least, you are not
bound by the tradition of an industry

dow

or the temperament of a director who,
some still do, thinks that an inex-

as

pensive scene can never be satisfactory.

Models and miniatures are one of
work
and make possible scenes you could
the important branches of trick

not otherwise secure, so we will start
at the beginning with the scene and
describe other effects in articles to

come.
consideration when working with miniatures is to start thinking in scale. You must think of everything you use as belonging to a Lilliputian world built in the particular

The

first

scale you are using.

The normal

lens height in taking

If you are
photographing a miniature built one

actual scenes

is five feet.

jects

AN ENORMOUS HOLLYWOOD STAGE

sash should be only one fortyeighth of an inch to one thirty-sixth
of an inch wide. The grass blades
should not be more than one twentyfourth of an inch long: the shingles,
one sixty-fourth of an inch thick and
lapped one fourth of an inch on the
roof.

Your

first

reaction

may

C.nuti-.y AmfrJt.ra CincmatdRr.irlur

be,

where am I to get such small materials
The answer is all
to work with?
around you, if you will look with an
open mind. For the window, a sheet
of transparent gelatin or celluloid
ruled in Chinese white with a pen is
good. For a cut lawn, a cloth of velvet
or velveteen does well, and for the
shingled roof, thin bristol board cut
in strips and then grooved with scissors on one side to represent the individual shingles is ideal.

A

regular draftsmen's scale rule,

which can be purchased at any stationery store, will give you ten different scales from three inches to the

DE-

VOTED ENTIRELY TO TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY
nirilr.'jwpli

set true to scale;
for instance, a two story cottage in
one half inch scale would be ten
inches high; the cross bars in the win-

small objects of a

(Continued on page 406)
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EDUCATIONAL FILMS
News of Visual Education

UNDER
League

direction

Edited by Louis
of

for the purpose of creating a world
wide collaboration among those interested in the aims of educational
scientific

cinematography.

Dr. L. de Feo. head of the Institute,
which is housed in the Villa Medioevale Torlonia in Rome, announces
the publication of a review which will
regularly report the progress of visual
education in the various countries
where this new teaching adjunct is

employed.

Movie Makers

subscribes heartily

purposes of this new agency
and its activities will be recorded
from time to time in these columns.

to the

Teaching Talkies
BELIEVING in the increased importance of the motion picture in the
educational field since the advent of
the talkie, the Western Electric Company has organized a Department of
Educational Talking Pictures with
F. L. Devereaux, vice president of the

Telephone Securities Company, as

its

head.
Hitherto

Western Electric sound
equipment has been confined to theatre use but the

company looks

for-

wider
fields and will foster development of
the educational talking screen.

ward

M.

produced by Greater
and to be released
through Educational Film Exchanges,
are designed to present in a fair man-

Bailey

Union Films.

the

of Nations, the International Educational Cinematographic Institute has been organized and is now actively functioning

and

and Homes
Tlie pictures,

L. of N. Sponsorship
the

in Schools

Unity Through Talkies

THE

opinion that the movies as a
leveling force will accomplish
much which no other medium has so
far successfully coped with is further
supported by the prediction of Professor John H. Muyskens, University
of Michigan, who says that America's
speech will be uniform throughout
the land in twenty-five years if talking pictures continue to develop at the
present rate of speed. Through this
miracle, he declares, the
southern drawl, the eastern clipping

new movie

of words, the broad "a" of Boston and
the provincialism of middle western
speech will disappear under the tute-

lage of the picked voices of the talking screen. Professor Muyskens also
believes that the resultant uniformity
of speech will break down sectional
differences and, in further unifying

major

the United States, be a

asset to

national progress.

History Via Movies
RECOGNITION by Great Britain

of

the power of motion picture propaganda has taken form in the production now underway of twelve, two
reel talkers

book,

A

based on

Owen

Wister's

Straight Deal.

to its early extension into

THE BEN HUR CHARIOT IS ONE EXHIBIT
OF THE NEW MOVIE MUSEUM

Ltd.,

ner controversial historical episodes
involving the United States and Great
Britain, with the aim of alleviating

misunderstanding

between

the

two

nations.

Movie Museum

WITH the establishment of
seum

in

a muHollywood for the preobjects and sets used in

servation of
celebrated pictures, the movies take
on another interesting educational
aspect.

A number
been

of exhibits have already
including the quaint

entered,

wagon used

in

The Caucho. bones of
World and

a dinosaur from The Lost
the chariot from Ben Hur.

Harry Crocker

is

founder of the

in-

stitution.

Government Talkies
PRODUCTION of talking

movies
begun by the United States
Department of Agriculture during the
will be

current season, and, if present plans
are carried out, one or more alltalkie short features will be ready
for presentation at the livestock shows
next winter.
For the present, production of talking films will be limited to short specials for such occasions as the National

Dairy Show, where

facilities

(Continued on page 403)
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A MINISTER
By Helen Lockwood

BOYS

and

their dogs:

As

1929

MOVIE MAKER

Coffin

girls

and

building
activities; our fishing industry:
The Exchange Club: tlie Woman's
Club: high tides and oil field fires:
yacht wrecks and races: Memorial
Dav for Seafarers: a rum raid; basschool grounds
ketball on the
these are a few of the local reels
which Rev. W. H. Stockton, an amateur movie operator, has used as
tools in the social service of the
Community Methodist Church in
Newport Beach. Calif.
His is a peculiar field: two tiny
little resort towns three miles apart.
directly on the open and public
dolls:

their

babies:

beach of the Pacific Ocean: the Mecca of countless thousands during the

summer, the all-the-year residence of
a few hundreds. In each town he has
charge of a chapel and divides his
time
actual

All told, the
between them.
membership on which he can

depend
ends

is

all

thirty-five people.

Week-

through the year bring the

crowds of itinerant pleasure seekers.
Fishing, boatbuilding and renting
rooms and houses to the visitors are
Sunday is the
tlie main industries.
great dav for business and pleasure.
live and
owners
property
Most of the
vote elsewhere. Recreation is the end
and purpose of almost every man,
woman and child in the place. There
are few common ties, little community spirit, to bind the people together. Shifting like the sands on the
casual,

shore,

gay-hearted, holiday-

has been a problem to develop
concerted interest and concerted acing,

it

tion.

When

he

first

was appointed

to this

parish two years ago, Mr. Stockton
found very little organized social activity for the community in general.

There were two woman's clubs, an
Exchange Club, a chamber of commerce, a yacht club; but these were

more
There

or less limited in their appeal.
were Boy Scouts and Girl

neither

group touched
He had been a

but
the youngsters.
Scoutmaster and also specialized in

Scouts,
all

other wavs in the work with young
people.
His experience had taught

him that one of the easiest ways to
reach them was by moving pictures,
and since he knew that older people
are merelv boys and girls grown tall,
he conceived the idea of trying what
a series of weekly picture nights
would do for them.
A former parishioner, who had lost
her two sons by death, had given him

AND

THIS

IS

HOW

IT

WORKS'"

The Rev. W. H. Stockton and Some
Movie Fans of His Parish

—

an outfit as a memorial to them
camera, a projector, a screen and
various accessories. He began at once
with what he calls a weeklv "communitv social night in each church.
These are continuing their successful
appeal even now, after a "run" of

unbroken weekly appearances for
over two years. He rents a few
reels, usually planning on having a
travelog, alwavs a comedv. sometimes a scientific, or other informative picture, and once in a while a
"straight
story.
But his mainstay
'

in

the social service field has

been

his locals.

henever anything happens in his
Mr. Stockton and his movie
camera are on the spot at once. Twice
\^

territorv.

the oil refinery staged a spectacular

night fire and he caught some thrilling views. In January of succeeding
years unusually high tides inundated
the boardwalk and streets, washed out
the jetty and wrecked fishing barges
Mr. Stockton's film
and yachts.
caught all. When a new building is

of the

Young

projected he gets a shot of the old
building or the open space where
new one is to go. From time to
time he takes pictures showing the
wrecking of the old and the growing
of the new, of course featuring the
workmen, the owners, and all responthe

sible

for

tlie

celebritv

Every
Every

improvements.

local celebration

is

recorded.

who comes

to

town

gets his

picture taken. Every local organization takes its turn in the limelight.
The church societies and their meetings are, of course, often recorded.

In fact, local history is caught and
held in the records while it is making.
Tliere

The

is

sound psychology

chief interest of

Every one of us

is

mankind

in
is

tliis.

man.

particularlv con-

cerned with the things he does and
has part in. and is fascinated when he
has a chance, such as these local films
give him. of seeing himself in action.
\S hen it is announced that such and
such local scenes will be on the
screen, every man. woman and child
(Continued on page 4071
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Shooting in Shanghai
Notes on the

Cinematic Thrills Abounding
in Topsy

Turvy China

By Robert Lang

OUR

Maker must have had

the

cinematographer in
mind when he created China.
You only need to step out into the
street to have life unfolded before
you in such contrast to that we
Americans are accustomed to that the
question becomes not one of what to
take but rather one of restraint and
decision as to what not to take. Not
even that bugbear of the amateur,
"continuity," need worry him much.
Is not life in the East one continuity
after another?
The amateur may
keep all the commandments laid
down by the various makers of movie
cameras for the successful operation
of their instruments but there is one
he will surely forget about and that
is not to use up too much footage on
any given subject. It just can't be
done, one forgets all about it.

amateur

It

is

quite true that

some

about holding in liis up
lifted hand one or sometimes two or three bird
cages, displaying to all
who may see and hear
pet

his

that

lark

the

is

between Szoochow
and Hangchow.
best

Or one may get
glimpse of the

Punch

and

age

Judy

a

ol

show-

where the spectators are
even more interesting than
the

show

itself.

On

the

next

corner there is a
Chinese temple. Do you

want

to

there

it

see
is.

life?

Well

unfolded be-

of the

growing number of amateur enthus
asts in the Far East go in
for the filming of photoplays, but their

number

limited indeed. Most
them devote their
energies to the tak-

is

of

ing of native
It should not be
implied that the
Chinese are easy to
photograph. They
have that instinc-

fear

tive

ple.

A BOULEVARD CAFE

One

catch

them

un-

awares which only
adds to the joys
of the hunt.
c

must go into the nat
which, at least for the preshazardous. If it be in the after-

»)(uarters.

poon you may

find a

houseboat

trip

may

In Shang-

peacefully in the many waterways is an experience indeed.
And to complete a record of
he different kinds of boats and their
iverse means of locomotion would
require much time and the use of
many a roll of film. But both time
and film would be well expended.
But even the treaty ports like

must

get real pictures

A

a revelation.

hai they can be hired by the
day and there is no pleasanter
way of spending a few days
than on board one of these
comfortable craft. Sailing along

to

en resent an intrusion.

ent, is

Bdow:

fore you.

primitive peoAlso they oft-

To

CINE SETTINGS
A WATER SHRINE
A RIVER GIANT

become

the

of

camera common
all

Center:

Above:

scenes.

dandy

strutting

plis

by Ruh,

Shanghai

offer

much, especiallv

{Continued on page 403)
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June Filter

identification

the Spring season advances
and the activity of nature

AS

e\ervwhere becomes more and
the amateur is moved
to respond with an increase in his own
film activities. Consequently a few
definite suggestions appropriate to the
time might be in order.
pictures that we are
tempted to shoot scenes that on proas

tiful

still

jection appear one after another like

bearing

button

lapel

"A.C.L."":

more apparent,

Nature's settings are often so beau-

Amateur Cinema League.

This
might take one of the
three following forms: (.1) A small
the

Effects

l2l

the

letters

which may be
camera or appara-

a tag

attached either to
(3) a small

metallic sticker
affixed to business or
personal stationery at will.

tus:

which may be
jects
if

and will cheat us of our shadows

we do

not take steps to prevent.

ciallv sensitive.

In this

way

Having outlined these suggestions
we would verv much appre-

The

haze is more apparent on the
film than to the eye. It consists of
particles reflecting blue and ultra-violet rays to which the emulsion is espe-

effect of

brieflv.

members reactions. Please
write the League what vou think.

ciate our

inter-

it

feres with details of the distant image.
To make our distant shadows plainer,

therefore,

lens a

we may place before

filter

which will absorb

wanted light, or as we say.
through" the haze.
a series of lantern slides. Try to avoid
this. The motion picture is a record
of motion; let us make it justify its
purpose. It is not difficult to do this,
for nature is full of movement in late
Spring. \^"ind and water are unfailing
sources of interest a tumbling cata-

Such a
K-1

filter

is

the well

the

this un'"cut

known

or. better, if the light is bright,

the K-2.

found

to

Panchromatic film will be
give the best results and

States

shot through the trees; waves
breaking into spray on a rocky shore;
a country glade with trees and bushes

movement by

One

nature which is frequent at this time
of the year is the sight of huge shadows of clouds moving across a distant
mountainside. Here is an opportunity
for motion together with the grandeur

Bill, as

Congress by

reported

of the Lnited
the Ways and

of the House of
Representatives, contains a provision
wherebv amateur films of all widths,

Means Committee

the breeze; the

of the most beautiful effects in

officers and directors of the
Amateur Cinema League are very
happv to report to the amateur movie

to the special session

ract,

sun casting moving shadows on the
grass. If we see a distant view that is
irresistible, let us frame it with the
nearby moving branches of trees. V^ e
will thus impart life to the scene and
will give a real impression of depth
caused by the contrast between the
near and far objects. We should focus
carefully on the distant view, for if
the near details of our frame are
slightly out of focus no harm is done.

First Step

world that the Tariff

—

set in

The

THE

if

should be used in this work. \S ith this
film and the K-1 filter we increase our
exposure \^ z times that required
without the filter as indicated by a
good exposure meter. Vi ith the K-2
filter, which is preferable for better
color correction, we increase the exposure to three times normal. Wide-

open stops will be unnecessary

in the

brilliant light of June; they should

not be used. Filters at present are
held before the lens in convenient
mounts attachable to the lens barrel.
A lens hood or sunshade should be
used with the filter if possible, especiallv if the sun is not directly at the
cameraman's back. Beautiful effects
are often secured with the sun at the

exposed

American manufac-

on

tured raw film in countries other than
the United States, whether developed
or not. mav enter the Lnited States

dutv free. This

is

rightly subjected to

the limitation that these amateur films
shall not be used for commercial purposes and to the further limitation that
proof of the identity of these films as
of American manufacture shall be established under such rules as the Secretary of the Treasury shall set up.
This wise legislative provision is designed to give amateur movie makers
the privileges now enjoyed by still
photographers. The Amateur Cinema
League has undertaken this relief for
amateurs in general, has made the

toward the front. If our
a half-speed attachment,
will be a great aid in making the

side or even

camera has
it

moving clouds more
apparent. Besides this, half speed will
allow us to make use of the desired
smaller stops even when using the
action of slow

of a distant view. We know that nearby shadows are more apparent and offer more definite contrast than do distant ones. Objects even at several hundred feet from the camera will be
sharp, but very distant objects are apt
to be dulled by intervening atmospheric haze which is always present
to
is

extent. The effect of this haze
to reduce contrasts in distant ob-

some

filter.

proper appearances before the Ways
and Means Committee of the House
of Representatives

Vote on This!

THE

League has under consideraan idea which it desires to
submit to its members. Briefly, the
suggestion has been made that we provide some means whereby members
niav show that thev are identified with
tion

it

properly

may

and will do

all that

to aid the passage of

legislation. Progress will be reported in the Clinic from time to time.
All amateurs should watch the progress of the Tariff Bill with a personal
mterest as it contains this legislation

tills

for their especial relief.
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FIRST AID
A

Guide for

AMATEUR ACTORS

for

•

the Beginner

Who Wants

How

Cine Camera.

to

to

Get

Emotions - - -Including Loss of Self
Drawings By Alan

Now

Start like this

inhale

the

Register Surprise

Most Out of His

and

Other

Respect.

Dunn

Expand

right auricle

Find a dictionary and look

up auricle

Coordination of mind and
pivot teeth

is

essential

This

is

the

for doing

nay they get paid
it in Hollywood

Retnetnber

this

one

—

it

can

also be used in sneezing

Maximum
ishment.

intensity of aston-

Beginners are

ad-

vised not to go any further

than this

The

facts of life

must be

faced clearly

Be

careful

—

this

tragedy

—

is

yet

not a

Relax.

Your

career has only

just started

Non

it's all

orer

»€ mean

— the film,
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"IF

WE ANALYSE THE

WE ARE WORKING
WITH LIGHTS AND
SHADOWS."

FIND THAT

PURE
A

or

Common Seme

Vieiv of the Question of

By Kenneth

THE

question has been often
asked, Does the motion picture
offer a

new

art

true, not a synthetic, art

What

medium.

a true art?
Since we use
words to express our thoughts here,
let us understand what the word "art"
means. Art is the skillful and systematic arrangement or adaptation
is

of means for th^ attainment of
end.

The word "means"

some

in this sense is

a plan of procedure, ways and means,
or manner, of arriving at some end.

The "means" have always been in existence, but only as man's mind developed was he able to utilize them.
In
of

other words, then, the creators
the
seven
arts
Architecture,
Sculpture, Painting, Drama, Poetry,

—
Dancing, and Music — used something
was there before they had the
power to grasp it.
that

That takes us back a long way.
the beginning? Since art
was created by man, would it be
wrong to say that its very roots were

Where was

imbedded
necessity

in necessity?

And

as the

was controlled by the

skill-

and systematic arrangement or
adaptation of means, would it be
wrong to say that one developed
from the other? Then which is the
ful

true art?

A great many volumes have been
written on the subject by splendid
thinkers of a bygone age. Our college
professors of today supplement these
writings, trying to help pupils to understand the individual viewpoints of
these old thinkers.
Even they were
380

W. Adams

medium? And,

has been added with a smile, a

it

SYNTHETIC?

not in agreement.
But how could
they be?
Who knows the riddle of
life?

with

And as art came into existence
man, how could they know?

Now, let us see what the so-called
Synthetic Art is, or is supposed to be:
Synthesis, the putting of different
things together; combination of separate or subordinate parts into a new
form, composition, construction. If
that be true, and one apolies skill and
systematic arrangement in adapting
or putting these different things together,

we have
had

art.

birth with man and
was developed as he was able to grasp
the ways and means, and one grew
from the other, is there not a touch of
synthesis here?
And if the motion
picture goes a step farther and emIf art

its

bodies parts of all the
to be scorned?

arts,

why

is

it

Cinema Art
to convey thought.
If we accept the
triangle for our foundation, let us see
what each of the arts adds to our
structure. Lights and shadows take

the place of the painter's colors.
can, by their use, portray thought as
forceful as he with his pigments.
From the sculptor we learn the position of planes, angles and masses,

We

and by playing

on them we
and sharp or
rounded and soft as can he in marble.
Our movement embraces music,
dancing, poetry and the drama. Our
complete structure, embracing the six
mentioned arts, we may liken to architecture: it is a complete unit.

make them

We know

little

relationship to our
sion.

light

as clear

about light in

medium

its

of expres-

Every day we find new ways

and means of controlling it, both
from its natural source and artificial
source.
And as fast as we find new
ways and means we apply them with
skillful and systematic arrangement

Let us who have chosen the motion
picture as our medium of expression
not quarrel with any of the arts. Let
us take them to our heart, try to

or adaptation to our next cornerstone.
We apply light to planes, angles and
masses for a specific purpose. The

understand as much of them as we
can grasp, and apply them to our me-

Here we may well learn from an
old painter. Rembrandt fought with
light. In recent issues of the Cosmopolitan Magazine the Ludwig biography of Rembrandt tells of his struggles.
Light to him was the means to
an end. He refused to take it coming
from its natural source and causing
only natural highlights and shadows.

dium of expression.

The very

defi-

nition of art tells us that it began
with man; and the study of mankind
is man and his achievements.

we analyze

the motion picture to
bone structure is, we
find that we are working with lights
and shadows. We apply the light to
planes and masses (the shadows reIf

see

what

sulting!

its

for specific purposes.

We

have movement in place of words

purpose

He used

is to

express thought.

it to create a feeling, regardof whether it was possible for
light to penetrate a wall or object.
If it added or expressed the feeling

less

I

O %' I C

HI /«
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to create, who had
him he was wrong?

he was striving
right to tell

the

Let us give that a thought. There is
nothing which binds us in our use of
lights.
Nothing must bind us, not
even old mother convention or old
father custom.
Why can't we be as
bold as that old painter and try to
create thoughts, moods and emotions
by using light where we want it?

Try

this

simple experiment: stand

and hold a light
body under the chin;
express an emotion and study it.
Place the same light above your
head; express the same emotion and
note how diff'erent you look.
Place
the same light to left of face; express
the same emotion and note the difference.
Try the same thing on the
right, and notice the difference again.

aim of our thought expression; and

how much

clear

better

medium, we strive to embody in our
theme dramatic unity. In the drama-

or forceful

light and shadow is able to do that
than can the spoken word it is still
impossible to tell.

tic

we

unity

strive to

embody

rhyth-

mical movement of thought, expressed
in rhythmical motion, or pantomime,
which through our medium of light
is made as fluid and boundless as
music.
The person who plans or con-

Poetry enters into the motion picture closely allied to drama.
When
the series of actions, events or purposes of a dramatic composition flow

smoothly, and pleasingly address imagination as rhythmical, and usually
metrical language does, we have a
poetry of tliought and motion. How
well thoughts, expressed in rhythmical motion alone, can be made to live
in lights and shadows, Charles Ray
showed us in his motion picture of
The Girl I Loved.

a

motion picture

much an

architect as one

structs

is

just

who

as

plans

buildings and directs their construcbecause both must use the sciarrangement and construction
of systems of knowledge.
We need not be ashamed of the
faulty motion pictures we have seen,
and shall see for a long time to come.
We must remember they are produced
by people who are in business. Business is what one follows regularly for
.profit.
But as these business men go
along, watching the debit and credit
side of the ledger, those who are
working and studying because something inside of them clamors for expression will find new things; will
discover ways and means the others
have no time for and in which they
can not see a profit.
tion,

entific

in front of a mirror

close to your

OF THOUGHT.

your thought most clearly and force-

Dancing grows out of the poetry
of thought as naturally as a seed
pushes tlirough the ground. As rhyth-

It takes time, study, patience
fully?
and care to put this in a motion pic-

mical language expresses thought
smoothly and pleasingly, so dancing

when some one does we'll
smile and say, "I told you the motion
picture was an art."

in a

Which

lighting

effect

expressed

ture; but

its

These two, then, light control from
source and knowledge of how to

use controlled light, we may call the
two corners at the base of our triangle. The apex, which is movement,
embraces music, dancing, poetry and
the drama. Drama, as we express it

and shadow,

a composition

series

of

rhythmic,

concerted

movements also expresses thought.
The fluidity of thought leads to the
fluidity of movement just as the fluidity of movement leads to the fluidity

OF MOTION."

of sound.

than can light. It is a rhythmic combination of tones, vocal or instrumental,

of pure versus synshould not stop those who
have chosen the motion picture as
their medium of expression. As men-

embracing

melody

tioned

Light, with

its

The question

and

harmony.

of a series of actions, events or pur-

resulting shadows, is
just as capable of rhythmic tones that

poses, considered collectively as possessing dramatic unity. That is the

embrace melody and harmony. Then,
to summarize the movement of our

in light

is

thetic art

Music can no more be bounded

before,

we make use

of the

arrangement and construction of systems of knowledge.
scientific

What

is

there pure about knowl-

edge?

mmfSm^mmfmmmm^M,

w
LRIHT. WITH ITS RESULTING SHADOWS.

CAPABLE OF RHYTHMIC TONES THAT
"
EMBR.ACE MELODY AND H.\RMONY
IS

.ciiwE
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CRITICAL FOCUSING
Technical Rev/ews

Alibi
United Artists

A id

Directed and Scenarized by
.

.

Photographed by

Ronald West
Ray June

th e

to

A m a ten r

Edited by Arthur L. Gale

Ahhough

a dialogue and sound picthroughout. Alibi yet remains
and not
a stage play. Talk is used for emphasis rather than to advance the plot.
With very few titles this picture would

ture

a wall

essentially a motion picture

this

Sound and talk
are used as intelligently handled accessories to support the cinematic
get across all silent.

freedom of the picture.

Cinematography: The shadow
officer

of an
tapping his night stick against

opens the picture. Following
a long shot of the officer

comes

beating his stick against the wall at
tile end of a prison corridor.
The
rhythm of the stick blends into the
shuffling

march of

the prisoners, as the

scene dissolves into a shot of them
line in front of their cells.
This sequence, effectively introducing

forming a

the atmosphere of the story, uses the
sound to heighten its symbolism.

i

CINEMATICS FROM ALIBI

his shadow, the glass

Page. Arc Striking Examples of the Technique of the Mo
with Such Rare Exceptions as Alibi. Are Unfortunately Losinf

and his features can be clearly seen
as the prisoner imagines he sees them.

IS
"

Later in the story when the police
are trying to extract evidence from an
accomplice, in order to further the effect of the

monotonous repetition of
and the suspense of the

the questions

prisoner, closeups of a clock licking
regularly, a window shade flying up

accidently and two officers whispering together are spliced in with scenes
of the prisoner registering his growing nervous fear. Although sound en-

hances these incidental closeups, the
same technique can be effectively used
in all silent amateur pictures by repetition of the short scenes conveying

monotony.
same sequence we see a

In the

de-

on guard outside, silhouetted
against a frosted glass door. Within
tective

382

transparent

In another instance the police exis notifying the other pre-

change

and other

cities of Williams'
closeup of a door dissolves
into a shot of a long row of officers at
the exchange desks repeating the description of the wanted criminal in
even and expressionless monotone.
The use of monotone dialogue in this
sequence particularly adds to its cinematic value and will interest every

cincts

escape.

A

amateur cameraman.

Moving Camera: This

device

is

used

camera moves
forward through a crowded theater
lobby, giving the atmosphere in sound
freely.

In one case the

as well as in motion.

the effect of

is

In another in-

stance the camera follows Williams
as he escapes the police and runs out
(Cnntiruied

nit

page 3971
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PHOTOPLAYFARE
Reviews

motion picture is shackled when it is
used in the "talkie." There appears to
be something in the sound reproduc-

for the Cintelligenzia
Edited by

method that makes for poorlylighted scenes and blurred focus. The
best it seems to achieve is a diffused

tion

Roy W. Winton

and got a jumpy and broken result
from his frequent changes of scene
because tlie curtain had to come down
and the lights had to go up between
the different episodes.
The Porgy
technique was convincingly employed
in Hearts in Dixie, which is just as
good tragedy, although of a less violent sort. The rough spots of the

Hearts

in

mechanism of

the

parent but

is

it

new medium

are ap-

Dixie

TALKIE BUT
L-n

This Page.

"'talkie"

found

the
at

its

thing
best.

itself,

is

the

This reviewer

however, a still more convincing argument than The Terror and
Interference, previously reviewed in
these columns, for his contention that
the "talkie" has nothing in common
with the motion picture as an art and
that

it.

—

—

and abandoned the old

conventions of the Elizabethan and
classic

French drama. The "slice of
foreword of the

life." as the asinine

a modification and a liberaspoken stage technique.

play calls it, of the black seventies
gives us a series of incidents in the life

dint of rapid changes of scene,

of a negro family and does it with
only one white character. The story
plan, the dialogue and the action are

is

it

tion of

By

be done when these are smoothed out.
It is apparent that, once tiiis medium
is rendered more flexible
a matter of
a year or two, at the outside
it can
do things the spoken stage has not
l)een able to do since it insisted on
realistic sets

reminiscent

of

the

free

stage

of

Shakespeare where signboards took
the place of sets, the play achieves a
certain epic sweep and shows us the
negro life in the south of the eighteenseventies.

Heyward

tried this in

Porgy

If we consider it as of the
we can approve it whole-

excellent.

theatre

heartedly.
It is

it

photography. If we have
must be in long or medium
shots. Closeups must be slowed down
for the proper reproduction of the
voices. Hence, the audience always
has the feeling of watching a play
through a mist or a curtain. One has

interesting to note the

way

same feeling in those
up footlights

precisely the

theatres that have given

and that go in for weird lightings
which make a character seem, from
(Continued on page 398)

NOT MOVIE

Illustrates

They Simply Represent

in Dixie,

represent

still

motion

easy to see what can

FOX'S Paul Sloane
WILLIAM
production. Hearts
which might as well have
been called The Southern Cross or
Black Manners, so little does the title

type of

the

the Severance
a Liberation of

iif

"T

Spoke

Talkies" Frnm
Stage Technique.

e
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THE SCREEN TEST
dear reader,
Malarya
THIS,
Murgatroyd, who has been
is

ing, so anxious, even

you

insistant,

that

her run through her emotional
repertoire, so that she will have a
few hundred feet of film with which
to stun D. W. Griffith, King Vidor
let

and Von Stroheim when she

finally

flutters out to

California to sign one
of those "long-term" contracts she is
always reading about in the movie
magazines.

Of course the most important thing
every movie actress must register is
love, spelled both with and without
capitals. This explains, in part, why
she opens her screen test by making
a flying tackle at Alfred Ashley-Ashlev. another week-end guest, who.
quite

incidentally,

happens

to

own

ably
those

By Creighton Peet

told

by all her girl friends that she
simply must go into the movies, but
who until this moment has never had
an opportunity to have a screen test.
Accordingly she is simply in raptures over your cute little teenyweeny camera, and she is, oh, so will-

it

is
Fate.
You know
things
are.
Almost

how

imshe is melting onto his
shoulder, again registering LOVE,
but in larger italic capitals than

mediately

a string of diamond mines somewhere. His pardonably natural surprise

and

(we

may add)

reticence

give Malarya a splendid opportunity
to register the next most necessary
expression for a film star
Unrequited Love.
This quickly changes
into scorn and hatred, during which
she rises to sublime dramaturgic
heights by bringing both fists down
smartly in the middle of Mr. AshleyAshley's back.

—

Almost immediately we have fear.
oh, my gosh, what a fear it is!
with
tears
and
shoulderwracking sobs and grovelings on the
lawn and tuggings at the unfortunate
Mr. Ashley-Ashley's pants leg. Im-

And

perceptably

and when
little girl

it

changes

entreaty,

to

comes to entreating, this
leaves no tear unshed, nor
it

sleeve unpulled-at in her efforts to
get attention.

Not being an actor himself, Mr.
Ashley-Ashley is now thoroughly terrified and seems willing to do almost
anything which may bring an end to
these goings-on. Accordingly he be-

comes conciliatory.
humble,

He

is

pliable,

rattled.

This is Malarya's cue.
She becomes haughty, scornful. She even
sneers, quietly at first, and then out
loud. She becomes arrogant, queenly,
cold, distant, finally reaching out to
deal the gentleman a sock on the

nose.

Something stops

her.

Prob-

shown

here,

which inspires Mr. Ash-

ley-Ashley with a lively desire to
catch the very next train back to
the city.
This leaves Malarya with
her final emotion
farewell. And

—

let

me

you it is one of the first
for which an actress has

tell

gestures

genuine need.
I am afraid that by now you are
under the impression that Malarya
is destined to reach her highest form
of expression in the local laundry
but you are a phonev casting
director * * * just see what Royce E.
Von Grapefruit, the mighty impresario, has done with your week-end
guest. She now has two houses, three
cars, four yachts, and keeps the lady
fan-magazine writers simply steeped
in champagne. Malarya Murgatroyd

is

now

Delilah Delish.
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ACTING

Versus

NATURALNESS

Some Psychology and a hot of Common Sense for
E acts.' These two words
sum up all the condemna-

"H'

tion

upon an

can

that

be

When

the amateur

first appears becamera, unfortunately, he
acts. That he does it out of sheer
nervousness, and to cover up his lack
of self-confidence, is an explanation
rather than an excuse, for his acting
is likely to spoil the film. How is he

fore

the

alone. Ignore everything and
everybody else."
To remove a fear reaction, substi-

to

and

stage,

who

is

me how

—

—

oh how? to overcome
"mike fright" when she steps before
the awful silence of the talkie battery.

are largely psycholog-

place, the would-be
has been stuffed full of
"Don't
look at the camera!
"Don'ts":
Don't step over that line! Don't turn
your back! Don't gesticulate! Don't
Whichever way he turns,
rush!"
whatever he feels like doing spontaneously, his first reaction is, "Don't."
He is for a time the center of a universe, such as the Greeks portrayed, in
which the forces of Nature are overwhelmingly arrayed against him. He
hears the whirr of the camera; he list-

In the

ical.

first

actor

vice

from the megaphone; he

senses,

a grinning multitude
his friends; he
of his worst enemies
sees through dummy windows a vast
outfit,

—

or another grinning
he may be overcome by the
heat, or by the fear of losing his
make-up. And here we are telling him
that all he needs is self-confidence!
How he would like to choke us!
If it is any comfort, he should know
that even famous stars are not free
from nervousness. Only a few days
ago, one of the most experienced

Self-confidence, however, does not

come without

practice.

If

it

is

the

A common cause of "acting" is the
impression that haste is necessary. It
is not, if the brain work has been done
rightly. Eliminate waste motion, reduce action to its significant elements.
Even fifteen seconds is a long time.
Writers, public speakers, advertising
men, have the same trouble with haste,
and it is purely mental. At a recent
banquet, a man who had just returned

ens half-sheepishly for unwanted ad-

behind the

their discourse.

camera whirr that bothers you at the
outset, borrow the camera and let it
turn empty on private rehearsals.
After a while you will not hear the
whirr any more, or at least it will
cease to portend disaster. Or have the
camera motor turn close to the table
while you are enjoying a meal. Unconsciously associating the sound with
pleasure, you will actually welcome it
on the set; that is an example of the
psychology by which modern babies
are weaned of their fears.

be natural?

The causes

a love reaetion. Most public
speakers do it, selecting in the audience one sympathetic face to receive

tute

actresses of screen

>50w prominent in the talkies, asked

to learn that the perfection of acting
is

Actor

him

heaped

On

the other hand,
"He does not act a bit" sums up the
most sincere praise.
artist.

By Paul D. Hugon

the

from

nothingness,
fiend;

•ANOTHER FORM OF LACK OF SELF-CONFIDENCE IS 'ACTING' IN IMITATION OF SOME
OTHER PERSON"
I gave her the only answer, "Picture
a dear and kind friend watching you
from behind the camera one who
wishes you every success and act for

—
—

a

trip

around the world was

given five minutes to tell about it. Impossible? Certainly not. In five minutes he could have spoken, clearly
and deliberately, six hundred words.
He could have pointed out, for example, his surprise at finding that the
people of each country take their condition for granted, as they do, and he
could have given three or four striking examples. But what did he do?
(Continued on page 404)

^\\l]//,

•DON'T LOOK AT THE CAMERA! DON'T STEP OVER THAT LINE! DON'T TURN YOUR BACK!
DON'T GESTICULATE! DON'T RUSH!
"
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lOrake Kodacolor — full

KODACOLOR

color movies,

—

it
with every tint accurately recorded
necessary to use Cine-Kodak,
is only
Model' B,/. 1.9, or Model BB./.i.g, Ko-

(HOME MOVIFS

dacolor Film, and the Kodacolor Filter.
There is a place in the Model H CineKodak and in the combination cases ot

both Models H and HB, where the
be carried when not in use.

I\

Fl'l.T.

COLOR)

At

just as easy to project Kodacolor

is

and white picor Kodascope
B, late models, may be used. Older models can be adapted to Kodacolor use.

as

it

is

The

As

Easily Taken

and Projected as Black and JVhite Movies

Kodascope

.\

of the special Kodacolor
necessary for perfect Koda-

use

Screen

filter

to project black

tures. Either

is

color projection.

mav

^LL

the glorious colors of Spring and

/-\ green

of rolling

and clear
captured

CINK-KOIUK
Model nj.ix)
1

HIS

C'iia--K(Hl:ik provcil its

dependability and

was
invented. It-is now taking Kodacolor as ca.sily and
as satisfactorily as it has always taken black and
simplicity oloiH-ration king before Kodacolor

white pictures.

comes in black, gray, and brown,
at Si 50 for the black Cine-Kodak, not including
the case, and at ?I75 for the gray or brown CineKodak, case included. The leather combination
case for the black Cine-Kodak is ?i i.
The Kodacolor .Assembly, for use in taking
.Model B,/.i.y,

KiKlacolor,

is

?i

<.

in

meadows, rhe brighter blue

skies, the brilliant

hues

of

of flowers in

soft, restful

mountain lakes
bloom can be

—

Kodacolor!

Everywhere around you are scenes that, for recreation in full
beauty on your screen, need the whole scale of colors that make them
beautiful in nature. Kodacolor faithfully reproduces these colors!
Flowers whether a bed of pansies, or a formal garden
show
their true richness and beauty in Kodacolor. The delicate tints on
distant mountains; the bloom of youthful cheeks; the glory of the sunKodacolor accurately shows these on your screen
set
It's as easy to take Kodacolor as it is to take black and white
pictures. Amateurs all over the country are obtaining excellent results
with a great variety of Kodacolor subjects, from portrait close-ups to
landscapes. This is convincingly shown by the uniformly high quality
of the Kodacolor films received at Rochester for processing.

—

—

—

You

will

Go

bronze,

has aptly been called "The projector that's

human."

the

is

same

a smaller, lighter

50

is

foot capacity of

I'ect,

Model

to

broadens the

field

A

half-speed feature

for

good Koilacolor

for

other useful features.

You simply

f 15.

use

the

Kodacolor

.Assembly,

when projecting Kodacolor with
Kodascope, Model B.

priced at J 18,

KOD.ASCOFF

that are yours for the taking

Model

M
Ask your

Cine'- Kodak dealer

for a demonstration

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER,

ODEL .A

is

A

a sim pie, sturdy, dependable projec-

designed to give good service under frequent
and hard usage. It has every essential adjustment,
and projects Kodacolor as effectively as Kodascope, Model B. You simply use a Kodacolor Lens
Unit, priced at ?20, when projecting Kodacolor
with Kodascope, Model .A.
tor,

Model BB,/, i.y, comes in black, blue, brown,
and gray, with case to nuitch, at ^140. The Kodais

in

Kodacolor pictures

results.

color .Assembly

finished

non-tarnishing

—

used in Model B. Its
compared with the 100B.

beautifully

Cine-Kodak dealer and ask
and
screen. He will do so gladly

ultra-fast/.i.t; lens

film capacity

greatly

movie camera, with

is

fittings; is self-threading, reversible, has a motordriven rewind, a "still" picture device, and many

Model BBJ.i.g
iHIS

It

chromium-plated,

with

to a

show you Kodacolor on his
then you will fully realize the opportunities
him

IHIS
almost

never appreciate the miracle of Kodacolor until you have

actually seen Kodacolor pictures.

C INK-KODAK

Summer — the

N. Y.

jnumiE
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A FERRY TALE
Aj2 Atmospheric Scenario
By Leonard Hacker

IJii

^^

the spectator than scenes that do not

move.

THE CAST
Miss Ferry, Mrs. Anybody, Little Mary Anybody, Little George

A nybody.

MANY

an amateur cinematographer, having taken pictures

of his family and friends, is
quandary as to just what to
photograph next. In the following
scenario I have endeavored to give an
a

in

idea

filming short
with material at hand.
for

know why
Miss Ferry.

photoplays

chose to dramcould just as
well have chosen one of her relations.
Perhaps it's because she is
such a neglected soul.
Even with
all the publicity going around nowadays Miss Ferry has been entirely
overlooked.
Not that she doesn't
possess unlimited talent and an unusual personality.
The fault really
lies with herself.
She seems perfectly
content to do her work quietly and
well, unheedful of the march of civI

don't

atize

I

I

ilization.

Shall we permit such talent to go
to

waste?

for

the

What

readers

to

of

do?

It

remains

Movie Makers

Magazine to reload their cameras and
give Miss Ferry a satisfactory screen
test.
"But," you ask, "how is it possible for us to approach so timid
a person when even professionals
balk at her reticence?" The answer
is simple.
All one has to do is to
board Miss Ferry with the crowd and
she won't know the difference. Also,
you remember, do you not, that there
are such wonderful things as telephoto lenses? With their skillful use.
many striking close-ups of Miss
Ferry can be obtained. I admit that
scenes seven and eight may be difficult to photograph but the enthusiastic cinematographer usually regards
an obstacle as a challenge to his skill.
However,

tliese two scenes
can be
readily omitted without affecting the
continuity.
Various bits of "local
color" that the amateur may observe

can be spliced into the film to emphasize Miss Ferry's unique personality.
Always regard the subject as
a moving design with each scene accenting the next, all working towards
a climax.
The amateur should not
permit any "static" to enter his
films.
Nothing is more annoying to

Scene 1.
Exterior Street (IRIS
IN). LONG SHOT.
Showing people and automobiles
moving tow'ard ferry house in back'
ground (IRIS OUT).
Scene 2.
Interior Ferry House
(IRIS IN). MEDIUM SHOT.
Showing automobiles moving onto
ferry (IRIS OUT).
Scene 3.
Interior Ferry House
(IRIS IN). LONG SHOT.
Showing passengers hurrying toward ferry in background
Mrs.
Anybody, Mary and George rush in
from behind camera children excited
George tries to coax mother
towards candy booth but she urges
him away (IRIS OUT).
Scene 4.
Interior Ferry House
(IRIS IN). CLOSE-UP.
Of passengers' feet rushing past
camera (IRIS OUT).
Scene 5.
Exterior Ferry House
(IRIS IN). LONG SHOT.
Ferryboats in dock one of them
gliding out into open water (IRIS

—

—

—

—

OUT).
Scene 6.
Exterior Ferry (IRIS
IN). CLOSE-UP.
Of pilot's cabin (DISSOLVE IN).
Scene 7.
Interior Pilot's Cabin.

CLOSE-UP.
Of pilot's hands turning guide
wheel (DISSOL\^ IN).
{Continued on page 399)
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AMATEUR USHEROGRAPHY
A

Simple Solution for this Knotty Problem of Home Projection
By Creighton Peet

PERFECTLY

timed

exposures,

flawless projection and clever
all give the amateur movie
show a professional finish, but your
.

titles

own home

will never become a litcathedral of the movies unless you
can deploy at least a platoon of
snappy ushers. Here, then, is a tentative program to meet this crying
need.

tle

general, there are two kinds of

INushers, boy ushers and girl ushers.

The former are the more serviceable because they can wear the same
costumes for any kind of picture,
whereas girl ushers must have new
dresses every time the film concerns
a different country. Thus, if you have
any reels of European travels, the
girl usher might require as many as
ten changes of costume, which might
be expensive, girls being what they
are, not to mention the waits.
To acquire a satisfactory corps of
boy ushers, turn to the advertising
pages of one of our better magazines,
pick out a good military academy,
and send Junior and as many of his
neighborhood friends as you can afford, to this school for four years.
It will not only make them good
ushers, but possibly teach them some
things which will be of use to them
later in life. It will also give you
four years in which to edit and write
some bright titles for your film.
This leaves you in the meantime
with nothing but girl ushers, which
means

when your

travel films do
of the projection machine, they will have an antiquarian value among the members
of the family.
It's not the girls' fault that they
finally

that

see the light

to have new dresses every few
minutes: it's just one of the rules of
cinematic showmanship
and
you want to be sporting and stick
to the rules, don't you?
So perhaps you had better wait
until Junior comes home for the
Christmas holidays, say in his last
year. He ought to be almost an usher
practically threeby this time
fourths an usher, and if he is as
clever as his father he can start his
final course of training immediately.
A week or so before you hope to
give your first show, get Junior and
his fellow-cadets to report in the
living-room dressed in their uniforms, but without their guns or
bayonets. The trick is to merely

have

.

—

.

.

"THANK YOU.
frighten people into their seats, not
actually injure them. And besides,
some military schools won't let their
students take their guns home for the
holidays.

There is one painful detail which
have until now failed to mention
Gladys. Gladys you will recall as a
mangy little girl with prominent
teeth who has run shrieking up and
down the street in front of your house
ever since you can remember.
It now appears that Gladys has not
only swallowed her teeth, but cut off
I

her hair, taken a tuck in her skirt
and acquired a permanent giggle
which is simply irresistible to boys
with uniforms.
Yes, it looks as
though Gladys would have to be invited to the show, just to make sure
that your ushers would be there too.

On some
Gladys

afternoon,

then,

when

having tea with her girl
friends, wheedle Junior and his military

Tell

is

friends

into

the

living-room.

them that the Army and Navy

football teams will be there in per-

SIR!"

son; tell them you are about to pass
out $100.00 bills; tell them anything
which will get them there and then
put them through the more complicated gestures of ushership.
The first thing every good usher

—

learns is that every patron is at least
a major general, while he himself is
a buck private. If the guest steps on
his foot, he replies, "Thank you, sir!"
If the guest punches him in the ribs,
he says."Thank you, sir!" If the guest
pokes him in the eyes with his cane,
he conies back, "Thank you kindly,
sir!"

That's

about

all

there

is

to

learn.

But now we come to the only serious flaw in this plan for producing
a corps of contented ushers. When
the great evening finally arrives, the
entire military contingent will be discovered centered about Gladys, discreetly parked in the back row, in the
corner behind the piano.
All I can suggest is that ypur guests

walk over and take any seat they
want, just as thev have always done.
389
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Remote Control
for Filmo

70

The Dremophot
70-75 Exposure Meter
Correct exposure will be most important this sum-

mer when taking Kodacolor movies.
The Dremophot gives correct exposure

readings for

both the Filmo 70 and 75 at a glance. Readings for
all speeds at which Filmo 70 operates. Price, with
hand sewn case, $12.50. Mark coupon.

Geared Correctoscope for
Filmo 70
The Correctoscope is an efficient
device for focusing and deter-

mining correct lens diaphragm
now be secured
with an attached train of gears,
as illustrated. These gears wil!
focus the camera lens automatically as the Correctoscope
lens is being focused. Gears may
70 leu3
be had alone for application to
Correctoscopes previously puchased. Price $10.00,
Correctoscope complete with special lens and gears,
settings. It can

$47.50.

Mark coupon.

^HIS new accessory

t;up a

new

for

Filmo 70 opens

making child
and group pictures that will be unmarred by self-conscious
actions or expressions. It draws attention away from the camera
by enabling the operator to get in the picture. It can also be used to
advantage in photographing wild life where favorable results can
big,

field for

studies

not be obtained in too close proximity to

The Remote Control

human

beings.

designed to clamp over the control button on the Filmo 70. A rubber bulb and 10 feet of black rubber
hose are provided. Additional 10-foot lengths with couplings will be
is

supplied, or auxiliary tubing without a break in lengths
feet

Price of 10-foot length with clamp

and bulb, $4.50; additional

19-foot lengths of hose with couplings, $1.50; cost of

A scene from "A

Briny Boob"

up to 50

can be furnished on special order.

over 20 feet will be 20c per foot.

Mark

all

lengths

coupon.

Filmo Library Releases for June
Here are four comedies complete in one or two 400just as they are shown in the theaters.
fuot reels
You may rent them, or buy them outright at the
from your Filmo dealer.

—

listed prices,

"Open

Spaces'" is a great "kid" picture, featuring
"Big Boy," the well-known juvenile star. The story
takes the star and his gang from a tenement district,
and follows them through a series of adventures during their summer vacation at a Fresh Air Camp in
the country.

Two

best.

Speed^shows

He

Ga

it

400-foot reels, $70.00.

dare-devil Larry Semon at his
supported by Jim Jeffries, the ex-heavyweight boxing champion of the world. The titles of
this film are take-offs of the immortal "Shooting of
Dangerous Dan McGrew." There is a hair-raising
"big race" that Larry wins by methods that leave
you gasping for breath. Two 400-foot reels, $70.00.
"A Briny Boob" features Billy Dooley of vaude'•'^Kul

is

ville fame in his famous sailor garb. Among the
many amusing situations are included a "tiger skin"
episode, burlesquing Elinor Giyn's famous book, and
another incident when Dooley is pressed into service as a substitute lover for a vamp who is rehearsing
"Three Weeks in Two Minutes." Two 400-foot
reels, $70.00.
*'PluniI> Goofy," a Cameo Comedy, features Phil
Dunham and Toy Gallagher in a side-splitting story

—

based on the conventional elopement theme. One
400-foot reel, $35.00.

New Combination

Carrying Case

and Shadow Box Screen
for Filmo Continuous Projector
6'F5.5Telephoto Lens

Telephoto Lenses
"Close-up" effects of distant subjects will add interest to your
movies. Taylor-Hobson Cooke long focal length lenses for Filmo 70
give beautifully sharp results and are light and compact for easy
handling. Price for 6-inch F 5.5, $65.00; 4-inch F 4.5, $60.00. Mark

It is compact and rigid enough to be
ideal for traveling men, window display or convention use. The case is
18 1 2 in. high X IOI4 in. wide x \A% in.
long and shows a picture 8^2 x 5^4
inches. There is room for two 400-foot
reels in the bottom of the case.
of case complete, ready for
Continuous Projector, $30.00. Mark

Price

coupon.

,
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Ideal

KODACOLOR Results
Wlith

The new 57-G
Kodacolor-equipped
Fiimo Projector asLeft:

bled for use. Below: Close-up showing from left to right
the 45-50 condenser,
the auxiliary Kodadenser, and
the new Kodacolor
projection lens assembly unit.

"Special" 1-inch F 1.8
speed lens to be used
and 75 cameras for Kodi

Fi

mo

To Secure the Best KODACOLOR
Results,

Use These Special Screens

T-H

Crystal Mirror Surface Screens

for

DEAL

can now be obtained in
making and showing Kodacolor pictures. With the recently developed "Special" 1-inch F 1.8 TaylorHobson Cooke lens and Kodacolor filter on a Filmo 70 or 75 camera you can make home movies that bring out the m:.rvelous Kodacolor features to a greater degree than has heretofore been possible
with ordinary amateur equipment. This remarkable lens, with a
formula specially corrected for Kodacolor, faithfully reproduces all
the soft tones set off with vivid splashes of color, just as they are in
nature. Filmo is adaptable to Kodacolor under license from East-

I

KODACOLOR

Another brand new accessory

results

is the Crystal Mirror
Screen for Kodacolor. It is set in a rigid frame and
has the high reflective quality so very essential for
good Kodacolor results. The smooth surface is easily
kept clean so that it will not dull as time goes on.
Sizes and prices are: 16 '2x22 inches, $25.00; 24x;i2

in.hos, $32.50; 30x40 inches, $:i8.50.

Mark couoon.

man Kodak Company.
Completing the set-up for perfected color movies, the 57-G Kodacolor-equipped Filmo Projector is provided with an auxiliary
Kodacolor condenser and a new Kodacolor projection lens assembly
unit, with a formula that complements the "Special" F 1.8 lens
used in making the movies. The combination of a Filmo camera
with Kodacolor lens and the Kodacolor-equipped Filmo Projector
gives the ultimate in Kodacolor results.
Price of "Special"

F

"Bub" North Screens for

KODACOLOR
The new series of improved "Bub" North Screens is
especially designed to show Kodacolor pictures with
true brilliancy. These screens are equally fine for
black and white projection. The inner frame with its
fine textured, aluminum backed surface, may be removed and reversed within the outer frame for protection when not in use. Available in four sizes: No.
1. 12x16 in.. $15.00: No. 2, 18x24 in., $21.00; No. 3.
24x32 in., $27.50; No. 4, 30x40 in., $39.00. Mark

T-H. C. lens complete with Kodacolor
$82.50; for Filmo 75, $85.00. Price of 57-G
1.8

for Filmo 70,
Kodacolor-equipped Filmo Projector, complete with case, $275.00.
Mark coupon.

filters,

coupon.

BELL & HOWELL
&. HOWELL CO., Dept. F.
1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III.
Please mail me complete information on D Remote

BELL

Control C Filmo
Kodacolor D "Bub" North Screens
Mirror Surface Screens for Kodacolor
Dnmopiiot
Geared Correctoscopo
June Library Releases
Telephoto Lenses D Continuous Projector Shadow Box and Screen.

Cameras and Projectors
for

D
D

BELL

8c

HOWELL CO., Dept.

F,

1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

I^ew York, Hollywood, London

(B.

& H.

Co., Ltd.)

111.

Kodacolor

D
D

for

Crystal

Name
Street

Established 1907
City

State

_

„
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REFLECTIONS
Some Experiences of a

Still

in Green

Photographer

Who

is

and White

Now

a Cine Convert

By James A. Cutting, M. D.

HAVING

exhausted the possibili-

ties for

action in

still

creating the illusion of
photograhy. Dr. Cut-

ting has logically turned to motion
pictures and has also found, paradoxically, that the motion picture offers possibilities for fascinating nature studies in

the

minor

OFF

which motion plays

role.

and on

for a

number

of

years I have played at amateur
picture
making,
the
and
family outings have nearly always
been made in company with a still
camera. Some time ago we went to the
Eel River country of Northern California equipped in the usual way.
Later we visited this same region
accompanied by a three speed cine
camera, and delightedly
returned
with four hundred feet of exposed
film.

My

ambition has always been to
my stills. Previously

get action into

the

pictures

of

the

children

in

swimming showed well this action
arrested.
One could see a splash of
water, an arm upraised ready for
the downward stroke.
At present,
however, the pictures show not only
the arm uplifted, but also the down
stroke, the body moving through the
water, and the ever changing expressions of the youngster's face as he

plunges about. That is real action!
I have to admit, though, that beautiful stills continue to throw their
hypnotic spell over me, and while I
well knew that a movie without mo-

was taboo, nevertheless, when I
found some of those wonderful reflections of rocks, banks and trees in
the quiet pools of the river, I would
run an occasional six or eight second
strip between
my swimming and
diving scenes. In some I would introduce a little action by having one
tion

of the youngsters casting a fly in a
or by allowing a little
breeze to ruffle the surface of the
water, but in some I deliberately

far corner,

took a short, pure reflection, and
from the remarks of those who have
seen the films I do not believe this
was overdone.
Before starting on the trip I had

reached the conclusion that the greatest single factor in taking successful
pictures with my movie camera was
in gauging the intensity of light. No
matter if your stage is perfectly set,
your objects moving away or toward
392

you, your camera held steady and
all that, in order to have clear, snappy
pictures you must be able to judge
the proper diaphragm opening to use
under each varying light condition.
Your other factors are fixed there
are sixteen pictures a second, there is
one-fortieth of a second exposure to
each picture, and your lens has a

—

fixed focus.

Now
off

it is

not always easy to gauge

hand the amount

of

working

light

present, for while objects reflecting
red, yellow, or green light

may

ap-

pear bright their actinic value is nil
in comparison with the blue and violet rays.
Take the Eel River counhere one finds
try as an example
himself in a deep canyon with a narrow ceiling of blue sky, and surrounded by steep mountains covered
with giant redwoods. The reflections
in
the water from the trees are

—

green, the river itself

is

velveted in

green moss, and naturally the actinic
light is much less than in an open
country but how much less?
In order to help solve this question in an intelligent way, I decided
to take with me one of those good
diaphragm
light meters with the
gage.
Before shooting a scene I
made it a rule to try to guess which
stop would be best and then use the
Many times I
meter as a check.
went against my better judgment in
following the meter and when I
reached home it was with many misgivings that I ran the films through
for the first time to see how the exI had tried
periment had worked.
all kinds of light conditions, varying from the dense shadows of the
redwoods to open boating scenes on
Clear Lake, but in nearly every case
I found the meter had been much
more dependable than my own judg-

—

ment.

{Continued on page 401)
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Six Reasons
WHY YOU WILL LIKE

CiNE-KoDAK

Model BB
/.1.9

IT IS SMALL, LIGHT,

1.

COMP.^CT—

the lightest spring-driven camera
16
ered. Its

CINE-KODAK

MODEL
1 N every

BB,/.3.5

is

identical with BB,/.i.9.

All objects

made

in the

50-foot film capacity consid-

field, its

size is just 7 inches long,

4H

inches high. Its inches

wide. It can be carried as easily as a medium-sized Kodak, tucked
into the corner of a traveling bag, or slipped into small space in a

respect except lens equip-

ment, color option and price, Model
BB,/.,1.5,

body

mm.

beyond

five feet are in

pack-basket or duffle-bag for a camping
2.

ITS ULTRA-FAST/,

sible

even

in

poor

light.

i

.9

trip.

LENS makes fully

exposed pictures pos-

And this lens is instantly interchangeable with

a

focus.

The /.J. 5 has

a special portrait at-

tachment that slips over the end of the

when making close-ups.
By using the half-speed featur

3-inch /.4.5 long focus lens for telephoto effects,

making the camera

ideal for taking distant shots of athletic events, birds, animals

and sub-

lens

tures

may

be taken indoors and

i

;,pic-

ipoor

light outdoors.

Model

supplied oi
convenient case i ibut

BB,/.^^.;,

black, at J75.
^9 extra.

A

is

Amateur movie makers will find
Model BB,/.3. 5, fully capable of meeting the requirements of the amateur
whose photographic ambitions do not
call for the ultra-fast/. 1.9 lens.

jects that cannot be easily approached.

—

—

KODACOLOR home movies in full color can be made with the
new Cine-Kodak. You simply use Kodacolor Film and the Kodacolor
Filter
and you can show on your screen all of summer's glorious colors.

3.

—

Portrait close-ups are particularly beautiful in Kodacolor.

4.

A HALF-SPEED ADJUSTMENT, which reduces

exposures per second from 16 to

8,

the

number of

permits the taking of good indoor

movies, and of outdoor movies in poor

light. It greatly

use of Kodacolor, which with the half-speed feature

broadens the

may

be taken

without the subject being in bright sunlight.

—

—

ITS BEAUTY of design, color, material, workmanship makes
Model BB a camera you will be proud to own. It is leather covered,
in black and three rich colors
blue, brown, and gray
with case to
match. Metal fittings are either exquisitely lacquered or are finished

5.

the

—

in non-tarnishing

6.

Rochester, N. Y.

plate.

THE PRICE of Cine-Kodak, Model

and shoulder

EASTMAN
KODAK
COMPANY

chromium

Ask a

strap,

is

—

BB,/.i.v, complete with case

onlv $140.

Ci>ie-K(jdak dealer to shoK vou the

Cine-Kodak BB.

wwmm »2».

IMPROVING
How

the

Amateur Can

Yo//r

GAME

from Siud) of

Profit

Bv Karl A. Barleben,

the Professional

Jr.

THE

amateur has much to learn
from the professional before he
tries his oun uings in the unexplored
realms of cinematography. Mr. Barleben. amateur motion picture editor
of American Photography, discusses
this article the contribution the
professional has to make to the amain

teur.

THE

careful amateur cinematographer does well to learn all
that he can from his co-workers of the professional field. This
plan makes for better results, for it
helps the amateur to use judgment
in his selection

He

gles.

is

the extra trouble to get his views just

—

he visualizes them before he
attempts to record them on the film.
Some will say that all this is unnecessary work. Maybe it is. but there
is great satisfaction in doing things
correctly.
He is. naturally enough,
not ashamed to show his efforts on
the screen when company is present.

amateur can learn many
from the big production
studios as to how to get the most out

The

things

In the

of a picture.

first

place,

let

be known that the cameramen do
not hesitate to "set up" wherever
they can get the best camera angle,
whether it be in mud. water, snow,
on top of a building, rigging of a
it

what not. The amateur often
loses out on wonderful picture material, due to the fact that he is disship, or

inclined

to

get

into

some of

the

"funny positions" that the professional

cameraman does not

hesitate

Take, for example, winter
amateurs lav their
cameras on the shelf during this season, feeling that the weather is too
cold, or the snow too deep. In other
words, they are not willing to sacrifice a little personal comfort for
the sake of pictures. The true amato utilize.

time.

THE PICTURE THEY GOT"'

THI.NG. .VND

not satisfied with merely

a succession of scenes, he insists that
his efforts return something in the
form of smooth sequence, not a
jumbled mass of incident. He takes
right

Photograph b> Paramount

THE PICTURE W.AS THE

of subjects and an-

Manv

teur, like the professional, is at all

times ready to go out in any kind of
weather in order to obtain unusual
Take, for example the acpictures.

Here we
companying illustration.
see a companv on location at Niagara Falls. New York. I would call
vour attention to the position of the

cameramen

in

the water.

director, property

Here die

men and cinema-

tographers are nearly up to their
knees in not only water, but ice
water.
This is an illustration of
the fact that they have only the picture in mind, and not their owti perThis picture was
sonal feelings.
taken in the dead of winter, with
snow and ice to be combatted.
Nevertheless, the picture was the
and the picture they got, even
though they all had to suffer more or
1
do not mean
less discomfort.
thing,

the amateur should wade in
water every time he takes his camera
out. but he should not dodge the issue when it presents itself. Naturally, the easiest way is the best, as a
rule, but there are times when the
easiest way does not bring home the
desired pictures.
that

cinematographer
amateur
The
should make a study of the photoplays that appear in the theatres.
The various Review Departments of
I

Mo\iE Makers
tion

will aid in the selec-

of the pictures to see.

will aid

him

in

i

This

improving his films

as he will receive valuable ideas that

apply directly to him as an amateur
cinematographer. The professionals
have learned, through experience,
manv of the best wavs and means of
making pictures. The amateur may,
therefore, in large measure duplicate
Experimenting for
their methods.
the amateur is a necessity, surely,
but it is unnecessarv to experiment
on things that already have been
There are
proven and accepted.
things that the amateur cannot hope
Here he
to duplicate in his work.
must devise some plan to overcome
the handicap, and experimenting becomes essential. Further, the cinema
looks to the amateur for experiments
and discoveries in untried fields. The
amateur should conserve his energies
In the matter
photoplays, especially, can the amateur display his
In this
knowledge of the cinema.
field he must really make a study of
No matter howstudio methods.
simple the story, or how- short, time
for this pathfinding.

of

"home

and

talent"

effort

must be contributed, as

well as film and talent.
He should
not ape the professional productions
blindlv but study them and apply the

most likely

principles

to

his

own

work.

And. he must learn not to dodge
hardships.
The
real
cinematographer. whether amateur or professional, will

always

feel that his re-

sults justify his troubles.

:

:

Professional Quality
in Amateur Movies

The
all-weather

all-purpose 16niin. cine film

Screen results are the
real

Latitude

A

test

of a movie film

MM

wide latitude safeguards

reiiiarkahly

when exposures

results

are not perfect-

ly timed.

only-

(Reversible) Cine
A roll of Agfa 16
to an acFilm, submitted to the screen test
will reveal certain
tual showing on the screen
professional qualities that are Agfa's, and only

—

—

Agfa's.

Speed
Agfa, being unexeelled in speed and
sensitivity, excellent results are assured
under all weather conditions sunny,

—

cloudy, rainy.

why Agfa

preferred by movie makwliom it carries an
assurance of remarkable pictures and sure resunny,
sults under all weather conditions
and earlier or later in the day.
cloudy, rainy

This

is

is

ers the world over, to

—

—

Color Value
Colors register

in

their light values,

truest

due

relation

to

to a rich, super-

orthochromatic emulsion.

If

you are not already using Agfa,

are projected

Brilliancy:
Just the right

amount

of contrast to

try

it.

You'll be surprised and delighted with the new
brilliance and detail seen when your pictures

—and

you'll

keep right on mak-

ing such pictures.

give brilliant screen results. In projec-

shows

tion Agfa

life,

tone and natura

ness to an astonishing degree.

Detail:
Catches detail in a way to delight you,

from the darkest shadows to the highlights. No falling away in "long

est

REVERSIBLE FILM

shots".

!^ on- flam

safety for use in all

16

MM Cameras

Adaptability
Telephotos,
teriors,

long-shots,

and home-made

close-ups,
titles all

in-

have

a

beautiful smoothness, with everything
clear-cut

and

$6.00 per 100

ft.

Including

distinct.

roll (daylight-loading)
free

processing

and return transportation

UNITED STATES FINISHING STATIONS
Agfa Ansco Corp'n, 29 Charles St., Binghamton
Agfa Ansco Corpn, 205 W.Wacker Dr. .Chicago
Agfa Ansco Corp'n, 223 W.3d St., Los Angeles

Length

100 fee^(30,.8

meters?

Reversible
(Non-flam-Safety-film)

fo^

Agfa Ansco Corporation
Binghamton. N. Y.

use

in

Cine -Cameras
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A TITLE FOR PATRIOTS
Many

Uses Suggest

Themselves

(or

this

Art 1

of the Capitol, Among Them to 1
Films of the Last Inauguration. Photographed by
Armstrong Roberts; Titled by Consolidated I

Background

Industries, Inc.

CRITICAL FOCUSING
{Continued from page 382)

As Williams attempts to leap from one
building to another the camera comes
to a dramatic stop at the edge of the
parapet and tilting downward registers Williams's fall in the same way
it would be seen by a pursuer.
A. L. G.
on the roof of a building.

Wild Orchids

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
FOR

.IIXY

will tell

you

want

know about

to

all the things

you

the talkies

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Sydney Franklyn

Directed by

Photographed by.. William Daniels

Cinematography: The

picture opens
with a skillful cinematic representation of the confusion and excitement
at the departure of a trans-Pacific
passenger steamer. Scenes of the
dock and the boat dissolve into each
other and a moving camera follows
the leads as they hurriedly board the
boat.

Photography:

The

THE TRUTH ABOUT VOICE
HOUBLIIVG
Have you heard
star

—

or

is it

the voice of your favorite

just a trick?

Here

is

the real

lowdown.

on

emphasis

colors helps to convey the
deadening heat of Java. Although

neutral

there are very few shots with definite
photographic contrasts, the photo-

graphy throughout

excellent and
splendidly interprets the bright tropiis

A. L. G.

cal sunlight.

The Wolf

of

Photographed by

The odd resuUs recorded by
studio microphones.

Now

the sensitive

they are wearing

rubber jewelry in the studios and the Holly-

Wall Street

wood garbage wagons have balloon

Paramount
Directed by

TRIALS OF THE TALKIES

tires.

Roland V. Lee
Victor Milner

Dozens of other features about the sound
and the plays and players of the screen.

Dramatic Animation: When it
was desired to show the Wolf as be-

films

ing the center of a world-wide system
for fleecing ignorant in\estors, ani-

Of course, you are reading PHOTOPLAY'S
Amateur Movie Department.

mated drawings were introduced

into

the photoplay with striking

eff'ect.

The

Wolf

his phone.

is

shown taking down

An animated map

of the world dissolves in and white lines are shown
starting at New York and rapidly

lengthening out until they touch the
capitals of the world. Then the map
dissolves back to the shot of the Wolf
phoning. Here multiple exposure is
used to clarify the idea. The Wolf is

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

i

730 Xo. Michigan Ave.. Chicago.

^

III.

;vv^^^fliS^^v.AAAdVvv^vvii^AF^vvvWlrys^^^^^^^v.w^AVAvwvvvtf

JIJIWC
in the

center of the picture

rounding him are a

and

sur-

series of small

circular vignettes in each of which

may be seen at a
long distance phone receiving directions. This scene then dissolves back
to the map and this time the radiating
white lines are seen to shoot out from
each capital in subordinate net works
one of his agents

of worldwide control emanating

the

ORAF

Wall

way

for

PHOTOPLAYFARE

lengths 2 to 4"
mm.)
"

AUDITORIUINI—focal
(-\11

lengths 2'

2"

to 6"

sizes— clear aperture 32 mm.)

The Auditorium

Len.ses

have been

especial]

f

designed for use in Schools, Large Halls,
Auditoriums, Theatres, etc.

T A

the back of the house, a dark mass
with no salient feature except a prominent nose.
We recommend that you see Hearts
in Dixie in order to convince yourself that the "talkie" and the "movie"
are not, and never can be, one and the
same thing in essence.

CO.

LIGHT ON THE SUBJECT

333 No. IVIichigan .\ve.

CHICAGO,

{Continued from page 367)

ILL.

being the case, the A-C arc would
seem to provide light of higher actinic

However, the latitude in exposure provided the amateur by other
value.

factors will

make

this question only

of academic value.

When

is famousajfijf

GOOD titling gives your pictures a professional touch,

makes them

self-explana-

tory and doubly interesting.

Our

art titles (illustrated above) pre-

serve the atmosphere of your scenes and
make excellent beginnings for your reels;
titles make pleasing sub-titles.
Prices are reasonable, and workmanship

our printed
is

ot the highest order.

Kodascope Editing and Titling
Service, Inc.

Room

917, .150 Madison Ave.

New York

SORRENTO
Our

has a lovely
garden and a private
bathing beach
hotel

the arc

lamp

is

set

in

op-

sometimes give off
what appears to be fine white smoke or
may crackle a bit and throw off fine
particles. This is due to the disentegration under the heat of the arc of
the binder, or substance which holds
together the compressed carbon powder. In trimming the arc lamp, or renewing the carbons, see to it that they
are firmly clamped in their proper position. Try the mechanism a couple of
eration,

I*
itssug^arc^"''"

Bulbs should be burned

in a vertical

position, or at a small angle there-

Do

it

lit. Lamps may be had
wide range of sizes, those over
500 watts being provided with the
large or "mogul" base, which re-

the bulb while

Literature on Request

GRAF LEXS

may be had simply by switching on or off. However, the same precautions in connecting to the house
circuit must be observed.
A highpower incandescent lamp will become
very hot in burning and must be handled carefully. Do not try to handle
or remove bulbs directly after use.
the light

in a

{Continued from page 383)

(All sizes—clear aperture 26

tory lighting arrangement. It is obvious that the incandescent unit will
not require the attention of the arc,
as there are no carbons to renew, and

not bring any material such
as cloth or paper within six inches of

in focal lengths 't" to 4"

have clear aperture of 20 mm.)

the incandescents are generally less
expensive, and may be so chosen with
regard to number and quality as to
furnish a highly flexible and satisfac-

from.

TAT

(1' 0-4"

the idea

in

Q.R.S., Filnio, DeVry, Duograph,
Kodascope (c) and other
16 mm. Projectors

BIG BERTH.4— focal

Street offices of the Wolf. In

is shown graphically
cinematic terms, far more powerfully than if it had been told, for example, in a title. Variations of this
idea, and certainly its theory, can be
employed more simply but with great
effect by amateurs. J. B. C.

this

Projection Lenses

STANDARD

from

1929

will

quires a special socket to correspond.
The mogul socket is to be desired as

heavy and of ample current carAn adapter suiting
socket
to the standard lamp base
this
may be bought for a small sum, thus
it is

rying capacitv.

giving a double-purpose socket. Concentrated filament lamps (known as
projection lamps) may be had in
200. 400, 500 and 1000-watt sizes,
furnishing an excellent range of light
values for every purpose.
We may here discuss the use of
bulbs rated at lower voltage than the
house voltage. This results in a surprising increase of brilliancy, but a
great shortening in the life of the
lamp. For instance, a bulb rated at
100 volts is good only for about five
hours when used on 110 volts. However, the great increase in light possible with these bulbs at a given power
rating may justify the short life of the
"high-pressure" lamp.
The advantages given by panchromatic film when incandescents are being used has been touched upon; it

should be emphasized here. The light
of the high power incandescent is rich
in yellow rays which the ordinary
orthochromatic film does not record
well. Panchromatic emulsion, however, is sensitive to the yellows and

times with the current off to make
sure of this. Spare carbons may conveniently be kept in a short length of
cardboard mailing tube with a large
cork driven in each end. It is a good
plan to place the arc lamp stand on a

the yellowish-reds, and this additional
sensitivity results in better exposure,

piece of oilcloth or linoleum about
three feet square when using so as to

as well as color correction. By all
means use panchromatic film when

protect the carpet or floor. However,
actual experience will show that
emanations even from an open arc are
negligible if it is kept fairly vertical.
The incandescent lamp as a unit
source of illumination is in general

the illumination is furnished by the
incandescent.
However, the a'c l^mp is no* le=«
adaptable to the superior qualities of

not designed to draw the amount of
current consumed by the arc. For this
reason, as has been said, the arc lamp
as a unit

is

relatively

more

brilliant

than the incandescent unit. However,

panchromatic film. By the use of
"panchromatic" carbons in the lamp
all the advantages of panchromatic
film may be realized, in addition to
the brilliant illumination of which
the arc is capable. Instead of the
dazzling bluish-white light furnished

—

)

!•

O «' I E

I

/%

IC

E

RS
by the "white flame" carbons, which
to orthochromatic
is well adapted
film, we now have a distinctly yellowThis
adapted to give highly

ish-red light flooding the scene.

illumination

is

satisfactory color correction
fact

approaches

and

in

in its results the use

of a color filter in daylight.

The question has
"Which

the author,

often been asked
shall I buy, the

arc or the incandescent?" In the foregoing discussion should be found the

JAPAN

IN

theKatsuben (announcer) always
accompanies the showing of a
movie with an elaborate lecture
explaining

the

progress

of

be able to decide the question by cor-

Good

Ne>f^*

for owners of movie
cameras and equipment

its

them to the work which he
himself desires to do. Does he wish
the utmost illumination in one unit
so that he has but one source of light
to look after? Then he may choose
the arc. Does he wish special close-up
eff'ects, or more than one source of
illumination in order to achieve artistic lighting? Then he may choose
one 1000 watt and one 500 watt incandescent unit, or three 500 watt
units, or he may supplement the arc
with one 500 watt incandescent unit
for back-lighting or special "spotlight" eff'ects. Neither source of illumination is going to eliminate the
other, because there will always be
room for each. The choice must be
relating

plot.

Do you show your

pictures in
the Japanese manner? Or are
they titled and edited so that
they tell their own story clearly

and smoothly?
Let me give your films professional finish with handlettered
titles and intelligent editing.
lyrite today for Samples
and Prices

P.

answer to that question. If the reader
has considered carefully, he will see
that each type possesses advantages
and disadvantages and he will fully

Ingemann Sekaer
New York

1472 Broadway,

Motion Picture

Work
in all

branches

DEVELOPING

(

Chicago, Illinois

On the Roof of the World
ASCENDING PIKES PEAK
A

faithful illustration of actual conditions at 14,000 foot elevation.
Price $6.00
100 foot, 16 mm.

100 foot, 16

tricks for you.

mm.

16

Price $6.00

MM. TITLES

50 cents, each title of ten words or less,
3 cents per word, over ten.
With or without art borders.

SIMPLEX FADING GLASS
Produces the fade-in

;

fade-out.

tractive case,

In at$2.00

Produced by

ERNEST M. REYNOLDS
165 B. 19Ut Street

derailment and other

collision,
risks

under an

"All Risks"

Camera

Floater Policy
at

home,

in transit

and

else-

or your insurance agent or broker

about

Interior

8.

SOLVE

this

new

protection.

Engine Room.

SHOT.
in

motion

(DIS-

IN).

(Top
Scene 9.
Exterior Ferry
Deck). CLOSE-UP.
Of engine pump rapidly gaining
momentum (DISSOLVE IN).
Scene 10. Exterior Ferry. CLOSE-

UP.
Of paddle wheel churning water
into foam (DISSOLVE IN).
Scene 11. Exterior Ferry. CLOSE-

DEALERS.' You

can do your

customers a favor by assisting

them

to

insure the equipment you

have sold.

Ask your insurance

agent or broker to

tell

you how

he can provide this service.

UP.
Shooting up at smokestacks pouring forth smoke.
Scene 12. Exterior Ferry (Front).

MEDIUM SHOT.

KALEIDO CAPERS
The kaleidoscope does

rob-

Continued from page 388

Of machinery

Wabash A ve.

fire, theft,

bery, earthquake, tornado, flood,

A FERRY TALE
MEDIUM

INCORPORATED

845 S.

damage by

against

Covers

Scene

CO.

sum you can now

where. Ask your local camera dealer

TITLING
MID WEST FILM

a small

insure your complete outfit

left to the individual.

PRINTING
%

FOR

aeveland. Ohio

Shooting down as ferry plows
through water passengers enjoying
fresh air
Mrs. Anybody and children in front George restless and
jabbering excitedly suddenly takes
it into his head to climb over gate
mother catches him in time chides
him and makes him hold Mary's
hand.
Scene 13. Exterior Ferry (Front).

— —
—

—

—

Semi CLOSE-UP.
Of Mary and George eagerly noticing everything there is to be no-

AUTOMOBILE INSUR.WCE

CO.

or

STAND.ARD FIRE INSURANCE CO.
of Hartford, Conn.
affiliated ivith

.^TNA LIFE INSURANCE

CO.

—

.

SmjIWF
ticed

.

.

—Mary

suddenly

1929
some-

sees

and points upward
mother and brother to look.
Scene 14. Exterior Ferry.
thing

urgrinn;

ME-

DILM SHOT.
Of

soarinj:
soaring

seafiulls

oyer

P' lot"

cabin.

Scene

1.5.

Exterior Ferr\

(

Front

I

MEDIUM SHOT.
Shooting down as passengers watch

—

seagulls
then George and Mary decide to run through to rear of boat
mother unawares as she watches gulls
suddenly she finds children haye

—

—she whirls about fran—she rushes side of boat
oyer — then questions passen-

disappeared
tically

The ultra rapid speed

timed negatives are desired.

Cine-

Velostigmat/1. 5 permits pictures to be made in the woods,

The Cine-Velostigmat is made
in

eveninpscenes,ortheinterior
of a hall, hospital, theatre,
banquet hall .... anywhere.
Also, in making double and
super.speed exposures, this
lens

is

needed

if

to

to

fit

Filmo 70

dacolor.

properly

For fitting

;

mountings

and 75, Victor, Eyemo, CineKodak Model B/1.9 and other
16 mm. and 35 mm. mo\ie
cameras. Corrected for Ko-

Filmo Cameras for Kodacolor

write direct to Bell

& Howell Co., Chicago.

to

looks
gers who point toward rear of ferry
she goes that way (IRIS OUT

—

I

Scene 16. Exterior Ferry (Rear)
(IRIS IN). MEDIUM SHOT.
Shooting down as children run
out on rear deck
moment later
mother rushes into scene scolding
them for causing her so much fright

—

—then

she gathers them in front of
her determined not to let them out
of her sight.
Scene 17. Exterior Ferry (Rear).

OPTMC^m^E. CO.
985 Hudson Ave.
Rochester. N.Y.

SEMI CLOSE-UP.
Of George and Mary watching
both excited and eager.

sights

—

Scenes 18 to 23. Exteriors.

the

CLOSE-

UPS.
Six or more successive flashes of
various scenes: Liners, tugs, barges,
yachts, etc.

Scene 2^.

Exterior Ferry (Rear).

LONG SHOT.
in

Show ing stream
wake of ferry

of turbulent water

—harbor

and skybackground.
Scene 25. Exterior Ferry (Rear).

line in

F"

CLOSE-UP.
Of turbulent water (IRIS OUT).
Scene 26.

Exterior

(IRIS

IN).

LONG SHOT.
Showing
each

other

OUT

Join This Cine Hunt

two
in

ferryboats

passing

midstream

(IRIS

I

Scene 27. Interior Ferry House
(Opposite Shore) (IRIS IN I. LONG

SHOT.
'

I

'HE popularity

of the stones and pictures produced by the

American

Nature Association's Camera-Hunting Expeditions brought many
requests to join such a trip.

It is

now

possible.

A

limited, specially-

conducted tour of Glacier National Park will go out in July to photo-

graph wild animals and the outdoors

up your cameras, load up with

film

in this

western wonderland. Pack

and trek along.

It is

an opportunity

Of ferry as it approaches the dock.
Scene 28. Exterior Ferry (Front).

MEDIUM SHOT.
Shooting down as ferry glides into
Mrs.
dock passengers impatient
Anybody holding children tightly.
Scene 29. Exterior Ferry (Front).

—

—

CLOSE-UP.
Of Mrs. Anybody breathing sigh
then she looks down al
of relief

extraordinary.

—

children and smiles.
Scene 30. Exterior Ferry (Front).

MEDIUM SHOT.

Full itinerary and data on costs from

TRAVEL EDITOR, NATURE MAGAZINE
1214

SIXTEENTH

ST..

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Shooting down as ferry creeps in
to docker
it
it to wheel

—ferryman throws hawser
who catches and fastens
—ferry comes
—then
to halt

gate

thrown back and passengers rush
boat (IRIS OUT very slowly).

is

off

—
O

»l

E

%' I

_

M /% « E R S

REFLECTIONS IN GREEN

S' OS-

AND WHITE

{Continued from page 392)

of the exceptions to this rule
Here a
I found in taking a geyser.
jet of steam and boiling water was
upwards
for
si^y
the
shooting into

One

Help the Amateur
Movie Maker

hundred feet. The foreground
and the background blue,
except for a little rise of green mountain in the distance surmounted by
of a

was

light

Here, then,
water sur-

a tantalizing gray cloud.
was a white stream of

rounded by elements that would make
on the developed film a white backFor this setting my meter
ground.
called for an /8 opening and this

was ill response to this call that
the Consolidated Film Industries,
Inc. organized a PERSONAL SERVICE
DEPARTMENT, and acquired the Buchheister Studios to extend the facilities
of their title department to care for
all needs of the amateur movie maker.
It

used, but before leaving I shot another strip, this time through a 2X
color filter and with a diaphragm

I

opening of /16. The
when viewed, showed

first

picture,

little

contrast

between the water and its surroundings. The second picture was a reveThe water and steam stood
lation.
out in bold relief against the moun-

Through
offering

and clouds! I fear, though,
somewhat overdid the matter
of contrast, and had I used an /ll
opening the results would have been
I

This only goes to prove that
one has ever to be on the alert.
Now as to next year! I've always
wanted to get shots of wild birds and
animals.
In the Yosemite I found
the bear, elk and chipmunks so tame
you could poke your camera right
into their faces, and buzz away to
your heart's content, and get close
ups with the ordinary one-inch lens,
but up in the Eel River country
wild life is wild.
for two
I tried
solid weeks to get close enough to

we

are

now

service. Assist-

ing Mr. Buchheister are artists of no
small reputation and a technical staff
who will study your films and supply
titles and effects of genuine profes-

tains, sky

that

this acquisition

an unequalled

better.

sional character.

Prices for ''Certified Prints'' are low,
PRINTED TITLES

(16

mm.)—up

to 8

words

HAND LETTERED

—

Extra words, 5 cents — Minimum order

ART TITLES— Hand
Pastel paintings to

take a portrait of a great blue heron.

48

Finally by some wide maneuvering (
was able to interpose some big rocks

$ .25

— iVIiuinium order
TITLES — up to 12 words

Extra words, 3 cents

.

.

1.00

.

.

1.20

.60

Lettered— up to 12 words 1.50
any titles Extra words .05

—

fit

HOUR SERVICE

and brush between me and the bird,
and by careful gum-shoeing I did

manage

to get a shot: but

I

am

still

unable to tell whether the bird I
have is a great blue heron or a crane.
When he began flying he was so far
away that on the screen I cannot tell
whether his neck is stretched straight
out in front or
his

body

drawn up

is

between
!

I'll

get

tiiat

old

spindle-

shanked, crook-necked duffer or know
the reason, and
I'll

when

know who he

is!

•<^Ki3(F'
New York
PERSONAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT

Broadway

City

shoulders

the

between a crane
and a heron
So next year I'm praying that Santa Glaus will be generous
and send me a 3^4" telephoto lens.

just the difference

Then

1776

close to

do get him
Also I'll get a
I

close up of a pair of fish-hawks
feeding their young way up in the
top of an old broken off pine that
the youngsters pointed out to me.
This year they were too far off to
show well in the pictures but next
year if I get that telephoto
Oh, Boy!

—
—

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES,
Personal Service Department
1776 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

n

I

am

sending you

Inc
f Check eitlier one"!
[

or both boxes

rolls of film for titlini:.

Com-

plete instructions are in the accompanj'ing letter.

my name on your mailing list to receive your
announcements; also list of subjects now in your library and new releases of finished prints for Home Projection.
n

Kindly place

latest

ADDRESS.

DEALER

J

—

;
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Model L

most advanced procamera ever made
direct focus on movable aperture plate through ground glass
while camera is loaded with
.

.

.

fessional

.

.

.

automatic dismagnifier
solving shutter with brake
finest
register pilot pins
camera ever designed for trick
and multiple work.
.

.

.

.

.

.

The DeBrie Model L
features
zines,

.

.

.

.

with

all

maga-

eight metal

capacity

400-foot

.

.

each

two sets of
... 35 mm. film
two leather cases
masks
DeBrie pan and
$1
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

THE CHAP

CQC

tilt

Bass invites correspondence and
asks you to send for literature
on this and the Akeley Professional Cameras. Headquarters
for motion picture apparatus

for twenty years.

Old apparatus

taken in exchange.

EASS C4MER4
179

C€.

W. MADISON STREET

CHICAGO,
"Everything

in

IN Movie Makers

Classified Advertising

J-0"t>

tripod

WHO "READ THE ADVERTISEMENT"

.

ILL.

Movie Apparatus"

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
COMPLETE PRINTING OUTFITS,

presses, type, ink, paper, sup-

movie

titles;

plies.

Write for catalog. Kelsey Company,

D-50, Meriden, Conn.

REDUCING SALE—250 watt
Filmo projector with variable resistance,
geared rewind, still picture attachment and
case, lists at $246 (this is brand new I, ?200;
Filmo 70 camera with case, filters and exposure meter (slightly used), $125; Wollensak 1-1.5 lens in focusing mount with filter
and case (slightly used), $35; B. & H.
Character Title Writer slightly used ) $20
B. & H. Beaded Screen 39" x 52" (slightly
used), $20; Kino-Pano tripod with panoram
Karl Neuenschwander,
top (new). $25.
Jeweler, 123 Seybold Arcade, Miami, Fla.
STOCK

(

KODASCOPE

NIGHT
MOVIES

FOR SALE. MISCELLANEOUS-^00
for

,

A

with case and color
attachment. $125; Victor Cine Camera with
case. A-1 condition, $100; De Vry 35 MM.
Camera with case, new, $115; Telephoto
Lens, Cooke, 6-inch, $65. Above bargains
for cash only. Aloe's, 707 Olive St., St.

Model

Mo.

Louis.

FOR SALE— Hall

Projector, 35 mm., unimotor drive, 1000 ft. capacity. Com$75. Frank Singer, 157 Bird Ave.,

versal
plete.

Buffalo, N. Y.

FOR SALE— DeVry Standard 35 mm.,
Camera, with /-3.5 Wollensak Lens, $125;
Model B Cine-Kodak /-6.5, $47.50. Both
cameras are brand new and represent real
bargains. Carl K. Frey, 247 Genesee St.,
Utica. N. Y.

FOR SALE— Used DeVry

—

sizes, '/z. 1, 2, 3 and 4 minutes of light.
Especially for outdoors. Also electrical

by a flash-light battery, for
work. Several flares may be

Cine Kodak /-1.9.
A Cine-Kodak 1.9 with tripod
and telephoto, list $270, $190; Model A
Cine-Kodak /-3.5 with tripod. $75; DeVry
16 mm. projector and case. $60; Filmo projector, $135; Kodascope Model A, $60; De
Vry 35 mm. hand camera, $110; De Vry 35

Huesgen Company, 18
York, N.

mm.

portable projector. $135.

ment has been used

special

anteed

fired simultaneously.

slightly

by us to give
Camera Shop. 320 S. 5th

FOR SALE — Ernemann

John G. Marshall
Meteor Photo Chemicals
1752 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

All equipis guar-

and

satisfaction. The
St.. Springfield. 111.

35

mm. Motion

Picture Camera. 100 ft. capacity, direct tube
focus, especially designed revolving three
color shutter, revolving head tripod. Complete. $75. Frank Singer, 157 Bird Ave.,
Buffalo. N. Y.

pro-

E.

42nd

St.

New

Y^

FOR SALE— One Eyemo

with T. H. C. lens
case, also six inch /-4.5 T. H. C. Telephoto lens, like new, complete $175. E. B.
Meyrowitz, Inc., 358 St. Peter St., St. Paul,

and

Minn.

FOR SALE—Cine B

Kodak,

/-3.5 lens

and

combination lock case. $65: Sept camera for
35 mm. film, $16; Cine B Kodak, /-6.5 lens.
$25; Victor Camera, /-2, Schneider lens,
$98.50; 2-inch /-3.5 Cooke lens for Filmo 75,
$37; 3-inch /-4 Cooke lens for Filmo 75,
$38; 3% -inch /-3.3 Cooke lens for Filmo 70,
$57.50; 1-inch /-1.5 Wollensak for Filmo 70,
$35; combination lock case for Cine B
Kodak, $7.50. Willoughbys, 110 W. 32nd
St.. New York.

TRADING OPPORTUNITIES

CASH

for amateur or professional cine
apparatus. Send full description. Old apparatus taken in exchange. Bass Camera
Company, 179 W. Madison St., Chicago.

FILMS FOR SALE

$100; Model

flares fired

portable

mm.. Type E, $100; used Eyemo
camera, exceptionally good condition, with
carrying case, $18(3;
used Cine-Kodak,
Model B, /-6.5, like new, $40. Herbert &

jector, 35

BARGAINS— Model B

Light a Meteor Flare (Powerful Firework Torch) and take a movie of the
party no equipment necessary. The
same flare the professionals use. Five

foot

professional 35 mm. moving picture camera,
Tessar 2-inch lens /-3.5 automatic dissolve,
three magazines. Price $100. E. M. Reynolds, 165 E. 191st St., Cleveland, Ohio.

picture rolls for all standard
projectors, $1.00. Sample. 25?. Negative for

STILL-FILM

all 35 mm. still and movie cameras, regular
Souvenir folders,
or panchromatic, 3^ ft.
California resorts, cities, two. 250. Bulletins,
Studio,
Still-Film
Hollywood
free.
lists,

Box 1410, Hollywood,

PANCHROMATIC
for

Calif.

and regular

film stock

DeVry and Eyemo 35mm. Cameras

—

—

Daylight Loading 100-foot rolls $3.50 per
roll
sent C. 0. D. any place. Quantity quotations on request. Educational Project-0
Film Co., 129 West 2nd St., Los Angeles,

—

Calif.

MOVIE

/% K E R S
EDUCATIONAL FILMS
I

NOW.

{Continued from page 375)

for reproduction can be provided, but

soon

"The Quick SeV

.

.

ARROW BEAD SCREEN

forthcoming portable
equipment for sound pictures is available at a reasonable cost, production

as

as

PORTABLE— SELF .STANDING

of talking films for general circula-

Opens or Closes in Two Seconds!

tion will be undertaken.

Bureau of Agricultural Economics of the department see
advantage in vocalizing
a special
films dealing with economic phases
Officials of the

Arroiv Screen

Company
Xow

of farming. They believe that the exhibition of sound pictures on the agricultural outlook, for example,

have

3 DISTRIBITTIXG

would

POINTS

aid greatly in their efforts to induce
farmers to study prospective demand

To

Seri-e

You

for their products in adjusting pro-

j%'eM' I'offc

duction activities.

6-B

A Cinema Reunion
TTERE

is

an

idea

that

is

•'

the belief that

it

will be of use wher-

ever class reunions are held," writes
0. D. Ingall of Nantucket, Mass. "I
belong to a special class of thirty consisting of post-graduate students of
the ^ ale Forest School. Our organization is such that we have become unusually well acquainted and each annual reunion of our Class is a special
event. However, some of our members
find it impossible to attend the Twentieth Annual Reunion of the group, so
that I am arranging to exhibit a motion picture film showing the absent
ones in characteristic motion. To this
end I am asking each of these individuals to beg, borrow or steal a movie
camera in order to get some individual
footage to ])e exhibited at the reunion.

Hollytfood

ARROW

"QUICK-SET" BEAD SCREENS

Number

i

f.
39

30
40

51

•"It's

for 16

knowing

that facilities

M

inches
inches

$10.00
17.50

IZ "^^

^^Z

914 X 11
22
X 30

10

X 52
X 68

nivfi.

shiuments to Ufatfr» onlu
--*'>''""'""''
'"r-^"'^
37.50 '»•• immediate shipment,
75.00 F.O.B. above three eities

inches
inches

Bettor Seon

JUST A

G725-55 Santa >lonifa

Price

Picture Size

Afterwards we plan to send the entire
film to each of the absent individuals
for inspection,

iOth ST.

Chieago
10» Xorlh Wabash Avo

being

worked up with very satisfactory results and I am passing it on in

•'

EAST

On An Arrow Bead Screen"

FEW SUGGESTIONS FOR HOME MOVIE ENTERTAINERS

mm.

projection are available
somewhere in practically every community." 0. D. Ingall.

—

SHOOTING

IN

Individual
Pictures and
in Series

• ]•

SHANGHAI

• •

Chaplin Comedies

&

Cartoons

West Comedies
Tom Mix Westerns

{Continued from page 377)

Billy

these exciting days. Trenches, barbed

Lindbersjh Series
Scenies & Travelog;s

wire and soldiers of every nationit a truly martial air.

ality lend

World War Antlientic Films
Great Arctic Seal Hunt Series
Uncle Tom's Cal>in Series

Are you getting tired? Then hail a
human taxi in the Far
East. He will take you back to your

rickshaw, the

also

hotel for a dime.
If you come out here do not bring
camera that requires a tripod and
has to be cranked bv hand. By the
time such an instrument is set up
your subject has vanished into thin
air.
An automatic hand camera is
the best. And if you really do come,
please be assured that you will receive a most cordial reception.

a

to)0

and three

400

ft.

reels

ftl.^:^.\:V#.^HJUiig^
k

|

ASK YOUR KODAK DEALER
oliout these

T\S

O DISTIN<.TIVE PRODUCTS
and

Write for a Descriptive Catalog

Per400ft

reel

:

JUWE 1929

ACTING VERSUS
NATURALNESS
Sales Agenis for
Every Good Product
Cameras and Projectors:

B & H Fimo; Cine Kodak and Kodascope; Vicand
tor Cine Camera
Projector;

QRS-DeVry

Camera and Projector;
Duograpii Projector.
Lenses

:

prominent

(all

makes)

Arrow; Radiant; TruviEstascope.

sion;

Specials

Vitacolor;
CineTalkies;

Kodacolor;

Home

-

Tone;

Pathegrams;
Home Film
Art;
Cine
Filmo Library; Burton

Cinegraphs;
Libraries;

Holmes

Releases.

other equipment
for the amateur and pro-

and

all

Sessional

movie maker.

Staffed by

H. R. Sisson and
Stephen J. Torma

{Continued from page 385)

he wasted a whole minute in
stating that the time was too limited
for him to say anything. Then he
First

out from his hotel in San
Francisco, took a taxi to the pier, embarked on the Steamship Such-andSuch and had an excellent lunch.
Need I add that, at the end of his five
minutes, when the chairman pulled
his coat-tails, he had not even reached
Honolulu? And his parting shot,
typically enough, was that he had
taken 70,000 feet of movies on the
way. I would hate to edit those negatives, as they would have no more
point than his speech.

started

Simplification of an apparently
complicated situation does not hap-

pen of its own accord. Rehearsals,
timed to the second, and some form of
motion study, such as practised by engineers, are necessary to eliminate insignificant action.

Another form of lack of self-con-

America's Movie Center

One Block below Grand Central

GilleHe
Camera Stores Inc.
PARK AVENUE

at 41st

STREET

medium

Personal
Instruction
and

Assistance
In atnateur motion
picture production

THE

PHOTOGRAPHY

LIGHTING

W. B & E

"PILOTLIGHT"
A

convenient light on your Filmo
Projector that enables you to operate
and change your reels with plenty of
illumination that does not attract the
attention of or annoy your audience.
Makes operating your

projector
pleasure.
eitra wires needed.
Just pull the switch and the Light

No
is

there— When and

need

Where

you

{

'

I

it.

Easily attached to
in a few minutes

ANIMATION
WORK
MINIATURES

TRICK

TITLES
ILLUSTRATIONS
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

your machine
and projector

can be packed away in case with'
out detaching.

Price $6.00
From your Dealer

WILLIAMS,
"Thf Hemt

of

BROWN

or Direct

& EARLE, inc.

Motion Picture Equipmftil"

FRED ^VALLER
Cine technician
PHONE HUNTINGTON 1573

Filmo Motion Picture Cameras and

Huntington, N. Y.

Projectors

918

Chestnut

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Member

is "acting"' in imitation, conscious or unconscious, of some other
person. It cannot be too strongly emphasized that no person, not even the
greatest of stars, is capable of taking
every role. The greatest worry of studio executives is to find a suitable

fidence

Society Motion Picture Engineers

for

their

contract

artists,

which means a medium allowing them
full scope in what they can do, and
making no call on them for what they
cannot do. Each individual amateur
should know, roughly, his obvious
limitations and should refuse parts
for which he is not suited. Then he
will not have to "act" but merely to
to let his feelings rule his
let go

—

actions.

The most painful form of "acting"
By its very
is trying to be funny.
nature, fun arises only when one does
not try to produce

it.

What appears

a comedy situation to the spectator
should, at all times, appear a tragedy
to the actor. Losing his silk hat while
entering a car is not funny to the victim, but it is funny to the beholder.

Comedy

is

based on laughter, and

laughter, as a philosopher puts it, is
laugh
"the antidote to sympathy."
at the misfortunes of others to avoid
crying in sympathy. Unless there is

We

misfortune, felt as such and therefore
acted as such usually in the form of
there is no comedy for
lost dignity
The misfortune, it
the spectator.
should be added, should never be so
tragic that it evokes sympathy instead
of laughter. A threatening bully may
slip on a banana peel, but he must not
appear really injured. The misfor-

—
—

is all the more amusing when it is
self-imposed, as when a character is
separated from his goal only by a

tune

!

paper partition, known as such to the
audience but not to the character who
sits down beside it and bemoans his
fate. That is comedy because the obstacle is imaginary. But wearing an
obviously fabricated collar and trying to appear even more stupid than
most people are, is not funny and
evokes no laughter, because the actor
is putting it on instead of feeling the
Only people with naturally
part.
grotesque faces should try such parts,
and then in all seriousness only.

X rojection

Screen

and handsome panel
for your wall

—in One

T/ie screen

is

lowered

window shade

—

OUT OF SIGHT

at the

a
raised
lit^e

and

end of

the performance.

•WEARING AN OBVIOUSLY FABRICATED
COLLAR IS NOT FUNNY AND EVOKES NO
LAUGHTER"

The better a comedy situation
motivated, the greater the effect.

man wearing

a

woman's

is

A

clothes as the

inevitable result of a perfectly natural accident is funny, precisely be-

cause it is accidental. The actor is the
victim of circumstances. And the inevitable gag is to have the missile or
blow intended for the villain hit the
innocent bystander
because the
latter would feel a loss of dignity.

y^^i^^^p^M

—

Most comedy

situations

should be

written in the script rather than put in

by the actor. In any case, do not try
be funny.
In serious acting, the actor should
aim only at expressing perfectly nat-

to

ural feelings. In the course of rehearsal, the director will decide which of
a
several spontaneous responses

—
—

shrug of the shoulders, a sudden
jump, a raising of the eyebrow is
the most effective. To reproduce that
response, the actor will

how he

remember

just

while he last did it and
will try to feel exactly the same. Feeling is the cause and it is easier to produce the effect by reproducing the
cause than by concentrating on the refelt

sult. Try to feel strongly; make it
personal; take it to heart; step into
the shoes of the person you are representing and the right expression
will appear without effort, in so far
as your facial muscles are capable of
producing it, which varies with individuals. Feeling produces natural-

ness.

To develop strong feeling, try to
reduce every situation to its simplest
emotional element. The latest theory,
propounded by Marston as an improvement on Watson's rage-fear-love

Now,

when the picture is over, you can simply raise
your projection screen out of sight, and reveal in its
exquisitely designed
place a beautiful Coutard wall panel
and gracefully blending with the appointments of the
room!

—

The Coutard Projection Screen Panel supplies you with a
permanent projection screen completely concealed when
not in use. And to the room in which you show your films

—

it

adds a touch of tapestry beauty

These are motifs ranging from the simplest to the most
elaborate. There is a wide assortment of colors and fabrics.
There is a Coutard Projection Screen Panel in perfect harmony with your decorative scheme and at a price surprisingly low. Write today for complete information!

—

B.

SAUBIAC & SON,

305 E. 46th Street,

New York

Manufacturer and Distributor

COUTARD
Projection Screen Panel

——

— —

—

)

.

—
JftJIWC

and only
primary emotions. These are:
dominance the mastery impulse, aggressiveness, the tendency to overcome obstacles, and if dominance is
thwarted, we explode in rage: com-

MINIATURES AND

triad, is that there are four,

four,

the curiosity impulse, the
pliance
plav instinct, the desire to manipulate
our world, and if compliance is
tiiwarted. we experience fear: submission
yielding to a stronger indi-

TTieUFEoF CHRIST
T-HIS crowning

achievement is the
nearly an exact re-

filming of as
is possible of the origOne witinal Oberammergau play.
nessing this Beautiful Passion Story is
carried to the
unconsciously
almost
place, made sacrosanct by the piety
and devotion of those who portray the
circumstanced the
that
characters
Life. Passion and Death of our Lord.

—

production as

vidual's control: inducement

EDUCATIONAL
2800

ft.

behaviorist sense

(complete story)

Purcha

scenario,

the
:

ish

ORDER

ondcT Film

direct

fri

in

himself.

Two strangers, apparently equal in
brain and brawn, meet. Dominance is
aroused in each. Neither will allow

Exchange your 16mtn Library Film
Send any good usable film to me and receive an
equally good or better one of approximately the
same length in exchange. Indicate your preference. Comedy. Diama. Cartoon or Educational.

Each

the other to appear superior.

will seek the earliest opportunity for a
show-down of physical strength or of

OF FILM EXCH.4NGED FOR $1.00
OF FILM EXCHANGED FOR $2.50
N.4V1LIO FILM EXCHANGE

I

wits

Brooklyn, N. Y.

1757 Broadway,

asks

hich of these four emotions is most
will soon
important in this scene?
astonish his director by the sincerity
and effectiveness of his play. Let us
try a few examples.

37 CHURCH ST.

J.

and

in

"^

thi..

FILM CO.
HEMENWAY
c^ BOSTOH, MASS.

100 FT.
400 FT.

I

places himself
each successive situation called for

Music Cue Sheet

dealt'

solicit-

An amateur who

PRICE s:io.oo
Free

—

ing attention from one to whom one
has previously submitted, and submission plus inducement produces the
combined emotion called love (in the

INSPIRING

RELIGIOUS
In 7 Reels.

I,

and one of them

The

will win.

deprived of his freedom of
or mental), will
experience rage, but thereafter he will
loser,

movement (physical

to the superiority of his rival,
subject to further tests of strength in

submit

slightly different fields,
\

^TEITEB

from

them to i/ouraealer.

new vobk

losw. 40"«yr.

^

I

YESTERDAY

^

TITLES
Complete editing and
I

titling

I

service. (16 mm. or stand''
ard.) Cinematography.

CLARK CINE-SERVICE|
I

CAdillac 526o|

2540 Park Ave.

DETROIT, MICH.

EXCHAJSIGE

YOUR

16

MM.

LIBRARY FILMS
400

ft.

of Film for 82.50

Send any good usable

film to us

compliance. Sudplores its depths
denly the walls appear to melt at his
touch fear.

—

A

neglected by her sw eetheart.
manages to place herself in his way
inducement. His first tendency is to
brush her aside dominance: but he
remembers with pleasure that she can
be charming if she wishes, and allows himself to be stopped submission. Having won that victory, she in
turn lets him rebuke her for her congirl,

submission again. He relents
duct
and places himself where she can take
inducement. Each having
his hand
gone through both submission and
inducement is now in love with the

But the would-be actor
should learn to feel strongly each of
intellectual.

lengths.

HATTSTROM & SANDERS
Evanston,

ex-

Endless such examples could be adduced. Most of them will be found in
the well-constructed scenario, which
is necessarily far more emotional than

Include a list of all
your pictures so you will not receive a duplicate. Indicate your
preference: Comedy. Drama, or
Educational. Enclose $2.50 check
or money order for each 400 ft.
reel plus 25 cents for postage.
The usual charge of one dollar is
being made for 100 ft.
still

exchange.

St..

[

these emotions, to identify situations
in which they might appear, and to

III.

let

go.

[Continued jrom page 374)

foot

down

an inch
one foot

to three thirty-seconds of

and a standard
This will be invaluable

to the foot,

scale.

and

will save figuring out all your
proportions.
For thin objects like the one half
inch scale shingles vou dont need a

micrometer or any special measuring
apparatus: just pile up six or eight
thicknesses and measure them with
your scale rule. After measuring a
few things and bringing them down
to scale, your eye will become so accustomed to proportion that you will
pick out objects at a glance that will
fit into your set without any changing.
To determine the scale you should
use in making your set. think first of
your facilities for lighting. If it can
be built indoors and then moved out
in the sunlight to photograph, you
have no worries. If. however, you intend shooting indoors, you will be
limited by your lighting equipment
and may have to make the set smaller.
You will find with experience that ob-

which have a lot of detail are
quicker and easier to make on a
larger scale. Scenes that can be done
in Isroad effects, such as snow capped
peaks, sand dunes, prairie horizons,
et cetera, will be quicker and easier in
small scale. The determining factor

jects

much

in these sets will

jects that

be the smallest ob-

must be shown

scene over.
In sets where there
factor enters, that
ate speed of

docu-

other.

and receive an equally good or
better one of the same length in

702 Churck

in his quest for a lost

ment discovers a dark cave and

ALBERT TUTEl7t/^&fiert\
^,

in

that single emotion.

A man

NEWUFEMETHOD
.... take

until he

turn succeeds in establishing his superiority in one respect at least.
(Think how many plots can arise

Save thsm he/hrt tne^ deteriorate

MODELS

—

—

depiciing-

1929

is

is.

moving

to get

your

motion, another
the proportionobjects.

Small

objects naturally move quickly and
jerkily, big ones, slowly and steadily.
The easiest way to correct for this is
to run your camera faster and in that

w av slow up the motion as it appears
on the screen. There are some models
of 16 mm. cameras with which this
possible, up to four times normal
speed. The fact that you may not have
one of these does not prevent you
from photographing moving miniais

tures,

find

however, for you can usually

some way

of

controlling

the

speed of motion in your action. It
may require a few- remakes becaure
of improper movement, but here, also,
experience will give you a surprising
judgment of proper scale motion and
save lots of trouble.
A good sky in a miniature is a very
valuable feature. If you are photographing out doors and have a place
where you can get a close view, your

problem is easily solved. In sunlight
you can stop your lens down to give
you sufficiently sharp real clouds as a
background and you need no artificial
sky. Panchromatic film with a filter
will help you w ith clouds. If you need

—

lOYlE

IH >« IC

E

R»
Can you imagine a mother of
one of the "stars" not being there to
"Here," he says, as
see that reel?
the babies roll around and smile and
creep through the pictures, "we have
Newport of Tomorrow. These are

some

special cloud effects, a sheet of
grey cardboard with a few tufts of
cotton on it, properly lighted, gives
you clouds with fair relief, such as
those secured in good panchromatic
shots with filters.

night."

If you want a clear sky with the
graduated color effect seen in nature,
getting lighter toward the horizon, the
same sheet of card curved toward the
camera at the top is excellent and can
be used indoors or out.

the

In the near future I will go into
detail on one or two simple sets which
I

have

built.

A MINISTER AS MOVIE
MAKER
(Continued from page 376)

concerned in the action is there to
see how he looks.
The little church
auditorium is crowded. Each meeting has its other features of community

friendly

singing,

games and educational

story telling,
reels.

The

the pastor

intercourse,

selection

many

of these gives

a fine opportunity to

put across some needed lesson or suggestion.

The

good, however,

greatest

may

be said to come from the silent lessons unwound from the local reels.
As an example, take the pictures Mr.
Stockton has shown of boys and their
dogs.
He takes them from time to
time, as he has opportunity.
He
knows how dear a dog is to the boy
owner's heart.
At the very word
"go," he and that boy meet on common ground. They cooperate to present this beloved dog at his very best.
Comes a time when Mr. Stockton finds
he has enough of these boys and dogs

make a full reel. He pieces them
together and shows them as a special
feature for some particular night.
Mothers and fathers come to see their
own hopefuls and meet the mothers
and fathers of other stars. Here is
common ground. That night Mr.
to

Stockton builds his program around
this theme; subtly, mostly by suggestion, he calls attention to how many

boys are growing up in this city. Perhaps he drops a hint of some things
playthe city might do to help them
grounds, or reading rooms, or some-

—

He mentions, perthing like that.
haps, that these boys are the citizens
This starts people
of tomorrow.
thinking along common
thinking

—

lines.

He

"shoots"
every baby in town, just as soon as
he hears of its arrival. He returns
often and "shoots" it again and
again; he especially tries to get it
when it begins to creep, when it takes

Or take

its first

the babies.

step,

he has a

Then when
he has a "baby

and so on.

full

reel

little folks for whom we of Today
are building. Let us think about what
kind of a city we want this to be for

them

URN ON
the SUNLIGHT
^any time you want it!

to live in."

He

very wise about not pressing

is

rainy days and at
take fascinating
Interiors with Fotolite

on

Just a
the lessons home too hard.
word, just a hint; he lets the pictures

do the

night

rest.

Consider what it means to the citizenship at large when on the screen
he shows them the record of the town
In every
history they are making.
people who
city there are pessimists
wear blue glasses and see storms comMr. Stockton gives them some
ing.
needed doses of optimism when he
shows the new buildings going up.
the beautifying being done, the im-

You can

its new Tc/iec
tor (in.sh
now has even
greater superiority in light
power. And Fotolite is so
compact, so simple, so easy

Fotolite— with

—

.

to use.

on any

It can be plugged in
electric light socket
in an instant.

ready for use

Afk yo'ir dealer for a demonstration today!

—

No

10
Complete with
Carrying Case (no

Sometimes

bulb)

or otherwise,
those in authority. The
average citizen, the tax-payer, usually
knows little about these errors. But
when he sees them on the screen his

made by

No.

$22.00

He
interest is aroused.
know how and why these
things happened and who is responsible, and how they can be remedied.
In these cases, too, this pastor
little.

Again he

(no
20.00

TESTRITE INSTRUMENT CO.
108 E. 16th Street, New York

FOTOLITE

to

wise and says

5— Double

bulb)

personal

wants

—

—

intentional

mistakes,
are

take beautiful films

m your own home and
you can take them any time
you want to with Fotolite!

right

—

provements being made.

—

Most Light

for

Current Expended

is

lets

the film tell the story.

of these programs
by free-will offerings. Collections
Films for the
are taken each night.
local reels are paid for by merchants

The financing

is

or others interested. They are given
credit on the reel, with a snap or two
The averof them and their work.

age attendance at these social evenings has been ninety-two a capacity house for the seating facilities.
The clientele is not a wealthy one.
The people in the audiences have
Yet for the entire
little money.
period of their showing, these social
nights have been self-supporting. Of
course, all that they are expected to

—

do

the financial way is to pay
own expenses. Nobody expects
make any money out of them.
in

BURTON HOLMES
16 Millimeter Library Films

MIDWINTER SPORTS IN QUEBEC
Curling, snow shoeing and tobogganning at the famous
winter resort. An extremely interesting reel packed full
of thrills.

No. 83—100

their
to

Mr. Stockton has been given considerable enviable publicity because
of his work with the movies. The
Methodist Conference, under which
he is assigned to this pastorate, has

honored him by making him official
photographer of its annual Chautauqua at Pacific Palisades. He is frequently invited to feature programs
of clubs and associations. Continually
he is adding to his movie equipment
and to his experience, and many social workers are watching with interest his

'$'-50

feet

MAKING MANILA CIGARS
A

lively reel

showing how our cigars and cigarettes arc

made and boxed in an open
No. 84 100 feet

air sanitary factory.

—

$7S0

CATCHING SALMON IN OREGON
In Oregon salmon are rounded up like cattle, just before
spawning time. This reel shows how they are caught,
and how the eggs are extracted and fertilized for the
hatcheries.

No. 85—100

$7-50

feet

In this famous collection of 16 millimeter Library Films
there are eighty-five films 100 feet in length and uventy
They are all
films tanging from 200 feet to 400 feet.

made up

of the choicest bits of this
collection.

For

renowned

traveler s

sale outright.

Burton Holmes Lectures,
7510 N. Ashland Ave.. Chicago,

Inc.
111.

work.
407
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NEWS
of the

INDUSTRY
For Amateurs and Dealers
Agfa Film Available

THE Agfa

Ansco Corp. of Binghamton, N. Y., announces its
new Agfa Reversible Film (an
all weather, all purpose 16 mm. cine
film) as now available to all movie
makers. Good results under widely
varying exposure conditions are
claimed for this film and Agfa recommends it especially to those who have
been having trouble with exposure.
It is said that the new emulsion is
always fast and sensitive, producing

MOVIE CORNER"

DISPLAY. USING THE

MOVIE MAKERS AS

to furnish dealers with facilities for

The Agfa Ansco Corp.

rapid processing of these ten-foot
lengths so that the amateur may see
immediate results without waiting until the entire 100-foot roll is exposed.
The Hayden Co. does not make film
but has developed this plan to help
provide low cost units and quick service to the amateur. The method would
seem especially suitable for the keeping of short film "diary" notes and in
making titles. This Company is perhaps the first to ask definite advice
from the amateur himself and then
to be governed accordingly. It is to be
hoped that such a definite willingness
to meet the consumer's expressed desire will elicit a warm response. The
A. C. Hayden Co. also announces that
it has prepared a booklet describing
the plan in detail; this will be sent

cessful results.
desires to

announce

that

it

is

well

results are

interior, close-up, telephoto

AC.wellHAYDEN,
known

orthochromatic," and

it

is

said that

comparable to those had
with actual panchromatic film in point
of brilliancy and color value. This is
claimed for any type of shot, whether
or

title

Exceptional smoothness and
clearness of image is also claimed.
Processing stations are maintained
Bingat three Agfa Ansco branches
hamton, Chicago and Los Angeles,
all
the
imbranches
in
and at Agfa
portant cities of Europe. Additional
stations will be provided as the de-

equipped

maker

to

in

Movie Snapshots
a
in

manufacturer
the

accessory

and head of the firm which bears

work.

field

mand

his name in Brockton, Mass., is the
protagonist of a novel idea which will
be of great interest to the movie maker
who desires quick results. Mr. Hayden
is proposing the provision of a 100foot spool of 16 min. films, separated
into five ten-foot lengths with a lightproof ten-foot leader spliced between
units, so that each ten feet of film may
be removed from the camera as soon
as exposed. In separating each unit,
Automatic Separator
the Hayden
would cut the leader automatically at
the proper place. As a further development of the idea he would plan

—

warrants.

For those who desire

to work with
negative film, a special fine grain Agfa
16 mm. negative is available on 100foot daylight loading spools, as well
as Agfa 16 mm. positive in 100-foot
This department has recently
cans.
had the privilege of testing both Agfa

MAY COVER OF

CLEVER MOTIF

negative and positive, with very suc-

fill the needs of the movie
every respect, and that its
entrance into the field with a 16 mm.
cine film will be backed by the well
known Agfa name, which has long
been a significant one in the photothe
graphic industry
throughout
world.

all
kinds
results
in
satisfactory
of weather, and late or early in the
"supertermed
day. The emulsion is

ITS

the

movie maker on request.

New Library Kodascope
'T'HE Eastman Kodak Company,
-^

of

Rochester, N. Y., announces the

new Library Kodascope which

is

in

completely self-contained projecting unit, even to the screen. The
entire mechanism is housed in a handsomely finished walnut cabinet in the
shape of an elongated octagon, attractively designed and decorated and
fitted with hinged metal handles at
each end. In this case is contained
the well-known Model B Kodascope
complete with the convenient Threadlite, which makes threading and rewinding easy even in a dark room.
effect a

The folding translucent

screen

is

also

contained in the case and for operation is quickly set in position about
twenty-four inches in front of the projector, a one-inch lens being provided
for the short throw. For direct projec-

Photograpli by

FILMING THE NON-SINKABLES
Anthony Fokker. the Airplane Designer, Ci
Companions After They Had Crossed tb

Kodaks Captain Jacob Schutte

Wide U'orU.

tion on a large opaque screen, the
small folding screen is swung aside
and a two-inch lens substituted. Then
the projector functions in the usual
way. A swivel mount adds greatly to
the ease with which the image may be
centered laterally on the screen.

.

MO^IF

»i/»l*rK»

An

Assurance of

.

.

PERFECT MOTION PICTURES

aUvcuis!
Cine-Camera-is its brilliant performance!
gives you a
handle it. The Victor Cine-Camera
you
The instant you see it. The moment
ability to
performance-its
remarkable
you sense its
feeling of confidence. Instinctively

The

pride of every

owner of

a Victor

meet your most exacting demands.
nothing forgotten. Half speed-Normal
construction, nothing has been overlooked,
important feature, every possible
Every
speed-Super-speed for
In

Its

SLOW-MOTION.

convenience has been anticipated.

action"you buy a Victor. You re buying "satisf
aren-t buying just a camera, when
pictures.
motion
perfect
getting
of
assurance
the
joy of owning a Victor Cine-Camera
first fully appreciate the sheer

You

Try one-then you'll

{Complete equipments as low as $125.00)
"Of
to

Cine-Projector
course, you'll use a Victor
yoitr pictures to best advantage."

display

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH

CO., Inc.
Branch Sales Office

Main

Office

and Factory

Davenport, Iowa, U.

S.

A.

242 West 55th

St.,

New York

.

jra;wE

McKay-Q.R.S.-DeVry
TTERBERT C. McKAY, A. R.
*

Slobe trotter
J. Potter Pancake
connoisseur of the better things in life includseems to be enjoying
ing Sood service
Bass
his Filmo 75 just purchased at Bass'
because Bell B
Filmo Headquarters
is
Howell Filmo Personal motion picture cameras
are the best in the world and Bass with twenty
years of ripe experience in purveying motion
the
picture apparatus recommends Filmo
world's finest motion picture apparatus.

Mr.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

for lull hilormalion
Filmo catalogs.

W.

179

a«d

CAMEI^

I3AS$

.

all

C€.

ILL.

Headquarters for Tourists"

Dealers Wanted,
for the

THE NEW

1-7-G FILMO PROJECTOR
FOR KODACOLOR

new

WONDERSIGN
MAGNETIC TITLING B0.4RD

Filmo Furnishings
BELL AND HOWELL

WONDERSIGNS CORP.
SOUTH STREET
NEWARK, N. J.

246

16

—Printing

mm. Negative

Individual attention to every film

Home Movie

Service Co.

2128 Cathedral Ave.

Norwood, Ohio

d^rnnouncing
A NEW UPTOWN
PHOTOGRAPHIC
SUPPLY SHOP!
.

976 Madison Ave.

;

editor of the
this

month

announces two new Filmo features, one for the well-known Filmo
70 Camera, and another for the Filmo
Continuous Projector. The new camera accessory takes the shape of a
bulb-operated remote control mechanism. The device clamps in position
over the control button; control is
provided by means of a bulb and ten
feet
of
rubber hose. Additional
lengths of hose may be secured in
ten foot units, as well as in any continuous length up to fifty feet. The
attachment is especially recommended
for

Developing

standing books on this subject (published in 1928)
he was founder and

.

new

making child

studies since there

is not likely to be much "camera
consciousness" when there is no operator at the camera. Tlie same principle is also applicable to group pictures and the operator may in addition
include himself in the picture. The
device would appear to be of special
value in the photography of wild life
where the presence of a human near

the camera

would be

'•

Mr. McKays record since entering
the amateur field is full of achievement: he has written one of the out-

.

MADISON STREET

CHICAGO,
Movie

.

.

.

,;:ll

P. S.,

former Dean of the New York
Institute of Photography, has joined
the Q. R. S.-DeVry organization, the
change having been effective May 1.5.
Mr. McKay is one of the pioneers
in amateur motion picture work. Following an active career in professional motion pictures in Los Angeles, he entered the amateur field
concurrently with the 16 mm. camera.
He was among the first to contribute
to the literature of the amateur movement by advocating a small film
camera.

.

.

Ilrite or

.

1929

department of ama-

first

teur cinematography to be published
in

any magazine.
In joining the Q.R.S.-DeVry organi-

zation,

Mr.

McKay

will act as assist-

ant to George Bliss, the Vice President in charge of the Eastern Division
of this well-known corporation. Mr.
McKay will be in charge of the ac-

cessory department and also of a

department which

is

now being

is

be announced.

Mr.

McKay

It

is

understood that

will continue to be identi-

with the Q.R.S.-DeVry Eastern
As a valued friend of the
contributor to Movie
Makers, the A. C. L. wishes Mr. McKay all success in his new position.
fied

Division.

League and

prohibitive.

also featured a

Bet. 76th and 77th Sts.

And

cours

of

"MIDTOWN'
whichever

is

there is still
Ltigene shop!

the

Use

Correction

npHROUGH

tl

LUGENE
INC.

PRESCRIPTION

OPTICIANS
600 MADISON AVE.
Near 58th

error the

May

adver-

'-

tisement of Ralph R. Eno reading: "Send %2 with a list of short
titles and receive your hand-lettered
try-out, all

ready to splice into your

films"

—did not specify

titles

offered at this special sample

price.

the

number

of

The number procurable on

Street

this offer

was

three.

or-

ganized, the nature of which will soon

new carrying case for the Filmo Continuous
Projector. This container combines
the features of a portable projector
case and an extensible 8^4" x 5%"
screen. In addition there is space
for two extra 400-foot reels at the
bottom of the case. The entire outfit
is
is convenient and compact and
recommended for traveling salesmen
or for public display work.
There

new

FILMING THE

WORLDS

PARACHUTE
Heard McClellan.

tl

BIGGEST

lOWME

.ta/%M.ER!

HERBERT

C.

McKAY,

Klnematographer"

of the

"The Amateur

A.R.P.S., states in his well-known column,

Photo Era Magazine

of

May

1929, as follows:

h IS true that all the spring-driven cameras now ojfered are juIN automatic,
to the removal of the film from the camera. In the entire cycle
of operations there is hut a single adjustment left to the operator, and that is the
proper setting of the lens- diaphragm to make the most elective use of the existing
light-conditions. This is one step u'hich must depend upon personal manipulation,
because there are times, particularly in dramatic productions, where an incorrect lensstop is deliberately used for certain ejects. However, it is evident that in any case
it is Ditallv necessar;y for the Kinematographer to know the correct setting.
Expert or beginner, the most that either can do is to estimate the correct exposure.
There is but one answer, of course use a good exposure-meter. It is signi/icant that

from the ta\ing on

—

whereas the amateur of a few years ago openly ridiculed the use of any l^ind of
regards
the successful amateur particularly
exposure-meter, the amateur of today
the meter as being just as essential to his wor\ as camera or lenses. In previous issues
the
of this magazine we have reviewed several meters, and have described in detail
Dremophot and Cinophot. It is significant that the Dremophot is given unlimited
Howell for use with their Filmo cameras, while the Cinorecommendation b^ Bell
phot is widely advertised for use with the Cine-Kodal^s. The latter meter has received
the recommendation of the Eastman Kodal^ Stores, Inc. When such companies recommend any instrument for use with their cameras, particularly when such instrument
the customer will receive from the
is really a deciding factor in the satisfaction ivhich
use of the camera, the qualitv of the meter 'would seem to be firmly established.

—

—

&

J.

W

ROBPINS DEMONSTRATING HIS
RfclvUlTE (AINTROL APPARATUS

NEW

Remote Control
ILLUSTRATED

above

an ingenby J. W.
Robbing, manager of the motion picture department of the well-known
firm of Williams, Brown and Earl
is

"STOP GUESSING EXPOSURES"

ious device developed

in

Philadelphia. The device

sent applied to the

is at

Because there are now the instant, simple, automatic, correct Drem
Exposure Meters ever ready in their practical Leather Case.

pre-

GINOPHOTS

Filmo camera, and

or

consists of a telegraph key which is
used to close a circuit and to energize

an electro-magnetic control operating
the camera button. Current is supplied by a small radio B battery which
is conveniently carried in a special
case in which the telegraph key is
mounted. Since the device operates
there are no strings to
become tangled, and it is said
be invaluable when pictures of

electrically

pull or
to

wild animals are wanted. It is also
said that the device is highly satisfactory in single exposure work inasmuch as it is possible to make a
series of single exposures at any speed
with the certainty of obtaining but
one exposure each time the key is
depressed. This feature should be
useful in time condensation and animation work.

Gillette

Ask Your

Camera

DREM PRODUCTS CORPORATION
152

—

BETTER MOVIES

JOSEPH SCHNEIDER

YORK,

in

hand"
EXTREME SPEED
LEAST IN BULK

©-CO.

Added

.XENAR

for
is

to the

brilliancy

an

absence

definition

ceedingly

small

often

of

found in Telephoto
bulk

lenses,

bake

appeal to turret model ow[
for

As with

general
all

carrying

Schneider lenses we suggest

the

Focusing
F.ndcr at!

dealer before purchasing

TRIAX TRIPOD
irith

TRIA.X P.4NORAMIiNG
Lightest to C.iTr>
in

—

three

& TILTING TOP

Easiest to Set

Up.

seconds by the pressing of a

H

It weighs but two pounds including Pan
release trigger.
Tilt Top yet supports one hundred pounds. It combines rigUnique portability inidity and strength without weight.
sures its constant use.

Size folded 16 inches.
56"— 6ve section tripod with Triax Tilt and

^14.00

illustrated

Hai

lalcr

de.m

U'rite /or

ELF^LEICH BPCCKS
136

Sole Agent U.S.A.
ST.

LIBERTY

NEW YORK

a

$75.00

individual

icluded.

Opens automatically

'

you convince yourself with

mid-town and

the motion picture department at Gillette's with a record of fourteen years'

nd

which Schneider Lem

Stores, Inc.,

convenient to the Grand Central Terminal, has long been found most convenient, both to commuting and citydwelling movie makers. This site is
now termed the "Movie Corner"' and
plans are to continue increasing its
reputation for service and courtesy to
the movie maker. The visitor will be
welcomed by Stephen J. Torma, better
known to his many friends as "Steve."
Mr. Torma comes to take charge of

N. Y.

BROOKS PRODUCTS

^^They go bond

department. The strategic location of
at

NEW

WEST FORTY-SECOND STREET

4'TOCUS

Park Ave. at 41st Street. New York
City, announce the enlargement and
reorganization of their motion picture
the Gillette store,

complete, $12.50

Dealer.

as

Torma — Gillette

THE

DREMOPHOTS,

CITY

—
.VUME 1929
e.xperience in the selling of motion
picture apparatus and his expert
knowledge will be at the service of
Gillette patrons.

Banner Screens
BSAUBIAC AND
"

East

46th

SON, 305-11

New York

Street,

have put forward a new idea in
screen housings that will appeal at
once to the amateur who desires to
make his screen a permanent and attractive feature of his home. These
housings
are known
as
Banner
Screens and consist of richly finished
borders and backing for the screen
which when not in use rolls up behind the upper valence of the housing.
The backing is then exposed to view,
City,

BrNOCULARS

of

In con-

Telephoto lens
imera is especially

with

the

effective magnifying
detail of distant
ing objects 8 times.
:

The

aid

of

BINOCULARS

prove valuable
tance shooting.

in

will

long-dis-

all

BINOCULARS
As a companion
travel,

fishing

LARS

will

to your Telephoto lens, for sports,

and hunting

bring

trips,

these

out distant scenes

BINOCU-

and moving

remarkablo detail.

objects in

Their large

held

and

clearness

will

enable the

of vision, their fine adjustment
their 8 power magniflcatJon
movie matcer to quickly select the

and

area desired. Price with leather case..

8 I 7.50

A new thrill

furnishing a beautiful tapestry or arras-like hanging which may be had in
a variety of finishes, or specially embroidered to order with any crest or
device, or the entire housing may be
had in colors to match the decoration
scheme of the room. When ready for
projection, the screen is simply pulled
down and then framed at the edges by
the decorated border of the housing.
This department has inspected these
screens and found them very beautiful and serviceable and it is believed

do much toward making the

tiiey will

projection screen an accepted part of

At lastl

iionie furnishings.

The

HOME-TALKIE
Unit

Home

Talkie Notes

THE

popularity

Talkie

of

Home

the

220

West
42nd Street, New York City, has been
so pronounced that the Company has
decided not only to reduce the price
from $12.00 to $9.00 for 100-foot
synchronized subjects, but also to add

HOME-TALKIE

The

unit when attached to any
projector and amplified through your radio sings, plays and acts with results equal to
the best talking picture production.

mm.

16

Price

complete

100

subjects,

ft.

to the list of popular releases now
available a number of important productions. These include synchroniza-

$49.00
.

.

.$9.00

200

ft.

subjects.

..

Productions,

$15.00

Free demonslralion. Write for calalag and

tions featuring

latest list of subjects.

Eddie Dowling,

star

Man. Phil Baker, star
of Pleasure Bound, and Erno Rapee,
well-known conductor of the Roxy
Symphony.
of the Rairibou-

Dnbray Visit
TN an interesting

meeting with Jos-

'-

eph A. Dubray, director of technical service for the Bell and Howell
Co., who came to New York City for
the purpose of attending the recent
convention of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, Russell C, Holslag, the League's technical consultant,
discussed among other things the ex-

pansion of the Bell and Howell Chicago plant.
Mr. Dubray is a well

known authority in the motion picture
world. The Company's established
policy of keeping well to the front in
cinematic developments, as well as the
ever increasing demands for its product, have made necessary the new Bell
and Howell Engineering Building, he
said. This will provide 40,000 additional square feet of floor space to the
present Chicago plant and will furnish
ideal conditions under which the
Company's engineering and development work may take place. A far
sighted policy has dictated the acquisition of an eight acre tract adjoining the new building to provide
for still further expansion.

Preservation Pointers

ALBERT

TEITEL,

inventor

of

methods for the preserving of
motion picture film, in a recent statement emphasized the unfortunate results ensuing from careless treatment
Everyone has, of course,
of film.
been warned against allowing scraps
of dried emulsion to collect in the
gate and become hardened. Scratches
from this cause are often so deep removal is impossible. Over humidifying is also a frequent and unsuspected
cause of deterioration, inasmuch as
when this occurs, the emulsion becomes soft and spongy and much
more susceptible to scratches, he declares. The soft emulsion also has a
tendency to scrape off more easily and
collect in the gate of the projector,

where it hardens and aggravates film
damage. It is, therefore, advocated
that the amateur guard against too
indiscriminate humidifying.

Depue and Vance Print
Sound
DeVRY

OB.

DEPUE,

of

Depue

Yates Insured

A NOUNCEMENT

and

16 mm. Movie Camera
Price $39.50
DoVry Home Movie Projector
Price 37.50
DeVry Home Movie Projector with motor.. 55.00
DeVry •still" Kamra
price 22.50

Vance, 7512 No. Ashland Avenue, Chicago, 111., in a recent visit to
the League offices explained in a most
interesting manner the operation of

DeVry "Still" Projector
DeVry Standard 35 mm.

their

->

DeVry

Write for

list of

Price
in

15.00

stock.

new Palhex Films and

Accessories.

newly perfected professional
which prints a separate posiand sound track image in one

printer,
tive

operation.
this firm,

PAFKEF I BATTEF/BY
M6 H4sT 42nd JrRCEr.Atw)6RK
412

It is

interesting to note that

one of the

first to

develop

machine for reduction
printing on amateur film, is again at
the forefront in the professional
sound-on-film field.
a professional

*^ Herbert

J.

is

Yates,

made

that

president

of

Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,
and of Setay Corporation, has been
insured for two million dollars.
Starting with a consolidation of
three small plants, Mr. Yates organized the Consolidated Film Industries
about five years ago and under his
management the company has developed the world's largest film laboratories, with seven modern plants in
New York, Chicago and Hollywood.
Handling of over 600.000,000 feet
of film per annum, developing nega-

lives

and printing films for leading

producers of motion pictures, as well
as taking a prominent place in the 16

mm.
ties

field,

number among

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

the activi-

of this company.

PROFESSIONALIZE

Lugene Branch
LUGENE, INC., of

your films by using the
Automatic Dissolve which
enables you to obtain all

600 Madison
York City, well-known

Ave., New
dealers in cinematographic apparatus
and accessories, announce the open-

tricks

the

of

the profes-

and
Smooth,
easy projection should be
your aim now you no
longer have an excuse for
sional fade-in fade-out

dissolve

new and completely equipped
branch store at 976 Madison Ave., between 76 and 77th Sts., New York
A. M. Lord will be in charge.
City.

ing of a

effects.

—

jumpy

pictures.

$27.50
JL
to

HE Filter Holder fits on
lyg" outside diameter and

Dissolve.

In addition to

any lens with a stationary sunshade up
for use with the Automatic
the ease with which it can be attached and removed from the camera,
to

recommended

is

make any

Iris Filter

a Floating Iris.

THE CINE COACH

HOri

adjustable so as to

it is

into

It also

makes available one set
of filters to any number

Unique Traveling Movie Equipment of Maxwell H.
Hite and Son of Harrisburg, Pa.

$2.85

of lenses

Movie A uto Truck

ANEW departure

SCHEIBE FOG FILTER:

in the sale of cine

apparatus is an auto truck designed and completely equipped for
shooting and projecting day and night
movies. The truck carries 9, 16, and
35 mm. cameras and projectors in
professional and amateur models, a
radio set, phonograph and speech am-

and electric lighting plant.
This outfit was developed by Maxwell
Harper Hite and Son, 422 S. 13th

rhe

jse of effect

equires

Harrisburg, Pa.

Denver Movie Library
T TAANSTAD'S Camera Shop, 404* * 8 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colorado, sends an attractive little booklet
listing a number of interesting library

fill

only

to

SCHEIBE DIFFUSING SCREEN:

level up a taste for the
ight
filter
for
the
ight

D

The

or

softened

ups

C

plifiers

Street,

For moving scenes used

as background for double printed title. Creates perfect fog, rainy or smoke scenes from clear day-

;

effect.

Gives diffused
Soft characterization in close$5.00

"mystery element"

SCHEIBE GRADUATED FILTERS:
scenes taken

night

in

daytime.

Absolute
Sunset used for
$5.00

moonrise

SCHEIBE IRINETTES: A
in different sizes

stationary

iris.

and shapes

SCHEIBE DIFFUSING

Comes
$5.00

Has

IRIS:

clear-glass
center circle for main object or close-up in sharp
$5.00
detail Jeavmg balance of scene diffused

SCHEIBE WHITE

IRIS: Clear glass center vigFor spotlight effect to

netting to white glass edges.
accentuate point of interest

slide

filters

place before the
as
needed
w
change of focus

$5.00

SCHEIBE GRADUATED
vignetting to black at

IRIS: Spotlight effect
edges. For forceful positive
$5.00

accentuation

yHE NEW

releases. The subjects may be had at
very reasonable rental rates.

*

ESS

C

COLOR PROVITACOLOR

GIVES YOU NATURAL

COLOR WITHOUT

LIMI-

British Journal

TATIONS. The same lens—

npHERE has been sent to this depart-

the

-'-

ment for review, a copy of The

British

Journal

Photographic

Al-

for 1929. This book may be
obtained from the American Photo-

manac

graphic Publishing Co. in America,
price $1.00, or in England from the
publishers, Henry Greenwood & Co.,
Ltd., London, price 2s. This Annual

form of a handbook and contains within its 800 pages a vast
amount of information on all branches of photography.
The American
is

in the

reader will be especially interested to
note the complete illustrations and
descriptions of British and European
amateur motion picture outfits.

same light— and the same
camera with which you now
take black and white pictures

y%S

Eastern Representatives
^^ serve you through any dealer k
in Conn., Del., Dist. of Columbia
Ind., Iowa, Ky., Me., Md., Mass., I
Minn., Mo., N. H.. N. J., N. Y.,
Penn., R. I., Vt., W. Va., or Wis.

can be used to take pictures
full

No

natural color.

in

limita-

tions whatever are made, for

Withii

yon can take them in the early
morning or in the evening, in

Cost of fitting camera (parts included
$ 75.00

You
light and slow motion.
can also project them full size.

Cost of fitting projector (parts
cluded

Film

48 hours after we receive your
camera or projector we will return them
ready for Vitacolor Movies.

rain

or

100.00

and

\

or

in

artificial

in-

eludes

CIlS

fog,

$12.00 per 100 ft.
negative, develop

positive print.

DESIGN EPS AND MANUFACTURERS f
—^
You

106

describe

it

We'll ae»j^n ii"

k.

WE ST 46IHST.7ll.XC.

VITA

m

—
jnJIWC

/

The NeM"

(Continued from page 373)

experiences of newspaper men and the
mechanics of the production of a city
daily. Dwight F. Blue has heen selected director for the club's produc-

LIBRARY

KODASCOPE

tions: George May. assistant director:
Gibson Barlow, electrician: Henry
?\ehring. cameraman: Joseph Pavel-

here

is

AMATEUR CLUBS

^

'.

Come in for a free demonstraof this remarkable home

ko, script clerk. Casts will be selected

tion

from club members and Toledo

movie projector.

zens.

TJ E Al'TIFL L

^

compact — Kodascope Model B and
.

.

.

complete

. . .

screen in a handsome walnut case
that's the Librarj' Kodascope.
On the small screen which is attached to the case you may show
your pictures in miniature, but

—

pictures may
be shown as well in large size on
screen.
silver
vour
These features add tremendously
to projection convenience. V isit
either of our stores lodaj' and have
us show vou whv.
brilliantly clear.

The

Library Kodascope on deferred
payments, if you icish

Eastman Kodak Stores,
TWO STORES

Inc.

The Kodak Corner —JIadlson at 45th
235 West 23rd. near 7th Ave.
New York Qty

We are MOTION PICTURE

A Hot/icr Natural
pROM Markard Pictures,

be glad to tell you more
about our Serz'icc.

«•>/;

PHOTO SERVICE
\^

.

Inc.

45th Street

New York

possible with

1000 watt

ama-

I

EL

I

to Declare, to run 1200 ft., 16 mm"
has been placed in production. The
story, adapted for the screen by Harry
M. Lopez, deals with a crooked cus-

toms

ask yor dealer.

official

who

Northeast Products

News Reel Laboratory

uses his position to

toms duties. Photography is in the
hands of J. V. Martindale. Frank
Packard is in charge of direction. In
the cast are: George Ertell. ]\Iae
Brown. Harrv M. Lopez. Janet Dazell.
Muriel 0. \elson. P. C. H. \^"entworth. Mardette Frost. E. P. Mevers.
Harry Butland. Saul Laskv. Felipe

1707 Sansom St., Phila., Pa.
Exclusively 16 mm. Developing, Printimf. Titling, Editing,

Rush

Service.

C:ameramen Available for All Oe
daslrial and Medical Produ

NOW READY
FREE — 16 MM.

Labadie. Charles Labadie. Niarion B.
Schroth. Mrs. Saul Lasky. George
Kirkegaard. L. A. Morrison and

to

Organizations

-Arthur.

&

Institutions

28 new subjects — Write for list
Y. M. C. A.

analysis and. profiting bv past
experiences, they expect .\othing to
Declare to outdistance Sarroic Paths
ical

photographv. lighting
around craftmanship. \arrow
Paths, produced last vear and screened bv fiftv-one movie clubs through
the Club Library, still stands as one
of the best amateur made photoplavs.

Company

TEWKSBURY, M.ASS

blackmail wealthy evaders of the cus-

Motion Picture Bureau
120 W. 41st Street, New York

direction,

1111 Center Street, Chicago.

111.

all

The new production

will be available
through the Club Library.

Citv

TE

teur producers of y.arrow Paths.
comes the announcement that \otliing

and

Let us finish where you left off, to complete
your story, or let us do the whole job for you.

125

the

•

in

Ou

ilV

In-door .Movies in
the best settings are

citi-

Markard Pictures have submitted

PRODUCERS of Industrial. Advertising,
aiid Private Photo Pla.vs. Can we help you
with your motion picture problems?

.AMERICAN

Oil Painting."

their previous offering to severe crit-

needs some help to com-

plete the story.

Make an In-door VTTAGOLOR
Close-up and you have a "Living

MOY

Oswald

He Ip,..

FISCHER'S

CAMERA SERVICE,

Inc.

(^veryth ing Knovm inO^otion "Pictures

154

EAST ERIE STREET

cleans rejuvenates, restores and maintains

A

pli-

non-inflammable fluid easy
Clearer projection. Guaranteed.
At dealers, or postpaid, 85c

0\ ER

Write for facts worth knowing.

KLEENA-FYLM CORP.
New

York. N. Y.

TURN DAY INTO NIGHT

ind naoy

tllni tC fl clt .io^Hilftiy

iBikc-nDii>Hgn»N«4.VW

A
five

hundred were present

at

the recent premiere of Headlines,

to apply.

522 Fifth Avenue.

production of the Palisades Picture
Players of Grantwood and Lnion
City, N. J. The feature, running 700
ft.,
16 mm., was preceded by the
screening of the club"s newsreel and
followed by a brief talk by Arthur L.
Gale, presenting the League's congratulations on the production and explaining the Photoplay contest to

which a 400 ft. edition of the film had
Authentic backbeen submitted.
grounds and sets were used for this
exceptionallv well directed and acted
storv of two adventurous cub reporters.

A

rooms and
supplied the sets. The

local dailys press

editorial offices

although a bit too complicated
for the footage, hangs together re-

storv.

414

--

P. P. P. Premiere

Use Kleena-fylm Process
It

ability in old film.

'

CHICAGO

-^

-ENERGIZE YOUR FILM!

-

1929

Title

The

Board Extraordinary

WONDERSIGN

A

Title Board with M-A-G-N-E-T-I-C
Perfealy smooth background
guide
lines to show in finished Titles.
no
Letters are of special cast steel and keep
They retheir magnetism indefinitely.
tain their position anywhere on the surideal for animated
face of the board
Words of title stand out from
titles.
board with back-lighted efTect.
Board atiraaively framed in regular
Title size. Variety of sizes and finishes
letters!

—

available.

Paper, card or "cells" may be interposed
between letters and board, providing title
backgrounds.
White backgrounds and black type available for direct positive

titles.

Let us give you tnore details concerning
this remarkable Title Board.

WONDERSIGNS CORP.
246 South

St.,

Newark, N.

J.

-

:

lOWIC

IM j%

« E IC S

maikably and promises a great deal
for future productions.
The picture, scenarized by Seymour
Knight, was directed by W. A. Sturm,
assisted by E. Schaaf and photographed by A. W. Stellpflug. On the
technical staff were S. Eberhardt, N.
Eggenhofer, Dominick Palazzo and
David Scott. The cast included: Jack
Houseworth. Jack Farley. N. Eggenhofer, Louise Eggenhofer, Harold
Courtney, Dominick Palazzo. Carl
Heitmann. C. Leo Henricks, Mildred
Bjerke, George Odenwaller. Charles
Eberhardt and Martha Reinke.

New

Unit

THE recently formed Amateur N.Pho-

tography Club in Highlands,
J.,
with a membership of twenty-seven,
announces its first production, a comedy to run 400 ft.. 16 mm., under the
working title. The Fall of Youth. F. C.
Frazer has been selected director of
the club's first effort; Mildred Nor-

man,

assistant

ZEISS CINE LENSES
lead tKe ^worldL ^

Douglas

director;

Drey, cameraman; William Rancher
and Charles Wecker, electricians.
Eight will be in the cast of the picture.

BIOTAR

F1.4,

TESSAR

FINDERS

FOR STANDARD and

Unusual Program

nPHE

program of

F2.7

the last meeting

CARL

and

F3.5,

ZEISS, INC., 485 FIFTH AVE.,

16

NEW

TELE-TESSAR

F6.3

SUN-SHADES

FILTERS

MM

MOVIE CAMERAS

YORK. 728 SO. HILL

LOS ANGELES

ST.,

-* of the Philadelphia

tion Picture

Amateur MoClub included a demon:

by Professor Charles P.
Heyle of the Phasniatrope, one of the
first motion picture projectors, an adstration

dress on W hal Hollywood Means to
the Amateur by Edmond H. Rogers,
an officer of a Philadelphia dramatic
society; a brief discussion of lenses
and a screening of member's films.
Phillygrams. the monthly publication
of this dean of amateur movie clubs,
continues the improvement forecast in
the

first issue.

short experimental produc-

are already to the credit of
the Sheridan Players, amateur movie
in New \ ork City. The story for
fifth, recently selected, is based
on the familiar triangle situation but
will be presented entirely through
closeups of the hands of the members
in the cast. Realism, however, rather
tlian symbolism, will be the picture's
aim. On the production staff are:
Richard Lockridge, director; H. Gee,
assistant director; M. D. McFarlane.

club
the

and

George
Duane Lyon,

?

The Choice of
PresidetiltsI

"^UKINC

month Eno's Art Title and Film
Edilms Service was seleeted and used for personal
films of President and Mrs. Hoover and President Don
the past

Carlos Ibanez of Chile, .South America.

By Hands
"COUR
* tions

5^

Ramsev.

cameramen;

art director.

Have you ordered your
Send S2.00 with copy for 3 short
try-oiil all

try-out?

lilies

and

gel voiir

ready lo splice into your films.

free: beautiful

hand lettered 'THE END"

ART TRAILER WITH

E\ ER'^

ORDER

©
1425 Broadway, New York City
METROPOLITAN OPERA HOUSE STUDIOS
.as Phone Penn. 2634

Record
OFFICIALS of Frederick
Scientific

and Company

in Detroit

Stearns

have

re-

cently completed a film record of the

processes in the preparation of insulin.

The

amateur

film,

made on an

basis, tells, step

entirelv

by step, the

>'c,;p.
'
^"•"Wrae^.M, Art Title

Bu.U"

M^

-^*'^'"

v<"
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FLORIDA

CALIFORNIA

wnville: H. y W. B. Drew Co.
Lake Wales: Morse's Photo Service. Rhodesbilt

Berkeley: Berkeley Commercial Photo Co., 2515

Way.

Bancroft

wood

Miami: Miami Photo Supply Co., 36 W. Flagler St.
Red Cross Pharmacy, 51 E. Flagler St.
St. Petersburg: Barnhill's Camera Shop. 17-3rd
St. N.
Robinson's Camera Shop. 115 Third St., N.
T^mpa: Burgert Bros.. Inc., 608 Madison St.

Blvd.
Film Service. 6306 Sunset Blvd.

Pacific

Long Beach: Winstead
Los Angeles:
Broadway.

Bros., Inc.. 244 Pine St.
California Camera Hospital, 356 S.

Tampa Photo

&"

Art Supply Co.

Atlanta; Eastman Kodak
tree St.
Visualisit.

Rome: Macon

Twiggs

St.

W.

Pictures Co.. 1428

Fifth St.

Santa Barbara: J. Walter CoUinge, 8 E. Carrillo.
Santa Monica: Bertholf Photo Finishing, 1456
Son. 25 N. Bald-

183 Peach-

Stores, Inc..

Peachtree Arcade.
A. Brock. 231 Broad St.

COLORADO
Stores, Inc.,

626-16

St.

F. B. Fountain Co., 483 Main St.
Britain: Harvey if Lewis Co., 85 W. Main

MiDDLETowN:
St.

New Haven:
6?

Frits tf Hawlev, Inc., 816 Chapel
Lewis Co.. 849 Chapel St.

St.

Norwich: Cranston Co.,

25 Broadway
Stamford: Thamer. Inc.. 87 Atlantic St.
Waterbury: Curtis Art Co 25-29 W. Main St.

Adams

The, Dept. 93, State,

Fischer's

Camera

Service,

Amateur Movie Servi

Rm.

202,

tf

Dearborn

154 E. Erie

St.

Corp, 26 E. 8th St.
Illinois Radio Appliance Co., 1426 E. 70th
W. W. Kimball Co., 306 S. Wabash Ave.
Leonard Lynn Co., 302 S. Wells St.
Ideal Pictures

Lyon

Healy, Jackson Blvd. if Wabash Ave.
Post Office News Co., 37 W. Monroe St.
Seamans. Photo Finisher. 195 3 E. 71st St.
Stanley- Warren Co., 908 Irving Park Blvd.
Von Lengerke if Antoine, 3 3 S. Wabash Ave.
Decatur: Haines if Essick Co.. 122-128 E. William
St.
Pfile's

Camera Shop. 240 N. Water St.
Evanston: Aimer Coe if Co.. 1645 Orrington Ave.
* Hattstrom if Sanders. 702 Church St.
Freeport: Hartman's Camera Srop. 17 S. Chicago
Galesburg: Illinois Camera Shop. 84 S. Prairie St.
Moline: a. D. Webster. 1507 Fifth Ave.
Rockford: Johnson Photo Shop. 316 E. State St.
Spri.ngfiei.d: Camera Shop. 320 S. 5th St.
Sterling: Ray Hart. 8-10 E. 4th St.

Inc.,

139

W. Main

Frost Bros.,

Butler's.

Inc.,

Rogers Optical Co., 824 Calhoun St.
Frankfort: Pathex Agency, 206 E. Walnut St.
Indianapolis: L. S. Ayres if Co., Dept. 290. 1 W.
Washington St.
H. Licber Co.. 24 W. Washington St.
Kentland: Boone Pharmacy, on the Square.
South Bend: Ault Camera Shop. 122 S. Main St.
Ault Camera Shop. 309 S. Michigan St.
Schilling's Photographic Supply. 329 S. LaFayette

Eastn

S.

Baker,

Inc.,

1520

St.

Pinkham
Solatia

6?

M.

Smith Co.. 15 Bromfield St.
Taylor Co.. 56 Bromfield St.

St.

Springfield:

J.

E.

Cheney

Inc.,

Inc..

Staff.

Harvey 6? Lewis Co.. 1503 Main St.
Worcester: J. C. Freeman if Co.. 576 Main
Harvey if Lewis Co., 513 Main St.
L. B. Wheaton, 368 Main St.

301

St.

MICHIGAN
Bay City Hdw. Co., Sporting Goods
Dept., 1009-15 Saginaw St.
'Detroit: Clark Cine-Service, 2540 Park Ave.
Crowley. Milner C^ Co.. Dept. 20
Detroit Camera Shop, 424 Grand River, W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 12 35 Washington Blvd.
Fowler 6? Slater Co., 156 Earned St.
290.
I. L. Hudson Co., Dept.
Metropolitan Motion Picture Co., 2510 Cass Ave.
E. B. Meyrowitj, Inc., 1516 Washington Blvd.
Bay Citv:

United Camera Stores, Inc.. 14324 Jefferson Ave.,

Can

808

if

Bridge St.

ra

Shop,

Inc.,

109

S.

16

Monroe

Washington

Vans Cine Service, 600 Prudden Bldg.
Marquette: Ray's Photo Service, 335 Harrison S
Midland; McCandless News Agency, 107 E. Ma:
St.

F

St.,

N. W.
Columbia Photo Supply Co., Inc., 1424 New York
Ave., N. W.
Eastman Kodak Store, Inc., 607-14th St.. N.W.
Fuller 6? d'Albert, Inc.. 815-lOth St.,

Stores,

Washing-

155

Braintree: Alves Photo Shop, 349 Washington St.
Brockton: Raymond C. Lake, 218 Main St.
Lowell: Donaldson's. 77 Merrimack St.
New Bedford; J. Arnold Wright. 7 S. 6th St.
Pittspield: E. J. Curtis, 397 North St.
Salem: Robb Motion Picture Service, 2141/j Essex

Shop,

Kodak

St.

Jordan Marsh Co.
Andrew J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St.
Montgomery- Frost Co.. 40 Bromfield St.
Pathescopc Co. of the N. E.. Inc., 260 Trem.^nt

IOWA

St.

N. Eutaw

3

MASSACHUSETTS

Store. 21 S. 7th St.

Cedar Rapids: Camera Shop. 220 Third Ave.
Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 318 Brady

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

85

Boston: Dadmun Co.. 1 Washington St.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 38 Bromfield
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. Hotel Statler.
Ralph Harris if Co.. 30 Bromfield St.

Blvd.

DuPont Bldg.

Washington: Reid

11th St.

St.

St.

415 Market

W.

Evansville: L. E. DeWitt, 618 Main St.
Smith if Butterfield Co.. 310 Main St.
Fort Wayne: Biechler-Howard Co., 112 W. Wayne

Tfrbe Haute: Snyder's Art

DELAWARE
Wilmington:

37

St.

Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 223 Park Ave.
Zepp Photo Supply Co.. 3044 Grcenmount Ave.

C. F. Hovey Co.. 33 Summer St.
Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co.,
ton St.

St.

if

,

Wilhclm,

4th Ave.

MARYLAND

INDIANA

CONNECTICUT

Harvey

S.

Bogalusa: Moon News Stand, Williams Drug Co.,
31 Columbia St.
New Orleans: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 213
Baronne St.
Shreveport: Southern Cine Co., Inc., 310 Main St.

St.

Sts.

*

Anderson: Reed Drug Co.,

St.

Bridgeport: Fritz & Hawley, Inc., 1030 Main St.
Harvey if Lewis Co.. 1148 Main St.
Greenwich: Gayle A. Foster, 9 Perrvridge Rd.
Hartford: Harvey S Lewis Co., 852 Main St.
D. G. Stoughton Co., 255 S. Whitney St.
Watkins Bros., Inc., 241 Asylum St.

New

Still, 129 W. Short St.
Gatchel if Sons, 431 W. Wal-

225-227

Bangor: Francis A. Frawley. 104 Main
York Beach: Strand Camera Shop

Ave.

Stockton: Pefler Music Co., 40 S. California St.
Whittier: Maxwell C. Peel, 226 E. Philadelphia.
Yosemite National Park: Best's Studio.

Ford Optical Co., 1029-16 St.
Haanstad's Camera Shop, 404-16

W. W.
W. D,
Sutcliffe Co.,

St.

Aimer Coe 6? Co.. 18 S. LaSalle St.
Aimer Coe &" Co.. 105 N. Wabash Ave.
Central Camera Co.. 112 S. Wabash Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 133 N. Wabash Ave.
Fair.

Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 419 Broadway
Harold E. Lutes, 958 Fifth St.
San Francisco: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 545
Market St.
Hirsch y Kaye, 239 Grant Ave.
Kahn ^ Co., 54 Geary St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 564 Market St.
San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 735 Market St.
Trainer-Parsons Optical Co., 228 Post St.
San Jose: Webb's Photo Supply Store, 94 S. First

Denver: Eastman Kodak

KENTUCKY

LOUISIANA

'Chicago; Bass Camera Co.. 179 W. Madison
Camera Exchange. 26 Quincy St.
Aimer Coe if Co.. 78 E. Jackson Blvd.

Ave.

£#

1

ILLINOIS

Riverside: F. W. Twogood, 700 Main St.
San Diego: Bunnell Photo Shop, 414 E St.

H. Hartman

KANSAS
Topeka: Hall Stationery Co., 623 Kansas Ave.

MAINE

H

F.

1

Bdwy.

Davies, 380-14th St.
Sherman, Clay
Co., 14th and Clay Sts.
Pasadena: Flag Studio, 59 E. Colorado St.
F. W. Reed Co., 176 E. Colorado St.
Pomona: Frasher's, 158 E. Second St.
Richmond; LaMoine Drug Co., 900 MacDonald

Third St.
Sierra Madre:

709-

Inc.. 21

Oakland:

Santa Ana: Forman-Gilbert

,

GEORGIA

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 643 S. Hill St.
John R. Gordon, 1129 S. Mariposa Ave.
T. Kvata Art Store, 256 E. First St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 3150 Wilshire Blvd.
Earl V. Lewis Co., 226 W. 4th St.
Marshutj Optical Co., 518 W. 6th St.
B. B. Nichols, 731 S. Hope St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co.. 734 S.

Waterloo; Macks Photo Shop, 225 W. Fifth St,
Scehawk Camera Shop-Studio, 1S9 W. 4th St.

Arcade.

Fresno: Potter Drug Co., 1112 Fulton St.
Hollywood: Fowler Studios. 1108 N. Lillian Way.
Hollywood Movie Supply Co., 6058 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood Music Co., Camera Dept., 6019 Holly-

N.W.

Child Art Rooms, Cine Dept.
Rexall if Kodak Store, 124 E. College

Muskegon;
First

Beckquist

Photo

Supply House,

St.

S.AGINAW; Heavenrich Bros, if Co., 501 Genesee
Hesse's, Genesee at Jefferson

Lynn's Photo Finishing.

Inc.,

3717 Orle

(Continued on page 418)
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complete story of the production of
insulin, the well-known remedy for
diabetes. The script was prepared by

who

also directed and
photographed the picture, assisted by

W.

Gaertner.

HUMIDOR STORAGE CASES
For Storing and Keeping Films Pliable

Dr. A. L. Omohundro, H. G. Derthick
and H. Wilson.

Substantial

Durable

Reiuforced Leather Corners

Insulin is perhaps the best amateur
industrial record that has yet

made

Karatol Covered

been brought to our attention. It is
made with the same scientific thoroughness that distinguishes the laboratory work which it pictures and it
will be of undoubted interest and
value to medical schools, physicians
and pharmacists.

8
16

—400
100
100

24

IN
ft.
ft.

ft.

THREE

Felt

SIZES

Reels and Cans
Reels and Cans
Reels and Cans

Humidifying Solution

Lined

$ 8.00
11.50
15.00

$1.00 a large bottle

"Rushes"

MIRROR

^ The premiere of Be Yourself, running 400 ft., 16 mm., current producNeighborhood Players in
I., was recently held.
fifty were present
Two
and the gate receipts more than cleared production expenses. A second
tion of the

Providence, R.

hundred and

picture

^

is

At the

now being
last

planned.

and

REFLECTOR

The Major Requisite for Enhancing
all High Lights and Shadoivs
Essential in All Branches of
11 X 14

in.

Plate Mirror

Tilt or Swivel at

any Angle

Photography

Raised from 30 to 50 in.
Finished in Nickel Plate

meeting of the Chicago
talk on the use of

Price

Cinema Club, a

educational films in schools was given
by Fred H. Campbell, followed by a
demonstration of Eastman Teaching
Films. A clinical screening of members' films completed the program.

&iimpp^(IMer&

$27.

MOTION PICTURE AND CAMERA
New York City
30-32 Barclay Street
DEFT.

^ For its fourth production, the
Flower City Amateur Movie Club in
Rochester, N. Y., has selected The
Dragon, written for the screen by
Frank J. Buehlman. At a late meeting Narrow Paths was screened.
^ Nothing But Love, 400 ft.. 16 mm.,
filmed bv Eugene Ragsdale, has been
submitted to Photoplay^ s contest. Mr.
Ragsdale is president of the Screen
Arts Society in East Orange, N. J.,
which has selected Treasure House, a
romance, for its next production.
^

In

Sanford, Florida,

Charles L.

Swinney is planning the production
of a 1600 ft., 16 mm., film story based
on college life.

^ Ernest W. Page reports that the
Stanford Studios, Stanford University, Calif., are experimenting with
talking pictures.
fl The Chevy Chase High School
Amateur Movie Club in Bethesda,
Md., is producing The Dancing Age,

under the direction of W. R. Gingell.
Walter Johnson, Margaret Walters,
William Jobes and Ruth Lampton
make up the cast.

^

Production of Black Dirt, the ama-

teur epic of the early days of Virginia City, Nevada, temporarily delayed, has been resumed and will be
completed this month. 6000 ft. will
be edited by Walter Stevens, director
of the film.

G. P.

GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO., 319A E. 34th St., N. Y.
417
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(Continued jrom page 416)
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MINNESOTA

»

Paul: Co-operative Photo Supply Co.,

5S1-5

St.

St.

Willhcide Movie Service. 281 Main St.
Rochester: Marks 6P Fuller Co., 56 East Ave.
A. H. Mogensen. Dept. of Mechanical Engineering. University of Rochester.
Sibley. Lindsay H Curr Co.. Camera Dept.
Smith-Surrey, Inc.. 129 Clinton Ave.. S.
Schenectady: J. T. and D. B. Lyon. 256 State St.

1006 Main

St.

Photographic

T. Briggs
11th St.

Harold Edwards Radio

&>

Supply

Co..

E.

21

Cinema Co., 6259 Brook-

side Blvd.

Hanky Photo

Radio Shop. 116 E. 10th St.
St. Louts: A. S. Aloe Co., 707 Olive St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1009 Olive St.
Erker Bros.. 608 Olive St.
Geo. D. Fisher tf Co., 915 Locust St.
Hyatt's Supply Co.. 417 N. Broadway.
5?

NEBRASKA
&

Stamford-in-the-Catskills: E. S. Burtis.
Syracuse: Clark Music Co.. 416-20 So. Salina
Fiancis Hendricks Co.. Inc.. 5 59 S. Warren St.
Geo. F. Lindemer. 445

Co., 715 \V. 2nd

H>«T1NGS; Carl R. Matthiesen

Newport: K.

Stores. Inc.,

NEW HAMPSHIRE
A Main
E. Waldron.
NEW JERSEY
1

Atlantic Citv: Eastman Kodak

419

S.

16 St.

St.

Stores, Inc.. 1755-

57 Boardwalk.

Camden: Parrish if Read. Inc., 508 Market St.
East Orange: Edraond J. Farlie. Ir.. 45 N, 19th St.
Hoboken: Cinematic Distributing Co., 77 River St.
Jersey City: Hugo Bermann, 13 Exchange PI.
Montclair: Edward Madison Co., 427 Bloomfield
Ave.

Newark: Anspach

Bros., 858 Broad St.

Bamberger 6P Co.
Fireman's Drug Store, Market and Broad.
Schaeffer Co.. 105 Halsey St.
.:
Mortimer's. 517 Park Ave.
Barlow's— Music, 150-132 E. State

H.

E.

Union
line

Thompson,

15

St.

Newkirk Ave.

Citv:. Heraco Exchange, Inc., 611 Bergen-

Ave.

NEW YORK

E. S. Baldwin, 52 Maiden Lane.
Colwell Co., 465 Broadway.
S. Bump Co., 180 Washington St.
Brooklyn: Geo. J. McFadden, Inc., 202 Flatbush

Albany:
F.

E.

Binghamton: A.
Ave.
*

J.

Navilio, 1757 Broadway.

Adams,

459 Washington St.
Buffalo Photo Material Co., 57 Niagara St.
United Projector tf Film Corp., 228 Franklin St.
Corning: Ecker Drug Store, 47 E. Market St.
Glens Falls: M. Lapham's Sons, 2 Rogers Bldg.
Great Neck: Lovett Cinema Studio. 66 Middle
Neck Rd.
Haverstraw: E. H. Vandenburgh, 5 Broadway.
Ithaca: Henry R. Head, 109 N. Aurora St.
Treman, King (f Co., care of Geo. E. Houghton.
New Rochelle: Ye Little Photo Shoppe, Inc., 457

Buffalo:

Main

F.

J.

Inc.,

Abcrcrombic

City:

S

Fitch,

45th

if

Madison Ave.
American News and

its Subsidiaries. 151 Varick St
H. Boozer, 173 E. 60th St.
Brentano's, 1 W. 47th St.
City Camera Co., 110 W. 42nd St.
City Radio, 42 Cortlandt St.
Abe Cohen's Exchange, 115 Park Row.

J.

* Columbus Photo Supply, 146 Columbus
* Cullen, 12 Maiden Lane.
Davega, Inc., ! 1 1 E. 42nd St.

Davega,
*

Utica: Edwin A. Hahn.
Watertown: Edson E.
Washington St.

Eastman

Inc.,

152

Kodak

Ave.

Inc..

111-113

Columbus: Capitol Camera Co.. 7 E. Gay St.
Columbus Photo Supply Co.. 62 E. Gay St.
Dayton: Dayton Camera Shop. 1 Third St. Arcade.
'Norwood: Home Movie Service Co.. 2128 Cathedral Ave.
Salem: Butcher's Studio. 178 Jennings Ave.
Toledo: Franklin Print, if Eng. Co.. 226-56 Huron
St.

Gross Photo Supply Co.. 325 Superior St.
Lawrence's. 1604 Sylvania Ave.
Leo MacDonough. 1105 Detroit Ave.
Yoi ngstown: Fowler if Slater Co.. 7 Wick Ave.
Zanesville: Zulandt's Drug Store. Widney. cor.
Seventh and Main

OKLAHOMA
Shoppe.
.

St.
Inc..
Madison

Atco.

225

519;;

Bldg..

St.

tiGENE: Steven's. Inc., 764 Willamette St.
Pendleton: Floyd A. Dennis.
Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 545

Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 235 W. 2 3rd
H. (f D. Folsom Arms Co.. 514 Broadway.
Gall 6? Lembke. Inc.. 7 E. 48th St.
Frank Garfinkel. 141 Avenue A.

St.

Chattanooga:

Photo

Englerth

Supply

Co.,

72'2

Memphis: Memphis Photo Supply Co.. Hotel

Pea-

Cherry

St.

body. 86 S. 2nd St.
Nashville: G. C. Duty

if

Co., 420 Union St.

Abilene: W. C. Cosby, Box 358
Beaumont: Thames Magnolia Store, 2599 Mag-

St.

E. G. Marlow Co., 1519 Main St.
El P.aso: Fred J. Feldman Co., 308 E. San Antonio
Schuhmann Photo Shop, P. O. Box 861
Fort Worth: Hodges if Co.. 806 Mam St.
Chas. G. Lord Optical Co., 704 Main.
Houston: Star Elec. if Eng. Co., Inc.. 613 Fannin
St.
J. Murphy.
San Antonio: W. C.
Fox Co., 209 Alamo

Paris: R.

E.

So. Side Square.
Allen, Rialto Theatre Lobby.
Plaza.

Hertzberg Jewelry Co.. Houston

at

Mary's

St.

Sts.

UTAH
Salt Lake City:

Main

Salt

Lake Photo Supply Co.. 271

St.

Shiplcrs.

144 S.

Main

St.

VERMONT

Burlington: Robert T. Platka. 251 S. Prospect
Rutland: Geo. E. Chalmers Co., Inc.

St.

VIRGINIA
Norfolk:

S. Galeski Optical Co., 209 Granhy St.
G. L. Hall Optical Co.. 257 Granby St.
S Galeski Optical Co.. 737 E. Main St.
G. L. Hall Optical Co.. 418 E. Grace St.

Richmond-

WASHINGTON
Seattle; Anderson Supply Co.. Ill Cherry St.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 1415-4th Ave.
Lowman if Hanford Co., 1514-3rd Ave.
Motion Picture Service. 903 Lloyd Bldg., Sixth
Ave. and Stewart St.
Fiank B. Wilson, Inc., 319 Pike St.

Spokane: Joyner Drug Co.. Howard

if

Riverside

Ave.

Tacoma; Shaw Supply Co.,

Inc.

939 Commerce St.
Yakima: Bradbury Co., 19 S. Second St.
VV. Stewart if Co.,

St.

Garage,

81-12th

St.

WISCONSIN
Eau Claire; Davis Photo Art Co.
Fond du Lac: Huber Bros., 36 S. Main
Bay: Bethe Photo Service, 125

St.

Mam

St.

Madison: Photoart House, 212

Milwaukee; Boston

State St.
Store, Wisconsin Ave. if 4th

St.

K. Gill Co., 5th 6? Stark Sts.
if Co., Kodak Dept.

Lipman Wolfe

if

Geo. E. Phillips, 56 N. 6th St.
Breisch, 527 Main St.
Green. 116 W. llth St.
6? Son, 422 S.

Harrisburg: Maxwell H. Hite

45th St.

Kodak Shop. 295-7

TENNESSEE

Green

Wa

St.

Erie: Kellv

if

Starkweather if Williams. Inc.. 47 Exchange PI.

Wheeling; Twelfth

Mon

Bethlehem: Arthur F
at

RHODE ISLAND

WEST VIRGINIA
St.

OREGON

Allentown:
Ave.

St.

Providence: E. P. Anthony. Inc.. 178 Angell
Chas. S. Bush Co.. 244-246 Wcybosset St.

E.

Corvallis: Lynn's Photo-Art Shop, 1555

J.

Main

Newport: Rugen Typewriter
Thames St.

St.. S.

Alvin C. Krupnick, 9 E. 6th

ingto

loseph Home Co.. Magazine Dept.
Kaufnann's Dept. Store. Dept. 62, Fifth Ave.
Root's Kamera Exchange. 1 1 Fifth Ave. Arcade.
Reading: Alexander Kagen. 641 Penn St.
Scranton: Jcrmvn Bros.. 205 N. Washington Ave.
Wilkes-Barre: Zwicbcl-Stenger Sales Co.. 205 S.

Dallas: Jamieson Film Laboratories. 2212 Live Oak

Ave.
Fowler & Slater Co., 806 Huron Rd.
Fowler y Slater Co., 547 Euclid Ave.
Fowler if Slater Co.. 1915 E. 9th St.
Halle Bros. Co., 1228 Euclid Ave.
Home Movies Co., 1501-7 Superior Ave.
Lyon y Healy. Inc.. 1226 Huron Rd. at Euclid
Ave.

Ma

B. K. Elliott if Co.. 126-6th St.

noglia St.

OHIO

PENNSYLVANIA

W. 42nd

Stores.

Robinson,

56.

St.

TEXAS

Co.. 7 E. Exchange St.
Pockrandt Photo Supply Co.. 16 N. Howard St.
Alliance: England Drug Co.. cor. Park and Main
Canton: Ralph W. Young. 159 S. Cleveland Ave.
Cincinnati: Ferd Wagner Co., 115 E. 5th St.
Fountain News Co.. 426 Walnut St.
Huber Art Co.. 124-7th St.. W.
John L. Huber Camera Shop. 144 E. 4th St.
Movie Makers. Inc.. 110 W. 8th St.
L. M. Prince Co.. 198 W. 4th St.
Cleveland: Conger-Latta Co.. 755 Euclid Ave.
Dodd Co., 65 2 Huron Rd.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1126 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service, Inc., 10008 Car-

St.

New York

St.

Salina St.
Ill Columbia St.

negie

L.

Pl

lohn Wanamaker. Dept.

Williams. Brown if Earle. Inc.. 918 Chestnut St.
Pittsburgh: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 606 Wood

S.

Akron; Dutt Drug

St.

Omaha: Eastman Kodak

bert Sts.
'

'-

MISSOURI

Z.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1020 Chestnut St.
C. Ferguson. Jr.. 1804 Chestnut St.
Strawbridge if Clothier. Market. Eighth if Fil-

37th St.

St.

Meyrowitz. Inc.. 520 Fifth Ave.
New York Camera Exchange. 109 Fulton St.
' Parker and Battersby. 146 W. 42nd St.
Pickup tr Brown. 41 E. 41st St.
Rab Sons. 987 Sixth Ave.
C. F. Ray. 266 W. 46th St.
Schoenig ^ Co.. Inc.. 8 E. 42nd St.
* Stumpp ff Walter Co.. 30 Barclay St.
H. F. Waterman. 63 Park Row.
» Willoughby Camera Stores. Inc.. 110 W. 32nd St.
Clean: Don Seele Studio. 150 N. Union St.
Poughkeepsie: Cundy Gift « Art Shop. 27 Market
E. B.

Kansas City: 2. T. Briggs Photographic Supply
Co.. 916 Grand Ave.
Z. T. Briggs Photographic Supply Co.,

bet. 76th and 77th Sts.
Photo Supply Corp., 523-325 W.

Meta Photo Supply Co., 122 Cedar

St.

Eastman Kodak Stores Co.. 580 Mil
E. B. Meyrowitz. Inc.. 558 St. Peter St.
Ray-Bell Films, Inc., 817 University Ave.
St. Marie Cigar & News Co.. 96 E. 5th St.
Winona: Van Vranken Studio, 57 W. Fourth

St.
.los.

Madison Ave.,

Medo

Bridge St.

M

Stecker's Book Store, 20 N, Oak St.
Philadelphia: Amateur Movies Corp., 132 S. 15th

Stand, Times Bldg.
Lowe (f Farley,
' Lugene, Inc.. Opticians, Main Store, 600 Madison
Ave., bet. 57th and 58th Sts. Uptown Store, 976

Stores Co.. 550 \V. Superior St.
Louis Frerker Co.. 12 E. Superior St.
MiNN'CAPOlls: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 112 S.
Fifth St.
E. B. Mevrowitz. Inc., 825 Nicollet Ave.
Sly Fox Films. 49 S. 9th St.
Owatonna: B. \V. Johnson Gift Shop, 115 W.

St.

Mt. Carmel:

Gillette Camera Stores. Inc.. 117 Park Ave.
Gloeckner y Newby Co., 9 Church St.
Herbert i/ Huesgcn Co., 18 E. 42nd St.

News

Duluth: Eastman Kodak

1929

13tl,

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 427 Milwaukee St.
Gimbel Bros.. Kodak Dept.. Wisconsin Ave. if
W. Water St.
Photoart House of Milwaukee, 220 Wells St.
Oshkosh: Coe Drug Co., 128 Main St.
Superior: Greenfield Photo Supply Co., 1528 Tower
Ave.
imercial Stu-

St.

Lett Co.. 225 N. 2nd St.

rowN:

F.

W. Buchanan.

320 Walnut

stfr: Darmst.ietler's. 59 N.

Queen

St.
St.

(Contlnued on page 420)
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WHO CARRY

DEALERS ABROAD

MOVIE MAKERS

Wm.

Sheppield:

Continued from page 418)

(

Mcintosh

AFKICA

:

INDIA
Hamilton Studios, Ltd.. Hamilton House. Graham
Rd.. Ballard Estate.
L. Mistry if Co.. 46 Church Gate St.. Fort
Bo: lAY 4: Movie Camera Co.. Walker Hou.<c.
ington Rd.

M

Biima: Y. Ebata or Co.. 200 Phayre St.. Rangoon
Calcitta: Army 6r Navy Oxjp. Soc.. Ltd.. 41
Chowringhce

sani

„

St.

CANADA

Slide

of

Co.

Main

Hamilton: W.
Toronto: Associated Screen News
E.
Theatre Bldg.. 21 Richmond St

Nedre Slotsgate 15.
J. L. Nerlien A-S,
University Book Shop.

St.

y

REPUBLIC OF PANAMA

W

.

Ancon:
Panama

Associated Screen News.
at Decarie Blvd.
Eaton Co., St. Catherine St W.
Film o' Slide Co. of Can.. Ltd.. 104

1

J.

Drummond

101 Buchanan St.

Lijars.

SIAM
Bangkok: Bangkok Central Book Depot.

CHINA

Prom Photo

Pharmacy, Fletcher 6r Co.. Ltd..
26 Queen's Rd.. Central.
470 NanShan-gh.ai: Chiyo Yoko Photo Supplies.

Bank Lane.

Hong Kong: The

2-B.

Ma

1.

Batavia- Kodak. Ltd.. 38 Noordwijk.

W eltvreden.

Howell Co.. Ltd..

320

Mortimer

Ox-

Oxford

Photographic

Exchange,

Ebata

A.

$3 a Year (Canada $3.25. Foreign $3.50

Penang

St.

H
B.

.

,

Co.. 69 Kesawan.

Nordiska Kompanict.

Stalder (Photo-Hall).

Lausanne: Kodak

Societe

Anonyme,

5

work by C. C.

Rue de

15

la

Av. Jean-

Hosier. Marktgasse. 57.

Zurich- Can: and Co.. Bahnhofstrabe 40.
Zulauf (Vorm. Kicnast y Co.). Bahnofstr.

fA.

who are advertising in
West 40th Street, New York City
25 Cents a Copy (Foreign 30 Cents)

;

programs of the Amateur

Cinematographers" Association included projection of member's films:
screening of Mrs. Seager's Colillion,
filmed by R. B. Miller, and The Sack.
Riviera and Caravan, filmed by the
Newcastle Branch of tire A. C. A.: the
discussion and projection of 9 mm.

Photo-

Jacques Mercier.

Winterthur: Alb.

C.4. Activities

LATE
:

„

r.onfedcration

St.

MOVIE MAKERS, 105

Ic

St.

SWITZERLAND

Ill

^Indicates Dealers

del

graphic Dept.

Geneva: Lewis

Ltd.,

Co.. Apartado Postal

if

SWEDEN
Stockholm: A.

St.
Wallace Heaton, Ltd.. 119 New Bond
P'C."'''''!;
Wallace Heaton. Ltd.. 47 Berke ey St..
Westminster Photographic Exchange. Ltd.. 6.,

Weitm'inster

story based on the London underworld. Experiments are now being
made with talking pictures.

456.

SUMATRA
Medan: Y.

S

Ltd..

Gregor

Y. Ebata &> Co.. 77 Bishop

«

St..

Mac

Penanc: Kwong Hing Cheong.

Co., Ltd., 20 High St.
Harrogate: A. R. Baines. 39 James St.
Liverpool- J Li:ars, 71 Bold St.
bnLondon S. W. I.: Westminster Photographic
change.' Ltd.. 119. Victoria St.
Co.. Ltd..
C 2.: Sands. Hunter

p^ji^^^.^^

Maipu

^,
Singapore: Amateur Photo Store. 109 N. Bridge
Rd.
Y. Ebata &> Co.. 53 Coleman St.
Kodak. Ltd., 130 Robinson Rd.

ENGLAND

31

tf Cia.

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS

Aleiandria: Kodak (Egypt) Socictc Anonyme. 2.n
Station.
Cheriff and Pasha St. and Ramleh

^egcnt

built outdoors will be used in this film

Chartered

SPAIN

EGYPT

^^.ttt^\::^^"%

London, the Apex Motion Picamateur group led by Ray
Sturgess. will place Shadows of Limehouse in production this month. Natural locations and large interior sets

„
SOUTH AMERICA

A- James Casals. 82, Viladomat St.
kodak Sociedad Anonima, Pucrt

INDIES

Java

W

Cor.

Rd..

Underworld

Venezuela

DENMARK

Copenhagen V: Kodak Aktieselskab, Ostergade
Copenhagen K: Kongsbak and Cohn, Nygade 2.

London

Heys.

Chile

Havana: Havana News Co., Neptuno

Salanson

^Ir.

Eckhardt tf Pieper. Casilla No. 1630.
Co.. Casilla 244.

CUBA

H

Aiuiiofilms with reproducing

Argentine

„
DJ
Eastman Kodak Co., 64 Kiangse Rd.

DUTCM EAST

New

Studio,

Buenos Aires: Connio

king R"*-

Bristol-

Sikak Phya

147 Peel St.

Mitchell,

6^

Gladwish

Fourth of

Edinburgh- J. Lisars. 6 Shandwick PI.
Glasgow: Robert Ballantine. 1031/; St. Vincent St.

5111

Western Ave.,

T

Box B.

SCOTLAND

Quebec

Montreal:

Specialty Shop,

Citv: Lewis Photo Service,
July Ave.

.

Ltd.,

title

equipment invented by

tures,

Inc., 123 Escolta.

Manila: Denniston,

Eastman Kodak Stores. Ltd.. 66 King St

St.
T. Eaton Co.. Dept. V.-6. 190 Yonge
Slide Co. of Can.. 156 King St
Film
Lockharts Camera Exchange. 384 Bay St.

Owlpen productions

IN

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

Tivoli

Ltd..

the casts of the

25.

Oslo:

Ontario

W. King

the

Marunouchi

515

Libr:

Among

and a rebuilt garage furnishes ample
studio space and housing for equipment. This group made the first amateur experiments on record with talking pictures, producing them under
the

NORWAY

Bldg.
Fiim 6? Slide Co. of Can.. Ltd.. Paris
Hill tf Bro.. 90

Movies

al

Ltd.. 472

Pi-

JAPAN

Kodak Mexicana. Ltd.. Independencia 37.
"La Rochester.'' Av. 16 de Septiembre 5.
Palie Baby-Agency for Mexican Republic; Latapi
Y Bert. Av. 16 de Septiembre 70, El Globo.
PuEBLA- Casa "Hertes." Av. Reforma 109.

Credit

Foncier BIdg.

Manitoba
Winnipeg: Eastman Kodak Stores.

Anonima, Via Vittor

pleted six films in 1928.

most successful of this club"s productions are Blackpool and Typical Topical, directed bv Harold P. He\ s. and
As Others See Is and People W'e Hate
to See. directed hv John F. Leeniing.
Forty amateur actors are available for
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cameras are

click-

ing on the production of Adventure.
under the supervision of A. D. Hobson and the direction of R. E. Marshall. J. Roper and J. W. Berry are

photographing this picaresque movie
of a wandering couple. Late club
meetings featured: a talk on How to
Make Your Own Screen by J. \^ Gillott: projection of The Bar Sinister.
filmed bv Terrence L. Greenidge, and
A Tour Around Devon, filmed by
.\lan Steward: interior work on the
.

club"s current picture.

)
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GETTING DOWN TO BRASS
TACKS
I

riglit.
Then he looked hard at the
neighbor on his left. Then he twisted
way round and glared in the direction of the chap running the projector. Then he resumed his position,
his back eloquently expressing annoy-

ance.

Another half minute of tense silence followed, with the blurred focus,
the weird angles of the setting and the

morbid plot all getting in their jjest
Then out of the silence came
licks.
"Wattin helsther

matter?"

Everybody
else and, as

the

Judge

looked

it

wrong with

at

everybody

dawned upon me

thought

that

something was

the projecting,

I

choked.

Another three painful minutes passed,
the Judge evidently getting more and
more mystified, and the pressure inside me rising higher and higher,
while the modern stuff on the screen
got more and more modern. Then the
Judge threw another bomb. This time
it

was, "Aw, cut

it

The unexpected

directed in a healthy direction ought

produce something really great,
we need not consider
the box office influence.
Particularly since the Judge expressed himself the way he did the
other evening, I have given the subto

especially since

[Continued from page 371

the Judge's voice,

if

out."
slang, the situation,

the whole business, was exactly calculated to bust the whole show wide

open.

The morbid mood was

tered.

A

shat-

around the
was conscious

polite titter ran

darkened room, and I
of some of my hard boiled friends
slapping their knees and nudging one
another under cover of darkness and
my better half purporting to be scan-

The
and the
There is no

ject quite a bit of serious thought.

super-terrible and the weird

unnatural are interesting.
gainsaying it, as witness the silence
that settles down upon an audience
when one of the fever dream things is
screened. But the interest seems to me
to be the wrong kind of interest. There
is another kind of interest, one which
carries with it approval, sympathy
and respect. That's the kind of interest
we amateurs ought to find a way to
create.
I think it can be done, and without
highly trained acting talent, without
an army of variegated humanity and
without any more elaborate equipment than we now have. There are intensely interesting things going on all
about us. Animal close ups are absorbingly interesting. Children are in-

teresting,

on amateur cinematography? Whatever on earth does he think we are trying to do? It leads me to ask the
very same question here in the pages
of our magazine.
It

seems

to

me

that

we unconscious-

ly recognize our limitations in acting

—

and sethaving the artistic taste,
the directing imagination and the
photographic technique of the profesand

yet

sionals, that we are led to make use
of the super-terrible, the morbid and
the unwholesome in order to make
good our lacks. Somehow I resent the

morbid and the unwholesome. It does
not seem worthy of the tools we have
at our disposal. The taste, brains and
technique that are manifested in the
best of the

modern

fever

dream

films.

it

ASHLAND AVE.

Chicago, Illinois.

U.S. A.

16 MM. Home Film
"THE LITTLEST BOY SCOUT"
Bicsfs/ hit with Children and

400-Ft

some masterpiece
this line that we amateurs are
at,
if
we get down to
aiming
is

NO.

7512

are wholesome and natural. It seems
to me that they reek with possibilities.

not

Ask your

Dealer, or write

HEMENWAY
37

A dulls.

Price $30.00

CHURCH

FILM CO.
BOSTON, MASS.

ST.

brass tacks?

PEKFEIT

INDOOR
MOVIES

THE ONE EYED WITNESS
(Continued from page 365)

He

sure looked scared as he sat
there waving his crutches and I
couldn't help chuckling; but the next
instant one of the crutches hit Bugs
a whack on the nose which didn't
look so funny. Bugs came hustling
back with his tail between his legs
and Ramsay shook his fist in our direction. He didn't see us, though; he
was just looking at the place where
Bugs had disappeared.

"Now

talent, casting opportunities

tings,

Manufactured by

DEPUE and VANCE

creates dramatic situations that are of
commanding interest. And all of them

really

—what were the Judge's views

Attachments for printing standard size contacts and for
duplicate negatives and master positives.

and of great interest. The good
old ocean is a dandy actor, with all
his moods and tempers. Strong wind

The

Now

them young

ful

dalized.

dered away to a seat in a distant room,
where I saw him indignantly light a
big black cigar and pick up a newspaper.

get

mm.

enough. Nature, awakening in the
Spring and going to sleep in the Winter can be made marvellously beauti-

So
along

picture ended soon and as the
lights were turned up the chatter of
polite discussion began. The dear old
Judge was the focus of many furtive
glances. He carried an injured air and
was somewhat disheveled. He wan-

when you

Optical Reduction Printer
mm. to 16 mm. Enlarges from 16
positive or negative to 35 mm.
Contact prints
from 16 mm. to 16 mm. All automatically by means
of a Giant Liglit Control of 152 scene changes.
Reduces from 35

watch," whispered Mort, "I

think he'll walk naturally now!"
But we were due for a surprise.
As the camera clicked on. Ram.say got
up stiffly, straightened his hat, took
a firm grip on his crutches, and hob-

bled to the front door just as lamely
It sure took the wind out of
our sails, and I groaned. Mort shut
as ever!
off the

camera and

sat

down

be swozzled," was

manage.

all

he could

movies

/ullv exposed

f3.5 with one

Little

at

Sumiv

8 to 10 feet jrom subjects
or cioscnps)
at /• 1.8
distances up to 20 feet.
Little Sunny Twin is a 15 amlamp
pere semi-automatic
arc
that can be used on any 110-120
or DC.
volt circuit either
invite comparison and trial
against any lamp or series of
lamps using up to 20 amperes
and selling at two or three times
Tit'in

(groups

;

LITTLE

SUNNY
TWIN

tit

AC

We

pri(

Only $25
AND FCLLY

r.l'.\RAN It

I

I)

Complete with 15 feet of cord,
heavy folding stand. 3 White
Flame and 3 Panchromatic carbons, postpaid, direct to you from
the maker and subject to return
within 10 days and money cheerfully refunded. (No sales through
dealers at this price.) Extra carbons 5/16 X 12" (8 X 305 mm.)
White Flame or Panchromatic
$2.00 per dozen.

dejected-

ly-

"I'll

with just one

MAKE

Older now or write for

circular.

LEONARD WESTPHALEN
438

RUSH STREET,

CHICAGO
121

JKjmiC
"Well, I said, "a hundred bucks is
hard to lose but, personally, I fee!
"

sorry for Ramsay."
"

"Seems
said Mort.

as though we're all wet,
Just then a drop of rain

clicked on a leaf above us and Mort
jumped up again. "Come on," he
said, "or

The

we

(((7/

finished

be
reel

all

Thursday. Mort borrowed a projecand we looked at the pictures halfheartedly, after which he threw them

tor

into a

box

filled

with other unedited

film.

BEAU BRUMMEL
featuring •John tiarrymorv.
Marfi Astor, IVillnrd l.onis.
Irene ttivh.

His slieer audacity and brilliant
wit V in for Bean Brnniniel an

intimacy

the Prince

>vith

of

Wales, and he becomes the
arbiter of English fashion

Bnl

society.

at

his popidarity, an

remark

tic

and

the height of

undiploma-

precipitates

his

downfall and exile.

An

artistic

achievement.

Barrymore has

thing

finest

The

ever done for the screen.

One

of nearly

."iOO

subjects in

our new (Third Edition) 182page

Descriptive

Catalogue.

Furnished upon request.

That night I took the kid brother
to a movie, and on getting home found
a message from Mort telling me to
meet him at the courthouse at ten the
next morning. I called him up, but
he was out. I went to bed wondering.
At quarter to ten Friday morning
I drove downtown, parked the car,
and pushed my way into the courtroom. The case had certainly aroused

Ramsay's lawyer got up finally and
harangued the court for ten minutes
or so. with variations; end his case
seemed as good as won. Ramsay himlooked pretty well

satisfied.

ATTRACTIVE PROPOSITION
Dealers who desire Profits
from operation of their own
Film Rental Libraries. Our Experience and Resources assure
the Siioeess of our Distributors.

To

No

risk.

—

and spoke in a loud voice a voice
In fact, I
that quavered badly.
haven't stopped kidding him about it
yet.

"Your honor."' he said, "I wish to
present a deaf and dumb witness!"
In the absolute hush that followed
Mort reached down and pulled two
leather cases from under his bench.
I could tell by their shapes that they
contained a projector and screen and
I was so dumbfounded at first that
I couldn't move. Then IMort brought
me back to life.
"Follow me.' he said, and we floated, it seemed to me, down the aisle.
"Set the screen up here." he
snapped, and I obeyed mechanically.
It was a new screen, too. but I didn
have much time to wonder about that
Ramsav's lawyer was so amazed and

Kodascope Libraries,
33 West 42nd

puzzled that he couldn't say anything.
He just waved his hands and looked
worried. Mr. Keller was very calm
and almost smiling. Mort set up the
projector hurriedly and then took the
witness stand. He was nervous as a

St.

New York,

Inc.
N. Y.

and there was tense

to click

"There.'' he said, w ithout regard to
court etiquette. " is a witness that has
a lot to tell, even though it doesn't

He paused

si-

hobbling

appeared,

down

the road.

Then Bugs sprang

into view, so real

could almost hear him bark.
He pranced around Ramsay just as we
had seen him do the Saturday before,
tiiat

I

and then Ramsay did his tailspin. A
titter ran around the courtroom as
Ramsay w aved his crutches ludicrously, and the judge had to bang for silence again.
"Now," said Mort, suddenly, in a
loud voice, "observe closely and you
will see that Mr. Ramsay's injury has

miraculously jumped from his right
to his left leg!"

Well, that was something to write

your diary! As Mort made this
announcement Ramsay, on the screen,
got up and walked into his house on
the leg that was supposed to be crippled: and Ramsay in the courtroom
said. "Ohh!" like that, and slumped
in his chair.

Mort shut off tire machine and Mr.
Ramsay's lawyer, with a very red
face, got up to speak.
"I
that is," he began, "whuf!"
And then he sat down.
Fifteen minutes later Mort and I
w'ere driving towards home.
"Why didn't you let me in on it,
you bum?" I said. "You had me all
liot and bothered."
Mort laughed. "I ran that film
through again yesterday after you
went home, and noticed then that
Ramsay had changed legs on us. You
know, we were so hurried the day we
took the picture we didn't notice his
boner, and when we looked at the

—

finished reel yesterday didn't expect

anything like

that.

was so excited." Mort went on,
"that when I rushed down to tell Mr.
Keller I took the wrong film and he
"I

got pretty sore

waved
screen

!

when

tures he gave

me

the spot plus

at

a

tear

fifty,

that

camera

is

to let that sink

in and it looked to me as though he
were beginning to enjoy himself. "1
have some moving pictures of the
plaintiff." he went on. "that were taken last Saturday, shortly after noon,
and I want you to look at them carefully. They will prove to you that

"Yes,"

some

witness!

It

.

.

.

says

does tell!"
said, "but you're the one

I

who made

pic-

hundred bucks on
he said, for wear

on the nervous system!

and

"Can

a toy elephant
the

him from
But when he saw the real
trunk

its

nothing, but what

cat.

speak."

began

lence as everyone leaned forward w ith
eyes glued to the screen. Suddenly

down

Then caine the bomb. At a signal
from Mr. Keller, Mort jumped up

t

Brunch Uhraries and Dislrihiilors in Forty Leading Cities of
the United States and Canada.

"

in

a lot of interest.

self

Norville Ramsay is no more crippled
than I am!
Before anyone had recovered from
Mort s announcement the projector

Ramsay

wet!"

came back on

1929

it

it

talk."

that." said Mort.

"We're both

forgetting the one that did the real
work.' He handed me a twenty-dollar bill.

"\^Tiy,

I

didn't

—"

I

began

in be-

wilderment.
"I know you didn't." grinned Mort,
"but Bugs did. Go buy him twenty
dollars' worth of bones."
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Introducing the

LIBRARY KODASCOPE
'Beautiful .... Aristocratic .... Vractical

H

ERE

is

a projector that merits a place of

honor

in the

most

exclusive household.

For Large Pictures

When direct projection
on a larger Kodascope
screen is desired, the

The Case

The case is of handsomely finished walnut, attractively designed and fitted with hinged metal handles at each end. In
it is an elongated octagon and the top is richly inlaid with
a darker wood. An inlaid border of darker wood also extends

small translucent screen

may be swung to one side

shape,

and the two-inch lens

around the bottom.

substituted tor the oneinch lens. This operation

Inside this strikingly beautiful case, the justly famed KodaModel B, nestles snugly. Kodascope, Model B, has many

scope.

It is fitted with the Kodascope
makes for easy threading and rewinding without the aid of auxiliary lighting in the room. It is finished in
bronze, and the lens barrel, loop guides and other metal parts
are plated with lung-lasting, non-tarnishing chromium.

new mechanical improvements.
Threadlite, which

adds greatly to the scope
of the projector. The
projector itself is mounted on a swivel so that it

may be swung from

BiaKliJullyJiiiisheJ a-nliiul

right

cti.

for the Library Kodascope

to left and
image accurately centered on either the translucent screen or the
regular Kodascope or Kodacolor Screen.

the projected

The Self-contained Screen

A translucent screen is an integral
part of the Library Kodascope. When the machine is folded, this
translucent screen folds snugly about the projector. When in
use, the screen is unfolded and extends about two feet in front ot
the lens. Included as a part of the equipment of the new Library
Kodascope is a one-inch lens for use with the translucent screen,
.And

in

now

IVhen

the innovation!

addition to the standard two-inch lens fur the longer throw,

When

the Shoiv Is

Over

show is over, the reel arms fold to the body ot the
projector, and the translucent screen, in turn, folds back, permitting the walnut case to be placed and snapped in position over
both. There is room inside the case for the connecting cord, a 400foot reel, extra lamp and lens; even an oil can fits snugly in a clip.
The Library Kodascope brings new pleasures to home movies.
the

PRICE, COMPLETE, $300
Ask a Ciiie-Kodak

dealerfor a demoiistrution

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

tor professional

results

with personal movies

—

famous producers
suggest

FILMO

Hal Roach,
producer,

R. F.

aud

McGowan,

director, say:
''''We have used many Bell & Hoivell projessional motion picture cameras in the past 15 years in making
our comedy productions, and have used them exclusively /or '0//r Gang' features. The great adaptability
and precision of these machines under the most exacting projessional requirements, explain to us, in a
great measure, the tremendous success you have had with your Filmo cameras and equipment."

'\

ERSONAL movies,

professional

like

movies, will only prove as good as
the camera and equipment used to produce them. When Hal Roach and other
famous Hollywood producers enthusiastically endorse Bell 6? Howell equipment, you can accept their recommen-

Filmo
15

dations with the assurance that you will
secure the utmost in results.
Filmo Cameras and Projectors will
always give you the truly professional
results you have a right to expect,

vide a perfect optical system for taking
and showing Kodacolor movies.
See a nearby Filmo dealer for demonstrations of the latest accessories or
write for your copy of "What You

because Filmo is really professional
equipment designed for personal use.
Remember that Filmo Cameras are built
with the same watch-like precision and
accuracy that have distinguished the
Bell &? Howell studio cameras supplied
to the professional cinema world during
the past 22 years for producing a ma-

See,

jority of the feature pictures
"first

The

beautiful pocfcel

filn
75
every respect a fitting
companion to the larger
l-'thno 70. Combining

with

lightness

strength
IS

and

especially

for field,
Ktdo:

great

rigidity

it

suitable

travel

and

Fdn

75 IS /,< ished i
rich colors: Walnut

Filmo
70

in

run" theaters.

the least of the many professional qualities of Filmo is its flexibility.
Easily adapted to a wide variety of
conditions, there is almost no limit to
the effects that can be achieved with
the aid of a few simple Filmo accessories.
For summer movie making, you can
give your Filmo pictures an added depth
and lifelike modeling in full natural

Not

Brown, Ebony Black
and Silver Birch. Price

colors, if desired.

$120, including case.

Projectors can be easily adapted to pro-

Filmo Cameras and

OWELL

BELL &
hiLL

shown

You Get."

^HOWEU. CO.. Dept.P, 1828 Larchmont Ave., CHICAGO.

IIX.

AEW YORK

K0LLYVS700D

•

LONDON

(B.

C.

&

H. Co..

Ltd.)

Established 1907

LAZELL NOHTUKOP PRESS, N.

i.

Maiflfaj^ine of

iho /Amateur CinonniA

fitf^Ajgu^B^,,

Miit

N OIVl
the Master ofall perdonal movie camera^
THE
7
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FILMO 70

NEW

SPEED

iigain

_i

Bell

and Howell

umph! Crowning

D

tri-

22

their

years of experience in professional and amateur cine camera manufacture,

they

now present Filmo

70 D.

Seven speeds— 8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 48, 64 frames
a second

.

.

.

integral three-lens turret

.

.

.

vari-

able spyglass viewfinder, switching field areas

of six different lenses into view These are the
!

Filmo 70

D highlights.

It

has a non-loseable

winding key, starting button guard, and a new
governor insuring instantaneous starting and
stopping that absolutely prevents blank frames.

And

with this amazing

flexibility

comes an

equally amazing simplicity of operation
as simple as in

Filmo 70 and

.

.

.

75.

Ask the Filmo dealer to demonstrate the
Filmo 70 D or write to us for descriptive
literature and the illustrated movie booklet

"What You

See,

You

Get."

The only rivals ofihe FilmolODariBill.iiiJ
Hoiveli stuJio camtras, costing up to $:).0V0,
that film Holtytvood's lending prodmtions.

YetFilmolOD, inctudingomTaytor-Hobion
Cooke 1-mch P3 } lens, costs butS24i and up
its smart SE^AMEE locked. Mayfaircowhtdecase uith shoulder strap. You haveyuur
choice of Ascot Tan or Bombay Brown case in

m
BELL&HowELLCo.,Dept. G, 1828LarchmontAve.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
New York, Hollywood, London {B. & H. Co., Ltd.) Est. 1907

BELL£<
WHAT YOU

three convenient sizes to fit lens eqtiipmtnt
selected.

Likeall Filmo cameras. Filmo 70
50 or 100 loot roll of film.

D

uses either a

OWELL
SEE. YOU GET

Turn

to

Pages 462 and 463 for Detailed Announcement

ro '%'IE IMy%l4ER<
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IF

YOlu Aire

Or^'SOiUND^MilND-You

will

The

want the

RECORDION

Perfect Synchronized Talking Pi(fture

This remarkable unit
i6 inch disc system

is

upon

made up
a 33

'3

to professional sta'ndards for

standard

—

Unit—

i6m/m Home Movies

using the

the same as the talkies in your favorite theatre.

RECORDION dealers are being estabUshed to serve Home-Movie owners with a weekly
release of RECORDION hlms and RECORDION NON-BREAKABLE records— another
exclusive RECORDION feature.

NATIONAL FILM PUBLICITY CORPORATION
Manufacturers

S

SARAH ST

&

Licensors

ST LOUIS, MO.

DEALERS:
I

Arc you cashing in on the popularity
of the "Talkie"?
Write or wire us TODAY
for complete information on our

RECORDION dealers plan.
DON'T DELAY!

<'

^>v
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heralding

MiWSQ^Y) movie making
CAMERA TRIPOD LOCK AND PANORAM

**M. A. C."

Actual size
about

Quickly Attaches Camera to Tripod
"Rock Steady"

results can only

No

be obtained by the use of a tripod.

longer have you an excuse for not getting

them because the

"M. A. C."

Tripod Lock and Panoram banishes forever the human inertia
:nt from tripod photography.
It does away with the tripod thumb
and the old fashioned, bothersome, procedure of "setting up." Also,

one- third
larger than
illustrated.

5.75

'

ame

lever that instantaneously locks your camera in a vise like grip

elease for panoraming.

THE CINOPHOT FOR CORRECT EXPOSURE
Complete with

An

sole

Instant, Automatic

Only by knowing

leather

definitely

assured by getting good results.

case,

Exposure Meter

the intensity and value of light can you be

Experience has taught the professional

the necessity of determining these light values. Why not profit by experience and save yourself disappointing and discouraging results as well as
expensive film. For use in all amateur and professional Cinematography

$12.50

under any

light,

any where,

at all times.

CULLEN CARRYING CASE FOR FILMO
Combining Convenience and Compactness

FOR FILMO

Only by using a Cullen Carrying Case can you appreciate its convenience. It is specially
constructed to contain your Filmo and a definite snug-fit place is provided for each item
necessary to good photography yet being but negligibly larger and no heavier than the
regular Filmo case.

Black

.

.

$20.00

Tan

.

.

25.00

.

GOERZ VARIABLE FIELD VIEW FINDER
Avoids ISecessity of Changing Finder Sets

Can be used as
hand held accessory

permanently into the Filmo finder tube. Turn a knurled knob to
the focal length of the lens you are about to use and the window of the
view finder is adjusted to its exact relative size of field. No changing of

Slips

)or

use

with

all

Cine cameras,

individual finders necessary.

$37.00

ALSO, by

turning the knurled knob which

is at the eyepiece, you can select the
sise of field desired and read from
the scale the focal length necessary.

KINO PLASMAT

/-1. 5,

-THE UNIVERSAL LENS"

For Speed, for Color, for General Use
Universally

known

for

its

a

in

FILMO

se

unique for general "all-round"

nd particularly adaptable for

lighting

IZ Maiden

with

high speed

correction for color photography

conditions.

Equally ef

with Panchn

when stopped down

apertures.

^^a^e^^JLLEN

for

KODACOLOR

to

the

all

poor

1 in.

Focus

smaller

$60.00
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COLOR
COLOR
COLOR
GIVES

ADDED INTEREST TO YOUR PICTURES

GIVES DEPTH
IMPOSSIBLE WITH BLACK

AND WHITE

GIVES CORRECT PERSPECTIVE

METHOD OF MAKING
HOME MOVIES IN FULL NATURAL COLOR

THE

SIMPLIFIED

VITACOLOR
CAMERA ATTACHMENT $n COO
75INSTALLED COMPLETE.

PROJECTOR ATTACHMENT
INSTALLED COMPLETE ....

$-«

f\fN.OO

IVJVJ

VITACOLOR PANCHROMATIC FILM
INCLUDING DEVELOPING AND
RETURN OF POSITIVE PRINT

$
'

.^

Per loo

VITACOLOR
POSSIBLE FOR

SEE

^

qq

l_Z'
ft. roll

USES the negative and positive method making
THE FIRST TIME DUPLICATE 16 mm. PRINTS IN FULL COLOR.

A DEMONSTRATION AT YOUR DEALERS
OR WRITE DIRECT TO
MAX B.

DU PONT

CORPORATION
207-209

NORTH OCCIDENTAL BLVD.

LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

:

Undesirable Extreme High-

— and

Lights and Shadows
How to A void Them

THE
lem

solution to the above probis the Monotone Filter.

A

recent survey held among amateur cine enthusiasts disclosed that
not quite two per cent of the hundreds

interviewed even knew what a Monotone Filter was yet every professional
moving picture director, camera man
and costumer finds it an indispensable
accessory for his daily work. It is
used before a scene is shot to determine the true color values, high-lights,
shadows and halftones which are impossible to judge with the naked eye.
It is also used as a guide to correct
exposure.
The Monotone Filter is never used
on the camera. It is a visual filter.
Placed before the eye, the object or
scene to be photographed is viewed
through the Monotone Filter and immediately the defects of composition
and bad balancing of light are seen.
With the naked eye, however, it is impossible to discern the immediate effects of shadows, strong lights, color
values, etc., which,
when photographed, play a very deciding part in
a good or bad picture.

The Monotone

Filter

is

AUTOMATIC

DISSOLVE

Get those professional fade-in, fade-out and
dissolve effects with the Automatic Dissolve
and banish forever those jumpy pictures
which mar amateur-made movies. Attaches
in an instant before the camera lens and
weighs but a few ounces. Operated with the
same hand that works
(JS07 K.(\
the camera button
«!P" *

•OU

FILTER HOLDER
The
Weighs very

is to

look through the

justable,

Makes

or case,

to

over any lens with stationary

fits

1%"

outside diameter.

making an

Iris Filter into

It is easily

available one set of

is

a Floating

filters for

adIris.

any number

of lenses.

plicated apparatus, for all the operator does

fits

pocket

not a com-

sunshade up

attached or removed from the camera and

little, is

small,

Holder

Filter

$2.85

filter

and he immediately sees exactly what
is going to get on his film reduced
monotone coloring of highlights,
shadows, and halftones.
he

to a

As an example, many amateurs'
shown subjects

pictures viewed have

with

half

faces

their

shadow and half

in

a

heavy

in the brilliant sun-

EFFECT FILTERS

light.

Professionals do not wait for the elements to give them fog, rain, moonlight
or other atmospheres they create them

face distorted and thrown out of bal-

with Scheibe Filters; the same ones we
offer in amateur size to fit our filter
holder. Also graduated, vignetted and
diffused Iris filters. All are priced at

This gives a very unpleasant
effect. Other pictures viewed showed
subjects with various features of the
ance due to improper lighting. The
Monotone Filter corrects all this.
The professional as a rule uses the
Monotone Filter in a monocle. It is

D

—

S5.00 each.

NATURAL COLOR

also available in a 2 in. x 2 in. stan-

dard square
lows:
2 in. x 2

filter.

Prices are as fol-

WITHOUT LIMIT ATIO^S
for Orthochromatic

in.

Film (Plain)
S3.00
2 in. x 2 in. for Panchromatic
Film
5.00
Monocles for Orthochromatic
Film
5.00
Monocles for Panchromatic
Film
7.50
Monocles, half Ortho and Half

Pan
Ask your dealer

10.00
to demonstrate to

you the value of the Monotone Filter.
If he does not stock them ask him to
get in touch with the Cinematic Ac-

cessories

New

Company. 106 W.

Y ork

City,

16th St..

distributors,

write yourself.
(advertisement)

or

—

—

The same lens the same light and the
same camera with which you now take black
and white pictures can be used to take pictures in full natural color. No limitations
whatever, early morning or the evening, rain,
fog, artificial light, slow motion. Project

them

full size.

AS EASTERN VITACOLOR REPRESENT.\TIVES

We

will serve

bia,

111.,

you through any dealer located

in Conn., Del., Dist. of Colum-

Ind., lo'wa, Ky., Me., Md'., .Mass., Mich., Minn., Mo.,

Ohio, Penn., R.

CIlS
I

I..

Vt..

W.

\'a..

or "^is.

48 Hour

N. H., N.

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS

T^^-

j^'Youdescrlbe

106

it

J.,

N. Y.,

Service.

We'll design

it'^lc

WEST46IH ST.tif.yC.

^^^»

^
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FEATURED RELEASES

A PRECISION CAMERA plus
AN UNUSUAL LENS
Our July
Special

Home

For

Projectors

Bell &> Howell Co., Chicago. III. The films
for summer entertainment especially chosen for thi«
month from the Educational Film Exchange relea£e«
(each bearing the well-known trade mark, "Spice of
the Program") are four in number. Magical Movies.
a Lyman H. Howe Hodge-Podge. is evidently one of
those films in which grown-ups indulge themselves
while ostensibly providing entertainment for the
youngsters.
From waterfalls in Alaska to puppet
shows^ in Russia is a long call, but nothing to tax
Howe's ingenuity.
Convex mirrors are employed
for the "impossible" shots over which one marvels.
Pedigreedy. a Pat Sullivan animated cartoon comedy, gives Felix the Cat an opportunity to demonstrate direct descent from ancestors who saved
Noah from a watery grave and .
better yet, see
the film and get the rest. These two. with Hold That
Bear, a Cameo Comedy, are the one-reel offerings.
Hold Still, a two reeler. and described as one of the
best of the Christie Comedies, winds up the July
.

VICTOR
CINE-CAMERA
WITH
/1. 9

DALLMEYER LENS

In micrometer focusing

mount

A flexible, precision combination that
is

capable of beautiful results under

adverse conditions where the ordi-

nary

outfit falls

down.

announcement.

Br
FlL
Co., Fort Worth. Texas.
This
company, in its initial offering to the amateur field,
includes two 6Jms. both 200 ft., through dealer or
direct. First. Rohhim-KeUy is listed as a graphic pic
ture of the record-making sustained flight. This pic
ture shows the plane refueling in midair and the
thrilling

$150.00

The second

scenes of the landing.

film

is

the International
Beauty Pageant,
picturing the
crowning of Miss America and Miss Universe and
the recent colorful bathing beauty
veston.

Eastman

Kodak

Co.

show held

Rochester.

in

Gal'

N.

Y.
Doodlebugville again, this time
the throes of The
Vaudeville Shoty; scene
the Doodlebug Opera House;
lions, monkeys and what have you. And what
more could one ask? Other July Cinegraph releases
are: Above the Clouds on Mr. Rainier, of which the
title is descriptive. Touching Port Here and There.
beginning a series in which ports throughout the
world will be shown, and With Sealers
the Arctic.
showing seals being captured for the fur trade and
scenically interesting as well.
These Cinegraphs
are all in 100 ft. lengths.
cast

Special during July

.

.

m

—

—

m

Sap
FiL
__ . New York. N. Y.
Prints simply make a general announceof their 100 ft. reels. Chaplin Comedies and
Cartoons, Billy West Comedies. Tom Mix Westerns.
Lindbergh Series, Scenics and Travelogs. World War
Films. Great Arctic Seal Hunt and Uncle Tom's
Cabin Series, and again call the attention of ama-

STOP GUESSING!
If

you are

tired of failures

The Empire
ment

and disap-

library

subjects,

pointments due to incorrect focusing;
if you would like to insure your future
shots, you need a

company's July announcement

NEW HEYDE RANGE FINDER

111.

nd three 400

Hemenway Film
Littlest

consisting

of

two

ft.

Co..

Boy Scout occupies

Boston,

all

Mass.

The

the limelight in this
a 400 ft. reel.

...

The Burton Holmes Lectures,

Inc., Chicago,

Burton Holmes' name seems tied up with the
and here we have three films, all 100 ft.
which seem to mean '"off the beaten track."
There is ^uecr Korean Customs, in which you sec
"m the Holmes' manner" sights of Seoul and get
an intimate look at a country which has no fear as
unu<uai,

Determines Distances

ACCURATELY

*T••**''
in
^

in length,

— EASILY —
^^'^^

QUICKLY
LEATHER

yet of labor-saving machines.
The Tonga Isles
promises to give glimpses of home life on a South
Sea island and supply, as well, good scenic effects.
But Who's Who in the Zoo, the third side of the
July film triangle offered by this library, is accompanied by the best word picture.
For it seems that
the goat, the llama, rhinoceros, tiger, wart hog,
gnu. ant eater, hippopotamus, zebra, camel, puma
and lion have all taken a day off for your exclusive

CARRY I1\G CASE

Mailed, Insured on Receipt of Remittance

Machine Corporation, New
TALKIES for you! Ten one hundred
hundred footers in this month's an*
The artists? Miss Patricola. Peggy
Hanlon and Evangeline Murray, the Guignol Studio
Marionettes, Fred Ketch and Jerry, Home-Talkie
Syncopators. Erno Rapee, Eddie Dowling and Phil
ALKIE

MOTION PICTURE HEADQUARTERS FOR

21

YEARS

Sole Vni'^ed States Distributors of Dallmeyer Products

Baker.

HERBERT &
HUES6EN <0^
18 East 42nd street

NEW YORK

And

this doesn't tell

all

the story.

KoDAscoPE Libraries.

Kodascope usually an*
major film a month to Movib
;rs" readers, but amateurs should avail them*
of the offer of the fine catalog which may be
ie asking, for one major announcement
carries no idea of this splendid library's resources.
For July, The Feast of Ishtar occupies the place of
prominence.
It features Greta Nissen. William Col'
lier, Jr., Ernest Torrence and Wallace Beery.
Wonle

derfuly spectacular.

Ernest M. Reynolds, Cleveland. Ohio. No
announcement of films is made by Mr. Rcy
Gold Sea!

special

nolds this month, but the catalog of his
Pictures IS available on request.
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The S39.50 DeVry Home Movie Camera.

^i

'

sKockand

A-^^^^^\^?.aestructib^^

imp^ssibVe-

An

movie camera at a mighty moderate
Loads 100 ft. of the usual 16 mm. film.
Guaranteed unconditionally.

efficient

price.

v-«r"'ro;uee.5':r:j>
VO-

X'its

any r
hehig

35

siz.e

shot^'''

by

mm. DeVry
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Projectors

QRS-DeVRY CORPORATION T'lnnfnoml S' """'""
Estabtished 1900

Dept. E-7
35n„nD.Vry
Movie Camera

New York

—333 North Michigan Avenue

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

San Francisco

Movie Projector,
Movies for the
home-judge this

^ut-notp^icr
oun.^ nuiiim^t.

jector $1.5.00—
for use with pocket camera film to

show picture
'°""-

in

I

/%
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Amateur Movie Make-up
To

the amateur movie

maker who desires professional

photographing of his movie plays, this

With

kit

The kit consists of i:
tubes of face paint, as
sorted colors, a can o
cold cream, a can o
bl u 5 fi ronge, nose
putty eyebrow pencil
l,p ro uge, crepe liair in
two c olors, black wax

Set

results in the

an absolute necessity.

is

a little practice one's facial expression can be completely changed

—the young can be made

to look old

motion picture film after

it

is

spirit

and the old young. Retouching on

finished is impossible, therefore

is

stencils

$6.25

necessary that the subject prepare himself by using the proper make-up
to conceal natural

gum and

Complete
it

HOW TO MAKE UP

blemishes of the face.

by Alice Fleming,
$1.00

Northeast Photo Light
Aluminum

Reflector

— adapted for

1000 watt tubular bulb..

of photography, giving unusual satisfaction in the

as a

hand lamp or on

An

ideal light for all stages

amateur movie

field.

Can be used

stand.

llo.OO

Reflector and Stand complete with carrying case for each.

1000 watt tubular bulb

$6.50

The Speedball Lettering Set
To amateur movie makers who

write their

own

title cards,

the Speedball

Lettering Set will prove of great help.

Text-book supplied with the set,
giving complete instructions on making all types of letters and the 18
assorted Speedball pens will answer all requirements.

Complete with one

bottle of black and white ink,

and penholder

82.50

& HOWELL

The new Plasniat

BELL

Telephoto
Lens Set

SELF ERECTING

BEAD

FILMO

VICTOR

or

SCREENS

Surface of frosted crystal pearl
beads will last indefinitely, easily
washed with soap and water.

for

Extremely simple

CAMERA

to

operate;

to

open,

is
only necessary to pull
handle straight up; to close, simp,
ly touch side supports and screen

Now

supplied with lenses of more
universally used focal lengths. Set
of the Hugo Meyer Plas-

i^onsists

Type

AX

(Leathei oid Cov

Case)
combination
(8 and 4»4

f

21,2

/5.6,

ach

:

in. /4.5-3I/2 in.

with matched
also color filter

15x20
22x30
30x40
36x48
39x52

$25.00
27.50
33.50
38.50
40.00

22x30
30x40
36x48

$20.00
23.50
28.50
34.50
36.50

little more than the pric
telephoto lens.

$98.00
lete with plush lined case

READY TO USE

WILLOUCHBYS

MOVIE CAMERA HEADQUARTERS

110

WEST 32*^° STREET, N.Y.

—
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A

Movie Camera

complete in

itself

with nothing
to

The Choice
Buyers
Wherever you may go

buy

left
.

.

.

of Discriminating

— Everywhere!

South America, the wilds
—Europe, Asia, the
the Victor Cine'Camera proving
worth.
—you
jungles of

the boulevards of Paris

v^ill

of Africa, or

find

its

Discriminating buyers everywhere have selected the Victor Cine'Camera because of
refinements of operation,

its

smoothness of performance and the assurance which

it

its

many

gives of

securing dependable results.

Complete

in itself, the

Victor Cine-Camera combines every important feature, every practical

convenience including normal-speed for normal action, half-speed for pictures in very poor Hght

and ultra-speed for SLOW-motion.

Ask your

dealer for a demonstration. If

seen a Victor in operation,

it

you have never

will be a revelation.

Your Pictures
Best Advantage

Projects
to
To

project your motion pictures

Model
Its

3

brilliant illumination is

image

—the perfection

while the simplicity of
a pleasure to operate.
film for this

When

upon the screen

to best

advantage use a

Victor Cine-Projector.

an assurance of a clear-cut sharply defined

mechanism, rock-steadiness

at all speeds

of

its

its

construction makes the Victor Cine-Projector

Furthermore, there

is

no need to worry about torn

hazard has been completely overcome.

inquiring about the Victor Cine-Camera be sure to also get com-

plete information

upon the Victor Cine-Projcctor.

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH

CO., Inc.
Branch Sales Office

242 West 55th

St.,

New York

SIOVIE IMAICERS

IRCUMSTANCES

place

organization.

When MoviE MAKERS was

is, of course, wide of the mark because
the directors and members of our world-wide
organization clearly understand the place of
Movie Makers in the League's scheme of things
cinematic. In fact, the members of the League
are particularly active not only in organization
matters but in their expressions of opinion and
letters of guidance about MoviE MAKERS. This
publication is very delicately attuned to the
wishes of members of the association that puts
it forth.

cre-

^ It

has been pretty well established that the
to take
a large fraction of its magazine to plead its case
with the amateurs of the world. The League
grows in size and
far more important
in value
of accomplishment as an amateur service body.
League spirit needs no artificial or forced stimu-

Amateur Cinema League does not need

MoviE MAKERS

from the very beginning, been responsive to
these two intentions. It has seemed to the editorial board that a becoming modesty of reference
to the Amateur Cinema League would be appreciated by our members, all of whom are men
and women of prominence and leadership and
to none of whom is drum-beating and flagwaving about an organization either essential or
pleasing. For this reason, MoviE MAKERS has
talked more about amateur cinematography and
less about the Amateur Cinema League than has
been the case with other excellent organization
magazines in discussing the subjects and movements about which their associations have been

lation.

^ If

taking a broad view of its
and putting amateur
cinematography above organization propaganda,
has succeeded in publishing a magazine that is
often spoken of not as an organization medium

but

THE

the

a

human

recreation.
It

voice

offers a

President
Hartford, Conn.

EARLE

C.

ANTHONY

Director of the National
Association of Broadcasters

ROY

D.

CHAPIN

Chairman, Board of Directors
Hudson Motor Car Company

it is

and

if

that

not unfitting that due credit

without

service;

it offers a photoplay consulting service; it offers
and organizing service; it conducts a
exchange for amateur clubs. Movie Makers is its
official publication and is owned by the League. The directors listed below are a sufficient warrant of the high type

a club consulting
film

fifty

Your membership

of our association.

technical consulting

Vice-President

W.
30 E. AZad

E.

1711 Park

lee

New York

HEBERT

A. A.

York City

COTTER

St.,

C. R.

invited.

Treasurer

VOORHEES

STEPHEN

F.
Architect, of New

is

Inc., Directors

City

St.,

F.

Hartford, Conn.

HANMER

Director of Recreation,
Russell Sage Foundation

DOOLBY
FLOYD

Personnel Manager
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y.

Managing Director
ROY W. WINTON, New York
^ADDRESS INQUIRIES TO

If those desires are unselfish

modest

Amateur Cinema League

Amateur Cinema League,
HIRAM PERCY MAXIM

is

shall be taken for these virtues and that,
further delay, an emphasis be corrected.

the international or-

The League spreads over

it

desires.

tive the amateur's contribution to cinematography as an art

countries of the vporld.

would seem

it

has done something that amateur cinematography needs, without thought of erroneous
emphasis on the part of the public. It is time
now, perhaps, to correct that emphasis by stating
unequivocally that MoviE MAKERS is the voice
of the League and that it is controlled by League

ganization of movie amateurs founded, in 1926, to
serve the amateurs of the world and to render effec-

and as

as a publication, sui generis,

that

—

is

the League,

responsibilities as publisher

^ To such a full and successful extent has this
policy of modesty and good taste
as we see it
^been carried that an unconscious emphasis has
been placed by these circumstances in the minds
of a number of persons. It has been said that
Movie Makers is the tail which wags the dog,

A Word About

—

—

erected.

Amateur Cinema League

elected

dulum.
4J This

has,

—

League

to the position of canine pen-

December, 1926, it was, first and foremost, intended as the medium whereby we all
might foregather once a month and our President's statement in the first number made this
clear. The League's directors saw no good reason
why Movie Makers should not also become the
best amateur movie magazine in the entire world.
publication policy of

Cinema

having unwittingly been

ated, in

^The

Amateur

the

an emphasis on any situation whether or not an
emphasis is intended. This is a
straightforward attempt to correct a situation
and an emphasis in order that no doubt may exist.
^The Amateur Cinema League in its constitution and by-laws provides for the publication
of a magazine as the voice and medium of our

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc,

105

L.

VANDERPOEL

Scientist, of Litchfield,

Conn.

City

West 40th

Street,

New

York,

New York

Photograph by H. Armstrong Roberts

®i)p g'ptrit of 're

A

Suggestion for a Charming Child Study to Film on Independence Day

JULY, 1929

THE FUNCTION
Why and How

THERE
uable

no accessory more valcinematography than
the filter, nor is there one more

By Herbert

C.

McKay,

F.R.P.S.

is

This gen-

due to the
fact tliat full comprehension of the
function of the filter demands a knowledge of the nature of light. Such a
knowledge may seem to be difficult to
eral misunderstanding is

attain, yet in fact

it

is

quite simple.

Stripped of mathematics and technical
terms, the basic facts regarding light
are quite simple, indeed. Therefore,
before going into a discussion of the
actual use of filters we will devote a
little

Their Use Produces Better Pictures

in

generally misunderstood.

attention to light.

Light is our common name for a
very narrow band of frequencies in

radio terms, from 395 to 763 billion
kilocycles.

All of this brings us to a final conclusion. All etheric vibrations are
susceptible to change, the nature of
that change depending upon the size

Thus, such waves pass
through some substances and are obof the wave.

We

structed by others.

find that the

very long and the very short waves
(radio and X-ray) pass through more
substances than do the light rays.
When we have substances which pass
the light waves we call such things
"transparent.'

These waves are also

bent by certain

the vast extent of etheric vibration.

stances; thus

Let us turn to the radio wave for an
analogy. With the advent of radio we
were forced to think in terms of
waves, vibration and frequency. As

lenses in which the

"transparent" sub-

we have
wave

the action of
is

controlled,

and we have "distortion" when radio
waves are altered out of control. Fin-

one foot long we should have to multiply 186,000 by 5,280, giving us
1,046,480,000 waves per second.

we have a certain selective action
which the amount of alteration depends upon the wave length. In this
case we have the chromatic dispersion
of the prism which bends a ray of
light, but which bends the red rays
least and the others progressively
more until tlie greatest action is found
in the violet, and we have the "spectrum" or band of rainbow colors produced by white light.
It is essential that we always think
of photographic light, not as "white"
or homogeneous, but as a mixture of

Bear in mind that the only difference between light waves and radio

that light

approximate speed of 186,000 miles per secall etheric

waves travel

at the

we

instantly recognize the fact
that the frequency, or the number of
waves per second, bears a fixed rela-

ond,

tionship witli the length of the wave.
Thus if the wave is one mile in length,
we have 186,000 waves per second, or,
we would say in radio, 186 kilocycles.

On

the contrary,

if

the

wave were only

waves is the length of the waves and
corresponding frequency. While
find that radio broadcast waves run
in the general neighborhood of from
500 to" 1500 kilocycles (500.000 to
1,500,000 waves per second) the rays
which constitute visible light range
from about 395,000,000.000,000 to
their

we

,

763.000,000.000,000 per second, or in

ally
in

all visible colors.

When we

realize

merely a wave form, that
our eyes are tuned receiving instruments, tuned to the narrow, visible,
visual band, and that we are receiving
a full

FILTER

of the

is

band of

color,

we

are in a posi-

tion to fully understand photographic

action and the function of filters.
Certain salts of silver are very sensitive to the action of a wave band
which starts at the visual green and

ascends into the invisible ultra violet.
Fortunately, we make use of glass in
photographic lenses and as this glass
is opaque to the ultra-violet it acts as
a "filter" to cut out the invisible light
which would otherwise interfere with

our

results.

Furthermore, by special

we can make

the silver re-

act to the visible colors

below green,
and reds.

treatment,

that is the yellow, orange

This specially treated film is called
"panchromatic." In this way we have
secured a film which reacts to a band
of waves which approximate the visual band.

The

less perfect results

of "ordi-

nary" film were due to the fact that
practically no effect was registered by
the film except from the blues and
high greens, otlier colors being registered as dark gray or black. As the
panchromatic film registers all colors,
it gives a color reproduction which in
black and white closely corresponds
with the visual impression. Hence

its

greatly improved results.

Red is a "warm" or "bright" color,
while blue is the opposite. Thus red
appears to us to be brighter than blue.
Unfortunately, even in panchromatic
film, the blue is the most active and in
photography the more active a color
it will register in the finished positive. Thus, we find the blues
register darker than the reds and we
have a "tonal reversal." To correct
this we make use of color "filters."
(Yes, we have finally reached the
heart of the discussion.) These filters
are nothing but transparent films
which have been treated with certain
dyes, which enable them to block the
passage of certain color waves. Kindly note that the filter is not made to
pass certain colors, but to block them,
just as a filter blocks particles of
sand when filtering water.

the lighter
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It

would be well

to

read the last sen-

tence of tlie preceding paragraph
again, for therein is the secret of the

use of

filters!

If we make use of a filter which
blocks the blue to a great extent, we
allow the other colors to act, but the
blue being blocked is registered as
very dark gray, approximating the
tonal value of deep blue as we see it.

Now we come

to

another point

which causes considerable confusion.
the multiplying factor of the
have seen that the film is
affected by the combined action of all
colors, or '"white" light, but that the

This

is

filter.

We

blue

the most active. Thus,

is

if

we use

adds nothing. It only takes away. You
cannot add to the existing light by
any such device; you only remove a

below the green. If we make use of a
filter which blocks the blue, such as

part of the light. Therefore, any filter
necessitates an increase of exposure.

posure five times in using panchromatic film, which uses all of the re-

The color

of a filter

If

you are

"G"

filter,

is

in

lighter in color than the other, but
otherwise apparently alike. One is a
sharp cutting filter, blocking the
orange and green as well as the high
blue, the other has no effect except to
block slightly all light while passing
about ninety per cent of all colors.

Now

us take three groups of
and white flame
photographic arc, (b) "pan" arcs, as
used for photo purposes, and (c) the
highpower incandescent. Sunlight and
the white flame arc have
let

amount of blue,
and ultra-violet;
the "panchromatic" arc
has less of this and a
a great
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violet

crease the exposure.
This increase is necessi-

because

(a)

greater

v,c

The Master

have discarded a pail
of the total

amount

most

—

"panchromatic"

that

Before my eyes, gay children play
Within a garden's scented glow;
And scamper on their laughing way
Along a path I used to know.

scene by using the red

and panchromatic
In this case

we

are discarding all light
but the orange and red
(A filter) or all but the
red (F filter). In this

But stop

require less of this correction than the sun or
white flame arc. Another way of saying this
is that any given yellow
filter will block a
smaller percentage of

—those children now are men

flowers in that garden blow;
Just on my screen they live again.

the total light

From foreign

available light, which
would mean an increase

lands of every clime.

Gay vagrant shapes that come and go;
Encompass Space encapture Time

—

—

of four to five times on
that account alone, but
as the red is the least

And I am Master of the Show.

upon panchromatic

we must
more time,

active of colors
still

film that would be secured in sunlight when
using a K2 filter.
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using a supplementary
factor of about three,
increasing our multiplying time twelve to fifteen times.
It

has been mentioned that active

light is represented as light gray or

white in the finished photograph.

We

merely
the light portions, the black shadows
being visible as such by virtue of being outlined by light masses. Now in
all

know

that a

photograph

is

using the red filter, we register only
red rays. This means that we have
very little diffused light, as the blue
rays are the more highly diffused. Our
picture, then, is one of intense white

a high grade
second worthless!

The

first

is

In using any
will

the

remember that
same color as the

filter,

all objects of the
filter

filter,

appear

as white or very light, and complementary colors will be dark. Thus a
will give us green objects
(of the same shade of green) as white
and red objects as dark, while the red

green

filter

filter

will reverse this.

For ordinary work, use the yellow
filters which hold back the blue to a
degree to allow the other

colors to act.

deep shadows. This gives a result
which is remarkably like moonlight.
It can be seen, now, that the filter

Finally, as to filters on ordinary
(orthochromatic) film. Ordinary film
is very slightly sensitive to any light

full light falls

sufficient

The following table
one supplied by the Eastman Kodak
Company, and which shows the relais

tive corrections.

—Panchromatic—^

,

^—Orthochromatic-^

SunUsht
Sunlight
and Whit« Incan- and Wliite IncanFlame Arc descent Flarae Arc descent

in the finished film

upon the subject,
of sharply defined shadow lines and

where

from the

incandescent or "pan"
arc than from the white
flame arc. In fact, the
use of the incandescent
light or "pan" arc without any filter gives
about the same effect

My memories of long ago.

about twenty to twentyfive per cent of the total

arc

and incandescent will

No

way we are using only

add

of red

incandescent is distinctly yellow. Remembering that the yellow, or
usual "corrective" filters, are used to block
the blue, it is evident
that per light unit, the

As summoned by some fairy drum.
They pass before me, row on row.

Suppose, however,
we are going to
make a "moonlight"

amount

and yellow, while the

out my magic screen they come.
Bright memories of long ago

not lose sight of the
double action here.

film.

Show

From

active.

Do

filter

of the

By Lenore Victor

of

usable light and (b)
because this discarded
light is the

increase the ex-

light sources, (a) sun

filter

tated

we

maining light, but the increase is
twenty-four times with ordinary film
due to the fact that this film is not sensitive to the lower colors and the filters block the higher ones, leaving
only a very narrow band of green and
yellow which can act.

no index of
doubt of a
filter, have a spectroscopic examination made. The writer has two green
filters in his possession, one slightly
quality.

its

which blocks
this most active group
of rays, we must ina

the

Kl

1.5

K3

4.5

2.5

12

S

5

3

24

12

12

6
8

10

Orange G)
Red (A)

Red (F)
Blue (C)

.

.

.

25

10

10

lo

•Not usable.

using panchromatic carbons
an arc lamp, the factors given for
incandescent light may be used. Wliile
these factors are not theoretically
identical, they are nearly enough so

When

in

(Continued on page 474)
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A SIMPLE SNOW MINIATURE
Third of a

of Articles on Trick Photography

Series

By Fred Waller

THE
and

broadest effects in model
miniature work are the
easiest to build and usually the
most dramatic. I have, therefore, selected a snow scene for discussion
because it is the broadest of them all,
just a matter of light and shadow on
a monotone set and an ideal subject for the use of silhouette
effects and for experimentation with lighting.
Years ago a famous expedition to the Antarctic returned with a lot of fine film,
showing closeups and semicloseups of the explorers'
camp, boats and dog teams as
well as many of the hardships they had encountered.
Being scientists and not dramatists they forgot entirely
that the audience would want
to see the place where they
had landed and what the
polar sea, backed with snow
covered mountains, looked

circle so that in the

THIS series of articles by Mr.
ler,

a foremost

Wal-

technician, pre-

sents to the amateur the fascinating
details of "cine-illusions," as
fer to re-name camera tricks.

we

pre-

out of the picture at both sides far
to leave room for "panning"
(that is, for making a revolving shot)
Then came the dressing up, which
was very simple. Finely-ground table

enough

salt filled

desk.

Then

nary white
sized

ordiletter-

envelopes

a

blocks of ice below this were
just various sized crystals of

hypo, which costs only a few
cents a pound at any photo
supply house. To roughen
and vary the texture of the
snow-capped mountains and
to give more sparkling high-

hydroquinone
was sprinkled on them and
small amounts dumped in
some of the valleys. Hydroquinone is a very light chemlights, a little

.,

ical

long

with

needle-like

which will hold at a
steep angle and not cause the
salt to run down. This also
can be bought at photo supcrystals

ply stores.
To break up the mirror
b> Fred Walle

surface a

THE LONE WOLF
Striking Composition in a

Snow

h

Inquiries concerning cine-illusion
effects

addressed to our technical
be gladly answered.

edi-

tor, will

little,

hydroquinone
cup with a

was crushed

in a

spoon,

the

more

powder

it,

and

finely

sifted

to

through

A

a piece of fine net onto the glass.
few more crystals of hypo were then

put near the shores and the whole
blown lightly with the breath to cause

powdered hydroquinone to form
and swirls around the ice
blocks and the shores. For a sky backthe

"INTO THE
The Simplicity

of

DAWN"

This Miniature

Is

in streaks

Part of Its

ing,

a

sheet

of

Bristol

gray

Board was used.

were sealed and

By

some in half
and some to leave

from

cut,

from

made

The huge

fine glacier end.

it

same thing.
First, to get the ground work for
the frozen bay, a mirror twenty by
twenty-four inches, which was handy
in the studio, was laid on a flat top

varying

to

a cake of paraifine

uous story out of the film
came to me and asked if it
would be possible to reproduce the country surrounding the bay where the expedition had disembarked,
shot of it
finished in twenty-four hours. Much to his surprise it
was done and any of you could do the

peaks

A piece broken

heights.

The editor who had to
make a more or less contin-

and have

up the valleys between the

different

like.

make a convincing

rough semicamera they ran

side of the mirror in a

lighting
the side

first

and

throwing long

only the corners.

shadows from the

These corners

mountains, using

were then opened
up to form round
peaks, and the

a low light as it
actually would

ends, after being
opened and dent-

tude, a very rea-

ed in the middle,
made very good

sive effect

double moun-

the

tains.

Of course

these were the
foundation only.

They were then
grouped around
the back edge and

be

in

listic

that

lati-

and impreswas ob-

tained.

Later in

picture

this

miniature was
used with a much

softer light
thrown from the
side
and

other

(Cont. on page 489)
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A

20th Century Pilgrim's Progress
Around

AN

the

amateur movie maker spent

World

and

ivith Cross

By Helen Lockwood

Cine Camera

Cofj&n

year taking pictures in the
foreign missionary fields and

last

"booked solid" from one
end of the country to the other, showing to church people and others con-

this year is

ditions exactly as they are. In many
instances his are the first movies ever
taken in that section of the world. In

every instance he has been able to
secure unusual views, even of those

He already
take excellent pictures.
knew the popular appeal such animated snaps would have for people
of all ages. And so, because he was
vitally interested in missions and in
getting his dramatic story across to

countries which have appeared on the
screen before.
This photographer is the Rev.
George Holt, of Newport Beach, California, a Baptist minister who has
successfully served various parishes.
He made the pictures and is giving
the illustrated lectures under the aus-

of his experiences.
He has a spontaneous sense of humor, an understanding heart, and a genuine and
contagious enthusiasm for the work
being done in these far-away corners.
So his evenings are popular, not only
with the church people who are already interested in his subject, but
with others who are caught by the

new trail. Judging by
he will have many fol-

eer, blazing a

lowers.

For years the camera had been his
hobby and he had developed a technique in handling it which nearly
brought him into the professional
He had been particularly succlass.
cessful with color photography and
had established himself as a popular
stereopticon travelog lecturer, with
the pictures he had taken himself as
the slides. When the movie machines
for amateurs were put on the market

he was fascinated by this new field in
his favorite sport, and he secured one
of the best and most complete outfits
obtainable.

H? began

with

family

pictures.

Then groups and churches. And then
the vacation

Bible

movements,
schools, and organizations like the
Boy and Girl Scouts. He found that
he could manage the machine and
like

Century Pilgrim's
Progress" around the world. He returned in the summer of 1927 with
"thousands of miles of films and tons
of notebooks," as he explains it.
These he is arranging in related
groups, first, according to location
and then according to the subjects
treated, as, for instance, an evening's
program devoted to
"Industrial
Training in the Missions," which covers illustrations along this line in stations which are widely separated geographically.
He calls these various
groups chapters in his "Pilgrim's
Progress."
Mr. Holt's running comments as he

shows his films are delightful, for
they are informal and chatty recitals

pices of the missionary board of his
denomination. He has been a pionhis success,

calls a "Twentieth

A JUNGLE

CLINIC

was

fired

with the inspiration to try this

new

the religious world, he soon

medium for the
He had little

telling of

it.

difficulty in interest-

ing his denominational mission board
Mr. Holt was at that
in his idea.
time pastor of the First Baptist
Church in Inglewood, California, but

he resigned this position, arranged to
leave his family for a year, and in
the fall of 1926 set out on what he

THE OLD AND THE NEW
BuiTalo Hitched to Modern Disc h
bv the Cine Camera at the I
Agricultural School in Burma.

een

and adventures which are always a part of a pioneer trail.
This clergyman certainly has had

thrills

Dr. Benjamin of Nellore Baptist Hospital in the
Heart of the Jungle, filmed by Rev. Holt.

share of adventures, especially
with the high caste in India, who are
not to be contaminated by having
their still pictures taken by an outcast, let alone being exhibited in action on a movie screen. Most of his
pictures were taken in India, Burmah,
Assam, China, and Japan; he was fortunate in getting many unusual views
and glimpses of the people and their
Some of the films he
dignitaries.
has hand-colored. These are beautiful, particularly the ones taken in

his

(Continued on page 476)
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HOW
An

A

Intimate Vieiv of the Production of Sound Films for the

FREQUENTLY

By Michael

L.

Simmons

Home

ductor waves a baton

revived anec-

—

each peculiar
having a meaning of its own. The
is now ready for a trial recording. This trial is necessary to establish a point of departure for the adjustment of proper recording levels,
the placement of "mikes," the proper
twist

dote, credited to Voltaire, tells
of the chap who, having fallen

scene

from a church steeple, remarked as
he felt the soft air rush by him, "This
provided it lasts!" That re•is fine,
mark vividly describes the emotional

modern American homes.
The scene is a well appointed

for

drawing-room, with a grand piano in
its center, beside which stands a mu-

of the director in the act of
shooting a "talkie."
The functioning of the camera,
stale

lights

MADE

TALKIES ARE

sical

comedy

star.

enunciation of the actor's voice and
the placing of musical instruments.

Directly over the

"Ready!" Each man takes his apThe star retires to

high enough to escape
cameras penetrating eye, is the

star's head, but

and of the film players may

the

pointed place.

make an entrance.

be expected to operate
according to Hoyle. But
the "mike," one soon
learns, is as temperamental as a prima
donna, as uncertain as
the stock market, as

"Burn him up!" roars
and the
giant arcs Hood the set

the electrician,
A'ith

a blinding tropi-

cal intensity.

"Clang!
Clang!"
sounds the hush-gong.
This means that every
door in the studio is to
be shut, including the

clear and sensitive as a

one moment
and deader than last
silver bell

year's grass-hopper the
next.

oflites in

Many

legends havi-

various parts

No one

of the building.

already sprung up de-

is

scribing the harrowing
experiences of talkie

trance or exit until the
gong sounds its signal

producers of the two
thousand dollar sneeze
(so rated because of the
necessity of retaking an
expensive scene), of
the picking up of distant aeroplane noises,
and. most unique of all,
the guttural click of an

of release.

—

actor's

false

for

WHERE -MIKE"

teeth.

1

Still

—

tell-tale

evidence

that the professors of the studio are

going through new sophomoric phases.

The period

is

of necessity a pio-

neering period. New trails are being
blazed; new frontiers must be erected
and much missionary work done before entrenchment on a sure footed
basis can be accomplished. In the
meantime, even the experienced men
of the studio are but raw recruits,
serving an apprenticeship to trial and

IS

KING

in

the

goes the handkerchief,
wliich says that all is
ready on the stage. The
monitor engineer flash.\i.iJinu Coipuidtwii
es a red light, signal„
Jajz Band
i
ing to the recorder in
the recording
that he is ready. The handkerchief
wig- wags; the recorder starts; the
actor opens up with his introductory
.

Made m

a Talkie Studio During the Recording of
Synchronisation for the Home.

stories,

phenomena

eves

Alert

en-

monitor room are
watching the director's
Swish
handkerchief.

a p du
probably
heavily pigmented by
the broad brush of the press agent,
nevertheless, have a logical basis in
authentic fact. During the earliest
days of sound production, incidents
analogous to these must have happened, and the present day still discloses oral intrusions from unlookedThese

be allowed

to

i

.

•

i

room

microphone. It hangs from springs,
an absolutely dead weight. The star
has just rehearsed his dialogue and
his song to show that he is letter perfect. The director, stop-watch in hand,
has timed the scene to make sure that
it will occupy the exact footage required for the subject.

Now

He

scope

enters

in a tinv

is to
is

the director
to a doctor.

manoeuvers the

what a

stetho-

The cameraman
good van-

star into a

tage point for "shooting;" the script
clerk reads the opening lines to refresh the performer's

mind; the head

commands

error.

electrician snaps

More specifically, what are the requirements in shooting and recording
a sound picture?
Let me select a
sample of my own experience at the
studios, where I helped supervise the
making of sixteen talkie productions

men. poised like house-flies on
beams and scaffolds atop the set. They
all agree on certain silent cues to come
from the director. He"ll wave a handkerchief under cover of a "fly." much
in the manner that an orchestra conterv of

When

the sequence

is

on.

is

completed, a

wax

record, which in appearance dif-

fers

from ordinary records

in that

it

several inches thick, and soft, is
played back through the amplifier.

is
"

the "monitor man.
booth above the recording room, will listen through earphones and note the qualitv of all oral
effects that come through the "mike."

who.

remarks; the sound film

to his bat-

All concerned gather to hear this in
the recording room. To the uninitiated, particularly the star of the
piece, this play-back

is

a

harrowing

experience. It groans, squeaks, and
gives oral expression to every bit of
wax peeling lodged in the newly cut
grooves of the soft record. But to the
ears of the sound engineer it serves as
a practical barometer of what the
finished record will

sound

like in its

refined state.

The rueful part of the play-back
principle is that as soon as this soft
record is played, it is automatically
ruined. In other words, it can merely
(Continued on page 477)
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CINEMATRICKS

i
•A SIMPLE

COMIC HATS

TOMATO CAN'

F

all tlie

By

many

particular form of crown or shape of
brim. They keep, at their hatters, a

of

important in
provoking laughter as
the varied "business"

is

so

with hats. And, besides this, in serious film stories, meaningful and significant bits of quiet acting with hats
frequently take place. These bits of
acting either are about hats themselves
or merely action with them to create
short pauses in episodes of a story.

Then hats have a share, too, in depicting a character or giving away an
inner emotion. This latter point is a
particular to which the amateur pro-

ducer should pay attention. As our
topic now is tlie comic element in hats
and how such funny things fit into
film scenes, we must forego any specific mention of use of hats in interpreting serious emotions.
As it is generally stated, the chain
of episodes constituting a film story
should all have some relationship to
the plot and develop, unfold, or advance the stor}^ whichever special

term seems applicable

that are comical as to size or shape:
hats not in the proper style, or out
of season; hats that are destroyed
accidentally (or intentionally) ; mis-

taken identity (hats are mixed up, or

some one

gets a

;

tion.

When

(where we, as
comic
cinematography, are supposed to get
our ideas) an individual is dressed in
a strange garb he is sure to have a hat
in keeping. It need not be grotesque,
bizarre, or dilapidated.
It may even
be brand-new and of a fashionable
shape but in its relation to the individual's get-up. there will be somein real life

artistic creators in the field of

thing about it that is
be the way it is worn,
or just handled, that
ness of the character.

funnv.
set

It

mav

on the head,

marks the oddIn this there

is

the

breaks

into films are

that

can

funny

A hat idea can even conthe central theme or, rather,
furnish ideas, for an entire story.
themselves.

stitute

ROWER POT WITH A
STRAGGLY PLANT'

•A

something for the cinema director to
study and ponder upon. One character
may wear a hat at all times. Such
an individual makes a droll note in
a play
never doffing his hat and
when it is knocked off accidentally he
hastily grabs it and jabs it down on
his head good and tight. Of course,

—

into groups.

in this connection, it is the traditional
thing in plays and on the screen for
the detective to wear his square-

the possibilities of hats as laughprovokers are as follows: odd-looking hats on a funny character: hats

topped dicer at all times.
Another hat oddity of some characters is the wearing of head-2ear of a

Now. assembling them

444

\^Tien

we come

to

consider just

funny hats there is no end to
what may be done in costuming a
comic character. The head covering
could be a simple tomato can (as tied
plain,

Happy Hooligan's pate), a flower
pot with a straggly plant in it, a coalscuttle worn like a helmet, or even
a frying pan. But the most ludicrous
display of head trappings is that possible with women's bonnets. There is
to

an infinite variety of form and maThe trimmings could
be stuffed birds, vegetables, kitchen
terial possible.

utensils, or anything, for that matter.

Merely

mentioning millinery connotates a swarm of ideas that are
available for film comedies, either
treated with subtlety or in a grotesque

way.

be

thino^s

about hats. Ordinarily it is easy to
find occurrences in a continuitv giving reasons for introducing such bits
of business.
The incidents can be
long or short, or even made into prolonged actions, as little stories in

certain types of players.

We have only to speak of the
big bill coming for the tiny Easter
bonnet, the huge hat in the theatre
seat before one, or the monstrous affair that will not go through a door-

And. furthermore, no side
extraneous subject matter
should break the train of related episodes of the perfect screen storv. But
it isn't necessary that all screen
stories
be that perfect. There is such a thin"

Among

an idiosjTicrasy is a significant revelation of a whimsical nature and as an
idea will be found useful in costuming

manner.

lar case.
issue or

worked

special block upon which their hats
are formed for them exclusively. Such

poor hat for a good

one) hats with something about them
suggesting the mechanical; hats in ac-

to the particu-

as a spectator experiencing fatigue
through a too intense concentration
on a perfect chain in a plot unfoldment. Breaks, in fact, are a relief at
times. They restore the attention and
the film is followed with new interest.

A COAL SCUTTLE WORN
LIKE A HELMET"

G. Lutz

particu-

pantomine in
the shadowy happenings of the screen, none
lars

E.

Much fun in hats comes about
through inappropriate sizes. A hat
too large is seldom used in screen
plays as the large brim, generally
present in such a hat, shades the face
and prevents a proper registering of
expression. Probably the most elementary device for obtaining laughter
by means of hats is the small hat
perched on a closely-cropped head.
There is something indescribably
funny in a male head bedecked with
a small hat showing a wide space between the ears and the brim. It seems
as though the wearer of such a hat,
feeling that it is not set snuglv. walks
as if performing the feat of balancing
something on his cranium. A character supposed to represent a professional person of the arts to whom, according to the classical requirements,
a large head of hair has been given,
is usually costumed with a tiny plush

I

J% 1^

C

They had

crowns and

at

stiff

—

director is to give banal ideas like
these new twists or turns. This latter
incident comes in very nicely at times.
fine new brown derby, we will say,

two people. One instance will suffice
a man's hat is blown away and stops

R»

fedora. But with women's hats the
small head covering is most effective
for arousing the risibilities. Years
ago, as we see in pictures of bicycling
days, women dressed their hair in high
fluffy masses on the top of which they
fixed, by means of long pins, flat straw
hats.

—

A
is

on a chair that some one

is

going to

brims and low
were not

that time

looked upon as funny, but if worn
today well, comment here is unnecessary. Incidentally, on account of
the style of feminine head-gear worn
now, jokes about hat-pins would be
hardly understood, but in the days
when they were sometimes dangerous
weapons comic graphic artists had
lots of amusement making fun of
them. However, it is a touch of droll-

—

isn't.

tions

in the

results, but

in this respect are

the two directly

reversed cases of a straw hat worn in
the Arctic and a fur cap with eartabs used in a desert scene. High
hats, too, are funny when worn at the
wrong times, or by the wrong persons.
And they look especially foolish when
of

odd shape, for example, the

trun-

cated, cone-shaped type of the stage
Frenchman. Then we have the very

high stove-pipe type of sixty or more
years ago. It is not to be forgotten,
as

we

see

•EVEN

A FRYING PAN"

notice a hat out of style

wrong season a smile
when this inappropriateness takes on an exaggerated form we
laugh heartily. The funniest examples
worn

by old fashion-plates, that

boys once wore shiny toppers. Just
imagine a boy with one on today
among a group of Boy Scouts.
Getting a fine new bowler crushed
by having some one sit on it is as
commonplace a comic device as pulling a chair from under a person about
to seat himself.

The

art of the film

and disappointment

The whole gamut of
may be played upon as

when

it

the emo-

the series

of happenings befall this hat. Some
of the scenes for this would be closeups made with the help of an electric
fan. strings and devices to make the
hat spin, gyrate or dance.

good for any time, to costume a
female comic character with a small
hat on top of a mass of hair, with ridiculously long pins sticking through
this conspicuous coiffure.

When we

of a hat in action
giving rise to incidents is that of a
hat blown from a head and chased far
and wide, with all the world trying to
recover it. A long chain of happenings follows its adventures; there is
suspense when it is just on the point
of getting crushed by a vehicle wheel,
and relief when it escapes; joy is experienced when it is going to be cap-

tured

ery,

or

woman's feet.
The simplest case

at a

sit

down

on, but he doesn't.

A

trick

generally prolonged a little to make several moments of suspense and guessing as to whether or
not the hat is going to be crushed. The
stiff brimmed straw hat is the greatest
like this

is

world of rough comAt the end of any fracas where a
straw hat is broken up, the owner is
made to put on all there is left of it
and then to walk off
the brim
sufferer in the

edy.

—

gravely.

The opera hat with its mechanical
spring and clacking sound has been
used many times by comedians to entertain audiences. And when speaking
of this hat as it clacks, we cannot help
mentioning the tapping sound made
by the

villain's fingers just after

he

has put on his high silk hat to exit
with an, "Aha, ha!" Sometimes a
hat is distinctly a thing of mechanism.
It has a spring inside which causes it
to jump up when pressed down on the
head and then tumble to the floor.
This business, for its proper appreciation by the audience, needs to be

Belonging more

to the quietly face-

repeated at the right rhythmic inter-

tious than to fast

moving burlesque

vals.

are those incidents in which hats get
mixed up. In these situations someone
usually gets the wrong hat. Then we

There

is

no end

about hats. One

is

to

comical ideas

reminded of the

might include here, in our attempt to
group hat incidents, how a hat could

clown who. deprived of his hat,
quickly finds another in a pocket of
his costume. When this one is gone,
another is produced from some part
of his get-up. Likewise, when one hat
idea has been used another comes to
the fore, and, as in eating, so other
comic hat ideas come from using up

be used as the means of introducing

the

have

in this interchange of

head-gear

the absurd swapping of hats
young couple. This is a very
acteristic

mon

•HIGH H.'MS ARE FUNNY. TOO.

to

of

a

char-

phase of playfulness com-

the cockney type.

We

also

WHEN WORN AT THE WRONG TIMES OR

droll

BY THE

first

ones.

WRONG

PERSONS''

:
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AMATEUR CLUBS
Medals

Won

AT

the second screening in the
contest between the Hartford

News of Group Filming
Edited by Arthur L. Gale

Amateur Movie CUib and the
New Haven Amateur Movie Club, to

won

first prize in the color division
with Caribbean Vieivs. 400 ft.. 16
mm., a beautifully exposed and edited
natural color travel film. The second
meeting was held in New Haven in
May at the country lodge of Kenneth

ACLliB

film contest to open June
and to close September first
has been announced by the Philadelphia Amateur Motion Picture Club.
first

the best color film. Col. Roy W. Winton, Managing Director of the League,

15%;

The annual banquet

vided.

Student Club

first

under way.

IN
City
it

Movie Club
was decided,

in

Ro-

in ad-

dition to photoplay production, to ex-

pand

the clubs activities to include
technical programs, the screening of

amateur films and to provide faciliAll Rochester
ties for cameramen.
amateurs will be invited to join the
club. A change in the production
policy emphasizes the filming of experimental and artistic pictures and
an endeavor to develop new technique.

With

new policy
The Dragon,

the

in view,

HOUSE YOURSELF!

A

Scene from the Film of That Name, Produced
by Apex Motion Pictures of London, England.

Two

cups, one given by the club's directors and the other by Williams,
Brown & Earle. Inc.. will be presented to the first and second prize

winners, respectively. The rules governing the contest are as follows: 1.
contest open to members of the P. A.

June
and only

a crook
production of
play, has been shelved, and a scenario
prepared to embody the
is being
club's concept of the best possible
technique in the use of the motion
picture as an art form. New officers
chosen are Frank J. Buehlman, president; Mrs. Roland Potter, vice-president: William Cushing, secretary and
business manager; Mrs. Frank J.

M.

P. C. onlv: 2. contest starts

1st

and ends September

Buehlman, treasurer; Rowland

any tvpe or

supervisor.
146

Potter,

Brooklyn, N. Y., the

New

Utrecht

High School Motion Picture Club
has been recently formed and a comedy drama to run 1600 ft., 16 mm.,

the last business meeting of the

chester, N. Y.,

of the Phila-

WhM

Sound Objective

ATFlower

(novelty and freshness)

100%.

delphia Amateurs was recently held.
last club meeting included: a
screening of members' films; a talk
by Earl C. Roper on The Lenses We
Use: a discussion by James F. Gallais an Amateur? : a demgher on
onstration of title making by Oscar O.
Bean. Attendance at late meetings has
been straining the club"s quarters and
extra accommodations have been pro-

play and color divisions, respectively.
Now the winners of the Connecticut
State contests are challenging the
is

total

The

of a sectional contest made up of winners of several states, the League will
present a silver medal. When the national contests are under way the
League will present three gold medals
to the winners of the general, photo-

sectional contest

run from

a film and subject matter of titles will
be chiefly considered; 8. members entering films may do so by turning
them in to J. W. Robbins. 918 Chestnut Street, for forwarding to the
judges; 9. shipping, handling, etc., of
all films entirely at owners" risk.

ject matter

presented the A. C. L. Bronze Medal.
This medal will be awarded by the
League to the amateur producers, in
any one state, of the best films in these
three classifications. To the winners

and the

may submit

Three judges, consisting of Hiram
Percy Maxim, President Amateur Cinema League. Col. Roy W. Winton,
Managing Director, and Arthur L.
Gale, Photoplay Consultant of the
League, will value pictures as follows
1. photography 40%; 2. treatment,
(a) continuity 20%, (b) cinematography 157r, (c) titling 1070; 3. sub-

producer of the best photoplay and to
Margaret H. Russell, as producer of

States

one member

to not over 400 ft., 16 mm.; 7.
professionally made titles will not bar

To Hiram Percy Maxim, as producer of the best general film in Connecticut, to the New Haven Club, as

New England

5.

many

films as he likes, but the different reels must be on different sub-

as

100

Philadelphia Prizes

E. Nettleton.

other

standards;

jects; 6. length of films to

determine the best amateur film pro-

duced in Connecticut, the New Haven
Club won first prize in the photoplay
division with The Norfolk Case. 400
ft., 16 mm., and Margaret H. Russell

as well as color films or dramatics,
but these will be judged by different

films

made during

that

1st

period are

non-members desiring to
enter contest may do so any time during the period by signing membership
application blank and presenting it,
accompanied with proper check, to the

eligible;

.3.

secretary: 4. films will not be limited
as to class for subject, and films of
class, such as travel, sport,
familv films or scenics are eligible

has already been placed in production. The story, written by Joseph
Kaster, is about a small town reporter
who gets a job on a city daily and becomes involved in the adventures of
city night life. The picture is being
directed by Louis Palmieri. assisted
bv Jacob Goldstein and Frank Mazza.
Hubert Lazarus is the cameraman; Al
Dreyer, supervisor: Philip Benza, the
club's treasurer.

The

release

title

and

first production will
be announced later. The new club is
chartered by the New Utrecht High
School student body.

the cast of this

St.

Louis In

UNDER
J.

the active leadership

M. Guyol,

of

organization
Louis, Mo., Amathe

meeting of the St.
teur Cinema Club was recently held.
Twentv amateur cameramen attended
the meeting which adds St. Louis to
the long list of the strongholds of

IM

O

'»'

K

I

A I^E R9

movie making. Mr. Guyol has been
president of the new cine
unit: Arnold Kansteiner. secretarytreasurer; E. E. Star, chairman of the
program committee. At recent meetselected

tings

merce, the Halle Trophy was on disThe program included: a
plav.
screening of the film record of Ambassador Herrick s funeral, discussion

And How.

tion Picture

production of the MoClub of the Oranges, and

out League

A Challenge
'T'HE prize winners

The Lugger, production of the RochesCinema Club, were screened. With
an amateur movie club now under way
remain Pittsburgh
and Baltimore as the only two large
cities in this country that have not

in St. Louis, there

organized.

the three prize ninners for New
England. The conditions are to

District Contest

be as follows:

have been made by the
Cleveland Movie Club for a district amateur movie contest, covering
Cleveland and many smaller towns in
Northern Ohio. The club will conduct

PLANS

1.

cup

best film, together with a year's

bership in the Cleveland Movie Club.
The winning amateurs name will be

tions

and

many

it

is

expected

city organiza-

to be used in the city high

schools. At the last club meeting, held
in the rooms of the Chamber of Com-

F.

E.

M. Eveleth,

the club's secretary.

Project Record
'

I
•*•

'0 aid a public hospital project in

Melbourne, Australia, the Koorin-

gorama Films, amateur group

of Vicproducing a film record of the
construction of the building. The picture will illustrate the hospital in optoria, is

Russell,

when finished, and will then
follow the steps in its construction.
The early portions of the film will be
used to publicize the hospital's erec-

eration,

New

tion

N ettleton. New

and

to aid. in raising funds.

now being submitted
which
planned to run 1600 ft.. 16 mm.,
and to include interior settings. Several of the Kooringorama Film Club
members have also joined the Victorian Amateur Motion Picture Club
which plans early production.
Scenarios are

Haven Motion Picture Club,
Winner Class C.

prehensive civic film, planned by this
active group. So thorough will be the
civic film record that

are: Walter Thornton, Dorothy
Beck and Elva Mae Stinson, reports

All other conditions to be

Kenneth

Lingering

cast

Haven Motion Picture Club,
Winner Class B.

inscribed on the cup to be retained by
him until the next annual contest.
Progress has been made on the com-

to be of value to

There shall be three

Margaret H.

title.

The picture, based on a burlesque of the familiar desert island
story, will run 400 ft.. 16 mm. In the

ner Class A.

mem-

Amateur Movie
has begun

Calif.,

Lips.

Hiram Percy Maxim, Hartford
Amateur Movie Club, Win-

has donated a silver
be awarded to producer of the

for the club's next production
is

of the civic project and the shooting
of a short film story. Douglas Campbell and A. H. Gilmore played the

SUSPECTED
Things Look Bad for the Hero
the Murder Mystery. Judgment
the

Cumberland Cinema Club

mem-

on the fourth pro-

the

of

Club of Bakersfield.
under the working

Signed,

Company

to

^'-'duction

arranged by the Amateur
Cinema League, Inc.

recently initiated an amateur movie
department under the auspices of the
Cleveland Movie Club. The Halle
Bros.

/^.\MERA work

Class A, General Films.
Class B, Color Films.
Class C, Photoplays.
2.

all

Film Burlesque

classes:

the contest with the cooperation of
the Cleveland Plain Dealer which has

memberships for

bers.

of the
*- Connecticut State Cine Salon hereby challenge the amateur cinemalographers of the
other Nen' England States to a
competitive salon to determine

ter

leading roles in the 100 ft., 16 mm.,
farce which was directed by Joe Ramsey. All members of this active club
are also members of the League, the
Cleveland club being the first to take

in This Scene From
Fui/iilcd, Filmed by

of

Vineland. N.

J.

i

Continued on page ill)
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THE THREE MUSES
A
A handsome

Scene 1: Medium shot.

Scenario for the

Summer Cinema

By Nellie Fay Mamoulian

woman with a golf bag swinging from her shoulders is leaning
over him peering into his face. She
is holding a golf ball in her hands
and examines a lump on his head.
The three women look from one to
another in dismay, shaking their
heads
sorrowfully.
The artist
slowly opens his eyes and looks
lar

young man

carrying an artist's
paraphernalia crossing a portion of
a golf course Attractive scenery
in the background. Cut.
Scene 2: Semi-closeup. The artist
stops and sizes up the scenery

ahead. Cut.
Scene 3: Long shot.
tractive

ground.
Scene 4:

clump

View

of the at-

of trees in the back-

Medium

The

shot.

artist

Scene 10: Medium shot. Scene same
9 but taken from a different
angle away from the golf course.
as

examining paintback on the easel.
The muses resume dancing and the
artist sits down on the ground near

The

artist finishes

ing and places

about in bewilderment. He rubs his
again and upon seeing the

it

eyes

women

stiS^ens

women

some considup his easel,
places a canvas upon it and
artist, after

eration,

disgust,

Scene 13: Medium shot. The
is still
group of
working over the artist. The
tall angular one strolls over
to the easel and examines the
painting. She takes it off the

ingly and continues to walk
toward the trees.
Scene 5: Medium shot. Picturesque wood with tlie golf
course in the background.

The

registers

out and collapses again.

smiles, nods his head approv-

easel to better see

sets

it,

register-

his brushes begins to paint
Fade or iris
with fervour.

ing great interest. The artist
raises himself on an elbow
and seeing his painting in the
woman's hands springs up,
rushes over and indignantly

out.

seizes

opens his camp
seats himself

stool.

He

and taking out

Scene 6: Fade or

iris in.

closeup and scene same as 5.
artist, painting rapidly,
pauses and inspects his work.
He scratches his head medi-

The

tatively

and

scrutinizes

the

picture critically. Cut.

Scene 7:

Medium

shot.

it.

The

tall

woman

looks very surprised and the
others are thrown into consternation by his sudden recovery. The tall woman shows
her interest in the painting
and takes out her pocket
book, offering him money for
The artist looks further
it.

Semi-

Scene
shakes

same as 5. The artist
head sadly and gets up.

bewildered and, upon being

He

sale.

finally makes the
The three women triumphantly make their exit,

pressed,

his

lights

a

and
smoking

cigarette

leans against a tree,
and frowning at the canvas.

Fade

Medium

Scene
and easel
are not in scene. Three muses
appear (charming girls in

Scene 8:

same

shot.

as 5. Artist

One is playing
Grecian costumes
some musical instrument, another
is reading from a scroll and the
third is dancing. Cut.
Scene 9: Medium shot. Scene the
same. Artist is in the scene. He
throws away his cigarette, rubs his
eyes and then registers delight. Accepting the inspiration he snatches
up the stool and seats himself before the easel and begins to paint
furiously, flourishing his brush
dramatically. Glances from time
to time at his models. The second
lays down her parchment
girl
scroll and dances with the third.
The artist picks up his canvas and
examines it with satisfaction, nodding with approval, while the
I

.

muses crowd around and also examine the painting with delight.
Cut.

one clutching the
tall
painting and the other two
crowding around and congratulating her. The artist,
left alone, sadly and thoughtfullv rubs his head. Fade.
Note: The dream sequence. Scenes
the

out.

"HE BEGINS TO PAINT FURIOUSLY"'

them to watch. They dance about
him and one of them goes to the
artist, puts her arms about his neck
and kisses him on the forehead. The
artist smiles. The first girl strums
her way over and kneels beside
him, instrument in hand, while the
third dances slowly up to the
group. Cut.
Scene 11: Semi closeup. The artist
with eyes closed is leaning in the
arms of one of the girls while the

crowded around patting
head and smoothing his clothing. Fade out.
Scene 12: Semi closeup. Fade in. The
artist's head is lying in the lap of a
girl golfer dressed in a very rough
fashion. She is stroking his forehead while a stout woman in
others are

his

knickers
wrists.

is

excitedly

Another verv

chafing
and angu-

tall

his

8

to 11 inclusive, offers

an opportun-

for simple and amusing camera
tricks. With a camera, the speed of
which can be increased, you can get
semi sloiv motion effects of the three
girls dancing, giving them an exagity

gerated grace. If, at the beginning of
Scene 8, you shoot three or four feet
of the scene, without the three muses
in it. and then stop the camera, place
the three muses in the scene as described, and then start the camera
again, you ivill get the effect of the
three muses mysteriously appearing.

Double exposure and

dissolves open

many other possibilities for
teur who can handle them.

the

ama-

In Scene

12, be sure to arrange the three women
golfers so that the lump or blue spot
on the artist's head and the golf ball
can be plainly seen.

I
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BRINGING MUSIC

of Musical Notes in Animated Educational Films

Personification
Is

Latest Simplification of Music Teaching

By Aden Richards

N Music LMnd

is one of the most
alluring things I have ever seen
in music.
interest
children
to
Nothing of the sort has ever been

mated medium could be successfully
and accurately synchronized, we dis-

"I

done, to

my

knowledge, with such

in-

sight into child psychology."

Thus Ernest

Schelling, composer,
and conductor with the New
York Philharmonic, sums up the genpianist

opinion among
music instructors concerning the latest educational mission of the movies.
In four animated reels, dealing with
fundamentals of all music:
the
ryhthm, dynamics, notation and harmony, Miss Alice Whitney Brockett,
has taken advantage, according to
Lynn Save in Musical America, of the
moving picture to synchronize music
lessons with stories for children, and
to put them upon the screen in such a
eral

consensus

of

cussed

By

this personification of

musical

symbols, Father Tempo flies up to
Music Land in an earplane, which has
a "good ear, two eyes, brain wheels
and a heart engine." We explore the
country, following Rhythm River
through the Melodic Mountain Range,
over Choral Caves, and Song Meadows to Cadence Landing at Note
Village.
The Note Village Music
Times publishes the pictures of

a

time canvas,

according

to

their

and influenced by moods and

tempi.

The

rhythm

is

action of the notes is so
definite that a distinct feeling for

immediately conveyed. The

contrasting

movement

distinguishes

their

of

notes
values,

the

different

which are also enhanced by the accompanying score. Once having seen

move upon the screen, the
child has a clearer understanding of
the static black and white symbols on
the printed music page. The idea of
the notes

motion, speed and rhythms is achieved
by dififerent means, one of which is a
moving background in contrasting
movement.

the

of

possibilities

other

mediums, such as silhouettes, marionettes and the combination of living
figures with drawings. The problem
of capturing the
ties

many

elusive quali-

became more and
had no precedent.

of the scenario

more
Never

acute.

We

in the history of

motion

pic-

— so as could be discovered
—have there been films produced on
tures

far

the subject of music theory.

I

am sure

no one has ever attempted to produce
a motion picture conception of such
abstract ideas as rhythm, dynamics,
notation and other aspects of music.
Miss Brockett's ideas seemed to me,
therefore, to have the quality of genuine genius. They are a clear leap
forward and they are utterly original.
This very quality, however, made
them the more difficult to place on
the screen. Since Miss Brockett's conception of the idea and her original
sketches were made with the animated
drawing technique in mind, it was decided to attempt that form of pre-

way that the music "becomes alive."
The note characters are said to
move upon the screen as though upon
values,

LIFE

to

People of Note. The traffic rules at
Measure Street and Times Square are
strictly enforced,

with Father

Tempo

acting as a musical speedometer for
the Notes. Fashion Notes from Paris
are displayed in the Village Theatre,

and not far away is the camp where
Note Scouts win Accent caps.
Henry BoUman, who produced the
picture, says, "My particular job was
an extremely ingenious
scenario into tangible films.
"At first, uncertain whether the anito translate

The animated drawing has
unlimited flexibility. Drawings can
be made to do anything dance, play
games, race on Rhythm River, march,
alter their shapes and sizes instantly,
show mutual relationships, and, in
fact, become very real people in their
own world.
"The form of presentation agreed
upon, it remained to find the artist
to execute the ideas. This proved to
be one of the most difficult problems

sentation.

—

(Continued on page 474)
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FUZZY-WUZZY
A
WUZZY was an amateur
FUZZY
movie maker who earned the

Disc/ission of Soft Focus Effects
much

By Walter D. Kerst

he so ingloriously labored under
on being different from
his brothers and getting all messed
up in soft focus lenses, soft focus

by

insisting

gauzes, bolting silks, chiffons and what-not. Now it was not because Fuzzy merely desired to be different from others and was seeking
screens,

something that would make his films
more interesting and more pictorially
beautiful that he was christened so

The trouble with
Fuzzy was that he thought it was only
necessary to point his camera at the
scene and let her go. Why worry about
focus when you couldn't focus the
horribly.

No

indeed.

darn soft focus lenses? Why worry
about anything when you got a beautiful, shimmering veil of what-youThus he kept
call-it on the screen?
coming home day after day with the
most charming bunch of mush one
ever gazed upon. And he beamed and
called

But

it
it

"ART."
came to pass

many

after

that Fuzzy decided to write

and
for

illustrate

an

article

Movie Makers and

attempt to point out some
of the things he had found
out about soft focus lenses

and

were made with
focus convertible
lens, at varying lens openings. With this type of
soft focus objective,
the sharpness of the
inclusive,

a soft

image increases as

lens

it

tion number one was made at /4,
which was the widest opening of the

lens used in

making

this series.

This

much diffusion for this
particular subject. The subject was
strongly lighted from one side and the
stop gave too

halation, or lens aberration, was increased to an unpleasant degree. The
largest

opening

in

most

soft

lenses should be used only

lighting

is

soft

and more or

focus

when

the

less even.

This stop should be used very sparingly as there are very few subjects
that will allow such a large amount
of diffusion as the widest stop gives.
The increasing sharpness of the
image in illustrations one to four
is clearly shown. This is an excellent
feature of a lens of this type, inas-

MORE ANASTIGMAT COMPARISONS
Number Seven, Above. Is a Straight Shot with an
Anastigmat Lens; Number Eight. Le/t, Was Made
with the Same Lens Thrown Out of Focus (the
Wrong Method); Number Nine. Right, Was Made
with the Same Lens and a Glass Diffusing Screen
(the Right Method).
PhoIogTdphs by Walter D. Kerjl

tant shots, are exquisite in soft focus,

while the more distant shots are better
on the screen when sharply defined.
But should an occasion arise to shoot
a distant scene in diffused focus and
a small stop is called for, an effect
almost identical to that of the soft
focus lens can be obtained by using an
anastigmat lens at a small opening
with a glass diffusing screen. Such
type of diffusion is shown by illustration number six. As to exposure,
some compensation must be made in
the event that a certain scene calls for
a small lens opening, since the soft
focus lens must be used at a large
opening in order to secure the desired
degree of diffusion. Since amateur
cameras do not possess variable shutters by which exposure can be reguulated. color filters of difdepths and ex-

ferent

be
factors can
For example, the
liglit on a particular scene
calls for a lens opening of

posure
used.

\\\.

effects.

Illustrations one to four.

the

years

can be used for an allsoft focus and
anastigmatic purposes. True, one sacrifices speed as sharpness is gained,
but it will be found in most work that
the close-ups, which usually need
wider lens openings than the more disas

around lens for both

title

is

stopped down.
1 1 1 u s t r a

case,

In

this

particular

however, a lens stop

of /5.6 gives the desired
softening of the scene.

Using a color

filter

with

a factor of four, with the
lens set at /5.6, will

the exposure
called for as well as
give

M O %'
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STUDIES IN SOFT FOCUS
Phul(.g7ophs bv VVulu-r D.

(See

Used at Its Widest Opening (f4); Number Two, the Soft Focus Lens Used at /5.6;
the Soft Focus Lens used at f8; Number Four, the Soft Focus Lens used at f\6. Giving Anastigmatic
Harshness of Line and Lighting; Number Five, the Anastigmat Lens Used at Its Widest Opening (/4.5).
larshness of Line and Lighting Because of the Wire Sharp Quality of the Anastigmat Lens, Even at Its
Opening; Number Six, the Same An
Used With a Glass Diffusion Screen, Compare With
the Soft Focus Lens

:,

lut

Widest

Kit.r

Facmg Page)
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Outdoor

Amateur Movies

Interiors for

Simplified Scene Construction for
are only two
THERE
ways of designing
a

One

setting.

is

theatrical

the realistic

and

the idealistic or imaginative way. The latter, which requires a
higher type of intelligence and educa-

the other

Amateur Film

By Paul D. Hugon

possible

is

tion to appreciate, consists in expressing moods and not facts, as when a

money lender's office is represented by
a back drop of blood red, on which
a spider's web of immense size is painted,

unless we choose to jump quickly to
a big close-up. For that reason, the
floor area of a movie set is commonly
larger than the floor area of the corresponding room in real life.

The same with

light.

The average

The

shall really

is

common

commercial pictures,
and necessitated by
their appeal to all kinds
and conditions of men,
imaginative and otherto

wise, educated or not.

It

be hoped that amateur movie producers
will follow in the footsteps of the Little Theis to

atre

will

and truly

panelings and
mouldings; we shall
use stone fireplaces and
porcelain sinks. But if
we wish to economize,
we can still manufacture convincing sets of
cheaper materials.
By far the cheapest
way to make scenery is
to use painted canvas
flats. For outdoor use,
they may have to be
backed with building
paper, to keep the light
carve

a block of ice.
former way, that
is

of realism,

Stories

than usual, or paint them (if they are
made of canvas or Upson board) with
a flat paint many shades darker than
anything seen in a house.
Being thus cautioned against false
realism, we shall not fall into the
opposite error of assuming that our
spectators will accept as realistic any
wobbly contraption we choose to call
scenery. If we are able to afford it,
we shall build our scenery as solid as rock; we

and the moneylender's
desk

1929

movement, and
toward the

tend

symboli-

from being seen

which is easily produced, economical and
free from precedent or

through the canvas, and
they will have to be
braced firmly to resist
the
ordinary breeze,

idealized

or

cal,

rule.

but they will afford a

For the purposes of
the

present

however, we

vast

article,

confine ourselves to the
more conventional realistic way of building sets, assuming that
they are to be erected
out of doors, that they

must

cost

as

little

If

Let us remember at the start that
not synonymous with
is

copy

real

life

ac-

curately will not produce the impression of reality on the screen.
For example, how large should a
set be? Unless it is larger than in real
life, it will appear smaller, because
the camera lens works at an angle of
thirty degrees or less, while the human
eye roams about its orbit over an area
of about one hundred-eighty degrees.

Standing five feet from an ordinary
drawing room wall, you can see the
whole wall the camera, to see the
same wall, has to be twenty feet away
or more. Moving the camera away to
get the background, we are usually
obliged to move the furniture and the
action downstage, to keep the action
within reasonable size on the screen.
:

we

are to use out-

a quite level floor of

WE

SHALL ERECT OUR SETS, EACH CONSISTING THEORETICALLY OF TWO. AND
ONLY TWO, WALLS AT A RIGHT ANGLE."

realistic

to

little

wood, so smooth
show under the
The space should be not less
flats.
than fifty to sixty feet from north to
south, and thirty feet from east to
west. The actual flooring should cover
thirty-five feet, at least, by twenty-five.
The camera will often be off the floor.
On that flooring we shall erect our
soft

as

possible.

Merelv

at

door sets our first requirement is a level location of ample dimensions on which to erect

possible and yet be as convincing as

real.

variety

cost.

may

wall

in

a

home

light colored,

is covered with a
smooth, patterned wall-

paper, whose function

is

to reflect as

much light as possible. Yet in real
life we seldom pay attention to a
wallpaper. In the movies we have all
the light we need from other sources,
and that kind of wallpaper would attract undue attention without serving
any good purpose. We shall not seek
realism, therefore, by covering our
sets with the same kind of wallpaper
that is used in a real room. On the
contrary,
walls,

we

shall either burlap the

or cover

them with a rough

plaster surface that will break up the
light and give texture to the wall, or

paper them with a fibrous, oatmeallike surface of much darker shade

that the light will not

each consisting theoretically of
two. and only two. walls at a right
angle. The longer wall will run northsouth, and the shorter, east-west.
sets,

Whether the entire set faces north or
south will depend on the climate, the
time of day at which the scene is to
be shot, and the facilities for diffusing
and reflecting the light, as discussed
later. Sometimes the longer wall will
at the right of the camera, sometimes at the left. Each wall will consist of so many six-foot flats, fourfoot flats, two-foot flats, door flats and
window flats, an incredible varietv of

be

—
MOWIE IM/%KER9
combinations being possible with even
a small stock.
Under no circumstances shall

we attempt

a three-sided

room, as the third side gets in the
way, cuts off light, and would have
to consist of flats of a different nature.

How is that scenery made? The
are wooden frames covered with
canvas, painted, clamped in perfect
alignment, and in varying sequences.
We may standardize on the ten-foot
height, which is ample for the size sets
we shall build. If the camera shoots
over the top, extend the tripod and
flats

slightly downward.
Taking some three-inch wide

the

same brush

as

before,

after

a

washing.

When

the

flats

are painted,

we place

along the sides of the back of each,
cleats or other devices that will hold
cords for fastening that flat to its
neighbors (or better still, we buy regular patented stage braces and hardware) Absolute rigidity is essential.
Our next step is to build in similar
manner two door flats, one or two window flats, perhaps a fireplace flat. In
each case we start by buying (second

door is in the back wall, the camera
should be placed to give the same result.

In making the fireplace, we build
a three-piece box to represent the inside of the chimney, of sooty bricks,
usually, and stand it up behind the

opening.

Even with doors and windows and a

.

fireplace,

-

tilt

tens,

we

build a

number

bat-

made
same

bleached muslin to covThis muslin
in a width of
about
forty
inches,

comes

sufficient

to

narrower
For the wider
flats.
ones, we join two pieces
along the length with
the

an invisible
the back.

flat

seam

brown

at

to

Next we prime the canvas flats,
using for this purpose common carpenter's glue in flakes, melted in a
double boiler and diluted with water
until it is quite liquid. We apply it
warm with a three-inch brush or a
wider one. While the canvas is drying,
which may take an hour or more, we
prepare the paint. We have bought
two or three pounds of dry burnt
umber, at six or seven cents a pound,
and two or three pounds of dry white.

We

mix each color separately with
water containing enough glue to act
as a binder, so that the paint will not

rub when drv. Then we make color
experiments on a piece of canvas, allowing the paint to become quite dry
and photographing it before deciding

upon

The

object is not
to produce a pleasing color, but one
the right tint.

uniform and fairly dark
about chestnut color. Having found
the right shade, and mixed the paint
accordingly, we apply the paint, using
that will be

—

the

corresponding
tones

of

the

photograph.
These
drops are used, of

At the price

cents

of ten
a yard,
seventy cents worth will
cover a six-foot flat, ten
feet high. We tack the
muslin on the flats
tightly, especially
at
the sides and at the
bottom to prevent its wrinkling.

the

The
made

—

er them.

is

of canvas,
as the flats.

corridor is easily
with paneled walls in
brown. For the two
scenic drops, it is best
to take a still picture
of the desired scene,
make a lantern slide
of it, and project it on
to the eight-foot blank
canvas. While the image is on the canvas
which may be for hours
or days
we copy the
design accurately, in
pencil or charcoal and,
when we have thus
transferred the whole
design, we paint it in
with various shades of

skeletons
across
the
back. Then let us buy
enough heavy, un-

cover

yet through.
three drops at
least, a corridor, a city
skyline and a landscape. Each drop is an
eight-foot
wide
flat

need

of frames:

two will be six feet
wide; three will be four
feet wide; two will be
two feet wide. This does
not include door and
window frames mentioned later.
Let us
brace these
wooden

which

We

we are not

course,

give

to

us

a

glimpse through a window or door, but never
as complete sets by
themselves. Shifting the
left, we secure the

drop to right or

IT IS WISE TO REMEMBER THAT A DOOR
SHOULD ALWAYS OPEN ON STAGE AND
NEVER OFF STAGE."

effect of different scenes.

We are now ready
We may combine our

to erect a set.

units in one of

many
hand, from a house wrecker) a goodlooking door, window or fireplace,

and we make the frame to fit that.
Such frames are better covered with
Upson board than with canvas.
In making door flats, it is wise to
remember that a door should always
open on stage, and never off stage,
unless a particular effect is desired,
as an off-stage opening would disclose
too much of the void behind the scenery. Therefore, every door must be

hung

to swing toward the front and
not toward the back of the flat. If
two doors are made, one should be a
"left opener," and one
a "right
opener." The former will be used
when the longer wall is at camera left,
and the "right opener" will be used
when the wall is at the right of the
camera, thus always turning the body
of the door to the audience. If the

ways, for example: six foot,
window, four foot; (right angle, then

down

to right) six foot door, four foot,
other door (not to be opened), two

foot; country

drop behind window;

corridor drop behind

first

door.

Our next problem is to diffuse the
daylight. If we can build, twelve feet
or so above the floor and parallel with

a wire frame on which we shall
some lightweight sheeting (seven
feet wide, at forty cents a yard), we
shall be able to overcome the worst
it,

slide

Such a frame would have
on several wooden pillars, or

obstacle.
to rest

two-inch iron piping. The diffusing
sheets must not be mounted on wooden
frames themselves, as such frames

would

cast

shadows on the

set.

If

we

can do no better, we may simply throw
the diffuser over the tops of the flats.
A large wooden frame, made to stand
i

Continued on page 470)
453
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CRITICAL FOCUSING
Fiizzies?

AMATEUR

canieianien are
cloiil:)tless acutely conscious of
the blurred photography and
lack of definition in the professional
talkies. Some interesting reasons for
this condition were recently advanced

Technical Reviews

Aid

the

plucky
to

Amateur

.

Edited by Arthur L. Gale

prints,'

shots are

"'

"Soft

he declared.
but

beautiful,

often

they

grow infernally monotonous. In many
instances the photography of the talkies is so dim that projectionists in the-

with long throws cannot tell
whether or not the picture is in focus.
Even with sound, you still need photography
and photographic mush won't work."
Eventual solution of this problem will
probably be reached by perfection of silent
lighting methods or by blending of the forms
of "hard" lighting with the "soft" lighting
after some method for silencing the "hard"
lights has been developed, through silencing
of camera mechanisms, which will permit doing away with shooting through glass, and by
changes in the laboratory methods of handling
sound printing. For the present, however, inferior lighting must be checked up as another
one of the many penalties which the public
is paying for the talkies.
atres

The Divine Lady
First Xational
Directed by

Frank Lloyd

Photographed by
John F.

Seitz, A.S.C.

Cinematography: The
by Epes W. Sargent in his department in Twit's Weekly.
"When The Letter was revealed

Criterion

the

at

cently, there

was

a cut-in

re-

from

UFA

nature study, done in
UFA's very best photography," he pointed out, "and it
emphasized the shortcomings

an

of present sound photography
as represented by the rest of

the picture.
so

marked

ible

The

last

scenes of this picture furnish a
beautiful example of the use of
the dissolve to indicate

what

is

passing in the mind of a character.

As Nelson

dying on
end of the

lies

his flagship at the

battle of Trafalgar the close-up

of the dying

man

dissolves into

a double exposure of a vision of
Lady Hamilton through the

{Continued on

page 487)

was
was aud-

contrast

that there

dissatisfaction

with

the

remainder of the picture."
This fuzziness of talkie
photography, he claimed, is partly due to the
widespread adoption of "soft" lighting by the
professionals before this method was perfected
to meet the exacting demands of the big

amateur work on a more
method has proved entirely
preference for talkies was

studios, although for

modest

scale, this

satisfactory.

based on

its

Its

silence, as contrasted to the other

types of lighting which made noise. Another
contributing factor to the over-softness of the
talkies he said, has been the camera silencing
device of shooting through glass from a soundproof booth. Also, when the "sound-track on
the film" method is used, the sound is usually
made on one film and the picture negative on
another. When they are combined, in printing the positive for projection, there is still
further loss of definition through printing the
scenic portion of the picture through the celluloid of the blank on the sound track film.
"Every factor of sound seems to contribute
to loss of definition and to make impossible

ABOVE hi-FECTIVE SHADOW VVORk VkoM 7H£ TRIAL OF MART DUGA\. METRO;
CENTER LORD NELSON'S DEATH FROM THE DIVINE LADT, FIRST NATIONAL;
BELOW. ONE OF THE PADDED CAMERA BOOTHS WHICH HAMPER TALKIE PHOTOGRAPHY. WARNER BROTHERS.

niowac iM/%KERS

PHOTOPLAYFARE
Redskin

DONE

Revieu's

understanding
austerity of treatment. Paramount's Redskin would rank
as a great photoplay- It has all of
the elements that, in themselves, go
to make an outstanding film accomplishment.

with

The

lege scenes that seem to this reviewer
entirely unconvincing both in motivation and in action. The thrills of
the picture are cheap thrills not

an

story

is

large

for the Cintelligenzia
Edited by

Roy W. Winton

worthy of the

fine theme. But these
are all blemishes and not structural
faults. If Mr. Schertsinger had known

where he was going with

just

in

his

theme; the dramatic conflict offers unlimited
opportunities; photographic and cinematic
possibilities are endless; a racial record is
available; there is no demand for action which
causes those outrages to intelligence that too
often irritate an audience beyond endurance.
In spite of these opportunities Paramount

has produced a photoplay in Redskin which
misses the heights but which, nevertheless, is
decidedly worth seeing. This is chiefly true
because of the very excellent natural color
photography and because of the very interesting excerpts and, if the word is permissable,
implications of Pueblo and Navajo life. It
is a clean film throughout and there is nothing
thrown in to catch the taste of the spice
hunters. One has the feeling, through much
of the footage, of seeing
authentic Indian customs.
The faults are those that
a clean-cut directorial in-

would have avoided and that a cinematically-minded camera man
would have remedied.
tention

There

is

if he had been
go where he wanted to
would have dropped off

picture or, perhaps,

allowed

a lot of regret-

to

table hokum about saluting the American flag, and

with

platitudes about "discip-

man who was

it,

these

and the baldness of the

tale of die

Indian nor
white man, but just "Redskin," would
have stood out in dignity and tragedy.
Even the conventional happy ending
could have been manoeuvered ration-

line and love" are entangled pointlessly. This
is in the early part of the
storv. Later we find col-

There

ally.

neither

no

is

modern camera

effort to get

effects.

any

The absence

of these is, perhaps, compensated by
the best color filming this reviewer
has ever seen, in which the settings
of the deserts and canyons of Arizona are used
intelligently

and

film

is

The sound
and tiresome, but the

satisfactorily.

effects are out of place

well-scored musically.

reported that Mr. Adolph Zukor considers Redskin one of the best productions of
his company and that he has a personal pride
It is

of accomplishment in it. This is all to Mr.
Zukor's credit as it indicates that this veteran
of the movie industry likes things that are
clean and wholesome. If Mr. Zukor had more
clearly understood that a story told by Harold

Bell Wright
told

is

a story

by Joseph Conrad

and that the same
is art,

rad's capacity to eliminate

tale

because of Con-

mawkishness and

cheapness in both incident and treatment, he
would, no doubt, have seen to it that Redskin

was pruned of the over-sentimental and
spots that

SCENES FROM tnt R£DSK/?<. PARAMOUNT. WHICH INDICATE THE FIDELITY
WITH UHICH DETAILS OF INDIAN LIFE HAVE BEEN PRESERVED FOR POSTERITY
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY OF REMARKABLE BEAUTY ALSO ADDS IMMEASURABLY
TO THE CHARM OF THIS FILM.

mar

Lastly, since

Zukor and

trite

it.
it

has been proved that Mr.
do understand what

his associates

{Continued on page 4871
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GET ALONG WITH THE
I CAN'T SEEM TO
GREGORIES AT ALL— WE'RE 16 MILLIMETERS AND
THEY'RE 35'S."
••FRANK.

FILM -FLAM
Edited by Louis

Cupid Banned

LOVE
has suffered
life in

Bailey

Hollywood studios
a severe

set

back

with the advent of the talkies,
according to our favorite little bird.
the
days of the good old stillies
In
why not?) actors and ac(well

—

tresses

M.

who became enamored under

the Kleigs could whisper sweet noth-

ings to one another while performing
their silent roles. With no one to
shush them, many a romance is said
to have budded and flowered behind
masks of grease paint, so long as the
celluloid was silent. But all that is
changed. Were Drexel Glostora to
whisper, "I love you," to Gladiola
Gush today, if the words were not in
the script, every microphone would
fall with a crash, the lights would explode with a bang, the director would
have apoplexy and in all probability
Gladiola would rejoin, "Shut up. you
sap, you're wrecked the scene!" Thus
one more advantage can be checked

up for amateurs, who can still make
silent movies without an injunction
being served on them by Wall Street
bankers.
Although the camera is.
whirring away, they can even whisper to each other, "All I want is little
ootsie 00," and nobody but themselves
will ever give a hang.

Tweet, Tweet
nPRANQUIL Culver

•

"Chasing away the meadowlarks,"
chorused the noise makers.
"I know, they've taken to bitin' people and the people they bite is gettin'
hydrophobia. Come on over to the
station house

and meet Napoleon,"

the second cop, gently and
soothingly. The parade to the station
was halted, however, by the breathsaid

less arrival of a

City, basking

sunshine, was
day by a volley of
many curious heads
to windows and sent children scampering indoors, we are advised by a
Pathe publicity scout. Policemen, he
in

ous abandon, eclat and vehemence.
"Well, I'll fall for it," said the first
cop, "what's all the shooting for?"

the California

startled the other

shots that brought

says, rushed in the direction of the
noise to find, instead of a gang war,
two men, each armed with a brace of
revolvers, standing a hundred feet
apart and firing into the air with joy-

movie

456

and

direc-

grove.

"And who
lark in a

ever heard of a

meadow

snow storm?" demanded the

star.

{Continued on page 488)

"MARK MY WORDS, CALDECOT, DAD WILL
WHEN HE FINDS OUT
"
WHAT WE'VE ADDED TO HIS FILM
BE AWF'LY PLEASED

star

Explanations followed. It seemed
that the melodious songs of the birds
were being caught by the microphone
during the process of recording a
dialogue and sound scene of a terrific
synthetic blizzard which was being
staged on the edge of a nearby orange
tor.

MAKERS

IHOWIE

CINE ILLUSIONS
Amusing
PART

PROGRESSIVE

By H.

II

to incorpo-

rate in their work that will add to
the enjoyment of their films. The simple tricks, discussed in the previous

on

Syril

Summer

Cinemist

Dusenbery

this subject in

June Movie

Makers, were only a few

duce this effect. Here is a simple way
to do it. The first exposure made is
that of the bottle, which should be
taken before a plain black background.
To make matters as easy

of

simple

and extremely effective.
These stunts should be introduced in your films not as
mere tricks but as natural in-

a closet
light

for double-exposure work,
there are a few simple stunts
that can be effectively pro-

for

fills

illusion of

bottle a person
ing.

He

is

is

seen to

"ANOTHER EXPOSURE SHOWS A PERSON
UNDER THE WATER."
this

as possible, the bottle should be in the

apparently stand-

exact center of the field. It would be
well to make a rough pencil sketch

the picture.

Insidi

safe dark-

the

second

exposure.

Have

lit-

a person standing inside a
large bottle is one of the easy
double exposure stunts. As
viewed on the screen, a large
bottle

absolutely

taken from its carton. It is
easy to do this rewinding in
total darkness once the paper
trailer has been
properly
threaded. When your film
has been rewound, again
place it in the camera ready

moment.
While the ordinary amateur camera was not intended
logical

The

is

room. Here in the dark you
can easily operate your rewind and thus restore the film
to the position it was in when

It goes without saying that
they should be used sparingly
and, to be most effective,
should appear at the psycho-

tle diflSculty.

that

proof, or to a photo-

graphically

cidents in connection with the
filming of your pictures.

duced with comparatively

bottle

camera in the usual way and
remove the film. This film,
together with the empty spool
from the camera, is placed on
your rewind. After threading
the paper trailer on to the
empty camera spool, retire to

the stunts within easy reach
of the ambitious amateur. In
this discussion we will suggest a few that, perhaps, are
a bit off the beaten path but
are, nevertheless, quite

new roll of film in your camera.
Shoot the first ten feet of this on the
which makes the first exposure.
Now cover the lens of your camera
tightly and let the remaining ninety
feet of the roll pass through the camera unexposed. You can now open the
a

movie makers are

always seeking ideas

article

Stunts for the

bow and nod. Two

separate exposures on the same por-

showing the position of the bottle

tion of the film are necessary to pro-

relation to the view-finder. Start with

BOTTLE A PERSON
APPARENTLY STANDING."

•INSIDE THIS
IS

in

a person stand before
a plain black background and
place the camera in such a
position that the subject ap-

pears in that portion of the
finder formerly occupied by
the bottle. By referring to your sketch
this will not be difficult. You now
shoot the first ten feet on your subject.
This is the second exposure. If prop-

(Continued on page 469)
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KODACOIOR
(zy^o//mcylwi//ef

E
ING—

fASE

OF TAK-

simplicity of
showing^ accuracy of
all color rendition

—

—

these are the outstand-

ing characteristics of

Kodacolor.
To take Kodaexcellent Kodacolor pictures may be taken without the subject being in bright sunlight.
color, you simply load
Cine'-Kodak, Model R,/!i.9 or BB,y!i.9, with Kodacolor
Film and insert the small Kodacolor Filter before the lens.
The filter locks the exposure lever aty!i.9, so there is no
question as to what aperture to use. Bright sunlight (except
when using the half-speed feature of Model BB,y]i.9) and
proper focusing are the only other two things required for
excellent Kodacolor results.
To project Kodacolor, simply attach the Kodacolor
Assembly (a lens and special filter) to Kodascope, Model
B, or the Kodacolpr Lens Unit to Kodascope, Model A,
and thread with Kodacolor Film. A turn of the switch
brings your pictures to your screen in full color.
C'tUi'-Ktidiik,

Model

lUiyj.i.ij.

By using

its

half-speed

feitlure,

Ask a

m (T//ll(^oLo/y

Kodacolor faithfully reproduces every tint, every hue,
from fieeting fiesh tones to the radiant greens, yellows, and
blues of flowers in full bloom. Portrait close-ups in Kodacolor are particularly beautiful and life-like.
The special Kodacolor Screen, beautifully mounted in
walnut, assures Kodacolor projection of highest quality.
Get a roll of Kodacolor Film from a Cine'-Kodak dealer
take Kodacolor movies of children, parents, friends,

—

your garden,
summer's riotous colors —
show them on
a

Kodacolor

Screen — then
you will know
the

marvelous

beauty

and

color-fidelity of

Kodacolor!

One showing will win you!

The new Library Kodascope, the

last

word in home movie

projectors. It

shows Kodacolor on either the small translucent screen, extended on folding arms from the base of the projector, or on a regular Kodacolor Screen.

Cine- Kodak dealer for a demonstration

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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EDUCATIONAL FILMS
News of Visual Education

in Schools

Edited by Louis

M.

Art Technique Films

THE

Museum

of Fine Arts. Bos-

which Dr. A. K. Coomaraswamy. League member, is

ton, of

a curator, has joined the throng of

moving picture producers. Its first
film, The Etcher's Art, is an educa-

completion of the plate and the

final

print.

To

the large public,

which has no

clear idea of the process of

making an

other crafts.

TN a
• and

resume of filming

activities

the use of the motion picture

relative to the practice of dentistry,

Dr.

George H. Wandel. supervisor
Bureau of Health Education
American Dental Association,

of the
of the

with headquarters in Chicago, states:
"Our Association has been using
its work for some time. Howwe have not developed any films

films in
ever,

may undertake such

of our own. but
a proposition at

some future

date.

The

Toronto School of Dental Surgery
also

life.

making use

is

of films for educa-

tional work.

The film opens with a survey of
the field of etching, beginning with
a flash on the screen of the earliest

"The Eastman Kodak Co. is now
working on a series of films for dental health education.
Judging from

known

previously before the eyes of the
audience, and the various steps in the

schools, art centers and clubs throughout the country, and eventually to
produce a series of similar moving
pictures showing the various processes of the graphic arts, and of

Dental Education

showing the various steps in the
process of etching. Frank W. Benson,
for many years connected with the
school of the Boston Museum, and a
native New England artist, demonstrated the process. In his studio at
Salem, Massachusetts, Mr. Benson
spent the better part of five days beneath the blazing light of the cameras.
The result is not only a clear and
adequate picture of the process of
etching but it is also a valuable historical record of Mr. Benson making
one of his attractive studies of bird
tional

etching, one made about 1504
by Daniel Hopfer of Augsburg, a
decorator of weapons. In succession
are shown etchings by Van Dyck,
Rembrandt, Lorraine, Piranesi, Meryon. Millet, Haden, Whistler. Zorn,
Forain, Griggs, and Muirhead Bone.
Next is disclosed Mr. Benson assembling his material, making the sketch,
transferring it to a plate, prepared

and Homes

Bailey

WILD FOWL

its

The Etching Made For the Cine Camera
by Mr. Benson.

etching,

and

to the student interested

in the technique of

one of America's

foremost artists in this field, the print
is equally appealing.
It is the plan
of the Boston Museum to make the
film

available

for

distribution

plans, this activity bids fair to
effective piece of work.
"Doctor Thos. B. McCrum of

become a very

to

Kansas

City, Missouri, is planning to
develop one or two dental films in
the near future.
"Doctor Freeman, of the University
of Chicago, is now conducting a study
of the effectiveness of various methods

available in presenting dental health

FRANK W. BENSON
The Famous Etcher
the Boston

as

Seen

Museum

in the Film K
of Fine Arts.

{Continued on page 487)

MOVIE M/%KCR»
Reprinted from

The

Cine-Kodak D^Qws

PUBLISHED MONTHLY IN THE INTERESTS OF AMATEUR MOTION PICTURES
BV THE EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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VOL. 5

KoDASCOPE Libraries,

A Handy

Inc.

WHILE
"Present

affixed
liable

KISMET"

and

there are

Exposure Meten
guide which is
Cine-Kodak is re-

the exposure
the

to

efficient for all practical

purposes,

some movie makers who

prefer a
nechanical exposure meter. For these the

Tale of the East
Itis Skinner
•t

photoplays of this decade. Oti;
t

his

peak

in it; the entire castl

'alented; the mysterious

East

is

most effectively^

cture you will long

rei

Cinophol

is easily

used.

Cinophot, a handy and easily used meter,
is

Stop Guessing Exposure

CINOPHOTS

recommended.

The Cinophot

resembles a small telescope with a shielded eye piece. The end is
indexed to show the proper diaphragm
opening for the prevailing lighting condi-

furnish instantly

tion.

the correct exposure in any light,

any time, anywhere. They make
photography certain and easy and
apply to all makes of cameras and
any lens equipment.
reels

To determine the correct diaphragm
opening, the Cinophot is simply pointed
at the scene to be photographed. If the
light is at all suitable, the Cin^-Kodak
speed figure 1/32 will show in the meter.
This figure is extinguished by a quick turn
of the iris collar on the Cinophot. It is
then slowly brought back to the first
glimpse of faint reappearance. The index
on the outside of the Cinophot then shows
the right lens stop to be used.
The Cinophot will be found useful when
making Kodacolor

Complete, with

Drem

pictures.

The

best

Ko-

Sole Leather Case

$12.50

The Cinophol

is

small and compact and

is

sup-

plied with a sturdy leather case.

dacolor pictures are made when the light
is so bright that the normal exposure would
be between /.I I and/.8. Sometimes, however, the light

is

so bright that the aper-

ture for normal exposure

would be about
case the neutral density
should be used.
The Cinophot can be used to determine
whether or not, in such cases, the condition
of the light calls for the use of the neutral
density filter.
The Cinophot, packed in a sturdy sole
leather case, is priced at $12.50, at your

/.16. In such a
filter

Drem Products Corporation
152

WEST 42nd STREET
YORK, N. Y.

Cine-Kodak

NEW

At

all

Dealers

dealer's.

are furnished with

and

all

Eastmari'Kodak Stores

Complete instructions

it.

I
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CONCLEC/ XPEED,
The
A

Few of the Mauy Lenses
Available for Fit wo 70

D

T-H.C. 6-inch
photo

km.

Filmo

F 4.5 tele-

Price

T-H.C.

$90

Umh F

1.8

special speed lens for
Kcidacnhr. Price $60

T-H.C. 2-i!ichFi.5
Price $55

lens.

T-H.C. 6-inch

T-H.C. 4-inchF4.5 telephoto lens. Price $55

IN

The following

new camera speak

features

for themselves.

and precision you will find
triumph of rare mechanical

in the
skill

new Filmo 70

of

this

Literally, six

cameras were built into one to give you the amazing
D.-

flexibility

It is truly

a

mechanism

on the right

—

you any one of seven film speeds 8, 12,
and 64 frames a second. Every possible need for
motion has been anticipated.

side of the camera gives
16, 24, 32, 48,

slow or

fast

against exposure until the lens

is

in

its

5.5

correct position.

of entirely new and basically patented design. The
six difi^erent focal

D

finder

field areas

is

of

length lenses are cut and switched into the view

of the finder by the simple turn of a knurl. Matched viewfinder
sets

dial indicator

3.3

$80

Variable Spy-Glass Viewfinder. The new Filmo 70

and ingenuity.

Seven Film Speeds. The turn of a speed

F

telephoto lens. Price

T-H.C. 5y,-inch

presenting Filmo 70 D, Bell and Howell have outdone every

other amateur camera made.

wonderful

F

telekinictens. Price $60

with

diflferent

focus lenses are unnecessary.

Relative E.xposure Indicator.

In changing to speeds faster or

slower than normal (16 frames a second) a relative exposure indi-

shows the aperture opening or lens stop for that speed.
dial to the speed you are using and the correct
exposure, in relation to normal speed, is indicated for you.

cator

Simply turn the

Three Lens Turret.

A

mere

twist of the wrist snaps into place

any one of the three lenses with which you choose to equip your
camera.

The turret

70 A. The

is

just the

width of the camera plate in Filmo
and in addition locks the film

Remote Control for Filmo 70

turret is self-locking,

The new Filmo Remote Control makes
for the

from 10 to 50

home projection as listed here
may be purchased or rented from your Fil mo dealer

foot reel, $35.

Code MUFJF.

"PEDIGREEDY."
crashes

barnyard night-club.
reel,

Felix the Cat

the gate at an

$35.

exclusive

One 400 foot

Code MUFJY.

HOLD

STILL." Anne Cornwall
and Jack Duffy play outan exciting
story of a cub newspaper photographer who makes good. Two 400

CARWA.

Additional

CELL &

MUFKD.

CHECK COUPON FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
^i5>^^52^^^5e^^»^:s^^^5^55IC^45^Se^3i^^Si5^

especially useful

couplings, Sl.50. Code: CARWB.
Per foot, in lengths of 20 feet
or more, 20c. Check coupon.

the zoo with Phil
Dunham and Estelle Bradley. One
400 foot reel, $35. Code MUFJK.

Code

is

tubing, 10 foot lengths, with

Comedy about

foot reels, $70.

more. This

10 feet of tubing $4.50. Code:

MAGICAL MOVIES." A Lyman "HOLD THAT BEAR." A Cameo
mi400

feet or

own picture, in taking movies of wild
filming pictures from a dangerous location or
from places too small to accommodate the operator,
and in filming pictures from unusual angles. Price with
life,

July releases for

Howe Hodge-Podge" of
raculous photography. One

possible

in getting his

July Filmo Library Releases

H.

it

owner to operate his camera from a distance of

Bell

& Howell Co., Dept.

G, 1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago

,

111.,

»IO%'IE

IM

A 1^ E R 9

LieUT ANc CITTANCE
May/air case in Bomhay
Brown, StyteB, forVilmo

New

10

D complete with lenses
up

to

4 inches

TOD
Mayfair case in Bombay
Brown,Style CJorFtlmo
complete with lenses
10

D

up

to

6 inches

Ma) fair case

in

Bombay

Blown. St) leA, forFitmo
10

D u tth regular 1-inch
lens

Mayfair Cases for Filtno

70

D are

of Finest English Saddle Leather

New

An

Precision Governor.

entirely

new

style

of governor,

very sensitive and efficient, assures dependability of speed at any
setting.

Each speed permits starting with

single frame of the picture
ible retardation.

and stopping

full

acceleration

on

a

instantly without any vis-

This precision eliminates blank frames.

Non-Loseable Winding Key.

Filmo 70

D

is

equipped with

a

ofthe

aristocratic cases for

Bombay Brown
compartments

permanently attached winding key of rachet design.

cases are

Starting Button Lock.

ment

The

starting button has a locking arrange-

to prevent accidental starting.

hand-sewn

in the

Mayfair manner,

is

saddle

used in the creation

Prices: Filmo 70

D

Dremophot, filters, films,

SESAMEE

equipped with

70

and

Style

A Carrying

upon

lenses selected.

and

furnished complete with carrying case

is

D model

Case

at

$245. Codes:

FILDA

3.5 lens

(Ascot Tan);

prices range upward,

depending

Check coupon.

For further details regarding Filmo 70 D see inside front cover of this issue of Movie Makers

new detachable winding key is designed
fortheFilmo70A,70B,and70Ccameras,and
can be left on the camera permanently if desired. It has a rachet movement, is of rugged
construction, and its neat design adds
greatly to the general appearance of the

COUPON

camera. When operating camera, the key
can be folded flat against theside, completely
out ofthe way. Useofthiskeyguardsagainst
loss and suggests to the owner more frequent
winding ofthe spring, thus reducing chances
of spring running down in the middle of a
Check
scene. Price$5.00. Code:

Bell &

Howell Co., Dept.G,

Please send

me

full

1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

111.

information on:

D

D The new Filmo 70 camera and cases DTaylor-Hobson Cooke
telephoto lenses and the special F 1 ,8 for Kodacolor D The new
Filmo 70 Remote Control D July Filmo Library Releases D The
new Filmo 70 Detachable Winding Key.

CARWD.

for further description.

HOWELL

New York, Hollywood, London (6. & H. Co., Ltd.

etc.,

Keyless combination locks.

comes equipped with oneTaylor-Hobson Cooke 1-inch F

This

coupon

There are

lined in emerald green velvet plush.

for extra lenses,

FILEM (Bombay Brown). The

New Detachable Winding Key for Filmo

provided

styles are

with nine different lens combinations. The standard 70

The Mayjair Carrying Cases. Genuine imported English
leather,

Filmo 70 D. Three

accommodate the camera complete with a regular 1-inch lens,
with lenses up to a 4-inch telephoto, and with lenses up to a 6-inch
telephoto. Every case has a shoulder strap. Each case is furnished
in optional finishes— Ascot Tan lined in cerise velvet plush, and
to

Name
Address..
City
)

Established 1907

W^^^^S^^^^3^^^^^5^5^S^^C^^^3^I^^^5(S^^^^S^
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THE CLINIC
Edited by Russell C. Holslag

Filter Factors

THE

on June Filler Effects
in last month's Clinic seems to
have interested our readers and
requests for filter data have been frequent enough to justify continuation
of

the

article

especially

discussion,

since

landscape and general outdoor work

now

By

the rule.

is

far the most effec-

gained by the use of filters
are to be had on panchromatic film.
tive results

true that a limited amount of correction may be had with ordinary
orthochromatic film and a filter, but
in point of color correction the results
It is

therefore find /4 at the top and follow down the column until we arrive
opposite "K-3 (with pan)", locating
our stop number as /1. 9, which is coris

not

down exposure without stopping
down the lens too much, where the

cut

light is exceptionally bright.

nrECHNlCAL Bulletin No. 3,

—

—

'- "Ready
Aim Shoot!" is
ready for distribution free to

inserted in a filter holder before the

League members only. It has
been prepared by Mr. Holslag

lens. The use of a filter normally demands an increase in exposure, inasmuch as its function is to absorb some

for special effects. The first
column gives the name of the
filter together with the nature of emulfilters

vertical

sion used. The second column supplies the filter factor, that is, the in-

York

tabulations referring to other filters
to help and encourage the amateur in

improving his pictures by

their use.

Speaking of Reflectors

SAYS Hyman M.

Fink, enterprising

—

amateur of Los Angeles, " if
every amateur movie maker could
spend a day at a professional studio,
he would at once get busy and make
a set of reflectors.
It is so easy and
so inexpensive to do this that there
is no excuse for not having at least six
for every scene.

I use large sheets
of heavy book-binding cardboard and
have them sized and coated with
aluminum leaf by a sign company.

response to a widespread request for a bulletin that will
cover the basic steps in the preparation and manipulation of the
amateur motion picture camera.
While it was written primarily
for recent camera purchasers, it
contains much that will be of interest to the more experienced.
Address the Technical Consultant, Amateur Cinema League,
105 West 40th Street, New
in

of the light. Table No. 1, below, was
prepared from information supplied
by the Wratten Filter Handbook and
the Travel Movie Filter Chart. The
filters named are the familiar Wratten "K" series and the G, A and F

We

number given

light effects in bright sunlight or to

do not approach those realized with
pan film, which is the landscape film
par excellence. Filters cut in small
squares may be had from the photographic dealer and are conveniently

crease in exposure necessary. The remaining columns tabulate the actual
diaphragm or stop readings according to the basic readings found at the
top horizontal column. Let us say, for
instance, that we decide our normal
exposure without the filter (preferably determined by an exposure
meter) is /4.
now decide that we
want the full color correction given
by the K-3 filter with pan film. We

If the stop

rect.

found on the diaphragm scale, set to
the nearest standard number. The G,
A and F filters are relatively dense
and may be used to produce moon-

the two makes of filters discussed are
prominent, they do not, by any means,
exhaust the field. The principal thing
to know concerning a filter before using it is its factor, that is, how many
times it will increase the exposure
over normal. This department will
carry in forthcoming issues additional

The charge

for this is one dollar a
board and the process does the trick
in tip-top shape." Mr. Fink by this
method produces what is technically
known as a "hard" reflector, that is,
a surface which reflects the maximum

amount

of light without
silvered mirror

much

diffu-

A

would provide a perfect example of a hard reflecting surface and is actually often
sion.

City.

used to provide definite spot or backReflectors having a
lighting effects.

Table No. 2 was prepared from insupplied
by Burleigh
formation
Brooks and refers to the Ramstein
Simplex filters, Nos. 0, 1, 2 and 3.
These filters are well-known to the
amateur and are made from a special
optical glass of secret formula. While

mat surface reflect the light in a
diffused form and are termed "soft".
Such a reflector may be made by coating the surface with ordinary alumiA reflector said
radiator paint.
to be especially suitable for work with
panchromatic film is made by coating
its surface with bronze radiator paint.

num

(Continued on page 488)

FILTER EXPOSURE CHARTS

TABL-E NO.
/VOfiiM/iL

EXPOSURE

/o

WITH FILTER: EXPOSURE: d

K-l (paZ)
K'l (^KTHo)
K-Z(%'l^.)

A

(^/r^.)

(r^l)
(iir..)

X

^^X
X
S X

8

II

X
ZO X
IZ

TABLE K£FeiiS TO

16

UZ

^

Z.S

4.

F/7^R:

A3

/^

h(h

A4 Z

L4
m

Z7

/VC7.

4

£.6

s.

.

8

16

II

tl

CKCASE

M

46

Z3

/U

/3 No.O 2X 14 /'? Z.S 4. S.6 S 11
Jl No.l 3X /4 15 Z2 3.1 4.(>
1.Z
IS ZS 3.G 4.1 7Z
"iz No.Z fx
5.6 No. 5 sx
14 Z. ZS 4. 6.6

2.1 3.8 5.Z 7.6
A6 Z3 3.Z
Z.6 3.6 4.f 7.Z

/.f

V^TBA TTCM

WITHOUT

IN-

3ZX

r-HlS-

464

£.€>

/^X /6 2Z 3.Z 4-6 6.6 ^
Z X /.4 /.^ Z8 4 5.6 7.S
3 X /.^ i.e Z3 S.Z 4.6 6.4

K-Z (ofiTHa) 8
K-3 r^r;
K-3 (o^^o) /Z

G
G

TABLE.

1.

Zl 4

Z.S

3.Z 4.6
/.s Z.5 3.6

Nofe- Above fabulah'on
refers io orihochromajic
emulsion only. Wilh panchromah'c, filier fachrs
may be reduced by one-hsil-f.

J
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The photograph

at the left vias taken with regularfilm; that at the right, with

Panchromatic Film. The girl's dress

handbag

is blue; the daffodils

is red; the large flower is

Cine-Kodak

deep red; the dog on the

are yellow; the potted plants are pink. The "Pa7j" pic-

ture shows them all in their relative color values.

most noticeable advanTHE
tage of Cine-Kodak Panchro-

that seem

matic Film is its ability to reproduce colors in accurately related
tones of black and white; colors
as in costumes, scenery and

Film, being sensitive to «// colors,
reproduces them on your screen
in their proper relative black and
white tones. It gives flowers color
contrast, realism and beauty that
can be exceeded only by their
reproduction in actual color.
The use of a special filter, al-

flowers.

Regular film cannot correctly

show on your screen the actual
relative brightness of

Some

all

colors.

colors that to the eye are brighter than others,

on the screen and appear unduly
dark. This is because regular film is most sensitive to
blue and violet light, and not so sensitive to colors

lose their brightness

brighter to the eye.

Cine-Kodak Panchromatic

though not a necessity,

is

recommended

for best re-

sults in all general uses except portraiture.

Price:

"Pan"

is

$7. 50 per loo-ft. roll; $4 per 50-ft. roll.
well worth its slightly higher cost.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
465
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MY

FIRST

YEAR

the

in

iwiw

MOVIES

The Cinema Confessions

^dam

MY

"Bug's.

year's experience witli

first

movie camera is written on
something over a mile of 16
mm. film. I have functioned as
scenario writer, director, camera man
and actor, and could write several
volumes on Mistakes I Have Made
and never run out of material.
purchased mv camera before
I
the day IV^oviE Makers was launched,
and found very little literature on
the subject of amateur movie maka

ing to guide a bewildered beginner.
The result has been a wide variety
of failures and successes, but on the
whole, and I might add. much to
my own amazement, very little of
my film has been wasted.

When

exI read of the camera
Hollywood shooting twenty

perts in

one that is
used in the final picture, I cannot
understand why they do not send immediately for one of us amateurs.
When we want a 400 ft. picture we
shoot 400 feet, cut out perhaps fifteen
or twenty feet that is not up to stand-

feet

ard,

of

for

film

every

and there we

are.

Of course

it

just possible that our pictures are
not quite as good as the professionals', but from our point of view they
are much better, and far more interesting.
Certainly we run them off
time after time with a great deal of
pleasure, and there are mighty few
professional films that we would care
is

to see so

many

times.

the

I

took

it

out of the case with
that I used to ex-

same feeling

perience as a child, when I opened
my stocking on Christmas morning.
Mary and the children stood by in
awed silence. We have bought houses
and automobiles, patent can opener-

and phonographs, sewing machine*
and saxophones, with never a thr'll
like this.

What can we shoot?

time to waste,

Mary!
—"Camera!"

let's

get busy.

No
Come

Now

on,

Brins: the children!

instruction

book now. Just press the

button and

let 'er

466

When
part

tell

I

of

that

you that the biggest
film was really

first

good in spite of our ignorance, it
should be considered a great tribute
to the manufacturer. Or perhaps it
was the well-known luck of the beginner. Of course there were a few
scenes where the world appeared to
be in the throes of a mighty earthquake, rising and falling like the sea.
much as one might see it coming

two in the morning after
up with a "sick friend": other
rcenes where rapid action close to
the lens had somewhat blurred the

home

at

sitting

features of our embryo actors, so that
they had to be identified verbally
every time we showed the pictures:

much of the picture was good.
"Hold the camera steady. Don't
panoram." Right here is the most

still

was a red-letter day in our lives
when I brought home the movie camIt

era.

IS THE PLACE IN THE STORY WHERE THE
HERO FALLS INTO A TUB OF WATER"

•THEN THERE

No

time to read the
go!

common

fault of the amateur.

narily,

camera man is not of a
temperament, the camera

if

nervous
may be held

in the

safer to use a tripod.

on the screen, and
the eyes,

Ordi-

the

if

is

hand, but

it

is

It looks better
not so hard on

the actors do the

jumping

while the trees and the earth stand
still.

Our first scenario was adapted
from the funny paper, and I want to
say that the amateur scenario writer
can find the nucleus of

many

comedy

We

right

there.

a screen
spent the

greater part of two days in shooting
the picture
about four hundred feet
and the greater part of a week in
making titles. Then something like a

—

—

month

in cutting

and splicing. The
was a severe dis-

finished production

appointment.
the first place we found that
camera was running too fast,
which resulted in slightly underexposing the whole film. This also
slowed the action down somewhat,
so that it was necessary to run the
projector at faster than normal speed
In

the

to make the pictures look right. Since
then I have been very careful to be
sure that my camera is working right
before starting on a picture.

We then found that the picture did
not hold the interest as it should. The
plot was good, and the action was
funny, but we had not put in
enougli close-ups. Many an amateur

—

producer has stubbed his toe at this
Take close-ups and plenty of
point.
them. It is surprising what a difference they make. Especially where a
spoken title is to be used, the closeup should almost invariably be
shown with it. Many times the facial
expression of the actor tells a big
part of the story, and the close-up
is the only way to get it over to the
audience.

How

often

we wish

(Continued on page 478)

for
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rOVIE MAIMERS
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all-weather

^m cine

16

good shots in
100 feet of
film. Per-

100%
haps you think

—but

this

not.

it is

in the

ticular shot that

ingly good.

is

outstand-

Location, subject,

and weather conditions matter
little

Carefree movie-

making under all

impossible

There is
world why
every shot in a roll should not
be equally as good as any parreally

no reason

all-purpose

conditions with
the assurance of

brilliant screen

film
16 mm. (Reversible)
Cine Film is non-flam, safety
film for use in all 16 mm. Cine
Cameras. Its emulsion meets

Agfa

all

amateur movie-making

Agfa is iniexcelled in speed
and latitude, remarkable results being possible inider even
adverse weather conditions
cloudy and rainy.

results.

so long as the film used

contains the requisite latitude,
speed, and adaptability neces-

Due to the rich, super-orthochroniatic emulsion, colors register in
truest relation to their light values,
while in projection there is always

sary to care for the varied conditions encountered in a day's

movie-making.

an abundance of
Every inch of Af;fa 16
film

accepts

and

nini.

carries

its

full

—

(

ft.
daylight-loa din«l

teriors

'gth

lati

100

use

fee^0,.8

in

meters)

and

home-made

titles

all

have a beautiful smoothness, with
everything clear-cut and distinct.

Cine -Cameras

roll

Inc uding free process.
i"S and return trail spur-

and natural-

Telephotos, long-shots, close-ups, in-

;°'^

$6 per 100

life

ness.

Cine

share of the responsibility of making carefree movies
producing
wonderfully brilliant screen results.

re-

quirements, being beautiful in
rendering and certain in ultimate screen results.
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MOWIE MAKERS

A

rojection Screen

and handsome panel
for your
A

wall—in One

Suggeseion for the Possible Use of the Art Title

Background

on

the

Warren Boyer.

Facing

Page.

Photograph

by

Titled by Ralph R. Eno.

The screen is lowered
window shade
and

—

CINE ILLUSIONS

OUT OF SIGHT

a
raised

ii^e

end of
the performance.

(Continued from page 457)

at the

erly done, this gives the effect of a person standing inside the bottle. You

may have

to edit out the last foot or so

it may be that both of your
exposures do not run exactly the same
length, but at all events you will have

of film as

ample
fect.

film to produce the desired efExperience has shown that the

first ten feet of film is the ideal place
for double exposure work. The rest
of the film can then be used for other

shots.

Another easily made double exposure stunt shows a person under water
with fish swimming about. This is
accomplished by shooting an aquarium for the first exposure. The aquarium should be of the rectangular type
and the camera should be close
enough so that the edges of the glass
walls are not visible. Great care must
be taken to avoid reflections or the illusion will be spoiled. A piece of
black cloth should form the background. If the person in the second
exposure wears a bathing suit, a very
comical effect will be produced.

A

novel effect, using but a single
exposure, can be obtained by shooting a scene through an aquarium. The
scene in the background will be distorted by the water, giving it a very
weird appearance. Again special care
must be taken to avoid reflections. The
camera should be completely covered
by a black cloth with only the lens
protruding to avoid its appearance in
the picture.

Before passing on to other single
exposure effects, we will mention one
other easy double exposure stunt. This
shows the same person twice on the

same

made by

a device
called a "duplicator," which is well
film.

It

is

known

in still photography. This is
simply a cap that slips over the front

of the lens

and masks

slightly

more

than half the opening. Thus an exposure can be made, say of the left
half of the film, while the right half
is entirely masked. For the second exposure the duplicator is turned around

'^J'OW, when the picture
^ ^ your projection screen

is

over,

you can simply

raise

out of sight, and reveal in its
place a beautiful Coutard wall panel
exquisitely designed
and gracefully blending with the appointments of the

—

room!

The Coutard

Projection Screen Panel supplies you with a
completely concealed when

permanent projection screen
not in use. And to the room
it

—
in

which you show your

films

adds a touch of tapestry beauty!

These are motifs ranging from the simplest to the most
elaborate. There is a wide assortment of colors and fabrics.
There is a Coutard Projection Screen Panel in perfect harmony with your decorative scheme and at a price sur-

—

prisingly low.

B.

SAUBIAC

Write today
fe?

SON,

for complete information!

305 E. 46th Stree

r,

New York

Manufacturer and Distributor

COUTARD
Projection Screen Panel

1

jrajLY

now

is

masked.

mounted on

a tripod

room with the camera, vour
subject should stand in full profile
about two feet from the sheet. This

and not moved between exposures, no

room should be absolutely dark save

dividing line will be visible. In this
way a character can be shown talking
to herself for performing two entirely

sheet.

so that

tlie

left

half will be ex-

posed while the right half
If the

camera

is

two difPeople
that have never seen each other can
thus be made to appear together. Any
number of such stunts can be devised
by the ambitious experimenter.
different actions.

If desired,

ferent scenes can be shown.

THE

W.

&

a.

E.

more

Where

you

IN

THIS

Two

WAY A PERSON CAN BE SHOWN
TALKING TO HERSELF."

.for

Q.R.S., Filmo, DeVry, Duograpli,
Kodascope (c) and other
16 mm. Projectors

AT
STANDARD
(l* 2"4"

in focal lengths

to 4"

bave clear aperture of 20 mm.)

BIG BERTR\— focal lengths

2

"

(All siies—cUnr aperture 26 mni.)

AUDITORIUM—focal lengths 2' 2"
(All Biies— clear aperture 32

to 6"

mm.)

The Auditorium Lenses have been especially
designed for use in Schools, Large IlalL,,
Auditoriums, Theatres, etc.
Literature on Request

GRAF LE>S
33.3

CO.

No. Michigan Ave.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

in-

is

the
is

OUTDOOR INTERIORS
{Continued from page 453

same time with a single exposure bv holding a small mirror in
front of half the camera lens at an
angle of forty-five degrees. The edge
of the mirror should be about an inch
in front of the lens and divide the
opening into two equal parts. In this
way there will be no dividing line
visible in the picture. The scene can
be divided either horizontally or vertically. For example, the right half
of the film can show the scene directly
in front of the camera, while the left
half shows the scene at right angles
to the camera. The scene can also be
divided so the upper half shows an
aeroplane directly overhead while the
lower half shows the scene straight
ahead. For this work the camera
should be on a tripod and a stiff wire
frame made to hold the mirror firmly

top of the set, it will be preferable to
shoot lower. Reflectors, of course,
will have to be used and a few good
thousand-watt lamps will be of great

in place.

value,

The seeker of novelties should not
overlook silhouettes. These shadow
figures are particularly effective

to 4"

to

FOR AMATEUR MOVIES

different scenes can be taken

at the

I*ro|eetion Ileuses

often,

problem. The successful showman

Philadelphu, Pa.

GRAF

where

how

careful not to overdo things.

Projectors

'4"

just

troduce stunts, and

Motion Picture Equipment"

St.,

Knowing

picture.

or Direct

BROWN & EARLE, inc.

Chestnut

Alone, they lose

relief.

point where the action tends to
drag, they put pep and life into the

Filmo Motion Picture Cameras and
918

a substitute for

a

Price $6.00

of

will be even

their effect, but inserted in a reel, at

out detaching.

"Tht Home

comic

ly for

WILLIAMS,

As

effective.

it

.

I

i

your machine
in a few minutes and projector
can be packed away in case with'
to

From your Dealer

over-

taken with a

same effect.
The movie maker should keep in
mind at all times that stunts are mere-

it.

attached

fire effects,

the

No

there— Wh«Ti and

camp

magnesium flare. A half minute flare
is ample for a camp fire scene. The

toning the film, the projector can be
fitted with a color wheel which gives

projector a
pleasure.
extra wires needed.
Just pull the switch and the Light

Easily

The novelty seeker should not
look

not difficult to do

Males operating your

is

sired silhouette effect.

(

convenient light on your Filmo
Projector that enables you to operate
and change your reels with plenty of
illumination that does not attract the
attention of or annoy your audience.

need

it through the
Thus, only the outline of your
subject against the white background
will be photographed, giving the de-

for the light reaching

should be placed so that it does
not shine directly into the camera. If
the finished scene is toned red this is

A

\

nearer

flare

"PILOTLIGHT"

'

1929

on

To make an indoor

scene
in silhouette, two rooms separated by
a large doorway should be available.
A bed sheet or tracing cloth should
be carefully tacked over the entire
doorway so that no wrinkles are visible. In the further room a strong
source of light should be directed on
the sheet while the camera and subjects are in the nearer room. The
stronger the light thrown on the sheet,
the screen.

-the

more

distinct the silhouette. In the

movable diffuser to
from which the sun
it
is
lower on the

up, will hold a
place at the side

when

comes,
horizon.
shall

If the set faces north,

have

to protect the

we

camera lens

with a good "fog-horn, or long lens
protector. With light varying, morning, noon and afternoon, with clouds
or clear skies, there will be problems
of lighting to solve, but all this has
been done and is even now, to a certain extent, being done in regular

movie practice. Photographic tests of
lighting, of make-up, of evenness of
painting, will have to be made. As
there will be more light toward the

if

available.

Such an outdoor

studio, apart

the cost of flooring, can be

from

made

for

somewhere around one hundred dollars, if one does all the work himself,

A

beginning can be

much

less.

Of

made

with even

course, the dressing of

depend upon one's reThe placing of portieres, cur-

the sets will
sources.

tains, settees, pictures, the selection of

rich or

poor furniture

—

to

accord with

endless
pleasure and no little education in
the judging of character as expressed
in the things that people handle. But
that is another story.
the story

all that will afford

lMO'«''IE

!M/«IAERS

AMATEUR CLUBS
{Continued from page 447)

LiMAUlWJLUiJ-LlLaUtilUlUltdii

School Review

FILMING of Sinister Sam, the serial
produced at Culver MiliAcademy, has been completed
and the Culver producers have begun
coined)'

tary

^^^S ^here?
^ %.

a comprehensive film review of all
Culver activities, both academic and
extra-curricular. Standard film is being used and outdoor night scenes will
be taken with flares.

#

Chicago Programs

LATE programs of the Chicago

Cin-

ema Club featured the screening of
natural color films taken in Florida by
A. C. Brace and a program arranged
by the Hawthorne Camera Club, a
still photographic club that has recently taken over amateur movie activThe Chicago cameramen
ities.
arranging their annual outing.

titles tell only part of
the picture story of yovir vacation

Movies without

are

travels and sports.
The Personal Service Department of
CONSOLIDATED — THE WORLDS LARGEST

Impromptu

ANbyimpromptu
members

scenario was filmed

the

of the Amarillo

Movie Makers Club

in

—

Amarillo,

FILM LABORATORIES is helping thousands of amateur movie makers complete their pictures with attractive

Texas, on their recent club outing.

The

story for the Club's first feature
is being written and production is
planned for this sunnner. At a late

and all those professional touches
the showings so much more
interesting and entertaining.

titles

that

The Soul Thiel and the
Stamford Comedy Club Newsreel
were screened.
meeting.

Film Boy Scouts

nrHE
•'-

second production of the Bir-

mingham,

Club

Low

value of Boy Scout activities, to be enBe Prepared. The story of the
film, to run 2000 ft., 35 mm., tells of

are

left to their

own

ART TITLES— Hand

member

Pastel paintings to

48

«

.25

1.00

.

.

.60

1.20

Lettered— up to 12 words 1.50
any titles Extra words .05

—

fit

HOUR SERVICE

devices and the

helped by the Scouts. Jack
London will direct the cast of four
which will be announced later. It is
expected that the picture will have
is

many local screenings, for the Birmingham Club has secured excellent
local publicity and has

city organization.

Irish

Lead
Second

1776

Broadway

'^^^

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES,

Salon of Pho*• tography. to be held in Dublin,
September 7th to 11th. 1929. under
the auspices of the municipal authorities, provides awards for the best 16
mm. amateur film submitted. The
first prize will be five pounds and additional prizes will be awarded if justified by the entries. The competition
is open to amateurs everywhere. This
Irish

the first of the national still photographic salons which has recognized
amateur cinematography.

A^Am
\ew

'S

ork City

PERSONAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT

become a well

known

nPHE

to 8 words

.

a

boy who

mm.)— up

— .Minimum order

H.4ND LETTERED TITLES— up to 12 words
Extra words, 5 eents^JMinimum order

youthful neighborhood gang
when he joins the Boy Scout troop.
The tale brings out the contrast between those members of the gang who
of

(16

Extra words, 3 cents

titled.

the development of a former

Prices for Expert Title Service
PRINTED TITLES

Amateur Movie
drama illustrating the

Ala.,

will be a

make

Inc.

[Check either one")
or both boxes J

Personal Service Department
1776 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

n

I

am

sending you

plete instructions are in the

n

rolls of film for titling.

accompanying

Com-

letter.

my name on your mailing list to receive your
announcements; also list of subjects now in your libraand new releases of finished prints for Home Projection.

Kindly place

latest

ry

I

NAME^
ADDRESS

is

DEALER „

jraiLY

Teaching Club
pEORGANIZATION of the Colo'^ rado Cinema League in Denver
brings a well planned five lesson
course in moving making for all members. Lessons will begin with the rudiments of amateur camera work and
will cover all branches. After each
lesson,
cized.

members' work will be critiThe Denver Club is planning

a local cine contest.

Harlem Contingent
ORGAJXIZED

September, the
in Harlem, New York City, has built up a
membership of fifty colored amateur
last

Film Art Players Club,

globe trotter
J. Potter Pancake
connoisseur of the better things in life including good service
seems to be enjoying
his Filmo 75 just purchased at Bass'
Bass
is Filmo Headquarters
.
because Bell &
Howell Filmo Personal motion picture cameras
are the best in the world and Bass with twenty
years of ripe experience in purveying motion
picture apparatus recommends Filmo
the
world's finest motion picture apparatus.

Mr.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

or cell for full information and all
Filmo catalogs.

BA§$ CAMEI^
179

W.

.

.

.

If'rite

.

.

new

C€.

MADISON STREET

CHICAGO,
"Movie Headquarters

ILL.
for Tourists"

movie

enthusiasts.

Through member-

ship subscriptions , a standard Universal Camera and accessories were
purchased and several short subjects

have been filmed. The organization
is preparing for the production of a
picture based on the experience of a
young newspaper editor who builds a
colored weeklv into a daily. The film
will be used in publicizing the value
of a colored daily.

Form

Help...
Even

a good

amateur needs some help

plete the story.

PRODUCERS

We
of

to

com-

MOTION PICTURE

are
Industrial,

Advertising,

and Private Photo Plays. Can we help you
with your motion picture problems?
Our pictures show emphatic selling points,
and are more than a film record.
Let us finish where you left off, to complete
your story, or let us do the whole job for you.
H'e will be glad to tell you more
about our Serz'ice.

AMERICAN PHOTO SERVICE

*•

of the

Conn., the graduates

New Haven Evening High

School have formed the Lincoln Cinema Club. The first production will
be titled. The Midnight Owl and will
use the New Haven Evening High
School as a background. It is planned
to hold public screenings of the finished film in order to finance prizes

Inc.

125 W. 45th Street
New York City

NIGHT
MOVIES

for the best students in the graduating
Officers include Angelo MarJoseph Henchal. Grace Conte.
Helen Conte. Matteo Rubin and Paul
Cozzi. On the production staff are
Salvator Albraccio, William Martone
and Joseph Henchal. E. A. Cooper
and Dennis Leary of New Haven are
honorary members of the club.
classes.

tone.

The Toledo Cinema Club

this active club, all the

which
Dctdchnble Hd'

Light a Meteor Flare (Powerful Firework Torch) and take a movie of the
party no equipment necessary. The
same flare the professionals use. Five
sizes, '/j, 1, 2, 3 and 4 minutes of light.
Especially for outdoors. Also electrical
flares fired by a flash-light battery, for
special work. Several flares may be
fired simultaneously.

—

John G. Marshall
Meteor Photo Chemicals
1752 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

are

subscribers

Makers.
Dr. Harry Smulson

is

111.,

for the cast of

holding screen

its first

in

tests

production. At

the last meeting of the club, Clayton

W. Mogg.

president of the Chicago

Camera Club, spoke on

the produc-

amateur photoplays.
The premiere of She Stoops to
Crank'er. 400 ft., 16 mm., production
of the Montclair High School Movie
Club, was held last month in the High
School auditorium. Over a thousand
students were present. The film was

tion of

also screened in connection with the

presentation of the high school dramatic clubs annual play.
Production of the civic film of the

Amateur Movie Club

of

Riverside,

has been postponed until fall.
In the meantime regular programs are
being held.
In Port Arthur, Ontario, Canada,

Calif.,

Amateur Cinema Society of Thunder Bay has just completed its first
production, writes Fred G. Cooper,
and the premiere is being planned.
Miss M. Dorothea Mitchell, secretary,
has promised a detailed report.
the

RECENT

accessions of the Club
Film Library include: The Fall
of the House of Usher. 449 ft., 16
mm., a reduction print of the remarkable amateur experimental film (stated by the chairman of the National
Board of Review to be the most outstanding contribution to the motion
pictures as an art form since the Cabinet of Dr. Caligari) produced by J.
S. Watson, Jr.. and Melville Webber
of Rochester, N. Y.. permanent accession; The Lugger, 1600 ft., 16 mm.,
light drama produced by the Rochester Cinema Club, an interesting and

well told film story in spite of many
complications, permanent accession;
What Price Pearls?, 800 ft., 16 mm.,
a

Rushes
is

plan-

ning to hold a city-wide cine contest,
opening the first of this month and
closing the first of August. And How
was screened at a recent meeting of

,ng

The Hawthorne Camera Club
Chicago,

Club Library

School Club

TN New Haven,

1929

members of
Movie
to

moral

comedy,

produced by the

Birmingham Amateur Motion Picture
Association, containing some excellent

amateur acting, temporary acces-

Refrigeration, an industrial,
scenarized and directed by Forrest 0.
Riek, League member, professional
photography, but an interesting example of a well made industrial of
sion:

the type amateurs can easily produce

San Fran-

of their

planning the organization of an amateur movie club and
in Portland Maine, Harrie B. Coe has
club plans under way. From Toronto,
Canada, F. W. Shorney writes us that
approximately a hundred amateurs

cession.

in

cisco, Calif., is

are shortly gathering for the organization meeting of a club.
The last production of the boys of
the Indian River School, New Smyrna,
Florida, has been titled. Horses On
Time, and was screened recently at
the school's annual banquet.

own

business,

permanent

ac-

BRITISH

AMATEURS
Foster Reports
a very well written article in the

INPicturegoer, British film magazine,

Peter Le Neve Foster, president of
Film Society, reviews

the Manchester

advance of amateur movies
throughout the world. He states that

the

IMOWIE

IM ;«

KER9

Royal Photographic Society has
announced that henceforward its interest in amateur cinematography will
be more active and he points out that
the

in view of the great international development of movie making, the Royal
is

a little late in the day.
Mr. Foster opens his article with a

reference to a letter he received in
which the writer alleged that British
amateurs were lagging far behind
those of America and Germany. Mr.
Foster correctly states that there is no
reason to suppose that the British amateur is particularly worse or better at
the game than his fellow amateurs in
Timbuktu or Tokyo. Save the very

few individual amateurs who have
seen English amateur films and compared them with their own, there has
been very little comparison between
the amateur work in England and this
country. Certainly there have been no
representative comparative screenings.

The

obstacle lies in the high

which have made exchange between the two countries prohibitive.
The club contests, which have been
started here and are building up to
sectional and national contests, it is
hoped will also build up enough momentum to bring British amateur films
tariffs

Then we

to this country to compete.

shall

really

know what

the

British

amateur is doing and in return we can
send our best representative films to
be screened in England. In the chain
of amateur clubs of the Amateur Cinematographers' Association, British
amateurs already have the mechanism
to hold such contests as are being
planned in this country. We hope that
they will also determine their best
amateur films on a national basis and
will be ready to meet the challenge of
American amateurs. The Amateur Cinematographers' Association is planning a convention of cine societies in
Great Britain. Perhaps annual British competitions will arise from it.

the recent past Eno's Art Title and Film
Editing Service was selected and used for personal
films of President and Mrs. Hoover and President Don
Carlos Ibanez of Chile, South America.

DURING

Have you ordered your
Send $2.00 with copy for 3 short

.4

try-out?

titles

and get your

try-out all ready to splice into your films.

Her

First

Day

FREE! BEAUTIFUL

Guild of London has been temporpostponed and a short scenario,

arily

not as yet named, substituted. The
film will present the reactions of a
new waitress on her first day at a busy
restaurant. Irene Allen is playing the
waitress; Orlton West wrote the script
and is directing; C. Diplock is the

cameraman; Lydia
sistant director:

Jiburtovitch, as-

H. P.

J.

Marshall,

supervisor and editor.

The Film Guild has screened Extra
9413 and Loves of Zero, by Robert
Florey, The Magic Clock, by Ladislav
Starevitch, Poodabaer, produced by
Basil Wright and Michael Bonavia,
and The King's Doom, made by Miss

Wadham,

to

demonstrate

how medie-

HAND LETTERED "THE END"

ART TRAILER WITH EVERY ORDER

PRODUCTION of Panic by the Film

W"-

1425 Broadway, New York City
METROPOLITAN OPERA HOUSE STUDIOS:

s

01^i|_^

19:29

val massiveness could be secured by

closeups of small parts of sets in a
little

Motion Picture

studio.

Work

British Contest
'

I

'HE Amateur Photographer and
in all

*-

Cinematographer, British photographic journal, announces a cine
competition in its May 1st. amateur
movie department. The first, second

DEVELOPING

PRINTING

TITLING

and third prizes respectively, will be:
silver plaques and goods to the value
of ten pounds: a bronze plaque and
goods to the value of five pounds; a
bronze plaque. The contest is to be
open until the end of September.

MID WEST FILM

Sheffield

Branch of the A.C.A.

S45 S.

'-

has three short comedies in production which, with club meetings,
outings and competitions, will complete this summer's program. Late
meetings featured a Kodacolor night:
a demonstration of developing, printing and title making on standard film:
an address, Pictorial Titles, by A. D.

Reduces from
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FISCHER'S

DEPUE and VANCE
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Chicago, Illinois,

U.S.A.

(

to

Continued from page 440

be used interchangeably

Inc.

f^verythin^Kno'mninJ^otionTHcUtres'

THE FUNCTION OF
THE FILTER

Manufactured by

7512

CAMERA SERVICE,
154

Hobson.

contacts and for

Wabash Ave.

Chicago, Illinois

:

optical Reduction Printer

GO.

INCORPORATED

Sheffield Active

nPHE

branches

CHICAGO

EAST ERIE STREET

TURN DAY INTO NIGHT

I

in prac-

work.
Note these interesting points. With
any filter, except blue, the incandenstical

cent requires less multiplication of exposure. Note also that, with the blue,

Personal
Instruction
and

Assistance
In amateur motion
picture production

orthochromatic film requires less increase in exposure than does the panchromatic, but that, with the other
filters, the panchromatic film requires
less increase in exposure.

film

P H

OTOGR APHY

LIGHTING

ANIMATION
WORK
MINIATURES
TRICK

TITLES
ILLU STRATIONS
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

FRED

1VAI.I.ER

Cine technician
PHONE HUNTINGTON 1573
Hunlington, N. Y.
Member

Society Motion Picture Engineers

EXCHANGE YOVR

While this discussion has perhaps
been rather technical, a careful study
of the facts presented will enable the
amateur not only to use panchromatic

400

exchange.
Include a list of all
your pictures so you will not reIndicate your
ceive a duplicate.
preference: Corriedy, Drama, or

results.

Educational. Enclose $2.50 check
or money order for each 400 ft.
reel plus 2 5 cents for postage.
The usual charge of one dollar is
still
being made for 100 ft.

BRINGING MUSIC TO LIFE

lengths.

(Continued from page 449)

HATTSTROM & SANDERS

Men who

are accustomed to
drawing comic characters of the cartoon-screen, looked blank at the mention of musical characters. Skilled
with the pen, they were quite without
a knowledge of the rudiments of
music and yet we wanted to use the
all.

comic ability of such artists. At last
I was fortunate in finding the man
who created the animated song paroWilliam
dies
a series of cartoons
A. Gilmartin, who proved able to animate, elaborate and extend Miss
Brockett's original sketches in a most
successful way.
"The films on music are sent out
from a central booking office in New

—

to us

and receive an equally good or
better one of the same length in

also
increase in the quality of his general

of

ft.

of Film for $2.50

Send any good usable 6Im

and filters more intelligently, but
enable him to secure a marked

photographic

16 MM.

LIBRARY FILMS

702 Church

St.,

Evanston,

III.

NEW LIFE
/^AMOTION PICTURE FILMS

lW ^^n hefore tke^ deteriorate

^TElTEtS

—

NEW UFE METHOD
take them to ^ourdeater.

M.^imJH\hLTi/tr^£Ypert
,1,

I05W.4C"«ST.

NEW VOBK

'

'

MOVIE M/«KCRS
A

music score, which is arpiano or orchestra, is
available and may be rented with the
film. In addition the booking office

York.
ranged

for

assists as far as possible in presenting
the pictures most effectively.

found that the pictures

"It has been

are most successful when shown twice
to the same audience. The subject
matter is necessarily compact, and
repetition has been avoided. A second

screening always reveals new details
and children can see pictures over and
over again with renewed delight.
Music Land becomes a fascinating
place through which they like to

wander."
Miss Brockett is said to ascribe
her inspiration to create Music Land
to her dissatisfaction with the old
methods of musical education. "The
age in which we live is an inventive
one," said Miss Brockett, "and most
of us decline to accept any conditions
as final. We press on to new discoveries

and new

creations,

ZEISS CINE LENSES
lead tKe ^^vorW. '^

and find new

paths leading away from our dissat-

—

especially
Education
musical education should be a joyous process."

isfactions.

—

Education profiting by the use of
the world over. Miss Brockett conceived them as the logical
medium for the progress of musical
films

education.

At any

BIOTAR

F1 .4,

FINDERS

TESS AR

F2.7

FOR STANDARD AND
CARL

and

F3.5,

ZEISS, INC., 485 FIFTH AVE,,

16

NEW

TELE-TESS AR F6.3

SUN-SHADES

FILTERS

MM

"

MOVIE CAMERAS

YORK. 728 SO. HILL

ST.,

LOS ANGELES

rate, in these de-

a breaking away from
the traditional presentation and treatment of the subject of music. Here
is a means of making the alphabet
of music, which, says Miss Brockett,
"is the universal language of the
lightful films

world,"

is

available

in

universal
uninvoluntarily
a

medium which almost everybody
derstands and which is
attractive to everyone.

putting the fundamentals of
into the animated form of
moving pictures, a decidedly new
technique of teaching has been evolved. A new path has been explored and
its data published in a happy form.
Because of the condensed form, a
large amount of material may be given
in a short time, and technical problems presented in vivid and imaginative scenes with adroit touches of humor. The series is planned to suppleIn

music

ment the regular courses of music in
public schools. They have already
heen adopted by the New York City
Public Schools and their use throughout the country

is assured if acceptance is based upon their value as a
supplement by which children may be
interested in the matter to be taught,
alwavs the most difficult and important factor in teaching any given subject. That the movies are capable of
doing this has been proven in innu-

merable other instances of educational endeavor.

MAGAZINE
PHOTOPLAYAUGUST
FOR

Presents the First Details of the Amateur
FUms Reaching the Finals in PHOTOPLAY'S

$2,000 Amateur Movie Contest. You will find
interesting details about the contestants and
their contest entries.

On

All ISetcsstands

on July 15th

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
750 N. Michigan Avenue

Cliicago, Illinois

JMM.Y 1929

PERFECT INDOOR
MOVIES AT F;3.5
GUARANTEED

—

A 20TH CENTURY
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
(Continued from page 442)

cherry-blossom time in Japan.
But, of course, the

With just one Little Sunny Twin
you can make bright.clear, fully
exposed indoor

main

his reels is in the views

interest in

he took of the

various missions and mission churches, interiors and exteriors, schools

and

hospitals,

American missionaries,
native
members,

nurses,

doctors,

teachers and preachers.

Mr. Holt found several problems
of technique which he had to work
out.
The sunlight in these oriental

Only $25
Plenty of power to evenly lit
Kn'
group-set at 8
to 10 feet.
largement above shows typical
f3.5 normal speed shot. Started
than
by pull-down knob. Better
can
incandescent because you
change carbons to suit film.

other lights. Draw:
110
OTib 15 amps.
120 folt A.C. 0'
D. C. Collapsible
Includes lamp, nicl^
led stand, cord will
lei
itch, and six car

—

DAY TRIAL OFFER

10

Z

very different from what
it is in temperate zones, and its refraction has to be studied and the
necessary adjustments have to be
made. In order to get good interiors

countries

he had to devise some means for slowing down
the action so that he could have longwitliout special lighting

er exposures. He did this by counting and by drilling his "models" un-

money

steps or motions their particular ac-

Little

order.

LEONARD WESTPHALEN
438

CHICAGO

RUSH STREET,

News Reel Laboratory
1707 Sansom St., Phila., Pa.
Exclusively 16 mm. Developing, Printing, Titling, Editing,

Rush

Service.

Cameramen Available

for All Occasions
dustrial and Medical Production

—

In-

til

they could go through whatever

tivities

cated.

required in the tempo he indi-

His results in

this

one

ture have brought him praise
many professionals, for they

fea-

from

knew

enough of the limitations of camera
and actors to marvel at what he had
accomplished.

Of course these
most unusual of

interiors are the

all the films

shown.

of hospital wards and dispensaries are very interesting. Mr.
Holt has many of these, in various
institutions. And of almost equal fascination are the snaps of the various
Side by side we see
workshops.
young native boys working with the

The views

FOR

YOUR VACATION

CINE-KODAK
Model

BB

us demonstrate its
greater convenience

so beautiful ... so
SO SMALL ...
.the new Cine-Kodak,
efficient

Model BB,

.

.

the perfect camera for
vacation uiovie making.
is

You can carry it with you a§ handily as you do your ordinary Kodak

— and

in

Yet with

your favorite color,
all its

too.

convenience, this

new camera costs surprisingly little.
Your old home movie camera will
be accepted as part payment on a
new Cine-Kodak, Model BB.
All home movie equipment on
convenient terms if desired

Eastman Kodak Stores,
TWO STORES

Inc.

The Kodak Corner —Madison at 43th
235 West 23rd, near 7th Ave.
New York City

—

discovered.

Among all tliese vast hordes the
missions and what they have done is
effectively pictured by this versatile
amateur and his moving picture outfit.

FUZZY-WUZZY
{Continued jrom page 450)

the necessary diffusion.

Compare
for a

illustrations four and five
moment. Number four was made

with a soft focus lens at stop /16
while number five was made with an
anastigmat lens. This shows very
clearly what a wonderful anastigmatic
quality the soft focus lens has when
it is used at small apertures.
Illustration seven shows an exposure made with an anastigmat lens,
without any diffusion. Illustration
eight shows the unsuccessful result

obtained when an anastigmat

is

inten-

tionally thrown out of focus to picture this same scene with a soft focus

Number nine shows the same
scene properly diffused by means of
a glass diffusing screen. An out of
focus effect is not good soft focus
work and should not be attempted.
The recipe for pleasing soft focus is
to focus the image as sharply as poseffect.

sible

and then soften and diffuse to
by opening to wider stops

most modern turning lathes and machinery and the crudest of native

taste, either

because there are not
yet enough shops equipped in the
modern way, and these schools wish
to train their graduates to be selfsupporting in the environments and
under the conditions in which they

by using the proper glass diffusing
screen or gauze when working with an

tools.

Have

their writh-

There are glimpses of the
workers in the rice marshes, the rug
weavers, the embroiderers. There are
views of the beautiful temples, like
the Taj Mahal, and ugly and revoltAnd
ing images of strange gods.
everywhere there are crowds "more
people than scenery," as Mr. Holt

is

movies complete without indoor shots. Send for
Sunny Twin at once. Put him to every test for
10 days.
If you are not satisfied we'll refund your
money instantly. Order today. Specify if white flame
Send check or
or panchromatic carbons are wanted.

No

work and play with

at

ing pets.

must

This

is

live.

a foil to the bright and cheerful
pictures of the new, as it is being
introduced into these crowded and
ancient cities, are the glimpses af-

As

forded of native life and customs.
One very good reel shows the sacred
Ganges River and the burning pyres
The
of tlie dead along its banks.
body, bound round and round in its
shroud, is brought down to the river
by the priests and dipped, feet first,
into the purifying holy water. Then
it is put upon the funeral pyre and
burned, as the priests circle about
their ancient ritual.
not one of tliese burning
pyres, there are many. All up and

and go tlirough

And

there

is

the bank their smoke is rising.
Anotlier almost perfect film shows
the street fakirs
the snake charmers

down

—

in the case of the soft

focus lens or

anastigmat.

There are many other ways in which
the amateur may achieve interesting
softening of the image such as the
use of gauze, chiffon, bolting silk, etc.
Experiments witli such materials will

many

varied and delightful reand in the course of such experiments the amateur will, no doubt,
discover many original ways for obgive

sults

taining soft definition.

It is

the writ-

that amateurs will look into
this interesting field of soft focus, particularly if they are pictorially in-

er's

hope

Let the warning be heeded
pathway of the pictorialist
in amateur movies will not be strewn
with roses if he undertakes to work
with soft focus, but he will find it
intensely interesting and, if he does
not let his heart run away with his
head, he will be rewarded by a succession of scenes on the screen that
will weave a spell of beauty over all
clined.

that the

who behold them.

IMOVIE

HOW

IM /m

«ER»

TALKIES ARE

MADE

(Continued from page 443)

serve as a record of experience. Playbacks are made and re-made as much
as a dozen times. When the proper
conditions are secured so that the
play-back sounds acceptable, these

BROOKS

mimtim^i

formance.

©

all the

sage precau-

For example, an ideal performance might be recorded under
conditions perfect from every standpoint. Yet, if a bit of peeling wax, as
it left the newly cut groove, impinged
itself
on the sapphire recording
needle, the effect of the whole would
An automatic blower is
marred.
be
constantly on the job to keep the

sound-proof portable
cable connects recording
machine with camera motor, thus insuring perfect synchronization. Other
changes that meet the eye in this
studio transformation from silent
drama to talkie are the heavy drapes
that blanket walls and ceilings, the
thick carpets that cover the floors,
and the general tendency towards
cloth upholstering of the furniture.
This is necessary to remove echo and
preclude the rebounding of sound
waves.
instance of how blanketing
served a precious purpose is illus-

One

trated in the case of a subject starring

a famous musician in a pianolog of
his musical compositions. One song
was also to be sung by a beautiful
stage favorite. After several rehearsals and a play-back, the monitor man
reported that the piano, no matter how
lightly
played, drowned out the
singer's voice. Several adjustments of

microphone and piano were made
but to no avail. Finally, the monitor
man, who seemed to take an unusual
beautiful Spanish
scarf draped across the piano, an-

interest

the

in

nounced, "Too bad

—

beautiful, but we'll

it's

have

Price in

Soft

Illustration

Bag

normal speed.

shows a reading for aperture /3.5 at
Apertures on scale from /1. 4 to

/64.

$8.00

Free

trial at

your dealer or write

(-DETACMAeLE HANDLE

WEIGHT:

icith

2

TRIAX PANORAMING & TILTING TOP

LB5.

^^?*0 STANDARD
^^'^^^'"^ SCREW FOR

(.

100 LBS.

Combir

sturdii

'ith

weight

least

— made

Dura-

of

HEIGHT

56-

CLOSED

16-

""Ml^-jN^BofH^^foES

I

by merely pressing
It weighs but two pounds including Pan
supports one hundred pounds. Its unique

Opens automatically
a

release trigger.

^

in

three seconds

Tilt Top yet
portability feature invites constant use.

I^IJ^^

~~~OEMOUNTflBLe

ANY HEI6Mr
FOR CAMERA
OR PROJECTOR

Size folded 16 inches.

56'inch five-section tripod
Tilting Top, as illustrated

As\

with

Triax

Panoraming and
$14.00

dealer for dcmonstTation or write for circulars.

SNAP MTCmJ
LOCKS EACH

J

Miomvcmi

BLRLEIGH EPCCKS

in

A

utterly simple and extremely accurate exuntil
posure meter. Place to eye, turn tube
dividing line T disappears then read tjrrect
aperture to use opposite the number 16.

TRIAX TRIPOD

The grinding noises of the cameras
are taken care of by enclosing the
booths.

KINO ACTINOMETER
D

record.

cameras

"ONE MOVEMENT"
An

tions of science, luck plays a big part
in the making of the acceptable

grooves free of foreign matter, but
foreign matter has idiosyncrasies of
its own and will sometimes refuse to
be dispossessed.

MOVIES
LIOS

conditions are duplicated for the making of the final, or "master," record.
Several master records are usually
made, each requiring a separate per-

Regardless of

BETTER

ACCESSORIES fo

136

LIBERTY

ST.

NEW YORK

H

THE OTHER-OPEN

CITY

HAVE YOU BTOT SEEBT A SCEBTE
ON THE NEKV ARROIV SCREEN?
Then you

haven'l seen the "last word" in motion picture projection. See
your dealer today and ask for a demonstration of the new ARROW
"Quickset" Bead Screens.

You

will be pleased with the Beauty and Compactness of this new and
handy Movie accessory, and you will marvel at the clean-cut brilliancy
obtained on this patented glass bead surface.

The new

made in a wide variety of portable and rigid designs
meet every motion picture requirement and the prices are
reasonable. Complete stocks of all models are carried in New York,
Chicago and Hollywood for your dealer's convenience and to insure
you speedy delivery. If YOUR dealer hasn't yet stocked the new models,
send us his name and address we'll do the rest!
and

screens are

sizes to

—

—

Arro^^ Screen

Company
6725-."».'»

Santa Monica
Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

really very

Now York

to use that

6-8 East. 16th Stroet

scarf as a gag."

"No gags
the

in this picture,"

director.

"This

is

a

snapped
dignified

number."
"Wait, I'll show you what I mean,"
and, taking up the scarf, he opened
the cover board of the piano. Then,

riiioago
10» >orth Vt'abash Ave

Tanada
TUE FILM & SLIDE
156 King

St., ^V.

CO.
Toronto

.

SCLY 1929
having stuffed the scarf compactly
over the strings, the monitor man
closed the cover-board and suggested,

EXTRAORDiyARY

SPECIAL

"Now.

RELEASES

it."'

Sure enough, the strains of the
came over the '"mike' in

Stein wav

muted

dulcet,

and complete Motion Pictures of "ROBThe new CToumed J;jiigs of
The Texas Cowboy, who left the "hurricane deck" of a cowpony for the cockpit of a
second-hand airplane to break— THE
Eiclusi\-e

BINS-KELLY"

try

—

Who

tones.

say where this sound
business starts and -where it ends?

Aviation.

will

WORLDS

MY

RECORD FOR SUSTAINED FLIGHT.
Close-ups of the
See the planes refuel in mid-air—
the
record-breaking plane "Fort Worth" made in
Hysterical crowds as
aloft
days
seven
after
air
the wild scenes at
they break through the ropes

—

— Amajing — Complete —
the landing — Thrdling

THE

it is

too late

—

the oppor-

tunity has passed.

Picture that
Perfecl
of
as the most outstanding feat
mill live /oreucT
feet— SH. 00.
all aviation history— 200

—

to

be

whole

really wortli while, write the

continuity, including all titles, before
you begin to shoot the picture, otherwise you will find that it is a hard

Texas— June, 1929
THE WORLDS SUPER SPECTACLE
Galveston.

make

task to

Glorifying the most beautiful bathing
complete
beauties of the Universe.
and graphic picture of the most colorful
bathing beauty pageant of all time. See

the action.

A

to

my

pay

the titles

fit

Speaking of

exactly with
titles, 1

want

man who
Many an hour have

respects to the

can write them.
search for that elusive
I spent in

"Miss America" and "Miss Universe"
crowned Queen. Entries from all over
the United States and Foreign countries.
Full of action!! Unusual Close-ups of the
Don't
World's most perfect beauties!
miss this one— 200 feet— $15.00.

thing, a witty

title.

A

comedy

falls

Just watch the next
comedy you see in the theatre, and
consider what it would be witliout
the humor added by the titles. It is
no light task to work out the synopsis of a story, then write the continuity and titles, and prepare the
schedule of shots for each location;
flat

direct

BRO\^T\E FILM COMPAINT
LIPSCOMB STREET
Fort Worth, Texas

without

In years to come, movies of this
spring's graduation will be infinitely more interesting if they
are well edited and titled noir,
when names of classmates, recollections of the good times and
hard work, are still fresh in one's

memory.
Skilful

you want your picture

If

International Beautv Pageant

1431

IN

MOVIES

them when

PhotogMph>— The Avwt.on

At

YEAR

FIRST

(Continued from page 466)

—

GRADLATIOy MOVIES
yEED GOOD
EDITING AyO TITLiyG

editing and titling will
the graduation pic-

transform

ture from a disconnected series
of unidentified persons and
classmates, instructors,
places
visiting friends, campus spots
of particular interest into a
film that will make the re-living
of the details of the Big Day
doubly enjoyable.

—

—

Our

editing

and

grade,

highest

titling is of the

reasonably

yet

priced.

it.

Kodascope
Editing and Titling Service,
Inc.

Room 917 330 Madison Ave.,
New York

help you tremendously
but it
when you get ready to shoot the picwill

ENERGIZE YOUR FILM!
Use Kleena-fylm Process
It

deans rejuvenates, restores and maintains

You have heard

A

New

"1

ork,

BETTER STILLS

for

N.

thing
have a great

of that

little

called "continuity.'' I
deal of respect for that word. Our
second picture was a conspicuous example of the lack of it. One or two
of the scenes called for in our scenario were somewhat difficult to get

KLEEN.4-FYLM CORP.
522 Fifth Avenue,

CASH Of

ture.
pli-

non-inflammable fluid easy
ability in old film.
to apply. Clearer projection. Guaranteed.
At dealers, or postpaid, 85c
Write for facts trorth knotving.
"i

use

and we

Camera
A Kawee
Without

tried

to

get

to

in those scenes

fill

some

of

lists

will

Pathei Library films

buy your good used

and lowest

CASH

prints.

etc..

Send

prices to

STARK-FII31S
219 W. Center

Baltimore

St.

Md.

now, because

aiinoiiiices

CINE-KODAK

REMOTE CONTROL

my

available.

The

DEALER

mm. and

along without

film I feel that it is necessary to explain the action verbally, and every
time I make a mental resolution not
to show that picture again. Still, the
original story was good, and the photography is good, but it is impossible

Sacrificing
Efficiency or Picture Size

Compactness

vour 16

whenever we show that

NoiN-

tliem.

On

principal actors are not
Well, "live and learn I"

editing

and cutting

is

just as

important as the photography. I went
to a friend's house one night to see
his pictures. He really had some wonderful shots, taken on a trip through

Thinnest and mo^l

compact made

Mexico, but it was spoiled for me
because everything, good, bad, and
His films
indifferent, was shown.
were projected just as he had received them back from the laboratory. As it was about 75% poor and
25^c good, this was quite an ordeal.
The importance of cutting! I could
write several more volumes on that

SPECIAL PRICES

2%i3%
Meyer

in., fitted

with 4V4

f4.5 lens in

Compur

^Tr

shutt

(3i4i4\i-in.

:m.

43.50

equipment, but

and

briiriaiit finder level,

ing back. 3

Free

plate

S38.50

etc.

holders and

trial at dealers.

Complete with focusfilm

plate adapter.

Write for details.

BURLEIGH BROOKS
136 Liberty

St.

>EW YORK

CITY

of the picture
can be largely controlled by the cutsubject.

|

The '"tempo"

Price S4.50 at your dealers

Northeast Products
TEWKSBURY.

Company

M.4SS.

IMOWIC
that

IM

A M. E R »

and tempo

ting,

my

is important. I find
scenes are generally too long,

and probably many amateurs make
the same mistake. Again watch the
theatre. I find that it is very seldom
a single shot lasts over five or six
seconds. Of course it varies with the
rapidity of the action. The average
amateur, taking a picture of two persons in conversation, will take one
long shot, perhaps four or five feet,
and then pass on to the next scene.

The professional

Genuine Leather Combination Lock

Carrying Cases
attractively priced

Bell

& Howell

Victor

FILMO

will take perhaps

—

close-ups, angle
eight or ten shots
shots, from one side and tlien the

Additional

Space for

up any more
amateur. Here is in-

other, but will not use

film than the

maintained

terest

at its highest pitch.

Filters

Then there is the place in the story
where the hero falls into a tub of
water. His fall does not look natural.
Perhaps he was a poor actor, or just
afraid of getting wet. In this particular picture I was the actor, and I
thought at the time that I had done
rather well, but the finished film

showed the action too slow. A little
cutting,
and now my
judicious
friends wonder how I could fall so
fast and not get hurt. Let them wonder!

It's

ttvo

Rolls Film,

and

Telephoto Lens

BLACK OR

BLACK OR TAN

We

TAIS

take your old case in trade regardless of condition.

Mail orders

filled.

DEALERS NOTE:

Will send on

Memo

Special attractive prices.

for inspection.

Write for particulars

RABSOINS
1373 SIXTH

one of the secrets of the

AVE—at

56th St.— NEW

YORK CITY

trade.

There are two accessories which
every movie fan should have
filter

and a

They

vignetter.

—a color
will

add

to the picture. With the
color filter it is possible to get some
beautiful cloud efi'ects. My cloud
pictures are my pride and joy. One
of the biggest thrills I ever got in
my life was the day I received my
first cloud pictures back from the
laboratory. I had just bought the
color filter and tried it out on a
beautiful sunset, and the result was
Fellow amateurs, you are
perfect!
familiar with that feeling! The cloud
pictures also make perfect back-

AUTHORIZED AGENTS FOR ALL AMATEUR MOTION PICTURE
EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

wonderfully

titles.
First the cloud
pictures are filmed, then the film is
re-wound and placed back in the

grounds for

camera,

and the

titles

are

filmed.

Using the vignetter to fade the title
in and out, with the cloud background, gives a very pretty

The

and

^VARIABLE
FIELD VIEW
Fl rslDER

By

the

mere turn

the finder

is

ot

a knurled ring

adjusted for the focal

Avnids necessity of changii
indiriduul sets of finders.

length of the lens you intend using.
1", 2", 3" and 4" are marked on
scale, intermediate lengths are easily

estimated between marks.

effect.

invaluable in
shooting a scenario, using it to indicate a thought, a dream, or a lapse
of time, or fading titles or scenes in
vignetter

COER

By turning

the exact size of

Field size can be selected

and

proportion of

background, and scale then
cates focal length of lens

have had many hobbies, but my
first year in the movies has furnished
more thrills, and more real fun, than
anything else ever could. Most hobbies take a man away from his familv. but the movie camera brings the
whole family together. After we had
owned our camera for a few months

obtain

I

wife exclaimed, "Well, this is the
hobby you ever had that the
whole family could enjoy!"'

more could

a

man

ask?

which

indi-

will

it.

Slips into tinder tube of Filmo 70 without alteration except a small notch

accommodate locating pin to fix horizontal position of
moving parts are within tube, adjustment is obtained by
window.

in outer tube to

window.
movable

AH

lens system in relation to stationary

Price $37.00
t/ie

\Smm

^•iJe-aiis
field of
at small additional Co

applied

my

first

or size of

field,

object with proper

proper focal length determined

out.

\S'hat

the knurled ring as you

view your subject you can select

is

C. p.

GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY

319-A East Tliirlv-fourth Street

New York

City, N. Y.

—
jriJH^Y

NEWS
New Filmo

70

D

INDUSTRY

of the
For Amateurs

and

Dealers

& Howell Company of
Chicago this month announces a
startling development in the new
Filmo Camera, Model 70 D. This
notable advance in 16 mm. camera de-

THE

Bell

room

other features. Perhaps the best
v:ay to bring attention to the excellent
new developments in camera construction as exemplified in this instrument
is to list each new item.

Seven film speeds are provided,
12, 16, 24, 32, 48 and 64
frames per second. 2. Three-lens turret is part of the normal equipment.
The turret occupies no extra space and
1.

8,

locks automatically in position for
each lens shift. The film cannot move
special spy-

glass view-finder presents the correct
field of view for lenses of six different

are eliminated. 4. A complete exposure indicator shows relative diaphragm stops necessary for all the
seven speeds. It is only necessary to
set the index at the speed you are

using and the correct exposure will
be indicated. 5. A new form of governor stops and starts the film at any
speed with absolute precision. Blank
frames are eliminated. 6. A new

month

the

new Kodascope

of

and manipu-

both reels are
equipped with "live" geared spindles
and an interesting and improved form
of splicer is provided. This is ingeniously designed and is almost automatic in operation. A cutter bar is
provided which prepares botli ends of
the film at once. A scraping device
is then brought into play which removes the proper amount of emulsion
from one end of the film. Cement is
applied and movement of a portion of
the splicer brings the two film ends
together with correct alignment and
pressure. The complete unit with two
geared rewinds, splicing device, two

many

focal lengths, the change being made
more simply than diaphragm setting.
Thus separate matched viewfinders

Rewind

for the examination

lation

D

A

Splicer and

PASTMAN KODAK CO. announces
rapid splicer and rewind, claimed to
be a distinct improvement over former types. Salient features of the new
device are that the feed and take-up
reel are held at some distance apart
on the board, providing plenty of

sides this, the design of the new Filmo
incorporates a three-lens turret
70
as standard equipment, as well as

until the turret locks. 3.

New
•'-' this

sign combines in one instrument the
features of half, normal and superintermediate
several
with
speed
speeds, seven variations in all. Be-

viz.,

1929

the

film:

glass-stoppered containers and film
cement is S25. The Kodascope
Splicing Block the splicer alone
sells at $15.

—

FILMING FOR
Twenty
State

LAW MAKERS
Were Filmed

Ohio
A. Aughinbaugh, Using a
Q.R.S. DeVry Standard Camera.

State Institutions
Legislature bv B.

for the

ratchet winding key

is provided which
be permanently attached to the
camera. 7. The starting button has a
locking device to prevent accidental

may

8. Smart new leather carrying cases of distinctive shape are provided and mav be had in two optional
finishes. [For picture see page 487.)

starting.

Victor Films

TN

•

Moon

a recent interesting article in the

New York Times, describing the
production of astronomical movies at
Princeton, N. J., the Victor camera
was featured as having made a unique
motion picture record. The film was
of the time condensation type and was
made at the Princeton University observatory. To quote the Times in part,
"A view of one film taken through
the large telescope disclosed an unusual version of that ancient favorite,

«|^S^^^pip|i^^»WpPJP^^^p!^

'Came the Dawn.' The pictures were
taken at the rate of one every six seconds, or 100 times slower than the
usual rate. Two thousand separate
pictures are contained in the fiftyfoot film of the Copernicus peak.

—

CORRECTOSCOPE

with set of gears

enables sharp focusing of camera lens by direct vision. Subject is viewed on
a prism right side up magnified about ten times. Sharp focus is adjusted
by focusing ring of Correctoscope lens. The setting is duplicated automatically on camera lens by the train of gears.
a moving subject can
be kept in sharp focus while you are taking the picture.

AND

"The audience sees a moon closeup with the pitted lunar surface appearing as if viewed from a distance
of 1,000 miles. The device consists
of a Victor motion picture camera operated by a special electric motor, the
whole fastened to the eye of a twentythree-inch Princeton telescope, the
lens of the telescope, nearly two feet
in diameter, becoming the lens of the
motion picture camera."

Recordion
month ushers in a new home
known as the Recorsponsored by the National Film

THIS

talkie unit,

dion,
Publicity Corporation, of 311 South
Sarah Street, St. Louis, Mo. The
device consists of a turntable controlled by the projector, both being

mounted on a common

substantial

A separate post holds

the swinging arm and electrical pick-up for the
turntable
record.
The
synchronized
provides for the use of a sixteen-inch
disc and operates at 33 1/3 standard
speed, at which professional theatre
synchronizing disc systems also opbase.

erate.

Dealers handling this product are
be provided with weekly synchronized releases on sound and film.
Records will be made of a new nonbreakable composition, which will
provide a very convenient and effective means of preserving the synchronized records. The Recordion laboratory is well-known in St. Louis and is
a complete record manufacturing
plant, operating in property controlled by the National Film Publicity
Corporation. This last firm has been
producing educational and industrial
motion pictures for some time and the
combination of its well-equipped
studios and laboratories with the
to

JUST A

FEW SUGGESTIONS FOR HOME MOVIE ENTERTAINERS

Individual,

Pictures and
in Series

& Cartoons
BUly West Comedies
Tom MLx Westerns
Lindbergh Series

Chaplin Comedies

Recordion facilities will, it is said,
assure production and service of the
highest type to dealers and users.

Scenics & Travelogs
World War Authentic Films
Great Arctic Seal Hunt Series
Uncle Tom's Cabin Series

Drem World-Wide

THE

Drem Products

Company,

makers of the well-known Cinophot, Dremophot and Justophot exposure meters, announce the latest official adoption of its product by two
companies of great prominence in the
motion picture field.
The current Cine-Kodak Neivs bears
a full-column notation on the use of
the Cinophot and it is pointed out
that such a definite reference to the
efficiency of the Drem product by a

• ]•

also
ConsistioQ of
tcjo

and three

400

ft.

reels

UBRART SUBJECTS 18 OB

Per400ft

reel

ASK YOUR KODAK DEALER
TWO

about these

DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS
and

Write for a Descriptive Catalog

:

Sl.l.'*'

known throughout

firm

''automatic^
dissolve/

the

world

is

Coincidental with this
adoption of the Cinophot
comes the information that the instrument will be featured and sold in all
significant.

Xexv Make -Up Kit
VVrlLLOUGHBYS. the well-known

official

Kodak

stores.

"The Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
has also placed its stamp of approval
on Drem exposure meters. This firm
makes the following official statement
"The Q. R. S.-De^ ry Corporation
has decided that the Drem Corporations exposure meter. Cinophot, is of
value to tlie best camera results by
supphing the one adjustment which
the amateur

is

called

upon

to

1929

photographic and motion picture supply house of 110
Street-

New \ ork

Cit^",

West 32nd
announces a

new and convenient make-up kit for
the amateur movie actor. The kit provides every requisite to facilitate the
work of the home storv- producer and
includes tubes of grease paint, cold
cream, rouge, eyebrow pencil, lip-

nose putty, crepe hair and spirit
gum. With these materials at hand
the amateur may easilv experiment
stick,

tt"ith

all sorts of character

make

make-up.

with our automatic cameras, namely,
to regulate the lens aperture according to the illumination of the moment.

We

shall, therefore, feature this ex-

posure meter among our accessories

for FADE IN and
FADE OIT. DISSOLVE
and DOUBLE EXPOSURE:

and recommend its use. We
recommend the Justophot

This simplified aod specially designed demakes it possible for any amateur to
secure real professional fade ins and fade
oats, as well as the dissolve effect. Qearly
marked indicator sets easilv for fades from
two to ei^t seconds. The DISSOL\'E
DISC is light, sturdv and extreme!^- sim-

the use of the Dremophot, a Drem
meter carrving scales especially for

Price.

over,

has

provided

space

for

the

Dremophot in the carrying cases for
the new Filmo 70 D camera.
Thus it would appear that the excellence and efficiencv of the Drem prod-

PRESCRIPTION OPTICIANS

^

still

Filmo cameras. This company, more-

i27,S0.

LUGENE, Inc.
500 .MadUon Ave.
Bet. 5"ih.58ih Sts.
Phone: PL Aza 6001

for

photography."
The Bell ^ Howell Co. recommends

%'ice

Dle to attach and operate.

similarly

uct

976 .Madison Ave.

is

finding universal recognition.

Bet. 76th-TTth Sts.

Ji

BLTterfield 54S6

Heyde Telemeter
HUESGEX,
FJERBERT
ic

*

well-

kno^^^l dealers in photographic

and motion picture material, of 18
East 42nd Street,

New York

Cit\-,

an-

nounce the new and improved Heyde
Photo-Telemeter. Recently inspected
bv this department, the device proved
to be a \eT\ compact and convenient
form of distance meter. The reading
is taken bv the simple correlation of

view which are of normal
and equal brilliance so that objects
are clearly visible. The dial reads directlv in feet, no calculations being
necessary. The de\"ice comes in a
handv leather case, with instruction
t»vo fields of

BURTON HOLMES
16 Millimeter Library Films

THE TONG.\

ISLES

A

\-ery mLexesuiis reei on the Soi^th Sea Island- Lo^-elj
glimpses loc^u^ ouDA-ard ircm the Ca\-e of the 5^x^'
lonrs.
Interesting \-ieBrs of home hit and finally the

book.
Fhotograph &y l-nxcmational Xcvsreel

wonderful South Sea surf.

No. 86—100

57.50

feet

WHO'S

WHO

IN THE ZOO

Strasge South Aaiencan animaU do their best to ea^ryou the goat. Uarria. rhinoceros, tiger, wart hog.
gnu. ant eater, hippopotamus, sel»^. camel, puma and
tain

—

lion.

No. 87—100

feet

__.S7.50

QUEER KOREAN CUSTOMS
Seenig the sights of Sccu!. The Chigi boys carry great
loads on their backs asd tlie ^ork in Korea is dose by
rK^ human steaia rtJler. '^^ human steam shovel, the

huisan crane and the

No. 88—100

human

pile dn\^er.
'.

Jeet

J7.50

In this famous coUectioa of 16 millimeter Library Films
there are eightT'£\x flms 100 feet in length and twenty
£lms ranging from 200 feet to -^X* feet. They are aU
made up ce the choicest bits of this renowned tra\^er*£
cnllecTinn.

For

sale outright.

Burton Holmes Lectures,
7510 N. .\shland .\ve.. Chicago.

Ixc.
III.

ANfrom

interesting

ofifer.

ECHO OF PALM BEACH

Mrs. Villiam Backer of New Rochelle. N. T.. on
Breakers Bea ch with Her Cine Kodak, at die

communication

Charles Bass, president of
the Bass Camera Company, pioneer
dealers in amateur and professional
motion picture apparatus, states that
the Bass headquarters, at 179 West
Madison Street. Chicago, have been
This added convenience
enlarged.
means that 300 square feet of additional space devoted to the amateur
will provide him with all the latest
facilities for the examination, cutting
and editing of his film in comfort and
without charge. Tourists are particularlv invited to make use of this
friendlv

482

.'VX

Bass Enlarges

Height of the Season.

Improves Tripod

A NNOL NCOIENT is made of cer•'^ tain improvements is the wellknown Thalhammer tripod. These include chromium plating the finished
parts of the head and fittings and a
change in the shape of the head cast-

making it more efficient in action,
was announced by H. S. Millar,

ing,
it

Eastern Thalhammer representative,
with offices at 6 East 46th Street. New

York Cit%". With these improvements,
the Thalhammer tripod is now an unusually well-finished apparatus.

IM

OW I E

Compact

I

/« lA

Still

E

R9

Camera

Specialists in

THE

Kawee Camera, by means of
an entirely new type of construc-

Amateur and Professional
Motion Picture

has attained great compactness
and lightness without any appreciable
sacrifice of modern improvements,
strength and rigidity.
tion,

Equipment and Service

The pictures made with Kawee
Cameras are surprisingly large, 2.4"
X 3.4" as well as 3.4" x 4.4". Burleigh Brooks, 136 Liberty Street,
New York, the U. S. agent for these
cameras, confesses that the general
public at first was slow in taking them
up, apparently not believing it pos-

make a really efficient camera
compact without sacrificing such

sible to

so

One Block Below Grand

Central

modern

features as wire finders, double extension bed, rising and falling
front, etc. It was not until the intro-

duction of the new model with
Meyer / 4.5 anastigmat lenses

Hugo
at the

popular prices of $38.50 and $43.50
that the cameras were generally accepted and appreciated. Since tliat
time, he reports, the large number of
enthusiastic users is steadily on the
increase, not only with

Meyer

Staflfed

with

J.

Tornia

lenses

GilleHe

Schneider and Zeiss
lenses at the higher prices. Owners
of several different cameras find use
for the Kawee because of its thin and
but

by H. R. Sisson and Stephen

the

Camera Sfores Inc.
7425

compact construction which makes it
really a pocket camera that can be

Park Ave. at 41st

Caledonia

St.

NEW YORK

carried at all times. This will be parappreciated by the movie
maker, to whom the use of a still

CITY

ticularly

camera

will always be an advantage

for the

making of production

trial shots for

ing,

and

stills,

composition and
ways.

Only

A Tripod Will Steady The Home Movie Camera

light-

in a host of other

Are you impressed with

Northeast Remote Control

ANEW

remote control, made to
Cine-Kodak Models B and BB
only, is announced by the Northeast
Products Company, of Tewkesbury,

on the screen

at

the professional

mounted upon a

the rock-steadiness of the pictures

your favorite theatre?

Do you

realize that

cameras which take those pictures are

TRIPOD?

You,

too,

can enjoy that rock-

fit

Mass. The device consists of a plate
which is clamped between the camera
and tripod. This holds a flexible shaft
fifteen feet long through which a wire
moves to raise or lower the exposure
lever. The opposite end of the shaft
terminates in a hand piece and ring to
fit the operator's finger.
Advantages
claimed are:
small inconspicuous
shaft (3/16" diam.), positive action,
simplicity of operation, nothing to

wear

out,

no alterations

to

steadiness in your movies,

by using

Kino-Pano-Tilt and Tripod
As\

the

Amateur

Who Owns One

and Kino-Projector Plates
Owners

of

KINO-PANO-TILT

and

TRIPOD

the best projector stand available at an extremely

by using

camera

can have

low

cost,

KINO-PROJECTOR PLATES.
Tour Dealer Wili Gladly Demonstrate

necessary.

Wolterstorff- Victor

nnHE

Victor Animatograph Company has added to its personnel at
the New York office, 242 West 55th

^

Street,

A. F. Wolterstorff,

who

will

rank as assistant to the eastern sales
manager, W. R. Morison. Mr. Wolter-

was previously associated with
Rabson's, New York, and also with
Bell & Howell, Chicago.
storff

THE THALHAMMER CORPORATION
123

109 N.

SOUTH FREMONT AVE., LOS ANGELES
6-8 E. 46th ST., NEW YORK
AVE., CHICAGO

WABASH

jrULY 1929

FLORIDA

CALIFORNIA
Berkeley: Berkeley Commercial Photo Co., 2515

:

Bancroft W'ay.
Fresno: Potter Drug Co., 1112 Fulton St.

Hollvwood; Fowler Studios, 1108 N. Lillian Way.
Hollywood Movie Supply Co., 6058 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood Music Co., Camera Dept., 6019 Hollywood Blvd.
Film Service, 6306 Sunset Blvd.
Bros., Inc., 244 Pine St.
Los Angeles: California Camera Hospital, 356

Miami

Miami Photo Supply Co.,

Red Cross Pharmacy,
St.

5

1

N.

12

KENTUCKY

S.

17-3rd

Atlanta: Eastman Kodak

21 Peachtree Arcade.

IDAHO

Bangor: Francis A. Frawley. 104 Main
York Beach: Strand Camera Shop

ILLINOIS
»: Bass Camera Co.. 179 W. Madison
Inc.. 63 E. Washington St.
Camera Exchange. 26 Quincy St.
Aimer Coe if Co.. 78 E. Jackson Blvd.
Aimer Coe 6? Co.. 18 S. LaSalle St.

•Ch
Bdwy.

St.
:

Kodak

Aimer Coe if Co.. 105 N. Wabash Ave.
Central Camera Co.. 112 S. Wabash Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co.. 133 N. Wabash Ave
Fair.

The. Dept. 93. State, Adams

if

Fischer's

Camera

Rm.

Sei

202,

Corp. 26 E. 8th St.
Illinois Radio Appliance Co.. 1426 E. 70th St.
W. W. Kimball Co., 306 S. Wabash Ave.
Leonard Lvnn Co., 302 S. Wells St.
Lyon if Healy. Jackson Blvd. &= Wabash Ave.
Ideal Pictures

News

Co.. 37

W. Monroe

W.

Fifth St.

Santa Barbara: J. Walter Collinge. 8 E. Carrillo.
Santa Monica: Bertholf Photo Finishing, 1456
H. Hartman

6?

Son, 25

N.

Bald-

33 Summer St.
Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co..
ton St.

St.

Seamans. Photo Finisher. 1953 E. 71st St.
Stanley- Warren Co., 908 Irving Park Blvd.
Von Lengerke &' Antoine. 33 S. Wabash Ave.
Decatur: Haines if Essick Co.. 122-128 E. William

Camera Shop. 240 N. Water St.
Evanston: Aimer Coe if Co.. 1645 Orrington Ave.
* Hattstrom if Sanders. 702 Church St.
Freeport: Hartman's Camera Srop. 17 S. Chicago
Pfile's

Illinois Camera Shop. 84 S. Prairie St.
Fifth Ave.
Rockford: Johnson Photo Shop. 316 E. State St.
Springfield: Camera Shop. 320 S. 5th St.
Sterling: Ray Hart. 8-10 E. 4th St.

Galesburg:

Moline: a. D. Webster. 1507
Stockton: Peffer Music Co., 40 S. California St.
Whittier: Maxwell C. Peel. 226 E. Philadelphia.
YoSEMlTE N.ational Park: Best's Studio.

COLORADO

Denver: Eastman Kodak

626-16

Stores. Inc..

Ford Optical Co.. 1029-16 St.
Haanstad's Camera Shop. 404-16

St.

St.

CONNECTICUT

Bridgeport: Fritz if Hawley. Inc.. 1030 Main St.
Harvey & Lewis Co.. 1148 Main St.
Greenwich: Gayle A. Foster. 9 Perryridge Rd.
Hartpord: Harvey (f Lewis Co.. 852 Main St.
D. G. Stoughton Co.. 255 S. WTiitney St.
Watkins Bros., Inc., 241 Asylum St.
Middletown: F. B. Fountain Co.. 483 Main St.
New Britain: Harvey S Lewis Co.. 85 W. Main
St.

New H.wen:
Harvey

if

Friti (f

Hawley.lnc. 816 Chapel

Lewis Co.. 849 Chapel
25

Stampord: Thamer.

Inc..

87 Atlantic

Waterburv:

Co 25-29 W. Main
W. Main St.

Wilhelm.

Inc..

Wilmington:
Frost Bros..

139

N.W.

Inc.,

Kodak

St.

Pintham
Solatia

if

M.

Smith Co.. 15 Bromfield St.
Taylor Co., 56 Bromfield St.

Braintree: Alves Photo Shop. 349 Washington St.
Brockton: Raymond C. Lake. 218 Main St.
Lowell: Donaldson's. 77 Merrimack St.
New Bedford: J. Arnold Wright. 7 S. 6th St.
Pittsfield: E. J. Curtis. 397 North St.
Salem: Robb Motion Picture Service, 214'/2 Essex
St.

Springpield:

J.

E.

Cheney

Stores,

Inc.,

6"

Inc„

Staff,

808

Locust St.

Grinnell: Child Art Rooms, Cine Dept.
Iowa City: Rexall if Kodak Store, 124 E. College

Harvey if Lewis Co., 1503 Main St.
Worcester: J. C. Freeman if Co.. 376 Main
Harvey if Lewis Co.. 513 Main St.
L. B. Wheaton. 368 Main St.

St.

MICHIGAN
Bay City Hdw. Co.. Sporting Goodi
Dept.. 1009-15 Saginaw St.
•Detroit: Clark Cine-Service. 2540 Park Ave.
Crowley. Milner 6= Co.. Dept. 20
Detroit Camera Shop. 424 Grand River. W.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 1255 Washington Blvd.
Fowler if Slater Co.. 156 Earned St.
J. L. Hudson Co.. Dept. 290.
Metropolitan Motion Picture Co., 2310 Cass Ave.
E. B. Meyrowitj. Inc.. 1516 Washington Blvd.
Bay City:

United Camera Stores,

Inc.,

14324 Jefferson Ave.,

^a Shop,
Shop,

Inc.,

16 Monroe

109 S. Washington

Vans Cine Service. 600 Pruddcn Bldg.
Marquette: Ray's Photo Service. 335 Harrison St.
Midland: McCandless News Agency, 107 E. Main
St.

Muskegon:
First

Beckquist

Photo

Supply House.

St.

S.^GiNAW: Heavenrich Bros, if Co., 301 Genesee
Hesse's, Genesee at Jefferson

Photo Finishing. Inc.. 419 Pie

301

Bridge St.

Ave.

318 Brady

St.

Eastman

155 Washing-

Jordan Marsh Co.
Andrew J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St.
Montgomery-Frost Co., 40 Bromfield St.
Pathescope Co. of the N. E., Inc.. 260 Tremont

a

Cedar Rapids: Camera Shop. 220 Third Ave.
Des Moines:

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

d'Albert. Inc.. 815-lOth St..

IOWA

St.

Hovey Co..

Grand Rapid
Ave., N.W.

Store. 21 S. 7th St.

D.\venport: Eastman Kodak Stores.

415 Market St.

BIdg.

S. Baker. Inc.. 1520 F St..
N. W.
Columbia Photo Supply Co.. Inc.. 1424 New York
Ave.. N. W.
Eastman Kodak Store. Inc.. 607-14th St.. N.W.

&

Rogers Optical Co.. 824 Calhoun St.
Frankfort: Pathex Agency. 206 E. Walnut St.
Indianapolis: L. S. Avres if Co.. Dept. 290, 1 W.
Washington St.
H. Lieber Co.. 24 W. Washington St.
Kentland: Boone Pharmacy, on the Square.
South Bend: Ault Camera Shop. 122 S. Main St.
Ault Camera Shop. 309 S. Michigan St.
Schilling's Photographic Supply. 329 S. LaFayette

St.

Washington: Reid

Fuller

llth St.

St.

St.

,

Inc..

W.

Evansville: L. E. DeWitt, 618 Main St.
Smith if Butterfield Co., 310 Main St.
Fort Wavne: Biechler-Howard Co., 112 W. Wayne

Terre H.^ute: Snyder's Art

DELAWARE

Butler's.

DuPont

37

Blvd.

Broadway

Norwich: Cranston Co..
Curtis Art

St.

St.

INDIANA
Anderson: Reed Drug Co.,

Boston: Dadmun Co.. 1 Washington St.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 38 Bromfield
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. Hotel Statler.
Ralph Harris if Co.. 30 Bromfield St.
C. F.

Ave.
F.

23 Park Ave.

MASSACHUSETTS

154 E. Eric

St.

Post Office

N. Eutaw

Service. 853

Stores. Ii
W. Cei

Stark-Films. 219

Zepp Photo Supply Co.. 5044 Greenmount Ave.

Dearbc

Sts.
*

Amateur Movie

St.
•

St.

St.

Forman-Gilbert Pictures Co., 1428

St.

MARYLAND

.

Sherman. Clay &> Co.. 14th and Clay Sts.
Pasadena: Flag Studio. 59 E. Colorado St.
F. W. Reed Co.. 176 E. Colorado St.
Pomona: Frashers. 158 E. Second St.
Richmond: LaMoine Drug Co.. 900 MacDonald
Ave.
Riverside: F. W. Twogood. 700 Main St.
San Diego: Bunnell Photo Shop. 414 E St.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 419 Broadway
Harold E. Lutes. 958 Fifth St.
San Fr.»ncisco: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 545
Market St.
H.rsch if Kaye. 239 Grant Ave.
Kahn if Co.. 54 Geary St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 564 Market St.
San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co.. 735 Market St.
Trainer-Parsons Optical Co.. 228 Post St.
San Jose: Webb's Photo Supply Store. 94 S. First

Wal-

MAINE

Ballou-Latimer Co., Idaho at 9th St.

Boi

W.

Bogalusa: Moon News Stand, Williams Drug Co.,
31 Columbia St.
New Orleans: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 21}
Baronne St.
Shreveport: Southern Cine Co.. Inc.. 310 Main St.

Stores, Inc., 183 Peach-

tree St.

John R. Gordon, 1129 S. Mariposa Ave.
T. Iwata Art Store. 256 E. First St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 3150 Wilshire Blvd.
Earl V. Lewis Co., 226 W. 4th St.
Marshutz Optical Co., 518 W. 6th St.

St.

LOUISIANA

St.

GEORGIA

EastmanKodak

Third St.
Sierra Madre:

W. W. Still. 129 W. Short
Louisville: W. D. Gatchel if Sons. 431
nut St.
Sutdiffe Co., 225-227 S. 4th Ave.
Lexington:

Camera Shop,

N.

Robinson's Camera Shop. 115 Third St.. N.
T\mpa: Burgert Bros.. Inc., 608 Madison St.
Tampa Photo if Art Supply Co., 709- 1 1 Twiggs

Broadwav-

Santa Ana:

KANSAS
Topeka: Hall Stationery Co., 62 3 Kansas Ave.

E. Fit

E. Flagler St.

Petersburg: Barnhill's

St.

Pacific

B. B. Nichols. 731 S. Hope St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 754 S.
Oakland: Davies, 380- 14th St.

Rhodesbilt

Ave.

Long Beach: Winstead

Stores, Inc., 643 S. Hill St.
Fitzgerald Music Co.. Motion Picture Division,
727 S. Hill St.

Waterloo: Macks Photo Shop. :2i- W. Fifth St.
Scehawk Camera Shop-Studio. 1S9 W. 4th St.

if W. B. Drew Co.
Morse's Photo Service,

H.

(Continued on page 486)
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Reynolds Renovater
ERNEST M. REYNOLDS,

producer
Gold Seal 16 mm. motion pictures and amateur cinema accessories,
announces this month the New Simplex Film Cleaner. This device is so
of

designed that

New

For a

cleans both sides of

it

once.
The mechanism
which guides the film into the reser-

the

film

at

voir containing the cleaning fluid

Model BB

The cleaner is constructed enof aluminum and brass. The

film.

BEAUTIFUL
EFFiaENT

tirely

cleaning pads may be reversed, thereby using the reverse side and doubling

Kodak

Cine

is

removable, simplifying threading the

LIGHT—SMALL

AT A REMARKABLE

LOW PRICE

[Our

eajperta

dtnumatraU

^oill

oladly'^

the

simple

I

these
obtained.

J

6V which

procasa

an

pfc*ure»

NEW YORK

CAMERA EXCHANGE
109 Fulton Street, N. V.
" Downtown

We

Camera Headquarters
about the most comdeveloping servDemonstration Boom.

Movie

cari'y

FRKB

plete line.
aieo
ice;

THE

Hotv Do Your Films

Behave before Guests?
\0
D';

you have

to delivi

"lecture"

I

every time you show a film? Or
does the plot unfold with ordered
interwoven with interest'
sequence
ing hand-lettered titles'! Let me assist
you in giving your films continuity
and real distinction. Let me supply
your films with artistic hand-lettered
titles that conform to the latest pro-

—

fessional

P.

Write

mode.

today

for

Ingemann Sekaer

1472 Broadway,

New York

Exchange your Idmin Library Film
usable movi

Comedy. Drama.
exchange?

and rec

for

equally

length

of the
at the following prices

Talkie

Possible
A MATEURS who desire to
•*^ chronize their own films

syn-

(Pat.

for)

films in clean, sparkling-clear con-

Grease and

grit

removed from both

sides of film in one operation. Aluminum and
brass construction. Will last a life time.

Price $8.00
(Including can of cleaning fluid)

FADE-IN—FADE-OUT
//

can be

made with

SIMPLEX FADING GLASS
Price $2.00
We

also produce high class film subjects in
100 ft. reels; 16 mm. Send for film catalog
and samples of our GOLD SEAL TITLES.

ERNEST M. REYNOLDS
165 E. 191st Street

aeveland, C

^^i^^EiHar 0r

* ement.

Center: Back
element.

Com'

different focal

hoxver:

lengths.

plete lens.

with

pany, with
Street,

offices

^V

New York

This

com-

11 West 42nd
City, produces a

at

fibre needles. The technical consultant
of the League, R. C. Holslag, has made

FILM CLEANER

0/

original talkie records will be interested in the development of the new

Applied

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Top: Front eU

aken /romthe

same point

view shotvins
the effect tiiih

Maker

SIIMPLEX

NAVILIO FILM EXCHANGE

1757 Broadway,

dition.

material
replaced in a
few seconds. This is necessary only
after several thousand feet have been
cleaned. A can of Simplex Cleaning
Fluid accompanies each cleaner. The
cleaning solution is a chemical specially prepared for cleaning films and
is said to be very effective.

may be removed and

blank record of aluminum composition, which, together with an electrical
pick-up, amplifying device and electrical recorder, makes possible a very
satisfactory sound reproduction. The
records are permanent if played with

$1.00
iged for
of film exch
2.50
of film exch iged for
ft., 2-reel subject, exchanged for 5.00
J.
ft.

ft.

Keep your

CLEANER

The padding

Speak-0-Phone records.
nal.

:

good or better

100
400
800

"

Ca

Send them

SIMPLE.X FILM

their efficiency.

new Speak-0recording his own
voice at tlie offices of the company and
found sounds usually difficult of reproduction on a disc record came out
very well with this device. This was
particularly true of the "eh" and "s"
sounds.
The device is not yet available to
amateurs, although the company is
considering rapid developments along
this line. It is, however, possible for
a personal test of the

Phone apparatus

in

amateur to visit certain wellequipped studios and there make a
Speak-0-Phone record of his voice,
which he may then attempt to synchronize at home with a motion picture.

is

/-4.5, rear

element

f-S,

pie fast for telephoto shots.

the

HUGO MEYER &
10s

W.

40th

St.,

N. Y.

CO.

C— Works: Goerlitz,

Ge
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^Continued jrom page 484

»

Duluth: Eastman Kodak

350 \V. Su-

Stores Co.,

perior St.
Louis Frerker Co..

12 E. Superior St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 112 S.

Minneapolis:

Fifth St.
E. B. Meyrowitz. Inc.. 825 Nicollet

Ave.

Sly Fox Films. 49 S. 9th St.
B. W. Johnson Gift Shop. 115 W.
Bridge St.
St. Paul; Co-operative Photo Supply Co., 381-3

Owatonna:

Minnesota St.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co.. 3S0 Minnesota St.
E. B. Meyrowitz. Inc.. 358 St. Peter St.
Ray-Bell Films, Inc.. 817 University Ave.
St. Marie Cigar tf News Co.. 96 E. 5th St.
Winona: Van Vranken Studio. 57 W. Fourth St.

MISSOURI
Kansas City: Eastmas Kodak Stores, Inc., 916
Grand Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 1006 Main St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 21 E. 11th St.
Harold Edwards Radio S" Cinema Co., 6239 Brookside Blvd.

Hanley Photo « Radio Shop, 116 E. 10th St.
A. S. Aloe Co., 707 Olive St.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 1009 Olive St.
Erker Bros., 608 Olive St.
Geo. D. Fisher S Co., 915 Locust St.
Hyatt's Supply Co., 417 N. Broadway.

St. Louis:

Hastings: Carl R. Matthiesen

H

Co., 713

W.

2nd

St.

Omaha: Eastman Kodak

Stores, Inc.,

419

S.

K. E. Waldron.

1

A Mam

St.

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City: Eastman Kodak

Stores, Inc., 1735-

37 Boardwalk.
Camden: Parrish W Read, Inc., 308 Market St.
East Orange: Edmond J. Farlie, Jr., 45 N. 19th St.
Hoboken: Cinematic Distributing Co., 77 River St.
Jersey City: Hugo Bermann. 13 Exchange PI.
Edward Madison Co., 427 Bloomfield
Mont
Ave.
Newark: Anspach Bros., 838 Broad St.
L. Bamberger tf Co.
Fireman's Drug Store, Market and Broad.
J.

C. Reiss,

10 Hill St.

Schaeffer Co., 103 Halsey St.
Plainpield: Mortimer's, 317 Park Ave.
Trenton: Barlow's— Music, 130-132 E. State St.
H. E. Thompson. 15 Newkirk Ave.
Union City: Heraco Exchange, Inc., 611 Bergenline Ave.

NEW YORK
E. S. Baldwin, 32 Maiden Lane.
E. Colwell Co.. 465 Broadway.

Albany:
F.

Binghamton: A.
Brooklyn: Geo.

S.
J.

Bump

Co., 180 Washington St.
Inc., 202 Flltbush

McFadden,

Ave.

d

Film Corp., 228 Franklin

St.

Corning: Ecker Drug Store. 47 E. Market St.
Glens Falls: M. Lapham's Sons, 2 Rogers BIdg.
Great Neck: Lovett Cinema Studio, 66 Middle
Neck Rd.
Haverstraw: E. H. Vandenburgh, 3 Broadway.
Ithaca: Henry R. Head, 109 N. Aurora St.
Treman, King

H

Co., care of Geo. E. Houghton.

New

Rochelle: Ye
Main St.

New York

Little

Photo Shoppe,

City: Abercrombie

d

Inc.,

457

W.

• Cullen,

12

Brown

918 Chestnut St.
Pittsburgh: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 606 Wood
6?

Earle.

Inc..

St.

B. K. Elliott 6" Co.. 126-6th St.

Joseph Home Co. Magazine Dept.
Kauf-nann's Dept. Store. Dept. 62, Fifth Ave.
Root's Kamera Exchange, 1 1 Fifth Ave. Arcade.
Reading: Alexander Kagen. 641 Penn St.
Scranton: Jermyn Bros., 205 N. Washington Ave.
Wilkes-Barre: Zwiebel-Stenger Sales Co.. 203 S.
.

Main

St.

RHODE ISLAND

Newport: Rugen Typewriter
Thames St.

tf

Kodak Shop. 295-7

Stamporo-in-the-Catskills: E. S. Burtis.
Syracuse: Clark Music Co.. 416-20 So. Salina

body. 86 S. 2nd St.
Nashville: G. C. Dury

3

39 S.

Warren

St.

Starkweather

d

St.

Williams. Inc.. 47 Exchange PI.

TENNESSEE

Chattanooga: Englerth Photo Supply Co., 722
Cherry

St.

Memphis: Memphis Photo Supply Co.. Hotel Pe»-

W Co..
TEXAS

St.

420 Union

St.

Geo. F. Lindemer. 443 S. Salina St.
Utica: Edwin A. Hahn. 1 1 1 Columbia St.
Watertown: Edson E. Robinson, Inc.. 111-113
Washington St.

Abilene: W. C. Cosby. Box 338
Amarillo: C. Don Hughes, 1019

Akron: Dutt Drug

Co., 7 E. Exchange St.
Pockrandt Photo Supply Co., 16 N. Howard St.
Alliance; England Drug Co., cor. Park and Main

Dallas: Jamieson Film Laboratories. 2212 Live Oalt

Canton: Ralph W. Young, 139 S. Cleveland Ave.
Cincinnati: Ferd Wagner Co.. 113 E. 5th St.
Fountain News Co.. 426 Walnut St.

El Paso: Fred J. Feldman Co.. 308 E. San Antonio
Schuhmann Photo Shop. P. O. Box 861
Fort Worth: Hodges W Co.. 806 Main St.
Chas. G. Lord Optical Co.. 704 Main.
Houston: Star Elec. H Eng. Co.. Inc.. 61J Fannin

OHIO

Huber Art Co.. 124.7th St.. W.
John L. Huber Camera Shop, 144 E. 4th St.
Movie Makers. Inc.. 110 W. 8th St.
Cleveland: Conger-Latta Co., 735 Euclid Ave.
Dodd Co.. 652 Huron Rd.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 1126 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service. Inc.. 10008 Car-

BIdg.

Beaumont: Thames Magnolia

Marlow

E. G.

y

St.

St.
J. Murphy. So. Side Square.
San Antonio: W. C. Allen. Rialto Theatre Lobby.
Fox Co.. 209 Alamo Plaza.

E. Hertzberg
Sts.

Jewelry Co.. Houston at St. Mary'i

St.

144 S.

Shiplers,

Co.. 1501-7 Superior Ave.
Healy. Inc., 1226 Huron Rd. at Euclid

Ave.

Salem: Butcher's Studio, 178 Jennings Ave.
Toledo: Franklin Print. &> Eng. Co., 226-36 Huron
Gross Photo Supply Co.. 325 Superior St.
Lawrence's. 1604 Sylvania Ave.
Leo MacDonough. 1103 Detroit Ave.
Youngstown: Fowler &" Slater Co., 7 Wick Ave.

Zanesville: Zulandt's
Seventh and Main

Drug

Store.

Widney,

cor.

B. M B. News Co.. HlVi W. Main.
City: H. O. Davis. 106 S. Hudson St.
Tulsa: Camera Shoppe. 225 Atco. BIdg.. 519J4

Dueant:

S. Galeski Optical Co., 209 Granby St.
G. L. Hall Optical Co.. 257 Granby St.
S. Galeski Optical Co.. 737 E. Main St.
G. L. Hall Optical Co.. 418 E. Grace St.

Norpolk:

Richmond-

WASHINGTON
Seattle: Anderson Supply Co.. Ill Cherry St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 1415-4th Ave.
Lowman i/ Hanford Co.. 15I4-3rd Ave.
Motion Picture Service. 903 Lloyd BIdg., Sixth
Ave. and Stewart St.
Fiank B. Wilson, Inc.. 319 Pike St.

Spokane; Joyner Drug Co.. Howard

CoEVALLis: Lynn's Photo-Art Shop, 1555 Monroe

E.

W.

Yakima;

WEST VIRGINIA
St.

81-12th St.

Garage.

Eau Claire; Davis Photo Art Co.
Fond du Lac: Huber Bros.. 36 S. Main

Green

St.

Eugene: Steven's. Inc.. 764 Willamette St.
Pendleton: Floyd A. Dennis.
Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 345 WashCo.. Kodak Dept.

PENNSYLVANIA
E. Phillips. 36 N. 6th St.
Bethlehem: Arthur F. Breisch. 527 Main St.
Erie: Kelly tf Green. 116 W. 1 1th St.
Son. 422 S. 13th
Harrisburg: Maxwell H. Hite

«

St.

James Lett Co., 225 N. 2nd St.
F. W. Buchanan, 320 Walnut

N. Queen

Riverside

ii

WISCONSIN

OREGON

Darmstaetter's. 59

fi

Inc.

Co.. 939 Commerce St.
Bradbury Co.. 19 S. Second St.

Stewart

St.

Johnstown;

St.

VIRGINIA

Wheeling; Twelfth

St.. S.

H

St.

VERMONT

Tacoma: Shaw Supply Co.,

Oklahoma

Lipman Wolfe

Main

Burlington: Robert T. Platka. 231 S. Prospect
Rutland: Geo. E. Chalmers Co.. Inc.

Ave.

OKLAHOMA

Main

Main

Co.. 1519

Paris: R.

Main

a

Columbus: Capitol Camera Co.. 7 E. Gay St.
Columbus Photo Supply Co.. 62 E. Gay St.
Dayton: Dayton Camera Shop, 1 Third St. Arcade.
Norwood: Home Movie Service Co., 2128 Cathedral

2599 Mag-

St.

Home Movies
Lyon

Store.

y

Slater Co., 806 Huron Rd.
&P Slater Co., 347 Euclid Ave.
Slater Co.. 1915 E. 9th St.
Halle Bros. Co.. 1228 Euclid Ave.

Fowler
Fowler
Fowler

Oliver-Eakle

noglia St.

Allentown: Geo.
at

W

bert Sts.

John Wanamaker, Dept. 56.
* Williams,

Providence: E. P. Anthony. Inc., 178 Angcll
Chas. S. Bush Co.. 244-246 Weybosset St.

ington St.

Maiden Lane.

Davega. Inc., HI E. 42nd St.
Davega. Inc., 152 W. 42nd St.
• Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., Madison Ave.
45th St.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 235 W. 23rd St.
H. fi D. Folsom Arms Co.. 314 Broadway.
Gall y Lembke. Inc.. 7 E. 48th St.
• Gillette Camera Stores. Inc.. 117 Park Ave.

Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 1020 Chestnut St.
C. Ferguson. Jr.. 1804 Chestnut St.
Strawbridge tf Clothier. Market, Eighth
FilJos.

Willheide Movie Service, 281 Main St.
Rochester: Marks H Fuller Co., 36 East Ave.
A. H. Mogensen. Dept. of Mechanical Engineering. University of Rochester.
Sibley. Lindsay W Curr Co.. Camera Dept.
Smith-Surrey, Inc., 129 Clinton Ave., S.
Schenectady: J. T. and D. B. Lyon, 236 State St.

45th tf

47th St.
City Camera Co.. 110 W. 42nd St.
City Radio. 42 Cortlandt St.
Abe Cohen's Exchange. 113 Park Row.
Columbus Photo Supply. 146 Columbus Ave.
1

St.

Alvin C. Krupnick. 9 E. 6th
Fitch,

Madison Ave.
American News and its Subsidiaries, 131 Varick St
J. H. Booser, 173 E. 60th St.
Brentano's.

bet. 76th and 77th Sts.
Photo Supply Corp., 323-325 W. 37th St.
Meta Photo Supply Co., 122 Cedar St.
E. B. Meyrowitj. Inc.. 520 Fifth Ave.
• New York Camera Exchange. 109 Fulton St.
Parker and Battersby. 146 W. 42nd St.
Pickup tf Brown. 41 E. 41st St.
• Rab Sons, 987 Sixth Ave.
C. F. Ray, 266 VV. 46th St.
Schoenig « Co., Inc., 8 E. 42nd St.
Stumpp ii Walter Co., 30 Barclay St.
G. T.inkus, 83 7 Seventh Ave.
H. F. Waterman, 63 Park Row.
• Willoughby Camera Stores, Inc., 110 W. 32nd St.
Olean: Don Seele Studio. 150 N. Union St.
Poughkeepsie: Cundy Gift H Art Shop, 27 Market

Madison Ave.,

Medo

St.

• J. Navilio. 1757 Broadway.
Buppalo: J. F. Adams. Inc.. 459 Washington St.
Buffalo Photo Material Co., 37 Niagara St.

United Projector

Stand. Times BIdg.
• Lugene. Inc.. Opticians. Main Store. 600 Madison
Ave., bet. 57th and 58th Sts. Uptown Store, 976

IS St.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Newpokt;

News

is Farley.

Francis Hendricks Co.. Inc..

NEBRASKA

Book Store. 20 N. Oak St.
Movies Corp.. 132 S. 15th

Gloeckner 5? Newby Co., 9 Church St.
Herbert tf Huesgen Co.. 18 E. 42nd St.

Lowe

MINNESOTA

St.
St.

Bay: Bethe Photo Service. 125

Madison: Photoart House. 212

Milwaukee;

St.

Main

St.

State St.

Boston Store, Wisconsin Ave.

6?

4th

Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 427 Milwaukee St.
Gimbel Bros., Kodak Dept., Wisconsin Ave.
W. Water St.
Photoart House of Milwaukee. 220 Wells St.

Oshkosh; Coe Drug Co.. 128 Main

tf

St.

Superior: Greenfield Photo Supply Co.. 1328 Tower

Waukesha; Warren
dio.

35
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S.

O'Brien Commercial Stu-

Broadway.

(Continued on page
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printing of a news event, has recently

Hilton Visits League

HOMER

HILTON, General

Manager of

Bell

Sales

& Howell Com-

pany, Chicago, on a recent visit to
New York City, found occasion to pay
a friendly visit to the offices of the

Amateur Cinema League. Suggestions
were exchanged as to how the amateur
might best be served and Mr. Hilton
assured members of the League staff
that the company he represents has
this ideal continually in mind.

completed another dramatic educational film concerning the hard-ofhearing school-child and how his handicaps are overcome with the use of
the audiometer, which tests hearing
and lip reading abilities of children

"Tie

CAM ERAS

GONE/

in the classroom.

This film has been enthusiastically
received throughout this country and
Canada by associations for the hard
of hearing. Twenty duplicates have

been printed

to fill their

demand and

American Federation

the

for

izations

the

Hard

of Organ-

of

Hearing

asked for a showing at its annual convention, held last month in Cleveland.

PHOTOPLAYFARE
(Continued from page 455)

modern cinematics are and how a
great theme may be honestly treated,
as in the Patriot, it is to be hoped that
with the exParamount will not
ample of the Patriot behind it give

—

—

THE

NEW SEVEN

SPEED FILMO

Expert Film Lab
np'HIS department has

us another film as good as Redskin
that is presented with blemishes. All
power to the Paramount scissors and

recently in-

'• spected the quarters of the

Expert
Film Lab., Inc., at 130 West 46th
Street, New York City, and found it
well equipped to do all kinds of special and regular laboratory work on
16 and 35 mm. film. This includes
titling, developing, tinting, toning and
all kinds of special treatment.

HS.
•

MILLAR,

Eastern Represen-

Cine Art Films, with
offices at 6 East 46th Street, New York
City, announces that in the near future
all Cine Art films will be treated with
the Filmcote process through which
the emulsion will be given a scratchproof coating. The lasting qualities
of these well-known films will thus be
much improved. It is aso desired to
call attention to the new series of Cine
Art pictures for children, made from
tative for

the familiar fairy-tale stories of childhood. Grimm^s, The Arabian Nights.

These will be made with
professional supervision and equipment and will be among the finest
films of tliis type available. Cine Art

and the

like.

also plans a series of young peoples"
films to be called the Just Kids Series.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS
(Continued from page 460)

information to school children. In
this studv he is including observation
of the effectiveness of dental films."'

Amateur Educational

O
•l^*

Iv.

WIiXANS

of the Springfield

inion. League Member and
producer of Get the News, a photoplay built about the gathering and
.

day your movie cam-

may

era and equipment

such as the 1929 negro, the small-

against

town storekeeper, the bootlegger, the
l.W.W. or the country doctor!

valuable property at

loss

this

home and

elsewhere under an

movement

of low waves on a seacoast.
rhythmic succession his chief

in his association with her
are presented through the screen of
water which makes the vision fainter
and fainter until die scene is cut back

now

insuring

by

"All Risks"

(Continued from page 454)

be lost

Protect yourself

or stolen.

CRITICAL FOCUSING
In

Safeguarded Films

OOME

Paramount cinematographers
when they try some other large theme
the

Camera

Floater Policy

memories

Provides

low

protection

liberal

to Nelson, who dies in his officers'
arms. The dignity and skill with which
this sequence is handled make it a
worthy example for the amateur.
A. L. G.

-^

DEALERS! You
Trial of Mary Dugan
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

at

cost.

can do your

customers a favor by assisting

Sydney Franklyn
Photographed by. .William Daniels
Cinematics: As Mary is brought into
the courtroom from her cell, the place
swims before her eyes for a moment.

them

to insure the

equipment you

Directed by

.

The

effect is

have sold.

Ask your insurance

agent or broker

to tell

you how

he can provide this service.

secured with a revolving

camera and a prism which gives a
crowd.
Lighting: Straight lighting is used
cell and
the
picture
but
in
in most of
corridor scenes there is an effective
handling of light and shadows.
Treatment: The picture is unusual
in that after the action has been
brought into the courtroom the scene
is not changed with flashbacks, as is

tliree-layer repetition to the

common

trick

CO.

or

STANDARD FIRE INSURANCE

CO.

of Hartford, Conn.
affiliated viith

in trial pictures, but interest

is supplied with dialogue and swift
changes of suspicion. The camera is
constantly angled about the room but

no

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

work

is

used.

E.

W.

S.

/ETNA LIFE INSURANCE

CO.
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WHO CARRY

DEALERS ABROAD

Box 2999.

House," Shortmarket and Loop
Lennon, Ltd., Adderley St.

"Kodak

Ltd.,

Sts.

South Wales

Capi. 3 Kleil
Capi. 13-17 v;

j:

Capi.

--

170-172 Queen

25.

HUNGARY

St.

Welmnoton: Kodak

Budapest. IV: Pejtsik Karoly. Varoshaj U-4.

Box

(Australas a) Pty. Ltd.,

INDIA

1474, G.P.O.

Waterworths, Ltd.. 216 Lambtc n Quay.

Ahmedabad: R. Tolat

Queensland
Kodak

Brisbane:

(Australasia)

Queen

St.

Kodak

(Australa; a) Pty. Ltd.. 37

10 Rundle St.

d..

Tasmania
Hobart: Kodak (Australasia)

Rundle

Bombay
St.

Lamington Rd.
Burma: Y. Ebata

Pty. Ltd.. 45 Elisa-

6ce

Victoria
Charles W. Donne. 349-51 Post Of-

Columbia
Eastman Kodak Stores,

Ltd..

610

Granville St.
of

319

Ltd.,

Credit

Foncier Bldg.

Manitoba
Winnipeg: Eastman Kodak Stores,
Slide Co. of

Can

Nedre Slotsgate 13.
J. L. Nerlien A-S.
University Book Shop.

Oslo:

Paris Bldg.

Ltd.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

Ontario

Manila: Denniston.

Hamilton: W. Hill 6" Bro.. 90 W. King St.
Toronto: Associated Screen News, Ltd., Tivol
Theatre Bldg.. 21 Richmond St.. E.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Ltd.. 66 King St.
T. Eaton Co., Dept. V.-6, 190 Yonge St.
Film

y

Slide Co. of Can..

Inc.. 123 Escolta.

REPUBLIC OF PANAMA
Ancon:
Panama

Miller's Specialty Shop. Box B.
City: Lewis Photo Service. 1 Fourth of

July Ave.

W.

156 King St..

Lockhart's Camera Exchange, 384 Bay

MEXICO

NORWAY

472 Ma:

Ltd,

St.

y

SCOTLAND

Edinburgh: J. Lisars. 6 Shandwick
Glasgow: Robert Ballantine. 103Vi
Buchanan St.
J. Lizars. 101

St.

Quebec
Associated Screen News. Ltd.. 5155
at Decarie Blvd.
T Eaton Co.. St. Catherine St.. W.
Film y Slide Co. of Can., Ltd., 104 Dni nmond
Bldg.
Gladwish 6? Mitchell. 147 Peel St.

Montreal:

New Rd.
Prom Photo Studio.
Bank Lane.
Sri,

26 Queen's Rd.. Central.
Shanghai: Chiyo Yoko Photo Suppl

470

so:
6?

2-B.

Madrid:

ENGLAND

Bristol-

H

Salanson

ii

Sol

Co., Ltd.. 20 High St.

Liverpool:
London S

J.

Ltd..

ford St.

31
,,

,,

„
Bond
,

Shep°p'ield:
Sheffield

Wm.

Mcintosh

(Sheffield)

Photo Co.. 6 Norfolk

Row

Ebata

Ic

Penang

St.

St.

&?

Co.. 69 Kesawan.

SWEDEN
Stockholm: A.

^

Ltd.,

del

SUMATRA
Medan: Y.

graphic Dcpt.
:

Exchange,

Puerta

STKAITS SETTLEMENTS

St.,

Piccadilly.

Photographic

Anonima,

Socicdad

Kodak

H. Strubin

b?

Co., Cine Set

Stalder

.ausanne: Kodak Soc
Jacqu

Hu":'Aib.

FRANCE

H

Lurich: Ganz and Co.
Zulauf (Vorm. Kiena;

Boulevard
Paris: Grande Librairie Universelle. 84,
Saint Michel, Vie.

who

MOVIE MAKERS, 105 West

(Photo-Hall),

Anonyme,

5

13

Rue de
Av.

la

.Tean-

57.
Marktg;
Bahnhofstrabe 40
6> Co.). Bahnofsl

ster,

are advertising in

40th Street,

25 Cents a

describing his successful results.
interest is his

method

"I use a six-volt, 21
c.p. auto headlight bulb in the light

of light control.

box," he writes, "which is lit from
the secondary of an inexpensive radio
filament transformer. For control I
use a 'dim-a-lite' socket feeding the
110-volt primary of the transformer.
This gives three steps of brilliancy

and overcomes the fluctuation of the
house current."

irhcrgasse

Confed(

(Fargate).

$3 a Year (Canada $3.25, Foreign $3.50)

Photo-

Kompanii

SWITZERLAND

25.

Ill

Ltd., Change

*Indicates Dealers

Nordiska

B.

letter

Of particular
St.

St.
Ebata 6? Co., 3 3 Cole
Kodak, Ltd., 130 Robinson Rd.

c

.

Mortimer

Co., Apartado Postal

Rd.

St.
Wallace Heaton. Ltd., 119 New
Wallace Heaton. Ltd., 47 Berkeley St., Pia adilly.
Westminster Photographic Exchange, Ltd., oi,

Westminster

K

Singapore- Amateur Photo Store. 109 N. Bridge

W. L: Westminster Photographic Exchange,' Ltd.. 119, Victoria St
London. W. C. 2.: Sands. Hunter V Co., Ltd.,
37 Bedford St.. Strand.
London. W. I.: Bell 6? Howell Co.. Ltd., 320

step

which were designed from an article
in Movie Makers, Grant E. Gay,
of Maiden, Mass., sends an interesting

Y. Ebata 6? Co., 77 Bishop

Lizars. 71 Bold St.

Regent St.
H. Dallmeyer,
J.

4

home-made

Chile
Eckhardt (i Pieper, Casilla No. 1630.
Co.. CasiUa 244.

Penang- Kwong Hing Cheong,

St.

built a

printer, the general details of

Cia.

6?

Barcelona: James Casals, 82, Viladomat

Alexandria: Kodak (Egypt) Societe Anonyme. 23.
Cheriff and Pasha St. and Ramleh Station.

Printing Light Control

HAVING

SPAIN

EGYPT

Harrogate: A. R. Baines. 39 James

Chartered

(Continued from page 464)

Maipu

Maraoaibo: Mac Gregor
No. 197.

1.

toward the entertain-

St.

ela

Copenhagen V: Kodak Aktieselskab, Ostergade
Copenhagen K: Kongsbak and Cohn, Nygade 2.

tribute his bit

THE CLINIC
Cor.

Rd..

from

grandfather's bed, much to his irritation. The caption says: "This is the
only sheet the right size for a screen,
Grandpop! You go to bed too early
anyway!" And the further comment
reads, "Everybody should try to con-

Sikak Phya

A rgentine

Eastman Kodak Co., 64 Kiangse Rd.

Havana: Havana

Vincent

St.

Buenos Aires: Connio. Gattamorta

Na

king Rd.

CUBA
News Co., Neptuno
DENMARK

New

one picture in which

is

ment."

SOUTH AMERICA

Co

6?

Then there

the covers are being snatched

PI.

Bangkok: Bangkok Central Book Depot.

CHINA
Pharmacy, Fletcher

"So you're a gag man now!"
I gagged my wife to keep her
from making a talkie!"
"Yeh,

SIAM

Western Ave.,

Hong Kong: The

Marunouchi

515

Movies Library,

S. A.,
Agencia Postal 25.
Kodak Mexicana, Ltd., Independencia 37.
"La Rochester," Av. 16 de Septiembre 5.
Pathe Baby-Agency for Mexican Republic; Latapi
Y Bert, Av. 16 de Septiembre 70, El Globo.
Puebla: Casa "Hertes." Av. Reforma 109.

British

Can.,

are making."

Mexico City: American Photo Supply Co.,

A

Hefty Wife: "What d'ye mean I'd
of any ordinary woman?"

make TWO

Junkeimachi Shinsaibashi-suji,

4

Bldg.

Alberta
Caloary: Boston Hat Works and News Co., 109

Co.

Hon

o:

CANADA

call for repetition.

The Husband: "Merely trying to
my dear, that you can act as
your own DOUBLE in the movie we

lami-ku.

Perth: Kodak (Australasia) Pty. Ltd., Hay St

Slide

No.

have started to make fun of them.
Someone once said that nothing was
really popular until it broke into the
comic strips, and Henry Ford used to
pay for every joke concocted about
his car. Now conies a half page of
cartoons by Bruce Russell, on our
favorite hobby from the Los Angeles
Times. Some of his amusing views

imply,

JAPAN

Uyeda,

West Australia

y

6.

KOB !: Honjo y Co., 204 Motomachi 6-Chome.
Osawa tf Co., Ltd., Sanjo Kobashi.
Kyo
J
Fukada tf Co., 218 Dojima Bldg.
OSAK

Little Collins St.

Film

y

Vi:

N.

;

Vancouver:

Co.. 200 Phayre St.. Rangoon
Navy Coop. Soc, Ltd., 41

Mil

PL

Harringtons. Ltd.. 266 Collins St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty.. Ltd.. 284 Collins St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty.. Ltd.. 161 Swanston St
Technical Journals Pty.. Ltd.. Temple Court, 422

Eighth

H

Calcutta: Army
Chowringhee St.

beth St.

Melbourne:

Co.. Bawa's St.. Raipur

Rd.. Ballard Estate.
M. L. Mistry 6= Co.. 46 Church Gate St.. Fort
Movie Camera Co., Walker House.
4:

Au stralia

uth
ington

ii

Bombay: Continental Photo Stores. 25 3 Hornby Rd.
Hamilton Studios. Ltd.. Hamilton House, Graham

250

Ltd..

Pty.

Korte Hoogstraat

S" Brans,

Rotterdam: BoUemeijer

Zealand
Ltd.,

Hendrikia;

196.

Gronin
NlJMEG

Stores, 142 B King St.
Harringtons, Ltd., 386 George St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 379 George St.

New

Success

T TOME movies have arrived. News* 'paper and magazine cartoonists

115 Kalverstraat.
Foto Schaap t^ Co.. Spui 8.
Den Haag: Capi. 124 Noordeinde.
Fotohandel Ter Meer Derval. Fred.

Sydney: Filmo

Auckland: Frank Wiseman.

P.

HOLLAND

Amsterdam: Capi,

AUSTRALIA
New

(Continued from page 456)

Honolulu: Honolulu Photo Supply Co.,

AFRICA
Cape Province
Cape Town: Kodak (South Africa)

FILM FLAM

MOVIE MAKERS
HAWAII

(Continued from page 486)

New York City
Copy (Foreign 30 Cents)

Northward Bound

AN

active League member, thoroughly familiar with cine regulations in Canada, sends the following information which may be useful
to those who are going northward

for their

summer

shooting:

"Before leaving the United States it
necessary to have your camera
is
registered and appraised at an office
of the U. S. Customs. A registration
paper will then be given you, so that
when you return, the customs official

IMOVIE IM/%KERS'
be informed
be permitted to

at the port of entry will

that the

camera

is to

return free of duty. No deposits or
any other fees are charged in the
transaction." Fred Simpson, Jr.

$

The League Rejoices

THE Amateur

Cinema League and

THE LEAST EXPENSIVE

Movie Makers wish to take this
opportunity to express our deep gration the recent complete recovery of His Majesty King George V
of England. The movie makers of

MAJOR ACCESSORY

fication

Certain aocessorios arc absolutely essential

your movie-making after yon have bought
your ramera. Most inexpensive of all of

America desire to felicitate their English cousins and wish for His Majesty
many more years of health and activity. The interest of the Amateur Cinema League in those of England's
blood royal is the more keen because

many

of their

number

to

these

is

MOVIE

MAKERS

are enthusias-

amateur cinema devotees.

tic

A SIMPLE SNOW
MINIATURE

the organ of the

(Continued from page 441)

Insure

New

VOLUME

tions

tance.

S.

A.

IV BINDERS (1929)

ARE NOW READY

ing field of

your lens to f-5.6 or /-8 if you can
get enough light to allow you to do
so, and not to focus too far back on
your set, preferably on middle dis-

York, U.

Movie Makers Announces

you some sugges-

tripod or support, particularly if it
is hand cranked; fourth, to stop down

West 40th Street

105

although you might like to beat Mr.
Byrd at his own game and spend a
July afternoon in the Antarctic. In
any event, I hope the foregoing de-

and cutting a silhouette of a tree out
of black cardboard is not hard work.
When this is done a few pounds of
salt and some imagination will give
you all the chance in the word for
experimenting with composition and
lighting under conditions where you
have everything under your control.
The few things to look out for are:
first, to use low camera angles; second, that motion in set or of camera
(if panning) must be very slow; third,
to be sure your camera is on a steady

regular arrival

$3.00 a year in the United States.
Canada, $3.25; other countries, $3.50.

don't suppose you are going to
make any shots for polar explorers,

can be made additionally effective
with the shadow of a pine on the
snow. Notching a few sticks, say onehalf inch in diameter, with a knife

its

by a subscription.

I

and lead you into the interestmodel filming. Naturally,
there are an endless variety of snow
mountain miniatures alone, that can
be made. As a suggestion, try one
corner of a log cabin made of notched
branches and set in the foreground of
a snow covered mountain pass. This

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE

and the monthly mine of amateur information.

nearer the camera. Finally, with a
very little front light and a rim light
(or back light) on the mountains
from behind and a little to one side,
we made a panning shot of our table
top set which ran for twenty-five seconds on the screen and got some
"ah's" from the audience.

scription will give

3

And, of course, you can still secure binders
for Vol. I-II (1926-7) and Vol. Ill, 1928

AT COST— $1.50 EACH
To MOVIE MAKERS, 105 W. 40th
Inclosed
Vol.

IV

is

St.,

New York,

N. Y.

for the binder(s) noted below:

$

Vol. Ill

Vol. Ill

Name
Address

.*.

City

State

_

THE FINISHING TOUCH

LEAGUE LEADERS
Ttcenty foot animated leaders to proudly
the world of your A.C.L, membership

tell

—

AT COST 16 MM. LEADERS, $1.00
60 FOOT 35 MM. LEADERS, $3.00
To the AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, 105 W. 40th St.,
New York,
Inclosed

is

16

Name

N. Y.
for the leader(s) noted below:

$

MM

35

MM
-

Address
City

Stale

1

.nLY 1929

Classified Advertising
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
your own movie titles, stationer}-,
bookplates, Christmas cards, pamphlets,
linoleum blocks, etc. Junior Press §5.90,
larger $11, rotary $149; print for others;
easy and interesting; rules sent. Write for
catalogue presses, t)pe, paper, etc. Kelsey
Company, .M-50, Meriden, Conn.

Torrenre and

V%'allace

Beery.

at $120.00.

Shamokin, Penna^

Madison

FOR EYEMO

in used and demonstrating
Model B Kodascope Projector
with case, demonstrated onlv a few times,
$200.00; several Model A Kodascope Projectors, 200 watt, perfect condition, $90.00
each; Model A Kodascope, small lamphouse,
$75.00; several Model C Kodascope Projectors, $35.00 each; De\ ry Continuous 16
mm. Projector, demonstrated few times,
$135.00; Capitol Continuous 16 mm. Projector, demonstrator. $175.00: Model B Cine
Kodaks, /-3.5 lens, $50.00 each: Model B
Cine Kodaks, /-6.5 lens, $35.00 each; Model
B Cine Kodak. (-1.9 lens, new condition,
$100.00; few Filmo Projectors, 200 watt
with cases, $75.00 each and up: Cooke /-1.8
lens for FUmo 70, old style, $30.00 each;

or other 35min. cameras. One
T.H.C. 3?i telephoto lens, wiU sell for $35.
One 6-inch telephoto /-4-5 T.H.C. lens, will
sell for $50; both have micrometer mount,
matched viewfinder and eyepiece. These
are RARE bargains and are the only two
we have.JWill sell sin gly. Stark-FUms, 219

W. Centre

honor of the Goddess
\^

ine flows;

women

Ishtar.

dance.

A

wild pagan orgy develops. At
its height, the earth trembles,

KODAK

selected library films,
projection screens and lenses, from 20% to
50'ir discount. J. B. Hadawav. Swampscott,

Mass.

FOR SALE—Correctoscope

crumble and

S30.00.

upon

the ter-

The

spectacular scenes of the
destruction of the wicked city

have never been surpassed in
motion pictures.

of nearly 500 subjects in

our new (Tliird Edition) 182page Descriptive Catalogue.
Furnished upon request.

used very

little,

Cunningham

for Victor Camat bargain price of
Studios. Inc., Ltica,

N. Y.

PROFESSIONAL Universal Motion Picture
Camera, internal automatic shutter dissolve,
200 feet capacity, 50 mm. Carl Zeiss 3.5
lens, micrometer mount, Universal tUt and
panorama tripod, extra magazines, etc. persacrifice $325.
fect condition, cost $650
Will ship C.O.D. subject to examination on

—

receipt of lOTc deposit to cover carrying
charges. Browne Film Co., 1431 Lipscomb
St.,

One

B, latest model. /-1.9 lens,

FOR SALE— Several

era,

fall

Md.

carrying case, overhead finder, also chromium Kodak anastigmat telephoto, all brand
new.
Liberal discoimt. Arthur Florez,
Texon , Texas.

lightning flashes and the walls
rified fleeing revellers.

Baltimore,

St..

200 watt. Model A Kodascope Projector in excellent condition,
with case, $110.00; without case, $100.00.
Roy Nelson, 4 \ iking Ter., Worcester, Mass.

SLIGHTLY USED

CINE
In settings of Oriental splendor, the Babylonians feast in

Fort Worth. Texas.

ONE Cine-Kodak. Model B. /-3.5 lens;
brand new; $60.00. Charles E. Ayres, 125
Warren Avenue. Roselle Park. N. J.
FOR SALE— Nearly new

Kodascope Model

—

A. 200 watt, two bulbs and one reel sell
$115.00. Maurice E. Kimm el. Du Quoin, 111.

SLIGHTLY USED Model B

Kodascope

Projector with Kodacolor projection assemblv complete and earning case. S200.00.
Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E. 42nd St.,
New York. N. Y
.

FOR SALE— Cine Kodak

Branch Libraries and DistribuLeading Cities of
the United States and Canada.
tors in Fifty

BARGAIN

I

No

A

/-1.9

H. MaPro-

YE'sTrRJAY

I

titling

I

service. (16 mm. or stand-)
ard.) Cinematography.

AND ADUrS.'.

rmmm

Libraries,
St.

New York.

Inc.
N. Y.

BARGAINS

equipment

—

/-1.9 lens for FUmo 70. old style,
-Ml of the above equipment guarbe in excellent working ujndition.
Wdliams. Brown & Earle. Inc.. 918 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia. Pa.

Dallmeyer

$25.00.

anteed

to

SUGHTLY USED

200 watt regular Filmo
Projector. $110.00; used Victor Camera with
Plasmat lens, good condition, $110.00;
?4 in. /-1.5 Plasmat lens for Filmo or Victor. $37.50: 1 in. /-1.5 Wollensak lens for
Filmo or \ ictor. $27.50: ; 72 mm. Gimdlach
soft focus diffusion lenses in barrels /-3,
$5.00 each; used Dremophot and Cinophot
exposure meters, in good condition, $5.00
each. Willoughbvs, 110 W. 32nd St., New
/-1.5

York.

'_

nLMS FOR SALE
M0\ lES made

_^_

—

order Advertising, Industrial. Educational. Developing, printing,
Negative raw stock.
titles, 16 mm.-35 mm.
Lorenz Motion Pictures. ^Iadison. Indiana.
to

PERSONAL OPPORTUNITIES J
HELP WANTED— Private boys" camp has
vacancy for counsellor v\ith knowledge of
amateur movie making photography di-

—

—

rection scenario. Write, stating education.
experience. H. Mason, 1 Madison Avenue,

New

York.

FILMS

WANTED^

WILL BUY

for cash 16 mm. features, travel
What have you?
or educational pictures.
Give title, number feet, condition and price.

21

Peachtree Arcade, At-

lanta. Ga.

HOME FlLftA
16 MM
\-.KCi^
400 - FT- • PRICE >'30.
VT^J'^p
<J:sk i;oar dealer, or wrife
S'*^*

fjHEMEMWiBrFILMCO.
I^Hffl 37

CHURCH ST

A NEW LABORATORY
unAer expert management

I

C Adillac 5 260
DETROIT, ^acH.

2540 Park Ave.

'<

33 Vest 42nd

All guaranteed or your money
Bass Camera Company, 179 West
Street, Chicago, 111.

back.

TITLES
CLARK CINE-SERVICE

I

Filmos; Bell

3.5 lens

\ isualizit. Inc..

De^'ry

Complete editing and

BIGGEST HIT WITH CHILDREN

risk.

Kodascope

slightlT used

in

To

Dealers wlio desire Profits
from operation of their ovm
Film Rental Libraries. Our Experience and Resources assure
the Success of our Distributors.

Model

practically new, with tripod, $125.
son, 1 Madison Ave.. New York.

®.
ATTRACTIVE PROPOSITION

unusual rebuilt good-as-new

offers

2

lens, amplifier, portrait attachetc., $33.00: super-attaclunent, $12.00;
complete outfit,
super-films,
$10.00;
$48.50.
R. J. Jones, 309 E. Sunbury St.,

Featuring Greta Xissen. William Collier. Jr.. Ernest

BASS

ment,

Modernized projector,

Hermagis

FEAST OF ISHTAR

change, 1757 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

& HoweU Filmo with Cooke
and case at $110.00. Bell & Howell
Filmo with Cooke 1.8 lens at S122.50. Bell
& Howell Filmo Projector, standard model,

PATH EX CAMERA,

THE

mm., $72.U0, with carrying case,
$80.00; Pathex Camera and Projector, 9
mm., $24.00, hand driven; Memo 35 mm.
still camera /-6.3, $12.50;
1 Cine-Kodak
Model B, /-6.5 lens, $40.00. NavOio Ex-

jector, 16

PRINT

BOSTON MSS.!

catering to the amateur in

mm.

contact

optical printing.

Unique

both 16 and 35

and

facilities

and

for duping, toning

other

special

ivor\.

EXPERT FILM LAB,
130 W. 46lh

St.,

ENC.
New York, N. Y.

HAYDEN ACCESSORIES
^^Movies in the Home*^
Manufactured under Hayden Patents and Patents Pending

HAYDEN AUDIBLE FOOTAGE METER
The Eye Follows the Picture

— The Ear Tells the Footage

BETTER MOVIES— NO MORE GUESS WORK

Projecior Stand
Any Model $18.50

They are now obtainable
for

CINE-KODAK, VICTOR
FILMO 70 & EYEMO

nxxt

F»RICE

$7.50

Remember

no

alteration to your

Camera

WORTH READING
When

you

press the button

on your Kodak you

get the Picture.

Not

so with the Movie Camera, it is the footage of film that counts. One
audible click of the Footage Meter tells you that one foot of film has
passed through the camera, or two and one-half seconds for projection.
picture worth taking should have ten seconds of projection
or four clicks or as many more as you desire. Saving film while avoid-

A

Hayden Audible Footage Meter

ing disappointment will pay for the
in a short time.

NEW

FILM

See M^ovie

Makers
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HAYDEN

CO.,

Brockton, Mass., U.S.A.
Please send free your booklet with Film Log for

my

films.

I^^^H

1
^

m

w;

Tf^

\lie

,

ARISTOCR^
Ol

lionieinooLe
proiedorstlie

LIBRARY
IxDDASCOPF

k

ITsomeno longer necessary
is

to get your pro'iector from
out-of-sight place, clear a table for it, and

put up a screen when you want to show movies. The
Library Kodascope does away with all this.
In its attractive walnut case, the Library Kodascope is a striking piece of furniture, designed to repose permanently on the library or living room table.
Its case bears no outward indication that it conceals
Kodascope, Model B, "the projector that's almost
human/' always ready for instant use. Remove the
cover, extend the metal arms attached to the base on which the

Kodascope rests and which support a small translucent screen,
insert the end of the film into the
automatic threading device, turn
Attractive walnut case
of Library

Kodascope

—

the switch
and you have movies!
The translucent screen is most convenient and
shows a brilliant picture even in a lighted room. It is
recommended for showing movies to a small group
only.

When

a larger picture

is

desired, the translucent

simply swung to one side and the regular
Kodascope or Kodacolor screen used. A one-inch and
a two-inch lens are supplied as part of the equipment
so that the projector may be used for either the short
or long throw.
Beauty, convenience and practicability these are
the outstanding features of the new Library Kodascreen

is

—

scope. It introduces a

new

era of

home movie

pro-

jection.

Price comp lete

— $300

ASK YOUR CINE-KODAK DEALER FOR A DEMONSTRATION

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

gue, Inc

HAYDEN ACCESSORIES
^^Movies in the Home''
Manufactured Under Hayden Patents and Patents Pending

HAYDEN AUDIBLE FOOTAGE METER
The Eye Folloa's
Any Model

the Picture

— the

Ear Tells the Footage

BETTER MOVIES— NO MORE GUESS WORK

Projector Stand

3x4 or 4v5
and Stand $.10.00

Curtain

518.50

They Are

Now

Ft

Obtainable

for

VICTOR

CINE-KODAK,

FILMO

70

&

EYEMO

Price $7.50

Interchangeable

Arms, Four With Stand

Remember

no

Alterations to Your

Camera

WORTH READING

\iewer,

When

Humidor Attachable

To Stand

$12.00

film while avoiding

ble

Footage Meter

disappointment
in

"will

Splicer

&

Rewind $37.50

you press the button on your Kodak you get the Picture.
Not so with the Movie Camera, it is the footage of film that counts.
One audible click of the Footage Meter tells you that one foot of
film has passed through the camera, or two and one-half seconds
A picture worth taking should have ten seconds of
for projection.
Saving
projection or four clicks or as many more as you desire.
pay for the Hayden Audi-

a short time.

Editing Reels Set
of

12 and

Base $5.00

Humidor Springs 100 &
200 Ft. Film 10

in set 75c

NEW FILM
See Moi^ie Ma/cers
v/
Self

200

ft.

^

.^

400

ft.

All

Fits

Cameras $2.50
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Ihreading Keel
50c;

Table Tripod

75

A. C.

HAYDEN

CO.,

Brockton, Mass., U.S. .A.
Please send free your booklet with Film Log (or

my

filr

Natne
Threading
$1.50

Light

A ddress

Automatic Panbram
Price with Case $35.00

lO^aC

IUy%E«EKKS

SYNCHRONIZED
PEPFECTLY.
w/fh the

new

fiECOCDION
TALKIE AND

SOUND REPRODUCER

FOR YOUSf HOME
npiRED

from the day's grind, whether it be housecleaning or putting over that big deal, don't you
wish then that you could call in a good orchestra or a pair of clever blackface dialogists to entertain you as you loll back in your comfortable easy chair? Just to hear them is not enough. You
would like to sec their actions and mannerisms.
Impossible?
Not at all when you own a
RECORDION Talking Picture Reproducer. With RECORDION synchronized, non-breakable
records and films you can have all the enjoyment of high-class vodvil with all the comforts of home.

RECORDION
RECORDION

made

talking picture entertainments are

in our

owners and are made to the same standard
motion picture theatres. The sound, is geared to the film!

You

will get

own

laboratories exclusively for

as those seen

on the

screens of the

your first big thrill since your childhood Christmas Days if you have an authorized
Dealer demonstrate the RECORDION in your own home.

RECORDION
// there

is

no

RECORD/ON

Dealer

in

your

city,

write direct to us, giving your local dealer's

name and

address.

MOWf ^
WEEKLY RELEASES
y FOR YOU
|f~^RCHESTRAS,
^-^

bands, dialogue,

lessons, bridge instruction,

sound

comedy teams,
effects,

music,

golf

thrills,

laughter— all coming to you through the RECORDION
Weekly Release plan. Get your name registered for a
regular bulletin of the latest releases for your RECORDION
Reproducer.

NATIONAL FILM PUBLICITY CORPORATION

\%i>.

'--?..

^<%.
^'^

MANUFACTURERS AND LICENSORS
311-321 SOUTH SARAH STREET
SAINT LOUIS , U.S.A.
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ESTASCOPE
The

Motion Picture Screen

Perfect

Estascope gives the acme in reflection with a
of flare, due to its new beaded surfaced screen of fine crystalized beads that are
The case is made of thorabsolutely fast.
oughly seasoned wood, highly polished with
a self-lock top; screen is brought into position by merely lifting the top. This screen
IS finished with a black border and is ideal

minimum

for

home

use.

22x30"- -^26.00

30x40'

-^28.50

36.X48"— ?33.50

New Carrying Cases

The New
Filmo
Model 70D

Cine Kodak

for

CINOPHOT

and Filmo
A

new shipment of Alligator
Mocatan finish carrying cases
designed to carry the additional
equipment to be used with mopicture

tion

been

CINOPHOT

just

has

cameras

Is

Available for Immediate

Delivery

Guarantees Accurate Exposures

received.

carrying case for Cine Ko-

The
dak,

Model B F

camera,
color
rolls

1.9,

telephoto

filter,

ray

holds

a

Kodaand four

lens,

filter

the perfect accurate exposure.

phot

is

tion

the

case

for

the

Filmo holds

camera, telephoto and

lenses and

These
gold

two

rolls

picture

would require

of correct exposure

ret front,

making perfect motion pictures
makes a Cinophot or Dremophot

in

The

new

wonderful

that
is

amateur

an

here now. Tur-

seven speeds attached

non-losable

winding

key,

and

fast

absolutely essential.

adjustable

view

Exposure meters are excellent aids

lenses

the outstanding

finder

for

of films.

cases are plush lined with

plated locks.

For Cine Kodak Model B ^12.50
^15.00
For Filmo Model 70.
For Filmo Model 75... ^10.00
.

Filmo

which takes every kind of mo-

Dremo-

used for Bell S" Howell Filmos.

The importance

of films.

The

For all Cine Kodak and professional
motion picture cameras, Cinophot gives

correct exposure.

to

features.

The Dremophot with case, $12.50
The Cinophot with case, $12.50

log

and

a liberal

.

in

Send for

tf' illoughbys'

for complete

list

new

shown

productions
at

Send

six

new

for detailed cata-

prices.

We

will

make

allowance on the trado-

of your present camera.

library catalog

of neiv films available

for rental, containing
latest

are

large

some

of the

recently

movie

houses.
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Neu;

STANDARDIZED Series

Interchangeable Lenses

h

For Home

DALLMEYER.
equipping your

and

Projectors

H. Andrews, Los Angeles, Calif.
Both
day and night parades of the Mystic Shrine
ConvcHtioH. Los Angeles, are included in this
interesting 400 ft. film offering.
I.

16mm Movie Camera

for every kind of shot

FEATURED RELEASES

light condition

Hell & Howell Co., Chicago. III. This linew additions for the month consist of

Ijiaiy's

films and cartoon and photoplay comeall 400 ft. reels of unusual interest, availRare Bits, one
able for rental or outright sale.
of the Curiosities Series, contains unique shots
from widely diverse sources.
Intriguing bits
qualify this release as an ideal opener for the

travel

dies,

home movie

The

program.

M

Hodge Podge, A

Lyman H.

Howe

erry-Go-Round of Travel,
American and European scenic backtirounds in cartoon technique, against which are
shown typical natives and their modes of living.
.Wirth of No7L'here, a cartoon comedy of the
arctic antics of two amusing characters, should
|)ictures

For

Wide Angle

mm

15

Purposes

A Cameo
prove cooling on a summer program.
Comedy, The Radio Bug, in which a household is
wrecked by the installation of a radio set that
the damage done
finally compensates for all
when it is persuaded to work, completes this

F

3.5.

.

1" F 1.5
1" F 1.9

Ultra-Speed Standard Focus

Use
Long Focus, Ultra-Speed

Special for Kodacolor

2" F
3" F
Medium Telephoto, High-Speed
4" F
Standard Telephoto, High-Speed
Standard Telephoto, Popularly Priced. .4" F
Long Focus Telephoto, Medium Speed. 6" F
.6" F
Long Focus Telephoto, High-Speed
.

.

Stop Guessing Distances

.Price ^60.00

Price

60.00

Price

50.00

1.5

Price

85.00

3.5

Price

75.00

3.5

Price

85.00

4.5

Price

60.00

4.5

Price

90.00

3.5

Price 125.00

photoplayfare

company's

Browne Film
Again emphasized

Co.
this

for

August.

Fort Worth, Texas,
month are two colorful

,

records, each 200 ft. in length, the International
Biaitty Pageant at Galv' ;ston and the Endurance
and Kelley, the two
Flight, in which Robbin
ablishing a world's
cowboy fliers, are shown
record for contii
flight.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Cinegraphs for August provide a really fine picture of Jerusalem,
200 ft., long awaited by
churches and pilgrims to this Holy Land shrine.
Around Old Hcildelberg. 100 ft., takes one to
Snap
this quaint city of school-day romance.
the Gingerbread Man in The Cannibal Isle. 100
ft.,
goes for an airplane ride and falls from
A'hich
cannibal
pot
the
after
pa
What happe

!

alk about.

ting

Heyde's new model Distance Meter is a
all cameras having adjustable
focusing mounts. This pocket meter, the
accuracy of which is guaranteed, is scaled
from 4 feet to infinity.

necessity for

Eliminates out-of-focus pictures, quickly
pays for itself by saving film, and increases
your photographic pleasures.

Price $7.50
(Including leather carrying case)

Almost

good

Burton Hoi

Chit
ES Lectur
globe trotting itself are the
vel

films.

Three

reels,

each

comp

the wanderlust offerings for
Seville in Fair Time projects one
of bull fights, street dancing,
mantillas and beautiful senoritas. Hoiv Batik Is
Made in Java is descriptive of an interesting textile process and Street Life in Java has caught
the fascination of an Eastern market place for
occidental entertainment.

100

ft.,

into

the

Spain

Home-Talkie Machine Corporation, New
^'ork, N. Y.
The list of stars of this company's
synchronized recordings offered the home movie
fan reads like the best features of all the Broadway theatres combined.
Eddie Dowling, Phil
Baker. Miss Patricola, Peggy Hanlon, Evangeline Murray and Lois Bennett, not to mention
the conductor of the Roxy Symphony Orchestra,
Erno Rapee, offer synchronized acts and popular
hits designed to rival the Rialto's best.
Why
not write for a detailed list?

"Special Free 5 Day Trial Offer"
Send Money Order and
at

try this instrument

our expense. If not satisfactory money
be cheerfully refunded.

will

Our

Stock of 16

mm

and 35

mm

Cameras

Is

Unusually Complete.

HERBERT &
HUES4EN
<0.
42nd
18 East

Street

NEW YORK

KoDASCOPE Libraries, New York, N. Y. In
a full length drama the genius of Emil Janninffs creates for Shakespeare lovers the tragedv
of Othello. It would seem this happy combination,
the actor, the dramatist and the play, should result in something entirely worth while.
Lavish
in production, beautiful in conception and imbued
with a wealth of imagery, this film is described
as a real contribution to cinematic art.

Ernest M. Reynolds, Cleveland. Ohio. No
special releases are featured this month, but a
catalogue. Gold Seal Pictures, is offered, listing
now available and prospec-

the Reynolds subjects
tive additions.

Veritas Films. Oakland, Calif.
A picture
which will delight all lovers of nature and
the outdoors is the Veritas release for August.
Alaskan Wild Game. 200 ft., including scenes of
sea lions, Rocky Mountain goats, caribou, bears,
white sheep and moose.

lOWKE

I»aAKCE«CS

MACUINC CORP.
aao .W€ST
.Is*

41^-^ ST.,N.Y.C.

Your Dealer

or Write to the

Above Address

for Descriptive Literature
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Re-CREATION

!
HE Thrill of
just reproducing scenes by the substitution of black, white and half-tone values, but

Not

re-CREATING them

in their original full

natural color.
Not

discarding the camera and
equipment and the working
methods with which you are famiHar
for making ordinary movies, but retaining them and utilizing them all
lens

to

make

Not

full

^

natural color.

limiting your efforts to special

but

conditions

taking

^^0
^^^^

perfect

any time, anywhere,
weather or overcast, hill top or
tures

^^^

picfair

val-

^^

sunrise to sunfull natural

^^^^

your projection size,
any size projection on any screen in full and natural

^^
^^^^

or

ley,

forest

set,

indoors or out, in

field,

color.

Not

altering

but giving

full size,

color.

Not

relying on but one perishable
but keeping duplicate iilms when
you want them, in unlimited number,
all faithfully reproducing the origifilm

^

nal in full natural color.

This

the simple, unlimiting, renatural color movie

is

CREATING
making

—

t

he thrill of

VITA-

COLOR!
Investigate
dealer.

VITACOLOR

Write for

at

your

full particulars to

the nearest office of

DUPONT

\2itefcr
CORPORATION
207-209 N. Occidental Blvd., Los AnjSele

New
A Filmo projector equipped
lor VITACOLOR.

500

St

Eastern B
42nd Street, N
Southern I

New

jronne

Street,

N

^^^
^^^

^^^

lMO'%'HE lMi%BCEIK»

TRADE
YOVR FiLMO %
FoRTfiUlift
Hi

offe

70 and 7S models the bes.1 poi
ble trade-in allowance.
Again
the service of those cine ei
siasts

with

Some
are:

of

t!ic

new

—variable

new camera

features of this

seven speeds— 8,

frames a second

who wish to keep ab
Howell impt
i?

Bell

— an

12,

24,

16,

view and

ous other improvements that place

it

manding

field.

position of the amateur

70D complete with Mayfair

$24i.00.

64

spyglass view finder, switching field

areas of six different lenses into

Filmo

48,

32,

integral three lens turret

Prices,

in the

vari-

com-

carrying case

equipped, range upward de-

We

pending upon lenses selected.
line of better lenses tor

your

carry every

selection.

The

MAC Camera Tripod

Lock

and Panoram

is a small device
that simplifies the use of a tri-

pod. Place camera in position,
push a lever and it locks firmly
in position, without screws or
further adjustments.
Locking
lever also releases for

panoram

The Schneider Matched Lens

Set consists of three
individual Schneider lenses in focal lengths of I
inch, 2 inch and 4 inch; a Ramstein optochrome
filter set of four densities and graduated sky filter,
in

packet with holder for lenses. This complete set
in separate units costs almost ICvr

when purchased
additional.

Kino Pano

From

tip

to

Kino Pano

toe

the

Thalhammer

and Tripod is one of
the finest and most efficient ever
made for amateur use. Simphcity of
Tilt

operation,

precise operation, sturdy
construction, attractive finish of polished hardwood, chromium plated

smooth metal
metal parts.

parts,

lacquered

cast

aiclen Lit

and TriJ35.00
Schneider Matched Lens
Set complete. .^175.0n
MAC Camera Tripod

pod

u

Tilt

N.Y.C.

^BTo Supplies
StNCE 1881

IJXLEN
501

;%«.10I'S~H~

Focus

and exposure

1929

inStanily indicated

with the Micro-Focus-Aieter

Heinz Miiio-Focits-Meter and Matte Box attached
Filmo 70 with triple lens turret

Always

to

Bell

B

Hou'eP

EaSman CineKodak equipped with MkroFocus-Meler and Heinz Matte Box

. . •

The Professional Toiieh

EVERY PICTURE

1%'ith

in
these three

ne\%'

Heinz devices

of
professional
THE FIRST TIME every
FOR
camera man
placed
the hands of the amateur — PLUS
the

trick

in

is

These devices are all equally adaptable
to

assurance of absolutely accurate focus and exposure for every

shot

— PLUS

YOUR

all

varieties

PICTURE. These

of

*>

AS

men

HEIXZ Miero-Foens-Metor

HEINZ Matte Box
effects

as

or

any other camera

you on

a par

gives exact focus
all

conditions.

you all the tricks of the
fade-outs, double exposure, iris
gives

and many more.

HEIXZ
as

such

a Vi&o

YOU TAKE

in the business.

and correct exposure with any camera under

professional,

O

shot

three devices place

with the best equipped camera

J

titles

Title

you take your

Hood

permits you to shoot your

titles

Heinz

picture, with all the trick effeas.

Hood in place with Bel!
Ho-well on tripod

Title

&

for a demonstration of these new devices from your nearest dealer.
he does not have them yet, send us his name and we will mail you
a complete description of each article with detailed directions for use
Substitute the "Professional Touch" iot "Amateur Fuzz" -with these 3
new Heinz devices.

Ask
If

Micro-Focm-Meter. $40.00

Matte Box with Micro-Fecm-Meler, $99.}0

Title Hood. S23.7i

MOVIE SPECIALTY
MAXIIFACTURIXG CO.
The

lilOl Koiith Flov%-er ^itreet

502

Los Angeles.

Calif.

operator above is shooting a
ui/h the Heinz Title Hood

title

—
IMO-V^KE l»ai«.M^ERS

EDITORIAL
m-jvic amateurs have taken
granted the industry be-

and Alexander Victor made Ws

IFfor

valuable contribution to our equip-

hind our activity they may
well be pardoned because that industry has done its vital work

without

or

self-glorification

friction,

The Amateur Cinema League

been

—

method of telling amateur movie makers of the
League and advertising contracts for Movie Makers
Otherwise the
which insured its safe launching.
League v.'ould have found hard going, indeed.

ing.
Price competitions of the virulent sort that
sometimes disrupt an entire industry have been
found unwelcome to the consumer who prefers
quality of product and service to price reductions.
Film development has been adequately safeguarded
by Eastman, Agfa-Ansco and Dupont-Pathe. The
film-prints and the accessories offered by many old
and new companies have been found acceptable and
pleasing by amateur buyers.
d. Industrial inventiveness has kept pace easily with
consumer demand and the leaders of the amateur
movie industry continue their scientific research in
the amateur's behalf as a part of their self- assumed

A proper expression of gratitude to the industry
C
for
support both early and
with
plealate

real

is,

The amateur movie industry
confidence of the Amateur Cinema
League and we believe that confidence is reciprocal.

sure, attempted here.

has the full

C[.An analysis of all the factors which go to make
the amateur movie industry an exceptional thing is
not possible here. Some of them may be listed with
a brief comment. The Eastman Kodak Company,
with its fine reputation not alone as a great indus-

many years of service in the professional field, to the
new task of supplying amateur cinematographers
with high-grade equipment. The DeVry Corporabrought

Its

amateur

excellent products to the

A Word About

THE

Amateur Cinema League

Amateur Cinema League

the

international

ing service;

it

offers

photoplay consulting service;

a

offers

serve the amateurs of the world and to render effec-

duets a film exchange for amateur clubs. Movie

and as

fift\'

the

urbanization of movie amateurs founded, in 1926, to

tive the amateurs' contribution to
art

is

We

may be assured of more and better
products as time goes on if invention and research
can supply them. From raw product to dealer distribution the amateur movie industry is clean and
responsible.
It has not pushed this wonderful human activity and recreation beyond the natural
limits of normal public demand.
The remarkable
growth has been healthy and automatic. For this
dignified and highly satisfying performance the
Amateur Cinema League extends to our industry
the thanks of all movie amateurs.
obligation.

concern but as a significant service body to
science, brought into the new amateur movie field an
unexcelled dependability and probity. Its service to
amateurs in this new field has continued on the same
high plane. The Bell and Howell Company turned
capacity, established through
its fine mechanical
trial

tion

ini-

later

given a more intimate opportunity to estimate the
amateur movie industry at its real value.
CL League founders faced the basic problem of expense common to all new enterprises. The amateur
movie industry of 1926 vastly smaller than now
provided our founders with two great necessities, a

Its

QRS Company

and
broadened its field by combination with DeVry. Companies that had long been
serving professionals came into our field and new
companies of all kinds were organized.
<[_ Their products have been marketed by the manuiacturer-to-dealer method, eliminating the unhappiness that is too often found in the jobbing fields of
other industries. Dealers have long been trained in
selling high-class products and are skilled in servictiated the low-priced offering

insistence.

has, fortunately,

The

ment.

a

human

recreation.

countries of the world.

cinematography as an

The League spreads

It offers a

is its

a

club consulting and organizing service;

official

publication and

directors listed

o\'er

technical consult-

below are

t\pe of our association,

Amateur Cinema League,

Inc.,

owned by

is

a sufficient

^'our

it

it

con-

Makers
The

the League.

warrant of the high

membership

is

invited.

Directors

Vice-President

HIRAM PERCY MAXIM

STEPHEN

Hartford, Conn.

Architect, of

EARLE

C.

ANTHONY

Director of the National
Association of Broadcasters

ROY
Chairman.

W.
30 E. 42nd

D. CHAPIN
Board of Directors

C.

A. A. HEBERT
1711 Park St., Hartford, Conn.

City

COTTER

St..

R.

VOORHEES

New York

LEE

Ne« York

ROY

F.

HANMER

Director of Recreation,
Russell Safe Foundation

Cit

UOOLE'^'

FLOYD

Personnel Manager
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y.

Hudson Motor Car Compa.n

Add:!Ess inquiries to

E.

F.

Scientist

L.

VANDERPOEL

of

Litchfield.

Conn.

Manasinn Director
W. WINTON, Ne York City

.4MATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE.

Inc.,

105

West 40th

Street,

New

York.

New York
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PORTRAIT OF A CINE CAMERA
A

Mechanistic Interpretation by a Modernist

AUGUST,

1929

MODERNISTIC MOVIE MAKING
Neiv

THE

form

est

front

of

To some

a

of

clapboard house or
steps idly gazing

in

sittini;

the

on the
camera. This hasn't very much of interest about it but that is taken care of
by the remarks of the fond parent
front

when

the

picture

is

at

projected.

The

photographer will often stand
enraptured at a scene with his finger
pressed on the button until he wakes
up to the realization that fifty feet of
film are used up.
The experienced
cine photographers will show a few
^nappy scenes, enlivened with clever
titles, which anyone would enjoy looking at.
But there are a few restive
souls who like to be different, who like
to show weird or modernistic effects
pictorial

to
111

do

their

startle

do

Some

audiences.

this for the fun of

it

like

while others

Which-ever motive is
responsible, a great deal of thought
and originality must go into the makModernistic films
ing of such films.
seriously.

it

are quite the rage in certain quarters
since the importation of foreign films

which do not follow the ac[e|)ted
standards of motion picture production
in this country.
A short modernistic
reel introduced into the program will,
therefore,

give

a

great

amount

pleasure to those whose minds run

which are
all

production. Metropolis.
forget

I

1

professional

ique

films.

have not been very many
modernistic photographers in still photography and there probably won"t be
many in cinematography, but, when
appropriately used, a slight modernistic touch will give an added kick to
amateur pictures.
The most common modernistic effect
is obtained by finding an unusual viewpoint for the camera.
This idea was
borrowed by the Germans from the
American pictorialists and the American cameramen borrowed it back from
the Germans.
It is a good thing to
shoot from odd angles at times.
One
has limited control of the subject matter in motion picture work and there-

There

everything

fore

ever saw

was looking

at

in the

camera an-

gle can, should be used.

Certain ac-

photography.
stenographer fainting as a result of too
great concentration on her machine.

Her condition is first indicated by mulimages moving in circles about
one another. The effect is obtained by
tiple

This is
one of the cheapest attachments that
may be purchased for the cine camera.

The

glass I use was obtained at the
iewelry counter in the ten cent store.
This glass was about an inch square

with

sixteen

cardboard
lens

the

tained

1

very

made me
pic-

is

seldom

method.

that of

moving

light'^.

that

\'.ill

be changed.

A

variation

of

thi'-

have the light some distance
away from the subject and then gradually bring it close.
The ultra closeup i-^ used i|uil"
is

to

often.

It

is

startlina

to

see

a

sniai!

have ob-

effects.

wavy

glass.

The

pic-

may be photographed by reffecfrom a concave or ciuivex mirror.
or another trick is to photograph the
reHection

in

a piece of

will

the subject, the whole effect

a

over

ture

semi-circle to one side, in back or
of

in

loosely

often and

it

telling

as the picture

front

fits

Prisms may also be used for producing multiple images. They are obtainable in a number of different forms
for producing all type^ of images.
A distorting lens may also be employed or the photographer may sub-

By having a light directly above the
subject and gradually moving it in a
in

Mounted

facets.

lube
use

in

simple

number

placing a piece of glass with a
of facets in front of the lens.

liim

used, however,

of

extensively

stitute a piece of

German

a motion

accen-

help

multiple images
used in modern
The scene may depict a

also

is

other means.

That was the
that

can

that

tuate certain factors, as the

the telling of the

in

The production

his disposal will surpass

ing out new methods of procedure, will
have a great influence on the future of

demand

jiriately

story.

of

The modernistic films that were
imported from France. Ballet Mechanand Of What Are the Youna
Films Dreaming, were to me, laugliuture.

at

of these foreign films and, by work-

Another

was the machinery
scene

became very tiresome. I feel that
American amateur with the means

ter

the

thing like an eye fill the entire screen.
This trick can be used on a variety of
subjects.
A carpet tack, for example,
photographed in this manner takes on
the importance which it may appro-

centuations are possible with odd camera angles that are not possible by any

Candidly, I like the modernistic pictures very much.
To my mind the
finest thing I have seen in motion pic-

first

Their crudeness and lack of im-

blc.

agination in treatment of subject mat-

that channel.

tures

Gibbs

the

is

standing

Willie

W.

Bv C.

the high-

expression

of

little

That Beckon The Antciteur Experimenter

pliutographers

interests of

are varied.

rendition

Tfiiils

will

tin

that

is

l)ent

These things
give distortions of the image but
be more amusing than generally
is

taken.

useful.

Trick

and dissolves require
work and probably only

fades

very careful

;'dvanced amateurs will care In attempt

them.

The moving viewpoint

is

(Continued on page

very good to
5.3.3)
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THE PROFESSIONAL DIRECTOR AT WORK
Side

Assistant Director and
Is the Script Clerk

the

Is

in

the

For

HELPING HANDS
Aides

Tivo

PROFESSIONAL
sign "solo

Essential

By Epes

directors rarely

con tract

Good Photoplay

To

W.

Sargent

The

s."

wants his "crew" and
most studios realize the importance of
providing him with his own specially

The

assistants.

There

director will try to
cost

helper

who

available,

is

staff.

if it

If

he will

is

not

at

the

only one

be

helper.

the director's most important

is

In

many amateur

productions,

costumes,

properties and settings are
the simplest possible and the property

man and

assistant

director

may

be

combined in one. Routine and
work is all important in producand both helpers, the script clerk

WHAT THE ACTOR

SEES

May Hold

Center

rector

picks the script clerk in prefer-

lowed

the

and the assistant director, can be assigned definite responsibilities and will
prove invaluable to the busy director.

The wise

director, however, will care-

fully supervise the
until

he

is

work

of his helpers

absolutely sure they can be

trusted to function without direct over-

Green hands are often more

seeing.

hindrance than help, but, after trainyield a handsome profit on the
time spent in their education.
ing,

The

assistant

director

is

the direc-

man. He can serve as location

easily

tor's leg

detail

helps the property man
rustle the props and sees to it that all

tion
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glory

good.

wise

ence to the assistant director, dividing
the latter's duties between himself and
the property man. In the amateur production the scenario or working script
is one of the most important factors
in
determining the quality of the
finished film.
Hence, a script clerk
who sees with minute care that the
predetermined script is closely fol-

little

There is a lot
of work.
But he has the chance of
some day becoming a director in his
own right and that is the bait the professional director uses to hook a really
competent man. Some amateur units
hand the job to one who is too stupid
to play parts and yet must be taken
care of somehow. That is poor policy.
The best man available is none too

amateur
get these two almost

the acting

of

comparatively

is

the job of assistant.

in

ized staff workers but the wise

indispensable aides, even

con-

her helps the director in the final cut-

the highly special-

all

secured.

make

ting.

as essential to results.

Amateur clubs and groups are

sets,

with the players, issue the plots
and calls and checks up on all details.
He works with the script clerk on the
first
assembly of the print and with

crew is generally determined by the
importance of the director. A good
one may have a dozen or more men
and women on his personal staff. The
number may dwindle until there are
only the assistant director and the
script clerk. These two are regarded

able to provide

been

have

articles

rough-dress the

tact

the

of

size

essential

He can

director

trained

Direction

finder.

He

A

good assistant can help the direcout the various plots and
after a little practice he can do them
himself, merely submitting them to his
chief for final approval. Here "plot"
has no relation to the plot of the story

make

tor

but to the various

lists

issued to the

man, the costumer. producpeople, casts and the stage car-

property
tion

penter,

are

if

known

All such

lists

in the theatre as plots

and

there

is

one.

the term has been taken over by the
jiictures.

After the script of the planned prohas been finally passed, it
should be copied in triplicate. The
first
copy should go to the director,
the second to the script clerk and the
duction

third

should

go

to

the

assistant.

It

IM«»'WIE Itl/mKCEICS
almost

is

essential

use

to

sheets and binders but

sary

use

to

special

makers

of the

Get binders that will take the

binders.

regulation

letter

which

sheet,

size

and one-half by eleven

eight

leaf

not neces-

expensive

the

sheets prepared by the

Get

loose

is

it

fairly

paper,

stout

is

inches.

preferably

in

three colors, and get the local printer
or

stationer
of

rings

punch these

to

binders

the

for

The

used.

of using sheets of three colors, or two

and white,

colors

to distinguish the

is

Good

three copies.

essential.

is

it

and

decanter

a

you

If

with

glasses,

simielhing in the decanter, then this

is

an essential prop, and should be written in. You use chairs and things in
a drawing room, but unless you need
a particular type of chair, you let
Props get what he can or use what he
finds.

the

idea

unless

Ijoard

need

a boudoir

If

which

casket,
is

If

is

requires

set

to

be

rifled,

jewel

a

the casket

and the contents listed.
the casket is taken bodily from the
written in

be needed in others, as in a long chase
each scene of which the casket must
be carried, so it is listed for each of
those scenes as an essential.
in

The

Heavy

pink.

the

and

the script

the

deep

costume

The

best idea

tan

blue

and the

out

be
black and
white
when brown and black
do as well.
Just write
"Afternoon dress for scenes
" and fill in the numstripes
will

give

bers of these scenes.

assistant

may

It
first

the

step

is

property

to

be

makt-

cannot be dispensed with.
It stands to reason that

all

interior

whether built-up scenes or
borrowed homes, must be properly
dressed. Everything within the range
of the lens is a prop but for amateur
settings,

productions

it

is

not necessary to in-

dicate the furniture unless

A

dining room

set,

it

more

be

is

is

and

You

probably include a table
and a sideboard or buffet.
do not indicate what is on the

side-

listing

the

women

be

point

certain

that

here
the

and that
by some
minor character shall not be
so pronounced as to detract from the
star.
An extra in a flashy black and
white dress with large checks can throw
the star into the background.
It
is
tlie

AN AMATEUR STAFF
Cameraman and

Director.

La

.lolia

room,

to

tions,

it

appear
must be

and again
which it

is

the

in other sets or loca-

to

boudoir

listed in the

in every

casket, scene
is

Script Clerk of
(California) Movie Club

or location

set

appear.

by scene,

dispensed with.

It

Follow

until

it

in

the

finally

may appear in
it may

the script only in two scenes or

"INDISPENSABLE AIDES"

A

Complicated Photoplay Would Be Impossible
Without the Constant Help of the Script Clerk
and Director's Aides
I'hclogriiph

by

I'liruinoutlt

pattern

worn

ward off
though these

part of the assistant's job to
these

costume

basic

principles

to

the

clashes,

should

company verbally

be

explained
than

rather

carried on each costume sheet.

A

essen-

will

to

for

chief

to

in

colors will take well

for example,

chairs

the

l)ut

necessary

specific

the costumes

for

plot,

but

specific.

shall

"Props" is the first man \i<
The scrijU
go into action.
should be read and re-read
until all of the essential props
are noted, whether they are
directly mentioned or merely suggested.
An "essential prop" is one which

tial.

one for each character.

but it is not necessary to specify that the colors

pink.

The

to

trousers,

the director white, the script
clerk

start

"Afternoon
dress," for instance, connotes
a cutaway coat and striped

should

is to

will

best to be specific,

is

not too

always be used in their regular order.
Do not have blue
on top one time and pink the
next.

evideiit

item

man, who

plots,
It

In typing

sheets

very

is

necessary

pro])erty

colors are

should be avoided.

gone over a

be

it

acquire or arrange for these items.
The next thing is to lay out the

colors like gold-

cherry

until

has been
listed. Then the list is passed to the
director for his approval and on to
every

that

primrose, light blue and light
enrod,

should

script

dozen times

separate plot should be

made

out

and given the person who is to assume that role.
A
duplicate should be held and from this
(Continued on page 534)
for each character
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FILM FLAM
By Louis M.

Bailey
But this same
of a squeak."
unique ad. recently clipped, goes on,
"s New Era Talkies
'They Pick Out
Blindfolded!
and shows a movie audience with eyes swathed in towels.
stead

Post Mortem
one
dead
PLAYING
exacting tasks that
is

of

the

ran i)e
assigned to an actor, we have
been advised by a Pathe thespian.
the
If he had but said "dead above
neck." we can"t imagine any amateur

most

director agreeing with him.

Band.

Nor would

Ci>usin

Effie's

that

darling

early

film

of

Marigold
because tiie

little

be any more palatable
audience could hear as well as see her
shrieks of anguish at being photographed by "that nassy man," which
would mean me.

—

"

Weil,
it.

that

Since

now
may

of

advent of the talkies, the
themselves have been almost
us bad as the sound.

the

pictures

For complete enjoyment at a modern mo-

immortalitv

which

films,

been referred to with admir
ing awe, seems to have
often

has

its

.^Jf"",

vie
,

how

call

/» Statistic Vein
N eminent psy-

re-

long-shelved

have

and

film fare at
in

home

in

tippets

the

film library

may

Already

niles,

besieged in this new
attempt to revive an-

and
films
wring one more dollar
from mildewed celluloid.
Some one has
had the brilliant into

these

so the offenders

must be found among
the 94.8% who are not
in safe and comfortatheatres.
movie
ie

tiquated

nize

One answer,

synchroveterans

vie

theatres

as

possiblle

on the present popu-

course,

larity

hereby

of

noise to

with

it.

record

get

We
our

earnest prayer that

home

TOO DARNED HOT TO CARRY SO
.MUCH— HOW ABOUT LEAVING THE
LUNCH BEHIND—?"

For example, another revival of
Punctured Romance would not
intrigue us any the more because we
might hear the blow-out.
Were the idea a good one it could
be applied to home films. Personally,
we can't imagine the film of the Elks'
Drill Team, made in Pewter Park in
November. 1925. being the more absorbing because of the addition of the
still tinney music of Grubb's Golden

Tillies
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If we must have antiques, let
No!
them be seen as infrequently as pos-

sible

— hut

—

heard, never!

Blindfold Test

keep

projector

the

on

a

shift.

inevitable

may seem

WE

of

or,

to
return
to
But
moral endings, just
possibly there is some connection between this fact and the small child-atOur sophisticated
tendance figure.
children, or 94.8% of tiiem. may have
revolted, not unreas<inably. from what

the

the companies in

to

much

as

—

twenty-four hour

IT'S

the home-talkie field will never follow
suit.

to

then,

problem
crime
would be to send all
adolescents to the moliiis

with sound effects and
reissue them, relying

away

scientists

deuKmstrated
that most of our crime
is committed by juvehave

the theatres are being

spiration

constitute

other

Well,

these "old soldiers" in
disguise.

on

such a very small percentage of movie audiences, 5.2"^^, to be exact.

soon be threatened by
of
attack
another

new

the

of

effect

children

home than

theatre,

the

tile

after

research

between the two. first,
underbecause
all
world motion pictures
have a moral ending,
and, second, because

welcome

more

make

years'

crime
auKmg children, has
recently declared that
there is no connection

dis-

ladies

that

pelled
bustles

rhologist,

movies

finally

definitely

A'

two
into

cans at the first intimation of the new 16
But,
mm. market.
now that the delusion
to

ear-

folds.

comedies sprang phoenix-like from the ash-

seems
been

therefore,

muffs as well as blind-

•«?»'

Amadrawbacks.
need not have
to

theatre,

we would suggest

S^.-

teurs

keen memories

to think of

not be such a bad idea.

Resuscitation

THE

we come

that

to

them

to

be untrue repre-

have been told "to reach for
a Lucky instead of a sweet"
never did we imagine that even

sentations of the realities of life and
in seeking the truth outside of the mo-

young
men who write movie advertising would

there be truth in this, what an awkward
situation it presents for the motion

but
the

sprightliest

advise

us

"to

of

reach

the

for

spry
a

talkie

in-

vie theatres

may have run amuck.

picture censors!

If

IMO'%'BE IM/%I«EICS

REELING
A

Discussion

AN

study in monoexquisite
ciirome has the power to give

RAINBOW

the

Oj ^lotion Pictures hi Natural Color
By Herbert C. McKay,

F.

R. P.

S.

give a detailed explanatiun of the Ko-

less the tonal value is perfect this sat-

dacolor and Vitacolor systems.

isfaction

is

lacking.

On

We

the contrary,

we have such a deep seated sense

of

color that even mediocre color effects
have the power to create within us a

response which will not be denied. It
is true that perfection in color is even

of the three primary colors of
gives us white!
Do not confuse
pigment with color. Unfortunately the
use of color in any graphic reproduction necessitates the use of pigment
tion

light

.a feehng of aesthetic satisfaction which nothing else can, but un-

must

which

start

with that

technicians

statement

recognize

the

as

photography and which
the layman seems to find so difficult to
comprehend. There is no light except
basis

of

all

some form.

in

it was found that the use
primary pigments in the
form of printers' ink could be used to
reproduce pictures in color. Later the

Practically,

of the three

vibration, a full

three-color records necessary were pro-

more difficult to attain than perfection
in monochrome, but for ages man has
been pleased with color effects which

octave of vibration, the longest visible

have been far from perfect. This very
crudity in color has been the basis for
many arguments against photographs
and motion pictures in natural color.
Certainly such arguments were well
founded and few of us indeed would
care to take up cudgels in defense of
the markedly inferior attempts at color
which have been, in the past, heralded

Between the long (red) waves and the
(violet)
waves we have every
conceivable gradation of color.
Popu-

duced by the use of the camera, one
picture being taken through an orangered filter, anotlier through a blue-green
one and the third through a blue-violet
filter.
In printing, the record from the

as miraculous.

you care to consider it that way. .\t
any rate the spectrum is composed of
an infinite number of wave lengths.
When all of these waves strike the eye
in a predetermined arrangement we per-

who

is

waves being approximately twice the
length

of

the

shortest

visible

waves.

short

larly this gradation of color

"rainbow colors" and scientifically
forms the spectrum. The rainbow

commonly
in

fact

it

credited
is

that in each case the printing color

of seven thou-

fully

appreciate the

to be encountered in color
work, are among the first to acclaim
the results of these two methods of
natural color motion picture photog-

which we call "daylight."
If any of the waves are removed from the heterogeneous beam
which strikes the eye. we perceive an
the

effect

difficulties

entirely different sensation of color. If

raphy.

of the waves except a very narrov.
band are excluded from the eye. we
perceive what we are pleased to term a
"pure" color.

As we amateurs have before us the
making our films in color

possibility of

which is actually natural, in color
which preserves the most delicate of
tints and which does not interfere with
any of the established phases of ama-

we should certainadvantage of the oji

teur film production,
ly be glad to take

all

As is the case witii
new developments, we have a deep-

er

sense

portunity offered.
of

satisfaction

and produce

when we understand just
what is taking place when we make
an exposure. For this reason we shall
better results

try in this limited space to explain the

basis of color reproduction as well as

all

It

is

significant

that

daylight

con-

see, then, that

if

we

divide the

spectrum we can, by recombining it.
produce daylight or white light. Alsn
by taking certain proportions of each
of the spectral divisions we can reproduce any desired color! We are
taught that there are three primarv
colors which can be combined to produce any desired color. This statement, however, is considered by most
of us as dealing with pigment. Note
that a combination of the three primary pigmentary colors gives us a deep
brown or black, whereas the combina-

and

in

red

in

yellow.

that

Note
i~

from the filter used.
Our printers found that two colors
could be used to reproduce a remarkable range of color, but in this case
the color absent

many

of the more delicate shades were
due to the imperfection of the
pigments used in the inks. The twolost,

process was later applied to
photography, especially motion picture
photography. This was the basis of the
old Kinemacolor which, while faulty,
was possibly the most successful of
color processes.
Later the two-color
method was used in Prizma. Technicolor

and other processes. Failures
with certain colors have always marked
two-color processes, due to the fact
color

that

the

tains every visible color!

We

printed in blue, that

is

sand, of seven million different colors

ceive

filter is

it

with seven colors,

composed

orange-red

from the blue-green
from the blue-violet

forms the

if

Ceaseless experiment has brought its
reward and at this time there are two
methods for making amateur motion
pictures in color which have been so
highly developed that only professionanalyze their color
al colorists can
variations. It may be added that these
individuals,

Light

in the brain!

we cannot produce
exact

spectroscopic

The two-color

process

filter

dyes of

requirements.
divides

the

spectrum into two parts, the greens
and blues at ime end. the reds and
oranges at the other. The combination
of these two colors, or rather spectral
divisions which are too complex to be
called "colors." produces white, and
the<iretically the combination of definite portions of each division should
reproduce any desired color.
The three-color system is just the
same, except that by using three divisions a closer approximation of true
color

is

possible without the exercise

509

y«.«;<iU»T
of sucli infinite delicacy in

filter

manu-

facture.

Brought

highest

the

to

conceivable

stage of perfection there would be no
very appreciable screen difference be-

tween pictures produced by the twocolor and by the three-color processes!
In fact, ultimate perfection will be a
"one-color" process where we make
direct use of the entire spectrum, analyzed and synthesized by prisms, diffraction gratings or similar means. In
such a case the last trace of pigment

now used

as

in

filters

will

DE we

have the camera filter with
three segments of the same colors,

LL
of

its

at

the camera lens, at SS the series
cylindrical lenses embossed upon

and at EE we have the
emulsion upon the BACK of the film.
As each point in the surface of the

be elimi-

For years experiments have been
conducted with the hope of perfecting
a three-color, natural color process,
adaptable for use with motion pictures.

The

now

invention

incorporated

in

Kodacolor is the first fully successful
system. (The Gaumont system is recognized but it was not practical). This
system is very simple and it is quite
unique in the annals of photography
in that two optical systems, and two
sets of lenses are used, one to form
the image of the subject and the other
to form the color record!
In short,
the image is formed by the camera lens
usual

the

in

manner over the

while

frame,

secondary,

the red and green are blocked at this

place

and go no

The blue

further.

rays pass through the

and

freely

filter

enter the camera lens.

the celluloid

nated.

1929

As the other

colors act in a similar

manner, the red rays will pass through
the red filter and the green rays will
In this
pass through the green filter.
case we have the image of the OBJECT formed upon the emulsion of
EE as shown by the broken lines which
indicate the image forming light rays.
The cylindrical lenses embossed
upon the film form cylindrical images
of the filter, which means that each
one of these tiny lenses, which is only
about 1/600 of one inch wide, forms
upon the emulsion three stripes of
color.
The portion of the emulsion
directly behind the center of the lens
is formed by the central stripe of the
camera filter and is projected through
central

the

filter,

As

stripe

projection

the

of

and likewise with the side bands.
the central

filter

green, which

is

allows the rays from the green object
to

entire

lenses,

FIGURE ONE

each other, in a manner
of speaking, and only
when both color and
image-record coincide is
the emulsion affected.
This gives us a precise
color and image-record

the

portion

central

the

of

emulsion behind each cylindrical lens
is affected throughout that portion of
the emulsion upon which the image
of the green original falls! This portion is rendered opaque at the first
development. At this stage the image
of the green object would show a
central dark stripe, the images of the
red and blue objects would show as
parallel transparent stripes. The film

cylindrical

embossed upon the film base.
form upon the emulsion a series of
images of the three-color filter used
with the camera. In some cases the
image and color records will neutralize

pass,

is

FIGURE TWO

now

reversed and

we

have the green object
represented by a central transparent band
with both sides black.

This

projected.

is

The

coincident

upon

the

black
side-bands
prevent light from pass-

film.

evident that

ing and only light can

as

It

is

color

the

lens

and

pass

color image are in fixed
relationship,

projection

stripe.

will duplicate the origi-

Due

nal color.
fact,

reversal

Such

tial.

films

can

jection filter and. as the

only

a

Figure One shows in
very simple manner

which a lens

Now

Figure

Two we

filter,

we

naturally have a

have the

image series formed in making a
Kodacolor film. We have the object,
AC, which contains three colors, red
At
(R), green (G) and Blue (B).
510

can

forced to pass through
the green

bends rays of light to
produce an image. Each point in any
object is represented by a point in
the image. Three points in the arrow
are indicated and the corresponding
points in the image B' A' are also
shown. Note that point A is reproduced at A' and B at B'.
in

which

of

is

in

light

pass through the image
the green object is

used.

it

way

This portion, by
is projected

through
the
central
green stripe of the pro-

this

the printing method as

the

cen-

optical law,

hardly be produced by

now

the

essen-

to

is

through

tral portion of the color

object,

AC,

is

reflecting light to every

point in the surface of the

we have the

filter

filter,

DE,

receiving light of all

three colors, or white light.

For the sake of simplicity
confine

ourselves to the

of the object.

blue

let

us

portion

Inasmuch as the other

behave in a similar manner, analogous results will be obtained.
Eight from the object is reflected to
colors will

the

blue portion of the

this filter will pass

filter

but as

only the blue rays.

quite

green

image upon the screen!
The same explanation holds true for
the red
and blue.
However, what
about the delicate shades and tints?

We have already seen that any color
can be produced by the proper admixture of the separated portions of the
spectrum and, as photography is noted
for its great range of silver deposit
opacities,

we

find that the

compound

colors, instead of being represented

solid black bands, are represented

by
by

shaded bands, which allow a certain

IMy%KCERS

l«aO'%'aE
amount

of each light to pass, the pro-

portions of each determining the cohir

image upon the screen.

of the

The

number

is

R

casts

sult

is

red light upon
casts a green

a

G

screen.

a pure white light.

evidence of the origin

The reThe only

white
light is the shadows of objects such as
the one at X. This object will cast two
shadows, a red shadow at the point R
of

this

we will have color variaAs we have seen, it is in this
manner possible to secure the reproeither color
tions.

duction of any desired color. This
exactly what occurs in Vitacolor.

We know

may

from past experiences that

to resort to color filters.

projected in full color.

With

method

this

it

genious

is

required that the
film be completely sensitized panchromatic, or
secured.
in

tliat

dividually

selected

its

density

be

reproduction

Naturally,

as

and chosen

its

j)roduction

color.

processes,

of

appears
each color has inIt

may

color

all

application

chromatics.

only

as near that as

has

overcome these
color deficiencies and in
it
we find a most in-

largely

may be

each of which

Vitacolor

Yet

made,

be

is

tlie
ideally perfect two-color system
cannot be attained as long as we have

positive

of

prints

G.

AB, and
upon the same

light

Kodacolor.
Vitacolor, the second invention now
available to amateurs, is a natural
color process for motion pictures which
makes use of a negative film. From
this
film
any desired
result

R and

the screen,

own

re-

Let

the exposure should be

us take a spot of deep,

as nearly correct as pos-

rich

reproduction and brilliancy in polychromatic

a two-color process, but
The
in effect a multicolor process.
film is exposed in alternate frames,

one

One frame

multicolor

This

and

green-series

series.

filter

composed
red,

of

many

the

exact

colors being red, orange, brown and
so forth, with necessary narrow sectors
of balancing color, such as blue. The

other

green, but
sectors

the

of

half

also

is

of

fiher

composed

green-related

6

nate

frame

series

records
records.

of various

The

color.

of

and

correctly

correctly

filtered

filtered

The one strange

R

fact

G

such

a

solid

R

o o •

has been stated that the Vitacolor
could be duplicated by two
solid-color
filters,
such as the old
Kinemacolor used, provided that the

mean absorption

</

filter

of

the

While
the various colors certainly give more
series-filters.

perfect

This

spectral

is

not

true.

separation

than

we

can secure by any known filter dyes,
there is another point involved which
makes it possible to overcome certain
color deficiencies inherent in any filtered two-color process. However, before going into the more elaborate
explanation of this process,

let

us

first

understand the basic principle. In
Figure Three we have two lanterns.

in

this

tawny-russet.
This one object takes
on these successive colors in relative
quantity necessary to reproduce exactly the color of the original, but as
the entire sequence of color occupies
only about l/50th of one second, the
eye receives a synthesized red color

record which

is

of

color,

the

solid

freed from the faults
two-color

process.

In like manner, a blue sector

upon the screen and a green shadow
adjacent, at the point marked G.
Now, if instead of two lanterns we
have a motion picture projector with
alternate frames of red and green, the
rapid succession will, due to the persistence of vision which makes possible
motion pictures, give us the same senof white.
It also follows that
certain proportions are blocked from

sation
if

man-

partial orange, this be-

is

it

up

clear red of a deep

is

ing somewhat blocked, then comes a
Hash of purest blue, to give the purple
blush which adds richness to maroon,
and then it becomes brownish red, then

that

It

of

hue, then

Red

red

green
is

built

is

ner: the object

results

the

\V

ticular color

imposed!

absorption

brownish and muddy, due to a lack of
the yellow which gives the filter red
its brilliance and to the blue content
which is blocked. If, from filter red
you take away yellow (absent) and
add a touch of black, (blocked blue)
you will have the same rusty shade
that is given by the two-color process
for deep red.
In Vitacolor, an object of this par-

is

these are not simple color records, but
very complex multicolor records super-

equaled

FIGURE FOUR

• o O

essentially

is

exposed behind this
green-series, then the red, then green
and so forth. The result is an altersecond

color octaves repeating
themselves over and over again.
In existing two-color systems, we
find that a deep red appears dull,

red-

exposed while a

essentially

is

other

the

FIGURE THREE

passes before the lens.

while

filter,

colors,

is

vision

of

could be extended we
should find the various

basically

is

over-

studying the

in

range

our

work.
Vitacolor

thing

usually

spectrum is the fact that
both ends of our spectrum have traces of blue
and red. Evidently if

color

truthful

gives

it

is

looked

exposure gives delicate
gradation in monochromatic photography, so

One

red.

which

correct

as

for

sible,

possible

a

pure

blue

muddy, greenish,
in two-color
is

basically

makes

instead

of a
blue so common
So, while Vitacolor

flat

work.

and mechanically a two-

color process,

it

is

chromatically and,

we may be permitted

to use the
term, psychologically, a ten or twelvecolor process.
if

To

follow through with this process:
I

Continued on page 538)
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EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Neivs

J^isuiil Ediicdtio/i I/i Schools

Of

By Louis M.

Bailey

International Recognition

INVITATION

exhibit

to

made educational

films

the films which the

League

Ijy

CHEMISTRY

Museum

made

establish a

by close-ups, to follow everv
phase of an experiment. Several times
<luiing the demonstrations, the chemist
who was lecturing invited his audience
to "look over his shoulder" at the
screen.

Dr.

for the Boston

educative content, the hard-of-

Philadel-

by the DaughAmerican
Revolution, wherein will

phia, Pa.,

the

of

ters

kept

he sees in it a means of instrucnot only in scientific schools but
industry and wherever chemistry is

that
tion
in

practically

applied.

Visual Aid Courses
111'

Hall,

KhAIJiMj

lO

THE RESCUE

Scenes from Open Doors, the Amateur Fi
Dealing With Education of the Hard-of-He
ins. Which Will Be Shown at the Congress
the World Federation of Education Associatii
in

Geneva

THE

extent to which teachers' col-

leges are going in for visual education is demonstrated in this typical
outline

of

courses
ta

lege,

instruction on this sub-

special

ject,

permanent
record, according to an
announcement by Mrs.

been

merit

as

Newton

a

D.

Chapman,

chairman of the D. A.
R. Committee on Better

The

Films.

film

first

placed in the repository
of Kings.

was The King

Among
Over

other prints are

There,
picture

reel

thentic

an

eight-

with

Charge of the Dragoons.,
one of the first motion
shown
pictures
ever
and various historically

significant

prints.

512

newsreel

which

has since
included in the

regular curricula of like
schools

in

many

parts

At
Minnesota State, three
country.

the

of

courses

are

available,

covering
twelve
each
Leonard
weeks' work.
A. Williams, head of the
outlines
department,

them

as follows

"Industrial

au-

war scenes. The

It

institutions to offer

first

of

his-

St.

sota.

prints

torical

the MinnesoTeachers ColCloud, Minnewas one of the

of

State

and

be

of

and some of their best known experiments for use of future generations.
Dr. Chas. A. Richmond, president of
Union College, declared the motion
picture has amazing possibilities and

ada among those dealing with the special problem which it covers.
The Congress will be attended by
thousands of educators from all over
the world and will consist of general
conferences, group discussions and an
exposition of teaching materials and
equipment.

tution

president

scientists, such as Sir Oliver
Lodge, Sir Ernest Rutherford, Sir Wiland Professor Michael
liam Bragg
These pictures, he said, will
Pupin.
retain their personalities, mannerisms,

hearing film having won especial recbeing
in
great
demand
throughout the United States and Can-

picture film repository

Langmuir,

mous

ognition,

has been established in Consti-

Irving

the Chemical Society, said that talkingpictures have been made of several fa-

of Art by the University

AMOTION

more intimate bond between
and student, enabling the

latter,

The Etcher's

D. A. R. Film Vault

dem-

the instructor

is

Film
Fundation
of
Harvard
University.
These films are on 16 mm. and have excellent

Sound

onstrations as part of lectures, will re-

hard-of-hearing

school child, as well as

motion pictures of chemical

.Several

exi)eriments were projected during the
session in order to illustrate the inherpictures, especially in laboratory

inner workings of a great newspaper
plant, and Open Doors, dealing with
the

Society at Ohio State University.

ent value in films for chemists.

the News, which graphically shows the

Art, a unique film

ical

in the future will be

by means of the talking
screen, according to The Motion Pictaught

assembling in response to this invitabe the two productions of R.
K. Winans, of Springfield, Mass., Gel

of

American Chem-

recent meeting of the

Chemistry Taught by Films

tion will

instruction

This was the opinion expressed
leading chemists of America at the

tare.

amateurhas been

extended to the Amateur Cinema
League by the World Federation ot
Education Associations, convening in
Geneva, Switzerland, from July 25th to
August 4th, for the purpose of considering improved teaching material and
for the promotion of international understanding and good will.

Among

And Homes

raphy

deals

methods

best

Photogwith

the

used

industrial firms to

by

show

form
being
done
to acquaint the public
(Continued on page .541
in

pictorial

fine

what

is

IMO'«^MK »«^K.EISS

I AM WONDERING HOW

THEORY
How

WHAT

a

there

is

ire/jt

The Air To Get Doivn To Earth

Up I

/I

By Dr. Kinema

on earth I was to perform the delicate
manipulations necessary to operate my
camera was beginning to concern me

I used to think this
yachting

in

AND SHOOT A SUNSET"

PRACTICE

Versus

tremendous difference
between theory and

practice!

was more so

I

BE TO TAKE UP COLOR FILM

WOULH

IT

After the flying suit was

Ijelief that

it

reaches a

time

theorist

exactly

just

colored

got

cause of

who
how

""chute."

filming

there

my weakness

was

a

Regulations
quired that it be worn.
was a parachute, and

re-

formed

clouds.

think

I

effects that can-

too

not be secured in any other

sizes

way.
Some real husky
clouds will put in a punch
that lifts any picture out

thing.

was

forth

this subject to the

chair

how, by

told all about

to

I

find-

from those dreams we
sometimes indulge in, when we look up
into the sky and wonder what it would
be like to float around among those
structure

fleecy islands of white vapor.

ory, this

was

But

praiseworthy.

In the-

promising and

all rational,

practice

in

it

in-

volved several details which loomed big

and

job

the

am now warning my

1

brothers to be on their guard when
they start dealing heavily in something
they know nothing about. Here is my
horrible example.

The day was
clouds

white

Bunches

perfect.

the

flecked

of

The

sky.

wind had lieen northwest after a good
rain, and the air was of that crystal
clearness which we picture makers so
Arriving

at

clod

brown

Army

dragged in and draped over a chair.
It
weighed about twenty-five pounds
and was completely shapeless and uninteresting.
That was the flying suit
I had to don, since it was to be very

field.

cold "up-stairs."'

|)ecially

After

finished

I

everything

to

do

telling

with

air

cinematography, he asked me if I was
serious about going up and diving
through a hole in the clouds.
Of
course, after all

I

had

said, there

no earthly way of backing out. so

was
I re-

With a sly
little glint in his eyes he said he would
ring me up on the phone some day
when conditions were just right. He
plied that

(lid

this

I

certainly was.

verv

thing.

I

I

became
tried,

could

I

all

and
just

lived

ap-

throush

It

took

of

a

very

the

flying

muscular

several minutes to get

field,

me

assistant

into

it.

\^

hen

the last strap had been pulled taut
felt

like

agine.
for

me

nothing
It

to

human

that

a

was

material

I

I

can im-

required a very real effort

move an arm

or a leg.

How

head.

sizes

too

I

was again
large

but
on,
is

a

the

Army.
By the time the
and goggle man got through I
was competely helpless. I could barely
walk; I could barely see and I could
scarcely hear. With my poor little camera held in one hand, my winding key
in the other, and bundled and strapped
until I was like a trussed turkey, I began to recognize that there was a difference between theory and practice.
With emotions which would be difficult to describe, but prominent among
which was doubt, I was led out to the

great

major.

I

iielmet

love.

about

every-

forced
were
whether or no, which
way they have in

when I got down to managing them.
One of my rocking chair fleet was an
all

for

the ""chute"

somebody

they

•SEVERAL PERSONS GAVE ME VERY EXPLICIT ADVICE
REGARDING PULLING THE LITTLE RING ON THE
IN
•CHUTE' IN CASE 1 HAD TO LEAVE THE SHIP ''v
THE AIR"

through it. a very impressive picture
could be obtained. I built up the entire

my

two

down

ing a hole and diving

that

Then

folded my pet scheme of
some day going up above
clouds
and getting
the
those effects
which can

only be secured there.

it

peared with a helmet pnd
goggles. These were fitted

un-

I

It

barely walk.

upon

rocking

fleet recently.

on

finally

found

was holding

large

When

but helpless.

of the ordinary.
I

this

was adjusted after a deal
of pulling and hauling, for
1 appeared to be some two

a scene in which there are

good cloud

that

suggested several disagreeThis
possibilities.
able

for

a majesty added to

is

that

another twentvinpounds.
I was

five

the mess be-

into

material

weighed

this

everything should be done.
I

an-

other shapeless clod of tan

still

on myself, for

was the

I

knew

man brought

young

higher point in amateur
cinematography. I have to
tell this

muscular

the

adjusted,

than in anything else, but
am fast coming to the
I

On

the

way

several persons gave

me

very explicit advice regarding pulling the little ring on the "chute" in
case / had to leave the ship in the air.

was not altogether comforting, eswhen it was made very plain
that I must under no circumstaltices
pull liie ring until I was clear of the
It

ship.
I

had

cockpit.
ity

for

to
It

me

be hoisted into the plane's

was a physical impossibilto

lift

my

legs the required
SI.'.

!

y%HJOUST 1929
manage

to

lieight

the miserable

little

steps.
Seated in the cockpit, I was
strapped in some more. Explanations

were made
ditional

my

belt

to the effect that these ad-

straps were to be loosened,
imhooked and a dozen or two

other operations completed in case /
to leave the ship in the air.
I be-

had
gan

wish they woidd njot talk so
about this leaving-the-ship-in-the-

to

much

air business.

had

was sickening.

It

we popped

into

the

pea

soup

stuff

This held for a time until at
we again burst out into
the sunshine.
This time we seemed
to have gotten through the clouds.
A
great rumpled white and gray plain
spread out to the blue horizon. This
again.

10,000

feet

was truly the roof of the clouds. Words
are incapable of describing the effect.
The earth and all things earthly
seemed gone

forever.

We

were

in

a

my camera
and my 4X

100 feet of panchromatic
filter.
I put the
stop at / 16. or as near thereto
smeared goggles would
permit me to estimate.
I

I

in

hole toward earth that was two miles

below simply seemed
started shooting,

I

not raise

weight

and

would be a long one
and the 4X and the /
16 would be necessary
light.

down
I

the strong

ing past at sixty miles
an hour, I rose up and

my

camera.

was

practice

a

way

from
The tornado of
wind and the bumping
on the ground made
holding
the
camera
even
partially
steady
long

long,

the

theory.

out

the

of

for I

was all there was left and crouching behind the celluloid cowl, I took
some shots at about 1000 and 2.500
ter

feet.

some thin fog was encountered.
The big white fellows
seemed near at hand. At 7000 feet we
feet

absolute pea soup fog.
coming, and got a good shot
as we approached, entered and became
enveloped.
The water began streaming from the cowl, which promised ut-

saw

ter

into

it

failure

if

a

single

drop

of

it

my lens, and my poor hands
became numb with the awful cold.
reached

At 9000

feet

we

burst out into the

brilliant sunshine
and I caught a
glimpse of the roof of the clouds. It
was the most impressive sight I ever
beheld. I wriggled around in my bundled suit and my straps and belts and
was about adjusted to take a shot when

514

frightfully un-

The Major

my
the

start-

ed the long spiral down and I glanced
at my footage indicator.
It read nineI'hntosraphi-d by

feet

left.

new and weird world.

I
shot away,
using film generously, being buffetted

and slammed around and losing a lot
of film but nevertheless getting some
that was fairly steady.
My ungloved
hands were almost unmanageable with
the cold.

On and

on we flew in this strange
searching for a hole through
we might carry out the dive

which
scheme. It became colder and colder.
I was able to wind up my camera only
with the greatest difficulty. In theorizing on the subject, this cold, the awful

wind, the abominable ""chute" and the

padded

flying suit

had not

entered into the calculations. In practice, they became the whole thing.

Then
glimpse

a great hole appeared, giving a
of

good

away down below.
back

Mother Earth
The Major looked

old

at me, indicating that if I approved he would dive. I nodded, over
went the nose of the machine and down
we plunged. It made me gasp. Flying
around above the clouds seemed weird
but safe.
But diving down through a

I

down and
out

straps and

showing that

ty-five,

Acme

AND ALL THINGS EARTHLY
SEEMED GONE FOREVER"

•EARTH

world,

I

was

cold.

small, fast one with

we simply roared almost straight up into the heavens. Attempting to take pictures was impossible by rising.
The blast of wind all
but blew the camera out of the firmest
grasp, and holding it steadily was utterly impossible. Trussed and bundled
and strapped as I was made twisting
next to impossible.
However, the lat-

plunked

clear

more

lot

comfortable
and
hands ached with

motor, and

At 6000

into

took a

I

shots in a clumsy way,

power Pratt and Whitney

a 450 horse

Wasp

clouds

air.

question.

The plane was a

camera

my arms was

of

had evidently gotten,
and in a moment things
were normal again. We
ran around in the pea
^oup a bit and then
suddenly
burst
out
through the bottom of

ground
was rush-

fore leaving the

pointed

arms. The

the

seemed like fifteen.
Then the Major pulled
her out of the upward
zoom, into which
we

of the start, so, just be-

Again

my

of

It

key where I hoped to
be able to get at it.
I wanted to get a shot

it

But

such that I had not the
strength to lift them. I
suppose this lasted a
minute or perhaps less.

put the winding

and while

wrong.

were engulfed in the pea soup. Every
thing went gray. In a moment I lost
all sense of which was up and which
was down.
The plane increased its
speed until it seemed something would
rip apart. The wind shrieked savagelv
and the plane trembled dangerously.
Then something happened. I tried to
raise my camera to my face, in order
to be ready for whatever was undoubtedly coming. I discovered that I could

figured that every shot

to hold

all

when suddenly we

the

used

this

of

had only five
up on the way

we landed

just as

idea

I

arriving

to carry

back.

The job was done.
The pictures
turned out great. Most of them shake,
but I have several masterpieces, several
more are awfully good, still more are
quite good, and some will eventually
end up in the ash barrel.
On the
whole, the trip was worth the effort.

was so

It

about

some

it

utterly different

that

I

from talking

wince when

of the things

I

I

think of

said that afternoon

on the veranda.
I

be

am now wondering how
to

sunset

it

would

take up color film and shoot a
from above the clouds. That

would perk up a jaded appetite, eh
what

EDITOR'S NOTE

APROPOS

of this interesting discus.tl-sion of air filming. Movie Makers

has chosen for

its art title background
page for August a beautiful study of a
plane in flight above the lofty Rockies.
Amateurs iiith air pictures will find
this makes an impressive main title

when properly

lettered.

found on page 532.

It

will

be

IMO'^'IE IM/^M&CKS
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U mvenal

MOVING CAMERA MECHANISM

THE ULTIMATE
Camera Crane With

1929

Director

Technical

As

the Platform at its Highest Elevation,

During the

CRITICAL FOCUSING
Technical Reviews To
the Amateur

Broadway
Paul Fejos
Photographed by Hal Mohr, A. S. C
Cinematics: Although cinematic impressions and symbolizations of the
spirit of Broadway too frequently open
any fihn dealing with metropolitan
Directed by

night

life,

.

alone, for they present

an apothesis of

this type of cinematic

of

film

By Arthur

L. Gale

The

first

few hundred

almost

contain

camera or printing

trick.

every

trols.

part

Although too
example of

Moving Camera
In Broadway, this
is used more freely and on a
:

device

larger scale than ever before in motion

the

takes

action

place in a huge night club set in which

camera pursues and precedes charswoops vertically and horizontally to follow the action in any direction, and describes dizzily swift and
the

acters,

then slow, undulating arcs

as

it

very

vol-

many

cases the moving camextremely effective. Thus
at a dramatic moment we follow a
character through the spacious night
club to a curtained areaway and sto'i
as the draperies close behind the character immediately in front of the camIn

era

work

is

era's lenses.

In several instances, how-

panoraming, as the camera swings around the night club, gives
an effect worse than the most seasick
panoram of a beginning amateur.
ever, the swift

516

operation,

the

and

all

parts

simultaneously,

if

similar

to

those

obtained

in

Broadway. Since the amateur camera
can run without attendance it would
not be necessary for the amateur to
provide space for an operator in a

planes from a distant shot to a closeup.

in

The fluidity permitted by this mechanism gives an extraordinary smoothness to the film, for the camera can
follow action without break in the
transition from long shot to closeup,
completely demonstrating the value of
the moving camera. Although obviously
this
seventy-five thousand
dollar
piece of equipment is not for the amateur, many of its effects can be secured
by the amateur in other ways. Amateurs have made camera trucks, have
lowered automatic cameras on rope to
secure effects and swings or inclined
planes have been used.
Skillful combinations of these would yield results

feet

known

cinematographer.

of

that,

desired.

any particular device for the amateur,
the whole can not help but thrill a

Most

so

electrically

crane can achieve complete and independent movement of every component

swift to serve as a definite

pictures.

upon which are all the conThe complete device is driven

turntable,

the beginning sequences of

Broadway stand
fireworks.

which in turn is mounted
on a six wheel truck chassis. At the
extreme end of the girder the camera
platform is mounted, a round cagelikc

steel turret,

Aid

Universal

I'liologrnph by

Radio Pictures

THE GERM OF THE CAMERA CRANE IDEA
This

Simple Type

of

Camera Truck Has Now

similar but

much simpler

crane.

Continuity: The notable smoothness
remarked above is combined with an
even continuity in spite of the incident-

Camera Crane: These remarkable

ef-

were obtained with a recently invented camera crane which consists of
fects

a girder of steel, thirty-one feet long,
mounted on a fourteen foot cylindrical

al

night club

after

a

party

which are worked
one effective sequence,
at the Paradise Club

acts

into the plot. In

broke up, we dissolve to a long shot of

(Continued on page 540)
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PHOTOPLAYFARE
Reviews
"With Louise Dresser"
would seem that the

IT
it

best

the

stands

zia

cintelligen-

chance

For The

of

By Roy

getting the kind of photoplayfare
wants from sources that are limited

to those from which come
the pictures, silent and talkie, for the
These sources are, rated
mass.
great

compared

as to probable quality,

first,

those oc-

The
Patriot and The Crowd, made by Amerfeature

casional

pictures,

like

Broadway

CifiteUige?izia

W. Winton

more than three top-notch screen
you will see Not Quite

not

actresses,

It is made according to the
popular "back-stage" model and
Happily it
based on mother love.

Decent.
very
is

Louise
is

and "shouters."
whose Goose Woman

"hoofers"

Dresser,

established as a screen classic, again

demonstrates her fine mimetic capacity.
Decidedly, she should be given laurels
by the screen public. The rest of the
are
adequate and convincing.
cast
Irving Cumniings has been permitted

by Fox to do a
this

Borsage

in

work in
was denied

fine piece of

picture, a thing

that

The River.

This

is

ican producers according to formulae

teresting film, a convincing film

are above the understanding of
and
the vulgar, second, foreign films

clean film.

that

—

The

only a few of these, because foreign producers play to their shop-

—

too

girls,

subjects of

short
all

origins,

al

program

gram

and,

all
last,

to

is

anything
certainly

is

deems itself with the picture-goer of
good taste by the production of Not
Quite Decent, which is a program picture concerning which little has been
If you like a believable and husaid.

with superb continuity

and highly adequate cinematography
under fine direction and with an actress
this

reviewer

rates

as

one

— but

impossible
present,

at

it

is,

highly im-

of

it

is

excellent in

its

majority; as a mixture it is bound
to leave a discriminating audience irritated.
Miss Dresser's voice destroys

to

discredit must be placed a more
than average amount of salaciousness
and "hooey" in its recent offerings, re-

whom

possible to

probable. As an "all talkie" this
would have made a fine play; as

whose

told

re-

blew

talkie for the

—

of

a silent film

tale

picture

may be

It

and,

out of the oil of cinematography
and the water of screen dialogue
none of us ever dares say that

success

The Fox Film Corporation,

film

genuine

make an acceptable screen salad

By promeant those

ica.

man

fine

last reel.

making a sensa
but which are
needed to make up the bulk of
the eight or nine hundred pictures produced annually in Amerexpectation

this

up and became a

kinds and
occasion-

films that are turned out with im

tional

the

of

reviewer's

this

gret,

pictures.

pictures

to

four-fifths

that have a very lim-

regional distribution, third,

ited

sound effect irritations
be found in the first

usual
are

an inand a

the wonderful illusion she built up in

LOUISE DRESSER

Her peculiar quality of comand admiration disshe becomes a Broadway
and
appears

silence.

Top-Notch

pelling

the syrupy "blah" that infests
most mother films and the back-stage
milieu is not used as a vehicle for

"ham"

•One

of

Not

More

Than

Three

Screen Actresses"

lacks

MISS DRESSER IN A POIGNANT SCENE

FROM NOT QUITE DECENT
rliotosraphs by

Fox

We

attention

actress.

present,

for

the

cintelligenzia,

Mr. Fox. Let him give
us more program pictures of this type
minus sex, saxophones and salacity and

two petitions

to

(Continued on page 539)
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Outdoor Camera Hints

long for a leader alone:

use a lens shield
REMEMBER
or hood when shooting

gest that the film be cut into

to

tions as the animation

out-

landscape work. Never allow the direct

THE

of black paper formed into a cone, the
smaller end of which is secured to
the lens barrel by means of a rubber
band. The cone need not reach all the
way round the lens: it may be turned

is

result

League

the

This arrangement

seal.

fers protection to the

CLINIC
By

sug-

two secso arranged

may

The

ly.

rays of the sun to fall on the lens itself
when taking a picture. A good improvised hood may be made of a piece

we

so,

be done most convenientis a leader and trailer
both, the leader showing a revolving
globe upon which appears the title
quoted above, while the trailer bears

that this

doors, unless the sun is at your
This is particularly desirable in

back.

if

an

as well as

body

of-

of the film,

and

effective introduction

conclusion.

Rubber Band Technique

Russell C. Holslag

from the strongest glare,
which is usually from above. In an
emergency, a dark hat or cap may be

THERE

so as to shield

eighteen by twenty-four inches

is

ture.

and the

surface

is much that may be accomplished with the common or
garden variety of rubber band, if used
with intelligence and perspicacity. Film
is returned from the processing station
held on the reel by a rubber band
which is thoughtfully provided with a

motion pictures from an
f[^ In taking
airplane, a fairly dense filter over the
lens is generally a necessity because of

with white paint, inside of a prescribed
border. This glass "title board'" is now

handy tab for removal. Amid the excitement of projecting the film for the

mounted

in

first

suitable

support

held so that its shadow covers the lens.
Do not, however, bring the shield so
close that

will be visible in the pic-

it

unusual amount of atmospheric
haze between the ground and the plane.
For this purpose, a yellow filter with a
factor of about 3X with panchromatic
the

prove

will

film

The

useful.

filter

as the "Aero No. 1"' is also valuand has an approximate factor
Panchromatic stock should
of
2X.
always be used.
Diffusers are used to great advantage in the taking of cinema portraits

ground

A

in full natural motion.

piece

of clear glass, preferably plate, about

good

a

vertical

before

I

suited

to

the

on

painted

title

a

(

used

on a

position

saw-horse

a

natural

subject

its

of

is

background
the

title.

A.

brook would do for the title of a fishing film, evergreen trees and snow for

known

winter sports,

able

is

^

ground is slightly diffused, which gives
an appropriate effect. Care must be
used in selecting the background so

under

A

sunlight.

direct

piece

of

cheesecloth stretched on a barrel hoop
will make a simple and effective one.

Have an

assistant hold the diffuser so

as to intercept

the direct

rays which

on the face; he should be careful,
of course, to keep just out of the field
of view. The result will be a pleasing
fall

softness

the

in

portrait

finished

and

elimination of the harsh shadows.
Keep the camera out of the direct

^

sunlight

though
be

left

much

as
it

as

light-tight,

is

possible.
it

Even

should never

exposed to the direct rays of

becomes hot.
If the filming of a scene must take
place in the direct sunlight and the
camera must be left exposed on a
tripod, throw a dark cloth or coat over
the sun

long that

so

be dedarker field.
The
camera is best mounted on a tripod or
other firm support. With an artistically
selected
background, beautiful animated title effects may be had by this
means. Ormal Sprungman.

few
members
VERY
Amateur Cinema League
active

familiar
leader.

that

out
.518

against

a

that

an audi-

back-

guests wait

while you

is

his

This

own

film

feet.

considered

titter

A

furniture,

trusty

help

same way as a belt, and there
Such an improvised belt will
take you through a whole evening, and
in the

you

are.

doesn't balk at 400-foot reels.

—

well,

If

it

rubber bands are cheap.
tried to roll up. witli-

make

No good

16

rather

try-

on the
smooth surface of the spindle, because
it
will not exert enough "tractive effort" on the smooth celluloid.
.\nd if
you have a number of these little rolls
to wind, it will be hard to find enough
ing

to

the

film

catch

separate reels to hold them

of the leader at present

mav be

it.

will

Have you ever

appmximately twenty-four

mm.

find

rewind while editing?

follows the A. C. L. leader.

The length

outer

out a reel, a short length of film on the
of

Amateur Movie Makers"
know that something worth-while

work he assumes when

to

fail

breaks

ff'orld-Wide Organization

amid the

grope

of

rubber
you out next
time if your projector is of the exposed
take-up type. Loop two rather heavy and
narrow bands together, stretch them
around the drive and take-up pulleys

it

title,

sure to follow.
It will then be the
duty of the movie maker to take special
thought of the responsibility for good

for secur-

diffused

we hope

Am.\tel"r Cinem.\ Le-^gue

A

With

plainly

ultimately

"Member

is

new method

the

with the animated A. C. L.
has been the privilege of
to display this leader as a fit-

ence, on seeing the

will

a

of

are un-

ting introduction to their best films, so

wherever possible.

double exposure effect in
this method, which involves but one exposure, the title stands

the

The

band or two

It

members

it

Amateur Glass Work

into

belt

and

oblivion

flies

darkness.
but

League Leader Editing

^

is

lens, of course.

so that the back-

a

against

fined

while all the other preparations are
being made.
Load film indoors in deep shade

HERE
ing a

The
title

that the white title letters will

it

titles.

etc.

focused on the

band usually disappears,

time, this

and all. Replaced with an ordinary thin rubber band, it is difficult to
get a grip on it between the close
flanges of the reel. Get a button-hook
if necessary and pry the band off; tie
it
into a little loop knot at one end
and snap it back on the reel. Now you
have just as handy a tab grip as there
was on the special band.
Did you ever have the projector belt
part company with itself just when the
action was most breathless on the
screen?
\es, so have we.
And it
always breaks just at that time and the
tab

a

fairly

and wind

all.

Take

rubber band, stretch
about the rewind spindle

long
it

in several lavers.

Now

trv ^^inding the

—
»BO'«'ME IH.A.a&EIKS

A

couple of turns of the
if by magic.
Guide the edges of the film with the
finished,
When
fingers when winding.
hold the roll of film by the outer edge
film

on

it.

handle, and

it

will catch as

and turn the rewind handle

A

posite direction.

in the op-

gentle pull and the

coil will slip off.

kit.

Mystery

HERE
my

experiment of
own, using panchromatic
film and a red color filter. I purchased
the 6X red filter from a photographic
recent

a

is

dealer for forty cents. With it in place
before the lens, and with the diaphragm
at stop / 1.9,

beautiful

also

I

found

a

for
this

sunlit

to

a

was

mystery

method

ex-

making double exposure
exposing with the filter for

in

cellent

first

titles,

result

appropriate

especially
scene.

photographed a

1

was similar
moonlight effect and

The

scene.

the scene, after which the film was rewound and exposed without the filter
for the title, which consisted of white

on a black ground."
Gibson.

letters

From

A

D. William

message and a most
invitation

to

traveling

Amateur Cinema
of
the
League comes from Catania, Italy. It
was recently received at League headquarters from Nunzio Pace, 308 Via
A newly elected and
Etnea, Catania.
member, Signor Pace,
enthusiastic

members

plans to acquire an unusually complete 16 mm. equipment, both for black
and white and full color pictures. In
addition, he intends to work out facilities for the complete finishing of film,
including printing, developing and enDuring the Season, Signor
larging.
Pace will reside in Rome, where he

extends a cordial invitation to League

members

ous that

a given period of time

if

divided into a lesser

number

is

of inter-

each of these intervals will be
Therefore if you take eight
exposures per second instead of the
normal sixteen, each exposure will be
This means that with the
increased.
camera at half speed, you may take
pictures in black and white under very
difficult lighting conditions, and even
in color under a wider range of illuOf course, care should be
mination.
longer.

exercised in choosing the subject, since
the effect will be to speed up the action.

Therefore,

your subject to
Half speed is particu-

instruct

move

slowly.

larly

valuable

moving cloud

The clouds

in

pictures

taking

effects with a

dense

will be given a

of

density of the

Question:

more

per-

filter.

What

is

the difference be-

tween the terms "tinting" and "toning"
as applied to motion picture film?

A

"tint"

means a color

to visit

him and inspect

his

were held

front of the

in

now on the
market various devices, such as color
means
of which
wheels and the like, by
the screen image may be tinted any
However, as applied to
color at will.
the film, the tint is secured by means
of a dye bath, or, if a positive film,
the black and white image may be
lens.

In

fact,

there are

printed on a film base already colored.
latter method for securing a tinted

The

image is perhaps the best, inasmuch
as a more uniform result is obtained.
"Toning," on the other hand, involves an actual change in the color
of the blacks and grays of the image
itself, leaving the whites unchanged.
This is accomplished chemically by
turning the black
some other color.

silver

An

deposit

analogy

in the

following way: a

similar

is

in

effect

tint-

the

to

printing of a picture in black ink on

colored

paper;

image sugon white

toned

a

gests the printing of a picture

paper in colored ink.
Combinations of tinting and toning
are often highly effective, especially in

The amateur

cloud or sunset scenes.

should not overlook this means of bettering

his

Many

films.

laboratories

work and

specialize in this

will be glad

advise as to the best color combi-

to

The work may be
done on 16 mm. reversible film with
nations to employ.
entire satisfaction.

My

Question:

title

backgrounds seem

be a dark gray and not dead black,
as I note they are in professional movies.
Why is this? I use cut-out letters on a smooth black cardboard.
Answer: Reversible film, which you
to

using

in

shooting

made purposely
range of

number

that

half-tones,

tone

of

your titles, is
an extensive

to record

is,

gradations

a

large

ranging

from black to white. If this were not
the case, you would have a "soot-andwhitewash" picture in which all the
lighter tones

would tend

the darker ones to

to

bleach and

Alup."
card may seem black
in contrast to the white letters, under a
strong light it is really a dark gray,
because its smooth surface reflects
some of the light. It is this dark gray
all

ap-

the whites of the picture appear to be
the color of the tint. The effect on the
screen is the same as if a colored glass
or gelatine

be drawn
ed image

are
filter.

ceptible motion and the increased exposure will help to compensate for the

Answer:

Italy

equipment.

found on some motion picture cameras
any real value?
Answer: Decidedly, yes. It is obvi-

plied over the entire image, so that all

CORDIAL
generous

Question: Has the half speed feature

vals,

box of rubber bands is a
valuable adjunct to the movie maker's
Verily, a

Filter

Asked and Answered

though your

title

which your reversal
cords.

surface

A
is

"fill

better

film truthfully re-

non-reflecting

black

found in a piece of good,

deep-pile, black cotton-velvet stretched

taut on a frame or drawing board.

You

photograph very
well as a dark background with reversible film.
For better results use
positive film in the camera with black
This
title letters on a white ground.
film is more "contrasty" than reversal
will find that this will

and,

if

correctly exposed, will develop

good clear title with white letand dense background. Twice the
exposure used for reversal should be

into a
ters

given positive film.

to

may
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AMATEUR CLUBS
Neivs

Significaut Plans.

UNDERTAKING

G?'OHp FiJm'uig

By Arthur

amateur made film records

(if

Of

assembly

the

important events, the Amateur Cinema League has appointed the
Cleveland. Ohio, Movie Club its official
the National Air
at
representative
Races, being held in Cleveland. This
club, made up of League members, has

Gale

L.

of

assumed the job of preparing a complete amateur film record of
the event for the Club Film Library
and the League's archives of amateur
voluntarily

earlier meeting. Stalking

Deer

in

If'hite-Taileil

the Tobique River District, a

unusual photographic beautv
generously praised by Cleveland crit
ics, taken by Dr. Louis G. Herrmann
and The Lugger, light drama, pro
duced by the Rochester Cinema Club
At an earlier meeting The Inaugura
tion of Herbert Hoover, produced by
film

of

maneuvers of the 73rd Infantry
Brigade at Camp Perry and assignments have been made for the civic
film Cleveland is preparing. W. Ward
Marsh, critic of the Cleveland Plaindealer, has been made an honorary
the

member

of this active club.

Stockton Contest.

AC1T\
test

is

wide amateur movie conannounced by the Foto

United
States, which have been recorded by the varjous movie

Productions of Stockton. Calif.
expected that the contest will be
first of July and this enthusiastic club is already planning to capture New England's
laurels.
Its
accomplishments
have
previously
been indicated by the four
films
submitted
Phototo
play s contest.
These films.
Three
Episodes,
Rambling
Througli God's Country, Exercises in Action and Exercises in Expression show a
high degree of ability in many

retained

types of amateur movie work.

A

films.

cameraman and

chief

assist-

Cine
It

is

opened the

ants will be appointed by the
club to cover the races and
help will be offered visiting
amateurs who wish to film

them. The plan, initiated in
Cleveland, opens the possibilan annual historical
ity of

made up

film,

of film records

events

chief

of

in

larger

cities

clubs.

These

all

the

the

of

films,

archives,
League's
would serve as valuable his-

the

in

documents

torical

unlike

for,

ture,

the

in

Hawthorne

c

fu-

profes-

the

sional newsreels, they will not

overlook

because

details,

AMERA
du

c

t i

Begins.

work on the
o n

pro-

Muddy

of

Waters, to run about 1200

at

16

little news
which in the future
have great historical

mm.,

the

ft.,

filming

initial

present they have

venture

value,

Photographic Club, Chicago,
has begun.
The Hawthorne

might

Naturally, hap-

significance.

hazard

at

growth

of

amateur movie clubs

of the country, promises to preserve living records of every phase of

lage

of

In every city and

life.

country,

the

cameramen

alert

recording the

are

vil-

amateur
signifi-

cant as well as the trivial with a zest
and thoroughness impossible to anv

commercial organization,
only
fur
the
mains
League and the recogamateur movie
nized
clubs of the country to
correlate
terial

vast

ma-

make

defi-

this

and

to

nite plans for recording

the bigger events.

This

task,

w hen

among

the thousands of

divided

amateurs, will place no
objectionable burden on
the

League or any

of

the local bodies.

At the

last

meeting
Movie

and

HOT WEATHER SHOT

in every

city

American

it

re-

P.

C. H. Wentworth Is Evidently Keeping Cool
in Markard Pictures* Nothing to Declare

Washington Cinema Club, was
screened and viewed with interest.

the

Club
IN

members

are

photographing

PRODUCTION AT PRINCETON

Filming a Scene for lucideiit. Princeton Photoplay Magazine Contest Entry

will

tion

of

the

Rochester Cinema Club,

Annual Club Banquet.

THE

annual banquet of the Philadelphia Amateur Motion Picture
Club, held the last of

P

May.
one

rooms
Hotel

The

land

University

by
520

were
End.

the

club

Club,

to

filled

of

the

capacity

banquet
Adelphia

of

the

in

Philadelphia.

drew

affair

season's

club

this
activi-

to
a
close
and
opened the period during
which
the
club
ties

members will
their
summer

make
films

to

be submitted to the club
contest ending in September.
At the annual
ceding

Days'

the

was screened.

business

there

as

of a youth just out of college. At a recent club meeting The Lugger, produc-

Club, held

the Cleve-

serve

background for much of the
picture which recounts the adventures

of the Cleveland
at

Hawthorne

the

plant of the Western Electric

Company

type of

astonishing

the

with

film,

this

first,

of

John

meeting,
the

T.

pre-

banquet,

Collins

was

projected

elected president for the

produced
at
an

forthcoming club year:
\^ illiam
Burke,
vice-

IM«»-«'KE IM^miCEKKS
W. L. Holmes, secretaryand H. C. Aberle, E. S. Bur-

president;
treasurer,

W. M. Hammond,

well,

H. H. Schriver,

Weeks and W.

J.

W. Robbins,

Shoemaker, R. H.

S.

T. Whitaker, directors.

Metropolitan.

ABOUT

one hundred-fifty amateurs
attended the last meeting of the
Metropolitan Motion Picture Club, held

open only long enough to allow amamake a few final touches and

teurs to

submit their
is

films.

After the contest

closed the Boston Little Screen Play-

representing the movie makers of
Boston, expect to accept the challenge
of the Connecticut State prize winners.
ers,

This further evidence of the rapid
spread of the amateur movie contest idea
should prove stimulating to other clubs.

and

the

of the latter organization

pre-

officers

sented an interesting program of amaDuring the summer the
teur films.
club will hold occasional meetings.

Florida Boys.
the boys
year's production
THIS the
Indian River School, New
of

of

Smyrna,

has been enthled
Horses on Time, running 400 ft., 16 mm.

Florida,

through the courtesy of
the Camera Club in the

main

room

exhibition

of the latter's quarters.

The two hour program
included an informal address by Carl Oswald

the

of

of

Dartmouth

a

director

a

club,

was

on

and

which

his

a

summer

fall

schedule,

advisory
the program
planned by
committee, will include evenings devoted to sound and talking amateur
amateur scientific films, and
films,
natural-color amateur films.

Boston Competition.
the cooperaticm of Boston

movie dealers, the
Boston Little Screen Players are planning to hold a city wide amateur movie
contest for all amateurs in Boston and
vicinity.
It is expected that the contest
will open in early fall and since it will
cover films previously made, it will be

amateur

held in June, settled

FILMING AT "EL KANCHO DE LAS ROSAS'
the
Annual "Round Up" of the
California Camera Club in the Santa Cruz

During

Mountains

re-

will last until after the mid-

WITH

first

formal

meeting of the
newly organized Amateur Screen Players in
San Francisco, Calif.,

of

The

the

S. F. Unit.

THE

as

dle of September.

as

of keeping

the films on view.

The club has announced
cess

projection

method

New

a Fellow of the
A half
Royal Photographic Society.
hour question and discussion period
followed the program.
selection

prohibited

program and

arranged

best

was formally

congratulated
recent

The length

films

special

continuous

photographic
and Herbert C.

McKay,

the

of

cinematic

the

in

the Hanover Inn for

at

spoke briefly on the cor-

arts

at

College,

the alumni.

snake scenes taken unhazardous condider
Joseph M. Bing
tions.
still

C(,m-

Hanover, N. H., the films

reel

relation of the

A. Buell.

taken of college activities of the year were
continuously projected

was made up
exquisite aquarium
of
shots and the other of

One

action,

fast

Wm.

n c e nient

e

shots.

difficult

of

ft.

DURING
m

by two

illustrated

horses

missing

as the government

Films on Tap.

Dead, an

L. Ditmars. presi-

reels

to

rustlers

that

the

400

dent of the club, on Adventures in Movie Making,

owner

livestock

his

government

filmed by

amateur scenic, filmed
by Myron Zobel of Los
ended
and
Angeles,
with a talk by Dr. Ray-

mond

of a ranch

sold

the

inspector appears gives

the

The

and

University,

Fires

predica-

who

in

Princeton

of

Pictures

with

deals

ment

just

Motion

Undergraduate

awkward

had not left an animal
on his place. How his
loyal wranglers gather

the

of

production

last

story

the

discover

Mrs. James Hughes of
Incident,

The

to

on Lenses and Focusing
Problems, projection oi
The Events, an amateur
by
filmed
newsreel,
Detroit,

Club

Photographic

thorne

organization

all

and provided the club with offiPhotoplay production is to be
cers.
the purpose of the new club and several stories are already under considdetails

Portland's First.

eralion for the

film.

A

public pro-

THE

gram is to be held soon
San Francisco hotels to

in

one of the

production of the Cine
Club of Portland, Oregon, Reel
Golf, a short comedy drama dealing
with the experience of a dub golfer,
was completed last month. Production
stills are now on display in preparation for the film's premiere, to be held
first

The film was taken on panchromatic reversal stock, and then developed to a negative so that positive
prints could be supplied club members.
shortly.

Joint Meeting.

THE

meeting of the Chicago
Cinema Club scheduled for this
last

season was held jointly with the Haw-

first

aid in raising

funds for the initial venture. Officers
of the production unit are Dr. Harry
Smulson. president. Dr. William K.
Schlesinger. secretary-treasurer, I. H.
Koblik. art director. Morris Stolowitz.
literary chairman. Eugene Tenny, technical chairman, Ray Duhem, advisory

chairman.

Walter

Ulbricht.

J.

chief

Goldberg and
David Chernock. publicity workers, and

cameraman. Edward

J.

This excelLes Lahman. electrician.
lent group of technicians may provide
ihe nucleus for a northern Hollywood.

(Continued on page 5361
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\'ER forty years ago, the
Eastman organization was

studying, analysing, experi-

GOODLY

menting, working toward the
perfection of film for amateur
use, and within a very few
years Eastman roll film was

HERITAGE
ard throughout the

Eastman

film

world —
is

accepted and used

a significant tribute to

its

as a

stand-

merit.

inseparably connected with the progress of profes-

was Eastman film that first made motion pictures practical. The organization that had perfected film for the amateur
applied itself so well to this new problem that its product soon became
sional

movies

as well, for it

standard in the professional movie field.
Amateur movies followed. Again problems were met and overcome
and from the experience of years in the production of both still and

—

motion picture
it

film, the present

Cine'-Kodak Film was evolved. Truly

has a goodly heritage!

Cine-Kodak Film

C INE-KODAK

i6mm. (amateur

standard) Safety Film has a sensitive,
well-balanced emulsion that gives the best
possible movies under every conceivable
condition. Furthermore, its fine grain is

is

Dependable

the chance of over-exposure.
Cine-Kodak Film is uniform,

not vary.

It is

It

does

the same Irom roll to

rt)ll.

essential for the projection quality so nec-

essary for screen

enjoyment.

is harsh, with strong
between shadows and highlights,
Cine-Kodak Film will give the best rend-

If the lighting

contrast

ering of tone, for it has the necessary property to give correct gradations from the

highest lights to the deepest shadows.
If the lighting is weak, Cine-Kodak
Film, because of its speed, will help materially in getting good pictures by reducing the danger of under-exposure.

Cine-Kodak Film has wide

— the property

latitude

that allows variations in

exposure without detriment to the negative quality.

522

This wide latitude minimizes

the
tor use in

K

Cine-Kodak

IMOWKE Mymi&ERLS

from month to month, and acts unitormly
under like conditions. After you have
mastered the mechanics of your CineKodak, and have become familiar with
the exposures to give under various light
conditions, you will always secure good
results with Cine-Kodak Film.
Cine-Kodak Film is packed in yellow
cartons in 50-foot rolls at $3.25, and in
loo-foot

rt)lls at

$6.00.

Cine-Kodak
Panchromatic Film
iLXCELLENT

as are

the results from

Cine-Kodak Film, the

regular

Cine-Kodak Panchromatic Film

use of

will give

even better results in practically every type
of motion picture.
Ordinary film is sensitive chiefiy to blue
and violet. Green and red, colors that to the
eye are brighter than blue and violet, are
not correctly recorded on ordinary film.
Consequently, there is a great difference

between the brightness of colors as reproduced in photographs and as seen by the
eye. This difference is largely corrected by
the use of Panchromatic Film, because,
like the eye,

it is

sensitive to all colors.

In portraits, and especially in closeups, the rendering of flesh tones

accurate;

colors,

is

more

whether occurring

in

costumes or in landscapes, can be recorded
in their proper relative black and white
values; and the photographic quality of
distant views is greatly improved.
It is not necessary to use a filter with
Panchromatic Film, but an even greater
improvement in landscape and cloud photography is at once apparent when one is
used. This is because blue and violet light,

which
by the

is

responsible for haze,

filter.

Cine-Kodak

is

not passed

Except for portraiture, the
Filter

is

recommended

for

general use with Panchromatic Film.
filter

A

should not be used for portraiture.

Cine-Kodak Panchromatic Film
daylight loading, and

is

processed by the
reversal method. Duplicates can be obtained from originals.
is

Cine-Kodak Panchromatic Film

is

$7.50 per 100-foot roll, ^4.00 per 50-foot
roll. The Color Filter for the Cine-Kodak,

Model

^2.50; for the Model
?i-5o. A Special Front
to accommodate the Color Filter on such
B,

B,f.2.S

/'.

1.9, is

oi'./-^^-5,

J. 2- 5 niodels as do not have a projecting
ring in front of the lens is $ i .00.
The price of all Cine-Kodak Film includes processing by the reversal method

and returning to the sender at any point
in the country in which it was mailed.

Numerous Processing

Stations, located all

over the world, assure

manship and prompt

first

JVhcn you want
best possible movies

condition^

grade work-

service.

use

to

take the

under every

Cine-Kodak

Film — regular or panchromatic.
Its heritage assures its
pendability.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

Rochester,

New

de-

York
523
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COLOR DOUBLE EXPOSURE
Reporting
(4

M

UST we

them

shoot

An

"you know
this is the first real sunshine we've had
in weeks and I have set my heart on
that double exposure in Kodacolor."
"Well are you ready?"
"If you will just run downstairs to
the studio and bring up the tilt tripod,
I

pacified,

—

large reflector,

— you'll

find

it

and the distance
right on the table.

the

course,

of

car

must

be

backed out."

"Why

the car," he demanded, sud-

denly uneasy.
"After all I've said about trying to
get you into that golf-bag door in the
!"
roadster, do you mean to say

Now for a word of explanation. Our
golf-bag door opens at the side and disroomy and cavernous recess which, I was convinced,
would make an ideal background for a
closes an exceptionally

double exposure.
really

efficient

"cave"

1929

)

,

It was, in fact, a
camera
miniature

The

(see

Clinic

for

March,

the dark recesses of which

in

I was determined to photograph my unsuspecting spouse.
He, however, not
fully aware of the magic of double exposure, continued to grow apprehen-

sive.

"Get
snorted.

Amateur

Color Experiment

experiments pro-

age to know the correct place to start
exposing on the miniature figure, at
the same time admonishing my lifesized model to maintain his position
and appropriate expression.
"Are we through?" he enquired

contradiction

brightly,

Nella R. Galvin

lay?"'

prodding.
"But, dear,"

meter
Then,

By

to-

queried the Man of
the House, as he arose re
luctantly from the depths of the market page in response to my repeated

that

Interesting

MRS.

Editor's
CALVIN'S

ride

striking

the assertion that

Note

members

to

sex are not disposed to exercise me-

now

chanical

ingenuity
Her double and
exposures in black and white
have been achieved most ingeniously
uithout any special apparatus what-

ens, no!

triple

but

Her film. Triple X, is one of the
popular releases of the Club Film Library and illustrates her clever handling of multiple exposure. Seeking
neiv ivorlds to conquer, she has now
made an ingenious double exposure in
Kodacolor. ichich she describes belo'.v.
ever.

in the golf -bag

"No,

door?" he
I won't and

released.
I

snapped,

for

Your next

have a

/

Came

was

I

"Heav-

in a fine creative frenzy.

act won't be

much,

do!"

lot to

breathless

moments

the

in

while I removed
the film from the camera, re-wound
ran it to the
re-threaded
it
and
and
previously noted footage.
this
Luckily, lunch intervened at
juncture, so that I had the soothing

darkroom

(subtitle!)

effect of coffee

my

in

half

and cigarettes

me

to aid

next suggestion that the second
the

of

"double"

was ready

for

shooting.

wisdom was
preceding,

first

to dispose of the

"Diaphragm"

tance," and save the last

and

"D"

two

"D-is-

for Des-

So I retired quietly to set up
my scene, hoping that the intervening
time would prepare him for the genif
tle but firm ultimatum, "All ready
peration.

—

YOU

are."

The first exposure consisted of a
good medium shot of the car in direct
sunlight.
The subject approached and
bent down, plainly preparing to unlock

I

now had

the problem of blocking-

that part of the picture already

off all

exposed, that is, it was necessary to
mask every part of the picture except
the space occupied by the open golfThis space, being black,
bag door.
would be ready to receive another exposure and in order to have the motion
in the

two exposures correspond

made

a

number

of calculations

I

had

based

hand unlocking the door and withdrawing the golf-bag, towards and out

on the indications of the footage meter.
Since the small diaphragm ring which
accompanies each film fits snugly over
the back of the lens and into the
mount, it was impossible to mask the
lens from the rear. I knew that my in-

the

golf-bag

door.

Then followed a

close-up of head and shoulders and of
a

me

when

"Through!"

of the fair

of the left, lower corner of the picture.

set in

can't crawl in that

The subject then drew back

the correct size would call for the sub-

newspaper

right

ject

tively

therefore focused

it's all off!

place!" And the
enveloped its own once

more.

was sorely tempted to use Mr. Holslag's last "D" then and there, but I
remembered hat the better part of
I

I

524

to

the

edge of the picture, very attengazing at the open door with his
hand on its edge, leaving the dark area
of the recess all ready to be exposed
for the "double."

I

now noted my

foot-

order to provide a small figure of

to

be twenty-five feet distant.

my camera

I

and cut

very small slit in a piece of firm
black satin. This was to be my mask.

a

(Continued on page 538)

—
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Movie Camera

complete in

itself

with nothing
to

The Choice
Buyers
Wherever you may go

left

buy

of Discriminating

— Everywhere

— Europe, Asia, the
South America, the wilds
the Victor Cine-Camera proving
worth.
—you
jungles of

the boulevards of Paris

of Africa, or

will find

its

Discriminating buyers everywhere have selected the Victor Cine-Camera because of
refinements of operation,

its

smoothness of performance and the assurance which

it

its

many

gives of

securing dependable results.

Complete

in itself, the

Victor Cine-Camera combines every important feature, every practical

convenience, including normal-speed for normal action, half-speed for pictures in very poor
light

and ultra-speed for SLOW-motion.

Ask your

dealer for a demonstration. If

seen a Victor in operation,

it

you have never

will be a revelation.

Your Pictures
Best Advantage

Projects
to
To
a

project your motion pictures

Model

Its

3

brilliant illumination is

image

upon the screen

to best

advantage use

Victor Cine-Projector.

— the perfection of

an assurance of a

clear-cut, sharply defined

mechanism, rock-steadiness at all speeds
while the simplicity of its construction makes the Victor Cine-Projector
Furthermore, there is no need to worry about
a pleasure to operate.
irs

torn film, for this hazard has been completely overcome.

When

inquiring

about the Victor Cine-Camcra be sure to also get

complete information upon the Victor Cine-Projector.

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH
Main Office and F.aotory
Davenport, Iowa, U. S. A.

CO., Inc.

Branch Sales Office
242 West 55th St.. New York
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Equipment for Showing Kodacolor Movies
Fihuo Projector Lens
Assembly for Kodacolor
Special

new Filmo Projeaor

assembly

lens

finest values obtainable in the

center)
is designed for Filmo 57 Projectors
equipped with opening to accomi

left,

modate auxiliary condenser. Auxiliary condenser is inserted between
the regular 45- 50 condenser and the
lens, replacing dummy condenser
which plugs the opening when black
and white films are being shown.

Code PLABB. Mark

coupon.

fined optical system for Filmo 57 Projeaors. This system consists

of a special projector

lens

assembly (with Kodacolor filter and com-

pensating lens built-in) and an auxiliary condenser which directs
light rays

through the color

filter at

modate auxilian' condenser. Price
530.00. Code PLABA. Mark coupon.

Neiv

All

new

st)'le

Filmo 57 Projeaors have

accommodate the

them with

true brilliancy. Projeaion surface can be faced in for
while
proteaion
not in use. Pivot-

ing

ing feet fold flush for storing screen.
See prices below. Mark coupon.
Prices

on "BUB" North Screen
CODE
PRJCE

SIZE

12'xl6'
18'x24'
24'x52'
30' X 40'

SKODL

$15.00
21.00
27 50

SKODP

3900

SKODM
SKODO

the operator to get in the picture but
useful in taking movies of wild

life,

is

Earlier

Filmo 57

nominal cost to

condenser.

color film under license f

om

The finest mechanism available for

Koda-

Eastman Kodak Company.

— Equipped for Kodacolor
16

mm.

projection in black and white and color.
Fully equipped for Kodacolor projeaion.
additional units needed. In addition

No

to the regular lens for black and white ptojection, 57-G equipment includes the spe-

assembly for Kodacolor (right,
below I, the auxiliary condenser (center,
below) and the strong 45-50 regular condenser (left, below) as well as 250 Watt
cial lens

5 Ampere lamp. Variable Voltage Resistanceand Voltmeter. Filmo 5"'-G Projeaor

in case S275.00.

Code

FIPKA. Check

coupon.

The Dremophot Exposure Meter for Filmo

permits

especially

The new Dremophot is adaptable
it

vou

to use with both

Measures the

photographic intensity of the
light. Essential for getting bet-

from a dangerous location or from unusual angles.
Price with 10 feet of tubing $4.50. Code: CARWA.

iQ.^.j

ter

Kodacolor and black and

white pictures. Price $12.50.

Additional tubing, 10 foot lengths, with couplings,

CARWB.

Filmo 70 and 75. With

are definitely assured of correa exposure readings.

filming pictures

$1.50. Code:

films.

at the factor)' at

All Filmo Cameras and Projectors are adaptable for use of

Remote Control Jor Filmo 10
The new Filmo Remote Control not only

auxiliar)'

housing

condenser plugging the

opening when used for black and white

Filmo 57 -G Projector

powder, applied to l4-gauge sheet
aluminum base, gives high reflective
power to projeaed piaures. show-

a slot cut in the

dummy

for this auxiliar)' condenser, a

"BUB" KORTH Screens for Kodacolor
The ideal screen for Kodacolor proEqually fine for monojection.
chrome. Special metallic aluminum

an angle exaaly coinciding

with the one in which the pictures were taken.

models can be quickly machined
Filmo Projector lens assembly for
Kodacolor (left) is designed for
earlier model Filmo 57 Projectors,
not equipped with slot to accom-

projeaion of pictures taken

the Kodacolor process are achieved by the new, highly re-

above) includingthe

ileft,

auxiliary condenser

Price S35.00.

THE
by

CodeCADUT. Mark coupon.

Per

foot, in lengths of 20 feet or

more, 20c. Check coupon.

Pe rmanent Winding Keysfo r Filmo 70 and Eyemo Came ras

7^t<^ T'yy--''^ T^j/^MTiTi) (r^ffHTii ^^vy^<^ -rN^^^^^

p.

c

These new detachable winding keys, designed
for Filmo 70 and the Eyemo, can be left
on the camera permanently if desired. They
have a ratchet movement, are of rugged construction, and their neat design adds greatly
to the general appearance of the camera.
When operating camera, the key can be folded
flat against the side, completely out of the

August Filmo Library Releases
Auguft releases for home projection as listed here may he
purchased or rented from your Filmo dealer. Mark coupon.

THE RADIO BUG" A Cameo
Comedy on
fan.

the foibles of the radio
foot reel $35.00.

One 400

Code MUFJO.

•RARE BITS"

A vaudeville

of cu-

"Hodge-Podge." One400 foot
$35.00.

reel

Code MUFJB.

"NORTH OF NOWHERE.- A

way. Price $5.00. Code for Filmo:

Life Cartoon Comedy in Esquimo
land. One 400 foot reel $35.00.

Code

Unusual scenes from the
corners of the world One "1929 BATHING BEAUTY PAGEANT." A review of the prize win400fooireeI$35.00.CodeMU'FHX.
ning beauties at the Galveston Anriosities.

CARDW.

Eyemo: ESTHA. Check coupon.

EELL &

far

MERRY-GO-ROUND OF
ATRAVEL.'
A Lyman H. Howe

for

Code MUFJG.

nual Pageant. One 100 foot reel
$^.50. CodeMUFKE.

<lJ^<f/'^s>j)(tJ*<k'>^Z^:^^'l^''>^^<i^^*^f^^

Bell

&

Howell Co., Dept. H, 1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

111.

IMO'%'IE IM;%K.EBK9

Special lenses for Telephoto
AUGUST

month of

the amateurs'

is

./\. months for long distance and color
photography. The advent of the

and Kodacolor
Immediate Delivery Assured on
Special F 1.8 Speed Lens

new seven

speed Filmo 70-D Camera, placing

at

the

/or Kodacolor

owners' disposal three lenses instantly
ready for use, has

won

Present production of the
Hobson Cooke "Special" 1" F

for telephoto pho-

tography a host of new devotees, just as the
rapid interchangeability of lenses

on Filmo

provided owners of this equipment with

means of making every

distant shot
Completely a^stmbltd Special
1' Fl.Hlens, including Kodacolor and neutral density filtei

a "close-up."

70, similar lenses

shown

Filmo

(except the 6") being
75. Four

for semi-telephoto

normal

work and

one
is

With a formula especially correaed for
Kodacolor photography, this new lens permits the amateur to take full advantage of the
newest and most interesting of photo-

— Special l" F 1.8 T-H. C. Lens for Kodacolor, for Filmo 70.

Price $60.00. Same, for Filmo 75, Code GLIKB.
Same, Special l"F 1.8 Lens, for Filmo 70, including
Kodacolor Filters, complete. CodelDPKB PriceS82.50.
Same, for Filmo 75. CodeGLIKA. Price S85. 00.

Code IDPKA.

is

Price, $62.50.

the other for

Illustrated at the left

shots.

Prices

of the lenses

are for long distance work,

Taylor-

speed lens

graphic arts. Results are achieved with this
Special 1 " F 1 .8 lens that cannot be obtained
with lenses designed primarily for black and white work. Yet, with the
filters for Kodacolor removed, this lens cannot be surpassed for black
and white photography.

below are six of the excellent
Taylor-Hobson Cooke lenses for Filmo
Illustrated

available for

.8

item. Place your order today or check coupon.

75 and other Filmo 70 models has long

the

new
1

Kodacolor in relatively large quantities
assures immediate delivery of this popular
for

a

graphic example of the work telephoto
lenses can

An

example of

the

do

for you.

actual

results

of telephotog-

Figure No. 1 (above) uas taken uilh
regular one inch lens, fgurt No. 2 with two inch
lens, figure No. 3 with four inch telephoto lens and
figure No. 4 with six inch telephoto lens
raphy.

6' Telephoto

MOTFAmber Filters for Filmo
Filmo amber glass color

70

filters partially

ultra violet rays in beach, water,

i

the Taylor-Hobson

Cooke 6"F

5.5 lens (4X).

Check coupon.

HOWELL

New York, Hollywood, London {B.&H.

70-D. deduct S5.00 from list prices of
This deduaion is for omission of
Filmo 70-D.

>ver.

COUPON

sharper pictures result. With the glass located in the
extreme rear of the mount, distortion due to air space
between glass and camera lens is prevented. Filter
screws nto the regular lens in place of sunshade. Filters are available for lenses
for both Filmo 70 and 75 cameras. Prices range from $2.50 for the filter
for the Taylor-Hobson Cooke l"and 20 mm. F3.5 lens (2X) to $5.00 for
filter for

)

'^vY^'^^fr^»^»<;'^(r^»«yr5(rs'"»«^»^^iT''^^^»!'^(r><^<>^(:

absorb excessive

and cloud scenes, elimi-

nating the haze characteristic to such exposures. Clearer,

the

If lens is for use

ready built into

and 75

Co., Ltd.) Established

Bell & Howell Co., Dept. H, 1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,
Please send me full information on:

n Filmo Projectors and Projection Equipment for Kodacolor
n "Bub" North Screens n T-H. C. "Special" 1 " F 1.8 Lens for
Kodacolor D Telephoto Lenses D Color Filters D Remote
Control n Filmo Winding Key D Eyemo Winding Key
n Dremophot Q August Library Releases.
Name.-

..

Addtress

City

1907

111.

Stau

->i.^^^f>t'>i^'i^i^<f)':>^(i^^^ti»':ii^^ZJ^<l^^

^a^'Ol'ST
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HOPE SPRINGS ETERNAL
May Not Run

The Course Of True Love

By Epes

CAST
An

Ethel
Charles
Pete

A dude

Bill

.

A

Cowboys,

Rancher.

Dude

R.^NCH Guests, Ad Lib.

ground with sign. Beware of dog
and gun. Fade.
Scene 5: Fade up Scene 3 again. Pete
cheers up.

Scene

CowFront of dude ranch.
boys on with horses. Guests coming

Scene

Sargent

eastern girl

Also effete
ranch cowboy
Another

.

W.

Smoothly

1:

6:

Picks
dled
I

.

Rises.

The

Exits smiling.

Pete enters.
already sadRides out of scene.

out

his

corral.

horse

(

— But

Scene 14: Same as Scene 8. Pete rides
through but in reverse direction.
Scene 15: Stream or water hole. Pete
rides in.
Dismounts.
Lays down
roses and goes to water.
Scene 16: Close shot of Pete at water,
bathing flesh wound on right arm
He bandages with handkerchief,
using

his

Rolls

down

teeth

Ethel

out

last.

mounts and rides
out.

Scene 18:
Scene

Charles.

a

kids

"He

in

lion

I'd

with

my

enters.

kick

"Pete,

I

simply

MUST

have some roses for the dance tonight."
Back to scene: Pete scratches head.
Bill speaks up.
Spoken title: "There ain't no roses this
side o' Cheyenne."
to scene: Ethel looks terribly dis-

Passes out of scene with
Pete sits on steps.
Fade

down.
Scene 4: Fade up ranch house, not the
same as above. Roses in the fore528

RIGHT ARM

the

Ethel says.
title:

Throws
on

gun. Going to shoot

PETE AT W.4TER, BATHING WOUND ON

Bill

Pete rides
Scene 7: Road or trail.
through in a hurry.
Scene 8: Another mad scene. Repeat
above.

Pete
Another road scene.
Dismounts.
Ties
horse and steals out of scene.
Scene 10: Same garden as Scene 4.
Pete steals in. Gathers roses.
Scene 11: Same, but closer to ranch
Rancher runs out with gun.
house.
Shoots at Pete (out of range of camRuns toward camera.
era
Scene 12: Back to Scene 10. Pete running out of scene. Rancher running
toward camera.
Scene 13: Back to Scene 9. Pete runs
Mounts and out. Rancher runs
in.

Scene 9:
rides

I

in.

into scene.

.

Fires after Pete.

self in head.

Looks

"

All kid Pete.

Charles.

drag-

ground.
Kicks them. Pulls
roses

and gets

Pete

tressed.

Exits

roses

ranch house. Pete

"Love Groivs On What It
Feeds Upon."
Scene 3: Steps of ranch, same as Scene
1.
Pete on steps watching for Ethel.
She enters with Charles. Smiles on
Pete, who
fumbles his sombrero.

Back

Scene: Pete
Glares at

HER.
wanted

Sub-title:

Spoken

am
blue

PAY me

scene:

pants.

I

ging in the dust.
Scene 20: Spot near

she

to

in.

Charles.

bare hands."

Back

to

with

Bill,

title:

it

of

sotne

dress tonight."

all

mountain

bring

"It's

Mr. Sey-

but

found
violets
and
wearing
my

Pete
them,

if

Says,

good

mour

liorse.

to

to

title:

awfully

Ethel.

helping

Say,

Proudly

She smiles

sweetly.

Spoken
you,

sitting

with
Pete

roses

Ethel.

Back

wanted
for

in.

offers

mount-

Spoken

steps

dashes

rides

after

Ethel

1.

on

of

looks

as

Pete

rides through.

others.

saying to

Same
7.

Scene 19:
Ranch
house as in Scene

Charles offers Pete
a tip. Pete waves
him away. Charles

ing

to

Pete

field.

come

smile.

follows

Back

17:

Ethel

Scene 2: Closer shot
Charles
of
Pete,
Pete
and Ethel.
kneels and tightens Ethel's spur
strap.
She puts
foot on knee. Pete
rises. Ethel thanks

Comedy

knot.

the

Rises.

larger

responds.

after

make

Scene

speaks to Charles.
Points to shoe. He
looks. Calls. Pete

him with a
Mounts and

to

sleeve.

from liouse and
mounting. Charles

and

Runs

It

toward house. Sudden interest.
Scene 21: Same as Scene 19. Stage is
Three pretty girls alight. Cowin.
boys unload baggage. Evidently new
arrivals.

Scene 22: Back to Scene 20. Pete picks
up roses. Dusts them off. Hurries
out of scene.

Scene 23: Back

Hands

ters.

to

Scene

21. Pete en-

roses to prettiest

girl.

She is surprised and pleased. Thanks
him with a radiant smile. Exits into
iiouse.

Pete looks after her with a
It's beginning all over

fatuous smile.
aaaui.

Finis

NOTE:

This can be worked up on a
ranch location or anywhere that can be

Use all the cowboys
to serve.
and guests you can command but keep

made

(Continued on page 540)
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KODACOLOR
f/iovies in

tu II colof^

Reproduces Summer's

Colors

Accurately

-HE more

familiar

you are with the actual

colors

of your subjects, the greater will be your satisfaction

when you

screen

—

amazing

for

see your pictures in full color on the
Kodacolor reproduces color with

fidelity.
The Library Kodascope

Even the softest, most fleeting flesh tones caught
in portrait close-ups are

reproduced

in

transluceyit screen or on

projects Kodacolor on its
a regular Kodacolor S( •-een.

Kodacolor

with unbelievable beauty and almost living likeness.

Kodacolor has no color limitations.
Blues, greens, yellows, reds,

and

all

It

captures every visible color of the spectrum.

their combinations are

shown on vour screen

when you make your movies.
Cine-Kodak, Model B or BB,/. .9, a Kodacolor

in the

actual colors that you see

You simply

use

i

Film when makina; Kodacolor.

Ask

ii

It's as

Filter

and Kodacolor

easv as makintj nrdinar\' black and \\hire movies.

Ciiic-Kodak l^culcr for

,/

l)c/i/oiisf ration

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

Rochester, N. Y.
52<)

.
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Picture

Cameras
Projectors

A

Grandpa

cAsk

Question

this
Here

is the most moderately priced
16 mm. Home Movie Camera you've
ever seen.

And its results are out of all proportion
to the price

pictures

— for —

it

takes quality

— sharp and clear and clean.
— sturdy and rugged

Simple to operate
Fully automatic.

The S39.50

it

simple, efficient DeVry
Projector for 16 mm. home
movies available at S^37.50.

"Grandpa, where are the moving pictures you

me when

made

of

— he

can truthfully say that there are none,

was

I

a

baby?"

home movies were

because

not available

when

costs yields big divi-

dends in pleasure and enjoyment.

Ash Your Dealer

you were

a child.

But when jour children
ask

jo«

that question

— and

their children

— no excuse will

For home movies are today available
one

—

— and

mighty moderate cost

at a

entirely apart

—

go.

to every-

—

from todays fun

— they

constitute family records of untold value in the

tomorrows

to come.

"Sw

Yoursvlf as Olhvrs Sec t'ou"

QRI§»-DeVRY

CORPORATION

Eslablisheil 19(10

DcVry Pocket

Still

Camera

$22.50

40 pictures at one loading

530

Dept. E-8, 333 North Michigan Avenue
San Francisco
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

New York

IMO'A'IE IMy%K.EICS

hrilliaiit

screen

Agfa 16

cine film

"/».

aU^weather
The
famous

ali-ptBrposc

slogan "all-weather," as applied to
film,

Agfa world-

means much more than mere coined

sales

film in your movie camera

you

are not

picture-taking conditions, but can
sunny,
really get excellent results in all kinds of weather

dependent upon

ideal

—

cloudy, rainv, and also earlier and later in the day.

Exclusive qualities in Agfa film are responsible for
its

amazing adaptability

this

to

all

safely rely for brilliant screen

conditions, making
which you can always

light

finely-balanced film one on

Adaptability to all conditions of amateur movie-makan outstanding feature of this sure film. Its latitude
amazingly wide, safeguarding results when exposures are

ing
is

talk.

With Agfa

is

not perfectly timed.
In projection, Agfa film shows the utmost life, tone,
and naturalness telephotos, long-shots, close-ups, interiors, and home-made titles all having a beautiful smoothThere is no
ness with everything clear-cut and distinct.

—

falling-away in long-shots.

re-

sults.

Ask your dealer about Agfa. He
meets many movie-camer.i operators and will be gl.id to tell you
about their enthusiasm for Agfa,
the all-weather film.

resiiiilts

^6.00 per 100

ft.

Soft brilliance with translucent shadows is a point
of strong appeal always evident in
the screen projection of Agfa Film.
This means not only more pleasing

roll (daylight-loading)

of

average

subjects,

but

Including free processing

pictures

and return transportation

excellent rendering of difficult suband faithful reproduction of
jects

UNITED STATES FINISHING STATIONS
Agfa Ansco Corp'n, 29 Charles St., Binghamton
Agfa Ansco Corp'n, 205 W. Wackcr Dr. Chicago
Agfa Ansco Co-p'n, 223 W. 3d St., L.-S Angeles

—

cloud effects and delicate

details.

,

AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION
niXGHAMTOX,

N. Y
531

^1
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AN ART TITLE BACKGROUND FOR AIR

The Photograph Is From The CollecCharles J. Belden of Pitchfork. Wyobv Consolidated Film Industries,

FILMS.
of

tion

Titled

minS.

MODERNISTIC MOVIE

MAKING

THE

(Continued from page 505)
use but

set-up to

The

often requires an expensive

it

work

flash

September

well.

back

to

an object wiiich one

would not ordinarily connect with the
scene is often very cleverly done in foreign films. An example of this would
be to flash back, after showing someone
engaged in a monotonous task, to a
scene in which a machine was doing a

PHOTOPLAY

similar thing in a relentless mechanical
fashion.
in this

The drawing of comparisons
way intensifies the effect of the

scene.

first

hope some day to see a purely abhave accomI
stract motion picture.
I

plished abstraction in

any

a picture

is

subject

sounds

This

composed entirely of beams of
moving in different directions
idea

of

what

The closeups
things

that

of

are

true

an
is.

often

is

If

a

one likes these

it

but a short step to the appreciation

making them

lies in

The

difficulty in

and require arranging the light into
different shapes and intensities.
Half
the time you cannot anticipate what
the final results will be.
this

of William

Haines

Tragic Mansions

of

Hollywood

How

Clara

Bow Manages Her Home
and

the fact that they

are achieved entirely by optical means

in

Life Story

in

in

of true abstractions.

The

other

included

modern movies are abstractions
modified form.

Hollywood

and

abstraction

machinery and
so

of

light

have

you

compositions,

The Racketeers

made without

matter.

strange and so is the resultant picture.
If you can conceive of a motion picture

forming

of the Features:

photograpliy

still

have not as yet attempted it in
This is one of the must
cine work.
A pure
difficult feats in photography.
but

abstraction

Some

A

still I

made

PHOTOPLAY'S

Always Interesting

Amateur Movie Department

manner took me about three

hours to get focused.

No

doubt some cinematographers
one or more of the effects I
have mentioned, or have tried them in
the past.
There is reason to believe
that amateur experimentation along
will try

these

lines

will

result

in

interesting

some of which may fundamentally affect development of the art
of the cinema.
discoveries,

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
750 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
53S
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SCHNEIDER
MATCHED LENS SET

HELPING HANDS
(Continued jrom

dumb.

page 507)

is

Then

her script.

back

these dupes

come

own

refer-

to the assistant for his

ence, supplying a double check.
plots should be worked
Mrs. Brown's dining room is to
be used, the room should be plotted
and those sections to be included in the
range of the camera marked in. having

The scene

out.

If

due regard

The

camera placement.

for the

found and submitted

are

exteriors

the

for

locations

to the director for

his final choice.

Next the working
generally

plot

is

consultation

in

Crowd scenes

director.

made

oul.

with

the

made

are best

on Saturday and Sunday. Bits calling
for only two or three players should
be planned for other times when they

plete with

to

filters

5

fit

each lens,

not eat

will
It

best

is

llrile

For Delaih And Unit Prices

.4?e,il

136 Liberty

lor

V.

St.

S.

and

Canada

New York

City

up valuable free periods.
clean up all sets in a

but

used,

to

principal?

few players. Calls are issued in accordance with this scheme.
\^hen the time comes, the assistant
checks up the players as they report
and if necessary goes after delinquents,
either in a car or by telephone, as raav
seem necessary. Costumes are checked
up with the players and the properties
checked with Props. When all is in
readiness, the

Summer Svms and
Summer Fun

the

call

small scenes using only a

for

earlier

$175.00

to

borrowed home at one time, if possible,
so make it on a week-end if the crowd
is

finder lenses and leather case.

command

is

turned over

to the director.

On

interior sets the assistant should

help the property man make the preliminary arrangements in accordance
with his scene plot and leave the final

offer ideal opportunities for

touches

making Kodacolor movies

called

to

director.

the

Often he

is

project the

upon to go on with the crowd
When
to direct them within the set.
occupied, he stands by the
so
not

J-^ Cine-Kodak movies you've made
summer, how big a thrill will
thev give you? That depends on
how realistic they are.

director ready to do whatever told,
from helping the leading lady button
her shoe to taking some player's place

IVTXT faU when you
this

If the beach, the tanned complexions, the gaily colored costumes,
flash before you in their natural

hues,

more

life itself
realistic.

could hardly be

Surely you'd like to

within the set while the latter stands
back to see how it should be done.
all he should not be
should not feel that his
position gives him the right to haze
He should aim to
his fellow workers.

with

.\nd

know more

it

He

officious.

about Kodacolor; to learn how
easily full color movies can be
made; how faithfully they record
each tone and shade. IVow is the
time to investigate — and either of
our stores is the place. Whether

keep the players in good humor.

may become

"bossy"' assistant

a

be treasured.

your photographic problems.
Inquire about our budget buying
plan for Cine-Kodak outfits.

director's right hand, the script

Inc.

The Kodak Corner— Madison at 45th
233 West 23rd. near 7th Ave.
New York City

the

If

is

girl

is

selected

man may
perience
right

sort

for

director

left.

to

this

the

is

clerk

Generally a
position.

.\

be employed but long exhas demonstrated that the
of

girl

is

far

more apt

on the job and a good
about twice as reliable as a
equal competence.
stick

A

to

girl

is

man

of

She should be neither beautiful nor
534

to

The

ideal

and

painstaking,

acting.

methodical

mind

girl

her, to

quiet,

is

with

a

and the heaven-born
gift of silence. She should be made to
realize that she is important and that
this importance carries its responsifor

detail

Make

bilities.

pointment

her

her ap-

that

feel

a distinction.

is

She is the book-keeper of the outfit
and the check-up. She holds the script
on the scene and should be early provided with a carbon of the story in
work. There are two systems of han-

The

dling the script.

better

to as-

is

semble the sheets by sets and locations
rather than in their numerical order.
If scenes 1, 7, 13 and 24 are all in
one sequence these should be found
together rather than in their numerical
position.
In the other system the
sheets are placed numerically.

former system
plan to letter

is

used,

each

set

or

the

If

good

a

is

it

location.

Then make a numerical index which
will show that scene 1 is letter A,
scene 2 is B and so on. But all subsequent scenes in the

A

set will

also

A. At the top of each
sheet (and each sheet should contain
only one scene, no matter how brief
be

lettered

I

enters,

" and
"from number
At the bottom she
and adds the
"to number

figure

of

she writes

in.

fills in the figure.

"

the

next

scene

for

con-

venience in locating the follow scenes.
If the sheets are kept in numerical
order, the entries give the

the scene

last

played

in

number
that

of

setting

to be played with
scene so marked at the top
the last similarly designated at

and the scene next
the

first

and

the bottom.

Now

she will know, with-

out having to check up, that scene 16
is the
to be played in that set,
the action going on to scene 20.
Scene 20 refers to the next use of

first

the set in 22.

It

and the entry

at

sheet tells her the
that

the bottom.

set.

takes her on to 24
the

bottom of that
is cleaned up

work

for the sheet bears "last"

in
at

She also enters on the sheet the perSome directors add
the costume details, which the girl

sons in the scene.

checks up.
\^ hen she comes on a set or location
she goes to her chair provided beside

that

assistant

ambidextrous

his

A

mill-

around the director's neck.
quietly efficient man is something

stone

you're a regular customer or simply
seeking information, our salesmen
are always ready to help you solve

Eastman Kodak Stores,
TWO STORES

too good looking she

is

draw the men about

the detriment of the direction, or aspire
the script clerk will enter the details
(in

Three separate high speed lenses
No interup to 4 inch focus.
changing of cells necessary. Com-

she

If

apt to

of

the

director,

takes

her

seat

and stays there. The girl who runs
around to chat with her friends is as
useful to the director as a buttonhook
with a pair of lace shoes. She should
be on the job all of the time, for she
She opens her
is frequently consulted.
book to the scene to be played and
notes the layout of the
tion

the

set.

the loca-

of doors and windows, whether
windows are full panes or smaller

squares, whether the doors open into

IHO^^aC

IHy%.K£.EKC9
The

the set or swing out.

script tells

her that the next numbered scene is
to be played in a certain number or
there

If

letter.

an

is

from the

exit

scene, she turns to the number,

if

the

numerical order, or to the
letter, and notes whether any character
exists from the scene to be played
directly into the next, thus checking
up. Suppose that the next higher number has already been played and it
develops that in this scene tlie player
entered from a door opening into the
room. The door in the current set
must then open outward in order to
match up. If it does not, she calls
script

is

in

the director's attention to the discrepancy. If the follow scene has not yet

been played, she notes on that sheet
whether the door there should swini;
in or out. If there is no immediate
she

connection,

concerned.

not

is

Similarly she looks up the preceding
scene to see if there is immediate con-

She goes over

all

the scenes

the set or location the

same way,

nection.
in

ZEISS CINE LENSES
lead tke ^%vorld. ^

doing this while the set-up is being
made and the scene rehearsed, so as
to be ready to note the action when it
anything that nullifies an earlier played action.
there is, she quietly calls the
If
director's attention to the fact. Please
to

see

if

there

the

connecting scene,

if

there

is

one.

F2.7

and

FOR STANDARD and
CARL

F3.5,

ZEISS, INC., 485 FIFTH AVE.,

16

NEW

TELE-TESSAR

F6.3

SUN-SHADES

FILTERS

MM

MOVIE CAMERAS

YORK. 728 SO. HILL

ST.,

LOS ANGELES

wear

it

in

18

if

that

Only

a

Tripod Will Steady the

Are you impressed with
on the screen

at

professional

the

mounted upon a

Home Movie Camera

the rock-steadiness of the pictures

your favorite theatre?

Do you

realize that

cameras which take those pictures are

TRIPOD?

steadiness in your movies

You,

too,

can enjoy that rock-

by using

Kino-Pano-Tilt and Tripod

In

a pursuit, for example, a character
should not wear a hat only in every
other scene. If he loses his hat it stays
lost.
That's up to the clerk. If he
wears a hat in 19 and 20, he should

scene con-

and Kino-Projector Plates
Owners

of

KINO-PANO-TILT

and

TRIPOD

can have

the best projector stand available at an extremely low cost,

nects.

All alterations in costuming should
likewise be noted.

one

If a
scene

man

lights

by using

KINO-PROJECTOR PLATES.

a

he probably
should have it in the next. And the
costumes should be very carefullv
watched. Twenty years ago more than
one play had a character change essen
cigarette

TESSAR

"quietly."

Anything brought into the scene and
left should be noted.
Anything acquired should be entered in the next

also

F1.4,

FINDERS

is

Nothing is more
irritating than to have a shrill voice
pipe up, "Oh, Mr. Jones, Miss Smith
can't have that bag, because she left
it
on the table in the other room.'"
That makes the director look careless
in the eyes of the troupe and half a
dozen such interludes will batter his
authority. It is precisely to keep the
director from letting little things make
him ridiculous that a script clerk is
employed.
note

BIOTAR

She also observes the rehearsal

starts.

in

costume by the mere act of
through a doorway. In one
old play a maid wore an apron in the
dining room but each time she passed
into the kitchen the apron disappeared.
In another production a light dress
alternated with a dark one as the action shuttled back and forth between

y'our Dealer Will Gladly Demonstrate

INI

tial bits of

passing

THE THALHAMMER CORPORATION
12.^

109 N.

SOUTH FREMONT AVE.. LOS ANGELES
AVE.. CHICAGO 6-8 E. 46th ST., NEW YORK

WABASH

535

;%u«±ajST
two rooms. Wc didn'l worry much
about such little things in those early
days but today a producer, professional
or amateur, must be careful, for spec-

and

handkerchiefs

even

may

be as important as hats and coats.
should be noted. Someone must
remember when adjacent scenes are
All

played,
apart,

she checks up on the
She should have a list of all
scenes by number and location in the

Q.R.S., Filnio, DeVry, Duograpli,
Kodascope (c) and other
16 mm. Projectors

TAT

BIG

..-4"

have clear aperture of 20 mm.)

focal lengths 2" to 4"

(All sizes—clear aperture 26

AUDITORIUM—

mm.)

focal lengths 2'

(All sizes— clear aperture 32

2"

to 6"

especially

designed for use in Schools, Large Halls,
Auditoriums, Theatres, etc.

T
Literature on Request

CRAF LEXS
No.

Ave.
ILL.

Automatic Superspeed Movie Camera
operates at eight times normal only.
Regular price $255.00 without

Filnlo

— sliKlilly shopwoi
Offered for only $170.00
ninililiiin

^laii

At the end of each scene she should

from the cameraman just
what the footage of the scene has been
and enter this in the proper place,
which is on the list of scenes just menAt the end of the day she
tioned.

their footage

to

the

of all scenes

and the

director

a

made with

and 7 shows the exterior of
same house. In 6 the window had
full panes and the curtain was halfway
down. She enters these facts on scene
7 to avoid having the heroine come to
the

window

to

speak

to the hero as

Calif.

he

passes and appear at a diamond paned
window with lace curtains and no
shade. Thus all is down in black and

when scene 7 is made
is made ahead of 6, then

7

ess

is

later on.

the proc-

reversed.

When

the developed film comes in,
assistant or the cutter

she helps the

make
the

the rough assembly from which
will cut the completed

director

This merely consists of getting the scenes in their proper order
footage
regard for excess
without
above or below the vital action. And
when the director does the editing she
I)ictiire.

^Volion piitnre films deteiiorate!

^Inke

tlieir existence

PERM/VNENT
bii

ustn>]

TEITEL'S
NEWUFE'MCTHOO
prevents fHms from becoming

-jhrlnUngcurlingqiues greater clarittj

brittle

and

of image.

TEITELS'SCRAKH

PROOF>iCTHOD
renders film emulsion so
iou^ii thai ord'narij

vise-

cinnol scratch or mar the
film during it's life, Iniunn^
beiier

permanent irars-

parenci/ Oil or other foreign
matter cannot penct'ite theemulsion cfa treated film

AlBERTTEIfELCO.
FILKI
105 WEST

40

CXPCHVt

St.

NtW YORK

'hour dealer will tell ijou
Utie benefits of the ......

TEITEL METHODS
536

group of amateurs in New
York, under the name. Eccentric
Films, has embarked on the production
of a two reel film called, ff hat's Wrong
Now?, from a story by Lajos N. Egri,

Hungarian playright, whose expressiondrama, Rapid Transit, was pj'oduced last season at the Provincetown
istic

Playhouse.

The

stands by with the book to give him
any information he may ask for.

no joke doing all this hard work,
or no glory, so if you get
a good clerk do your best to keep
her. You can't do your best work if
It's

with

little

you are burdened with petty details,
so select good helpers and keep them
contented with their jobs.

story

is

being adapted for the
by Herman G.

screen and scenarized

Weinberg.

Direction and scenic con-

struction will be in the hands of Rob-

van Rosen, scenic designer for the
Provincetown Players and the New
Photography
Theater.
Playwright's
will be under the supervision of Merle
experimental
film.
whose
Johnson,
ert

Knee Deep in Love, was exhibited
New York some seasons ago.

in

There

will be no titles in the film. It
be an attempt to project realism
through the medium of grotesque fantasy, the story being a satirical account
is

to

hero worship and judicial methods
America. All sets are to be built
for the film since no realistic sets or
locations are to be used.
of

total footage.

Then she takes her book and checks
Perhaps scene 6 was made in an
uj).

If

Fraiiciseo

over

turn

memorandum

white

HIRSCH & KAYE
239 Grant Ave.,

number and

spot has been done.

the

A PICK UP
i.Ncu

this

interior

CO.

IXIichifian

CHICAGO.

rings

she

before a move is made from any spot
she must be sure that all work in that

should

mm.)

The Auditorium Lenses have been

33.3

After each scene

her book.

of

made

ascertain

in focal lengths 'i" to 4"

BERTHA—

front
is

for

(U

addition

In

page 521)

Expressionism.

scenes.

Ppojeetioii Ileuses

STANDARD

perhaps two or three weeks
and it is the clerk's job to re-

meiiil)er for the entire troupe.

GRAF

AMATEUR CLUBS
(Continued jrorn

ANE'W

tators are critical.

Neckties

m^w

in

Preparing Plot.

A

SCENARIO

Club

of Springfield,

committee
composed ol H. K. Haas, Mrs. H. K.
Haas, Louis Hey and J. A. Heintz has
been appointed by the Movie Makers
III.,

to

work out the

plot of the club's first photoplay.

Pro-

grams, including the clinical screening
of members' films, are regularly held
by the Springfield amateurs.
A late
meeting featured the screening of Slim
Doolittle, The Lighthouse Keeper.

Toledo Contest.

THE

amateur movie contest of tlie
Toledo Cinema Club opened July 1
September 1. Full cooperation of newspapers has been obtained
and many entries are expected. Some
excellent work from Toledo amateurs
has been screened in the office of the
Amateur Cinema League and fine results can be expected from the contest.
All League members are urged
to submit films.
Plans for the production of a photoplay based upon
the experiences of a news reporter are
going forward and the scenario has
been written, skillfully weaving a romantic tale into a complete picture of
the production of a city daily news-

and

will close

paper.

Rushes.

AT

Waco, Texas, the Heart of
Texas Cinema Club, is reorganizing under the guidance of Robert W.
Kelly, Jr., and Franklin H. Bannister.
A new constitution has been written

/

lO-^'lE IMvm.K^EKC9
and the chief aim of the club is to be
A
the filming of amateur photoplays.
production schedule is to be announced
soon.

^T

Jack London, president of the

mingham Amateur Movie

Bir-

Association,

^^

reports progress in that club's current
production, a picture illustrating the

A

values of Boy Scout training.

truck

OnlyTHVL^teLl!

moving camera
The Birmingham Photograshots.
phers' Club, an organization of still
cameramen, recently held a movie
night featuring A Trip Through Filmland, illustrating the manufacture of
been

has

built

motion picture

for

Movies without
complete.

W. Shorney

to see

a

—

—

Narroiv Paths, proPictures,

not

for attractive titles
largest film laboratories
made hy expert artists at very low prices.
rr[ntpd Titles (15 mm.) up to 8 words Z.V each
Extra words 3c
50e each
lliiiid lettered Titles up to 12 words
K«tra words .ie
Art Titles llandli-ttered up to 12 words SL.TO each
Kxlra words .5c

films.

Markard

are

titles

sending their vacation films to the Personal
Service Department of Consolidated World's

^T In Toronto, Canada, amateurs gather
in August under the leadership of F.

duction of

descriptive

Thousands of amateur movie makers are

New

York City amateur group. The meeting v^ill initiate a Toronto amateur

HOUR SERVICE

48

movie club.

^

Preparations have been made by
Greylock, a summer camp in
Becket, Mass., for the production of a

Camp

film story illustrating

camp

be

Camp

film,

to

entitled

life.

The

iriTh,Uii.k^H.»Mii:.il.'i.liw;iia!!M
•'%^'

Greylock,

'

the story of the rivalry and sportsmanship of two boys.
tells

Personiil Servict'

1776

Club Film Library.

A

REVERSE

motion,

M—^-M-fc T~l T"!
trick

tricks

accessories.

made entirely without
The cameraman takes

part in the well-planned action.
is

H

film

running 150 ft., 16 mm., produced by S. Jack Solomon, League
member, is this month's addition to the
Club Film Library. The film amply
demonstrates some of the simplest

camera

BROADWAY

r^

IH

Bank

Bidg.

NEW YOKK

:

"END"

in touch u-ith your local dealer for the
uith
title trailer which ive supply

Get

fi

FREE

each

order you send us through him.

^
National
City

Department
:

:

:

Grand Central

Hotels

Station

Jiltmore and

—

Roosevelt

Hotel

Chrysler

Commodore

Building

Thi-
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42
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AMATEURS
London, Apex Motion Pictures,
an amateur group, is filming a
drama. Shadows of Limehouse. and has
obtained permission from authorities

IN
to

make scenes on

the public streets.

Production work has also commenced
on The Rut, a tale of a henpecked husband. Some sequences have been shot
on top of a London tram in motion.
Tlie film is to be synchronized witli

and is directed by Leslie Wood
and photographed by Lupin Wolfe.
Recent programs of the Amateur
Cinematographers' Association include
screening The Death Ray, produced by
the Manchester Film Society. Londoning.
filmed
by Messrs. Brice and
Harteley of the A. C. A., and Flight.
produced by R. A. Fairhorne.
nuisic

The A. C. A. nati(mal convention
plans are going forward and a national competition, to be staged at the convention, has been announced.
tions will be held

Compe-

under the heads of

scenic, travelogue, topical, color

film>.

A most unusual motion picture store
at a most accessible location

OilleHe
Camera Sfores Inc.
7425
Park Ave. at 41st

St.

NEW YORK

Caledonia

CITY
537

—
;%C:CK
trick reels, miniature

synchronized films,

work, animatiun,

tographs and portraits.
try fee will be charged

and prizes

will

and still phoA nominal en-

titles

all

of

consist

competitors

commemo-

Amateur Films, the
monthly publication of the London orplaques.

rative

shows

ganization,

SUNLIGHT

the

ANY TIME YOl

-^-ANT IT!

and

—

at

take beautiiul nlm?
risht i» your m.'« home—3.nA

You can

linie
5-ou can take them any
you riant to with Fotolite!

—

—

Fotolite ^with its nra- rejiec,or yi»«*-DO« has even
greatrr superiority in lignt
And Fotolite is so
fonfr.
compact, so simple, so easy
in
to use. I; can be plugged
on any electric light socket
ready' for use in an instant
demfor
a
Ask your dealer

phers"

Arrangeits first major effort.
ments have been made for the members of the Sheffield club to be conveyed to Manchester where the Manchester Film Society is working on a
the Zoological Gardens.
picture in
Filming opportunity will be open to
ture,

both clubs.

COLOR DOUBLE
EXPOSLkE

onstration today!

So. 10

—

SOO-w

(for
— Single
5

>-o.

X(i.

—D

o

(no
$12.0»

n h

1

e

(no

iiO.W

bDlb)

TESTRITE IXSTRr:>IKM
lOS E. 16th Street,

CO.

>>« York

FOTOLITE
('TP.RENT EXPF.NIIKD

Light

:\I.isr

from

exposure-meter,
ferred by

many

.is pre-

for its

coqrv^ient use andconsisteitt results. Priced at
S222 with case, at- your
dealer or diiect. postage

from G. M. Milner,
Box3232, SanFrancisco

paid,
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had previously estimated the size of
the film image desired and now cut the
mask opening t;> correspond. I placed
the dull side of the satin toward the
lens and secured the whole in position
bv means of rubber bands over the
lens barrel, taking extreme care not to
spread the opening out of shape. The

Hieh

Liclit?

irum

tin-

at Los Aneeles
Both dor and ni^ht parades
?35 prepaid.
4(iO-I"t.
16 MM.

543 S.

I.
H. ANDREWS
HILL ... LOS .YNGELES.

n

Mhw<rKD

inlto»hiD»-F»^ StOT«-

<

fc

ani naoy »lbw «Kicis,]cisHiKn>iy

GEORGE H. SCHEIBE
PHOTO-KIUTEK SPKCI.M.IS'

The
the negative.
this
is
printed positive from this negative appears as in Figure Four. A black spot
with two white ones represents the red

member

green and white as clear and the red
black. Let us now project this film, remembering that these two frames are
repeated for a considerable length of
film.

As frame number one
hind the red

filter,

is

we have

shown

be-

the green

since I needed mostly green for
the color of the subject's suit and since
the image would be very small, I had

the green and white spots projected as
green spots and the red is blocked.
In the rapid succession of red and

planned the mask so that the resultant
image would be green with a slight admixture of the other colors.
The minute details of accurate measurement, calculation and dogged determination are well known to all workers
in

double exposure, so

all that to

posed

in

auxiliary

I will

pass over

the final "set." The subject,
the sunlight, aided with an
reflector, was carefully re-

green, the two central spots which reboth colors appear to us as

ceive

white, or both colors synthesized, while
the red and green being blocked to the

opposite colors and open only to their

own. give us the colors, respectively,
of green and red. Intermediate colors
are formed by variable combinations
of the two basic series.

The

writer

had the pleasure of

see-

swing his golf club although he might move hands and face

ing a demonstration of Kodacolor by
Dr. C. K. Mees of the Eastman Kodak

slightly.

Company and

minded not

to

for

started the camera, faded in. held
a time and faded out. using for

tlie

purpose a specially designed

My

for-life-and-golf

partner

glass.

gladly

wonder what the result would be.
it all worked out technicalIv and I have d small husband standing in the golf-bag doorway beside
the huge golf clubs, while a life-sized
husband peers at himself in perplexity.
Next time, I want to make my second
exposure against a large sized camera
"cave" which I hope to construct. thu<
doing away with the lens mask entirely

Somehow

and securing correct color value in the
Besides, I want to
miniature image.
make a few changes in action and
strive

am

I
a more artistic picture.
saving that third "D." It will

for

still

probably be needed.

538

first frame shows one clear and
two black spots and the next frame
shows two blocked and one white. Re-

the

both red and
spot blocked, while
white are projected as red spots. The
next frame is projected through a
green filter series and here we have

left to

TURN DAY INTO NIGHT
f
'L/yS "Movi«

red spot, as well as the red component
of the white spot, but blocks the rays
from the green spot. The negative of

rather close to the lens necessitated the sacrifice of some color

rushed the exposed film to the post in
order to escape to the links and I was
C.\L.

page 511)

mask being

I

Mvstic Shrine Convention

from

(Continued

suppose we photograph three spots of
color, green, white and red. The green
filter will pass all the rays from the
green spot, as well as the green component of the white spot, but will
block the rays from the red spot. In
the next frame, the red fiher comes
into play. It pa,sses the rays from the

frame, the red and white being
clear and the green spot being black.
The green filtered frame shows the

but.

Milner's Cj^iiemeter.. the
handiest fi^t - gauging

REELING THE RAINBOW

filtered

I

«S.On

bnlh)
hnlhi
hulbl

(Continued

1000-watt
with
(no

(for

Complete
bnlh)
Case
Carrvinc

improvement.

Sheffield

progress with the production of Adven-

rainy days
take fascinating
night
Interiors with Fotolite

on

lively

Amateur Cinematogramaking rapid
is
Association

The

ST 1929

shortly thereafter a dem-

onstration of Vitacolor by Mr. W. H.
Howse of the Du Pont Vitacolor Cor-

In both cases the color was
is. therefore, no reason
today why every amateur should not
make certain subjects in natural color
poration.

excellent.

There

and. certainly, after seeing these excellent color systems demonstrated, no
amateur will be content to continue to

make

his films solely in

monochrome.

IMO'^'ME My%l«.EICS

PHOTOPLAYFARE
(Continued from
let

him

page 517)

who

silence Miss Dresser

veteran

actress

film

is

a

exceptionally

of

fine capacity.
Even P. T. Barnum
would not have put Sarah Bernhardt
into grand opera!

Broadway
LAEMMLE.
CARL
Fejos — that
manager

and Paul

JR.,

to

is

say

new

the

Universal and one of

of

its

—have

done
the best, in all likelihood, that can be
done to drive two horses in double
harness when those horses insist on
foreign

effective

directors

going in opposite directions. Broadway, like Alibi, is a combination of
those things which are the very essence of motion picture art and those
are from the heart
These efforts at artistic
synthesis with a meat axe and sledge
hammer appear to be getting more
numerous and this review is offered

other things that
of the stage.

as a general discussion of them, since,

barring minor variations, it will hold
good for every one of this type.

Moving cameras,

multiple

dissolves,

panoramic tillcamera, marred,

exposures, exceptional

ing with a moving
however, by too great rapidity in the
panning effects which are said to have

—

required

—

$75,000 crane and other
of the cinemist give

a

devices

familiar

Broadway a real air of cinematic perfection.
The accomplishment is very
effective as a contribution to silent mo-

iiutom:iti
DI//OLV^

Other films have
done as well in all except the moving
camera work but few have done better.
The stage technique is crude but
convincing and the presence of two
tion picture progress.

members
adds

a

of

the

deal

of

modernistic

both

in

cast

The

verisimilitude.

sets,

lack both

style,

stage

original

and

size

rhyme and reason

but.

since they represent the interior of a

New York

City night

runs true to form.

— the

The

this

story

is

lack
trite

stage play was modified to satthose

isfy

club,

sweet-toothed

women who

—

happy ending and
a less-than-usual amount of

will rave about the

there

is

salacity

dragged

in

for

its

box-office

value.

This department has discussed many
pictures and a few talkies and
this reviewer has found entertainment
in both.
He has enjoyed those talkies
most that have started out to talk and
have talked through to the end.
Of
silent

this type are Interference

X.

He

liking

and

and

This
unique and
simple
apparatus
lends to your pictures that air of
dignified
r e fi n ement that differentiates professional

from

photo

graphv

amateur

at-

tempts. The
smooth

fade-in

fade-out and dissolve effects that
crown professional
ability are now accessible
even to
the novice amateur
with the Automatic Dissolve.

Madame

has, perhaps, an old-fashioned
for

consistency in

his

illusions

having been cozened
into accepting one brand of make-believe, to be asked suddenly to shift
gears into another. Such an objection
would probably not be valid from
hates,

after

AgggA<Apir< rni PAHY
106 WEST 46 TH ST.Tlf.XC.

-- r if
^
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Close-ups

Unusual

scarcity of roses, select for the

seekers.

ranch a place without roses.
If you
can't escape them, then have Ethel desire some other flower ivhich does not

In

mood

Beauty

PAGEANT

llll|.
'

Broadway

listener

International

Speci
nal Release
beautiful women of the world
parade for you in an uncommonly
Unusual
graphic and complete release.
close-ups of "Miss Universe", "Miss Amerand Bathing Beauties from every
ica'"

The most

on

of

the intelligent viewer-

led. cleverly

enough, into a

bewilderment

and bedazzle-

is

ment by the cinematics

This is a rather enjoyable mood and
he is ready for ever>-thing except "the
truth and nothing but the truth"' when
plop he is dropped to the hard
pavement of fact and reality and every
It was not
day people begin to talk.
so bad while they sang or danced or
wliile various non-human sounds came
from the properties on the set: all of
The
this added to the bewilderment .
man in the fifty-cent seat must then
start all over again and he just gets
himself convinced that the voices are
those of real people and that those
real people are not actors but actual
protagonists of potential tragedy when
Dr. Fejos starts his fireworks again. It
is like nothing so much as trying to
read an absorbing novel in the barber's

—

—

shotv.

This

Dr. Fejos.

of

I

and many foreign countries

.

.

.

close-

ups of the famous judges John Held, Jr.,
Nickolas Muray. and King Vidor intensify
You can choose no more
the interest.
Price
entertaining film for vour librarv!

$15—200

ft.

Endurance Flight

,,|,,,.,,

Outstanding since Lindepochal flight is the
amazing feat of the two cowboys w-ho leaped into fame
with
World's Record
their
Valuable
Endurance flight.
now. the film will grow more
valuable with time.
200 ft.

!l||||l||

$15.

bergh's

Order now
your

at

B RbWN E

dealer

or

direct

FILM CO.

Producers o<

[ndustrial

Motion Pictures,

iound and talking sequences.

U31

I.iiisconil

Worth. Tcxa'

Ft.

chair,

first

continuity

the

author,

satisfy

anyone

If there are those readers of Movie
M.^KERs who like catsup on their icecream, funny papers with morning
prayers and stock reports at the opera.
Broaduay and the rest of the forciblv

talkie-movie

something worth

category
while.

r s

Cine technician
PHONK HUNTINGTON 1573

\^Tule

was diverted by samples

Huntington. N. Y.

d'hote.

HOPE SPRINGS ETERNAL
(Continued from

page 528

them back from the principals.

make Pete one

of the riding stars and
give Charles the worst of the amateur
sports.

CRITICAL FOCUSING
/Continued from page 51b

all

is

the instant automatic

amateur and professional
cinematograph>

Under Any Light Anywhere
XT .ALL TIMES

$12.50
Complete with Sole Leather Case

LLGENE,
PRESCRIPTION
600 Madison .Ave.
Bet. 57th-58th Sis.

Phone: PI.Aza 6001

Inc.

OPTICI.4NS
976 Madison Ave.
Bet.

moves

75th-77th Sts.

BUTterfield 54S5

the

stone

and is
followed by a long shot of Tunes
Square as the lights go out and day
floor:

this

breaks:

to a closeup

daylight

after

this

floods

comes again and with
again the lights of Broadway: the

scene, darkness
it

scene then returns to the part of the
night club where the scrub women

were cleaning and which now

is

filled

with chorus girls rushing to get dressed
for the first review.

This sequence gives, by contrast, an
added force to the picture of the night
life and. by the pause in the action of
the story,

intensifies the

it

dramatic

ef-

fect.

\ot Quite Decent
Fox
Directed by

Irving

Cummings

Photographed by
Charles Clarke. A. S. C.

An

early sequence in this
an example of excellent
film tempo and skillful editing. As the
train carries the world weary night
club hostess and the fresh country girl
away from the small town where both

Cutting:

film furnishes

originally lived, shots of the action be-

tween the two and shots of the train
starting and then moving through the
are

spliced

together

give

a

at a time.

as to the relation of the principal char-

In the riding scenes you can make
long scenes by having Pete ride toward
the camera or, if you ivish to save film,
have him ride across the field of the

acters and builds a feeling of suspense.

oj

time

Have him

to

ride

or vice versa, going

for

women washing

scrub

the

night

lens.

EXPOSURE METER

riders

or anything else you tiish. In this case,

Give
Let
your action.
each action be emphasized but not
given over-emphasis. Get over one idea
plenty

Don't Waste Film and Opportunity

for the guests,

comedy with the inexperienced

v\-ill

two arts alternated with restless
speed he found himself yearning for
the old days when one could choose
between stage plays and movies and did
not have to take his entertainment table

Society Motion Picture En^iveers

The Cinophot

cowboy sports

of
ii

FRED WALLER

Member

would

that

this reviewer

t

of

outside of an insane asylum.

offer

Instruction
For A ni a e

fiction

then that of the barber. Both are interesting and both are of possible value
but are not capable of combination into

synthetized

Personal

the

You can

only the outline.

is

build in

I

state

dude

younger and more acrobatic pleasure-

from right to left,
and then, on the

return trip, ride in the opposite direction.

Remember

that

Pete picks up

some dust on the ride.
The wound may be painted on with
mercurochrome or iodine. Outline the
Then build around
gash tvith this.
This can
it with black mud, dried on.
be washed away and still leave the
wound itself. Do not make the wound
too important.

Since this

plot

depends upon the

to

remarkable effect of forward
and impending disaster.

motion

This film opens with a slight mystery

in mind, the amateur should
note the lengthy and carefully studied
closeups of the leading figures, since
\^ ith this

this care prevents the confusion
is

common

when

amateur

which

productions

a similar suspense or temporary

mystery

is

Dissolve:

when

in

sought.
.\t

one point in the story,

the night club hostess

is

seated

smoking and thinking of her past life,
the cigarette smoke drifts past the
camera lens and the scene dissolves
into the woman's mental picture. Any
amateur who has mastered the dissolve
can easily use this idea and it would
be effective in fade outs, as well.

iMO'vsE jnM.mt.Kmm

EDUCATIONAL FILMS
(Continued from page 512)
Students are taught

with their wares.

the use of cameras, lenses,
velop, print,

enlarge and

how

to de-

The Choice OF

Much

tint.

time is given to pictorial composition
as used in still and motion picture

Presidents!

photography.
Visual Education
and
II deal with a study of observation and
for
how it should be applied
instructional purposes to supplement the work
of textbook and field study. The course
covers :seeking,searching and selecting;
sketching with pen, pencil and chalk;
voice training; model planning and
making; planning exhibitions; organizl

care and manequipment: planning an ob-

TOURING

recent past Eno's Art Title and Film
selected and used for personal
films of President and Mrs. Hoover and President Don

Carlos Ibanez of Chile, South America.

Have you ordered your

agement

of

FREE! BEAUTIFUL HAND LETTERED "THE END"
ART TRAILER WITH EVERY ORDER

fe-

teaching fr<mi pictures and models: evening schools for
adult education through pictures and
discussion.
Each student is required
lesson:

V.a^P?l^. f^ ©

an illustrated lecture using
motion pictures, sketches and
models he has made for this special
give

to

try-out?

Send $2.00 with copy for 3 short titles and get your
try-out all ready to splice into your films.

ing visual instruction:
servation

the

L'Editing Service was

slides,

purpose.

"A newly equipped department

1425 Broadway, New York City
METROPOLITAN OPERA HOUSE STUDIOS

is

being installed this summer where students will be trained in modern projection rooms.
There will be: a special

Phone Penn. 2634

room for editing; drawing tables for
making plans of models to be used in
picture sets: work benches equi|)peil

"""'*r,i6„^,4„^,^|^£,„,l<le

with tools and small machinery for the

making
and

of

ing

of

models; several stages for

of

setting of

projects to be taught from

which motion pictures are to
be made; room for the painting of
backgrounds; typewriters for the makreports;

writing

lectures

and

putting material in shape for publica-

The main purpose

tion.

partment

of

the

be to cooperate with the
and English departments wherever it can to make teachwill

science

history,

ing a fine art.

and

will

women
love

for

Many

fine positions are

young men and
and a real
the work and will take the

be open
who have

Fast as Speed Itself

de-

The automobile

or horse race
catch in center field
the thrilling tackle on the 10 yd.
line
are often missed because
ot improperly timed negatives.

.Made in mountings to fit Filmo. 70
and 75, \letor, Evemo, Cine-Kodak Model B. / 1.9, and other 16
mm. and 35 mm. movie cameras.
Corrected for Kodacolor.
Write
for

illustrated

The

For

fitting

.

.

.

hope

.

.

.

.

.

to

talent

ultra rapid speed Cine Velo/ 1.5 will take speed pictures anvwhere. inside or out.

stigmat

time to train for this type of teachinij.
"We are very much interested in tiie
real

.

running

the

Kodacolor,

&

to

booklet.

Filmo Cameras

write

directly

to

lor

Bell

Howell, Chicago.

value of the motion picture and

who will go out
and show people how to

to train teachers

into the field

get an education in a
that will help

them

modern manner

to a richer

knowl-

edge of what the world has for them.
even though they can not leave their
work to learn the facts about how and

whv we

"

live.

OPTic^m.1. CO.
«»*»r

HUDSCNAVC.

I5CCHCSTEC,Ni.>,
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NEWS
New

Of The INDUSTRY
For Amateui's

Eastman Cabinet

And

Dealers

THE

Eastman Kodak Company'b
Library Kodascope with self-

contained

screen,

previously

announced in these columns, is now
supplemented by a complete and handsome cabinet which will hold twentysix reels of film and all necessary proWith the door of
jection accessories.
the cabinet open, the film library is
easily accessible and a handy shelf is
provided on which to place reel containers and incidental equipment, while

A

projecting.
rated,

swivel

cabinet

The

price will be the

for either type, so that the user

may have

perfect liberty to choose the

More-

film that best suits his purpose.

over, this price includes developing the

original negative
tive

and making one

possibilities

offered

process,

positive

many amateurs
new film.

it

will

posi-

In view of the

print therefrom.

by
is

be

negative-

the

thought

that

interested

in

this

The

any direction.

in

finely

is

incorpo-

is

Pont plant.

same

of which the projector

by means

may be swung

top

Du

finished in walnut to

match the Library Kodascope case and
is inlaid with ebony in a lozenge deThe ensemble makes a well-design.
signed piece of furniture and undoubtedly adds to the dignity and effectiveness of

home

(IU\I

The Eastman organization has also
brought out two new pieces of descriptive literature, one, the latest and most
complete catalogue of movie equip-

Lens Battery

A

handsomely
printed gravure booklet. The Lure of

ment,

and

Home

Movies.

the

New Du

THE

other,

its

variable

Corporation,

product,

well

may

is

made

viewfinder

spv-glass

telephoto

to

an

is

par-

use

efficient

Any one

lens.

of

three lenses of different focal lengths

may be snapped

quickly into place and

the viewfinder index set immediately to

po-.i-

cover the correct

mm. amateur. This
be had in both pan and ortho

emulsions and

the

of

now announces

negative and

of cine lenses

line

conjunction with the

ticularly conducive

tive film for the 16

film

for use in

is offered this month
by the Bell and Howell Company. The
new camera with its integral turret and

Pont Pathe Film Manu-

new and improved

COMPLETE

new Filmo 70D

in the professional field for the

quality of
a

a

Pont Film

Du

facturing

known

s/I CHEN'il, HL'NCARIAN MINK lu THE UNITED STATES, A FILMO
FAN.

ISli

movies.

field.

Nothing more

necessary except to focus the lens

is

and adjust the diaphragm.

entirely at the

Lenses of

six different focal lengths are included.

From this array of lenses the amateur
may make a selection which exactly
his particular needs.
Bell and
Howell also announce immediate de-

fits

livery on the special /

New Screen
has been
THIS department
the new Estascope

this

lens are greatly increased

Screen

New

that

with plain

black

or

The unit collapses
border effect.
smoothly into a wood case and automatically locks into projection position

when

the lid of the case

is

raised.

claimed that the tubular, telescoping support-arms hold the screen ta\it
and keep its surface smooth at all
The unit is made by the
limes.
Essantee Manufacturing Co. of EvansIt is

ville,

542

This

company

also

possibilities

of

by the

Filmo TOD which provides twelve
and eight among its additional speeds,
thus permitting an increase of exposure
for

Kodacolor

New

Tripod

ANEW

Head

tripod head is
announced this month which will
transform any plain tripod into a
panoram and tilt device. This aid in

separate

procuring better pictures

is

the Panrite Universal Tilting
is

made by

the Testrite Instrument Co.

of 108 East 16th Street,
It

is

known as
Top and

New York

City.

claimed for this device that bv

plans to produce a "talking screen" in

means

the form of a complete plug-in ampli-

an exceptional lilting range is provided,
as well as smooth operation and quick
locking.
It is made to fit any 16 mm.
camera and tripod.

fier,

THE MSCOUMISS tciWDK Vi
KODAK ENTHUSIAST.

Indiana.

speed lens

notified

home movies may now be inspected
at many dealers in cinematic supplies.
This screen may be had in bead or
surface,

1-8

Kodacolor.

for

metallic

The

for

loudspeaker and screen,

all

con-

tained in one c )mpact unit for attach,

ment

to

home synchronizing

devices.

of

its

precision

universal-joint

1M«»WKE I»l;%K.EIKS

Eastman Finance Plan

THROUGH

a new monthly payment plan, recently announced by
the Eastman Kodak Company, it is now
possible to buy the amateur motion
picture apparatus of this company,
through dealers, by means of a small
down-payment. The outfit may thus be
used while monthly payments are
being made. Several attractive combi
nations of these popular cameras and

projectois are offered, or the separate

^VARIABLE
FIELD VIEW
PI INID&R

Avoids the necessity

may

be purchased in the same
way. It is thought that this easy purchase plan will do much towards making home movie outfits available to an
items

ODER

number of
The plan has been worked
ever-increasing

amateurs.
out in co-

operation with the Bankers-Commercial

Company,

Security

New York

Inc., of

City.

Talkie Bulletin

Home-Talkie
THE
which

Machine Corp.,

Home
of

and 4" are marked on scale, inter-

will be published in

Manager,

C. C. Kleber, Sales
rect

of

No

then

indicates

length of

which

obtain

will

it.

alterations are necessary except a small notch in outer tube to

lens

system in relation to

will

lens

to

main with merchandising ideas,
and exploitation.
Michael L. Simmons, Advertising
Manager, will be its editor.

ground, and scale

focal

Filmo 70

Price $37.00

August.

to

fix

horizontal

tube, adjustment

is

position

window.

of

obtained by movable

stationary window.
A supplementary
take in the field of 15 m.m. wide-angle, and also for 6"

telephoto, can be supplied at small additional cost.

in the

inspirational selling talks

of object with proper proportion of back-

lens

accommodate locating pin
All moving parts are within

di-

size

between

marks.

policy which will be concerned

its

select the exact size of field, or

Slips into finder tube

esti-

ring as

you view your subject you can

lengths

easily

mated

Talkie Bulletin, the initial issue

which

By turning the knurled

the mere turn of a knurled
ring the finder is adjusted for
the focal length of the lens
1", 2", .V
you intend using.

are

markets a well-known talking picture unit for the home, has inaugurated a dealer house-organ, the

determined.

sets of finders.

By

mediate

Home

Field size can be selected
and proper focal length

of

changing individual

C.

GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY

p.

New York

319-A East Thirty-fourth Street

City.

Movielight Improved

THE

makers

Northeast

the

of

now

Movielight,

by
well-known

featured

and other
cine dealers, have called
Willoughbys
partment's

attention

to

the

this

de-

im-

latest

proved model of their product.

This

new crackle finish on the
back of the aluminum reflector and
thumb-nut adjustment for the telescop-

includes a

ing support.

and

practical

The

outfit

R.

S.— DeVry

Yourthe

of

Corporation,

graphic Society of Great Britain. Mr.
McKay has received this honor in
recognition of his contribution to the

Focus, Effect Devices

THIS
16

month

introducticm

of three new accessories
mm. camera which render

ble of

.

.

KODASCOPE
<

Model C

/or— Latest

KODASCOPE

Model B

*

.

•

•

•

MAKE THIS STORE YOUR MOVIE
HEADQUARTERS
Complete assortment

of

ACCESSORIES AND LENSES FOR 16 MM. EQUIPMENT
CINE FILMS PURCHASED FROM US RECEIVE 48 HOUR
FINISHING SERVICE FREE

PERSONAL ATTENTION

advancement of the cinema.

sees the

month only

/or— New 7 SPEED FILMO 70D
Your FILMO 70 or 75
/or— New Model BB or B. F:1.9
Your old CINE KODAK
Your— old FILMO PROJECTOR /or— New FILMO PROJECTOR 57 G

has recently been advanced from Associate to Fellow of the Royal Photo-

Title,

this

on

thoroughly

is

efficient.

McKay Honored
HERBERT C. McKAY
Q.

allowance

for
it

almost any professional

the

COMPETENT TECHNICIANS

room on premises. Let us help you
make better movies

Private projection

New York

capaeffect.

These three devices are made by the
Movie Specialty Manufacturing Co. of
1361 South Flower Street, Los Angeles,
Calif., and each one is complete for
The micro-focus meits own purpose.
ter is a magnifying tube operating in
conjunction with the camera lens and
54.3

1929

ymm.Tcm-'ST

Columbia Photo Supplv Co.. Inc.. 1424 New
York Ave., N. W.
Eastman Kodak Store, Inc.. 607-14th St..
N. W.
Fuller & d'-^lbert. Inc.. 815-lOth St. N. W.

CALIFORNIA
ISekkeley: Berkeley Commercial Phol
Bancroft Way.
Fresno: Potter Drug Co., 1112 Fult
Ulendale: Mnn-rv's Photo Servic

Brand Blvd
Movi(

Hollywood Music
Hollywood Blvd.

Co.,

Supply

Blvd.
Co.,

Camera

S.

N.

Lillian

6058

Sunset

St.

un

727 S. Hill St.
John R. Gordon, 1129 S. Mariposa Ave.
T Iwata Art Store, 256 E. First St.
Blvd.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 3150 Wilshire
Earl V Lewis Co., 226 W. 4th St.
Marshutz Optical Co., 518 W. 6th St.
St.
Hope
B. B. Nichols, 731 S.
,,,
c
b.
Co.,
734
Stationery
Schwab.icher-Frey

St.

Walnut'

Photo
St.

Broadway
Oakland: Davies, 3S0-14th St.
Sherman, Clay & Co., 14th and Clay Sts.
Pasadena: Flag Studio, 59 E. Colorado St.
Reed Co., 176 E. Colorado St.
F
Pomona: Frasher's, 158 E. Second St.
Richmond: LaMoine Drug Co., 900 MacDouald

An

8:

Supply

-

Kodak

Eastman

Peachtree
"Visualizit,

St.
Inc.. 21

M.4INE

Kodak

ILLINOIS

W. Madison

Ca

Fische

Rn

Serv

.ston:

154

S:

J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington
Montgomery-Frost Co.. 40 Bromfield St.

Pathescope Co. of the N. E..

W.

,

Healv. Jackson Blvd. & Wabash Ave.
News Co.. 37 W. Monroe St.

St.

Office

Photo Finisher. 1953 E. 71st St.
lev-Warren Co., 908 Irving Park Blvd.
Lengerke & Antoine, 33 S. Wabash Ave.
l'r: Haines 8: Essick Co.. 122-128 E. \\i\-

-illo.

BerthoU Pho

Mr

lishing,

1456

*

F.

Son,

H. Havtr

25

N.

:el,

phi;
\'osE^

iNAL

Park:

California St.
226 E. PhiladelS.

Ea

r:

lan

Kodak

Stores

CONNECTICUT
Bridgei'Ort:

Fritz

& Hawlcy.

Inc.,

S.

1030 Main

Harvey & Lewis Co., 1148 Main St.
Hartford: Harvey & Lewis Co., 852 Main St.
n G. Stoughton Co., 255 S. Whitney St.
Watkins Bros., Inc., 241 Asylum St.
Middletown: F. B. Fountain Co., 483 Main St.
New Britain; Harvey & Lewis Co., 85 W. Main

New Haven:

Fritz

& Hawley,

Inc.,

816 Chapel

St.

Harvey & Lewis Co.. 849 Chapel St.
Norwich: Cranston Co.. 25 Broadway
Rtvmford: Thamer. Inc.. 87 Atlantic St.
Waterbury: Curtis Art Co., 25-29 W. Main
Wilhelm, Inc., 139 W. Main St.

John

Pho

Shop,

316 E.

Frost

Bros..

Butler's

duPont

St.

544

415 Market

W.

S.

Inc.,

1320

Bay City Hdw. Co., Sporting Go
1009-15 Saginaw St.
Clark Cine-Service, 2540 Park .Avi
Crowley, Milner & Co., Dept. 20.
Detroit Camera Shop, 424 Grand River,
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1235 Wash
ton Blvd.
Fowler & Slater Co., 156 Lamed St.
Dept. 290.
J. L. Hudson Co.,
Dept.

:

''

W.

St.

St.
Rogers Optical Co.. 824 Calh
Frankfort: Pathex Agencv. 206 E. Walnut St.
iMiiANAPois: L. S. Ayrcs & Co.. Dept. 290.
Vi\ Washington St.
H. Lieber Co.. 24 W. Washington St.
Kentland: Boone Pharmacy, on the Square
Socth Bend: -Ault Camera Shop. 122 S. Main
St.

Ault Camera Shop. 309 S. Michigan St.
Schilling's Photographic Supply. 329 S. LaFayettc Blvd.
Terre Haute: Snyder's .Art Store. 21 S. 7th St.

lith

and

DIdg.
Moti.
Metropolita
Ave.
E. B. Meyrowitz, In

Camera

L'nited

,1

Picture

1516 Washington Blvd.
Inc., 14324 Jefferson

Stores,
i.

Jrand Rapids: Camera Shop,

16

W.

Ave., N.

1

Mot,.vs

2310 Cass

Co.,

.Ave., E.

Camera Shop, 109

Mo

Washington

S.

.Ave

Bldg.

Cedar Rap!ds: Camera Shop. 220 Third Ave.
Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 318
Brady St.
Des Moines: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 808

Photo Supply House, 885

,

Heavenrich Bros. & Co,
Genesee at Jefiferson.

Book

Store.

4117

Sixth

301 Genesee

MINNESOTA

St.

Eastman Kodak Stores Co
Supe

r St.

-rerker Co,. 12 E, Superior

F

Main

,:

Hyman's News and

St.

BlHs
Baker,

376

Co.,

MICHIGAN

State

St.

.Anderson: Reed Drug Co., 37 W. 11th St.
Evansville: L. E. DeWitt. 618 Main St.
Smith & Butterlield Co.. 310 Main St.
Fort Wayne: Biechler-Howard Co.. 112

Locust

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington: Reid
N.

Inc.,

St.

IOWA

DELAWARE
Wilmington:

Freeman &

301

Inc.,

Staff,

1503 -Main

St.

1

St-

Cheney &

Co.,

St.

St.

Wi

St.

E.

Prairie

INDIANA
626-16

St.

Ford Optical Co., 1029-16 St.
Haanstad's Camera Shop, 4U4-16

Camera Shop. 84

Springfield: Camera Shop. 320 S. 5th
Sterling: Ray Hart, 8-10 E. 4th St.

Best";

COLORADO

J.

Harvey & Lewis
Worcester: J. C.

St.

Rock
40

.,

C. Lake. 218 .Main St.
aldson's, 77 Merrimack St.
:
J. Arnold Wright, 7 S. 6th St.
Pittsfield: E. J. Curtis, 397 North St.
Salem: Robb Motion Picture Service, 214»4

.Ave.

Illinois

Denv

Orr

Hatt-strom & Sanders. 702 Church St.
Freeport: Hartman's Camera Shop. 17 S. Chi-

cago

lymond

Essex St.
Springfield:
Bridge St.

St.

1645

Aln

St.

„ ^
^
Barbara: J. Walter Collinge, 8 E. Car-

Santa

St,

.,„

1428

St.

260 Tre-

Inc..

mont St.
Pinkham & Smith Co.. 15 Bromfield St.
Solatia M. Tavlor Co., 56 Bromfield St.
Photo Shop. 349 Washington

,

_

Wash-

155

.Andrew

E.

Pictures Corp.. 26 E. 8th St.
lois Radio Appliance Co.. 1426 E. 70th St.
W. Kimball Co.. 306 S. Wabash Ave.
lard Lynn Co.. 302 S. Wells St.
;

Co., 30 Bromfield St.

F. Hovey Co., 33 Summer St.
Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co.,
ington St.
Jordan Marsh Co.

St.

n

Co.. 1 Washington St.
Stores. Inc., 38 Brcmfield St.
Stores, Inc., Hotel Statler.

C.

.1

Co., Kearney & Sutter Sts.
Trainer-Parsons Optical Co., 228 Post St.
San Jose: Webb's Photo Supply Store, 94 S.
First St.
,
„„ „.
San Pedro: Sunset Photo .-supply. Inc., 319 W.

Dadmun

Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak
Ralph Harris &

& Dearborn

202

23 Park Av
Inc,
Centr St,
3044 Greenmount Ave.

:s,

MASSACHUSETTS

Ave.
Fair. The. Dept. 93. State. .Adams
Sts

Stoi

Slark-F'lms. 210 \V
Zepp Photo Suppl

St.

63 E. Washington St.
Camera Exchange. 26 Quincy St.
Aimer Coe & Co.. 78 E. Jackson Blvd.
Aimer Coe & Co.. 18 S. LaSalle St.
Mmer Coe & Co.. 105 N. Wabash Ave.
Central Camera Co., 112 S. Wabash Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 133 N. Wabash
In^..

li-pr.?nn's.

S:

Co.,

Ma

MARYLAND

St.

Boise: Ballou-Latimer Co.. Idaho at 9th St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 419 Broadway
Harold E. Lutes, 958 Fifth St.
San Francisco: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.,
545 Market St.
•
Hirsch & Kaye, 239 Grant Ave.
Kahn & Co., 54 Geary St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co.. 564 Market St.
San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 735 Market

Fifth

Stores, Inc.. 213

Co.. Inc

is A. Frawley. 104

Peachtree .\rcade.

•Chicago: Bass Camera Co., 179

Riverside: F. W. Twogood, 700 Main St.
San Diego: Bunnell Photo Shop, 414 E. St.

6th St.

Cu

Southe

IDAHO

W

Santa Ana: Forman-Gilbert Pictures

W.

St.

183

Inc.,

Stores,

St.

431

Ave.

Kodak

'

Ba
Shre

Rome: Macon A. Brock. 231 Broad

Short
Sons,

,'i

St.

LOUISIAN.4

GEORGIA
Atlanta:

W.

Bogalusa: Moon News Stand. Williams Drug
St.
Co., 31 Columbia
-

709-11

Co.,

623 Kansas A\e.

Co..

129
Gatchel

Still.

D.

Sutcliffe Co., 225-227 S. 4th

N.

Twiggs

W.

Louisville:

Robinson's Camera Shop, 115 Third St., N.
Tampa: Burgert Bros., Inc., 60S Madison St.

Tampa

St.

KENTUCKY
Lexington: W. W.

.Ave,

sion.

Sherman. Clav

Topeka: Hall Stationery

Red Cross Pharmacy, 51 E. Flagler St.
St Petersburg: Barnhill's Camera Shop, 17-3rd

35b
Los Angeles: California Camera Hospital,
S. Broadway.
^,, ^
c,
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 643 S. Hill St.
DiviFitzgerald Music Co., Motion Picture

St.

KANSAS

Jacksonville: H. & W. B. Drew Co.
Lake Wales: Morse's Photo Service, Rhodesbilt
Arcade.
Miami: Miami Photo Supply Co.. 12 N. E. First

6019

Depl.,

6306 Sunset Blvd.
Bros 'nc 2'14 Pine

Long Beach

Waterloo: Macks Photo Shop. 225 W. Fifth
Sechawk Camera Shop-Studio, 189 W. 4th

FLORIDA

1108

Studios,

HoLL\
Way.
Hollywood

223

St.

(Conliiuied on

page S46)

IMO'VHE I»aAI«.EICS
is

said to be adjustable to any camera,

givinff

See This Stirring Picture

"Alaskan Wild Game"
MicinislU
tlie
the "I.an.l
FIOM
AlasSun.'' This stirrina pi ture
(if

..f

kan wild
and

Seals.

high up
Caribou

in

g-ame.

Stellar Sea Lions

Rocky

Mountain Goats
Large herds of
the crags.

ranging the high plateaus.
Black Bears
Bears fishing.

Ground

The illusive White
picking berries.
Sheep. The Moose, the largest of the
Bull
Hornless Cows.
deer family.
Moose with palmed horns having a
These and man>'
five
foot spread.
more are shown in "Alaskan Wild
Game" taken in the depths of arctic
wilderness, in heavily timbered counabound with
in
forests
that
try,
strange animal life and amongst icebergs and glaciers. This intimate study
of wild animal life will fascinate you.

—

18MJI

200 feet.

*15.0(l
M'rite ItiiUui l(ir ciiiiiiilete list ui
iilterestiiu/ Inii-rl ami irihl life ;i/m.y

both correct focus and exposure.

The matte box clamps in front of the
camera and provides for all manner of

of

masking

effects,

The
make

positions.

hood

title

a title by
transmitted light in a very convenient

enables

the

user to

The

manner.

done on trans-

is

title

material

lucent

and

inserted

in

the

which excludes
The title "card"
all extraneous light.
is
held at the proper distance from
These three
the camera at all times.

open end

of the device,

are

given

inventor, G.

Heinz

devices

the
of

name

of

their

Los Angeles.
a letter ol ralhex. Inc.. to
Products Corporation, .Makers of the
PHOT Exposure Meter and to All

From

VERITAS FILMS
829 Harrison

St..

Stop Quessingl

such as iris-in
and out, double exposure and all kinds
before-the-lens

Oakland. Calif.

0/

DREM
CINOUsers

Pathex Cameras:

Inc
A SUBSIDIARY (/pATHE EXCHANGE.
I

INC.

CONGRESS STREET
JERSEY

CITY,

N J

YOUR FILM! —
— ENERGIZE
Kleena-fylm Process
Use

ejiivtliates
old niin.

ntlarn
Oiiai

June 19. 1929

At

dealers,
or postpaid, 85c
Write for facts worth knowing

KLEEN.A-FYLM CORP.
New

Fifth avenue.

EXCHANGE YOUR

"iork,

16

Vitacolor Expands

N.

THE DuPont

MM.

LIBRARY FILMS
400 Ft. of Film for $2.50
Send any good usable film to us
and receive an etiually good or
better one of the same length in
exchange.

Include

a

list

o£

all

Indicate your
a duplicate.
Drama, or
preference: Comedv.
Enclose S2.50 check
Educational.
or money order for each 400 ft.
ts
for postage,
The
ual charge of one dollar is
100
ill
being
for
ft.
ceive

HATTSTROM

Vitacolor Corporation
announces the opening of its new
headquarters in the Salmon
Tower Building, 11 West 42nd Street,
New York City. Here the motion picture amateur will find a well-equipped
projectit>n room for Vitacolor demonstration where he may also arrange for
the servicing of his Vitacolor apparaW. H. Howse will be in charge
tus.
eastern

and extends a cordial invitation
amateurs to visit the new office.

Howse

& SANDERS

702 Church St.

Evanston,

111.

is

to all

Mr.

in close touch with the latest

Vitacolor developments, having

New York from

come

to

the Los Angeles fac-

He has also recently superintended the opening of a new Vitacolor
southern branch and laboratory at 610612 Baronne Street, New Orleans. La.

It is our belief that the use
of the correct lens aperture is
the only adjustment necessarily left in the hands of the
users of the PATHEX camera.

For this reason we investigated the various exposure
meters now in the market for
use with the PATHEX camera.

We are pleased to inform you
that we have found the CINOPHOT
to be entirely satisfactory
for use with the PATHEX camera,
and we are recommending it to
the numerous owners of PATHEX
cameras as a means of securing
improved results.

tory.

Motion

Picture

Work
in all

branches

New Camera

Service

SIrategically located near the Pennsylvania .Station, opposite the Hotel

DE\'

ELOPING

PRINTING

TITLING
m

New
world's

West
Joseiili

ciated

INCORPOR.XTED

IV abash Ave.
Chicago. Illinois

84.^^.^.

largest

which

will

hostelry,

a

be

new

the

34th

Street,

New

York

CINOPHOT
Complete with Leather Case

cine-

matic establishment for Manhattan was
opened during July under the name,
l.uma Camera Service, Inc., at 302

IS

MID WEST FILM CO.

Yorker,

/^•y^iV*^rv^
Manager.

$12.50

At

All Dealers

City.

Maggio. for many years assoWilloughbys, is president

witli

and Morry Luxenberg

is

vice president.

Specializing in the finest lines of cine

and still equipment, this new firm announces that it will seek to build its clientele on the basis of ready and continued service to every customer.
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(Conlhmed from page S44
Minneapolis: Eastman Kodak Stores,
S.

Inc.,

Luma Camera Service, Inc.,
Medo Photo Supply Corp.,

112

Fifth St.

MISSOURI

Brookside Blvd.
Hanley Photo & Radio Shop. 116 E. lOlh St.
Louis: A. S. Aloe Co., 707 Olive St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1009 Olive St.
Erker Bros., 608 Olive St.
Geo. D. Fisher & Co., 915 Locust St.
Hyatt's Supply Co., 417 N. Broadway.

Exchange, 109 Fulton St.
P.-irkcr and Battersby, 146 W. 42nd St.
Pickup & Brown, 41 E. 41st St.
Rab Sons, 987 Sixth Ave.
C. F. Rav. 266 W. 46th St.
Schoenig '& Co., Inc., 8 E. 42nd St.
Stumpp & Walter Co., 30 Barclay St.
G. Tankus, 837 Seventh Ave.
H. F. Waterman, 63 Park Row.
Willoughbv Camera Stores, Inc.. 110 W. 32nd

Market

E. Waldron.

A

1

Main

Eastman Kodak

Stores,

Inc.,

I9th St.

Hill St,
103 Halsey

10

Reiss,

St.

Plainfield: Mortimer's 317 Park Ave.
Trenton: Barlow's— Music, 130-132 E. State St.
H. E. Thompson. 15 Newkirk Ave.
Union City: Heraco Exchange, Inc., 611 Bergenline Ave.

NEW YORK
Baldwin. 32 Maiden Lane.
F. E. Colwell Co., 465 Broadway.
Binghamton: a. S. Bump Co., ISO Washington

Albany: E.

S.

St.
Jeo.

bush Ave.
J. Navilio,

Buffalo:

J.

J.

1757
F.

McFadde

:.,

202 Flat-

459 Washington

Buffalo Photo Material Co., 37 Niagara St.
United Projector & Film Corp., 228 Franklin
St.

Corning: Ecker Drug Store, 47 E. Market St.
Glen Falls: M. Lapham's Sons, 2 Rogers Bldg.
Great Neck: Lovett Cinema Studio, 66 Middle
Neck Rd.
Haverstraw: E. H. Vandenburgh, 3 Broadway.
Ithaca: Henry R. Head, 109 N. Aurora St.
Treman, King & Co., care of Geo. E. HoughLittle

Photo Shoppe,

Wi

St.

:

E.

Washington

American News and its Subsidiaries,
Varick St.
H. Boozer, 173 E. 60th St.

*
*

*

131

Brentano's, 1 W. 47th St.
City Camera Co., 110 W. 42nd St.
City Radio, 42 Cortlandt St.
Abe Cohen's Exchan.ge. 113 Park Row.
Columbus Photo Supply, 146 Columbus Ave.
CuUen, 12 Maiden Lane.
Davega, Inc., Ill E. 42nd St.
Davega, Inc.. 152 W. 42nd St,
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., Madison Ave, at
45th St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 235 W. 23rd St.
H. & D. Folsom -Arms Co., 314 Broadway.
Gall 8: Lembke, Inc., 7 E. 48th St.
Gillette Camera Stores. Inc.. 117 Park .\ve.
Gloeckner & Newby Co., 9 Church St.
Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E. 42nd St.
Lowe & Farley, News Stand, Times Bldg.
Lugene, Inc., Opticians, Main Store, 600 MadiUptown
son Ave., bet. 57th and 5Sth Sts.
Store, 976 Madison Ave., bet. 76th and 77th
Sts.

546

Reading; Alexander Kagen. 641 Penn St.
Scranton: Jermyn Bros., 205 N. Washington

Ralph

Zwiebel-Stenger

St.

203

S.

60

W.

Main

St.

RHODE ISLAND
Newport: Rugen Typewriter & Kodak Shop,
295-7 Thames St.

Chattanooga: Englerth Photo Supply
Cherry

Peabody, 86

Burck-Bauer,

Inc.,

11

W, Seventh

Fountain News Co., 426 Walnut St.
Huber Art Co., 124-7th St., W.
John L. Huber Camera Shop, 144 E. 4th St.
Movie Makers, Inc. 110 W. 8th St.
Cleveland: Conger-Latta Co.. 735 Euclid Ave.
Dodd Co., 652 Huron Rd.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc. 1126 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service, Inc, 10008

Carnegie Ave.
Fowler & Slater Co., 806 Huron Rd.
Fowler & Slater Co., 347 Euclid Ave.
Fowler & Slater Co., 1915 E. 9th St.
Halle Bros. Co., 1228 Euclid Ave.
Home Movies Co., 1501-7 Superior Ave.
Lvon & Healy, Inc., 1226 Huron Rd.
Euclid Ave.

Movie

Service

W.

at

Cathedral Ave.

Don

-Amarillo: C.
Bldg.

OKLAHOMA
li

News

Co.,

Mag-

Store, 2599

nolia St.

Dallas; Jamieson Film Laboratories, 2212 Live
St.

E. G.

El

Marlow

Paso: Fred

Co., 1519

Feldman

J.

Main

St.

Co., 308 E.

Schuhmann Photo Shop, P. O. Box
ORT Worth; Hodges & Co., 806 Ma
G. Lord Optical Co., 704 Mai

Ho

San An-

861.

lU

Star Elc. & Eng. Co., Inc., 613 Fannin St.
Paris: R. J. Murphy, So. Side Square.
Antonio: W. C. .411en, Rialto Theatre

Fox Co., 209 Alamo Plaza.
E. Hertzberg Jewelry Co.. Houston
Mary's Sts.
Hughes-Combes, Inc, 407 E. Houston

at

St.

St.

UTAH

S.\lt

Lake City:

271 Main

Salt

Lake Photo Supply

Co.,

St.

144

Shiplers,

Main

S.

St.

VERMONT

Burlington: Robert T, Platka. 231

Rutland: Geo.

City: H. O.

E, Chalmers Co,.

S.

Prospect

Inc.

VIRGINIA
S.

Galeski Optical

Co..

209 Granby

St.

G. L. Hall Optical Co.. 257 Granby St.
S. Galeski Optical Co.. 737 E.

Main

Richmond:
St.

G. L. Hall Optical Co.. 418 E. Grace St.

WASHINGTON

Anderson Supply Co., Ill Cherry St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc, 1415-4th -Ave.
Lowman & Hanford Co., 1514-3rd Ave.
Motion Picture Service, 903 Lloyd Bldg.,

Se.ittle:

142^A

W. Main

106

I)

S.

Huds

Sixth Ave. and Stewart St.

Drug Co.
ulsa: Camera Shoppe, 225 Atco Bldg.,
Main

Oliver-Eakle

lUl9

Hug.ies,

Beaumont: Thames Magnolia

Norfolk:

St.

Gross Photo Supply Co., 325 Superior St.
Lawrence's, 1604 Sylvania Ave.
Leo MacDonough. 1103 Detroit Ave.
'oungstown: Fowler & Slater Co., 7 Wick Ave.
anesville: Zulandt's Drug Store, Widney, cor.
Seventh and Main.

H'Rant: B and

St.

338.

St.

Salem: Butcher's Studio, 176 Jennings Ave.
Toledo: Franklin Print. & Eng. Co., 226-36

Hu

Box

C. Cosby,

Lobby.

2128

Co.,

Hotel

Co.,

San

Columbus: Capitol Camera Co., 7 E. Gay St.
Columbus Photo Supply Co., 62 E. Gay St.
Dayton: Dayton Camera Shop, 1 Third St.

Home

Supply

St.

TEXAS

Oak

St.

Photo

2nd

S.

Nashville: G. C. Dury & Co., 420 Union
Abilene:

Ave.

722

Co.,

St.

Memphis; Memphis

Alliance: England Drug Co.. cor. Park and
Main
Canton: Ralph W. Young, 139 S. Cleveland

St.

-Alvin C.

519%

Frank B. Wilson, Inc., 319 Pike St.
Spokane: Joyner Drug Co., Howard & Riverside -Ave.

S.

Krupnick, 9 E. 6th

St.

OREGON
rnn's Photo-.^rt Shop, 1555

Monroe

St.

Eugene: Steven's, Inc.. 764 Willamette St.
Pendleton: Floyd A. Dennis.
Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 345
Washington St.
Lipman Wolfe S Co,, Kodak Dept.

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown: Geo. E.
Bethlehem: Arthur

Phillips, 36
F. Breisch,

Erie: Kelly & Green, 116

Hareisburg: Maxwell H.

N. 6th St.
527 Main

Tacoma: Shaw Supply Co.. Inc.
E. W. Stewart & Co.. 939 Commerce St.
Yakima; Bradburv Co.. 19 S. Second St.

WEST VIRGINIA

Wheeling; Twelfth

St.

W.

11th St.
Hite & Son, 422 S.

13th St.

James Lett Co., 225 N. 2nd St.
F. W. Buchanan, 320 Walnut St.
Lancaster: Darmstaetter's, 59 N. Queen St.
Mt CIarmel: Stecker's Book Store, 20 N. Oak

Amateur Movies Corp., 132

S.

Garage, 81-12th

St.

Madison; Photoart House. 212 State St.
Milw^aukee: Boston Store. Wisconsin Ave.

St.

&

St.

Eastman Kodak

Stores.

Inc.

427 Milwaukee

St.

Gimbel Bros., Kodak Dept,. Wisconsin -Ave.
& W. Water St.
Photoart House of Milwaukee. 220 Wells St.
Oshkosh: Coe Drug Co., 128 Main St.
Superior: Greenfield
Tower Ave.

Waukesha: Warren

St.

St,

WISCONSIN
Eau Claire: Davis Photo .'Art Co.
Fond du Lac: Huber Bros.. 36 S. Main St.
Green Bay; Bethe Photo Service. 125 Main
4th

Johnstown:

Phil/

DeWitt.

E.
Co,.

Sales

TENNESSEE

111-113

Inc.,

OHIO

J.

*

Kaufmann's Dept. Store, Dept. 62, Fifth Ave.
Kamera Exchange, 11 Fifth Ave.,

Root's

-Arcade.

Salina St.

S.

Ill Columbia St.

Robinson,

St.

City: Abercrombie & Fitch, 45th &
Madison Ave.

606

Inc.,

St.

PI.

Lindemer, 443

Edwin A. Hahn.

Inc.,

St.

New York

*
*

Wood

B. K. Elliott & Co., 126-6th St.
Joseph Home Co., Magazine Dept.

Providence; E. P. .Anthony. Inc., 178 Angell St.
Chas. S, Bush Co., 244-246 Weybosset St.
Starkweather & Williams, Inc., 47 Exchange

St.

Sta

St.

Rochelle: Ye

457 Main

St.

Pittsburgh: Eastman Kodak Stores,

.'\rcade.

Inc.,

S

John Wanamaker, Dept. 56.
Williams, Brown & Earle. Inc. 918 Chestnut

Ave.

Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, University of Rochester.
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co., Camera Dept.
D. B. Lyon. 236 State
T.
and
J.

Norwood:

Broadway.

Adams,

St.

New

»

Wilkes-B^rre:
Market St.

Willheide Movie
Rochester: Marks
A. H. Mogensen,

Cincinn.\ti:

Elizabeth: William C. Golding, 219 Broad St.
Jersey City: Hugo Bermann, 13 Exchange PI.
Montclair: Edward Madison Co., 427 Bloom(ield Ave.
Newark: Anspach Bros.. 838 Broad St.
L. Bamberger & Co.
Fireman's Drus Store, Market and Broad.
C.

27

Dutt Drug Co., 7 E. Exchange St.
Pockrandt Photo Supply Co., 16 N. Howard

1735-37 Boardwalk.

J.

Shop,

St.

Camden: Parrish St Read. Inc., 308 Market St.
East Grange: Edmond J. Farlie, Jr., 45 N.

Schaeffer Co.,

Art

Service, 281 Main St.
& Fuller Co., 36 East .Ave.

..^kron:

St.

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City:

&

Gift

St.

F.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Newport: K.

Cundy

Pouch keepsie:

NEBRASKA
Hastings: Carl R. Matthiesen & Co., 713 W.
2nd St.
Omaha: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 419 S. 16

Chestnut

Filbert Sts.

Mew York Camera

St.

Kansas City: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 916
Grand Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1006 Main St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 21 E. 11th St.
Harold Edwards Radio & Cinema Co., 6239

1020

Ferguson, Jr., 1804 Chestnut St.
Strawbridge & Clothier, Market, Eighth

Jos. C.

Co., 122 Cedar St.
E. B, Meyrowitz. Inc., 520 Fifth Ave.

*

1929

St.

Meta Photo Supply

.

St.

J4th St.
37th

W.

St.

E. B. Meyrowitz. Inc.. 825 Nicollet Ave.
Sly Fox Films, 49 S. 9th St.
OWATONN.^: B. W. Johnson Gift Shop. 115 \V.
Bridge St.
381-3
St. Pai'l: Co-operative Photo Supply Co
Minnesota St.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 380 Minnesota St.
E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 358 St. Peter St.
Ray-Bell Films, Inc., 817 University Ave.
St. Marie Cigar & News Co., 96 E. 5th St.
Winona: Van Vranken Studio, 57 \V. Fourth St.

St

W.

,i02

323-325

i<%K;C«J»T

dio, 353

S.

Photo

Supply Co.,

1328

O'Brien Commercial Stu-

Broadway.
(Continued on page S4S)
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PERFECT INDOOR
MOVIES AT F 3.5
GUARANTEED

rHlS

on e Little Sun ny
car
make bnp
fully
exposed
indo
at /3.5
sixteen fran es

lusl

,1

II

Twin

CLOSEUPS

shows

typical
/3.5
shot.
Don't

speed

amateur cameraman. Injormaabout your movie making adventures, and still photographs illustrating them, will be welcomed, .iddress
all
communications to the Closeup
Editor, Movie Makers, 105 West 40th
Street, New York, N. Y.
of the

En argement bek w
norm al

per se cond.

new department records inand unusual e.xperiences

teresting

you

clear,

lion

-onlu se

Recounting his cine experiences on
a recent movie making tour, Orville
Borgersen writes, "I read of the diffif[^

Only $25
with

am.

close-u P

s

I

s

se

ited
at

,inly
tl

ree

Does the work of
{100 ivorlh oj many

for
feet.

—

of po A-er
o
eye nly
group- set a 8 to 111
Sta rted by pull-d Dwn
Be ter than incandescent
amp
because you can
change car bons to su it filnPlenty

a

liffht

feet.

knob.

10

DAY TRIAL OFFER

No

movie

Box

LfVVit,.

|

,>oo .S«n

1V(f?;^rn.j

cameras are
MOVIE
seldom
recovered

they have been

if

lost

or stolen. Of course they
can be replaced but only
at considerable expense.

against

such

yourself

loss,

insure

your camera and equipment
today under an

for Little 'Sunny Twin at onct
Put hil
for 10 days.
If you are not more than
Ordt
tied we'll refund your money instantly.
Specify if white flame or panchromatic
day.
bons are wanted.
Send check or money order
pay postage.
test

LEONARD WESTPHALEN
438 Rush Street

'asked:

To safeguard

Send

complete without

is

cuhies of filming in Mexic'o in a recent

other lights. Draws
only
25
arnfs.
110-120 volt A. C.
or D. C. CoUa-psible Outfit includes
lamp, nickled'stand,
cord with switch,
and six carbons.

Lost: Amateur Movie
Camera. Reward for
return -No questions,

"All Risks"

Chicago

Camera

Floater Policy
MM.

16

Library Subjects

Our

catalog of

Covers all risks

GOLD SEAL PICTURES
Will be sent upon request

CLEANER

elsewhere ex-

filn

of film at once.

Price, $8.00
(Including can

of

cept wear, tear,

cleaning fluid)

FADE-IN; FADE-OUT
SIMPLEX FADING GLASS
Will produce this all-important efTect.
post-paid upon receipt of $2.00

CAN YOU FIND THE CAMERA?
Neither Could The Mexican Police.
Paper Bag Behind Mr. Borgersen

ERNEST

M.

Cleveland. Ohio

„^/.

of

Movie

46th

in the

St.,

New

to

the

16 and 3 J

York, N. Y.

Amateur
mm. field.

we

toning,

title

making,

posal in

all

etc.

your

Our

amateur must over-

Our

held by the rebels, but

my

paper bag

for Juarez,

in action.

where the

Prompt

lenient with the itinerant

and

service

guaran-

permitted

^
Telephone 1552 Bryant

can provide

me

tlie

guards on
getting

So we headed

to take

Pendleton,

more

Company
or

St.and.ard

Oregon,

four

Fire Insur-

ance Company
of Hartford,

Affiliated

movie maker,

local scenes."

this service.

Automobile Insurance

Pietra.

authorities,

wor\.

In

Aqua

me from

ing to your
efficient

so
in-

DEALERS! You can do
your customers a favor by
assisting them to insure the
equipment you have sold.
Ask your insurance agent or
broker to tell you how he

aroused,

interest

traveled sixty miles to

every hand prevented
dis'

matters pertain-

teed.

decided

I

from my car.
"Following east along the border
we were refused admission to
Naco, the Federal base, because of

Unique

duping,

depreciation
and war.

towns,

actual warfare.

staff of experts is at

Mexico,

conspicuously torn to free the lens, T
made the rest of my Mexican movies

Contact and optical printing.
facilities for

in

come each obstacle as it arises, and
with my camera in a paper sack,

FILM LAB INC.
W.

make

with the injunction to

released

that a conscientious

EXPERT
Catering

I.

I

no more movies

130

In

Is

(Right

M.akers and to my
found they weren't exaggerated. Caught red handed with camera
clicking, I was arrested and clapped
in a Mexican jail. When I was finally
issue

REYNOLDS

St.

It

A

Sent

sorrow

165 E. 191st

home and

at

SIMPLEX FILM

^tna

Conn.
with

Life Insurance

Company

amateurs,
M. E. Esselstyn, Floyd
Dennis, Vic Bracher and Jack Barron.

547
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/%KJeS.IST
AFRICA

HAWAII

Cape Province
:AtE

Artistic

titles

Town: Kodak (South Africa)

Honolulu: Honolulu Photo Supply
Box 2999:

Ltd.,

dak House." Sliortmarket and Loop
Lennon, Ltd., Adderley St.

New

tion pictures
doubly interest-

South Wales

vdney: Filmo Stores. 142 B King St.
Harringtons. Ltd., 3S6 George St.
Kodak (Australasia) Tty.. Ltd., 379

laan,

New

196.

Groningen: Capi, 3 Kleine Pelsterstraat.
Xijmegen: Capi, 13-17 van Berchenstraat.

(

St.

Frank

Capi, Broerstraat 48.

Zealand
\V

25.

Wellington: Kodak (Austral
a) Pty.,
Box 1474, G. P. O.
Wa'erworths, Ltd., 216 Lambton Quay.

Our

service
runs the whole gamut
of possibilities, from
inexpensive typewritten titles to handlettered art titles
with suitable backgrounds.
title

HUNGARY

Ltd.,

IUdapest,

Queen

Kodak (Australasia)

St.

South Australia
.'Adelaide: Harringtons, Ltd., 10 Rundle St.
Kodak (Australasia) Ptv., Ltd., 37 Rundle
St.

Tasmania

Kodak

Hobakt:

(Australasia)

Ltd.,

Ptv..

4.i

Elizabeth St.
Victoria
Charles W. Donne,

Melbourne:

349-51

Chowringhee

Post

ITALY
Milan: Kodak Societa Anonima, Via Vittor

Kodak (Australasi

Kobe: Honjo & Co., 204 Motomachi 6-Chome.
Kyoto: J. Osawa & Co., Ltd., Sanjo Kobashi.
Osaka: Fukada & Co., 218 Dojima Bldg.
Uyeda, No. 4 Junkeimachi Shinsaibash-suji,

A price

quality work.

JAPAN
SwansK

Pty., Ltd., 161

)

Journals Pty., Ltd., Temple Cour

West Australia
Perth:

Kodak

(Australasia)

Mil

£

Can.,

Manitoba
Winnipeg: Eastman Kodak
Main St.
Film & Slide Co. of Can.,

319 Credit

Ltd.,

Strain's,

Oslo:

J. L. Nerlien .A-S,
L^niversity Book Shop.

Ltd., Paris Bldg.

345 Portage
Ontario

Ltd.,

.\\e.

c, 123 Escolta.

St.
J.

CUBA
Co., Neptuno
DENMARK
News

SOUTH AMERICA

attention
audience.

Makes

or

of

annoy

your

operating your projecto

a pleasure.

No extra wires needed.
Just pull the snitch and
Light
is
there— Hhen
Where you need

th

•

Easily attached to your machine in a few minutes and pre
jector can be packed away
case without detaching.

)

f

i

Price $6.00
From your Dealer

BROWN

WILLIAMS,

or

& EARLE.

Inc.

"The Home

of

Motion Picture Equipment."

Filmo Motion Picture Cameras and
Projectors

918

Chestnut

St.,

Ve
MacGregc

Aktieselskab, Oste

Kodak

London, S. W. I.:
Exchange, Ltd., 119, Victoria St.
London, W. C. 2.: Sands, Hunter & Co., Ltd.,
37 Bedford St., Strand.
London: W. 1.: Bell
Howell Co., Ltd., 320
Regent St.
J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., 31 Mortimer St., Ox-

Wm.

Philadelphia Pa.

graphic

(Sheffield)

Ltd.,

Row

(Far-

Paris: Grande Librairie Universelle, 84
vard Saint Michel, Vie.

Boule-

Norfolk

Zurich: Ganz and Co., Bahnhofstrabe 40.
.M. M. Gimnii & Co., Merkurstrasse 25.

who

lOS

$i a Year (Canada ?3,25, Foreign ^3.50)

548

Kesawan.

Nordiska Kompaniet, Photo-

SWITZERLAND

FRANCE
*Indicates dealers

B.

H. Strubin S: Co., Cine Service, Gerbergasse 25.
Genev,. Lewis Stalder (Photo-Hall), 5 Rue de
la Cotlederation.
Lausanne: Kodak Societe Anonyme, 13 Av.
Jean-Jacques Mercier.
Winterthur: Alb. Hosier, Marktgasse, 57.

gate).

MOVIE MAKERS,

-A.

Dept.

Basel:

Ltd.,

Change Alley.
6

Co., 69

SWEDEN
Stockholm:

62,

Exchange,

Cond

SUMATRA
Medan: Y. Ebata &

cadilly.

Westminster Photographic Exchange, Ltd.,

Avenida

Penang: Kwong Hing Cheong, Ic Penang St.
V. Ebata S: Co., 77 Bishop St.
N.
109
Singapore: Amateur
Photo Store,
Bridge Rd.
V. Ebata & Co., 33 Coleman St.
Kodak, Ltd., 130 Robinson Rd.

Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 119 New Bond St.
Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 47 Berkeley St., Pic-

Piccadilly.
\\'estminster
Photographic
Ill Oxford St.

-Anonima,

Sociedad

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS

Bold St.
Westminster Photographic

Mcintosh

Apartado

Sol.4.
St.

Lizars, 71

Co.,

Co.,

Barcelona: James Casals. 82 \'iladomat St
Madrid: Kodak Sociedad Anonima, Puertft de

ENGLAND

Photo

Pieper,

uela

SPAIN

Bristol: H. Salanson & Co.. Ltd., 20 Hish
Harrogate: A. R. Baines, 39 James St.

Sheffield

&

Postal No. 197.

2.

Alexandria: Kodak (Egypt) Societe Anonyme,
23, Cherifi and Pasha St. and Ramleh Sta.

Sheffield:

Direct

Eckhardt

Laverick & Co., Casilla 244.

ford St.

an.

it.

Connio,

Chile
'alparaiso:
1630.

EGYPT

J.

Argentine
Gattamc

llENOs Aires:
.Maipu 456.

2-E.

Copenhagen K; Kongsbak and Cohn, Nygade

Liverpool:

Rd.

Photo Studii

Co.,

E.

convenient light on your Filmo
Projector that enables you to operate
and change \'our reels with plenty of
illumination that does not attract
the

New

Bank Lane.
&

king Rd.
Eastn
Kodak Co., 64 Kiangse Rd.

A

101 Buchanan St.

SIAM

Shanghai: Chiyo Yoko Photo Supplies, 470 Nan-

Kodak

s,

Bangkok Central Book Depot, Sikak

St.

Fletcher
Ltd., 26 Queen's Rd., Central.

Cop

Li:

Phy

CHINA
Hong Kong: The Pharmacy,

Si.

rth of

SCOTLAND

;dinburgh: J. Lizars, 6 Shandwick PI.
Robert Ballantine, 10314 St. Vincent

mond Bldg.

"PILOTLIGHT"

13.

REPUBLIC OF PANAMA
Incon: Miller's Specialty Shop. Box
'anama City: Lewis Photo Service, 1
July Ave.

Western Ave., at Decarie Blvd.
T. Eaton Co., St. Catherine St., W.
Film & Slide Co. of Can., Ltd., 104 Drum-

a

Nedre Slotsgate

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

Hamilton: W. Hill & Bro., 90 W. King St.
Toronto: Associated Screen News, Ltd., Tivoli
Theatre Bldg., 21 Richmond St., E.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Ltd., 66 King St.
T. Eaton Co., Dept. V-6, 190 Vonge St.
Film & Slide Co. of Can.. 156 King St., W.
Lockhart's Camera Exchange, 384 Bay St.
Quebec
Montreal: Associated Screen News, Ltd., 515S

Gladwish & Mitchell, 147 Peel

5.

NORWAY

472

Ltd.,

Stores,

i7.

Pathe Baby-.Agency for Mexican Republic;
Latapi 'if Bert, Av. 16 de Septiembre 70, El
Globo.
Puebla: Casa "Hertes," .Av. Reforma 109.

610

Ltd.,

Co., S. A.,

Agenda Postal 25.
Kodak Mexicana, Ltd.. Independencia
"La Rochester," Av. 16 de Septiembre

St.

Film & Slide

TITLING SERVICE, Inc.
Room 917
350 Madison Ave.
New York

515 Marunouchi

Mexico City: American Photo Supply

Foncier Bldg.

B.

Library,

MEXICO

Kodak Sto
lUe

KODASCOPE EDITING AND

\V.

Mo

Bldg.

Alberta
Calgary: Boston Hat Works and News Co., 109
Eighth Ave.
British Columbia

and samples will
be sent on request.

THE

i-ku.

Ho

TOK

Hay

Ltd.,

Pty.,

St.

CANADA

list

Pi-

sani N. 6.

422 Little

reasonable for

U-4.

Harringtons. Ltd., 266 Collins St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 84 Colli!

al

are

prices

.'aroshaz

St.

Office PI.

St.

The

Karolj

Pejtsik

:

INDIA

Ltd., 250

Pty.,

IV

-•Vhmedabad: R. Tolat & Co., Bawa's St., Raipur
Bombay: Continental Photo Stores, 253 Hornby
Rd.
HamUton Studios, Ltd., Hamilton House,
Graham Rd., Ballard Estate.
M. L. Mistry & Co., 46 Church Gale St., Fort
Bombay 4: Movie Camera Co., Walker House,
Lamington Rd.
Burma: Y. Ebata &: Co., 200 Phayre St., Rangoon.
Calcutta: Army St Navy Coop. Soc, Ltd., 41

Queensland
BRisB.^yE:

Korte Hoog-

Bolle:

170-172

Ltd.,

St.

ing.

O.

P.

-Amsterdam: Capi, 115 Kalverstraat.
Foto Schaap & Co., Spui 8.
Den Haag: Capi, 124 Noordeinde.
Fotohandel Ter Meet Derval, Fred. Hendrik-

AUSTRALIA

make your mo-

Co.,

HOLLAND

Sts.

are advertising in

west 40th

street.

New York

City

25 Cents a Copy (Foreign 30 Cents)

IMO'«'ME IMy%K.EIftS

BETTER STILLS

for

use

A Kawee Camera
Compactness Without
Efficiency

Sacrificin!;

or Picture Size

uurkiiif; liigethf-r. recently filmed ami
edited a picture of yachting on McKay

Lake, nearby.
This film has been
•creened in Pendleton theaters and will
be shown in theaters in several adjoininjj towns.

FILMO 700
To you

Thinnest and
most compact

.

made
SPECIAL PRICES
2'A\i'A

fitted

in-,

Hugo

Meyer

with 4J4

in

lens

ir

£4.5

shutter
9x12 cm. {i'Ax4'/i in.) size with
same equipment, but 514 tn.

.

rising and falling front.
Complete
level,
etc.
finder
holders and
film
plate
3

trial

al

brilliant

Write

dealers.

for

St.

A

builders.

camera

which

in-

.

...

Wire
with
plate

...

details.

NEW YORK

A

to s-l-o-w motion ... a finder
variable for six different focal lengths
of lenses
a compact new style of
turret front for three lenses .
.
.
an attached winding key
a carrymg case to carry the complete outfit.
1"
remarkable
value
including
Cooke F: 3. 5 lens and carrying case

exten-

A

BURLEIGH BROOKS
136 Liberty

advanced movie workers

.

ond

^O .50

DeLuxe double

with

model,

Free

for

back,

sion

,

corporates these a.stonishing features
seven speeds from eight per sec.

lens.

These special prices are

focusing
adapter.

.

Bass offers this astonishing new
super 16 mm. Camera
6? Howell, master cam-

.

era

.50

Compur

and

.

Filmo 70 D.
made by Bell

CITY

at

$245.00.
Telegraph your order for ivtmediate deor ifrite for full information lo

livery
Fi'.mo

YOUR

Do

Films
Require a "Lecture"?

D

O

you have to deliv
very
Or
filn
does the plot unfold with ordered
sequence
interwoven
with
interesting hand-lettered titles? Let me assist
yon in g'iving" your films continuity
and real distinction. Let me supply
your films with artistic hand-lettered

—

that conform to the latest professional
mode.
Write today for

titles

samples

and

prices.

P. Ingeniann Sekaer
1472 Broadway. New York

NIGHT
MOVIES

Fred Waller's Idea Of Cool

Summer

Filminjl-

179

^

The author

an interesting series
of articles on trick photography in
Movie Makers and a cine expert of
professional reputation, Fred Waller, is
also the inventor of an original type of
water skis. Such is his confidence in
the efficacy and safety of his invention
that he does not hesitate to trust him
self as well as an expensive 35 mm.
camera to its mercy, as shown in the
accompanying still depicting Mr. Waller shooting a scene on the briny deep.
Our readers will be interested to know
that this summer Mr. Waller is staging

Amateurs

often

footage

tell

us

of

sizes,

'/j,

1, 2,

3

and

4

minutes

by
special work.

flares fired

tired

a flash-light battery, for

Several
simultaneously.

flares

Claude B. Tidd, a Canadian, member
Police,
Northwest Mounted
of the
whose work extends far into the wilds
among the Indians and who always carSo far,
ries his cine camera with him.
he has shot about two thousand feet
but has never seen a foot of

of

film,

it

projected,

of light.

Especially tor outdoors. Also electrical

may be

he has never
a source of elec

because

come near enough
trie

Tourists"

BURTON HOLMES

the

they

they have anticipated their results, they
cannot know the expectant anguish of

—

for

16 Millimeter Library Films

expose abroad
and are unable to have processed until
Poignantly as
return to this country.

Light a Meteor Flare (Powerful Firework Torch) and take a movie of the
The
party no equipment necessary.
same flare the professionals use. Five

"Movie Headquarters

set!

lengthy

llnndU

MADLSON STREET
CHICAGO, ILL

W.

of

a series of aquatic thrillers at Atlantic
City, using the Atlantic Ocean for a

^

habh-

Headqiinrlers.

LET 'ER BUCK

to

current to run a projector.

SEVILLE IN FAIR TIME
Seville

turns

out

for

the

bull

Beautiful

fight.

maidens in heautiful mantillas, joyous throngs,
street dancing and all the other joys of fair time.
Xo. S9— too feet
J7.50

HOW

BATIK

IS

MADE

IN JAV.\

Javanese maidens weave the cloth on crude
looms, decorate it by the batik process, paint on
the design with hot wax, dye it, melt away the
wax and dip the fabric in a dye of another color.
Jf o. 90—100 feet
$7.60

STREET LIFE IN JAVA
Java has 33,000,000 inhabitants.
crowded population very entertaining.
places are
these
and

always

many

fascinating in
other features

We

find

All

East.
this

extremely interesting.
Xo. 91—100 feet
In this

the

The market

the

make

reel

»7.50

famous collection of 16 millimeter Libra-

ry Films there are ninety-one films 100 feet in
length and twenty films ranging from 200 feet to
They are all made up of the choicest
400 feet.
of this renowned traveler's collection.

bits

John G. Marshall
Meteor Photo Chemicai

s

1752 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N, Y.

For

sale

outright.

Burton Holmes Lectures,
7510

N. Ashland Ave., Chicago,

Inc.
III.

519

1

;%aj«a;sT

1929

Advertising

Classified

EQUIPMENT WANTED

WANTED

to buy used equipment for Bell &
Howell Camera and Projector; splicer, indoor

mm. used films, title writer or
What have you? Harry Kiley,

16

lights,

thing.

any135

Eliot Street, Milton, Mass.

^Tlms for

sale

FREE CATALOG.

Dollar picture rolls for
Fresh negastandard still-film projectors.
tive (5S mm.), regular and panchromatic, 3c
ft. Get our list. Hollywood Still-Film Studio,
Box 1410, Hollywood, California.
all

WANTED

FILMS

CASH

IN

Library

good

on

films,

used

CASH

your

Send

and

buy

will
lists

to Stark-Films, 219

prices

Pathex
your

and

lowest

W.

Center

Md.

Baltimore,

Street.,

mm.

16

Dealer

etc.

prints.

TRADING OFFERS

SWAP— Have

WILL

OTHELLO

1

&

with B.

Ansco Super Speedex No.

Tessar f 4.5

L.

lens

Fills a Definite

perfect

in

Featuring Emil Jannings

Will swap for good
about 3" suitable for Victor.
Leslie P. Guest, Hotel Lytle, Cincinnati, Ohio.

A

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
COMPLETE PRINTING OUTFITS,

condition,

A

$60.00.

list

re

telcphoto lens,

drama

of terrific

power

and compelling interest, produced with a wealth of imagery and beauty of conception
worthy of the finest traditions
in Shakespearean lore.
Magnificently acted and lavishly staged,

it

moves with

a

swing and sustained suspense
to the final climax.

movie

titles;

presses,

plies.

Write

for

paper,

ink,

Kelsey

catalog.

A
rom

Price S4,50 at your dealers.
Xiikel Plated 56 00

sup-

Northeast Products Co.

Company,

FISCHER'S
SERVICE, Inc.

son Street, Chicago,

only

first

$61.00

3.5

been

Model

C

worn), bargain
projector with

at

worn carrying

lens,

used

takes

Model

it.

times

$39.00.

—

A

special

price

(slightly

shop-

#.
II

De Vry

16

Slightly

$65.00.

mm.

I

of

their

own

sure the Success of our Distributors.

No

risk.

Kodascope Libraries,
33

West 42nd

St.

New

Inc.

York, N. Y.

SELL motior
What have
accessories.
want?— F. W. Buchanan

G.

Jann,
York.

I

titling I

or stand-*

Exchange Your 16mm. Library Film

What do

Have you any good usable movie films such as
Comedy, Drama. Cartoon or Educational, for
exchange? Send them to me and receive
equally good or better of the same length in

Joh,istown. Pa.

of very desirable machines

Cullen's,

condition.

New

ZEISS 1" f

F

Vclostigmat

1.8

Zeiss

12

all

f

(t.

ft.

ft.

J.

of film exchanged for. .... .$1.00
of film exchanged for
2.S0
2-reel subject, exchanged for 5.00

NAVILIO FILM EXCHANGE

1757 Broadway

News

6.3,

4%",

3%"

$47.50;

for Cine

Reel Laboratory

1707 Sanson! St., Philadplpliia, Pa.

$27.50; Wollensak 2"
for Filmo, $40.00; Carl

3.3,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Maiden

2.7,

Tele-Tessar ¥

lensak Telephoto

100

400
800

in first

York.

CARL

CAdillac 5 260

pict are cameras

you?
.

AND PROJECTORS. A

FILMO CAMERAS

2540 Park Ave.

DETROIT, MICH.

complete outfit and extras. In first
Cost $150. Will sell for $75.
Box 4, Station S, Brooklyn, New

Exclusively 16

WolKodak

ing,

mm.

Developing, PrintRush Service

Titling, Editing,

$42.00; Wollensak Telephoto f 4.5, 4" for
Filmo, $3 9.50; Duograph Projector, motor-

B,

driven,
Filmo Projector, $100.00;
$40.00;
Kodascope C Projector, $35.00; Victor Camera
f 2 Schneider lens, $95.00; Cine Kodak B, F
3.5, $47.00; lea hand-driven 3 5 mm. 80 ft.
camera f 3.5 Carl Zeiss lens and case, $30.00;
Sept automatic 3 5 mm. camera, double spring
motor, $20.00; Cine Chest to hold five 400
ft.
reels, $3.5 0; used Dremophot and Cinophot Exposure Meters, each $6.50; absolutely
brand new Arrow Beaded Screens, former
model. No. 3, size 39x52", regular $3 5.00,
special $17.50 each; No. 2, size 30x40", regular

$25.00, special $12.50

110

550

mm.

Cinematography.

CLARK CINE-SERVICE

Filmo 70 with turret

WE BUY AND

Lane,

operation

Yt5TIIU>AYI service. (16

I

number

Film Rental Libraries.
Our
Experience and Resources as-

TITLES
Complete editing and
ard.)

—

class

from

£H ^.^

shop-

head and six inch lens, cost $30.00, bargain
$21.50
Donaldson's, 75 Merrimack St.,
at
Lowell, Mass.

PATHEX

desire Profits

CHICAGO

200 watt, only run

Kodascope

case,

Motion Picture fquipment

EAST ERIE STREET

complete with tripod,

3

case for

AiTidlcur

154

III.

MODEL A KODASCOPE,
times,

CAMERA

class condition.

To Dealers who

you

this small investment.

f^

offers unusual rebuilt good-as-new FilBell & Howell Filmo with Cooke 3.5
and case at $110.00.
Bell & Howell
Filmo with Cooke 1.8 lens at $122.50. Bell
standard
model,
& Howell Filmo Projector,
All guaranteed or your money
at $120.00.
back. Bass Camera Company, 179 West Madi-

and
you

PROPOSITION

if

Family Group needs You.
many times you will reap dividends

mos;

$60.00.

ATTRACTIVE

Need

a better story

BASS

has

ada.

tells

In fact

lens

ten

Branch Libraries and Distributors in Fifty Leading Cities
of the United States and Can-

Film

it.

D-50, Meriden, Conn.

Cine Kodak, f

One of nearly 500 subjects in
our new (Third Edition) 182page Descriptive Catalogue.
Furnished upon request.

type,

Travel
in

W.

3

2nd

Street,

each— WILLOUGHBYS,

New

York.

HAVE a few Suitcase Model "A" type II
and cabinet Capitol Projectors, listing at $325
and $495 respectively, C. O. D. sale price
$160 and $236 respectively, f. o. b. Los
These are new and not
.\ngeles, California.
used. Address J. Giles, 418 So. Crescent Drive,

I

Beverly Hills, California.

HOWELL Projector with case, extra
45-50 condenser and color attachment. Minusa
36x48 portable screen. Cost $226. Will sell
for $155.
Winthrop C. Haigh, 61 So. Munn
Ave., East Orange, N. J.
BELL &

A New Era
IN

Home Movii':s

Amateur moi'ie making has passed through its experimental
days, and has come into a new era an era in which beaiilv
and utility of home movie equipment will be rightly demanded. The projector will ?w longer be taken from a closet,

—

reels sought,

a screen erected, a table pulled

to

a convenient

The up-to-date home movie enthusiast will combine all
equipment in one unit a creation of both
beauty and utility. Such is the new cabinet for the Library

place.

—

of his projecting

Kodascope.

THE BEAUTY

new cabinet is evident in
the kistrous finish of the fine
grained, hand rubbed walnut, in the skilful marquetry
and trimming of polished ebony. In design the cabinet is conservatively modern. It is distinctive in appearance, but unobtrusive. It will take its place
every

ot the

line, in

any home.
Its utility is equally pronounced
for the new cabinet, with the Library Kodascope, forms a complete,
compact, instantly available outfit tor showing home
quietly but effectively in

—

movies.
In material and finish, the cabinet matches the
case of the Library Kodascope. Inside, there are compartments for twentv-six 400-foot reels, and a roomv
drawer for accessories. Hinged on the inside of the
cabinet door is a shell which, when swung into a hori-

zontal position, gives generous rooip for reel containers when the reels are in use and for editing and splic-

permanently attaching
under this shelf
is a detachable, walnut-mounted Kodacolor Screen, a
collapsible standard for which is in the cabinet drawer.
ing.

There

is

ample space

tor

a splicing block. Secured to the dodr

The top of the cabinet revolves, permitting the selfcontained screen of the Library Kodascope to be extended in any direction, or a larger screen to be used
without moving the cabinet.
The new cabinet, alone, is $1 ^jo; the Library Kodascope is I300. They may be purchased separately or
as a unit.

Ask a Cnie-Kodak dealer for a

deiuonst ration

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

Rochester, N. Y.

A PkCFESSIONAL OPINION
on personal movie cameras
^^^aledonly by ^ellCWowell studio cameras

^
The

exclusive use of Bell

&

FILMO 70 D

the new-] speed

*

Who can best advise you as to the merit of amateur movie cameras?

Howell professional cameras
these many years in producing

And none better than Carl Laemmle. Since
Hiawatha, his first Universal picture, filmed eighteen years ago,
he has used only Bell & Howell cameras. Among the 1 1 7 Bell &
Howell's (worth over half a million dollars) now owned by Universal, you will find those first cameras, still operating perfectly.
Professional producers

picture plays made by Universal Pictures, has contributed a

proper share to the building
of this great cinema municipality known to the world as
Universal City.

!

iLefi) Filmo 70 A, the original ptrsonal motie camera, surpassed only by
Filmo 70 D. $180 and up with case.

With such expert endorsement, the new, vastly improved, and
movie camera in Bell & Howell's 22 years'

Your Filmo and Eyemo

greatest amateur

Cameras for the amateur, incorporating as they do your
usual precision of manufacture, should, in my estimation,
result in general home appreciation of the many niceties of

experience

A
with

is

introduced

{Right) Filmo

— Filmo 70-D.

tocratic,

such as never was known before is at your fingertips
seven film speeds (8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 48, 64 frames a

A

its

An amateur

camera? Only in its utter
its $5,000 brothers
in the professional field. Yet it costs but $245 and up in its
Mayfair carrying case, equipped with SESAMEE lock. Ask your
Filmo dealer to demonstrate Filmo 70-D, and write us for literature and the illustrated booklet, "What you see, you get."
toy? Far from

simplicity.

Bell

pocket size and ariscase.

All Filmos take either a 50 or
100 joot roll ojfilm
For black and white pictures, Filmo
Cameras use Eastman Safety Film
I6mm.) in the yellow box— both

second), three-lens turret, and variable viewfinder.

motion picture making.
Very truly yours,

7.5.

$120 and up with

skill

it.

Filmo 70-D

& Howell

a small

is

Co., Dept. H, 1807

Larchmont Avenue, Chicago,

NEW YORK ' HOLLYWOOD LONDON (B. & H. Co.,Ltd.)
'

(

regular and panchromatic —obtainable at practically all dealers" handling cameras and supplies. Filmo
Cameras and Filmo Projectors are
adaptable, under license trom Eastman Kodak Company, for use of

model of

'

Eastman Kodacolor film for home
movies in full color. Cost of film
covers developing and return postpaid, within the country where
processed, ready to show at home
or anywhere with Filmo Projector.

111.

Established 1907

BELL6 HOWELL^
^

WHAT

CFiff.
YOU SEE,YCL GET

\(Turn
{

to

Pages S26 and 527

for further details)

1 w.H..r~aiL Jnilk.
MAfitazine

off

the i%mAteiir Cinotno League, Inc.

J

'

i
IH
I

\
>E.P

TIMBER

/a

'/^

)

A

^ XPEPTFILMC
P

"I congratulate

raises

you on hav-

ing extended to the amateur
in your Filmo
and Eyemo cameras, the same
we have
precision
cinema

movie maker,

known

in Bell

& Howell

professional studio cameras
these

many years."

First

Vice-President

Paramount Famous-Lasky Corp.

A new star in persona/ moviedom
The expertness of the professional is now made
possible for the amateur

movie maker, by the

adventofFilmo70-D— "master of allpersonal
movie cameras."
Filmo 70-D is a worthy development from the
Bell & Howell professional cameras used by
Paramount and ail other major studios for
many years. An amazing flexibility, known
before only by the Hollywood cameraman, has
been built into its design, the result of rare
skill

and mechanical ingenuity.

is

.

.

.the new Fl

LMO /O'D

not in use, a slight twist off center locks the
An ingenious

turret against accidental starting.

drum

is

built into the viewfinder

which, with

the turn of a knurl, switches into view the exact
field areas of six different focal length lenses.

Filmo 70-D is furnished complete with one
Taylor-Hobson Cooke 1-inch F 3.5 lens and
smart Mayfair case equipped with Sesamee
Other models with different
lock at $245.
lens combinations range upward in price.
See the

new Filmo 70-D

at

(Left)

Filmo

70-A, the original

Amateur movie camera, $180 and up
with
size

case.

and

colors,

(Right) Filmo 13, pocketaristocratic,

three optitial

$120 and up with

case.

your dealer's or

write for literature.

The new Filmo

precision governor regulates

the seven film speeds to the minutest degree

(Turn

to

pages 590 and 591)

All Fiimos Take Either 50 or
100 Rolls of Film

of accuracy ... 8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 48, and 64
frames a second. A relative exposure indicator

BELL & HOWELL CO., DEPT.
1828 LARCHMONT AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

Cameras use East man Safety Film

gives correct aperture settings for these various

New York, Hollywood. London
(B, & H.Co., Ltd.) Established 1907

(16inmJ in the yellow box both regobtainable at
ular and panchromaLtic
practically all dealer s handling cameras

speeds corresponding to the lens stop used for

normal speed of 16 frames a second.
Thethreelens turret is instantly switched from
one lens to another by a twist of the wrist. The
film mechanism is automatically locked until
the lens

is

perfectly seated.

When the camera

I

BELL 6

HOW ELL

C^l&nO
WHAT YOU

SEE,YCU GET

For black and whi te pictures, Filmo

—

—

Cameras and Filmo
ire adaptable, under license
Proje
from Eastman Kodak Company, for use
Kodacolor film for home
r. Cost of film covei
vies in full <

andsuppi

eloping an(

urn postpaid, withi
processed, ready t
nywhere with Film

IMO'VHE IMAM.EKS

'VO^-

TO

DEALERS AND
PROSPECTIVE OWNERS:
We take this method of expressing our sincere
appreciation for the wonderful enthusiasm with
which RECORDION has been received by you. Your
marvelous response to our initial announcement
of RECORDION, the perfectly synchronized reproducer for the home, has reached heights beyond
our fondest expectations.

Those of you who have been fortunate enough
to have had your order filled to date and those who
have placed their orders will, we feel sure, be
more than satisfied with RECORDION because no stone
has been left unturned and no detail has been omitted
to prevent RECORDION from being the greatest product of a great age.
We feel that the best way to show our thanks
to our dealers, prospective dealers and the public
at large is to give them the advantage of every im-

provement and real National Film Service - which
The best is none too
means "the utmost" and best.
good for you.

Sincerely yours,

NATIONAL FILM PUBLICITY CORP.
Saint Louis, U. S. A.

^t
555
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WILLOLOHBYS
HEADQUARTERS FOR AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS SPECIALTIES

110

WEST ai-"

STREET

NEW YORK

,

HAYDEN'S NEW COMBINATION
REEL AND CAN
An

made aluminum

exceptionally well

mm.

and can for 16

film, offered

16

MM.

reel

complete

with spring finger on reel for easy thread-

Hayden spring clip for holding film in
new feature for humidifying solution, all at the same price of ordinary

ing:

place and

and can.

reel

STINEMAN DEVELOPING
TANK FOR 16 MM. FILM

400

ft.

size,

complete, Regular List $1.85;

200

ft.

size,

complete. Regular List $L35;

Special

Professional results are obtained with this
outfit

consisting of one

100

reel

ft.

and

Special

one for developer,
one for hypo and one for water.
three

nesting

16

mm.

Unit for 100 feet 35

mm.

feet

film,

$50

film,

$50

NEW PLASMAT
TELEPHOTO

PAN-RITE

or

Particularly Adaptable to the

auto-

matic amateur movie cameras.

constructed
70

all

for

top

VICTOR

tilting

panoraming

and

CAMERAS
Model Filmo

new

The

LENS SET
FILMO

$1.00

trays,

Unit for 100

The

$1.50

New

will

It

is

hardened

chromium
any make

plated,

steel,

D

of

of

fit

standard tripod. Can also
be used with 35 mm.
automatic cameras such

B &

as

H Eyemo

and

DeVry.
$9.00

Now
of

with

supplied

lenses

more universally used

cal

Hugo Meyer Plasmat

the

convertible
ing

fo-

Set consists of

lengths.

anastigmat

combinations of

/4.5-31/2
/5.6,

for

in.

and 43/4 in.
eye
matched

each:

also

color

and sunshade.

Costs a

STINEMAN PRINTER

/8

with

pieces
filter

in.

hav-

21/2

little

more than the

price of one telephoto lens.

efficient, easily operated printing machine may be worked by hand or motor.
An adjustable light opening controls exposure on over or under exposed negatives. Has
capacity for 200 feet negative and positive

This

film.

Complete

556

with

plush

mm.

film.

$90

For 35 mm.

film.

90

For

$98.00
lined

case
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what A.bout

Wear & Tear
on your
Vricekss Yilms ?
"|\

/TANY

^'-*-

of your films are non-replaceable and therefore price-

What,

less!

common

then,

would

to the use of the

With

eliminated?

new Model

the

iration of that very^ advantage

The

newly

mean

it

perfected

to

3

—and

Victor

Intermittent

known

is

attained

the

wear and

tear

w.'ith

real-

only with the Victor!

film tension for steadiness.

degree

if

Victor Projector comes the

depend upon
tle

you

average projector could be positively

movement

does

not

Steadiness to the highest

the exclusive Victor Adjustable Shut-

without the usual damaging pressure on the film at the aperture.

Furthermore, the intermittent claw works on both film edges, engaging two perforations at the same time.

These and other recently de-

veloped mechanical principles provide against treasured films being
gradually ruined by projection.

The Victor shows
advantage.

An

event film

fails to

fresh, pliable film,

automatic trip cuts

and
off

old, dried-out film to equal

power and

light instantly in

track because of defective patching

— further

insur-

ance against film damage!
Pictures of professional excellence
flickerless

—

Victor Projector.

A

efficient

CINE

PROJECTOR

most complete, simple and
Cine instruments?

of all recognized

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH CO.
Davenport, Iowa, U.

Branch Sales
242

It is

no longer necessary

to

16mm

W.

55th

St.,

New

S.

A.

Office

York, N. Y.

be content with less than professional results
nor to submit your films to destrucnew Model 3 Victor Cine Projector

in the projection of
film
tive usage during projection! See the

today.

and

the late models of the J'ictor

— the

3

brilHant, rock-steady

demonstration will convince you.

Have you seen
Cine Camera

MODEL

—smooth,

are the natural result of the mechanical perfection of the

.

.

.

IMO'^'XK

IMABttMS

rd
;rv

depending upon lenses selected. We carry
line of better lenses for your selection.

CUUEN*
PHOTO SUPPLIES SINCE
12

Maiden Lane

1882

New York

City.
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For Professional Results
WITH AMATEUR CAMERA SIMPLICITY

THE NEW FILMO
Will

Meet Your Most

Let us demonstrate

this

Critical

FEATURED RELEASES

70-D

Approval

wonderful new camera

For Home Frojecton
Arc Film Co., New York City. This new
source, listed here for the tirst time, offers a
film for which there should be a continuously
steady demand among churches, schools and
home projectionists. Well acted and containins
excellent photography throughout, Christus, in
seven reels, is a distinct contribution to religious
film subjects.

H

THREELENS

SEVEN
FILM
SPEEDS

TURRET
and

Andrews, Los Angeles, Calif. Stressed
1
again for featured release. The Mystic Shrine
Convc'itwn, Los Angeles, is a colorful record of
that event, including 400 feet of both day and
night photography.
Bell & Howell Co., Chicago, 111. Lloyd
Hamilton in Framed, two 400 ft. reels, proves
that in spite of his apparent awkwardness he
is
a true hero when, after several personally
though hilarious experiences, he
unfortunate
traps a gang of thugs who are about to break
up a party at the home of his fiancee. All Star
Freaks is a moving side show of some strange
We are shown Irene who
freaks of nature.
tips the scales at 620 pounds and her affinity,
The sea horse, an
Duke Lyons, the midget.
unusual fish that makes her husband hatch the
eggs she lays in a pouch on his side, is included
and from the plant world is shown the pitcher
Other
plant which feeds upon insects it traps.
unique curiosities of nature combine to make
Chifs Of
this a most interesting 400 ft. reel.
the Old Block, a 400 ft. Hodge-Podge, includes
various facets of interest at diverse places on
.

8

pictures

a

VARIABLE

second to 64

VIEWFINDER

pictures a sec-

ond

are Standard
equipment on
the 70-D

S-L-O-W
M-O-T-I-O-N

globe.

the

This Camera, Fitted with a 1-in. F. 1.5 Dallmeyer
Lens and a 3-in. F, 3.5 Dallmeyer Telephoto Lens,
makes an IDEAL COMBINATION.

Stop Guessing Distances

!

Heyde's new model Distance Meter is a
necessity for all cameras having adjustable
focusing mounts. This pocket meter, the
accuracy of which is guaranteed, is scaled

from 4

feet to infinity.

Eliminates out-of-focus pictures, quickly
pays for itself by saving film, and increases
your photographic pleasures.

Price $7.50

As a
E.*sTM.\N Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
supplement for one's own cine travel reels. Touching Port Here and There No. 2, supplies Near
East sequences, providing they have not been
Anitnal Life of the Sea is
personally recorded.
a delightful picture of various colorful and unChip, the
undersea flora and fauna.
usual
in Ca»dy Land continues the adventures of that character by aiding a disHe
tressed little girl who has lost her candy.
surmounts several difficulties in obtaining a new
supply for her and contributes an interesting
addition to the already available Chip series.
Home-Talkie Machine Corp., New York City.
Such musical and stage celebrities as Phil Baker,
Miss Patricola, Erno Rapee and a host of others
appear in the offerings of this company which
bring s>Tichronized acts and popular song hits
Write for a detailed
into the home program.
list
of available and forthcoming productions.
KoDASCOPE Libraries, New York City. That
Sherman ^vas wrong and war is hilarious is the
theme of Kodascope's September featured release, Hands U-p. in five reels, featuring Raymond Griffith, Mack Swain, Montagu Love,
It is an
Marion Nixon and Virginia Corbin.
original comedy story with a combination of
Civil War and western backgrounds, in which
Griffith experiences uproarious adventures as a
This is but one of nearly
Confederate spy.
500 available Kodascope subjects.
Pathe Exchange, New York City. Sue Carol,

Wooden Man,

William
provide

(Including leather carrying case)

"Special Free 5 Day Trial Offer"
Send Money Order and
at

try this instrument

If not satisfactory

our expense.
be cheerfully refunded.

money

will

Our

Stock of 16

mm and

35

mm

Cameras

Is

Unusually Complete.

HERBERT &
HUES^EN <0.
18 East 42ni> Street

NEW YORK
560

Boyd and
thrills

and

Alan Hale
romance in

in

this

Skyscrafers
seven reel

of steel building construction and Coney
Island adventure.
An Aesop Fable, Alaska or
Bust, in lOO feet, is a rip-roaring melodrama in
which animals burlesque the carrving-on in the
Yukon of maid, man, villain and all else that
feature

goes into a gold rush thriller.
Crystal Champions, 400 feet, records the aquatic activities
of stunt swimmer, turtle catcher and champion.
Exhibitions by Johnny Weismuller, Martha Norelius and Pete Desjardins provide an opportunity to improve one's form by studying these

Ernest M. Reynolds, Cleveland, Ohio. The
of the Adirondacks, Through the 1000
and The Runatvay Special, two scenics

Heart

Islands

and

a thriller, each in 100 feet, have been
selected from the list of Gold Seal Pic
spe. al rele
thi!
nth.
eritas Films, Oakland. Calif.
Dwellers of
the Northland, in one 200 ft. reel, is the featured Veritas offering for September.
This interesting film of Alaskan Indian life should
prove a successful antidote for the hot weather
yet to
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Moving Picture

Cameras aW
Projectors
"See

Yourself
^ as Others

W}7^

See You'

a DoVry

Homo Movie
Projector

— even

you're not ready to buy a

movie camera,

%
k
DeVry 35 mm.
Movie Camera

if

just yet, there's

home

no reason why

you shouldn't have movies in your home

— the DeVry Home Movie Projector
is a fine

DeVry 35 mm.

apparatus

and sharp moving

Movie Projector

—

at

$37.50

gives you clear, clean

pictures right in your

own

home

— film

libraries rent interesting pictures

mighty reasonably, and you can't put $37.50
any place where

it

will bring

back more en-

during, genuine enjoyment.
DeVry Pocket Still
Camera 40 pictures

—

at a loading, S22.50

DeVrv

1 f>

mm. Home

Movie ("amera
$39.50. Results will
surprise you

See

it

at M/our Dealer's

QRS-DeVRY CORPORATION
Eslabli>hr<l

19(11)

Dept. E-9, 333 North Michigan Avenvie

New York

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

San Francisco
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that

Atlcliiig

Professional Toueh

^

to Atttatenr

Pictures a

1 The HEINZ

l'^

a a

Micro-Focus-Meter

AmareupFuzz

at-

mm

Camera with
taching to any 16
instantly give
focusing mount lense will
exposure,
vou accurate focus and correct
to photoshowing the exact fi»ld you are
magnified 15 times.
graph, right side up and
times
In additional magnification to 22
exceptionally
natural size is provided for
the tremendous
exact work. Try it and note
improvement

2

you take.

in every picture

The HEINZ Matte Box with the
Micro-Focus -Meter adds

all

the ne-

most

duplicate the
cessary equipment to
professional trick
intricate and interesting

Bad Li£l«*«"g

all directions, fits
effects. It is adjustable in

equipped with .3 filter holders,
manual disan opening for black or white
iris opensolve,a gauze holder and eccentric

all lenses, is

or aperture
ing on any spot in the field
exposure.
and frame dividers for multiple

3

The HEINZ Title Hood,

simple, pre-

to any
aligned, instantly attachable
permits you
camera with a focusing lense
to shoot

your

TITLES

as

you shoot your

your titles
picture. Just write, t>T)e or print
on our special patterned or clear transpar-

lintitled Reels

to your
encies, place in the hood, attach
camera, point at a light, set correct exposas that.
ure and press the button. As simple

Movie Specialty

Manufacturing Co.
13©1

S.

Flower

Micro-rocusMeter, $40
564

St..

A

Los Angeles,

Top — Micro-Focus
jNIeter on Bell &

A Ask for a

Howell Filnio 70.

Demonstration

Center— Matte Box

of these 3

and Micro-FocusMetcr on Victor
camera.

Boffoni— The Title
Hood on Eastman

new Heinz

devices at your dealer's. If not yet on
hisfloor.writedirect
to factory for de-

tailed information.

Cine Kodak.

talif.

$99.30
MaUe Bo. uUH mcrcForus-Meter,

Title

Hood, $23.75

—

EDITORIAL
T

HE

Amateur

Cinema

Aim, Shoot! by Russell
C. Holslag, the League's Technical Consultant, and Ma\mg
Simple Film Story by Arthur
L.
Gale, the League's
Photoplay Consultant. They are designed
Ready,

is often
asked by
practically-minded
people
what is to be gained by League
membership over Movie Makers
subscription or counter purchase.
The answer is
easy: League members have at their constant service the consulting help of Mr. Holslag in the matter of cinematographic technique and of Mr. Gale
in the matters of photoplay production, club or-

gani:;ation

League

and management.

many

offered bulletins on

C

League members are
find their

mem-

It IS

bership cards the best kind of introduction to the
world's best amateur cinematographers everywhere.

These

'

Amateur Cinema League has found its
demand by its membership that this phase of member aid has been
broadened by providing the first two printed bulfrom

issued

o"ur

headquarters.

bulletins have been sent out in

Previously

mimeographed

type will be continued for those bulletins that have more specialized appeal.
From
now on, what may be termed the general and fundamental bulletin publications of the Amateur
Cinema League will be issued in printed form, attractively bound, illustrated, when required, and
of such format as to fit readily into a man's coat
pocket or a woman's average-sise handbag.
Two of these permanent and printed bulletins

C

now

are

this

League members.

available to

They

A Word About

THE

Amateur Cinema League

the

are

tion.

Amateur Cinema League

the

international

ing service;

oflers a

photoplay consulting service;

offers

serve the amateurs ol the world and to render effec-

ducts a film exchange for amateur clubs. Movie

cinematography as an

countries of the world.

It offers a

club consulting and organizing service;

a

is its official

and as a human recreation. The League spreads over

fifty

it

organization of movie amateurs founded, in 1926, to

tive the amateurs' contribution to

art

is

woman who

—

bulletin service in such great

form and

or

be broader than the instruction book supplied with
his camera and more compressed than the longer
books on the subject which are available. It can be
taken out with the camera and can be used in the
field.
Its subject matter is useful not alone to the
beginner but to the experienced amateur because
It can serve as a constant checking list of "do's"
and "don'ts."
4I_ Mr. Gale's bulletin presents in short form
something not yet supplied from any other printed
source
the elements and fundamentals of making
a hundred foot film story.
It answers the question
of every amateur who has famiharized himself with
his equipment, "What can I take after I have taken
the family and our summer vacation tnps?"
It is
written practically, has very little discussion of a
general nature and contains an example of plot
building and the resultant filming directions which
are generally called the "scenario."
^I_ The reference to these bulletins on this page
is chiefly to suggest that every League member
write for his copy of these publications without
delay. They are also cited as concrete examples of
the constantly broadening service of our organiza-

services,

C The
letins

man

up amateur movie making without previous
knowledge and who wants a handbook that may

creasing rapidly.

all

written for the intelligent

takes

which, excepting the club aid,
are available to League members only, are used
actively and continually by amateurs all over the
world who discuss their individual problems with
our consultants, who make use of our bulletins
and who maintain their wide, personal cinematic
contacts through their membership.
The demands
placed on the staff at League headquarters are in^I_

present

to

and collectively the basic information
essential to motion picture photography and to the
simplest form of motion picture narrative.
Mr. Holslag's bulletin assumes that an individual
has just secured a motion picture camera and wants
practical and definite instructions about using it.
concisely

subjects connected with

League members

amateur movies.

A

publication and

owned by

is

it

it

con-

Makers
The

the League.

directors listed below are a sufficient warrant of the high

technical consult-

type of our association,

Amateur Cinema League,

'^'our

membership

is

invited.

Inc., Directors

President

HIRAM PERCY MAXIM

STEPHEN

Hartford, Conn.

Architect, of

ANTHONY

EARLE C.
Director of the National
Association of Broadcasters

ROY
Chairman.

D.

W.
30 E. 42nd

CHAPIN

Board

of

C.

Directors

City

COTTER

St.,

R.

VOORHEES

New York

Ne« York

ROY

A. A. HEBERT
1711 Park St., Hartford, Conn.

HANMER

City

LEE F.
Director of Recreation,
Russell Sage Foundation

DOOLEY

Personnel Manager
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y.

Hudson .Motor Car Company

Address inquiries to

E.

F.

FLOYD
Scientist

L.

VANDERPOEL

of

Litchfield,

Conn.

Managing Director
W. WINTON, Ne York City

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE,

Inc., 105

West 40th

Street,

New

York,

New York
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NOCTURNES
cenes

From

Eisenstein's

Ten Days Th„l Shook The World

MODWDEE
A\rKIEnR§

SEPTEMBER,

TECHNIQUE Of
cinematographers
AMATEUR
many things
value
find

of

By Alfred Richman

will

it

is

all.

we should

Most

KNOWING

close

directorial

Jf'orld

teur

articles

as

foundly

theory

the

constantly

cinema and

possible,

with
is

the

studies

see

with

be

pro-

stein

is

little

includes

and

Florey

film

banner.

of the

Russians,

is

—

cutting

their perfection of cutting, which they
claim to have discovered and developed.
Eisenstein, for example, in discussing
his Potemkin, says that he does not trv

of these
to

Ten Days, Eisenstein, uses
camera angles, etc., in a man-

ner that

is

in

ly

combining

steps, blood,

that

characters

at

the

effects

to

bring

out

of the action

the

upon

various persons.

The working methods

of Eisenstein,

with which we became acquainted on
a recent trip to Russia, are important
because of their cheapness and natu-

by consciouselements of legs,

effect

people, and the result

di-

Closeujis are not merely enlarged

moods and

experi-

Potemkin where the Cossacks slowly
walk down the steps firing into the
crowd, he gets his

The Russian

startling.

with a consequent intensification

casual

very close indeed

amateur

of Si. Petersburg, Pudov-

closeups,

He

ralness.

selves

he thinks the

is

the

bution by projecting matter and bodies,
rather than feelings.
In the scene in

lives of his characters, for

bigger contri-

of

menter and we believe their opinand methods will prove helpful and stimulating.

not

far

men

that

End

of

portraits of the stars but are used with

ions

to excite vicarious participation in the

cinema can make a

part

tors.

or

mounting (montage as they call it I.
This accounts, in their estimation, for
the high degree of effectiveness reached
by the cinema. The success throughout
the world of the Russian film is due to

important

tion in this country, are a matter of
course with the leading Russian direc-

Although engaged in the produccommercial films, the spirit

phases of

close-

views is the most
our work."

ture,

tion of

some

of

and speeding up of the action. Camera angles, which were not so long ago
considered a new and radical innova-

are

enrolled under the American

interlacing

hundred times for every
ten or fewer cuts in an American pic-

the

now

when the
As he says,

rector cuts a

gallery of dis-

cinemists

Lubitsch

these.

common

Russian cinematography and see of
what interest they may be to the amaThe basis of the cinema, accordthe

This

might

movie

them.
hears the

feel

bottom-

In the

German, Lubitsch, and the
Frenchmen, Dreyer and Florey. Of

teur.

to

amateur

to

ex-

a to-

top-views,

kin, or

their

of

the

sian directors.

ing

helpful

tinguished

aims of the amateur moveAnd what we say about Eisentrue of a number of other Rus-

Let us take

down

side-views,

of

—

methods
famous

almost
engines

into battle.

—the

""Mounting
ups,

one
the

of

moves

cruiser

of

Kussians, Eisenstein and Fudovkii:,

the

ment.

elements

the

to

makers.

interested, primarily, in

in

the
of the

individual techniques which

and experiments
technique of the

how much he has

discussing

erence

the artistic integrity of his productions,

we

Eisenstein

the spectators

Potemkin

In

tiirobbing

foreign directors, with special ref-

the

fame, uses virtually only amaresorts to constructed
little

ad-

experimenters

and views of some

"actors,"
as

sets

Shook

That

many

that

Europe, Movie Makers has secured for this issue a group of four

much to learn from
For example, when we
one of the world's foremost

Ten Days

and

camera men,

bumps and

are being achieved by the leadin«

contrast

producers, .Serge Eisenstein, of Potenikin

for-

range

to

vances in cinematic technique

view we find
that

press

boggan and you merely see it gliding
the bottom.
He photographs the

Movie Makers Looks
Abroad

the Russians.

know

boots

plains, film a sled rushing

with the amateur, not the professional
but the commercial.
From this point
of

soldiers"

try to get out of the

of the bullets.

amateur cinematographic moveAfter

the

as

ward" and

technically.

In more senses than one

coil

in a

L^tudy i)f tiie Russian cinema.
A few years ago there was practically
no cinematography in Russia; today its
products are among the most artistic
in the world, amcmg the most advanced,

ment.

The RUSSIANS

The Amateur Can Learn From Muscovites Of The Cinema

Jf^hcit

to the

1929

much
tle

never

build

lages.

The

we
we

uses

natural

effects

as

he can and the studio as litas possible.
As he put it, \^'e
as

stick

to

streets

or

cities

or

natural ones are truer.

As

our subjects, so
for our scenery." This

life

stick to life

vil-

for

is

should be of especial interest to the

the spectators imagine them-

amateur who must also depend upon
such methods rather than upon the

the

scene

but

that,

as

the

director intended, they "physically re-

use

of

million

dollar

studios.

The
567
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effectiveness of such re-

naturalness

freshing

by the

evidenced

it.
This new ""star,"
Marya Lapkina. was a
peasant from Ryazan
and had worked on a
til

is

trib-

upon the

utes showered

new

Russian
throughout the

farm since the age of
In a few hours

films

screen

eight.

world.

she learned to drive a

Many

Russian direc-

write

tors

tractor.

own

their

not only
research and

instance,

does

his

larged

does

the

the cutting, for

all

tial

part

an essen-

it

accounts

fine

continuity

temkin,

When

for

the

of

Po-

was complete

it

there were

50,000

I

o

s

en-

e u p

well-known

s

of

cinema

refused to

print her picture because of her coarse peas-

examjilt-.

for

c

stars, at first

directing.

of

This

many

publishes

writes his scenarios but

he considers

she

scenes

her

In

wore no make-up. The
Mosroiv Screen, which

Eisenstein,

scenarios.
for

1929

A MARY PICKFORD OF THE SOIL

feet

which had to be cut to onetenth that amount in only two and a
half weeks. The job was done on time
and with unusual success, technicallv
and dramatically.
Before it was released it was shown to those of the old
Bolsheviks who had participated in the
revolution of 1905, so they could check
up on its historical accuracy. Many
of them wept over it. The old Russian
director, Protozamiv. who saw it four
times, said, ""Now I know what we
need."
Maud Adams's remark upun
seeing Potemkin, "Now we know what
pictures are for," is an interesting
of film,

Lapliina. The Peasant. Who Created
Sensation In Eisenslein's The General Line

Marya

A

ant features, calloused
hands, cheap dress and
lack of rouge.
How
could they print such a
picture for readers used to pretty,
graceful actresses?
But a short time
later the picture of this Mary Pickford
of the soil was printed on the covers

more magazines than any other Rusmovie star's had ever been, and
in Germany, France, the United States
and other countries as well. From the
(if

sian

beauty of the theater

—that

life

we

to

the truth of

the evolution of the Rus-

cinema which she

sian
If

is

typifies.

take the vital question of cost

of production we find that the Russians
have a decided advantage over us. Our
million dollar pictures can be produced

parallel reaction.

there for one-tenth to one-twentieth as

The selection of actors is a point
upon which the Russians differ consid-

tors, free

from

erably

Hollywood.

While

the

many

pictures,

it

in fact, is rather a

gitimate

weak

one.

Its

hold.

The

le-

Moskvin

and
Katchalov (of the Moscow Art Theater), who work in the cinema, do so
only occasionally and remain primarily
actors,

with the theater.

like

From

the point of view

of salary, the star system is practically
non-existent, for the
actors
receive

only about 150-200 rubles (S75-S100I a
month, the salary of the average legiti-

mate actor or the wages of a skilled
factory worker.
Even the best diree500 rubles a month,
as compared with figures up to one
hundred times as great in Hollywood.
This fact alone is enough to undermine
the existence of the star system as
we understand it.
Referring again to Eisenstein, who
has wTitten and experimented more on
the cinema than perhaps any other ditors get only about

rector,

we

find

not only that he does

not

use professional actors but does
not even use amateurs, in the main.
Novices can best describe the type. In
his striving for naturalness, he searches
in all walks of life for persons who
look the character he is after. He considers their proven histrionic ability a?

568

direc-

government is for their use
cinema trust is owned
by the state. Eisenstein told us, "For
an economic subject the appropriate
commissariat helps us
if we want a
sea picture the whole fleet is at our
disposal
for instance, in Potemkin.
the Black Sea Fleet was available for
gratis, since the

by no means per

industry.

and

national

tent, in that certain stars are featured

vades the whole

salaries of stars

palaces and public buildings,

ever\lhing behmging to city or

in fact.

"star system" prevails to a certain exin

Low

much.

\SE\OLOD PUDOVKIN
End Oj Si. Petershun. Mother
And Other Distinguished Films

Director Of The

secondary.

In his

new

picture,

The

General Line, he looked over thousands
of

women

for the character to play the

who has
her horse in the civil war and
famine.
For three months he looked
heroine, a Ukrainian peasant

lost

us.
The state lent us the battleship,
Aurora, for the re-enactment of a scene
in Ten Days.
"Night after night from four to five
thousand Leningrad workers volunteered to participate in the storming

When

mob

among women

of

in

was needed the word was but whispered around and the police had to be
summoned to keep away the tens of

at factory gates, at employment exchanges, in cinema studios,
Moscow ""Hop houses"' and in villages.
Even at the Moscow Peasants" Home,
to which peasants come frnm all over

the Country to see the metropolis, he

was unable to find the type he needed.
At a studio he thought he had found
her.

But when he asked

this

actress

if she could plow or milk she replied,
highly insulted. ""I am an artist.""

The woman he

finally

selected

was

found by accident. At the State Farm
was loaned him for the film he
"shot" her in a mass scene with her
back to the camera. She happened to
turn around and he saw that this was
exactly the cliaracter he wanted.
Slie
came into the picture as though berii
that

the Winter

Palace.

a

thousands."'

Since Eisenstein refuses to use proextras and bases his whole
direction upon "natural" actors, this
makes possible an enormous saving and
fessional

same time gives him just the
His splendid mob
he wants.
are too well known to need

the

at

effects

scenes

comment

here.
Potemkin cost
cinema trust about $54,000
and the General Line about S37.000.

further

the

state

One

of the foundations for the artistic

superiority of the Russian film

painstaking

research

which

based.

it

is

is

the

and study upon
For example, in

IMO'WME M;%K£ERS
Ivan

the epoch of the
reproduced with absolute
Archives were

Terrible

the

Tzar's rule

is

and

visited

materials,

their

museum

with

historical

collections

An

the one

is

Thus the church used

Ivan went to in the

century and

men

of the architecture of that era.

instance

at

A

cials

the chief

an excellent film of Wufku, the Ukrainian Kino Trust, about the Pugatchev

brists,

archives

of

as their

it

made

A

of

crit-

such pictures as Pushkin's Poet and Tzar and the Decemicism

of

among

other films, was that the

and the inherent truth
were sacrificed to deco-

historical aspect

Bulak Batyr.
In Eisenstein's Ten Days the furniture in the mansion of the former ballet
dancer, Krzesinska, was restored
to the condition it was in when the

Numerous

One

questions discussed was the

content of the films produced.

the

of the stories

rebellion,

Bolsheviks used

this

and Communist leaders.

documents from
Tartar Republic
was the basis for the reproduction of
the settings, costumes and incidents of
series of 18th century

the

of

the All-Union

cussed by producers, educators, writers,
public workers and government offi-

16th

the only existing speci-

is

unsur-

was brought
Cinema Conference, convened in March of last year,
where the cinema was thoroughly disout

pal-

aces and churches, were used for the
actual filming.

is

passed.

together

and old

accuracy and contemporary

realism the Russian cinema

exactitude.

historical

M. Ozep,
Pass,

means one
states

director

much

To

test

shown
up on
Soviet

to

it

audiences capable of checking

The Moscow Friends of the
Cinema have organized prelimi-

Those

who

in

tlie

know Russian

discussion.
life

he

is sat-

artistically satisfactory.

duce according to their own judgment
as anywhere else and Russia has, therefore, a fairly large proportion of

poor
according to the ability of the
individual director. But the percentage
films,

to the fact that Russians are

of his assistants

SEKU1-: lilSlL.NSTlil.N

Of Potemkin, Ten Days Thai Shook
The Hortd And The General Line

Director

are

agreed that from the point of view of

is

actors and producers, stage managers
and decorators. Eisenstein teaches the
theory and practice of the cinema in
the Moscow Cinema Institute and one

it.

participated

it

course, directors are as free to pro-

professionalized cinema workers.
A
course as rigid as that for teacher, lawyer, etc., is required of the new cinema

are often

nary readings before groups of peasants
of scenarios dealing with the mechanization of agriculture. The actors and
producers who attended received many
practical suggestions from the peasants

who

films,

good actors, dancers and
mimics, unspoiled by the regimentation
of a machine civilization, they now have

„

.*ftj.

from

to

Soviet

best

no attention is paid by a
the problems of a film,

country.

the effectiveness and realism

of a picture, scenes

Rus-

The Yellow
and by no

of

here,

less to its filming, until

isfied that

Of

the

of

that

Added

teresting information.

director

recently seen

naturally

iivi

of the better

of good films is much greater, judged
by plausibility of story and artistry of
technique, than in almost any other

headquar-

Tzar furnished much

many

tegrity of so

the revolution were interviewed and the
ex-valet of the

to prettifying the pic-

sian films.

participants in

ters in 1917.

and

rative beauty

tures.
This constant watchfulness accounts for the strength and artistic in-

Below

COSSACKS SLOWLY WALK DOWN
THE STEPS FIRING INTO THE CROWD"
A Terrific Scene From Potemkin

•'THE

is in charge.
This is
not a contradiction for, though he personally prefers untrained actors for his

epics

(many other

carefully

trained

upon
cinema

directors insist
actors

I

,

all

(Continued on page 598}
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LUBITSCH VIEWS The MOVIES
A

WHEN
New

FcUfious Teuton Evcilucitcs Cuienuuic Toidoicles

By Herman G. Weinberg

on the fcript of his next
an operetta with sound,

tlie

stocky German, just

named

this year's

by American

director

having made the Jannings

critics,

The

film.

delivered himself of some interesting opinions on pictures and playPatriot,

(As for

ers.

the

depressing

mism from which they
which is wrong. There
should at least have been a gradual
breaking down on her part. But, then
again, it may have been that Dreyer"s
attemiit to make her a symbol of "the
fore she started,

that

highest

tvpe of Christianity.

"

i.e..

the

his next

succeeding Russian films has
been that they attracted a different element from that which was probably
desired by the proabout

ducers.
"It

remarked

'the

which

throng
))romenades

able

ot

reminiscent

thing

quite

is

thing" for the fashion-

might be some-

it

pessi-

of

"As for Germany, while Potemkin
was a tremendous success when it first
opened in Berlin, the curious fact

picture, as yet untitled,

Lubitsch

era

are just emerg-

ing.

pic-

ture, to be

leading

from

Ernest Lubitsch visited
York recently to confer

The Chocolate Soldier

the

in

along
morning
sun
Inter den Linden and
the Kujeurstendamer-

type of musical show.
Well. Oscar Straus is

coming to Hollywood
and this should give

strasse to have a luxu-

Lubitsch opportunity to

rious

turn out a lavish,
tering spectacle

dinner in the
evening and to follow
it
all by taking in a

glit-

flav-

ored with the zest and
wit that characterized

Russian

his first social satires,

It

i

a

for

Florence Vidor
And Lewis Stone During The Filming Of The
Picture Adjudged The Finest Of The Year

Lubitsch

much obsessed by
form. He seemed more concerned

with

With Emil

original type, that of meekness, gentle-

than with the context of the
piece, which, after all, should be a director's first problem.

was responsible

scenes,

"Dreyer's method of telling the filmin closeups is too studied, too

story

and the negation

ness

of

all

"But the film had none of the
warmth, the tremendous spirit, fire and
The
vitality of Potemkin, for instance.
human element to make it a really
lacking."

great film

This brought us to the subject of
Russian films. Lubitsch has great admiration for the Russian school of film

cinematics but, as a whole,

due

to

that

it

left

me

of this impression

Falconetti

woman who

did not care for her
She
portrait of the Maid of Orleans.
I

She was weak, cringmeek, negative where she
should have been affirmative. She was,
indeed, anything but the intensely spirited leader of the French soldiers who
drove the English out of France. Never
once, while I watched the picture, did

cried too much.

and

ing

I

get

the

feeling

that

this

woman

had the strength, the physical or moral
courage to do what the Jeanne of tradition

did."

Lubitsch smoked his cigar in silence
a while, then concluded, "Falconetti's
playing of Jeanne made her beaten be-

570

direction.

is

He

considers Potemkin the

The End

greatest film ever made.

of

"To what purpose then?" he

so

much energy

His

this

time, not

!

at

all

same things

he lived
through ten years ago. For one thing,
he doesn't understand some of them,
Ten Days
strange as this may seem.

in

seeing

the

That Shook the

If'orld

was a

flop

in

Russia. The peasant is much more interested in seeing Douglas Fairbanks,
the perfect optimist.

And

that

is

what

they want there, optimism, as a relief

in a direction

criticism

chief

Asia, which

which

is

Storm

of

Over

soon to be seen in Amer-

is

was that it is chaotic and lacks
form and dramatic structure. I volunica,

nue, enter

at

.

if

apparently unappreciated, for these
Russians have some marvelous gifts to
offer the cinema muse."

interested

is,

.

said.

in the first place

the worker ignores them just as
It is a pity to waste
as the capitalist?

teered the

.

not

much

Petersburg impressed him, but the
propaganda.
He settled back in his seat and
smiled. "Americans have an erroneous
impression of how the Russian propaganda films are received in both Russia
and Germany. The peasant in Russia

St.

but

films

them.

"Why make them

for this.

after a fashion, wearying.

played Jeanne.

dis-

moved.
Or. if they
are moved, they remain indifferent to

things,

deliberate

and obvious and becomes,
Of course,
occasional flashes of
shows
the film
absolute genius and a knowledge of

these

Jannings,

the mechanics of the photography, with
individual
of
the
composition
the

is

the

relieving

They are amused by

DIRECTING THE PATRIOT

little

Perhaps much

But
you

tress of the city poor.

too

cold.

are

wealthy
lady
her fur coat
jewels
or part of her

he said, "but Dreyer

me

once

leaving

interesting,"

to

perverse!

thrilling!

some

provocative one.

seemed

It is

treated to the scene of

Jeanne d'Arc, which
he saw during his stay
in New York, his c<imment was at least a

"Very

is

never

considering

After

propaganda

picture.

has

opinion that

life

and very
"But we are dealing with
little

form,

continuity.

he remonstrated.
vator

certainly

no dramatic structure, no

"If

I

art here."

take the ele-

down, cross Broadway over to
Park Ave-

Fifth Avenue, then walk to

my

hotel, ask for

my room

and enter
my room, must you photograph every
The director must
bit of my action?
not
resort to an economy of direction

key,

take another

elevator

—

to picture everything.

sary

and

it

is

It

is

not neces-

superfluous in

that

it

retards the speed of the film without

excuse."

There came an unusually gruesome

"

BBO'^'ME 1»|;«.I4.EKCS
scene in Storm Over Asia dealing with

a vast Asiatic plain on the wings ot a

the hero, a Mongolian, on an operating

terrific

undergoing the surgeon's knife
for the removal of a bullet.
Powerful
beyond words it was but revolting

through the air, turning night
into day, elicited an enthusiastic outburst of admiration from the German

table,

—

And

too.

Lubitsch revolted.

"It is too awful.

not be shown!

director.

cannot and must

It

typhoon, trees, rocks and debris

flying

"Ach, marvelous!" he kept on say-

He

much.
great

—

tility,

or what is

and are equally
dark.

later

the

other

can

life, who can understand The Croivd." He
was, of course, speaking

bits

showheart-

generally

Pudov-

and

of

just

that

class

which Vidor dealt

with

in

his

interesting

and penetrating film,
and who form a large
portion of the movie
audience here.

kin pictured the English

commandant

the

in

only

is

white

hibit?"
little

It

European in America,
who knows Americans
and midde-class Ameri-

breaking process? Why
photograph the scenes
which you cannot ex-

A

worse, don't want

understand it. Europeans are not quite attuned to the system here

closeup of the surgeon's
knives spread out meti-

on the
stand and a few
such
suggestive
without actually
ing the entire

still

to

liarrowing and
why?
Could
not
Pudovkin
have shown a flash of
the body on the table, a

culously

is

and

picture

critical attention

too

It is

The Crowd

thinks that

deserved much
than it got.
"But the trouble with The Crowd in
America was this," he said, "Americans don't understand its theme of fua

more

his

Lubitsch has immense

He smokes

wife getting dressed to

vitality.

attend a religious cere-

cessantly and has always

mony

two or three cigars in
his pocket.
He never
runs out of them. He is
chockful of opinions and
prejudices.
His
de-

monastary in
Every time the
general pinned a medal
on his uniform, Pudovat a

Tibet.

showed

kin

putting

a

the

ring

lady

on her

meanor

The general put

finger.

drew a

silk stocking

on

her leg; he jauntily put

PREPARING THE PATRIOT SCRIPT

askew;
the lady put on a diamond-studded ti-

on

his

ara.

military

And

so on.

cap,

a

Someone

bit

in the

room

murmured, "Lubitsch touclies
and the sly Teuton smiled, "Here
comes irony!"
The climax of Storm Over Asia in
the last reel, with a horde of Mongo.

lians

on swift horses charging across

Lubitsch With

Work
ing. "terrific

His Scenarist, Hans Kraley, At
In

A

Hollywood Garden

— marvelous —

"This

terrific

—

ach!"

He

has great admiration for Chaplin
and admires A If oman of Paris very

my

In

is

the

man

joker.

who's going to direct

next picture!"

Lubitsch grinned and Chevalier went
"And he's going to make me act

—

on,

and here he made a grand gesture,
"but,

ACT!"

laughed and slapped him
on the back. "You betcha!" he said.
Lubitsch

A LUBITSCH SCENE
One Of The Touching Moments

that of a prac-

Meeting
Maurice Chevalier in the
Paramount Building,
one afternoon. Chevalier
smiled and said, nodding to Lubitsch,
tical

on his boots; the lady

is

in-

The

Patriot
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THING

The CLOSEUP'S The
France Contributes

A Neiv

dArc

Emphasis In Dreyer's Jeanne

By Harry Alan Potamkin

THE

method

Dreyer

as rigorous as

is

find a place in the film: there is noth-

Carl Theodor

of

it

ing in the film that

is

and simplicity have been derived from a cinematic concept which has been Mr.
Dreyer"s since he began making films
simple.

many

for

ago.

years

definitely

rigor

Its

upon the
this

known does Dreyer begin work
continuity.

approach

recommended

has
in

note:

(Editor's

been

consistently

Movie Makers,

He

i

in the

is

the film's foundation, for

every scene, action and

d Arc

tl'.e

a situation which had not

been

d'Arc Mr. Dreyer attained
complete fulfillment of his
concept through the use of

his

closeup

gros

plan

and the

or

In

Jeanne d'Arc the faces of

not enter into a film that

the actors almost continuously fill the greater part
the

of

continuously

is

words, the closeup. varied
only in degree, is used as

the idea that

the basis of motion picture
technique rather than the

ful

medium

usual

story

his care-

preparation of each
day's work, only the night
before

shot, varied

The

may be born

"on location" for

It

permits care-

following of the scen-

ful

is

possesses

filming,

flexibility.

extensively by closeups and
long-shots.

intense.

Dreyer's method allows for

other

In

screen.

the

of

mined.
For inspiration is not an
Accident must
accident.

close-

as ordinarily used.

up

the

camera in
and
those interpretations which
legitimately
inspiration
adds remain to be deterposition

between

method

in

relation to the players

\^ e

closeups.

differentiate

anticipated

manuscript. In other words,
the film is conceived in the
manuscript. In other words,

for the old Great Northern
Film Company. In Jeanne

continuous

In Jeanne

came from Dreyer's
it
hand, 2,400 meters long)
there was not a scene nor

was anticipated in his first
film. Pages from the Book
of Satan, which he made

must

contains

it

title.

in its original form,

as

and bold
Jeanne d'Arc

of

(

extrane-

is

The scenario

ous, nothing accidental.

plain but intensive

imagery

not anticipated

is

Nothing

manuscript.

faces rather than by action.
The steps in Dreyer's pro-

and also gives inspiraBut
its opportunity.
inspiration must be bom
film.
of
the
the
body
of
Dreyer allows no detail

duction of a film are broad-

that

conveyed by the emotions

ario

of the characters displayed
in the closeups of their

tion

will not enforce the
dramatic construction. He
is strict in his conception

ly as follows:
1.

The

selection of sub-

2.

The

construction of a

detailed episodic synopsis.
Photograph By Socieie Gene-Tale De Films De France

The preparation of a
general scheme of presen3.

'*

age

\^ riting

the

continuity

I

decoup-

I.

Photographing the production.
7. Cutting and arranging the final
composition (montage).
6.

The

actors

who

are to interpret the

theme cU-e Dreyer's first consideration.
As he said to me, no subtle idea or
theme can reach the spectators unless
the players presenting

it

possess an im-

aginative understanding of the theme.

The

players in Jeanne d'Arc were his

personal

selection

and that he could

see the Jeanne of his film in the lovely

Falconetti of Camille attests his genius.

Not until the settings and players are
572

Tvpe Of Closeup Photography Which

must know the position of every door
and window and the arrangement of the
wall space before he arranges a scene
and si:> he plans each day's work only
the night before filming. The characteristics of each player are carefuUv
first,

in

relation

to

those

or

plan

that

peal.

of

the other players and the structure of
the story and, second, in relation to the

most effective use of backgrounds.
Drever places extreme importance
upon the literary manuscript, the scenario.
He prepares it very much like
an episodic, narrative, thereby getting
the subject matter completely unified
There is
before beginning the film.
nothing in the manuscript that does not

He

not

gros

has no other
than its own
or

visual

thinks

of

aphis

Each
the whole and
There is no

in enlarged images.

uhole
image must add force to
must be justified by it.
film

studied,

will

a

sentimental

CharacK '^"

Dreyer's Jeanne d'Arc

Selection of the settings and plav-

ers.
5.

This

and he
closeup

have

justification

K MASTERPIECE OF PORTRAITURE
'

tation.
4.

unity

of

ject matter or theme.

"ingratiating

virtuosity"

in

Dreyer's

work. His film is a life-experience and
as such cannot play at being theatrical.
He has not fallen into the error of the
German virtuosos, although he has produced a film for Ufa.
Evervlhing must yield to the unity of
his

conception.

Hermann Warm,

the

must see the importance of
his sets minimized, for they must truly
Rudolph Mate
be but backgrounds.
must photograph players without makeup. The actors must study the manuarchitect,

script

and assimilate the feeling
(Continued on page 597)
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AMATEURS POINT
Their Experimental Approach

h

Lauded Bx French

By Marguerite

A

who knew the
The characters

lously inaccurate to one

country

tall

the April rain splash into puddles of
water which had gathered in the street.

Directorial Find

Ta7;elaar

YOUNG

Frenchman, six feet
and broad shouldered,
London tailored
in
^ dressed
clothes, stood at a window and watched

WAY

The

(if

the high salary he gets today as a

professional, he

a pioneer.

He

is still

an amateur and

possesses that questing

quality; the urge to try for

new

effects.

thoroughly.

were getting ready to act. The young
man walked over to the camera and
addressed the crowd in French, expressing his outraged feelings over their

blundering

conception

of

though the day
was, there was no trace
of its monotony in his face.

what France was

He

looked at the gray,
foggy scene with anima-

shouted the director.

he talked rapidly
in faintly accented English.
"There is no limit to
what the amateur can do
with his camera," he was
'"Everywhere masaying.
terial lies waiting for him,
just as it does for the

cameraman who was a
Frenchman and who had

Dreary

tion

"Throw him
"But

as

Take

painter.

of

it

He

symphony

sloping

P'lynn,

of

and the incident ended with
Florey's

detail, for

of little rippling circles in

their trail.

"He could walk to the
corner and shoot the tiny
streams flowing down the

short

catch

much

running

down

cate

little

make!

film

it

deli-

would

A SONG OF THE SKYSCRAPERS

For human interest

From An Experimental

he could put in a drenched
puppy scurrying across the street or an
old woman plodding home with a
soaked newspaper over her head."

Robert Florey, the director who reThe Hole in the If all
and The Cocoanuts, with the Four

cently finished

Marx Brothers

in

the

lead,

was not

speaking as a successful director.

He

was speaking as an amateur who spends
his spare moments shooting experimental pictures with his small movie
camera in the by-ways and highways
of New York, Los Angeles or wherefor it is alever he happens to be
ways with him and he uses it as a writer
does his note-book.
He began as an
amateur and experimenter and in spite

—

won

for

pic-

him

so

praise.

He used sets of cardboard and hairpins with
puppet actors to achieve,
by use of shadows and

wall of a building. There
are hundreds of things to do

with rain and such a

film.

er.

brick

the

as

The Life of a
Hollyivood Extra, The Loves
of Zero and The Coffin Mak-

could
water

spot,

the trickling

the

impressionistic

tures that

drain and, standing

on the same

hired

This piece of luck was
the beginning of Florey's
climb to success. It was
nut
long afterward that
'"on his own" he made the

he could go out and take a
closeup of the raindrops
as they fell, leaving dozens

street

being

technical advisor on French

"Then

angle.

who was Emmett
making The Count
Monte Crista, listened

director,

by slanting the lens down
like this," and here Mr.
Florey held an imaginary
camera in front of him at
a

translated for the direc-

man's views as to how this
could all be corrected. The

in

could catch
puddles of water

little

the

It
seems their set
was all wrong, the costumes ridiculous and the
whole scheme absurd.
Then he gave the young

He

beauty.
those

a

said

tor.

day, for example; he could

make

wait,"

out!"

understood Florey's tirade.

rainy

this

like.

to

16mni. Film Of Robert

Struggle to put his ideas into film.

A

to

camera angles, some of the
most beautiful and original
effects
produced on any
screen.
When you say
Mr. Florey how glad he must be

about his start in
the Hollywood studios a few years ago

that

which

am

story

is

told

illustrates

his

aggression,

im-

pulsiveness and sensitiveness to impres-

to

sions.
It seems that he arrived in Los
Angeles from New York having just
landed there from Paris with a dime
in his pocket and without any knowlHe
edge of the English language.
spent all his worldly goods to reach
Hollywood. Seeing the word "studio"
(which he comprehended) over a gate,
he promptly walked through it and discovered a number of people strutting
about in funny costumes on a set that
suggested France and vet was ridicu-

you

—
—

his

plies,

struggles

"My

are

over,

he

re-

struggles are never over; I

struggling now, trying continually

express

ideas with

a

camera.

If

come with me into the proroom I will show you a little
one-reel film I made last week of New
will

jection

York's skyscrapers. I did it purely as
an experiment in three mornings. You
will probably be the only audience it

have for the print is bad and I
to throw it away, but it will give
you an idea of what can be done in a
hours
few
of shooting at very little ex-

will

mean

pense."

(Continued on page 599)
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MOVING TITLES
An Amateur

jrhich

/;/

For MOVIES

Tclh Hoiv To Conihbic

Actiofi Jt ith

If

ords

By A. Rowden King

MOVEMENT

the fundament-

is

motion
picture.
It? name implies and
promises it. If it has no motion it is
not materially better than a series of
If. then, motion
stereopticon slides.
pictures should and indeed must have
motion, is it not also important that
titles
motion
picture
have at least some semblance of movement?

the

The

Also take care to see that

lens.

shown

the hands

al characteristic of the

There

and

should

many more

of

titles

novel

There are many possible
tions

of

this

alone.

A

hands

may

first

can

easily

be

types.

varia-

suggestion

Finger nails anointed with reddening
applications found on most dressing tables are to be avoided since

most pinks photograph dark.
If the hands are those of a

tiny child's
first

be

young child who does not know
how to write, a good effect may
be produced by having these
hands place celluloid

professional pro-

ducers of motion pictures recognize that thiThey go
is desirable.

letters

get
sit

One has but to
it.
through their usual

laugh.

to

titles

place

professionals

these

that

move over

titles

of

foggiest

nature,

imaginable

upon elaboration,

elaboration

for the purpose
and holding its at-

they must be induced to come
again it is a case of salesmanship. That

A SIGN FOR A TITLE IS MUCH MORE
INTERESTING IF FILMED WHEN SWAYING GENTLY IN THE WIND

while the second follows soon thereafter.
We have tried this several times

fill

the

The amateur

bill.
is

not seeking volume

in ticket sales at a

seeking

is

titles that

box

office

window

popularity for his

and anything which can

film efforts

in-

worth considering.
The title which shows a hand actually writing is familiar to amateurs.
More of them probably use this type
Most
of moving title than any other.
of the title-making outfits which are
offered enable such titles to be made.
But, peculiarly enough, the number of
titles even of this kind is not great as
compared with the total of ordinarv,
motionless titles which amateurs turn

crease this

out.

The

is

inspector of films at the de-

veloping laboratory will

574

tell

you

thi~.

This same young lady has
served admirably, too, in the
preparation of another type of moving
title that is very simple, using the cover

and

page of a book with the necon them. It is easy enough
to hand-letter a special book but we
found one in the nursery which carried
first

essary

move

And

slightest difficulty

or necessity for a retake.

shown completely covering the title.
Then one of them slowly moves away

their audiences.

was not the

1

being the case, the professionals leave
of tricks unopened that can possibly give them a further hold upon

no box

but he

but,

fore the actual filming, there

in

when

to

girl

having a rehearsal or two bethat

realize

professionals

seeking trade for the succeeding week
it is even more important that attention
be centered upon their messages than
when merely serving up titles in th^
The audience*
current week's films.
have already paid to see the latter but

seem

little

As a matter
had not the
of
how to

the range of the lens and by

tention.

The

ever

by arranging the
necessary
their
letters
in
proper position just outside
spell

of

all

of catching the eye

notion

we

the hands

cunning
this.

a

cause

of the most

titles

of fact, she

not.

every

a

doing

They have whirligigs,
dissolve upon dissolve, pyToteclinics
do

One

made showed

upon
which

mistake

a

later rectified

successful

attrac-

movie theater
appreciate the big value whirh

tions in an average

letter.

desired

usually

will

coming

of

Even

made and

correct

by

the

spell

word.

ingenious ways to

announcements

their

in

position, letter
to

no end of trouble in

to

many

and espe-

acti(m.

in

cially the finger nails, are very clean.

to disclose the first half of the

and the

titles

wording,

produced seldom

fail to

arouse keen interest and comment if
Another
are attractive.
the hands
slight variation is to have the hand
pointing to the words of the

title

as the

just

titles

the

right

sort

of

titles,

printed on the cover and

actuallv

first,

right,

inside page.
VI e took the picture on the cement
area in front of the garage and just
outside the direct rays of the sun. Our

very small young lady lay down on an
automobile seat-cushion brought out

When it comes to the motion of
hands actually writing the words of a
title, a broad stub pen used with a
good grade of well-mixed white ink or

and the film was exposed with the camera pointed directly
downward at the book and her hands
as she slowly turned the pages.
Necessary time
about five minutes.
Result
interest in the title heightened at
least one hundred per cent.

a white pencil (the kind having spiral
wrappings of paper is fine for the pur-

which was very inexpensively

used on a dull black card will
give good results. Simply be sure that
all the wording comes within range of

be sure, being made of
three-quarter inch boards, but it is so
arranged that the device which holds

Nothing could be
produce, yet it gives
motion and appropriate motion, too.
audience

much

pose

I

reads.

easier

to

for the purpose

—

—

We
is

use

hea\-v.

a
to

home made

title

outfit

built.

It

mask behind the border had
moved up slowly from the bot-

the camera can be slid in grooves from
close to the board holding the titles to

the black

about four feet away from it. This at
once opens up a number of possibili-

tom a few seconds

For instance,

ties.

it

makes

it

possible

best be

after the full title

shown, blotting it out as it
the cinematographer's initial

is first

If

rises.
is

on

opened up or closed in front of the title
just as the two halves of a scissors may
be moved.

A

with

focus our lens for eighteen
but to begin our filming four

to

finally is in perfect focus

it

it.

The use

lected

ing

come mysteriview when shown on the

into

screen.

Or

the reverse idea furnishes a good

"The End,"
This
may be
"Finis" or "'Good Night," in which case

trailer.

it

simie

which

of the swing-

is

type and

if

in the wind.

wind

is

it

is

photo-

Incidentally,

easily

little

REVOLNING WORLD, PROPERLY LETTEREn. IS PARTICULARLY GOOD FOR
TRAVEL TITLES
X

mask,

this

as

it

will very properly serve

closing touch

on the reel of

variation of this

same mask idea

the

film.

A
is

to use

two sheets which are pivoted

with a split-pivot just out of sight at
the liottom. These two halves are then

us

making

sway^ But
amateur studio

have

seen

if

not immediately avail-

able, there are other

these borders

starting at the top, will

interesting

graphed when moving gently

I

ously

as

readily avai

starts, the successive lines of the title,

But

new.

nothing

one pointed out
in a recent issue of this publicaticm, if a sign can be seis,

by carefully mounting
on cardboard, cutting
out their middle portions with
a sharp razor blade and placing them around the letters of

And

the better.

local signs for

of

how much more

able

titles.

is

titles

them

open up another simple type
of motion in title making that
any amateur can work out. By simply placing a black piece of cardboard
(the same tone as the background <if
between the border and
the letters
the letters and by slowly but smoothlv
pulling it downward, after the exposure

much

lettering, so

an almost limitless number of
borders to use around these
celluloid-lettered titles. Pages
out of magazines having border subjects that are appro-

the

produce

hence

and

waves coming in at the
bottom of the picture rhythmically. And if it can be arranged so that an extra high
wave at the end will come
into view and obliterate the

possible to obtain

made

is

the sand on the

in

little

celluloid letters fitting into

priate are

letter

This filming had best be made
directly downward, with the

even for

using a slotted, black background with inch-high, white,
is

do

to

blacker and sharper shadows.

Another advantage which this larger
title board offers is the possibility of

it

that

title

having

near or on the sea

life

side

the poorest eyes.

Also,

a

get

to

subject

shore and then film this lettering early in the morninj.
or late in the afternoon when
the lighting will be from the

away, at the maximum distance
from the title. At the latter distance
and with the focus mentioned, the
wording is hazy, small and indistinct.
But as the camera is slid slowly and
smoothly toward the title the latter
appears mysteriously to get clearer un-

feet

til

any

for

for us to

inches

way

simple

moves

to
at

ways

such

a

of

sign

return to our

home.

professional

Most

titles

of

that

show the world revolving, with lettering
appearing upon it. This is particularly

A
appropriate for travel pictures.
school globe can be shown
background.
black velvet
against a
Mechanical means can be arranged to
make it slowly revolve so that the let-

common

on it comes into view.
^'hat about the simple possibiluies
of the iris vignetter, starting with only

tering

(Continued on page 603)

FOR A TITLE ABOUT LIFE NEAR OR ON
THE SEA YOU CAN FILM LETTERING
ON THE SAND WITH WAVES CURLING

NEAR

IT
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FILM FLAM
Agony Art?

Is

A

CERTAIN

By Louis M.

who

actor

Identity
Bailey

can

to

A

unduly

success

group that film

wiggling,
or

ear

require

of giving audiences the jitters.

Protest

WE
and

musical

colossal

spectacle

ever

conceived.
It

occurs to us that

"mass making
we could apply it
of

this

if

theory

for merit"' is correct

our next amateur
In other words, if we
production.
need a baby for our plot, why not enIf the
gage a whole day nursery?
action

us a
we'll

576

a

requires

president

the

of

fleet.

lease

A
a

to

taxi,

perhaps

company

will

the

NOW SEE HERE. ALEXANDER, AM I
TAKING THE LEAD IN THIS PICTURE OR
AM I NOT?"
•OH, I SEE— YOU MEAN IT'S TO BE AN
ALL-TALKING—"
one director would never be
Perhaps we could induce a
enough.
few thousand movie makers to pay
course,

us a

visit.

But just being amateurs I suppose
we'll go on in the old simple way, unless
the above is seen in Hollywood and
someone is sent to shoot us for crabbing publicity.

all

values,

patches

and

hen

MORE ARDOUR. MORE
HERE—LET ME
SHOW YOU!!"

"NO, NO, NO!

PASSION— ROMANCE!

its

acquired

recently
resting

a

place in the

tonneau of a parked car.
On being
questioned shortly
thereafter by
a
pawnbroker, whom he approached for
a loan on the camera, he left the place
hurriedly, overcome, no doubt, by a
premonition which later became reality
and which, certainly, by its very nature
would have entirely refuted all claims
to his personal ownership of the machine.
After having lain for twelve
days without being claimed in the Lost
Property Bureau of the Police Department to which it was delivered by the
pawnshop, the camera was finally restored

to

its

rightful

New York

owner, the sou

The film it contained had been developed in hope of
providing a clue, whereupon the loser
of a

judge.

was recognized by one

when

tives

police

at

All

of

versal of
see,

lend

bathtub being needed,
And, of
natatorium.

melon

of

of

camera from

stuttering,

throwing hundreds of millions of dollars" worth of stars, studios and songsters into filming the most expensive

fair

City.

sense

jiggling

gather from the commercial
movie trade press that a waiting world is expected to thrill with
aesthetic tremors at the news that one
of the largest producing companies is

not

coops, or perhaps with merely a better

any other
of the rare and more erudite methods

Adam's apple

a

are

colored gentleman of more sophis-

redator

does not

art

with

ticated taste than the traditional dep-

tempt local amateur actors with the
result that home movie directors be
swamped by facial contortionists, we
suggest it be decreed a by-law of each
filming

safety

used to be what with burglar
alarm systems, police locks and, most
recently, evidence in the form of exposed film contained in a motion picture camera which was stolen in New

York

route

activities

of

they

neighborhood.
Lest this

CRIMINAL
assurance

bulge each eye until the iris
is framed by a large circle of
white has won film fame, we are advised, through this ability, which was
originally discovered when he acted as
a ghost to scare other little boys in his

the

picture

of

the

detec-

was projected

headquarters.

which is an interesting rethe famous slogan, '"What you

you get!"

—
IMO'^'aE IM^miCEICS

—

Backward Turn
Backward!

THERE

many outdoor

are

THE

rightly used, give the effect of

be

movement

difficult

which would

results

of

One

most

of the

putting

this

CLINIC

strik-

principle

found in the taking of
from a fast-moving
train. It is the secret ambition of every
dyed-in-the-wool movie enthusiast to
have himself and his camera lashed to
the "cowcatcher" of some roaring behemoth of the rails and thus to secure
that remarkable on-rushing effect which
has always been effective on the screen
into practice

motion

is

•

pictures

since the

first

pictures of

By

to

front of a

picture

—

attractive

directly

stills

related

to

more careful work

mediate

filming he has in

It

good enlargements, the result will
be an improvement in motion shots.
The reason? Because a close examination of his first enlargements will show

felt,

is

seen the previous notice of
availability may now
to avail themselves of
this latest League service
before the present edition
is exhausted.
feel that

A

one
a

age,

Address

big

the

of

the

other

Broadway

night

at

theaters,

handled love scene was unIn the silent days it
have been lovely. In these
itself.

would
squawky times, it was different. The
audience began to titter here and there
and there were audible and gentle
words of "kidding." Why, you ask?
Because the one-time silence of the

journey which brings you back from
your vacation, you will be able to duplicate on the screen all the thrill you
experienced as you approached your

very, very adroit,

holiday.

and replaces

screen gave each spectator an illusion
into

which could be read the individu-

al's

own

thoughts.

it

Dialogue,

picture components

is

slightly

blurred so that rapid phases of action
melt into each other and imitate the

nicely

folding

empha-

easily cor-

word

cessive

era of dialogue.

this

instance,

more

of caution is required, howbecause motion picture photography, like all true arts, is sometimes
a little paradoxical.
The motion analyst uses the term "blur value" meaning that the screen illusion of rapid action is heightened if each of its suc-

Squawky Love
For

so clearly

ever,

is

Technical Consultant,

FUNNY

fuzziness

rected.

Amateur Cinema League,
Inc., 105 West 40th Street,
New York City.

the stacks

faults

sized will then be the

distributed on request withextra charge to all
members of the Amateur
the

These

tion.

out

Cinema League.

disagreeable

ming. The lack of detail in the overrapid action shots will be plain; poor
lighting and exposure will be evident
without the distracting influence of mo-

illustrated, fitting the pocket so as to be convenient
for reference at all times.

rushing towards and past tlie camera.
effect on the screen will be perfectly natural, except in tiie case of
passing trains, wiiich will appear to be
running
backwards
at
tremendous

the

plainly

We

— Aim — Shoot!

the possibility

caused by carelessness in focusing or
the Iilurring caused by too rapid pam-

Mr. Holslag's new brochure
marks a real advance in the
format of League bulletins.
It is printed and bound in
attractive style and is well

Ready

mind

of

its

will

try this as a fitting conclusion to the

Ready

wish

up

of passing locomotives will appear to
be drawn in, giving a curious effect.
This will add a touch of comedy to
the picture, but if a genuine effect is
desired, passing trains should be avoided.
In taking these reverse motion
shots from the observation platform
the camera should not be pointed at
an angle to the motion of the train,
but, rather, straight toward the rear.
If the film speed is adjustable to twelve
frames per second, the sensation of
speed will thus be increased, while at
eight per second, a hair-raising effect
is produced from a fast train.
If you

3,

has been im-

and enthusiastic.
however, that
some who inay not have

train with the scenery

Smoke belching from

No.

Aim —Shoot!

The

speed.

Rhythm

advent of the 16 mm., singleframe, enlarging
device
in
a
form adapted for the amateur has
not only placed at his disposal a
convenient method for the production

in the movies
Thoughtful examination of
the enlarged single frames will enable
him to study camera angle, composition, focus and lighting, in detail and
at leisure.
Conversely, if during his

the

to

publication of Techni-

have been taken from the

moving

Enlarging and

themselves.

response

cal Bulletin

on the screen, the motion will be reversed. That is, instead of the scenery
rushing away from the beiiolder into
the

Russell C. Holslag

THE

danger to life or limb, or even of getan eyeful of cinders. All he has to
do is sit comfortably on the observation
platform with his automatic camera,
calmly clicking off the desired footage
with the camera held upside down.
What does this mean? Simply that when
the film is returned from the processing station and wound end for end so

perspective,

The Film Daily.

tive to

ting

distant

fundamental ap-

peal of the screen.

of

The amateur who wishes to secure this
effect may now do so easily without any

appear

a vast difference and one that

his movies, but has provided an incen-

Lyman Howe.

that the picture will be right side

is

THE

or impossible to secure in

the normal way.

ing

to shots

lines the characters are speaking.

Here

strikes vitally at the

appli-

cations of reverse motion, which,

natural

— the

unless

smashes the illusion
with one interpretation

effect as actually seen by the eye. Advantage is often taken of this fact in
animated drawings and the amateur
should bear it in mind if he attempts
this phase of production.
Blurring
is necessary in rapid action but usually there is a peak to this action, just
at the moment when it changes its direction.
A simple example of this occurs when a ball is thrown into the
air.

At a certain

point, its

locity is counteracted

by

upward

ve-

gravity. Just

A

motion picture sequence would show a
sharp image at this point.
So it is
with all rhythmic motion; tiiere is almost always a time of temporary rest
and the amateur will find much of interest in locating and analyzing this
point.
In this way he will also learn
at that instant the ball is

still.
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most attractive when alternated with periods of rest. This i^
why natural dancing is such an ideal
subject for the motion picture.
The
fact that these rhythmical periods of
incidentally
good
rest
make
enlargements is of direct assistance to the
amateur in planning his action.
In contradiction to the foregoing, one
may advance the fact that not all mothat mdtidii

tion

is

is

rhythmic.

In the case of a ro-

tating wheel, what periods of rest

may

None, but it is readily seen
how monotonous and tedious such a
picture would become even after a
brief time.
It would be like the drone
of a bagpipe without the melody played
above it- -the real melody that
is
played in rhythm.
Thus, continued
rapidity without periods of rest should
be used i^paringly. The fact that good
enlargements cannot be made from continuously rapid pictures again demonstrates the fundamental
principle of
rhythm. Tlierefore. study your enlargeone find?

ments.

Tarijf Decision

AMATEURS

are indebted to

W.

E.

Kidder of Kalamazoo, Mich., for
having filed a tariff protest which resulted in a court decision which may
be interpreted to mean that amateur
film raw stock taken out of this country by a resident of the United States,
if registered by him on departure with
customs authorities as personal prop.

may be returned to this country
duty free.
Mr. Kidder's protest was heard before Justices Waite, Young and Cline
of the United States Customs Court,
Third Division, and Justice Young's deerty,

cision reads, in part, as follows:

"We
is

abroad would register this film
with customs authorities on departure
for use

as their personal property.

ing with

it,

On

return-

either exposed or exposed

and developed, they would claim
toms exemption on the ground that

cus-

before the Senate, and which con-

an amendment sponsored by the
Amateur Cinema League, designed to
provide free entry for all amateur films
when made on raw stock of American
manufacture, the decision secured by
Mr. Kidder will be of service to amateurs.
It will be well, however, to bear
in mind that the United States has the
right of appeal to a higher customs
court and the duties remanded, under
this decision, would become collectable,
if Mr. Kidder's protest should be retains

versed.

Mr. Kidder, who

member

is

an enthusiastic

Amateur

the

of

Cinema

League, carried on his protest for the
sake of his fellow amateurs and he is
entitled to the gratitude of all of

and

to the

Advice

THE

them

thanks of the Amateur Cin-

ema League

for his efforts.

From

the Producers

amateur should by no means

neglect to give his attention to

hold that the merchandise

personal effects belonging to a

those
letins

and informative
are issued monthly

attractive

which

bul-

by

resident of the United States taken

a

in

the

with him out of the country and
returned, and is entitled to free

the

for that reason."

These include
Cine-Kodak News, Filmo Topics,
Vry Movie News and the Cine
.Amateur Movie News. In this way

This

may garner

entry under paragraph 1695, supra,
is

a decision of a lower customs

court and

is subject to appeal by the
United States, in which case the matter
would again be pa.ssed on by the United States Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals.
Pending such appeal, if
taken, the decision quoted will, presumably, govern.

Under this
raw stock out

decision, amateurs taking
of this country with

them

number

cinematic

prominent

field.

valuable

informatiim

DeArt
one
re-

garding his own particular apparatus
and may also find material which will
supplement that which he finds in
these

columns.

The July

these bulletins all

issues

of

seem especially

in-

example, the Cinecontains such artithe Home Photoplay, Hints on Kodacolor Composition.
Novel and Amusing Trick Stunts and
teresting,

as,

new Filmo

70-D,

J.

for

Asked and Answered
Question: If the operator of the camera has a tendency to forget lens adjustments, how may the lens be set to
give the best average results?
The

camera has

phragm

setting,

it

is,

presents

For

itself.

usually a de-

at the

the

dia-

same time,

purpose the

this

the temperate zone at this time of the
In the winter or on some of the
hazy days of autumn this fixed
stop for average work may advantageously be altered to / 5.6. However,
you must remember that this determination not to touch the diaphragm caryear.

dull,

ries with

it

certain penalties; in short,

you must be careful that the scenes you
shoot are average scenes. Shots made
late in the day or in heavily shadowed
spots will not qualify.
Although you
do not say so, I assume that your lens
is in a fixed focus mount, so that focusing is not part of your problem.
Because of the depth of focus to be had
with the short-focus lenses found on
amateur movie cameras, it is possible
to secure a satisfactory image (except
on close work
with the lens permanently set.
However, if your one-inch
)

lens

has

a

twenty-five

mount

focusing
feet

set

it

average

the

for

at

sub-

ject.

Question:
in a

I

use gelatine color

home-made holder and

filters

notice that

they are rather sensitive to handling.
Is there any special manipulation which
will help to

keep them

good condi-

in

tion?

Answer: The best way to keep gelaand well preserved is to
place them
carefully
between the
clean pages of a small note book when
not in use.
The book should have a
tine filters flat

hard cover and,

if

desired,

it

features.

is

ignore

diaphragm may be set in advance at
/ 8, which will be satisfactory for the
average lighting c(mditions found in

fold a piece of clean,

news

it

very convenient sometimes to have the
camera entirely in readiness when the
fleeting opportunity for a good picture

cles as Settings for

interesting

equipment.

/ 3.5 lens

.4nsuer: Although
plorable mistake to

Kodak News, which

several
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firms

of

An Outing with
A. Dubray and Filmoing Nature by Bertram G. Bruestle.
the

the Filmo by

is

it

personal property, registered as
such on departure and hence entitled
to free entry.
Reference, in case of
any question, should be made to the
case of W. E. Kidder, plaintiff, vs. The
United States, defendant, before the
United States Customs Court, Third Division,
Port of New York, Protest
295932-G-19924-28, Personal effectsMoving picture films. Copies of this
decision may be had on request from
the Amateur Cinema League.
Until the passage of the Tariff Bill
still

now

Similarly, Filmo Topics contains a detailed description of the fine points of

with

stiff

you may

paper, label

name and exposure

factor

(Continued on page 604)

and
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From
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THE CINE SWIM

Model Study O! A Miniature Beach Scene
Amateur Cameraman. Shadowed In The Foreground

This

Interestine

Emphasizing The Ever Pr
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SEPTEMBER SHOOTING
An

OiitUnc

Of Some Advantages And Charms Of Fall Filming
By Epes

To

MANY camera workers
Labor Day may seem to be
the last rose of summer. After
that holiday the "box" is often packed
away in imaginary moth balls to be
brought out with the Palm Beach suits
the following year. Cinematographers
who persist in going around

W.

Sargent

get

with the fanatics

who

sun have taken on a new and more ac-

A

ceptable color.

shot

made now

will

paint

and
keep on playing after the
snow flies. Two promising

months

red

balls

golf

thus

are

to the nearest lake or stream.

from the yet warm waters.
those gray rocks which seemed to have
been whitewashed by the midsummer

shooting in the closed season, they mentally rank
their

down

You'll find a light, tender mist rising

some mist bits that will equal anything Hollywood ever accomplished
with burning rubber tires and a slowmachine.
running
wind
Evening may bring some of
the same effects but they
are more pronounced in
early morning, so get them

in deference to sense-

less

tradition,

things you can
September you could
not have done in July.

do

Take

long-

are

effects

means.

this

be

to

The

pointed in such

is

that the sun's rays

Vary the view-

side.

and

point

you wanted, for example.
Try as you might, you
seemed unable to get the

The

light-

illuminate the scene from
the

that waterfall shot

right light.

way

a

in

side

of

beautiful,

as

shadow
had by
camera

many

are

not neglect the

possibilities

ing,

there

yet

Do

then.

booted

away

Open up

the lens, shoot carefully and you'll get

shoot

directly

towards the rising sun. If
you can get to the further
bank, shoot with the light
at your back.
Try half speed to get
more perceptible motion in

falls per-

remaining in the
deep shade while a hot
glare spoiled
white
patch of
the water just below. Go
back now and you'll find
that, with the sun further
sisted in

moving

the
If

you

mists.

are

liody of water,

much

the

not

near

a

you can get

same

effect

south, the light strikes the

very

you wanted
and the halation has been
removed from behiw. Bet-

by shooting a meadow as
the sun burns off the heavy
dew, but you will obtain

just

falls

ter

still,

as

the foliage

now

better

enough
what is more

foliage,

effects

marsh or swamp
if

—the

place

pictorial values.

used to be solid masses of
There is
black shadows.
still

best

the

is

and you get
definition in what

not so dense

if

from

a

— always

itself

has

Impounded

water will give better efflowing
the
fects
than

and

stream.
it can be rec"THE FOLIAGE NOW IS NOT SO DENSE AND YOU CAN
Shoot a lot. If the cost
ognized as such after the
GET BETTER DEFINITION IN WHAT USED TO BE SOLID
is
no particular
of film
film has been processed.
MASSES OF BLACK SHADOWS"
item, take a couple of hunThis is a point most amadred feet. Some of it is almost certain
nut suggest tlie soot and whitewash
teurs fail to take into consideration.
Save the best forty or
to be good.
effects you visioned earlier in the seaThey do not realize that the shadows
fifty feet and discard the rest, chargwhich did not fall into the right comson and you'll get a softer and yet sufEvery inch of
ing it to experience.
ficiently detailed image. You may have
position in June may now have shifted
that film may be dear to you but your
worked out something with a filter durinto better positions by the recession

sun from its furthest north
Often the make-up of a desired shot will be completely changed.
Check up on the locations you desired
and did not get in July and early Authe

of

position.

factory.

summer and found
Try

ural lighting.

it

it

unsatis-

again under more nat-

Ten

to one, you'll

find

the sun shooting into spots you could
not record on your

first

attempt.

Seascapes are more likely to be suc-

gust.

You'll have less actinic light to work
with.

ing the

The

light values

have been de-

cessful under the slanting rays of au-

tumn and you can obtain

better sunset

You'll have to employ a slightly larger

and moonlight effects with the candle
power of Old Sol somewhat reduced.

aperture but this may give you the opportunity to take shots which seemed

thing even more desirable.

creasing

ever

since

June

twenty-first.

hard and overlighted only a few weeks
before.
Then if you stopped down
tliere was too much definition and a
wider opening produced glare.
Now

580

In northern latitudes you'll get some-

The

nights

friends

Morning
If

it

so interesting.

or Late Fall on the Riier.
in for sky stuff, the equi-

you go

probably supply some
will
noctial
cloud forms you could not get in sumThe black masses that presage
mer.
the thunderstorm are fascinating in
suggestion

their

Get up early some morning when there is a decided hint of
frost in the air.
Beat the sun out and

variety

hot.

not find

will suffer

are getting cooler while the days re-

main

may

from a couple of reels
If you
of one fog right after another.
must save it, keep it to yourself. Don't
bore your audience with a whole reel
having some such title as A Misty

They

and

of

contrast.

menace and give
Mix them with
slowly

forming,

some studies

of

steady rains.

These usually come

the

to--

lMIO%'IE IMAKCESKS
ward the end of the month and they'll
be more beautiful if photographed

when

rather

lightest

than darkest.

you are located so that you can

If

some fine
cloud formations just before and immediately after sunset.
The clouds
shoot into the west, you'll get

unusually beautiful then but the
light goes quickly and fast work is required. Make your set-up half an hour
before sunset.
Be certain that all is
ready and then sit down and wait,
studying the cloud masses which are
If you do not see just
likely to form.
what you have in mind, pack up and
home
and
again the next evetry
go
Don't shoot just because you
ning.
started out to make a picture. If you
can't make a real one at least do not
are

make a mistake.
One or two really

fine shots will

joy

cinematography

of

is

mass

thick

of

vegetation

which

dis-

be willing to

but

condition

a

tering

When

finally get a

ing

you

If

a

flut-

take

when

them

for

human

interest

ran develop a thread of story, but don't

them see you. They will become
and spoil the shots.

let

go

self-conscious

Down

south

too early for the

is

it

but the circuses are working in

fairs

great stuff.

and you can get some
Get on the lot before the

IN EARLY MORNING YOU'LL FIND A

show comes

in,

•YOU'LL GET SOME FINE CLOUD FORMATIONS .lUST BEFORE AND IMMEDIATELY AFTER SUNSET"

There are a lot of
interesting things happening while the
big top goes up and if you can catch
an old-fashioned stake crew in action
The
you are in luck.

I'holosrapli

that

By H. F L

Above

direction

if

it

does not arrive

before daylight.

miniature pile drivers
have done away with
inany of the old gangs
but a half dozen men
alternately hitting the
stake head will give you
a shot that has real
rhythm. You can shoot

teams
wagons
and perhaps

eight-horse

the

as they haul the

on the

lot

the
performers
washing up back of the

catch

you

dressing tent.

In edit-

Harvest time

is

start-

at

ing and you can shoot

where the picbecomes almost but

the corn shocks in the

the

film,

splice

the point
ture

of

present.

Work

reel.

snow scene,

stop shooting.

There

shot

a

show

don't

women

your periods by the advance in season rather
than by days.

ground.

the

to

shots,

Time

good snowfall.

in

There is a rich field in the fairs
which become prevalent about this
Select a county fair rather than
a larger state fair and try to get
one not too close to a large city. County fairs are not what they were before
the movies and mail order catalogues
brought styles to the R. F. D., but you
can still pick up some good types and
there are always the trotting races, the
outdoor vaudeville, the midway and the
ponderous judging of the livestock.
Don't go with the idea of getting a

until just the right

months' time which is particularly
good if you live in the country or the
suburbs.
Select one or two favorite
views.
Choose some precise viewpoint
which can be accurately marked. Shoot
six to eight seconds from that viewpoint and then iris or
fade out. In a couple of
weeks use the same setup again, fade in, shoot
for four or five seconds
Make
and fade out.
quick fades and finish
in each case with absoShoot
lute blackness.
at intervals until you get

the

and you can't help getting in the comedy.
Follow a pair of young lovers or
tag after an elderly couple and you

stunt covering a few

little

the

at

rabbit knocked over or a pheasant

comedy

se-

available.

is

Here's a

hit

time.

beautiful pictures, not merely
hearing the camera whirr and the
footage meter click.
When you get
just the right condition, shoot to your

content

appealing

nothing

these

in

home empty handed

is

there are

curing

heart's

you can

but

eye every time.
Shoot
hunters rather than the game.

bull's

background. The
spot should be selected from memory
in the

The
in

much game

get

solves into bare branches, with an ice-

bound brook

com-

pensate for a week of waiting.
real

do not want to make the
If you
gradual change you can follow this
scheme, making the first shot the longer
and a shorter one when the deep snow
comes.
The first shot will show a

north,

not wholly indistinguish-

able.

There

slight

jump

will

but

space properly this

iinas

point

best
is

to

way

to

get the

lion

same view-

use a tripod, always at the

same extension, and mark the spot
where each leg rests. This idea was
originally used some years ago by Hollman Day in a story of the Maine
Woods. Each camera location for a
dissolve was marked by chiseling into
solid rock.
The second set of exposures was made five months after the
first and. on projection, the change into
winter

left

and the cotton crop

Each secown appeal.

further south.

will

not be disturbing to your audiences.

The

tobacco in
the Caro-

the

Virginia and

be a
ynu
if

the spectators gasping.

for the winter view of the brook

and

not for the present f(diage.
If

you go

in for

nature studies, you

woods are now more open,
permitting you to shoot on runways or
which
were too much in the
in glades
shade in summer. Migratory birds are
beginning to move south and you can
get some of these visitors to take the
will find the

strain

off

the long-enduring squirrels.

The small game season opens in many
states this month and you can get some
hunlirii; shots.
The hunters mav not

has

its

There is far more lasting value in an
old darkey driving the "mewel" into
town, with his few hands of tobacco
still on the i)ole, than there is in the
finest shot you can get of the laying
of

the

Long
ceases

new bank.

cornerstone of the
after

some

to

provide

minor

news

acceptable

event

screen

fare, a film with pictorial interest will

continue to charm. The latter is to be
preferred to historical value every time.

That

is

a fact not peculiar to

September

alone!
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CRITICAL FOCUSING
The Bridge

of Smi
MiTRd

Model Wokk:

Tlit-

Rey

Luis

Tech//ic(i/ Rc-vie-ics 7V>
,-/;>/

representation

of

of elaborate

long

on

model work.

this page.)

and,

shot

modeled ravine,
it

is

addition

in

bridge

possible that

part

and
of

to

is

a

.\

beneath her flying tresses.

the

Slow Motion

church,

the

dancer.

the

for

on the screen, which

effect

might be smoke or mist, slowly proves
to be the luxuriant hair of the girl who
has been shaking her head close to the
camera lens, gradually drawing away,
until she lifts a laughing face from

illus-

(.See

The scene

provided

is

swirling

By Atthur L Gale

the famous bridge, which is the basi>
of this story, is an excellent example
tration

tion

7'hc Aniiiteur

the

back-

characters

:

In
are

the

where
from the

scenes

falling

slow
motion
is
bridge,
breaking
cleverly introduced, heightening the
tension and graphically creating the

ground and some of the atmospheric
haze were secured by shooting through
glass on which the desired effects were
When the model shot has
painted.

feeling of that last

moment which

itself

an eternity.

On

with the Show
W ARN'ER

is

in

picture cuts

registered the scene, the
to medium shots of one entrance to the

bridge and to scenes before the church.
Their realism, together with living
actors, following so quickly after the
model shot, reinforces the impression
that the

miniature scene was

Technique:

actual,

good illustration of the psychology by which models can be skill-

which

is

a

fully incorporated

in

a story so as to

preserve the illusion even for the cin-

/holograph By Foz

MULTIPLICATION OF CHORUS FIGURES
Simple Prisms Are Being

The Mov

telligenzia.

Simple Prisms: Indicating the liquorbefuddled mind of the old Marquesa
the camera photographs the room, as
she sees it. through a common type of
prism, and everything and everybody
appears

to

he double. Similar treatment

would be appropriate
pressions of a

dizzy

who was ill
Umsi'al Effect: A

Increasinjlv
al

Con

to

show the imsomeone

perscm.

or an accident victim.
clever

teresting cinematic

introdiir-

definite

KXCEPTIONAL MODEL WORK FROM
THF. BRIDGE OF SAy LUIS REY
Simpler

582

Mus

Can Easily Be
Amateurs
Plioiografh By Metro

.Mi>dels

Although several colorand-sound setiuences have appeared in
previous productions, a complete allcolor talkie would at first blush seem
more of an ambitious novelty than a
Those who expected
serious effort.
nothing more than this from On ivith
I he Shoiv were agreeably surprised not
only to find a distinct advance in color
reproduction but also an effective and
intelligent use of sound and many in-

Made

By

devices.

improvement

in

the

The

very

familiar

(Conlinued on page 6061

—

—

•
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PHOTOPLAYFARE
Napoleon

ESTIMATING

Abel Gance's Napoleon (Societe Generale de
Films de France) from seeing
tlie short American version is something like recreating a dinosaur from
which
is

But

toe-bone.

its

is

the

Reviews
For The Ci/itcllige?izia
By Roy W. Winton

paigns.

down

As

the

American edition

about eight reels, the
ence starts out with a feeling of
niinability which soon changes
sense of being whirled through

gives

the

mood

of

revolution

terms of the cinema as not

many

tures have done with any mood.

made

to

anyone

Bonaparte's

wave

flags,

making an iman absurd point.
a genuine Gallic grandeur
value

at

film,

his

of

to

reminiscent of Victor

palmiest.

One does

get

amazing fact that was
Bonaparte even if one loses the person
liie

flavor of the

the myth.

in

The
(|uality

direction

judged

and actitm are

of poor

modern
up by the Ameri-

according

film standards as set

to

can and the Russian cinema. One feels
that a stage director has gone mad in
an endeavor to eputer le bourgeois.
Excepting the most admirable cinemaeff'orts
to be found in spots all
through the picture, the whole of it
appears, in the large, to be a stage
technique swollen to impossible dimensions in an efl^ort to be titanic, but
a stage technique nevertheless.
It is,
no doubt, a French eipiivalent of such

tic
riiolngr,ip/,

By

_s

,

,„,

.

,

De

fi/?>,s

De

FAMOUS DEATH SCENE OF MARAT
One Of The

Incidents

Historical

From

Sapoleon

in

pic-

spoil the cinematic efforts to a totally

But

unjustified degree in these days of per-

mechanical failures, such as poor disbad lighting, atrocious printing
here romniented on).
(in the print

solves,

Hugo

frag-

ments of episodes at lightning speed.
Yet there is a tempo within episodes
that

\ et there is

is

a

the

— carried

about the

inter-

to

is

and do all manner of things
we have come to associate with

l)ression

audi-

to

He

leap through windows, escape in sail-

boats

gesture,

—clumsy,

astounding and slow-moving.
The American edition has the most
complete collection of faults and virtues of any film this reviewer has seen
M'ith the exceiition of Mr. Asquiths
Underground. The tale is told with the
leisureliness of an eighteenth century
novel and, indeed, the complete thirtvfive reels carry the Corsican tliunderbolt only to the end of his Italian camcut

places to

in

fairly familiar with

is

biography.

Fairbanks pictures. His postures are
even for the man who knew, to the last

placed at some 35,000 feet

probably like the dinosaur

who

that

version —

full

comes ridiculous

mechanical accomplishment.
story is a frank embroidering on
the facts of Napoleon's life and it befect

The

DRAMATIC PAGEANTRY
rliol.^Kr.iph

By

IN

American films as the Big Parade, Ben
Hur and Noah'» Ark. frankly intended
(Continued on page 605)
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SPLIT SCREEN ILLUSIONS
A Method
E\ERYBODY
which

in

parts,

ha?

<een

the

star

usually

twin

Of Douhluig Fun

fid

Footage

By Fred Waller

pictures

plays

A

the split screen scenes at once but

all

two

finished
order of
should be like this:

characters.

on a steady object so that it will cut
one half of your picture. Shade it
from above so that no light will strike
it
and arrange the support on which

This seems very wonderful to an audience and is always talked about and
However, this is a
given publicity.
trick which requires no special equip-

Scene

it

off

1.

front

up

Long

right

ters

of

note

ment. The ordinary spring
driven camera is particularly suited for it, being
less prone to unsteadiness

shot
to

table

en-

Crosses

in

to

—

straight

prise

have a camera

to

\^

backwards

front

—

in

A

it.

screen shot
esting but

an

and

baffling

A

much more

character

from

note

a

receives

B warning

character

that

he

hira.

B

argument ensues, B shoots
A and escapes. \ou can
a

better

serve
for

as
the

a

it

of

epi-

will

han-

ONE ACTOR BUT A DOUBLE CAST
In

>

lich

Man

One

Enjovs

An Argument With

Means Of The

In this fine weather you
doubtless
want to

Hii

elf

B

Split Screen

work out

so

I

suggest the

shady north side of the house where
shadows from direct sunlight wont interfere and where on a clear day you
will have a constant amount of illumination for three or four hours in the
middle of the day. From 10 A. M. to
2 P. M., sun time, is best. Two chairs,
a table, a revolver, with blank cartridges, and a letter are all the props
needed. If you have a good tripod,
weight it down with something heavy
so it cannot move and fix the top so
that, when you remove the camera to
rewind film, you can return it exactly
to the original position.
For your split
screen mask, a piece of black cardboard is good. Anything black which
has a hard, straight edge will do. Tin
painted with
this

584

two

feet

flat

black

is

seat

at

left

When you

him he looks up
imaginary
from

as

figure

B

right

where

enters

A

en-

first

to coincide

with other

ures.

It

easiest

make

all

is

fine.

Place

from your lens and put

you

put

move

mask

the

the

mask

left side of

so

that

you

exactly to cover

up

part of the scene left open in the
taking.

action on the right side.

the

our

The care you use in having
mask in the right hand
match the edge in the left

photographing.

part

of

stranger,

action,

A

first

defending

all of

To

continues
greeting

himself

his

the

against

verbal attack and finally, on signal,

position

ing from seat, moving as

determine the peryour two images
match. If well done you will be unable
to see where the joint is.
Further
fection

will

with which

(

details are given in

The

Clinic, April,

1929. page 252.)

Now

for shooting, place the table in

the middle of the picture with a chair

on either side of it. both facing the
camera. Have the edge of your mask
come in the middle of the table, as this
makes a good place to break your
action. To keep your audience guessing

make some
is.

of the shots straight, that
without masks. It is better to make

B

(

if

the

return to

the edge of the

hand position

to

screen and then

can
first

fig-

now

of the action on

rewind and make

will

doors,

split

right-

^ ou must keep a careful
record of footage on each
definite action which has

dling.

of

—

B

tered.

good example

method

shot

Cover

takes

startled

the meeting an

surely write

—

direct

sets

sode than this but

Long

5.

side of table.

the time
will come to see

.At

appear.

to

and

that

he must stop impersonating B or there will be
trouble.

atch showing time

side of screen with
your black mask. Keep
record of the footage on
your counter.
Start
cranking with A in approximate position where
you last saw him.
He
returns watch to pocket

interesting to

your friends.
For example,

"R

—closeup

hand

the

involving

will be

it

and

stops

Insert

screen

split

always interyou build up

is
if

episode

trick

good

When

table.

side

4.

was
Scene

start with,

trick

of

left

Scene

plan a litsequence and put your

tle

sur-

looks at watch.

ship.

To

—A registers

and restlessness.
alks back and forth in

on

you rewinding
your film in a dark room
great hardis
no
this
but
will save

it

Picks

side.

left

from table and reads.
Scene 2. Insert closeup
Note held in hands large
enough to read.
Scene 3.
Long shot

than a hand cranked ma-

enough

scenes

—straight —A

left.

chine. If you are fortunate
that will crank

your

the

to

but not past center of screen

ris-

disarm
I

then,

on another signal, crumpling and falling as if struck by a bullet. Keep
A still for several feet so as to have
time for B to finish action and get out.
Now crank your film back to the
same footage-count you started on, or,
if you have to rewind in a dark-room,
remove your camera and rewind the
Set your
film to beginning of roll.
footage the same as when you first
put in the roll.
Now hold a black
cloth tightly over the lens and run the
camera until you get the same footage
{Continued on page 602)
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BEFORE SHOOTING— REFLECT
A
efforts

his

IN

secure

to

For Mci/ix Lighti/nr Problems

Solution

By Carl

better

L.

Oswald

tails

matographer

it

is

likely, consciously

or unconsciously, to refer to the

work

it

is

notoriously impartial in

—

amateur

and

the

its

which

is

to

detail,

the

responsible

for

reflectors

is

easily

Thus one can first get a visual
approximation of the final screen effect
and decide for himself if it is in every
seen.

)

way

satisfactory

and

if

not. to

adjust

becomes so. Here
an important warning and suggestion
the reflectors until

it

should be carefully heeded. Lighting effects generally are much more "contrasty" to the film than to the eye, so

which is visually pleasmay be hopelessly "contrasty" in its
photographic reproduction. Hence all
that a lighting

MIRROR SILHOUETTE

A

The Method For Making This Type Of Picture
Described Here-in

Is

ing

lightings

should

some degree
same gradaticm seen

the

in

the orig-

Fortunately, such a result is easy
any amateur to achieve. If the shot
to be made near home, one has only
bring out his projection screen and

inal.

for

light,

is

particularly from a high angle in the

to

produces harsh contrasts which
give black shadows and chalky high
lights, both devoid of the detail so essential to a pleasing picture.
These
shadows, which may look luminous

place

sky,

of

duced by the various

(Note the intentional parallels in that
last sentence.
The amateur, working
outdoors, has the same principal light

Every amateur knows that bright sunfalling directly on the subject,

shadow side

More than one reflector will often
be of assistance, particularly if more
than one actor appears in the scene
being shot. Fortunately, the effect pro-

professional.

source as the professional but, in the
main, seems to have overlooked the fact
that this light source is subject to control in securing more pleasing results.
Of course. I refer only to medium and
closeup shots because where long shots
are involved the amateur and the professional are on an equal footing so
far as exposure and lighting effects
are concerned. With these two factors
disposed of, the long shot becomes
purely a matter of composition or, if
you prefer, selection of view-point.

losing

entirely

that quality called "luminosity."

ministrations to the just and the unjust
the

without

presence

always true? Indoors, yes. Outdoors, with a few minor limitations
hereafter mentioned, NO. The sun, like
the rain,

may

and imparting additional emphasis

this

is

that de-

recorded on the film, or
be moved farther away thereby

will be

softening the light on the

pr<i-

which

he sees. "Oh,
well," he says, "they have more light
and lighting control than I have." But
fessional

shadow so

lighten U]) the

to

technical results the amateur cine-

it

in

relation to the subject so

from the sun is reflected
shadow portions.
Obviously,

that the light

the

to

such a reflector should not intrude on
the

camera

lines.

With

this limitation

appear

"flatter"

to

to insure their satisfactory

appearance in the finished film. A good
approximate method is to squint the
eyes slightly at the scene. In this way
shadows are accentuated and their

the

effect
final

will more nearly approach the
screen result. Another, and still

more

satisfactory method, is to use
"monochromatic" viewing filter
which can be obtained at any well

the

re-

stocked supply store. This filter is for
u.se only and, when the scene
is inspected through it, the effect
will

Therefore, if more light could
be introduced here it would result in

be almost exactly equivalent to the
picture as viewed later on the screen.

enough
too

to the eye, are really reflecting

little

light

for

the

camera

to

it

may be moved

nearer to the subject

cord.

a satisfactory picture with

more nearly

visual

(Continued on page 600)
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EFFECT
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Dependability...
» »

the certainty that you will get the best possible

pictures under

all

conditions— is an inherent quality

of Cine-Kodak Safety Film.

Such dependability

is

the product of years of

experimentation; the result of methods and machines

.afetjBlffi
•

-

oumras
WrwMk and other

evolved through the making and developing of many
million feet of Cine-Kodak Safety Film.
It

is

dependability that has

made Cine-Kodak

Safety Film the choice of thousands of amateur movie

makers; that has made necessary the opening of Finishing Stations
«
lis
W. M.,K. R"_^

P»t. Off.

„

,j.^_ J;

all

kinds of Cine-Kodak Film are ecpially de-

pendable. Whether you use regular, panchromatic or

"^"^^^

"°

over the world for the processing

of the film.
,

And
of »nj kln>'

all

Kodacolor, you can use
will give
CiNE-KODVK Panchromatic

fi i.m

offers you an immediate means of imprarinp vmir
picliire t/ualily for, being sensitiie lo light of all
colors, it reproflucvs tltese colors in htack and white

—

tones that are in more ncciirnte relation than they
l.o.iW he nith regular fdm.
til fine-Kodak dealers sell Cine-hodak I'anchro-

it

with

you the best movies

full

assurance that

that the subject

it

and the

light will permit.

You can get Cine-Kodak Film from any Cine-Kodak
dealer.

ntn

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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AMATEUR CLUBS
Of Group

Neivs
Hail Wilmiugtou!
MEETING of amateurs,

A

held in

ly

By Arthur

ilmington, Del., has

\V

of

experiences, clinical screenings of members' films and the presentation of

programs and demonstraannounced as the purpose of the new club. And How and
What Price Pearls were screened at

technical

tions have been

Spruance

has

president. A.

T.

Pieper,

Hill,

W.

meeting.

organization

chosen

been

W. Munoz,

vice-president

C.

honorary

president. 0.

and

M. H.

The

rules of the Boston contest are

persons resident within
a radius of fifty miles of Boston and
on Cape Cod, who do not depend for
their living upon cinematography, are
follows:

as

it

will

to

the three

Boston Contest
ACITY-'ttlDE

contest

cine

has

been announced in Boston by the
Screen Players which will conduct the contest in cooperation with
Boston dealers in amateur movie equipment. The contest will be open from
September 15th to October 15th, 1929,
and all amateurs within a radius of
fifty miles of Boston will be eligible
It is not expected that
to enter films.
films will be especially prepared for
the contest but rather that each amateur will submit the film that he regards as his best no matter when it
was made. The purpose of the conlearn the general quality of

films that have

been made by Boston
discover the most able

amateurs and to
amateur cameraman in that district. If
the winners of this contest are not
successfully challenged by the winners
of another contest in another Massachussetts

city

they

will

receive

the

League's bronze medal and will represent Massachussetts in the New England contest, meeting with the victors
of the recent Connecticut contest as
well as the winners of other state con-

may

be held in the meantime.
Since the winners of this New England contest will be awarded silver
tests that

medals by the League in recognition of
outstanding amateur achievement, all
of
readers
and
League members

Movie Makers within

the

radius

of

the Boston ccmtest are urged to submit
their best films.
of

the

It is

the earnest desire

League and the

Little

Screen

Players that this contest fully represent
Boston amateur attainment. Connecticut is champing at the bit in eagerness

meet the amateurs of another state
and it seems that the League's regional
silver medals for the best amateur films
will be first awarded in New England.
to

588

Awards

judges.
ratings,

after

October

will

receiving

the contestants

highest

practicable

Little

test is to

as

act

made

as

soon as

The

15th.

three winners will receive a certificate

them to twenty dollars, ten
and five dollars, respectively,
in movie merchandise and in addition
will receive the League's bronze medals
entitling

dollars

for the best

and color

Massachusetts general film

film, unless

they are success-

by other Massachusetts
cities.
Films to be submitted should
be sent to Herbert F. Lang, 88 Cross
Street, Belmfmt, Mass., with carrying
charges fully prepaid.
Films will be
fully contested

returned to contestants as soon as possible after

event

national

first

officially

of

made

With the

cooperation of other clubs it is planned
to cover future outstanding events in

1.

eligible; members of the Boston Little
Screen Players are excluded; 2. range
of subject matter not limited; 3. entries not to exceed 400 ft., 16mm.. and
a contestant may not enter more than
(me film; 4. titles may be made by professionals but the contestant must be
the author of their content; 5. the
board of governors of the Little Screen
Players or a committee to be chosen by

be

secretary-treasurer.

the

is

provision for a film record.

resulted in the organization of

Amateur Cinema Club

the

This

which the League has

recent-

Delaware.
A constituticm and by-laws have been
written and a committee is now selecting a permanent meeting place. To
provide for the interchange of filming
the

Fihuiiig

L. Gale

The Washington Cinehas furnished the Club Film
Library with its first film of national
importance, The Inauguration of Hera similar way.

ma Club

bert Hoover, and it is hoped that other
clubs will follow the lead of the Washington and Cleveland clubs.

Palm

Stanford
this fall,

W.

Ernest

director of the Stanford Stu-

Stanford

dios,

University,

Calif.,

is

Hawthorne's

Birthmark.
The story was selected to provide an
opportunity for the interpretation of
a single mood and experiments with
advanced cinematic technique.
The first production of this club.
The Fast Male. 1200 ft., 16mm., sets
a high standard, for its continuity is
the smoothest that has so far been
achieved in the longer amateur-made
light dramas.
The photography is exscenarizing

and the direction and acting

cellent

The

considerably above par.

film

is

example of the coherent structure, and hence interesting plot development, that may be obtained by
a

fine

amateurs through carefully preparing

The

scenario and continuity.
of

October 15th.

to

production
FOR
Page,

The Fast Male

is

due

success

to careful con-

sideration of those factors which gen-

League Auspices

FORM.\L
teur

erally

recognition

of

the .A.ma-

Cinema League and

its

rep-

Movie Club,
National Air Races in Cleveland,
Ohio, has been made by Clifford Henderson, manager of the races. The
Cleveland Movie Club has been delegated by the League to provide for
making amateur film records of the
resentative, the Cleveland

at the

The

events connected with the races.

Cleveland

Movie Club has appointed

A. H. Bemis to represent

it

as the

offi-

photographer and he has selected
a committee of amateur cameramen
made up of Robert F. Wysocki. Jay
Iglauer. Dr. L. G. Hermann, Joseph
M. Ramsey, Inman Cooke, George L.
.Simons and Douglas G. Campbell. This
committee will have the full cooperation of the National Air Races officials
cial

in

filming the air derbies.

The

Cleve-

land Movie Club will welcome the cooperation of amateurs and other clubs in

towns where the races are being started so that the starts as well as the
finishes will he represented in the film
record.
Amateurs and clubs getting
such films are asked to get in touch
with the League's Club Consultant.

impair the quality of amateur

photoplays.

The

])roduction staff

small and closely knit.

was

The scenario

was prepared well in advance and the
continuity was worked out in detail.
Each scene was written on a separate
card with technical annotations.
plot

fitted

the

natural

The

backgrounds

available to the club and the characit called for were not different
from those that club members would
meet in daily life, so the amateur actors were not called on to portray emotions and experiences foreign to them.
Adequate footage was used to tell
the story and explanatory titles were
avoided.
The result is an amateur
photoplay which has genuine interest
for even the casual "cold" audience
and which rarely makes its spectators
feel conscious of amateur production
limitations. This was not done by copying professional technique nor by securing professional facilities.
It was accomplished, as was the quality of The
Fall of the House of Usher, by intelligent recognition of amateur limitations and advantages and the use of a

ters that

techni(|ue that

fitted

them.

(Continued on page 607)
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TWIN MAZDA LieUT/
for making indoor movies
Two

Halldorsons
Stands and Case

5 00- watt

With

of usefulness is offered as never before by the new
Halldorson Cinema Twin 500-watt Mazda Lights. In connection
with the more powerful Halldorson Arc Lamp or 1000-watt Mazda
Light, they are used effectively for illuminating the shadow side of
the subject. Pleasing modeling and depth is obtained in this way.
They may also be used for balancing sunlight entering through a

A wide range

U/i-Shig/e 500-uatt Haild,
Cinema Mazda Light

window when indoor

itig

scenes are being shot in daytime.

Used

Mazda

Light.

together, they are equal to the Halldorson 1000-watt

Right -Tuin 300-U'an HalUorCinema Mazda Lights, shou

ion

lights may be had separately or in pairs with a metal case
whichaccommodates two lights complete with stands. Each is com-

These

carrying

prised of a heavy metal base, a telescopic stand, a socket with pull-

cord switch, a large silvered reflector, an extension cord, and a 500watt Mazda bulb. Assembling for use is quick and easy; the same
is true of packing the lamps away. Mark coupon. Prices:
Halldorson Cinema Twin 500-watt Mazda Lights (two units) with stands,
complete with bulbs and carrying case, $35.00. Code MISLW. Same, but
without bulbs, $28.00. Code MISLX. Halldorson Cinema 500-watt Mazda
Light (one unit) with stand, complete with bulb but without carrying case,
$13.50. Code MISLS. Same, but without bulb, $10.00. Code MISLT. Extra
500-watt globes for the above, $4.00. Code MISLU.

DifFuser for

Telephoto Lenses

Mazda

Lights

The Halldorson Diffuser consists of a gauze diaphragm mounted on an adjustable bracket which clamps to any standard. Softens the light intensity for
close-ups. For use with Halldorson 1000-watt

for Fall Sports

Mark coupon.

Price $2.50.

and 500-watt Mazda Lights.

Code MYSLY.

The autumn season multiplies many-fold

the uses of the telephoto lens. It
indispensable at a football game, at the wind-up of the baseball season, and
idds new zest to fall fishing trips. The use of telephoto lenses is now made
more simplethan ever with a newvariableviewfinder availableforall Filmo
70 cameras. From the l"to the6"lens,thefollowerof outdoor sports has at
his disposal the equipment which assures him the most of his opportunities.
's

3.5 lens, Price S60.00, Code WUZRE; 3" F.4
Code IDPLA; 334" F 3.3 lens. S85.00, Code IDBUA; 4" F 4.5
Code IDEYD; 6" F 5.5 lens, §65.00, Code IDFIF.

Capture the Beauty

Taylor-Hobson Cooke, 2" F
lens, S62.50,
lens, $60.00,

(Note: These prices include matched viewfinder eyepiece and
objective lenses when sold for Filmo 70A, B
and C. If for use with Filmo 70D, or
with Filmo 7()A, Bor C,
equipped with new variable viewfinder, this
equipment is not needed.
omission.

its

•^

mm

^KF

autumn. Bright scarlets, yellows, and purples form a never-ending panorama of sheer beauty for the amateur movie maker whose Filmo is equipped
for Kodacolor. The new "Special" l"F 1.8 T-H.C. lens for Kodacolor work
is the result of many months of development by
Bell & Howell engineers working closely with
Taylor-Hobson master lens designers. It is also an
ideal lens for straight black and white work.
as the

p't

m

Deduct S5.00 for

if

V#

Taylor-Hobson Covke Lenses, j" toO'

1

This lens

)^^>^^<^f^^»Y^rT)(^^»^^^^'S(7%<»<r^(^>^^<^^(^^y^^<^^^c

listed her
Re/t^ses/or Ijome projection
Fill
dealer.
chased or rented J

"FRAMED"

Lloyd Hamilton acts out
a riotous story in his courtship of a

Two
prettv girl.
$70.00. CodeML'FHF.

400' reels. Price

"GRANDPAS BOY"

Famous juveBisBoy"inawondertul
fcomedy and pathos. Two400'
$70.00. Code MUFGH.
"ALL-STAR FREAKS" A movie side
show of things you can "believe or
not." from the 620 lb. fat lady to the
worlds laziest fish. One 400' reel.
;

CodeMUFHW.

"A TYPICAL TROPICAL SKY" A

Filmo 70 including Kodacolor

Mark coupon

H.Howe Hodge-Pudge,

Code IDPKB. Same for Filmo

A

from

adapter. Price |85. 00.

Arizona toMadagastar, and farther still.
400' reel, $35.00. Code MUFJE.

filter.

Price:

Kodacolor

filter

for

with two
$82.50.

75, including special

CodeGLIKA.

For Kodacolor and black and white projeaion the

:

"FELIXTHECATBUSTS ABUBBLE"
Felix curcshismovie-struckwife.

BELL &

One 400' reel, $35.00. Code MUFGE.
One of Bobby Ver-

DONTFIRE"

non's best comedies with Frances Lee
asthe"onlygirr' and Andy Clyde as
her hard boiled father. Two 400'reels,

CodeMUFKC.

0(t.^<fl,<:t^(L,^<f»,^'^Z.^^lf^^^Ji£'i-:^<f^^^^<tJ^^

already adapted

spool, and Kodacolor alignment gauge.

MUFHZ.

$70.00.

mount

Kodacolor

C. 1" F. 1.8 lens for

neutral density filters in carrying case, 50' take-up

"CHIPS OFF THE OLD BLOCK"

/

supplied in a

"Special" T-H.

beautiful sccnictilm by RobertC.Br^ice.
One 100' reel. S i5 .00. Code

Lyman

is

for application of the

September Filmo Library Releases

$}'i.(10.

made

in movies

No season of the year is so replete with opportunities for color photography

Bell

&

Howell Co., Dept.

I,

1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

111.

i*a«»^'ac ita/%K.Eac.s

NEW VIEWriNDEC
for all Filmo 10 Cameras
Six Field Areas

On a
rdm, -ihA

It

ilh

lid dom

Single Dial

and new dour
,inh rariaH/
ready
allach

tnufiiiiitr

The wide acclaim given to tine new 7-speed Filmo 70-D has led us
to make available to all Filmo 70 owners one of the new camera's
outstanding features — the variable viewfinder. The new viewfinder

to

an integral part of the camera door and is attached to the Filmo
70 camera merely by replacing your old door with the new one.
Matched viewfinder lens sets for lenses of different focii are thus
made unnecessary. Merely turn the knurled dial and field areas of
is

six different focal length lenses are

switched into view.

The new viewfinder incorporates a hollow semi-circular drum with
field areas of 20 mm., 1", 2", 3", 4", and 6" lenses cut into it. As the
dial is rotated, the field areas

viewfinder.

the

drum

The

of the lenses are switched into the

focal lengths corresponding to the field areas in

are clearly

marked on the

dial.

Your present camera door, with viewfinder eyepiece and objective
lens, will be accepted for $ 1 3 credit on the cost of the new door.
Mark coupon. Price $45. CodeMISPF.

Improved Lens Cap
A new lens cap which reminds you of its presence is now available
fortheT-H.C. 1" or 20 mm. F 3.5 lenses. This red rubber cap has
which extends so that it may be seen through the viewfinder, eliminating all danger of filming scenes with the lens cap

a tongue

covering the lens. Price 20c.

Film Editer and Picture Viewer
Bell & Howell Film Editer
furnishes in one compact unit

The

Code LECAU.

everything needed for film edit-

of

Autumn

tvith

your

new Filmo 57-G
It

new

Colors

FILMO

projector sets a

new

has a highly refined optical system,

cluding a

higli standard in projection resulcs.
in-

special projection lens as-

sembly for Kodacolor (including Kodacolor filter), the 45-50 condenser, and an
auxiliary condenser for Kodacolor.

Filmo 57-G projector

is

$275.00.

vole

B&H Film Editer complete.

equipped with
meter.

geared rewind reel supports,
16mm. film splicer, and Picture
Viewer. The fi Im is wound from
one reel to the other, passing through the electrically illuminated Viewer
where you can see your film, right side up, at nine times actual size. When
you want to cut and splice, just tip the hinged part of the Viewer back and
the film is easily slipped out. Replaced the same way after splicing. The
units may also be purchased separately.

Convertible Film Splicer alone. $7.50. Code

CodeFIPKA.

from factory prior to May 1, 1929, to accommodate Kodacolor condenser, $18.50.
Code PLABC. For complete new type
projection lens assembly for Kodacolor,
including auxiliary condenser. Price

Code PLABB.

Code MISPB.

MISBU.

Price

COUPON

For adapting Filmo 57 Projectors shipped

$35.00.

Price $40.00.

Picture Viewer Attachment alone. $21.50. CodeMISPD.
Combination Rewinder and Splicer outfit. $1 i.OO. Code MISPA

250- watt 5-ampere lamp, a variable volt-

age resistance and

movie
making. As illustrated, the
complete outfit consists of

ing, a fascinating part of

Bell & Howiell Co., Dept.
Please send

G

View of Filmo

57
prmiclnr shnuing
fur auxiliary cmiJtincr HI 4}(2) auxiliary cnndmser
50
assembly
for Kodacolor (^) slucial
for Kodacolor

(A)

sli,l

coritlenjer

Um

me information

I,

1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

D New door with variable viewfinder for Filrao 70 Cameras
D Twin Halldorson Cinema Mazda Lights D Telephoto Lenses
n Special F 1.8 Lens tor Kodacolor D 57-G Projector for
Kodacolor D Improved Lens Cap D Film Editet.
Name

li€>VELL
New York, Hollywood, London (6. & H.

Co., Ltd.

Address..
City
)

Established 1907
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THE CALL
4

Short Film Story
By Epes

CAST

Of The Deer Country
W.

Sargent

back on

to fall

Crane

uork out

Stetson

Sub-title:

City

Blake
Hardy

Two

Men

MAKINt;

ACTION
1

A

:

guide

in

Men

background.

Crane enters

off.

or other conveyance.

are look-

buckboard
Drops bag and
in

Enthusiastic greetings.
gun cases.
Stetson enters from camp or tent.
Crane stiffens. Says to Blake:
Spoken title: "You didn't tell me THAT
man would be here." Turns and starts
Blake and
to climb into wagon.

Hardy seek

He

to dissuade him.

He

is

be hanged if he will
associate with Stetson. Explains this
set.

will

rather

pointedly.

speak

but

Crane

Drives

out

of

title:

"/

plains

Spoken

will

scene.

to

tries

not

listen.

Stetson

ex-

of the Amateur
Cinema League, is now available.
The Bulletin's purpose is to make

play Department

the production of short film stories

simple as possible.

as

but

persuade him

him."

assume an

I

Tlie

men

are

"It

cant

be

Make this a
fire playing solitaire.
strong contrast to the previous scene.

covers

It

sources of plots, preparation of a
simplified

scenario,

directions

for

filming and general advice and cautions.
final

It

includes a

list

minute checkup

of

for

the

the
film

story producer.

The
charge
write

bulletin
to

for

is

available free of

members

League
it

to

the

who

Photoplav

Consultant of the .4mateur Cinema League, IDS West 40th St.. New
York. N. Y.. and it will be sent
automatically

taii't

helped" attitude. Iris out.
Scene 2: The same.
Stetson, Hardy
and Blake around the campfire. Having a jolly time. Create an air of
keen enjoyment.
Scene 3: Another camp. Crane by the

592

No. 4,
compiled and issued by the PhotoBulletin

to

:

didn't black-ball

sorry,

Stetson

SIMPLE FILM

.4

STORY.

hunting lodge or tent camp,
Campfire, etc. Hardv,
as practical.
Blake and a guide lounging around,

ing

do not

Lonely days pass with leaden

steps.

Glides.

Scene

in case the flares

uell.

have requested that
terial

members
all

such

Scene 4: Same as Scene 3, but morning.
Crane and guide about to start
out.
Crane evidently is not having
a good time. They exit.
Scene 5: Woods. Crane and guide pass
through.

NOTE:

with

guide.

to

start

Stetson takes other

rection alone.

Scene

di-

All carry guns.

Woods. Crane and guide enGuide likes location. Produces
moose call and starts to blow.
Woods.
Scene 8:
Stetson
walks
7:

ter.

through.

Scene 9: Back to Scene 7. Guide
ing.
Crane alertly listening.
Scene 10: Woods. Stetson hears
Listens carefully.

Starts.
ings.

ma-

fuTly.

These ivill make effective niglit
if you have flares.
If not, then
them
supper scenes with the
make
three men urouiid one table anil Crane
all alone.
11 you make night scenes,
play sale and make the supper scenes

Stetson,

1.

on
is going alone.
Blake and Hardy go in one direction

Scene
still

scenes

as Scene

Hardy and Blake about

hunt. Stetson says he

who

be sent.

Same

0;

.Sce/ie

Looks
II:

to his gun.

Back

to

Scene

call-

call.

Gets bearExits care-

9.

Guide

calling.

Stetson passes
Scene 12:
Woods.
through scene. Holds gun ready.
Scene 13: Back to Scene 11. Guide
calling. Crane excitedly tells guide
something is coming. Guide listens.
Nods.
Tells Crane to be careful.
Scene 14: Woods. Stetson through
{Continued on page 617)
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ONLY H9
HE summer

holidays are over

^^1 but you can enjoy a constant
$fe'[ holiday of evenings through-

out the year with the marvelous

Home-Talkie Unit and Home-Talkie
Productions starring America's foremost entertainers, such as Eddie
Dowling, Miss Patricola, Phil Baker,

Erno Rapee, Fred Ketch and

others.

Attaches to any 16mm. projector.
Plays through any radio set.
AT LEADING

D E A L E R

S

—W

R

I

T E

FOR LITERATURE

HOME-TALKIE MACHINE CORP.,

220

W. 42nd

New York

St.

City
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EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Neus Of Visual Education hi
By Louis M.

Schools Aficl

Bailey

THE

from
The Past, Present and Future
of Educational Motion Pictures, a paper presented before the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences in Hollvvvood by Edward Mayer ,executive secretary of the Department
of Visual Instruction, University of California, contains some interesting visual

aid distribution data.

"Here in California," he states, '"the
Department of Visual Instruction is
supplying over three hundred organizations each month with educational films
as well as a few entertainment sub-

The

jects.

distribution of this depart-

of

all

kinds,

farm advisors and farm

bureaus, industrial concerns, state
stitutions and other organizations."'

New Film

in-

Source

The University Film Foundation. 25
Divinity Avenue, Cambridge, Mass., a
non-profit educational institution operated in collaboration with the faculty
of Harvard University to collect and

produce motion pictures of permanent
educative value,

lists

a

number

of films distributed

tures.

motion

Sixty-five percent of the total of

motion pictures distributed by

594

pic-

this de-

and

merit.
unusual
\^ here practicable, sound accompaniment has been planned for the films,

industrial

films

consisting

of

of

and

material

lecture

the subjects, such as
native songs and dances with pictures

music suited

to

The

of foreign people.

entire library

has been edited for class room use.

It
in

the August

Movie Makers

of

refer-

the

new

vault of the Daughters of

made by Lumiere
first

in

foreign film im-

ported into this country for exhibition

purposes and that

it

was the

first moon the screen
Square Theatre,

tion picture ever sliown

Union
Keith's
at
June 26, 1896. Mr. LeRoy being the
He further states that a
showman.
favorite Movie Makers author, Epes
Sargent, was erne of the film re\\
.

viewers present on that occasion.
Mr. LeRoy has the original negative
of this film

the fact that edu-

educational

offered, as well as travel, botanical

us that this film,
France, was the

from

SCENES FRO.M NEW RELEASES OF THE
UNIVERSITY FIL.M FOUNDATION
Above A Botanical Study And
Below The International

Ice

Patrol

is

of

among

His

cinema.

more and more appreciating
of

and
those

That vet.\merican Revolution.
eran producer, Jean A. LeRoy. advises

Secondly,
with projection apparatus.
new additions are made each year to
the film library and a third and very

value

among

is

the

exceeded the distribution of the
preceding year by fifteen percent. Thi<
annual increase is due to several factors, the most important being that each
year additional schools, churches and
other organizations equip themselve.-

the

other facets of interest,

in

far,

is

street scenes,

skyscrapers

bridges,

waterfronts,

Impresstartling

its

New York

ence was made to the permanent storage of The Charge oi the Dragoons

1918-19 to 8,583 in 1927-28. The
distribution for this fiscal year has, so

cators are

compositions of

IXnumber

in

important reason

New York

notable for

film

a

sions,

THIS department

are closed for the vacation
period and few other organizations use
During
films during the hot season.
the past ten years there was an increase

number

stock.

Robert Flaherty's

LeRoy Showed

schools

in the

on either

of ex-

ment averages approximately 200 motion pictures per month between September 15th and June 15th. Little or no
distribution is carried on during the
summer months for the reason that the

837

35mm.

16 or

partment are used in the school field,
twenty percent by churches and allied
organizations and the balance by clubs

on

rental

for

stock, or for purchase

35mm.

excerpt

available

films

cellent

Statistical
following

Homes

his treasures of the

collection,

immense

historical

forms the real incunabula
collection

—

incidentally,

value

— the

of the eighth art.

and

cradle

lO^HE

IT

IMA^IitEIKS

You simply use

amazing how
Kodacolor home movis

—

in

ies

full

color

Cine-Kodak, Model B

'*

— brings

out beauty, whether

it

or

be in

Filter

and loved ones.

close-ups

— movies

— are

Kodacolor

and Kodacolor Film.

After

Portrait

made from

a

making your movies, you
send the film to the nearest Koda-

the faces or in the costumes of
friends

BB,/ 1.9,

color Finishing Station.

2 to 5

The

film will

captures the ruddy glow on youthful

be processed and returned to you
promptly without charge.
Kodacolor can be taken only with

cheeks, the glint of gold in hair, the

Cine'- Kodaks

feet

from the subject

particularly

beautiful in Kodacolor, for

Kodacolor
soft,

It is just as

as

it is t(^

make

easy to

having the f.1.9 lens. A
fitted with the/3.5

Model B Cine- Kodak

delicate tints of dainty fabrics.

make Kodacolor

or /.6.5 lens can be equipped with the

black and white movies.

y!1.9 lens at moderate cost.

KODACOLOR
HOME MOVIES
IN

FULL COLOR
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

Rochester, N.

Y

>^-k

tt^fr-

0t^*lJf*.

—
lO'm^ac imj«.iceiks

Sweet

^me
The

screen

is

sim-

lowered Hke a

ply

AN ART TITLE BACKGROUND SUGGESTION FOR THAT REEL OF "ROUND THE

window

shade.

HOUSE" SHOTS.
Photogra-ph by O'Dell Mason;
Titled by Ralph R. Eno.

THE GLOSEUP'S THE
THING

I

(Continued from page 572)

t's

drama.
The manuscript is always the guide for the performance. Dreyer wants no historical
reconstruction. Therefore, he does not
exactly follow the historical models in
costuming, although he does present
the

character of

a Projection Screen
for Your Films

their general effect.

Once the film is under way there can
he no experimenting. For three months
prior to the
ture,

commencement

of the pic-

Dreyer and Mate considered and

quarreled over

all possibilities of light-

ing and camera technique.

The

direc-

tor presented his concepts as contained

Research and experimust be no acDreyer and Mate studied all

in the scenario.

ment followed,
cident.

for there

When
is

the

over,

picture

the screen

out

raised

is

of

sight.

possibly

relevant

treatments

of

the

closeup. They found the final basis in
the miniature art of medieval France.
Therein was the source for the flat,
moderated, stucco background which

CLYlCi a Beautiful Panel

thrusts the fore-figures further into re-

and constantly maintains relation
between the large fore-figures and the
minimized rear-figures.
lief

Two

elements are of particular interest in Dreyer's Jeanne. One is the use

physiognomy and anatomy as a forceful graphic design. Here
a segment of a head fits into the lower
of portions of

corner of the screen, plastically
harmonizing with the curve of a window frame. There half of a person,
like a pillar, balances another vertical.
This use of anatomy to complete a pattern has excited many painters and
left

These arrangements are not
designed prior to filming. Dreyer does
not use Fritz Lang's method of designing the groupings on paper before capturing them with the camera.
Lang
groups his players according to the
sketched design and then sets them
sculptors.

into

motion.

This accounts for the
Lang's work. It is an illustrator-architect's structure. The design
is conceived as stationary and disintestolidity of

grates into heavy components when it
moves away from the preconceived po-

for

NOW

you can simplify and
the showing of

beautify

your films. You can have a
permanent projection screen
completely

concealed

beautiful Coutard

Wall

in
a
Panel.

Before the showing of a film,
you simply lower the screen

window

a

like

when

And

shade.

the picture

is

over,

you

simply raise the screen out of
.sight

—revealing
B.

in

its

place a

S.AUBiAC 6? Son, 305 E.

Your Wall!

wall panel of tapestry beauty!

Think of the convenience of a
Coutard
Projection
Screen
Panel!
Think of the atmosphere of dignity and charm it
will lend to every

in

your home!

performance
a wide

From

range of motifs, colors and fabrics you can choose a panel
that is in perfect harmony with
your decorative scheme. Write
today for full information.

46th Street,

New York

Manufacturers and Distributors

COUTARD
Projection Screen Panel
597
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Dreyer

sition.

grouping

arranges

the

in

RUSSIANS

looks

then

whose eye

tiirough the camera,

TECHNIQUE OF THE

general

the

pre-plan,

his

is

The camera's eye determines the
The
camera designs the movements of the

(Continued from page 569

n«n.

organization of the details.

final

performers

and

curves

into

The screen

that pass over the screen.

workers are agreed that the director
and other technical workers must re-

verticals

Dreyers film is a receptive canvas
which enters into the design.

and
modern school can

ceive the best theoretical

training a

practical
offer.

in

Those attending these

go
them are facand they put
or more hours an evening, six
institutes

after work, since most of

tory

or

in six

workers,

office

Their course includes

nights a week.

the theory and technique of the cine-

ma, the art of acting, gymnastics and
anatomy, the principles of movement,
dancing, boxing, fencing, literature, po-

economy and

litical

history, a study of

the Russian and foreign cinema, scena-

THE
OCTOBER
PHOTOPLAY

construction

writing,

rio

They begin

of

work

practical

sets,

etc.

in the sec-

class and in the fourth work in
Sovkino studios as professionals,

ond
the

becoming members of the art workers'
union.
Thoroughness in artistic training

characteristic

is

there

since

is

an

Russia

of

academy

to

and.
train

clowns and radio announcers, among
others,

Among

ema

the Striking

not surprising to find cin-

is

it

workers

almost

carefully

as

trained as those in the theater.
In closing, a word as to what

Features:

some

Russian directors think
sound and
talking picture.
Eisenstein, Alexandrov and Pudovkin have issued a joint
statement on the matter.
It is their
opinion that many of the uses to which
the new device is being put are a great
danger to the artistic development of
the cinema. They object absolutely to
of the leading

of that late development, the

THEY MUST SUFFER TO BE BEAUTIFUL
The

real

about beauty

facts

and the mo\ie

stars

CARL THEODOR

DRE"*

ER

talking pictures but see a great future

The

New Broadway

Hollywood
ter of the

is

Now

the

Cen-

Amusement World

Another of the important elements
in Jeanne d'Arc is time.
Dreyer uses
time rythmically by interweaving the
images and controlling the duration of
the various movements of lips and
bodies.

He does

however, use the

not,

method that Murnau is said to use. in
which the camera is set a given tempo.

He

A

special

the

STYLES

2-color

newest

fall

section

to

own sense

his

time,

of

of

modes

Thinking in terms of enlarged images,
he leaves full consideration of composition until after the filming.

Russians. Dreyer

upon
the

this

places

or

Like the

major

post-arrangement.

montage,

cutting,

stress

It

that

in

is

the

rhythm of the film as a whole is realized
and the dramatic contrasts of the slow
moving images and the staccato ones

Dozens

of other fea-

tures, besides Photo-

Popular A niateur Movie Department

play's

are introduced.

For Dreyer believes

the motion picture as drama.
for

the

in

cuts

images are in
Jeanne d'Arc,
her insistence upon God, the clerics" insistence upon the Church and Warwick's insistence upon State were emand-forth

cutting

reference.

the

In

phasized in the editing.
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He

drama and the drama transcends
narrative.
By a persistent back-

constant

sound pictures, if properly develMost of the talking pictures we

oped.

have seen bear out their contentions.
They mechanically make the talking or
sound effects coincide with the action
on the screen, slowing up and stultiFurfying the progress of the story.
ther, they predict that, with the greater

use of theater dramas for talking picthe cinema is in danger of becoming largely a phonographic record
tures,

exactly as does the poet.

HOLLYWOOD'S

AUTUMN

trusts

in

the

of

dialogue

photographic

plus

a

that

the

accompaniment.

They maintain
should be used
tion

to

the

in a

filming,

new device

counterpoint relathat

the

sound

decided non-coincidence
with the picturization. The ear should
not merely repeat what the eye sees,
but should sui)plement and heighten its

should be

in

effect.

According to these Russians, sound
may play a great role in breaking
the tyranny of titles, which must now
be included in the film and tend to be
of an intrusive nature, to slow up the
tempo and disturb the artistic unity.
A practical problem is that of lanThis difficulty, the Russian
guage.
films

I*aO'%'ME I»lym.I&EMCS
hinder the devel-

directdis think, will

opment

of

aspect.

Hollywood

film

in

international

its

now beginning

is

to take inventory of the

stars can speak so that

languages

new

the

its

films

can he used abroad. This, however, is
a tremendously difficult problem and
in many cases will probably have to lie
solved by synchronizing the talking of
a person with a perfect command of
each foreign language with the acting
of the average American actor.
Of special interest to amateurs is the
fact that at the end of 1926 a Moscow
engineer, Mr. Tager, began working on
an invention for talking films, which
was completed and successfully demonstrated in the spring of 1928. This device records the words and film on
one reel. The apparatus is very cheap
and portable, weighing only twelve to
thirteen pounds.
Unlike the machines
used in other countries, which require
a high voltage, this uses only a dry
cell battery and may be attached to
any cinema machine to adapt it for
sound or talking pictures.

ZEISS CINE LENSES
lead the ivorldL '^

AMATEURS POINT
THE WAY

BIOTAR

tall,

TESSAR

F2.7

lean shadow flashed

CARL

and

F3.5,

ZEISS, INC., 485 FIFTH AVE.,

16

NEW

TELE-TESSAR

F6.3

SUN-SHADES

FILTERS

FOR STANDARD and

(Continued from page 573)
Presently a

F1.4,

FINDERS

MM

MOVIE CAMERAS

YORK. 728 SO. HILL

ST.,

LOS ANGELES

on the screen followed by varied shots

Wall Street,
stone canyons with thin little shadows
of sunlight trickling through them,
Trinity tower, a closeup of an office
window set in stone like a gaping eye.
The most fantastic effects were secured
of

buildings,

crevices

in

in shooting sheer heights, in a closeup

YOUR

TRY US WITH

meeting of
gleaming
needle-points. Suddenly Times Square
loomed ahead with Broadway narrowing in the distance like disappearing
tracks. The Metropolitan tower flashed
into view with its familiar clock-face.
St. Patrick's steeples melted into girders of a steel skeleton rising grimly
from the earth. The blank face of a
new apartment house gazed into the
camera's eye like a soulless thing of
stone gouged with holes that were
windows.
of a detailed cornice, in the

distant

skyscrapers

The Service Departments of the Amateur
Cinema League are busy, up to the neck,
answering queries from thousands of

Here
bers

All of the shots
street

level

and

Mr. Florey

is

emphatic

in his

picture should

in things.

tell

He

in

non-mem-

a poke.

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE,

at

expense.
He believes the amateur has a great opportunity, providing he has ideas in his head and a

mood

buy a pig

belief

made

little

feeling for

will not

any kind.

without characters; it was their lacy
fantasy that made the film something
unreal and lovely.
that beautiful pictures can be

movie making.

Don't send us your application and your
check for $5.00 until you discover what
League membership can do for your specific needs. Ask us a sample question and
get a sample answer with no obligation of

was partly the architectural wim
New York that made the film
so stirring but, really, it was the artist's
touch that moved one, the catching of
mood, line, color and feeling in the
city.

in

a challenge to cautious

is

who

mem-

personal service for their

personal problems

It

were taken from the

who want

bers

der of

strange walled

PKOKI.KM

like

105

West 40th

Street

New

INC.

York, N. Y., U.

S.

A.

says a

a story, whether

it
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SOMETHING NEW

a

is

life

.still

This

or not.

what

is

buildings did, suggested, expressed,

BEFORE SHOOTINGREFLECT

his
in-

terpreted the life in them.

He thinks that experimental films
should be made only to throw away,
after they have served their purpose
showing the amateur the flaws of

(if

The real
make something
work.

No momentary

picture later.

ful

satisfies

be the beginning of a beauti-

will

tliat

that

some day
him--

will

artist

his

appointment

dis-

him from

will discourage

jiursuit of this ideal.

(Continued from page 585)

Thus

have mentioned only the
as an outdoor reflector,
and the amateur is likely to object
to such use of a pet screen, both from
far

I

usual screen

the standpoint of wear and tear and

because of

To

difficulty

in transportation.

avoid this trouble he

may

secure

window shade material and
coat it with aluminum paint. This gives
a reflector of the type known as "hard"
because of the high reflecting power
ordinary

This high reflecting

such a surface.

of

factor gives a correspondingly low dif-

Therefore,

fusion.

the reflected light

NOKEY

HOSKINS'

For Model 70 Filmo
Retail Price, ^3.50
to bother you— 'you
>vhat we mean."
Leave it on all the time.

No more BIG KEY
know

Sold

30

on

day

Money refunded

trial.

guarantee.

Sole Distributors

Harvey

&

1503

The

Lewis Co.

Main

For extremely hard
cases where it

give

the amateur

If

ished picture.

NOW

closed in a handsome walnut case.
It's called the Library Kodascope
and is so attractive in appearance
you'll want to give it a permanent

place in your living room.

is

only amusing him-

experimentally inclined. Spherical mirrors, similar to those used as shaving
mirrors of concave surface, also ofler
a fertile field for the experimenter.

with no serious ambition for mak-

self,

ing pictures a career, Mr. Florey advises

you can have a Kodascope
Model B and screen all en-

to

nearly perfect light reflection,

The Amateur

new

at either of our two stores)

in

ings are likely to result which may give
an impression of artificiality to the finHowever, they have their
uses and they are recommended to the

ROBERT FLOREY
Protagonist Of

Library Kodascope

a

or

desirable

results,
is

flat mirrors may be used but care must
be exercised when they are employed
out of doors because unbalanced light-

Convenience

He

him

to

stick to simple

subjects.

says that society dramas, amateur-

Usually such mirrors, because of their

ishly acted, should be avoided, for they

construction, produce a small, bright,

are bound to be artificial in their re-

central spot surrounded by a circle of

"The worst thing that can happen to an amateur," he says, "is to

even illumination, this circle increasing
in diameter as the mirror is taken farther from the subject and, obviously,

sults.

work ridiculous, to see
curdle." Keep to exteriors for
see his

his films
settings,

losing

in

brilliancy

as

this

circle

of

To use it, you merely lift the cover
off. Pictures may be shown in
normal size on your regular screen

be tried,
stick to simplicity in plot
perhaps
one of Zola"s stories or a Russian

light increases.

or in miniature, brilliantly clear,
on the small extension screen which
is an integral part of the case.

thing having to do with the soil and

theoretically ideal mirror for
purpose under discussion is one
having a parabolic rather than a spherical curvature, which is mentioned for

See a demonstration of the Library

Kodascope at either of our stores.
Inquire about our easy budget
buying plan.

Eastman Kodak Stores,
TWO STORES

Inc.

The Kodak Corner— Madison at 45th
235 West 23rd, near 7th Ave.
New York City

and,

a

if

short

play

must

—

the worker, where there

heavy

acting

nor

is

intricate

not

much

sets

de-

manded."

A good short subject could be got,
he declared, by following a cub policeman around on his beat, or a taxi
driver, or, in a place like New York,
an old beggar picking up trash from
the streets.
But anywhere and everywhere, he believes, there is plenty of
material to be found by the interested
amateur
era.
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to

size of these reflectors is optional

those

-"N

if

oi

or less con-

better.

Greater Projection

(See

more

but generally the larger they are the

—

with the

brightness

the

on the subject

St.

Springfield. Mass.
Agents wauted everywhere

/

is

produce
"hard" or contrasty results which can
be modified somewhat by moving the
reflector farther away from the object.
A "soft" reflector may be made in the
same way by simply substituting a flat
white or "egg-shell" finish paint. Obviously, any base material which will
take the paints mentioned is suitable
and, if portability is not an important
consideration, large cardboard, beaver
board or similar material may be used.
centrated

in search for

it

with his cam-

mirrors often

Automobile head-light

make

satisfactory reflec-

tors of this type.

The

the

the benefit of those

who

are familiar

with this form and wish to try

it.

Fur-

ther adaptations of this basic idea will

readily suggest themselves after the general

method

of

manipulation

is

fully

understood.

Because of the manner in which they
such spherical mirrors
can be used to produce effective silhouplacing
the
subject in a shaded
ettes by

reflect the light,

IMO'%'KE IHym.K.EICS»
sunlight
the
reHecting
the shadow thus produced
or
sheet
white
a
against
being thrown
In this case, of
a light-colored wall.
course, the focusing is done on the sil-

and

corner

against

^m

p^-

it,

Only a TRIPOD
the

houette and the subject goes through
his action outside the camera's angle

This method is most effective
moderately darkened room into
which a beam of sunlight is allowed to
If this beam passes through an
enter.
ordinary window screen, it will be

'**''-^-

of view.

ARE

you impressed with the rock steadiness of the
-

TRIPOD?

tures are mounted upon a
that rock steadiness in your movies,

Nfi Mot'ie

Camera

pleu without ths

is

of the simplest but, nevertheless,

outdoor shots in the pro-

effective

outdoors are best made when
sun is not too high, but in
case of a backlight the sun

may

angle

be

and

era

than

usual.

effect

the

between the camfrom which
coming. The reflector

placed

is

direction

the

the sunlight
or

higher

back-lighting

For a direct
subject

is

are placed directly in
the camera and as near the
as possible without intruding

reflectors

front

of

subject

on the camera lines. They are then
tilted and turned into such position that
a

maximum

flected to the
ject

of

illumination

shadow

is

re-

side of the sub-

(in this case, the side facing the

camera). The camera should be raised
as high as is practicable so that the
shot must be made with the lens tilted
down.
A lens shade of ample proportions should be used to prevent direct sunlight from entering the lens
and fogging the picture. This set-up
is most commonly used for closeups,
but semi-long shots may be made to
yield extremely interesting back-lightHowever, in the latter case,
ings.
"hard" reflectors of fairly large size are
recommended. The exposure for such
shots should be estimated from the

shadow

side of the subject.

As mentioned

beginning of
cameraman has a few advantages in the control of out-door lighting, because he
often has at his disposal for transport-

this

article,

the

at

the

professional

equipment a truck (or
from the motor generator of
wiiich he may draw current for his

ing

more

lighting
)

•

Pano-Tilt and Tripod
Projector Plates
TRIPOD Carrying Case
Obuunahle

cameraman's bag of tricks is
the "back-light," which is accomplished
by the use of reflectors, usually of the
camera
Ordinarily,
"soft"
variety.

the

TRIPOD

KINO-PANO-TILT

PROJECTOR

fessional

the

Corn

TRIPOD

needed.

shots

You^ tc^'can enjoy
by usrPfg""

en lw^t
and
of
the best projector stand available at an extremely low
PLATES
KIN'O
uMiubv
cost,

Owners

mentioned may be ignored as it is
blocked by the interposition of the subIn this case exposure is natuject.
rally determined by the brightness of
the light and the size of the mirror but
it will
be usually found that a stop
of / 3.5 or larger will probably be

One

pic-

turcs on the screen at your favorite theatre? Do you
reah^e that the professional cameras which take those pic-

found that the wire mesh can be imaged
on the background to form a pleasing
pattern, which can be further varied by
using parallel bar or other designs as
may be found desirable. When silare
being made by this
houettes
method, the bright central spot above

most

Home Movie Camera

1\.

a

in

WUl Steady ^

fro-n your

Cme

dealer, only.

THE THALHAMMER CORPORATION
loy N.

WABASH
IZ3

m^

AVE.,
S.

CHICAGO

FREMONT

6-8 E. 46th ST.,

AVE., LOS

ANGELES

NEW YORK

.
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SEB>~rE:MI^ER.
accent some lighting which
to secure with the reflectors
Thus we have the apparent
available.
paradox of electric illumination to sup-

iamp«

0\ OR ABOUT

i-

SEPTEMBER 16TH

"Downtown's Movie
Headquarters"
be located at 120 FULST. where ABE CO-

will

TON
HENS EXCHANGE

your convenience:

for

offer

will

to

difficult

plement the immense brilliance of the
But even the amateur need not
-iin.
If his shots are to be made
despair.
within any reasonable distance of a
house-lighting system he may plug in a

NIGHT
MOVIES

lead wire and set up his spots to aid
him in getting just the right play of

and shade which he needs

light

most

story

his

to tell

The

effectively.

limi-

tations of this procedure should be obvious, but within those limitations the

largest and most complete
stock of cine apparatus in the down-

method has merit, and the suggestion

town

cases.

The

1.

district.

2. -An up-to-date and complete projection room.
3. .\

plan whereby you can purchase
outfit on the installment plan.

any cine

4. Vour old still or cine outSt will
be accepted in trade at a liberal al-

lowance towards new and up-to-date
equipment.
5.

Your

will

film

be serviced for

you without any charge.
or advice will
6. Instruction
given by an experienced staff of
without any obligation.

be

men

is

submitted as a possible help in special
It

—

the purpose of this article to

is

some of the methods and
materials by which out-door shooting,
particularly of closeup and semi-closeup
pictures, may be made to yield more
pleasing results, and it is believed that
their application to any particular problem may be safely left to the ingenuout

point

each worker. However, in closmay not be amiss to suggest
that, no matter what the subject or
what the problem, before shooting reitv of

ing,

flect.

SPLIT
(

SCREEN ILLUSIONS

Continued from page 584

i

count as that on which you started the
split screen scene. Replace the camera
carefully and shift mask to cover left
side of screen.

Have same

actor, rep-

resenting character B. enter on signal
when your footage count is at the same

number

for

Q.R.S., Filmo. DeVry. Duograph,
Kodascope c) and other
16 mm. Projectors
(

AT
4'
in focal lengths "i' to

lengths 2' to 4'
apertnre 26 mm.)

BIG BERTH_\—focal

—

clear

AUDITORIl."M
(.Ul =iae-

—

—focal lengths
mm.)

2'

16

MM.

as

when A looked up

400 Ft. of Film for $2.50
Send any good usable nlm to tis
and receive an equally good or
better one of the same length in
Include a list of all
exchange.
your pictures so you will not reIndicate your
ceive a duplicate.
preference: Comedy, Drama, or
Enclose $2.50 check
Educational.
or money order for each 400 ft.
reel plus 25 cents for postage.
The usual charge of one dollar is
100 ft.
for
being made
still
lengths.

& SANDERS

HATTSTROM

Evanston.

702 Church St.

111.

startled.

one of the characyou can take afterward.
This gives you something to cut to
from your long shot and from which
to cut back to the continued scene
without showing a jump if characters

which

are in slightly different positions.

Don"t

attempt

have dear ap<niire of 20 mm.)

(All =ize=

EXCHAyCE YOUR

insert a closeup of
ters

Pro|e€?tioii L-eiises

(11 j-4'

"1

1752 .Atlantic Ave.. Brooklyn. N.

Actor now carries through the part of
B. timing all his actions to coincide
with the footage counts for A.
If the split screen action planned
runs longer than you can take with one
winding of the camera, you can always

GRAF
ST.VNDARD

John G. Marshall
Meteor Photo Chemicals

LIBRARY FILMS

noxc at

PARK ROW,
NEW YORK

113

Especiailv {or outdoors. .Also electrical
flares fired by a flash-light battery, for
special work. Several flares may be
fired simultaneously.

it

—

Abe Cohen's Exchange

Light a Meteor Flare (Powerful Firework Torch and take a movie of the
no equipment necessary. The
partv
same flare the professionals use. Five
sizes. '2- ! -• 3 and 4 minutes of light.

-•'

to 6'

clear aperture 32

be discouraged
is

if

your

sults.

PERMANENT

T Elf EL'S
NEW LIFE METHOD

first

not perfect in synchroniza-

matching: just
tion
profit by the experience and make a
good one next time. A little thought
and time given this type of trick will
produce verv dramatic and startling reor

{\lotw>i picture films detetiorate
=1/-iAf their existence

split

screen

TElTEtS SCRATCH

PROOF'METHOD
'ouQn inal oraT'Oru 'use,
cannot scratch or mar the
film during its life, injury

permanent irar.s-

The Auditorium Lenses have been especially

oetter

designed for use in Schools, Large Halls,
Auditoriums. Theatres, etc.

rrytter cantict penet'~ite the.

Literature on Request

GRAF LE>S

CO.

333 No. Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.

602

parencij Oil or other foreign

;n-j

'/;'-r-.

rr'a

i'eated

iil'".

ALBERT TEITEL CO.
j05 ViEST

40

ST-

Ntw

deidtr -utll tell
the tenif:ts of lU'

•to;,r

rOR»^
ijo.t

TETTEL MEFHODS

]»HO'%'BE I»a,^ICEIKS

MOVING TITLES FOR
MOVIES

HUMIDOR STORAGE GASES

(Continued from page 575)
portion

central

very

the

of

the

title

wording shown and then opening
the

slowly until at

iris

For Storing and Keeping Films Pliable

ui)

Durable

open-

fullest

its

discloses the complete

it

opens up

Reverse motion
possibilities

when

a

large

Karatol Covered

8—400
16—400
24„400

board

title

Felt

ft.

Reels and Cans..$

ft.

Reels and Cans..

11.50

ft.

Reels and Cans..

15.00

cS.OO

available.

unit

—including
and

era

title,

the

lights,

title-board,

four,

cam-

maintaining the same fixed relationship
each other is then slowly, very

—

to

Humidifying Solution
$1.00 a large bottle

MIRROR AND REFLECTOR
The Major Requisite jor Enhancing
all High Lights and Shadotis
Essential

course,

of

X

II

in

14

in.

Branches of Photography

All

Raised from .^0 to 50 in.
Finished in Nickel Plate

Plate Mirror

Tilt or Swivel at

moved more and more
The result is that a few
pieces of rice at first start to move out
Then more of them and
of place.
finally all give way and slide complete-

slowly at

any Angle

first,

out of plumb.

Motion Picture and Camera Dept.

ly out of sight.

Of

course, this bit of film

end for end, when
the developer.

it

reversed

is

Naturally,
the

position,

re-

this

in

rice

the

end,

gives

desired,

so that,

the

perfectly, to the mystification

title

in

it

how

of the average audience as to just
it

was accomplished.

We
a

also have gone in for something

little

more elaborate than any

f^^ T /"'VT''

We

(we made

it

had an

F

artist

draw

the stage

was

our

was then mounted
blackboard

in

Be-

front

which

A

the celluloid title-letters.

Now we

can begin our films in a
semblance of professi(mali^ni
with a scene showing a stage on which

strict

set-

ting (which can easily be changed frmn

time to

time

rises

reveal

to

I.

The back-drop then
the

main

title

of

THE TIME

our

betiittitul

hand-lettered "THE END"
every order.

—

in

color

— with

1425 Broadway, New York City
METROPOLITAN OPERA HOUSE STUDIOS

of

holds

a curtain rises to disclose a stage

IS

FREE

first

this

slotted

Edilins

for 3 short titles and get your tryout. all ready to splice into your films.

hind these, again spaced another inch
away, was a backdrop consisting of an
appropriate pastoral scene. This whole
outfit

ENO'S Art Title and Film
is commanded!

Send $2.00 with copy
I

went another piece of illustration board on which the semblance
of a heavy plush curtain had been
drawn. Behind the latter, spaced about
an inch away on either side, came two
wings consisting of cut-out trees. Behind

if

NOW

to scale

carefully cut out with a jig saw.

'

Service

a small stage, as in a theater.
of

(^^

MEMORIES

Will live again

of

about fifteen inches wide

The opening

City

W^
VACATION

these ideas, but at small expense, nevertheless.

New York

30-32 Barclay Street

comes back from

appears to
slide into the picture, a meaningless
mass at first which, little by little,
forms itself into the letters and words
versed

Lined

In Three Sizes

limitless

Arrange the board so that
the camera can also be mounted upside
desired.
Then, for a simple
down, if
title such as "The End," use uncooked
rice.
Even a smaller-grained cereal
might be better. The wording is carefully formed out of this rice with the
camera pointed directly downward at
Exposure is begun in this position
it.
but, after a few seconds, the whole
is

Substantial

Reinforced Leather Corners

wording
Even manipulation of the
of the title?
diaphragm will produce a semblance of
motion through giving the effect of a
fade in and fade out.
ing

v^
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.4nd what better, at the end of

film.

the film, than a reverse showing of this

News

.

.

for

.

MOVIE MAKERS
^\UR doors are open. We wel^^ come you to New York's
newest,

most

quarters

for

up-to-date
headthe
photographic

You

fraternity.

invited

are

to

come in and chat wtih us about
your camera activities
your
camera requirements.
You are
invited to come in and look over
our complete line of cine and still
equipment.
.

.

.

Maggio who has had many

Joe

years' experience in

work

photographic

be here to talk with
you.
He is personally guaranteeing you the best kind of service.
And we are located at a convewill

nient

place

serve

to

you

—one

block from Pennsylvania Station,
across the street from the new
Yorker Hotel. Drop in any

New

same sequence, starting with a title announcing "The End" and followed by
the fall of the curtain?

At Christinas time we found strings
cut-out
letters,
reading, "Merry
Christmas," in the ten cent store.
It
became a simple matter to produce a

of

motion
string

by

title

of

moving

slowly

across in

letters

this

front of

a

gray background and following up with
a more distant view of the entire title
slightly swinging on a Christmas tree.

would be a simple matter, though

It

we have never

tried it, to letter a title
with alternate lines omitted but with
space left for them.
These missing

be simultaneously moved
from one side,
having first been lettered in their
proper relative positions on a cut-out
background of the same color. This
cut-out sheet would be in the shape of
could

lines

into their proper places

"E"

a reversed capital

have three

And

time.

it

if it

happened

to

lines.

is

not at

all

difficult

to rad-

underexpose
an
appropriate
background scene having motion, at
the same time carefully noting the
ically

Leare your Cine and

films

Slitl

here to be

expertly serviced.

Luma Camera

Service, Inc.

302 West 34th Street

New York

City

readings of the footage meter. When
the entire film has been run off. it can
be run back on its original spool in a
dark room, using the regular rewinder.
then only remains to re-insert this

It

film

Use

and maintalni
non-lnflamraable fluid

restores

A

projection,

riuaranteed.

At

dealers, or postpaid, 85c
Write lor jacts worth knowing.

New

run
again to the point which the footage
meter previously indicated and then to
fully expose the desired title against

The above

York, N. Y.

are merely

from the box

tions

teur

who

is

very

random

Gold Seal Pictures
Contain a large variety of interesting
for instance:

The Heart of the AdirontJacks
Through the 1,000 Islands
The Runaway Special
Each

sub.iect 100

ft.,

16

mm.

Projection

up quickly, takes

little

Stand
room,

enables you to get
close to projector for focusing and
changing film, looks professional.
Height adjusts from 32 inches (3
inches higher than average table)
to ^6 inches.
Has revolving top
solidly,

which

sets

small

golf

Removable

instantly.

top measures
folded takes

9x12

Stand

inches.

up less room than
bag and can be put in

corner of closet.
Strongly constructed of selected cherry, finished

hand rubbed mahogany. If your
supply house does not have it, send
your order direct giving us their
name.
Price,
$20.00 f. o. b.
in

Rochester.

Price $6.00

Gundlach Manufacturing
Corporation
729 Clinton Ave. So. Rochester, N. Y.

selec-

an amaan amateur
done almost

of tricks of

much

of

indeed.
What he has
anyone can do as well or

subjects,

is

the previously under exposed portion.

KLEENA-FYLM CORP.
522 Fifth avenue.

hand

the camera, to hold the

The Gundlach
sets

stands

off

Kleena-fyltn Process

It
cleans,
rejuyenjtfs,
pliability In old film.
eny to apply. Clearer

in

tightly over the lens as the reel

-HNERGIZE YOUR FILM!-

To Show Home Movies

better.

But one final word of caution. Your
audience will always ask, "How did
you get that effect?" Why not keep it

SCHNEIDER

DISTORTIONLESS

TELE-XENAR

a dark secret?
If you do, it will only
heighten the interest and further mystify your friends.
Hollywood never
tells all it knows, by a good deal.

Simplex F"ilm Cleaner
A much

needed accessory for all film
users.
Remove the oil, grease or
finger prints from your 16 mm. film;
it's

all

done

in

THE CLINIC

one operation.

(Continued from page 578)

Price $8.00
(Including

can

of

cleaning

fluid

Simplex Fading Glass
produces the Fade-in; Fade-out

Contained

We

in

durable

ease

with

in-

are equipped to do your reduction
title work, 16 mm. contact

printing,

prints, etc.

Ernest

M, Reynolds

165 E. 191st Street

between the fold, inserting the whole in your book.
Snap
a rubber band around the book and
the filter will be safe.
Do not, however, carry the book in an inside pocket
where the heat of the body will affect
the filter.
Always handle a gelatine
filter by the edge as much as possible
and. for trimming, place it between
two sheets of paper, on one of which
the shape desired has previously been
traced.
With a pair of scissors you
may then cut both paper and gelatine
place the

i

CleTcIand, Ohio

at the

604

EXTREME SPEED

/:3.8

time.

focusing

$75.00

filter

same

LENS

adjustable

in unique
mount with finde

focus

Added to the brilliancy and definition
Schneider Lenses are famous i;
absence of distortion which is an except
achievement in a high-power telephoto
Exceedingly small bulk makes a special
peal to turret model owners as well as
As with
general carrying convenience.
which

Schneider

Lenses

we

trial

['-

you
and comp.

suggest

dealer befo

[lasing.

S.

ami Canada

BLPLEICH BPCCKS
136 Liberty

St.

New York

City

A
IMO'^'IC IM/^IKEKKS

PHOTOPLAYFARE
(Continued from page 583)

knock the mass audience into a
cocked hat of vague frenzy, and is not
to

as a film for the intelligent minYet, since all French mass apority.

made

rCDAC€L€C
Achieved by Dr. Rudolph, the Kino-Plasmat

more artistic touches than
prototypes, there is
their American
much in Napoleon to engage the attenpeals have

playgoer and,
has a swing to many of
episodes that is entirely admirable.

tion

the critical

of

pecially,

it

F: 1.5, has been an outstanding contribution to the science of photo'optics. For the
fullest correction of the primary colors of the

esits

films

are

now

in

process

in

miniature,

in

he created this lens

world over,

a reputation the

that

two touch high

from
to

%

1 inch focus

The

other

Jeanne makes a better subject for
manner because
the continuity is without absurdity. Napoleon (reviewed in detail above) and
Luther the latter directed by Hans
Kyser present critical moments of
filming in the realistic

—
—

re-

$60.00.

of an inch

S'/i

is

commended. Price
Complete

lengths

focal

in

it

spots.

all

For Kodacolor the

For general use.
Plasmats are made

Kodacolor assembly

inches

S25.50

gives the audience a concentrated version of a very brief period in the life
of the principal personage.

its

speeds as well.

in the United States
which may be termed biographical for
want of a better word. One, Dreyer's
Jeanne d'Arc, has already been commented on in this department; it is

biographical

as his objective

won

not only for its color corrections but for
depth of focus and absence of flare at

Luther and Napoleon

THREE
of showing

spectrum
that has

e.vtra

KiNQTnsRxr
FORMULA OF

DR.

RUDOLPH

HUGO MEYER
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West 40th

New York

COMPANY

their subjects' careers with all of the

Street

City

Works: Goerlitz, Ger.

grandiosity of Homer, Racine, Goethe
or Shakespeare but with nothing of the
of illusive grandeur which words
can throw about situations. Therefore
the high moments, as revealed by the
camera, always tremble on the edge
of absurdity and bombast.
veil

because they are deliberately romantic in concept excluding Jeanne.
They are apotheoses and endeavor to
interpret the grandeur of their chief
characters by manufacturing situations
which will present that grandeur ade-

—

They

quately.
istic

siiow the folly of real-

apotheoses and produce upon inaudiences something of the

telligent

from watching a
Belasco-mechanical chariot race on a
theatre stage or the great storm in the
They
old favorite. Under The Dome.
destroy the illusion of reality by too
faithfully copying it.
The virtues and faults of Napoleon
and Luther are almost the same. Confeeling

tinuity

BRITE-LITE

films are not truly biograph-

These
ical

that

is

Mode

B

3O'x40'

36x48'

^15 QO

^1750

realism

is

— not

in

Its

it-

torily, in spots.

GIVES BRILLIANT PICTURES
maximum reflection

blue white surface gives the

ENTIRELY AUTOMATIC
BRITE-LITE is self setting and easy to lower.
GIVES STEREOSCOPIC EFFECT
BRITE-LITE gives a distinct effect of relief to the picture.
BEST FOR KODACOLOR
BRITE-LITE is superior for Kodacolor

Settings are often ab-

surd unless real locales are used. The
acting is heroic and bombastic which,
excusable only if realism is
not used.
Direction is up and down.
If the cinema is to attempt epics and

OUR GUARANTEE
Your money back

is

apotheoses it must avoid realism. Tlie
Russians, in Czar Ivan the Terrible.
Potemkin, The End of St. Petersburg

value without halation

or eye-strain.

not attempted.

Photography is only fair, verging toward poor rather than good, and cinematography is present, most satisfac-

again,

Model

I

conies

practically absent

self a fault if

Glass Beaded Movie Screen

if

vou are not

satisfied.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR
At voitr dealer or direct

from

BEADED SCREEN CORPORATION
York City

448

West

37th Street,

New

605

1

)

,
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GUARANTEE
LITTLE SUNNY TWIN

I

To Make Perfect Indoor
Movies AT F:3.5
my

Accept

ten day tree

Make

offer.

trial

clear,

and Ten Days that Shook the

orld,

If

handled these things much better because they blurred details and gave an
aura of credibility to events by pre-

These

senting these events incredibly.

pictures all have faults but they do pre-

new technique

sent

a

The

American

— such

epic

films.

have

been

for

attempts

mal

The Birth of a Nation.
Intolerance, The Big Parade, Ben Hiir,
The King of Kings, Noah's Ark after

Little

the fashion of freshly

brilliant, professionai'qual-

movies at F:3.i norcamera speed with
Sunny Twin. 8 to
10 feet from set.
Results

ity

amaze vou.

will

epics

as

—

aires
ton.

who
They

like

their

made

million-

oil

grandeur by the

ham and

thousand dollars' worth of

The Patriot is epical by suggesalthough done realistically, and
the audience of intelligence is more
conscious of what is happening outside
of the palace than of the unimportant
series of petticoat politics going on inside. This is art.
eggs.
tion,

20,000 Candle

ONLY
Think

Fewer

$25.00

20.000 candle power
15 ampere lamp at
That's double
the Ught given by most
lamps drawing same curN.
rent and weighing twice as
much. Works on either AC
Serai-Autoraatic.
or
DC.
Little Sunns- Twin Carbon Arc
is actually double value— and
plete with extension stand, long
of

it:

from

a

110

volts!

FREE lO DAY TRIAL
I'se Little
SuiuijTwin at my risk for 10 days.
Make groups, close-ups. miniatures, titles and double
exposures.
Your money back instantly if not satisfied.
-Mail coupon at once.
Enra carbons— White Flame or
$2.00 dozen.

Pan"—

LEONARD WESTPHALEN
FREE TRIAL COUPON
LEOXARD WESTPH.U.EX,
438 Rush St.. Chicago, 111.
$25.00 enclosed.
Send me Little
outfit with six
While flame
P
carbons on 10 day trial.
T understand my money i II be refunded
f:

am

stantly if I

Q

not

By

The Paby symbolism and confusion as
Watson's and Webber's Fall of the
House of Usher whose true importance, by the way, becomes more and
more apparent must the cinema give
suggestion, then, as in

triot or

in

—

—

epics and

its

FILMO TOD

are, in the last analysis, ten

To you

adsanced movie workers
Bass offers this astonishing new
Filmo 70 D.
super 16 mm. Camera
made by Bell 6? Howell, master cam.

and the Lathers only serve to
problem and to list the tools
with which it may be solved.
Their
value lies in indicating what to avoid
and we all await the director who will
give us Foch, Wilhelm the Second or
Lenin for example in terms of the
cinema and not in terms of stage real-

A

builders.

,

a finder
to s-l-o-w motion
variable for six different focal lengths
of lenses
a compact new style of
turret front for three lenses .
.
.
an attached winding key
a carrycarry
the
complete
outfit.
ing case to
1"
value
including
remarkable
Cooke F: 3. 5 lens and carrying case
.

...

$245.00.

at

Telegraph your order jor immediate deor write for full information to
Filmo Headquarters.

livery

BA§$ C4MER4
CHICAGO, ILL
"Movie Headquarters

®.
^^

Tourists"

for

TITLES
Complete

^

From

was
most
noticeable.
That lack of sharpness in the screen
image to which it has been addicted in
the past has been definitely reduced
and appears only in a few long shots.
Moreover, the Technicolor image ha^

"Dtvellers of the Northland"

lost

and

mm.

titling

I

or stand-'

Cinematography.

CXARK CINE-SERVICE
I
I

(Continued from page 582

editing

YESTrwJPAYT service. (16

CRITICAL FOCUSNG

,

C€.

W. M.4DIS0N STREET

179

ard.)

,

,

A

ism.

State.

.

...

literature.

Street

in-

—

—

Name

which

camera

.

ond

satisfied.

Town

,

corporates these astonishing features
.
seven speeds from eight per sec-

I

Send me

,

A

leons

state the

.

.

era

The Napo-

apotheoses.

.

CAdiUac 5 260

2540 Park Ave.

DETROIT, MICH.

technicolor

ALASKA has come
another great film^—

rpHlS

fascinating picture
carries
you
deep into the interior of Alaska to
haunts of Aleut Indians, cliff-dwelling
Eskimos and the strange Chuchi Indians
You see weird native beach dances and
villages of walrus-skin huts.
You go on
hunting and fishing trips into the heart

—

--

tlie

of the frozen wilds.
Vou see how seals
are speared on the great ice floes; how
birds are caught in nets from the cliff-sides.
\ ou visit people and scenes that you never
believed existed.
"Dwellers of the Northland" IS a picture that you will want to
see over and over again.
200 feet, 16
$15.00

mm

Hrite today for compUle
travel and -.vild

list

of

interestiug

much

Try the

NEW

which it previously had.
But
most appeal to the amateur
(for he too may use color! I, are the
many examples of careful planning of
cast

what

will

compositional

values

to

be

effective

not only in form but in color.

Some

the camera angles, obviously used
for color effectiveness, are well worth

of

amateur study.
larly

to

the

This applies particu-

medium

shots

and

close-

ups.

Cinem.^tography: The moving camera
is used
with peculiar effectiveness in
the opening sequence, where the the-

atre
of

is first

the

seen from the opposite side

street.

moving across the
street, hesitating until two passengers
alight from a cab (which is most engagingly yellow), and passing into the
lobby to introduce the two principal
characters.

FILM CEMENT
and used just as any other
cement on the market. Film adheres
quickly and splices are permanent. 25c
per bottle postpaid.
At your dealers
or direct from us.
.Applied

Animated

lilies

and

trailers

COMPLETE LABORATORY
SERVICE

The camera performs

the introduction by

606

Now

Others

the

of the prevailing orange-red

life films.

VERITAS FILMS
829 Harrison St„ Oakland, Calif.

You've Tried

In both 16 and 35

mm.

BUFFALO CINEMA
LABORATORIES
405 Elm

Street, Buffalo,

N, Y.

^

lO^ME

lMy%M4^CHKS

AMATEUR CLUBS

^
National

(Continued from page 588)

City

Waterloo Starts

UNDER

of

Hotel

Station

Biltmore and

BIdg.

leadership

the

Grand Central

Hotels

Bank

—

Roosevelt

Commodore

W. H.

Pamplin and George W. Mack,
Movie Makers Club of Waterloo,
la., has recently been formed and has
already completed the production of
its first photoplay.
Uncle Duggett, a

50

42

E.

Pershing
Lincoln

the

Building

o E

X

Ctianin

Sq. BIdg.

"S
CO

BIdg.
CO

comedy running 300 ft., 16mm. The
plot of the new club's first effort is
based upon the complications of a wayward youth who must find a wife and
fifty thousand
from his uncle.
In the cast,
directed by King Beal, are Douglas
Mowbray, Helen Avelchas, Larry Bellows, Leslie Blitsch, Margaret Johnson, Dela Bishop. Marian Blitsch, Russell Sendt, John Bogenstos and Robert

family in order to obtain

dollars

The

film will be shown to
Waterloo clubs and organizations and then will be made available to other movie clubs.
A second
story is now under the consideration
of the production staff.
The Waterloo

Johnson.
a

number

of

club offers

members

its

To

help you perfect the technique that brings applause for your pictures
this is "Service" as
practise it.
Give us the pleasure of serving you!
.

.

.

we

participation in

production, technical programs for amateur

cameramen and a

film exchange.

newspaper cooperation

Excellent

been secured by

GilleHe

has

this active unit.

Camera Siores Inc.
Portland Premiere

PRODUCTION of
16mni.. the

first

Park Ave. at 41st

Reel Golf, 320

film story

St.

NEW YORK

ft.,

Caledonia 7425

CITY

made by

Cine Club in Portland. Ore., has
been completed and its premiere was
held at a late club meeting. The Glendover Golf Club in Portland furnished
the

the background for the action of the
golf

club

comedy and
made up the

the

members

of

the

Demonstrations
of amateur talkies and natural color
films were featured at recent program
cast.

meetings.

Conquering Distance
Wnen
again

it

the (jraf Zeppelin arrived at these shores
recei\ed world acclaim

tatice.

Race With Thaw

THE
Race

first

tion of the

public

Wnen

screening

of

A

for Ties, the initial produc-

Amateur Cinema Society

of

Port Arthur. Canada, filled to capacity
one of the Port Arthur theaters and

brought such an enthusiastic reception
repeat performances were necessary.
The scenario, written by Dorothea Mitchell, is developed about North
Woods lumbering activities and the
competition between the small lumber-

owner

of a

amateur movies were taken of it. the
Plasmat 3 Focus Lens Set had three suh-

iect sizes to choose, lonqtten'ttg distance,

Wnen

you have three focal lengths which cost
little more than one good telephoto lens you benefit
by ingenious skill in lens design for conqitering distance,

PL4SM.4T

that

man and

a

large

company

the chief dramatic conflict.

i

'98(H5

FOCUS

:

4{'4 in.

focus
focus
focus

LEIWS SET
Complete lens 3'/2
Rear element 4';,

in.

Front element 6

in.

in

The speed

of fomplete lens is F: 4.5— rear element F:
6.5
ample fast for telephoto shots. For Filmo, Victor a
Viewfinders for each size and a Jx yellow Jena irlass hi

—

hugo'meyerVco,

furnishes

Great pro-

3

2\'i in.
in.

3</2

105

W.

40th

St..

New ^ork

Works: Goer lit

duction speed was necessary since the
exterior scenes required a Winter back-

ground and in late April, when work
was begun, the snow was fast melting.
Of the experiences of the production
staff and the cast. Miss Mitchell writes,
"The exteriors were, of course, the
most fun. We could only work Sundays and evenings and we were greatly rushed but nobody complained of
standina in the wet snow for hours or

Bark riemeiil
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Save 25% to 60%
New

Practically

B&H EVEMO with Cooke
Lens and Carrying Case. .. .$185.00

f:2.5

with

35mm., DE\RY with f:3.5 Lens... 110.00
35mm.. UNIVERS.4L Turret Front
model with three Carl Zeiss Lenses,
SOmm., and 75mm.. f:3.5. 100mm.,
395.00
f:4.5. two magazines (200 ft. model
I

VICTOR CINE

16mm..
Lens

f:3.5

Case

Carrying

and

with

92.50

16mm.. DE VRY PROJECTOR uses
69.75
200 watt lamp
16mm.. CINE KODAK model B with
Kodak f:4.5 Telephoto 6"
1:1.9
147.50
focus Lens
35mm.. DE VRY model E Portable
holds

Projector,

micrometer

in

MAT

focus

foot

1,000

CARL ZEISS

50mm.,
Lens
1-inch

f:3.5

reels.

.

make

mount

MEYER KINO

36.75

every description.

Liberal Allowance
on your Fiiino or Cine Kodak towards
the purchase of a new

Filmo 70-D
Central
230 So.

Camera Company
Wabash

.Ave.,

Chicago.

Ties

for

was directed

Edward

Lindley,

F.

William Gibson, Dorothea Mhchell,
Wallie McComber and Fred Lovelady.
The Club was organized in March of
this year and has a 400 ft., 16mm.,
newsreel to

its

Dept.

credit as well as

III.

ACTING

titles

ing.

service
runs the whole gamut
of possibilities, from
inexpensive typewritten titles to handlettered art titles
with suitable backtitle

grounds.

are

and samples will
be sent on request.
list

KODASCOPE EDITING AND
TITLING SERVICE, Inc.
350 Madison Ave.
New York

608

amateur and professional
cinematography

all

Under Any Light Anywhere

AT ALL TIMES
$12.50
Complete with Sole Leather Case

LUGENE,

976 Madison Ave.

57th-58th Sts.

Bet.

PLAza

Inc.

OPTICIANS

PRESCRIPTION
600 Madison Ave.

Bet. 76th-77th

Sts.

BUTterfield

5486

6001

tychande

yoi/r

16mm

Ubraiy .Film

as script author, director,

1000

duced Nemesis,
picture,

first

play's

contest.

ft.,

35mm..

his

now entered in PhotoThe entire production

J.HAVILIO FILM EXCHANGE
Broadway

1757

but five days and the total expenses amounted to ninety-two dollars
and fifty cents. Only one re-take was

Brooklyn, N.Y.C

took

found necessary.

The

plot

based upon an old story

is

the vengeance of a

murdered man
it

is

relieved by

the entirely natural acting of the players, among whom Axel Laurin. as the
central

does

figure,

piece of work.

an

outstanding

The opening sequence

an amateur masterpiece of scenic
photography and the development of
the plot is remarkably convincing. Although ciematic ingenuity could have

"Cristus"
The Most Beautiful Story of the
Life of Christ Ever Filmed
The picture that will live forever in the
The most reverent porhearts of mankind.
trayal of the tragedy of all ages.
seven
reels
for
16mm. projectors.
In
Price $200.

—

Westerns,

Also

travelogues,

growing list of amateiir
I)roducers who, with great economy and
prosimplicity, have conceived and
Plans have
duced outstanding films.
been made for a second production

added

72V Seventh

News

this

reels.

Ave.,

CO.

New York

City

Reel Laboratory

Exclusively 16

mm.

Developing, printRush Service

Titling, Editing,

ing.

Cameramen Available
and

Industrial

for

Medical

All OccasionsProductions

TURN DAY INTO NIGHT

with the aid of the same acting stalT
and. with the experience in the filming
of Nemesis behind them, we can expect

from

feet

IJOJ Sanson! St., Pliiladclpliia, Pa.

to the

a great deal

educational,

comedies,

$25—400

your dealer or direct from

ARC FILM

is

heightened the film's effect, the story is
handled with comparative smoothness
Mr. Clairmont's name is
throughout.

at

etc..

Available jrom

new group.

jT

Available Soon

prices

reasonable for
quality work. A price

Room 917

for

cameraman and film editor. Leonard Clairmont of Hollywood, Calif., pro-

of

tion pictures
doubly interest-

The

A Race

the instant automatic

is

EXPOSURE METER

Phone:

MM-9c.

make your mo-

Our

The Cinophot

Duncan Roberts,

and. although morbid,

Artistic

liy

Scores Success

in

Motion Picture Cameras. Lenses and
oj

Race

.4

Harold Harcourt and photographed !)y
Fred G. Cooper, assisted by W. J. Lovelady.
In the cast were Dr. H. A.
Saunders, Martha Lake. Eddie Cooke,

24.50

PLAS-

Anastigmat Lens
mount for Filmo

Cameras

hungry bunch,

for Ties.

Send for Our Bargain Book
lislhis
Still

coffee for the

miles from home."

165.00

Tessar

f:1.5

focusing

niaile

to

62.75

Lens

f:3.5

Don't IVaste Film and Opportunity

fail

bare spots on the road and sometimes cars had to be pushed out of
the snow drifts. We often melted snow

EASTMAN CINE KODAK

16mm.,

afraid that the light would

before the day's work was done. Sometimes it was necessary to shovel snow
to

Motion Picture Cameras
35mm..

skipping a mid-day meal, becausf

we were

inDlytinK-rj^SetirJS-Iliffiijrtrjcos.

|

and many pttm »tt»cts.ltist likt H«y

Mv

ah""o

TOk.-.mmH<i

PRODI CTION

of Nothing To De1400 ft., 16mm., has been
completed by Markard Pictures, amateur group in Brooklyn, N. Y., and this
film will be released to the Club Film
clare,

Ask uoudealer.or write lo

GEORGE H.SCHKIHE

PHOTO-KILTEI! SPKCIAI.IST
1927-w-7ai:: ST.

Library in the Fall. Other stories are
now under consideration for the next

Hig-li

number of short talking
made which will be
League members and clubs

picture and a

for talkies, according to J. V.

from the

at Los Angeles
Both day and night parades
$35 prepaid.
16 MM.
400-ft.

owning amateur projection equipment
dale.

Liglits

Mystic Shrine Convention

pictures will be
available to

LOS AMISELCS.CAL.

1

Martin643

S.

L H. ANDREWS
HILL .... LOS ANGELES, CAL.

—
lM<»m^IE IMAI4.EBKS

Rushes
Charlotte, N. C, Ernest Shaw,
INrecently
held a meeting of amateur
Jr.,

cameramen
Charlotte

the

for

of

a

The

screened.

result

be reported

in

of

This remarkable new
SOO-watt FOTOLITE
provides as much

meeting

the

the next

issue

of

Movie Makers.

LIGHT POWER

^

Poe's story. Thou Art The Man. is
being scenarized by John A. Ten Eyck,
III,
for the next production of the
Cinematographers" Committee of the
Comedy Club, Stamford, Conn. Production will begin early this Fall.

^

The Movie

Division of the Cleve-

land Photographic Society is working
on a mystery story involving a number
of

special

and cine

effects

Camera work

illusions.

about half completed
and a Fall release is expected.
41^

is

Foto Cine Productions in Stockton,

announce that a

Calif.,

clusion the club

wide cine

city

contest has been opened.

After

con-

its

planning to chal-

is

lenge other California

cities.

AMATEURS

BRITISH

HERE!

It's

Headlines, production

cliih.

Palisades Picture Players, was

of the

will

organization

as
the average IOOO-z^^a//

Lamp!
the
SEEnewly
tlector

new

b'otolite

No.

1

5

—with

designed reflector and

finish

—

its

new

re-

your dealer's and comany other 500-watt lamp

at

pare it with
you've seen.
In fact, note that its light
value compares favorably with that of a
1,000-watt lamp.
It
is
second only to
the famous Fotolite No. 10, the brilliance
of which
IS
comparable with that of
any source of light known for home
movies.
And No. 15, when used with
No. 10, provides a light which for
steadiness and power
is
ideal for every

—

—

interior

shot.

Like all Fotolites, No, 15 eUminates
sputtering, sparks and light fright.
And it
carried anywhere in a room, and plugged in
ready for use in an instant!

is

so easy to

on any

Turn On the Sunlight .4ny Time You Want
Official Visit

A

On

PROMINENT member
London A.

the

of

C. A., A. E. Low, on

his recent visit to this country as official

dark days and

—

upon the complications

when

that arise

can be

It!

turn on the sunlight! Switch on Fotonight
your own home piclite's brilliant light and take beautiful films right
tures of family events, parties, dances and the children at play! Don't
iniss half the fun of amateur movies!
Don't be without Fotolite any
longer! Ask your dealer for a demonstration today!
at

representative of the British A. C. A.,

brought with him the first English
amateur photoplays that, to our knowledge, have come to this country. These
two films, Mrs. Seager's Cotillon and
Maids Moreton, were screened for
members of the expert committee making a report for the League on the
films submitted to Photoplay's contest.
All have concurred in offering congratulations to the producers of these
films.
Mrs. Seager's Cotillon. 1600 ft.,
16mm., is a light comedy drama based

It

ti.se.'

electric light socket

—

m

PRICES
No. 10 (for 1000-watt bulb) Complete, with carrying

cases

out bulb)
No. 15 (for 500-watt bulb) Complete, with carrying cases
.•
out bulb)
Carrying Case for No. 10 or No. 15 Reflector
Carrying Case for No. 10 or No. 15 Stand
.

New

S-Reel

Here

is

a

$20.0(1

(with-

17.no

.

Film Carrying Case

J

00

l.OO

The 'New

PANRITE

marked imf
Thi.s beautiful

is

(with-

8-reel

Universal

equipped with a specially-designed

niovai'le moistener, wliicii pe
ing witliout danger of d
ice:

S6.50

a newly rich family plans to offer jewels

guests

as gifts to

at

a

Christmas

How

a practical joker saves the
provides action and fun for the

party.

day

The

picture.

story

excellently

roles

is

well told and the

Maids

sustained.

Moreton, 800 ft., 16mm., is a well photographed cinematic study of an English village of that

activities

of

the

fliirtrsal

village

as

folk

its

theme.

Usher

A

to

PRINT
House

nently

placed

Visit
of

of

the

Usher

at

Fall
is

of

the disposal

by the League's Club

of

that

Film

Library,

this

exchange of amateur
between the two countries.
of a general

precision- and simplicity.
(| hold.s ah\
make of camera; and fits on'.^ny tripod
.Ask your dealer to demonstrate the nt-u
Panrite for you totlay.

the

leading American amateur film can be seen by the various
clubs and societies in Great Britain. It
is hoped that this will be the beginning
so

'

The

being perma-

Amateur Cinematographers Association

films

Tiltmg T.ip

nning pictures at iirty
its C'lwersa/ Join/, tlie
an exceptional ti^/tn^
'atige. but also re\'olves with unecjua-llert
L-ase and smoothness.
And it is lacked by
>imply turning the gnidc rod! C/tromiutrt
plated throughout, the finest, nott-tarnish
finish possible, the Panrite Universal Tilting:
Top .has no equal for mechanical

name, carrying the

TESTRITE INSTRUMENT

CO., lOS East I6th

St..

New York

FOTOLITE
Most Light Per .Ampere

—Lowest

Equipment Cost
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NEWS

INDUSTRY

Of The

And

For Amateurs

Dealers

Chie-Ansco Debut

IT

has been expected for some time
N.

Binghamton.

well

already

Y..

in the 16mni. field for its excel-

known
lent

Company,

Ansco

Agfa

the

that

cine

of original design. This

now found

expectation has

reality

rectangular

convenient

of

finished.

is finely

prac-

It is

handle and has a design and

tical to

mechanism

that

make

said to

is

load-

The

ing and operation easy and sure.
camera has two speeds, normal
the

high,

providing

latter

effects.

mal
mal

made while

nor-

begun

been

has

tate

at

Kingsport,

TenTenn.. under the auspices of the
nessee Eastman Corporation, a subsid-

Eastman Kodak Co.

the

of

iary

acetate

lulose

is

the

principal

for
dient of the safety film used

Celingre-

home

has
movies and x-ray photography and
by the
hitherto been made at Rochester
proEastman Kodak Co. Transferring
duction to Eastport will bring
to

the source of

it

closer

raw material, which

high speed and return to nor-

to

The

ning.

and
slow-

for

The change from

motion
is

in

The new

the form of the Cine-Ansco.

camera is
shape and

the manufacture of cellulose ace-

would sponsor a new

film,

16mm. camera

The Eastman Acetate Plant
CONSTRUCTION of a plant for

the

camera

straight-line

is

of

travel

run-

the

through a special design of the mechanism which facilitates

film

effected

is

threading.

The one-inch

lens

is

Hhotographs By

.lUDGE

stand-

ard equipment but longer focus lenses
may be adapted. .\gfa Ansco makes
the following statement regarding the

Filmo Additions

CHIEF

among this month's Filmo
announcements made by the Bell
and Howell Company of Chicago is the
new camera door which carries the

immediate distribution of the CineAnsco: "Accumulated orders have taken
up our first production and have also
brought other orders, so that for the
present we are not able to supply the

variable viewfinder hitherto obtainable
All
only on the Filmo 70-D Camera.

our dealers. This is, of
Production is
course, only temporary.

camera

to all

increasing and in a few weeks

have a stock

sufficient to

we

Fotosr.,,,,,

JUNIOR OF JUDGE MAGAZINE
WITH HIS FILMO 75

Filmo 70 owners may now purchase the
new door and finder complete, receiving an allowance for the return of their

shall

meet a much

present camera door.

larger demand."

A new

safety lens cap

is

also offered,

having an extension tongue which
be seen

may

the field of the viewfinder

in

prevent the camera being operated

to

with the lens covered.

ALL SET FOR .MICROSCOPIC MOVIES
A Standard O R S—De Vry Camera Equipped
For This Fascinating Study

Supplementary equipment is also ofin the shape of two 500-waft

fered

Halldorson
be of great advantage.

will

plant

and

to

is

be completed in
is expected

The new
November

is anticiIt
early next year.
pated that the output of this material

mence
will

amply

fill

the

to

A

Kerst- Vitacolor
D. KERST.

WALTER

figure in the

need of Eastman

safety film manufacture for

some time

Movie Makers, has

the

Buffalo

45

Elm

Street,

of

the

Cinema

Laboratories,

Buffalo,

N. Y.,

intro-

duces this month a new brand of film
cement, known as the "BCL." Recent-

by this department, the new
cement proved to be quick-setting and
Mr. Burau has also subpractical.
mitted several excellent samples of
ly tested

NEW

BASS PROJECT FOR PROJECTION

^ Corner Of The Additional Service Quarters
Which The Bass Camera Company Of Chicago
Opened For The Convenience Of
Kecently
Amateurs

610

his tint

staff

offices,

BLIRAU

and tone work on 16mm.

well known
16mm. motion pic-

ture field and formally technical editor
of

come.

New Cement
WILLIAM E.

illuminating

com-

to

production

incandescent

complete with stands and case,
gauze diffuser is also featured.

units,

11

recently joined

New York Vitacolor
West 42nd St., New York

of

the

Mr. Kerst hopes that he may
hear from all his friends at this address and desires to announce that he
will be glad to confer with all those

City.

who desire advice or seek information
on 16mm. color work. Movie Makers
felicitates Mr. Kerst on his position
and wishes him success and prosperity
in

his

chosen field.
{Continued on page 613)
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Reprotliieing

delicate eloiid
effects f aithf ullr
„W%Clne-Film

lioiiie

ill

no

movies

P'fi'semCine-CamerasJ

YOU WONDER why

some amateur movies
and brillicli
iance
beautiful background effects,
clouds, detail in the shadows?
I

you see contain

a wealtli of detail

—

make amateur movies much more
and produce a professional impression
that lifts ordinary scenes from the commonplace to
really worth-while pictures you are proud to o\m
and show.
These

effects

interesting,

This ability to record and reproduce delicate dean outstanding virtue of Agfa 16 Mm. Cine
Film.
tails IS

Se.OOper 100 ft.roll (daylight-loading)

With this amazing film,
ways register in true relation
due

light

and shadows

to their correct value,

to the rich super-orthochromatic emulsion.

In projection, Agfa 16 Mm. Cine Film shows
tone, and naturalness to an astonishing degree.

Irrludin; free

al-

professing

and return Iransporlation

UNITED STATES FINISHING STATIONS
Agfa Ansco Corp'n, 29 Charles St.. Binghanilon.
Agfa Anseo Corp'n. 205 W. Wacker Dr.. Chicago.
Agfa Ansco Corp'n, 223 W. 3d St.. Los Angeles.

life,
Sla

Abri

Beautiful effects are possible in amateur movies,
Mm. Cine Film assures the

and the use of Agfa 16
best results possible.

Agfa 16

%! cine film

ali-ireaihf»r

csli-pitrposi

AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION, RINGHAMTON,

N.Y.
611
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

CALIFORNIA
Bbrkblev: Berkeley Commercial Photo Co., 2515
Bancroft Way.
Frssno: Potter Drug Co., 1112 Fulton St

Glkndale: Mowrys Photo Service, 223 b.
Brand Blvd.
,„„ .^r
, -nHollywood: Fowler Studios, 1108 N. Lillian

Hollywood

Movie

Supply

Sunset

6058

Co.,

Film Service, 6306 Sunset Blvd.
Long Beach: Winstead Bros., Inc., 2.f4 Pine St
Los Angeles: California Camera Hospital, 3i6
Pacific

Stores, Inc., 643 S. Hill St.
Music Co., Motion Picture Divi-

Eastman K^dak
Fitzgerald

727 S. Hill St.
John R. Gordon, 1129 S. Mariposa Ave.
T. Iwata Art Store, 256 E. First St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co.. 3150 Wilshire Blvd.
Earl V. Lewis Co., 226 \V. 4th St.
Marshutz Optical Co., 518 W. 6th St.
sion,

B. B. Nichols, 731 S.

Schwabacher-Frey

Hope

Twiggs

GEORGIA

Peachtree
St.

700 Main St.
Rive'rside:
San Diego: Bunnell Photo Shop, 414 E. St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 419 Broadway
Harold E. Lutes, 958 Fifth St.
San Francisco: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,
545 Market St.
Hirsch S: Kave, 239 Grant -Ave.
Kahn & Co., 54 Geary St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 564 Market St.
San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 735 Market

W. Twogood,

First St.

San Pedro: Sunset Photo Supply,

1428

Jr.,

Fifth St.

ILLINOIS

H. Hartman

Stockton: Peffer Music
Whittier: Maxwell C.

Son,

8;

Co., 40 S. California St.
Peel, 226 E. Philadel-

phia.

Yosemite National Park: Best

,

s

jc
Studio.

COLORADO
Denver: Eastman Kodak

Inc.,

626-16

Ford Optical Co., 1029-16 St.
Haanstad's Camera Shop, 404-16

St.

Harvey & Lewis Co., 1148 Main St.
Greenwich: Gayle A. Foster. 9 Perryridge Rd.

Mead

Stationery Co., 249 Greenwich Av;.

Hartford: Harvey & Lewis

Co., 852

Main

St.

D. G. Stoughton Co., 255 S. Whitney St.
Watkins Bros., Inc., 241 Asylum St.
Middletown: F. B. Fountain Co., 483 Main St.
New Britain: Harvey & Lewis Co., 85 W. Main
St.

New Haven:

Fritz

& Hawley,

Inc.,

816 Chapel

Co., 306 S. Wabash Ave.
Leonard Lvnn Co., 302 S. Wells St.
Lyon & Healv, Jackson Blvd. & Wabash Ave.
Post Office News Co., 37 W. Monroe St.
Seamans, Photo Finisher, 1953 E. 71st St.
Stanley-Warren Co., 908 Irving Park Blvd.
Von Lengerke & Antoine, 33 S. Wabash Ave.
Dec.^ti-r: Haines & Essick Co., 122-128 E. WilSt.
Pfile's Camera

Evanston:

Shop, 240 N. Water St.
Aimer Coe & Co., 1645 Orrington

Ave.
Hattstrom & Sanders, 702 Church St.
Freeport: Hartman's Camera Shop, 17 S. Chicago Ave.
s Camera Shop, 84 S. Prairie

Roc

John

Harvey & Lewis Co., 849 Chapel St.
Norwich: Cranston Co., 25 Broadway
Stamford: Thamer, Inc., 87 Atlantic St.
Waterburv: Curtis Art Co., 25-29 W. Main
WUhelm, Inc.. 139 W. Main St.

DELAWARE
Frost

612

Bros.,

Butler's Inc.. 415

duPont Bldg.

Pho

316 E.

Shop,

State

5th St.

Market

St.

Anderson: Reed Drug

Co., 37

Louisville:

W. W. Still, 129 W. Short St.
Sons, 431 W.
W. D. Gatchel
.S:

St.

Ave.

LOUISIANA
Bogalusa: Moon News Stand, Williams Drue
Co., 31 Columbia St.
New Orleans: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 213
Baronne St.
Harcol Motion Picture Industries. Inc., Harcol Bldg., 610-612 Baronne St.
Shreveport: Southern Cine Co., Inc., 310 Main
St.

MAINE
Movie

Amateur

Service,

St.

Stores, Inc., 223

Stark-Films, 219

W.

Centre

853

N.

Park Ave.

St.

Wayne

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston: Dadmun Co., 1 Washington St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 38 Bromfield
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., Hotel Statler.
Ralph Harris & Co., 30 Bromfield St.
C. F.

Hovey

Co., 33

Summer

St.

St.

Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 155
ington St.

Wash-

Jordan Marsh Co.
Andrew J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St.
Montgomery-Frost Co., 40 Bromfield St.
Pathescope Co. of the N. E., Inc., 260 Treraont St.

Pinkham & Smith Co., 15 Bromfield St.
Solatia M. Taylor Co., 56 Bromfield St.
Braintree: Alves Photo Shop, 349 Washington
St.

Brockton: Raymond C. Lake, 218 Main St.
Lowell: Donaldson's, 77 Merrimack St.
New Bedford: 1. Arnold Wright, 7 S. 6th St.
Pittsfield: E. j. Curtis, 397 North St.
Salem: Robb Motion Picture Service, 214%
Essex St.
Springfield:
Bridge St.

J.

E.

Cheney &

Staff,

Inc.,

301

Main St.
Freeman & Co., 376 Main

Co., 1503

St.

W.

11th St.

Evansville: L. E. DeWitt, 613 Monroe Ave.
Smith & Butterfield Co., 310 Main St.
Fort Wayne: Biechler-Howard Co., 112

MICHIGAN

W.

St.

Rogers Optical Co., 824 Calhoun St.
Frankfort: Pathex Agency, 206 E. Walnut St.
Indianapolis: L. S. Ayres S: Co., Dept. 290, 1
W. Washington St.
H. Lieber Co., 24 W. Washington St.
Kentland: Eoune Pharmacy, on the Square
South Bend: Ault Camera Shop, 122 S. Main
St.

Fayette Blvd.

Terre Haute: Snyder's
St.

KENTUCKY
Lexington:

Harvey S: Lewis
Worcester: J. C.

St.

Ault Camera Shop. 309 S. Michigan St.
Schilling's Photographic Supply, 329 S. La-

St.

Wilmington:

154 E.

INDIANA
1030 Main

KANSAS
Coffeyville: V. O. Wiley, P. O. Box 493.
Co., 623 Kansas Ave.

Eutaw St.
Eastman Kodak

Wabash

W. W. Kimball

Sterling: Ray Hart, 8-10 E. 4th

St.

Inc.,

St.
St.
St.

Topeka: Hall Stationery

Baltimore:

Ideal Pictures Corp.. 26 E. 8th St.
Illinois Radio Appliance Co.. 1426 E. 70th St.

araera Shop. 320 S.

CONNECTICUT

608

Inc.,

419 Pierce

Inc..

MARYLAND

St.

Stores,

Photo Finishing.

Lynn's

Waterloo: Macks Photo Shop, 225 W. Fifth
Seehawk Camera Shop-Studio, 189 W. 4th

Bangor: Francis A. Frawley, 104 Main

St.

*

lege St.

Sioux City: Eastman Kodak Stores,

Zepp Photo Supply Co., 3044 Greenmount Ave.
202,

St.

Bridgeport: Fritz & Hawley,

133 N.

Fische

N.

Sixth

Ave.

Adams & Dearborn

Fair, The, Dept. 93, State,
Sts

W.
,,_

25

Co.,

St.

Ave.

St.

F.

231 Broad St.

•Chicago: Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison
Brentano's. Inc.. 63 E, Washington St.
Camera Exchange, 68 Washington St.
Aimer Coe & Co., 78 E. Jackson Blvd.
Aimer Coe & Co., 18 S. LaSalle St.
Aimer Coe & Co., 105 N. Wabash Ave.
*
Central Camera Co.. 112 S. Wabash Ave.

Santa Monica: Bertholf Photo Finishing, 1456
Third

St.

IDAHO

W

319

Inc.,

Gilbert,

808

Inc.,

407

Store,

Sutcliffe Co., 225-227 S. 4th

Erlanger Theatre Bldg.. 581

Eastman Kodak Stores

Book

Grinnell: Child Art Rooms, Cine Dept.
Iowa City: Rexall & Kodak Store, 124 E. Col-

183

Inc.,

Stores,

Boise: Ballou-Latimer Co., Idaho at 9th St.

„.

,

6th St.

Sierra Madre:
Baldwin.

Kodak

Rome: Macon A. Brock,

Sherman. Clay & Co., Kearney & Sutter Sts.
Trainer-Parsons Optical Co., 228 Post St.
San Jose: Webb's Photo Supply Store, 94 S.

Santa Ana: Clyde H.

Eastman

St.
Visualizit, Inc.,

b.

Myman's News and

Walnut

St.

Atlanta:

Stores,

Locust St.

Pierce St.

Peachtree

734

Co.,

Russell-Carlon Co.. 3259 Grand Ave.
Sherman Clay & Co., 14th and Clay Sts.
Pasadena: Flag Studio, 59 E. Colorado St.
F \V Reed Co., 176 E. Colorado St.
Pomona: Frasher's. 158 E. Second St.
Richmond: LaMoine Drug Co., 900 MacDonald
F.

FLORIDA
Jacksonville: H. & W. B. Drew Co.
Lake Wales: Morse's Photo Service, Rhodesbilt
Arcade.
Miami: Miami Photo Supply Co., 12 N. E. First
Ave.
Red Cross Pharmacy, 51 E. Flagler St.
St. Petersburg: Barnhill's Camera Shop, 17-3rd
St. N.
Robinson's Camera Shop, 115 Third St., N.
Tampa: Burgert Bros., Inc., 608 Madison St.
Tampa Photo &. Art Supply Co., 709-11

St.

Stationery

Broadway
Oakland: Davies, 380-1 4th

Des Moines: Eastman Kodak

S. Baker. 1429 H St.. N. W.
Columbia Photo Supply Co., Inc., 1424 New
York Ave., N. W.
Store, Inc., 607-I4th St.,
Kodak
Eastman
N. W.
Fuller & d'Albert, Inc., 815-lOth St., N. W.

Wa-shingt.in: Keid

.4rl Store, 21 S. 7th St.

IOWA
Burlington: Sutter Drug Co., 307 North 3rd St.
Cedar Rapids: Camera Shop, 220 Third Ave.
Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 318
Brady St.

Bay City: Bay City Hdw.
Dept., 1009-15 Saginaw

Co., Sporting

Goods

St.

•Detroit: Clark Cine-Service. 2540 Park Ave.
Crowley. Milner S: Co., Sixth Floor, Dept.

ton Blvd.

Fowler & Slater Co., 156 Larned
J,

L.

Hudson

St.

Co., Dept. 290.

-Matumber-Smith and Co.. General Motors
Bldg.
Metropolitan Motion Picture Co., 2310 Cass
Ave.
E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 1516 Washington Blvd.
United Camera Stores, Inc., 14324 Jefferson
Ave., E.

(Continued on page 614)
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Replace Guess
with Certainty

SIGNOR MARCONI CRANKS UP HIS CINE KODAK TO SHOOT A SCENE OF
SIGNORA MARCONI ON THEIR YACHT, THE ELECTRA

Hay den

THE

Sales

Company

known products of the
A. C. Hayden Company, Brockton, Mass., are now distributed by the
Hayden Sales Company of 528 Comwell

monwealth Avenue, Boston. This fact
records a genuine and significant proof
of the growth of the amateur movie industry.
This New England company
came into being because Mr. Hayden,
an ardent personal movie amateur, felt
the need nearly three years ago for
more varied equipment than was then
available.
Being
a designing
and
manufacturing mechanical engineer by
profession, Mr. Hayden made several
pieces of equipment in his factory for
personal use.
These were shown to
various friends and an insistent demand
from
came
tliem that Mr. Hayden
should market his inventions.
From
that beginning came the A. C. Hayden
Company which soon swallowed up the
entire Hayden plant and transformed it
into an amateur movie factory.
Mr.
Hayden carried the burden of distribution as well as that of production
until this year when his business grew
to

such an extent that he found the new

Hayden

Sales

Company

a necessity.

It

presumed that this division of manufacture and distribution will release
Mr. Hayden for more of the research
which is his chief delight and that
from his factory will come further inis

teresting movie devices.

As one of its earliest advertisers.
Movie Makkrs wishes Mr. Hayden,
for the Hayden Sales Company and M.
Mendelsohn, the new sales manager,
a

fine

development of

sales.

necessity

which had to be demounted between showings. Of course,
16mm. equipment was used, a Model A
Kodascope being the machine em-

Projector Stand
Gundlach
739

Corp.,

Manufacturing

Clinton

Ave.

South,

makers of Korona
Cameras and Turner-Reich Lenses, announces a new projection stand adaptRochester,

N.

able to all

makes

stand,

as

Y.,

16mm.

of

tested

by

projectors.

this

depart-

ment, proved exceptionally rigid and
solid, even under the added weight of
a

35mm.

heavier

The

device

away

put

is

suitcase

collapsible

projector.

and may be

when not in use.
of wood with metal

in a closet

The construction

is

and clamps are provided by
means of which the height of the |)rofittings

jector

may

table

top

be altered. The projector
fitted with a swivel so
that it is easy to center the image
laterally.
It is also possible to use
this stand as an indoor motion picture
or

still

New
ABE

is

COHEN'S

^^to all

motion photography in New York City
and its environs, announces this niimth
a change of address, the new location
being 120 Fulton Street, New York

special

a

summer by means

equipment designed and

of

built

The marvelous photographing

abil-

results— results assured by theDremophot. Just put it to your eye. Point it
at the scene to be photographed.
Turn the collar until the letter "N"
is recognizable within. The index
mark on the knurled ring will point
to the correct exposure foryour Filmo,
measuring the precise light reflected
from the subject itself as well as the
general lighting.
Y'our saving in film will pay its slight
cost. Y'our added satisfaction in secur-

ing brilliantly clear film, every time,
priceless. Write for a

cular or ask your

is

Dremophot cir-

Filmo dealer

The new

today.

The

Filmo
Its

70-D

speeds

the finest
fro

and

i-ler.

turret

Exchange, familiar
still and

and exchange plans, servicing of film
and advice and instruction on all pho-

past

.

those interested in

Express Company's

this

.

Address

vacation tours through the scenic
were enlivened with projection on

board

Moments that never return
. lose
not a precious detail of them in a
film too gray or too dark.

camera support.

Added services here will include
modern and completely equipped
projection room, installment payment

THE American

ivith the

ity

THE

The

FILMO

DREMOPHOT

of your Filmo deserves the opportunity to give you the utmost in

ployed.

New

Get the titmost from your

bump-resisting set-up

a

for

for the projector

City.

Travelling Screens

West

by the Eastman Kodak Company. This
equipment was used in the recreation
cars of the tour and required special
design both because of the low voltage of the car-lighting current and the

tographic

BELL &

HOWELL

Cfilmo
WHAT YOU

BELL &

SEE.

YOU GET

HOWELL COMPANY

1801 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, Illinois

New York
(B. &:

•

H. Co.,

Hollywood

•

London

Ltd.) EiUhlished 1907

matters.

(Continued on page 615)
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Grand Rapids: Camera Shop.

16

Inc.,

son

l.uma Camera Service.

Medo Photo Supply

Co., 122 Cedar St.
E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 520 Fifth Ave.
New York Camera Exchange. 1U9 Fulton St.
Parker and Battersbv. 146 W. 42nd St.
Pickup & Brown. 41 E. 41st St.
Rab Sons. 987 Sixth Ave.
Schoenig & Co., Inc., 8 E. 42nd St.
Stumpp S: Walter Co.. 30 Barclay St.
G. Tankus. 837 Sevenlh A\t.
Willoughby Camera Stores, Inc., 110 W. 32nd

S.\GiNAW: Heavenrich Bros. & Co., 301 Genesee
Hesse's, Genesee at Jefferson.

MINNESOTA
Stores Co., 330
Superior St.
Louis Frerker Co.. 12 E. Superior St.

Minneapolis: Eastman Kodak Stores.

Inc.,

W.

*

W.

Bridge St.
Pail: Co-operative Photo Supply Co., 381-3

M

Eastman Kodak Stores

St.
Co.. 380 Mil
E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc.. 358 St. Peter St.
Ray-Bell Films. Inc.. 817 University Ave.
Sth
News
96
E.
St.
Co..
St. Marie Cigar &
Winona: Van Vranken Studio, 57 W. Fourth St.

MISSOURI
Inc..

916

Grand Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 1006 Main St.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 21 E. 11th St.
Harold Edwards Radio & Cinema Co., 6239
Brookside Blvd.
Hanley Photo & Radio Shop. 116 E. 10th St.
Louis: A. S. .41oe Co.. 707 Olive St.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 1009 Olive St.
Erker Bros., 608 Olive Si.
Geo. D. Fisher & Co.. 915 Locust St.
Hyatt's Supply Co., 417 N. Broadway.

St.

NEBRASKA
.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Waldron,

E.

1

A

Main

Kodak

Eastman

Stores,

Inc.,

19th St.

Elizabeth: William C. Goldinir. 219 Broad St.
Jersey Cm-: Hugo Bermann. 13 Exchange PI.
Montclair: Edward Madison Co., 427 Bloomfield Ave.
New,«k: Anspach Bros., 838 Broad St.
L. Bamberger & Co.
Fireman's Drug Store, Market and Broad.
1. C,
Reiss, 10 Hill .St,
Schaeffer Co.. 103 Halsev St.

Plainpield: Mortimer's 317 Park Ave.
Trenton: Barlow's Music. 130-132 E. State St.
H. E. Thompson. 15 Newkirk Ave.
Union City: Heraco Exchange. Inc., 611 Bergenline Ave.

—

NEW YORK
S. Baldwin, 32 Maiden Lane.
F. E. Colwell Co., 465 Broadway.
S. Bump Co., 180 Washington

Albany: E.

Binghamton: A.

McFadden,

Inc.,

Buffalo:

J.

F.

Adams,

Inc.,

Watertown: Edson

E.

St.

111-113

Robinson, Inc.,

^\"ashington St.

Co.,

7

Exchange

E.

St.

Pockrandt Photo Supply Co., 16 N. Howard
St.

England Drug Co., cor. Park and
Main
Canton: Ralph W. Young, 139 S. Cleveland
.Alliance:

Ave.
Cincinnati: Burck-Bauer,

W.

11

Inc.,

Seventh

,

Carnegie Ave.
Fowler & Slater Co., 806 Huron Rd.
Fowler & Slater Co., 347 Euclid Ave.
Fowler & Slater Co.. 1915 E. 9th St.
Halle Bros. Co., 1228 Euclid Ave.
Home Movies Co., 1501-7 Superior Ave.
Lvon & Healy, Inc., 1226 Huron Rd. at
Euclid Ave.
Columbus: Capitol Camera Co., 7 E. Gay St.
Columbus Photo Supply Co.. 62 E. Gay St.
Dayton: Dayton Camera Shop, 1 Third St.
Arcade.
Norwood: Home Movie Service Co., 2128
Cathedral Ave.
Salem: Butcher's Studio. 176 Jennings Ave.
Toledo: Franklin Print. & Eng. Co., 226-36

Hu

St.

Supply Co.. 325 Supe'
St.
Lawrence's. 1604 Sylvania Ave.
Leo MacDonough, 1103 Detroit Ave.
Youngstown: Fowler & Slater Co., 7 Wick Ave.
Zanesville: Zulandt's Drug Store, Widney, cor.
Seventh and Main.
[)

New York

Cit-i-:

Durant: E and E News

Photo Shoppe,

Inc.,

Citv: H. O.

Co.,

142V2

Davis,

106

W. Main
S.

Hudson

St.

Veazey Drug Co.
Tulsa: Camera Shoppe. 225 Alco Bldg., 519%

Main

S

St

Alvin C. Kmpnick, 9 E. 6th

St.

•

•

Corv.^llis: Lynn's Photo-.Art

Davega. Inc.. 152 W. 42nd St.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., Madison Ave.

S'-iop,

1555 Monroe

St.

131

Oak

St.

Marlow

Paso: Fred

Co.. 225 N. 2nd St.
F. W. Buchanan. 320 Walnut St.
L.-vncaster: Darmstaetter's, 59 N. Queen St.
Mt, Carmel: Stecker's Book Store, 20 N. Oak
St.

Amate

Mo

Corp.,

132 S.

15th St.

Eastman

Kodak

Stores.

Inc..

1020

Chestnut

Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 235 W. 23rd St.
H. S D. Folsom Arms Co., 314 Broadway.
Gall & Lembke, Inc., 7 E, 48th StGillette Camera Stores. Inc.. 117 Park Ave.
Gloeckner & Newby Co.. 9 Church St.
Herbert & Huesgen Co.. 18 E. 42nd St.
Lowe & Farley. News Stand. Times Bldg.

C. Ferguson. Jr.. 1804 Chestnut St.
& Clothier, Market, Eighth
»•
Filbert Sts.
Tohn Wanamaker, Dept. 56.

Williams, Brown & Earle,

Inc.,

918 Chestnut

Pittsburgh: Eastman Kodak Stores,
B

E. Hertzberg Jewelry Co., Houston
Mary's Sts.
Hughes-Combes. Inc. 407 E. Houston

S

at

St.

St.

UTAH
Salt Lake Cm-: Salt Lake Photo Supply Co.,
271 Main St.

VERMONT
Burlington: Robert T. Platka. 231

S.

Prospect

St.

Rutland: Geo. E. Chalmers

Co.,

Inc

VIRGINIA
Norfolk:

S.

Galeski

Optical Co.,

209 Granby

St.

Granby

G. L. Hall Optical Co., 257

Richmond:

S.

St.

Galeski Optical Co., 737 E. Main

St.

G. L. Hall Optical Co., 418 E. Grace St.

WASHINGTON
Anderson Supplv Co., HI Cherry St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1415-4th Ave.
Lowinan & Hanford Co., 1514-3rd Ave.
Motion Picture Service, 903 Lloyd Bldg.,

Se.^ttle:

Sixth Ave. and Stewart St.

Frank B. Wilson. Inc., 319 Pike St.
Spokane: Joyner Drug Co., Howard & Riverside Ave.

Tacoma: Shaw Supply Co.,
Yakima: Bradbury Co., 19

Inc.

Second

S.

Wheeling:

St.

T>ve!ith St. Garage, 81-12th St.

WISCONSIN
Eau Claire: Davis Photo Art Co.
Fond du Lac: Huber Bros.. 36 S. Main St.
Green Bay: Bethe Photo Service. 125 Main
Madison: Photoart House. 212 State St.
Milwaukee: Boston Store, Wisconsin Ave.

Co., 126-6th St.

St.

Inc.,

Stores,

Inc.,

&

427 Milwaukee

St.

Gimbel Bros., Kodak Dept., Wisconsin Ave.
& W. Water St.
Photoart House of Milwaukee, 220 Wells St.
Oshkosh: Coe Drug Co., 128 Main St.
Superior: Greenfield
Tower Ave.

Waukesha: Warren

S.

Photo

Supply Co.,

1328

O'Brien Commercial Stu-

Broadway.

Cape Province
Cape Toivn: Kodak (South Africa) Ltd., "Kodak House." Shortmarket and Loop Sts.
Lennon, Ltd., -Adderley

St.

AUSTRALIA
New South Wales
Sydney: Filmo Stores, 142 B King St.
Harringtons. Ltd., 386 George St.
(.Australasia)

Pty.,

606

Auckland:
Queen

NeiD Zealand
Frank Wiseman,

379 George

Ltd.,

Ltd.,

170-172

St.

Wellington: Kodak (Australasia)
Box 1474, G. P. O.
Wa'erworths, Ltd., 216 Lambton

Pty.,

(Juay.

St.

K. Elliott

San An-

Star Elc. & Eng. Co., Inc. 613 Fannin St.
Paris: R. J. Murphy, So. Side Square.
Antonio: W. C. Allen, Rialto Theatre
Lobby.
Fox Co., 209 Alamo Plai«.

&

St.

Wood

St.

Co., 308 E.

St.

los.

Strawbririge

•

Fcldman

Schnhmann Photo Shop, P. O. Box 861.
Fort Worth: Hodges & Co., 806 Main St.
Chas. G. Lord Optical Co., 704 Main.
Houston: Camera Shop, 1310 Walker -Ave.

Kodak

St.

at

Main

Co., 1519

J.

AFRICA
St.

James Lett
Johnstown:

Philadelp;

Mag-

Store, 2599

nolia St.
Dall.^s: Jamieson Film Laboratories, 2212 Live

dio, 353

PENNS^VXYANIA
Allentown: Geo. E. Phillips, 36 N. 6th St.
Bethlehem: Arthur F Breisch. 527 Main
Erie: Kelly & Green. 116 W. 11th St.

Brentano's. 1 W. 47th St.
City Camera Co.. 110 W. 42nd St.
City Radio. 42 Cortlandt St.
Abe Cohen's Exchange. 113 Park Row.
Columbus Photo Supply. 146 Columbus Ave.
CuUen, 12 Maiden Lane.
Davega. Inc., Ill E. 42nd St.

614

TEXAS

Eastman Kodak

Eugene: Steven's, Inc., 764 Willamette St.
Pendleton: Floyd A. Dennis.
Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 345
Washington St.
Lipman Wolfe Si Co., Kodak Dept.

45lh St.

•

Memphis Photo Supply Co.. Hotel
Peabody. 86 S. 2nd St.
Nashville: G. C. Dury S: Co., 420 Union St.

4th St.

OREGON

Abercrombie & Fitch, 45th S

and its Subsidiaries,
Varick St.
J. H. Boozer. 173 E. 60th St.

•
•

Memphis:

St.

Oklahoma

459 Washington

Madison Ave.
American News

'

TENNESSEE
Englerth Photo Supply Co.. 722

WEST VIRGINIA

OKLAHOMA

St.

Little

PI.

Chattanoog.\
Cherry St.

San

Fountain News Co
426 Walnut St.
Ruber Art Co., 124-7th St., W.
John L. Huber Camera Shop, 144 E. 4th St.
Movie Makers. Inc., 110 W. Sth St.
Cleveland: Conger-Latta Co., 735 Euclid Ave.

Hauser Bob Studio. 11 W. Tuprer St.
Buffalo Photo Material Co.. 37 Niagara St.
United Projector & Film Corp., 228 Franklin

Rochelle: Ye
457 Main St.

Providence: E. P. Anthony, Inc., 178 Angell St.
B. S: H. Supplv Co, 116 Malhewson St.
Chas. S. Bush Co., 244-246 Weybosset St.
Starkweather & Williams, Inc., 47 Exchange

E. G,

Akron; Dutt Drug

St.

New

W.

60

Newport: Rugen Tj-pewriter & Kodak Shop,
295-7 Thames St.

El

OHIO

202 Flat-

Corning: Ecker Drug Store. 47 E. Market St.
Glen Falls: M. Lapham's Sons, 2 Rogers Bldg.
Great Neck: Lovett Cinema Studio. 66 Middle
Neck Rd.
Haverstraw: E. H. Vandenburgh, 3 Broadway.
Ithaca: Henry R. Head, 109 N. Aurora St.
Treman, King & Co., care of Geo. E. Hough-

DeWitt,

E.

Beaumont: Thames Magnolia
Geo. F. Linderaer. 443 S. Salina St.
Utica: Edwin A. Hahn. Ill Columbia

bush Ave.
J. Xavilio, 1757 Broadway.

•

Ralph

RHODE ISLAND

Bldg.

St.
J.

Wilkes-Baree:
Market St.

27

Dodd Co.. 652 Huron Rd.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 1126 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service, Inc., 10008

1735-37 Boardwalk.

Arcade.
Rsading: Alexander Kagen, 641 Penn St.
Scranton: Jermyn Bros., 205 N. Washington

Abilene: W. C. Cosby, Box 338.
Amarillo: C. Don Hughes, 1019 Oliver-EakU

St.

Camden: Parrish & Read, Inc.. 308 Market St.
East Orange: Edmond J. Farlie, Jr., 45 N.

Brooklyn: Geo.

Shop,

Willheide Movie Service, 281 Main St.
Rochester: Marks & Fuller Co.. 36 East Ave.
A. H. Mogensen. Dept. of Mechanical Engineering. University of Rochester.
Siblev, Lindsay & Curr Co.. Camera Dept.
J. T. and D. B. Lyon, 236 State

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City:

Art

S:

St.

Hastings: Carl R. Matthiesen & Co., 713 W.
2nd St.
Omaha: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc 419 S. 16
St.

Gift

.Market St.

St.

Stores.

Cundy

PouGHKEHrslE:

E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc.. 825 Nicollet Ave.
Sly Fox Films. 49 S. 9th St.
Okatosna: B. W. Johnson Gift Shop, 115

Root's

St.

112

Fifth St.

kodak

*

Home Co., Magazine Dept.
Kaulmann's Dept. Store, Llept. 62, Fifth Ave.
Kamera Exchange, 11 Fifth Ave.,

Joseph

Ave.

Meta Photo Supply

First St.

Duluth: Eastman Kodak

302 W. 34th St.
323-325 W. 37th

Inc.,

Corp.,

St.

St."

Newport: K.

Uptown
and 77th

Sts.
*

Muskegon: Beckquist Photo Supply House, 885

Kavs.\s City: Eastman

600 Madi-

Store,

Lansing: Linn Camera Shop, 109 S. Washington
Ave.
Vans Cine Service, 600 Prudden Bldg.
Maroiette: Ray's Photo Service, 335 Harrison

S.

Inc., Opticians, Main Store,
-Ave., bet. 57th and 58th Sis.
976 Madison Ave., bet. 76th

Lugenc.

Monroe

W.

Ave., N.

(Continued on page 616)
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Brite-Lite

ANEW bybead

made

screen,

Announcing

two

in

A PRICE REDUCTION

Beaded Screen Corporation, 448 West 37th Street, New
York City, has made its appearance.

Due

Both models are of the self-contained

convert their Filmo 70 cameras into permanent equipment for

The Model A has a
screen surface of thirty by forty inches
and sells for $15.00, while the Model B

The

the

sizes

thirty-six

and has a surface of
The
by forty-eight inches.

Brite-lite

screen

erected

easily

use and collapses into

we have been able to place the manufacture
View Finder on a production basis.
difference between this and the hand made production
has resulted in the substantial price reduction of ten dollars.
Former Price

New

$37.00

not

Beads are applied by a special
process which bears an interesting resemblance to that of printing and
which is said to give uniform distribution and maximum reflection.
in use.

COER
^VARIABLE
FIELD VIEW

Telegraphic

JUST

Price $27.00

for

when

case

its

desiring to

of the Variable Field

for $17.50

is

demand from amateurs

the unexpected

multiple lens use,

collapsible type.

sells

to

was going
an important telegram arrived from Oscar B. Depue, 7512 No.
Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111., with the
following interesting news: "I have acquired by purchase the Morton L.

Fl rslDER

as this department

to press

As

As

Multiple Viewfinder

turning the knurled ring as you
view your subject you can select the
exact size of field you wish to obtain.

the mere turn of a knurled ring
the finder is adjusted for the focal
length of the lens you intend using.

Vance interest in the firm of Depue and
Vance and am now carrying on the-

Field Selector

By

By

GOERZ MOVIE EFFECT DEVICE
it
has always been held to
Sino e the introduction of our "Effect D vie
To keep II so, we have
be the s uprem e device of its kind for amateur
no onlv made it adaptable to practically all makes of canleras bu t refinements
pioneer effect
cons tantiv being made for improving a nd pe rfectinj thi
tmost.
Ae\ ice to
.

manufacture of

ma-

printing

optical

This includes reduction printers from 35 to 16mm. and standard size

chines.

machines
models.

I

machines

in

daylight

am

prepared

and

darkroom

to build special

p.

GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY
New York

319-A East Thirty-fourth Street

use.

ALWAYS
Filter

Holder

makes available
of

ANEW

unit

efficient

home indoor movie
make its appearance.

sets

and has been

de-

lighting of
is

shortly to

is

called the Solite

It

lens on any

camera

in any
position.
Filter

veloped by L. X. Champeau of 30 East
Mr.
57th Street. New York City.
Champeau is an authority on lighting
and is well known for his development
of the "shadowless"

lamps

Holder

ing- title

for surgical

r

i

price

n e
.

t

t

e

moonlight
effects

s.

a

The

lighting.

gallery

high-pressure,

Photometric

tests

ment indicate
efficient.

A

made by

that

it

special

Solite

500-watt

is

field,

well

suited

to

the

arrangelight

restricted

any direction.
Each is
nicely finished and provided with an
individual
lamp switch.
Auxiliary
equipment includes a substantial connecting cable and collapsible stand.
light

in

de

unit

spaces of home lighting.
The Solite
units are adapted for use singly or in
multiple on one support and are quickly and conveniently arranged to cast
the

—

$5.00

DIFFUSING IRIS
$5.00

diffused

bulb.

WHITE

IRIS

Automatic Dissolve

exceptionally

ment produces a nearly uniform

in

object o

this depart-

optical

$5.00

.

operations and for his special form of
uses

backgrroundi

For night scenes in broad
daylight. -Allows use of sun for

from
any position for
Iris filters and

centering

I

d»e C\(\
$5-00

3RADUATED FILTERS

self

is

elenuiit

Beautiful effects
for close-ucs

FOG FILTERS

for

filters

every
lens
as
against a separate
set
for
It
each lens.
clamps over any

the

for

Lends the "mystery
.

one complete set

Solite
and

SEASON

IN

DIFFUSING SCREEN

only."

art

City.

A new

sound printer is
now being built which will probably
be more simple in mechanical construction and operation than any similar
machine now on the market. Manufacturing will henceforward be carried
on at the same address under my name
studio

C.

order for laboratory and

to

|

This unique device lends to your picturesthat air of professional quality which
marks them from the ordinary. Give
your pictures smooth fadc-in, fade-out
and dissolve effects with
the

Automatic Dissolve

$5.00

GRADUATED

IRIS

pnsi
forceful,
ion
spotligh
ing to black

—

$27.50

$5.00

CIlS

^DESIGNEPS AND MANUFACTURERS

2l!^I2Z:r"Youdeser;be

106

i<

-We'll

desi^

*

PANir

J

xC'KZ—^

WE ST 46 VH ST.TN.XC.

(Continued on page 617)
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B929

SEK>-rEl»«^EaK
(Continued from page 614)
Queensland
Brisbane: Kodak uAustralasi.i)

Queen

Fotohandel Ter Me^
196.

South Australia
Adelaide: Harringtons, Ltd., 10 Rundle
fly.,

Ltd.,

37

Capi, Broerstraat 48.

Rotterdam: Bollemeijer & Brans, Korte Hoor-

St.

Kundle

straat

25.

HUNGARY

St.

Tasmania
Hobart:

Kodak

Elizabeth

Budapest,

(Australasia)

Pty.,

W. Donne,

Charles

349-51

Post

Hamilton

Kodak (Australasia)
Technical Journals

Sw ansto

Pty,, Ltd., 161

&

Perth:

^eded.

the

pull

t

nd

thi

am

is
there— When
Where you need it.

Light

'

'

& EARLE.

Inc.

"The Home

Filmo

Motion Picture Equipment."

of

Motion Picture Cameras and
Projectors

918

Chestnut

St.,

JAPAN

Columbia
Vancouver: Eastman Kodak Stores,
British

Granville St.
Film & Slide Co.
Foncier Bldgr.

Strain's,

Direct

or

BROWN

WILLIAMS,

Milan: Kodak Societa Anonima, Via Vittor Pisani N. 6.

Ave.

of Can.,

Ltd.,

Kobe: Honjo & Co., 204 Motomachi 6-Chome.
Kyoto: J. Osawa & Co., Ltd., Sanjo Kobashi.
Osaka: Fukada & Co., 218 Dojima Bldg.
T. Uyeda, No. 4 Junkeimachi Shinsaibash-suji,

610

319 Credit

Ltd.,

Mi.
Stores,

Ltd.,

Osaka:

Ltd., Paris Bldg.

NOW

Quebec
Montreal: Associated Screen News,

"La Rochester," Av.
Pathe Baby-Agency
Latapi 1 Bert, Av.
Globo.

NORWAY
J. L. Nerlien A-S, Nedre Slotsgate 13.
University Book Shop.

Oslo:

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

moBd Bldg.
Gladwish & Mitchell. 147 Peel

Manila: Denniston,
St.

Edinburgh: J. Lizars, 6 Shandwick
Glasgow: Robert Ballantine, 103^4
J.

king

Co.,

Bangkok: Bangkok Central Book Depot, Sikak
Phya Sri, New Rd.
Prom Photo Studio, New Rd., Cor. Chartered
Bank Lane.

Rd.

Eastman Kodak

Co., 64

Kiangse Rd.

SOUTH AMERICA

CUBA
Havana: Havana News

answers in 144 pages of educational
and entertainment films, each title
with brief description all classified by
subject, with directions where each
be secured.

Co.,

Neptuno 2-B.

Buenos Aires: Connio, Gattamorta & Cia,
Maipu 456.
Rosario de Santa Fe: Enrique Schellhas Y
Hijos, San Martin 764.

DENMARK
Copenhagen

Kodak

'V:

Aktieselskab, Ostergade

Copenhagen K: Kongsbak and Cohn, Nygade

2.

Chile
Santiago: Casa Heffer, Estado 150.

EGYPT

Special section devoted

J6n

filn

Per copy, 75

The Educational Screen
Wabash Ave., Chicago

5 S.

Alexandria: Kodak (Egypt) Societe Anonyme,
23, Cheriff and Pasha St. and Ramleh Sta.

ENGLAND

FILM LAB INC.
W.

46th

St.,

New

to

the

York, N. Y.

Amateur
mm. field.

Kodak Sociedad
Penalver 21.

and 35
Contact and optical printing.
in the 16

Uniqtie facilities for duping,
toning,

title

making,

staff of experts is at

posal in

all

etc.

your

Our
dis-

matters pertain-

ing to your wor\.

Prompt

and

guaran-

efficient

service

teed.

Photographic

Ltd.,

(Sheffield)

Ltd.,

Row

(Far-

Paris: Grande Librairie Universelle, 84
vard Saint Michel, Vie.

Boule-

Ill

Oxford

Mcintosh

Photo

Co.,

6

Norfolk

graphic

Co.,

P.

O.

Den Haag:

H.

Kodak

Anonyme.

13

Av.

Hosier. Marktgasse,
Alb.
Zurich: Ganz and Co., Bahnhofstrabe 40.
M. M. Gimmi S Co., Merkurstrasse 25.

57.

Lausanne:

Societe

Jean-Jacques Mercier.

Winterthur:

115 Kalverstraat.
Co., Spui 8.

Capi.

Foto Schaap &

Kesawan.

SWITZERLAND

HOLLAND
Amsterdam:

Co., 69

Nordiska Kompaniet, Photo-

Strubin S: Co., Cine Service, Gerbergasse 25.
Geneva: Lewis Stalder (Photo-Hall), 5 Rue de
la Confederation.

Basel:

HAWAII
Honolulu: Honolulu Photo Supply
Box 2999.

B.

Dept.

FRANCE

Capi, 124 Noordeinde.

dealers

MOVIE MAKERS,

lOS

^3 a Year (Canada ^3.25, Foreign $3.50)

616

Si

SWEDEN
Stockholm: A.

gate).

* Indicates

Telephone 7552 Bryant

Medan: Y. Ebata

Change Alley.
Sheffield

Conde

SUMATRA

St.

Wm.

Sheffield:

Avenida

-Anonima,

Penang: Kwong Hing Cheong, Ic Penang St.
Y. Ebata & Co., 77 Bishop St.
Amateur Photo Store, 109 N.
Singapore:
Bridge Rd.
Y. Ebata & Co., 33 Coleman St.
Kodak, Ltd., 130 Robinson Rd.

62,

Exchange,

Apartado

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS

ford St.

Westminster Photographic Exchange, Ltd.,

Co.,

Sol.4.

Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 119 New Bond St.
Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 47 Evrkcley St., Pic-

Westminster

No.

Barcelona: James Casals. 82 Viladomat St.
Madrid: Kodak Sociedad Anonima, Puerta del

Piccadilly.

Catering

Casilla

SPAIN

cadilly.

130

Pieper,

Venezuela
MacGregor
Maracaibo:
&
Postal No. 197.

(Ox-

St.,

ft

Laverick & Co., Casilla 244.

Bristol: H. Salanson S: Co.. Ltd., 20 High St.
Harrogate: A. R. Baines, Z9 James St.
Liverpool: J. Lizars, 71 Bold St.
London, S. W. 1.: Westminster Photographic

Regent St.
J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., 31 Mortimer

Eckhardt

"S'alparaiso;
1630.

Exchange, Ltd., 119, 'Victoria St.
London, W. C. 2.: Sands, Hunter & Co., Ltd.,
37 Bedford St., Strand.
London: W. 1.: Bell
Howell Co., Ltd., 320

EXPERT

Vincent

St.

101 Buchanan St.

Lizars,

SIAM

&

Fletcher

Pl.

St.

B.

Shanghai: Chiyo Voko Photo Supplies. 470 Nan-

of

"1001 Films"

may

Drawer

Ltd., 26 Queen's Rd., Central.

The new Sixth Edition

123 Escolta.

Inc.,

SCOTLAND

CENTRAL AMERICA
Service,

37.

16 de Septiembre 5.
for Mexican Republic;
16 de Septiembre 70, El

Puebla: Casa "Hertes," Av. Reforma 109.

515S

Ltd,,

Co., S. A.,

Agenda Postal 25.
Kodak Mexicana, Ltd., Independencia

Western Ave., at Decarie Blvd.
T. Eaton Co., St. Catherine St., W.
Film & Slide Co. of Can., Ltd., 104 Drum-

Hong Kong: The Pharmacy.

where they can be obtained.

Kitakyutaro

Mexico City: American Photo Supply

CHINA
and

515 Marunouchi

Chome

2

Co.,

MEXICO

Hamilton: W. Hill 8: Dro., 90 W. King St.
Toronto: Associated Screen News, Ltd., Tivoli
Theatre Bldg., 21 Richmond St., E.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Ltd., 66 King St.
T. Eaton Co.. Dept. V-6, 190 Ynnge St.
Film & Slide Co, of Can,, 156 King St,. W.
Lockhart's Camera Exchange, 384 Bay St.

Philadelphia Pa.

films exist

Library,

Fukada &

Machi, Higashiku.

Canal Zone

what

Mo

Ho

Bldg.

Ontario

Ancon: Lewis Photo

to find

li-ku.

TOK

472

345 Portage Ave.

Ltd.,

5

Price $6.00
From your Dealer

Eigrhth

.

Easily attached to your machine in a few minutes and projector can be packed away ii
without detaching.

.

ITALY

Alberta
Calgary: Boston Hat Works and News Co., 109

Manitoba
Winnipeg: Eastman Kodak
Main St.
Film & Slide Co. of Can.,

projector

a nlroQiirP
Pl

No

goon.

CANADA

convenient light on your Filmo
Projector that enables you to operate
and change your reels with plenty of
illumination that does not attract
the
attention
of
or
annoy your
audience.

House.

Calcutta: Army & Navy Coop. Soc, Ltd., 41
Chowringhee St.
Lahore: Watch Materials & Tools Supply Co.,
Gondiwali St., Delhi Gate, Chauk Wazir Khan.

Hay

Ltd.,

Pty.,

St.

A

Makes operating your

Temple Court,

Ltd.,

St.

West Australia
Kodak (Australasia)

E.

"PILOTLIGHT"

Pty.,

Studios,
Ltd.,
Hamilton
Rd., Ballard Estate.

Graham

M. L. Mistry & Co., 46 Church Gate St., Fort
Bombay 4: Movie Camera Co., Walker House,
Lamington Rd.
Burma: Y. Ebata & Co., 200 Phayre St., Ran-

St.

422 Little Collins

B.

U-4.

Rd.

PI.

Harringtons. Ltd.. 266 Collins St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 284 Collins

THE W.

Varoshaz

Karoly,

INDIA
Ahmedabad: R. Tolat S: Co., Bawa's St., Raipur
Bombay: Continental Photo Stores. 253 Hornby

Victoria
OfiSce

Pejtsik

iv:

45

Ltd.,

St.

IMelboukne;

Fred. Hendrik-

al,

Groningen: Capi, 3 Kleine Pelsterstraat.
Nijmegen: Capi, 13-17 van Berchenstraat.

Ltd., 250

Pty.,

St.

Kodak (Austraias.a;

De

who

are advertising in

west 40th

street,

25 Cents

a

New York

City

Copy (Foreign 30 Cents)

—

)

IM^^KEICS

ItaO'%'MC

New

item

INwhich

THE GALL

Laboratory
Dubray

entitled

appeared

June,

for

& H.

B.

an

in this

1929. plans

for

department
the

Bell

&

Howell Company's new 1500,000 engineering laboratory were discussed. This

now

company
new
The
new facilities, it is hoped, will make
possible a much more rapid development in all phases of the motion picproject

is

having

recently

a reality, the

dedicated

the

building to the future of movies.

industry, constant improvement
and perfection in 16 and 35mm. appa-

ture

How-

ratus being the goal of Albert S.

S.

M.

P. E.

THE

fall

Very wary.

scene.

convention of the Society

Motion Picture Engineers will
be held in Toronto, Canada, October 7
to 10. according to recent announcement from the Society's headquarters
at 33 West 39th Street, New York,
N. Y. This important orga'nization is
a technical body that has for its purof

Scene 15: Back
excitement.

Scene 16: Woods. Stetson enters. Stops
and listens in "There he is!" attitude.
Cocks gun.

Scene 17: Back
set

to

listens

shoot.

—

tells

all

arts

Scene 20: Back
startled.

most complete
in

an

list

16mm.

of

attractive

.Stetson

Finger

Scene

18.

Stetson

Points gun in

air.

Shoots.

1000
and One Films, published by The Educational Screen. 5 So. Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, 111., price 75^*. Also known as
the "bluebook of non-theatrical films,"
it has long been a valuable aid to those

35mm.

securing

to

Scene

to

with

Crane

19.

excitement.

breaks

through

stares.

Of

The two

men!
Cries:

first.

"Billy!

title:

films of

Stetson

almost

I

Offers

tion from which Stetson entered.
Guide picks up gun and follows.

Scene 22: Same as Scene 1. Blake and
Hardy at supper.
Guide serving.
They hear a noise. Crane and Stetson enter

—

Explanations.

smiles.

all

made

Place

for

Crane

at table.

All

Friends again.

sit.

Note

entertainment films of the better sort or

This requires no properties other
than those found in any hunting camp.

Inclu-

camp

sion

The

will

than that occupied by Crane in Scene
2.
Don't shoot any spot that happens
to be convenient.
Make each of the

of a special 16mm. department
now widen its use.
The Educational Screen is to be com-

plimented on the completeness of this
informative publication.
It should be
in the library of every user of 16mm.
films.

first

is

more elaborate

rather

scenes a PICTURE through carecomposition and the selection of
picturesque spots.

trail

ful

Flay your first scene with emphasis.
Bring out very clearly that Crane intensely dislikes

1000

WATT

glare for Close-ups with 3.5f,
I

U.t .MovicliIeforutlifoI....

Nickel St.nd, $2.50: 1000
wait G. E.

Lamp

S6.50

dcah-is or postpaid.

Northeast Products

going

him

to kill

for slow tempo.

10

if

Company

risks

such as

Fire

—

Theft

Transportation

You can

avoid all possibilby carrying an

ity of loss

DEALERS! You

can do
your customers a favor by
assisting them to insure the
equipment you have sold.
Ask your insurance agent
or broker to tell you how
he can provide this service.

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
Starting ivith

COMPANY

deliberately

Hurry the

action

too

"dramatic.''

STANDARD FIRE INSUR-

ANCE COMPANY
of Hurtford.

.Affiliated

Conn.
with

and you

But don't make
Get the
drama from your tempo and not from
will spoil the picture.

action

Covers all risks at home
and elsewhere except wear,
tear, depreciation and war.

so

erateness of action uill develop a suspense that ivill be entirely lost if you
hurry.
These two men are virtually
stalking each other. Give that thought
a chance to sink into the minds of your

the

"All Risks" Camera
Floater Policy

he gets

slow up your
action, making each scene fust a trifle
more deliberate than the last. Don't
let it drag but don't hurry, for delib-

spectators.
At your

it

is

Work

power, without

or Croups with 1.9f

Make

that your spectators will figure

that he

Scene

Sufficient

Stetson.

marked

the chance.

MOVIELITE

equipment are exposed

many unavoidable

killed

hand.
They shake. Stetson claps Crane on
back.
They exit together in direcsmiles.

distinct educational content, as well as

with some educational values.

-*-

Crane

brush.

the
the

all

Stetson

look at each other in amazement.

Spoken

"VrOUR movie camera and
to

Scene 21: Back
dizzy

UNAVOIDABLE
EXPOSURES

is

handbook

just received, the sixth edition of

interested in

16.

carefully.

Exits on run.

you."

Catalog

educational films yet compiled

contained

Scene

Scene 19: Back to Scene 17. Crane
ready to shoot.
Guide looking off.
Throws up Crane's gun as he fires.

Crane breaks

THE

to

Aims

ready.

men

and sciences which
the modern motion picture.

MM.

Scene 15. Crane all
Guide raises hand
Crane to wait.
to

Scene 18: Back

number
make up

16

listens,

to Scene 13. Crane all
Handles gun nervously.

pose the study of the ever-increasing
of

Stops and

then exits.

on trigger.

chief engineer.

ell,

(Continued from page 592

Visit

^TNA

LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY'

gesture.

617
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Advertising

Classified

EQUIPMENT FOR

S.\LE

your own movie titles, stationery,
bookplates. Christmas cards, pamphlets, lino-

leum blocks,

Junior Press, SS.90, larger,

etc.

Sll, rotary, $149; print for others; easy and
Vrite for catalogue of

interesting; rules sent.

paper,

type,

presses,

Company,

Kelsey

etc.

case,

one

PRINT

5 5

jector,

"HANDS UP"
A Paramount

mm., in good condition, SIOO.OO.
Huesgen Co., 18 East 42nd St.,

3 5

&

Herbert

New York

City.

SELECTED LIBRARY FILMS,

Picture
|

Featuring

RAYMO\D GRIFFITH
MACK SWALX
MONTAGU LOVE

projection

Several
J.

—

and

prices.

3 5

—

in used and demonstrating equipB. Kodascope Projector with
demonstrated only a few times, 5175.00;
several Model A Kodascope Projectors, 200
watt, perfect condition, 590.00 each; Model A
Kodascope, small lamphome, $75.00; several
Model C Kodascope Projectors, 555.00 each;
DeVry Continuous 16 mm. Projector, demonstrated few times, 5135.00; Capitol Continuous 16 mm. Projector, demonstrator, 5175.00;
Model B Cine Kodaks, /-3.5 lens, 550.00 each;
Model B Cine Kodaks, /-6.5 lens, 53 5.00 each;
Model B Cine Kodak, /-1.9 lens, new condition, 5100.00; few Filmo Projectors, 200 watt

—Model

ment
case,

An

comand

original stor>' with a

bination

War

Civil

of

western backgrounds,
which

in

Griffith's rip-roaring ad-

ventures as a Confederate spy
seem to prove that Sherman

was wrong and war

is

hilar-

575.00 each and up; Cooke /-1.
lens for FUmo 70, old style, 530.00 each;
Dallmeyer /-1. 9 lens for Filmo 70, old style,
$25.00. All of the above equipment guaran-

ious!

with

cases,

teed

to

One of nearly 500 subjects in
our new (Third Edition) 182-

'«'illiams.

page

Descriptive

be

—

Film

Rental

No

P rofits

their

own
Our

Resources

as-

FOR SALE—Bell &
\

618

New

Inc.

York. N. Y.

16

mm.

pro-

Streets. Philadelphia. Pa.

BARG.\INS—New

New

St.

case,
perfect,
70, with
$100.00; Kodascope Model K, black finish, like
new, $175.00; Correctoscope for Filmo Model
70, used, $25.00; Filmo ilodel 75, with case,
used, 575.00; Kodascope C Projector, used,
55 5.00; Thalhammer Tripod, former model,
525.00; American Automatic Colorator for
Villoughbys, 110 V. 32nd
Filmo, 58.00.
St., New York.

EXPERIENCED

WANTED—

SALES.MEN

Openings, full or part time, on the Hayden
Quality Line of Moving Picture Accessories.
Good selling items backed by international
Give past and present connecadvertising.
tions. Hayden Sales Co., 528 Commonwealth
Ave., Boston, Mass.

CAMERAMAN

will undertake assignments for

travel or industrial film on

5 5

mm.

stock in

Venezuela. Newton Bernard, Apartado 722,
Caracas, Venezuela, South America.

FILMS FOR SALE

PANCHROMATIC

and regular film stock for
5 5 mm. Cameras
Daylight
Loading
100-foot rolls
55.50 per roll
sent
C. O. D. any place. Quantity quotations on
request. Educational Projeci-O Film Co., 129
West 2nd St., Los Angeles, Calif.

DeVry and Eyemo

—

—

—

—

S.\\T 10 to 50 per cent on 100, 200 and 400
ft.,
16 mm. cartoons, scenics and novelties.
Complete list for stamp (55 mm. films also).
Eastln Feature Films, Dept. D, Galesburg, 111.

and

16

A

list

Amateur
1^-4

'Siov.on Picture

No. 75

B.

£qtupment

EAST ERIE STREET

CHICAGO

Announcement
increasing
IN' response to an
demand for printed, as well as
distinctive

&

H. Filmo

5120.00, for 5102.50.
Projector (stop feature

handlettersd,

titles

I

have added a complete line of
printed

titles

to

my

service.

These

titles are now available in several
different styles
and all at very

—

cost.

Samples

and

prices will be sent upon request
Also, inobligation.

—without

formation concerning art titles,
and handlettered titles that con-

form to the latest professional
mode. Write today.

list

mm. DeVry

case,

Kodascope,

Model

case,

FISCHER'S

CAMERA SERMCE, Inc.

moderate

Howell,

condition; price on applicaGeo. F. Aberle, Lippincott and

-\pply

tion.

Camera and

West 42nd

FILMO MODEL

Cooke

perfect

jector;

risk.

Kodascope Libraries,

negative.

good-as-new

Street, Chicago, Illinois.
|

1

33

rebuilt,

Howell Filmo, with

model, at 5120.00. Bass also offers somethins
a Combination
ver>* fine for the amateur
Film Scraper and Moistener, in one, at the
This
outfit saves at
51.50.
price
of
special
.\11 of
least thirty seconds on each splice.
refunded.
or
your
money
the above guaranteed
Bass Camera Company, 179 West Madison

sure the Success of our Di stributors

&

—

Libraries.

and

unusual,

—

/ 5.5 lens and case, at 5110.00; Bell 8c Howell
Filmo, with Cooke / 1.8 lens, at 5122.50:
Bell
& Howell Filmo Projector, standard

PROPOSITION

Experience

S.\LE

B.\SS offers
Filmos Bell

ATTRACTIVE
desire

—New

Kodascope Model B.
32 and 110 volt. Used but twice, absolutely
perfect condition, cost 5318.00, first 5185
check takes it. Also used Cine Kodak Model
Rev.
B, /-3.5 lens and 100 ft. film, $40.
F. Knoebber. Smithton. Mo.

ada.

of

working condition.
918 Chestnut

Earle, Inc.,

BUY AND SELL motion picture cameras
and accessories. Vhat have you? \rhat do
you want? F. ^T. Buchanan. Johnstown. Pa.

Branch Libraries and Distributors in Fifty Leading Cities
of the United States and Can-

operation

mm.

5

\rE

Catalogue.

FORCED

from

excellent

in

Brown &

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Furnished upon request.

To Dealers who

5

and

Projector

BARGAINS

VIRGIMA CORBIX

made from

made.

PERSONAL OPPORTUNITIES
mm. DeVry
mm. DeVry

16

Camera, / 3.5
with case, filter, etc., SlIO both are demonAshton,
111.
Boyd,
strators. F. H.
575.00;

case,

|

bargain

screens,

prints

tional or advertising films

Hadaway, Swampscott, Mass.

B.

FOR SALE

MARioy yixox

new,

nearly

20 per cent to 50 per cent discount. True
Kodacolor
Ball Tripod Head, new, 510.00.
Kodafilter for cine camera, new, 510.00.
color Filter for Kodascope B., new, $12.00.

fine leather

Commercial, industrial, educaproduced anywhere
professionals.
Hollywood Movie Supply
by our
Co., 605 8 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California.
Titles

\ USED EYE.MO CAMERA, in perfect condi50 mm. Cooke Lens and
:ion, with / 2.5
cirrying case, 5165.00; a used Acme Pro-

mm. DeVry Camera and

5125.00; two 16 mm. Capitol Continuous Projectors at 5125.00 each. All of the
foregoing are in guaranteed condition and
Eastman or DuPont 5 5 mm.
appearance.
panchromatic film on daylight loading spools
for Eyemo or DeVry, $4.00 per 100 feet. 16

case,

mm.

M-50. Meriden, Conn.

EYEMO,

with regular lens and leather
5165.00; one Fdmo-Vitacolor Camera
and Projector outfit, as good as new, 5560.00;

ON'E

594.00,

for

565.00.

Model B

new, list 5275.00, for $225.00.
Kodascope with Kodacolor Filter.

Memphis
new, list 5198.00, for 5172.50.
Photo Supply Co., Memphis, Tenn.

P.

Ingemann Sekaer

!

Now

you can buy the Famous HA"i DEN Reel
and Humidor with its patented and special features at no extra cost over ordinary reels and
humidors.

The

scientifically made Hayden Reel eliminates all
annoying and objectionable features of winding
The Hayden self-threading finger automatically grips the film as soon as it comes in contact with
the sprocket holes.
After winding the film onto the
the Hayden Spring Film Clip engages the
reel,
sprocket holes at the end of the film and securely
holds this end on tight.

the

films.

The
reel.

usual
It

skilled

is

Hayden
made of

quality is built right into the
the best material obtainable by
Heautifully finished, it will not

workmen.

rust or tarnish.

The Hayden Humidor Cans, being correctly designed, eliminate the p6ssibility of the can ever becoming mouldy or green. The patented moistening
feature is a cup in the center and contains a piece
of felt.
The felt can be replaced instantly.
Another

special feature is the Label Recess on
This enables you to know the
vour films immediately without opening the
Humidor Can. The recess will hold a dozen labels.
The Humidor can be moistened without removing
the film and can be moved about without damaging

the

title

Humidor Can.
of

the label.

The New

Prices
200

H AY D E N
Qomhined

50

.75

SELF-THREADING FINGER
SPRING FILM CLIP

10

.10

25

.25

1.35

1.85

1.00

1.50

35

.35

^'ou

Hayden Patented Features

Sold

Separately

Complete
save

at

MOVIE MAKERS
your dealer cannot supply you now, please order direct, giving your dealer's name.
Combination will be
If

feet

.75

HUMIDOR

Total

and Humidor

400

50

Total

'^R^el

feet

REELS

No

Extra Cost

DEALERS!
Don't disappoint your customers.
order

Write or wire your

sent postpaid.

Manufactured by

A. C.

HAYDEN

Brockton, Mass., U.

Distribuled by

HAYDEN SALES

CO.
S.

A.

528

Commonwealth

CO.

Ave.. Boston. U.

S.

A.

The

Library Kodascope and

Piece of Furniture

New Cabinet —A Beautiful

Its

— Make Home Movies Doubly Enjoyable by Making Them

Instantly Available. Kodascope, Screen, Films, Accessories,
in

One Attractive and

THE
makes

Kodascope and Cabinet
it about as simple and convenient to show home
movies as it is to turn on the radio or play a phonograph.
The Library Kodascope is the last word in home movie
projectors. Its walnut case, trimmed with ebony,
matches the finish ot the cabinet. Its mechanical
perfection has earned for it the name, "The prounit comprised of the Library

jector that's almost

human."

It

is

self-threading,

may he stopped to show "stills," has
a light that provides illumination for changing
reversible,

reels and making adjustments, and has numerous
other ingenious and practical features.
A small translucent screen is an mtegral part of
the Library Kodascope. It extends about two

Kodascope when pictures are
it when the Kodascope
is encased.
With this screen, movies may be
shown in the day time or in a fully lighted room.

Decidedly Practical Unit.
is

provided for use with the small screen, and a two-inch lens
Kodacolor may be shown very effec-

for the larger throw.

tively

on the translucent screen.

Thfe Cabinet

is

a piece of furniture that will

sively into the finest living

the door under the shelf

mounted

When

a larger screen

is

used, the translucent

swung to one side. The revolving base of
the Kodascope makes it possible to project movies
conveniently in any direction. A one-inch lens
screen

is

unobtru-

library. It

made of beautifully grained walnut, inlaid and
trimmed with ebony.
Inside there are compartments for twenty-six
400-toot reels, and a deep, roomy drawer to take
the Cine-Kodak and accessories. Hinged on the
inside of the Cabinet drawer is a shelf which,
when swung into a horizontal position, gives generous room tor reel containers when the reels are
in use and for editing and splicing. Secured to

feet in front of the

snugly to

fit

room or

is

shown, and

fits

Are All

is

a detachable walnuts

screen, suitable for Kodacolor or black
and white movies. A collapsible standard for the
screen is in the Cabinet drawer.
The price of the Library Kodascope and Cabi^
net, complete,

is

$450.

The

price of the Library

Kodascope is S300; of the Cabinet, ? 150. At your
Cine-Kodak dealer's now.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester, N.Y.

MO^I
IMauazine

off

the i%niateur Cine

'I

The Eye

Follows

The

The Ear

Picture

The Footage

Tells

now/
JuthO'iy

J&rfecLLij
16

cyrioi'Uicj

MM

J LciiLr&s

HAYDEN

THE

success of your picture depends upon proper Footage! No
matter how excellent your movie equipment may be, accurate timing IS the difference between mediocre pictures and
those of professional finish.
AUDIBLE
will replace
guesswork with certainty. You will be able to give each scene just
the proper amount of film.
Hitherto, following the picture and accurately timing have
been an impossibiHty. Now, with the
AUDIBLE FOOTMETER, your eye follows the picture you are shooting; your
ear automatically gauges the footage.
Wastage of film or disappointments need no longer be endured.
With the
AUDIBLE
every subject is properly timed. As each foot of film, representing
seconds
of
projection,
passes
through the camera, the meter
2'/2
clicks once: 5 seconds, 2 clicks; 10 seconds, 3 clicks, etc.
Your saving in film alone will more than pay its moderate
cost.
The added satisfaction in securing perfectly timed pictures

FOOTAGE METER

The'HAYDEN

Joola(j& Aicler

HAYDEN

AGE

The

footage meter comes

in a smart satin-lined case

HAYDEN

IS

FOOTAGE METER

priceless.

Scientifically designed, it is made
tainable.
It can be attached in a very

of the

best

materials

ob-

few minutes. No need to
remove any part of the camera. Under ordinary care it will last
indefinitely and is unconditionally guaranteed for three years.

Model F
Model K
Model V

For Filmo Movie Camera
^7.50
For Cine-Kodak Movie Camera .... 7.50
For Victor Movie Camera
7.50

You are
Hayden line

cordially invited to

visit

the display of the entire

in our New York Office, located in the
Tozver Bldg.. 11 West 42nd St., New York City.

Distributed

HAYDEN SALES
Please

send

CO.

II

additii lal

D

Filmo

City

n

Street

about

Cine-Kodak

Addres

&

State

Salmon

by

West 42nd
information

METER.
Name

New

Deale

New York

City

HAYDEN FOOTAGE

IMO'%'ME I»lym.K.EICS

Sky ftiWcr— with Champion, one

A

redoj actors.
markable picture both in conception and in the picturization of the
An
feats of this remarkable dog.

of the greatest of

Adorable Cheat will
headed by Lila Lee. A cl
admirably acted.
Miss

'he

1

exceptional supporting cast.

part of a delightful d
the
she lo

the same low prices,
This season too J
but more and better pictures from
these leading dealers
Your response
fine

so

satisfactory

season to our policy

last

at

the

lowest

that

we

are

pictures

of

nounce exactly the same low
this

And we

season.

through

pictures

to

still

an-

again

prices

offer

better

group

expanded

an

was

cost

able

of

dealers.

We

have purchased new

There

short subjects.
tures.

There
In

favorite.

new

are

travel

we have

pic-

children's

the

"Felix,"

is

short,

new

features,

a

complete

assortment ready for you at these dealers
on the same chain system plan.

A Few

^

(From

FELIX

Goes West
on the Trail
All at Sea

at the Fair
Felix, the Ghost Breaker ..
Felix Crosses the Crooks.
.

100'
100'
100'
100'
.300'
.300'

$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$22.50
$22.50

"Seven
stead of

Sacrifices

Delhi,

DEALERS

Solatia

M. Taylor

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS
Alves Photo Shop, Braintree

Home

Movies,

WORCESTER

Inc.

J.

C. Freeman

&

Office

$125.00

2400'

$150.00

Brooding Eyes
with Lionel

Ne

Barrymore

nth'!

(Fro

NEWARK

ALBANY
E. S. Baldwii

OSSINING
Jamaica

GREAT NECK
Lovett Cine Studii

NEW YORK CITY
Wm.

C. Cullen

Gillette

Camera

Eastman Kodak Stores,

Company

PHILADELPHIA
liams,

Brown & Earle

PLAINFIELD

Hudson Radio Laboratories

LONG ISLAND

more

rentals

from

an extra feature; with eight rentals in

even days."
* Name on request

BUFFALO
ROCHESTER

ERIE
& Green

A. H. Mogensen

Kelly

FLORIDA
Co.

TOLEDO
Franklin Printing

& Engraving

Co.

HOUSTON

Schaefler

.mpanv

WATERBURY

B. Gertz, Inc..

Dealer)*

c
or

&

Engineering Co.

ST. LOUIS
A. S. Aloe Co.

SPRINGFIELD

Company

a

five

picture and dur
iring the holidays took

ATLANTA

NEW HAVEN, BRIDGEPORT.

Curtis Art

;

cern Y

Star Electric

& Williams

The Harvey &

Consumer)"^
makes my home
I
think you
more than any con1.
Good luck to you!"
hwhile.

Tampa Photo & Art Supply
the

ill

PROVIDENCE
HARTFORD,

a

library certainly

outfit

Camera Shop

Starkn

keep-

Buffalo Photo Material Co.

$150.00

plete list of Modern I
will be released on the
plan, beginning NovemI

Equipment Co.

DETROIT
Detroit

2000'
The Phantom Express
with Ethel Shannon
2400'
The Checkered Flan
with Elaine Hammerstein

Co.

FALL RIVER
Smith

$5.00
$5.0)
$5.00
$5.00

.

nights;

for three weeks in-

DEALERS

BOSTON

CLEVELAND

.100'

100'
of a Hindu Girl
Sacrifices to Goddess Kali.. 100'

Cremation

Arthur F. Breisch

Eastman Kodak Stores

Agra and Benares ..

Fakirs and Snake Charmers .100'

eleven

in

now

(From

ich

Dealer)*

a

two because of demand."

"Your
movie
have c

n

BETHLEHEM

rentals

ing each picture

"Have had

Hindu Life and

last

year's

tA
jj» SERIES J^

Felix
Felix
Felix
Felix

comments regarding

Here are son
program:

Our Current Releases

of

for Outright Sale

MINNEAPOLIS
Ideal Film Corporation

Inc.

SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

Leavitt Cine Picture Co.

CANADA
Photographic Stores Ltd.. Ottawa
Regina Films Ltd.. Regina

MEXICO CITY
PITTSBURGH

United Projector & Film Corp.

American Photo Supply Co.

S.

A.

JAPAN
Home Movies

Library,

Tokio

NEW ZEALAND

Store!

Frank Wiseman Co., Aukland

Inc.

HOME

Visualizit,

FILM LIBRARIES
INC.

GRAND CENTRAL TERMINAL BLDG.

NEW YORK

CITY
623

—
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WILLOUGHBYS
HEADQUARTERS FOR AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS' SPECIALTIES

no WEST S^*^" STREET,

N.Y.

SIGNTAG

FOR CINE KODAKS MODEL B
It

is

now

possible to take movies

The

with a Cine B
one having to stay out of the picture
The Northto operate the camera.
east Remote Control attaches very
easily to the Kodak, the wire being

Kodak without some-

the
the

group.

camera

ters,

Starting and stopping the
controlled by a plunger at

is

to

make

is

a dis-

can be supplied with
black boards and white letters for
with
use
reversible film or with
white boards and black letters for
direct titles on negative film. Special designs or special types of letters can be supplied on request.

movies right in your
dark, wintry days or

No. 5 Fotolite Reflector
ith

possible

in

Outfits

night.

Complete

now

lines,

stand out in relief, which
tinct feature of this outfit.

Price $4.50

home even on
at

is

any way desired
curves or at any
angle. The pins fitted to the back
of each letter hold it firmly in
place titles can be set up in a
few moments. Letters and designs

ary

take perfect

it

titles

straight

the handle end.

For your indoor pictures, auxiliThe
lights are a necessity.
Fotolite. with its special reflecting
surface, produces a steady, powerful light and will enable you to

title-maker for

amateur movie maker. With
Signtac Title Board and let-

your

of sufficient length to place the camera at a distance to take in a large

FOTOLITE

way

better

Outfit comes complete. 29 designs and 271 letters and numerals.

stand and 500

bulb

Price $7.50 Complete

$16.00

— lOc each,
Extra objects or designs — 5c each,
small size
Letters %" or %" — 35c per dozen

KERATOL HUMIDOR CASE
No. 10 Fotolite Reflector
Complete with stand and 1000
bulb

$28.50

Extra objects or designs

An exceptionally durable. well
constructed humidor case for storing of 400 foot reels and cans. The
Keratol covering makes the cases
very neat in appearance.
For

8
16

large size

reels— $7.50
reels— 9.00

24 reels- 12.50

THE LEITZ
DISTANCE METER

The most accurate disti
It is ait absolute
lenses of f:2.5 or f:LS speed, saving its cost many
over in films that otherwise might be out
Extremely simple in operation, it gives
oj focus.
correct distance reading at a glance. Made to last
today!
times

a lifetime.

Complete

in

leather case

$11.60
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Subscription
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published monthly
Rate

Amateur

$3.00

a

Cinema

League,

On
Entered as second-class matter August
Copyright,
Editorial

and

1929,

1927,

3,

Publication

Office:

rates

105

on
K.

C.

New

at

the

IV ho Carry This .Magazine

York, N. Y., by the Amateur Cinema League,

a

year,

Post Office

League,

West 40th

L.

663
^'^
680-82-84

Foreign

$3.50)

postpaid;

;

single

to

members

copies,
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Inc.
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25c.

photographi: dealers everywhere.
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Luma Camera
Daylight and Dark Room Models will give you a
complete laboratory equipment for printing both 35
millimeter and 16 millimeter sizes. The daylight feature
of the Reduction Printer is now well-known in Europe,
the Orient and throughout the United States. The complete equipment of this printer will enable you to

Enlarge from 16 millimeter positives

35 millimeter negatives or vice versa. Make reduction prints
from 35 millimeter negatives to 16 millimeter positives.
Make contact prints from 16 millimeter negatives to 16
millimeter positives. Make contact prints from 35 millimeter negatives to 35 millimeter positives. Make 35
millimeter master prints and duplicate negatives.
to

Curved apertures are provided for these last two
operations; also, suitable openings at proper locations
for Wratten filters. The Giant Automatic Light Control
makes all these operations automatic and very rapid.
are prepared to build to order printers of special
sizes and designs. Write for price lists and quotations.

We
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7512

NO.
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In
Your

K^

Old
Film
Projector

DREMOPHOT

For

EXPOSURE METER

new model 57'G

a

T'HE

FiLMO

"SV-G

Projector

is

projector
the result of

months of work on the part of Bell
engineers.

It is

new

monochrome

pictures,

high standard in projection results.

In addition to the usual

WE especially

many

Howell

a projector ideally suited for the show-

ing of Kodacolor films as well as
setting a

fe?

Filmo 57

specifications, this

projector has a highly refined optical system including

recommend
Dremophot Exposure Meter

the
for

a

new

special projection lens assembly for

Kodacolor

the 45-50 condenser and

determining correct exposure and light

(including Kodacolor

values, those ever essential constituents

an auxiliary condenser for Kodacolor, The special lens

of

good photography. The Dremophot

is

especially designed for use with the

Bell c?

Howell Filmo Cameras and

filter),

contains the ultimate degree of color correction for

it

Kodacolor

gives us great pleasure to be able to
provide this device with each camera
purchase because a Dremophot user

means another satisfied moviemaker.
Get the best that is possible from your
camera use a Dremophot.

—

Price, complete with sole leather

case

$12.50

the Radiant Screen offers beaded screens of the
and roller wall screen type in many varying

liDitable

PORTABLE SCREEN
22" X 30"

?17.50

In varyiny sizes

45" X 60"

ttt

^45.00

WALL SCREEN
22" X 30"

?7.50

rnryiuy snes to
34" X 72"
^40.00
In

'aS'g^jgJs^

CULLEN

SINCE
PHOTO SUPPLIES
New
12 Maiden Lane,

18

8

2

York City

627

-
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1939

FEATURED RELEASES

Days Are Over

Vacation

—Time

to think of Titling

and Editing Your Films

For Home

Projectors

\ .»

Together
York Cit>
n se ven 16 mm. reels. a very fine
religious film of the life of Chris t, Zeptelin
the
greatdescribed
a
s
in
in,
Flight. Roma .ce
Spc
e e er made, and nearly 15U
est bullfight
other mteres ins film subjects are offered by
ent rtai nment source.
this ne «• horn
ILM
Akc
wilh C rtstus

Cii.

1

Bell & Ho VELL Com PANY, Chicago 111. Larry
Semon in Til /; nue Doctor and Lupino Lane
4U0 toot
in Ho- vdy D lie, each picture in tw
ff

We

carry complete equipment for this work
Bel! SC

Howell

Title

Writer

Magnetic Title Board

Howell Editor and Splicer
Model "L" Moviola for Editing
Bell 8C

!

Here

W

It Is!

Moderately Priced

Board

Title

— "Sign-

tac" Board and Letters

Cold Rush,
imagines himself
has some remarkable expi
and wild animals. Other comedies: The I'riuc
of Whales, Felix the Cat Ducks His Duty, Who
Which, each in one 400 ft. reel, and Neal Burr
in Dodging Trouble, two 400 ft. reels, complet
the special offerings for October.
Burton Holmes Lectures, Inc. Featured th
limonth from this ever interesting travel fil:
aikik.
brarv IS Suriiue—The Famous Sport of
in which the charm of Hawaii is caught by means
night.
of telephoto photography at
''
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.
ot
ginning with glimpses of the strange i
Plateau, The Epic of Everest
the Thibetan
in 400 ft., takes one up Mount Everest with thi
of
thi;
the
top
nearest
expedition that came
Awe-inspiring scenery a
world's highest peak.
a sheer wall of ice, 1,000 feet high, and com
posite diagrams, which make the progress clear
invest this Cinegraph with interest and value fo'
the home and school projectionist. Madeira, ai

reel,

Griswold 16mni. Splicer

A

ghtlul
burlesques. Square Deal Satidenmi, in five 400 ft.
reels, is a William S. Hart feature packed with
thrills and authentic western atmosphere. A Lyman
Howe offering. The Story Teller, in one 400
foot reel, presents in a unique and interesting
old fishe
of
the
Felix the Ca
is boy compan
related

—^7.50

interesting tour of this beautiful island, and Thi
Thrilling Rescue, a hairbreadth Doodlebug com
ft., are also offered.

edy, each in 100

Inc

Hoj;

Ne

list
of home filr
offered by this library, the coming
prove very interesting. Among the
for rental or sale
tures offered
Xights, an excellent college Co

irk

Stop Guessing Distances

!

The Sky Rider

Heyde's new model Distance Meter is a
necessity for all cameras having adjustable

feet to infinity.

Eliminates out-of-focus pictures, quickly
pays for itself by saving film, and increases
your photographic pleasures.

Price $7.50

Send Money Order and

try this instrument
our expense. If not satisfactory money
will be cheerfully refunded.

De

at

carry a complete line of

—Victor—De
A

Vry

16mm.

proiectors: Rell

— Duograph.

Liberal

&

Howell

—Koda-

Allowance on Your Old Proiector

HERBERT &
HUES6EN
<0^
42nd
street

NEW YORK
623

Ne

\'ork City. West Point is always interesting but
Bessie Love and William Boyd make it particularly so in Dress Parade, a seven reel feature especially suited for home projection h'
A comedy. House
cause of its wholesome plot.
of .Mystery. 400 ft., is funny as only Farina and
his cohorts can make one. Three .Aesop's Fables.
Outspeeding Speed. 100 ft.. City Slickers. 200 ft..
Coast to Coast, 200 ft., and two novelties. Old

Iron Hides, 200
are also offered.

18 East

the

in

Champ;

In The
ibraries. New York City.
I First National picture, the strange
monstrositie: of prehistoric animal life are proId,
thus providing
jected into the mod'
st
thrilling
a
th the world of today, w hen
stages contraslt
captured and taken
one of th
avoc, until its escapt
London wl
Tha
the Ki-

"Special Free 5 Day Trial Offer"

We

;dy
Lth

Lost World,

(Including leather carrying case)

scope

n should
reel fea-

and The .-idorone of the greatest of d
The Phantom Exalile Cheat, with Lila
The Checkered Flag.
press, with Ethel Shanr
and Brooding Eyes.
with Elaine I
features offered for
with Lionel Barrymo
six Felix Cartoons.
ight, togethi
ging from 100 to 400 ft. in length, and four
100 ft. films of Hindu life and sacrifice.
Home-Talkie Machine Corp., New York City.
In addition to synch
song hits by such st
Patricola, Erno Rapee, Eddie Dowling and a
host of others equally prominent, the HomeTalkie Machine Corp. announces as now in production a colorful revue of song, dance and
comedy, featu: ing a score of talented children,
Popular opera arias are also being recorded.

focusing mounts. This pocket meter, the
accuracy of which is guaranteed, is scaled

from 4

City.

;sibilities

Judging by the

and Breath Takers, 100 ft.,
Further recent releases inclu'''"

ft.,

Tarpon Fishing, 100 ft.. The Magnetic Bat. 200
Hair-Raising .Moft.,
ft.,7"//c Flying Age, 200
ments. 100 ft., and Walking Back, in five reels.
Pathe Exchange, Educational Department,
New York City. Pathe Exchange, in addition to
the Pathegrams, entertainment films, also offers
and home projection its extensive
for school
library of educationals. Leading educators helped
in
the preparation of these subjects, including
nature study and human and physical geography.
Kspeciallv interesting and stimulating should be a
series entitled Children of .411 Lands, made bv
Mrs. Madeline Brandeis. These films are all 16mm.
Ernest M. Reynolds, Cleveland. Ohio. Featuring the cross-rountry air derby for
the .Vational
eluding closeups of the
.Air Races, 100 ft., 16 mm.,
arddition to the records of

—
ItlO'VMK I»a.«I^ERS

ITACOLOR
Truly, Vitacolor creates an entirely

new world for the amateur new possibilities, new standards, new ambitions,
new triumphs. Yet there is nothing new
in the

instead

procedure for making Vitacolor
of ordinary black and white!

All your experience,
edge,

all

your

ability

all

for

your knowlmaking good

movies are utilized to the

last

detail.

And

best of all, any scene, any lighting,
any time of day and any weather which
you know will give you black and white

movies will give you Vitacolor.

A

simple revolving Vitacolor filter is
geared to your camera and projector,
operating automatically. But the equipment your present camera, your present lenses, your present projector remain
otherwise unchanged. Full-sized projec-

—

and duphcate prints, of course, for
are no limitations to Vitacolor.
The world we live in is the new world
of Vitacolor a myriad of colors, vivid
and scintillating or delicate and subdued.
Every season of the year, every scene
that tempts the movie maker has the

tion

there

—

siren

of

call

Vitacolor

—

full

original

color with a natural third dimensional
depth-.

At your
ing,

new
tives

dealer, waiting for

your ask-

the creator of this new world of
values, new horizons, new perspec-

is

—Vitacolor.
MAX

B.

DU PONT

CORPORATION
Main

Office

207-09 N. Occidental Boulevard

Los Angeles.
Eastern Branch
11

West 42nd Street
New York City

Calif.

Southern Branch
610-12

New

Baronne Street
Orleans, La.

629

—
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Moving Picture

Cameras aW
Projectors

DeVry

16

mm.

Home Movie

Camera —

J39.50. Results
will surprise

you.

DeVrv

Mo\

ie

16

mm. Home

Projector

—

—have you ever seen

$37.50 up.

a eaiiiera like this?
— here's pocket camera which takes forty pictures at a loading
cost a
over four cents.
— ordinary and and jars won't hurt — practically indestructible.
yours with the DeVry
picture you prefer,
— and whatever
Pocket Camera.
—when you want to take a picture — no fuss — no bother — no maneuvering — just point the DeA ry and photograph
— double exposure impossible. And
impossible to duplicate what
size

a

Httle

falls

DeVry

,S5

mm.

Movie Projector

—

S1<).S.0()

jolts

it

size

up.

it's

it's

is

"See

the
.

DeVry

offers

you

for $22.50.

— you can also project vour pictures on the wall at home with a DeVry
Projector.

ask your
DeVry

Still

jector §15.00

Pro-

— for

use with pocket

camera film to
show picture in
home.

630

dt»ntfi'

QKS-DeVRY CORPORATION
Established I9U0

Dept. E-10, 333 N. Michigan Avenue
San Francisco
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
New York

IMiO%'aC: J»ay%l«.K:BCM

EVERY NIGHT A HOLIDAY!
THE PERFECT BIRTHDAY GIFT

ONLY *49

NOW

IN PRODUCTION
"HOME -TALKIE REVUE"
A COLORFUL KALEIDOSCOPE OF SONG, DANCE AND
COMICS, FEATURING A SCORE OF TALENTED KIDDIES!

COMING: OPERATIC STARS
IN POPULAR ARIAS!
AVAILABLE NOW: SIXTEEN HOME-TALKIE PRODUCTIONS, WITH AMERICA'S FOREMOST ENTERTAINERSSUCH AS EDDIE DOWLING, MISS PATRICOLA, PHIL
BAKER, ERNO RAPEE and OTHERS. ATTACHES TO
16 MM. PROJECTORS— PLAYS THRU ANY RADIO SET.

AT LEADING DE ALER S -WRITE FOR LITERATURE

HomeTalkie Machine Corr 'i^rsfc

St.

City
631

—

—

—
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
COMPLETE PRINTING OUTFITS

Be Certain

of

Your

EXPOSLRES

Write

Kelsey Co., D-50, Meriden, Conn.

for catalog.
3 5

for movie

presses, type, ink, paper, supplies.

titles;

MM. CAMERA,

regular

trick

.-.nd

crank,
canvas

200-foot magazines,
heavy tripod with panoram
head; Cinophot with case; 100-foot roll of
5
unexposed 3 mm. positive; 3Srnm. Optica projector with
carrying case; two reels animated cartoons. All for $13S. ALEX WEIR,
3 2
Colby St., Albany, N. Y.
focusing,

reflex

case

for camera;

DUOGRAPH PROJECTORS—Motor-Driven
Model

—complete

reel

$50.00.

with case and one 400 ft.
Kodascope
"B" K
with case, extra 200-watt
lamp, splicing outfit and one 400 ft. reel
S2 10.00. This outfit has been used for counter
demonstrations only. Exceptionally fine Art100 ft.
Titled Picture of Hoover's Inaugural
$5.00. Slightly used Filmo Model 7 5
reel
m good condition $85.00. Stumpp & Walter
Company, 30-32 Barclay St., New York.

—

Eastman

complete

Series,

—

—

—

—

The

Drem

Cinophot

ACCURATE

2610 West 23rd

RELIABLE

UNIFORM

all

cine;

private

commer-

sizes;

furnished; examine

FOR SALE—Professional Debrie camera, si\
magazines, precision ball-bearing tripod, two
carrying cases, new condition, $425.00. Holmes
Standard Projector, new condition, $225.00.
Darling Motor-Driven 3 5 mm. Step Printer.
35mm. Automatic Camera,

2.7 lens, new, $150.00.
/;
Filmo 70 New, $125. Will accept new Eyemo
on any of above. D. D. Monaco, 2434 Leavenworth St., San Francisco, Calif.

BASS

unusual values in rebuilt and
cameras.
Victor 16mm, cine
camera, three speed, including slow motio
combination, carrying case, fitted with l" /;
3.5 lens; price, $85.00.
Victor 16mm. cine
turret front with l" /; 3,5, i" f: 3.5 and
telephoto lenses, carrying case;
4
4.5
/;
price, $174.50.
Bell & Howell Filmo Model
70 with Cooke /: 3.5 lens, carrying case;
offers

cine

trade-in

The Cinophot matches
the exposure speed and

markings of the
Cine-Kodak

TWO KODASCOPES MODEL C— $40.00

$97.50.

indicates

Hghting for Kodacolor
exposures

Bell

& Howell

Filmo

Model

70, equal to new condition, Cooke /: 1.8 lens,
carrying case; price, $110.50. All the above
fully guaranteed subject to fen days' money
back trial. Still cameras taken in as partial
payment. BASS CAMERA COMPANY, Motion Picture Headquarters of America, 179
West Madison Street, Chic3;o, Illmuis,

DE VRY 16mm.

projector; stop feature;

fit-

ted with 3" extra light lens and 2" standard
lens,

new
ft.

Cine-Kodak

$70.00.
case

film

and
are

Cine-Kodak

Model

A

(brand

four rolls of une.cposed
included), $98.00.
Motor

Model

A

(run

by

100
for

battery).

$2 5.00 gets it.
Talkie unit, used a few times
(300 ft. of talking films included), worth
$74.00
$45.00 gets it.
All of the above are

—

brand new.
M. De Martino,
Schenectady, N. Y.

BARGAINS in
mcnt— A few
For sale

at all

STORES
Eastman Kodak
Two

Stores in

Stores, Inc.
New York

The Kodak Corner, Madison
235 West 23rd

632

St.,

at 45th

near 7th Xve.

Paige

St.,

used and demonstrating cquipModel 70 Filmo Cameras, in

condition,

1

are slightly

70

— $100.00;

FOR SALE— 2
400

cheap;

Eyemo;

for

Universal Cameras, 200 and
Wilart, 200 ft. model and
1

models;

ft.

tripod,

inch Wollensak 4.5

six

1

lens

DeVry Standard

Type C90

1

Eastman Kodascopes; 1 Eastman
Cine-Kodak, new; Filmo Projectors; 2 Graflex
Projector;

2

Cameras; tripods, screens,

films,

etc.;

makeup

DeVry; Pathex films
complete motor-driven
Send stamp for list of
cameras, guns, etc.
We buv, sell or trade.
F. W. Buchanan, lohnstown. Pa.
inch

six

1

lens,

and accessories.
1
Pathex outfit, cheap.

BRAND

ew motor-di
Pathex Projector
with ext
sail
for -u.^
a,,
.^jj than half original
Photocraft Co., Lcbano
N. H.

DUOGRAPH
ft.

—

400

Projector,

Motor-Driven

400

Projectors,

Duograph Hand-Driven Projec-

$3 5.00;

tors,

— $22.50; DeVry Model G
200 watt — $60.00; Kodascope Model
ft.

B Projector, black finish $150.00; Used Bell
& Howell Character Title Writer— $20.00:
$140.00;
Victor New Model $200 Projector
Cine Kodak Model A /; 1,9 lens and Kodak
$75.00; Filmo Camera Model 70 and
Tripod
case
$90.00; Filmo Projector Model S7A
$110.00; used matched Schneider Lens set for

—

—

—

16mm. camera, complete,
cial

— $115.00. We have

$175,

greatly

at

spe-

reduced

All used items sold with Willoughbys

prices.

usual

regular

specials in all types of

16mm, cameras

for

lenses

10-day

W. 32nd

trial

Willoughbys, 110

privilege.

N. Y.

St.,

PERSONAL OPPPOR TUNITIES
EXPERIENCED

WANTED—

SALESMEN

Openings, full or part time, on the Hayden
Quality Line of Moving Picture Accessories.
Good selling items backed by international
advertising.
Give past and present connections. Hayden Sales Co., 1 1 W. 42nd St., N. Y.

CAMERAMAN

assignments

undertake

will

3Smm. stock
Newton Bernard, Apartado 722,

for travel or industrial film on
in Venezuela.

Caracas, Venezuela, South America.

SALESMAN
16mm.

(traveling)

Must

accessories.

for

motion

picture

conversant

fully

be

Write giving

field.

with

particulars to

full

Box 101, Movie Makers Magazine.

WANTED REPRESENTATIVES for each
city to sell the RWK ALL-MOVIE-CABINETS. Must be owner of 16mm. equipment.
Write for our proposition. NATIONAL ALLMOVIE-SALES CO., 33 3 No. Michigan Ave.

Room

605, Chicago.

FILMS FOR SALE

complete

with lens and
cases, $100.00 each; Model B Kodascope Projector with case, demonstrated only a few
times, $175.00; several Model A Kodascope
Projectors, 200 watt, perfect condition, $90.00
each; Model A Kodascope, small lamphouse,
$75.00; several Model C Kodascope Projectors,
$3 5.00 each; DeVry Continuous 16mm. Projector,
demonstrated
few times,
$13 5.00;
Capitol Continuous 16mm. P'-ojector, demonstrator, $175.00; Model B Cine Kodaks, /; 3.5
1-ns,
$50,00 each; Model B Cine Kodaks,
/; 6.5 lens, $35.00 each; Model B Cine Kodak,
perfect

EASTMAN KODAK

533

—

Cine Kodak B, /. 1.9
$105.00. These
shop-worn; one second-hand Filmo
good condition. Eugene, Inc.,
Opticians, 600 Madison Avenue, Bet, 57th
and 58th Streets, New York.
each;

i

price,

condition,

price.

III.

—

Anywhere

The Cinophot

list

Place, Chicago,

$150.00. DeVry
with Carl Zeiss

Any Light
Any Time

lens

condition;

fine

portrait, Graflex;

before purchasing; no deposit required. Might
consider a trade for either 16mm. or 3 5 mm.
camera in perfect condition. Harry Luczak.

exposures

In

LENSES FOR SALE— Still and
collection;
cial,

lens,

DE VRY Cine-Tone talkie outfit with case;
complete in every way; used a few times;
worth S250.00; will sell for $190.00. Brand
new deluxe model projector. M. De Martino,
533 Paige St., Schenectady, N. Y.

kits;

makes your Cine-Kodak

new

$100.00; few
/;
Filmo Projectors, 200 watt with cases, $75.00
each and up; Cooke /: 1.8 lens for Filmo 70,
old style, $30.00 each; Dallmeyer /: 1.9 lens
for Filmo 70, old style, $2 5.00.
All of the
above equipment guaranteed to be in excellent working condition.
Williams, Brown &
Earle, Inc., 918 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
1.9

PANCHROMATIC

and regular film stock for
DeVry and Eyemo 3 5 mm. Cameras Daylight
sent
$3.50 per roll
100-foot rolls
Loading
C. O. D. any place. Quantity quotations on
request. Educational Project-O Film Co., 129

—

West 2nd

SAVE
400

10

ft.,

Novelties.

9mm.

—

—

St.,

to

—

Los Angeles, Calif.

50%

16mm.

films also.)

on
list

100 ft., 200 ft.,
Comedies, Cartoons.
stamp. (3 5 and

late

Scenics,

Complete

for

EASTIN FEATURE FILMS,

Dept. D, Galesburg,

Illinois.

lHO'«^aE IMj«.l4.EaC»

°

&^

insist on
^Original
^rret Camera
r

J~ HE 16 mm. Turret Camera was created
hy Victor and presented to the public as the Model 3-T
Victor Cine Camera.

unmatched

The

original Victor design remains

no compli-

in its simple efficiency, requiring

cated calculations nor confusing adjustments to determine

and desired speed of the

the right lens, correct exposure

camera.

There are three desirable speeds of exposure:

HALF

speed for exposures in poor light and for comedy quick
action;

NORMAL,
SUPER

posures;

range of speeds
at a slight

for

per cent of

9°^

all

average ex-

speed for true slow motion.
at the

is

command

This

full

of the Victor user

turn of the operating button.

Variable speeds are practical only

when

steadiness of

the film can be accurately controlled at every speed.
secret of the Victor

Camera's peculiar

plish this delicate feat lies in

ability to

The

accom-

an exclusive film tension

control which automatically provides the correct tension
for each separate speed of exposure.

The Victor Turret Camera, with

its

wide range of
'

speeds and instant accessibility of
sents the ultimate in

16

mm.

5

I

different lenses, repre-

cine equipment.

No

of making time-consuming calculations and

ments!

If

it

is

Victor will "Film

Your

adjust-

at all possible to get a picture, the
It

for the

dealer will be glad to

3-T

Future" to best advantage.

show you.

Cine Cameras have
a speed range of 8 to

64 exposures per second
-a speed for every need.

lost

shots because of inadequate lens facilities or the necessity

^^

Normal A

c

t i

o n.

Comedy

Quick Action and Slow Motion may all be made on the same
Victor Cameras
he hand cranked.

film.

may

also

Victor Animatograph Company
VICTOR BUILDING, DAVENPORT, IOWA, U. S.
Branch Sales Office: 242 W. 55th St., New York, N.

A.

'V'.

Don't

fail to

see the

new Model 3-B

MASTER

Victor
Projector, the last
Projection Equipment.

word

in 16

mtn.

633
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Avaitabte in Every
Desired Screen Type
THE NEW

HANGING SCREENS
FOR WALL OR TRIPOD

TRIPOD SCREEN

(TYPE H)

PORTABLE
FOLDING SCREENS
(TYPE

Cl

(Type

m

The

I>e

Luxe

in

iiortalile

H

B

with Tripod and Carrying Case)

Representing the least bulk of any
portable
screen.
A neat dustproof
live
(only
cylindrical
metal
case
pounds complete), with fittings for
Acboth wall and tripod hanging.

screens

Designed to match your tinest camera
and projector eguiiiment.
Compact,
swift-set, special materials, patented
features.
In brown or black, light
iight, fibre

i"x30"..(

1-C.

cupping

oth.
nkle:

edges.

7%

bulge!

22"x30"
30"x40"
39"x52"
4S"x64"

lbs.).. $17.50
J"x40"..(10";4 lbs.).. 25.00
]"sri2"..(l:H4 lbs.!.. 35.00

J

7.00
9.00
17.50
27.50

PORTABLE FOLDING

METAL SCREENS
(TYPE

FRAMED SCREENS

B)

(TYPE

.

This special tripod has wide spread le^
supports, telescopes to 7 feet high, nickeled
A unique support holds the Type
screen tube in rigid, dead-centered position.
.Adjustable fitting on base bar keeps the
screen surface always taut, smooth and fiat.

pact, black cr.vstalline metal case.
Truvislon swift-set feature and s
surface at an unusually low cost.

/V/Vfv

oi

2-T
•I-T

REAR PROJECTION
SCREENS
Gives

great

lardwood

brilliance

Furnished
frames,

Type

H

daylight
i

foldir

Screen,

inelntiiu^

!"x30"
30"x40".
39"x52",
48"x64".
=4"x72".

Hi

SEE

^

g

"^

.stanUiirii Truvision
ijfimanent
hardwood
frame with folding standards andean
vas rover.
Built for rugged wear and
permanence of top grade selected ma-

Ut'inf^fNtiiiin
a

I-Ir'

SLi'teii

tripiifi:

$1.V00

1-F

1.S.0O

2,3.50

22"x30"
30"x40"
39"

$l2.r.O
>.

IXl

33.50
43,50

with separate compartments for
folded tripod and fittings.
Excel-

lent neat appearance, light-weiiSlit. sturd\

(TYPE RP)
lojectlon.

4-T
5-T
Carrying case

screen

y-^

_

H

finish.

Fl

Mi

fihre,

$6.(111.

HH

THEM AT YOUR DEALER

SPECIAL SIZES IN

ALL TYPE MOUNTINGS
For HoniP. School. Church. Club.
Theatre or Studio. Any size, hanging;,
IVIade to speflamed, or on rollers.
$1.25 per square foot.
cifications.

Write for Descriptive Booklet to:
841 Tiffany St., Bronx, N. Y, C.

TRUVISION PROJECTION
SCREEN CORPORATION

ItaO'»'IE I»l/m.K.ER.S

EDITORIAL
a manufacturer bought a new
machine for his factory to turn
out a new product and then,
finding that this new product re'

F

that movie

making is both a recreand an art. The recreation
conies in the excitement of hunting good subjects and scenes and
ation

I

quired

money

the market, decHned to

investment

further

a

machine to

in another type of

make

finish

it

the competent handling of a
is not too complex and yet not
too simple. It may be compared to driving a motor
car into new country. The art comes in planning,
in advance, the continuity of a definite amount of
footage, in planning each shot for composition,
lighting and focus and in arranging the rough
material, thus secured, into a finished product for
screening.

of

in

mechanism that

for

the additional invest-

ment and kept filHng his shelves with the manufactured but uncompleted articles, it is pretty likely
that his banker would be on his neck before very
long.

C

housewife bought a fine, new phonograph, a
and a package of needles and refused
to change the needle in the machine because she
thought the old one was good enough, it is probable
that her family and friends would very soon find
excellent excuses whenever she proposed that they
listen to some of her records.
The average movie maker will unhesitatingly say
that this manufacturer and this housewife are unintelligent; yet a large enough number of movie makers
to give dangerous validity to the term "average" are
doing the precise equivalent of these foolish acts.
In golfing language, they are neglecting their "follow
through" and, because of that neglect, they are playing as poor a game of amateur movies as they would
of golf if they let "follow through" go hang.
This "follow through" of amateur movies is,
of course, editing and titling
preparing films for
proper proiection. There is no denying that it is
If a

set of records

d. The camera owner who neglects the factor of art
and who is satisfied with the factor of recreation is
in the same class with the manufacturer who loads
his shelves with half-finished products and the housewife who renders her records worthless and tortures
the ears of her family and friends with scratchy reproduction on her phonograph.

C

C

C

Of course, the ideal amateur will plan before filming and edit as well. This requires a generous amount
of leisure. Most of us will find that our actual filming is often done hastily, because of the pressure of
other circumstances. Frequently we can only achieve
the planning before each shot and we must depend
on editing to pull our footage into some continuity

and order. At the time our scenes are recorded we
have the firm intention to edit and title. When we
get back to town for the winter, dinners, theatres
and bridge have a way of crowding into our editing
time and we wind up with our films having jelled
into an amorphous shape that satisfies neither ourselves nor our friends.

—

compared

a chore,

to the ease of taking movies,

and

is also no denying that it is a chore which
cannot be turned over, in toto, to anyone except
the person who made the pictures. There must be
a decision as to the order in which scenes will
appear and as to the titles, if any, that will be inserted.
The actual labor will be gladly done by

there

This October resolution
eration of every amateur:

any number of excellent laboratories.
CL This chore, by a happy paradox, can become a
pleasure and delight if every amateur will realise

Amen.

THE

the international

is

ing

organization of movie amateurs founded, in 1926, to

serve

amateurs

and as

fiftv

a

countries of the world.

It

a

ROY

D.

CHAPIN

C.

Chairman. Hoard of Directors,
Hudson .Motor Car Company

.Addkhss iNoriRiES TO

W.
30 E. 42nd

AM.-^TEUR

League
a

photoplay consulting service;

publication and

is

owned by

it

it

con-

Makers
The

the League.

directors listed below are a sufficient warrant of the high

type of our association.

Amateur Ginem.4 League,
ANTHONY

offers

club consulting and organizing service;

is its official

ofTers a technical consult-

EARLE C.
Director of the National
Association of Broadcasters

it

ducts a film exchange for amateur clubs. Mo\iE

of the

tive the amateurs' contribution to
art

service;

offers

world and to render effeccinematography as an
human recreation. The League spreads ov-er

tfie

offered for the consid-

d^ / solemnly proniisp myself to do one night of
editing each iveek from now until Christmas.

A Word About the Amateur Cinema
Amateur Cinema League

is

<[_

E.

is

invited.

Directors

HANMER

LEE F.
director of Recreation
Russell Sage Foundatio)

COTTER

St.,

R.

Inc.,

Your membership

New York

City

DOOLEY

Personnel Manager.
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y.

CINEMA LEAGUE,

Inc.,

105

West

40tii

Street,

New

York.

New York
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FILMING FOOTBALL
A

Sensible

fddtball season.

is

ball fihning

—

it

all

is

more exciting

a

is

in

not particularly difficult

knowing how.

game does

nately, the

Unfortu-

not wait for the

that

when someone men-

subject of football

A

tions telephoto lenses.

great deal of

misinformation exists about these long

movie maker

He must be alert to
movie maker.
what is going on and shoot whatever
and whenever he can. Once the final

range lenses and
regrets spending

gun sounds, the game

three-inch one would have given better
Many excellent football films
results.

is

history

— there

can be no retakes. This fact greatly
adds to the fascination and sport of
filming a game and the movie maker
who does not take his camera along is
missing a great deal of fun.
While it is seldom that you have

much

choice in the selection of seats,

the most desirable ones from the standpoint of picture taking are those close
to the center of the field

and about half

Seats at the end of the field
behind the goal posts are not to be
recommended unless they are very high

way

up.

End

are theoretically ideal
for shooting a touchdown but in actual
practice it may happen that the only
up.

scoring
the

is

field.

side, as

seats

done at the opposite end of
Try to get your seats on the

near to the center of the

field

During the shooting of the game, the
As
light must be carefully watched.
the

game progresses

the light at

tlii-

In
season of the year slowly wanes.
the excitement this fact is sometimes

forgotten

many

and the same lens

setting

used all afternoon. The result is that,
very often, the pictures taken in the
second half of the game are dark and
underexposed. If your seats are on the
sunny side of the field be sure to shade
is

a

money

considerable

for a six-inch telephoto

when

a

seldom possible or pracThe
tical at the usual football game.
field of a larger lens is quite small and
one or two players will fill it completely.
These long range lenses are excelresults.

This

is

lent for taking closeups of the players

from the bleachers but the most desirable

pictures

entire

team

mation at
photo lens

are
in

those that

With a large

least.
it

is

show the

action, or the line for-

very

difficult

move

tele-

to fallow

making it necessary to keep the camera in
constant motion in order to keep them
How this would
in the field of view.
look on the screen

we

rapidly,

shall

leave

to

your imagination. On the other hand,
a small telephoto, like the two-inch
lens, will bring you near enough to the
players and, yet. enable you to include

With a
of the line formations.
fittle care such a lens can be successNaturalfully used without a tripod.

mo.st

the camera must be held more firmand moved less than when the cu

the lens, otherwise, especially late in

ly,

the afternoon, you are likely to find the

ly

sun shining directly into the camera.
This will cause white flare marks and
l)erhaps even fog the film entirely.
Hardly do we begin to discuss the

tomary one-inch lens

<•

is used but, with
reasonable care, quite passable results
can be obtained. If a three-inch lens
i^ used endeavor to rest the camera on

just the thing for this sort

is

of

However, unless you are seated
some distance from the players, try
to
get
along without any special
lenses and your results will be more
work.

satisfactory.

The first thing to do
some atmosphere

two or

have been made from the bleachers
without any special equipment whatsoever! If you own a six-inch lens leave
it
home. It has many good uses but
If
they are not at a football game.
you use a lens larger than three inches
a tripod is absolutely essential for good

the players as they

as possible.

Subject

some firm support. There is a combination cane and tripod on the market

By H. Synl Dusenbery

Nothing
movie
than a hard fought game. P'oot-

FALL
makes

A SedsoNtihle

Summary Of

get

at a

game

is

into

your

film.

to

Shoot the crowds with their flags and

Take some

banners.

pictures of

the

bands as they enter the field. Film the
entrance of the teams with the cheering crowds in the background.
a

few

middle of the

ing, in the
officials,

the

select

to

closeup

kick-off!

want

with the

A

tele-

scene

this

is
desired.
Then
Of course, you will
Then, it would be a good

real

comes the

a

field

goals.

may be used on

photo lens
if

Take

of the rival captains meet-

feet

that.

idea to pause for a few minutes until

game

gets under way.
It is not
necessary nor desirable to shoot every
play.
Watch
for (he spectacular
the

"

ones.

In

stantly
field to

football

course of the

mage
at

the teams are

con-

moving from one end of the
the other. Sometime during the

will

game

the line of scrim-

be directly opposite the point

which you are

silting.

Watch

for

opportunity

and then

shoot

the

this

A

play.

j)ass or

kick usually shows up

better on the screen than a line play.
It is

not very difficult to follow the ball

on a forward pass showing both the
passer and the receiver but,

made, be

when

a kick

good shot
and forget the ball. Keej)
your wits about you and don't get ex-

is

satisfied to get a

of the kicker

Be ready at all times in case
some unexpected spectacular play decited.

velops. Intersperse your action ni'-tures

with a few side-line shots.
score

Shoot the
board as it is changed after a
(Continued on page 671
I
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PROPS
Thiit Story Fi/mers

AJ1

OF

perhaps the
most valuable aid to a director
otherwise.
is the Master of Properties,
Props. With hard work you can make
the movie

man

gods

the

of

passable leading

prop

real

a

but

man

is

a

gift

—

tial,

a piano with violin on top."
is

some

player.

The

off

by

revolver and the coat,

mentioned above, are both hand props
but furniture and general dressings are

of

violins.

The

plot

to

set

is

he

enough

fat

is

to

he's as neces-

sary to a small troupe as
to a big one.
A property, as you prob-

ably know, is anything used
on the stage that is neither scenery, nor costume.

way

describe

lack

make
room

to

the

out the
the

or

what type), cigarMay's case and

volver,
ettes

in

bloody

stage carpenter knows

The

Lots

rooms

"Fashionable drawing
room. Essential: violin on
piano, book on table, two
cigars in humidor on side
table, matches, tray with
afternoon tea, six cups.
Hand props: sure fire gun
(specify
just
for
Jack
what sort of gun, whether
rifle,
shotgun or, if re-

worth his weight

And

in gold.

lacking.

drawing

best

of

like this:

qualify for a sideshow exhibit, he's

is

If

fault

and then follow with the essentials
and add the hand props.
.should run something
It

out one, but pick him carefully and cherish him. Unless

no

is

it

violin

fashionable

with-

rompany should be

done,

not

Props that the
brought on the stage or carried

No amateur

tried director.

AjkI Them

this

sorely

a

to

Sargent

lot,

a

into

raw material

W.

By Epes

unsung and unseen heroes

all

of

Need Know Ahoiit Him

George."

exactly what he is
The
required to supply.
pretty

a gun

handkerchief for
"sure fire" is

A

that

shoot.

will

It

must be loaded with black,
and not smokeless, powder.
If there is more than one

costume department makes
Props gets anyclothes.
thing from an ant to an
elephant, from a pin to a
pineapple, and lie has In
make it snappy. He musi
be a jack of all trades and
master of each, or else
know how to get someone
else to do it for him.
The wranglings of five
iiundred years have re-

scene

in

the

set,

it

is

a

good plan to specify in
what scene the hand props
This can

are to be used.

be

done

scene
theses.

by

putting

the

number in parenThen Props makes

certain

that

supplied

the

just

article

before

is

that

some things are

sulted in a practical ruling

scene.

on

used in one scene and not
in another on the same set,

props,

are

there

for

when props and costumes are more or less de-

times

Here's the

batable.
rule.

If

/'V

specify this.

U,ir,„r !lrotlu-ri

When

AN ESSENTIAL PROP
nda Would Look Even More Startled
Fnrjiotten Her Ouija Board

Lo

something

is

it

Vholosr.ifl,

stage

If

Props Had

necessary to the action,
other than straight dressing,

hero

is

a prop.

he has

If

a prop.

is

If

to shoot

it,

then

it

a coat lies on a chair,

donned by one
of the characters, it becomes costume
but, if two or more wear the coat, it
again becomes a prop.
In the same way, the stage carpenter
builds a room or an exterior set, but
Props dresses it. He supplies and
hangs the curtains, he gets the clock
and vases for the mantel, he brings
on the tables and chairs, rustles the
bookcase and then digs up the books.
is

it

He

a prop.

If

is

it

generally has

a

staff

technically

known

work under

his direction.

as

of

helpers,

clearers,

who

Properties are divided into set and

hand props.
638

The

latter

full

he gets the first.
Props begins

plot.

assemble the things reamateur
companies work in the open or use
actual homes, he is not required to
procure much furniture or dressing
but he may be required to have a
rustic bench or an invalid chair for
an exterior and it is up to him to
make arrangements accordingly. He
borrows a bench from someone and
rustles the invalid chair from the hospital, the railroad station or wherever
he can locate one. For amateur proquired.

a revolver in a holster as part of his

costume.

or
to

For example, if your
a military man, he may wear

is

it

If

are

articles

Props to see,
before each scene, that the hand props
are given the proper player, that the
hero has his trusty gun and the villain
set

props.

his

cigarette.

It

up

is

On

to

the

stage

there

is

also the classification, perishable props.

The

cigarette

is

a perishable prop, as

would be food

to be eaten, articles to
be broken or anything which must be
replaced for each performance.
It is important that the director supply Props with a property plot as far

advance as possible. As soon as
possible after that, he should provide
property
a
plot by scenes and sets.
in

It is

permissible to generalize the stage

dressing,

room"

as.

"fashionable

drawing

or "cottage interior," but,

if

that

drawing room must have a violin on
the piano, it must be written in, as,
Essen'fashionable drawing room.

duction

it

is

When

better practise to

make

as-

semblage only of the material needed
for immediate work, but he should have
He must
everything marked down.
know, in advance, just where to go for
it.
Then, if the director suddenly
changes his mind and wants the rustic
bench for next Saturday, instead of

making the scenes
valid

chair,

calling for the in-

Props hustles

off

to

tlie

l/%>«LBilKS

'•ao'^'iE

owner of the bench instead

going

of

These

should be itemized to the

lists

Do

slightest detail.

that

someone

use

in

the

will

play.

not trust to chance

have cigarettes for
Probably someone

but don't take a chance.

will,

It's

a sort of divided responsibility but

In the

It is

part of Props's job.

when work-

ing under the lights, to see that nothing halates. Highly polished surfaces,

such as china vases, should be rubbed
with putty to kill reflection but not so

same way,

heavily

needed.

Mirrors should be "killed" and other
faults corrected, generallv with the co-

call for a pin if a pin is
Don't trust to luck; look to
what he's for. Before
setting out for location he

Props.

That's

should check over the

as

leave

to

a

amateur company there problittle building but even
an amateur production requires some
In an

ably will be

the burden rests on Props.

after the chair.

dead surface.

work.

One

Props

to

is

stage

up

i

|uA

and check the

clock

the

Not one person in
thousand may note that
jiarty
starts
two
tlie
at
o'clock and that they go
in to supper at four but
that thousandth person is
time.

1^^^
^^^.

a

the

])recisely

sort

the

advertise

will

tion

Props needs
of

little

to

to

be care-

things.

If

age

a

it

down

m e.

should

not

A

a

can't

room

and appear on the porch

moment

later with the

script

details

to

the script clerk

maki'-; a note against the

Is

Probably The

in

smoked. Props should note,
and from observation,
the condition of the cigar in each
scene and provide one to match. At
the end of a scene he should report
these

Diamond Engagement Ring

Ingenue's Favorite In This Prop Classification

stogie half

from the

glue and
as

gesso.

come through.

He

who

proper scene.

operation of the cameraman.

As soon
it.

as a set

is

constructed, Props

As soon

Atmosphere
Established
rhologr.ipli

Of This Cottage Scene
By Their Authenticity
l,y

Wiirinr

You

out. You can make a subcrowbar out of a piece of rubber
hose, stiffened with a dowel or a cutdown broomstick and provided with

a

wooden

Is

point.

A

sledge

hammer

may be trimmed from

a rubber bath
you do not come so close
the camera that the honeycombing
(Continued on page 669)

sjjonge

SET PROPS
The

like.

brain the

stitute

as it is ready to
be struck, he clears it. In between, he
should see that nothing is disturbed.

dresses

very well

hero with a crowbar; you'll
need him for the final fade

A HAND PROP

A

with a freshly lighted cigar
a scene timed a

to

crowbars and the

character

leave

known

required to make
rubber and cork imitations
of sledge hammers, pistols,

match the lapse

to

i

t

whiting,

may be

candle is supposed to have
been burning through the
night he wants to whittle
of

bit

It would take a volume to
give directions for making
props
and it probably
would not be needed much.
However, in an emergency.
Props will generally man-

the world.

ful

of

varnish

who

fact

is

by bit, and
permitted to dry before
being painted. Much can
also be done with modeling clay and the composiup,

built

party he wants to look at

The object

paste.

flour

If he sets
an evening

for

Much

can be done with papiermache, which is nothing
more than bits of newspaper soaked in a thin

to see that things

are just right.
the

it

polo

a

for

great in the picture.

list

and make certain that he
has everything.
More than this,

picture called

helmet for the hero. That was costume
but they came to Props after failing
to find a helmet anywhere in town.
He made one from the crown of an
old derby hat, a pasteboard brim built
up with papier-mache and a can of
white
paint.
It
looked

to

if

lirollitrs
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WATCH YOUR STOP
The

IniportiUicc

W.

By C.

presenting a note on the subject

IN

For

Exposure

Correct

of

mation

next paragraph will
resume of the reversal

the

in

brief

a

offer

process.

The photographic emulsion

When

crystals.

consists

bromide

containing silver

gelatine

of

developed,

silver

the

show

this

more

will

ilhistratiim-

Figure 1 shows a cross-section of
an exposed but undeveloped emulsion
on which two intensities gave the exposure, a light intensity and a heavy
intensity.

The

bromide crystals

silver

the

the

has

film

At
milky
emul-

an unexposed
transmitted
viewed
by
but,
shows a weak positive image.
it

appearance
sion,
light,

of

portions

of

the

film

which received the intense

light

from

those

In
the

highlights

graphed,

the

of

that

at

the silver

ing.

by

the

1

;

'.

-

.*.

—

-

'^

.

_,

^

-

,
*

^

r;

'^"

_ '.:<.

portion

of

\ '~

the

sensitive

arc

crystals

the emulsion. If, then, these two
areas of the film are exposed to light
that

portion

of

the film that had a high density in the
negative is now of low density because
there were very few grains

\

' ..'••:

-:

\

left

more

little

will

the

densities

shadow

ually

by a straight
on the

intensities

increasing up

to

-

'

,

*_'

>

^

^

two
figure

3,

the

developed

grains

been removed by the bleach, leaving the sensitive crystals previously unaffected by the light.
iiave

«
,-.

K

tones

we had

the

in

'.

'

In figure

A
I

'

(

r.
.

-

v
..
t

showing the appearance
it has been given
exposure and development,

a

correct

we

see that the black area of the film
evenly balanced with the unexposed
After
grains left in the emulsion.
if the unreduced grains are
normal reexposure and a
second normal development, the result
will be a positive of good quality, with
clear highlights and deep shadows.
(Continued on page f)68

bleaching,

given

a

4 shows the appearance of
image after the remaining silver
bromide has been reexposed and de-

Figure

veloped,

the

densities

now being

re-

versed.

Many

people using cine cameras do
not have much knowledge of exposure

640

preceding

.5,

the
-

-

figure,

number

of the negative after

^

\

<

maximum

The

is

series

i

grad-

figures.

In

,

..

the

with

left

of tones in the negative instead of the

\
*

over

line,

therefore, represents an infinite

\'

\.

why

not give satis-

factory positives. We will use the same
type of figures as before but represent

'
-

elaborate

'->•

in the

A

a

represents the highlights.

emulsion for the second light to work
on. That part of the negative which
was originally represented by a very
light density thereon is now an area of
high density. The original densities of
the film are thus reversed.

When

density of the film on the right, which

pro-

left in

and developed again,

v'i-x?^-'-.

as pos-

exposure.

initial

and underexposure

the

,

^

conse-

and,

much

exposures are very far off, it is next
to impossible to correct them in finish-

Diagrams,

from the shadows of
developer

use in finish-

for

than the preceding, will show

In those portions of the film which re-

upon

that

bath

the develoi)ed silver grains.

crystals are left at that particular area.

quently, after bleaching, a great

work with

sible, errors in

is

the subject, only a few grains are acted

the finisher has only those grains

ess,

Figure 2 illustrates the cross-section
after the two intensities have been developed, the black area representin;;

bleached out, only a few silver bromide

ceived the light

tain negative, but, in the reversal proc-

delicate instruments

'.

When

point.

tween thirty different chloride papers
for the proper emulsion to fit a cer-

ing to help correct, as

percentage of the
.silver bromide will be reduced.
Thigives considerable density on the negative

a

between the grains exposed on the film
the initial camera exposure and the
grains that are unaffected. When your
films come back from the finisher too
flat or too "contrasty,"' do not blame
anything but the exposures you gave
the film.
The manufacturers of reversal emulsions have spent many thousands of dollars on research, perfecting

large

a

These
with

in

photo-

subject

followed

were left after the
removed the negative
image. There must be an exact balance

crystals

the

same

the

camera but not with reversal film.
The drug store finisher may choose be-

bleach

sensitive.

light

still

stage

this

bromide

silver

are

may be

procedures

to

are represented by dots.

given a bleach bath which removes
silver
and leaves unmetallic

which

at

still

clearly.

In the reversal process, instead of being placed in a hypo bath, the negative

affected

film

them by the camera salesman.
graphic

simple

of

treatment the negative, after development, would be placed in a hypo bath
to remove the unreduced silver bromide.

the

their

all

stop or follow .some simple rule given

bromide, which has been acted upon
by the incident light, is reduced to
metallic silver. In the usual chemical

is

Reverstil

and shoot

Gibbs

exposure it is necessary that
the reader know the theory of

of

the film reversal process. To those who
are not acquainted with this, the infor-

Film

FIGURE

5
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HOW

To

GOVERN EXPOSURE
To Every Begin ucr\s

4fi A/is-iver

By Carl

J^rdxei

Oswald

L.

—

a clear, cloudless sky
with the sun shining brightly and casting heavy shadows which appear black
follows: bright

—sky

when the eyes are squinted; gray

overcast but no heavy clouds and with
strongly
through
sun
shining
the

enough to produce a faintly visilile
shadow; dull sky overcast and no
shadows being cast but with not enough

—

mist or fog present to
scure distant objects.

seriously

ob-

The above conditions apply to ordinary daylight between about two hours
after sunrise and two hours before sun-

When

set.
is

mist or fog are present

better to avoid shooting

if

it

possible.

Obviously there are conditions which
are between the ones defined but, with
these main points well in mind, the amateur should secure a high average of
Experience hel|)s
satisfactory results.
and, after a short time, he will find himself deciding his exposures as a matter
rllK

FRt)l)LICT

Oh HKIC.Hl LICHI

The Shadows Are Heav\

And

Black

modern amateur movie
camera is provided with everything possible to make good
However,
automatic.
])ictiire-taking
there is one adjustment that must always be dependent on the operator of
the camera, and that is the adjustment
governing exposure. This means that
the amateur must become accustomed
to

the

proper

interpretation

of

light

conditions.

Many cameras

are fitted with expo-

sure guides on which an indicator can
be set to correspond with the prevail-

This device con-

ing light conditions.

an opening which increases or decreases the amount of light passing
through the lens, so that on bright
days the opening can be made smaller
trtds

and on dark days larger. If set properly, the amount of light reaching the
film is, thus, always of the quantity
necessary to insure proper exposure.
Exposure guides on cameras usually
have three main divisions "bright."

—

—

correspond with
the daylight conditions most commonly
such
also
intermediates
There
are
met.
as "very bright," "cloudy briglit" and
"very dull."
H, however, the camera
user will understand the three main divisions the rest should be simple because the intermediate designations are
These main dithen self-explanatory.
visions can he rather clearlv defined as

"gray" and "dull"

to

The Shadows Are Only Faint

equipped with
lenses having a variable opening or
being
mounting
diaphragm, the lens

Most

THE

HERE THE DAY WAS GRAY

of course.

cameras

are

marked with numbers
exact

diameter

to

the

of

therefore, the relative

indicate the

opening

amount

being passed through the lens

The brighter

film.

the smaller

remember

tliis

and,

of light
to

the

the light condition,

opening must

that large

be. Also,

numbers are used

and smaller ones for
These numbers are known
as / numbers and the lens openings are
so designated as. for example, /:]1,
which corresponds to the opening for
for

briglit

light

dull light.

bright.
\i you have ^uch a lens and have
determined your light condition by the
above definitions you will find that the
diaphragm or / numbers correspond
roughly as fidlows: bright, /:11; gray.
Placing the indicator
/:8: dull. /:.5.6.
above /:11 at about /:16 will take care
of unusually bright conditions such as
are found at the beach or on the sea
when the sun is shining brightly. Numbers below /:5.6, if your lens provides
for a lower / number, will take care of
There will
unusually dull conditions.
undoubtedly be a certain amount of
trial and error in all this, but the method given, if followed out logically, will
supply a dependable means of making
the important basic determinations.
Variations in exposure requirements
are well covered in charts which may
be had on application at any well sup-

plied photographic store.

These charts

are a dependable guide to the exposure

needed for a

specific

case under the

main conditions here outlined.

For ex-

ample, you may have determined that
your basic light conditiim, as above defined, is gray.
Reference to your exl)osure chart will then give you all of
the variations of subject such as closeups, long shots, beach scenes, etc., with

corresponding stop or / number.
doubt between two basic ligiit conditions, it is generally better to err (m
the side of the darker of the two.
On those cameras which provide only
the three basic indications on the exposure guide it is well to confine one's
picture-taking to those conditions and
the

If in

more unusual shots to those
equipped for making them.
While the foregoing is written in an
effort to set the feet of the amateur in

to leave the

who

the

are

rigiit

cure-all

path,
for

it

every

is

not intended as a
exposure problem.

Unquestionably the best way to determine exposure is by means of a dependable exposure meter.

However, the amateur who wants
snappy pictures should confine

bright,

his shooting to bright or, at least, gray
light.

Pictures

made

inclined to appear

fiat

in

dull light are

and

lifeless

and

shooting under these conditions should
be avoided by the beginner unless he

wishes to shoot on chance.
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THOSE GOOD OLD DAYS
y^ Se?itimefitcil Fih?i Story
A modem

Rose
Jack

By Epes

flapper

W.

Of Two Ages

Sargent

The boy friend

Grandma as a Girl
Grandma of Today

and stamps on

MOTHER
Scene

A

1:

bench

him

at

porch

or

big,

Grandpa

a

chair,

in

sits

house.

or
in

is

coy.

Grandpa takes ring from
finger and slips it on

sport

clothes.

hers.

Jack,

in

sporty roadster, waiting.

opens

eyes.

Takes

hand and holds

in Scene
A car comes in. Stops.
Rose gets out. Jack says,
"Good-bye." She grabs
him by hair, pulls him
toward her and kisses
him carelessly. He exits
in car. She waves. Turns

after

look

looks up.

Shakes head. Says
title: "It was differ-

to house.

Spoken

my

ent in

Return

Exits

Grandma

to

n o d

Scene 18: Return to Scene
16. Rose enters quickly.
Dances
gaily
to
up

dear."

Mother

scene:

to

nods.

my

day,

s.

house.

Grandma.
Kisses her.
Mother enters.
Rose
kisses
mother.
Shows
engagement ring.
AU

tlozes.

Iris or fade.

Scene 4: Another house,
should suggest 1860.

Grandpa

comes

the

'60's.

down

GRANDPA STARTS TO LEAD HER ACROSS"

Spoken

(Get costume

ma,

data from library or old

Grandma, now about eightcomes from house. White dress

prints.

een,

I

Grandpa greets her
They exit.
Scene 5: Woodland or park walk.
Grandpa and Grandma stroll in. Her
in

old

style.

very ceremoniously.

slipper ribbon

is

she asks him to

and

ties

ribbon.

unfastened. Timidly
it.
He kneels
Grandma terribly

tie

fussed that he should see her ankles.

She thanks him. He
her hand to his lips. They

Grandpa
carries

rises.

exit.

Scene 6: Another walk. Grandpa and
Grandma enter. She shrieks. He is
alarmed. She points excitedly.
Scene 7: Closeup of any innocent bug
or worm on Grandma's skirts.
Scene 8: Return to Scene 6. Grandpa
plucks off offender. Shows her. She
shudders. He throws it on ground
642

Rose looks
Grandma. Says

delighted.

into

scene, dressed in style of

Smiles.

2.

of scene.

Grandma

his

Scene 17: Curb as

Scene 3: Return to Scene
1.
Grandma and Mothsmilingly

Scene

against cheek.

Rose enters. Gay greeting. Climbs in car, waves
back to house. Car out

car.

to

Grandma, now^ old
She should be in
much the same attitude
as the young girl in previous scene. Grandpa enters.
Kisses her.
She
again.

looks.

Curb.

meet.

3.

and

house

lips

Scene 16: Return

walk.
smiles after her. Mother

comes from

Their

Iris or fade.

Grandma

down

er

She

racquet

toward camera and past
it. Exits toward camera,

2:

Proposing.

Grandma

tennis

The typical flapper.
Kisses Grandma. Waves

Scene

talking very

is

earnestly.

blushes but says, "Yes."

Rose enters from
She carries golf

resting.

and

She looks
he the

Isn't

in the open.

Grandma

clubs

it.

brave
man! Puts arm confidingly through
his and they exit.
admiringly.

Grandpa as a Swain
Grandpa Today

through scene. She has his coat over
her shoulders.
Scene 14: Porch as in scene one. Grandpa and Grandma enter scene. She is
about to enter house. He begs her
to wait a moment. They sit on steps.
Scene 15: Closeup of couple on steps.

Stepping stones,
stones.
stepping
Grandpa starts to lead her across.
merely
they
available,
not
If stones

Scene 9: Brookside.
if

possible.

move along

If

Grandma

Grandpa

He

across.

claims

a kiss. She resists. They both splash
into brook. If there are no stepping
stones, play scene on bank and they
slip into water.

Scene 11: Closeup of them floundering
in the water.

Scene 12: Brookside.
of water, drenched.
effect.

ly

They

out

get clinging

Grandma should be

underdressed.

scene.

They come

To

very
exit

Grandma humorously

light-

from
reprov-

fun

title:

"Gee, Grandnever had
you were

bet you

I

have,

when

young."

Return
with

to

scene:

mother.

Rose enters house

Grandma

looks

at

Note: Beautiful scenery will greatly
improve Scenes .5 to 13, inclusive. If
possible, get idyllic woodland vistas for
However, do not let
the background.
the scenery obscure the action. -Be sure
that Grandpa and Grandma are close

enough to the camera so that expressions on their faces can be recorded.
If a brook or pond is not available
for Scenes 9, 10, 11 and 12, an accident
in a high swing, hung from a large
While
be substituted.
tree,
could

Grandpa

is

swinging his future wife,

she could slip out and sprain her ankle.

ing.

Scene 13: Country road. Grandpa and

Grandma,

we

Grandpa and smiles knowingly.

the bank.

Scene 10: Middle of brook.
helping

the

at

still

bedraggled,

trudge

The proposal could take place when
Grandpa was carrying her home.

I»a;%K.EKS
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rapid
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MEDICAL FILMS
Surgery

Aciva/ici/ig Mcdici/ie A/icl

in-

By Louis M.

creases in technical scope of

Bailey

amateur movie equipment the
usefuhiess of this

medium

of visual in-

struction has greatly enlarged for the

medical profession, with resultant advances in its effectiveness, according to
received by Movie Makkrs
from many doctors and surgeons among
the thousands now employreports

the

ing

work.

camera in
Panchromatic

for instance,

made

actual status

new development is to be utilized
reproducing these intricate and deliroom activities with life-

as adequate

motion.

Cinematography is able to
and establish these records
and, therefore, modern mois
tion picture equipment

reality

like

for

surgical students.

so

is

provide

Here the

distinction

eased

and
hence in the treatment of,
mental and nervous disorders."

And,

cases.

field

between
and dis-

eras

it

which

on

an

incision

are

student.

the

to

and intensely prac-

servative

However, since the

tical

introduction of "pan" a true

body,

newest

the

in

phases of motion pictures is
contained in a letter from
Dr. Joseph B. De Lee, Chi-

rendition of actual conditions
is

this

having
such a

Further indication of the
interest of the medical profession, fundamentally a con-

registered a uniformly dark
area.

in

invaluable,

available

This was not possible with
ordinary orthochromatic
film

course,

of

the variable speed cam-

been developed to
high dregree that, in one,
seven different speeds are

to be of value.

is

records of such

in the interpretation of,

val-

must be clearly indicated
the record

the

to

proving to be of infinite aid

film,

blood clots
matter in incision >

tissue,

valuable

diagnosis

surgical

filmed

of

neuropsy-

ing

chiatrist

their

true chromatic

study and

the

consequently, noth-

in

ues, a factor of vital import
in

—

— and,

this

cate operating

the registra-

possible
of

tion

eyebrows or taps his foot, tells a story
lliat can clearly be read, provided one
has the appropriate training. Motions
demonstrate what a man really is his

stated, has

is

it

The Talkies

Flexible Fqulp///e/it A/id

achieved and the elements

revealed by the incision are
made clearly distinguisha-

cago Lying-in Hospital, who

ble.

developments in educational
motion picture films is the

Concerning this use
Paul Appleton,
visiting

of

talking picture.

obstetrician

ing to wire our

for the eventual talkie." This

progressive viewpoint is invaluable to modern medicine

League, says, "One of

the

greatest

the

difficulties

in

photography of surgical op-

show

in

black smudges.

monochrome

use of various

Ugly

film

is

now

and the

degrees of ray

filters

which give colors relatively true representation.
Too, the average motion
picture lens
that

the

is

so fast, /:3.5

addition

of

up

the

to /:1.5,

filter

does

not require such an increase of expo-

sure as to interfere with indoor hos-

and laboratory photography."
Another epochal step in the progress
of medical photography, made possible
by development of amateur cine processes, is reported by the Post-Graduate
Hospital, New York City, where a series of color films on plastic surgery is
being made under direction of specialpital

ists

in

this

rendition

of

field.

Here, again, a true

color values

is

vital

and

Nor is surgery the only branch of
medicine to benefit by the camera's
growing flexibility. Dr. Smith Ely Jelliffe, eminent neurologist of New York,
says of his work. "No phase of medicine has found the cinema of so much
value as the field of nervous and mental

disease.

The student

of

the ner-

system
is
almost
exclusivelv
guided by his studies of sensation and
motion.
Behavior is primarily founded on sensation and sensation is essentially represented by some form of motion.
This simple principle is the basis
vous

ly

utilize

subject now permitted the distant student, required to keep away from the
operating table in deference to necessary antiseptic measures.
Nor should the highly

twiddles his fingers, raises his

developed

equipment now available for microcinematography be overlooked in a conof

the

intensive uses being

sideration

man

actual

surgery lesson.
The value of the closeup here can
truly be appreciated in contradistinction to the occasional glimpse of the

made of the motion
The recording on

a

of

synchronized
with the desired comment by eminent
authorities, to replace the old and necoperating-room
ineffectual
essarily

no movement that is meaningless.
Every movement, even one
that outwardly seems as slight and inconsequential as the manner in which
is

films

later

of all behavior.

"There

instruc-

tion of the future will wide-

surgery,

This, however,

overcome by panchromatic

undoubtedly

and

SCENE FROM A MODERN CASE RECORD MADE WITH
A CINE CAMERA

erations has been that blood
stains

are gohospital

Ly-

I.,

ing-in Hospital

the

We
new

great

and member
Amateur Cinema

of the Providence, R.

of

the

of

as-

film. Dr.

sistant

"One

writes,

ity

of

picture in medicine.
film

of

the

activ-

micro-organisms provides study

material of the greatest value and the

(Continued on page 664)
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POINTERS On PLANNING
Recipes

WHILE

For Making Interesting Film Fare
By Arthur

amateur is masterrudiments of camera
exposure and
technique
tin-

ing the

shots of any subhis

strikes

wliich

down

a

would

like to get or shots that

few

notes

of

shots

you
you have

that

already taken, perhaps some connecting thread will suggest itself wbicii will

Subject interest and the story-

telling possibilities of the camera are.
rightly, not considered be-

with a

siiot

of sun-

and then you could show scenes
of the baby waking on the sun porch,
follow with the major events of its
day in their proper order and close
the reel with the baby being put to
bed. There are innumerable continuity
themes. The seasons might
rise

—

focus— he takes pot
ject near at hand
fancy.

You might begin

L. Gale

u

r

n

s

h

connecting

the

cause his first step is to
learn to handle his camera.

f

However, the amateur will
certainly lose a great deal

a ranch, or the rules of a

he accepts this method
He will
as a precedent.
miss as much as if he had

ing a sport film.

use

The use

of a simple plot
wide possibilities and
adds enormously even to a

how

Tlie second step in makfilms more interesting

ing

A
in

simple

a

succession,

fire engine racyour house, but
your later reels should not.
Putting it briefly, your second step is to get all of your

scene of a

Maine, in the
Gulf of Mexico and in the
West.
At the end, the

^^ A_

scene returns to the veteran of many waters and
the little boy side by side
on the bank. Additional
dramatic emphasis would
have been given if, just at

the interest of the reel are

missing and hence you will

the close of the reel, the

step as
in add-

^„

you will make a mental
plan of your film before
you begin to shoot. Just as you figure
out your exposure, focus and lighting,
you should figure how each scene will
scenes,

in

reel

that

is,

relation

you should

to

other

plan

the

film as a whole.

When

you are planning a

film, look

remembering

order to avoid a scramble of
all of your reels, you are

in

pot shots in

going
this

to

splice

all

subject together.

of

the

The

shots
first

on

thing

you is that you will
have an opportunity to tell a connected
that

will

strike

Whether the subject in question
be a day's outing, the baby, a football
game or an extended tour, a connected
story.

story

will

make

Moment

In

A

Film Story 0( The Bahv's Do

guide you in selecting additional shot-^.
This connecting thread is called continuity. In some cases a possible continuity is quite obvious. For example,

it

more

interesting

trout.

brought

human

his

to

shots
It

his

He simply figured out a
exposures.
connecting thread that would fit the
general nature of his shots and used
this central idea to assemble his ran-

they were presented and end with a
scene of the return. This, you might
complain, is quite obvious but how
can (me arrange a connecting thread

were made.
Besides planning a film as a whole,
individual scenes and groups of scenes
or sequences should be planned to
make the best use of them. There are

or continuity

the

baby?

for

a

reel

The answer

of
is

scenes of
that

there

are devices for such subjects that are

and even more interestFor example, you could use the
time of day as your connecting thread.

dom

fishing pictures

more

interestingly.

This could have been planned in the
same manner before any of the shots

many bits of simple teciinitpie that
gradually will be learned as you strive
make your

than an unplanned scramble of scenes.

just as obvious

to

Search for some connecting thread
to hold the story together. If you jot

ing.

First of these

644

interest

which they did not have before.
was no more difficult than planning

you are about to make a film of a
you could use the itinerary for
continuity. Thus, the film would begin
with a shot of your friends entering
the railroad station or piling luggage
in the car, then follow with the high
lights of the trip in the order that
if

trip,

at the subject as a unit,
that,

InlriiSuinii

had caught a brook
The amateur who
filmed this had studied his
theme and had found a
continuity that fitted his purpose and
boy

CHOW!

ing interest to your films

the

veteran

of fishing in

one reel. This can be done
by editing. However, it will
soon be found that scenes
which would greatly add to

in

A

plot.

experiences over the world.
On the screen come scenes

scenes of the same, or of a
similar, subject together in

fit

but

exceptional,

the boy ol his fishing

tells

past

come to the third
you make progress

fine

sportsman, out with his rod,
finds a youngster fishing
a little stream and, after
making his acquaintance,

long shot of the Washington Monument, a closeup
of the baby and a dramatic
ing

exceptionally

otherwise unrelated, fishing
use of this
shots made

might

reel

first

of

reel

avoid splicing toto
gether shots on dissimilar

is

include,

of

reel

photographic quality. For
example, a League member
who wished to present a

it.

subjects.

serve in mak-

i>pens

bought an expensive accesto

a long film of

for

game might

if

sory and did not learn

i

thread

films
is

more

interesting.

the closeup.

It is

(Continued on pa^e 666)
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FILM
FLAM
By Louis M.

Bailey

Foiled

WE

have noted with interest that

picture companies frequently

send

statements

out

of

the

birthplaces of their stars in the expectation,

we suppose,

that local pride will

induce publication of the items. With
this thought in mind we took a census
of our amateur company in East Teabone, N.
that

J.,

Loyalties

THE

hope
enough

the other night, in the

we might be able

to secure

data for publicity notes in the neighborhood columns of our local newspa-

al

home

is

triumphal entry of professionmovie art into the American
recorded by Variety in the fol-

lowing note:

"A promoter has approached

a

num-

ber of studios for permission to photo-

graph

and use the pictures
for wall paper prints.
Plan is to create a vogue for homes.
Special comfilm

stars

many
The Shebas may
have a John Gilbert room or a grou])
of panels carrying portraits of many
binations are being arranged for

pers.

Much

our horror, we found that
Lily La Rooke, our lovely star, had
been born in a district which had been
enveloped by the stockyards, years
after her family had moved.
She inFollowing this,
on secrecy.
sisted
to

moods and

fancies.

screen idols.
Movie-struck shiek can
have his selection of screen flaps. Hoot
Gibson is being sought to fill the de-

Timothy Tantrum, our juvenile, firmly

mands

requested that no mention be made of
where he first saw the light of day but
gave no reason. The villain drew personal sympathy when he then admitted

and the prominent child players are

the family
home, was scheduled to go on the auction block the following week, due to
financial reverses.
And so it went.
Our final conclusion was that the
our
pasts of
particular
luminaries
would bear no inspection and, certain
ly, their futures no prophecy.
that

his

birthplace,

still

of the kid

lovers of Western^,

being sought for decorating the nurseries.
Chancy will look after the bad
little boys and girls."
The idea back of this may be part
the national conservation program
to make the paint and calsomine on
Hollywood faces do double duty.

of

—

we

Personally, however,
the
to

conventional
confine

movie

p.mateur films.

wall
art

in

still

prefer

coverings
the

and

home

to

Home Movies Through
the

Ages

THE

inaccuracy of historians

torious and

that

Film Flam

eternal

verities

it

i^

is

is

no-

with the feeling

contributing to the

that

we

present

the

above reproduction of an ancient woodcut.
This unique relic of the heyday
of

the

Roman Empire

has

lain

for

nearly a score of centuries immersed
the depths of L^ike Nemi. that smart
watering resort for the elite of ancient
Rome. It had evidently been a decorain

tion

of

one of the imperial pleasureit is believed, was sunk

galleys, which,

one night when the gang was making
whoopee, and only revealed again upon
the recent draining of the lake by the
Italian government.
64.-.
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fihiiiiig

and Cutting

splicing

Now

that the

summer

footage

is

about completed, it is high
time to consider cutting it into
or
two which will be worth seea reel
ing from the point of view of your
And this means that you
friends.

theatre

I)aratus was being set up, made friends
with the operators and secured his film.
His subject is appropriately announced
by a closeup of the huge banner, describing the crane, which was flaunted

CLINIC

or break during projection.

By

^

In cutting and editing, a rewind is
desirable in which both rewinding ele-

Russell C. Holslag

dles.

useful

very

for

boxes

storage

the

Most

lengths of film.

are
short

of

them are

of

just

the right height and, for a protracted

storage period, they

may

be converted

humidors by inserting a

into miniature

one-inch square of slightly moistened
blotting paper, separated from the film
by a sheet of waxed paper.

^

For temporary classification of film
while being spliced, some amateurs
have suggested egg boxes of which the
small squares are labeled or numbered.
Others employ pegs on a board or
pill boxes. The main thing is to keep
the little film rolls from uncoiling and
Nothing is
becoming unidentified.
more annoying than carefully to complete a fully-spliced reel only to find
that you have left out one or two se-

have slipped away into
Lacking anything else,
the rolls may be coiled and clipped
firmly with a paper clip to which has
been attached an appropriate label.
that

([uences

a dark corner.

^

The convenience

magnifying device
great that

it

up

splicing

of

an illuminated

in editing film

so

is

almost a necessity when
more than a few short

is

lengths.

Take care to scrape
when making a

^T

a
to

l)ull

typewriter-ribbon

Tin

the emulsif)n off

Next comes
completed apparatus,
one
of which
mounted on two trucks,
supports the crane while the other

over the theatre marquee.

ments are provided with geared spin-

^

l)oth

bending

it

by

it

if

the edges

the splice is properly
should not be affected at all

are secure.

made

sides of the

slightly to see

then

splice,

If

this treatment.

If

one edge comes

an indication that the cement
has not been uniformly applied. Take
a bit of cement on the end of the
brush, touch it to the uncemented edges

loose,

it

is

As the action
shown in motion, carrying the camera and operator
with smoothness and rapidity in any dicarries

in control of the

device, supply cement where
needed and apply pressure.

and tilts in conjunction with the preMr.
arranged motion of the crane.
Fink is fortunate in having achieved
this outstanding amateur subject, a
copy of which has been given to the
League Club Film Library.

splicing

^

A

piece

of

soft

cloth

that

is

not

doubled into a pad, should be
kept handy to remove surplus cement
from both sides of the film immediately after the splice has been made.

linty,

This will prevent the embossed finger
I)rints that sometimes occur on care-

Question:

of

not apply too

Do

single

half-filled

the

pressure
f[^

A

is

not

much cement

to

wipe
enough if

dexterous

brush

is

applied immediately.
leave

the

bottle

of

film

cement uncorked as the cement evap-

taking

In

^ Thin white cotton

gloves, worn while
rewinding and splicing, keep hands and

desire

film clean.

telephoto lens but often
aiagnification is not enough.

closeups.

individual

select

to

purpose

this

I

use

I

a

find

piece of soft, lintless cloth, moistened with any of the liquid film cleaners now on the market and held with

A

a loose pressure in the hand,
The film
in cleaning film.

For

is
is

useful

passed

use a nine

(U'

of

sometimes

crowds from a distance,

^

much

jiictures

lessly spliced film.

six-inch
that

the

Could

I

twelve-inch lens for this

work with any better results?
.Iii.iwer: I would advise against the
use of lenses of nine or twelve-inch focal
It is
for this type of work.
jiossible to secure, on special order,
length,

patch.

really as

is

Asked and Answered

lenses

Do

states that the op-

camera angle as the
cameraman himself and that the two
work in unison; the operator panorams

dry before being rewound. It is a
idea to do this with a newly
spliced reel, since the separate pieces

the

of

applies only to the edge of the film; if
the uncemented portion extends into
the picture, place the film again in the

erator of the crane

good

^I^

flexibility

well shown and the
"crow's nest" is most

effective.

to

.scrape the dry emulsion.

is

from its
Mr. Fink

final shot

is

the film and press tightly together
This
with the fingers for a moment.

of

to

with it and make sure that the film is
dry before applying the cement. Experts
in splicing seldom use moisture but

plant.

surprising

the huge device

surface.

adhere properly on a moistened
Therefore, if you use water
soften the emulsion, be very sparing

The

rection.

will not

Cement

power

its

])rogresses, the crane

lengths

patch.

the

of

shot

slowly through the folds of the moistened cloth so that it may have time

cleanly

within the capabilities

lie

for a demonstration in conjunction with the showing of Broadway,
the feature in which the crane was first
Mr. Fink appeared as the apused.

THE

should not only consider continuity but
should also provide yourself with the
facilities which will enable you to turn
out a workman-like film that does not

jump

that

amateur camera workers. The famous camera crane, which was recently described in Movie Makers, was
taken to a prominent Los Angeles
of

up

to

inch focal
so large and
only be used with

twenty-four
they

but

are

may

probably accumulated dust and
Bedirt through handling and splicing.
sides, this is a good final test for detecting open or poorly-made patches.

clumsy that they
camera and lens clamped rigidly to a
The work of photospecial support.
graphing crowds calls for mobility and
a quick set-up. which would be out of

Amateur Enterprise

equipment.

liave

with this tyjie of lens
Furthermore, it is difficult
to follow and "spot" a small moving
subject with lenses of such high magthe

AN

alert amateur, not infrequently
heard from in these columns, has
again demonstrated his enterprise by
^

([uestion

nification.

You

will

gain

much more

satisfactory results by approaching the
subject more closely, and employing a

thoroughly, a

making a 16mm. film record of the
huge Universal camera crane. Hyman
M. Fink, of Los Angeles, has. thus,

This

(lemonstrated the possibilities of topical

(Contiiuicd on page 672)

orates rapidly.

^
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Do
is

not be afraid to test the splice

moment after it is made.
done by applying a good steady

lens of moderately long

focus only.

The Sad Plight In Which Professional News Reel Cameramen
Find Themselves Nowadays At Any Public Event Worth Filming

Illustrating
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MR. PEEBLE'S "PERDUCTION"
_^ Short Story For

CLARENCE

was stumped.

By

His
,

Ernest

W.

Ci/ie/fuike rs

Page

box

which came
waist, and eyed his

megaphone,

tlie

nearly up to his
partner.

"Who"s direc'tin" this [)erduction. mc
or you?"
"I know. Bill, but you gotta think
Burt and me and Jim
of the s"nario!
crawl into the secret hut together
and then you sneak up behind us."
"Then who's going to
run the camera?'"
all

The

and

Ellis

There was a moment's silence, then
spoke up. "I got an idea. Let's
all change location to the school-yard
and fake some action. You see, Clarence, we'll shoot a fake scene and then,
when they want to know what it's all
Bill

about, we'll

tell

'em

to

he would iiurn down their piano
it
wasn't taken away at once,

that

older brother leaned again on

come over

to

if

What was a vacant lot
anyway, if you couldn't use
it for a movie studio?
Bill reached the school yard first,
and sat down in his folding canvas
all to

no

good

for,

avail.

chair in the center of the baseball dia-

mond, thus interrupting a game which
was in its third inning. He turned his
cap around backwards and, with one
elbow resting on the top
of his megaphone, waited while Clarence set
up the tripod and fastened tlie camera to it.
Burt and Jim trailed be-

Ellis

Superart Studios were
temporarily in a deadlock.

"Don't you see?" con
Bill, "you have
to be killed off in the
next scene or we won't

"You

number
box

"Dad

The

man

large

sign

name

of

from the top

foot

piano

effect

four

of the

was

been

had

it

after

Standing

alone

Mr.

center

of

lot, it

made

posing

much
the

All

so,

lot's

according

owner.

the

could

easily

too

is

more

men!"
"Where'll we get 'em?"
"Well, there's always a mob of kids
over in the schoolyard, but I don't
know just how we'd get them over
here."

know," said Jim. Jim was always
but no one paid any atHe was too young.
tention to them.
"Why not take the camera over there
and pretend to make movies and get
them interested and everything?"
"I

648

interested but

puzzled

spectators

ground.
•'-

kicked about using one board from his
fence for a door to the hut?
Clarence .stopped swinging his foot
and sat engaged in deep thought.

full of ideas,

circle of

as

and Jim donned
the mustaches and began to wrestle on the

In the

"what we need

ceased

Burt

to

Mr. Feeble
have won

said,

the

of

and the scattered youngbegan to form a

the medal for the neighborhood's allchampion grouch. Why should he have

"Bill," he

game

sters

estimation of the Superart Studios,

not

against

protests

baseball

Peeble's

—

had

interruption

the

quite an im-

edifice

What

yet decided.

hut.
in

standard

film.

and Clarence

changed,

secret

a

of

reels

these last were for. Bill

no

much hammering,

into

was to
no hanproperties, and

that there

scrap

size

speaking,
longer a piano box, for
it

bearing the
corpora-

the

positively

dling of

his

Strictly

box.

a

tion with a notice to the

the

swinging

to

two
moustaches and
borrowed make-

false

scenario-

chief

scenes,

up, a thick notebook, a

be

sat

the

count."

run

can

which

containing

some

me and

says only

Clarence
camera."

on

decreed.

don't

director

slate

a

have a cameraman."
"How about me?"
piped up Burt.
the

them

hind, lugging with

tinned

i

RILLIONAIRES SON

WHO

IS

AND SPENDED FROM THE CEILING—"
Mr. Peeble's
of "em in tlie

"Good

lot

and

we'll

feeture all

movies!"

idea. Bill.

I'll

ly

TIED

run the cam-

Clarence busi-

panorammed with

the

camera, while the director called upon
the bystanders to wave their arms and
register excitement.

.4fter a few moments of fighting. Bill stood upon his
canvas chair and held up his hand for

era and you direct and Jim and Burt

silence.

each other."
Ellis could have been inthis new expansion program
of the Ellis and Ellis Superart Studios,
lie
might have been tempted to call
back the loan of his new home movie
camera. And certainly if Mr. Feeble
could have known about the proposed
increase in the size of the cast, he
would have shut down on the use of
his lot next door.
In fact, he had
already told the rising young movie
makers that they were not wanted and

"Men, this is just one of the scenes
from a moving pitcher which we are
now perducing called The Trail of
Blood.
The fighters which you have

will

fight

Mr.
formed of
If

just

witnessed

—"

Burt, covered with

blew his nose.
"The fighters
which you have just witnessed," repeated the director, "were battling to
dust,

save the
is

tied

life of a

billionaire's son

who

and s'pended from the ceiling

the secret hut which

is

in

of

Mr. Peeble's

lot."

At the mention of the

lot,

all

eyes

1

lO^SE

IMI^%K£EIC«
obtain

different

an-

gles on the big "fire

The

scene."

noise

made could be heard
for
blocks
around
and occasionally the
parent of an unfor-

tunate

the dial on the camera.

of the battle, a stray

this

"Yes."

"H'nim."

By

hut

t

h

e

shattering

of

connections

with

somewhat

battered

orange.

a

Operations

were suspended

tor

the time-being.

down

that,

the street, leaving Bill standing

Clarence took one
down on the

on his canvas chair.
look and
ground.

plump

sat

"It's the

Mr. Feeble has
last a minute
that packing straw I

hut. Bill.
It'll

it.

on account of

all

only

The crowd

of boys

had now reached

the lot and were running around the

"Why

not take pitchers of it?" sug-

a

young man! Your noisy crowd is
menace to the well-being of the com-

munity,

hut was only a
smoldering mass of ashes, and the
smoke began to clear away. One of
the boys looked thoughtfully into the

remains and then turned

Bill

turned his cap around to shade

down the street.
jumped down off the

his eyes as he looked

Suddenly

he

"Grab the camera, Clarence.
I've got an idea.
Burt, you and Jim
pack the stuff and follow us back to
the lot."
So saying, he whirled his
chair.

cap around again, seized his megaphone and his chair and was off.
Within two minutes. Bill had a small
besieging the rendezvous of the

dastardly gang.

He had

succeeded in
dividing the crowd into two factions,
the kidnappers and the rescuers, and
each began to attack the other with
clods of dirt, empty cans and whatever else was loose. The smoke from
the hut rolled in billows and the flames
fed by the packing straw leaped sky-

Clarence was kept busy winding the camera and running around to

to

the direc-

hut?

Well, what happened
Did he burn up?"

turned

Bill

to

s'nario editor.

happened

to the

to

Clarence.

How

about

it?

him?

"You're
What's

hero?"

Clarence

hesitated.
"Well, I kind
about him temporarily, but
I guess he must have escaped.
Dim't
you think so. Bill?"
"He must have got out some way,
of

forgot

but

how?"

Everyone began to rack his brain
That is, everyone except
Jim.
Jim never did have ideas.
"Let him crawl out alive from under
the ashes," suggested someone. This
solution was soon ruled out and furfor an idea.

ther deliberation followed.

"Secret passage," suggested Jim.
was a moment's silence.
"Clarence," .said Bill, "we gotta have

There

(Continued on page 667

and,

lot is

stantly,

unless
vacated in-

phone

I'll

the Chief of Folice!

Your

if
no
should curb
this nonsense!"

father,

else,

"Yes,

sir.

or-

I'll

lo-

cation right away."

Upon

gested .lim.

ward.

"

der a change in

hut.

mob

am

I

shines

one

left in it."

"Young man," he
to know

want you

"I

going to stop these monkeyimmediately!
"Yes, sir.
We'll be through in
about five minutes."
"You'll be through in less time than
that

my

set fire to

Bill,

and

legs

the

"Say, Bill, didn't you say we was
rescuing a billionaire's son from the

must have disturbed Mr. Feeble,
for
his
head
appeared over the
board fence and narrowly missed making

to

Bill crossed his

time,

this

a closed window.
Really only a small

sound

called

few more

a

rested his chin on his hand.

glass

turned toward the C(.irner a block away.
Not only did they see the rude structure in the center, but they also noticed a wisp of black smoke arising
from it.
With shouts of "Fire!" the
crowd broke into a run and headed

got

scenes to shoot?"

tor.

matter,

COMPANY

morning."

"Then we've only

clump of dirt found
its way into Mr. Peeble's garage by way
of

"OH, ITS A MO\IE

feet

of the fire

i)articipant

appeared and withdrew her offspring
from the fracas.
During the peak

"Twenty

he announced. "I took six flashes
and everything, which took
twelve feet, and we shot sixty-eight feet

left,"

Mr.

Pee-

ble's
departure,
a
conference was called
for the board of di-

The

rectors.

cast

attended.

entire

The

worries and cares of
a director's responsi-

seemed
to
upon
Bill's

bilities

show
face.

"Men,"

he

said.

"there has been a re-

quest

put

in

change of
on account
Before
farther,

we

for

a

location
of noise.

go

will

any
the

Fhotographer
give a report on the
footage shot?"
Clarence looked at
Chief

A KIND OLD LADY MET MR. PEEBLE COMING OIT OF
THE GROCER"*' STORE"
649
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MASKING
..^

By C.
Mcis/cs

MOVIES

Your
''

Diverting Ansiccr To

W.

Dt's'iiiiiini

IJluit

and form the oval shape. Another long,
narrow piece is fastened at the crown
and bent, following the oval lines of

Gibbs
and Exf

sides,

tlie

down

of

strip.

by

utilizing

tiny

paper or

pieces

of

built

up

the chin.

Shorter

fastened to either

the frame and to the center
These pieces should be shaped

carefully, as
in

to

are cut and

strips

side

wood, molded

"

To Film Next f

Bv The Aidhor

of

1929

it

is

this part of the process

that can cause failure in the mask.

gummed

the

tape. The simplest method is to buy a
cheap false-face and cover it with ges-

sides

mask

are

not

If

shaped evenly,

tlie

will look lopsided.

Smaller
crisscross

pieces

are

manner over

fastened

in

a

the framework.

These pieces are cut one quarter of an
inch by two inches and are termed fin-

When

ishing strips.

the

mask

is

cov-

ered with these, the interesting part of

Now

the

Its Your Guess

MASKS

have been used all over
hundreds of years
hy various groups from medi01
cine men to dancers and actors.
late, due primarily to the wonderful
ihe world for

used in dances, the theatre, pageants
Nearly every
and motion pictures.
artist has one or more of these masks
add
a decorative
wall
to
hanging on the
The cinematogranote to his studio.
pher could make an odd picture by
having the entire cast wear masks.

actors

best to go over the

it

is

In the process outlined, the cost oi
materials will be about two dollars.

,

Some may

prefer modeling in clay

and then making a
formed from

model
which a mask

cast of the

plaster of Paris, after
plastic

wood

in
is

in the cast,

but this requires a greater outlay of

money and the results are not as fantastic as when paper is used in fashion-

Doodlebug comwearing the masks

glorified.

The

been put on,

Gesso is a substance that
can be obtained in art stores. It is put
on with a brush and allowed to dry
and may then be painted with oil colors.

picture could have a fantastic or
theme or could be a

grown up,

is

coat of gesso.

impressionistic

edy.

arrives.

the eyes, the nose

mask again with a layer of finishing
strips. The mask is then ready for a

masks made by the famous illustrator,
W. T. Benda, they have had quite a
vogue in this country. They are now

The

work

Holes are cut for
built on and any
other embellishments, thought necessary, are added. After these things have

THE SPIRIT OF FRIGIDAIRE?

ing these interesting accessories.

could be simply dressed in long cloaks
reaching to the ground, thus centering
the interest of the audience on the
masks, which should be symbolic of the

The making
very
in

little

of

masks

will

consume

time and their use will result

unusual movies. Then the masks will
])leasing ornaments for the den.

make

types with which the story might deal.
If the picture were made indoors the
background could be draped or made
In any case, the results
would be sure to be unusual.
It is a good idea to show the scenario

modernistic.

to

CAMEMBEBT AT DAWNING?

the people you wish to include in

the cast and to

let

mask according to his fancy. When
all the masks are completed, assemble
the cast. As an amusing variant of the
carefully

planned

scenario,

an

im-

promptu story could be made up as the
picture progressed and the theme built
around the character of the masks. In
any event, use of masks is likely to
awaken more interest than the usual
photoplay because, as the actors
all masked, they are placed on

same

now

footing.

as

The homely

are
the

actors are

photographically good as the

more favored (mes.
Masks may be made of various mateThey can be carved from a l)loik
rials.
650

Or Perhaps

each one make his

Just

\ Whimsy

SO or plastic wood, afterwards painting
masks
it with oil colors. The making of

does not require any art training and
lot of fun can be had doing them.

a

a

The most common method of making
mask is by the use of gummed paper.

This may be purchased in rolls about
two inches wide. The first step is to
take a piece of tape about two feet
long and cut it through the middle so
there are two strips one inch by two
One piece is then shaped in tlie
feet.
form of an oval large enough to fit the
face.
The other long piece is stuck
around the first so as to strengthen il

AND

THIS IS PROBABLY A HIGHLY
STYLIZED .\DOLPHE .MENJOU

WIO-VME 1M[A**.KBKS

CONTROL
A Bc^ui/icr\^
HAVING mask-red
where
the point

camera

his

SuH'uig Chart To Photographic Quality
By Carl

to

reasonably

lie is

I'holograthi by

sure that each shot will give a
well-exposed picture, the amateur movie maker may properly consider the

question of

how

manage

best to

light

and shade so as to give the pictures a
more pleasing quality or "balance."

The

first

relation

its

consideration

the camera

has

five

to
is

main

light

is

This relation

pointing.
divisions

forty-five-degree

front

— front

Front lighting

is

that

condition

in

of the subject as the camera.

fnmt

Forty-five-degree

the camera.

lighting

lighting

Front

because

factiiry

lighted and there

is

is

unsatis-

generally

everything
a

is

minimum

evenly
of that

combination of light and shadow best
suited

which the light is falling full on the
subject from a point directly in line
with the camera and from the same side

Aimilroiig Roberta

cast in a straight line directly t:>war(l

is

There

back lighting

,

Back lighting is the reverse of front
and the shadow of the subject

cross

lighting.

Oswald

L.
II

lighting

lighting,

lighting,

lighting, forty-five-degree

and back

the direc-

is

coming and
the direction in which

from which the

tion

LIGHT And SHADE

of

pleasing

a

to
is

also

pictorial

effect.

danger that the photog-

rapher will get his shadow in the picture unless the light is high enough.
Forty-five-degree

front

lighting

is

perhaps the most generally satisfactory
average lighting and it is recommended
that the amateur use it whenever possible, although cros- lightings may also

the one which would normally be used,
under similar conditions of illumination, for a front lighting shot.

produced when the light is coming
from a point on the same side of the
subject as the camera so as to produce
a shadow slanting about forty-five degrees from a straight line between the
camera and the subject. This shadow
is thrown in a direction away from tin'
camera.
Cross

name

lighting

is

produced,

as

The

seen

its

previously

from such a direction as to cast
shadows directly across the picture
from right to left or vice versa.

hold

to

in

connection

v.'ith

the

fore sunset.

When

the

closeups are being made, espe-

and special lighting
few small mirrors
be very useful. With

reverse of forty-five-degree front light-

cially out of doors,

ing and, therefore, the shadow is cast
at forty-five degrees from a straight line

effects are desired, a
will

be found

to

these the light can be reflected to the

between the camera and the subject, but,
this time, it is cast on the side toward
the camera as the source of light is
back of the subject.

SIDE LIGHTING
be made with safety, thus giving a monpleasing variety to the finished film. It
is obvious that any angle of front lighting, from direct to almost cross lighting, may be used to produce varying
effects

from minimum shadows with dito maximum shadows witii

light

rect

cross light.

However,
be

used

with

back lightings siiould
and
care
extreme
with

special

all

precaution

that

a

allow direct

light

of the lens.

It

is

to

strike

lens

Never

-hade of some sort be used.
the

glass

reflect

some

of this light to the

side and. thus,

shadow

prevent black shadows

which no detail is present. In a <IJback lighting it is advisable to open
tiie lens at least one stop larger than
in

rect

subject from several angles and
pleasing effects can be secured.

many
The

means are merely suggested here.
up to the user to make the most of

them

that

his

own ingenuity may

It

is

suggest.

However, a warning should be noted.
Avoid heavy shadows. Such shadows
as you may have in the picture should
be rather light to the eye because they
will appear darker on the finished film.
If no reflectors are used in phr)tographing a person or group, it is well
to have the individuals remove their
hats because the shadow of a brim,
especially when the sun is high, will
produce hard, heavy shadows devoid

of detail

and generally unpleasant.

also advisable that a

sheet or other good reflecting surface be placed facing the subject on the
side farthest from the light so as to
Vi-hite

FRONT LIGHTING

mentioned

sun for all times of the average photographic day, that is, from two hours
after sunrise until about two hours be-

ject

is

lightings

have had little reference to the altitude of the sun and have rather sup])osed a light source at about camera
level, but the same relations can be

implies, by light striking the sub-

Forty-five-degree back lighting

BACK LIGHTING

is

Frequently in photographing action.
(•s])ecially on the spur of the moment,
one is forced to c<mfine himself to
In many
.securing proper exposure.
other cases, however, the balance r)f
light and shade may be cimsidered and
used in securing excellent pictorial

(Continued on page 670)
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AMATEUR CLUBS
News Of Group Filming
By Arthur

Mrs. Hoover Belongs

THE

fmm

letter

Mrs.

L. Gale

Inherited Money, 400

Movie
Waterloo
to
Makers, reproduced elsewhere
in this department, indicates that the
President's wife has entered the amaMrs.
teur
cinema club movement.
Hoovers interest in personal cinemaHoover

tography

has

long

been

known and

Movie Makers

felicitates the Waterloo,
Iowa, organization on the honor whicli
has been given and also upon the
it

that

fact

it

may

look forward to the

participation of a high-grade amateur

technician in

its

future activities.

Nippon Reports
department
THIS
present the

first

is

very happy to

definite informa-

ing,

Marunouchi,

Tokio,

Japan.

The Board of Directors,
Waterloo Movie Makers,
Box 26,
225 West 'i'ifth St.,
Waterloo la.

and

Gentlemen

worthless

Mrs. Hoover wishes me to
thank you for your letter of July
19th and for the honor which you
have done her in making her a
life member of Iowa's First Amateur
Movie Club, I am sure when in
'Vaterloo acain, she will enjoy
meeting with the movie makers
and even in the direction of a
scenario.

Your islncerely,
(5rf«..j^'

Masao H. Kawamoto,
Masami Nishimura,
editor of Amateur Movies, the publication of the Nippon League, for the

S

fV,^-^<_A^

Secretary to Mrs. Hoover,

are indebted to

news reports here presented. Regular
news is promised to Movie Makers by
these gentlemen.

^

A

recent

contest

Cinema

of

the

Nippon
awarded

League
Masuji Tejima, first
prize, 125 meters, 16mm., a cinematic
review of Tokio covering an entire
day's time of visiting, which is said to
compare favorably with Ruttman's
Berlin; Koji Tsukamoto, second prize,
94 meters, 9V2nim., a study of snow
scenes and winter sports, including
scenes of athletic performances of
visiting Norwegian skimen; third prize.
Class A, awarded to The Little Film
Producing Association
(cameramen,
K. Yomada and H. Kameda, titles by
H. Morita), 63 meters, 16mm., a
motion picture study of Osaka, Japan's

Amateur

prizes as follows:

great

industrial center;
third prize.
Class B, awarded to Sakunosuke Kiyosaka, 35 meters, 16mm., a sketch of
ci

zoological garden.

^

of

is

against

the

mercial pictures in 16mm. editions.

FOR THIS DEPARTMENT

coop-

Commerce

The

securities.

Clete

pal,

cast

in-

Marion Gushing,

Lochner,

Howard French,

W. Murat, Row-

L.

land Potter, Mrs. Davis, Captain Stein-

and William Cushing. Frank
Buehlman, member of the Amateur
Cinema League, directed and photographed Inherited Money with the assistance of William Cushing.
Mrs.
Rowland Potter also aided in the direction and Blanche Rexicker was script
clerk. The club's last meeting featured
miller

J.

screening of educational films.

Followed Paul

A

Ride

FLORIST

of Dorchester, Mass., F.

W. Holbrow, submitted A Modern
of

Paul Revere, 400

Scenes

16 mm.,

Getting the
help of his friends, Mr. Holbrow took
his audience over the route of the his-

toric ride

and showed the modern apNew England trail

pearance of the old
of freedom.

Tried

New Medium

HAVING
ano's

offering

contest.

rrus(i£'orlA)',

I

ft.,

to Photoplay's last contest.

won

photographic

DESIRED

From Productions (Example From
Filmed Bv The Birmingham Amateur
Movie Association); Kighl, Production Groups
At Work (Example From The Same Photoplavl;
Center. These Two Types Combined
Example
From Opportunity Knocks, Filmed By J. V. D.
Bucher, Peekskill, N. V.
Left,

the

of

cludes Bernard Heatherly, Helen Kim-

ft.,

to

prizes
field,

the

The Dreams

16 mm., was his

of

in

last

an

first

the

still

Ralph OggiPhotoplay
400

Artist,

venture into

the field of pictured motion. This film,

completed in eighteen days, was made
by Mr. Oggiano at small cost with the
assistance of S. Finocchiaro as cameraman and Miss Gerry Gaines as leading
lady. The entire production was filmed
in Mr. Oggiano's studio in New York.
(Continued on page 673)
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Chamber

the ////

Shimpo, a great Japanese daily newspaper, a public showing of amateur
films was held at the newspaper's auditorium by the Nippon Amateur Cinema
League before an audience of 1,000
persons. Kodascope and Bell & Howell
projectors were used and the prize
films referred to previously were shown,
together with films by S. Kawai, a
film review of Tokio, S. Nakamura, an
excursion to Hakone, and Y. Mochida,
a study of camera magic. The evening
was completed with showings of com-

TYPES OF AMATEUR STILLS

community.

its

with

Rochester Better Business
designed to warn audiences
wily ways of sellers of

Bureau,

the

Under the sponsorship

the

of

produced

film,

eration of the

We

consultant, and to

a very definite contribution

well-being

the

to

This

activities

of

made

has

July 25, 1929.

ft.,

16
the Flower City AmaMovie Club of Rochester, N. Y.,

teur

THE WHITE HOUSE
W.SBINOTOH

of the Nippon
Amateur Cinema League whose headquarters is at 509 Marunouchi Build-

the

tion

Ready

Civic Film

WITHmm.,

Herbert

M^^'ME

IMy%JK.EICS

Si ILL OF THE MONTH
From Amateur Film ftories Desired For Publication In This Department, Movie Makers
From Bayou d' Amour. Production Of The New Orleans Cinema Club

THE MOST BKAL'ITFLL AMAIl-LK
As An Example Of The Quality Of

Stills

Presents This Study

••dOBI'IK 1929

£EKS

»«»'«' M C IM .1%

This picluir icm Inhn

Tliii picture ivfis

wilh ordinary film.

Willi

llie

tthscmc

iif

i\iiic

and a filter. The

well th-

iij

cuhr

ciiiilriisl

luiic iif Ihf

ill

clouds

now brought out
sharply, and there is
lire

fiuul ckiuh, an.l llr
l.hk

made

I'aiiehromatic Film

li'ii-

much more

Inn.

trasl

ill

color

coii-

the foliage.

CINE-KODAK PANCHROMATIC FILM
brings

new beauty

would lie good if taken with ordinary film, would he surprisingly hetter if taken
with Cine-Kodak Panchromatic Film. This holds true in practically ever)^ type of amateur
motion picture photography
for "Pan" has picture possihiliiies not present in ordinary film.
T7^^'

I'lN

movies

to

amateur movies
J-;xcept for portraiture, the use of a filter

tliat

-L-'

—

Ordinary film

Green and red, colors that to the eye are
l>righrcr than hlue and violet, are not recorded correctly on ordinary film. Consequently, there is a
great difiercnce hctwecn the hrightness of colors as seen hy the eve, and as reproduced on the screen.
Ihis dirterence is largely corrected hy Cine-Kodak Panchromatic Film, because it, like the eve, is
is

chiefly sensitive to hlue

and

violet.

sensitive to all colors.

rccoiiiineiided for general use with

"Pan." A

filter

should not he used for portraiture.

Cine-Kodak Panchromatic Film

is

processing and returning to the sender at

$7.50 per 100-foot roll, 54.00 per 50-foot roll, including
any point in the country in which it was processed.

The Color Filter for Cine-Kodak, Model

A

Special Front to

accommodate the Color

ring in tront of the lens

You can

E.\STMAN KODAK COMPANY

is

<ret

is

S

1

XF.W

is

S

2.

50; for

Model

ii,./'.>5

or/.6.5, S 1.50.

Filter on such /.3. 5 models as do not have a projecting

.00.

Cine-Kodak Panchromatic

R()CHF,ST].,R,

B,/. 1.9,

^ORK

Safety

Film

at

Cine-Kodak

dealers everywhere.

«»«rroiBEKK
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CRITICAL FOCUSING
Bulldog Driimmond

Aid The Amateur

Introdi ction: An unusually good introductory sequence opens the story
which uses the idea of carrying the
scene from the general to the particular, which we have frequently recom-

mended
London

A

amateur.

to the

streets

long shot of

given, followed

first

is

by a closer shot of a city square, then
a building is picked out by the camera
which moves to a closeup of the door of
the building.

The next scene

is

the in-

from a closeup of
a "Silence" placard, the camera moves
through the club's reading room, passes
by groups of drowsy club members,
reading or dozing in their chairs, and

terior of the club and,

we come

semicloseup of
This sequence locates the story in time and place, it
establishes the atmosphere that motivates the first plot development and it
brings to the audience the feeling that
the story is being selected out of actual
finally

a

to

Bulldog Drummond.

By Arthur

Gale

L.

many

place largely at night,
lighting

though

effects

are

would be

it

difficult,

same

time, a decorative

bolical

background

and semi-sym-

for the action, but

the atmosphere thus created does not

overwhelm

the

action.

This

picture

contains the best examples of the cinematic use of shadows that this reviewer

has ever seen and many of these examples could be duplicated on a smaller
scale by the amateur.
i_.ichting:

The

film

is

well

lighted

throughout and. since the story takes

656

Al-

through

seeing the film, to discover the arrange-

is

startling.

possible

are

ments of the

which were used,
amateur with
excellent and varied criteria of good
lights

to

Similar
the

epi-

amateur

to film accidents

might mean the expendicamera.
However, modification, without this requirement, can be
planned and the idea suggests many
dramatic and thrilling scenes.
of this type

ture

of

a

this picture supplies the

Four Feathers

lighting.

Paramount

Continuity: Smooth flowing action distinguishes Bulldog Drummond throughout. One sequence fits into the next in
even progression. In general, amateurs
will find this picture a splendid example of good continuity, direction and
editing.

Betrayal
P.ARAMOUNT

Camera Stunt:

In

filming

Shadows:

instances shadows

different

presented.

tutes for the eyes of the

many

screen

the

cameraman, although

down a toboggan,

are used to heighten the effect of mystery and danger and to provide, at the

impact.
While the latter part of this
sequence was undoubtedly made with
an automatic camera strapped to an
empty sled, its dramatic reality on
s<ides

current events.
In

To

Tech?iiccil Revieivs

Umtf.d Artists

a

slide

the camera substi-

merrymakers,

giving the spectators the sensation of

being on the toboggan as it darts down
When the sled is
mountainside.
suddenly swerved from the tracks !o
avoid hitting a child, who has fallen in
the course, and hurtles through the forest,
finally crashing against a tree,
the

the

camera records the approaching

doom

of

the

riders

seen

as

their eyes, even to the

through

moment

THE MENACE OF SHADOWS
This

Is

Powerfully Evemplified

In Bulldog
/•/i,'li:i:r,ipl,

Drummond

By United

Artists

of the

Photography: The remarkably

dra-

matic shots of wild animals and the
excellent compositions in movement
contained in Four Feathers will be of

amateur cameramen inphotographing wild life.
Although the animals in this picture
were controlled and stimulated by artificial means, many of the cinematic
compositions could be duplicated by
ambitious amateurs.
value

to

terested

all

in

Continuity: The major portion

of the

dramatic action of this picture takes
place in four episodes in the latter part
of the film. Here, too much action and
too many major incidents are compressed in the footage allowed.
The
story in book-form was too long to be
told in the length allotted the picture.

This results in lack of dramatic pauses

and explanatory scenes, which, although
not confusing, detract from the interest and realism of the story. Amateurs will be interested in studying, in
a professional picture, this defect
is

too

common

in

amateur work.

which

IMAKCEIKW

I<»1^KE

PATHEGRAMS PRESENTS FOR OCTOBER
ANOTHER

7

REEL

FEATURE

WILLIAM

BOYD
AND

BESSIE

LOVE

DRESS PARADE
^,1 a visif to West Point, "Vie" Donovan, famous all-around
athlete is attracted bythe charming daughter of the comman-

dant.

In

order to be near her, he forsakes

his

championship

hopes and enters the Academy. Keen rivalry for the hand of
Janet soon develops between Vic and Stuart Ha Ida ne,an upper
classman, v/ith bitterfeeling on both sides. Arguing during a
sham battle,Vic and Haldane forget their duties and Vic's life
is endangered by shrapnel fire. Haldane saves him, and then.

inordertoclearhaldane before a court of inquiry,Vicexposes
himself to expulsion by assuming the blame for the mishap.
Janet Intercedes with her father. Vic is punished but not expelled, and in the fade-out seems well on the way to winning
the heart of his lady. A splendid picture for home projection
because of its wholesome plot and the emphasis laid upon
V/est Point traditions and its high code of honor. Rent it from

your dealer for projection on any 1 6 mm. projector.

OUR GANG COMEDY
HOUSE OF MYSTERY"
400
The Gang

$30.00

FT.

out on an Indian hunt.
Taking refuge from a severe storm, they
prepare to pass the night in what appears to be a vacant house. But what
a surprise they get! The house is really
owned by an inventor, and is simply
crowded with all sorts of electrically
operated trick devices. Every step the

Gang takes seems to let loose some
new hair-raiser! What with trap doors,

is

queer looking figures and weird noises,
it's

a night of terror for the young

AESOP'S FABLES
Outspeeding Speed
this fast

movins;

mud when

f.ihle.

.

Thecli,

his rattletrap car

{i*>es

100

ft

THRILLS
$7.50

speed cop, and farmer Al provide the fun in
lied head first into a puddle of
"

wild.

City Slickers
200 ft.
Old Al goes to town to see the sights, followed hv faithful Danny Dog. Adventures
come thick and fast. Al gets into trouble

ter-

The entire 400 feet of film are
packed with uproarious fun that will
keep you laughing every minute. A
worthy addition to your film library!
rors!

$15.00

Old Iron Hides. 200ft.
A comedy of domestic life in

.

$15.00

tl

e jungle,

played entirely by animal act >rs— Old
Man Elephant, the barber. Mr Elephan

NOVELTIES

d the Baby, Mr. and Mrs. Monk
dogs. An exceptionally entering picture to show children, because
antics of the animals are hilarious and
parts most cleverly played.

and Baby Monk, and a couple

taxi driver, loses his wad to a pickmixed up in a gambling den,and
finally loses his clothes in Chinatown.

AND

with a

pocket, gets

Breath Takers

Coast to Coast . 200 ft. . $15.00
Old Al. Slick Slim and Henry Cat are well
up front in a coast to coast race until Al has
(ire trouble, Slim's car blows up. and Henry
iideswiped. Making up lost time, Al and
He
nd neck on the finals tch.

The

the

100

.

1

ft.

getting oui

$7.50
straight-

liodoil— the
flight

iurprise finish takes pla

—

a n^

shot of Ray Keech's

fatal

PATHEGRAMS

ASK YOUR DEALER OR WRITE FOR CATALOGS

PATHE EXCHANGE

35

WEST

45th STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY
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THESE FILMO
^>\

.Oi

/O.

make

will help you
The

B&H

Character Title Writer
has a dozen other uses
,

Bell & Howell Charaaer Title '^''riter
Filmo 70 Cameras is composed of camera
mount, titlecard holder, and two special-lightbulbs with reflectors, mounted on a sturdy
base. In addition, there is furnished an automatic prism compensating focuser to mount
on the camera. Filmo 70 is quickly adjusted to
exact focus and fastened firmly in correct posi-

The
for

Put Punch in Your Films
with

B&H F/lm Editer

Hollywood they pay men fabulous
up in little pieces and
put them together again. You see the result
on the theater screen. There's no secret to
putting punch and interest into your films.
Half a dozen random shots, uninteresting,
perhaps, by themselves, can be made into a
regular movie hit with Bell &; Howell film

Out

in

salaries to cut films

editing equipment.

B&H

With

Film Editer you can run your
the
film from one re-wind arm to another and
through the picture viewer where the frames
are illuminated and enlarged nine times actual
size. When you've selected and separated the
seaions you want, the splicer, right below,
cements them together in sequence (and with
It's
titles, if you have them\ There you are.
And it makes real movies
easy.
It's fun.
where you might have had just "shots" before. Mark coupon.

B&H Film Editer Complete.

tion. Lamp cord, switch.white ink,penholder,
ball pen-point, and 1 2 title cards are also fur-

nished. The whole devicefolds up neatly into
its attraaive leather carrying case. Beside filming titles, the Title Writer forms a setting for
scenes inminijture, for cartoon moviesketches,
and for scores of scientific and trick exposure
subjects, such as walking dolls, moving toys
and plants that grow before your eyes. Illustrations and clippings from papers and magazines
in fact anvhing that illustrates your
story can be filmed with the help of this 'Title
Writer. Mark Coupon. Code MISIO. Price

—

complete, S.S6.00.

3 d-

H Character

^\

outfit,

Code

Catch Those Football Plays With These
Telephoto Lenses
When the Graf Zeppelin sailed over Chicago, the
roof of one building looked like a "forest" of
^^^ telephoto lenses, ^'hat an opportunity'! And
^^^^^
^^"^ft
^*Tj thousands of Filmo owners took advantage of it!
a close-up ofone ofthe motor gondolas showed
^^^^^Z
r^^^ ^ news-reel man grinning and waving at the
throngs below. Few of them saw him
but the
telephoto-equipped Filmos did! A whole new
TH.C. 3Hrealm
of
photography
is
yours
with
telephoto
itich F3.3
telephoto Jens
telephoto kits lenses. And you can start in this fall on football,
a great subject for telephotography. 'V'ou'U learn
a lot about football you never knew before if your Filmo is equipped
with a Taylor-Hobson Cooke telephoto lens.

IIh

-

.

.

.

Prices:

T-H. C. 3?4-inch F
for

Sit

down

3-3 telephoto lens for

Filmo 70, $85. Code IDBUA.

4-inch F 4.5 telephoto lens for Filmo 70, $60.
Filmo 75, S55. Code GLIMD.

at a table

and take snapshots.'

It's

snapshots of anything you've ever
with your Filmo
snapshots you
couldn't get with a still camera! The new
Filmo enlarger enlarges any scene from a
16 mm. film up to 2 4 " x 3 4 ' in size.
The operation ofthe Enlarger is simple in the
extreme. The Enlarger, containing a special
enlarging lens, is attached to the Filmo Projeaor as illustrated. It is automatically focused
for sharp reproduaion of any frame in your
movie film on the film pack which you insert
in the holder at the large end. The hinged
cover is raised and you see your movie film
projec:ed on the whitesurface ofthe film pack
easy

.

.

.

taketi

.

'

CARDA.

MISBU.

TH.C.

a Library of Stills
with Filmo Enlarger

.

.

'

movie film.

The Filmo dealer or your local photo finisher
will develop the film and make prints for you.
With sharp pictures on your film, your 2 '4 "x
3>^" prints will rival the best you ever made
with a still camera. Mark the coupon. Prices:
Filmo Enlarger, complete S28.50. Code

CodeMlSPD.

Mark coupon.

Make

ex-posed frame of your

SUOO. CodeMlSPA.

^U^l

Enlarger

When

Viewer Anachment alone, S21.50.

Convertible Film Splicer alone, S7.50.

B&H

on Fi/mo projector

J

Enlarge rshutterclosed.andthesliJeremoved.
Then, the mere pressing ofthe shutter gives
al 25th of a second exposure, producing a
properly exposed negative from any correctly

Price S40.00.

Combination Rewinder and Splicer

^

r^

adapter slide.
the desired scene is selected, the projector clutch is disengaged, the

Code MISPB.
Picture

\

*

Code IDEYD;

Extrafilm pack 50c.

CodeCARDC

Paint Your Own Autumn Pictures
in Kodacolor

—

Autumn,

that superb artist in color, will not be
lost to the Filmo equipped for Kodacolor process. It takes a special speed lens and filters to
catch the glowing hues of this colorful season
and the Taylor-Hobson Cooke Special 1-inch

F

1.8 lens

With

does the job to perfection.

a formula especially correaed for

Koda-

color photography, this new lens permits the
Filmo owner to take full advantage ofthe newest

and most

interesting of photographic arts.

Results are achieved that cannot be obtained with
lenses designed primarily for black and white
T-H.C. 'Special" 1 imh
work. Yet, with the filters for Kodacolor reF I. S lens for Kodacolor
moved, this lens cannot be surpassed for black
and white photography. Prices— Special l"F 1.8 T-H. C. Lens for Kodacolor, for Filmo 70. Code IDPKA. Price, S60.00. Same for Filmo 75CodeGLIKB. Price, $62. 50. Same.special l''F. 1.8 Lens, for Filmo 70,
including Kodacolor Filters, complete. Code IDPKB. Price, S82.50.
Same, for Filmo 75. Code GLIKA. Price, $85.00.

<«-
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ACCESSORIES
better fall movies
Your movie

isn't really finished until it's

on the

^^

/<^

^K

screen, each scene

sequence. Get busy this fall and work those long distance
shots and your Kodacolor films into the kind of movies you see at
your theater. Only half the fun is over when you've made the shot;
titled and in

the other half comes in your

And

have you

in color?

home

editing studio.

really tasted the sport

of telephotography or of movies

The Filmo movie maker who owns T-H.

C. telephotos

and the special lens for Kodacolor is set for turning out autumn
movies that can rival the best on the professional screen.

Read about these Filmo fall accessories on
make better movies with any of them.

The

New B & H Humidor Can

No need to tell you to keep your films

in a

Tells

this page.

You

can

You When It's Dry

is

humidor, but

how were you to know when your humidor was dry — that
was the problem! And it has been solved very simply,
without extra cost to you. In the center of the colored
blotter has been inserted a smaller disc ot hard, non-porous
material. When you moisten your blotter, this center disc
stands out sharply in a lij;hter color than the wet blotter.
But when the blotter is dry, it assumes the same color as the center disc. Thus, a glance at
the disc tells you immediately whether your humidor needs water or not. This arrangement (patent pending) is now standard on all Bell & Howell humidor cans, already famous
for their strong, ribbed construction and for ease in removing the lid. Price, 400' humidor can, 75c. CodePROAC. With one Bell & Howell 400' reel, $1.50. Code PROAB.

For Kodacolor ProyVcZ/ow— the "Bub"North Screen
"What you

you get" is never so true as
on the "Bub" North Screen,
h igh reflective power gives every advansee

when you see
for

its

it

tage to the film you're showing. This screen
is ideal for Kodacolor, and of course, equally
fine for black and white. Special metallic aluminum powder, applied to a 14-gauge sheet
aluminum base, gives an unmatched brilliancy
and clearness to your pictures.

Projection surface can be faced in for protection while not in use. Pivotmg feet fold flush
for storing screen. Matk Coupon.
No.

Size

Code

Price

1

12"xl6"
18'x24"
i4'x32'
30'x40"

SKODL

$15.00
21.00
27.50

2
3

4

"Bill" Hart in "Square Deal Sanderson"

SKODM
SKODO
SKODP

39.00

Filmo Library feature for October

Any of these nine October Filmo Library releases may be
or purchased from your dealer. Mark coupon.

rented

"Square Deal Sanderson." "Bill" Hart in a superb western
with horse thieves, gunmen, a pretty girl, valuable water
rights, and an incomparable villain. 5-400 ft. reels, $200. Code

thriller

SFABD.
"The Dome Doctor. " Larry Semon
tesultsarescreaminglyfunny. 2-400

"Howdy Duke."
visiting nobility.

Lupino Lane
2-400

ft.

turns beauty specialist.
reels, $70.

ft.

The

CodeMUFHK.

on some of our
Code MUFHS.

in a burlesque

reels,

$70.

"The Story Teller." A Lyman H. Howe pictorial travelogue
linked together by the story an old fisherman tells his boy companion. l-400ft. reel, $35. CodeMUFJC.
"Felix the

1-400

chooses war.

The Cold Rush."

"Felix in
Iceland.

Cat Ducks His Duty."

He

marriage.

1-400

ft.

reel,

$35.

ft.

Felix tries
reel,

Felix has

Code

$35.

war and then

Code MUFFZ,

some high adventures

in

MUFGD.

"The Prince of Whales." Nibbins and "Pal," his dog on
whaUng expedition. 1-400 ft. reel, $35. Code MUFJH.

"Who's Which."

Phil

of mistaken identity.

Dunham in an elaborately staged comedy

1-400

ft.

reel,

$35.

Code MUFJP.

"Dodging Trouble." Ncal Burns

in a big laugh,

subpoena server on the eve of his

trip to

reels, $70.

Code

a

dodging

Europe. 2-400

a

ft.

MUFKB.

BELL & HOWELL
BELL &

HOWELL

CO., Dept. J
1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Qfilmo

Please send particulars on:
Character Title Writer

D Film Editer editing equipF 1.8 Lens for Kodacolor
n Telephoto Lenses
n "Bub" North Screen D Filmo Enlarger D New
Humidor Can
D October Library Releases
ment

WHAT YOU
Bell

&

Howell Co., Dept.

New

J,

SEE,

YOU GET

1828 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago

York, Hollywood, London (B.
Established 1907

&

H.

Co.. Ltd.)

Name
Street

City

...

State.

6.59
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riioloarnpli

And

lightinli

Fr

Effect

"e^ro

l,y

SIMPLE BUT EFFECTIVE
m A Man's Man Could Be Duplicated By

PHOTOPLAYFARE
A Man's Man

THE

Cruze,

Metro

Revieivs

cnmbinatinn
T^illiam

Haines,

know

cale that both

a

lo-

For The

C'mtelligejizla

intimately

—

and an absence of "big scenes" possibly due to production economy and
possibly due to what the producers
have learned from the talkies
succeeds in making A Man's Man a photo-

to

play of sincerity, not lacking in subtle-

is

W. Win ton

By Roy

—

ties,

will

that
find

Haines

the intelligent movie hunter
pleasing.
is

either rescuing himself or

being rescued from the "smart aleck"
roles that have made him unpopular

is

acquire "personality" and the wife
pretty sure that she has "it."

Both
by a villain of manifold
parts and the trickery is about to break
up the marriage when the youth discards "personality" and depends upon
get

a

tricked

"punch" which

lays out the villain in

-

Goldwyn Mayer
-

— Mr.

— the

pro-

Cruze and Mr. Haines
will remember, let us hope, that America is full of incidents that can be
treated in the fashion of A Man's Man.
George Horace Lorimer has built the
Saturday Evening Post into a great
magazine by remembering this. It is
a fifty-fifty bet that Soul
at
least
ducers

James

of

Romances

will prove, in the long run,

model for Hollywood than
weekly commentary.

poorer

a

Mr.

Lorimer's

Bulldog Driimmond

THIS

stubborn

reviewer's

insist-

a simple tale and.

ence that the talking movies are

an

without the intelligence of Cruze, would

of the stage, that silent pictures are of

eagle as an actor but he has an un-

have produced a syrupy and inconsequential film. Cruze gave it something

shall

with

all

photoplaygoers except cheap

youths and

silly

girls.

He

not

is

doubted capacity for portraying those
characters of which the American
woods are full the heedless, vain and
dumb but well-intentioned boys who
take a whale of a lot of beating from
life either to come out average Babbitt
successes or inconspicuous failures.

—

Since there

are

so

many

of

these

youths in the country, a study of them

any art medium is desirable. Vidor
accomplished a fine one in The Croud
but \ idor's concept of the American
performance is full of irony. Cruze, in
A Man's Man, if at all ironic, is ironic

in

fine

This

style.

is

of the generality of application that

is

found, in overdoses, in Sinclair Lewis's
stories.

One

will

find

Mans Man and

no

cinematics

in

A

only photography of

the ordinary type.

It

is

not a tech-

much

to his credit.

to the verge of farce.

660

The youth hopes

if

at least

not an authentic art form,

is

a pleasurable experience as en-

values of the cinema, varied angles of

rank, can

tell

meaning

to the

it

fourth

an unimportant story

take

and can

or

so that the telling gives

whole thing. This type
would extract

the ironic quality in the events of his

is

which,

—

ness executive of the third

audience guessing about what may have
been in his mind. It is quite certain that
the author, adapter and scenarist had
no hint of the irony that resides in the
tale.
That Cruze was able to stir up
doubt of the prevailing Hollywood sac-

Hollywood youth has a screenstruck wife. Both carry their stupidity

—

tertainment.

of

A

merge has been badly shaken by
United Artists" Bulldog Drummond. In
this all-talking photoplay the oil of
speech and the water of sight reverse
have been
the figure if you want to
whipped into some kind of emulsion

acomplishment at all. This film
proves that any director, who is as intelligent as the average American businical

in so subtle a fashion as to leave the

charinity

the cinema and that never these twain

business

executive

associates' lives
that
(if

ironic

them.

and he would convey
in any discussion
life experience would

quality

His

provide him with the quality of ironic

—

Mr. Cruze a director of
first rank
happened to do this film,
but a hundred others could also have
done it if they had been told to do it

appreciation.

—

sincerelv.

Drummond

In Bulldog

—

one finds the

emphasis and not
moving cameras, play of light and shade, ubiquity
vision, closeups

for sex-appeal

—

for

dissolves,

Here are

of locale.

also the values of

the stage, selected situations of climactic

possibilities presented

speech

with moving

Here

and gesture.

also

is

a

technical achievement in good photog-

raphy
There

and
is

good

voice

presentation.

lacking a great story or an

austerely

dramatic

story

and the

grets

that

the

treatment

critical
fine

the

of

film-viewer

cinematics,

(Continued on page 670)

re-

stage

lav-^'aE
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HELPFUL

ACCESSORIES
for Amateur Movie Makers

THE

proper accessories not only add

tremendcmsly to the pleasure of making and showinp; amateur movies:
of
Although an integral part of the Library Kodascope, earlier models of

Kodascope B do
litt.

It gives

ttot

have the Thread-

them

reels.

make

some

possible better movies

and more varied and interesting projecThef.^.jlong-fuius lens

tion results.

The

accessories

shown here

are as

Price, $6.jo.

They

get the greatest satisfaction and

from

his

and BB. Ideal

signed to
The metal, imitation leather covered
keep
in

proper condition. Price, S/O.oo.

teur's

{specify camera), $45.00.

maker

enjoyment

equipment. They are neither

complicated nor expensive. Each

tvill

B

are all de-

signed to help the amateur movie

mm. film

Cine-Kodaks A,

tor the novice as they are for

the advanced amateur.

Kodascope Film Humidor

instantly

for movies of football games. Price

practical

eight ^oo-fool reels of 1 6

is

interchangeable withthe f.1 .glens on

ample illumination for

changing

also

lill

a definite place in

movie-making

These and other

is

de-

any ama-

outfit.

accessories, together

with Cine-Kodaks and Kodascopes, are
described in detail in the booklet "Equip-

ment

for

Taking and Showing

Home
Excellent indoor

Movies,"
tained

a

copy of which may be ob-

from any Cine-Kodak

from Rochester, upon
1

Pri

dealer, or

request.

Overhead View

Finder for
Cine-Kodak,
Model B,
Finefor use 'xhen

mo

at ni'rht aith the Kodalite.

only.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester,

New York

ero'.vds obstruct the eye-

level view. Price, S/.jO.

The Kodascope Rapid Splicer and Reziind.
neu! accessory that greatly speeds

J

up and simpli-

fies editing. Price, $2^.00. Splicer only,

*

j

A

Kodacolor Screen

is

essentialfo.

good Kodacolor projection.

Bril

liantly surfaced, beautifully

mounted. Price, $25.00.

€»C;T0IBEKK
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EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Of Fi 'aidl

Ne,cs

New

Civic Servant

Educcitio/i

By

Louis

M.

J/i

Schools A?iil

Bailey

USING

Safety Council has
filmed violati>rs of motor traffic regulations in that city and has presented
I.,

the evidence, thus secured, to the Board
of Police Commissioners as the chief
exhibit to prove that additions to the

are

force

police

essential

prevent

to

addition

mony
said

be

using

to

effective

this

testi-

in behalf of police increase,

it

is

the silent witness will also
employed in trying the cases of
that

who were

violators

those

filmed

/;;

flagrante delictu.

Museum

Two

the transportation of motion
pictures and other visual aids from a
central "Educational Museum" to the

various schools constitute an important
feature of the visual education project
of the St. Louis Public Schools.

slogan,"

wanted

To

to

room

school
is

"is

fill

Amelia

said

ner. speaking at the

School,

at

Meiss-

De Vry Summer

make

possible

just the illustratiim

this

the time

demand,

is

it

it

is

in

the

which

wanted."'

said, there

have been issued, since the inauguration of the service, approximately 2,210
reels, mostly 16mm., and ten 16mm.
projectors are in use.
of

the

35mm.

schools

museum

is

said

the

sub-standard size because of the difference in expenditure from the first
coft all down the line. Miss Meissner
considers

16mm. projection

the solution

supplementary visual aid instruction.
Another interesting feature of the
St. Louis school-film service is the employment of a school photographer who
takes pictures of such work as the
supervisors select. Great possibilities
are foreseen along this line of visual

are

Fifty

per cent

equipped

projectors but. while there

with
is

a

Sl'RGICAI.
\ itacolor

films,

employing

the

recently

re-

process,

viewed by this department indicate the
alertness of the medical profession in
employing color to record, for future
study, the technique of the unusual
surgical case. The films were each two
hundred feet in length, compressing the
operation time into, approximately, only
eight minutes screen time and, yet, telling the complete story of the operation.
The methods of the surgeon could be
followed closely and in detail and the
C(dor reproduction was nothing short
of startling.

On viewing the films the operating
surgeon remarked that the diseased
tissue was clearly recognizable on the
AT THE DE \RV SUMMER SCHOOL
Miss Amelia Meissner Of The
Schools. Lejt.

662

machine,

prefer

to

Color Films

large delivery trucks equipped

for

'"Our

distinct appeal in this type of

the

education.

on Wheels

difference in color from

That color films are of infinite value
supplementing previous methods of
study is a fact which both medical and
in

of

In

disregard of the city's ordinances.

its

the surrounding tissue.

a Cine-Kodak fur educational propaganda, the Provi-

dence. R.

Homes

screen by

St. Louis Public
Discusses Visual Education

teaching professions are rapidly recognizing.

Summer

A

School
STIMULATING and
session

is

very helpful

indicated

in

letters

from various educators who attended
the De Vry Summer School, convened
at the Medina! and Dental Building.
Northwestern University, Chicago.
The session included lectures on various phases of educational film work
delivered by authorities in their particular branches of activity.
Demonstrations of and instruction in the operation
of
projection mechanism were
given and tours to motion picture production laboratories and the Department of Visual Instruction of Chicago
Public Scho(ds with a trip on Lake
Michigan, as guests of Herman De Vry
on his yacht, gave variety to the course.

Religious Film

ANE^

religious

seven

16mm.

film.

Cristas,

reels, is a

in

valuable

addition to available religious libraryThis authentically-cosfilm subjects.

tumed and well-acted feature was filmed
in the Holy Land and. as nearly as possible, in the locations where the events

The film
The Arc Film Company.
York
City.
New
Avenue.

portrayed actually occurred.
is

offered by

729 7th

^%an

<A

—
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FILMO TOD

A FALL TITLING AID

Foresight
Not Luck

Tlie

Art

Page

Mav Be

Background

Title

Useiul

In

i>liotograph

was

policy on
it

L

certainly a lucky thing

took out this

I

was,

I

my

risks'

movie camera. As

didn't lose a cent."

QllSone amateur movie
explained

thusiast

how

insurance reimbursed

when

his

en-

him

movie camera came to

grief during a

week-end

Lt wasn't luck

...

it

trip.

was

fore-

For a small sum, you, too,

sight.

can insure your complete outfit
against "all risks" except wear,
tear,

depreciation, and

war un-

der an

far

may

been

Concerning camera work in the opAppleton also presents data which will be helpful to
other medical cinematographers.
He
says, "Operating room pictures require
the extra fa.^t lens equipment. Most operating rooms are well lighted and the
walls are usually white. Dressings and
drapery of patients', .surgeons' and
nurses' gowns are also usually white
which
provides
additional
helpful
light reflection.
During many operations an artificial spot light is also used
by the surgeons on the field of operation.
This light, while constructed especially for surgery and not for photography,
actinic

however, of considerable

is,

value

and enhances the

which

Camera

"All Risks"

Floater Policy

bril-

DEALERS! You

can do your

customers a favor by assisting

them to insure the equipment
you have sold. Ask your insurance agent or broker to tell you
he can provide this service.

is

supplied by the photographer

is

unnecessary but undesirable
and, in most cases, if the daylight is
only

brilliant, regardless of the

lens should be stopped
/:2.5.

If

the day

is

season, the

down

to /:2 or

extremely bright,

in summer, /:3 is usually
enough lens opening. A dull day in
winter or late afternoon of any season,
with waning daylight, will require /:1.8
or /:L5
the full opening. If possible,
the cameraman should stand on a fair-

especially

—

AUTOMOBILE

INSURANCE

COMPANY

ly

high stool quite close to the table

and point

his

camera down upon the

field or subject.

STANDARD FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
of Hartford,

Conn.

Affiliated with

/«TNA LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY

camera

which

in-

...

.

...

A
at

$245.00.
Telegraph your order for immediate deor write for full information to
Filmo Headquarters,

livery

179

W. MADISON STREET

CHICAGO. ILL
"Movie Headquarters

/

for

Tourists"

\
HOME MOVIES
Now

Easier

New Cine-Kodak

Than Ever
eiiuipment

and

our service features increase
home movie pleasures

almost universally used today

operating rooms, will be found to
have very good actinic value.
Other
light

A

to s-l-o-w motion ... a finder
variable for six different focal lengths
of lenses
a compact new style of
turret front for three lenses
an attached winding key
a carrying case to carry the complete outfit
1"
remarkable
value
including
Cooke F: 3. 5 lens and carrying case

so-called "Scyalitic Light,'

in

not

664

builders.

.

liance of the operative field to be pic-

The

advanced movie w/orkers

.

ond

truly be

merely

.

.

.

.

glimpsed.

tured.

how

so

.

corporates these astonishing features
seven speeds from eight per sec.

erating room, Dr.

another

to

have

to

.

Bass oifers this astonishing new
Filmo 70 D.
super 16 mm. Camera
made by Bell 6? Howell, master camera

page 643)

possibilities of this field

To you

A

MEDICAL FILMS
said

'all

Titled

FORWARD WITH
(Continued from

Lt

Precedin,;

Your Summer

By Arthur Hebert;
By Ralph R. Eno.

Films.

1

that

On The

Titling

In surgical work, me-

dium closeups are much more

effective

than medium or long shots, the latter
being of no value in this class of photography. An accurate focus is very
necessary because one is using a high
speed lens at, or nearly at, full aperture and the depth of focus is therefore very limited. It is here that a focusing microscope is a very helpful ad-

TTGRE are some items that make
'-'- home movies more enjoyable
than ever:
Library Kodascope Cabinet : a
splendid piece of living room furniture of modern design, providing
storage space for all you need for
holh tiiking and showing pictures,
thus concentrating it at asingle spot.
Telepholo lens: an f.4.5 lens thai
gives you clear, sharp close-up
pictures of scenes in the distance
interchangeable with the f. 1.9 lens.
Excellent for use at football games.
Enlargements of interesting
"shots" from your movie films at
very little cost.
Keep posted on these advances in
home movie convenience. Pay frequent visits to either of our stores.
All Cine-Kodak equipment on convenient terms, if desired

Eastman Kodak Stores,
TWO STORES

Inc.

The Kodak Corner— Madison at 45th
235 West 23rd, near 7th Ave.
New York City

d

—
]M«»'»^MC IMA.M&.EMKS
junct in getting accurate results and

much

saving

in

film.

'"Surgical motion pictures cannot be
The photogstaged to any degree.
rapher must be ready at a moments
notice and extreme care is essential as
to exposure and focus, not only because

one does not wish to waste film but
because it is e(|ually easy to waste an
opportunity.
A really good picture of
an interesting or rare operation under

teamwork

good surgical

easiest picture to get.

photographer

The

screen

is

sim-

lowered like a

ply

pay the

will

window

shade-

to practice a little in the

operating room in which he
ing to work,

the

not

is

It

if it is

possible.

is

A

expect-

few

test

exposures under various conditions will
give the observant worker information

enough

him

to assure

of very creditable

whenever the opportunity presents itself.
It is most reassuring when the important time comes
to have the satisfaction of knowing
what one may expect in results."
results thereafter,

In

conclusion

Dr.

Appleton

simpler than

is

Extremely helpful
fascinating

in

it

teaching,

No

activity.

t's

a Projection Screen
for Your Films

states,

"Amateur motion picture making
the doctor

I

for

sounds.
it

is

a

elaborate

makeup or costuming and
no expensive sets are required. The
bulk of the expense is in the first cost
of the apparatus, which is not great,
and needs no further outlay save for
the occasional addition of needed accessories and for film supply.
"And picture making is no mean
scenarios,

I'titeiit

Altlilieil

When
IS

hobby. It leads to all sorts of interesting by-ways and experiments which relieve one's mind from the trials of his
usual vocation.
The work may be
taken up at any time to be left again
until another chance presents itself.
One needs no partner in this game but

any number may play. The knowledge
acquired in the making of a film is
helpful and interesting and the maker
is amply repaid
by the i)leasure derived and
the general
advancement
which he gains.
'"The

accurate

medical

teaching

this

medium

is

excellent edu-

propaganda and reacts favorably to the reputation of the maker of
the pictures.
Boards of trustees that
are alive to modern trends are encourcational

aging motion picture production in the
hospitals over
which they benignly
reign, realizing, as they do, that good
clinical movie> rcHect credit upon the

and properly advertise
character and influence."
in>^titution

Thus,

the

medical

alert to

new

scientific

finding in

an

ally

more

profession,

which

is
It

constantly
is

a

screen

out

of

Wi'W^f^^lWfl?^

CLTlCl a Beautiful Panel

for

Now

you can simplify and
the showing of
You can have a

beautify

your

films.

[permanent projection screen
completely
concealed
in
a
beautiful

Coutard Wall Panel.

Before the showing of a film,
you simply lower the screen

window

a

like

when

And

shade.

the picture

is

over,

you

simply raise the screen out of
sight

— revealing

in

Saubiac

6?

its

place a

Your Wall!

wall panel of tapestry beauty!

Think of the convenience of a
Coutard
Projection
Screen
Panel!
Think of the atmosphere of dignity and charm it
performance
a wide
range of motifs, colors and fabrics you can choose a
panel
that is in perfect harmony with
your decorative scheme. Write
today for full information.
will lend to every
in

your home!

From

its

B.

ever

developments, is
the amateur motion picture

effective.

picture

the

raised

to

colleagues as well as to lay audiences

through

IS

the

over,

growing

tribute to the

amateur motion picture industry that
a profession with such high ideals of
perfection has found its products so
helpful and so worthy.

Son, 305

E.

46th Street.

New

York

Manufacturers and Distnbuti>rs

COUTARD
Projection Screen Panel

a

«»«:~KO^EBC.

1929

POINTERS ON PLANNING
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(Continued from
obvious
nique,

important

so

yet

(Iraniatically, perhaps, the

closeups"

of

that

is

it

most

Now

Others

the

Try the

NEW

inip<.r-

motion picture. "Take

tant device of the

plenty

You've Tried

can hardly be called tech-

it

plenty

"eat

like

good but indiscriminate
advice. Closeups should be used much
more freely than they usually are but
they have specific uses. They should
sugar"

of

used

be

is

emphasis,

for

to

bring

out

and

par-

details, to identify characters

ticularly to give

spectator to

fix

an opportunity to the
his attention on an in-

teresting

subject in the same

would do

it if

the scene in real

at

should

The closeup

life.

the other scenes

with

fit

way he

he were himself looking

ceding and following

Thus,

it.

it

pre-

would

be jarring to come from a very long
shot of a building to a closeup of one
the

of

medium

a

to

same

the

supporting

pillars

return

FILM CEMENT
Applied and used just as any othei
cement on the market. Film adheres
quickly and splices are permanent. 3 5c
At your dealers
per bottle postpaid.
or direct from us.

and then

it

distance shot of

building.

Animated

titles

and

trailers

COMPLETE LABORATORY
SERVICE
In both 16 and 35

mm.

BUFFALO CINEMA
LABORATORIES
405 Elm

Street, Buffalo,

N. Y.

In each group of scenes on a given

plan

subject,

MOVIES
technique and
up-tO'date motion

professional

finish

in

our

the

dramatic

scene

interest

because

more

understood.
deal

We

detract

are experts in

MILLIMETER

16

planatory scenes which give the barkground of the situation and answer the
questions "why" and "where." Then'

picture laboratory.

negative

developing,

reduction

printing,

contact
artistic

and

Prompt and Reliable Service

but

"In the Heart of T^etv 'Yor\"

enthusi-

can greatly
For

the audience
It

may have
is

doubtful

your audience would

in

fail

nize the tower without such a

if

anyone

to recog-

Use

title.

only where some explanation

is

needed either for record or for
your audience.
of
Foreign travel films are almost always
over-titled if they are edited at all and
really

You can do much

to

make your

interest to the reel as a

more

Exjicrf

,ul

st,U

fill,

Service, Inc.

302 West 34th Street

New York

City

Equipment

CHICAGO

NIGHT
MOVIES

interesting

arranging each shot
consideration

for

in a

the

whole and by
sequence with

other

shots

in

that sequence. This will add more to
your films than you imagine. The chief

point

to

whether

Luma Camera

Picture

films

Come

Hotel.

Amateur Motion

H4 EAST ERIE STREET

films of other types are generally not

continuity or connecting thread to give

—

FISCHER'S
SERVICE, Inc.

CAMERA

sufficiently titled.

headquarters for photo-fans.

equipment.
Easy to get here
block from Penn Station; across
the street from the New Yorker

BrooKlyn, n.Y.C

information

by editing them but
you can do even more by planning them
before you shoot, by thinking of some

Luxcnberg about your problems.
See our complete still and cine

Broadway

1757

in seeing

^^ astically welcomed us... The
photographic fraternity flocked to
us... Daily, new friends are mak'
ing themselves at home in this
in yourself .. .Come in and
chat with Joe Maggio and Morry

J.NAVILIO FILH EXCHANGE

great

they but serve as labels.

the structure.

the

MOVIE MAKERS
SNAPPED US UP!

they

a

whatever feeling of pleasant recogni-

Street

enthusiasts

film

add

answers no purpose and detracts from

titles

/^AMERA

if

will be better

can

Titles

titles.

EXPERT FILM LAB., INC.
West 46th

a

to

it

even

have

will

example. The Eiffel Tower, preceding
a shot of the tower in a travel film,

tion

130

your

to

dramatic or superlative scene with ex-

AMATEUR
given

up

lead

to

remember

is

that,

after

all,

baby, a trip,
a game or a fire, you are telling a
story with your camera and if you do
not tell that story connectedly and
dramatically your films will have little
interest.

in a film of the

/io-wiri£

DctaihabU- Handle

Light a Meteor Flare (Powerful Firework Torch) and take a movie of the
The
party no equipment necessary.
same flare the professionals use. Five

—

sizes,

'/z,

1, 2,

3 and 4 minutes of light.

Especially for outdoors. Also electrical
Bares fired by a flash-light battery, for
special work. Several flares may be
fired simultaneously.

John G. Marshall
Meteor Photo Chemicals
1752 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

IMOYMC

IMi%I&EICS

MR. PEBBLE'S

"PERDUGTION"
(Continued from page 649)

him escape through

From how

see

I

hidden tunnel.

a

way

that's the only

it,

out."

'"Where's the tunnel?"

"We'll dig one. Listen, fellows. All
you go home and rake up some
picks and shovels, but when you come
of

back, don't make any noise so we
won't bother Mr. Peeble."
The order was quickly carried out
and, although some could not find a
pick or a shovel, everyone returned

with at least two tools. Included among
the implements were several saws, two

hammers, a wedge and an axe.
and, since there was not
enough room for all to work on the
tunnel itself, some began to make
or three

Work began

braces for the walls of the trench.

Within

five

minutes everyone was so

ZEISS CINE LENSES

busily engaged that no one noticed a

red automobile stop on the other side
In fact,

of the street.

was not

it

lead the ^«vorld[ '^

until

a man in a blue uniform tapped Bill
on the shoulder that work stopped.
"Are you the boss of this construc-

BIOTAR

turned and stammered.

Bill

F1.4,

TESSAR

FINDERS

gang?"

tion

me and Clarence

are

FOR STANDARD and

"Well,

together.

F2.7

and

F3.5,

16

TELE-TESSAR

F6.3

SUN-SHADES

FILTERS

MM

MOVIE CAMERAS

It"s

movie comi)any."
"Oh, its a movie company. Where
is your camera?"
Clarence pointed to the case under
his arm.
"It's here, sir."
a

"I

And

see.

you're

digging
of Po-

just

The Chief

trenches for a war."
lice smiled.

"Something

You

like that.

see,

it's

TRY US

way."
The director reached for
the notebook containing the scenario.
'A billionaire's son is kidnapped by

^'ITH

YOUR l»KOBI.KM

this

this

gang and they

He

secret hut.

tie

him up

The Service Departments of the Amateur
Cinema League are busy, up to the neck,

in the

leaves a trail of blood

"
which a detective discovers
Jim interrupted. "Too bad we

answering queries from thousands of

use a p'leeceman in the movie."

.

I

got

later,

a kind

mem-

personal service for their

personal problems in movie making.

an

."

.

Two weeks
who

"Say!

hesitated.

Bill

idea.

who want

bers

can't

Here

old lady,

bers

resided in the neighborhood, met

a challenge to cautious

is

who

will not

buy a

non-mem-

pig in a poke.

Mr. Peeble coming out of the grocery

Don't send us your application and your
check for $5.00 until you discover what
League membership can do for your specific needs. Ask us a sample question and
get a sample answer with no obligation of
any kind.

store with a pile of bundles.

"Good afternoon, Mr. Peeble.

Nice

day."

"Oh, it might rain," he answered.
"I thought I would drop in at the
school-hall tonight and see your movie.
I think it's so nice for you to encourage the children that way."

"My movie!" exclaimed Mr. Peeble
from behind his bundles.
"Why,

yes.

I

was

just

reading a

on the telephone pole in
front of your house.
It announced a
local
photoplay
something about
blood and it said that the picture was
filmed on your property and featured
large

sign

—

—

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE,
105

West 40th

Street

New

INC.

York, N. Y., U.

S.

A.

the Chief of Police."
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WATCH YOUR STOP

The

contrast is flattened out by the
heavy reexposure intensity and the result is a positive that has no deep
A
shadows nor highlight gradation.
short reexposure, though giving slightly

(Continued from page 640)

higher contrast, would give a positive
too weak character for projection.
Figure 9 illustrates the effect of a

of

underexposed
reexposure
on
On underexposures, considerable silver bromide has been left in
the emulsion after bleaching. If the
bleached image were given a normal
reexposure the positive would be correct in contrast but too heavy to use
for projection. As the shadows have
had very little or no exposure there

short

films.

IICURE
In

figure

6

showing

6,

overexposure

with a normal development, too many
The negative
reduced.
are
grains
image shows tiie highlights without

and the shadows covered by a

detail

To Show

Home

Movies

with, even in those portions of the film

The Gundlach

Projection Slant!
sets up quickly, takes little room,
stands solidly, enables you to get
close to projector for focusing and
changing film, looks professional
Height adjusts from 32 inches (3
inches higher than average table)
Has revolving top
to 46 inches.

which

9x12

that received the least intensities, that,

no matter what intensity of reexposure
is

given,

not

is

it

build

to

sufficient

up any great density (m the
The resultant image will he

positive.

and

flat

many

and more sensiand the normal ex-

of the larger

crystals

tive

left

posure would affect these areas very
strongly. The short reexposure is insufficient to

overcome the

inertia of the

smaller grains left in the highlight regions, so there is a falling off in the
density of the positive corresponding
these

to

This results, as seen

areas.

in figure 9 as

compared with

figure 7,

in a positive of high contrast.

tacking in detail.

Removable

instantly.

sets

The second exposure
has such a few grains left to work
density.

veiling

are

Stand
up less room than
small golf b:ig and can be put in
Strongly concorner of closet.

top measures
folded takes

inches.

structed of selected cherry, finished

hand rubbed mahogany. If your
supply house does not have it, send
your order direct giving us their
Price,
$20.00 f. o. b.
name.
in

Rochester.

Ciundlach Manufacturing
Corporation
729 Clinton Ave. So. Rochester, N.

Y

FIGURE
Figure 7 illustrates the effect of
underexposure. This does not affect

enough grains

to give sufficient density

the negative: thus too many grains
are present to receive the reexposure.
in

BRITE-LITE
Cl&ss Be&ded Movie Screen

Model A
30^40

Model B
36*48

SIJ50

"Juit half the price of the next bej
is the moet brilliant
It gives maximum
reflection without eyestrain.

Brite-Lite

screen made.

Brite-Lite gives stereoscopic

ef-

automatic, self-contained, collapsible; weighs only
8 to 11 pounds according to size.
it

is

Also made in metal case roller
type, 26 x 34 ,$7.50; 30 x 40, S9.00.
Brite-Lite can be obtained from
your dealer or direct from the
manujacturer. Freight or
express charges prepaid.

Send for

details.

Beaded Screen Corp.
438 West 37th

them

very

it

is

short

resulting

films which were
customary to give

reexposure.

from

this

The

procedure

one of very high contrast.

Street,

New York

overexposure, where the densities are
very heavy, there are always some small
crystals that are not affected by the
camera exposure and yet are sensitive

enough

The

to

respond

to

the reexposure.

density of the image on the posirepresented by the black area on

tive is

figure 8.
is

The arrangement of the
from what we would

different

rally
of

expect

the

from

developed

image

as

seeing
silver

shown

in
in

effect of

the
the

tones
natu-

extent

nega-

figure

6.

8

exposure may be tried

experimentally if desired. On a scene
where the exposure meter reads /:8 or
(:1], shoot some film at the indicated
stop.

Then shoot

a few

feet

with the

lens wide open

and a few more with

the lens stopped

down

as far as

it

will

This experiment will give a practical illustration of the effects I have
go.

spoken of

do not take the effect of the compensating reexposure into consideration.
The silver bromide crystals in a photographic emulsion are not all of the
same speed or size. The larger grains
in an emulsion are usually faster and
are hence the first to respond to the
camera exposure. In cases of extreme

tive

668

a

jxisitive
is

of

finishing

the

underexposed

The drawings mentioned previously

1500

fect;

In

The

If

the

in this article.

cine

user

is

interested

in

obtaining prints of the best quality he
should not think of an exposure meter
as a useful accessory but an essential
part of his outfit. Personally, I would
not shoot a foot of film without re-

course to a meter.

—

MO^'XE IM;«KEKCS
PROPS
page 639)

(Continued from
is

noticed.

will

If

help

is

it

painted black this

conceal

to

Breakaway

counterfeit.

the
are

bottles

not

difficult

make. Get the properly shaped bottle and a box very little larger. Make
a bed of wet plaster of Paris and let
the bottle sink into the mass exactly
halfway. Let this set, then remove the
bottle and grease the mould. Now replace the bottle and pour in plaster Id
cover. This will harden without adhering to the greased half. You now have
a bottle mould. But before the first
cast hardened you should have stuck
four four-inch pieces of wooden dowel

to

exactly upright into the plaster. These,

SNAP

should have been oiled. When tlie
second half of the mould hardens,
these pins fit in to hold the cast steady.

too,

inch-square vent in the
Tie the two halves of the cast
together, after oiling the second cast.
and pour in rosin mixed with lamp-

Cut

an

Use

just

enough

to give a coat-

ing about an eighth of an inch.

possibilities.

This

done by turning the mould. When it
cools you will have a cast of the bottle,
plus the vent plug. Cut this plug off
with a hot knife blade and you have
a bottle that can be bounced on the
most sensitive cranium without even

favorite

—

bottom.

black.

your

players in action with
a Wollensak Telephoto
lens and see them on
the screen whenever
of course
you wish
Wollensak Telephoto
lenses have many other

and

WOLLENSAK
TELEPHOTO
LENSES"

Try one

convince

3

yourself.

in.

to 6
to

$')';

m. foci
$75

is

causing a headache.

^
989

ROCHESTER,

HUDSON AVENUE
Mauttjacturcrs

COMPANYA

OPTICAL

WOLLENSAK
of

I'hotogr.ifliH

Qii.

Z,//s.,<

,ii,d

Sliiilt.n

N.

,iu, ,

Y.,

U.

S.

ISW

Special furniture that cannot be bor-

rowed from some family may be hired
from a furniture store for from five
to ten per cent of its value, plus any

Save 25% to 60%

unusual wear.
If

there

quarters

established

the club head-

at

property

room should be

and a nice

line

of

Motion Picture Cameras

prop-

can be accumulated in the course
of time by inculcating in the minds
of the members the thought of using
the prop room instead of the rubbish
pile.
Old clocks, furniture, hangings
not too badly worn and the like will
erties

THE

W.

B.

&

K.

come in handy some time and the
wise Props will always ask, "Do yon

"PILOTLIGHT"

want it back, or can we keep it?" when
borrowing anything, from a cup to a

A convenient light on your Filmo
Projector that enables you to operate
and change your reels with plenty of
illumination that does not attract
annoy your
attention
of
or
the

all

cookstove.

There is nut much glory in being a
property man, at best just a line on the
credit title, but if you get the right
sort of a

man

audience.

Makes

opcratinfi your projecto
pleasure.
extra wires needed.
Just pull tlie switch and th
When
am
is
there
Light
a

he'll love the

work and

room will be as dear to
flock of old masters are tn
wealthy collector. We recall in
the good old days "putting the Indian
sign" on a packing box that had posed
as a gas stove in a dozen comedies in
six months. The box went out in the
alley, after an argument, but Props
went on a three-day drunk. His heart
was in his work. That's the sort of
man you want to get for your cinema

No

his property

Where you need

him as a

as

close

come, minus the

to

him

as

you can

it.

your mato
Easily attached
chine in a few minutes and projector can be packed away ir
case without detaching.

the

club, or

New

Practically
room

is

a

IF

BROWN

WILLIAMS,

or

Send for Our Bargain Book

'][)

listing Motion Picture
Still Cameras of

Cameras, Lenses and
every description.

Liberal Allowance

Price $6.00
From your Dealer

.VSmm. Institute Motion Picture Cam$ 82.50
era with /-l.S lens
41.75
Halldorson Cinema Arc Lamp
4" focus Dallmeyer /:4.5 telephoto
40.50
lens, will fit Filmo 70
case
192.50
Projector
with
B
Eastman Model
35mm. B. & H. Evemo with Cooke
185.00
/:2.5 lens, carrying case
16mm. Victor Cine with /:3.5 lens.
37.50
old model, with crank
Filmo No. 70 with /:1.5 lens and case 167.50
35mm. Pathe Studio Model Camera
with /:3.5 lens, precision ballbearThis outfit is in good
ing tripod.
complete
hand condition,
second
325.00
with case
200 ft. capacity Stineman. three nest42.7.S
film....
hold
16mm.
ing tanks, to
6l/zx9cm. Mentor Reflex Camera with
Prolinear /:1.9 lens, complete with
plate magazine, film pack adapter
215.00
and carrying case
9xl2cm. Ernemann Sportsman with
/:3.5 Ernon lens, film pack adapter
97.50
and carr>ing case

made on your Filmo

Direct

the

or Cine

purchase

of

a

Kodak towards
new

Filmo 70-D

& EARLE.

Inc.

'TAf Home

of

Motion Picture Equipment."

Filmo Motion Picture Cameras and
Projectors

918

Chestnut

St.,

Piiiladeiphu P*.

Central

Camera Company

230 So. Wabash Ave.. Dept. MM.lOc.
Chicago, 111.

thirst.

I

669

1929

«»CrT01BEMK

CONTROL OF
LIGHT AND SHADE

NOW—

and

(Continued from page 651)

Inexpensive

PRINTED TITLES
response to an
IN
demand for printed,

increasing
as well as
handlettered,
titles
I
distinctive
have added a complete line of
printed titles to my service. These
titles are now available in several
different

styles

moderate

—and

very

at

all

and

Samples

cost.

prices will be sent upon request
Also, inwithout obligation.

—

formation
concerning art titles
and handlettered titles that con-

form to the latest professional
mode. Write today.

effects.

While

of

article

this

Ingemann Sekaer
Niw York

Broadway.

1472

detail,

area of the smaller ingredient

left

this

of

be secured.
I6min. films

to

Per copy, 75 cents

The Educational Screen
S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

5

quiet

the

center of

the

is

desired

in

picture.

pastoral

a

dangerous to discuss
the above in a short
general nature because

cult

answers in 144 pages of educational
and entertainment films, each title
with brief description, all classified by
subject, with directions where each
devoted

of

will

right

This spot or area is called the center
of interest.
It
should be placed at
the mathematical center very rarely.
as, for example, when
an effect of

like

"1001 Films"

Special section

(light

shadow as the case may be)
be above or below and to the

It

what films exist and
where they can be obtained.

may

matter

this

a

scene.

to find

Ihe new Sixlh Edition

beyond the scope

discuss

or

utter

HOW

is

to

few leading points may
serve as a suggestive guide.
Avoid
extreme contrast of light and shade.
Balance your contrasts, that is, have
your picture, at most, one-third shadow
and the rest light, or vice versa. So
arrange ligiit and shade in the picture space that the principal part or
in

(U-

P.

it

is

to

generalize

art

rules

article
it

is

of

diffi-

promptly
However, it is

without

meeting an exception.
hoped that a suggestion of the factors
involved in securing pictorial effect by
means of light and shadow will lead
the amateur to the production of pictures which will be increasingly pleasing to him as time goes on.

*^There

must he some

reason for it

—

'^

The popularity of Burton Holmes' Travel Films
can be attested to by millions of people throughout the world
people who know that when
they purchase any of the 16 millimeter "Film

—

Reels" which are sold in 100 ft. lengths, or the
"Special Releases" in lengths up to 400 ft., they

adding to their library a masterpiece in
Travel Films which are artistic, allurmovies
are

—

ing and entertaining.

^6.50 and ^7.50
^14.00 to ^25.00
Purchase them outright or rent them from

Film Reels

Special Releases

your dealer

Burton Holmes Lectures,
7510 N.

Ashland Ave., Chicago,

Inc.
111.

PHOTOPLAYFARE

Good Titles1.

Add

2.

Make

interest to
it

your

films.

unnecessary to ex-

plain the pictures.

names,

Preserve

3.

places,

dates and essential information indefinitely.

Show

4.

that

to-date

you are an upmovie

amateur

maker.

(Continued from page 660)
and picture technique could not have
adorned something with more meat in
it.
Yet Bulldog Drummond is not pretentious and honestly advertises itself
as a "comedy-melodrama," making good
the advertisement in an honest and intelligent
way.
Incidentally,
Ronald
Colnian is admirable in a new and
much improved manner. This film
'Stands out for two reasons.
First, it
is the only satisfying mixture this reviewer has seen combining silent pictures and speech by machinery, as it

News

Exclusively 16
ing,

I

does not jar one's critical appreciation
by abrupt jumps from one medium to

Reel Laboratory

Sansom

170;

St.,

Developing, PrintRush Service

Titling, Editing,

:zAlofio>j picture films aefetiorate!

^lake

iheir existence

PERM/VNENT
uiinq
bij

TEITEL'S

another.

consistent with the best quality of

It achieves a synthesis of two
forms that is convincing and pleasing. Second, the story is a mild burlesque and it presents its incredibilities
not as things the audience must take

titles.

seriously but as things that are essen-

TElTCtS'SCRATCH

without being broadly

PROOF'METHOO

Art must be something more than

renJers J^tlm emulsion so
tou^h that ordmarij uje.
cannot scratch or mar the

art

Our

prices are as reasonable as

is

tially

An

illustrated

the

different

circular,

kinds

of

describing
titles,

be gladly sent upon request.

Ask

KODASCOPE

EDITING

TITLING SERVICE,
350 Madison Ave..

New

AND

Inc.
'^'ork Citv

fantastic

farcical.

tvill

for it!

^70

Pliiladelphia, Pa.

mm.

and pleasing. The previous
""talkies" have been neither whenever
they attempted any cinematics whatsoever. Bulldog Drummond shows us that
cinematics and dialogue can be mixed
painless

ncwufe'method
prevents f'lms from bfcoming

brittle -jhri'nklng- curling-

and ^iues greater clantij
of imaqe-

film during
better

its life,

insuring

permanent irarj-

parency Oil or other foreign
matter cannot penetrate the
emulsion of a treated film

AlBERTTEITCLCO.

such a fashion as not to give offense
and to provide pleasing
entertainment.
To this reviewer the

NtW yOBK,
40 St.
'hour dealt)- vnll tell uoit
^tke bencf.tsof lUe.......

only artistic uplift or esthetic thrill in

TElTlfl.

in

to the critical

105 WEST

METHODS

—

—

!

—

(MO'm'MK IMAM&EKCS
the whole play was the opening sequence which was entirely silent. Here
he had that indefinable but definitely
recognizable feeling that he was assisting at the presentation of something of
superior excellence in an understood

A

throughout the rest of the evening.
When United Artists and the director
whose name, because of the absence of
printed programs at the expensive
Broadway showing, is not now to be

—or

when

with these Fotolite

AUXILIARIES
The remarkable new 500-watt FOTOLITE provides
as much light power as the average 1000-watt lamp.
See the new FOTOLITE No. 15— with its newly designed reflector and new chemically treated reflector

other companies

and other directors manage

to arouse

that esthetic thrill in this reviewer with

sequences
logistic

it

both cinematic and diabe time for him to talk

finish.
It is second only to the famous FOTOLITE
No. 10 (1000-watt lamp) and No. 15, when used with
No. 10, provides a light which for steadiness and
power is ideal for every interior shot.
They are so easy to use. Can be carried anywhere in

will

about art and the talkies as possible
He can only report,
marriage-mates.

now, that the Bulldog

Drummond

d'hote has not called

for

to the pleasure of

HOME MOVIES

medium. This sensation did not return

determined

dd

—

—

table

any sodium

a

liirarb.

room and plugged

in

on any

electric

Ught socket

ready for use in an instant.

TURN ON THE SUNLIGHT
ANY TIME YOU WANT IT!

FILMING FOOTBALL
(Continued from page 637)
touchdown. These are the things that
will add interest to your football films.
Between the halves you will want

some pictures

take

to

Many

put on

colleges

of

the

stunts.

very elaborate

bleacher stunts that photograph excelPerhaps the band will take the
lently.
Perhaps there will be
field and drill.
Shoot it at all
other entertainment.
events.
This will add the spirit of the
day to your films.

Unfortunately

the

autumn

light

seldom favorable for shooting the
citement

that

The mad rush

follows

the

final

On dark days and at night
turn on the sunlight! Switch on
FOTOLITE'S

take beautiful films
pictures
own home

—

back

of

and

$16.00

out bulb)

Carrying Case for
No. 15 Reflector

No.

10 or
$2.50

Carrying Case for No. 10 or No.
50c
15 Stand

The New
PANRITE

gun.

of the victorious rooters

team and escort
room is a sight
that should be recorded whenever the
Here is
weather conditions permit.
where the reserve speed of an /:1.9 lens
it

dances

No. 15 (for 500'watt bulb). Complete with carrying cases (with-

is

ex-

greet the winning

to

light

family
the
children at play! Don't miss half
Don't
movies.
amateur
the fun of
be without FOTOLITE any
Ask your dealer for a
longer!
demonstration today!
parties,

events,

$19.00

(without bulb)

and
right in your

brilliant

PRICES
No. 10 (for 1000-watt bulb).
Complete with carrying cases

Universal

to the dressing

seldom possible
on an
autumn afternoon with an /:3.5 lens.
If your camera has a speed adjustment
it should be slowed down a bit, thus
giving your film more exposure and at
saves the day.

It

is

to get a successful picture late

the

same time making the movement of
more rapid, which

the crowds appear
is

After the film has been returned from
the finishing laboratory it should be
carefully

edited.

Undoubtedly

some

scenes will have to be discarded entirely

NEW

often very effective.

while others will have to be rear-

ranged for the proper dramatic effect.
A flash of the cheering crowd should be
inserted after an exciting play.
The
plays should be arranged to work up
to a climax even if it is necessary to
change the order in which they actually
happened. Remember that long after
the game is forgotten you will still
be showing your film to the supporters of the victorious team.
Let them

Assures steady running pictures

Because of

angle.

its

at

not only has an exceptional
range but also revolves with un-

the top
tilting

holds

equalled ease and smoothness.

It

any make of camera and

on any

fits

8-REEL FILM

IS

a

marked improvement

in film

This beautiful 8 four
equipped with
a specially designed removable moistener, which permits moistening without
danger of damaging the films or case.

carrying cases.

hundred foot

reel case is

Price: $6.50. 16 four hundred foot reel
carrvms case. Price: $10.00.

tripod.

TESTRITE INSTRUMENT

Here

CARRYING

CASE

any

Universal Joint,

CO., 108 East 16th

St..

New York

FOTOLITE
Most Light Per Ampere

— Lowest

Equipment Cost

see their favorites at their best

671
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THE CLINIC
(Continued jrom

Want

STEADY
Pictures

page 646)

Question: I have had reasonable success in indoor filming with two 1000watt incandescent lamps and with my
Recently I have
/:3.5 lens wide open.

How

])urchased an /:1.8 lens.

shall

I

indoor pictures?

set this for

Answer: In general, the usual advice
given to the amateur for indoor filming
by artificial light is to use whatever
This

he has wide open.

lens

is

be-

much

S-L-0-\V

is

a fact that most

M-0-T-I-O-N

LUGENE,

light.

amateur interi'irs
However, tlie
tend to underexposure.
/:1.8 lens will enable you to include a
It

FILMO 70-D

Let us demonstrate this wonderful camSeven film speeds, 8 to 64
era to you.
Three lens turret and
pictures a second.
viewfinder are standard equipvariable

cause, with the limited power supply
usually at his command, it is consid-

ered impossible to get too

NEW

The

Inc.

PRESCRIPTION OPTICIANS
(.(111

Madison Ave.

Ri't

57th.

5Sth

976 Madison .Ave.
76tb. 77th Sts.
BUTterfield 54eb

Bet.

Sts.

PLAza 6000

Phone

NEW YORK

larger area in the picture with a given
If your combined inof light.
candescent units draw approximatelv
eighteen amperes (2000 watts at 110
volts
and your light sources arr
backed by efficient reflectors, you

amount

SPLICE IN

I

should already have been able to illuminate a spare six or seven feet
square, with your /:3.5 lens wide open,
and should have secured well exposed

However,

pictures.

Use

A

Thalhammer
The time

take the wiggle out of
is when you are shooting the picture, ^'ou must hold the
camera steady as a rock to avoid the
to

your projection

wavy

effect

that

mars

so

many ama-

teur films.

Tripod Model H
was designed for the amateur. It is

The Thalhammer

perfectly rigid but light in weight.
Convertible sharp
Beautiful finish.
point and rubber tipped legs make it
adaptable for indoor or outside use.
The Pano-Tilt head locks at any tilt
flip of
with a twist of the wrist.
the thumb allows a full, smooth panoram swing. Easy to use and a great
aid in securing good results.

desire

one of your light sources farther away
from the subject so as to avoid that Hat
illumination that comes from a ligiit
source at an equal distance from eacli
side of the subject. Use panchromatic
film for best results with incandescent

lamps.

Question:

On

at

On examining

found these to be spots
of perfectly blank film extending from
the edge halfway into the picture.
Could this be a processing defect?

open.

requesting

it.

irrite to:

THALHAMMER
CORPORATION
123 South

Los Angeles

Fremont

been very careful in loading this
film in the camera, for the symptoms
you give are those of "edge fog." I'll
uager that if you can remember the
occasion, you will find that you loaded
the film in sunlight without shading the
camera, or were careless in allowing
not

the tightly rolled film to

You
to

will find

an

by

Sold At Cost
Leaders

14

ft.,

I6111111.

35

ft.,

35mm. Leaders

Amateur Cinema League,

W.

105

40th

St.,

New

$1.00
$3.00
Inc.

York. N. Y.

SAVE

the

Apparently you have

Street

California

to

aiJded

are so designed that
they can be divided and one
half used for the leader and
the second half for a trailer.

I

Answer: No.

is

They

Your Copies Of

MOVIE MAKERS
For Reference

Thalhammer

Tripod Model B and the Pano-Tilt
head will be gladly sent to anyone

reel

one of these fourteen foot
animated Amateur Cinema
League Leaders.

'>ne

side of the picture.

circular describing the

Films

receiving a recent film

ber of white flashes occurred
film closely,

Editing

touch

finishing

attractive

from the processing station and running
it in the projector, I noted that a num-

tomers improve the quality of
their films by using Thalhammer amateur cine accessories.
desirable franchises still
Particulars on request.

The

gain a greater flexibility of lighting arrangement and will be able to place

Dealers; you can help your cus-

Some

When You Are
Your Summer

to

photograph a larger area than this, or
if
you wish to illuminate an interior
with dark walls and hangings, your
/:1.8 lens will prove invaluable. Other
things being ecpial, you should be able
to illuminate an area twenty-five to
fifty per cent larger with your present
lighting equipment through the aid of
With it, you will also
this fast lens.

A

A

you

if

League Leaders

that

if

become

you

Handsome

binders have been
prepared for this service.

AT COST

^1.50

Each

Order By Volume Number

Volume IV
Volume III
Volumes

I

and

II

1929
1928
1926-7

loose.

.send a

film

the processing station in good con-

dition,

it

will

same wav.

be returned to you the

105

W.

40th

St.,

New

York, N. Y.

—
!«»'«'

ME

l*lymM^EIC.»

T

ENS

HIS

FAITHFULLY REPRODUCES
EVERY TINT AND HUE
SCREEN USED AS REFLECTOK
FOR BACK LIGHTED SUBJECTS

I'ANKL

Versatile Reflector Screen

A
too,

USEFUL
may

outdoor reflector, which

be employed indoors,
can be made from an old folding
well

screen of the three-panel type. Fasten

CCLCC MCVIES
How

sheets of white cardboard on the panels

reproduce in full,
wealth of scenes
and events you cherish. With the KiNOPlas.mat /:1.5 lens attached to your
camera, you can catch and reproduce
each subject, tone for tone, in its true

with thumb tacks to form the reflecting

One

surface.

side of each panel

advantageously be left so that the original dark screen material is exposed.
Such a screen will stand alone and can
be arranged to reflect light in any direction.
A small vertical slot can be
cut in the middle panel at normal
<amera height through which the lens
is protruded.
This is a most efficient

way

to

secure full front reflection

back lighted closeups.

when

light

lens

flare.

The

Pl.xsmat

the contribution

is

of

Dr. Rudolph, the world's foremost authority on photo-optics. It faithfully reproduces the gradation of tones in lifelike effects with the added enchantment
of a feeling of depth characteristic only
in the Pi asmat.

f(U-

camera

an unusual amount of
with consetpient danger of

there

side

color values.

The screen may

also serve as a shield for the

thrilling to

faithful tones the

may

is

you own a motion picture camera,
not get the most out of it? Why
not catch and preserve the events and
scenes you hold dear in all their origfor you and your family to
inal colors
see and chuckle over in the years to
come.
If

why

AMATEUR CLUBS
fCoiitiinit'd

I

Kim

ptige

652)

—

The

1" focus

is

$60.00.

Other focal lengths from

W

to

3Vi".

KINO-PLllSMM
FORMULA OF

DR.

RUDOLPH

COAT OK ARMS OF THE CLEVELAND
MOVIE CLUB

Heraldry

THE

coat of arms shown in this
department this month is the
proud possession of the Cleveland
Worked out by R. L.
Movie Club.
McNelly. the club's executive secre-

.4t

Your Denier

— or

Write Direct

HUGO MEYER
105

West

40th Street,

Works:

New York

Goerlits,

to

& GO.
City

Germany
673

T

0<;T«>^EIK 1929
by Joe Ramthis armorial bearing
sey,
Omitting
is a club project completely.
lary,

The New

and modeled
club member,
very

the

tached
coat

-

the

for

projector

a

thief

Mazda
lamp.

lack of space, the

—

the

of

and a sun

same

GRAF

sinister

in

of the first in splendor

eclipsed in base, three reels argent; an

per pale from middle chief

infinity vert

For the badge and
— "Apoint!"
crooked fore-arm proper,

fesse

to

Uses

at-

the

composed of anand modern language must cer"The Cleveland Movie
Club beareth, upon a shield per fesse
or and azure, on a chevron gules, between a camera sable in dexter chief,
tainly be quoted

MOVIELITE

of

description

cient

WATT

parts

different

arms,

heraldic

1000

significance

interesting

to

of

in clay

crest

clutching a bludgeon proper; the whole
a crest-wreath or and
McNelly comments thusly:
"This fantastic and seemingly meaningless jargon was read by educated
classes five to six hundred years ago,
and even much later, with the ease with
which we read the daily paper and,
strange to say. it was understood."

supported

by

Projection Leiisos
for

DeVry, Filmo, Victor, Duograph,
Kodascope (c) and other

Safe
any-

where

Driving determinedly
project of

making

ord of the National Air Races, the
Cleveland Movie Club secured the cooperation of clubs in every city of this
country in which the air races were

A

started.

fuller report

STANDARD

numbers

(All sizes—clear

model incorporates many
refinements of major

WHEN

membership

its

is

Auditoriums, Theatres,

$^I

PRICE

IN

ATA

GRAF LE^S

Complete
with
stand and cases,

f\f\

ti*^^

15

without bulb.

officers

are
lace

for

this

^

I

TITLES
Comple
service. (16 mm. or staad'
ard.) Cinematography.

YESTERDAY

CLARK CINE-SERVICE
I
I

DETROIT, MICH.

New-

ENERGIZE YOUR FILM!
Use Kleena-fylm Process
restores
and maintains
A non-inflammable fluid
prniection.
Ouaranteed.
dealers, or postpaid, 85c
Write for facts worth knowing.

cleans,
rejuvenates,
pliability in old film.
apply.
Clearer
ta
It

easy

Buckle, secretary, and Robert Burhans.

At

treasurer.

New

500 Watt

MOVIELITE

KLEENA-FYLM CORP.

Home-Made
HOME-MADE

^10.00

inventiveness

came

Jimmy

Valen-

400 ft., 16 mm., filmed for the last
Photoplay contest by F. Jared Bennett,
vice-president of the Volney G. Bennett
Lumber Company of Camden, N. J.
Lights made of old iron lamp-stands
tine,

Twin

500 Watt

and carrying case

Distributor:

Willoughby's.

Write

or

wire

110
for

West
open

32nd

St,

territory.

Northeast Products Co.

674

store

Massachusetts

as

graphed

same

montli

MOVIE MAKERS

the

year.

25— Foreign,

W. 4Dth

S3. 50)

MAI^EKS

iMO'«'lE
105

NOW!

your subscription

enter

S3. 00
(Canada, SJ.

St.,

New

York, N. Y.

"Crigtus"
The Most Beautiful Story of the
Life of Christ Ever Filmed

sets.

The
learts

another,

Only one
Featured in the
cast were Elmer H. Sweeney, Peggy
Sharpley and Stanley Matheson.
at the

TO BE SURE
securing- your copy o£

ry

director

and the

scenes in one location being photo-

retake was required.

York, N. Y.

aluminum

fered its vault and interior
Sundays were devoted by the
and cast to production work
locations were filmed one after
all

rewksbury.

five-and-ten-cent

bowls and reflectors of painted wallboard were a part of the equipment
used; actors were personal friends of
the producer and a friendly bank of-

^20.00

New York

and

New

522 Fifth avenue.

to the fore in Alias

with individual stands

CAdillac 526o|

2540 Park Ave.

active producing unit

Edwin J. Fairall, president; WalW. Ward, vice-president; Alice

€0.

333 No. Michigan .4ve.
CHICAGO. ILL.

creased the Foto-Cine Produc-

challenges to other western clubs.

mtd

etc.

Literature on Request

to

NO CHANGE

Large Halls,

Schools,

designed for use in

in-

Club of Stockton, Calif., expects
announce a local contest for movie
amateurs and, having done this, to send

mm.)

(All sizes— clear aperture 32

tion

importance with

"

The Auditorium Lenses have been especially

Contest Later

New

lengths 2 to 4"
aperture 26 mm.)

AUDITORIUM—focal lengths 2' 2" to 6"

Movie Makers.

of

mm.)

BIG BERTHA— focal

teur filming adventure will be given in
later

T

A.

in focal lengths =4" to 4"

(11 2-4" have clear aperture of 20

ama-

of this

Projectors

T

ambitious

at its

a national film rec-

mm.

16

azure." Mr.

In

picture

that

will

of mankind.
seven reels

for

—

live

forever

16mm.

in

the

projectors.

Price $200.

ISO others,

iomance

in

including Zeppelin Fliglil and
Spain, the greatest bullfight pic-

ure ever made.

time.

Si''id

for list.

ARC FILM
729

Seventh

Av

CO.

New York

City

IMO'^'ME IMAKCEICS

Shown

West

in

AND WEBBER'S
WATSON House
Usher
the

of

of

Full

was

screened by the Portland, Ore., Cine

Club whose members are greatly interested in its technique and artistic qualThe Club Film Library expects
ity.
shortly to have Reel Golf, the Portland
unit's latest production, available

on the

&

Howell "Watch
Thin" Movie Cameras
—brand new— but cases are
€I^ ^y ^^
- OIlLy ^^ M -^
shopworn and
Bell

slightly dirty

club film circuit.

From Modesto
LEAGUE
/

of

(Regularly $125)

member Richard

Modesto,

L.

Bare

Calif., reports the lat-

Postage prepaid

the Golden Bear
Tec-Art studios of that city. The Lady
Higher Up, filmed on 35 mm. This
group, whose business is the production
of advertising films, has interested itself in the amateur field and contem-

production

est

of

any place in the
United States

We

have a large

of standard,

list

cameras

nnovie

returned-from-rent

plates another story to be filmed later

and equipment at very low
Write for this list.

autumn. Mr. Bare was responsible for the photography of this film.
The dramatic direction came from
Leo Matesky; the interior lighting was
supervised by N. L. Duckart and the
laboratory work was done by Albert
Shoemaker and Mr. Bare. Leads were
taken by Miss Bonnie Bare and George
Moore of Lodi. Calif., where the film
in the

prices.

San Francisco visit our
rooms equipped with
everything for your entertainment
even music with your movies.

&

KEARNY & SUTTER

STS.,

L Maclaren,
FROM
New Zealand, member

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

ateur

Auckland.

of

of the

Cinema League and

of

of Motion
Picture Engineers,
comes news of the establishment of a
cine branch by the Camera Club of
Auckland. A recent meeting featured
a Flight Over Auckland, filmed by R.

ALWAYS

J'ictor

one complete set
of

a com35mm., and

entry,

Oscar Comes Galloping In.
was produced in the interior of Catalina Island by Malcolm Renton. In the
cast of the cowboy comedy are Arthur
Renton. Ruth Billheimer, Tony Enriques, Harry Brentford and Bill Pniv-

>'

•

amera

i

t

t

e

Automatic Dissolve

This club
now has sixteen members and plans an

This unique device lends to your picturesthat air of professional quality which
marks them from the ordinary. Give
your pictures smooth fade-in, fadc-oi
and dissolve effects with

It

a film produced by one of

recently saw
its

members.

A. C. Baxter, consisting of telephoto lens studies of the Grand Canyon.
This organization offers technical disDr.

cussions to

its

The President
League

members at its meetings.
of the Amateur Cinema

and the League's photoplay
consultant acknowledge, with gratitude,
the
honorary membership bestowed
upon tliem by this club.

:he

Automatic

balance of

1

L

Nib

—

ting^.o wh.te

a,

^^ QQ

GRADUATED
tion

— spotlight

ting ,0 black

ede

Cl^

1

I'or accentu,lting point of inspotliglit effect, vignct-

terest

$27.50

Dissolve

^W

$5.00

Wni

held a recent meet-

production.

detail

or close-up,

object

president, E. E. Bradley.

broad

*e

{\f\
^O.XJKl

H-ff"! ^

Movie Makers Club

111.,

in

m

Allows use of sun for

— cloud

DIFFUSING IRIS

$2.85

ing in the flower and rock garden of

first

effects

s.

scenes

niglii

moonlight

advantage of the outdoor
the

of Springfield,

early

tor

daylight.

from
any position for
Iris filters and
1
r
n e
Retail

smoke
Minia-

GRADUATED FILTERS

self

is

centering

Outdoor Meeting

its

For log, rain or
scenes taken in sunlight.

Filter

Holder

ance.

season,

any

in

l.osition.

QQ
v'"""*'

FOG FILTERS

for

filters

every
lens
as
against a sepfor
arate
set
It
nach !ens.
I'lamps over any
lens on- a n

45

Beautiful effects
for clo.se-ups

Holder

makes available

entitled

TAKING

SEASON

N

I

For snftenins— toning down.
Lends tlie "mystery element."

Island Entry
ft.,

DeJry

DIFFUSING SCREEN
Filter

contest

Eastman
Bell & Howell

Co.

G. H. Manley.

.edy running 1000

movie camera

Am-

the So-

ciety

ANOTHER

size

Headquarters for:

netting.

E.

elegant pocket-

—

Sherman,] ^lay

its

-

in

Auckland Cine Branch

has

Filiiio 70

-

When

projection

IRlSappniH
effect

^5_00

DE5IGNEPS AND MANUFACT
You

106

describe

it

••We'll dc sj^

WC ST 461" ST,

N.XC
675
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Special Theatre

THE

regular meeting of

last

Louis, Mo.,

St.

the

Amateur Cinema

Club was held in the private theatre
(if
Robert Laughlin, a club member.
This theatre in Mr. Laughlin's hom.e
is completely equipped for the screening of both 16nim. and 35nim. silent
and talking films. The club's program
featured the projection of amateur and
professional talking pictures and .i
short business meeting at which plans
were made for general club activities

Far South
New Orleans.
comes the
FROM
report
the organization
the
La.,

of

OUR BOOKLET
One Hundred

Hilarious, Inspiring, Mystifying
and Freakish Pictures Will Break
the Monotony.

Attachment and booklet
be

for

post-paid

sent

will

$4.50

Los Angeles,

ama-

The premiere of the club's first
two productions. Bayou d'Amour and
.state.

Buddies, each running 400 ft.,
16mm.. was recently held in the club's

Air

an

a love story of

Street,

first

teur movie club to be formed in the

studio. In the cast of

The De Moulin Corp.
417 South Hill

of

Orleans Cinema Club, the

simple directions and sugrgfestions producing
nearly

girl,

Bayou d'Amour.
and a country

artist

are Janice Pixley, Michael Luizza,

Calif.

for the club's third

picture.

Ohio, the Toledo Cinema

contest under way and
films have already been submitOther departments of the club
are active and a short film story is now
being produi^ed preparatory to filming
a newspaper feature story planned by
the club in cooperation with a Toledo
daily. The Fall of The House of Usher
was screened at a recent meeting.
its

Illawarra Starts

FROM

George K. Aldersley, its diword of the formation
Film Society in Hurst"^ e
ville, Sydney, New South Wales.
are commencing shooting," writes Mr.
Aldersley, "in a week or so on 3.5 mm.
rector, conies

HELD IN CLEVELAND
.\

100

ft..

M.niy

mm.

16

„lh.,

of the Illawarra

showing many prominent

spectacle,

tl.nlliiii;

Price $5.00

irom

s,ihi,,li

'.fhuli

to

,

/loose

A

much needed accessory for all film users.
Remove the oil, grease or fingerprints from
your 16 mm. lilni; it's all done in one operation

Price $8.00
(/;/,/«,/,«;

,„„ o< cl.annii:

ill,,,!)

Simplex Fading Glass
/,ro,!u,,-s

Contained

in

Ih,-

/uidi-iii.

durable

case

Fud,-out

with

instructions

Price $2.0a

We
ing,

are equipped to do your reduction printtitle

work,

Ernest
165 E.

16

mm.

contact

prints,

et.

M. Reynolds

19Ist Street

film

Cleveland. Ohio

Test.

We

find

is

from the general fun of making a movie, a very fine sense of sportsmanship
seems to prevail among the members.
We hope to make Australia known to
the movie makers of the world through
our activities."
Here is an excellent
statement of purpose which shows very
clearly some of the many-sided values
of amateur movie club organizations.

Young Laurels
productions
FOUR
the credit of

amateur

are

the

cast

of

this

feature

Theodore Newman, Elizabeth
Sutherland, Margaret Newman, Virginia Simmons, William Laurie and
Jack Navin.
Photography and direction

of all

Park

productions of the Grosse
unit are to the credit of

Accessions

RECENT

accessions of the Club
Film Library: Headlines, 700 ft.,
16mm., a tale of two boisterous youths
who become reporters on a city daily
and their subsequent adventures: has
a well-planned continuity and interesting story, produced by the Palisades
Picture Players, Grantwood, N.
!.:
Freshman Days. 1200 ft., 16mm., a
story of the competition between two
boys, with an abundance of local color,
some excellent photography and good
direction, produced by the Flower City
Amateur Movie Club, Rochester, N. Y.:
Universal' s Camera Crane, 50 ft., 16
mm., scenes taken from Universal's
camera crane, used in the professional
production, Broadway, and The Grebe
Radio. 400 ft., 16 mm., a film record of
radio construction, an excellent example of an entirely amateur made industrial, both filmed by Hyman Fink of
Los Angeles.

entitle<l

the climate

here excellent for exterior work which
the story, in the main, demands. Apart

ful,

676

and, so far. our story

The Love

Simplex Film Gleaner

In

people.

were

Jack Navin.

Guillot

No

and The Maelstrom, the latter running
1200 ft..
16mm., and based upon the effect of
the world war on a group of young

A.

J.

There's

Home

Like

Mrs.

Richards,

many

OFFER

The Devereau Diamond,
Place

Charles

ted.

National Air Races

The group is now producing Alimony Mary, in which Catherine Anne
Currie is playing the lead. The plot

Point

Toledo.
INClub
has

Gold Seal Pictures

sional roles of this type.

Paul, Mrs.

Toledo Contest

"

handled by Elizabeth .Sutherland with
perhaps an unconscious satire of profes-

Dumont

made
V»Jut:» MtiOT!i,MandNi,WE(f»^>s
'^
• '
.s-DiHuniFi

ft., 16mm., has been
submitted to Photoplay^ contest. The
story is a modernized Cinderella tale
wherein Prince Charming is a tabloid
newspaper.
The lead is delight fu 11 v

Ernestine Watkins,

and Elise Levy. The leads in Air Buddies, a story of the world war, were
played by Maurice Paillet, Polly Leitch
and .Fohn Luchessi.
Plans have been

TURN DAY INTO NIGHT

Sophistication, 400

concerns the back stage life of a dancing team.
Previous pictures are The Tragedy.

for this fall.

(It

Park, Mich., working under the leaderTheir last picture.

ship of Jack Navin.

already

to

an ambitious, youthgroup in Crosse Pivint

Rushes

^

Progress

n aters,

the

thorne Club

Company

^

reported on Muddy
production of the Haw-

is

of

the

Western

Electric

of Chicago.

Freshman Days was screened

re-

cently before the Neighborhood Movie

Club

of

known

Amarillo,

Texas,

as the Amarillo

formerly

Movie Club.

D. A. MacNair, of Johannesburg.
South Africa, has taken steps to bring
about the formation of an amateur
movie club in his city.

f[^

^

Hugh

V. Jamicson in Dallas, Texas,
The Lugger and the
The House of Usher for meni-

recently screened
Fall of

^MOWME

]»fly%lK.EIKSi

bers of the Dalla;; Little Theater

who

A

are planning with Mr. Jamieson to organize a movie club and to begin pho-

The Dallas

toplay production.

Place For Everything and Everything In

Its

Place

Little

Theater has a most enviable reputation
among amateur dramatic groups and
their entry into the amateur movie field
holds rich promise.

^
in

The Heart of Texas Cinema Club
Waco, Texas, recently screened Nug-

gett Nell, 800

ft.,

35nim. production of

Cumberland Cinema Club, at
program conducted on Baylor Univer-

the

;i

campus.

sity

BRITISH

AMATEURS
C. A. Programs

.4.

programs
LATE
Cinematographers

the

of

Amateur

Association

in

London include the projection of Safety First, produced i)y S. J. Meadows.
Standing the Raqiiet. made by the production sub-committee of the A. C. A.,
Sibford, a film of school life made by
a group at Sibford, a Quaker scho(d.
and various professional industrial

models for amateur
Technical discussions on various subjects have been
and program projection^
presented
have been interspersed with the clin
ical screening of members' films.
films designed as

producers.

industrial

ALL-MOVIE CABINET

AND SCREEN UNIT

home movie outfit. A beautiful cabinet finished in matched walnut and designed
especially for keeping your movie outfit and accessories altogether. The screen unit is
the removable back of cabinet and weighs but fourteen pounds. The movie outfit in
cabihet illustrates placement and is not included, but cabinet will accommodate Filmo,
Kodascope and other 16 mm. outfits. Cabinet size, 40 inches high, 35 inches wide, 18
for vour

inches deep.

Write for full farticidars.

Screen size, 24 x 30 inches.

Price

$110

F.o.B.

Chicago

National All-Movie-Sales Co.
333 N. Michigan Ave.

Room

Chicago,

605

111.

Railway Location

TWO

One Week, tip run
16mm., and In The \ecl:.
a farce to run 400 ft., 16mm., have been
placed in production by the Bristol
Amateur Film Production Society. Both
are being directed by H. Leadbeater
and photographed by J. Leu Rippin.
1600

One K

eel;

location
at

stories.

ft.,

railway station

involves a

at

work

this

verv

and the club has been

the Bristol station.

The

first

productirpn

of

Queer Island, was written
and directed by Horace W. Gwilliani
and photographed by J. Leo Rippin.
The plot is based upon the ingenious
and mysterious tale of an old fisherman
concerning a sudden death at a picnic party on "Oueer Island.""
active unit.

Use Trams
SHEFFIELD tram

"TWG

PUDPOSE

As a multiple viewfinder it does away
with the inconvenience of changing individual finder masks. By the mere turn
of a knurled ring this finder is adjusted for
any local length lens from I" to 4" you
"I

-- •

intend using.

2.\s

a field selector it enables you to predetermine the size field or the size object you wish. You turn ring as you view
•

the scene.
cars

have

been

used as settings in the recent proAdventures, by the Sheffield

When

merely read

off

desired field is selected
the nearest focal length

lens to use.

the direction of R. E. Marshall.

The

~ef'uence involved a scrap between twn
wdiild-be Ronieos

for

the attention of

young lady who complicates matters by meeting her husband in the
Berry, the cameraman,
tram.
.L V^
had to avoid registering the large
appeared
when the Shefaudience that
a chic

.

field

producers took possession of

tb<»

ithin the tube.
the
He
eld
the eye
and
lied
to
even
plainly
visible
with the longer focal
The Goerz
lengths.
N'iewtinder
slips
into
place within the finder
tube of the Filmo 70.

$27.00

I'rice
.\
1.1
I

fluction.

Conducbranch of the .\. C. A.
tors and niotormen obligingly played
their roles as the action went on. under

ACCCSSOPY

.^

supplementary lens

take in the field of
wide-angle,
mm.
for 6 in. telen be supplied
additional

•md

OOQR
GOERZ

MOVIE

EFFECT

DEVICE

For any
information

C.

p.

details or

write;

I

^VARIABLE
FIELD VIEW
PI INIDER

GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY

319-A East Thirly-fourth Street

car.
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NEWS

Of The INDUSTRY
And

For Amateurs

Dealers

New Camera

THERE

Telltale

shortly to appear on

is

the market a radical development

mm.

The Kodel
and Manufacturing Company

in the 16

Electric

field.

well-known

of Cincinnati, Ohio, already

in the radio field, is the protagonist of

new apparatus, which

the

consists of

both camera and projector.

In opera-

camera divides each present
into four pictures, which

the

tion,

mm. frame

16

are exposed consecutively, the process

being repeated for each frame. Each
picture is, therefore, one-quarter the
area of the present frame, but it is
claimed the apparatus has such lens
and mechanism refinement that the definition

is

entirely satisfactory.

The

jiro-

jector, in addition to the projection of

the

small-size

will

picture

mm.

film,

will

also

film of

normal framing

turn of a lever.

The apparatus

project 16
at the

be known as the Kodel Homovie,

and, while this department has not yet
had an opportunity to examine its actual
construction and working, the plan
prospects

offers

of

home movies

of

opening the

to those

who

field

desire less

The Cine-Nizo

ANEW

importation makes its appearance in the form of an extremely well-built and carefully de-

mm. camera.

This

is

the

lat-

model of the Cine-Nizo, which is
made in Germany and seems to possess
the customary German thoroughness and
est

precision.
of this

Among

loading

spools;

100

daylight

of

motor with
which exposes

minimum

spring

of vibration,

fool

thirty feet

of film at one winding; hand-drive at
standard speed, or one-turn-one-picture,
used at any time without letting the
spring run down; three speeds, from

eight

dustproof

sixty-four;

to

open-

ings for the various drives; safety locking device; two sight finders, one of

which may be corrected for lens
placement;
starting
lever
may
locked

operating

in

focus-on-filni

number
not

of

fail

serious

to

position;

dis-

be

direct

and a
other features which candevice

available

commend

worker and

themselves
to

all

to the

those

who

wish to realize the utmost from a
motion
picture
camera.
Burleigh
Brooks, 136 Liberty Street, New York
City, is importer of the new Cine-Nizo
and expects an enthusiastic response to
the product in this country.

the important points

camera are

listed the following
special features to insure rapid and ac-

which

will be

month offer
humidor cans

this
in

found

to be of great advantage in the jiroper preserving of
your valuable films. This is a clever
'"telltale"

humidor

blotter,

that,

when

moistened, shows a white disc in its
center which is invisible when dry.

Other

seasonable

mended are

accessories recomwell-known Bell and
Editer, the Taylor-Hob-

the

Howell Film
son-Cooke
Special
/:1.8
lens
for
Kodacolor. and the 3^4 inch /:3.3 and
4 inch f-A.S telephoto lenses for sport

work.

Hayden Sales in New York
EXPANSION of the Hayden Sales
Company, announced

in these col-

month, has now been furthered by the opening of New York
City offices in the Salmon Tower, 11
West 42nd Street, that city.

umns

last

Pathex Improved

Eastman Accessories
Eastman Kodak Company
this month emphasizes the value
of accessories with specific examples
of some of its well-known and valuable
products.
These include the Threadlite, now available separately, which is
invaluable for rapid threading and inspection of the projector;

and a
NINE
taken a new

half millimeter

THE

expensive operation.

signed 16

curate

Humidor

and Howell
BELL
a new feature

the metal

Kodascope Film Humidor which contains and preserves eight reels; the /:4..5
telephoto lens and finder for sport
work; the overhead viewfinder for the
model B Cine-Kodak, which locates the
image when crowds obstruct the eye-

has

lease on life with

Pathex reorganization and
and improvement of the
well known Pathex camera and projector.
The Pathex Motocamera is
now extremely compact and includes,
among its other features, an accurate
the

recent

the redesigning

built-in

viewfinder, safety lock for the

starting lever, lens cap with fastening

which may be seen in the viewfinder
field, improved gate, double claw intermittent
and special "Motomagazines" which make loading extremely
(Continued on page 681)

level view; the efficient Kodalite for
indoor movies and the Kodascope Rapid
Splicer and Rewind for film editing.

New De Vry Filters

NEW
to

Orthoplan

filters

in

special

Rhaco holders have been added
the DeVry line of still and motion

picture

made

equipment.

of optically

These
flat

filters

are

glass, the color

This
being a part of the glass itself.
means an absence of distortion and assured permanency of performance. The
graduated filters are made by fusing
two pieces of optically flat glass, one
white and one yellow, which are ground
in such a manner that a wedge is
formed, beginning with clear glass and
gradually

merging

Rhaco spring

into

holders,

yellow.

made

The

especially

for these filters, can be used on lenses

varying diameter, and the holders
graduated filters may be rotated
about the lens.
of

al

With

678

His

Hirthdov

Cint

Movi

Kodak.

for the

Karl

Wliose

\'on
Wiegnnd,
Famous Correspondent,
1-ilmo Accompanied Him On Ttie Graf
Zeppelin World Flight.

IMO-V^SE IMymi^EKKS

There are no
lost shots
ivhen you

use
the
all-isveather
all-purpose

le-^/m

cine film

Jo^ use

,n

One-Cameras

TT SERS

of Agfa 16 Mm. Cine Film make their
movies confident in the knowledge that Agfa
means sure results. This fact is convincingly emphasized by the large number of perfect rolls processed in
our Binghamton Laboratory.

^-^

Sunny, cloudy, and rainy weather, earlier or later
in the day

—

all these varied light conditions are adequately cared for by the unexcelled speed of Agfa.
Even when the exposure is not perfectly timed the remarkable latitude allows for slight differences in light

values.

Agfa 16 Mm. Cine Film has a rich super-Orthochromatic emulsion that registers colors in their truest
relation to visual values.
It has been said to compare
favorably, in many ways, with a Panchromatic emulsion.

Many movie-makers are interested in making telephotos, long-shots, close-ups, interiors, home-made titles,
etc.
Agfa 16 I\Ini. Cine Film is particularly suitable
for this class of photography as all shots have a beautiful smoothness with everything clearcut and distinct.
projection that the real value of Agfa 16
is recognized.
All details from the
darkest shadows to the highest lights are reproduced
with outstanding faithfulness. This insures the most
pleasing effect of life, tone and naturalness.
It is in

Mm.

peed
latitude
color value
adaptability
brilliancy
detail

Cine Film

No matter what movie camera is used, Agfa signithe difference between good and better brilliancy
in the screen projection of amateur movies.
It is the

amateur

thvfi solve all
ntofie- making problems

fies

basis of all-around better niovie-makinjj.

^6.00 per 100

ft.

roll (daylight-loading)

Including free processing

and return transportation

UNITED STATES FINISHING STATIONS
Acfa Ansco Corp'n, 29 Charles St., Binghamton
Agfa AtiscoCorp'n, 205 W.Wacker Dr., Chicago
Agfa Ansco Corp'n, 223 W. 3d St., Los Angeles
and 12 Finishing Laboratories AbToad.

AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION. RINGHAMTON,

N. Y.
e79
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CALIFORNIA
Berkelev: Berkeley Commercial Photo

Washinctc.n: Reid S. Baker, 1429 H St.. N. W.
Columbia Photo Supply Co., Inc., 1424 New

York Ave., N. W.
Eastman Kodak
N.

Supply

6O3S

Co..

Broadway.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 643 S. Hill St.
Fitzgerald Music Co., Motion Picture DiviHill

Hope

Red Cross Pharmacy,

First St.

San Pedro: Sunset Photo Supply,

319

Inc.,

6th St.
Gilbert,

1428

Jr.,

W

.

W.

Fifth St.

Santa Monica: Bertholf Photo Finishing, 1456
St.

H. Hartman & Son, 25 N.
Co.. 40 S. California St.
Peel. 226 E. Philadel-

phia.

YosEMiTE National Park;

Best's

Studio.

Stores,

Inc.,

626-16

St.
Inc.,

Peachtree

St.

Kodak

Stores,

Inc.,

mer Co

Idaho

St.

at 9th St.

Ford Optical Co., 1029-16 St.
Haanstad's Camera Shop. 404-16

Sts.

Fischer's

Rn

Camera Se

154

202,

E.

Erie St.
Ideal Pictures Corp., 26 E. 8th St.
Illinois Radio Appliance Co., 1426 E. 70th St.
W. W. Kimball Co.. 306 S. Wabash Ave.
Leonard Lynn Co., 302 S. Wells St.
Lyon & Healv, Jackson Blvd. & Wabash Ave.
Post Office News Co.. 37 W. Monroe St.
Seamans, Photo Finisher, 1953 E. 71st St.
Stanley-Warren Co.. 908 Irving Park Blvd.
Von Lengerke & Antoine, 33 S. Wabash Ave,
Decatlr: Haines & Essick Co., 122-128 E. William St.
Pfile's Camera Shop, 240 N. Water St.
Evanston: Aimer Coe & Co., 1645 Orrington
Ave.
*
Hattstrom & Sanders, 702 Church St.
Freeport: Hanman's Camera Shop, 17 S. ChiIllinois

Camera Shop, 84

Prairie

S.

St.
St.

Springfield: Camera Shop. 320 S. 5th
Sterling: Ray Hart, 8-10 E. 4th St.

St.

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport: Fritz & Hawley,

Inc.,

1030 Main

St.

Harvey & Lewis Co., 1148 Main St.
Danbiry: Danbury Elec. & Radio Shop,

Ma

155

St.

Gavle A. Foster, 9 Perryridge Rd.
Mead Stationery Co., 249 Greenwich Ave.
Hartford: Harvey & Lewis Co., 852 Main St.
D. G. Stoughton Co., 255 S. Whitney St.

Watkins Bros., Inc., 241 Asylum St.
F. B. Fountain Co.. 483 Main St.
Britain: Harvey & Lewis Co., 85 W. Main

Middletown:
St.

New Ha

Fritz

& Hawley,

Inc.,

816 Chapel

DELAWARE
Frost

Bros.,

duPont

Bldg.

Market

Wayne

St.

Frankfort: Pathex Agency, 206 E. Walnut St.
iNDHNAPOLis; L. S. -Ayres S Co., Dept. 290, 1
W. Washington St.
H. Lieber Co., 24 W. Washington St.
Kentland; Boone Pharmacy, on the Square
South Bend: Ault Camera Shop, 122 S. Main

St.

608
St.
St.

Seehawk Camera Shop-Studio, 189 W. 4th

St.

KANSAS
Coffevville; Dale Movie Shop, Dale Hotel Bldg.
Topeka: Hall Stationery Co., 623 Kansas Ave.

KENTUCKY
Lexington; W. W.

W.

Louisville;

Walnut

Still,

D.

129

W.

Gatchel

.!

Short St.
Sons, 431

W.

St.

4th Ave.

LOUISIANA
St.

New

Orleans: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 213
Baronne St.
Harcol .Motion Picture Industries, Inc.. Harcol Bldg.. 610-612 Baronne St.
Southern Cine Co., Inc., 310 Main

MARYLAND
Amateur Movie
Eutaw St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Ir

Baltimore:

853

!

N.

223 Park Ave.

Stark-Films, 219 W. Centre St.
Zepp Photo Supply Co., 3044 Greenmount Ave.

MASSACHUSETTS
Dadmun

Co., 1 Washington St.
Stores, Inc., 38 Bromfield St.
Stores. Inc., Hotel Statler.
Co.. 30 Bromfield St.
C. F. Hovey Co.. 33 Summer St.
Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 155 Wash-

Boston:

Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak
Ralph Harris &
ington St.

Jordan Marsh Co.
.Andrew J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St.
Montgomery-Frost Co., 40 Bromfield St.
Pathescope Co. of the N. E., Inc., 260 Tremont St.
Pinkham & Smith Co., 15 Bromfield St.
Solatia M. Taylor Co., 56 Bromfield St.
Braintree; Alves Photo Shop, 349 Washington
St.

Brockton: Raymond C. Lake, 218 Main St.
Lowell: Donaldson's, 77 Merrimack St.
New Bedford: I. Arnold Wright, 7 S. 6th St.
Salem: Robb Motion Picture Service, 214%
Essex St.
Springfield:
Bridge St.

J.

E.

Harvey & Lewis
Worcester: J. C.

Cheney &

Staff,

Inc.,

301

Main St.
Freeman & Co., 376 Main

Co., 1503

MICHIGAN
Bay City: Bay City Hdw.
Dept.. 1009-15 Saginaw

Camera Shop, 309

S.

Michigan

St.

Photographic Supply. 329
.Art Store, 21 S.

S.

La-

7th St.

IOWA
Burlington: Sutter Drug Co., 307 North 3rd St.
Cedar Rapids: Camera Shop, 220 Third Ave.
Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 318

Co., Sporting

Goods

St.

•Detroit: Clark Cine-Service, 2540 Park Ave.
Crowley, Milner & Co., Sixth Floor, Dept.
124.

Camera Shop, 424 Grand River, W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1235 WashingDetroit

ton Blvd.

Fowler & Slater Co.. 156 Larned
J.

St.

Terre Haute: Snyder's
St.

Inc.,

Photo Finishing. Inc.. 419 Pierce
Macks Photo Shop, 225 W. Fifth

St.

Fayette Blvd.

87 .Atlantic St.
Waterbury; Curtis Art Co.. 25-29 W. Main
Wilhelm, Inc., 139 W. Main St.
Inc..

Butler's Inc. 415

St.

Anderson; Reed Drug Co., 37 W. 11th St.
EvAN'iviLLE; L. E. DeWitt. 613 Monroe Ave.
Smith & Butterfield Co.. 310 Main St.
Fort Wayne: Biechler-Howard Co., 112 W.

Schilling's

Harvey & Lewis Co.. 849 Chapel St.
Norwich: Cranston Co., 25 Broadway

Wilmington:

Sioux City: Eastman Kodak Stores,

INDIANA

.Ault

St.

Stameord: Thamer,

Ave.

St.

ILLINOIS
•Chicago: Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St.
Brentanos, Inc.. 63 E. Washington St.
Camera Exchange, 68 Washington St.
Aimer Coe & Co., 78 E. Jackson Blvd.
Aimer Coe & Co., 18 S. LaSalle St.
Aimer Coe & Co., 105 N. Wabash Ave.
•
Central Camera Co.. 112 S. Wabash Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 133 N. Wabash
Ave.
Fair, The, Dept. 93, State, Adams & Dearborn
*

808

Sixth

Bi.galusa: Dixie Motion Picture Co., 446 Harper

IDAHO
Boise: Ballo

Inc.,

407

lege St.

183

Erlanger Theatre Eldg., 581

Rome: Macon A. Brock, 231 Broad

Store,

Grinnell: Child Art Rooms, Cine Dept
Iowa City: Rexall & Kodak Store, 124 E. Col-

Sutcliffe Co., 225-227 S.

Rockford: Johnson Photo Shop, 316 E. State

St.

680

Eastman

Visualizit,

cago Ave.
Galesblrg;

COLORADO
Denver: Eastman Kodak

New

51 E. Flagler St.

St.

Peachtree

St.

Sherman. Clay & Co.. Kearney S: Sutter Sts.
Trainer-Parsons Optical Co., 228 Post St.
Store, 94 S.

Stockton: Peffer Music
Whittier: Maxwell C.

W.

GEORGIA

S.

St.

Santa Ana; Clyde H.

Twiggs
Atlanta:

734

Co..

San Jose: Webb's Photo Supply

Third

N.

St.,

Petersburg: Barnhill's Camera Shop, 17-3rd
N.
Robinson's Camera Shop, 115 Third St., N.
Tampa: Burgert Bros., Inc., 608 Madison St.
Tampa Photo & Art Supply Co., 709-11

St.

Stationery

Russell-Carlon Co.. 325a Grand -Ave.
Sherman, Clay S Co., 14th and Clay Sts.
Pasadena: Flag Studio, 59 E. Colorado St.
F. W. Reed Co., 176 E. Colorado St.
Pomona: Frasher's, 158 E. Second St.
Richmond: LaMoine Drug Co., 900 MacDonald
Ave.
Riverside: F. W. Twogood, 700 Main St.
San Diego: Bunnell Photo Shop, 414 E. St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 419 Broadway
Harold E. Lutes, 958 Fifth St.
San Francisco: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,
545 Market St.
Hirsch S: Ka>e, 23^ Grant Ave.
Kahn & Co., 54 Geary St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 564 Market St.
San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 735 Market

Sierra Madre: F.
Baldwin.

SI5-10th

Inc..

Hyman's News and Book

St.

Broadway
Oakland: Davies, 380-14th

'

d'.AIbert,

St.

John R. Gordon, 1129 S. Mariposa .-Vve.
T. Iwata Art Store, 256 E. First St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 3150 Wilshire Blvd.
Earl V. Lewis Co., 226 W. 4th St.
Marshutz Optical Co., 518 W. 6th St.
Schwabacher-Frey

St.,

.Ave.

St.

B. B. Nichols, 731 S.

607-14th

Stores,

Locust St.

FLORIDA

S.

S.

Inc.,

Jacksonville: H. & W. B. Drew Co.
Lake Wales: Morse's Photo Service, Rhodesbilt
Arcade.
Miami; Miami Photo Supply Co., 12 N. E. First

Pacific Film Service, 6306 Sunset Blvd.
Long Beach: Winstead Bros., Inc., 2-14 Pine St.
Los Angeles: California Camera Hospital, 356

727

&

Sunset

Blvd.

sion,

Store,

W.

Fuller

Way.
Hollywood Movie

Des Moines; Eastman Kodak

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Co., 2515

Bancroft Way.
Fresno: Potter Drug Co., 1112 Fulton St.
Glendale; Mowry's Photo Service, 223 S.
Brand Blvd.
Hollywood: Fowler Studios, 1108 N. LilUan

L.

Hudson

St.

Co., Dept. 290.

.Marumber-Sniith and Co., General Motors
Bldg.
Metropolitan Motion Picture Co., 2310 Cass
.Ave.

E. B. Mevrowitz, Inc.. 1516 Washington Blvd.
United Camera Stores, Inc., 14324 Jefferson

Ave
Nc: Linn Camera Shop, 109 S. Washington
(Cofitiniied on

fagc 682)
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simple and sure.

Standard equipment
an /:3.5 lens in universal focus
mount.
The projector has been improved along similar lines, with special
attention to improved electrical equipis

ment

copy

a

new

the

of

Pathex

MEMORIES

organ, to be called Pathextracts, which
will

appear regularly and

voted

information

to

be de-

will

wiil

for

specifically

live

again

nine and a half millimeter film workers. A new library of current releases is

The New York

libraries.

of Pathex

NOW

Editing

THE TIME

for 3 short titles and get your tryyour films

out, all ready to splice into

FREE
-I

hetiiitifiil

END" — in color — a'ith

huiid-lettered"THE

office

every order

M. H. Schoenbaum as
manager and R. H. Horn

eastern sales

^»^e!^* ^^

as manager.

Canadian Q. R.

APPOINTMENT

S.
Holmboe,
manager of the

of

Chicago, as sales

F.

1425 Broadway, New York City
METROPOLITAN OPERA HOUSE STUDIOS

Q. R. S. Canadian Corporation of Toronto, the Canadian distributors of all

Phone Penn. 2634

Q. R. S.-DeVry products, has been announced.
Mr. Holmboe was formerly

manager

sales

IS

Film

located at 35 West 45th

is

with

Street,

if
Eno's Art Title and
Service is commanded!

Send $2.00 with copy

being built up and Pathex projector
will now be able to enjoy, by
rental or purchase, special film features
similar to those found in the best 16

owners

mm.

f^L

VACATION

for the domestic current supply.

All Pathex users henceforward are to
receive

V

r

DeVry Corpora-

for the

'*^**r'16«M) Art Title Bu.»Jer

and is widely known for his pracand thorough knowledge of dealer
and consumer requirements, gained by

tion

-^V««*

tical

twenty-five

years

of

intimate

contact

His new
address is, Q. R. S. Canadian Corporation, Ltd., 310 Spadina Avenue, Towith the motion picture

field.

National

ronto.

Kodascope

—First National

THEWestKodascope
42nd
announce a

tures

home

for

coming season

New York

Station

Hotel

Chrysler

Commodore

Building

—

Roosevelt

50

E.

42
Lincoln

Pershing

£ 1

Sq. BIdg.

Building

during the

projection
that

Grand Central

Hotels

Biltmore and

series of special fea-

among

rank

top-notchers in entertainment.

nounced

Bank

BIdg.

Libraries, Inc., 33

Street,

City,

City

the

It is

EAST 41st

Chanin

SiCD

BIdg.

ST.

an-

Kodascope Libraries have

that

arranged with First National Pictures
reduce to 16 mm. some of their

to

famous feature
releases

films.

the

is

The

first

remarkable

of these

film.

The

Lost World.

New

Fotolite

ANEW

design of interior lighting

claimed for the Fotolite
No. 15, recently announced by the
Testrhe Instrument Co., "108 East 16th
unit

Street.
this

is

New York

unit

is

so

City.

efficient

It

is

that

said that
its

light

compares

furnished

favorably with that
by the usual 1000-watt de-

vices.

is

value

It

finely finished

and comes

complete with stand and carrying case.
Prices for this unit, and also for Fotolite No. 10, a 1000-watt unit, have nowbeen revised so that it is possible for
the amateur to possess one of these
complete interior lighting outfits at a
No. 10 now
very reasonable figure.
sells at S19.00 and^No. 15 at S16.00.
(Continued on page 683)

Come

—

in

and discuss your movie problems with

whether you bought your equipment here
us
or not. Our men represent seventeen years'
experience in this field.

GilleHe
Camera Sfores Inc.
Park Ave. at 41st

St.

NEW YORK

Caledonia 7425

CITY
681

€»cnro^EaK 1029
(Conlimied from fage 680)
Vans Cine Service. 600 Prudden Bldg.
Marquette; Kay's Photo Service, 335 Harrison

•

First St.

Genesee

Co..
JefEerson.

at

301 Genesee

MINNESOTA
Duluth: Eastman Kodak

330

W.

St.
Inc.,

112

Co.,

Stores

St.
Supe
Louis Frerker Co., 12 E. Superior

Minneapolis: Eastman Kodak Stores,

•

Meyrowitz, Inc.. 825 Nicollet Ave.
Sly Fox Films, 49 S. 9th St.
Owatonna: B. \V. Johnson Gift Shop, 113 W.
Bridge St.
St. Paul: Co-operative Photo Supply Co.. 381-3
Minnesota St.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 380 Minnesota St.
E. B. Meyrowitz. Inc.. 358 St. Peter St.
Ray-Bell Films. Inc.. 817 University Ave.
St. Marie Clear & News Co.. 96 E. 5th St.
Winona: Van Vranken Studio. 57 W. Fourth St.
E.

B.

MISSOURI
Kansas City: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 916
Grand Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 1006 Main St.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 21 E. 11th St.
Harold Edwards Radio & Cinema Co., 6239
Brookside Blvd.
Hanley Photo & Radio Shop. 116 E. lOth St.
St. Louts: A. S. Aloe Co.. /07 Olive St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 1009 Olive St.
Erker Bros.. 608 Olive St.
Geo. D. Fisher S: Co.. 915 Locust St.
Hyatt's Supply Co.. 417 N. Broadway.

NEBRASKA

St.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
E. Waldron,

Newport: K.

A

1

Main

St.

NEW JERSEY
Atuvntic

CiT^':

Eastman Kodak

Stores,

Inc.,

1735-37 Boardwalk.

Camden: Parrish & Read. Inc., 308 Market St.
East Orange: Main Radio Company, 142;^
Main St.
Elizabeth: William C. Goldinff, 219 Broad St.
Jersey City; Hugo Bermann. 13 Exchange PI.
Montclaik: Edward Madison Co., 427 Bloomfield Ave.
Newark: Anspach Bros., 838 Broad St.
L. Bamberger & Co.
Fireman's Drug Store. Market and Broad.
\.
C. Reiss. lU Hill St.
Schaeffer Co.. 103 Halsey St.

genline Ave.

NEW YORK
S.

Baldwin, 32 Maiden Lane.

F. E. Colwell Co., 465 Broadway.
A. S. Bump Co., 180

gineering. I'niversity of Rochester.
Sibley. Lindsay & Curr Co.. Camera Dept.
:
J. T. and D. B. Lyon, 236 State
St.

J.

McFadden,

Watertown: Edson
Washington

F.

Adams,

459 Washingto

Hauser Bob Studio, II W. Tupper St.
Buffalo Photo Material Co., 37 Niagara St.
United Projector S: Film Corp., 228 Franklin

Corning: Ecker Drug Store, 47 E. Market St.
Glen Falls: M. Lapham's Sons, 2 Rogers Bldg.
Great Neck: Lovett Cinema Studio, 66 Middle
Neck Rd.
Haverstraw: E. H. Vandenburgh, 3 Broadway.
Ithaca: Henry R. Head, 109 N. Aurora St.
Treman, King & Co., care of Geo. E. Houghton.

Rochelle: Ye

457 Main

New York

Little

Alliance: England Drug Co.,

W. Young,

Burck-Bauer,

*

and

News Co

*
*

Fitch, 45th &

Subsidiaries,

its

131

St.

Eastman Kodak Stores,

Inc.,

Madison Ave.

at

Cleveland

S.

11

W.

,

426 Walnut
St.,

Seventh

Carnegie Ave.
Fowler & Slater Co., 806 Huron Rd.
Fowler & Slater Co., 347 Euclid Ave.
Fowler & Slater Co.. 1915 E. 9th St.
Halle Bros. Co., 1228 Euclid Ave.
Home Movies Co., 1501-7 Superior Ave.
Lyon & Healy, Inc., 1226 Huron Rd.
Euclid Ave.

Dury &

Hotel

Co.,

Union

St.

TEXAS
Abilene: W. C. Cosby, Box 338.
Amarillo; C. Don Hugues, 1019 Oliver-Eakle

Mag-

Store, 2599

nolia St.
St.

San An-

E.

Schuhmann Photo Shop, P. O. Box 861.
Fort Worth; Hodges & Co., 806 Main St.
Chas. G. Lord Optical Co., 704 Main.
Houston; Camera Shop, 1310 \Valker Ave.
Star Elc & Eng. Co.. Inc.. 613 Fannin St.
Paris: R. J. Murphy. So. Side Square.
San Antonio; W. C. Allen. Rialto Theatre
Fox Co 209 Alamo Plaza.
E. Hertzberg Jewelry Co., Houston
Mary's Sts.
llugnes-Combes, Inc., 407 E. Houston

at

St.

St.

UTAH
Salt Lake City: Salt Lake Photo Supply Co.,
271

Mam

St.

Shiplers, 144 S. .Main St.

VERMONT
S.

Prospect

St.

Norfolk;

:

Co.,

Inc.

VIRGINIA

at

Galeski Optical Co., 209 Granby

S.

St.

Granby

G. L. Hall Optical Co., 257

Richmond:

St.

Galeski Optical Co., 737 E. Main

S.

St.

Arcade.

Home

Movie

Service

2128

Co.,

G. L. Hall Optical Co., 418 E. Grace St.

Cathedral Ave.

WASHINGTON

Salem: Butcher's Studio. 176 Jennings Ave.
Franklin

Print.

& Eng.

Co.,

226-36

St.

Photo Supply Co.. 325 Superior St.
Lawrence's, 1604 Sylvania Ave.
<: Fowler & Slater Co.. 7 Wick Ave.
ille: Zulandt's Drug Store, Widney, cor.
nth and Main.

OKLAHOMA
W. Ma

nd B News Co., 142^1
106

Seattle: Anderson t>upply Co., Ill Cherry St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1415-4th Ave.
Lowman
Hanford Co., 1514-3rd Ave.
Motion Picture Service, 903 Lloyd Bldg.,
Sixth Ave. and Stewart St.
Frank B. Wilson, Inc., 319 Pike St.
Spokane: Joyner Drug Co., Howard & Riverside Ave.
Tacoma: Shaw Supply Co., Inc.
E, W. Stewart and Co., 939 Commerce St.
Yakima: Bradbury Co., 19 S. Second St.
.S;

WEST VIRGINIA

Huds^

S.

Wheeling: Twelfth
Veazey Drug Co.
Tulsa: Camera Shoppe, 225 Atco Bldg., 519%
St.

S.

Alvin C. Krupnick, 9 E. 6th

St.

OREGON
Corvallis: Lynn's Photo-Art Shop, 1555 Monroe
St-

Eugene- Steven's, Inc., 764 Willamette St.
Pendleton: Floyd A. Dennis.
Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 345
Washington St.
Lipman Wolfe S Co.. Kodak Dept.

PENNSYL\'ANIA
^ilentown: Geo. E. Phillips. 36 N. 6th St.
Bethlehem: Arthur F. Breisch. 527 Mam St.
Erie: Kelly & Green. 116 W. 11th St.
James Lett Co.. 225 N. 2nd St.
Johnstown: F. W. Buchanan. 320 Walnut St.
Lancaster: Darmstaetter's. 59 N. Queen St.
Mt. Carmel: Stecker's Book Store, 20 N. Oak
St.

Mo

Ph
Kodak
St.
Tos. C.

Co., 420

Rutland; Geo. E. Chalmers

Columbus: Capitol Camera Co., 7 E. Gay St.
Columbus Photo Supply Co.. 62 E. Gay St.
Dayton Camera Shop, 1 Third St.
Dayton

Main

Supply

St.

Burlington: Robert T. Platka, 231

Stor

Corp..

1020

132

S.

Chestnut

Jr.. 1804 Chestnut St.
Clothier, Market, Eighth

Ferguson.

"Strawbridge

S:

&

John Wanamaker, Dept. 56.
Williams, Brown & Earle, Inc., 918 Chestnut

Kodak

Stores.

Inc. 606

Wood

St.
B. K. Elliott

Co.. 126-6th St.
Joseph Home Co., Magazine Dept.
Kaufmann's Dept. Store. Dept. ()2. Fifth Ave.
S:

Root's Kamera Exchange. 11 Fifth Ave.,
Arcade.
Reading; Alexander Kagen, 641 Penn St.

St.

St.

&

4th St.

Eastman Kodak

Stores,

Inc.,

427 Milwaukee

St.

Gimbel Bros.,

Kodak

Dept.,

Wisconsin Ave.

& W. Water St.
Photoart House of Milwaukee. 220 Wells
Co.. 128 Main St.

St.

Oshkosh: Coe Drug

Photo

Superior: Greenfield
Tower Ave.

Waukesha: Warren
dio, 353

S.

Supply

Co..

1328

O'Brien Commercial Stu-

Broadway.

AFRICA
Cape Province
Cape Town: Kodak (South Africa) Ltd., "Kodak House." Shortmarket and Loop Sts.
Lennon, Ltd., Adderley St.

AUSTRALIA
New South Wales
Sydney: Filmo Stores, 142 B King St.
Harringtons. Ltd., 386 George St.
(.Australasia)

Pty.,

Ltd.,

379 George

St.

New

St.

'ittsburgh: Eastman

Garage, 81-12th

St.

WISCONSIN
Eau Claire: Davis Photo Art Co.
Fond du Lac: Huber Bros.. 36 S. Main St.
Green Bay; Bethe Photo Service. 125 Main
Madison; Photoart House, 212 State St.
Milwaukee: Boston Store, Wisconsin Ave.

Kodak

Filbert Sts.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 235 W. 23rd St.
H. & D. Folsom Arms Co., 314 Broadway.
7 E. 48th St.
Gall & Lembke, Inc
Gillette Camera "Stores. Inc.. 117 Park Ave.
Gloeckncr & Newby Co.. 9 Church St.
Herbert & Huesgen Co.. 18 E. 42nd St.
Lowe & Farley. News Stand. Times Bldg.
Lugene. Inc.. Opticians, Main Store. 600 MadiUptown
son Ave., bet. 57th and 58th Sts.
Store, 976 Madison Ave., bet. 76th and 77th
Sts.

2nd

C.

.

45th St.

682

S.

Lobby.

St.

W.

John L. Huber Camera Shop, 144 E. 4th St.
Movie Makers, Inc., 110 W. 8th St.
L. M. Prince Co.. 108 \V. Fourth Si.
Cleveland: Conger-Latta Co., 735 Euclid Ave.
Dodd Co.. 652 Huron Rd.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 1126 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service. Inc., 10008

Inc.,

Brentano's, 1 W. 47th St.
City Camera Co., 110 W. 42nd St.
City Radio, 42 Cortlandt St.
Abe Cohen's Exchange. 113 Park Row.
Columbus Photo Supply, 146 Columbus Ave.
Cullen. 12 Maiden Lane.
Davega. Inc.. Ill E. 42nd St.
Davega. Inc.. 152 W. 42nd St.

.

*

&

City: Abercrombie

Varick St.
J. H. Boozer, 173 E. 60th

*

Photo Shoppe.

Park and

cor.

139

Inc.,

Huber Art Co., 124-7th

Hu

Photo

Peabody. 86

Nashville: G.

E. G. Marlow Co., 1519 Main St.
El Paso; Fred J. Feldman Co., 308

St.

St.

St.

Madison Ave.
American News

Exchange

E.

7

St.

St.

New

Co..

Tv: H. O. Davis,

Inc.,

Memphis; Memphis

Oak

OHIO

bush Ave.
J. Navilio, 1757 Broadway.
J.

111-113

Pockrandt Photo Supply Co., 16 N. Howard

Ave.
Cincinnati:

Co., 722

Journal Ar-

5

cade

Dallas: Jamieson Film Laboratories, 2212 Live

Akron: Dutt Drug

Main
Canton: Ralph

Cherry St.
Knoxville: Jim Thompson Co.,

Beaumont: Thames Magnolia

St.

Robinson. Inc..

E.

St.

202 Flal

St.

S.

Chattanooga: Englerth Photo Supply

Bldg.

Geo. F. Lindemer. 443 S. Salina St.
Utica: Edwin A, Hahn, 111 Columbia

Washington

Inc.,

339

Hendricks Co., In

Fr:
St.

St.

Brooklyn: Geo.

TENNESSEE

Willheide Movie Service, 281 Main St.
Rochester: Marks S; Fuller Co.. 36 East Ave.
A. H. Mogensen. Dept. of Mechanical En-

Norwood:

Plainpield: Mortimer's 317 Park Ave.
Trenton: Barlow's— Music, 130-132 E. State St.
H. E. Thompson. 15 Newkirk Ave.
Union City; Heraco Exchange, Inc., 611 Ber-

Albany: E.

PI.

ket St,

;b:

W.

60

Providence: E. P. Anthony, Inc.. 178 Angell St.
H. S H. Supply Co.. 116 Mathew.son St.
Chas. S. Bush Co.. 244-246 Weybosset St.
Starkweather & Williams. Inc., 47 Exchange

St.

Warren

DeWitt,

E.

Newport: Rugen Typewriter & Kodak Shop,
295-7 Thames St.

Parker and Battersby. 146 W. 42nd St.
Pickup S Brown, 41 E. 41st St.
Rab Sons, 1373 Sixth Ave.
Schoenig & Co., Inc., 8 E. 42nd St.
Stumpp & Walter Co., 30 Barclay St.
G. Tankus. 837 Seventh Ave.
Willoughby Camera Stores, Inc., 110 W. 32nd

Fountain

Hastings: Carl R. Matthiesen & Co.. 713 W.
2nd St.
Omaha: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 419 S. 16

Ralph

e:

RHODE ISLAND
St.

Poughkeepsie: Marshall's Gift Shop. 27 Mar-

Fifth St.

S.

•

Washington

N.

205

Bros.,

Ave
Vilkes-Bar
Market S

Meta Photo Supply Co., 122 Cedar St.
E. B. MeyrowHz, Inc., 520 Fifth Ave.
New York Camera Exchange, 109 Fulton

St.

Hesse's,

Jermyn

302 \V. 34th St.
323-325 W. 37th

St.

Muskegon: Beckquist Photo Supply House, 885
Saginaw: Heavenrich Eros. &

Luma Camera Serv.ce. Inc.,
Medo Photo Supply Corp.,

Frank

Zealand
Wiseman,

Ltd.,

170-172

Queen S
l:

Esk

Ne

Zealand Book Depot, 49-51

St.

Wellington: Kodak (Australasia) Pty.,
Box 1474, G. P. O.
Walerworths. Ltd., 216 Lambton Quay.
(Continued on page 684)

Ltd.,

1
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Heinz Details
aN announcement

view of the photographing, fifteen
times enlarged, permitting very accurate focus. It also has a magnifying
device enabling the operator to secure
a magnification of twenty-two times for

By
exceptionally exacting subjects.
turning a button an exposure meter is
thrown into place. This new device
exact focus and correct exposure
can also be used advantageously with
the Heinz Matte Box which is equipped
with every device necessary for securing special effects. This box is adjustfor

able vertically or horizontally, close to
the lens or extended for centering and
governing the size of a "spot" filter.

made

any lens of
1 to 9 inch focal length and has three
filter holders and an eccentric iris opening on any spot in the picture field.
It is also equipped with horizontal and
vertical frame dividers, making double
or multiple exposures a simple matter.
It

is

The

to

third

of

use

with

the

Heinz devices

is

the Title Hood, a pre-aligned, instantly
attachable device for making titles as

the picture
written,

is

photographed. Titles are
or drawn on trans-

printed

parent paper of special pattern or upon
special optical glass transparencies permitting straight

MAKE

Signtac

from the Movie
Co.,
Manufacturing
_^]^ Specialty
Ltd., 1361 Flower St., Los Angeles,
California, concerning the new Heinz
mask box and effect specialties, states
that widespread interest in the actual
working of the device has been aroused.
The Heinz Micro-Focus-Meter attaches to any 16mm. camera having a focusing lens mount. It picks
up the image thrown by the camera
lens on a ground glass, erects the
image, corrects it as to right and left
and so provides the operator with a

titles,

titles

fade

that

and out and titles with moving atmospheric backgrounds. A feature of
this title hood which should appeal is

simple and
ANEW,
device has made

effective titling

PERFECT, BRIGHT

appearance.

its

INDOOR MOVIES

board with a felt
which may be affixed
a great variety of characters and designs, supplied with the outfit. These
provides

It

a

background

title

to

made

are

characters

At f:J.5

composition

of

with sharp-pointed backs,
which enable them to be fastened easily
to the felt. A black ground with white
letters is normally furnished, but black
material,

on a white ground are available

letters

featured

is

The Signtac
Movie

direct positive work.

for

this

in

month's

Makers by Willoughbys and by
bert

& Huesgen

of

New York

Her-

City.

Easy to Do With
LITTLE SUNNY TWIN

Bing Abroad
a recent letter to the League's
INtechnical
consultant, Joseph M. Bing,

Vour /:3.5 lens and one
Sunny Twin carbon arc
lamp will make bright, clear,

General Manager of the Drem Products Corporation, with offices at 152

W. 42nd

Street,

New York

Little

now

illustration

in the foreign

accessories

New

Outfit

,

known

includes

nickeled

well

title-maker for amateurs,

stand,
six

pounds.

complete line of hand-lettered and
distinctive art titles. Mr. Sekaer will
be glad to answer inquiries and give

reflector

quent

separate

titles

are

subseneces-

not

sary.

These three Heinz attachments are
rapidly

being

throughout
Canada, it

distributed

the
is

United

to

dealers

States

and

said.

York

City,

his

advice on the most suitable
vacation or other films.

Eno Complimented
"TJ UTLAND BOY
is

Lios in the Air

BURLEIGH
Street,

BROOKS. 136 Liberty
New York City, has again

demonstrated his enterprise by placing
an order for a shipment of Lios exposure meters, which were sent to him
Mr. Brooks has
i'ia the Graf Zeppelin.
found that these meters are greatly in
demand. They are packed in a special
box and stamped ""Via Graf Zeppelin,"
thus combining an interesting souvenir
with a useful exposure meter.

J^_

Title

Builder."

titles

Extra
a

FREE

Pioneer

Ralph R. Eno, wellthe 16mm. title build-

-

.

yWov

you

10

Hollywood.

Co.,

Calif.

"Little Sunnj- Twin eminently
fills the need of amateur cinema
^' ®^*' ^"*^®
^il^Jf^^L't^J;^"-""^-

fg^t

for

Sunny Twin Is plenty
home movies.*'— H. B.,
Mich,

Muskegon,

Sunny Twin is a perpossible
All
its
wonder.
have proven Al." H. B..
ClareClub.
Kino
President.
mont. Calit.
"Little

f^ct
tests

—

DAY TRIAL

l.fuiiarJ
j:is

Rush

111.

>

I

Send Little Sunny
enclosed.
ri S2:..00
"White Flame" carbons on
with
"Pan"
ilay money back guarantee offer.

n

n
n
n

S^nd

Name

I

n

n

dozen
me
"White Plame" carbons

Send

"'"•

page 685

Westplialen
SI.. Chicago.

111.

Twin

I

i

Eno's entry into the industry is given,
together with just praise for his foreability.

Chicago.

438 Rush Street

I

complete account of Mr.

(Continued on

"Little Sunny Twin is esscnto the production of superior
pictures.
motion
industrial
Director.
Graphic Art
S.

J.

LEONARD WESTPHALEN

known

and

more

Try it 10 full
Order LitHe Sunny Twin at once.
Make large group shots, closeups. double csdays.
Put Little Sunny Twin to every test.
posurc;, titles.
instantIf you are not more than pleased, money refunded
pay expressage.
Send check or money order.
Iv.
Mail today.
Clip coupon.
Indoor movietime is here.

.

sight

Collapsible

wherever

take

is

it

tial

'".'kittle

11

go.

tion in the case of

A

only

as
gives

Wo

a

So runs a two

publican of Springfield, Mass. To say
is without honor in his
own land is, therefore, without foundafigure in

$2.00
Complete,

makes Little
^unnv Twin easy to

that a prophet

field.

"White

carbons

dozen.

weighs

for

column headline in a recent issue of
the Springfield Sunday Union and Re-

ing

lamp.

Flame"carbons. (Spekind
wanted),
cify

ately priced printed titles in addition to

with studios at

and

than others using more current."— A. F. S.. Berkley. III.

light

extension

or

Other

man

efficient

sturdj',

long cord, and

"Pan"

No

Use

\rj',![^£';|

COMPLETE

Sekaer Service

nor-

/:3.5

think Little Sunny Twin
the favorite of the ania-

$7C.OO

behalf of this well-known meter.

PINGEMANN SEKAER,

at

Thousands Would

moment can be photographed

on each reel so that

obtained

\»

Their endorsements,
moreover, have been quite as emphatic
as were those of American firms on

that titles written in the spirit of the

directly

results

Cinophot.

the

1472 Broadway, New
announces that he has now
adopted facilities for producing moder-

in place

at
indoors
above shows

required.
Operates semiautomatically.
Starts by pull-down
knob.
Read what users say,
then act on FREE Trial 10
Gua ntee Offer

amateur cinema, Mr. Bing states that
Houghton-Butcher, Ltd., of London,
makers of the "Autokinecam" camera,
the Pathescope Co., of Great Britain,
and J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., the famous
lens makers, have all officially endorsed

in

Picture

illumination
given by other
lamps drawing more current
and costing twice as much. No
housewiring
or fuses
special

As an

field.

rapid adoption of
designed to improve the
the

of

professional

movies

infihtl

mal camera speed with Little
Sunny Twin 10 feet from subject.
This amazing lamp delivers 20,000 candle power and
draws only 15 amps, at 110
^ olts.
AC or DC. Double the

ripe for a spontaneous, rapid de-

velopment

lighted,

quality

evenly

City, sent

from Vienna his best regards and compliments to all his American friends.
Mr. Bing has made a study of amateur
movies in most important European
countries and states that the time is

"P

at

a

n"

Sunny

.
I

carbons

$2.00 dozen.

">« literature on Little

10

Tivin.

I
.

g

I
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Children
enjoy

BuDAiEST,

Queen St.
South Australia
Adelaide: Harringtons, Ltd., 10 Rundle

Co., Bawa's St., Raipur
Ahmedabad: R. Tolat
Bombay: Continental Photo Stores, 253 Hornby
lit

Rundle

St.

Rd.

Tasma

these!
cm

You

Iobart: Kodak
Elizabeth St.
the

entertain

tELBOfRNE:

These films are unusually

home.

teresting

,)

Kodak (Australa

Lamington Rd.
Y. Ebata &

Burma:

)

St.

amtolla

ITALY

Eastman Kodak Stores

Vang

school age, be sure to write for complete details. Use handy coupon below.

Milan: Kodak Societa Anonima, Via Vittor Pisani N. 6.

Ltd..

Lamperti S: Garbagnati, Piazza
N. 4 (105).

5 Slide Co. of C

,

Alanitoba
1

Ltd.,

Stores

472

St.

6 Slide Co. of Can., Ltd.,

Filr

Bldg.

aris Bldg.

I

I

(D^t MMIO.)
rk City.

Please send me complete infor
cerning Pathe Educational Pictur

I

Quebec
Montreal: Associated Screen News, Ltd., 5155
Western Ave., at Decarie Blvd.
T. Eaton Co., St. Catherine St.. W.
Film & Slide Co. of Can., Ltd., 104 Drum-

Puebla; Casa "Hertes," Av. Reforma 109.

Gladwish & Mitchell. 147 Peel

Address

Ancon: Lewis Photo

Drawer

Service,

C.

Autumn's

J.

herel
for these

first

ENGLAND
lanson & Co., Ltd.,
R. Baines, 39 Jami

Lr
LOND

400

five

reels,

ft.

16

Each

film

is

m

mm.

—

Busier a baseball story with
Colleen Moore, Chas. Ray and John Gilbert.
Xo. SF-2 Smil of the Sf'ffri— Madge Bellamy,
CuUen Landis and Noah Beery starred in
a distinctive Canadian north woods drama.
No. SF-3 The Cu-p of ii/t— Hobart Bosworth, Madge Bellamy and Tully Marshall
in a story of the sea and the Orient.
No SF-4 Square Deal Sanderson— ^"\\\\-a.m S.
Hart in one of his best western •thrillers."

No

.'^F-1

T/ie

A

completely equipped Motion Picture Departm.ent and Library facilities
Send today for rental
to serve you.

and

sale

St.

Photographic
it.

&

ford St.

Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 119 New Bond St.
Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 47 Berkeley St.,

Pic

cadilly.

Westminster Photographic Exchange, Ltd..

6.

Piccadilly.

Westminster
111

Oxford

Photographic

Photo

Co.,

Sheffield

gate).

itosh

(Sheffield)

Ltd.,

Row

(Far-

Norfolk

6

ichcl.

& Sanders, Inc.

702 Church Street
Evanston,

Illinois

Venezuela
&
MacGregor
Maracaibo:
Postal No. 197.

Apartado

Co.,

SPAIN
Barcelona: James Casals, 82 Viladomat St.
Madrid: Kodak Sociedad Anonima, Puerta del
Sol.4.

.

Kodak Sociedad
Penalver 21.

,
Conde
,

,

Avenida

Anonima,

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Penanc: Kwong Hing Cheong, Ic Penang St.
Y. Ebata & Co., 77 Bishop St.
Amateur Photo Store, 109 N.
Singapore:
Bridge Rd.
\. Ebata & Co., 33 Coleman St.
Kodak, Ltd., 130 Robinson Rd.
55-3 High
Singapore Studio and Photo
St.

Medan:

Y. Ebala

S

P.

O.

B.

.A.

Ke

Nordiska Kompaniet, Ph

Dept.

graphic

SWITZERLAND
Basel:

H. Strubin

it

Co.,

Cine

Service,

bergasse 25.

115 Kalverstraat.
Co., Spni 8.

Capi,

-

Capi, 124 Noordeinde.
Fotohandel Ter Meer Detval, Fred. Hendrik-

Pen Haag:

196.

Groningen: Capi. 3 Kleine Pelsterstraat.
Xijmegen: Capi, 13-17 van Berchenstraat.
* Indicates

Co., 69

SWEDEN
Stockholm:

HAWAII

laan.

Co., Casilla 244.

Si

Uni'

HOLLAND

Foto Schaap &

No.

1630.

Vie

OLULU Honolulu Photo Supply Co
Honolulu:
Box 2999.
_._

Chile
Santugo: Casa Heffer, Estado 150.
Valparaiso: Eckhardt & Pieper, Casilla

SUMATRA

FRANCE
Sa

.-trgentitte

Buenos Aires: Connio, Gattamorta & Cia,
Maipu 456.
RosARio de Santa Fe: Enrique Schellhas Y
Hijos, San Martin 764.

t.

nde Libr
ivd

Ltd

Exchange,

St.

Mel

Vincent

SIAM

Co., Ltd.,

320
Co., Ltd
Regent St.
31 Mortimer St., Ox
J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd.,

;heffield: Wm.
Change Alley.

PI.
St.

Bangkok: Bangkok Central Book Depot, Sikak
Phya Sri, New Rd.
Prom Photo Studio, New Rd., Cor. Chartered
Bank Lane.

Laverick

Capi, Broerstraat 48.

prices.

Hattstrom

We

W.

Ltd., 119,
London, W. C. 2.: Sands, Hun
37 Bedford St., Strand.
Howell
London: W. 1.: Bell

provide excellent vehicles
by some of our

for character portrayal

High

20

Lizars, 71 Bold St

J.

S.

^.ichange,

from the Bell &? Howell Filmo Library.
These were chosen from a group of
the best Thomas H. Ince productions.
Powerful and gripping in dramatic

stars.

2.

EGYPT

cool evenings.

123 Escolta.

SOUTH AMERICA

CniENHAGBN Vz Kodak Aktieselskab, Ostergade

Alexandria: Kodak (Egypt) Societe Annnyme,
23, CherifE and Pasha St. and Ramleh Sta.

Representative of our complete 16
mm. library are four dramas selected

cinema

Neptuno 2-B.

Co.,

Inc.,

101 Buchanan St.

Lizars,

DENMARK
Coi-ENHAGEN K: Kongsbak and Cohn, Nygade

hig feature
releases

they

CUBA
Havana: Havana News

1.

Filmo Rental Library Releases
provide ideal entertainment

greatest

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

St.

Shanghai- Chiyo Yoko Photo Supplies, 470 Nanking Rd.
Eastman Kodak Co., 64 Kiangse Rd.

story,

NORWAY
Nedre Slotsgate 13.
J. L. Nerlien A-S,
University Book Shop.

Oslo:

Edinburgh: J. Lizars, 6 Shandwick
Glasgow: Robert Ballantine, 103 V4

CHINA

4

Globo.

SCOTLAND

CENTRAL AMERICA

Name

Co., S. A.,

Agencia Postal 25.
Kodak Mexicana, Ltd., Independencia 37.
"La Rochester," Av. 16 de Septiembre 5.
Pathe Baby-Agency for Mexican Republic;
Lltapi Y Bert, Av. 16 de Septiembre 70, El

Manila: Denniston,

St.

Canal Zone
I

Chome Kitakyutaro

Mexico City: American Photo Supply

mond Bldg.

projection.
I

2

MEXICO

W. Hill & Pro., 90 W. King St.
oRONTo: Associated Screen News, Ltd., Tivoli
Theatre Bldg.. 21 Richmond St., E.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Ltd., 66 King St.
T. Eaton Co., Dept. V-6, 190 Yonge St.
Film S: Slide Co. of Can., 156 King St., W.
Lockhart's Camera Exchange, 384 Bay St.
Iamilton:

Pathe Exchange. Inc.
35 West 45th St., N(

Co.,

Machi, Higashiku.

Ontario

now being appointed. Applications invited.

I

Fukada &

Osaka:

Portage Ave.

345

Str ins, Ltd.,

PICTURES

Kodak

Eastman

=EG*

Allessandro

Kobe: Honjo & Co, 204 Motomachi 6-Chome.
Kyoto: J. Osawa & Co., Ltd., Sanjo Kobashi.
Osaka: Fukada & Co 218 Dojima Bldg.
T. Uyeda, No. 4 Junkeimachi Shinsaibash-sujl,
Minami-ku
Movies Library, 515 Maninouchi
Tokyo: Hon

319 Credit

Ltd.,

Bldg.

ier

S.

JAPAN

610

St.

'ille

Filn

PATHE
MOTION

St.

CANADA

Alberta
Calgary: Boston Hat Works and Ne vs Co., 109
Eighth Ave.
British Columbia

physical geography and the famous Children of All
Lands Series. If you have children of

human and

Ran-

St.,

Lahore: Watch Materials & Tools Supply Co.,
Gondiwali St., Delhi Gate, Chauk Wazir Khan.

Hay

Ltd.,

Pty.,

200 Phayre

Calcutta: Army & Navy Coop. Soc, Ltd., 41
Chowringhee St.
Photographic Stores & Agency Co., 154 Dhur-

Swanston

Pty., Ltd., 161

(Australasia)

Co.,

goon.

Collins

184

West Australia

Kodak

of the world's leading
educators helped in their preparation.
Subjects on 16mm. films include na-

Graham

Post

349-51

St.

in-

Hamilton House,
Ltd.,
Studios,
Rd., Ballard Estate.
L. Mistry S: Co., 46 Church Gate St., Fort
Bombay 4; Movie Camera Co., Walker House,
Hamilton

4.i

M.

Harringtons. Ltd., 266 Collins
Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd

and stimulating to the young

ture study,

Ltd.,

Pty.,

PI.

Office

Many

mind.

(Austr:

Victoria
inne,
Charles W. Donne,

youngsters

and further their education at the
same time by showing Pathe Educayour own
in
tional Pictures right

U-4.

Karoly

Pejtsik

iv:

INDIA
St.

37

Ltd.,

Pty.,

Hooj-

HUNGARY

Pty., Ltd., 250

(Australasia)

Kodak (Australasia;

25.

straat

Queensland

Kodak

Hrisb.xne:

1929

Rotterdam: Bollemeijer & Bra

(Conlimn-d from fnge 682)

dealers

MOVIE MAKERS,

lOS

$i a Year (Canada ^3.25. Foreigti ^3.50)

la

Stalder (Photo-Hall),

5

Ru

Confede

Kodak

Anonyme,

13

Jean-Jacques Mei
/interthur: Alb. Hosier, Marktgasse,
uricb: Ganz and Co., Bahnhofstrabe 40.
M. M. Gimmi & Co., Merkurstrasse 25.

who are

Av.
5/.

advertising in

west 40th

street.

25 Cents

a

New York

City

Copy (Foreign 30 Cents)

A

COMBINATION
importance

which

of great

formed.

has recently been

trade

is

home movie

the

to

Its

component firms are the Atlas Radio
Stores of Cleveland, Detroit and Akron,
the City Radio Stores of Greater New
York, the well-known sporting-goods
firm of Davega, and Abe Cohen's Camera Exchange, of 120 Fulton Street,
New York City. It is interesting to
firm will be the
buying and servicing
headquarters
all the photographic goods sold in the

note

for

of

fifty-nine

stores

Goerz

Effect

chain.

the

from 35mm. negatives to 16mm.
contact prints from both
positives;
negatives and positives, and a number
of other points which are convenient
and exclusive.

THE

Goerz American Optical
Company, of 317 East 34th Street,
New York City, announces certain improvements in the well known Goerz
Effect

Device, the

lens device for 16

pioneer

mm.

before-the-

providing for extremely critical focusfor all kinds of masking effects,

ing,

and iris-in and out, for
making, for special filters and, in
short, for all kinds of work which can
be accomplished by a rigid device
which will provide before-the-lens efdissolves

title

fects.

THROUGH
address

a regrettable error, the

delivery, will place a dis-

model with a limited number of prominent
dealers early in October.

Cinema

Buffalo

the

of

Laboratories, makers of the

new

B. C. L.

Film Cement, was listed incorrectly in
this department last month. The cor-

number

405 Elm

is

St.,

Buffalo,

Also, the price of the cement

thirty-five

is

cents per bottle, instead of

cents.
William E. Burau,
head of the laboratory, will be glad
to advise amateurs on special treatment

16S

twenty-five

of

their film.

Nordiska Catalog
MOVIE MAKERS has
paniet,

received

Stockholm,
Nordiska Kom-

from one of
Sweden, dealers the

its

a very attractive cine catalog.

This well printed booklet, with a blue
and silver art cover, contains the advertising of both Eastman and Bell &
Howell, in prominent positions, as well
as that of various English and German

among them

manufacturers,

Dallmeyer Superspeed Lens
department has
THIS
information direct from

shipment, slightly in
advance of regular stock

This ap-

film.

])aratus clamps rigidly to the tripod and
forms an integral part of the camera,

for

•

A

play

Correction

N. Y.

C. P.

ANNOUNCrai

prints

rect

Device

reduction

reverse;

the

or

negatives,

latter

this

tliat

machine include enlargements from 16mm. positives to 35mm.
tures of this

Important Merger

the

Agfa

Company.

just received

Messrs.

J.

Dallmeyer of London that this well
known firm of lens makers has brought
out a new 16 mm. lens working at the
Several
unheard-of speed of /:0.99.
samples of the new lens are to be shipped to the United States in the near
future and will be distributed by Herbert and Huesgen, 18 East 42nd Street,
11.

New York

City.

Low Price Outfit
INTERNATIONAL
FILMS,

11

of

Inc.,

New York

TALKING
West

42nd

has entered
[he 16mm. field with a small and inexpensive movie outfit. This consists
of a camera and projector, each of
Street,

City,

which is made to sell for ten dollars.
Both are of the simplest possible
construction compatible with simple
photography and projection, but are

All-Movie-Cabinet

satisfactory

ANEW

camera holds a fifty-foot spool of film
and is hand-cranked. The lens is of

and beautifully made container for one's entire home motion picture outfit is found in the R. W.
K. All-Movie-Cabinet which is marketed
by the National All-Movie Sales Comliany, of 333 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago. The cabinet is nicely finished
in walnut and is large enough to hold
projector, film, splicing outfit and all
accessories.
A novel feature is an incorporated screen, twenty-four by thirdimension, which may
in
ty inches
be

set

their

purpose.

The

the simple fixed-stop, fixed-focus type,
which, of course, limits the taking of
pictures to reasonably bright scenes.
Although the outfit is of simple construction, successful

motion pictures on

may

be taken and projected. The projector is equipped with
a special lamp drawing very little cur-

16mm.

film

being incorporated for
drive is by hand and
no shutter, which permits the

rent, a rheostat
this purpose.

there

up independently.

for

is

The

fullest possible utilization of the availa-

Depiie Advances

THE

tact

last

word

printers

in optical
is

claimed

and confor

the

Depue daylight and darkroom
models. The daylight feature of the
reduction printer is now well-known
throughout the world. The special fea-

new

ble light. This principle, of course, introduces "travel ghost," but with a reasonably small picture, this effect is negligible, it is claimed. Our idea of an
ideal

use for this outfit would be as
some youngster, who could

a present to

then film and

gang"

at

project pictures of his

the least

possible expense.

Introducing six impornew and exclusive
features in addition to
those already popular on
domestic cameras, among
which is a feature held
tant

by professional cameramen to be of greatest importance that of focusing directly on the film
and observing the picture
directly on the film all
during the time of exposure by means of a magnifying finder tube with

—

prism.

BUDLEIGH BDG0K5
AGENT USA

13© LiBEDTY

ST..

NEW

YODK CITY
685

«><rrOBCR X929

Introducing First National Pictures

To Kodascope Library Patrons
Imagine a group of explorers discovering a spot where animals the size
monsters of
of fifteen elephants and flying reptiles the size of aeroplanes
10,000,000 years ago still live! In this remarkable picture one sees them

—

—

each other and their discoverers, who capture one of the
monsters and bring it back to London, where it escapes and, after raising
havoc in the streets, plunges into the Thames and swims off to sea!

fiercely battling

NEW

of the older ones

rentals

reels at

than $1.00 each!
SI. 22 each.

ATTRACTIVE PROPOSITION

(THIRD EDITION) DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

many new subjects, drops many
More than 400
of many others.

contains

You

Average

rental entire hbrary

and reduces

average rental of

less

(nearly 1000 reels) only

can rent twenty to forty reels for the cost of one!

To

who desire Profits from
their own Film Rental
Our Experience and Re-

Dealers
operation of
Libraries.

sources assure Success of our Distributors.

No

risk.

LIBRARY MEMBERSHIP NOT REQUIRED
But recommended because of extra advantages and economies afforded

KODASCOPE
33

WEST

Branch Libraries and Distributors

LIBRARIES,

42nd STREET,
in Forty

Inc.

NEW YORK

Leading Cities of the United States and Canada

KODACOLOM
(Home mo -vies

Color

—

brilliant^

to

your screen by Kodacolor

accurate

—

is

brought

JvODACOLOR has two outstanding characteristics

Cine-Kodak, Model BB,f.i.g,

—the

which the pictures are made, and their
when projected on the screen.
It is just as easy to make Kodacolor as it is to make
black and white movies. All you need is Cine- Kodak,
Model B or BB/1.9, Kodacolor Film, a Kodacolor
Filter and bright sunlight. With Model BB/1.9you
can even make Kodacolor in the open shade by using

equipped with Kodacolor Filter.

The filter

in full coioA

ease with

truthful beauty

is substituted for the

regular lens hood.

the half-speed device.

Kodacolor reproduces colors as they actually are,
from soft flesh tones to the vivid coloring of costumes
and flowers. It brings all of nature's beauty to your
screen— the deep blue of sun-lit lakes, the riot of reds,
greens and yellows in autumn foliage.
Kodacolor may be shown with Kodascope A,
Kodascope B or the Library Kodascope, equipped
with a Kodacolor Filter. The Library Kodascope,
shown below, projects Kodacolor on either the small
translucent screen that is an integral part of the projector, or on a regular Kodacolor screen.
To realize the true beauty of Kodacolor you must

Kodacolor Assembly for Cine-Kodak,

Model Bf. 1. 9.

actually see the pictures yourself.

Any Cine-Kodak

dealer will gladly give you a demonstration.
Kodacolor Asse7nbly for Kodascope B. It takes just a
to

adapt Kodascope

A

moment
or

The Library Kodascope. The most complete
amateur mo-Ae projector made. It is instant-

Bfor

showing Kodacolor.

ly

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

NEW YORK

adaptablefor showing Kodacolor.

.

Used by
Charles Chaplin
personally

and professional
A derby, a mustache, big boots, a cane

.

ChapHn America loves has
been brought to us for twelve years by
Bell & Howell Cameras.

that

I

in

&

twelve years

my studios

here,

now say a word in commenda-

& Howell

cameras.

am now using three of them
filming my latest production,

That

of this instrument under every
conceivable photographic condition
makes it the one camera every amateur
movie maker would own.
Ask your dealer to show you the new

Filmo 70-D, or write for

literature.

I

City Lights

Howell Camera— his personal Filmo.

given

Benefit from his experience, and from the
judgment of most of Hollywood's leading

producers.

just, after

tion of the Bell

but natural that Charlie

Chaplin should also choose a Bell

only

It is

faithful service in

For making personal movies outside of
it is

L|

flexibility
.

the Charlie

his studio,

I

",

is

evidence they have

me entire satisfaction.
With best wishes, I am

BELL &
Dept.J

HOWELL COMPANY
Chicago,

1828 Larchmont Ave.
•

.

111.

HOLLYWOOD LONDON
•

LTD.

I,

ESTABLISHED

1907

Cordially,

Choose the personal model

of the camera that professionals have used
for twenty-rwo years. Choose Filmo.
Every Filmo motion picture camera is
guaranteed for two years against defects
in materials

and workmanship. That

is

the best expression that Bell & Howell
can possibly make of its confidence in the

Vilmo 70-A, the original ftrsonalmot'iecamera. surpassed

onlybyPilmolO-D. $180and
up with catning case.

craftsmanship, the precision machinen-,
and the sturdy, scientific design which

combine

to

make

Filmo 7i. pocket sizi an-i of
patrician smartness, $120
and up with carrying caie.

Your choice of three colors.

the Filmo camera.

Amateur movie makers need no introduction to Filmo 70- A and Filmo 75.
And now is offered Filmo 70-D, 'master
of them all," with seven speeds, three-

C,7.«/i
rnmU

lens

lens self-locking turret, relative exposure

"^

'^

comes complete with one Taytor-Hobson

Coote

l'

Fi.3 Uns

and smart Mayfair

comhmatiom. range upward in

price.

(See pages 658 and Go9 for information
regarding Filmo Accessories)

indicator, variable spy-glass viewfinder,
and aristocratic Mayfair Case. The great

>.

r\
in
IKJ-LJ

equipped with
carrying case of English saddle leather,
SE5AMEE loci, at S24y Eight other models with various

i

V>

BELL £r HOWELL
CFJ,niv

,T

YCU SEE. VOU GET

V

"Si

JMci]^€iziiio

of

tito

/%niAteur

Cinemo

ft.oaguo. Inc.

'

D

Jz/yVjb Million People

see movies
Bell L

made

by

Howell Cameras

Vlhaf stronger endorsement
could you ask In selecting your
personal movie camera ^ - camera perjection

Professional

in

A
your personal movie camera.
majority of the cameras used in proare
fessional motion picture studios
made by Bell & Howell. The same
mechanical perfection, the same skill
and
and ingenuity in their design

ipieds. three-lens turret, variable viewfirtder. In dis-

manufacture, are present in Filmo—
movie
the Bell & Howell personal
camera.

tinclire

lock,

up, depending upon
equipment.

with

child can take good movies
Filmo. Filmo cameras are not toys.

A

with
$24i and

May fair caie

Sesamee

^...,

mpact,

coat pocket.

The

lens

_

aristocrat

of personal moviedom.
Choice of three colors, $120
and up ivith carrying case.

are amateur cameras only in
operation
their utter simplicity of
They are really small professional
yet you need only to sight

They

The original personal

movie camera. Two speeds,
interchangeable lenses, spy-

cameras,

$i80 and
up with carrying cast.

ass vieufinder.

through the view finder, press the
get
button, and 'what you see, you
Bell &
Precise and dependable as
.

"

Howell studio cameras, their design
and construction guarantee the photographic results which the amateur

A

constantly seeks.

A

price

jor every
question of

and a camera

preference.

It's just a

FilmoCamerasfor the
person who wants
one, or Filmo Acces

which model of Filmo you want
The new Filmo 70-D, "master of all
personal movie cameras," takes

soriesf or the man

owns one

pages 730 and 731
Filn

the original personal movie
camera, has two film speeds, permits
interchange of lenses, and may be
equipped with variable viewfinder

accessories)

is

into
door. Light, handsome, fitting
your pocket, and nearly as flexible
a smart
as Filmo 70-A, Filmo 75 has
metal case in a choice of

embossed

work.
three colors. Excellent for field
the Filmo dealer to show you
write
these remarkable cameras. Or

BELL6HOWELL
WHAT YOU

Ask
for

the booklet

You Get."

"What You

See,

who

— these

make an ideal Christmas list.

s-l-o-w movu'S and fast "close-ups",
Filmo
1,000 feet away, if desired.
10-h.

to Early
Christmas
Shoppers

Note

SEE, YOU GET

CHICAGO,

ILL

LARCHMONT
HOWELL
NEWYORKHOLLYWOOD,LONDON(B..H.CO..LTD.).ESTABLISHED1907
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is

Subscription

published monthly

Amateur
Entered

a

second-class matter August 3.
Copyright, 1929, by the Amateur

and

Publication

New

"\ork,

N. \.. by the Amateur Cinema League,

year,

as

al

in

postpaid (Canada $.1.25, Foreign $.1,501; to members of
Cinema League. Inc. $2.00 a year, postpaid; sinjle copies. 25c.
On sale at photographic dealers everywhere.

Rate $3.00

Office:

732

Citttelligetizia

Here Are The Winners
Awards Made

1927.

at

the

Post Office at

Cinema League,

105

West 40th

Inc.

K.

L.

NOONE,

York. N. Y., under the Act of March 3. IS79.
United States Patent Office.
at

Title

registered

New

York,

Street,
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Inc.

the
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Pennsylvania

3715.
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Annou
A BEAUTIFUL, DURABLE, DEPENDABLE,
AND CONVENIENT 16Mm. MOTION
PICTURE
Convenient in use and operation. Easy
both spools in same plane. Di-

loading

—

rect-vision

telescopic

finder,

sure

and

comfortable to use. Release mechanism
very simple. Exposure table on front of
camera. Wollensak Cine Velostigmat lens,
speed F 3.5, of one-inch focus. Interchangeable lens mount. Carrying handle
supports camera sure and steady in the
operator's hands.

Slow-motion movies as well as normal
speed movies, with quick positive shift
from one to the other. Slow-motion action
gives four times normal speed immediately and evenly, until high-speed button
is

pushed

in,

when mechanism

once to normal speed again.

shifts at

No

jerk or

jar.

Beautiful in appearance. Finely proportioned and in good design; richly covered with durable Florentine hand-made
leather.

AGFA AIVSCO CORPORATION,
BIIVGHAMTON, N.Y.
Please send
tion

literature

is

manu-

and complete informa-

on the new Cine-Anseo.

Name
Address

692

me

The Cine-Ansco

factured by Agfa Ansco Corporation in its own camera
works and is sold with a twoyear guarantee. Behind this
guarantee lies the experience
of the oldest manufacturer in
the photographic industry,
with a known reputation for
building accurate and reliable cameras on correct mechanical principles, a company of ample resources,
technical and otherwise, and
the same company which supplies Agfa film to the motion-picture industry and the
amateur movie world.

AGFA AXSCO, OF BIBfGHAMTOX,

MO'^'aE ica/%M.EHKS

NCING

a i^orthy eompanion

Mm.

to Agfa^ worid'famous^ 16

The

eine film

iVeir

CINE-ANSCO
PERFECT

NEW

SLOW MOTION AS WELL AS NORMAL
new

convenience,

fort,

new

facility,

new com-

certainty are offered the

maker and prospective movie maker
Cine-Ansco for 16

Mm. motion

among movie

movie

in the

it

new

Just pull out the slow-motion

pictures. Beauty,

latest

and hest for 16

A

who

but the Cine-Ansco

is

a

slow-motion camera as well.

the motor

presto,

simpHcity, and mechanical perfection unite to

make

outfits,

SPEED

times normal speed.

button and,

operates instantly

Push

it in,

and

at

at

four

once

it

seek the

normal speed. No gradual crescendo,
no tapering off from one speed to the other, but

marvel of easy loading and threading, with

and step-down to or from the
Undoubtedly the finest slowmotion action yet offered for the amateur movie

the logical choice of

Mm.

all

resumes

movies.

instant step-up

and convenience in handling which
astonish, it is already pronoimced the easiest
movie camera to learn with, while hased on mechanical principles and construction which just

speed

a certainty

can't help

keeping

tlie

At any price within several hundred

user out of trouble.

it is

dollars

the Cine-Ansco would be an intelligent and wise
selection, either for novice or for expert.

obviously an aristocrat

c^

desired.

fan.

Considered merely as a regulation normalspeed movie camera,

its

20

16 Mm.

it is

At

unquestionably a bargain.

€INE

FILM
The unexcelled speed,
and adaptahility of
Agfa 16 Mm. Cine-Film insure the most hrilliant
screen projection of amateur movies taken under all

latitude,

—

conditions sunny, cloudy,
rainy weather, and earlier
or later in the day.

Carrying case, phisli-lined with compartnienls for film and extra lens, cov-

ered

in

rich

Florentine

•"^"semCine-Cameras

hand-made

leather to match the camera, S15.

XEW

YORK
eg.s

miO'^'EIte^ER
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POPULAPITY
Slowly, majestically, in a triumphant arc, Vitacolor soars
ever higher in the moviemakers' favor.
Everywhere!
Prejudice gives \Nay to skepticism; skepticism to curiosity
and trial. Fanciful claims become true reality; indifference
becomes enthusiasm, and new Vitacolor champions take up
the cry the same lens! the same camera! the same projector! the same picture size!
the same conditions and
methods as ordinary movies!
absolute fidelity to natural
color!
Vitacolor is a color
process without limitations!

C05T

—

MAX

B.

DUPONT

Eastern Branch
11

West 42nd

New York

694

St.,

City.

From the patronage of a minority to the
demand of the whole moviemaking world.
Vitacolor answers its new servitude with
volume

prices:

fitting

camera ^47.50;

fit-

ting projector ^47.50; Vitacolor Panchromatic Film 510 00 per 100 foot roll!

\ifeMor
Main

CORPORATION

Office

207-09 N. Occidental Blvd.,

Los Angeles.

Calif.

610-612

New

Bai

Orle

1M«»'W>E I»ly%ICEMCS

GOOD
TO THE LAST WORD
THE

t
UNIT

RETAILS AT ONLY $49
The

perfect holiday or birthday gift! At-

taches to any 16

mm.

thru any radio

Sixteen diversified sub-

set.

jects available, featuring

projector.

Plays

such outstanding

entertainers as Eddie Dowling, Miss Patricola, Phil Baker,

Erno Rapee-Ventrilo-

quists. Marionettes, Jazz

Band, Harmo-

nists, etc.

AT LEADING DEALERS —WRITE FOR LITERATURE

HOME-TALKIE MACHINE CORP.

'I'Jt^cS'

miOYKlVMBEHt.

1929

FEATURED RELEASES
Vot Worae Projectors
Bell & Howbll Co., Chicago,
Vernon comedy, //ool Man, 800

POOR

SHORT
DAYS

LIGHT

The time of the year has arrived when
you

Try

will

a

need a

vinced of

its

1.5

and be con-

superiority.

In focal lengths of 1", \yi\ 2",

On

ten days

ft.,

A
in

Bobby
which

the individual taste.

fast lens.

Dallmeyer /;

111.

induce the tight-fisted Highlanders to part with
their money, and A\ -St. John in Pini EUtltants,
800 ft., a comedy of circus doings, head the
Filmo Library offerings for November. Three
Pah. 100 ft., a unique animal film produced especially for the amusement of children; a Howe
Hodge-Podge, 0;/ a Kini-Anay Tram. 400 ft.,
which as a thriller is unsurpassed; Felix the Cat
in Eats Are West, 400 ft., showing the wicked
Fehx in pursuit of food and the adventures
thereby entailed, and three Cameo Comedies, In
Dee-p, Slow Down and Hot Cookies, each 400 ft.,
complete a list of confedies varied enough to suit

3".

trial.

F,viTMAN Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y. Cinegraph eleases for this month promise unusual inOh The Floor oj The Atlantic, 200 it.,
= .=o,.
an undersea study in which the cameraman
s
n diving equipment goes down to the bottom,
ncountering beautiful sea plants, schools of fish,
•ock formations and finally a shark, being caught
Bethlehem and Gethsemane, 100 ft.,
)n a hook.
seas particularly appropriate for the Christmas
son.
It includes scenes of the town of Bethlehem,
he Church of Saint Mary, the Mount of Olives,
;he Garden of Gethsemane, and many other faTouchtng Port Here
nous places thereabouts.
And There, No. S, 100 ft., is a continuation of

The

this

und-

ftln

trip and
lugmenting personal

of great value in
of the places shown.

:he-world

;o

scei

Burton Holmes Lect

ASK TO SEE THE

Holmes

DA-LITE BEADED SCREEN
WITH THE NEW TENSION LOCK!

is

n

th

ith

NEW

child

the

Ju

suggests

wisely

Inc., Chicago,

;s.

111.

readily taught his
books. Burton
the added interest of
i

movies in teaching geography and history. The
llorld Catalog, issued by this library, lists home
movie offerings that correlate these school room
subjects.

Home Film Libraries, Inc., New York City.
The following feature pictures are offered the
home projectionist by this library through their
Below The
system:
distribution
international
Deadline, with Barbara Worth; Peacock Fan,
with Dorothy Dwan; Adorable Cheat, with Lila
Lee; Silent Sentinel and Sky Rider with "Cham-

pion"; Cam-pus Knights, with Raymond McKee;
Of Broadway, with Donald Keith; RunDaugherty; Fighting
Express, with J.
American, with Pat O'Malley and Mary Astor;
Young Ideas, with Laura LaPlante; Fast And
Wild Beauty,
Furious, with Reginald Denny;
with "Rex," the wild horse; Painting The Town,
with
Patsy Ruth Miller; Calgary Stampede.
with Hoot Gibson, and Raffles, with House PeThese pictures are all professional releases
ters.
reduced to 16 mm.

Just

away

30"x40"

Home-Talkie Machine Corp.. New York

City.

Popular song hits and synchronized acts by such
as Eddie Dowling, Miss Patricola, Phil
Baker, Erno Rapee and many others equally
prominent, as well as ventriloquists, marionettes,
iazz bands and harmonists, provide
lety of
Hide
alkii

stars

$20.00

36"x48"
$25.00

for

hi!

The
Libraries. New York City.
Raiders, a full length Western, depicts in
true pioneer day manner the romance, Indian
dangers, stage coach robberies and heroism of
Many
rescue which characterize this period.
other subjects, listed in a new descriptive catalog
which may be had on request, are also offered by

Red

this library.

Pathe Exchange, Pathegrams Dept.. New
In Sundown Limited, an 800 ft.
York City.
Our Gang Comedy, Joe and Mickey appropriate
a real locomotive and have the ride of their lifeLittle Farina must have worn his rabbit
time.
fool thai day for, though passed over by the
engine, he escaped quite uninjured, much to the
After being forbidden to
relief of his partners.

HERBERT &
<0.
HUES6EN
42ND
18 EAST

Street

NEW YORK

enter the yards again, they build a railroad of
Sport Almanac, a Grantland Rice
their own.
Sportlight, 400 ft., unfolds the joys of fishing,
football, baseball, fox-hunting, tennis and other
sports of all seasons. Wild. Wild Babies, a 100
reel of unusual interest for all ages, deals
ft
with wild animals and how they care for and
Three Aesop's Fables,
play with their young.
Catftshmg, 100 ft,, Noah's Athtetu Club. 200 ft.,

and Mtce At

War. 200

ings of personified

record

amusing do-

Brandeis Children of All Latids Series, Little
Indian Weaver, Wee Scotch Piper, Little Dutch
Tulip Girl and Little Swiss Wood Carver are
offered for the information of American children as to how their contemporaries in these
foreign lands live.
Ernest M, Reynolds, Cleveland, Oh
with
harbo
busiest
world's
the
in
tivity
aft al
scenes of huge liners and pleasure
sky
pier and under way, against the New Y trk
invest New York Harbor, 100 ft., wiui
line
,

c

.

real'

for

thrill

the

offerings,

is

free

home

projectionist.

listing all available
for the asking.

Gold Seal Catalog,

696

ft.,

cats.

Pathe Exchange, Educational Dept., New
Four selections from the Madeline
York City

The

nej

Reynold

IHy%KERS

IMO'V'KE

THE NORTHEAST
1000

WATT

MOVIELITE

WILLOUCHBYS
HEADQUARTERS FOR AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS SPECIALTIES

llO

WEST 32^^^ ST., NEW YORK

Amateur Movie Make-Up
An

absolute

necessity

Sets

in

photographing movie plays.
Natural blemishes of the
face can only be obliterated
by proper make-up. It is
also possible with this set
to make up for character
parts.

A

light
steady
powerful
without flare, with sufficient
close-ups
illumination
for
Ideal for
with f
3.5 lens.
all interior work.
:

Price,

Outfit is complete with
necessary tubes of colors,
stumps, powder, rouge, eyebrow pencil, nose putty,
black wax, spirit gum, artificial hair and book of instructions.

complete with stand,
and bulb

case

$21.50

Popular Movie Stars
In their late releases will entertain you on your
Movie screen at home, if you join the

own

Willoughby
Movie Library
Oiir

Coupon Book System Gives You

LOWEST RATES
More

Trade

in

your old Camera for the

new

FILMO

THE COUNTRY

than 100 Super-features available, such as

The Cat and the Catiary, with Laura La Plante.
The Cohens and the Kellys, with Charlie Murray and
George Sidney.
Thirteen Washington Square, with
Hersholt.

70-D

The Greatest Amateur Movie

Camera

—

IN

that meets every requirement for
movie making. Ideal for Kodacolor.
Liberal allowance made.

the

Alice

Joyce and Jean

Out All Night, with Reginald Denny.
Skyscraper, with William Boyd and Sue Carol.

Also short comedies for the children, featuring
Andy Gump, Buster Brown, Snookums, Felix
the Gat, Our Gang, etc. Catalog sent on request.
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An automatic

A
np'
J—/ IJL ^3 X

A 'Tp

moving
picture camera and
JL
can
buy complete for ^99.
motor-driven projector you

l\

Pathe has perfected the small movie Camera and Projector so that you and
thousands of others

You know
practical

may own your own

The Camera

you can afford to pay.
by far the lowest-priced

at a price

Take Pathe's word that this
small movie combination in the world.
Pathe.

is

is

simplicity

itself.

You

insert a

double-

no thteading through and attaching to an empty spool. Look through the viewfinder.
What you see you photograph.
spooled

film.

Thete

is

Pressing a lever starts the motor.

ing

it

again stops

it

— and

that

Pressis

"^

*/f

all.

'

The motor -driven Projector could
not be more simplified. You insert
end in the only
Plug into any
Turn the switch and

a film starting the

possible place for
light socket.

it.

movie is showing. A white wall
do if you have no screen. When
the film is ended a Pathe patented
feature enables you to rewind it in
Besides the films
a few seconds.
you make yourself, Pathe has 400
regular moving pictures you can
buy covering comedy,
the

will

drama, science, education,
travel, sport, etc

*^/f

^^

(Hand-driven $39'

Write for information
you do not know a dealer in your
town who sells Pathe Cameras,
Projectors and Films, write to us
If

giving us the name of the camera
shop nearest you.
Inc.,
35 West 45th Street, New York.

PATHEX

Automatic Motion Picture

Pathe CAMERA
698

& PROJECTOR

—

—
Ii^K.EICS

;ti:t«
AN IDEAL COMBINATION FOR FILMO

70

-

D OWNERS

Kino Plasmat f : 1.5
2 Inch Focus

A

most

Kino Plasmat f : 1.5
One Inch Focus
and

approaching
games,

Fall,

hunting

with

its

football

expeditions

matographer unequaled opportun-

good

for

pictures.

You

need a good telephoto lens
Plasmat

will

making.

v/aning

the

we must

to

interior movies.

with

Shooting

another

problem

Our

the Kino Plasmat /:
focus

in-

cinematog-

the

the correct lens.

SSf.OO

evening

devote our attention

confronts

rapher

—Kino

of

so

doors

two inch focus

1.5

/:

movie

interior

daylight

and

outdoor sports, brings to the cine-

ities

for

With the days growing shorter,
we no longer have the lingering

The

adverse Hghting conditions.

takmg colored movies

Ideal for

high speed lens

efficient

taking telephoto shots under

for

solution

1.5

is

one inch
S60.00
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ACCOMMODATING THE FILMO

JO-D

AND NEEDED ACCESSORIES

Soli'es the Transportation

Luxuriously Appointed

Problem

The

For those Filmo 70-D owners

who

desire

pacity in

greater

well

carrying

case

made

is

of heavy sale

leather with sturdy,

ca-

and

brass fittings

planned accessory

A

finished in the

is

compartments.
convenient,
small, compact, carrying case to
accommodate a Filmo 70-D with

green
hold

telephoto lenses installed in the
turret head, also provides for 4
reels of film, exposure meter, filters and other accessories.
new
case that more than upholds the
case standard.

The
also

is

inside

grade of

designed

to

compartments are

accessory

in

The

finest

Filmo firmly in place.

finished

Made

A

and

plush
the

good-looking

lock.

in

two

the

same plush.

colors, black or tan

$25.00

CULLEN
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NOW AVAILABLE AT THE CULLEN RENTAL LIBRARY
Two New
SKYSCRAPERS

Comedies, Dramas and

Features

—

Scenics

William Boyd
and Alan Hale with Sue Carol and Alberta

Vaughn

—

Also the

a thrilling story of steel

workers and their pranks and the
great sacrifice of one man for the other
that the lovers may be happy.
7 reels.

presents a wide variety of

16

but
5

—

fatal

—

shooting and

a

happy ending.

Send for

film library catalogue

all

the

the leading actors

kind of entertainment.
at

reels.

PHOTO

all

subjects available, includ-

and actresses as well as the celebrated animated cartoon heroes.
You will be sure to find the film
you want at CULLEN 'S for any

story of two youths' rivalry for the
affections of a girl
wild automobile
a bank robbery and entanglewith
gang
of
crooks, an all
ments
a

rides

mm.

ing films of

WALKING BACK—

Sue Carol with
Richard Walling and Robert Edeson
a

CULLEN LIBRARY

moderate rental

AH

films

prices.
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clwAYsa/zte^BEST
in Li^ht Service
It is

by the

for

it is

veals

its

time that the Victor proves

test of

itself MASTER

of

after prolonged use that a projector re-

foiling that bogie of

projectors

wear

—"jumpy"

in the actuating

justable

shuttle

—

ROCK STEADY
And

better

pictures,

motion picture
resulting

from

The new

mechanism.

exclusively

Victor

—

ad-

insures

by not depending on

tension for steadiness, this

new mechanical

film

prin-

ciole releases the film from excessive pressure

at the aperture,

on

priceless films.

In addition to these exclusive advantages, the

thereby reducing to a

illumination heretofore
tion of 16

minimum

mm.

film.

Victor Biuhlii

700

to the projec-

flickerless pictures

of superior optical and mechanical excellence.

Now

add

a strikingly beautiful

and you have the

chromium

Polished

and

MASTER

plate

and

dignified

Projector.

black

crystal

enamel provide a rich and ever enduring
ish that

bespeaks quality and refinement.

for a demonstration.

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH COMPANY
DAVENPORT, IOWA

unknown

Smooth,

of unusual depth and snap are the natural result

finish

pictures always!

still,

the ever present danger of damaging wear and

Victor Projector provides briUiance of screen

true character.

Victor, and Victor alone, has perfected a

means of

-=^=0

and on Heavy Duty
tear

16 mm., projectors

all

^%^

'

ir.

ssth St.

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

fin-

Ask

"Seeing's believing."
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EDITORIAL
H

'OME

movies have proved
vitaHty

their

by

a

they laugh at the suggestion that
winter marks the end of their
shooting. Some of the best pictures that come on a visit to the
League office are winter scenes
with their wealth of artistic contrast, their brilliant whites and their deep blacks.
Here, again,
the amateur must thank his industry for two other
gifts
panchromatic film and color photography.
Amateurs who study their medium realize that it
has complete flexibility and that it has taken from
the commercial movie equipment all the essentials
for doing exactly what these amateurs want to do.

con-

quest of the seasons. At
of the personal
movie activity there were not a
few individuals who predicted a limited development for this most human of all artistic recreations
for the reason that it was a summer hobby only.

beginning

the

They

—

it up with outdoor life alone.
had not been for the very strong appeal of
amateur cinematography to men and women everywhere and if the amateur movie industry had not
been a live, inventive and ingenious industry, these
earlier predictions might have been verified by circumstances. But owners of home movie equipment
were not content with a brief summer of films and
the industry did not stop at equipment for outdoor

C

If

tied

it

C New arrivals in the home movie domain will do
well to realize, immediately, that they are not entering a limited activity but that they have at their

command

filming.

finest

C Lenses

are

now

Especially,

should not defer filming until outdoor light
and pleasant weather entice them from their warm
homes. They may film by the fireside not only
figuratively but literally, using the fire for back
lighting
and they will find the bracing winter
air none the less delightful for active button-

—

With an

/:0.99 lens already a reality, is it unreaexpect an /:point-zero-something-orother in the future? Optics have certainly conquered the photographic seasons. Electricity has
not failed to contribute its quota to home movie

sonable

make the
new winter ar-

of the tools necessary to

rivals

available, at reasonable prices,

and the darkest days of the year.

for the hghtest

all

motion pictures.

to

—

pressing.

seasonal freedom. Lights for the movie amateur
are available in considerable variety and it is not
necessary to assume any of the risks or hazards of

CL Winter weaves wonderful patterns for the
movie camera. A sharply etched background is always available and motion is not likely to be lazy,

commercial studio equipment transplanted to the
home. An amateur can film what he wants to film
indoors without spending a fortune or endangering
his dwelling. Flares are available for outdoor night
filming. The amateur has twenty-four hours of
three hundred and sixty-five days of the year for
home movies. That is the gift to him from his

because the North Wind takes care that human
beings do not relapse into still subjects. For color
photography there are subtle shades that are not
less happily recorded than the primary flower colors.

d. There are a thousand scenes and twice a thousand stories awaiting your winter filming. Take
your movie camera with you through the winter,
The four seaas you took it through the summer.

industry.

C The

progressive and determined amateurs have
of this equipment for several years and

made use

sons are

now

yours for the shooting.

A Word About the Amateur Cinema

THE

Amateur Cinema League

ing

service;

it

League

offers a

photoplay consulting service;

a club consulting and organizing service;

offers

serve the amateurs of the world and to render effec-

ducts a film exchange for amateur clubs. Movie

and

fifty

the international

organization of movie amateurs founded, in 1926, to

tive the amateurs' contribution to

art

is

as a

human

recreation.

countries of the world.

It

cinematography as an

is

its official

publication and

is

owned by

it

it

con-

Makers
The

the League.

The League spreads over

directors listed below are a sufficient warrant of the high

offers a technical consult-

type of our association.

Amateur Cinema League,

Inc.,

Your membership

is

invited.

Directors

Vice-President

HIRAM PERCY MA.XIM
Hartford,

EARLE

C.

Conn.

STEPHEN
Architect, of

F.

VOORHEES

New York

City

HANMER

ANTHONY

LEE F.
Director of Recreation,
Russell Sage Foundation

Director of the National
Association of Broadcasters

ROY

D.

CHAPIN

C.

Cliairman, Board of Directors,

Hudson Motor Car Company

R.

DOOLEY

Mattasitig

ROY
Address

iNOt-'iRiES

to

FLOYD

Personnel .Manager,
Standard Oil Co. of N. \.

\V.

L. V.\NDERPOEL
of Litchfield, Conn.

Director

WTNTON. New

AMATEUR CINEM.4 LEAGUE,

Scientist,

Inc.,

York City
105

West 40th

Street,

New

York,

—

New York

M
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CAMERA'S EYE

Your

Simple Guide To The Understiindi/ig

Do

you recognize the full importance of your camera lens
and esteem it rightly for tlie
essential part it plays in the remarkable series of processes which result
in an image in living motion on the
screen? If. indeed, you were to cheri-^h

By

Of Your Le /IS
and the behavinr

ing

Russell C. Holslag

cinating in

its

few seem

so

The

AMATEURS

RECOGNIZING

its precision and efficiency
performance, you would be giving
more attention than it receives at the
hands of most amateurs. For here is

to think

light

the

month's army of new amateurs quickly learns to look

suade them

a most essential part of your picture-

Movie Makers for practical help, it is our aim in

miniature

every issue

behaves.

may

made

to yield results tliat will probably
be a revelation to you. This article is.
therefore, devoted to a plea for and
an introduction to the better understanding of the lens and its functions.

What

a lens?
Too large a mamotion picture amateurs seem
to regard it as nothing more than an
indication of which side of the camera
is

point!

of

it

Or,

at all,

it

glass set into
in

they stop

if

to

as a

such a way that

it

produces, some-

what mysteriously, a miniature image
of the scene on the sensitive surface
of the film.
Some few amateurs know
that the lens is not one but a number
arranged elements of careground and polished optical glass.
but very few take the trouble to find
out just how and why this assembly
performs as it does. Yet, these last are
of precisely
fully

fice it to

solution of

let

object?

To

how

light

us see

technical definition of the
not concern us; suf-

say that light

is

a disturbance

many other articles and
much of the data in the reg-

fects our eyes and defines for us the
shape and color of the object. Light
also affects the emulsion
the sensitive
chemical coating of the film but not

in

in

—

—

ular departments will also
hold suggestions of great
value to the beginner. If you
are a new mo\'ie maker,
watch for these guides to
the fundamentals of cine-

have certain kinds of light affecting the
emulsion to a greater extent than they
affect the eye, and vice versa.
Consequently, we sometimes have to resort
to certain filtering methods in order

matography.

that

the

more

truly what the eye sees.

picture.

he owes

dium

it

which he works

in

is

to

try

for

the attribute of a

Proper understanding of bis
help him to do this. It is not

lens will

assimilate

a quantity of

indigestible technical fare in order to

among

elect:

ail

osity

and

For the

the fortunate
that

is

is

willingness

rest, the

number

necessary

is

exactly

in

himself and to the me-

to

necessary to
be

and produce a
the

or lesser degree; this reflected light af-

every quality that

images on the
screen, instead of the unnecessary blur
and fuzz that is now too often seen.
The amateur cinema is past the point
where it is only necessary to show
something that moves on the screen.
Now, in order to excel, the amateur
must produce a picture in motion and
clear

A

of

same

form

sharp,

of

their problems. Knowing
} otir Camera's Eye is such
an article and others in the
November number with the

the only ones really capable of realizing the full possibilities of the lens
and so of producing results in the
of

this,

phenomenon need

definite aim are Titling
Yotir Scenics and Pointers
On Projection. Of course,

think

round piece of
the front of the camera
is

them

aid

an all-pervading medium, which is
created by a source in much the same
way as a stone thrown in the water
sets up ripples.
When the light strikes
any object, it is reflected to a greater

to

jority of

to

to present sev-

articles

aid

image

understand

written especially for these newcomers,
eral

the

redistribute themselves

to

formation

orderly

in

to

he

investi-

surface of
How does the lens, when
placed in the path of these rays, per-

the

trained upon.

tions are intelligently applied,

fas-

that

is

which is reflected from
whatever object it is

light

fact, of which we are
very proud, that each

func-

worth

it

operates with

lens

— the

it

its

so

^lation.

FOR BEGINNING

in

if

light

the surprising part of the matter

the lens for

recording apparatus, which,

of

relation to the lens that

of the
curi-

point

as

is

picture

not

imitate

will

However,

be discussed here,

a function of the film than

At the same time, light
seems to be clearly indicated as a disturbance or vibration by the fact that
of the lens.

its

activity

in this

— known as
—

connection

"actinic value"

is sufficient

to pro-

duce a reaction in the chemical coating
of the film, wherever it strikes.
In this
way the image is recorded, and. since a

understand.

certain

facts are so interest-

needed

to

will

more

Thus we

same way.

finished

this
it

the

amount

of

actinic

light

is

to affect the film properly, the

703
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made

lens must be so

that

will col-

it

enough of the light reflected from
the object for the image to be recorded
on the film. Of course there must be
sufficient light on the subject itself,
and this is why we must choose our
subjects with an eye to the amount
lect

actually the case; such a condition is
realized in the long-focus or telephoto

which,

lens,

from

farther

knows,
and forms

everyone

as

the

film

is

a

image when the

circles of confusion are

We

of the smallest possible diameter.

are aided in this by the focusing mount,

which

arrangement,

mechanical

a

is

more magnified image
From all this we are now ready to
understand the real meaning of the

usually in the form of a knurled ring,
for moving the lens toward or away

movement

tivity

word "focus." Focus refers to the distance from lens to image but, since the
image is to be impressed on the sensi-

the lens in collecting the light.

tive surface of the film,

of light they reflect.

—

We

are aided in

by two factors the extreme sensiof the film and the efficiency of

this

But how does the lens collect this
and form an image with it? A
ray of light will pass through many

larger or

it

is

important

that the lens be adjusted so that the
image it forms will fall on the sensitive

light

mediums
water,

or

When

glass.

passing

medium

cut

in

is

of

apex
light

as to become practically constant.
the angle at which the rays enter the
lens becomes unchanged, the lens will

continue to bend these rays always in
the same direction: consequently, the

image

by

the

of points, all in correct relationship to

Now we

the original.

derful

instrument

see

the

what a won-

lens

really

respect for his lens.

We now
back

have, at a certain distance

of the lens, a miniature

our illuminated

object.

image

Why

is

of

this

image so much smaller than the object?
Because the lens is arranged to
bend the rays of light quite sharply,
so that they converge to a point only

a short distance behind the lens.
size of the

The

image, therefore, compares

in the same
from object to lens
compares with distance from lens to
From this we might assume
image.
that, if we make a lens to cast an
image farther and farther back, our
This is
image would grow larger.

with that

way

704

of

the

that distance

object

Photograph by Russell C. Holslag

A TYPICAL TELEPHOTO LENS
emulsion in the sharpest and clearest
way. The image, then, is focused on
the film when the lens is at such a
distance from the film that the sharp
est possible image of every point on
the object will coincide with the emulsion

surface.

Inasmuch as

this

dis-

tance varies as the distance from the
lens to the object varies, and since it
is

the film steady and

better to hold

during exposure, we alter this
distance by moving the lens bodily
towards or away from the film. This
rigid

is

called focusing.

The purpose of focusing, then, is to
make every point composing the image
sharp and as small as possible.
This is the ideal condition; in practice
it is
found that the lens has certain
inherent distortions or "aberrations"
of which it is both impossible and unas

necessary to rid

it,

so that these points

are not really points, but very small
circles.
The image is then made up

an infinitely fine mosaic of these
They are known
overlapping circles.

of

as the circles of confusion
a

very

— incidentally,

appropriate name,

comes evident

for

it

be-

at

said

infinite distance

an

distance

a

at

of

more may be assumed

feet

fulfill

or
this

This gives us an excellent

condition.*

means

fifty

to

of defining the focal character-

any particular lens. We simour lens on "infinity" and
then measure the distance from lens to
image, which we have seen to be conTherefore,
stant under this condition.
this distance will be a permanent attribute of that lens and will give us a
means of describing it. This we do
by naming this distance the focal length

istic

of

ply focus

of the lens.

As above mentioned, the
in 16mm. cine work

normal lens used

has a focal length of twenty-five millimeters, or about one inch. There is no
arbitrary or magic quality about this
length,

which would

particular

focal

make such

a lens better than all others;

it

has merely been found that a lens
produces an image

of this focal length

of such a size

upon the 16mm. frame
embraced by the

that the field of view

human

eye

most

is

naturally

repro-

duced.

that, as the size of these

increases, the image becomes
more and more blurred and confused,

and

be

object

* Variations

circles

especially

is

away, and
the lens is said to be focused at "infinity." Once the object we wish to focus
reaches or passes this distance, the lens
may be permanently set at a fixed distance from the film. For the usual oneinch /.-S.S lens used in 16mm. work, an

to

is.

That craftsmanship and precision machinery will produce a piece of glass
so accurately cut and polished as to
bend these myriad rays, all in just the
right way and with minimum distortion,
to form a minute image which later is
to be magnified hundreds of times
this is indeed a thing to marvel at and
should inspire the amateur with a new

much

When

this condition occurs, the object

lens,

which then changes the direction of the
spreading bundle of rays and bends
them back into a much smaller cone,
at the point or apex of which is formed
an image of the original point. Now,
the whole object being composed of
an infinite number of these points, each
of them is faithfully imaged by the
lens in the same way, forming a miniature picture made up of a great number

a fixed distance

at

more the actual object recedes.

Part of this cone

intercepted

is

remain

will

behind the lens, no matter how

illuminated, a bun-

at the point.

less

certain

If

dle of rays emanates like a cone, with
its

distance

little

is

of tiny points, like a half-tone
From each of
a newspaper.

these points that

desired

is

and less acute. Finally,
remote distance is reached
beyond which this angle changes so

employed in using
the glass of the lens to bend the rays
Let us asof light to form the image.
sume a scene to be made up of a great

number

it

image of an object at a given
away appear sharp on the

that the

a

given angle.

a

at

when

setting of the lens

becomes

of bending may be conby allowing the light to strike

this fact that

proper

numbers

with

As the object on which the lens may
be focused recedes to an increasingly
greater distance, the angle at which
its image-producing rays strike the lens

The amount

It is

marked

focusing scale, which is
indicating the

in the

lens

of

carefully indexed for us

is

This scale has been accurately
by the lens maker, and
should be followed carefully.

ray will be bent, or have its direction
This is called refraction.
changed.

the denser

The amount

film.

calibrated

from one medium to another of different density, as from air to glass, the

trolled

the

film.

of different densities, such as

air

from

when recorded on

later magnified to

the film

such a tremend-

ous extent on the screen. We now see
why it behooves us to exercise care in
focusing, for we get the best-defined

this
it

lens

in

opening

affect

condition to such an extent that

ivill

subjects
article,

be

made one

of
to

the

of the principal

continuation

appear

in

the

issue.

(To be concluded)

of

this

December

—
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FROM An EDITOR'S NOTEBOOK
Of/ris

THERE comes
every

of

And

Ends To Aid The Amateur

a time in the life

family.
At any rate, it behooves the
movie maker to bear this trick in mind
buying colored glasses.
One
never can tell, you know.
Atid if you have any of the so-called

movie maker when

the fates conspire to set the
stage for that elusive "reel of a life-

time"

—that

one, outstanding, never-to-

be-forgotten

shot,

or

series

that dwarfs all other efforts
all

other

—
—the

often
fate

for

awares

pictures

seem

such is the
movie maker

when

comes and

when

is

of

shots,

"smoked"

glasses, save them.
In a
pinch, they will serve passably well as
a neutral density filter for Kodacolor.

and makes
Very

futile.

fickleness

of

Moving Camera Shots:

caught un-

is

camera"

to his

own

interpretation of

By Wayne A. Shoemaker
Formerly Editor Cine-Koda\

according

as,

it. it

^ews

It

may be
is

only a simple accessory

lacking

—a

perhaps

filter,

tripod or longer focus lens.

a

Whatever

it is,
the true movie maker will not
be satisfied unless he has it. And if
he hasn't it, and can't contrive a suit-

—

able substitute, the picture
to him
ruined.
It may
please those who
see it and rouse their awe and adis

But
maker.

miration.
to its

it

won't seem complete

During three years of contact with
movie makers throughout the world,
the author has been privileged to hear
of many novel and interesting means
that have been resorted to by ingenious
amateurs to accomplish both unusual
and ordinary results. Some of these

—

methods, tricks or secrets call them
what you will have been devised and
used to meet emergencies.
Others
have been conceived simply as time or
money-savers.
All of them have been
tried and tested.
As they have come to my attention,
I have jotted them down in my notebook for future reference. They are

—

published here, almost verbatim,
your consideration and instruction.

Emergency
knows, by
color

filter.

Filters:

this time,

for

Everyone

the value of the
But, despite the fact that

a shot that

is,

in-

moving of the camera closer
farther from, or around the sub-

to,

rather

ject,

than

having

subject

the

move toward

should

be shot.

that

shot, that

volves the

most of opportunity. Then it is that
he must fail or resort to ingenuity in
order to shoot the picture

Once in
moving

a while one finds a place for a

supreme moment
unprepared to make the
the

this

little

come

section

of yellow

to be considered

essential

parts

of

the

glass has
one of the most
movie maker's

equipment, there are times when the
movie maker will fare forth with both
his camera and his pockets loaded whh
"pan" film, but, through a lapse of

memory, will leave his color filter at
home. The result? A splendid chance,
always, for some striking cloud or
marine shots and nothing but "pan"
to make them with!
If and when this happens to you. be
not discouraged.
Take the amber

—

glasses you carry in your car, or that

your wife or mother-in-law wears to
protect her eyes from the glare of the
sun on concrete highways, and use one
of the lenses for a filter.
Have someone hold it in front of the camera lens
while you shoot, making sure that no
part of the frame projects in front of

the lens and cautioning the one
is holding the glasses to rest his

who
arm

on some solid object so that they will
remain steady. You will be pleasantly
surprised when you see the results.
All colored

glasses will

course.

Some

will

light

color.

If

in

not do, of

be too dark or too
yours do not very

nearly match the color of the regulation

filter

— well,

glasses aren't too

two pairs

many

of

colored

for the average

or from the camera. The
professional spends no end of money
in the construction of elaborate cranes,

wagons, and what-not. to make these
But how can the amateur do it?
shots possible.

Very easily, indeed. You probably
have in your home a contrivance that
ideal

is

for this type of work.

lowly

the

moved

tea-wagon.

and steered, is
and its rubber

structed

much

of

rough

floors,

the

shock
tile,

of

It

is

easily

is

solidly

con-

absorb

tires

moving over

Moreover, it
proper height for

etc.

about the

just

is

It

closeups and semi-long-shots of seated
subjects.
A soap-box, with one side
pushed snugly against the handle-bar,
instantly

brings

the

camera

to

the

proper height for standing figures. A
variety of soap-boxes, large books or
a stack of magazines, make it instantly
available
height.

for

And

Accurate

work

at

any

desired

the cost, of course,

Focus:

Most

is nil!

novelty

stores carry a variety of small metal
tape measures.
One or two of these
are less than an inch in diameter when

up in their containing cases.
Take the box in which you carry

rolled

your

filters

into

a

store

of

some day and purchase one
small tapes that will
box.

fit

this

of

sort

these

into the filter

Then, when you make closeups
(Continued on page 737)
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Plwtograph By H

THERE
A

Striking

Sc

ART

IS

From An

,

THE CAMERA ANGLE

IN

Industrial,

The Laving Of An

Picturing

Oc.

AMATEUR INDUSTRIAL FILMS
Suggcstiofis

THE

making

of

a

industrial film is one of the
most interesting tasks that the
average amateur movie maker can set

himself.

for

He may

be a home movie enthusiast
anxious to experiment in a new line
of film endeavor; he may be an executive who wishes to make a film record
of his plant for his

may

he
izes

own enjoyment or
who real-

be a sales manager

the visual effectiveness of a busi-

ness film.

To any one

For Makifig

satisfactory

of these

is

this

By Kenneth

W

ITH

this

oj

series

articles

rriaking

in

o

Space

F.

article

Space. Movie

The/?i Lite restu/0-

by Kenneth F.

Makers

to

industrial

and

both

continuity

publicity

Mr. Space

films of his oivn business.
offers

begins a

aid the amateur

and

technical

suggestions for producing a film record
of a business or a manufacturing plant.
ivill

It

would be very

formu-

to

difficult

hardly the same in
any two factories and each plant will
present individual problems. However,
by carefully following the instruction
the illumination

is

manual and with the aid

of

artificial

darker corners, the technical quality of such a film should be
satisfactory.
If the amateur possesses
a speed lens he should have little
trouble.
An exposure meter is of the
light

for the

greatest

value

in

work

of

this

kind.

This article therefore will deal principally with the subject matter.
The faults of the average amateur
industrial film record are many.
The
introduction

is

There

often

forced

and un-

an abrupt transition
general appearance of a news reel.
But the most
natural.

is

of scene, lending the

706

common

Another method might be to show a
salesman making a call on a prospective client and explaining his plant
and product, using the same general

method

A

as before.

"stag"

session

at

the

nineteenth

and the subsequent "shop talk"
would lend itself to another natural
hole

follow.

article directed.

late a set of rules for exposure, since

views.

on other types of industrial

Articles
films

This dialogue in titles, separated by
closeups of the boys talking and ending with a longer shot of them walking
down the street with "Bill" talking,
could be faded into the actual plant

fault of all is the lack of the

introduction.

personal

touch which is necessary to
arouse and keep the interest of spectators who are not familiar with the

Or a business man might receive a
pamphlet advertising a certain product
and. after appropriate views had been

plant

made

itself.

Let us take, then, a few novel and
interest-gaining

methods

of

introduc-

For example,
there could be nothing more natural
than two young men comparing jobs.
The following dialogue might naturally

of

A

rather neat

business
a
(

meeting
Rotary,

of

of the firm,

What

is

"Why
and

let

heard a

about that plant.
it like over there?"
not walk over town with me

me

tell

lot

you about

it?"'

the
it

pamphlet,
could be

a

of including one's

would be

local

to

business

film

club

Chamber

wanis,

"Hello Bill, I haven"t seen you in a
long time.
Where are you working

"I've

way

associates

introduce the picture:

for

of

him opening

faded into the story.

ing the industrial movie.

now?"
"Why, Hello John. I'm working
the Blank & Blank Company."

cover

the

the picture of

etc.

)

of Commerce, Kiand have the president
newly
elected member,
a

being

filmed.
After the luncheon,
have him called upon, as is the custom,
to explain the working of his profession.

An

in making
and power company,

acquaintance of mine,

a film for a light

used an after-breakfast discussion between a man and his wife over the

IHO^KE niAICEntS
convenience of the modern electric system in the preparation of meals. lie
moved his camera up to an electric
light plug, faded it into a skeleton
view of the house wiring and then dissolved

into

processes

the

of

electric

generation.

The most personal
tions

of

would probably be

president sitting in his

all

to

introducfilm

the

and then
the camera

ofiBce,

have him look directly at
in closeup, motion the audience to
come nearer, and then have him say.
"Folks, Im pretty proud of this plant
and I'd like the opportunity of telling
you all about it." This title might be
followed by a closeup of his lips moving, fading into the views of his plant.

The simplest

introduction, of course,

would merely be

to shoiv a closeup of

the product itself fading into the processes of

its

manufacture.

So much for the introduction. These
suggestions, no doubt, will bring a
dozen others to the mind of an imaginative amateur.

Now,

let

us consider the actual de-

velopment of the industrial story.
If
the producer has in his possession any
views of his plant (stills) taken in its
earlier history, they may be enlarged
and filmed in order of time, with explanatory titles. The same idea might
be carried out with photographs of the
various phases in the construction of
the plant.
Lacking these, a novel way
of filming the "first view" would be

camera

one

side

wall-paper

either

or

a

may be

stippled or swirled with a brush while
partially dry

and then toned with thin

paint

to

wall.

In the center of thi;, a picture

represent

the

surface

of

a

footage meter during the time of

till-

the

Then he may take

fade-out.

camera

into

his

back

the

to the

frame could be securely fastened, then

the

same time

the

previous fade-out.

frame should be cut out with a small
Obtain an architect's drawing or
plant which will

the

effect

solving into the actual view.

saw.

a photograph of the

By taking

frame.

the

his

dark-room and reel
beginning of the
fade, make his set-up with the view
of the plant and fade-in on it, using
film

the beaver board showing through the

require

for

that

is

the

the
of

greatest

fade-in

When
the

picture

in

dis-

This will

care

of

as

viewed,

in

the

shot

focus and set-up in both cases, as any

which does not include the outside
edges of the beaver board, we obtain
the impression of a picture hanging
on the wall of a room.
This effect
may be heightened by including in our

variance will show the wall and frame

in

fit

a

shot a small portion of a table with a

vase upon

it,

or by the

shadow

any

of

of furniture which may
be placed out of camera range. After

other

article

filming

same

a

few

set-up

feet

near

of

the

make

this,

plant

so

the
that,

with the picture or drawing removed,

an actual view of the plant will be seen
through the opening.
Then slowly
move the camera toward the frame,
until the

plant itself

is

all

that

is

in-

cluded in the shot.
Care should be
taken to have the same degree of light
and exposure in both views in order to
keep the illusion.
If

extra

the amateur
trouble,

a

cares to

very

go

startling

to

the

effect

can be obtained by fading out on the
view of the framed picture, watching

to obtain a large sheet of

cover

with

)

solution of wall-cement, which

beaver board,
(which will face the

CLOSEUPS ADD PUNCH

Those
position.
camera which permits
crank backward will have no

in a slightly different

possessing

them

to

a

trouble in gaining this effect.
In

case

the

transition

the

in

first

plan mentioned might seem too abrupt,
a curtain at each side of the frame

might be lowered over the picture by
threads through holes in the board and
then raised to show the actual plant.
In views of the outside of the plant,

taken from a greater distance
should be filmed first, each view being
taken closer until the entrance into
the plant may be shot from a "truck"
those

to and through the
door of the building.
If there is an
aviation field near by, it would be well
worth the time to make some air views
as they add considerable interest to

which moves up

the

story.

In

making

air

views,

the

hour before or after noon on a clear
day is the ideal time for the attempt.
By making them from a height of
about one thousand feet and using the
(Continued on page 738)
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FILM

FLAM
By Louis M.

issue by claiming that, after

all,

it

is

merely a picture of the royal Arthurian
circle making one of the first amateur
photoplays.
We shall stick to our

Bailey

guns, nevertheless.

expression

is

The cameraman's

WE

have never held with Tennyson, charming though his
myths of the Round Table
may be, and vfe have always suspected
that his censorious imagination created
out

of

whole-cloth

those

naive

times

when kings were high-minded, knights
could do no
wrong. In this ancient wood-cut, which
we secured from a confidential source,
we believe we have found the proof

were bold

and

queens

our contention.
It should also do
John Erskine no end of good, for it
shows King Arthur filming Sir Launce-

EVERY movie-goer knows the mean"comedy relief," but we
now learn that Hollywood is going in
for "beauty relief." This, we hasten to
explain, means interjecting into unhappy or sordid scenes choruses of
fifty
or more bathing beauties and
such.
If we are to have variety in
photoplay relief, we would like to suging

gest

of

a few types for amateur experi-

mentation.

Why

edy relief?

And how about cleverness
dumb photoplays?
The

of

caught in the very act of wooing
Queen Guinevere. While there are no
papers extant to prove it, we believe
lot,

there

is

not relief from com-

thought of black and white relief for
Technicolor spectacles causes a tug
at our heart-strings. And then, too, we
might suggest, slyly, relief from relief.

every indication that this pic-

first time that home
movies secured possible evidence for a
divorce action. We fear, however, that
Tennyson lovers may try to cloud the

ture records the

708

for

relief

Guilty!
"The

story's

thing,"

said

the

Director.
'T

am

of our version of

much

the

is

silent

Pompadour, the other

from the delusions of rank and
grandeur which the part of Pompadour

ing

invoke in leading ladies,
to one of the members of the royal retinue, who passed
likely

is

to

remarked regally

between her and the camera, "My dear,
your training in court etiquette has
been sadly neglected. It is unfortunate
that I have to remind you a person in
waiting never precedes a princess."
Unfortunately we have no sound recording apparatus and so the one genuine gesture of the leading lady's per-

formance was

lost

to

posterity.

Still

more unfortunate, the hauteur of her
remark was very much betrayed by her
facial exression of the half dawning
that

being

Pompadour

at

the French court didn't constitute being
a

the story," replied the Star.

of

evening, that the leading lady, suffer-

realization

the

producing unit

local

amusement on our part. It was during the
filming of one of the court sequences

Surcease

Ages

OUR

source

too fierce for fun.

Home Movies Through
the

Pom Pom Pompadour!

princess

the

— since

camera!

this

xvas

caught by

IMO'U'HC IM;%I^EKCS

TITLING YOUR SCENICS
A

Timely Discussion For Begi?i //crs
By Arthur

discussing the subject matter of
we will not take up lead

IN

L. Gale

However,
and purpose of the film.
some of the points raised in considering sub-titles, or titles within the film,
can, of course, be applied to the wording of lead

The

titles.

first

amateur

—remain
amateur,

untitled.

desiring

more entertaining,
titles

beginning
probably
Soon, however, the

few reels
perhaps

will

of

a

— even

to

make

his

will feel the

within the film.

He

is

films

need of

likely to

answer this need at first with label tisuch as Spring, 1929. Denver,
tles,
Paris, or Catskill Camp. Although the

it

impersonally you will recognize that,
you are concerned, titles are

so far as

A label and a
unnecessary.
date on the reel can will suffice, and
your memory will do the rest for you.

entirely

will recreate your impressions as
you filmed and you will remember
where the sequence was taken and who
was in it. This brings us to a practical fact that you should always keep
in mind when you are working on titles.

You

You

Movie Makers,

these terse

bels are unattractive in themselves
often rob the following scenes of

surprise or dramatic value.
Titles, alone of all the

factors

title

films for the instruction, enamusement of your au-

tertainment, or

You should plan the subject
matter and the design of any title from
the viewpoint of its future audiences.
With your audience always in mind.
dience.

The Background

information contained in such titles is
sometimes necessary, as was stated in
Pointers on Planning in the October issue of

r"^v

la-

beauty

of

movie making, are absolutely within
You may enthe amateur's control.
counter a dark and murky day on your
one opportunity to get an exceptional
wild-life shot during your hunting trip,
or the people in your films may not
do as you ask them, but you can always

Sweet

ulate

^me

ound

US

But

Splendid

Is

consider the various types of
For the sake of con-

we

classifications,
travel,

personal,

films,

etc.,

nized that even

a

such as
news-

sport,

although

it

is

recog-

good amateur

may have sequences
one

amateur films

will divide

several

reel

film

of various types in

This discussion will be carthrough several issues of Movie

reel.

ried

In this article we will concern ourselves with the scenic film.

Makers.

uninteresting.

Since this is the case, the subject
matter of titles is worth particular care,
for they can add greatly to the interest
of the film and become constructive
agents in the telling of a coherent and
Recognizing
entertaining film story.
this, let us approach title-writing with
you look at
If
an entirely fresh mind.

statistics

destroy

curiosity

questions.

Yet, even a scenic film

scenic,

determine how your titles will be wordwhere you will use them and
whether you will use ornamental backgrounds or not. You can't alibi if your
titles are inappropriate, misplaced, or

provoke

superlative shots

into

ed,

rather than

interest

answer

than

TRITE

venience,

and Background Are Well Chosen

give

or

localities.

should

they

amateur work.

Title

of

it;

rather

Let

your

scenes, themselves, tell the story.

let

Botti

than

rather

Above all, avoid
Your audience, viewbeing pedantic.
ing a scenic film, does not want to be
Your titles should stiminstructed.
names

and
any

EXCELLENT

for

spoiling even

or the titles of a film as a

titles,

whole, but leave them to the individual
amateur, because such titles depend almost entirely upon the exact subject

your audience and you risk
the entertainment value
of the scene by telling the audience exIt is
actly what they are going to see.
more important that the scenic title
should amplify or direct this quality of

vide

titles,

Members

of

your

audience

always

to be amused and entertained, but
they particularly want a scenic film to
satisfy their sense of beauty and feeling for nature. They are not interested
in statistics in titles, such as Mt. Blunderbuss. 3.708 ft. high, nor are thev

want

intrigued in learning that Emerald
Lake is sixty-seven miles distant from

wherever you took your
will

find

a

natural

these facts and

last shot.

desire

statistics

in

to

You

record

titles,

al-

important
When you do
to be included.
unnecessarily include them, you run
the risk of destroying the sense of

though
enough

they

are

rarely

beauty that you would otherwise pro-

is

made up

likely to

of

be dead

and uninteresting without titles, for titles serve as pauses and add variety.
They can provide a consistent interpretation to films, which gives an otherwise unrelated sequence the effect of
In addition, titelling a related story.
tles

can present an aesthetic interpreta-

tion of scenes of pictorial beauty.
titles

we may

call

Such

"stimulative titles"

because the primary reason for including them is not that they convey infor-

mation but that they provide continuity

and stimulate the attention of the audience. An example of such usage would
be the title, Where the water meets the
sky, placed before a sequence of scenes
of erupting geysers. This title does not
describe the scene to follow and hence
conjure up a mental picture of just
what is next to come on the screen.
Yet, it does serve to mark a new

sequence and indicate a new subject.
At the same time, it is vague enough
to allow each spectator to anticipate for
himself what is to come. This brings
expectancy and, with it, attention.
Consider how much better is such a
title than the statistical label. This geyerupts every sixty-seven and onehalf minutes, or just the plain road-sign
title, Yosemite geysers.
ser

(Continued on page 741)
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SIMPLIFYING DIRECTION
Three Rules For The Amateur Director
By Paul D. Hugon

what varied responKNOWING may
devolve upon

art of motion,

doubling for other specialists, it may
be claimed that the control of the
film footage about sums up his duties.

most significant of all means to the
end especially when immediately followed by sudden and rapid motion.

The

in

we

scenario,

In

the

silent

which

film,

complete

is

the

stillness is the

—

credit

while

is

the

man

facing us and looking at the

is

fireplace,

The unskilled

lady.

continuity writer

have it all happen with one pause,
the one which occurs when the husband
will

enters

and

room

the

the

surprises

But the director should know
that, since we have three

couple.

will as-

may

we

persons,

mately have

at

legiti-

least three

and probably

pauses,

the

First

pro-

the

if

anothei

in

into

—

the

the

looking

sume, has been prepared
in minute detail by someone else who may claim
all

something

at

Let us say that the lady

direction.

an amateur production unit, it might he difficult to
name ^J^e function which may be called
particularly his own. Yet, unless he is
director

looking

is

the

sibilities

six.

who

rival,

is

duction turns out well and

facing us, hears a noise at

blame

the door and stares (pause

the director if it
does not. The casting has
been done, after screen
and the choice of
tests,

and

locations

1

\

)

1

I

The camera
hands

the

in

is

worked

been

conference.
What remains,

agitatedly look
one another, whisper
something hurriedly; wife
registers
horror; they
pause simultaneously
(pause 4). Now the door
at

"W
'

out

in

then,

is

open and the husband
in
the
doorway,
staring at them (pause 5).
The couple make an uneasy movement, in his diflies

time-keeping on the
production seeing that en-

the

—

stands

trances and exits are made
at the right time and speed

and

scene

each

that

is

enough

long or short

Photogr.jph by Paramotmt

for

one
word, the director's job is footage. But
what do we mean by "long enougii
particular

the

H-

Hesitates

written,

the

specifies

that

footage

should be given to a scene, which
pity.

doubtedly

that

back

in

is

much

and indicate

writing

beat the tempo at which
ceed.

mind,

his

that ticks off so

is

un-

writer

skilled

a
ac-

could enact the whole scene

He
he

The

has,

mechanism
tion.

It

is,

it

is

usual

fact,

in

to

a

for

a

to

The

to himself or to others.

of

such

establish vividly
tion

principal

demonstrations

much

not so

as the pauses in

is

to

the ac-

the action and,

by a strange irony, these pauses, which
control the tempo, seldom find their
way into the script.
Speaking of the talking motion pica

great

marked,

"Now

tures,

dramatist
at

last

recently

silence

re-

on the

screen will be truly significant."

7!0

Wife

Even

that

it

often

as

the pauses and their duration
could be written in the scenario, the
director would have his task appreIf

all

ciably simplified

— and

ciably diminished.

It

his credit appre-

on pauses that

is

tempo and, therefore, footage depend.
The director must learn to create
pauses.

For example, a husband enters the

pro-

to

be punctuated
by bits of acting, done by one member
of the group to clarify his thoughts
scenario conference

result

Unfaithful

room while

his wife is suspiciously in-

terested in another

action would be over too quickly.

tiie

But just how
1

man. Without pause,

is

the pause to be

believe the answer to that

will

solve the

amateur

made?

question

director's prin-

cipal problem.

Rule One

There can never be too
much suspense, provided the suspense
is

logical.

Assume
are

that the rival

standing

usual, even in

by the
good still

and the wife
fireplace. As
pictures,

when

there are two persons in a scene, one
is

looking

at

the other and the other

or

otherwise, then

uncertainly

still

scenario.

Probably no continuity, as common-

great

His

stand
Before

Door,

enough"?

or "short

a

Unhappily At The

Facina

"

ly

rection

A DRAMATIC PAUSE

In

sought.

effect

the

The couple

of

photographic enthusiast,
and the shooting sequence
a

has

.

doorknob; the
wife hears, turns around
sharply, stares (pause 3).
turns

ties

work

do-

husband

hears his wife's voice and
wonders ( pause 2
He

'

(

has been delegated to
an efficient junior member

the

talk-

is

outside, in a separate shot.

^

Responsibility for the timely appearance of proper-

of the family.

and continues

Then

ing.

in conference.

been settled

The lady has heard

.

ing or whatever she

has

settings

)

(nothing

A

(pause 6).

does not

end the series,
in
an amateur
trained actor seldom makes

would

an entrance, even after a pause, in a
continuous jaunt across the room. For
reasons of rhythm, which we have no
space to analyze here, an entrance is
made three steps at a time. So the
husband advances in three measured
and determined steps and stops again
(pause 7).
Without continuing indefinitely the
details of this scene,

that

it

will be noted

the footage of a dramatic bit

made up

largely

is

Anyone

pauses.

of

rehearsing these bits intelligently will

determine the minimum time of
each pause as about two seconds, or
time to count one-two-three-four-fivesix-seven-eight. In that entrance alone,
therefore, we have used fourteen standard feet for pausing, plus at least as
much again for movement
half-aminute of screen time. This leads us
also

—

—

to

a principle which

is

too

little

known

consciously although every professional
director follows

it

unconsciously.

—

—

—

—

IMO'«^ME Mj«.HCEKKS
Two

Rule

When

action

all

is

sig-

nificant, a longer scene

one of the laws of
is that no
standard film should be less

oratory

practice,

Medes and

the Persians

appears to the
audience more important than a short

the

one.

than three feet long. As that would
give the audience time to read, "Scat,
scat,
scat,
scat,
scat,"
about
scat,
twenty times over, we must break the
law and make the title three frames
one-quarter of a second on the screen.
The effect will be instantaneous. This
gives us one more criterion:

goes without saying that the action, to be significant, should be proIt

and climactic and we need
hardly state that mere footage without
plenty of action will appear to drag.

gressive

But,

there

if

is

a great deal doing, the

longer a scene
tion

more

the

lasts,

atten-

receives from the spectator.

it

we have

As

seen that "action" may
be defined as "pauses followed by motion," the most dramatic scene will be
just

title

in

Rule Three Suddenness is created
by a pause followed by rapid movement.
A clutching hand approaches slowly,
grabs very

pauses,

A

quickly.

ghost

ber of closeups to which the artist
entitled

— an

is

inartistic provision at best,

but one from which the amateur direc-

might derive a useful lesson. Somein a stage play, the principal
character does not appear until the second act. In that case, all the others
are talking about him all the time and
really featuring him by building up
suspense around his appearance the
equivalent of those pauses we have
been discussing. In the silent movie
this is hardly practical and the leading
tor

times,

—

characters are best introduced before
the others, in virtue of the laws of

at-

whereby we remember best what we saw
first, what we saw longest,
and what we saw last.

one in which there
are most opportunities for
pauses followed by rapid
the

tention,

motion.

To sum up

That footage counts for

the director's

we might

a good deal in building up

functions,

drama

say that they are the exact

evidenced by the

is

history

movie

of

opposite of those of an

titles.

Twenty years ago, twoword titles were common,
as: The Fight, Next Day
or His Revenge. (I had
first

cient

The
to

my

as

destroyed

when

the

Editor'' s

rience

in-

to

fairly

long.

The modern

cates

suddenly followed by
action. Not at all. He will
it

Photograph

out, using a decora-

he will spread out a long
yarn. Thus they met in an Eden of
innocence, ignorant children in the
nursery of Eternity. But the heavy
hand of Time began to ivrite on their
I ,

—

foreheads the story of daily strife
There go twenty-five feet. "Just a lot
of blah!" you will say. Yes, blah it
is, if analyzed, but it does two things

same tone

By

Paramounl

WHAT WILL HE SAY?

background to hold the
spectator's eye on the screen, and, fading the title in and out (another kind

tive or scenic

of pause

Heightened By The Pause
Rinjs His Number

Is

While

starts to

it

still,

then

The ingreater when

run after the person.

of

tensity

stays

gradually,
the action

is

follows a pause and the speed ap-

pears greater when

it

follows stillness

What does

this all

means

tor?

It

ately

seek

out,

mean

to the direc-

that he should deliber-

before

he starts pro-

probably be one
in each sequence, that he should work
out the maximum suspense of which
they are capable and that he should

holds your attention for twenty sec-

onds

or

so,

making the twenty-year

transition easier.

Conversely, a short scene is necessary to convey the idea of haste; hence,
the

many cutbacks

the

shortness

is

in

comedies

comedy

of

a cat sitting contentedly

washing himself
tion,

equivalent

thinking
pause.
stantly

I

.

A

(

titles.

and
Here

a

pause

boy espies the cat

in

our

— brief

The boy shouts, ''Scat.'" Inthe cat jumps off. How long

should that

title,

of

"Scat!," be?

In lab-

which there

will

allow for footage proportionate to the
dramatic value he expects to create.
The big scenes may easily run to over
one-third of the total footage.

on a fence,

deliberately slow acto

Note: The expethe
League's

that

indi-

Mr.

Hugon's
of the employ-

of

all

amateurs who

film stories or photoplays.

Another application
is

of this principle

that featured actors should

appear

in

more actual footage than the supporting cast.
Hollywood stars scrutinize
every scenario with eagle eyes, to

make

sure they are not playing second fiddle.

Some

important dramatic scenes are often
presented too quickly and without the
pauses which are necessary to emphasize the

importance of the action.

Fre-

quently, seeking to overcome this, amateur directors have retarded the move-

and suspense.

ture itself of the passage of years, and
it

di-

In even the best of amateur photoplays,

appears

duction, the decisive scenes of the play,

you, in the

tells

serious attention

make simple

Central

as the pic-

it

fin-

The

of pauses, in building
suspense and in emphasizing the dramatic significance of action, merits the

flash

spin

and

ment

a

in

of

discussion

expert will not write.

Twenty Years Later,

labor,

photoplay consultant

be covered was

terval

title

time

the

all

normal conditions and to
them dramatic by
creating peaks and abysses, by alternating action
and pauses in order to stir
up our emotions.

tempo, the expedient was
adopted of using more
words to say the same
thing,

above

make

it

titles

latter seeks

secure an even flow of

rector strives to exaggerate

to

that these over-scant narrative

effi-

executive.

ished assemblies.

spoken titles.)
was perceived

introduce

As soon

tried

I

industrial

materials,

row with my releasing

company when

then,

contracts even specify the

num-

ment of the scene as a whole or introduced unimportant action which does
not contribute to the development of
the plot.

This substitutes a worse

for the lesser one.

the action

and
the

In the

first

evil

instance,

too swift to be intelligible,
second it drags so mucli that
dramatic emphasis is completely
is

in the

destroyed.

Mr. Hugon has cleared the air in this
and furnishes amateurs with
an approach to the question of tempo.
Many movie makers, filming simple
stories and photoplays, are securing
praiseworthy photographic and cinematic results, and such amateur producers are now prepared for experimentation with the more subtle qualities
of photoplay production.
article
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Russell C. Holslag

Using the Mist

a fast lens, even in a heavy fog, and

MUCH

are

well worth trying, both as cinedramatic effects and as a record of the

has been said in these
columns concerning atmospheric haze and its eliminaThis is because it was felt that

tion.

season's mood.

IDEAS INVITED
approach
THE
winter

most touring vacationists and summer
shooters in general were interested in

mark

getting the clearest possible definition
But now that
in their distant views.

autumn
days,

is

upon

us see

let

with

us,

its

find

preservation

a

the
that
is

film

we must

place,

first

pro-

as

be worthy

will

our

in

well

as

season,

the

of

duce results that

of

In

library.

face the fact

augmented haze of autumn
and that we may as well

the

inevitable

dispense with our dense yellow filters
this time and see what we can do

at

towards utilizing
Print

vantage.

scape and similar work,

in

land-

make use

of

methods to give depth to
and not the least among
these is the employment of ""aerial" or
"atmospheric" perspective. This means,
simply, that as the middle distances
a

number

of

more

be obscured slightly and the

employment

the

of

effect

pictorial

fall

Of course, much is dependent
upon the choosing of the scene. With

work.

misty

jects

background,

foreground

ob-

stand out with a semi-silhouette

effect that often

ture.

Now

makes

a striking pic-

that the foliage

is

thinner,

print
mist.

effect

What

against
finer

a

background

setting

could

abandon

natural

settings,

although

there are always the parks, and watch
for misty effects with tall buildings.

The
and

early morning

the

often

perspective

the time for this,

is

result

on

of

distant

a

atmospheric
group of

makes a most effective picThe nearer structures are done

buildings
ture.

while,

in

black

farthest

off,

one sees a

same principle applies

712

in

the cities

may

prefer

to

By

distance.

black
of the

cutting

a

in

which

a

small

portion

is

manner.

The whole makes a very

teresting

picture

ably

fast

lens,

in-

but needs a reasonset

at

infinity.

to

lesser

tances in a heavier fog, so that

match as nearly as possible the area
was cut out during the first ex-

that

posure.
In this way outdoor double
exposure shots may be taken. By using this method, I can mask and expose any portion of the frame I wish,
without making a change in light con-

In using the

ditions.

title

writer for

purpose I dispense, of course,
with the two bulbs which are used only
for title illumination.
H. S. Shagren.
this

spire

the background, the scene being

live

that

at

glass

or two outlined in the thinnest possible

who

skeleton

blocked off by pasting a piece of black
This portion should
paper over it.

had for the dramatic section of an
amateur photoplay! One thinks of the
good old duelling scene, in which the
two characters stand out stark against
with the camera low down; however,
there are many other dramatic possibilities in the misty background that
Those of us
will suggest themselves.

a

can mask the rest of the picture area
and make a single exposure through
this opening. After rewinding the film,
I can then expose the other portion of
the scene in which the action is
planned to bear an appropriate relation to the small exposure already
made. By keeping this small portion
of the scene dark in the second exposure, I get a very fine double exIt is also
posure effect as a result.
possible to mask this small portion
during the second exposure by using
a piece of clear photographic plate

of

sliot

with

I

be

is

replaced

is

in

hole in the card at any suitable place,

and stand out prominently:
farther away stands another group
which seems to be painted in gray,

easy to secure these effects with
trees, which show up with a Japaneseit

lens

atmospheric per-

of

an artistic feeling of
atmosphere and certainly

and

heightens

a

binder
of

file

is

which I can insert
cards which just cover the field

for one
Movie Makers.

stamped

held

frame

gives

spective

depth

is

easier, better or
interesting should feel

year's

title writ-

marketed by a well
known maker of movie apparatus.
The easel upon which the title card

utors receive for each accepted suggestion a gold-

effect

use the character

I

ing outfit that

his duty to pass this material along. Clinic contrib-

continues until in the far background
the details are very indistinct and often
barely visible. In a well chosen scene,
this

camera.

it

of the view are reached, details begin
to

or

work

cine

their pictures,

worked out a scheme for
making double exposures which is
either when black and white
when color film is used in the

effective

provements. This genera
funding of ideas is cumula
tive and the originator o
any means for making home

haze as an ad-

this

exhibitions,

the approach of fur-

tion.

use for this seeming drawback in making pictures that will preserve the
spirit

1HAVE

should

ther amateur experimentaThe Editor of this department welcomes helpful
and informative ideas and
hopes that the ingenious
amateur will not hide his
light under a bushel, but
will let it shine forth here
for the guidance of others
In this way it will be pos
sible for our readers to ex
change ideas which may in
spire them to fresh im

many hazy

we cannot

if

Clever "Double" Method

the

of

season

The
dis-

we may

have a character emerging from a dim,
misty background simply by his walkPictures of
ing toward the camera.
this latter type may be secured with

Response Limited
the Clinic for June of

INwas

tliis

year

an item headed. Vote on This!
Unfortunately, however, this injunction
seems to have been largely disregarded,
for we have received so few specific
replies on the subject that we can only
conclude that our members are, as a
whole,

not

the idea.

particularly

For the sake

interested
of those

in

who

lMO'«'ME IMi«,K£EaCS
missed

item,

this

us have a

let

final

The idea was admembers that the
Amateur Cinema League provide some
means whereby those who wished might
show publicly their affiliation with this
organization.
This was to be effected
in one of three ways
by means of a

Since

to observe the image in
should like to stop the

wish

I

recapitulation.

the

vanced

camera with the shutter open, yet hesitate to tamper with the mechanism.

by

several

—

camera tag

lapel button, a

which might

he

or a sticker,
to

stationery

The idea was

apparatus.

or

affixed

advanced that

further

might serve as a
and for the possible return of apparatus that had been
lost.
However, the returns during
three months have been so limited that
we feel such a system of identification
does not interest our members and,

means

We

we

abandon the

shall

shall I do this?

Answer:

down

Let

spring

the

run

drive

completely, after which a very

small turn of the main sprocket wheel
revolve

will

position.

Do

produce

this

an open

the

shutter

not,

however, attempt to

to

moving

by

result

the

claw.

the

matter

A friend who is studying
motion
picture
photography
most professional cameras
are equipped with a device whereby
one may see the image and focus it
Question:

35mm.
tells

me

proj-

consideration

;

to

that

A

who

are grateful to those few

under
and sent us replies we hope
an opportunity to serve them

took

How

I

of identification

therefore,
ect.

this

gate,

iZ.

Asked and Answered

vdHi

I

rect positive

method?

Answer:
There
method by means
only

not

an excellent
of which you may

duplicate

is

these

titles

but

which will give you a degree of sharpness and contrast hardly obtainable in
any other way.
This method is to
shoot your title on positive film, develop with a contrast developer and
then to use this positive film as a negative, printing your final title by contact

on another positive

film.

The

fin-

A7,

A REFLEX FOCUSING DEVICE

sharply, directly on the film.

He

Can you describe

this

me whether

possible to adapt

it

is

device and

Answer:

The

and contrasty by reason of being reproduced through the agency of two
positive films. You may, of course, produce as many prints as you like from
the first positive, which is really used
as a negative. The title card must not
be black letters on a white ground, as
used for direct positive work, but must
have the same black and white tone
relations as are desired in the finished
title

on the screen.

Question:
with
spring
stops

I

have a 16mm. camera
release

feature

which

always with the shutter closed.

tain

amount

seep

in

enterprising

16mm. camera manufac-

Focusing

practically the

on

the

gives

film

same advantage

to

cine

the

the
still

like.

is
simple in design and
should not be extremely expensive to
install.
I have drawn a little diagram
which will serve to illustrate its principle.
It is a sort of plan view in cross
section. L is the lens which forms an
image on the film in the gate, X-X.
The back of the gale is cut away at
aperture providing an opening
the
through which the image (m the emul-

sion surface

of

from the

may be
rear.

seen through the

Through the agency

a mirror or, better, of a total re-

flecting

magnified

of

light

will

naturally

through the eyepiece during
may fog a few frames

film,

but

prism,

P,

this

image

is

re-

flected at right angles to the gate

and

this

loss

is

negligible in

view of the advantages gained.
The
eyepiece is covered by a light-tight cap
during the filming. The nearest thing
to such a device, available at present,
is
the reflex focusing lens extension
featured by a well known optical firm
in New \ork City.
I have had a special reflex focusing device of the kind
described installed on a Model A
Cine-Kodak with entire satisfaction. I
understand, however, that the 16mm.
German camera, Cine-Nizo, may be
adapted for reflex-focusing on demand

and that provision is made for observing the image on the film even during

TO

surprising that this device
has not already been featured by some

film

the

is usually in the order of 8X, a critsharp image may be easily focused on the film for special work,
such as closeups, titles, etc., the focusing scale may be checked up and
the exact composition of the scene arranged.
The image may be viewed
exactly as it is to be recorded on the
film, without having to make corrections for finder displacement.
A cer-

somewhat

turer.

when

ically

the shooting.

The device

then be a photograph

it

reflex focusing device

of your original title card, except that

will

open,

adapted to the 16mm. camera would
undoubtedly be a valuable feature to
the serious amateur worker and it is

the image will be exceptionally sharp

title

tell

16mm. camera?

worker that observation of
ground glass image gives to the
worker in Graflex cameras and the

ished

calls

this accessory a reflex focusing device.

to the

is

image may he observed on the stationary film, as reflected by the prism.
This arrangement is valuable in many
ways.
Inasmuch as the magnifier, M,

of

have

in other

have made several titles
by the direct positive method, which I
find gives a very sharp and clear result.
I should like in the future to
make duplicates of such titles. Is there
any method by which I can do so and
still retain the advantages of the di-

shutter

observation and

ways.

Question:

viewed through a magnifier, M, wliich
set in the camera door.
In use, the
camera mechanism is turned until the
is

Films Wanted
enlarge the scope of the Dart-

mouth College film records, Sidney
Hayward, who is in charge of the col-

lege filming activities,

is very anxious
to get in touch with amateurs who have
taken shots of any Dartmouth football
games, with the view of securing dupli-

cates of such films for inclusion in the

Dartmouth film records. League members and readers of Movie Makers securing such films are earnestly requested to get in touch with Mr. Hayward, Dartmouth College, Hanover,
N. H.

Hal V. Hunt. General Secretary of
M. C. a., wishes to secure shots
of the Canadian Northwest Mounted
Police and pictures of western Canada.
Those who have films covering these
subjects, of which they are willing to
dispose, should address Mr. Hunt at
Washington Court House, Ohio.
^J^

the Y.
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CRITICAL FOCUSING
Technical Reviews To

Thunderbolt
Paramount
Tempo: Examples

of screen

tempo

fit-

Aid The Amateur

ting the spirit of the story are generally

By Arthur

but this picture furnishes an
excellent and fairly evident one in the
sequence wherein Thunderbolt is capelusive,

tured by the police.

The movement

L. Gale

effective

way

in

photoplay.

this

A

istering this fact
tion

or

present,

thrown

that

the
out

of

through her own
the

other

camera
of

focus.

is

ac-

characters

very

Her

slowly
features

gradually become misty and seem

to

retreat into a general vagueness until

they are lost altogether. That she has
passed from the world of reality is

714

accompanying

Printing

game

football

someone

her.

in

:

In

presenting

picture,

this

a

Univer-

employs an ingenious device of a
built
optical
printer
by
means of which, during projection, one
scene is displaced laterally by another,
both moving, giving an effect of motion pictures on stereopticon slides.
The device, coupled with dissolves, is
used to interpret a fast moving football
game from varied angles.
sal

specially

Since a special optical printer is required to obtain the effect, it is an impractical one for the general amateur,
but it will interest anyone who has an
eye for trick work.
Photograph By Paramount

and

young mother is lying on a hospital
bed following the birth of her child.
She dies very quietly. Instead of reg

in

Universal

of a charac-

unusual

is

Optical

of the Press
Paramount
an

hesitates, and,

College Love

Gentlemen

in

beyond her,

little

who

speed of the action.
Closeup: Thunderbolt's mental struggle when, though behind the bars himself, he knows that he could free his
rival, sentenced to hang, is not reflected
in his face which is almost impassive,
but is told in a closeup of his clenching fist. This closeup is introduced in
such relation to other scenes that it has
a powerful and concentrated meaning.

registered

a

truly representing the eyes of

of

ing house the scenes of the fight which
ensues are clipped short to match the

is

down on her unconscious form, passes
performs in such a natural manner that one feels the camera is very

when Thunderbolt finds the police confronting him on the stairs of the board-

Focus Effect: The death

follow in the conventional manner. It
moves up along side the cart, looks

short,

both story and action is very slow in
the scenes just before the capture but

ter

However, the camera does not

camera.

IN

An

THE SHADOW OF DEATH

Effective

Use Of The

Silhouette In

Thunderbolt

Thunder
Metro-Gold vpyn-Mayer
Composition

delicately but unmistakably suggested.

same character is being brought from the operating room, the cart on which she lies
accompanied closely by a moving
is

Moving Camera: As

this

A naturalistic light SOURCE
The Headlights Of A Car Are Used In This
Scene From Hallelujah To Explain The Bright
Light Necessary To Photograph It
Pho

ath Pi

l/,-.'

sequences
in
atmospheric shots

Several

:

this film, presenting

examples of remarkable cinematic treatment of trains
Railways are always susin motion.
ceptible to interesting motion picture

of railway life, include

handling but.

in this case, particularly

fine effects are

secured in the composimore than one

tions of scenes including
train in motion.

IMI«»%'aE Itl^«.«CEKKS

CURING FEAR
How

FILM

With

Movies Are Ending This Handicap

Of Athletes And Gymnasts
By Joseph

THE

F.

Wright

motion picture lias recently
revealed another of its manieducational

fold

and

now

is

it

types of projection
then utilized in studying
and analyzing their body movements.

possibilities

established

practically

remarkable medium will be
the means of overcoming the emotion
beginning gymnasts, aerial
in
of fear
this

that

Two

screens

The new method
problem, which

of

studying

are

One screen is the ordinary type for
cursory examination.
The other is

this

meeting with success, is to make an analysis of the
types of movement which accompany

different

is

.

marked off^ by heavy black lines into
two inch squares throughout its area.

divers and

performers,

This gives the screen the
appearance of a
ruled

who essay
feats. The dis-

athletes

other

precarious

drawing
paone of
the
frames
on
thrown
the screen has bearing on
the problem under considpiece

coveries on which this conclusion is based are the
result of studies

Griffith,

conducted

Coleman R.

Professor

by

director

of

of

When any

per.

re-

the

eration,

projector

search in athletics at the
University of Illinois.
There have long been
two chief problems facing

stopped and an

teachers or coaches of difphysical feats, the
ficult

to

fear.

A

image
on
drawing
which has been

the

paper,
ruled,

square

square,

for

match the screen. By
this method every feature
of the body movement is

awkwardness

problem of
and that of

is

artist traces

great

established,

definitely

many studies have been
made upon the former, so
now
most
coaches
that

the

drawing is completed and
from it the various body

have a pretty good idea of

angles are determined. It
is then possible to analyze

the best methods of identi-

the

fying this difficulty and of

ferent

developing the
sary

to

skill

overcome

neces-

and

it

The

that

it

it.

problem of fear, however,
has been practically un-

There are
ways to

One
a

of

approach

solution,

is

to

gain

the

the

WAS HE AFRAID?

problem.
proved

not

reports

ures

from

Of The Scene Will TellWhy, As Well

the students themselves before, during

and after any attempts, such as diving
or tumbling, which may arouse that
emotion.
This study has been made,
only revealed
that two situations are responsible for
arousing fear. The first is height. The
but

it

has,

largely,

high springboard and the height of the
bars in aerial casting may, in and
of themselves, become the source of
fear. The other source is any new or
unusual position of the body, especially
when this new or unusual position is
taken when the body is without the
usual means of support. If, for example, a high diver must turn a flip

mere fact that he will
be in an unusual or unfamiliar position, and away from anything that he
can grasp or stand upon, is enough
to call forth a fear response.
The
same position, if taken on a mat, would
arouse no fear response whatsoever.
in the air, the

of

dif-

the

possible to

is

lack

of

make

between

coordination

which we ordinarily call
awkwardness and the lack
of coordination which is caused by fear.
The study is still new, but before
long conclusive findings should be

several differ-

them, which has

the

of

body,
has been revealed

parts

a clear distinction

touched until recently.
ent

movement

available.

These discoveries
the emotion of fear,
of

these

solution.

successive

for in correction

positions

In a man's

first

lies

the

attempt, for

example, to swing from one bar to
another in aerial casting, a part of his
lack of motor coordination will be due
to

mere awkwardness and a part

fear.

It

backward

to

obvious, of course, that a

is

flip

or a half turn through

the air while flying from one point to
is
done so quickly that the
naked eye cannot make a proper analysis of the movements through which
the man goes. It has, therefore, been

another

necessary to appeal to the slow motion
picture camera, and this is now being

done under the direction of the laboratory

for

research

in

University of Illinois.

athletics

Many

of

the

reels have

been taken of the way in which men
act as they try such gymnastic stunts.

will

be of consid-

erable practical, as well as scientific,
importance because they will also give

coaches and teachers an idea as how
to best go about preventing accidents
and injuries. In studying awkwardness,
for example, it has long since been
found possible to take precautions
against the false movements a

make on

man

will

account and so save him
from injury. It has not been possible,
however, to take precaution against the
this

clumsiness due to fear because this
clumsiness is not so obvious to the
naked eye as is awkwardness. It is
obvious, too, that a knowledge of the
types of faulty motor coordination due
to emotion will be useful to the coach
because he can then direct his instruction

to

the

precise

point

at

which

emotional lack of coordination causes
danger.
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1929

Ghost Hunt
organized,
Cinema
NEWLY
Amateurs
Westchester, Yonthe

of

kers,

N.

their

first

600
D.

ft.,

have

Y.,

Dark Shadoivs,

production,

16mm.

The

McGiehan,

C.

completed

already

story, written

a

of

tells

by

reporter's

A

of

a

haunted house.

deal of footage

is

devoted to the his-

investigation

tory of the location of the house,
in

pre-Civil

War

which

days was a station

an underground railway.
Mr. McGiehan photographed the
and Karl Jones directed it. The
new club announces production plans
for two photoplays this fall.

of

film

Exploit Locale

AT
New

the
the

recent

Orleans

annual election of
Cinema Club in

Orleans, La., C. F.

Webber was

chosen president; M. J. Liuzza, vicepresident; Miss E. Watkins, recording
secretary; S. Edward Belben, treasurer
and Maurice Paillet, business manager.
The club's board includes Mrs. A. A.
Levy, George V. Ferrer, C. F. Webber,

M. J. Liuzza and Maurice Paillet.
The club's first two productions.
Air Buddies, 1,000 ft., 16mm., and
Bayou d'Amour, 1,600 ft., 16mm., have
running

been

POWERFUL DRAMA
Gripping Scene From The

Man Who Was

Of Allied Directors, A. C.

Late. Production

London,

A.,

background

tist

production.

Because of the

duction, George Godfrey, of the faculty,

an effort was made to get away
from the usual type of motion picture

James

of college
tried

to

life.

The student producers

represent

sincerely as

university

possible,

and romance

as

was adapted

plot

for

all-exterior scenario.
F.

Bride supervised the pro-

advised and James Raley and Carvel
The leads
Nelson jointly directed.

to

enough

make an

inter-

Palisades Picture Players, was recently
screened on a club program.

A
Trick Spook

MEMBERS

of

the motion

picture

division of the Cleveland Photo-

simply a picturization of
the joys and problems of the average
undergraduate, made interesting by at-

ishes into thin air

tention to detail rather than by inclu-

gren,

sion of elaborate spectacles."

ing trick

work

brary,

directing the picture.

months

were

the

and Helen Allen.

Ed's Co-ed

three

taken at the club's studio, which is
wired for 8,000 watts. A picture based
on life in the French quarter in New
Orleans is next planned. The authenlocal color used by the Orleans
tic
Cinema Club is illustrative of the
wealth of such material, neglected by

Lyons, Phyllis Van Kimmel,
Norman Eastman, William Overstreet

graphic

Approximately

film includes a

commercial companies, to be
brought to the screen only in amateur
photoplays.
Headlines, production of

hokum. The last-minute-to-play climax
was not included, for the hero of the
story is not an athlete!
Nor does the
picture feature wild and wicked parties
which temporarily ensnare the heroine.
is

Bayou d'Amour.
number of interiors

for a Creole girl in

were played by Dorothy Burke and
Verne Elliott. Others in the cast are

esting picture, without the addition of
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an

feeling that the

collegiate actually experiences
thrills

life

the

James

Exquisite

the locale of the love story of an ar-

lack of adequate interior lighting facilities,

to the film.

scenes in the Louisiana bayous furnish

Oregon's
seven reel, 35mm., photoplay
was given its premier showing
in the early part of October.
In describing this first production of the
University of Oregon undergraduates,
tentatively titled Ed's Co-ed, Myron M.
Griffin writes, "In preparing the story
of

World War,

leans Veterans' Hospital give a realis-

L. Gale
spent in

University

the

Air Buddies, a fast-moving pic-

The

As Is

at

two hun-

dred.

tic

News Of Group Filming
College

weeks

seating

includes some remarkable aerial shots
and closeups of aviators in action. The
New Orleans airport and the New Or-

AMATEUR CLUBS
THE

two

little

ture of two aces during the

EnSland

By Arthur

for

theatre,

club's

Club are working on The
Scootum Spook, a mystery story, scenarized by S. S. Shagren.

Cine illusions

of all types are being used to present

the history of the criminal,

who

van-

whenever the detecLloyd W. Dunning is
tives near him.
making the trick shots and Mr. Sha-

who
is

is

preparing a reel
for the

illustrat-

Club Film

Li-

Pioneer Grows
GENERAL meeting

A

on October

24th opened the season's activities of the Philadelphia Amateur MoThe Fall of the
tion Picture Club.
House of Usher was projected on a

program amplified by the screening of
members' films and the announcement
of club activities for this year.
tailed account of the

A

de-

meeting will ap-

Movie Makers.
The Philadelphia Amateur Motion Picpear in a later issue of

ture

Club enters this year's season with
two hundred and fifty members,
of whom are amateur cameramen.

over
all

IMA.KEMES

I»*«>'%'HE

Western Contest

WIDESPREAD

been
aroused among amateurs in
the vicinity of Stockton, Calif., by the
amateur movie contest now being held
by the Foto-Cine Productions Club of
that city. The contest opened September 1st and will close December 31st,
giving ample time for movie makers
All League memto submit their films.
interest has

and readers of Movie Makers,
within the contest's range, are urged
to submit films, because it is the intenbers

tion

Foto-Cine Productions

the

of

best

discover

the

Stockton

and

work

amateur
represent

to

that

to

in
city

with those films in a contest with La
Jolla and other southern California

With the cooperation

towns.

ern

California

clubs,

of north-

state

a

contest

Prizes will be awarded under three
general films, photoplays or
classes

—

and natural color films.
The length is not limited and it will
be seen that any type of amateur movie
work will come under one of the three
stories

The

headings.

contest

recognized

is

mental film in which the camera is to
be treated as a person in the story.
Officers include Mr. Holden, direcbusiness
Hodges,
D.
tor;
Charles
manager; Serge A. Korfl, treasurer;
James McFred Frost, publicity;
Cormick, properties; Betty Holden, assistant director, and a board made up
of these with Addison Hobart and A.
Sherman R utter. Additional cameramen will be Joseph Free. Harry Louderbaugh, A. H. Singer and J. V. D.
Bucher. The cast of the first production will be

will be later undertaken.

film

studio facilities at Princeton will be
used for interior work, and amateur
cameramen will be drawn from Newark, Brooklyn and the Oranges in New
Jersey.
A light comedy drama will be
the first production of the new organization, to be followed by an experi-

by the Amateur Cinema League and
the results will be accepted by the
League.

A

SCENES

club paper,

My

of George
Easthampton, L. I.,

of

Maryland, 800

story

York

9mm., was

ft.,

The film
boy who comes

completed.

cently

of
to

the

make good but who,

country

sweetheart.

In

the

re-

the

tells

New

to

after un-

wed

fortunate adventures, returns to

cast

the
are

.Alma Marsland, Rosalie Baker, H. E.
Marsland, Stanley Stady and Carleton
Plans for 16mm. productions

Smith.

are under wav.

FOLLOWING

venile Court

and

in

tion of the

presentation of Hot Shots, a film

the city jails

produced with the cooperation of the
Kansas Gas & Electric Co., Jack Lewis,
Wichita, Kansas, announces plans for
the formation of an amateur motion

in

35mm. producBirmingham, Ala., Amateur

Motion Picture Association, which was
its premiere in that city.

recently given

The

made with

film,

of the

the

cooperation

tells of

the reforma-

Boy Scouts,

a neighborhood gang through

work

of

the

More than

Birmingham

Boy

scouts

took

fifty

part in the picture, and the principal
cast

includes

Donald

W.

Mrs.

Clayton,

the successful public

the Ju-

taken

actually

distinguish Trustworthy,

Scouts.

The Fade-Out, has been
initiated by the wide-awake Cleveland
Movie Club. Notes on club activities,
meetings and personalities are featured
in the new sheet, which is to be published "at most any time."

Strong,

Aids Personnel Work

the

entitled

MM. Production
UNDER the leadership
9

later.

Civic Effort

tion of

Cooperative
MIMEOGRAPHED

announced

Meacham, Edward Wilkin. Morris McCullough, Eastone Melof, Billy Meacham, John Clover, Frank Vines, C. M.
Cook. Charles Piez. Russell Barnhill,
Dan McCullough and George Nagel.

I.

Elton

Woodstock,
Jack

picture club for regular production
work.
An organization meeting is
scheduled for this month. Hot Shots
depicts the adventures of Tillie, who

goes to

work

for

the

Kansas Gas &

through her William Haines outlook, she meets many
Electric

Co., where,

adventures,

Allen,

until

she

is

finally

set

(Continued on page 745)

Alfred Hall Bemis, in charge of the
film record of the Cleveland Air

Meet

being compiled by the Cleveland club,
reports that the events have been com-

and that many superwere obtained by the amacameramen working with him.

pletely covered
lative shots

teur

In

cooperation

club's

civic

with

project,

the
the

Cleveland

Philadelphia

Amateur Motion Picture Club has

se-

cured shots of the take-off of several
of the derbies at the Philadelphia airport, J. W. Robbins acting as cameraman for the Philadelphians. Scenes
of the flight were also obtained at the
Birmingham, Ala., air field by Jack

London

of

the

Birmingham Amateur
The fine

Motion Picture Association.
cooperation

elicited

in

this

marks the growing strength
teur

project

of the

ama-

movie club development.

Amalgamate
Holden, Newark, N. J.,
Comes the announcement of the
amalgamation of amateur producers
near Newark with the Undergraduate
Motion Pictures of Princeton University.

FltO.M Edgar

The new organization has been named
the

ema

Metropolitan Undergraduate
to represent the combination.

Cin-

The

BEAUTIFUL STILL
In

Mudily

II

alers.

Filmed By The Hawtliorne Photo(>raphic Club, Chicago
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POINTERS On PROJECTION
Placing Proper Emphasis

ALTOGETHER
tion

too little attengiven to projection by

is

the average amateur

As a matter

tographer.

On

A

By Karl A.

Frequently Neglected Subject

Barleben,

Such leadersthrough the projector.
can be obtained from dealers at a nominal cost or can be made by exposing
some raw stock and developing it to
a rich black. Transparent leaders and
trailers are often used by amateurs
but, of course, their only purpose is to

Jr.

cinema-

of fact,

pro-

jection is every bit as important as
photography and it is a well-known
fact that faulty projection can ruin

even the

finest

photography.

It

when wound

ance,

"acid test" of every film. Many a picture may look perfect when viewed
with the film held in the hands, but
on projection many faults will appear,

in

film

titled

thoroughly
before the audience sees
pression

owner

made

is

is

look for loose splices, torn perforations,

and similar faults. These should be
remedied at once, after which the film
should be run through a projector at
Recalling
least once without a hitch.
liow seldom you see a break in a theatre today, try to duplicate such performance in your own home. You will
be happy in pleasing your audiences.
Because of the fact that the lamp
which furnishes illumination in the
projector seldom burns out during
projection, few amateurs ever consider
The lamp, howsuch a possibility.
ever, might burn out at the most un-

relieved

plaining

what

why

so poor,

it

is

the

of

this

or

how

and spliced
it.

better

far

The

im-

and the

duty of exscene is,

that
it

happens that

such and such a scene is not in its
proper place according to the sequence
of the story,

We

and so

—

expected moment usually during the
showing of an interesting film to a
is
It
large or important audience.
rather embarrassing to call off the

forth.

shall assume, then, that our films

all edited, titled and spliced, placed
upon substantial metal reels, ready for
showing and that the projector is in

are

show because no spare lamp is availThe amateur should keep a
able.
new. extra lamp handy in his projector
The lamp in use
case at all times.
should be inspected from time to time,
for as it ages it will show signs of
wear.
The filaments will become
warped and the glass of the bulb will
When
become blackened slightly.
these symptoms manifest themselves,
lamp
discards
the
the wise amateur
entirely and replaces it with a new

extremely poor form
to keep an audience waiting while the
film is threaded in the projector, the
lens focused, the screen placed at the
readiness.

It

is

proper distance, etc. All these details
should be attended to before guests
This will permit the show to
arrive.
start without a hitch or a wait.
One great mistake that many amateurs make is in letting white light
appear on the screen at the beginning
and end of reels. These white flaslies
are very annoying and can easily be
avoided by placing opaque leaders and
These serve to
trailers on each reel.
keep the light from the screen long
enough for the amateur to place his
hand or a piece of cardboard before the
lens while the end of the film runs

718

a large gather-

although accidents do happen
The amateur, too, should
realize that it is his duty to inspect
He should
his film at certain intervals.

condition

unfinished

its

when

witnessing the show.

occasionally.

important to have a complete reel,
edited,

especially

ditions,

So we
with the eye.
important,

First of all, every inch of film should
be carefully inspected and edited before it is finally projected before an
audience. Projection previous to showing comes under the heading of editing,
and visitors should never be allowed to

is

is

breaks usually indicate carelessness. If
a film has been thoroughly examined
before it is placed in the projector, it
should not break under ordinary con-

in all justice to the film.

It

film is

film are unforgivable these

find, then, that projection is

see

The opaque

Breaks in
days in professional projection, because the projectionists
have realized that such

ing

such as unsteadiness, due to careless
holding of the camera or a wobbly
tripod, or jumpiness due to camera
mechanism in need of repair. These
errors cannot be seen by merely examfilm

up.

serves two excellent pur-

While on the subject of film, it
might be well to mention poor splices.
These are always a source of annoy-

— provided

the

it

poses.

he does to his phohe desires to display his cinematographic talents to
Projection is the
their best advantage.

ining

as

better,

to his projection as

tography

a protective layer for the film

act as

there-

fore follows that the amateur enthusiast should devote as much attention

one, not waiting until
this

it

burns out.

In

manner the amateur can always

he reasonably certain that his illumination will not fail during projection.

lamp is not centered
amount of light is
on the screen or dark rings and
(Continued on page 742)

Also
ill.

CA

.11..
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SAW— AND GAVE

IT

UP

A Condensed Version of Tommy Tucker And
The Tortoise, Filmed By Doris Day, New York

if

the

properly, a certain
lost

—
miO%'EIMBER 1929

TREASURE SHORES
The Biogriiphx Of

You

know how

An Amateur Mo Vie

By Raymond A.

things like that

"Now

Scallen

get started.

many

take

There

seriously.

so

was the usual buzz of small talk, and
the conversation, after running the

gamut from the
focused

flats to

attention

its

the high seas,

upon

Jimmie

Bailey.

way. Jimmie drew the spotlight on himself by mentioning amateur movies.
Jimmie was an ardent
movie fan and had progressed from
the early "sweeping pam stage" to the
In

a

practical

application

posures and

filters.

of

double

He had

ex-

joined our

crowd only last winter and most of
them didn't know about his I was

—

about

hobby, but I'll call it
His patient wife, Annabel,
not only put up with his splicing film
to

say

avocation.

all

over the kitchen, and

evidences of his

you experts, and espeSenor Dover. I don't claim

listen,

cially you,

Our whole crowd was there.
Ue had been playing bridge, some of
us by choice, some for politeness and
some under duress. It was an early
summer evening, still sprightly enough
to make thoughts sparkle without outside assistance, yet balmy enough to
cause just a bit of a lull in the game
that

Club

art,

but

many

other

actually en-

know much about this movie game,
but I do know that presentable films
have been made by crowds more hopeto

Now

couraged him!

there

was true

Well, Jimmie men-

love, you'll agree.

some recent development and
drew fire, especially from sceptical
Henry Dover.
"I
think
those
confounded little
things are mere toys and not good
tioned

ones at that," derided Henry.
Jimmie looked at him and held his
peace, though wars have been fought
for less.

"Oh, Jimmie, ynu don't mean that
people who are not from Hollywood
can take movies, do you?" chirped
Celia Dover, who managed Battling

Hank.
"But Jimmie, real movies cost just
oodles of money, don't they? I read in
Screengrams that Von Stroheim spent
millions

"

sweet

said

little

O'Neill,

when her junior partner

rupted,

"Sally,

my

away your source

dear,

of

don't

inspiring

Sally
inter-

give
litera-

That's a sample of what Jimmie re-

More.

too.

And Henry Dover

continued his derision.
Finally Jimmie reached the battling
point

—

—

Henry furnishes the rations."
Now that was a sporting proposition.
The bulk of our crowd didn't
stand to lose either way.
say,

conversation

the

man (and

of course

cretly

believes

ability.

The

in

his

were

ladies

Hollywood look

to

Needless to

buzzed.

Every-

Every woman)

its

own

se-

histrionic

—

in a flutter

let

palm

laurels,

trees or whatever they look to in that

Each man believed that if he
gone in for business, acting
would have been pie a la mode for him.
vicinity!

ture!""

ceived.

than this one. And you'll admit
it's
going some to find such a
crowd!
Now, Henry, if you're such
a Missourian, here's a sporting proposition
we'll put on a picture.
Everyone here will agree to give me full
cooperation, and, if I can't produce a
picture that'll convince you and any
three dramatic critics you care to pick,
111 throw you all a dinner that'll
shame old Lucullus and if I click
less

that

— not

to the extent of left leads,

— but

hooks and right crosses
want to show this crowd.

-IT

CONCERNED
BURIED

TREASURE—"

he did

hadn't

The

bet

was on!

"Now

listen, then,"' said Jimmie.
"If
one thing that puts an amateur
production on the rocks it's the idea
many people have that they should be
the stars. I don't give two hoots what
else you agree upon, but I want it
understood that you're going to have
a director and his word is law.
I
don't care whom you pick but it's

there's

either his say or confusion."

nominate

"I

Jimmie,"'

up

piped

Sally.

"Second

the

motion,"

that

the

said

Belle

Evans.
"I

move

have one

—

secretary

—

if

we

unanimous vote of
Bailey Productions, Inc.. for Jimmie

Bailey

and

720

as

Lord

cast the

director,

cinematographer

High Executioner," spake

I«»^KE IHT^I^EI&S

•WHEN DO WE
START?" ASKED
LITTLETON.

John

knowledge

whose

Littleton,

of

parliamentary law seemed perfect.

^

There was unanimous consent.
'"You'll pardon me if I omit the flow'"I hope I haven't
ers," said Jimmie.
been too rough on this outfit tonight.
But just remember what I said before
may make
I
you picked on me.
plenty of mistakes in casting, directing
and photography, but they're my mis-

See

a word.

you can pronounce it-

if

c-o-n-t-i-n-u-i-t-y,"

he spelled.

"Continuity," we said laboriously
and then let our jaws relax. "'What's

that?"

we demanded.

takes and I'm entitled to them! And,
let me tell you, before we get through
you'll have more fun than you ever

said Jimmie, "is the
cement that holds a story together so
Kindly rethat it can get itself told.

expected.

member

"When do we

start?" asked Littleton.

"Right now, John.

—the

my

Here's

initiation fee is

sixteen millimeter film

word

that

—

hear

you'll

it

Then Jimmie unfolded
had

had

sleeve for

would

which

a

He

up

his

tucked

scenario

time, hoping that

some

get ripe

his plans.

enough

for

It

it.

—

we
was
and

a

either
can't

entire

titles,

run about forty minutes.

which

will

Of course

that doesn't allow for cutting or spoilThere'll be precious little of
age.

But, if we
if we can avoid it.
and need to go beyond that, a
few hundred feet more will see us
That'll be charged against
through.
And listen again.
the whole crowd.
You may put in your initiation fee and
not even be in the picture you may

—

be

doing

holding

duty

Charge that

reflectors.

to a hard-boiled director.

But you'll have

to stick or lose out

the dinner, isn't that right,

on

Henry?"

"Right you are," quoth Hank.
"So that's settled. But I'm not worYou're too
rying over that point.
good sports to back out. Now as to
"

the scenario

"Let's have it!" spoke up

"Shoot!"
the others.
of

"First

all,"

said

Jimmie.

""let's

avoid the most common fault of groups
too long or too complilike ours
cated stories. This production will be

—

short

if

when we've put
we can next produce

not sweet and,

over this

play,

something more ambitious.

And

here's

—

to

week

—
— on

location.

our locations and

camp

We'll drive
put up

or

If that isn't
the nearest hostelry.
fun, then you're too old to enjoy it!"
I wish I had time to tell you all the

at

we

ab-

up

little

we

we

amusement room as
There the next night

Littleton's

theatre.

including

assembled,

all

dramatic

We

and, at his word,

editor

film

fixed

was completed.

into executive session with

Jimmie went

cerned buried treasure enough said!
"And," concluded Jimmie, '"you'll get
We'll spend
a real punch out of this!
our week-ends and maybe part of an

plus the

more

portray

other points

shooting

our

Finally
his

feet,

Many

sorbed and the more we worked the
more enthusiastic we all became.

simple enough just one interior
It conall the other scenes exteriors.

hundred

would

pictures

forcefully.

again."

idea

one hundred feet
per couple,
and it won't cost you more than two
That gives us eight
theatre tickets.
of

'"Continuity,"

Henry's

critics.

Sudflooded with
Treasure
began.
light and the fun
Shores was on the screen and, after

denly

sat

in

the opening

Until

tense

titles,

you've

expectancy.

was

screen

the

we saw ourselves

seen

yourself

act

act.

you

That'll
fun we had "on location."
have to keep. Jimmie's scenario was

The story unhaven't seen anything!
folded, from the introduction of the

planned that continuity
And, as he pointed out,
even though we were beginners, bv
following the best procedure we had
both fun and fine results. We learned
things we had never realized before,
that one scene must be explained by a
previous scene or one following, that
the art of the motion picture lies
largely in the presentation, by action,
of the ideas or emotions that come to
us in real life through the five senses.
In our rehearsals we were amazed to
be told repeatedy to sl<iw down our ac-

treasure theme, through the scenes that
led to its finding and to the happy end-

so

carefully

was assured.

tion to avoid jerkiness.

Through

sity

we were shown

that

titles

not

be used to

part

of

tell

neces-

should

the story

When the film ended there was
hush and then prolonged applause,
Jimmie
led by the dramatic critics.
was simply mauled and his pleased
for once he was speechlessgrin
showed his happiness. Suddenly Henry
arose, pounded for order, and said,

ing.

a

—

•"Now I'll
assemble

be
at

director!

the

You

will

all

Automobile Country
dinner.

Club Wednesday night
But don't try to sign any checks, espeThat's my role!"
cially you, Jimmie!
And, now, we've another production in
preparation and even Henry Dover
talks glibly of filters and dissolves.
for
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FLOWERS OF THE SEA
The Huge Propellers

the S.

of

S.

Drydock, Suggest The
Machinery

Majestic,

Beauty To Be Fo

The

MAGIC Of MACHINE FILMS
The

THERE

JJ^orld

Of Movi?ig MetaJ

no more insistent experience in our lives than contact with the machine.
It is
is

with us from waking
and, while we sleep, it

until
is still

at

work.

serious movie maker, whether he
choose a press, derrick, steam shovel

the

or locomotive.

One

of

the

films

first

of the locomotive.

rials

were

of

be

to

The

made

earliest se-

the speed and force of

locomotives and trains.

Abel Gance, the

French pioneer, made a film. The W heel,
whose interest was not only in the

human

Your Camera

Invites

gene Deslav, The March of the Mawhich have been presented in America.
In filming a machine or machines,
there are several things to aim for
the
relation of the entire machine to its
parts, the relation of the machine at
rest to the machine in motion, the relations of the moving parts, the increase
and decrease in speed, the texture or
lustre, the sense of volume and sense of
power.
A machine film can be very
chines, all of

—

The amateur movie maker
and

know, by

trial

how

arrange

where

the

will best

error, or intuitively,

the

to place his

attain

continuity

and

camera, in order to
mentioned above.

qualities

that stand fixed while their

But may I not describe a very elementary procedure, which may be
made more intricate and fascinating
after the movie maker has learned a
few things about absolute composition?
Let us take a not too elaborate machine one that possesses two movements, a horizontal piston arm and a

furiously,

vertical

sentimental

tale but in the ob-

servation, analytical

the

movements

and synthetic, of
and its

of a locomotive

parts.
From this film stemmed those
made by other experimenting artists of

the camera, films of the speed, structure and power of machines machines

—

arms move
machines that rush through
space.
Among them have been the
film. Ballet Mecanique, made by the
French artist, Fernand Leger, aided by
the American, Dudley Murphy; the film
by Henri Chomette, 0/ What are the
Young Films Dreaming? (called in
France Reflections and Speed) and
the film by the young Ukrainian, Eu722

movement before the

pitch of

liighest

long on

Perhaps you

way.

film

is

will

prefer to wait

its

a

moment

before

diving into the motion of the machine.

You may

follow its parts at rest. That
camera will move, instead of
The
the machine, which is the actor.
camera will examine the machine in
is,

the

one direction, then

in another, or

alternate the examination in bits.

dramatic!

to

it,
both in motion and at rest,
and again, in reverse order. I might
begin by filming it at total rest and
then follow as it worked into speed.
That is the most obvious way, yet it
has its difficulty.
If you follow this
procedure, you will have reached the

study

By Harry Alan Potamkin

sleeping,

Of all the things that move, none is
more assertive than the machine. It is
most logical, therefore, that the machine should force itself upon the eye
of another machine, whose function it
is to record, construct and present motion. The machine is, for this reason, a
basic subject-matter I recommend to

was

In

—

movement

—

like that of a sim-

ple steel-puncher used in shipyards.
This is the sort of machine also seen
establishments where bottles are
in
capped. The body of the machine, if
I may call it that, is fixed.
The movement is of the two parts. If I were
beginning to film the machine, I would
minutely examine it first.
I would

machine

itself,

pattern,

its

may

may
The

decide

for the movie maker the design upon
which he will build the continuity of
the film. A very simple machine with
few parts and few contrasts in their
forms may ask for nothing more than
Another machine, by its
a sketching.

very

volume,

may

ask

a

for

more observant and studious

A
in

clever worker
his

movement

slower,

attention.

may be

able to create,

of the

camera about

the machine at rest, a sense of the ma-

chine

growing from

whole.

Rene

parts

its

Clair, the

into

a

young French

The Eiffel Tower,
gave the sense of the tower's construction in actual progress by filming photographs of the Tower in successive
stages of development.
I am aware
director, in his film.

that this

is

not the

same thing as

ing a constructed machine

—

it

film-

belongs,

rather, to the category of the animated

—
IMO'WKE 1M/%KCEICS
cartoon.

Still

it

indicates that one can

use static things and get motion.

After this
parts

into

a

work

of

assembling the

sense of progressive de-

velopment, the next step is to film the
machine actually moving. Perhaps the
movement of one part will be taken
before the whole machine at work is

If the machine has a downward
movement, you may find that alternating this with the same image reversed,
moving upward, is very effective. You
may discover that a richer arabesque
of movement and form can be obtained
by making a film, not of one machine
only but of two or more. You may

chine.

Perhaps an alternation of the whole and one part,
the whole and another part, will be
But you must be
the scheme used.
filmed, or vice versa.

sure that your directions of
are

central-balance

with

itself.

The shovel moved away from the
ter

cen-

and rightward, giving a

leftward

dance effect.
do not wish to go into more minute
that is the job of the mo-

lovely
I

—

maker

number

movement

of

He

himself.

will

find

a

generalities that might be

Try

suggested.

to give a sense of the

and weight

of the thing you
Suppose, like Rene Clair,
you are filming the elevator that climbs
the Eiffel Tower.
You discover that
getting the machine at a certain angle
carries just the force of weight you're
Choose, therefore, the telling
after.
angle. Don't be too literal. The angle
may foreshorten the image, but the
foreshortening may coincide with what
you want.
Be very careful in your camera work
you are after a unity of light, or texsolidity

are filming.

—

rhythmic continuity, or else what's the
sense of doing a machine film? It will
be in the final cutting that a unified
and moving design will be achieved
from the film exposed. I recall in a
film made by the French artist, Mme.
Germaine Dulac An Arabesque how
the movement, which was horizontal.
was suddenly broken into by the vertical play of a fountain.

—

—

which helps, as much as anymake a machine film a thing

ture,

thing, to

the opportu-

of beauty.

what may be called "controlled
camera motion," that is, slow and fast
motion and stoppages of movement.
But all these should enter into the
whole pattern of the film. To retard
the actual motion for the sake of a
moment's effect may mean to destroy
the full progress of the picture. But
if the slow motion contrasts with the

look for parallels in motion, for con-

motion filmed "as is," that is a contribution.
Or if. by slowing the motion
of a piston, you can convey a sense of
the elasticity or resilience of the move-

simple bottle-filling machine may fade
into a piston of a locomotive in fierce
motion, into parallels and contrasts of

Don't

nity for

ment of that part, that's a contribution.
Perhaps an accelerated movement, ending in a sudden stop, will convey more
sharply the terrific force of the ma-

—

in

tliousand combinations, but there are a

der you film the various sequences of
your picture, they need to form a

offers

shovel

vie

eye or the pattern of the entire film.
Remember that no matter in what or-

film

skilled, you
what Deslav did with multiple
exposure the movement of a steam

try

detail

balanced and do not disturb the

A machine

As you become more

may

picture,
film

let
if

human
it

and not a

is

beings get into the

absolutely a machine

film that tells the trade-

story of a machine.
r/iou-'srafli

/..,

Jans

times a

Ivriis

or

for

both.

A

It's

true that some-

relieves the stark-

ness of a machine film, but

DRAWBRIDGES INVITE THE
CINEMATIC CAMERAMAN

relief.

Scene From The Rolterdam Steel Bridge

trasts,

human form

piston

wheels, into cranes, steam shovels,

of

a

etc.

injures the

It

And

film

it's

by

a false
its

in-

your film has succeeded in achieving grace of movement,
as well as power, the relief will not be
needed. Deslav's machine film was momentarily disturbed by a workman who
was caught behind the machine. Fortrusion.

tunately

it

if

was only

a

moment's pres-

ence, and the variety and gracefulness

ELEVATORS OF THE EIFFEL TOWER
Sometimes Getting The Machine At An Angle
Produces The Desired Effect
rl,otcgr,il<li l,y R,-,H-

Clair

surmount it.
(Continued on page 744)
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PUNCH Was An AMATEUR

When
A Glimpse
WILL

Dramatic

Into

By C.

the world evolve a demo-

now that
drama making

drama,

cratic

for

tools

And

Histoi'v

L.

Edson

the
are

being distributed in the hands of amamakers throughout thi;
teur movie

world? When the people create their
own drama, it is by definition bound to
be a democratic drama. With the tools
of cinematics in the hands of 150,000
or more amateurs, and

Roman

a popular peepmediaeval fairs was
simple, indeed, compared with the motion picture, but it was no less revolutionary in its effect on the current

show

theatre

into

the

for

Of Amateur Movies

Into The Future

Both required no theatre or stage
equipment and no living actors. An
empty store was all the housing needed.
Therefore the performance could be
given on practically no capital; any
man with a month's wages could become a showman.

The

hands

millions,

that admitted to
movie in the old
Biograph
days,
was

the

several

of

practically

we are going
the

to

witness

of

drama by
But

was "within the reach

the people

of all," insuring the at-

tendance of the masses.
This mass attendance,
freely
expressing its

photodrama

this

not

be democratic,

in the sense that

it

will

be governed by the will

likes

and

of the majority. Rather,

abled

the

it

of the movies, in that

of

it

individual

the

movie maker and not by
that of the mob.
That is why it will be
another

revolution

the drama,

why

it

ing

and

is

in

will

of

the

broom, for instance, produced broom forms that
were unexpected and
The first change of the broom,
novel.
from a bunch of whiskers on a broomstick to the revolving brushes in a hood
on a handle, produced the carpet
sweeper. The second change, from revolved whisking to reverse suction, produced the vacuum cleaner. The housewife

but
inal

now has

the

broom

of her desire,

doesn't look a bit like the origbesom with which the ancient

it

peasant

woman

used

to

sweep

her

hearth.

There have been two revolutionary
changes in the drama, caused by mechanical inventions, and each of them
democratized the art of the theatre and
put it in tune with the masses. Each
of these revolutions produced a type of
drama quite unexpected.
The first of these mechanical revoludemocratized the drama
tions
that
took place in the Middle Ages when,
by a simple mechanical device, the
classic theatre was made cheap enough
to become the amusement of the common people. The mechanical invenchanged the Greek and
that
tion
724

Latin

the
it

orig-

caused a popular
drama to emerge.
The boys attending the
nickelodeon
wanted
Jack the Giant Killer,

common

the

in

inated,

sense that the two revolutions in the develop-

ment

to

Punch and Judy

called

countries where

surpris-

— surprising

showman

the

as the

in

produce something new,
beautiful

en-

dislikes,

democratic
taste.
And, so, the multitude was given what
it wanted.
These points
being true of both the
movie and the Guignol,

by the

will be governed
taste

gauge

be the aristocrat

will

the smallest

coin in circulation, and

creation

themselv(;s.

will

like the

nickel

probably soon to be in
the

Punch

price of admission to the

and Judy, a mediaeval penny,

THE VICTORY OF MR.

PI
First
Democratized Di
Puppets Replaced People

Mechanics

drama.

consisted merely in the sub-

It

stitution

of

marionettes

for

living

These marionettes had heads
and arms, which were manipulated by
the thumb and forefinger of the puppet
Hidden in his cabinet, he
master.
could, with left and right hand, manipulate two puppets on the visible stage
at once and, with two falsetto changes
actors.

supply the dialogue. This
gave the world the first popular drama
it ever produced, the Punch and Judy
show. That the Punch and Judy show
had a revolutionary effect on mediaeval
Europe, equal to the revolution produced in the modern world by the
commercial motion picture play, can
be seen by reviewing the history of
the drama down to the Renaissance.
But, before glancing back at that
in his voice,

record,

it

is

interesting to

compare the
Punch

points of similarity between the

and Judy and the motion picture
the old nickelodeon days.

of

and so the Western was
born. The girls wanted
Cinderella, and so the
shop girl romance was
screened. These two motifs, when sex
is eliminated, merge in the Ugly Duckling. Jack was an ugly duckling, that
before
is, he was regarded as a fool
He had
he brought down the giant.
gone to town to sell the cow for his
starving peasant mother and had ac-

—

cepted a handful of beans in payment.
His mother denounced him and threw
But they
the beans out the window.

were magical.
Their vines grew up
to the skies and Jack climbed up and
killed
fell

to

the

giant

earth

in

and

the

heavens,

spilled

his

who

golden

purse in the peasant's lap. Thus Jack
brought home the bacon, just as Cin-

won the beauty prize.
The ugly duckling, after being jeered

derella

by all the other ducks, turns out to
be a swan, after all.
Charlie Chaplin was so successful
in filming the Ugly Duckling type of
story that, through his cinematography,
at

the

films

supplanted

the

Punch and

Judy, and wiped it forever off the
boards.
Before the emergence of the
photodrama, exemplified in Chaplin's

I»BO'%'HE ira^B^EIKS
films, there

drunken men and women

wards

ably wasn't

were in Great Britain uptwo thousand peep show masters who toured the country in summer,
showing their Punch and Judies at the
fairs and beaches, and wintering in
of

London

like

the

gypsies.

Two

years

ago there were only two of these professional Punch and Judies surviving.
Doubtless they are gone
now, the last of a line
that runs way back into

all

— and

it

prob-

The common

people,

who gathered

watch these bacchanals, paid tribute
wine god by imbibing too. The
result was comedy.
When a definite
to

to the

means
into

for the evocation of

world

the

the

Chaplin makeup.)
So the
and lay-mummers soon
learned a standard line of comic hokum
that could evoke laughter from the
crowd at any festival. They quit the
temple and followed the new art as
professional
comedians.
They had
made the first "popular hit." The apCharlie

pagan

imitation.

comedy came

common

people

priests

plause

the

of

always pull a
service.

public

man

will

into its

Cobb tells a
American actor

Irvin

mists of the Dark
Ages. The French Guignol
has suffered the same fate

who

in

the

motion

and

hired as an extra at one of

the

story of an

survives only on the

it

Trans-Atlantic boats of the

French

where

Line,

it

vice

suitable

for

was

picture

New

York studios.
When he saw his image on
the screen, he became egotistically excited, and cried,
the

is

used as a recreational dechildren

of various nationalities.

the early days of

The

"I'm in
world!

Caesar of the amusement
field has been stabbed in
the back by the movies and
there he lies, with none so
poor as to do him rever-

the

Fm

eyes

the

of

in the eyes of

And he left
and traveled from
theatre,
from

the world!"
his wife

theatre

town

to

to town, following the
he was in.

ence.

film

But we are come to apMr. Punch, not to
bury him. Where did the fellow come from and why did
he rule the hearts of the

The priests of Dionysius,
who got "into the eyes of

common

fair to fair as professional

praise

the world" by evoking the
the peasantry traveled from

people for a thousand years?
He was the
offshoot of the

mimes

"Old Com-

comedy

from the

buffoonery, put on by stroll-

ing players and jugglers at the big re-

And the Old Comedy,
grew out of religious pageantry. The Greeks held a festival for
ligious festivals.

in its turn,

each of their chief gods in season, for
the god of cereals at wheat planting
time and for the god of the grape at
wine making time.
These wine god
festivals had lots of mirth in them for
the priests and mummers in the ceremonies practiced what they preached.

They

would

imitate

the

actions

MR. PUNCH'S ANCESTORS
He Was An Offshoot Of The "Ofd Comedy" Of

re-

corded comedy of civilized days in
Athens. The Old Comedy was panto-

mime and

and

them-

hired

selves out to the promoters

edy," which was the pre-historic
of Greece, as distinguished

and applause of

laughter

of

clamored for comedy. The performers
got their comic effects by dressing up
to imitate pot-bellied, bow-legged farmers,

or

flat-footed,

hook-nosed
sorts

of

oafs.

round-shouldered,
They imitated all

body grotesqueries, and the

peasants shouted with delight as they
recognized types of misshaped humanthey were familiar with. (Compare with this the flat-footed, grotesque

ity that

CHAPLfN ROUTED PUNCH
Chariot's

Mov

of

the

festivals.

They fathered the

long

line of charlatans, jugglers and
buffoons, of which the circus clown is

a surviving type.
edy, and how old

That's the Old
it is

Com-

— but ever young!

Meanwhile the "New Comedy"

devel-

oped in Athens. The comedians were
no longer dumb-show pantomimists,
but acted out the situations of comedy
with spoken lines that were humorous,
satirical or sarcastic, as written

by such

authors as Aristophanes.

When Rome became

civilized,

it

ad-

vanced the Greek comedy still further.
Its
brilliant
re-write men, such
as
Plautus, took the old plots and supplied
t

Continued on page 740)
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Panchromatic Film brings new beauty to
movies by showing
in their relative

726

all colors

accurately

black and white tones.

1929
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You'll be

of the

proud

Movies you make with

CINE-KODAK

PANCHROMATIC
SAFETY FILM
Panchromatic

film will give

your movies new

black and
beauty through more accurate rendering, in
photographed.
white, of the colors in the subjects

"Pan" owes
^elati^•e

sion

its ability

to reproduce

from which

it

is

made

whereas that of ordinary film

and

all

colors in their

black and white tones to the fact that the emulis

sensitive to all colors,

is

chiefly sensitive to blue

For instance, when bright red and

blue-violet.

with ordinary
green and dark blue are photographed
as dark,
the red reproduces black, the green almost
film,

and the blue much

When
there

the same
is

than

lighter

it

appears to the eye.

photographed with "Pan"

colors are

marked contrast between them, the three

colors

brightness.
then taking positions related to their actual
tones
This reproduction of colors in their correct relative

—the heavier colors dark, and the brighter colors lightbeauty.
gives movies made with "Pan" exceptional
Ask a Cine-Kodak
matic Safety

dealer for

Film— and

Cine-Kodak Panchro-

be proud of your movies

» » <^ « «

Eastman Kodak Company
Except for portraiture, a filter
Cine-Kodak Panchromatic Film.

Is

recommended

It should not

for general use with

BOCHESTER

for portraiture,

NEW TOKK

be used

unnatural effect produced.
because the flesh will be too light and an
tor other subjects, for marked imIts use is not absolutely necessary
use of the film alone.
will be noticed at once through the

provement

However, the

filter

appreciably increases the beauty of the pictures.

Duplicates can be
just as easily as

made from Cine-Kodak Panchromatic

Cine-Kodak Panchromatic Safety Film
foot

roll,

$4.00 per 50-foot

the Cine-Kodak,

Model B

roll.

The

accommodate the

or BB/.1.9,

color filter

in front of

the lens,

is

priced at $7..50 per 100-

special filter

for
I$B/.:!.5 or B/.6.5. .\ special front

ing ring

originals

from ordinary Cine-Kodak Film.

is

and at $1.50

priced at $'2.50 for
for the

Model H

or

the Model B/.3.5, necessary to

on such models as do not have a projectis

priced at $1.00.
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EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Film Progress hi Schooh Medical,

By Louis M.

Amateur Edncationals
producing films
EVERYONE
fundamental purpose
the

moulding

of his field of activity,

in the true

is,

tiie

addition to the commercially available
teaching films, with greatest interest-

Edu-

arousing and instructive result.

scientists,

doctors,

schools,

valuable experience

physicians and surgeons.

of

desirous of learn-

ing of the many ways in
which personally produced

concerning their various purposes, are being employed in schools, medicine
and surgery, social work,
films,

related fields where they
are proving invaluable ad-

those who, at present, are most widely
equipping themselves with the power-

juncts. Through exchange
of experience, by means of
the
publication of these
important activities of the

social

curators,

ful ally of personally

Such
often

films,

corrective

a

of

made

produced

films.

in schools, are

nature,

dealing

with specific problems to be coped with
among particular student groups, al-

though many teachers also employ film
to record personal research and experimentation
both

films,

room

class

for

personal

to

relative

reference.

their

subjects,

instruction

Student

and

enacted

emphasizing any general school

program, are invaluable, in that students are keen about taking part in
motion pictures, and thus an interest
invested in subject matter which
is
otherwise
support.
are

Among

improved

the

a

half-hearted

which

activities

by being

filmed,

made

execution is exposed and
easy to correct by this method,

fire

drills,

gymnasium work,

mili-

tary training, in those schools including

728

are

interested in increasingly wider fields for the application of personal motion
pictures. Information con-

such films, which
you may have made personally or of which you have
knowledge, will be greatly

cerning

appreciated. Please address cominunications to:

Editor

Educational

W. 40th

St.,

Films
Dept., Movie Makers, 105

New York

City.

profession

is

among practicing
The medical

ever alert to educational

The

discovery and passing
on of better methods is its means of
progress.
Filmed case reports, such
as are now being so widely produced,
serve this purpose admirably.
Museums employ their personally
produced films to fill such needs as
recording art technique and processes,

advances.

reconstructing the

life

of

pre-historic

and other interesting periods, acquainting audiences with

little

known present

day people and customs, showing zoological and botanical subjects, bringing
about appreciation of art and music,
and for many other purposesIn the field of social reform, the specially

produced motion picture has con-

tributed largely to the success of

many

undertakings, such as safety campaigns,
the
ters,

establishment
the

raising

of
of

community cenmoney for com-

munity chests, and other worthy proj-

Such

ects.

made by

films

the

themselves,

are

trained

who need

now

further

the

workers

only join their

amateur filming experience
knowledge of their fields
best

frequently

social

appeals

to the exact

in
to

order to

be

pre-

sented.

since

faulty

their

are

only

gains

amateur movie maker, it is
hoped to serve all those who

apart

Totally

evident.

of

becoming

is

from the role they play in medical
schools, they have been found the ideal
means of recording and exchanging

Makers

is

value

the

field,

Educational Films
THE
Movie
Department

civic and community projects and in the many other

museum

medical

increasingly

DATA REQUESTED

groups engaged in carrying out various
civic improvement programs are among

in

Related Fields

the

personally produced films

workers and

cators

And
In

of

word, an educator. Production of educational films by individuals who have special problems to
cover is an aspect of visual education
that is being increasingly employed, in
sense of

Jf\dfure

Bailey

for

regardless

opinion,

Civic,

this

subject,

phase of

and

practically

every

athletics.

Similarly,

many

civic

problems such

as traffic control, fire prevention, park

RECORDING A RECONSTRUCTION

development, the necessity for school

Natural History Museums Are Using Personal
Films For This Purpose, Among Many Othe

(Continued on page 743)
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SUNDOWN

LIMITED
OUR GANG COMEDY

2 REELS

.

NO. 7031

.

.

800

.

$60

FT.

The fun revolves around the adventures
Here's the best Gang Comedy yet!
reaching its climax of thrills and excitement
of the Gang in a railroad yard
when Farina gets caught in the path of an on-rushing locomotive which Mickey
has stolen! Scared but not cured, the Gang then decides to build a railroad

—

of

—

own with plenty of funny complications. This two-reeler is so good that
being released with sound for theatre presentation. You'll certainly want
for your library! May be purchased or rented from your local dealer.
its

it is

it

THREE MORE OF THOSE
ROLLICKING AESOP'S FABLES
Catf,shing

.

No. 7033

.

100

•

.

in^^^^
Ton. Cat has MiUon Mouse
steal eggs
does he make poor Milton

^

ft.

$7-50

AND

UNUSUAL NOVELTIES

2

Sport Almanac

.

No. 7032

.

.

400

.

$30 00

ft.

'^^ sport calendar with Grantland Rice in
Ms°K^«
his
best Sporthght pictures! Action
shots of

one of
year round

'^°g
lfT""-~'°^°^"""'"S'
h^^K
baseball,
tennis, swimming. World

^•'^d

racing, hockey,

Series, football, fox'

^"'^ology to delight the heart of

lo

eve"rv"otfH^
every
outdoor^"^T^"
enthusiast.

Wild, Wild Babies . . No. 7036
.. 100 ft.
$7.50
Jungle mothers at play with their young.
One of the most
unusual wild animal studies ever filmed.
Children will be
delighted with It. and grown-ups will
find it highly entertaining and instructive. Well deserving
of a place in every
nome ubrarv.
.

a

mean^ooking swordfish

Mice ot

War

.

.

!

A

real "thriller

No. 7035

.

.

200

'!

ft.

.

.$15.00

Casualties are heavy
Tom Cat catches the mice at play.cheese bombs
limburger
up
bring
mice
the
Inal
fast and
Tom groggy.
furious battle between
all the
enemies
ancient
funnier to the spectator

and^

A

Noah's Athletic Club

—

so serious to

because it's
the combatants.

ALL

PATHEGRAMS

.

No. 7034
200 ft.
$15.00
Did you know that Noah
was a boxer before he
became a sailor? Here's
the proof! He sure was
a fast boy in the pre-deluge days, until Old Man
Gorilla stopped him!
.

.

.

.

Two hundred feet of
steady laughter and a

can

be run on any standard

guaranteed gloom

disdispeller! (Aesop's Fable)

16 mm. projector

PATHEGRAMS
ASK YOUR DEALER OR WRITE FOR CATALOGS

PATHE EXCHANGE

35

WEST

45th STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY
729

NEW IMPROVED
will give your movies
mm.

white cloud floating across the blue sky. Your eye readily
distinguishes it and singles it out. So does your lens. But
the emulsion on the film is not quite so flexible. The excessive ultra-blues and violets reflected from the cloud and sky

through
America and abroad,

film passing daily

of feet of i6
INthethousands
various finishing stations

in

there are hundreds of feet of film which fall just short of
perfect and exquisite photography because of excessive blue
and violet light reflected from the object photographed. And

more

the tragedy
so simple to use!
is

when

color

filters

are so inexpensive

actually over-expose that portion of the film upon which
they are supposed to register. The result is a perfectly
white blank no clouds, no sky, no shadows!

and

—

out these excessive blue and violet rays, wherever
they occur, and you reproduce the details in a scene exactly
as the eye sees them, regardless of these damaging rays.

But

In the hope of correcting this situation and giving the
personal movie maker even more usable tools in his craft,
Bell & Howell announce the Filmo Duplex Filter, and the
B.

&

The

H. Orthoplan Graduated

physics of color filtration

Filter.
is

simple indeed.

Look

Simple, isn't it! Read about the filters themselves and learn
how they take the "blues" out of your movie-making.

at a

B &

filter

H ORTHOPLAN

Graduated
The B &

Filter

H

Orthoplan Graduated Filter,
equipped with a revolving spring holder,
can be attached to any Filmo lens for the

FILMO DUPLEX FILTER
Filmo 70

purpose of screening all or any part of a
scene to subdue excessive blue or violet
rays, the cause of localized over-exposure
and general halation.

/or

Le)ises

Making

filter equipment a permanent part of any Filmo 70
camera, the new Filmo Duplex Filter provides great flexibility and increased assurance of perfect photographic results
for the Filmo owner. Its con\enience is obvious.

The Filmo Duplex

Filter screws into the regular i-inch F 3.5
lens in place of the sunshade. The slide bearing the
glass color filters, one iX and the other 4X, not only

Filmo 70

two

permits immediate interchange of these two filters at the
touch of a linger, but is also instantly removable, leaving the
camera lens unscreened for normal work. The mounting
remains on the lens as a sunshade. Price $4.50 complete,

Code

CAREW. Mark

coupon.

filter glass is graduated from amber to
slides back and forth so that any
portion of it may be placed over the lens.
In addition, the mount may be rotated so
that the glass may move vertically or horizontally and at all degrees in between. The
result is that excessive light from any part
of the object may be screened out with the
dense portion of the filter, and full light
admitted from the balance of the object
through the clear portion of the filter. A
brilliant sky, or snow-capped peak, for instance, may be subdued while the lower
part of the picture is allowed to register
itself normally.

The

white and

The

denser portion of the filter has a factor
of 4X, requiring therefore a diaphragm set-

ting three full stops larger than would be
required without the filter. The factor
then graduates down to
at the clear end
of the filter. Where only part of the object
is being subdued, the diaphragm setting for
normal exposure is, of course, used.

O

The B & H Orthoplan Graduated Filter is
made in four sizes to fit different lenses as
indicated in table.
Prices:

Mark coupon.

No. i $4.00 Code CAROD
No. i$s.ooCodeCAROF
No. 3$7.ooCodeCAROG
No. 4 $8 50 Code C AROH
.

(See Table Below)

BELL &
B & H Orthopia)i Filter Sizes

Table Showing

(See description abovej

No.

1

— will

Kodacolor
55

mm. F

3-inch

I-inch
I-inch

No.
This pholograph was taken through a color filter. Strong htm and
from the snow was screened out, preventing the
local over-exposure which would have resulted in a blank -white effect
instead of the interesting shadows.
violet light reflected

730

4-inch
4-inch
6-inch

(fitted

3.3.

with sunshades)

Carl Zeiss

F 4.5. Goerz
F 1.9. Dallmever (new
F i.8.T-H.C.'(iA)

3

— will

F

fit:

Goerz lens
F 4. Dallmever lens
F 5.5 T-H. C. lens
4.5

— will

No.

fit:

All i-inch lenses equipped for

2
F
I-inch F

I-inch

cell

style)

1-inch
3-inch
I-inch
I-inch
I-inch

1.5
3.5

fit:

T-H. C. lens
T-H. C. (with front

focusing)

F

3.5

T-H. C.

F 4. T-H. C.
F 1.9 Dallmeyer (old
F 1.5 Wollensak
F 1.5 Hugo Meyer
47mm. F 1.5 T-H. C.

No. 4
1-inch
6-inch
6-inch

—will

F

1.5

F
F

4.';

4.5

style)

fit:

Hugo Meyer

lens

Wollensak lens
T-H. C. lens

.

FILMO FILTERS
accurate color values
A Complete Studio-Laboratory
with B & H Film Editer and

The new

GREATLITE

Filmo Projection Lens
Gives

25%

more

illumination

Character Title Writer

You may now own, as part of your Filmo equipment, a
new and more powerful lens for Filmo 57 Proiector. A
highly ingenious front element has been devised for this
lens which provides 15'^ niore illumination without

—

and editing your films only two accessories are required trie
H. Picture Viewer and Film Editer and the B. & H. Character Title
Editing
and titling become the simplest of tasks, the greatest of
Writer.

For
B.

titling

new

&

addition or alteration of lamps or condensers.
Besides being available to all present Filmo projector
owners, the new Greatlite lens becomes standard equip-

with these studio laboratory aids.
The Picture Viewer magnifies your film, right side up, to nine times normal and illuminates it for easy examination. You can pick out the scenes
you want as easily as though they were projected on the screen. With the
re-wind arms and the splicer mounted in the same assembly, the work of
pleasures,

cutting out andfitting together different pieces of film

The Character

is

ment on
sizes

Note: Old lenses can not he accepted for credit since they become
equipment from this date.

extremely simple.

obsolete

Filmo 70 cameras not only permits easy
but serves as a minature stage set with
which to shoot close-ups of various kinds. The two lamps provide powerful illumination and focusing is accomplished with a special compensating

"THE MARRIAGE CHEAT"

titles,

ivith all-star cast is

November Filmo

with the outfit.
Mail coupon for further information and literature.

focuser furnished

B&H

gripping

Film Editer
B.

&

ver-

"eternal triangle" is replete with thrills, climaxed by a
devastating battle with the tropic sea. Five 400 ft. reels,

H. Character

Code SF.\BE. For

$2.00,

Title Writer
Price $36.00 complete.

Three

Code MISIO.

Pals.

A

dog, a cat, and a squirrel play the

HOWELL

100

reel;

ft.

Eats Are West. Felix the Cat and an appetite that gets
him into trouble. One 400 ft. reel; Code MUFGC $35.
In Deep. A Camero Comedv of domestic tribulations.
One 400 ft. reel; Code MUFJM $35.
Slow Down. Weird, spoolcv, and funnv! A pair of lovers
and their troubles. One 400 ft. reel; Code MUFJT $35.
Hot Cookies.. Sandy upsets the town by just plain awkwardness. One 400 ft. reel; Code MUFJX, $35.

Filmo

BELL & HOWELL
iSiS

YOU GET

Gentlemen

Please send
items checked:

D

New

&

Howell Co., Dept. K,

182.8

York, Hollywood, London

n

Larchmont Avenue, Chicago

(B. ti"

H.

B

5:

:

H

me

n

111.

additional information on

Filters
n Filmo
Q GREATLITE Projection Lens
Writer D Film Editer n Library

Orthoplan Graduated

Filter

Char.-icter Title

Releases.

Name

Co., Ltd.) Established igoj

Street

See inside front cover for Filmo Cameras & Projectors

CO., Dept. K,

Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

Duplex

Bell

title

Code MUFKF $7.50.
Hoot Mon! A Bobby Vernon Comedy. Selling flivvers
to Scotchmen. Two 400 ft. reels; Code MUFHO $70.
Pink Elephants. A1 St. John in the circus. Two 400 ft.
reels; Code MUFHU $70.
On a Runaway Train. A Lyman H. Howe Hodge
Podge. Scenic novelty. One 400 ft. reel;CodeMUFJD$35.

One

roles.

SEE,

rent at your dealers.

Other Releases

;

WHAT YOU

Library Feature

of the

sion

B. & H. Film Editer Complete. Price $40.00.
Code MISPB; Picture Viewer Attachment
alone, $11.50. Code MISPD; Combination
Reminder and Splicer outht $14.00. Code
MISP A Con vertible Film Splicer alone $7.50.
Code MISBU.

A

PLAJG. Mark coupon.

Title Writer for

photography of written

all Filmo 57 Projectors from this date. At presnew lens comes in i-inch size only.
full line of
will be added in due time. Price $12.. 00. Code

ent, the

L

City.

.

.

J
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PHOTOPLAYFARE
A

Re -views

Wider Appeal

IT

BECOMES

increasingly difficult

for this department, in a

magazine

For The

entirely devoted to problems of cin-

By Roy

Ci//te/Iigen:sia

W. Winton

sentimentality that

tertainment of the screen. It was fascinating but, somehow, disturbing be-

ematography, to find commercial photoplays having any assured national or
international distribution, that can be
spoken of at all from any cinematic
viewpoint.
The bulk of sound and

ten-million-dollars

talking pictures are, by the limitations

festation gave

medium

sophisticated,

inherent

in

the

synchronized

cause it offered, in apparent sincerity,
the most incredible concepts of life.
Later, this P. T. Barnum "greatestshow-on-earth-ten - thousand-extras-and-

and as yet unsurmounted, of slight interest from the cinematographic angle.

Movie Makers does

not

to

stage

family and since many Movie Makers
readers continue their habit (developed
in the days of the silent screen) of
"going to the movies," Photoplayfare is
making an effort to find something to
say about the talkies that has some
remote bearing upon the major inter-

732

-

them" mani-

skating-on-thin-ice

pres-

that the audience

tated

at

the pertness of the later, or

Broadway,
that

photograph By First National

methods

than to those of the silent picture in
which we, as amateurs, have our greatThe cinematic "pickings"
est interest.
But, since
get slimmer and slimmer.
critics
stage
do not seem to have recognized this new member of the theatre

count

to a "wise-cracking,"

urban population because it assumed
had to "know its subways" to get the full flavor of the offering.
Again, the plain people from the
heart of the country were conscious of
a strangeness and alien quality in the
movies but, while they were secretly delighted with the earlier bombast and
chuckled at its naivete, they were irri-

wish to en-

lieves that those problems are not the
concern of motion pictures, either amateur or commercial.
The various types of synchronized
films have been discussed in these
pages and the advances in this new
technique have been observed and
recorded.
Unfortunately
those
advances seem all in the direction of a

relationship

-

way

entation of screen fare that tickled the

croach upon the field of many excellent
magazines that are devoted to problems
of the legitimate stage, because it be-

closer

the plain and

left

forthright people of this country a bit
breathless.
It was exotic, this new en-

amateur movie magazine.
One of the frequent comments upon
movies shown during the past decade
has been that they are, apparently, the
products of people whose brains are set
after the fashion
of
Hollywood or
Broadway. The earlier manifestations
of this peculiar viewpoint were a production grandiosity and a lushness of
of

this

because

it

implied

packed with guile" to appreciate it, and
they had no wish to acquire the Broad-

way

sophistication.

During
est

phase

they must be "urban, squat and

the

era

many unspectacular

of

silent

pictures

photoplays,

such

CONDEMNED

The Way of All Flesh, The Crowd,
The Last Laugh and Driven, were produced in sympathy with the great average of American sentiment. Since the
advent of the talkies, the Broadway musical
comedy, the Broadway "crook
play" and "thriller" or the British society comedy-drama has been the prevailing mode, possibly because the new

The Touching Farewell In Fast Life
Photograph By First Xational

(Continued on page 743)
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The DeVry Line

of amateur motion picture equipment offers
a complete selection to match every need and every purse.
It provides modern design and mechanical construction, unexcelled at the prices quoted.

To choose a DeVry is to be assured of satisfaction
every machine is unconditionally guaranteed.
Ask your

dealer to shoiv you

— or mail the coupon for descriptive

DeVry

16

— for

literature

mm. Home Movie Camera

$39.50
DeVry "G" 6 mm. Home Movie Projector
1

f 105.00
Also

"B"

$37.50

Projector at

and

DeVry 35 mm.

f 55.00

Still

Camera

Takes 40 pictures at one loading
Prints any size

f22.50
DeVry 35 mm. Movie Camera

$150.00
DeVry

Still

Projector

«I5.00
(|

R S - DcVry

CorporatioDD

Established 1900

333 North Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO
New York
San Fra

R S-DeVRY CORPORATION
333 North Michigan Ave., Chicago. 111. E 11
Gentlemen:
Please send me detailed information and descriptive literature covering the DeVry Line.

Name

The DeVry Tripod Sereen
A

roll-up screen perfectly protected by a non-rust
so li^ht anyone can handle it. Tripod
adjusts screen to various heif;hts. This beaded screen
rolls into a metal carryinjj; case and its tripod stand
folds flat against side of case.

metal case

Address

—

733
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HERE ARE THE WINNERS
Awards Made hi

Photoplay Maga-z'me's Second

Amateur Movie

Contest

to Foto-Cine Productions, amateur pr.iducing club in Stockton, Calif., for
Three Episodes. 16nim., a sincere inter-

pretation of three

mind

in the

memories

that linger

of a soldier dying in a shell

hole in Flanders.
In the non-dramatic division,

B.

V.

League member in Lockport.
N. Y., carried away the second prize
with Just Fishing, 16mm., an unusual
Covert,

scenic

including

superlative

planned and edited

shots,

fishing

to tell a con-

nected story of angling adventures. The
second award in the dramatic division

was given Dr. H. A. Heise, League
member in Uniontown, Pa., for Whither
Floiiing, 16mm., a film story depicting
the life of a victim of hysteria.

The

third prize in the dramatic divi-

went

sion

Pictures

WALLACE W WARD
Thr ee Episo des. Foto -Cine Pro

of

tuckton

THE

first

matic

awarded
City,

(Calif.)

Wi nning

Pilot iplay

prize in the non-dra-

division

Photoplay's

of

amateur movie contest has been
to Ralph Steiner, New York

for

his

experimental

film,

that recognition of this film, a cinematic

treatment of a subject available to an
one and filmed entirely without trick
work, will stimulate amateurs to a reali
zation of the wide range of filming op
portunities left untouched. In the dra

734

first

prize

Princeton

Motion

University

for

16mm., a photoplay marked
by unusual cinematic treatment. In the
n(m-dramatic division, third prize was
given Hiram Percy Maxim, President
of the Amateur Cinema League, for

The Sea, a 16mm. scenic interpreting
moods of the sea.

the

Jac

H20,

35mm., a semi-abstract study of patterns of light and shade on water. The
judges made this decision with the hope

matic division,

Undergraduate

to

of

Incident,

was awarded

with
trials

A

prize

in

City,

the dramatic

took

division

Quickie, 35mm., a story of the
of

an

company.
sion,

New York

Thall.

fourth

In

Edward

impoverished production
the non-dramatic diviE. Jacobsen, New York

was given fourth prize for Our
16mm., a cinematic study
Manhattan.

City,

Metropolis,
of

PRODUCTION STAFF OF INCIDENT
Undergraduate Motion Pictures of Princeton.
N. J., Wer; Also Prize Winners

SCOTT HARDESTER AND ROBERT BUR-

HANS

Star

and

Director

Of

Three Episodes

Honorable mentions were

given

to

Koji Tsukamoto of Tokio, Japan, for
The Inland Sea of Japan, a beautiful
study on 9mm. film, to Hiram Percy

Maxim
season,

for

Summer,
Edward

a

scenic of that

Jacobsen for
a delightful
16mm. film story with an O. Henry
flavor, to Leonard Clairmont of Hollywood, Calif., for Nemesis, 35mni., and
to Jack Navin of Detroit for Sophistication, 16mm., acted and filmed by a
group of youngsters.
First prize in both divisions was
$500; second prize, $250: third prize,
IP'hat

to

Does

It

E.

Matter,

$150. and fourth prize, $100.

—
]»I«>'»'HE !• y% H. E IC 9»

IVhen Your Pictures
flash on the Screen—
IT'S what you get on your screen that counts! The
most carefully made movies may be disappointing if
not properly projected.

Kodascopes

C

Kodascope, Model
A
8

small, light, inexpensive projector. Size,

X 5>^ X 7 inches. Weight, 9 pounds. Capac400 feet 16 mm. amateur standard film.

ity:

Lens: Optional

or

i-inch

Eastman-made 2-inch

2-inch

focus.

— Eastman

efficiently for

many

lens supplied unless

otherwise specified. Operates on any house
circuit, A. C. or D. C, from 105 to 125
volts. loo-watt lamp. Price, J60.

home movie

projectors

bring out the best there is in your movies.
There are three models, one of which is certain to
meet the requirements of every amateur movie maker.
Every Kodascope, from the inexpensive Model C to
the luxurious Library Kodascope, will project movies
years

— for

Kodascopes are

built

long and hard service.
Kodascopes are simple to operate, quiet, and produce on your screen movies that do full justice to you
and your camera.
Ask your Cine- Kodak dealer to demonstrate a Kodascope for you.
for

Kodascope Screen Prices Reduced
The

following reductions in prices of Kodascope screens are

now

in

effect:

No.
*No.

I

— formerly
— formerly
30" X 40" — formerly
39" X 52" — formerly

Silvered surface 22" x 30"

No. o

A

I

Silvered surface

*No. 2

Silvered surface

—Now
—Now
25.00— Now
35.00 — Now

1 10. 00

Silvered surface 30" x 40"

1

5

.

00

J5

1

8

.00

2

.

00

20.00

27.50

*Built on the curtain principle, to collapse into a box receptacle.

Kodascope, Model
Especially

popular

churches and large

for

home

A

schools,

clubs,

audiences. Pro-

Other screens are of rigid frame construction.

Good

screens are essential for good movies.

will gladly

demonstrate Kodascope Screens

A

Cine-Kodak dealer

for you.

jects a fully illuminated 39 x 52-inch picture
with the equipment 23 feet from the screen,

or

57

same

with the equipment

size picture

K feet from the screen with special 5-inch

lens (extra). Projects

Kodacolor with Koda-

color equipment. Price, ?i8o.

The Library Kodascope
Here

is

the last

word

in

home movie

projec-

Ebony-inlaid walnut case, self-contained screen, chromium plated fittings.
Mechanically almost human. Automatic
tors.

threading.

Shows movies on self-contained

screen in daylight or

in

brightly lighted

room. Reverses action. Rewinds. Projects
Kodacolor with Kodacolor equipment. Uses
200-watt lamp. Can be stopped to show still
pictures. Price, complete, ^300.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
735
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SUGGESTIONS FOR END TITLE. USING

THE PHOTOGRAPH ON THE
FACING PAGE
Titled by Ralph R. Eno.

FROM AN

EDITOR'S NOTE-

BOOK

(Continued from page 705)
with the lens "wide open," use the
tape to measure the distance from lens
to subject.

and

Set the

camera accurately

much more than

save

you'll

the

cost of the tape in satisfaction, as well

ZEISS CINE LENSES

as in film.

lead

Miniature Storms At Sea: When
making miniatures of marine scenes,

BIOTAR

very realistic storm can be secured
by turning an electric fan on the surface of the water and dropping Epsom
a

some other

or

salts

effervescent

of the salts will be required.

An

Emergency

An emergency
made

Diffusion

Disc:

can

disc

diffusion

TESSAR

FINDERS

and

F2.7

F3.5,

FOR STANDARD and

16

TELE-TESSAR

F6.3

SUN-SHADES

FILTERS

CARL

ZEISS, INC., 485 FIFTH AVE.,

NEW

MM

MOVIE CAMERAS

ALWAYS

YORK. 728 SO. HILL

LOS ANGELES

SEASON

N

I

ST.,

be

DIFFUSING SCREEN

a few minutes by cutting a

in

ivorld ^

sails

along the "shore" to similate breakers
on the beach. This should be done in
such a way as to make it appear that
each wave breaks upon the shore. Very
little

F1.4,

tlte

circular piece of white celluloid to the

the

of

size

inside

of

and scraping a few

the

barrel

lens

makes available

many

lens

any

on"

camera

any

in

position.

you

camp

haven't,

Have you

are

hard

inside of the

what hard
factory

find

yourself

but, in

light

for

to

procure,

from

in

r

i

n e

Retail
price

it.

.

t

flfects

and

filters
t

e

s.

bottom of the pan transmits a hard,
tin-foil

much

like that

reflector

— pro-

vided, of cour.se, that the dish-pan has

been scrubbed clean of camp-fire soot.
If the light from the bottom of the
pan is too glaring, try rubbing a cake
of soap over the surface.
This softens
the reflection.
For a ""soft" reflection,
try a tent-flap or a pair of white duck
trousers or, in fact, any white object
of a size suitable for the subject.

Fade Effects In Titles: Here is
way to produce fade-in and

detail.

in

$2.85

object

or

close-up.

WHITE

Automatic Dissolve
lend,s to

your

and dissolve effects with
:he Automatic Dissolve

OO^ Hn
wZlluU

'

vhite

at

J^5

GRADUATED
For

forceful,

centuation

vigneuing

CIlS

IRIS

ating point of in-spotligbt effect, vignet-

pic-

turesthat air of professional quality which
mark.s them from the ordinary.
Give
your pictures smooth fade-in, fade-out

balance of

$5.00

diffused

This unique device

$5.00

DIFFUSING IRIS

The

closeup work.

$5.00

i

loonlight— cloud

position for

Iris

backgrrounds

For night seen
daylight. Allows

self

is

title

GRADUATED FILTERS

pan reflects a somean emergency, satis-

mirror-like beam, very

obtained with a

any

re-

try

work-Mov'-^
ing

Filter

Holder
centering

I

some other place where

or

flectors

The

and

FOG FILTERS

each '.ens.
It
clamps over any

ever used a dish-pan for a reflector?
If

ele

$5.00

of
filters
for
every
lens
as
against a separate
set
for

circles.

Emergency Reflectors:

Lends the "mystery
Beautiful effects
for close-ups ....

one complete set

—

—

Holder

Filter

on its surface with a dull knife.
If you own,
or have seen, a diffusion disc, you can
easily similate it on white celluloid.
Make sure that the celluloid is white
uncolored and don't scratch in too
circles

positive
— spotlight
to black

00
JRIF,
aceffect

^^ QQ

DESIGNEPS AND MANUFACT UDERS
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We'll design
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a simple

737

—
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up the

Set

A Good

Place to Buy

Your Movie Equipment

BECAUSE

We

have one of the largest
selections of movie cameras,
projectors and accessories
in America.
Your old movie or still camera taken in exchange at a

1.

2.

liberal allowance.

movie outfits can be
bought on easy payments
Enjoy your outfit while you
are paying for it.
All

3.

A sjiecial projection room
for vour use without any

4.

obligation.
of

our experienced
men.
The guarantee of quality,
by a firm whose name has
become synonymous with
photography throughout
staff

6.

the world.

thin wisp directly in front of the lens.
Gradually increase the amount of

smoke you exhale until it
Then stop the camera.

AoH

at

FULTON

120

ST.,

New York

is

very dense.

The

entire

1.

Add

2.

Make

interest to
it

your

down

turn the title-card upside

simply
and proceed in the same way.
processed, cut

is

it

out of the reel,

it

end-for-end, and splice it in.
This may take a bit of practice but
reahstic, when well done.
is very

reverse

it

When

it

remember

principal thing to

blow

smoke

the

near

is

near the title-card.

places,

dates and essential information Indefinitely.

Show

that

to-date

you are an upmovie

amateur

it,

try this:

Fold your arms across your chest:
place the camera under your right
arm, snugly against your body; with the
forefinger of your left hand, press the

Your arms and clothing

prices are as reasonable as is
consistent with the best quality of

the

different

kinds

of

describing
titles,

be gladly sent upon request.
for

will

is

—

the

one

front,

the

for

top

TITLING SERVICE,
350 Madison Ave.,

New

it

is

height

running

that

for

operation

and takes but

finder

at

It

all.

winding,

of

makes very
little

has to be

course,
little

but
noise

time.

To

get that pleas-

mottled effect in the background

Inc.
York City

them

on fancy cover paper. There are many
special papers used as covers for small
advertising booklets, folders, etc., which
may be obtained from any wholesale

paper dealer.

738

of

and one for
the release lever. The camera can then
be operated inside the carton, and it
will run so smoothly and noiselessly
that you will find yourself wondering
waist

of your "stiH" titles, try printing

AND

that

pro-

the
If

the

camera
may be mounted in the elevator and
floor
from
views of the ascent taken
to floor as the story progresses.

After

the different manufacturing steps have
been filmed, a view of the completed

product itself should be taken, then
a view of it in a store or being sold,
and finally a view of it in use.
It is

always interesting to see the

responsible

for

the

business

men

adminis-

the

officials.

an

They can be introduced
way by filming a

interesting

departure to and from the plant and,
if possible, the "annual picnic" where
the officials and workers mingle.
There are many ways of concluding
such a film. One would be a closeup
of a workman's hand clasped by an

Mottled Titles:

EDITING

so

can be reduced to a minimum, in the
case of those cameras of rectangular
shape, simply by inserting the camera
in the cardboard carton in which it
was shipped and cutting four holes
one for the lens, one
in the carton

ing,

KODASCOPE

usual,

There are times and places where
only objection to movie cameras
the noise of the motors. This noise

framed.

Ask

it!

than

jected action will be normal.
plant has several stories, the

paper showing the liand of
signing his name and office,
fading into a shot of liim at work.
The social activities of the workers
should be filmed, such as their lunch
hour, recreation periods, entrance and

removed
circular,

If half

facturing step in logical order.

speed is used to obtain fuller exposure,
any workman appearing in the views
should be cautioned to move more

in

camera

if

illustrated

be

equipped with a waistheight finder, an occasional glance at
will help you to keep your subject
it

to

titles.

Ah

loosen his grip upon

film should be

tration of such an organization and, to
this end, we should include views of

the

Our

may

used than may
needed, so that satisfactory shots
may be assured.
The interior views should begin with
the raw material, filming each manu-

More

it.

sound of the motor
a great extent and only the very front
If your
protrude.
will
of the camera

for

maker.

land-

distant

motor-driven cameras the vibration of
the plane will hardly be noticed, unless the camera is held too far outside
the windshield so that it is vibrated

slowly

Hiding The Camera: Some time
you may find yourself at a place where
movie making is, for one reason or anIn such cases, or when
other, taboo.
you wish to shoot a person without his

is

4.

to

—not

lens

the

the

names,

Preserve

3.

for

of the plane

it.

get the opposite, or fade-in effect,

To

unnecessary to ex-

plain the pictures.

recommended

scapes without heavy shadows, remarkably clear views can be obtained. With

but. rather, past

will muffle the

films.

(Continued from page 707
stop

The
by the propeller air currents.
camera should be fastened to the operator with a strap, as a sudden jolt

release lever.

Good Titles-

INTERESTING AMATEUR
INDUSTRIALS

operation should consume
Be careful
only four or five seconds.
not to blow the smoke into the lens
'"fading"

knowing

Abe Cohen's Exchange

titles:

card in the usual

title

way, turn on the lights and start the
camera. Have a cigar or a pipe Ughted
and handy, and "going strong." When
you wish the fade to begin, draw a
big mouthful of smoke, and blow a

The

and advice by

Instruction

5.

home made

in

effects

fade-out

sheet

the

of

official

official's,

this

shot

fading

into

the

motto or name of the firm. A view of
a revolving globe might also be shown,
with an appropriate motto or slogan
This shot
double-exposed upon it.
would be especially appropriate if the
product has international distribution.
If we begin our film by any of the
means previously mentioned, we should
end it in a corresponding manner.
That is, if the idea of the two young
used, show them arriving in
town, one thanking the other for the
If
the salesman
information given.
was used, have him leave, taking with

men was

him a large contract. Or. if the president was shown explaining his plant,
have him conclude, thanking the audience for its attention. Or. if the club

MAIMERS

]M«»'WHE
meeting was

speaker

have the

used,

amid applause from the other
members.

Losing

finish

The

are particularly important

titles

The main

in a film of this kind.

Distant Scenes?

^1

title

should be an enlarged still of the plant,
with the title and credit lines lettered
upon it. Any other important titles
also be lettered on enlarged stills,
while minor ones should be upon plain
black cards whh very simple borders.
The company trade mark may well be
included in the border at the top or

may

All titles should be as brief
bottom.
as possible but should give all the information which an outsider would

understand the processes. The
should, of course, be included in
quotation marks and composed as they

need

to

titles

would be
are

A

speech.

very useful

be to film a
in

map

the

sales

talk

or

shot would

title

of the state or country

is located, then
camera, paste a card on it

which the

stop

the

of

part

thev

since

conversation,

in

be

to

bearing the

plant

name

of the city, the city

being indicated by a dot or circle, and
continue the filming for a suitable
length of time. This shot is especially
useful if the film is to have wide-

spread exhibition.

A

film

of

this

sort

offers

limitless

opportunities for the amateur cameraman to experiment in fades and crossdissolves, double-exposing
titles

some

OPTlCi^K. CO.
990 Hudson Ave.,

Rochester, N. Y.

Manufacturers of Sitiality Photographic Lenses and Shutters since 1S99,

of the

over actual scenes, unusual and

interesting camera angles and moving
However, it
cameras or truck shots.
must be kept in mind that this type
of film is explanatory and clarity of

A

Place For Everything and Everything In

be preferred to artistic
good solid tripod is almost a necessity in such a production.
A moving truck on which the camera
and tripod may be mounted will add
smoothness to the filming, as the unity
of story will be benefited if the camera
is kept in operation while moving from
scene to scene, photographing the successive operations.
Panchromatic film.

scene

is

treatment.

Its

Place

to

A

ALL-MOVIE-CABINET,
PATEtvlT

PENDING

while not necessary, will give more correct color renderings, its use being
highly desirable in filming the manufacture of textiles or similar products.

By referring

to

back numbers of Movie

Makers the amateur producer will find
many valuable articles on lighting and
editing which will prove helpful.
In conclusion we wish to encourage
any amateur who cares to undertake
such a film.
There will be difficult
scenes to make but, by studying each
shot

carefully

angle
be found.

factory

before filming, a
or

lighting

satis-

can always

ALL-MOVIE-CABINET AND SCREEN UNIT
Completes the home movie outfit— makes projection
a convenient pleasure
placement and is not included, but cabinet will
s.zc, 40 inches high
accommodate Filmo, Kodascnpe and other 16 mm. outfits. Cabinet
H r,tr for full particUrs
3S inches wide, 18 inches deep. Screen size, 24 x 30 inches.

The movie

outfit in cabinet illustrates

Price

$110

f.o.b.

Chicago

National All-Movie-Sales Co.
333 N. Michigan Ave.

Room

605

Chicago,

111.
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WHEN PUNCH WAS AN
AMATEUR
(Continued from page 725)

new characters from current

Roman

and

citizens

types of

produced

plays for the polite public.

(

funny

A mod-

is found in the Charles A.
Hoyt comedies that ruled the American
stage at the time the motion picture was
born.
Hoyt was wholly in the Plautus
That marked the end of
tradition,
After a career of
the New Comedy.
2.500 years, it was knocked out, in
America, by films.

ern parallel

l

FILMO 700
To you

advanced movie workers
Bass offers this astonishing new
super 16 mm. Camera
Filmo 70 D.
made by Bell ^ Howell, master cam.

.

.

A

era

A

builders.

which

camera

in-

corporates these astonishing features
seven speeds from eight per sec.

.

.

...

a finder
to s-l-o-w motion
variable for six different focal lengths
a compact new style of
of lenses
.
.
turret front for three lenses .
a carryan attached winding key

ond

...

...

ing

case to carry the

A

remarkable

Cooke

F:

3.

5

complete

outfit.

1"

including

value
lens

and carrying case

$245.00.

at

Telegraph your order lor immediate deor write jar full information to
Filmo Headquarters.

livery

BA5§ C4MER4
179

C€.

W. MADISON STREET
CHICAGO. ILL

"Movie headquarters

for

You remember how
Judy drama went?

Punch and
Mr. Punch gets
the

for

the

police.

When

the con-

Punch thinks he
might as well clean up the whole famThen
ily, so he clubs the policeman.
tiie clergyman comes in to show him
Mr. Punch says
the evil of his ways.
comes,

himself.

to

express

let

THE

W.

B.

&

'em
he

clergyman out.
him and gets
clubbed out of the picture. Finally an
alligator eats Mr. Punch bodilyThis became the most popular drama
in the world, the one drama that was
once seen by every man in Europe at

Then

E.

"PILOTLIGHT"
A convenient light on your Filmo
Projector that enables you to operate
and change your reels with plenty of
illumination that does not attract
of
or
annoy your
attention
the
audience.

Makes operating your projector
a pleasure.

No

extra wires needed.
Just pull the switch and the
there— WAen
and
is
Light

Where youM need

knocks

the

the Devil comes for

some time in his life. The invention of
the one-man puppet show made this
revolution possible. The common man
had produced the drama of his heart's
desire.

it.

your mato
few minutes and procan be packed away i
tached

Mr.

"Now that I am beginning
my true self, I might as well
know my opinion of preachers."

to

And

^
,

'

l^

)

citbout detaching.

Tiie world would probably never
have had such a swashbuckling, slapstick play if the illiterate mediaeval

had not been made "theatre
by the penny admission
price and by their pennies voted this
masses

Price $6.00
From your Dealer

BROWN

WILLIAMS,

conscious"
Direct

& EARLE,

Inc.
of Motion Picture Equipment."

Filmo Motion Picture Cameras and
Projectors

740

illusion of the screen, nevertheless, the

pantomime

essential

of

Mr. Punch went

on, as noted before, in the film adven-

tures of Charlie Chaplin.

But there are finer dramas, nobler
to tell than the story of the
brave little Mr. Common People battling the cock-eyed world.
In fact,
stories

this story is the lowest

common denom-

Chestnut

St..

Philadelphia Pa.

drama

And

into the world.
it

was

destined

to

stay

for,

masses grew into
an educated democracy, their children
still retained Punch and Judy as the

when

the

common divisor. It is as high as
penny-catching democratic drama
can go without getting above the range
of anybody.
est

the

Now comes
cinematics.

the latest revolution in

The amateur movie cam-

is in the hands of the individual
and the drama these camera owners

choose to film will not be dictated by
democratic majority.
It
will be
dictated by the taste, the talent, the
creative urge of these selected individ-

the

uals.

They

constitute the artistic mi-

great majority whose
pennies ruled the Punch and Judy and
the popular sceen. These amateurs are

nority,

not

the

free to do what the commercial

business."

Tourists"

stable

918

mechanism of pu|)more marvelous

to the

era

one man with a cabinet full of
complete
a
puppets could exhibit
drama, he could afford to cut the price
This opened
of admission to a penny.
the doors of the theatre to everybody.
"what
is everyThere is a saying that
body's business is nobody's business."
And the way the common people revolutionized the old drama was "nobody's

When

yells

"The Home

way

earlier in this article.

gab "far,
and gets up in his
night cap and takes a club to her. She
has "a brother on the force," so she

jectoi

the crude

inator of cinematics, or rather the high-

far into the night,"

chi]

Though
pets gave

But the New Comedy had never been
democratized; it had never been written for the masses; it had never been a
penny show "within the reach of all."
The Old Comedy had been. It went
democratic through the invention of the
one-man puppet show, as suggested

tired of his wife's everlasting

!

by the cinematic method, the
puppet show was deserted by its childish audience; they turned to the screen
and Punch and Judy died.
better

.

.

.

1929

illiterate

juvenile classic.

But.

when expressed

drama

could not afford to do.

This is a third
revolution in the mechanics of the theatre.
But it is not analagous to the
two previous ones that democratized the
drama; it is the antithesis to them. It
individualizes the drama.
It
makes
every man free to film the fable of his
choice.
bles or
est

Man's
dramas

ability
is

to

compose

fa-

undoubtedly the old-

art in the world, but

never before

have the means of complete dramatic
expression been available to the individual.
A new drama is going to
emerge.
That it will be fine and inspiring is the prediction made by the
cintelligentzia.

Why do they have
Why not expect it

such hopes for it?
be vulgar and
slap-stick like the commercial comedy?
Because amateurs would not have
undertaken to film their own ideals if
the ideals of the catch-penny screen
had satisfied them. It costs 11.50 a
minute for the celluloid the majority of
amateurs are shooting and they could
sit in a playhouse hours and days for
that price.
They are going to g;reat
expense to get away from the mob's
drama.
Men who are willing to go to this
expense must necessarily be individuals
with initiative and with ample means to
gratify their tastes.
It was by initiative and vigor of personality that they
acquired their means nine-tenths of
to

—

the

substantal

— and

self-made

men

of

the

times

are

this personality implies

individual judgment

are the business

and

taste.

men who have

They
trans-

—
MtK'^'HE n(A.K&EICS
formed

this country in a generation,
bringing beauty as well as efficiency to
the skyscraper, as to the automobile.

NOW—

and

Inexpensive

When Rome produced

PRINTED TITLES

Caesar

to an increasing
printed, as well as
handlettered, titles I
added a complete line of

response
IN
demand for
distinctive
liave

printed

my

titles to

service.

These

are now available in several
and all at very
different styles
titles

—

Samples

and

moderate

cost.

prices will

be sent upon request
Also, inobligation

— without

concerning art titles
formation
and handlettered titles that con-

form to the latest professional
mode.
Write today.

P.

Ingemann Sekaer
1472

Rome
Now that men

"I found
ble."

ugly old

the

Caesar Augustus said,
brick and I left it mar-

beautiful.

city

leaders of the

made

they

ty|)e,

of wealth, brains

and personality are individually taking up the movie camera to see what
do with

they can

may

they

pull

form,

art

out of mediocrity, as

it

Just what form

Rome.

the Caesars did

new

this

no man can
be true and it
will be beautiful, for it will be the soul
of the individual, free to spread its
wings in any direction it chooses.
this

new drama

will take,

But

prophesy.

will

it

TITLING YOUR SGENIGS
(Continued from page 709)

NOW

AVAILABLE!

\ou
tles

write these stimulative

will

You might

feeling or taste.

example noted but the

not care for the

value

of titles of this type persists.
Lines of poetry or quotations from litith
feet

the

daylight

Sreat

speeds between
frames,
IntsrciiangeaMe lens

All

M

and

8

sometimes be used but
is your own feeling for
the natural beauty that your camera
has recorded. The danger of such titles is that they may be trite, heavy,
sententious or too numerous. You will
have to judge whether or not they are

erature

can

the best source

reels,

mount.

2 view-finders.
Single and eight-tutn shaft
for hand drive.
Device for focusing directly
on Ihe fil-i ilseU.

A

appropriate.

only

-jhrinkingcurUngjioes greater clanti^

brittle

and

of iynaqe.

TElTECSlSCRAKH

PROOF"MIETHOD
renders J'tim eryuUion so
iou^h that orcl>naru usC
carinoi scratch or mar the

film during its Ife, insuring
better perrnaneni transparency Od or other foreign
matter cannot penet'-nte the
emu Is ion. (fa. treated film

AlBERTTEITCLCO.

FILM EWPEIRTS
40 ST.
NtW YORK

105 WEST

dealer will tell uoii
^tke he>ufilsof lUe... ..

ihai,r

TEiriEL

METHODS

Eastman Kodak Stores,
TWO STORES

Inc.

The Kodak Cornei— Madison at45th
235 West 23rd, near 7th Ave.
New York City

Autumn's
here!
for these

mind that the
should be something more than a
announcement and that it should
Always keep

such

include

in

information

as

ing or, at least, not generally known.

—

For example the title, Imperceptibly
mountain of ice and snoiv moves

this

down

Each year

the valley.

it

crawls

half an inch, spliced in before a scene

audience a
a dramatic fashion.

of a glacier, gives the
tical fact in

Lack

of

cussion

of

space prevents a
the

great

this

general

should, above

all,

of the audience

rule

statis-

of

We

titles

can ad-

scenic

titles

stimulate the interest

and

direct

its

attention:

they should not be mere statistics and
names. The all too general tendency is
to include unnecessary and needless information.
.\

discussion

the subject

hig feature
releases

they provide excellent vehicles
for character portrayal by some of our
greatest cinema stars.
Each film is in

story,

400

ft.

reels.

and

peris-

16

mm.

Tie Busker—^ baseball story with
Colleen Moore, Chas. Ray and John Gilbert.
No. SF-2 Sotd of tit-' Beast Madge Bellamy.
CuUen Landis and Noah Beery starred in
a distinctive Canadian north woods drama.
No. SF-3 The Cup of i.7<— Hobart Bosworth, Madge Bellamy and Tully Marshall
in a story of the sea and the Orient.
No. SF-1

—

No. SF-4 Square Deal Sanderson— WWWim S.
Hart in one of his best western "thrillers."

A

completely equipped Motion Pic-

ture Department and Library facilities
to serve you.
Send today for rental
sale

prices.

matter

sonal films will follow in the next
sues of Movie Makers.

cool evenings.

Representative of our complete 16
library are four dramas selected
from the Bell ^ Howell Filmo Library.
These were chosen from a group of
the best Thomas H. Ince productions.
Powerful and gripping in dramatic

and
of

of titles for travel, news, sport

first

mm.

five

dis-

full

variety

possible in scenic films.

duce

4

is

really important, dramatically interest-

ing

When you buy your Cine-Kodak
equipment here you have the
privilege of our budget buying plan. Inquire about it.

information can be presented in stim-

title

prevents JHms from becom-

Panchromatic Film: records
accurately, in black and
while, the varying colors in your
subjects and a(ld.s new beauty, new
realism to your films. Helps distinguish between the players on opposing teams. Almost a necessity
for football movies.

ulative titles in a surprising variety of

terse

bif

the distance. Makes your movies
look as though you took them from
the field.

Filmo Rental Library Releases
provide ideal entertainment

ways.

PERIVI/VNENT
usintj
TEITEL'S
NCWUFENETHOD

Telepholo lens: an f.4.5 lens that
gives you clear, sharp close-up
pictures of subjects and scenes in

—

—

I

"

lated single shots.

Sometimes information even names
and dates is important enough to include in a title in a scenic film. Such

-Alotionjiiciiire films deteiioiate!
J^lrike t/ieir existence

VrTHElV you sel out for the stadium
you'll be couiident of returning
with some really worthwhile shots,
if these two items of equipment are
tucked inside your case:

general rule for spac-

is that they should be used before
sequences about a single subject, or
related subjects, rather than before iso-

ing

i^tunich a

FOOTBALL MOVIES
These suggestions we offer you are
important right note

ti-

scenics according to your in-

for

dividual

100

\
HINTS FOR BETTER

more

New York

Broadway,

/

Hattstrom

& Sanders,

Inc.

702 Church Street
Evanston,

Illinois

741

A
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POINTERS ON PROJECTION
(Continued from page 718)

The reflector in the lamphouse also should have its share of
care, although in many projectors of
the amateur type it is permanently
fixed and hence cannot be adjusted. The
lamp, however, can. as a rule, be regulated to produce the maximum amount
of illumination. It is surprising what a
spots appear.

great

moving the lamp or

difference

The

NEW

FILMO 70-D

Let us demonstrate this wonderful camera to you. Seven film speeds, 8 to 64
pictures a second.
Three lens turret and
variable
viewfinder are standard equip-

the reflector a fraction of an inch will

S-L-O-W M-0-T-I-O-N

make. The perfectly illuminated screen
is pure white over its entire surface,
and that is what the amateur should
strive for.

If

the screen

not so

is

luminated, the lamp or reflector

blame, and the amateur should

is

LUGENE,

il-

600 Madison Ave.

976 Madison Ave.

Bet.

Bel.

to

Phone

57th.

5«th

Sts.

PLAza 6000

NEW YORK

once

at

Inc.

PRESCRIPTION OPTICIANS
76th.

77th

BUTterfteld

Sts.

5486

see to adjusting them.

Perhaps, because the amateur

Home Movies

For
A

Gundlach Projection Stand sets up
quickly, takes little room, lets you stand
Adjusts from 32
close to projector.
inches (2 inches higher than average
table) to 46 inches, which enables you
to shoot over heads of people seated.
9 X 12 inch removable revolving top
Stand
takes any 16 mm. projector.
folded takes up less room than small
golf bag.
Strongly

constructed
selected
of
cherry, hand rubbed, brown mahogany
finish.
If your supply house does not
not have it, order directly, giving their
name. $20.00 f.o.b. Rochester.

Gundlach Manufacturing
Corporation
739 Clinton Ave.

S.,

Rochester, N. Y.

customed

large

seeing

to

is

ac-

screens

in

theaters, he frequently attempts to get

as large a screen as possible in his home.
it is always
have a small, clear, bright
screen than a large, diffused and dim

This

is

better

a grave error, for

to

The small screen

one.

A

large image in the

necessary

neither

unpro-

many amateurs seem
home

as

fessional,

think.

not

is

nor

to
is

and

desirable

the sooner the amateur discovers this
fact the more enjoyment he will derive

from

The

his equipment.

large screen,

with the resultant large image, must, of
necessity, be dimmer than the small
screen, because the same illumination

spread over a much greater area.
Everything is proportionately larger,
hence more diffused, making it, in some
cases, difficult for all of the audience
is

On the other
see without effort.
hand, the small screen offers a brilliant, snappy image.
No difficulty is
experienced in seeing every portion of

16 Millimeter
Film of Amateurs
[positive

and negative]

processed after the best promanner.
Realizing
the difficulty amateurs experience in getting proper treatfessional

ment

of their film,

we

special-

ize in this line.

REDUCTION

AND

CONTACT

PRINTING. TINTING, TONING.
ARTISTIC TITLES or any SPECIAL TREATMENT desired.

Expert Film
130

W.

Lab., Inc.

46th Street

"In the Heart of

New York"

to

VoY Your hihrary
NEW YORK HARBOR
A

self

making

oiling.

the

finest

a picture of lasting interest.
Price $6.00
100 feet, 16 mm.
catalog may be had for the asking.

A

GOLD SEAL TITLES
At .SO cents each
"Every title illustrated"

SIMPLEX FADING GLASS
Produces the fade-in, fade-out.
In durable case, with instructions
Price $2.00

SIMPLEX FILM CLEANER
Removes grease
16

mm.

or fingerprints from
film; all done in one operation.

Price $8.00

Produced by

Ernest
165 E.

742

191st Str(

M. Reynolds
Cleveland. Ohi(

The

eye-strain results.

amateur should therefore content him-

experience to see giant
pleasure boats, the
sky-line of the mightiest city of the
world; here it is all wrought together,
thrilling

liners,

No

the image.

with a small screen.

The
comes

projector,

The

amateur

who

these things soon regrets
all,

camera,

the

like

in for its share of cleaning

they are not so

bother.

A

few

minutes

will suffice, unless the

operated

rather

neglects

and, after

it

much

and

BRITE-LITE
Cl&ss Bea.ded Movie Screen

Mode

Model

I

B

36^48"

3Oi<40

«15op

1750

trouble or
occasionally

machine

frequently.

is

being

If

the

amateur will remember that the camera
and the projector are basically similar
and should be given the same care, he
will derive much more pleasure and
knowledge from his outfit. Everything
has been simplified in amateur equipment, so that very little needs to be
done by the owner, yet some amateurs
get into difficulties. This is due, in the
majority of cases, from neglecting to
read the instruction books thoroughly.
I am certain that if every camera and
projector owner read them as he
should, most of the little troubles
would vanish.

"Just half the price of the next best screen"

Brite-Lite is the most brilliant
screen made. It gives maximum
reflection without eyestrain.

Brite-Lite gives stereoscopic

ef-

automatic, self-contained, collapsible; weighs only
8 to 11 pounds according to size.
Also made in metal case roller
type, 26 x 34 ,$7.50; 30 x 40, $9.00.

fect;

it

is

Brite-Lite can be obtained from
your dealer or direct from the

manufacturer. Freight or
express charges prepaid.

Send for

details.

Beaded Screen Corp.
438 West 37th

Street,

New York

MOWME

IMy«.K<.EMCS

EDUCATIONAL FILMS
(Continued from page 728)
expansion, prison reform,
being graphically presented

etc.,

are

by those
interested to officials, committees and
voters by means of personally produced

motion pictures.
In short, manifold uses of amateur
motion pictures are being discovered.
The part which the camera and projector of the individual are to play in
is being recThis new method is ushering
in a new era in every phase of educa-

the progress of the world

ognized.
tion.

It

MoviE Makers

the hope of

is

that this department, in so far as pos-

may

sible,
vital

serve the

pioneers in this

movement.

Whhen

^

the picture

is

— just

over

Visual Aid
Prepared especially for motion
ture

projectionists

in

the

pic-

raise the screen out of sight!

educational

a complete and very helpful
pamphlet on the Use and Care of Motion Picture Film comprises Bulletin
49, issued by the Engineering Extension Department of the Iowa State Colfield,

lege,

Ames, Iowa.

Here

and exquisite
panel
for

information of interest.
The Visual Instruction Service of the
Iowa State College offers this bulletin
as well as information on all problems

Patent
Applied

service.

is

For

again called

to the film guide book, 1000

and

One, compiled and recently issued by
The Educational Screen and containing
the most complete list of 16 and 35

mm.

educational subjects yet published.

PHOTOPLAYFARE
medium

followed the existing scheme

New York

legitimate

stage.
First National, in Fast Life,

YOUR

projector

is

in

position

.

.

.

your

sjuests

await the showing of your films
you walk up
to the handsome Coutard Panel on your wall and
Simply lower your projection screen like a window shade!
The performance is over .... you raise the screen completely out of sight, revealing again a wall pane! of tapestry beauty!
.

.

.

is how the Coutard Projection Screen Panel will
Think
simplify and beautify the showing of your films.
of the atmosphere of dignity and charm it will lend to
every performance in your home. And think of the con-

That

(Continued from page 732)

of things on the

your wall

—in ONE!

pertaining to the use of visual aids to

Film Guide
SPECIAL attention

a

screen

This bulletin covers

such subjects as care, inspection, repair and physical characteristics of
film, shipping instructions and other

anyone requesting such

is

projection

marks

a

return to the wider appeal pictures of

While Coquette was exclusively Southern and The Trial of
Mary Dugan, entirely metropolitan.
Fast Life might be set in any town of
the silent days.

venience of a permanent projection screen
yet always concealed when not in use!

— always ready,

There are motifs ranging from the simplest to the most
There is a wide assortment of colors and
elaborate.
fabrics. There is a Coutard Projection Screen Panel in
Write
perfect harmony with your decorative scheme.
today for complete information.

the country, in v.hich a state governor's

son and a state penitentiary might be
This excellent stage drama because it is quite devoid of cinematic

—

found.

— does

technique

not drip with millions

of production-cost dollars: neither does
tale in a "slick" metropolitan

it tell

its

way.

It is

the type of play that will ap-

peal to the average American moviegoer who likes his heart-strings wrung

--and which one does not? There is
one stupid play to the sophisticatedly

B.

S.-\UBi.AC

&

Son, 505

E.

46th Street,

New York

Manufacturers and Distributors

COUTARD
Projection Screen Panel

—
1929

^'^'O^-ESSBEKK
mind by a

salacious

delay in announcing what everyone has alreadv
guessed that the young couple going
to bed have been secretly married
but.
wlien this concession has been thrown
to the smut-hunters, the play goes on
with a mounting dramatic interest and
dignity that are most admirable.
The
silly

—

—

actors, especially "William

Frank Sheridan, give
to the talkies, the

Holden and

new

a

B
The

sincerity

reviewer has witnessed in the theatre.
juveniles are convincing and come

you have found the talkies too full
"Broadway." see Fast Life whose

If

—

title

much more

is

and-thirty"

than

"ten-twenty-

play

the

itself

— and

HISTORY

take hope for the possible emergence
of a truly national talking screen, dealing in American realities and not in
exotic

impossibilities

and

from

GEOGRAPHY
AND

pretty close to being actors.

lurid

them
books.

NOW

the most truly majestic rulers that this

The

of

learn

their picture

kiddies

former being one of

Their eyes still teach them
with Burton Holmes Travel
Films and they will never for-

imperti-

nences.

get.

THE MAGIC OF MACHINE

Eliminate

Ask

"BodyWeave"

(Continued from page 723)

With a
A Thalhammer
hold

your

16

Model B Tripod

mm.

movie

will

camera

steady. It eliminates the "Body
Weave" that mars so many amateur
61ms, and

it

insures

smooth running

Model

B

pictures.

With

of

flip

of

the

Thalhammer
thumb allows

panoram swing;
the wrist locks the camera

full,

level

twist

a

at

any

description

and

proposition.

Chicago,

TURN DAY INTO NIGHT

He

much
make the

steel look

That

solid.

is

it

would

webby rather than

and many et)Kr«(fwls.}C)sllilKlh«y

nakc'vminHvIlywmil.^

a thing one learns with

Um) vn ^uF t6fflm,Ca

A

machine-film is like a hTic:
must not be too long. Ivens carried

study.
it

of the bridge at a time

film

is

a

beyond
good

film.

its

logical

point
it.

of

Still,

At one point, the

concrete base, or lock of the bridge,
occupies the entire screen, making of
the screen a concrete rectangle, and
pleasing the tactile sense with its texture.
Ivens also included the move-

Ask your

Thalhammer
CORPORATION
123 South Fremont

LOS ANGELES
New

\oT\i

ments upon and about the bridge
trains, motor cars, wagons, boats
enlivening the languor of the bridge's
pace and enriching the active pattern.
I advise young amateurs, however, to
avoid a too complex film until they
have practised the cinematography of a
simple scheme of machine motion.

new

MAGNETIC TITLE

BOARD
and
f

SCREEN COMBINATION

Avenue

CALIF
Chicago

§W0NDERS1GNS CORPORATION!
§
§
§

744

dealer to show

the

—

The

111.

to

duration, thereby weakening

Dealers: Help your amateurs
get beter pictures. Write for

Inc.

7510 No. Ashland .\ve.

capture only so much
of the edifice as would convey its solidity.
He understood that to take in

was careful

his

tilt.

work

closing of the bridge, heeding, all the
time, the nature of the structure.

too
the

Pano-Tilt a
a

The Rotterdam Steel Bridge, filmed
by the young Dutch photo-technician,
.loris Ivens.
This bridge opens upward
and closes downward. Ivens followed
the languid pace of the opening and
of

Thalhammer

school

pictures.

LECTURES,

think, at the monienl.

I

World Catalogue

their

BURTON HOLMES

Drawbridges are machinery inviting
the camera.

for our

and follow
with motion

FILMS

246 South Street

Newark, N.

J.

|
?
f

IMO'«'>E IMy%K&ERS

AMATEUR CLUBS

STHEOALL-PURPOSE
L I TLAMPE

(Continued from page 717)

by

straight

company's

the

The

committees.

cast

personnel

Mrs.

includes

Jacoby, Ethel Harvey, H. Lee

Lillian

NOH!

Interior long shots fully exposed.
No risk of
overloading the house line with units of dangerously high
current consumption.
SOLITE provides an effective design permitting a single 500-watt unit to give light comparable to that produced by the ordinary 1,000-watt unit.
This means that the standard SR-3 SOLITE outfit at
1,500 watts will give results which equal or surpass the
performance of other units at 3,000 watts. This is because the SOLITE reflector is not simply a hollow stamping but an accurately ground mirror lens in conjunction
with an aluminum surface which distributes an intense,
uniform light through an angle of 90 degrees. SOLITE
is the only home lighting unit with an optical system as
carefully designed as that in your projector.

Jones, H. S. Sladen, L. 0. Ripley, F. H.

McCullough, P.
Barr. Mr. Lewis'
of the Ridge,

of revenuers

is

Gow and

F.

E.

E.

production. Rats

first

a thrilling action story

and moonshiners.

SOLITE

for
shot!

for

the

plete
set
of
three
shots;
full
exposure

lon«

for

on

chromatic

film at /:3.5.
is built to last,
parts are of die-cast ilun

SOLITE
lamp

possible

ry

fiexihilil

ided.

MRS. LUCILLE

K.

HUGHES

BOY

2

PRICES— SR.

No.

bulb

COMPLETE

Ibs.-l

3

and

ox.

SET-

(without bulbsl,
consisting of case, 3 lamps, JR.
and SR. Tripod. 2-20 ft. rubber cords, $70.00 list.
SR NO.

Active Club Worker Of Detroit

Scout Film
SCOUTS

Total weidht,
cord complete,

SET— COMPLETE

1

Brooklyn, N. Y.,
will cooperate with A. S. Rutter
in the production of a film story about
scout activities to run 700 ft., 16mm..
and to be entitled B"e Do Our Best
in

Arthur G. Kracks and W. Varick
Devons, III, will act with Mr. Rutter
A club is
on the production staff.
planned for the regular production of

SR NO.

1

SOLITE

(With-

out
bulb),
consisting
of
lamp, JR. Tripod and 20
rubber cord, $22.50 list.

CLUSTER SET
FOLDED IN SPECIAL CASE
SR NO.

3

1
ft.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR DEMONSTRATION

Exclusive National Distributors

TRI
105

-

STATE DISTRIBUTORS

Hudson

New York

Street

City

photoplays.

Wants, Fine Films
the Blanding Sloan
FROM
Theatre. 718 Montgomery

San

Francisco,

comes

a

Puppet
Street.

request

OO&P
^VARIABLE
FIELD VIEW

for

35 mm. films of exceptional merit to be
screened at the theatre as a part of
a "better

who

movie" movement.

Fi INIDER

Amateurs

believe that their films can qual-

such presentation may write
Miss Mildred Taylor, care of the thefor

ify

atre.

Amsterdam, Holland, the NederINlandsche
Amateur Fotographen
Vereeniging has formed a cine section
for amateur movie makers.
Programs
featuring the screening of member's
films, lighting experiments and technical addresses have been arranged.
At the last meeting natural color pictures

were

"TWG

-PUDPOSE

Holland Club

Equipment

screened.

the parent organization

is

of

available to

a
IAs
with

2.

'idual

you wish,

mult: pie viewfinder it does away
•
the in ronvenience of changing indifinder masks.
By the mere turn of a
:nurled ring- this finder is adjusted for any fo:al length lens you intend using from 1" to 4".

the

producer

of

amateur

Wide Angl e Hyp ar

Th

av lila

str tctior

o

nev1 mount

The
70-D w

experi-

(!

th

th

Tio

I'il

70-D

for this lens.
3erz lense s you
ittl

trot ble oi
h ne of

te

mou

lor

t

he

Fi

.

t

Whe
off

size

it

enable

fieW or

tl

ed field is selected, merely
d focal length lens to use.

the

moving

lens system within t
always magnified to the eye
oerz Viewfinder slips into p
supplementary lens to take
in be supplied at small add

tube,

d plai

2.7 for the Fil -no 70-D turr ct model is
different
unt
Because o
the conake an entirely
became necessary to

m

now have

car

he Ten odeled

o

fit

the

Filmo

expense.

Goe rz

mo

lenses

can no

V

he pur rhas d

in

these

70-D.

GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY

Rushes

G.

^

319-A East Thirty-fourth Street

P.

/

elv

lie

The ro mpl
spe cial

mental pictures.

Lakeside beaches are featured in
Sun Tan Baby, latest production of ihe

read

The varying view sizes are obtained by
relation to a stationary window.
Hence the field
visible, even with the longer focal lengths.
The
the finder tube of the Filmo 70.
Price $27.00.
of 15 mm. wide-angle, and also for 6" telephoto.

nov7

6eld selector

mine the

scene.

NOTE:

members of the cine section. Leo R.
Kryn is chairman of the new group
and other officers are D. Laan and J oris
Ivens. The latter is well known abroad
as

ACCCSSOPY

New York

City.

745

.
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Stop Guessing

Exposures!
Read

this letter:

Toledo Cinema Club in Toledo. Ohio,
This film, a
reports Dwight F. Blue.
preliminary to the fall and winter productions, was directed by Karl Beinke.
Under the leadership of Clayton L.
Pearce. an organization meeting for the
formation of an amateur motion picture
club will be held this month in Danbury, Conn. The organization program

^

will feature a screening of

the

House

The Fall

of

of Usher.

^

.

MORTIMER

^1

School. Newark, N.

29th July, 1929.
HAC/DEJ
Messrs. Drem Products. Ltd.,
37. Bedford Street.
Strand, W.C. 2.

Dear Sirs,
You will no doubt be
pleased to hear we are experiencing an increasing demand
for Cinophot and Justophot
Exposure meters, due, no doubt
to the efficiency of the
article you are marketing.
For some time past we have
emphasised in our literature,
the necessity of using on all
occasions an efficient exposure meter, as we feel that
the successful use of our
lenses is so largely dependent upon correct exposure.
Due to the advances made
in the design of large aperture cinematograph lenses, it
is now possible to take
pictures in badly lighted
interiors. With the Cinophot, the correct exposure
is easily decided. Without
an efficient exposure meter,
it is courting failure, disappointment, waste of time

and money
We shall continue to use cur
best endeavours to bring to
the notice of cinematographers and photographers
the necessity of using the
Cinophot and Justophot
as they without doubt fulfil
the purpose for which they
were designed
With Every Good Wish,
Yours faithfully,
J. H. DALLMEYER, Ltd.

member

a

J.

The

organiza-

was sponsored by William Lewin,

tion

ports

of the school's faculty,

Maxwell Weinberg,

Plans have been made for the filming
of a picture to run 400 ft., 16mm.
^[_ Clyde Hammond, in Youngstown.
Ohio, the producer of The Dragonfly
and Disappointment, reports plans for
the production of a motion picture version of Electro, the tragedy by Euripides.
Sets and costumes, although not
to be historically accurate nor formalized in the fashion of the

Greek

stage,

designed to interpret the spirit
of the era in which the play comes, in
much the same manner as did those in
Joan of Arc, produced by Carl Dreyer.
Wholly appropriate motion picture

will be

treatment of the classics has never been
discovered and

we eagerly await

for

DeVry, Filmo, Victor, Duograph,
Kodascope (c) and other
16

mm.

Projectors

TAT

STANDARD
(11 2-4"

BIG

in focal lengths '4" to 4'

have clear aperture of 20 mm.)

BERTHA—focal lengths 2" to 4"
(All sizes—clear aperture 26

mm.)

AUDITORIUM—focal lengths 2':" to 6"
(All sizes— clear aperture 32

mm.)

The Auditorium Lenses have been especially
designed for use in Schools, Large Halls,
Auditoriums, Theatres, etc.

T A
Literature on Request

GRAF LENS

CO-

333 No. Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO. ILL.

this

amateur version of Electra.
At the invitation of W. A. Jones,
twenty
amateurs
orattended
the

^

ganization dinner for the formation of

an amateur motion picture club in Oakland,

Calif.

The program following
The

the dinner featured a screening of

Norfolk Case and of the work of Oakland amateurs.
Club plans and the
names of the officers will be reported
later.

^

Club organization is under way in
Honolulu, T. H., writes Roy W. Banks'

A number

amateur
enthusiasts have already held an initial
meeting and a live club is promised.
An amateur rallying point in Honolulu will be welcomed by traveling
movie makers.
In Springfield. Mo., Vernon Gaston
is forming a club for the production of
amateur photoplays, while in Ridgway,
Pa., high school students are forming
an amateur motion picture club under
of

that

city.

of

NIGHT
MOVIES

^

the leadership of Stanley Mulaik,

memLight a Meteor Flare (Powerful Lirework Torch) and take a movie of the
no equipment necessary. The
party
same flare the professionals use. Five

ber of the High School faculty.

—

BRITISU

Director

sizes,

A

GENERAL

amateur motion

Cinematographer"s

3 and 4 minutes of light.

by a flash-light battery, for
work. Several flares may be
fired simultaneously.
special

pic-

Associa-

and the London Camera Club, was
held in London during the latter part
tion

I, 2,

flares fired

ture convention, sponsored by the

Amateur

1/2.

Especially for outdoors. Also electrical

AMATEURS

DREM PRODUCTS CORP.
DREM PRODUCTS, Ltd.
DREM OF WESTERN EUROPE
152 West 42nd Street
U. S. A.
NEW YORK

Projectioa Lenses

re-

vice-president.

^.Cy,^.«Ofv:>

746

GRAF

Photoplay production is the purpose of the newly formed amateur motion picture club of the Central High

John G. Marshal!
Meteoh Photo Chemicals
1752 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

—
IM«»'«'HE I»lym.lCEICS

A

of October.

general amateur motion

picture contest, open to any society or

group attending the convention, is now
being judged. Films are being submit-

Jriere

ted under ten classifications and prizes

are also being offered for the film

illus-

phonograph record, synchronized with it, and a set of amateur

is

trating a

made

title

Among

cards.

the societies

sending representatives to the convenwere
the
London, Newcastle,
tion
Leeds, Thanet and Manchester branches
of the A. C. A., the Stockport Cine
Players' Club, Cine Section of the Lon-

the ideal combination

your

for

Turret

0||||ll

Wmi

Model

C-amera

f

KINO-PLHSMST
FORMULa OP

DR.

(^

ONE INCH LENS
Make

Test!

nPAKE
SCENE FROM 0.\£
Production Was A Recent

This

The

Bristol,

U EKh
Achievement Of
England. Club

don Camera Club, Bristol Amateur
Film Production Society, Birmingham

Amateur Cinematographers' Association, The Film Guild of London, The
Amateur CinematograMetropolitan
phers' Association of London, The Jewish Amateur Film Society of London.
The Association of Women Clerks and
London,
The Scottish Amateur Cinmatographers'
Association of Glasgow, Apex Motion
Secretaries

Film

Society

of

Pictures, Cambridge LIniversity Cinematograph Association, Argus Plioto-

play

Society

of

Liverpool.

Southport

and Blackpool, and The Wallington.

lens

same

at

f:\.S
/:1..^

opening.

full

the

at

test

under
another

picture

a

conditions with

TWO INCH LENS

splendid for Closeups and
Moderate Distance Shots!

Simple

this

Make

"pRECIOLTS
never

same time and
Meyer

you

if

/:1.5.

Kino-Plasmat. Then make a sim-

the

ilar test

under conditions requir-

for

instance, /:8, with both

away

own

for

the clouds

Kino-Plasmat

this

This excellent lens can see

same things you see almost as
Take

well as your eyes see them.
it

with you on your next fishing

down

to that point.

or hunting trip

the results

and note the

tures

lenses stopped

Compare

daylight hours need

wasted waiting

be

the sun to chase

the

of the same subject with a

ing,

RUDOLPH

will

difference.

—

the superior pic-

you never could get before
more than justify the investSharp closeups and mod-

ment.

COLOR MOVIES or
BLACK AND WHITE

IN

erate

distance shots under light-

ing conditions that an ordinary

full faithful
it will reproduce in
tones your subjects in their true
color values.

lens cannot hope to cope

with

these are yours if the /:1.5

is

your

traveling companion.

Carshalton and Sutton Cinematograph
Society.

^

Amateur Films, the amateur niovir
magazine representing tlie Amateiii
has
Association,
Cinematographers
greatly improved both in size and quality.
With the great movie making and
amateur production enthusiasm now
developing in England. American amateurs will have to look to their laurel-.
Late programs of the London A.
A. include the projection of Rejuvenation, A Tragic W ait and An Incident.
produced by members, and The Fa!! oi

^

the

focusing

mounts

mounts

$60

^85

(^

'.

House

of Usher, given to the \. C.

Mr.

F.

Manly has been

retary to replace T.
still

Micrometer

focusing

(

A. by the League.
4I_

Micrometer

J.

elected sec-

Wilson,

who

OTHER FOCAL LENGTHS FROM %" TO
At Your Denier

— or

HUGO MEYER
105

West

40th Street,

31/2"

If rite Direct Id

& GO.

New York

City

will

act as treasurer of the A. C. A.

Works:

Goerlits,

Germany
747

—
IWO'^'EIMBER 1929

^

A new

society.

The

London amateur producing

Man Who
16nim., as

ft..

The

announces

Directors,

Allied

Do

ITas Late, to run 850
its

but

manifestations,

Direction

interest!

is

— no

in the

Gay French and Frank
while Edward R. Wagner
S.

in other lands live?

love

hands

of

PATHE

R. Andrews,

is the camSeven 1500 watt incandescents will be used with panchromatic

Enjoi] "your

Cdmerd
You

will get

TTLore

more enjoyment

from the use of your movie
camera when you know that
if

something happens to

if it is lost,

—you

damaged or

it

stolen

will be reimbursed.

It

is

you

needless for
risk

of

loss.

to as-

Insure

under

outfit

an

Camera

"All Risks"

The romantic comedy was
.

^

The

your

equipment

at

where against

camera

home and
all risks

else-

except

wear, tear, depreciation and

war.

DEALERS! You

can do your

customers a favor by assisting

them to insure the equipment
you have sold. Ask your insurance agent or broker to tell you

how

he can provide

this service.

amateur actors are
John Rowe's account

perils of

INSURANCE

COMPANY

il-

Manchester Film Society, which
was filmed at Belle Vue, a large recreation park near Manchester. "Davenport
of the

of Hartford,

Conn.

Affiliated with

^TNA

1

"°""'°"I
'

Name

'

Address

I

Name

jFor Ct)risitmag
.A.T

and not a bad sort, upsets everybody in this feature film. His end is
worthy of Hollywood at its worst.
Having attempted to blow up the Fireworks Island, which at Belle Vue is
an immense affair, he lures the heroine

Binder Too
$1.50 Each

Order Bv Volume Number

\olume I\
\olume HI
Volumes
and

rene hero tumbled

ily

A

COST

I

just in time and
escaped with a wetting. However, for
the sake of a good cause and half a
crown, Fernadez, the real keeper, was
thrown in the lake, neck and crop by
Nellie.
Unfortunately, as this took
place, the cameraman ran out of film.
'"The amateur villain. T. A. Bromley,
who in real life is very good to his fam-

1929
1928
1926-7

II

»I«»'«'HE IM^%M,EMKS
105

W.

40th

100

FOOT

1.

2.
3.
8.
9.

Picture.

WHEN DO WE

In histrionic enthusiasm the villain ac-

14.

EAT.

Animal Picture.

INDIAN DURBAR.
THE .ADVENTURER.

Chaplin

Charlie

Comedy.

and disappears

beneath by clutching the edge with his
hand with true villainish agility, but

closing

are

THE GRAND CANYON AND TERRACES OF THE YELLOWSTONE.
BOBBY JONES. Golf Champion.
BELMONT'S M.ANIKINS. A Puppet Show.
EASY STREET. Charlie Chaplin Comedy.
B.ATTLING A LION. Noveltv Animal
.AN

He

MM.

out of our library to make room for
new material. Condition is good thruout and the price $4.00 per reel.

11.

highest part of the stand to the ground

16

These are subjects we

grandstand,

over the side of the grandstand.

York, N. V.

USED CINE FILMS

12.

cidentally trips himself

New

St.,

with the hero.

set-to

Used

Projector

of

Qive

16.

17.
18.
19.

20.

FISHING. A Cartoon Comedv.
TILDEN. Normal Motion.
TILDEN. Slow Motion.

GOING UP THE IGUAZU.
CHARLIE AT THE CIRCUS.

Animated

Cartoon.
21.

the band stopped, the camera stopped,

23.

and the heroine fainted."

24.

ALLENBY IN P.ALESTINE.
AMERICAN LEGION IN PARIS.
AMERICAN LEGION IN PARIS.
Subject

LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY

to

A. E.
380

748

MMll.)

Please send me complete information concerning Pathe Educational Pictures for home

Hickey. for the purpose of the film, is
a keeper of the elephants, and in one

only saved himself from a fall from the

STANDARD FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

Local a g^ e n t s
now being appointed. Appli-

of

production of the current picture

where he has a rare

AUTOMOBILE

PATHE
MOTION PICTURES

Exchange. Inc.
(Dept.
35 VVest 45th St.. New York City.

to the top of the fireworks

mm.

16

iPathe

—

and

mm. and

35

reel

J.

Guilot.

lustrated in F.

Each one

directed by

R. F. Lfnwin and photographed by

ticed Nellie into the lake, but the se-

Covers

Scotch Piper
Little Dutch Tulip Girl
Little Swiss Wood Carver

staff of the Sheffield

scene he bathes Nellie, the biggest
leading lady in the land she weighs
three tons. A newspaper reporter en-

Floater Policy

Wee

twenty.

The production

A. C. A. has recently completed Her
Suited Suitor, a comedy laid in an oldworld rose garden near Apperknowle.

the

your complete

In

now numbers

Weaver

Little Indian

Plymouth, the Amateur Cine
Club is shooting its current
production. The Peddler, 300 ft.. 9mm.,
a fantasy based on the radio. The cast
includes A. Rivers. \^ alter Freeman.
Harold Tabb and Margaret Harvey. O.
F. Budina is directing and photographing the production. Club membership

\^

sume any

Series

for interior shots.

Players"

^

presents

Children of All Lands

eraman.

d_

children

story includes a train wreck and

ghostly

film

your children

know how

current production.

Fourteenth

Part

I.

Part II

Prior Sale

DA VIES

St.

Oakland.

Calif.

IMO'»'MC IMy«.ICKBKS

CLOSEUPS
What Amateurs Are Doing

HAL
of

MOREY,

chief photographer

New York

the

Central Lines

When the SUN

and League member, who was recently
some-

assigned to the interesting but

doubtfully pleasant job of mak-

wliat

movie from the tender of one

ing a

locomotives, which splits the breeze at

the tall and winter months, Fotolite will
bring back the sunshine of summer
any time
In

sixty miles an hour, gives the following

to

prevent

it!

reflector, treated
ical

process,

The remarkable new Fotolite
by a new and exclusive chemyou to take exquisitely
your own home endismal fall days and

enables

—

m

lighted pictures right
ables you to brighten

With the

slipping.

—

you want

account of his unusual experience. "I
climbed up the tender and onto the
coal pile and set up my camera, digging the tripod legs deep down in the
coal

Off Duty

is

of the giant Twentieth Century Limited

any evening, with fascinating indoor
movies of happy hours with your family.

enliven

The powerful new 500,-watt Fotolite No. 1'
provides as much light power as the average
1000-watt lamp.
No. 15, when used with
famous Fotolite No.
which is unsurpassed for
and which is ideal for

10, provides a light
.steadiness and power

the

every

interior

shot.

Like all Fotolites, No. 15 is so easy to use!
It
can be plugged in on any electric light
socket
ready for use in an instant!

—

With your camera and

Fotolites you are fully equipped for all kinds
Start now to take beautiful interiors.
Don't be
any longer! Ask your dealer for a demonstration

of picture making.

without Fotolites

today, or writs for

new

Free Booklet on Interior Illumination.

PRICES
No. 10

1000-watt bulb)
hulh)
No. 15 (for 500-watt bulb)
(without bulb)
(for

complete,

with

carrying

case

complete,

wit.h

carrying

case

(without

The

Home Movie

ideal

and

a

No. 15

$19.00
16.00

Fotolite outfit consisting of a

Fotolite,

No. 10

complete with stands and carrying

case (without bulb)

36.00

USING THE 20TH CENTURY LIMITED
FOR A MOVING CAMERA TRUCK
The

Cameraman

Is

Central

Hal Morey. New
Photographer

York

The New
PANRITE

Chief

camera all set and my goggles adjusted, I was all ready, or at least hoped
so, for what was coming.
The 313 ton
monster

steel

let

out a series of snorts

and we were moving. Five,
fifteen miles an hour, but

JJniteisal

ten, then
I

wasn't

Tilting

ready to crank yet. By this time the
smoke and steam began to blow bark
on me and we were really rolling.

When

the

crank.

smoke cleared

I

started

to

Talk of moving cameras! Look-

ing out over the top of the engine, the

telegraph poles hurtled by so fast that
they looked like a pine forest. Rocking

from side to side was hard on my
knees and, when we came to a sharp
curve, I had nothing to brace myself
against except the tripod. There was but
three feet of sloping coal pile on either
side,

between

When we
silent

fore

Top

$9.00

hit

the

myself
first

and

curve,

oblivion.
I

the

it

be-

straight

track

again and headed for another
This time a tunnel loomed up.

thrill.

"Will
asked myself. It
didn't look very hopeful and 1 yelled
to the engineer for advice but he could
not hear me.
I ducked mv head, level

the camera clear?"

I

Panrite
assures

tures at

Tilting
Universal
steady running pic-

Netv 8 - Reel
Film Carrying Case

any angle.

Secure these new, modern scenic
effects

Up
that are so popular.
the Panright or left

down

or

—

—

ere

dealer to demonstrate
Panrite for you today.

the

is

a n larked

improvement

in

film

This beautiful case not
eight 400-foot reels, but
with a specially designed
moistener,
which
permits

es.

makes any "shot" possible.
It holds any make of camera and
Ask your
fits
on any tripod.
rite

ly

carries

equipped

movable

new

oislening v ithout danger of damaging
e
films
or
case.
Price:
S6.50.
ise for si> teen 400-foot reels: SIO.OO

offered a

prayer but did not finish

we were on

The
Top

Testrite Instrument Co.,

108

E. 16th

St.,

New

York

FOTOLITE
Most Ti^t per Ampere

—Loivest Equipment Cost
749

1

1929

IWO'WVlM^EKt.
with

the

coal,

but

kept

turning

the

I were certain how I
would leave the tunnel, but we roared
through and I came out in one piece.
At the end of the wild ride, both the
camera and myself could hardly be distinguished from the coal pile."
UniversaFs new camera crane, used
in Broadway by Paul Fejos, was featured in a recent amateur movie made
by Hyman Fink, League member, in
Los Angeles. Calif. His reel shows the
camera crane being operated by Eddie
Newton, who handled it during the

crank, wishing

features

ready
able

releases.

The

dealei.

rent them at our
prices either separately
to

ihroush our block booking

u.
<

plai

STAR
»

Fan

Peacock

Adorable
Silent

Barbara Worth
Lucien Prival

Cheat

Sentinel

"Champion"

Sky Rider

Campus

Knights

Raymond

Just

Broadway

Donald Keith
J. Daugherty

Off

Runavva\

Express

Fighting

American

>

OMalley

Mary Astor
Madge Bellamy
Denny

Ma

Blue
Fast and Furious

Wild

Pat

McKee

^

Re

on

New

Practically

Motion Picture Cameras
Kimm., Eastman Cine Kodak Model B

Camera with /:3.5 lens in focusing
mount
$ 63.75
Eastman Model B Projector

I6mm..

with case

182.50

50mm., Bausch & Lomb Tessar /:3.S
Lens, micrometer mount
35mm.,
Universal
Motion
Picture
Camera, 200 ft. capacity, with ultrastigmat /:L9 lens. 50mm.. 2 maga-

zines and case
295.00
Universal Pan-Tilt Tripod,
canvas case, leather trimmed
69,75
16rom..
Model B l-ine-Kodak with
/:1.9
lens,
equipped with Hugo
Mever Correctoscope and gears
129.50
Kodacolor Assembly for Cine Kodak
Model B with /:1.9 lens
12.75

the

.

Painting

Calgary

the

To

Patsy

Ruth Mille
Hoot Gibson
House Peters

Stampede

Raffles

22.50

50mm.,

Reginald

Beauty

Save 25% to 60%

35mm.. DeVrv Motion
era,

Picture

.

.

Cam110.00

lens

/:3.5

35mm., Institute Professional Motion
Picture Camera, turret front, model
IV with 200 ft. magazine and extra
400 ft. magazine, 2 in. focus Goerz
Hypar /:3.5 Lens in micrometer
mount; also 6 in. /:4.5 VVoUensak

DEALERS
DANBURY. CONN.

Lens,

Telephoto

.Automatic

solve, trick crank, 6

Dis-

masks and case 195.00

Send for Our Bargain Book
LNI\ ERSALS CAMERA CRANE
Hyman Fink, In The Foreground. Made It The
Subject Of An Unusual 16 mm. Film

CLEVELAND

listins Motion Picture
Still Cameras of

Liberal Allowance
made on your Filmo
the

production of Broadway, and includes
shots taken from it while in motion.

PROVIDENCE
Starkweather

NEW HAVEN,

Williams

S.

BRIDGEPORT,
SPRINGFIELD

HARTFORD,

The Harvey & Lewis Company

Hudson Ra

LONG ISLAND
B,

Gertz,

Inc..

Jama

Persistent

leads

Mr.

interest

Fink

in

to

new cinematic device

movie

every

possibilities

of

a

Kodak towards
new

230 So. Wabash Ave., Dept
Chicago, III,

in

professiimals.

ol

Camera Company

Central

Hollywood and
he has adapted many of them for his
amateur camera. With his own accessories and devices, most of them of his
own manufacture, he can almost equal
the

or Cine

purchase

Filmo 70-D

making

investigate

Cameras. Lenses and
every description.

TITLES

®
[

MM-Uc,

Complete editing and tiding I

YESTERDAY! service. (16 mm. or standard.) Cinematography.

CLARK CINE-SERVICE

BROOKLYN
I

2540 Park Ave.

CAdillac S 260

DETROIT, MICH.
PLAINFIELD

SYRACUSE

ST.

LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO
'icture

Co.

CANADA

OUR BOOKLET
nl

Home

Film

Libraries

ON LOCATION WITH THE SPRUNGMANS
IN THE CANADIAN FOREST RESERVES
^J^

One

of the most successful

amateur

movies, at least from the viewpoint of

audience appeal,

is

the film record that

Ormal and Ralph Sprungman have
made of their long annual canoe trip

simple directions and suggestions producil
nearly

One Hundred

Hilarious, Inspiring, Mystifyi:

and Freakish Pictures Will Break
the Monotony.

Attachment and booklet
be

sent

post-paid

for

will

$4,50

The De Moulin Corp.
417 South Hill
Los Angeles,

Street,
Calif.

I

iM«»'«'ME IMy«.S&CKKS
through
Quetico

The

five

Superior National and
Reserves in Canada.
reels of this trip have been

the

^'^mmi

?^,'^

Forest

screened innumerable times in their litbasement theater for audiences
made up of friends, hunters, sportsmen

run of the film
would have delighted any commercial
producer, and critics have generously
praised the scenic in Minneapolis newsfessional

house,

The

papers.

the

human

tion of the

it is

on the way which captures the interest
of the

many

Personal
Send your name with
receive

enthusiastic audiences.

E.

42

$2.00

and

individual

Pershing
Lincoln

Building

Into the deepest and most

elegant

with option of your name, signature, or
monogram, reproduced by hand over art
pastel, all ready to splice into your reels.

50

^

an

ART LEADER

the dramatiza-

incidents occurring

i^r.

EXCLUSIVE WAY OF LXTRODUCING
YOUR HOME MOVIES <^^ <:> co^ c^.

film tells the story of the

trip in sequence, but

jp

THE

tle

and the general public interested in
Could the screenings
outdoor films.
have been strung together, as in a pro-

<?

ll
X V

Sq. BIdg.

£•2
1 CD
CQ

03

difficult

%

Chanin
BIdg.

ca

caves of the world, Russell T. Neville
takes his movie camera to

and general

make

films

After
a comprelien'iive study of material on
prehistoric caves he has made a film
record of underground caverns, great
of scientific

and small.
and caves

interest.

His film record of caverns
the largest ever compiled.
In appreciation of the League, Paul
D. Appleton. M. D.. of Providence.
R. I., writes. "The League has done
is

^

much

to correlate the

of amateurs

common

interests

and we amateurs owe

tlie

League much in return. Some of us
can only pay that debt by loyalty and
continued membership."
f[^

How

aid the

amateur movies were used

summer camp fund

to

raised for

poor children by the New York Evening W orld was recently told in an
article in that

newspaper.

dren, Arlene Siegel, John

Three chilQuinn and

Duke Quinn

of Mount Kisco, N. Y..
held movie shows with their home pro-

jector

and amateur made

film,

charging

admittance to their friends, and as a
were able to donate ten dollars
to the paper's worthwhile cause.
result

Not

just

—

"another store" but a complete service o-thoroughly equipped by experience and
to handle every problem of the movie-maker.

sanization.

knowledge

OilleHe
Camera Stores Inc.
Park Ave. at 41st

St.

NEW YORK

Caledonia 7425

CITY
7.S1

1929

1%10'%'EM^ER.

NEWS

Of The INDUSTRY
And

For Amateurs

Dealers

New B & H Filters, Lenses
the growing
IN response
among amateurs
the

Victor Developments

THE
ment

is

most brilliant screen illunow available as
mination
standard incandescent equipclaimed by the Victor Animato-

grapli

Company

thirty

volt

for

rheostat

six

ampere

conjunction with
Rheostat. The
equipped with a motor-

lamp

the No. 10 Victor

new

its

new

is

THE
this

month
the

in

in

surface

said to keep the

operated fan which

is

even during

cool,

many

hours of continuous operation. There
is also a conveniently located ammeter

which serves as a definite indication of
the amount of current passing through

a

prices

New
of

of

York, announces

substantial

the

reduction

popular

silver

The

Kodascope screens.

fol-

lowing screens are affected by this price
drop, which

is

in every case

20%

less

and lA,
of rigid frame construction, and Nos. 1
and 2, constructed on the curtain principle and rolling into a box receptacle.
than the former price: Nos.

half-hour's

case

is

supplied

chromium

num

A

trim.

month is the
Tripod, which, it

new
is

The

be

instantly

detachable metal shelf is supplied.
claimed that this tripod is rigid,
strong and practically vibrationless.

this filter is

fit

This

made

filter is

Con-

various lenses.

work

in filter propa-

two different densities, 2X and
of these filters may be slid

Each

left clear if desired.

may
The mount re-

mains attached to the lens as a sunshade.
Another
new development
which comes at an appropriate time

all

is

With

into place at a touch, or the lens

VICTOR FOR 800-FOOT REELS

legs of the tripod

A

a sponsor of the ex-

at the other.

filters of

Victor Projector
is

now

holds a sliding mount which contains

4X.

said,

is

Duplex Filter for lenses of the Filmo
70 camera. This instrument is a cap
which fits over the lens barrel and

the

are in two sections and are made of
seamless steel tubing, with rubber tips.
It

4X

plate

interchangeable with the base of
projector models.

during the "projection season"

new

Cine-Ansco
AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION,

Greatlite

which,

it

is

illumination.

is

25% more

claimed, gives

A new

front

element

(Continued on page 754)

Agfa
Ansco desired to gauge the interest of
the amateur in this new item. The
answer to this has now been found, it
curtailed because of the fact that

is

said, in

an increasing demand for the

Cine-Ansc(j.

Collier Record
Cine Kodak

752

as

users

of

this

camera

have found it to conform to the same
high standards which have always been
coupled with the name of Agfa, both
here and abroad. The Cine-Ansco features convenience in use and operation,
straight-line film travel, standard interchangeable lens mount, special steadying strap, slow-motion effects at four
times normal speed if desired, beauty

and a number of other points
which deserve amateur investigation.

of finish,

The

the

Filmo Projection Lens

of

Binghamton, N. Y., whose entry
into the upper ranks of the 16 mm.
camera field was announced recently in
these columns, announces this month
that the Cine-Ansco camera is now completely available to the amateur world.
Previously the supply was somewhat

HUME FROM ABROAD

will

examples

ganda. Bell and Howell offer a most
convenient filter accessory in the Filmo

and alumithird feature announced

this

fine

graduated

tinuing the good

3-C. All Victor projectors are
supplied with brass and steel parts

in polished

many

and mounts are now available.

of filters

This firm

barrel in an instant.

Model

now

fruit, since so

in four sizes to

special

with

correctly used, the Bell

Movie Makers during the summer
bear

of

entertain-

A

ment without re-threading.
carrying

filters

and Howell Company this month announces a most comprehensive collection, designed to meet practically any
amateur filter need. It is to be hoped
that the emphasis laid on the use of
filters by the technical department of

supplied the convenient sliding and rotating mount which clips over the lens

A-C, twenty-five to sixty cycles. The
well-known Victor projector has also
been brought out in a new model. This
is designated the 3-C and is identical
with the standard Model 3 except that
special reel arms provide for 800-foot
a

ness of

effective-

Orthoplan
filter
made of optically plane glass and uniformly graduated from clear at one end
to an amber color filter having a factor

without overloading the filament. The
new rheostat provides for line current
variations from 105-125 volts D-C or

giving

of

cellent

the lamp, thus providing for the greatpossible amount of illumination
est

reels,

realiza-

tion

Eastman Kodak Company

Rochester,

Lamp

whole device

to

Screen Prices Lowered

Photograpli By

1

nlernaliunal

I

FILMING AT SOUTHAMPTON
Mrs. Henry Mellon With Her Film

CB

iMO-vac im;iik.er»

4 pa liable In Every Desired Screen Type
HANGING SCREENS
FOR WALL OR TRIPOD

PORTABLE FOLDING SCREENS

In Melal Tube

Fibre Cases

/,.

(TYPE Ci

\

TYPE W
PORTABLE FOLDING SCREEN
In

DeLuxe

The
signed

to

projector

portable

in

Wooden Cases

scri

match your finest ca
Compact.
equipment.

light-weight

black,

(TYPE H)

sturdy

When used with the tripod un(t th(s
screen permits hanging without the iise
The special
commodities.
of additional
teletripod has wide spread leg support),
A
scopes to 7 feet high, nickeled finish.
TYPE
H screen
unique support holds the
position.
centered
tube in a rigid, dead
the
keeps
bar
base
Adjustable fitting on
screen surface always taut, smooth and
Prices with tripod:
flat.

fibre

I— C.

SI7.50

lbs.)..

2—
3—

PORTABLE FOLDING SCREENS
/n Melal Cases

(TYPE

PRICES WITH TRIPOD

B)

|_T

2— t"

.

3_t::

22"
30"
39"

$13.00

30"..

X
X
X

15.00

40"
52"

23.50

compart-

Carrying case with separate
ments for Type H Screens, folded tripod
Excellent neat appearance,
and fittings.
fibre.

S6.00.

sturdy
it represents the
A neat,
bulk of any portable screen.
(oiily
metal case
proof cylindrical
for
fittings
with
pounds complete)
five
is
Action
hanging.
both wall and tripod
no
edges.
at
"cupping"
no
smooth,
creases.
no
wrinkls. no bulges,

light-weight,

AS A WALL SCREEN

least

dust

Only,

l_H

i_H
i
u
5zS
5_H

Rugged.
proof construction.
In
a neat, compact,
metal case.
The Trublacit crystalline
feature
(opening
and
swift-set
vision
closing in one movement), and the famous
Triivision screen surface at an unusually
low cost.
I

—

22" X 30"
30" I 40"
39" X 52"

2— B
3— B....

.

$15.00
20.00
30.00

RE.\R PRO.IECTION SCREENS
(T-^PE RP)
Gives

great

brilliance

in

dayligh

22"

....

X

in

Metal

30"

30"x40"
39"x52"
45"xm:;

;:;::;;:

54" I 72"

Tube
$ 7.00

900
17.50

"jg
37.50

FRAMED SCREENS
I

Sturd\'. transportation-proof

TYPE

Fl

wooden

cases of excellent appearance, exceptionally light weight, containing the
famous
Truvision
Screen
the
at

LOWEST PRICES ON THE

MARKET.
1—W.
2— W.

.30" X 40"
.36" X 48"

$14.50
17.00

2— RP.

SPECIAL SIZES IN

ALL TYPE MOLINTINGS
For
atre

home,
or

school
studio,
on roller;

framed

or

lions.

$1.25

per

IVfade

si

to

specifica-

SEE

THEM AT YOUR DEALER
II' rite

for

Descriptive Booklet to:

841 Tiffany

St.,

Bronx, N. Y. C.

wmm

TRUVISION PROJECTION
SCREEN CORPORATION
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I Continued from
has been developed which is said to
produce this resuh and the lens is interchangeable with the former lens.
This lens is to be standard equipment

DEPUE'S

OPTICAL
PRINTERS

on all Filmo 57 projectors from now
on but, of course, may be obtained sepa-

E929

tages of a firm, steady tripod support.
.\n additional

special

feature

extension

found

in the

attachment,

which

is

enables two cameras to be mounted on
the tripod side by side, one normally

and one inverted. Accompanying the
device is an interesting booklet giving
specific
directions
for
producing a

number

large

of reversed action effects.

Scenario Writing
Scenario Writing, by Marion NorGleason,
Rochester,
N.
Y.
American Photographic Publishing

IN

ris

(

Company,
makes a

price

S3.00

substantial

)

,

Mrs. Gleason

addition

to

the

published material on amateur photoplay making. Intensely readable, this
multitude of new sugges-

text offers a

for

tions

amateur filming, as well as

conveys a great amount of specific information on the mechanics of scenario
construction and film story production
technique. The book is written with an

understanding of amateur problems.

The body

of the text

is

made up

of

twenty scenarios, prepared as examples
of continuity methods, and written to
cover specific interests, such as scenarios
for children, home
scenarios,

holiday scenarios, movie club scenarios
and experimental work. These scripts
serve the dual purpose of material for

Chicago Dealers Club

AN

darity

Are made for daylight or dark
room use. This cut illustrates a
dark room model reduction print'
It also will

er.

mm.
mm.

enlarge from a 16

printer

for

is

best

room
enlarging and reduc

daylight or light

The 16 mm.

suited

the

to

dark

The complete

model.

handle both 16 and 35
will

It

prints

make

contact

is

room

outfit will

mm.

print'

beautiful master

and duplicate negatives and

and progressiveness of the

professional fields and to increase

cient

Its charter president is Charles
Bass of the Bass Camera Company, a
firm well known to all cine amateurs

putes.

in the

Midwest.

THIS

department

California.

made
a

changes

capacity
is

of

152

sufficient for a

scene

thousand

foot negative.

Write

for illustrations

and

que

tations.

South Hill Street, Los

The
and

device

7512 No. Ashland

B.
.4ve.,

DEPUE
Chicago, U.

Formerly Define and Vance

S.

A.

"Little

Sunny" twin arc lamp.

According to the prospectus, this book,
Perfect Indoor Movies, will go far to
solve indoor amateur lighting problems,
and will contain only complete and
tested methods, it is said.

Reynolds Catalog

names
Gold
THE
and
Simplex Film

Seal Pictures

Cleaner and
Fading Glass, long familiar to many
amateur movie makers, are now represented by a new and complete catathe

of
these products.
Ernest M.
Reynolds, 165 East 191st Street, Cleve-

log

substantial.

the

is the guiding spirit behind
Gold Seal and Simplex products

tion

and

will

entirely of metal

is

rigid

It is to be used in conjuncwith the tripod and is provided
with the standard tripod socket thread
at one end. The other end carries a

screw of standard dimensions which engages in the camera tripod socket. By
means of an adjustable arm the device
may be adapted to any make of camera,
the height of the camera
Amateurs are learning more and more
of the special and amusing effects to
be had by simple inverted camera work
and the DeMoulin device is designed

varied.

or

OSCAR

is

and

light-

ing enthusiast

of

recently

and most effective
device for holding the camera inverted, a product of the DeMoulin Cor417

with

has

tested a simple

poration,

A

New

Reversed Action Device

Angeles,

to

further these effects by giving the in-

verted

754

effi-

well as to arbitrate all dis-

efforts, as

contact.
giant automatic light control

Westphalen Publishes
HANDBOOK for the indoor

has been brought
out by Leonard Westphalen, 438 Rush
Street, Chicago, 111., maker of the effi-

do 35 mm. ordinary printing by

The

illustrations of

the author's points.

photographic trade is the
recent formation of the Photo Dealers and Manufacturers Club of Chicago.
Its purpose is to work with the various
industries catering to the amateur and

Chicago

ciency of the industry through united

The

ing only.

ing.

35

or negative to

positive

amateur production and

excellent testimony to the soli-

camera picture

all

the

advan-

land, Ohio,

be glad

to

send a copy.

Reflecto Screens

ANEW
month

screen takes

its

place this

in the array of

projection

surfaces offered the amateur.

This

is

Sawco Reflecto Screen, marketed
by the Stumpp and Walter Co., 30 Barclay Street, New York City.
The
the

screen

is

of the convenient collapsible

type and folds into a leatherette-covered carrying case. The screen surface
is

beaded and the entire assembly

said to be very light in weight.

is

D
IM<»'WME IMy%H£EKKS

DeVry Film

WITH

Service

Grows

111

authorized

film service stations

throughout

a total of

United States, the users of the
Q R S De Vry Still Camera are
assured of prompt return of films and
This camera
prints of their pictures.
the

—

Graf Zeppelin
WORLD
AROUND THE

TRIP

d of
Every library should contain an auth
photographed, depicting all the most interesting events above and below

Produced in a 400
and a smaller 100

p—
Sawco

ft.

reel— at S30.00

ft.

reel

— at

7.50

REFLECTO screens
agnifying glasses.
The
rrying cases, leatherette
nely simple to operate.

These screens have been tested by projection,
Furnished in substam
results were ASTOUNDING.

OOOi

Mght and

covering to prevent warping, sturdy locks, light in
Will best suit the needs of the critical movie maker

OFFERED IN TWO

SIZES

30 X 40 inch picture area priced
36 X 48 inch picture area priced

at
at

$18.00
22.50

Humidor Storage Cases
For Storing and Keeping Films Pliable
DIIR.4BLE

—

For storing:

FILTERS
Above. Complete Set Of The Q R S- De Vry
Orthoplan Optically Plane Filters Of Three
Carried by the Q R S—De Vry
Densities.
Corporation. Below, Orthoplan Special Graduated
Filter In Rhaco Holder.

mm. motion

uses 35

—
—

too

ft.

reels
reels

24—400

ft.

reels

8
16

100

ft.

motion

Solution

SIM

picture film and

picture

frames,

Motion Picture and Camera Dept.

a large bottle

30-32 Barclay

Vry combination rewind is a very effective and convenient piece of apparatus.
While it is made for both 16 and 35
mm., it is surprisingly light in weight
and convenient. The "live" or geared
is

very

compactly

with no exposed gearing.

designed,

The

device

clamps on the table or desk edge and
forms a valuable addition to any pro-

F.
Art

A. A.
raphy

145

West

45th

M. Bing Returns

ONCE
and

more

home
in

his

offices

C.

P.

at

to advice from the
Goerz American Optical

Co., 317

East 34th Street,

City, the

temporary

New York

difficulty in fitting

new Filnio 70-D
overcome and the users
of the Filmo 70-D can have cameras
supplied with any of the well-known
(Continued on page 757)
turret has been

Inc.
Cinematog-

Tel. Bryant 6796
for 16

mm.

Titles
words

For each ad-

maximum
word
above
$0.50
—
(plain)
$0.03
above
60
—Type
Tvpe (with border)
up
—
Hand lettered,
lettered,
from
ten
75
— Hand
from ten
65
—
Hand lettered,
over
60
Hand lettered,
—
1.00
—Illustrating
Main
or any that require special design
borders on hand lettered
extra, each
—
SxlO
negative and
Copying of photos, from 5x7
—
20c per
10 — Fades or overlap fades (dissolves), 20c each.
11 — Double exposure for negative, 25c extra each
12 — Prints (duplicates from negative), 6c per
13 — Trick
appearing, $1.00 extra each
by
Trick
word by word appearing, 35c extra each
—Trick
appearing, 20c extra each
—
by
16 — Trick
animated or jumbled type forming
$3.00 and up
— Panoramic
25c per
ditional

in Filnio 70-

their cine lenses to the

York.

mm.

Sl N. Y. City

No.
No.
Xc),

in

1

2
3

in
in

No. 4
Xo. 5
No. 6
Xo. 7
No. S
Xo.
Xo.
No.
No,
No.
No. 14
No. 15
Xo.
Xo. 17

in
in

five
five
in lots
lots
to five
five
to
lots
to fifty
lots
fifty
lots

lots

.03
.05
.04
.03
.03

.S5

titles

title...

titles,

to

ii

.15

print.

foot,

in.,

title.

foot.

lettering, letter
lettering,
lettering, line
lettering,

letter

title.
title.
title.
title,

line

ea.

foot.

titles,

Tinting and toning, no charge, but not handled under 50-foot lengths.
No charge for fancy initials or plain borders on hand lettered titles.

Please type or write

titles eleai'ly to

Payment required uHth

all

orders

avoid mistakes.
adi^anee. unless credit has been estab-

in

lished previously.

OUR WORK

ACCORDING
.

Illustrating,

and 35

10

to his friends

152 West 42nd Street, New York City,
Joseph M. Bing, general manager of
the Drem Products Corporation, has
recently terminated a summer spent
studying cinematic conditions in Europe.
This department congratulates
Mr. Bing on the successful results of
his journey, which include a hearty
recognition of the Cinophot and Dremophot among movie makers abroad.

Goerz Lens

in 16

PRICE LIST

Joseph

associates

DAHME,

Animated Films,

Titles,

jector or splicing kit.

at

New

St.,

since

The new De

they are twice the width.

spindle

LINED

and cans— $ 8.00
and cans— 11.50
and cans— 15.00

pictures are double the size of the

regular

FELT

Humidifying

gives forty pictures with one loading.

The

—

REINFORCED LEATHER CORNERS
SUPPLIED IN THREE SIZES

IS

guaranteed:

.Vrtistic animated leaders as per catalog from $10 to $20.
Animated "THE END" trailers to match the leaders, $2.50.
We have any amount of illustrating borders and backgrounds,

any subject or

to suit

most

title.

We do all sorts of animated work
chanical, technical, cartoon and artistic

for 16 and 35 mm.: charts, maps,
effects.
Prices upon application.

Try us out and you

me-

will boost for us
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DELAWARE

CALIFORNIA

Wilmington:

Berkeley: Berkeley Commercial Photo Co., 2515
Bancroft Way.
Fresno: Potter Drug Co.,

Service,

Washington: Reid

S.

N.

Lillian

6058

Sunset

1108

Hollywood: Fowler Studios,
Way.
Hollywood Movie Supply

N.

Bros., Inc.. 244 Pine St.

Camera Hospital. 356

Hill

727 S.

Hope

51
St. Petersburg: Barnhill's

734

S.

2584 Mission St.
San Francisco Camera

Exchange,

^,

.

^

Third

83

St.

Sherman, Clay ft Co., Kearney & Sutter Sts.
Trainer-Parsons Optical Co.. 228 Post St.
Store, 94 S.

San Jose: Webb's Photo Supply

San Pedro: Sunset Photo Supply,

319

W.

1428

W.

Inc.,

6th St.

Fifth

Clyde H. Gilbert,

Jr.,

St.

W. Collinge, 8 E. CariUo
Bertholf Photo Finishing, 1456

J.

F.

H. Hartman & Son, 25 N.

Baldwin.

Stockton: PefFer Music Co., 40 S. California St.
Whittier: Maxwell C. Peel, 226 E. Philadelphia.

Yosemite National Park: Best's Studio.

St.
Inc.,

Kodak

Stores,

Erlanger Theatre Bldg., 581

W. Madison

Sts.

Camera

Erie St.
Ideal Pictures

Service.

26

Corp.,

Rm.

Haanstad's

E.

8th

154

Radio Appliance Co., 1426 E. 70th

St.

W. W.

Kimball Co.. 306 S. Wabash .Ave.
Leonard Lynn Co.. 302 S. Wells St.
Lyon & Healv, Jackson Blvd. & Wabash Ave.
Photomaton, 853 E. 63rd St.
4651 Broadway
115 N. Clark St.
6337 S. Halstead St.
3240 Lawrence Ave.
1323 Milwaukee Ave.
2648 Milwaukee Ave.
4705 S. Parkway
3213 Roosevelt Rd.
Co.. 37 W. Monroe St.
Seamans. Photo Finisher, 1953 E. 71st St.
Stanlev-Warren Co.. 908 Irving Park Blvd.
Bernard Sullivan Co.. 410 N. Michigan Ave.
Von Lengerke & .Antoine, 33 S. Wabash Ave.
Decatur: Haines & Essick Co., 122-128 E. Wil-

News

St.

Harvey & Lewis Co., 1148 Main St.
Danbirv: Danbury Elec. & Radio Shop. 155
Main St.
Greenwich: Oavle A. Foster, 9 Perryridge Rd.
Hartford: Harvey & Lewis Co., 852 Main St.
D G. Stoughton Co., 255 S. Whitney St.
Watkins Bros., Inc., 241 Asylum St
Middletown: F. B. Fountain Co., 483 Main St.
New Britain: Harvey & Lewis Co., 85 W. Main
St.

Ha\'en: Fritz & Hawley,

Inc.,

816 Chapel

St.

Harvey & Lewis
Norwich: Cranston
.Stamford: Thamer.
Waterbvrv: airtis
Wilhelm.

756

Inc.,

Inc.,
.'\rt

87

Atlantic

Co.. 25-29

W. Main

St.

.^it.

W. Main

Highland

St.

P.\rk:

Hattstrom

391 Central -Ave.
Park: Hatt.strom
Forest & Lake St.

Oak

S.

213

Har-

Inc.,

t.

MAINE
Frawley, 104 Main

-A.

St.

MAR'iT.AND
Euta

Movie

N.

853

Service,

St.

Eastman Kodak

Stores.

Inc..

N

l.ewy Camera Shops, 502

223 Park Ave.

Howard

St.

Photomaton, 406 E. Baltimore St.
Stark-Films. 219 W. Centre St.
Zepp Photo Supply Co., 3044 Greenmount Ave.

MASSACHUSETTS
Dadmun Co., 1 Washington St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 38 Bromfield St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., Hotel Statler.
Ralph Harris & Co., 30 Bromfield St.

Ioston:

C

F.

Hovev

Co.,

33

Summer

St.

Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 155 Washngto

St,

Jordan Marsh Co.
Andrew J. Llnvd Co., 300 Washington St.
Montgomerv-Frost Co.. 40 Bromfield St.
Pathescope Co. of the N. E., Inc., 260 Tremont St.
Photomaton, 273 Huntington .Ave.
46 Scollay Square
Pinkham & Smith Co., IS Bromfield St.
Solatia M. Taylor Co., 56 Bromfield St.
Braintree: .Alves Photo Shop, 349 Washington

Brockton: Raymond C. Lake, 218 Main
Lowell: Donaldson's, 75 Merrimack St.

Pr

New

S:

!t

Inc.,

S.

.

J,

Cheney

E.

J.

Bridge

St.

Arnold Wright, 7 S. 6th St.
Robb Motion Picture Service, 2141.4

Cor.

St.

Camera Shop, 320

Bedford:

Salem:

Sanders,

Sanders,

Rockford: Johnson Photo Shop, 316 E. State

St

StaSF.

Inc.,

301

St.

Harvev S: Lewis
Worcester: J. C.

Main St,
Freeman & Co., 376 Main

Co., 1503

5th St.

INDIANA
Reed Drug Co., 37 W. 11th St.
;vansvili.e: L. E. DeWitt. 613 Monroe Ave.
Smith & Butterfield Co., 310 Main St,
oRT Wayne: Biechler-Howard Co., 112 W.

Wa

Co., 849 Chapel St.
Co., 25 Broadway

139

Camera Shop, 84

St.

St.

New

Harper
Inc..

St.
Is

1030 Main

Inc.,

,

ieveport: Southern Cine Co., Inc., 310 Main

Amateur

St.

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport: Fritz & Hawley,

ol

E.

St.

Camera Shop, 404-16

Sti

Motion Picture Industries,
BIdg., 610-612 Baronne St.

.gor: Francis
202,

St.

Ford Optical Co., 1029-16

Eastman Kodak

larcol

.Adams & Dearborn

626-16

Inc.,

W.

4th Ave.

S.

LOUISIANA
Oel

St.

Stores,

225-227

Co.,

S:

Fair, The, Dept. 93, State,

Post Office

129 W. Short St.
Gatchel & Sons, 431

Still,

St.

St.

Ave.

Illinois

W. W.
W. D.

Louisville:

Bogalusa: Dixie .Motion Picture Co., 446

Co., 18 S. LaSalle St.
St
Co., 105 N. Wabash Ave.
Central Camera Co., 112 S. Wabash Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 133 N. Wabash

Fischer's

St.

Coffeyville: Dale Movie Shop, Dale Hotel Bldg.
Topeka: Hall Stationery Co., 623 Kansas -Ave.

St.

Brentano's, Inc., 63 E. Washington St.
Camera Exchange, 68 ^^'ashington St.
.Aimer Coe & Co., 78 E. Jackson Blvd.

*

St.

Inc.,

KANSAS

Sutcliffe

•Chicago: Bass Camera Co., 179

•

608

Inc.,

St.

Walnut

ILLINOIS

Coe
.Aimer Coe

Stores,

419 Pierce

Lexington:
St.

Rome: Macon

.'Vlmer

Kodak

Lvnn's Photo Finishing,

Waterloo: Macks Photo Shop. 225 W. Fifth
Seehawk Camera Shop-Studio, 189 W. 4th

KENTUCKY

Ballou-Latinier Co. Idaho at 9th
.\. Brock, 231 Broad St.

Boise:

City: Eastman
Pierce St.

Sioi'x

183

Inc.,

IDAHO

COLORADO
Denver: Eastman

Kodak

Peachtree St.

Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 735 Market

Santa Barbara:
Santa Monica:
Third St.
Sierra Madre:

Peachtree

St.

Riverside: F. W. Twogood, 700 Main St.
San Diego: Bunnell Photo Shop. 414 E. St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 419 Broadway.
Harold E. Lutes. 958 Fifth St.
S.AN Francisco: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,
545 Market St.
Hirsch & Kaye, 239 Grant Ave.
Kahn & Co., 54 Geary St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 564 Market St.
Photomaton, 968 Market St.

Sixth

407

Store,

Grinnell: Child Art Rooms, Cine Dept.
Iowa City: Rexall & Kodak Store, 124 E. College St.

GEORGIA

Sherman, Clay & Co., 14th and Clay Sts.
Pasadena: Flag Studio, 59 E. Colorado St.
F. W. Reed Co., 176 E. Colorado St.
Pomona: Frasher's, 158 E. Second St.
Richmond: LaMoine Drug Co., 900 MacDonald

Santa Ana:

N.

Visualizit,

•Oakland: Davies, 380-14th

*

St.

Atlanta: Eastman

Co.,

News and Book

First

Flagler St.
Camera Shop, 17-3rd
E.

Robinson's Camera Shop, 115 Third St., N.
Tampa: Eurgert Bros., Inc., 608 Madison St.
Tampa Photo & Art Supply Co., 709-11
Twiggs St.

St.

Stationery

Burlington: Sutter Drug Co., 307 North 3rd St.
Cedar Rapids: Camera Shop, 220 Third Ave.
Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 318
Brady St.
Des M.iines: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 808
St,

Red Cross Pharmacy,

Broadway.

S.

IOWA

St.,

N. W.

St.,

Ave.

St.

Nichols, 731 S.

B.

Photomaton, 532
Schwabacher-Frey
Broadway.

607-14th

Inc.,

S15-10th

Schilling's

Arcade.

John R. Gordon, 1129 S. Mariposa Ave.
T. Iwata Art Store. 256 E. First St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 3150 Wilshire Blvd.
Earl V. Lewis Co., 226 W. 4th St.
Marshutz Optical Co., 518 W. 6th St.
B.

Inc.,

Miami: .Miami Photo Supply Co., 12 N. E.

Broadway.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 643 S. Hill St.
Fitzgerald Music Co., Motion Picture DiviS.

sion,

d" Albert,

8:

Jacksonville: H. & W. B. Drew Co.
Lake Wales: Morse's Photo Service, Rhodesbilt

Photoraaton,

Los Angeles: California

Store,

1424

FLORIDA

Film Service, 6306 Sunset Blvd.
6378 Hollywood Blvd.

Pacific

Long Be.«h: Winstead

Kodak

W.
New

N.

S.

Inc.,

Camera Shop, 309 S. Michigan St.
Photographic Supply, 329 S. LaFayette Blvd.
Terre Haute: Snyder's -Art Store, 21 S. 7th St.
.Aull

W.

Fuller

Blvd.

and: Boone Pharmacy, on the Square.
Bend: Ault Camera Shop, 122 S. Ma

Sou

St.

St.

Columbia Photo Supply Co.,
York Ave., N. W.

Eastman
Co.,

415 -Market

Inc..

OF COLUMBIA
Baker. 1429 H St..

DISTRICT

Fulton St.
223

1112

Photo

Glendale: Mowry-s
Brand Blvd.

Butler's,

Frost Bros., duPont BIdg.

St.

Pathex Agency. 206 E. Walnut St.
NDiANAPoLis: L. S. Ayres & Co., Dept. 290, 1
W. Washington St.
H. Lieber Co., 24 W. Washington St,

Harvev & Lewis Co,. 513 Main St.
B.
Wheaton. 368 Main St.

L.

MICHIGAN
:,XY

Cm-: Bav

Dept,.

Citv

101)0-15

Hdw,

Saginaw

Co,.

Sporting Goods

St.

Clark Cine-Service. 2540 Park Ave.
vlev, Milner it Co., Sixth Floor. Dept.

)eti!oit:

124,

Detr

Shop, 424 Grand Rii
(Continued on tngc 758)

Ca

W.

—
MO'^'IE lMi%B£EIKS
(Continued from page 755)

Goerz Lenses. The present mounts

re-

make

quire only slight alterations to

them fit the Filmo 70-D, except that it
has become necessary to design an entirely
new mount for the popular
15mm. wide angle Hypar. This mount
is now in the course of manufacture
and will be available in a short time.

-^^

Air Film Shows Latest

CONQUERING

the last of the elements, the amateur 16mm. motion
picture
has just
successfully
passed its tests as an adjunct to transcontinental air travel and is being considered as a permanent feature of the

great national air routes.

Cooperation
of Duograph,
Inc.,
Transcontinental
Air Transport, Inc. and Universal Pictures Corporation made possible this
unique development. J. Frankenberg,

development director of Duograph,
Inc., conducted the experiment in a
hop from Port Columbus, Ohio, the
Eastern air terminal, to Los Angeles,
California, the Western port, and return.
The
Duograph
Projector
used
weighed 6% pounds and was equipped
with a special lamp developed by the
Edison Lamp Works-General Electric
Company. Brite-Lite Screens, made by
the Beaded Screen Corp., were employed.
The Show-at-Home-Universal

</

HISTORY IN FILM
17.5 mm. Film Made Fifteen Years A(io
Harte.
Right. Print From Modern
J.
mm. Film In Which The Baby, Left. Has
Grown To Be The Young Lady. Right

Left,

and newsreels.

A

jects

16

the success of the exhibition

great part of

was said

be due to the fact that 16mm. safety
film has been developed, eliminating
fire hazard and making possible lightness in weight of equipment used.
From the experience gained, Mr.
Frankenberg reports several improvements in equipment are planned.
Three shows a day were given during the flight, the first three at an average altitude of 10,000 feet and the second three at from 13,000 to 15,000 feet,
with the earth completely hidden from
view by clouds. The plane was traveling at an average speed of 125 miles
per hour.
to

WITH
16mm.

advent

the

of

practical

and positive
film, special laboratory work for the
amateur is becoming increasingly popuThe Expert Film Lab., Inc., 130
lar.
West 46th Street, New York City, has
developed a most efficient service for
both normal and special treatment of
negative

This includes

the amateur's film.

tint-

ing, toning, developing, printing, reduc-

and enlarging.

tion

note that A.

It

Harte,

J.

is

interesting to

now

narrow

utilizing

of

for

film

amateur purposes fifteen
Mr. Harte, while not the first to do
this, was working independently when
he split the standard unperforated
35mm. in half, producing a 17.5inm.
film, which he provided with one pair
years

of

perforations

picture.

He

projector,

and

each

to

own camera,

his

built

ago.

perforating machine, and has, at the
present time, a quantity of this film on

which he photographed

his

own family

records fifteen years ago.

IN

Dahme

Cmadiiin Dislri/iulcrs
Trade Your Used Camera on a New Model
Used Projectors and Cameras of All Kinds

Bay

Camera Exchange
Street,

LITTLE

SUNNY
TWIN

Toronto,

Ont.

why

shows

and

work

either on 16 or 35

mm.

3

am-

5

Little Sunny Twin is the favorite with amateurs and professionals everywhere. Strongly made, light in weight. It
can be taken anywhere and

used on any AC or DC house
circuit
without special fuses
wiring.

or

And

Only

think!

complete with folding
long cord and six carbons.
Sent on 10 day trial
with guarantee of immediate
S25.00
stand,

efund

if

Dahme, Inc., 145 West 45th Street,
New York City, will be interested to
know that Mr. Dahme has recently returned from a tour of Europe and is
again in the 16 mm. title field. Estimates will be gladly given to amateurs
on all regular and special animated or

this

pere, 110 volt, serai-automatic,
twin carbon arc makes perfect
indoor movies at /:35 when
other lamps fail.

fered in the past by the studios of F. A.

not

satisfied.

Send

Coupon
$25-00

for

COMPLETE
Specify

Mail

whether

FREE Book

coupon

at

Our

once.

FREE book, Interior Movie
Lighting, will be sent you at

"pan" or white
tiame carbons are
wanted.
E x t ra
carbons,
S 2.
dozen.

Use coupon also
der Little Sunny Twin.
once.

to

or-

Mail

LEONARD WESTPHALEN
to find
1

in

about

tells all

with the

familiar

what

438 Rush Street
films exist

he

new Sixth Edition

of

"1001 Films"
answers in 144 pages of educational
and entertainment films, each titl.
with brief description, all classified by
subject, with directions where eauii

may

Chicago,

and

where they can be obtained.

Rental List

Dallmeyer Lenses Cost Less
Canada

384

—

A.

—

Lockhart\'s

—

—

work in the
special 16 mm. leaders and trailers of-

art title

Show-at-Honie-Universal-16min.
Library
for

is the only book of its kind ever written
just the book you have been hoping" some
would write.
Shows by pictures and diagrams exactly how to illuminate all kinds of interior sets and obtain perfect results.
Placement
of lamps for different effects
light intensity and
exposure with respect to distance of lamp from
subject ^back lighting
elimination of shadows
every phase of artificial lighting for amateur
movies is made clear in this wonderful new book.
Also

one

clever animation

Headquarters jor
DeVry, Kodak, Victor, Projec
nd Cameras Screens and Accessor

Send

Here
and

amateur movie makers

who were

CANADA

Fil:

INDOOR
MOVIES

Returns

MANY

make

to

PERFECT

chief techni-

cian of the Expert Lab., conceived the
idea

BOOK
HOW

Shows

Pictures exhibited included short sub-

By A.

Harte-Expert

'^FREE

be secured.

III.

Leonard W'estplialen,
438 Rush St., Chicago.

nSend me

free book. Interior Movie Lighting.
S2,S.OO
emtnsed.
Send me l^ittle

DCheclt for
Sunny Twin

with

Flame carbons.
full

purchase

1

D

nSend me
carbons at

Q

"Pan" carbons
White
understand you will refund me
if
I
return lamp within 10

price

days,

dozen

Q

"Pan"

D

White Flame

S2.00 dozen.

Special section

de
Per cop

The Educational Screen
Wabash Ave., Chicago

5 S.

757

!

I«IO%'EMnEIK 1929
907 Prospect Ave.
1402V4 St. Nicholas Ave.
87 Second Ave.
965 Southern Blvd.
526 Willis Ave.
Pickup S Brown, 41 E. 41st St.
Rab Sons. 1373 Sixth Ave.
Schoenig & Co.. Inc., 8 E. 42nd St.
Stumpp & Walter Co.. 30 Barclay St.
G. Tankus, 837 Seventh Ave.

(Continued jroin fage 756)
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1235 Washing-

Said Mr. Whosit,

Blvd.

ton

Fowler & Slater Co., 156 Larned
L.

J.

Hudson

St.

Dept. 290.
General
Co.,

Co.,

Macumber-Smith

Motors

and

P.lds.

Metropolitan Motion Picture Co., 2310 Cass
Ave.
E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 1516 Washington BKv'
United Camera Stores, Inc., 14324 Jefferson
Ave., E.
Lansing: Linn Camera Shop, 109 S. Washington
Ave.
Vans Cine Service, 600 Prudden Bldg.
Marquette: Ray's Photo Service, 335 Harrison

"Oh, why can't I think of
something different to give
her?"
Said Mrs. Whosit (supplicating friends and rela-

First St.

301 Genesee

Saginaw: Heavenrich Eros,
Hesse's, Genesee

at

it Co.,
Jefferson.

W.

330

Co.,

Superior St.
Louis Fverker Co..

12 E. Superior St.
MiNNEAl'Ol-ls: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 113
S. Fifth St,
E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc.. 825 Nicollet Ave.
Sly Fox Films, 49 S. 9th St.
St. Paul: Co-operative Photo Supply Co., 381.-J

M

an Kodak Stores Co., 380 Minnesota
Meyrowitz, Inc., 358 St. Peter St.
Ray-Bell Films, Inc., 817 University Ave.
St. Marie Cigar & News Co., 96 E. 5th
Winona: Van Vranken Studio, 57 W. Fourth

Si.

B.

S'.
S:.

MISSOURI
Kansas City: Eastman Kodak

Stores,

Inc.,

91

r,

Grand Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1006 Main St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 21 E. 11th S'Harold Edwards Radio & Cinema Co., 6239
Brookside Blvd.

Hanley Pholo & Radio Shop, 116 E. 10th S;
Aloe Co., 707 Olive St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1009 Olive St.
Erker Bros., 608 Olive St.

St. Louis: A. S.

Geo. D. Fisher
Hyatt's Supply

Co.. 915 Locust St.
Co., 417 N. Broadway.

S'

NEBRASKA
Hastings: Carl R. Matthiesen & Co., 713 W.
2nd St.
Omaha: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 419 S. 16
St.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Newport: K.

Waldruu.

E.

1

A

Main

St.

NEW JERSEY
City: Eastman

Atlantic

Kodak

Stores,

Inc.,

Boardwalk.
Photomaton, 1119 Boardwalk.
2133 Boardwalk
Camden; Parrish S Read. Inc., 308 Market St,
Main Radio Company, 142', j
East Orange;
1735-37

Ma

St.

Elizabeth: William C. Golding. 219 Broad Si.
Jersey Citv; Hugo Bermann, 13 Exchange PL
Levy's Sport Shop. 149 Monticello Ave.
Photomaton, 325 Grove St.
319 Jackson Ave.
18 Journal Square.

Montclair: Edward Madison
field

L.

427 Bloom-

Co.,

Ave.

Newark: Anspach

Bros.,

838 Broad

St.

Bamberger & Co.

Fireman's Dru.g Store. Market
Photomaton, 170 Market St.

and Broad.

C. Reiss, 10 Hill St.
Schaeffer Co., 103 Halsey St.

J.

Plainfield: Mortimer's 317 Park Ave.
Trenton: Barlow's— Music, 130-132 E. State St.
H. E. Thompson, 15 Newkirk Ave.
Union City: Heraco Exchange, Inc., 611 T .
genline Ave.
West New York: Photomaton, 657 Bergenlim
Ave.

NEW YORK

Albany: E.
F.

S.

Baldwin,

E. Colwell Co,. 465

Binghamton: A.

S.

Bump

32 Maiden Lane.

Broadway.
Co., 180

Washington

St.

Brooklyn: Geo.

J.

McFadden,

Inc.,

202 Flat-

bush Ave.
J. Navilio,

1757 Broadway.
Photomaton, 278 Broadway
920 Flatbush Ave.
427 Flatbush Ave., Ext.
1223 .4venue J
1226 Kings Highway
695 Nostrand Ave.
1757 Pitkin Ave.

Buffalo;

J.

F.

Adams,

Inc.,

—

St.

Schene

projectors,
tripods, cine

gadgets

kinds

We
Geo.

and

459 Washington

St.

Corning: Ecker Drug Store. 47 E. Market St.
Far Rockaway: Photomaton. 1926 Mott Ave.
Glen Falls: M. Lapham's Sons. 2 Rogers Bldg.
Great Neck: Lovett Cinema Studio. 66 Middle
Neck Rd.
Haverstraw: E, H. Vandcnburgh, 3 Broadway.
Ithaca: Henrv R. Head, 109 N. Aurora St.
Treman, King & Co., care of Geo. E. Hough-

Hendricks Co.,

339

Inc..

S.

St.

Lindemer, 443

F.

Photomaton,

'onkers:

what's the "catalog"

Salina St.

S.

3

Broadway.

S.

OHIO
Lkron: Dutt Drug Co., 7 E. Exchange St.
Pockrandt Photo Supply Co., 16 N. Howard
St.

England Drug

e:

Ralph

ner?

December num-

Co.,

W. Young,

Burck-Bauer,

iTi:

the

and D. B. Lyon, 236 State

T.

Edwin A. Hahn, 111 Columbia St.
^atertown: Edson E. Robinson. Inc., 111-113
Washington St.

that Mr. and Mrs. Whosit
will reach for to find a complete list of thc> Christmas
gifts in the modern man-

Why,

J.

'tica:

descriptions.

And

\T>\-:

Francis

Park and

cor.

139

W.

11

Inc.,

Cleveland

S.

Seventh

St.

News Co., 426 Walnut St.
Huber Art Co., 124-7th St., W.
Movie Makers, Inc., 110 W. 8th St.
L. M. Prince Co., 108 W. Fourth St.
Cleveland: Conger-Latta Co., 735 Euclid Ave.
Dodd Co., 652 Huron Rd.
Eastman kodak Stores, Inc., 1126 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service, Inc., 10008
Fountain

ber of Movie Makers, of
course
Where will they go to
buy that equipment? Naturally to the dealers they
find inviting their visits in
that "catalog."

Carnegie Ave.

Fowler & Slater Co., 806 Huron Rd.
Fowler S: Slater Co., 347 Euclid Ave.
Fowler & Slater Co., 1915 E. 9th St.
Halle Bros. Co., 1228 Euclid Ave.
Home Movies Co., 1501-7 Superior Ave.
Lyon & Healy, Inc., 1226 Huron Rd. at

What space can you have,
Mr. Manufacturer? Mr.
Dealer?

Euclid Ave.
Photomaton, 1507 Euclid Ave.

Columbus: Capitol Camera Co., 7 E. Gay St.
Columbus Photo Supply Co., 62 E. Gay St.
Dayton Dayton Camera Shop, 1 Third St.

Ask the Advertising Department, MoviE Makers,
105 West 40th Street, New
York, N. Y.

:

Arcade.

Home

Norwood;

Movie

Service

2128

Co.,

Cathedral Ave.

Salem: Butcher's Studio,
nklin

Hu

(Advertisement)

Print.

176 Jennings
& Eng. Co.,

Ave.
226-36

St.

Gross

Photo Supply Co., 325 Superior St.
1604 Sylvania Ave.
Leo MacDonough. 1103 Detroit Ave.
Photomaton, 334 Superior St.
Voungstown: Fowler & Slater Co., 7 Wick Ave
Zanesville; Zulandt's Drug Store, Widney. cor.
Seventh and Main.
Lawrence's,

fEw York City: Abercombie & Fitch, 45th &
Madison Ave.
American News and its Subsidiaries, 131
Varick St.
H. Boozer, 173 E. 60th St.
J.
Erentano's, 1 W. 47th St.
City Camera Co., 110 W. 42nd St.
City Radio, 42 Cortlandt St.
Abe Cohen's Exchange, 120 Fulton St.
Columbus Photo Supply, 146 Columbus Ave.
Cullcn. 12 Maiden Lane.
Davega, Inc., 15 Cortlandt St.
Davega. Inc., Ill E. 42nd St.
Davega. Inc., 152 W. 42nd St.

Eastman
45th

Kodak

Stores, Inc.,

Madison Ave.

OKLAHOMA
Durant: B and B News

Gloeckner & Newby Co.. 9 Church St.
A. C. Hayden Co., Room 2542. 11 W. 42nd St.
Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E. 42nd St.
William Krippner, 342 Madison Ave.
Lowe & Farley, News Stand, Times Bldg.
Lugene, Inc., Opticians, Main Store, 600 Madison Ave., bet. 57th and 58th Sts.
Uptown
Store, 976 Madison Ave., bet. 76th and 77th

Drug Co.
Tulsa: Camera Shoppe, 225

122 Cedar St.
520 Fifth Ave.
New York Camera Exchange. 109 Fulton
Parker and Battersby, 146 W. 42nd St.
Photomaton, 126 E. 14th St.
B.

113

Meyrowitz.

West 42nd

St.

,-\!v;n

C.

.A.tco

Bldg.,

519^4

S.

Krupnick, 9 E. 6th

St.

Lynn's Photo-.'irt Shop, 1555 Monroe

CoRVALLis;
St.

PENNSYLVANIA

Allentown: Geo. E. Phillips. 36 N 6th St,
Bethlehem: Arthur F. Breisch. 527 Main St.
Erie: Kelly & Green. 116 W. 11th St.
James Lett Co., 225 N. 2nd St.
F. W. Buchanan. 320 Walnut
Lancaster: Darmstaetter's, 59 N. Queen St.
Philadeii-hia: Amateur Movies Corp., 132

Johnstown:

St.

S.

15th St.

Kodak

Eastman

Stores,

Inc..

1020

Chestnut

St.

Tos. C. Ferguson. Jr.. 1804 Chestnut St.
Strawbridge & Clothier, Market. Eighth

Co.,

Si.

Main

Eugene: Steven's, Inc., 764 Willamette St.
Pendleton: Floyd A. Dennis.
Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 345
Washington St.
Lipman Wolfe & Co.. Kodak Dept.

Inc.,

205 West 125th St.
1575 Broadway
1630 Broadway
1947 Broadway
2539 Broadway
3542 Broadway
7Z E. Burnside Ave.
140 Dyckman St.
334 E. Fordham Rd.
567 LenoY Ave.

Hudson

OREGON

St.

E.

106 S.

\'eazey

I.uma Camera Service, Inc., 302 W. 34th St.
Corp., 323-325 W. 37th

Meta Photo Supply

City; H. O. Davis,

St.

at

St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 235 W. 23rd St.
H. & D. Folsom Arms Co., 314 Broadway.
Gall & Lembke, Inc., 7 E. 48th St.
Gillette Camera Stores, Inc., 117 Park Ave.

142% W. Main

Co.,

St.

Oklahoma

Medo Photo Supply

Hauser Bob Studio, 11 W. Tupper St.
Buffalo Photo Material Co., 37 Niagara St.
United Projector St Film Corp., 228 Franklin

758

lenses, filters,
of all

answer

gineering, University of Rochester.
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co.. Camera Dept.
Co., Inc., 134 W. Doni.

Rome; Wardwell Hdw.

Sts.

St.

Ne

cameras,

cine

St.

E.

modern

The

Stores

HOW 32nd

Inc.,

St.

Willheide Movie Service, 281 Main St.
Rochester: Marks S Fuller Co., 36 East Ave.
A. H. Mogensen, Dept. of Mechanical En-

think he'd
you suggest

Can't
something new?"

MINNESOTA

Dulhth: Eastman Kodak

ket

"What do you
like?

Willoughby Camera Stores,
St.

PmUGHKEEPSie: Marshall's Gift Shop, 27 Mar-

tives),

St.

Muskegon: Beckquist Photo Supply House, 885

*
*

Filbert

St.

&

Sts.

John Wanamaker,
*

Dept. 56.
Williams, Brown & Earle, Inc., 918 Chestnut
St.

Pittsburgh: Eastman

Wood

Kodak

Stores,

Inc..

606

St,

B. K. Elliott » Co.. 126-6th St,
Joseph Home Co,. Magazine Dept.

Kaufmann's Dept. Store. Dept. 62. Fifth Ave.
Kamera Exchange. 11 Fifth Ave.,

Root's

Arcade.

W. F. Drehs. 541 Court St.
-\lexander Kagen. 641 Penn St.

Reading:

(Contitiucd on page 760>
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Classified Advertising
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
THESE

few exceptional bargains we have
Filmo 70 Camera
to offer in used equipment:
with /: 3.5 Coolie lens and carrying case, $85.00;
Filmo 70 Camera, late model, with special case,
SIOO.OO; Bell & Howell Eyemo Camera with
/: 2.5 Cooke lens and carrying case, S160.00.
HERBERT S: HUESGEN CO., 18 East 42nd St.,
are a

New York

l"OR SALE— Talking attachments for portable
On disc or on
standard (35 mm.) projectors.
Perfect synchronization guaranteed. BERhim.
SULLIVAN COMPANY, 410 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

NARD

70A, with Kodacolor attachments, cost
3232.50— perfect condition— will sell, $140.00.
C. F. CALKINS, Ponca City, Okla.

FILMO

with one 200Patricola film and record; perfect condiE. F. HALLOCK, 1911 Altion; S25 takes it.
bemarle Road, Brooklyn, N. Y.
foot

MOVIE SUPPLIES
Cameras, SllO.OO.
way, Paterson, N.

for

UeVry

Amateur.

the

NO-WAT-KA,

195

Broad-

J.

SALE—

Cine-Kodak Model B, /; 1.9 lens—
FOR
practically new, ,$120.00; 1" /: 1.8 Cooke Lens.
S28.00; Kodacolor Filter for Kodascope Model
Several beaded screens, slightly
B, new, S12.50.
quantity of selected
used, at bargain prices.
library films, from 20% to 50% discount. J. B.

A

HADAWAY,

Swampscott, Mass.

new Model

$150.00:

practically new

/

—

BROWN

WILLIAMS,

condition.

EARLE,

INC., 918 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
/:3.5

with car-

lens,

rying case, cost $165.00; used few times as demBargains in
onstrator, -4-1 condition, $125.00.

new aluminum

roll screens,

SULLIVAN COMPANY,

5

TAMPA PHOTO

CO., 709 Twiggs

PLY

any size. BERNARD
410 N. Michigan Ave.,

ART

&

Tampa,

St.,

SUP-

Fla.

three speed Filmo Camera, less case, price
$135.00; one six-inch Taylor, Hobson, Cooke
Telephoto Lens, with v.ew finders complete m
leather plush-lined case. $75.00; one combmed
leather camera and accessory case, $37.50; one
1" /; 1.8 Taylor. Hobson. Cooke Lens in focusing mount, $41.25; one two-time color filter for
/•
lens,
$3.50; one auxiliary finder unit,
1 8
CHARLES J. ZAHN, 1439 South Sheri$3.50.

ONE

dan Road, Highland Park

FILMO MODEL

Illinois.

,

with

70

case,

condi-

perfect

Filmo Model 70 with case, like
Filmo Model 70 with turret front.
1" I: 3.5 lens and case, $120.00; Super-speed
Filmo with 1" /: 2 Schneider Lens and case.
$175.00; Kodascope C Projector, $30.00; Q. R. S.
$75 00;
$100.00;

tion

100 watt bulb, $39.00;

Projector,

DeVry Model

Projector, 200 watt bulb, $55.00; Dremophot
Exposure Meters, used, $6.50 each; Correctoexposure
and
finder
combined range
scope
meter for Filmo, $20.00 each; Mocatan Alligator Case for Model 75 Filmo, $5.50; Schneider
1" /:
Plasmat
1"
Meyer
lens,
$18.00;
2
Xenar
/:
5 Lens, $30.00; WoUensak Telephoto 354"
i
1 3
Lens for Filmo, 345.00; WoUensak Telephoto
4" /; 4.5 Lens for Filmo. $35.00; WoUensak f:
WILLOUGHLens for Filmo, $37.50.
1 8-2"
BYS, 110 West 32nd St., N. Y.

G

/

WANTED

FILMS
\V.4NTED
film.

AND TWO STANDS

exchange, 16mm. library
Swampscott, Mass.

or

FILMS FOR SALE
DeVry

—

—

100-foot
loading
any place.
C. O. D.

3u/b

Quantity

\

I*. IPS)

fe.so

—

quotations

on

EDUCATIONAL PROJECT-O FILM

CO., 129 West 2nd

WATT OUTFIT

ilOOO

and regular film stock for
35nim. Cameras daylight
sent
roll
rolls— 33.50 per

Eyemo

and

request.

TWIN 500 WATT OUTFIT
WITH CASE

HADAWAY,

B.

J.

buy

to

PANCHROMATIC

mm. camera,

35

lens and fitted with both /: 1.9
The first call gets
lenses, $200.00.

&

working

DE VRY

4

1

1.9

/:

these bargains.

new

BARG.AINS in used and demonstrating equipA few Model 70 Filmo Cameras, in perfect condition, complete with lenses and cases,
5100.00 each; Model B Kodascope Projector with
demonstrated
only a few times, S175.00;
case,
several Model A Kodascope Projectors, 200 watt,
perfect condition, S90.00 each; Model A Kodascope, small lamphouse, $75.00; several Model C
Kodascope Projectors, S35.00 each; DeVry Condemonstrated
few
tinuous
16mm.
Projector,
times, $135.00; Capitol Continuous 16mm. Projector,
demonstrator, $175.00; Model B Cine
Kodaks, /: 3.5 lens, $50.00 each; Model B Cine
Kodaks, /: 6.5 lens, S35.00 each; Model B Cine
Kodak, /: 1.9 lens, new condition, $100.00; few
Filmo Projectors, 200 watt with cases, S75.00
each and up; Cooke /: 1.8 lens lor Filmo 70,
old style, 330.00 each; Dallmeyer /: 1.9 lens
for Filmo 70, old style, $25.00.
All of the
above equipment guaranteed to be in excellent
ment

Cine-Kodak /: 1.9
Model A Cine-

practically

lens.

and

HOME TALKIE ATTACHMENT

A

ONE

Kodak;

City.

INDCCR.
PICTUf^ES $

500

WATT

SINGLE 'JL.I^*

Los Angeles, Calif.

St.,

Chicago.

PERSONAL OPPORTUNITIES
lues

in

Victor
including

speed,

rebuilt

and

16mm.

cine

slow

motion

combination, carrying case, fitted with 1" /; 3.5
lens,
price, $85.00.
Victor 16mm. cine turret
front with 1" /: 3.5, 3" /: 3.5 and 4" /: 4.5
telephoto lenses, carrying case, price, $174.50;
Bell & Howell Filmo Model 70 with Cooke /: 3.5
lens, carrying case, price, S97.50.
Bell S Howell
Filmo Model 70, equal to new c ondition. Cooke
/: 1.8 lens, carrying case, price, $110.50.
All
the above fully guaranteed subje ct to ten days'
money back trial.
Still cameras
taken in as
partial payment.
BASS
COMPANY.
Motion Picture Headquarters of America, 179
West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.

CAMERA

FOR SALi;— Bell

& Howell

-4-5

three speed, with
$150.00.
ROBT. L.

16mm.

1.5

lens,

HUNTER,

Rock

/:

Filmo
like

Island,

70-

new,
111.

WANTED— To
who own

mm.

16

hear from part time sales-people
Unusual
or 35 mm. equipment.

BERNARD
Christmas money.
COMP.^XY, 410 N. Michigan Ave.,

opportunity

for

SULLIV-AN

Massachusetts

Chicago.

MISCELLANEOUS
W-ANTED — Back
March,

January,

WOOD,

copies of MoviE
1928.
April,

325 West 93rd

St.,

Makers

—

WARREN

New York

City.

LOST— 100

ft. 16mm. film missing from processIdentify by toys used
ing laboratory, Chicago.
as animated Easter symbols, Easter title and
Would
child hunting Easter nests in shrubbery.
very much appreciate return to: A. W. POLLARD, 225 Marshall Ave., Houston, Texas.

REQUIRED BY THE ACT
01''

Northeast Products Go.
Tewksbury.

.MOVIE JIAICERS. published

Oul.ilier

1.

FISCHER'S
SERVICE, Inc.

CAMERA

Amateur Motion
154 .EAST

Picture
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I.

It.
personally appeared J.
h.i
the Stnle and iiiunty aforesaiil.
-fdrdtng to law, dep.ises and says tliat he is the editor of llie
i...
to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of
iiiif.said publication for the date shown in the above caption, required

ball. .. .bracing

;iiiil

ii.

iii.i

.

i.^il

m

section

Postal

411.

Laws

and

Regulations,

printed

on

the

1. That
the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers arc;
Amateur Cinema League. Inc.. lOJ West lOth Street. Kcw York. N. Y. Editor. J. B. Carrlgan,
West 4nth Street, New York. N. Y. ; Managing Editor, none: Business Managers, none.
Tl.i 11,
MemJ
inner is: Amateur Cinema League, Inc.. 105 West 40th Street. New York. N. Y.
li n with no cipltal stock.
President. Hiram Percy Haxim. Capitol Building. Hartford. Conn.;

I'libllsber.

;

,

liii

II

I

1

\i

I

1711

!

\ra

'iMik,

:

more

I-

\

That

Z.

of

total

siiphen
V

I

F.
Hartford.

Voorhees, 101 P.irk Avenue. New York. N. Y. ; Treasurer, .\rthur A. Hcbcrt.
Conn.; Secretary and Managing Blrcctor, Roy VV. Wlnton. 10 j West 40th Street.

V.

known IJondhoMers. mo:-tgagues. and other
amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securitie

alvinii the nam
rontain not only the list of stoi ithiiider:; an I s
the company but also, in cases where the sim uimM. r
pany as trustee or in any other fiduciary ii[,ii.ii. iIh h
ni in., ilhi
trustee is acting, is given; also that the
ml
hi In
knowledge and belief as to the circuin,slanri
tlie
ivho do not appear upon the books of
other than tliat of a bona flde
atlla
association, or corporation
than as so stated t}y him.
4.

crs.

if

ning

the

That the Iwo paragra:>hs nest above,
any.

December.

1

per

cent

.

J.
"til

holding

the owners, stockholders, and security holdholders as they appear upon the books c.f
rlty bolder appears upon the books of the comsuch
le
ot the person or corporation for whom
ipbs contain statements embracing altlant's full
under which stockholders and security holders
;s:eC5.
hold stock and securities in a capaclt^
no reason to believe that any other perscn.
s
.1
in the said stcek. bonds, or other securities
urity

day of Stptembe

B.

CARRIOAN.

Editor.

And

—Christmas!

....

foot-

autumn

outlurks

the corner
before you

know

can retain the holiday
year if you have a pic'
tonal record of holiday happenings.
Joe Maggio and Morry
Luxenberg will help with your

You

•spirit

all

equipment and will give you expert service on cine and st;ll films.

of

;

Around

ings.
it

lO'i

CHICAGO

SNAP THE
HOLIDAY SPIRIT
THANKSGIVING

He

Equipment

ERIE STREET

Visit
just a

photo-fan headquarters....
block from Penn Station!

Luma Camera
Expert service on

Service, Inc.

ctvie

and st\U lihnu

302 West 34th Street

New York

City
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iCoHtinued jroM

Jermyn

;:

Hobart: Kodak

Washmgio

X.

205

Tasmania

7S8j

p>tgt--

Bros.,

Elizabeth

Ave

Launceston:

60

UcWitl.

Wilke^-Barbe: Ralph
Market St.

Thames

295-7

Providence: E. P. Anthony. Inc., 178 Angell St.
B. & H. Supply Co., 116 Mathewson St.
Chas. S. Bush Co., 244-246 Weybosset St.
Starkweather & Williams, Inc., 47 Exchange

W.

349-51

Post

Kodak
St.

Kodak

Ltd., 161 Swanslo;i

(.Australasia) Ptv.,

St.

A ustra'ic

Jl'esI

Perth: Kodak

St.

TENNESSEE

(Australasia)

Pty.,

Ltd.,

Hay

St.

Photo Supply Co., 722
Cherry St.
Knoxville: Jim Thompson Co.. 5 Journal Ar-

Chatt.*N(X)C.4; Englerth

.AUCK

Queen

Esk

Me.mihis: Memphis Photo Supply Co., Hotel
Peabody, 86 S. 2nd St.
X.4SHVu,le: G. C. Dury & Co., 420 Cnion St.

TEXAS
Bldg.

~

Trinidad

Port of
viUe

Magnolia Store, 2599 Mag-

E.

St.

G.

P.\50:

Marlow

Co.,

Fred

Feldman

J.

Main

1519

St.

San An-

Co., 308 E.

Manitoba
Winnipeg: Eastman Kodak Stores, Ltd., 472

Ma

209 Alamo Plaza.
E. Hertzberg Jewelry Co., Houston at
Mary's Sts.
Hughes-Combes, In;., 407 E. Houston St.

St.

144 S. Main

St.

Prospect

S.

St.

VIRGINIA
S.

mond Bldg.
Gladwish &

209 Granby

Galeski Optical Co.,

Hall Optical Co., 257 Granby

Richmond:

L. Hall Optical Co., 418 E. Graci

Ancon: Lewis Photo

St.

Eastman Kodak

19

Co., 939
S.

St.

Garage,

Copenhagen V: Kodak

House. 212 State
Store, Wisconsin

Kodak

Stores,

Ave.

&

S W. Water

St.

Wi

Ave

Photoart House of Milwaukee. 220 Wells St.
Osukosh: Coe Drug Co.. 128 Main St.
Superior: Greenfield Photo Supply Co.. 1328

dio,

S.

Kongsbak and Cohn, Nygade

:

FOREIGN

Westminster Photographic Exchange, Ltd.,

Oxford

111

Sheffield:

Photographic

Sheffield
gate).

Mcintosh

Photo

Co.,

6

Norfolk

Row

Box

St.

Ltd.,

Rundle St
37 Rundle

Foto

Den
* Indicates dealers
105

ivit

o

Mh

li-ku.

115

Schaap & Co..

H.\-\g: Capi,

Street,

Library, 515 Marunouchi

s

Bldg.

Osaka: Fukada &

Chome

2

Co.,

Kitakj-utaro

Higasbiku.

Maclii,

Mexico

City: American Photo Supply Co.,

S. .A.,

Agenda Postal 2S.
Kodak Mexicana, Ltd., Independencia 37.
"La Rochester." Av. 16 de Septiembre 5.
Pathe Babv-Agency for Mexican Republic;
Latapi V Bert, .Av. 16 de Septiembre 70. El
Globo.
PuEBu: Casa "Hertes," -A v. Reforma 109.

NORWAY
Xedre Slotsgate

J. L. Xerlien .A-S.,
L'niversity Book SIiop.

Oslo:

13.

PHILIPPINE ISL.ANDS
Manila: Deimiston,

Inc.,

123

Escolta.

SCOTLAND
Lizars, 6 Shandwick PI.
Robert Ballantinc, 103J4 St. Vincent

Edinburgh:

J.

Buchanan

101

Lizars,

St.

Exsgkok: Bangkok Central Book Depot. Sikak
Phya Sri. New Rd.
Prom Photo Studio, New Rd., Cor. Chartered
Bank Lane.

SOUTH AMERICA
Buenos -Aires: Conn.o. Gattamorta & Cia,
Maipu 456.
RoSARio de Santa Fe: Enrique Schellhas Y
Hijos, San Martin 764.
Chile
Santiago: Casa HefFer, Estado 150.
Casilla

V\LP\R-Aiso: Eckhardt & Pieper,
1630.
Laverick & Co., Casilla 244.

No.

V enezuela
MacGregor

.MaR-\caibo:

Postal No.

&

Co.,

.Apartado

197.

SPAIN
Barcelona: James Casals, 82 Viladomat St.
Madrid: Kodak Sociedad, Anonima, Puerta del
Sol.

4.

Kodak
Penalver

Conde

-Avenida

.Anonima,

Sociedad
21.

STR.AITS SETTLEMENTS
Pes-ang: Kwong Hing Cheong. Ic Penang
Y. Ebata & Co., 77 Bishop St.
Store,
109
Photo
Singapore: Amateur

St.

N.
Bridge Rd.
Y. Ebata & Co., 33 Coleman St.
Kodak, Ltd., 130 Robinson Rd.
Singapore Studio and Photo Co., 55-3 High
St.

SUMATRA

Medan: Y. Ebata &

(Far-

Stockholm:

Co.,

69

Kesawan.

SWEDEN
-A.

B.

Xordiska Kompaniet. Photo-

84 Boule-

SWITZERLAND
Basel: H.

Strubin
bergasse 25.

S:

Co.,

Cine

Service.

Geneva: Lewis Stalder (Photo-Hall).
P.

O.

la

5

Ger-

Rue de

Confederation.

Kodak Societe .Anonyme. 13 -Av.
Jean-Jacques Mercier.
Hosier. Marktgasse. 37.
-Alb
Zurich; Ganz and Co.. Bahnhofstrabe 40.
M. M. Gimmi & Co.. Merkurstrasse 25.
Lausanne:

HOLLAND
Capi.

124

Kalverstraat.
Spui 8

Noordeinde.

are advertising in

West 40th

2U4 Motomachi 6-Chome.

Co.,

graphic Dept.

2999.

Amsterdam:

St.

MOVIE MAKERS,

JAPAN

Kobe: Honjo &

Kyoto: J. Osawa S: Co.. Ltd.. Sanjo Kobashi.
OsAK-\: Fukada S: Co.. 218 Dojima Bldg.
T. L^yeda, No. 4 Junkeimachi Shinsalbasi.-su)i,

FRANCE

Honolulu: Honolulu Photo Supply Co.,

Brisbane: Kodak (.Australasia) Pty.. Ltd., 250

South Australia
-Adelaide: Harringtons, Ltd., 10

Milan: Kodak Societa Anonima, Via Vittor Pisani N. 6.
Lamperti & Garbagnati, Piazza S. AUessandro
N. 4 (105).

Ltd.,

HAWAH

Queensland

760

(Sheffield)

Paris: Grande T.ibrairie Universellc.
vard Saint Michel, Vie.

,

Ltd

St.

Wm.

St.

Pty.,

Exchange,

Change Alley.

S.dnev: Filmo Stores, 142 B King St.
Harringtons, Ltd.. 386 George St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty Ltd., 379 George

(.Australasia)

62,

Piccadilly.

Westminster,

AUSTRALIA
New South Wales

Kodak

Ox-

St.,

St.

cadilly.

AFRICA
Cape Province
Caie Town: Kodak (South Africa) Ltd.. "Kodak House," Shortmarket and Loop Sts.
Lennon, Ltd., Addcrlcv St.

Queen

St.

Photographic Stores & .Agency Co., 154 Dhuramtolla St.

Lahore: Watch Materials & Tools Supply <I^.,
Gondiwali Sl, Delhi Gate, Chauk Wazir Khan.

2.

Wallace Heaton. Ltd., 119 New Bond St.
Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 47 Berkeley St., Pic-

O'Brien Conimcrial Stu-

Broadway.

353

K

Regent St.
31 Mortimer
J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd.,
ford

Waukesha: Warren

Cho

Coop. Soc, Ltd., 41

Argentine

Aktieselskab, Ostergade

London, S. W. 1: Westminster Photographic
Exchange. Ltd., 119, Victoria St.
London, W. C. 2.: Sands, Hunter & Co., Ltd..
37 Bedford St., Strand.
London: W. 1.: Bell Howell Co., Ltd., 32J

427 Milwaukee

Inc.,

Dept.,

.

Army & Navy

Calcutta;

Xeptuno 2-B.

Bristol: H. Salanson & Co., Ltd.. 20 High St.
Harrogate: A. R. Baines, 39 James St.
Kent: Direct Service Co., 112 Ravcnsbourne
Ave., Shortlands.
Liverpool: J. Lizars, 71 Bold St.

St.

St.

St.

Kodak

Co.,

ENGLAND

4th St.

Gimbel Bros.,

Nan-

EGYPT

Eau Claire: Davis Photo Art Co.
Fond du L.4c: Hubcr Bros., 36 S. Main St.
Green B.av: Bethe Photo Service, 125 Main
Milwaukee: Boston

Supplies, 470

Vuen Ming Yuen Rd.

Alexandria: Kodak (E^vpt) Societe Anon>-me.
23, Cheriff and Paslia Si. and Ramleh Sta.

St.

WISCONSIN

M.\dison: Photoart

Kodak, Ltd., Kodak House, Hornby Rd.
M L. .M.strv S: Co.. 46 Church Gate St., Fort
BoxiUAV 4: Mov.e Camera Co., Walker House,
Laminglon Rd.
Burma: V. Ebata &. Co., 200 Phayre St Ran-

SIAM

B.

1.

Copenhagen
St.

81-12tli

House.

Studios.
Ltd.,
Hamilton
Rd., Ballard Estate.

Graham

CUBA

WEST VIRGINIA

Wheeling: Twelfth

Rd.
Hamilton

St.

Drawer

DENMARK

Commerce

Second

Co., 24

H.wana: Havana News

St.

Co.,

Yoko Photo

Chiyo
king Rd.

Sh.^ch.^i:
St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 1415-4th Ave.
Lowman & Hanford Co., 1514-3rd Ave.
Sixth Ave. and Stewart St.
Si'OKane: Joyner Drug Co., Howard & Rivcr-

Vakima: Bradbury

Service,

CHINA

WASHINGTON

U-4.

INDIA
Ahmedauad: R. Tolat & Co., Bawa's St., Raipur
Bombay: Coutintutal Photo Stores, 253 Hornby

J.

Canal Zone

Ma

Seattle: Anderson Supply Co., Ill Che

Tacoma: E. W. Stewart and

Mitchell, 7 Cj-press St.

CENTRAL AMERICA

St.

S. Galeski Optical Co., 737 E.

St.

G.

Sparks

65

.

VERMONT
Burlington: Robert T. Platka, 231

G. L.

Bro., 90
Stores, Ltd.,

St.

UTAH
Main

Varoshaz,

Karoly,

MEXICO
St.

Toronto: Associated Screen Kews. Ltd., Tivolr
Theatre Bldg., 21 Richmond St., E.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Ltd.. 66 King St.
T. Eaton Co., Dept. V-6. 190 Vonge St.
Film & Slide Co. of Can., 156 King St W.
*
Lockhart's Camera Exchange, 384 Bay St.
R. S. Williams Co., Ltd., 145 Vonge St.
Quebec
Montreal: Associated Screen Xews, Ltd., 5155
Western Ave., at Decarie Blvd.
T. Eaton Co.. St. Catherine St., W.
Film & Slide Co. of Can., Ltd., 104 Drum-

Salt Lake Citv: Salt Lake Photo Supply Co.,
Shiplers,

W. King

Hamilton: W. Hill &
Ottawa: Photographic

St.

& Brans, Korte Hoog-

HUNGARY
Pejtsik

iv:

Ontario

Co.,

271

St.

Film & Slide Co. of Can., Ltd., Paris Bldg
Strain's, Ltd., 345 Portage Ave.

Lobby.

Bollenieijer

25.

ITALY

CANADA

Granville St.
Film & Slide Co. of Can., Ltd., 319 Credit
Foncier Bldg.

Schuhmann Photo Shop, P. O. P.ox 861.
Fort Worth: Hodges & Co., 806 Main St.
Chas. G. Lord Optical Co.. 704 Main.
Houston: Camera Shop, 1310 Walker Ave.
Star Elc. & Eng. Co.. Inc.. 613 Faimin St.
Paris: R. J. Murphy. So. Side Square.
San Antonio: W. C. Allen, Rialto Theatre
Fox

Tucker Picture Co., 23 Sack-

Si-ain:

St.

Alberta
Calgary: Boston Hat Works and News Co., 109
Eighth Ave.
British Columbia
Vancouver: Eastman Kodak Stores. Ltd., 610

Film Laboratories, 2212 Live

Dall.\s: Ja

Zealand Book Depot, 49-51

BRITISH WEST INDIES

St.

Oak

Xcw

straat

Budapest,

St.

Wellington: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd.
Box 1474, G. p. O.
Waterworths, Ltd., 216 Lambton Quay.

Abilene: W. C. Cosby, Box 338.
Amarillo: C. Don Hughes, 1019 Oliver-Eakle

El

St.

Invekc.^rgill:

cade.

Pelsterslraat.

Broerstraat 48.

Rotterdam:

Donne,

Kleine

3

Xijmegen: Capi, 13-17 van Bercheustraat.
Capi,

Ltd., 265 Collins St.
(.Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 284 Collins

PI.

Photomaton, 228 Weybosset

Brisbane

Ltd., 93

Ply..

Si.urlings.

OeSce PI.
Harringtons.

St.

Ter Meer Derval. Fred. Hendrik-

Fotoiiandel
laan, 196.

GriONlNGEN: Capi,

Melbourne; Charles

Kodak Shop,

&

Typewriter

45

Ltd.,

Pty.,

(next (juadrant)
Victoria

St.

RHODE ISLAND
Xewi'Ort: Rugen

(Australasia)

St.

New York

City

Winterthur:

$i a Year (Canada ^3.25. Foreign ^3.30)
25 Cents a Copy (Foreign 30 Cents)

miO^HE

IHA.KCEK&S

NOVEMBER
DECEMBER

^^=^x
^Vj^V
^Jj

TWO
MONTHS
ONLY

%,
Three

77;r

AGAIN — The

S^$\.

Amateur Cinema League

^^^k

makes its special holiday offer of a
Specidl Ojfen?ig:^^^^.
membership and an animated League
Points of This

vS^^^

Neu. members will reup membership
and a leader, 35 mm., 16
1.

mm.

or

9

mm.

as

2.

Old

Ttie'^nhers

who

to

send

us

^^

a

rfn™d.'"

*"

"'"

is

'"

only
\i\
>p^

To

the

not the case

Until then
•

1

yOU may ODtam X^DOtn
4-]

-C

lOt

^^^<%\\;

^^ ^^'^^^

rf^ ^^^rf
^^^^
1^

^k\ 'w^lir'^

Date

105 West 40th Street.

untH December 31 will

this oiFer hold.

Leader You IVant

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE.

certitymg to your

membership.

you can bend luck to your own desire by sending
in your renewal in advance of the due date.

Sperifv JJldth of

your

•

v*^^^

Old members who renew their mem^^'^^*^'0*\
bership during these tioo months of Noi'emVVv'^^^-^
her and December will receive a League
^^V^*^^
leader with our compliments.
If your mem^^><^
bership expires during these two months you
^K\ '.V^
If this

C

i

i

3.

are exceptionally lucky.

•

^Kx'.'^v^'

??^L"3^;teLTiefr,„f,h:,,
"''''"°° *°

in
coHipleted film,

\^^gj>\

goes

every member.

bc spUced before

i

\vt^^
^^C^^\>vV

specified.

MOVIE MAKERS

leader, to

^i\ '>^'^'^\

ceive a paid

^ 1^

1^|%<^
^^V>^^

WV^V

Inc..

New York

^i\ >^

City.

Amateur Cinema League. Inc ^^Sl "^J^
to become an annual League member. My check for Five Dol- ^^\^i^\'
lars, payable to Amateur Cinema League, Inc.. is enclosed in ^^\1>^\-,
payment for the dues. .S2.00 of which is the special membership ^^\ "Syj/
rate for a vear"s subscription to MoviE M.\KERS Non-member raie ^^\^^^'I

accept the invitation of the

.

I

.S3.00:

Foreign S3.50.1

^X^''.

^^\^;>,^VII Is unilcistiMiil that iiiimedialclv iiimii iii.v I'li'i-tidii 1 am to lieconu' eiititlcil ti> all the
It is alsii uiiilcrstddd that there are no duties or ohiiitain h IUkis 111' the LfaKiif.
'-Xf
lions conneeted with this ineinhersliip other than those which I may voluntarily assume ^^X^^t^j \ ',
from lime to time.
'-^Ss^'

^^\

^K\

Name
Street

_

^kxC^^^^
City

Stale

^^

">^,
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PAIDELS

T^Q.EU

A
Here

Western

FIRST

NATIONAL PICTURE

it should have.
Trick riding on bucking horses!
Attack on the stage coach! Indians on the war-path! Heroic rescue of the burning fort!
Romance and its rewards!
One of Five Hundred Subjects Available to our Patrons ^

is

a

picture that has everything

LIBRARY MEMBERSHIP NOT REQUIRED

^

But recommended because of extra advantages and economies afforded

KODASCOPE
WEST
Branch Libraries and Distributors

NEW (THIRD

LIBRARIES,

42nd STREET,

33

in

Inc.

NEW YORK

Forty Leading Cities of the United States and Canada

EDITION) DESCRIPTIVE

CATALOGUE
contains

many new

subjects, drops

older ones and reduces rentals of

More than 400

reels

than $1.00 each!
(nearly

1000

rent twenty to

at

forty

of the
others.

average rental of

Average

reels)

many
many

rental

reels

less

entire library

only SI. 22 each.
for the cost

You

can

of one!

To

Dealers

sire

Profits

ation

Film

who

de-

from oper-

their
own
Rental Libraries.

of

Our

Experience and
Resources assure Sucof our Distribu-

cess

tors.

762

No

Wesiern New SIM

risk.

Union,

New

Vt

HAYDEN INTRODUCES!
- THREE NEW ADDITIONS Hayden Projector Stand and Humidor
The Deluxe Model B

Viewer, Splicer and Rewind

The New Junior

Splicer

For that interesting
and important pas'
time, e d i t i n g, rearranging, cutt i n g
I

II

i

\

t,

inserting

lowing your

and

films,

the Hayden Line
presents its DeLuxe
Model and the New

Junior Splicer.

Viewer, Splicer and Rewind
The New Model B. Hayden Viewer, Splicer and Rewind is the
DeLuxe Model of all machines of this type. It is the very finest
device made. Compactly made, its many patented features enable

Junior Splicer
You

you to view, splice and rewind your films with the utmost ease.
You will find it one
All the effort in film editing is eliminated.
of your most pleasant diversions. Made of the very best material,
under ordinary conditions it will last a lifetime. Unconditionally
guaranteed. Priced at $37.50.

can

now buy

the

New

Junior Splicer.

It

is

ex-

so designed that both ends
of the film can be cut at once. It is most attractively

ceptionally well

made and

is

priced at $6.00.

illustration on the left shows a HAYDEN PROJECTOR STAND with
Kodascope and HAYDEN HUMIDOR
The Hayden Projector Stand will help you attain the flawless projection

T^HE

It is sturdily
that gives your home movies the sought-for professional finish.
built of finest material and permits instant focusing and changing of reels.
The
arms,
too, arc addesire.
height
you
may
any
It can be adjusted to

you to level the picture on the screen, sideways, up or down.
Four interchangeable arms accompany each stand and are made to fit any
projector.
mm.
model 16
The Hayden Humidor can be quickly attached to the brackets on your Projector Stand. The patented moistening feature keeps your film in proper conIt holds ten 400 ft. reels, yet is compact and can be carried anywhere.
dition.

justable enabling

The

Projector Stand

is

portable.

It

The

are triple nickel plated.
folded as illustrated below.

parts

is

finished

stand

can

in

be

black duco,
quickly and

all

sliding

compactly

Stand or humidor can be bought separately and this modest investment will
complete your projecting equipment.
Made for the following projectors:
Bell and Howell Round Base.
Kodascope C.
Kodascope A.
De Vry, Type G. Bell and Howell Oval Base.
Kodascope B.
$12.00
Price of Humidor
$18.50
Price of Stand
Extra arms for every style projector may he purchased for $1.00 each

Sltind

You are

HAYDEN
J roj&olor jtajia

Folded

York

Office, located in the

LV-iDEN S.4LES CO.
Please send

additional

11

inio

nd Rewind

ition

d

New

West 42nd

&

State.

New York

Street

City

about the follow

Proiector Stand and

Address
City

Hayden line in our
Salmon Tower Building

cordially invited to visit the display of the entire

New

Dealer

Humido

n

Junior Splicer

This Christmas Give

KODACOLOR
Here V a gift that
a complete

is

certain to be appreciated

outfit for

making and showing

Kodacolor, home movies in full

WOULDN'T
make

it

you would!

Making Kodacolor

Kodacolor Film.
To prepare Cine-Kodak, Model B
or BB /.1. 9, for making Kodacolor, you
simply load with Kodacolor Film, pull
out the lens hood used for black and
white pictures, replace it with the
Kodacolor Filter, and take your pictures practically as if you were taking
hlack and white movies.
That's all
there is to making Kodacolor!

Showing Kodacolor

You merely

color

Filter

is

attach

equally simthe Koda-

full color

Ask

on a Kodacolor Screen.

a Cine-Kodak

dealer

to

give

you a demonstration of Kodacolor, and
to show you Cine-Kodaks and Kodascopes.
After you have seen Kodacolor on a screen, and have been shown
how simply it may be taken and projected, you will realize why we say,
"This Christmas Give Kodacolor!"

—

full

natural color?

And you probably

list

who would be

name

the

Of course

have on your

more than one

of

friend

equally appreciative of a Kodacolor

outfit.

Then

there's

your

own

family.

children or parents would enjoy
full

color

Think how your

making movies

in

— and think how much pleasure these al-

will bring

realistic

tomorrow and

and

life-like pictures

in years to

come!

Kodacolor accurately reproduces nature's col-

equipment to Kodascope

Model A, Model B or the Library
Kodascope, and show your movies in

you to make and show

possible for

most unbelievably

Showing Kodacolor
ple.

Christmas

color.

be glad to have some one

j>/oz^

movies in Kodacolor

All that is needed for making Kodacolor with Cine-Kodak, Model B or
BB/. 1.9, is a Kodacolor Filter and

—

ors.

It

captures

all

the charm of youthful cheeks

made ruddy by winter

sports. It catches the

most

delicate, fleeting flesh tones, the brightest hues of

costumes. Every color that the eye can

see,

Koda-

color can reproduce. Kodacolor transfers to your

screen

all

the colorful beauty that you see

when

you make your movies.

To make

a friend or

your family happy

Christmas, give Kodacolor!

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

this
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Haydeit Accessories
e

Jtl€)tne

HAYDEN AUDIBLE FOOTAGE METER
Save Disappointments
One

you accurately that one foot
Less than four clicks means a waste of

click of the little instrument tells

has been exposed.
film and disappointment.
of film

Price $7.50
Any Model

roken Film Connector
12 in Package 25c

FILMO

VICTOR

70

ANNOUNCING SOMETHING NEW
FOR THE VICTOR
The Havden Audible Footage Meter and Exposed Film
Send

Price $10.00

Indicator

for

circular

HAYDEN REEL AND HUMIDOR
EXCEPTIONAL COMBINATION VALUE

Self-threading Fingers
Fit Any 16mm. Reel
12 for $1.00

Price, 10c ea.

Reels and Humidors are made in two sizes:

Humidors
Self-threading Finger
Spring Film Clip

Total
Total

Main

A. C.

—
—

separately
Combination price

Sold

Office

&

CO.

Please send free your hoo\let

with Fi!m

Also your Holiday Good

Name
3x4 and 4x5
.-I

d dress

.10
.25

1.35

1.85

1.00

1.50

hay'df.n°sales'"''co.
11 West 42nd Street

\/t

^
rockton,
Mass.

nplete $30.00

.75

.75

Factory

HAYDEN

B\

400 Ft.

200 Ft.
50
50
10
25

Reels

Log

for

Will Offer

my

films,

I»l«»'«'aE

For
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natural color

THE KINO-PLASMAT —
/:

or

1.5—because

it

black and white
is

reproduces color
values, tone for tone and hue for hue, with
fully corrected for color

a fidelity that

is

true-to-life!

its

enormous speed

of /:1.5 enables

you

Goerlits.

make

—excellent at

this

Plasmat a truly

speeds /:1.5 to /:16.
Colculated by Dr. Rudolph— the world's foremost
authority on the science of photo-optics.

The one inch focus
lengths from

105

Works:

fuller corrections

tinii'ersal lens

to get

& GO.

i

speeds.

At Your Dealer or Write

HUGO MEYER

movies

superb results where your slower lens would fail.
But its usefulness is not merely limited to high
Its

In black and white photography you will appreciate
excellence.
all - around
its
Under poor lighting conditions,

-

-

%

all

$60.00; other focal
inch to SVz inch.

is

to

W.

ifuiSMeyei*

40th

St.,

New York

Gity

%

w,^

Germany
767

#3%,

ADDITIONAL

CHRISTMAS
SUGGESTIONS
.for the Aniateur Movie Maker
A

new

idea in the field of ama-

teur title making equipment. Has
many exclusive features, which
make it very desirable. Sold com271 assorted
plete with hoard.
letters and numerals and 29 as(300 pieces.)
sorted desi|>ns.

For the owner of a 16
jector a

MM.

Membership

FILMO SCENE
RECORD BOOK
Helps

Pro-

in the

«PJ-.^0

WILLOUGHBY

HOME MOVIE
LIBRARY

A
ffi en
^X.OU

16MM FILM
SPLICERS
Made

various

in

An

ideal

I
i

Entitling Receiver to rent 5 Feature Pictures or 15 Single Reels
if rented for one evening from

Monday

to

Friday

Projection Screen

a

polished

highly

piano

movie

gift for the
enthusiast.

Produces colored

An

ff/:

•PU.UU
when

effects

pictures.

HUMIDOR CASES

Cn

ttQ

FOR 16MM REELS ...•PO.OU
up
For storing or carrying 400
ft.

reels of film.

^^^«'T^

.^

practical

$9.00
and panany standard

tilting

oraming top-

fits

A

finish,

DREMOPHOT AND CINEPHOT

simple to open and strongly
The black border gives a
made.
is

EXPOSURE
METERS

touch to the picture.

professional

MOVIE
nft
.PO.UU
«J-J

FILMO SELECTIVE
COLOR SCREEN

A

beaded surface of the
Estascope Screen gives the highest reflective values for motion
The case has
picture projection.
fine

models.

TO

SUBSCRIPTION

MAKERS
MAGAZINE

projecting

The

scene

and up

$7.50

ESTASCOPE

OC

ffl
each

identify

to

cn

ffio

q)X-t.OU

Prices

For use with

$26.00
28.50
33.50

22" X .^0"
30" X 40"
36" X 48"

— assures

16MM

EXTRA-LITE
PROJECTION LENS

THALHAMMER

Gives

TRIPOD
will

hold

Camera

your

MM

16

steady

and

full,

level

the

cn

aj-oo

^iiO.OW

MM

pano-

enlargefilm.

A

I
i

PRICE $12.50
Our coupon

book system gives
you the

LOWEST RATES
IN

THE COUNTRY

Send for Library Catalogue

BELL & HOWELL
FILM EDITER

WILL0UGHBY5
HEADQUARTERS FOR AMATEUR MOVIE MAKERS SPECIALTIES

!

110WEST32'"*ST. NewYork

<!iA.C\ f\C\
^TU.UU

winder and viewer for 15

MM

makes editing

a pleasure
instead of work.

film

A
TELEPHOTO

LENSES

CINE KOD.\K

FOR

no

Sid's
^TO.UU

OR FILMO

up
long distance objects appear as closeups when using
a telephoto lens.

"N'our

A

HALLDORSON CINE ff/lC
An
4><JO.UU
ARC LIGHT
A

$3.50

768

on

A

For making 214x3 4
ments from 16

ving; a
of the
wrist locks the

El

ffl C Ail
"P-*^"^*""

light

ENLARGER

twist

ngle.

more

FILMO
Movie

eliminate

cameras

perfect exposures.

practical illuminant for in-

'A

MOVIE
MAKERS
I»lymCy%2II%IE

VOLUME
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Projectors
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Katherine M. Comslock
Amateur Equipment

Editorial

Portrait

Of

Oblivion

Is

A
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Projector

Conquered

A Survey Of The Remarkable Progress Achieved In
Arthur L. Gale And Russell
What Has He Done With It?
An Inquiry Into The Use Made Of His Equipment By The Amateur
Versatile Scenarios
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On How To Film Your
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W. Sargent
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To Get The Best Results From Your Projector
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in its own
company unique in its position in the
photographic fiehl, representing a happy fusion of American and European genius and resources. This company is the oklest photographic

THE

CINE-ANSCO, manufactured by Agfa Ansco Corporation

Camera Works,

is

the product of a

manufacturer in the world, dating back to 1842, owns the original patents on
the flexible photographic film which made the movies possible, introduced the
first hand camera, and has always had the highest reputation for the practical
efficiency of its cameras and photographic equipment, and the correct mechaniIts cameras have been discal principles on which they have been based.
tinguished, above all, by adaptability to the user for whom they are provided.
This fine old company, by

its

merger with Agfa, has been reinforced by

technical and other resources of unlimited extent, with the result that

—

it is

in a

American public as it was never served before with sensitized products and photographic equipment that represent the brains and technical enterprise of America and Europe combined.
position to serve the

company, old in experience, young and alert
with a two-year guarantee.
submits the Cine-Ansco
It is this

770

—

in spirit,

which now

'",'?'*'«nM.«-n*.,„)|

fc^rClne Rim
'»'«einCine-C,mer«

""wwiwi. .«i"«»«uai«

'
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Simplicity.
GEARED

to the

man

the average

simple, sure

—

mechanical instincts of
or

woman —

obvious,

new CINE-ANSCO makes

the

amateur movies a straightforward operation.
Loading

all in

No

derstand.

one plane and easy

uncertainty, no guessing, no

awkward manipulation.

A

simplified exposure

made

it

in

its

A camera
easy

to

beautiful Florentine hand-

leather covering, and

fection of

A

surprise you.

— by

and

will impress

real piece of craftsmanship

movie work.

for the finest variety of

And

simplified per-

its

form and features

the mere pulling out of a but-

Positive in action.

ton —

table, intelligible at

camera, operating instantly and evenly at four

it

transforms

a slow-motion

to

itself

times normal speed.

Practical.

a glance.

hold,

to un-

See

.

For yourself, for your

easy to

friends, for

operate,

everyone

in-

convenient to carry, and

terested in 16 Millimeter

of logical easy shape to

movies

set

down

a bag.

as

good

as

can be

—

we recommend
the new CINE-ANSCO.

had,

or to pack into

Sturdy.

The New

CINE-ANSCO
FOR BOTH SLOW-MOTION
AND NORMAL-SPEED PICTURES

AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION,
BIIVGHAMTON,

CINE-ANSCO $120.00 ....

CARRYING CASE

$15.00

TS

K^W

VOKK

Please send me literature and complete information
on the new Cine-Ansco.

P^ame
Address

771
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FOR Slcody
AMATEUR
MOVlEy*-

When

Professionals

Turn Amateur!

SHQDT EVERY
PICTURE FROM

A TRIPOD

mm. cameras
THE NEW 16professionals
are turning

into

amateurs.

enthusiastic

They

use

Thalhammer Tripod

and Pano-Tilt to hold their pri"Bodyvate cameras steady.

Weave" is no more welcome
their own films than it is
their

commercial productions.

A Thalhammer

EQUIPPED
WITH A
Pano-tilt

in
in

Hght

in

Tripod

is

weight but holds the

camera perfectly steady. The
Pano-Tilt allows you to elevate
or depress the lens with a twist
of the wrist.

thumb

locks the

A

flip

of the

camera straight

ahead or permits a

full,

smooth

panoram swing.
^'ou'll be

proud of your Thal-

hammer equipment.

The

blue-

grey and red lacquering sets off

Mount
YOUK
Projector

ON A
PROJECTOR
PLATE

the polished plating and the

dark oak woodwork.

The better 16 mm. dealers
Thalhammer equipment in
Have them show you
stock.
how you can positively eliminate
"Bodv- Weave" from your films.

have

(Even the person that "Has
may not have a

Everything"

Thalhammer Tripod and PanoTilt for his 16 mm. camera.
That would solve a difficult
Christmas problem, wouldn't
it?)

Carol LoinUara

Popular young Pathe
has been

featured

actress,

who

recently in such

"High J' ol tage," "Big
News" and "The Racketeer."
pictures as

81
LIKE THE
IPROFESSIONALSI

DO123 South Fremont Ave., Los Angeles
772

IMO'VME IHy%KCERS

Index
^tna

To

Advertisers

Agfa Ansco Corp
Arc Film Co
Artograph Co.

TWAS THE

820

Life Insurance Co.

770-1

NIGHT BEFORE

774

832
818
835
810-11. 823, 848
Bell & Howell Co.
826, 845
Brooks, Burleigh
774
Browne Film Co.
828
Carbona Products Co.
828
Central Camera Co.
773
Inc.
Cine Art Productions,
829
Co.
Accessories
Cinematic
832
Clark Cine Service
781
Cohen's Exchange, Abe
835
Columbus Photo Supply
777
Cullen
828
Dahme, Inc., F. A. A
832
De Moulin Corp., The
841
Drem Products Corp
806-7, 813, 847
Eastman Kodak Co.
822
Inc.
Eastman Kodak Stores.
839
Empire Prints
827
Eno's Art Titles
828
Expert Film Lab., Inc.
774
Fischer's Camera Service, Inc.
833
Gillette Camera Stores, Inc.
Goerz American Optical Co.. C. P. 831
822
Graf Lens Co.
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Harvey & Lewis Co., The
826
Hattstrom & Sanders
766
Hayden Co., A. C.
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Co.
Huesgen
Herbert &
832
Holmes Lectures, Inc., Burton
824
Home Film Libraries, Inc.
779
Home-Talkie Machine Corp.
828
Kelsey Co., The
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Kleena-Fylm Corp.
830
Kodascope Editing & Titling
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Kodascope Libraries, Inc.
828
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832
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767
Meyer & Co., Hugo
836
Moviecraft Studio
837
National All-Movie Sales Co.
821
National Film Publicity Corp.
836
Navilio Film Exchange, J.
826
Niezoldi & Kramer
832
Northeast Products Co.
828
No-Wat-Ka Studio
775-6, 830
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
814
Q R S-De Vry Corp.

For
The Night Before
Christmas

Bass Camera Co.
Beaded Screen Corp.

CHRISTMAS

Youngsters and Oldsters will
be thrilled

alike

Cleinent C.

as

Moore's immortal poem comes to
life on your home movie screen.
This picturization of the delightful
Christmas story is an ever popular
number of the Cine-Art Library.

Your

dealer has

35

SINGING

AND TALKING

it.

35 Singing and

PICTUKES

Talking Pictures
Cine Art announces thirty-five
brand new singing and talking pictures to run and play on your

•

Home
I

Talkie.

These pictures

fea-

ture Hollywood's well Jcnown players of the professional talking

Records are standard 78

screen.

recordings.

24 Two-reel
Comedies

Christie

By

exclusive

arrangement with

the Christie Film

Company, Cine-

Art now offers twenty-four of these
wholesome, laugh producing films.

There

will be four

new

ones each

month.

"The News"
is

Cine-Art Amateur Movie News
a wide awake monthly magazine

that carries stories of interest to the
It is distributed free.

amateur.

CATALOGUES
is a new Cine- Art CataIt shows
logue just off the press.
stills from, and describes, the new
Ask your dealer for a
releases.

There

copy or write direct

to

24 TWO REEL
CHRISTIE

COMEDIES

Reynolds. Ernest M.

830
825
826
837
Sekaer, P. Ingemann
843
Stumpp & Walter Co.
Teitel Co., Albert
828
817
Testrite Instrument Co.
772
Thalhammer Corp.
Tri-State Distributors
839
Truvision Projection Screen Corp. 780
Victor Animatograph Co., Inc.
809
Vitacolor Corp.. Max B. Du Pont
815
826
Westphalen. Leonard
822
Williams. Brown & Earle, Inc.
Willoughbys
768
829
Wollensak Optical Co.
843
Wondersigns Corp.
819
Zeiss, Inc.. Carl

Saubiac & Son
Scheibe, Geo. H.

Cine-Art Productions Inc.
6060 Sunset Boulevard
Hollnvood, Calif.

Jn

—
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FEATURED RELEASES
For
the

Bell & Howell

Trail
America's first Air-Travel-Scenic of the
Leading
States.
United
Southwestern
cities; winding rivers; rugged mountains
end famous peaks; world's largest oil fields
and tank farms; great salt basins; historic
missions of San Antonio; Kelly and Brooks

American aviation;
of
cradles
Treasure Island; Gulf of Mexico are just
a few of the many places that pass before
Fields,

in an amaziniS pictoria. continuity as Vou
giant cabin plane over 2,0GU miles to behold the wonders oi nature and the works o
man in this scenic planescape from the AIR! !
The outstanding picture of the year. Six months
Brought to
Perfect photography.
in production
600 leet,
you at the cost of ordinary pictures.

your eyes
a

—

$45.00

^5i,3n^

"The Sweetest Story Ever Told"
An

the

depicting

educational

making.

art

fine

of

Highly instructive and entertaining.

16mm

feet.

candy
200

$15. UO

"The Spurt of Kings"
day at the track of America's newest and finest
two million dollar racing plant—Arlington Downs.
Unusual closeup Akeley follow shots of famous
horses and jockeys as they leave the post on
their wild ride around the track to the finish line.

A

A

thrill in

every frame.

200

"From Forest

feet,

16mm. ..$15.00

Home"

to

From the tree in the forest to the creation of a
and
fine piece of artistic furniture, is the unusual
highly instructive story of this entertaining film.
200

feet.

SIS-OO

16mm

"The

Staff of Life"

Ultramodern

methods

over

loaves

100.000
of our

food

diet

employed

daily

— bread.

of

in

out

turning

most important
Automatic, scientific
the

machinery performs almost human operations in
making this educational an important addition to
$15.00
200 feet, 16mm
every library.

"The International Beauty Pageant"
beautiful bathing beauties of the Universe pass in review in the most colorful pageant
Unusual closeups and perfect phoof all time.
tography will make every lover of art and beauty
$15.00
want this one. 200 feet, 16mm

Ihe most

For sale outright.
At your dealer or direct,

Pictures
Producers of Mastercraft
sound and talking sequences
Ft. Worth, Texas
1943 Fairmouiit Ave.
Silent or with

FISCHER'S
CAMERA SERVICE, Inc.
Amateur Motion

Picture

Equipment

CHICAGO

EAST ERIE STREET

"Cristug"
The Most Beautiful Story of the
Life of Christ Ever Filmed
tha
The picti
hearts of mankind.
In

seven

reels

'ill

— for

li'

forever

16mm.

the

projectors,

Price $200.
including Zeppelin Flisht and
Spain, the greatest bullfight pic

150 others,

Romance

in

ture ever made.

Send lor

list.

ARC FILM
774

CO.

Chicago,

111.

A

vivid

are also offered, in addition to six comedies:

Hall, two 400 ft. reels, with Lloyd
Hamilton; The Cloud Hopper, two 400 ft. reels,

ffis Better

with Larry Semon; Naughty Boy, a Lupino Lane
comedy of domestic triangles, two 400 ft. reels;
Open House, a Johnnie Arthur and Lucille Hutton
farce, two 400 ft., reels; The Movie Hound, a
of mistaken identity, one 400 ft., reel,
and a Felix comedy, one 400 ft. reel, Felix. Hunts
The Hunter. Information on these or the many
other Filmo Library releases may be had from
Filmo dealers or the Bell Howell Company

comedy

direct.

The
Browne Film Co., Ft. Worth, Texas.
unfolds before one in Flying The
Golden Trail. 600 ft., a most interesting scenic
review taken from the air. The Sweetest Story
Ever Told, 200 ft., depicting the art of candy
making; Ttui Sport ol Kings, 200 ft., a day at
the race track, Arlington Downs, with closeups
of famous horses and jockeys; From Forest To
SouthwBst

Home, 200 ft., tracing the complete process of
the manufacture of a piece of fine furniture: The
lnternati<}7tal Beauty Pageant, 200 ft., a review
of the recent Galveston contest, and The Staff of
Life, 200 ft., an interesting educational on the
baking of bread in a huge modern bakery, complete the December offerings of this library.
Cine-Art Productions, Inc., Hollywood,
picturization of C. C. Moore's poem. The
.A
Night Before Christmas, seems most appropriate
for the Christmas eve projection party. Thirty-five
singing and talking pictures for the home talkie
outfit, twenty four two reel Christie Comedies,
and four new ones are promised each month.
new descriptive catalog of recent releases is
available on request.

A

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y. Four
exciting races in which clever animated models
in the guise of thorobreds fight it out to the
finish as they thunder down the home stretch,
make up the Cinegraph Sweepstakes. Each race
is
on a fifty foot roll, the entire sweepstakes
Unless the reels are
being in two hundred feet.
marked it is impossible to tell in advance which
This original movie game
horse will win.
should be a thrilling addition to the home enterEmpire Prints, New York

City.
This library
on Palestine that seems especially
new series of
for Christmas.
travel pictures by Eloise Maci, covering Japan,
China and the Philippines, are also announced,
as well as 100 foot subjects on historic events,
travel, special happenings, sports and comedies.
.K descriptive catalog is available.
lists

a

reel

appropriate

Burton Holmes Lectures,

A

Inc., Chicago,

111

beautiful and thrilling little film. Mid Winter
Sports in Quebec, pictures the excitement of
The
toboganning.
curling, snow shoeing and
World Catalog, issued by this library, lists many
other subjects of educational and entertaining
content.
.A.

Synchronized

Libraries, Inc., New York City.
made for the children, Schoenhut's
Circus, a 100 foot animated cartoon of these
their antics, should prove
performing
famous toys
Felix Goes West
a fascinating treat, indeed!
and a complete line of 100 ft. Felix Cartoons
These films are available
also offered.
are
through any of an extensive list of international
Especially

Tov

dealers.

Kodascope Libraries. Inc., New York CityEagte ol the Sea, Paramout, and Ella Cinders,
with Colleen Moore, First National, are the
featured offerings for December. Pirates, galleons
the skull and cross bones, and picturesque
New Orleans of 1820 are among the fascinating
features of the former. A movie contest in which
Miss Moore wins the golden rewards of Holly-

flying

wood forms the basis of the second picture. The
new descriptive catalog of this pioneer library is
available to

still

all

amateurs.

National Film Publicity Corp., St. Louis,
Four synchronized musical releases The
Mo.
RecordioH Orchestra, 400 ft., a medley of popular hits; Toyland Fantasie, 300 ft., featuring
Cliff Friedrickson, the Boy Accordionist; Cotton
Pickers Melody Boys, 200 ft., with the Singing
Southland Boys, and Recordion Revue, 200 ft.,
concerning youth and beauty on parade are offered the home synchronization enthusiast.

—

Ne
Pathe Exchange, Educational De
York City. A series of ten subjects on Human
and Physical Geography, edited at Harvard University
library

together
list,

to

for classroom use. is offered by this
on 16 as well as 35 mm. These films,
with other educationals on the Pathe

are vivid, interesting and especially helpful
children of school age, whether shown at
or in the cla

home

Calif.

tainment library.

COiMPANY
BROWNE FILM Motion

154

Co.,

and powerful drama. Scars of Jealousy, five 400
"Cajan" boy
ft. reels, portrays the struggle of a
of the Old South in his rescue of the dissolute
son of his benefactor, representing the new upper
Four new vaudeville acts: No. 1,
social strata.
world famous rooster act, 100 ft.; No. 2, unique
horse, dog and bear act, 100 ft.; No. 3, a Hindu
fire eater and sword swallower novelty, 100 ft.,
and No. 4, a monkey, donkey and pony act, 100
ft.,

Home-Talkie Machine Corp.

acts and song hits by Broadway favorites, venharjazz bands and
marionettes,
triloquists,
monists are offered for the home talkie program
by this library.

Home Film

library field.

Qolden

in

Projectors

Particularly
.Arc Film Co., New York City.
appropriate for the Christmas showing should be
the religious film. Cristas, a beautiful study of
tn
Romance
Flight,
the life of Christ, Zeppelin
Spain and nearly 150 other interesting subjects
are also offered by this new entry to the home

'Flying

fly

Home

Exchange, Pathegrams Deft.. New
Rod LaRoque, as the dashing CapThe Fighting Eagle, portrays a role of

Pathe

Y'ork City.
tain

in

army and court intrigue. Duels, a near court
martial and secret service operations involving a
beautiful countess make this a very entertaining
program picture. Our Gang in Fire Fighters
Barnare as mischievous and engaging as ever.
yard Flapper, 100 ft., concerns the fury, fights
and flirtations of barnyard inhabitants and is
lit and
an especially clever reel for children,
Up, a scenic replete with interesting camera
angles, and an Aesop Fable, Five Orphans ol
is
cheer
ChrisUnas
the Storm, 100 ft., in wkich
brought to five lonely puppies, complete this
month's featured offerings.
Pathex, Inc.,

New York

City.

The

library of

for Pathe 9J/^ mm. Projectors contain the
following new pictures: Our Gang in Dog Days,
one super reel; Crystal Champions, one super
reel, and Tarpon Fishing, one reel, both Grantland Rice Sportlights; Alaskan .idvenlures, two
super reels; Hair-Raising Moments, one reel,
and three Aesop's Fables, Alaska or Bust, one
reel, The Magnetic Bat, two reels, and The Fly-

films

ing Age, three reels.

Ernest M. Reynolds, Cleveland, Ohio. An
unusually delightful film cruise. The Scenic Hudson River, pictures this famous waterway. New
York Harbor, a film study of the activities of
America's greatest harbor, with the sky line of
the Metropolis in the background, is also ofThe new Gold Seal Catalog lists many
fered.
other Reynolds pictures.

!

MO'^MC

!

IM/1LK.EIKS

PATHEGRAMS PRESENTS

ROD LA ROCQVE

in

THE FIGHTING EAGLE
HAVER

with PHYLLIS
A romantic, adventuresome tale of the glamorous
days of the First Napoleon, with Rod La Roque
portraying the dashing role of Captain Etienne
Gerard, secret agent of the Emperor. Plots and
counter - plots, duels and narrow escapes from
dangerous situations, splendid settings and brilliant costumes give this film unusual interest for
voung and old. A picture that is different and
well worth having in your library! Buy or rent
it

from your

local dealer.

No. 7041—400 Feet— .S30.00.

ANOTHER DIVERTING
«ANIiJ

COMEDY

OUR
//i

FIRE

FIGHTERS

//

The gang builds a fire engine, using what they
think is a water tank, but what really turns out
to be a still loaded to the limit with bootleg
At the first fire the barnyard animals gather
round, and taste the overflowing "water" from
You'll rock
the engine. Then the fun starts
with laughter at the antics of the animals and
learn incidently that they are real actors
!

No. 7037—400 Feet— $30.00.

A CLEVER ANIMAL COMEDY
A

TIMELY AESOP'S FABLE

Five Orphans of the

How

Storm— No. 70 10—100 Ft.— $7.50

Blackie's unselfish action brought Christmas rheer

to five lonely orphan puppies!
A story with a wholesome spirit, very appropriate to
show the youngsters on Christmas
Eve. Theyll enjoy their own happiness the more for knowing that
Blackie and the puppies share it!

Barnyard Flapper— No. 7038—100 Feet—.S7.50
Another exhibition of reallv remarkable animal acting.
Old Pop Duck, Ma Duck. Miss Plymouth Rock and Old
Tige the Dog provide the fun in this picture of domestic

PATHEGRAMS
mm.

can

projector

Up and
thrilling

Up— No.

7039—100 Feet— $7..50

fili7i

p A T H E o K
ASK YOUR DEALER OR WRITE FOR CATALOGS

see it!

record of the ascent of the "Needle" in
The camera
the Cumberland Mountains of England.
depicts a perjiendicular climb of a half mile through
some of the most wonderful scenerv ever ])hotograplied.
A reel vou'U watch over and over without tiring of it.

be run on any standard
16

when you

AN UNFORGETTABLE SCENIC
A

ALL

complications in the barnyard. You'll laugh as loud

as the children

:

PATHE EXCHANGE

-;-

\

M

35 WEST 45th STREET,

S

NEW YORK

:

CITY

•ECEIVa^EIC m929

vJive

Economical Happiness

this

The gift of a projector to a family is a perfect present.
It brings to the home the romance of the world
.

beauty

and

laughter

,

.

.

education

and

.

.

instruction

how unwise to make
with no
BUT
upkeep. A prothought of the
a gift

future

jector for

which films are too expensive,

will gather dust.

How
Motor

with the perfeaed Pathe

different

Projector. Films cost about one-third

home

of the price of films for other

pro-

jectors.

For example:

A full length Pathe Super Film costs $9.50.
The

film

identical

for other

projectors

costs $30.00.

Think of
tor.

this

when your

Remember

Library there

is

that

gift is a Projec-

the

in

Pathe

Film

immediately available more

than 400 subjects covering almost every

phase of

human

interest

sport, art, science, travel

— comedy,

drama,

and education.

Films range in cost from 75 cents to $9.50.

None more

simple

There cannot possibly be a more simple
projector to operate. Insert a film, push
the end into the film track, close the Projector and turn on the current from an
electric switch. A turn of a screw focuses
the picture
and that is all. No previous
experience is essential to be able to operate
the Pathe Projector in a few minutes.

—

PATHEX

INC., 35

Send for

We are printing a

new

Library, with releases

this

list

up

of the Pathe Film

to January

1,

1930.

Write for this and for any information you
need about Pathe Home Motion Picture
Equipment.

WEST 45th

STREET,

NEW YORK

Automatic Motion Picture

Pafhe CAMERA
776

8C

PROJECTOR

!•«»'«' ME I»a/%>^F-IKS

GIPT GUIDE

Make your own
easy
Title
in
to

a

titles

in

this

i

The Wondersiern Ma
Board and Kod
non-glaring metal background

way.

blaclc

which magnetic letters can be apolied
any formation. The back of the board
the linest Kodacol
board and Kadacolor screen for the price
in

is

.$30

CULLEN

70-D

CASE

^DECEMBER
^--^
%v
The Three

Neu.

7T,.n,bers unii re

up membership

MOVIE MAKERS

goes

^^^Na
^^>C^^

\C'^%)\

addition to that sent to

V^^^k
^^^i<''''^\

the friend.
J.

Old memhers who renew

their

bership during this one remaining

December

of

will

receive

memmonth

a League leader

To

the

Date

105 West 40th Street,

Y

until
UlllU

1-

(T

Tlprpmhpr j,l
2T \xnll
Wlli
UtLtTUOtT
11

1

1

^K\

TT.,_'1.^1

•

1

^^^-"^^

^LV^'W'

jK.

^L\ ^>?^^''^^V

^K\

'-V^^i/^

/h ^^^^
^^^A
^W

^^V^^V- j\.
^L\ •->^'f'^^

Leader You Want

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE.

OKTT

™^^ ^^^^ iiolcl. Until then
vvfe-^
^^V^"v' vV
VV^^<\v yOU may Outam DOth lOr

with our compliments. If your membership
expires during this one month you are exceptionally lucky. If this is not the case you can
bend luck to your own desire by sending in your
renewal in advance of the due date.

specify JFidth of

•

i

^^ ^^^^'l^^

will receive a leader for their

in

'C

^^V'^V^Vv

Old memhers who send us a
paid membership apphcation for a

2.

use,

in

i

V^^Tv^ compieted tiim, certiiymg to your
\\^lv'V^
\vKa\ membership.
i

to

every member.

own

Amateur Cinema League

makes its special holiday offer of a
VC^^ membership and an animated League
kadcr, to be spUced before your

and a leader, 35 mm, 16
mm., or 9 mm. as specified.

fnend

—The

\^^

Special Offering:
1.

ONLY

^^^s. AGAIN

Points of This

ceive a paid

MONTH

^^

V(^§p>K
^A^^^'^^S.

Inc.

New York

City.

^V^>aS.
^V^ ^V

accept the invitation of the Amateur Cinema League. Inc..
^^V^^fv VV
become an annual League member. My check for Five Dol'^^i-^^^'^^
lars, payable to Amateur Cinema League. Inc., is enclosed in
^^V^^^ ..^^
membership
special
dues.
of
which
the
payment for the
S2.00
^^\ >:^- >\
rate for a year's subscription to Movie Makers. (Non-member rate
^K\ '^^'^^
I

^^

to

i.s

$3.00; Foreign $3.50.1

^^VIA^^OK
^^\ '^V^'^'^^V

It is nnderstood that imnicdiatply upon my ploetioii I am to bpcome entitled to all
the priTileges of the Leagne. It is also understood that there are no duties or oliligations connected with this membership other than those which I may volnntarily assnnie
from time to time.

Name
Street

778

_

^^\ J'^^V' \vV
^^y\ ^\j':^.'\\
^^\ -^i-^T \\
^KV^S^^'^^V.

City

State

^L\ ^^\\ \\

1

Z"

JMO'^'BE IMAICEIKS

Announcing

Portable Talking Picture Equipment
BRINGS

talking movies into the

standard (35

mm)

home

for users of

projectors of any make.

supreme for the family.

An

The

gift

equally appreciated gift

for an institution, church, club or school.

Attaches to any

standard portable or stationary projector without an extra

motor.

Easy to operate.

Perfect synchronization.

Excel-

lent tonal quality.

Assures a talkie performance on a par

with the best

modern

in the

theatre.

THE

$250

UNIT

ATTACHES TO

PRICES OF

16mm PROJECTORS

VARIOUS AMPLIHERS ON REQUEST

HOME-TALKIE MACHINE CORP.
220

West 42nd

Street,

New York

City
779'

m»ec:eimiber 1929

780

IM«»'WIE

IM^KERS

KSIT
PERFECT

FOR

mm
Depth

Bell

MOVIES/

MO

& Howell F I L

Definition

Natural Vision
Quality
Portable
Brilliance

Swift-Set

Low

Jf'asliahle

Cost

PORTABLE PROJECTION SCREENS
Available in Every Desired Screen Type
Sturdy, transportation-proof wooden cases of excellent appearance, exceptionally light weight, containing the famous Truvision
Screen at the
MARKET.
PRICES

ON THE

LOWEST

1— W.
2— W.

40"
48"

.30"
.36"

$14.50
17.00

Full information and prices of all other sises
furnished on request.

DREM
EXPOSURE

The Akeley Cammakers of

era, Inc.,

METERS

some of the

picture

finest

motion

standard

equipment

for professional use,

Instant, Automatic,

Correct
any
everywhere.

They prevent waste and
any time

—

failures in

unrestrainingly

en-

light-

dorse
Lenses

We Recommend

DREMOPHOT
:2 lens
xcellent

for all Filmos 70, 75 and 70-0

lo

make some

your

with

tests

as

50

follows:

mm. Xenon

quality.
ig

them

to

anyone desiring:

to

.•\KELEV
J.

^
lI?

F.

C.'iMERA,
Howell.

INC.

and Treas.
(Signed)

Sec.

4" Schneider Telex-Xcnar /:3.8 high speed telephoto lens ^75.00
2" Xenon f:2 extreme speed lens
55.00
,
1" Xenon
37.50
f:2 extreme speed lens

ABE COHEN'S EXCHANGE
FULTON
formerly

113

Park Row, N. Y.

At

120

get

quality in photographi.
Very truly yours,

GINOPHOT
Universal Meter for all Cine Cameras
complete with sole leather case, S 12.50

had occasion
and your

Schneider

STREET,

Near Nassau

Street

N. Y.

Mail Inquiries
Given Immediate
Attention

781
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ALLMEYER
770-99
1"

Focus

FOR FILMO 70 AND 70 D
AND VICTOR 16 M/M CAMERAS.

The

ideal lens for surgeons, scientists, naturalists,

advanced amateur and others, who appreciate a
speed 12 times over the normal Fj3'5 lens —a rapidity
the

far in excess of anything achieved until now.

HE

Dallmeyer /:0-99

is

indeed

a

miracle oF optica!

achievement, as

it

permits

greater speed than heretofore obtainable.
It

possesses a larger aperture than any other movie camera lens and makes

amateur cinematography possible the year round,— under

weather conditions.

literally

It

transforms night into day.

objects clearly, distinctly and to the extreme

edge

sorts oF

all
It

light

and

defines scenes and

of an exceedingly

wide

field of

view.

The /:0-99 can be employed where lenses of lesser speed are useless,— in the
home at night, in the rain and at the theatre. You can snap night scenes and rapidly
moving objects under adverse light conditions.
In

of

short, the

DALLMEYER,

/:0-99 maintains the superb lens making traditions of the
for three generations has been the undisputed leader in

which

HOUSE
this field-

Price S125.00
HERBERT & HUESGEN
Distributors for the United

18

COMPANY
States

EAST 42nd STREET

NEW YORK
cj^sk your Q)edler to show you the R£)orld's ^aste^t £ens

782
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"T has become

I

President

to

_fi

tradition for the

either

foregather with

Owing

the membership on this page

nevertheless.
It is

a

not altogether without significance that this

come

response to joining an amateur cinema organization.
But the thing had, and probably always will have,
a compelling charm to it. There was a favorable
response and many of the most confirmed nonjoiners came in, so that we were able to create our

same agreeable sensation is enjoyed by those of us
who have seen fit to foregather in groups. In fact,
it may not be too much to say that if there is one
outstanding feature in all amateur cinematography
during the past year, it is the pleasure that we amateurs have experienced in our foregatherings. There
is something entirely different in it from any other

Amateur Cinema League.

present

thus, as we look back over the three years
we have carried on, we have just a little feeling
of pride. Our League and our Movie Makers have
been very successful. Those of us who could not

<L And,

intercourse.

that

the
C The competitive screenings of amateurs from
idea,
different states, or the "competitive salon"

as

see joining have missed a great deal. It is interesting to contemplate what the situation in amateur

has come to be known, has provided one of the
vehicles for foregathering. Connecticut established
its best amateur dramatic, its best amateur general
and its best amateur color films by competitive

it

cinematography would have been today had we all
"gone It alone" rather than joined together. This
world would have been just a little bit less enjoydistinct advance in
able a place in which to live.
cinematic art probably would not have come to
pass, for one of the results of amateur foregathering has been to create an entirely new and very
much worth while form of cinematic art. Already
the more discriminating of the public are beginning
to indicate a preference for advanced amateur films

screenings between the Hartford Amateur Movie
Club and the New Haven Amateur Motion Picture
Club. These screenings were preceded by dinners
given by each Club to the other and I believe I
express the opinion of all of those who were present when I say that the affairs were exceedingly

A

much worth while. We cer^
were shown means for extracting considerably
more pleasure from our cameras than would have
been the case had we not thus foregathered.

enjoyable and very
tainly

over what the professional

matter resides the basic
Amateur Cinema League. When
back of
amateur motion picture making was first introduced
It was quickly seen that some means was needed.
this entire

is

bers during the

ing

the international

coming

service;

it

year.

League

offers a

photoplay consulting service;

consulting and organizing service;

organization of movie amateurs founded, in 1926, to

offers a club

serve the amateurs of the world and to render effec-

ducts a film exchange for amateur clubs. Movie

cinematography as an
and as a human recreation. The League spreads over

(iftv

countries of the world.

It offers

mem-

ceremony and

looks forward with keen anticipation to the foregatherings which he is to enjoy with his fellow mem-

tive the amateurs' contribution to
art

his fellow

this

A Word About the Amateur Cinema
Amateur Cinema League

offers.

The President once again greets
C
very pleasant annual
bers on

Underlying
C
idea
our

THE

page, or in
together.
none of

printed

to the fact that

us really accepted amateur motion
picture making other than as a
diversion, and also from the fact that we are al
continually being asked to join so many organizations, leagues and societies, the pioneers seriously
questioned whether there would be a favorable

every December. The President
has always extracted considerable
pleasure from this proceeding. Just why, is not altogether plain, but the pleasure is a very real one,

C

in

actuality, for us to

is

its official

publication and

is

owned by

it

it

con-

Makers
The

the League.

directors listed below are a sulflcient warrant of the high

type of our association.

a technical consult-

Amateur Cinema League,

Inc.,

Your membership

is

invited.

Directors

Vice-President

STEPHEN
Architect, of

EARLE

C.

ANTHONY

Director of the National
Association of Broadcasters

ROY

D.

CHAPIN

Chairman, Board of Directors
Hudson Motor Car Company

.4DDRESS Inquiries to

W.
30 E. 42nd

E.

VOORHEES

F.

New York

City

HANMER

St.,

New

Yorii City

C. R. DOOLEY
Personnel Manager,
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y.

AMATEUR CINEM.X

LEE F.
Director of Recreation,
Russell Sage Foundation

COTTER

LE.A.GUE,

Inc., 105

West 40th

VANDERPOEL

FLOYD

L.

Scientist,

of Litchfield.

Street.

New

York,

Conn.

New York

I
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PORTRAIT OF A PROJECTOR
An Unique Camera Study By
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N
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OBLIVION

IS

Of The Remarhahle

<lA Survcv

So, jorward side by side they've

marched

CONQUERED

For years that number three;
And the records of that Tyro band

Have made

TYROSand
still

no longer, but a band
for years to come, for

union

is

the magic idea thai

made such phenomenal advance
possible. How often have we read the

has

phrases, "the amateurs have created
the market and the trade has supplied
the goods," or, "amateur consumption
has been so pronounced that the trade

able to announce a cut in price,"
and have rejoiced in the law of cycles
demand supply growth mass pro-

is

—

duction

—

—

— price

tography.

Why?

created a

common

Because

there

Following this, after
search and experimentation

long
to

re-

by the exchange of ideas, by the recepand interchange of suggestions and
service, by the desire to experiment in
order that new ideas might be contributed and, finally, by the sheer joy of
the things accomplished as the result
of that experimenting. Among the most
important contributions to the continued
interest of amateurs and the advance

evolve

equipment which would meet
every reasonable amateur requirement
16mm. reversal film appeared and small,
compact, really portable cameras were
invented and were offered to movieminded people at reasonable prices.
The response was immediate and
stories began to appear in newspapers
first
about celebrities and their
cameras and, eventually, about many
others who also were doing interesting
practical

—

of

their

productions are the superior

quality and the variety of the cameras,

projectors and accessories which have

been

placed continually
reach by the "Trade."
Let us, therefore, look

within

reduction!

things

with

per-

als that

sonal

motion

pic-

given

us

which

to

were almost unknown. Professional motion pictures had long had their established place as one of the great industries of the world but there were only
a few who were attracted to personal
motion picture making with the bulky,
cameras.

professional

Ex-

plorers and

some travelers had desired
a less awkward machine and less expensive film that would be safe to show

t

apparatus.

u r e

Small 35mm. cam-

were soon
evolved and

with

available

several

16mm.

9y2nim. equipment

cameras,
several 3.5mm.

introduced.
little

have been

accomplish. Three years
ago there were

eras

A

their

at the materi-

Five years ago amateur movie makers

expensive,

was

stimulated

interest

tion

film history.
lived.

—

Amateur Kquipment

Progress Achieved hi

By Katherine M. Comstock

and one 9mm.

more

than three years
ago a small group
of
devoted ama-

These

were

made and

of

well

the

best materials, al-

in their

homes.

teur

satisfying that need.

28mm.

realized that thou-

though they were
not the improved

non-inflammable film had appeared and.
for a few years, had enjoyed a limited
favor, but the reduction in bulk and

sands of people in
the world owned

amateur

home movie cam-

day.
to

in schools, churches

Aimed

cost

a

at

and

was not great enough

general

fans

of

these 28mni.

projectors,

by the way.

and projectors and naturally
supposed that the

own

use of this equip-

use.

hand-cranked

achieve

movie

One

to

especially equipped to generate

its

instruments

eras

used to show the savages pictures of
themselves taken on an earlier trip. It

application of

was ripe

produced

gether.

unbounded astonishment
among those untutored folk who had

banding

of the wider

movies.
all

The time

these folk

to-

light

in

be-

cause of the lack
speed lenses,
although
a
fast
lens was being developed for the increased exposure necessary in slow motion cinematography

to-

and a telephoto lens had already been
produced. Two or three kinds of lighting units had been introduced for in-

probably never before seen their own

The Amateur Cinema League
was born and, shortly after. Movie
Makers made its bow as the proponent

reflections in that mirrorless land.

of the

The popularity of the 28mm. equipment was never great and it was short-

world.

amateur cinematographers of the

From

taken

of

ment would interest its owners in
advancing their knowledge
for

the

Pictures had

be

good

electricity for lighting, was carried by
the Martin Johnsons on their first return trip to a cannibal island and was

home

iias

that lime dates the phe-

nomenal advance of amateur cinema-

door portraiture, as had a silver screen,
a rewind and splicing device, a pan-

oram and
firms

titling-lop tripod

were offering

to

and several
and title

edit

E9ECEIMB|-:iS I<»29
major importance.
have thirteen different

films, a service of

available a complete set of filters for

Today we
makes of 16mm. cameras, the majority
of them perfected to a high degree,

each

steady,

clear,

easy to operate, almost

some

them equipped with
lens turrets, various film speeds and
variable viewfinders. Cameras are produced in regular and pocket size and
many of the smallest and most compact
machines allow for interchange of
lenses
and addition of various accesfool-proof,

of lamps, either incandes-

cent or arc, are obtainable for indoor
work. They are equipped with reflectors
spreading the cone of light over a large
area. Swivel and tilting mirror reflec-

precision

trolling

light.

Outdoor
and

used. Midget lamps

moderate
are

at

^^^H

^^

The

now

available in im-

and fade devices,
and combination focus-and-

dissolving

movements

We

of microscopic organisms.
have distance meters; we have a

variety

of

fihers

for

getting

fog

and

diffused-screen effects. There are floating irises and the like, for registering
the tones of black or white and halftone; there are olor filters, graduated
filters
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and

^^^

^^^^^^B

exposure meters. The revolving turrets
hold a plurality of lenses which can be
changed by simple adjustment and
there are micro-focusing viewfinders
which make possible the photography
of

or

non-wrin-

upon. We
even obtain

may

variable finder units, exposure

vignetters

auto-

beaded

carry, easy to
operate and good

Accessories include lenses for photographing in all kinds of weather or
light, long-focus, microscopic and speed
objectives, wide-angle lenses and supplementary lenses for special and trick
meters,

action,

-

to

latest,

to

^_

filter-holders

that

make

H

one that

is

a par-

tapestry

lor

oration
in use.

dec-

when not
It is made

usable by drawing

down

screen

the

from under the valence, as a
shade is drawn.
Among the time and film-saving devices that insure good pictures are exposure meters, distance meters, a combined attachment for the camera which
secures both accurate focus and correct
exposure and a footage meter which
clicks out a warning of the feet of film
that have been exposed, thus preventing wastage. Printers, developing and
drying racks, reel-holders and other
necessities for home developing and
surface

printing

are obtainable

when

desired.

chemical solutions for this
type of work have been perfected.
Tripods have been produced in various forms and are able to do almost
anything but walk. There are automatic
panoram attachments, table tripods,
Simplified

ball

doing

by an eager audience.
have been improved so
that we now have several types of
16mm., 35mm. and 9mm machines,
flickerless, self-threading, easy to focus

and

panoram and

tilting

tops,

that

fold

is

entirely feas-

persons.

Splicer-viewer and rewind machines,
that relieve all eyestrain by enlarging

the tiny picture frame to several times
its

size

and presenting

it

right side

up

for inspection, have been invented for
us. The most perfect of these machines
makes the whole business of splicing
almost entirely automatic. We can buy
title-writers for making our own titles

which clamps on in
camera and photographs
hand-drawn title by transmitted light,
or we can engage the services of one
of several excellent titling companies
and have our films edited and titled for
us at a nominal price.
Files and chests in various forms
have been created for the storage of
films in humidor cans. We can puror

a

title-hood,

front of our

a

chase a humidifying solution, a film
cleaner and a machine for cleaning,
polishing

and

prolonging

films with the least

the

life

of

possible effort or

v/e can have our films protected by a
scratch-proof process. Realizing the reaction of wives to having houses clut-

to

sticks.

pr'^tective velvet-lined drawers, splicers

fasten-

(Continued on page 820)

which

up completely,

make good-looking walking
Clamps have been created for

16mm. projection

and highly satisfactory before audiences of as many as five hundred
ible

up with all this equipment, as
the discomfort of having to
abiut for it, new combination
cabinets have been made by the amateur industry which, besides storing
cameras, projectors, screens, lenses in

can be firmly locked when so desired,
tripod heads that fit the vest pocket
or tripods that

They can be obtained,
hand or motor-driven, for alteror direct electric current and

to operate.

need only to be plugged into any ordinary wall socket. Particularly has the
development of 16mm. projectors advanced and it can now be safely said

to look

proved form, together with an accompanying projector and film library.

effects,

screens

kling models, easy

of

is

rolled

very

crystal,

camera,
whose appearance
both in the United States and elsewhere was an early feature of the ama-

movement,

earlier

matic,

% m m.

teur

the

one

antedated
and, perhaps, en-

variety.

be

pilot lights are

silver

which

9

can

flares

the

pejp^K-

couraged the development of the
automatic
16mm.

thus

Projectors

nating

from

the

some

market,

tripods,

left

progressed

prices,

on

also

to

necessity for the hardsteady table that was just the
right size to fit into the available space

either

Several

35mm. cameras,

projectors

to-find,

also available. Projection surfaces have

of

their larger brothers.

and con-

tors aid in diffusing, directing

retaining

sories,

the

of

ing

away with the

lens.

A number

tered
well

as

hunt

1

lO^MC

IM/«MLEICS

WHAT HAS HE DONE WITH IT?
A/i Inquirx Into The Use

THERE

Made Of His Equipment By The Amateur Fihner
By Arthur

can be no doubt tbat the

ranks of amateur movie makers
have enormously enlarged since

Fall

the

light

holding the camera steady and avoiding
too frequent or jiggly panoraming or
tilting.
This improvement is found
among new amateurs, who are starting

country or corner of the world where
they are not busy making films of family or friends, shooting film records or

with

It

'

for

syn-

is

''

1^1

iMf m

Cinematic

Film,

the amathis

equipment as a broad human medium

struck

of self expression with definite artistic
all like to

think?

Exact answers to these questions are
more elusive than are answers concerning the growth of equipment and accessories.

The

technical

consultant

and

the

club and photoplay consultant of the
Amateur Cinema League see approxi-

mately one thousand films of all types
in the course of a year of their services
to League members. However, these
represent only a small fraction of the
total filming of all amateurs. For that
reason, any evaluation of the progress
of the individual amateur and the widening scope of his work demanded the

manufacturers of
film and equipment. This cooperation
given
and the exhas been generously
perience of these manufacturers has
fullest cooperation of

splendidly

supplemented

that

of

the

League's consultants in providing the
basis for this survey.

The experience of all those who see
large numbers of amateur films makes
it

plain that there has been a decided
in such obvious factors as

improvement

such as lightfrom careless
loading in daylight. Although we can
never expect the complete disappearance of these fundamental causes of
film

errors,

resulting

poor films, this progress is distinctly
tncouraging.
There can be no doubt that amateurs
have greatly bettered their exposure
and are becoming more thoroughly
aware of focusing requirements. This

improvement

is

found very markedly

those of longer experience and
beginners show a measurable improve-

among

ment compared

to earlier corresponding

work. Better exposures are found under
a greater variety of conditions than

was formerly the case, when many
unfavorable
movie makers
avoided
This general and
lighting conditions.
consistent improvement would seem to
indicate an increased use of devices
aiding in exact exposure, as well as the
employment of simplified exposure
charts.

There are still many films which
would have been greatly improved by
the use of reflectors to supplement natural light. Although larger numbers of
experienced amateurs are using reflec-

due,

experi-

mental filming of this type
which has been noted is in
the combination of natural

and

artificial

light.

the use

in

of artificial light has

been

marked. One estimate
high as
percent in

as

this

dred

sets

hun-

five

the

la.st

four years. There has been

notable improvement in
scenes
exposure
of

a

the

taken with

and

light,

artificial

ignored in

reflectors, so

work, are often
used in interior
scenes. Results indicate an
outdoor

effectively

knowledge

increasing

of

the correct placing and co-

ordination of camera, lights

and

more obvious

only

the

general,

Steiner's StrikingIn Photoplay

array of equipment? Is he improving
his technique, widening the range of
his subject matter and employing his

we would

con-

fured in this manner are employed only
by the more experienced. This is regrettable because the use of reflectors
is
as simple as their advantages are obvious. In

H20. A First Prize Winner
Magazine's 1929 Contest.

as well as among the older workers.
There seem to be fewer instances of

progress, as

We

m

fine

the

probably

is

The increase

RUSHES AND RIPPLES
An Enlargement Of A 35mni Frame From Ralph
of

is

find that special lighting effects se-

mM Mwni^
ly

cameraman making

ft'

This

sources.

mimi.
tfSk

will continue.

But what use
teur

'

r/fl

sound and motion [jictures, have greatly
widened the horizon of
movie making possibilities.
Beyond doubt this develop-

ment

from dealers.

m mi

chronized

use

largely, to the factor of available time.

4\

-

projectors

instructions

ap-

pearance of the amateur
movie camera, accessories
and facilities have been
extent
an
developed
to
which would have seemed
well nigh impossible five
years ago. Innumerable devices have been invented
and placed on the market
for the amateur's convenience, while major developments, such as natural color
films, special-speed cameras

and

better

photo-

Also, since the

plays.

their

improving, the general body of
movie makers has not yet realized the
value of this aid in controlling natural

first

amateur

and although

tors

--tantly

Amateur enthusiasts have grovsm in
numbers and there is today hardly a

making

And

when 16mm. film
made available.

1924.

of

and cameras were

L. Gale

Russell C. Holslag

The number

reflectors.

of original

experiments being made with interior
lighting is growing. The largest new
use of lighting equipment is found in

and in spemachinery and business

filming industrial processes
cial studies of

routines. This

faction to the

have

is

a great source of satis-

League consultants who
endeavored

constantly

to

give

special services to amateurs undertak-

ing such efforts.

Many more amateur

films are being

This
by the
amateur himself, as well as those done

carefully

increase
for

him

titled

than

includes
at

the

previously.

films

titled

professional

service

to say
whether the number of amateurs making their own titles or those who have
titles made for them is growing faster.
It would seem that, for the present, the

that

difficult

stations,

so

latter is

more common. On the whole,

it

is

the wording of titles seems to be improving and they seem to be more care-

planned to fit film continuity.
However, there is still room for great
improvement in this direction.
There can be no doubt that the phoamateur-made
quality
of
tographic
fully

titles

is

improving. Carelessly framed,

poorly exposed and badly lettered titles
are now infrequent. There has been a
(Continued on page 824)
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SHAKESPEARE WAS A MASTER AT PLOT JUGGLING
U A Scene From The Taming 01 The Shrew For Which He Borrowed

Above

His Prologue From The Arabian Nights

VERSATILE SCENARIOS
That Every Plot

Revciili/ig

YEARS

Is Susceptible

By Epes

ago that

long

so

ago,

W.

Of

Sargent

into

to drill the idea of a play

thick

the

skull

my

of

old

boss.

After I had talked myself hoarse, he
looked up. "Yes. but suppose we can't
get chickens what can act. What then?"

So

and you fade

violin or does card tricks,

movie magnates then made
motion pictures instead of
buying theatres and merging them, I

was trying

Exposure'^

^'Mtiltiple

out on

Davey and the

on the

girl

little

steps, eating chocolate ice cream.

Cinderella but

Consider the story of Cinderella, for
example. Should you not want to film
Cinderella, because your leading woman doesn't care for it or because the
leading man buys the film, you still

Perhaps
dog and a

needn't

to

all

is

it

Still

— different!
to

be a film story of

The dog runs

cat.

a

the cat

over the lot and successfully claims

first

But one day she gets

place.

in

a

corner wheie she can't run and starts

suggested that he might use ducks.
He didn't fire me then for he
never did quite make up his mind

Although you really want a story featuring a male lead, you can still use

was kidding or

the Cinderella plot, but give the hose

scratch.
You dont have to be an
animal trainer to predict the finish. It
is
still
fundamentally the Cinderella
tale of the down trodden coming out

a kink.

top hole.

I

—

whether

I

dumb.

I

—

just

plain

think he inclined toward the

Anyhow,

latter theory.

if

you want

to

make a picture and can't get chickens, why not try ducks?
The amateur does not appear to
realize that

a

plot

is

not like a steei

rod but, rather, like a rubber hose. It
can be bent and twisted to fit whatever
ties

characters,

are

locations

\ ou

handy.

or

are

proper-

not

com-

pelled to follow the suggestions of the
story any further than suits your pleas-

ure or
It

is

Bend them.

facilities.

not

sun-kissed rocks of Catalina Island, but
possible to oiler a suggestion.

arrange the plot to
There are only

From

story situations.

Re-

suit the location.

fourteen

original

these, millions

of plays and stories have come.

Pick

out the story that you want to

make
The

and reshape

it

to

suit

yourself.

only danger is in piling on incidents
or lengthening the story by adding
characters instead of changing them.
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one the

scene

idea

plot

aside.

prince sees

derella and falls in love at

first

Cinsight.

He

doesn't know who she is and so
he moves heaven, earth and a private
detective agency to find out. He rushes
up to strange girls on the street and
has all sorts of trouble. Then he accepts an invitation to a week-end in
the country with a mercenary mamma
There is a
and a plain daughter.
poor relation visiting them and. of

course, she turns out to be Cinderella

possible to write a script

which would be equally useful on the
rock-ribbed shores of Maine and the
it is

In

the

cast

Clutch.

Finis.

There

with Cinderella largely

Cinderella

is

left out.

over the Cinderella story for a

twelve

year

derella,

old

lead.

backward youngster who
little girl

Davey

the original)

in

is

a

(Cinof

sort

loves a pretty

We

story,

Romeo

(the Prince of the Original),

I

is

competition.

winning Cinderella

Then

there

is

in the

a party

and

tough little boy proves to be a
social washout, while Davey plays the
the

will

him the gate

modernize

thinks
after

that

In our

it.

gave

Juliet

a lovers' quarrel.

(That is the plot equivalent of finding
her supposedly dead.
Instead of committing suicide by a quick death he
chooses a lingering exit by agreeing to
a loveless marriage with a scheming
admirer.
She persuades him to elope
willi her and they stop at a pretty
country parsonage. The minister needs
)

He

witness.

calls

and

in

comes

who is visiting her clerical
cousin in order to forget Romeo, and
so the lovers are married after all.
Juliet,

The disappointed schemer has to
home in the rumble seat, maybe
rainstorm.

That

is

ride
in

a

stretching the rub-

it is good rubber.
Next time you make it you can have

ber a bit but

but a fresh kid (the ugly sisters of the
original

Suppose that we ring a few changes
Shakespeare's best, Romeo and

Juliet.

a

But suppose you want a plot without costumes for youngsters. You can

make

on

Juliet

meet

elope
at

the

as

well.

country

get the right spouses.

a

terrible

yank

to

the

All

four

will

parsonage and
That is giving

Tm

of

coin-

I»«0'«'IC IMI^%I^ER.9
cidence but

no worse

is

it

tlian

Topsy,

Holly-

wood.

Thousands

of feud stories have been

written since the

Montagues and Capu-

strafed each other in Verona.
It
was not a new idea when Shakespeare
met it.
You can trace most of his
lets

a whole library of
the rough soubrette of

too,

She
the Western
plays.

is

is

tomboy of poand the gutter snipe
such plays as The Brat.

in

story, the

society plays

lite

Ophelia

is

the

village

gossip,

the

meddlesome

Shakespeare enjoyed, and you can get

grande dame, the popeyed reformer lady or the prude in a
girls' boarding school.
You don't have
to send Little Eva to heaven, and even
the colorless St. Clair might give you
the idea of a girl who marries for pique
and whose weak husband dissipates her

many more yarns

fortune.

The prologue to Taming
the Shrew is one of the Arabian
Nights stories and he got Lear from
Thomas Mallory.
stories back.

of

You

are entitled to the same rights

Call

Juliet.

out of Romeo and
them Smith and Brown.

Although the parents are at war, Jimmie Brown loves Susie Smith.
You
can find a hundred ways for Jimmy to
break down Smith's sales resistance,
and a lot of them will make good
stories.
Jimmy might catch old man
Smith tossing his ball out of a hazard.
He can get a chorus girl to vamp him.
He can persuade a friend to lure Deacon Smith into a poker game or a
horse race on Sunday. Use whichever
is handiest and keep the rest for some
other time.

You can

get a flock of stories

from

Uncle Tom's Cabin. The story of Casand Legree can be told in a score
of ways.
You've seen lots of underworld stories lately about the gangster
They are all
and the girl friends.
first-cousins of Cassie and Simon. The
familiar yarn of the girl who marries
for money or to save her father from
sie

disgrace

is

the

same

Sometimes

it

is

more

profitable

of him.
He follows Mary
"school" of worldly pleasures,
and the teacher (the other man) turns
him out "but Mary loves the lamb,

gets

tired

the

you know," so in the end

illicit

story with a gilded

love instead of a bill of sale.
to the

It

may

never have occurred to you

The

Greek drama.

comes

well.

cage complex and, in East Lynne, Lady
Isabel is merely Cassie in the toils of

theme dates back

all

It

Is

The Story

of

rh.^U^Hraph

Ruth And Naon

By

FtrsI

""Mother Hubbard" is a fine, upstandHe goes to the ""cupboard"

ing fellow.

a shallow young

of

girl's

hop-

heart,

ing to find the ""bone" of love his lone-

some soul

craves.

But the cupboard

bare of everything but jazz and so
the "poor doggie gets none."
is

to

"copper the bet" as the faro players
say.
In other words you do what the
Perhaps you've
other fellow didn't.
seen Richard Barthelmess in Drag
lately.
It is the story of a boy who
married an entire family instead of
just the girl.
Probably William Dudley Pelley did not consciously "copper"
the biblical story of Ruth and Naomi,
Ruth's
but that's what it amounts to.
""Thy people shall be my people" is
merely Drag turned about.
Many stories you see might have been
elaborated from Mary Had a Little
Lamb. The "lamb" may be the ardent
swain who pesters Mary so that she
to

there were ideas in the Mother
Goose poems, but most of the comedies and half the tragedies might
have been elaborated from this child
classic.
Do you happen to know of
any more compact drama than in the
first four lines of Old Mother Hubbard?
that

contortion stunt comes to yim

If this

as a

but

new
it

idea,

it

may seem far-fetched
the way a lot of
stories.
And it is

precisely

is

writers

get

easy, once

their

you catch the

trick.

The amateur movie maker
too

much

and too
ability.

to

too

little

confidence

He may

feel that

the exact letter.

timid

writer's

often has

respect for the printed

to

ideas,

He

tamper
not

in

word

his

own

he must hold
is sometimes
with another

realizing

that

the

other fellow must have gotten his idea

from someone else.
The late Sidney Drew once told me
that he regarded Preparedness as about
the best comedy he had ever made.
He was rather taken aback when I told
him that I had gotten the plot by kidding Sir James Young's Drifted Apart,
which used to be a great favorite with
amateur societies and vaudeville players.
This little one act play was a
sobby sort of thing about a couple who
They behad lost their only child.
come estranged and agree to separate.
They divide the child's belongings
(Continued on page 827)
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THE
CLINIC
By

Russell C. Holslag

The Christmas Show

THE
us

month

December

of

twenty-four

gives

days in which

spliced between the two scenes, at once

them and saves the sequence.

relates

take thought for the final
cutting and splicing of our year's films

Little

important occasion of their
Christmas showing. Here is a time

related scenes

to

the

for

when an
tives and

interested

audience of rela-

friends foregather from far
and near; what better time could be

together an astonishing
of a

may link
number of un-

closeups such as this

and the idea is capable
Backgrounds

thousand variations.

group of children playing with their
toys on the floor, or a group of two or
three adults.
Fine results may be obtained with the arc by use of "panchromatic carbons'" and panchromatic film.
Uith incandescent units, use no other
film than panchromatic, since

is

su-

Here is what you will require
correctly exposed shots with incan-

rection.

tant, since they are usually out of fo-

for

Any

it

perior both in exposure and color cor-

for closeups are not especially impor-

descent

every-

neutral background will do:
a six or seven-foot square of black cot-

for

holiday

ton velvet will serve the purpose admir-

semi-closeups

mood for this occasion, it behooves the
home showman to take every precaution to keep tills mood unruffled.
To

Here is a chance, too, to break
the monotony of too many long shots,
a rather widespread amateur failing.

one or two persons, one 1000- watt or
two 500- watt units; for semi-long shots,
not farther away than is necessary to

The

secure

summary

provided for a pleasant film
of the year's events?

one

Now. while

undoubtedly

will

be

in

end, he should carefully prepare

this

paying particular
attention to the mechanical features of
careful splicing, cutting out blank or
his films in advance,

wobbly frames, inserting titles properly
and so on. But this is not all. This
important part of the Christmas reunion deserves to be more carefully
prepared and the exhibitor should lose
no time in giving his films a series of

cus.

ably.

film should

be studied carefully to

do a

home

Now

audience.

little

that

reflectors:

efficient

unit

half-length

or

full-length

views,

for

;

shots

three

of

500-

watt

few feet of closeup is made to fit in.
But do not tarry too long; shoot your
fillers now so that they will return from

be sparing on the long shots, as closeups are usually most effective.
The

just

the finishing station with plenty of time

you

for

to carefully

match them

in.

units

one 1000-watt and one
It is better, however, to

or

500-watt unit.

Christmas party gives plenty of opportunity for fun and animation, from the
skidding, false beard of the amateur
Santa Claus to the child with his mechanical

The

toys.

film,

course,

of

should be saved and shown next Christmas and in this way a unique record
will gradually be built up.

the time to

is

work with

intensive

in

one 500-w att

where the closeups may be
introduced most effectively.
Then a
find

selective screenings with himself as the
critical

units

closeups.

new

lighting outfit, so that the year's

film stories shall

"hang together." For,

Closeup Timing

while the story

may seem thoroughly

planning
1\long-focus

and logical
pher because of his

familiar

the circumstances,

knowledge

the

remember

effort

photogra-

familiarity

denied

is

Theref(jre an

to

make

use the telephoto or
it

will,

be found that the subject is
at a greater distance from the camera
than is usual with the one-inch lens.
of course,

that this

audience.

the

to

with

to

lens for closeups,

the film

Most

amateur

cinematographers

are

an understandable sequence of events
will be well repaid. Judicious titling is
good, but to connect unrelated action
with too many explanatory titles is of-

familiar with the dictum that an increase in exposure is called for in the
larger closeups with the normal lens.

ten baneful.

lens

If

But.

the story can be told

completely with action, the fibn will be
After cutting and assembling
shots in the smoothest possible
order, it may be found that one or two

often rather uncertain whether this rule
should be applied, because the in-

ideal.

the

extra shots inserted

places
fectly.

will

correlate

For instance,

at

just

the
little

creased distance from the camera seems
to defeat the application of the term
"closeup" to the shot. However, it should

the right

action

per-

Henry may

Yuletide Film Records

IF

you receive an interior lighting

purposefully from one scene,
while the next shows him standing still
in the middle of the picture.
There
would be a perceptible break in the

Christmas, why not utilimmediately in taking shots of
the Christmas party?
Do not try to
take the entire group in animation as a

continuity of little Henry's progress
were these two scenes shown in se-

whole.
A succession of closeups
semi-closeups of each individual,

quence.

nearly as possible in a characteristic
action pose, will tell the story better.

toddle

A
feet,

and
790

closeup of

little Henry's toddling
entering from the right direction
stopping about the right place,

when making use of the telephoto
for the same purpose, they are

ize

outfit for

it

photographers in their copying operaknow that, when an object is to
be photographed so that its image on

tions

or

the film or plate

as

posure must be increased four times.
In motion picture work it is extremely
rare to film an object of such small
dimensions that it may be reproduced
full size on the 16 mm. frame.
Never-

you have a single twin arc, you will
be able to illuminate scenes such as a
If

be pointed out that this rule applies
and, in fact, should be observed with
especial care, in telephoto work.
Still

is

full

size,

the ex-

i;%i«Eics
theless.

creases

between the
image dewords,
as
the image
other

as the difference

—

in

and

object

the

of

size

Asked and Answered
Question:

Is

there a

35mm.

Question:
reversal

stops of the shorter focus lenses, it is
best to choose subjects with adequate

at present available? Could the
normal 35mm. negative be used as reversal film, providing the process were
practical?
I should appreciate any information you could give relative to
the source of supply for such film and
where it could be processed.
Answer: Theoretically it is possible
to bleach and reexpose a normal negative, but the process is attended by a

illumination for telephoto closeups.

great

—

grows larger in the closeup the exposure must be increased. A good, safe
working rule is to open the diaphragm
one-half to one stop over that required
for a long shot under the same lighting
conditions. Since the average telephoto
lens does not have in reserve the ^Wder

film

number

not at

Exchange Shooting
SEVERAI. times during

the

first

of

technical

apparent.

difficulties

Therefore, un-

year

department has received suggestions couched in various terms but
this

all

to a single effect.

A

recent letter

from 0. D. Ingalls of Nantucket, Mass.,
an active League member, puts the idea
in such succinct form that we can do
no better than quote: "For those who
are working up particular film continuities and who desire scenes in other
parts of the country to supplement
their

own

shots,

why

practical working-out of this idea. But.

time allotment, we must

have
If

more

the

on this subject.
appeals to you and you

inquiries

idea

would be willing
write the

to

technical

cooperate, please

consultant

and so

advise him.

Outlet for

Amateur Film

AMATEURS

who have

interesting

.shots of any description and

who

wish to dispose of these profitably will

be interested to learn of an offer made
to all readers of Movie M.akers by
League member H. C. Pannebakker,
president

of

the

Moviecraft

Studios,

Governor Hotel, Harrisburg, Pa. Mr.
Pannebakker states that these amateur
.shots are to be used as interesting
"fillers"

and
foot

in

offers to

fur

all

16mm. advertising

reels

pay twenty-five cents per
Film to
film accepted.

should contain plenty of action
and may be of any subject that is odd,
interesting or with universal appeal.
t[ualify

I

repair a torn

out cutting out the frame?

Answer: Although a rather delicate
operation,
a repair

it

is

practical to

by cementing

the torn film a

make such
edge of

to the

>imilar

portion taken

from another film. The repair patch
should be trimmed with rounded edges
and all traces of gelatine should be

removed

The matching of
may be accomplished

carefully.

the perforations

by using the pins of the film splicer.
Pressure will probably have to be applied with the fingers and the result
will not be as dependable in running
through the projector as is the ordinary
splice.
However, it is worth attempting
if the frame must be saved.
Question: Can the camera be held
upside down for reverse motion effects
while operating at high speed?
Answer: Certainly, why not? I have
secured some highly novel and diverting shots in this way. particularly one
of a galloping horse.

In this, half the

would have been lost if the
had not been in slow motion.

effect

not institute an

tion

exchange listing for the kind of shots
wanted so that those living near the
desired location could go out and
shoot a few feet of that particular
locality.
For instance, if some member in Fargo wanted a sea scene, I
could swap him a few yards of billows
for a shot of the wild prairies, and so
on." The League and Movie Makers,
always on the alert to render a valid
service, will be glad to arrange for a
to justify the

How may

perforation at the side of the film with-

ac-

Threading by Inspection
amateurs are aware
MOST
projector threading

that the

of

or

film

of

the

usual

positive

library
print

brings the emulsion or dull side of the
film away from the screen and towards
the light, whereas reversal film brings
the emulsion side towards the screen.
This is because the reversal film oc-

one has exceptional laboratory fathe outcome is bound to be unsatisfactory. Then, too, for best results
less

cilities,

in the reversal process, a special nega-

emulsion should be provided, somewhat heavier than that of the ordinary
negative.
I have no record that such
an emulsion is being commercially supplied at present on 35nim. film. .Several
years ago a prominent German film
manufacturer introduced a reversal
process and appropriate 35mm. film
but this seems to have been since discontinued.
In view of the above, if
you desire the advantage of lower
cost offered by the reversal process, I
think you may best adopt 16mm. film,
wdiere this process is brought to a
definite degree of perfection by the

tive

use

of

automatic

machinery.

35mm.

film will in all probability continue to

be

made

tive

be

and posiits wide use in the prowhere many prints must

in straight negative

because of

fessional field

made from

the master negative.

cupies the same relative position in the
projector as in the camera, while the
film, being one step removed
from the original, must be reversed in

positive

position
rect

in

order

to

give

image on the screen.

the corNeverthe-

the practice of threading the proto the emulsion
side of the film is sometimes deceptive
because in the case of reversal dupes,
less,

jector with reference

positives printed from the back of
the film, this reference does not produce the correct screen image. Indeed,
it is far better to ignore the fact that

or

"out" or "in" and
to the proper
placing of the film in the projector by
As soon as this prininspection.
ciple is mastered, there need be no
hesitancy about correct threading, nor
the annoying necessity of stopping the
projector because the titles are reversed

the emulsion side
to

is

become accustomed

on the screen. Here is an easy way to
The upper or feed reel being
do it.
(Continued on page 830)
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DRAMATIZING INDUSTRIALS
Suggarions O/i Hoic To Film Your Business Effectively

THE

object

industrial

of

a particular group of people (who
the ultimate consumers, the

in

may be

dealers, the stockholders, a trade con-

vention, a

men

or

its

body

politic, the firm's sales-

employees) a favorable

atti-

tude toivard the organization (its management, policies, trade marks, merchandising methods, service or its
stocks and bonds) or toward a particular product.

Such a broad
cover

to

which
shows

definition

varieties

all

amateur

the

is

necessary
industrials

of

may

By Paul D. Hugon

films,

a type with which so many
personal filmers are now experimenting in connection with their
business activities, is always to induce

attempt.

It

program

for conservation of resources.
This can be done by linking the employees' interests with those of the concern. The picture should show each
department, in minute detail, how its
negligence produces defects that hamper
the work of the next department and
how the scrap heap grows with each
process. This is a policy use.
Here is a manufacturer of automatic
elevators who wishes to have his system

installed

in

glance the limitations of

cares

how

name

is

a

at

many

cases, un-

necessary or even harmful.
For example, here is an optical com-

pany manufacturing lenses and spec-

The only way it can sell
its goods is to stimulate among the general public a demand for eye-examinations, to be made by registered optacle frames.

tometrists

—the

firm's

customers.

Fac-

tory views will be worse than useless,

one cares how optical glass is
made but everyone is interested in the
conservation of his own eyesight. This
for no

is

a case of individual use of a health

Again, here

—

is

a steel wire concern

waste

in the

to

manufacture of its goods.
remedy the condition will

children.

large

children

Pkotogra-ph

By

cases that

They

but

of

have personally handled.

I

will suffice to illustrate the variety

approach

of

and,

therefore,

792

Type Of Filn

I

a

manufacturer, production rouimportant.

often difficult for
it

matters

little

Instance

to realize
all

to

evidence of its worth is it necessary to
have recourse to pedigree. The prob-

lem

of industrial film production, then,
very similar to any advertising problem. We eliminate irrelevant considerations by asking:
is

ho

are

the

particular

the film will be

people

to

shown?

here will this film be exhibited?
hat is it selling?

If hat desires can be tapped to make
people interested in this film, so that
they react favorably to the goods?

Stanley Advertising Co

This

him

or not at

who is interested in the
use he can make of the goods.
Only
when the article does not bear intrinsic

If

before the doctors and

In

un-

may seem supremely

is

If

parents, largely ignorant

To Appeal To The Emotions,

the

routine in

the presentation of the story.

SCENE FROM A DRAMATIC INDUSTRIAL FILM
This

easily

one of
merchandising

desirability of standardized

If

foreigners, object to the undressing of
their

scenes

sell

film will not be

All these examples are from concrete

whom

State Health Department

The

factory

give the store

will

efficiency.

It

method.
a

The

they

the consumer,

ployees the best way to make out an
address slip. This is a case of educais

enough.

that

department store
customers and wastes
money because of delayed deliveries of
its packages, due to wrong addresses.
A motion picture will teach its em-

tional

service,

To

know how to get over the very large
expenditure involved in scrapping present equipment. This is a case of business use of a system.

his tubes will

If

better

tine

to

Here is a
which loses

steel?

a

wants a law passed in favor of
compulsory medical inspection of school

finds a great deal of unnecessary

film

his elevators

already

Nobody
are made
his

terminals.

that

which

A

freight

household word.
However, the prospective buyer wants

Here

service.

is a case of good-will to be
earned from a body politic.
Just one more example that of a
manufacturer of cash-conveying tube.s
who wants to sell installations to department stores, in competition with
cash registers on the counters. Who
cares just where or how he gets his

—

have to create in the firm's own workers
an attitude favorable to the firm's

straight factory shots taken in sequence,

since they will be, in

nurses. This

Presenting

A

Banli's

Thrift

Projir;

.

lO'^'ME lMym.K«.CBCS
Upon

the answer to these questions
depend the scenario. A film for

will

purchasing agents, to be exhibited at a
buyers'
convention and sell cotton
if it appeals to their sense of
value will be an ocular demonstration
of the fact that this particular brand
qf sheeting complies with the highest

sheeting,

by the Bureau of Stand-

tests devised

ards.

A

same cotton

film to sell the

sheet-

ing to housewives, to be exhibited in
department stores, if it appeals to the

be an emoof Bed-

sense of cleanliness, will
tional

story

of

The Romance

time, with curly heads in dainty cots,

blushing brides, careful grandmothers
Not one single scene
and the like.
will enter this reel from the purchasing

same

agent's reel of the

factory sequence

subject.

necessary,

is

If

a

will

it

made quite differently.
The purchasing agents will be shown
also have to be

the magnitude of the organization, its
tremendous resources, its careful ship-

—

ping methods in a word, its business
The housewives will be shown

side.

the cleanliness of the plant, the happiness of the workers and the fact that
the sheets are untouched by hand from

rhotografit

A dverlisitt^

by Sla/tley

Co.

A SCENE FROM A FACTUAL INDUSTRIAL

to last.

first

There we have the two and only two
toward life, from which two
and only two types of film production
(authorship, art or anything else) can

0( Non-Dramatic Film Appeals To The Mind. In This
strating For Dealers The Efficiency Of A Drugstore Cha

De

nple

1

attitudes

arise

—the

and the emotional

factual

view

dramatic

view.

or

scientific

or

individuals can pass readily from
the one to the other, which is why so
If the
industrials are made.
good
few

Few

maker leans

film

too

far

to

the

first,

he gets logical sequences and factual
If he
views that bore his audience.
overstresses the dramatic, he gets a
story that sells nothing because it applies equally to his competitor's goods.

Or, perhaps, the advertising
in

by the

is

dragged

hair, as still practised in the

laundry
or cleaner and displayed by small theatres in the backwoods (and on Hollywood Boulevard
trailers of the local

drug

store,

enacted by real-life people.

What such

the

a story lacks in highlights

for

at

have no vamping, murders, drunkenmore than
it
ness nor night clubs

producer who would show the Army,
Navy or the Marines in a favorable
light; cities placed their police forces

For example, I remember a scenario
was submitted by a large studio,

at

that

to a

a

time interested

rubber

tire

foreigner,

in

company.

jealous

of

industrials,

Tlie villain,

the

heroine,

chased her, dagger in hand, through
the entire factory, pausing long enough
in each room to give us a good view of
the processes of tire manufacture.
To reach a balance between fact and
drama is not easy. In the early days
of advertising films, all kinds of tricks
were tried to foist indirect advertising
upon the theatre patnm. under the appearance of regular productions. Cameramen were bribed to set up in front
of

a certain cigarette sign-board;

the

auto in the exterior was photographed

show its name; unusual facilities
were offered by recruiting offices to the
to

of

company

the

that

it

must

—

owing

background.
There is still far more of that than the
public imagines but it is done so discreetly
and so expensively that it
ceases to be advertising and becomes
dignified propaganda.
The reason is

makes up

that the advertising value of a theatre
film is in inverse ratio to the story

plots, however, we
can dramatize in another way by
changing the spectator's point of view.
We can nearly always use either the
microscope or the telescope, so to speak,

filmed

local

views

as

a

—

—

A

value.

good

photoplay

obliterates

memory of any casual advertising
might contain; a photoplay containing obvious advertising has no story
value and fails to go over. The theatre
all
it

not

is

In

)

that

disposal

the

—

the place for advertising.
large measure, the

same

is

true

of the industrial that exaggerates dra-

matic treatment. Within the resources
of a business concern, it is practically
impossible to produce a story film that
will

advertise

enough

a

certain

compare with

to

production,

since

the

article

a

latter

well

theatrical
costs

so

truthfulness

the

to

ings.

for in convincingness,

It is,

we accept
from

of

surround-

the

then, like a newsreel,

a totally different spirit

in

because

productions,

studio

tempo is consistent.
Apart from acted

and

up

pick

analyze

it

a

it

looks tre-

mendously important, or take a product
show it in its true relation to the whole magnificent panorama
of social life. Two examples will show
or service and

the method.

In the optical film mentioned above,
product (eyeor the industry (a factory),

instead of showing the
glasses)

we show

all

the mysteries of the

lenses.

Of

ence,

human

interest

if

the casting, the direction, the

and

detail

trivial

minutely until

eye and the play of light as

much

its

—

more.
A plot that
sounds well on paper will look ridiculous, even to the most uncritical audiinfinitely

which

through

fracted

course,

with

start

a

human
is

types

different

we

it

re-

of

by arousing

very

beautiful

photography, the lighting, the technique

pair of dark eyes in a wide range of

roiuid, are inferior to usual standards of the screen. Yet many busine-s
men expect to accomplish this impos-

action.

all

sibility.

There is, however, one type of dramatic value that can be exploited convincingly in an amateur industrial. It
is

the absolutelv true storv of

home

life.

Here and there we also insert
tests, such as focusing the eye
on the surface of a window screen
and then on an object seen through
(Try it.)
But the secret
the screen.
of holding the attention is in the conamusing
first

tinuous revelations of the wonders of

(Continued on page 817)
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MORE PROJECTION POINTERS
How

THE

To Get The Best Results From Your Projector

latter part of the

December

will see

month

projectors in use and each
will want to do his utmost
keep the machine always in its best

new owner
to

condition.

He

By

of

Russell C. Holslag

will desire also to so use

a

curl: this often causes the film to
the sprocket teeth and become
unseated in the gate. This precaution

jump

his projector that

applies

the screen picture

to

may

projectors and. in

especially

self

threading

-

enjoyed
by the audience
under the most
favorable circumstances. Last
month's article on

by rolling

Projection

ly in the direction

dealt

the

Pointers

fi 1

m

should

be

carefully straight-

ened,

necessary,

if

sharp-

it

opposite

to

with

curl. Also, for con-

improvement

venience in thread-

principally

the

every instance, the

in

screen

to

be

effects

proposes

ticle

The

to

which

ways
h e pro-

t

jector

to oiling,

is sufficient. Use the
which the manufacturer recommends
or a very fine grade of clock oil. The
product known as "government oil" is
very good for this purpose and may be
bought at many hardware and sporting

ceptacles provided

Careful attention to this matter
do nmch to keep the projector
running quietly and efficiently.
An often unsuspected source of noise
in projecting is caused by placing the
machine on an insecure or easily vibrating support. If you do not think this
stores.

will

point

efficient

should

operate
A noisy

to hold the projector.

be unobtrusive

Select

besides

made

creating

distrac-

specific

achievement of the
home show-

ing.

In the

first

place,

projector

the

should be, and

meant

to

obtrusive.

brush

the

painter,

it

is

un-

be,

Like

of

is

projector

the

Pay
at

should be used as an
implement to produce the result and
this result should be the chief indica-

The home

tion of its presence.

then,

will

see

that

his

exhibi-

projector

does not attract attention because of

breakdowns that are due to improper
care and threading or by noisy operation

through careless maintenance.
first thing to master

Therefore, the
Concerning the

new

projector

is

threading system; the second thing,
care.

care in establishing the upper
and lower loops in the required sizes
teeth;

Make

is

properly

sure that the

threaded through
the mechanism does not have too sharp

794

first

from the edges of the film is often
scraped off and collected on the sprocket
teeth and on the film track at the gate;
it will also adhere to the claw of the
intermittent movement. As the machine
is warmed up by the projection lamp,
these emulsion deposits dry into hard,
brittle masses which may retard the
action of the film and seriously affect
sion

the clicking sometimes heard

the feed and take-up spindles;
making sure that the film is properly
and firmly engaged by the sprocket

that the film

as

mechanism. Emul-

its

on

end of the film

travels through the

the operation of the projector. Indeed,

principal features in threading are, in the order of their occurrence: care in seating the reels snugly

seated in the gate.

it

film

its

The

and certainty

which the

makes contact

to the canvas. It

tor,

clean.

special atten-

tion to every point

pic-

is

almost

invariably caused by the fact that the
intermittent

move

mechanism

is

trying

to

speed
against the unnecessary friction caused
by deposits of dried emulsion. The
remedy is obvious. The operator should
always thoroughly inspect the film
track, sprockets and claws after each
extended projection. Freshly deposited
emulsion can be removed by scraping
with a hard wooden toothpick, the
residue being cleared away with a bit
the

film

at

this

for

they

excellent;

are

of

the

transferred

purpose

have their definite place in the chain

of

is

which the

ture

of the well-

stands sold

tion

of

medium by means

Some

tion, is

an indicaimproper
operation and
maintenance. The
average projector
is
well - behaved
under good treatment.
Keep the

ideal

projection

other support

or

table

solid

a

projector,

the

steel filing cabinet

and

projector

ready

in

try placing the projector

is valid,

quietly.

functions

do not flood the projecdrop or two in the re-

oil

best be kept
to fulfill its

A

and note how the vibration is accentuated. The same principle applies to any
hollow and light article of furniture.

to

may

itself

As

tor with oil.

on top of an empty

shape.

in

suggest

rounded

film to a

Tliis ar-

the film.

the

leader end of the

of

care

special

trim

ing,

by

gained

the other end

Resolve to perform
this operation regularly with your new
projector and you will be rewarded by
long life and active service on its part.
toothpick.

the

of

be

wound around

of cotton

many new

the

proper

conditions

whose

result

perfect

is

because they are designed

projection,

and lightness. A
some absorbent material, such

strength, rigidity

for

mat

of

under

as rubber, felt or cork, placed

the projector, will aid

still

further in

producing the desired result.
These suggestions apply directly to
the projector, but there are other

means

be employed which might be termed
auxiliary. If possible, arrange a place
for the projector in a room adjoining
to

the

main exhibition room.

If this auxili-

may

ary room has folding doors, they

be closed just to the point of admitting
the small cone of light which has

apex

at

the projector lens. Or,

if

its

the

door is narrow, a screen or large piece
wallboard may serve to block off the
projection room, a small circular opening being cut in the screen just in front
of

of the projection lens.

sional arrangement

A

really profes-

may be had by

also

cutting a small opening through which
the operator

may

observe the picture.

Such a system would serve

a double
purpose, concealing the operation of the

machine and

at

the

same time

effec-

tively muffling attendant noise.

Finally,

the ultimate effect

may be

had by providing suitable music during
the showing of the picture.
But whatever the means used, keep the purpose
mind.

.Some extra effort is required,
one may feel real pride in
doing the thing as perfectly as possible.
in

true,

but

IMO'WaC IMy%a&E««S
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EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Film Progress hi

School, Medical,

By Louis M.

College Medicals

BETWEENmany

thirty

films,

U'^clfare, .^r/ ."^/jd Industriiil Fields

Civic,

and

Bailey

nurses in
studies

16mm.

forty

personally

vides
pro-

duced by Dr. H. L. Northrop,
League member, who for the past eight
years has been filming surgical cases,

16mm. educational

geography,

films

on

general science

civics,

these films are of excellent informative
content and are employed for purposes

and health are now available in the
Eastman Classroom Films Library.
These films were particularly designed
for classroom instruction and new subjects are constantly being added to
conform with a broad plan for meet-

of instruction with

ing

are included in the medical film library
of the Hahnemann Medical College,
Philadelphia, where Dr. Northrop heads

the

Department

of Surgery.

telling

Many

effect.

of

Al-

though Dr. Northrop has done much
of the filming himself, recently an outside photographer has been employed
to assist in this

part of the work.

Doctors John E. James, Newlin F.
Paxson, E. 0. Gecheler and L. T. Ashcraft, all of the Hahnemann staff, have

needs

specific

in

the

nations

A

very

attractive

The Story

of

and interesting
Eastman Class-

room Films, describing their use in one
hundred schools, is available free from
Eastman Teaching Films, Inc., 343
State Street, Rochester,

New

York.

also taken 16nim. medical films.

Laboratory Teaching Films

For Charity

TO

THREE

very

interesting

and

in-

for

structive series of films have been

sending poor children to the seathe summer months, H.
Mottershaw of Sheffield, England, has

League member Dr.
George L. Rohdenburg in connection
with his laboratory work in the Lenox
The
Hill Hospital, New York City.
first series depicts proper and improper
methods of procedure in preparing

side

aid a newspaper

campaign

during

made a publicity film illustrating the
value of this work. Individual amateurs,
as well as groups, are frequently using
their cameras to help charities and
civic

programs

of

various sorts.

prepared

excursions

interesting

into

this

work.
Dr. Rohdenburg in his micro experiments uses as a spot light a 3000-\vatt
arc with a mirror and condensing lens.

The

spot

is

confined to

a

circle

not

over two inches in diameter.

Film and the Dance

To

analyze,

show improvement

ac-

between series of
filmings, publicize and to demonstrate
pupils' ability to other dancing masters
is the role played by films produced of
her students at practice by Miss Nan
Heinrich, dancing instructor of Rochester, New York. Miss Heinrich takes
pictures of her students after they have
attained a measure of polish. The films
are then projected while students and
instructor watch closely to detect errors
and discuss points where improvement
can be effected. Some time later the
same subjects under study are again
improvement is noted and
filmed,
complished

schools.

booklet.

and the third,
microcinematography, pro-

bacteriology

fascinating field of educational camera

Eastman Educationals

SIXTY

in

by

specimens for the hospital laboratory;
the second illustrates lectures given for

'

further faults pointed out. This process
is

aiding considerably toward progress

fince

it

I

enables

the

students,

in

Continued on page 818)
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THEY ARE \ERNE
ELLIOTT AND
DOROTHY BURKE

STARS OF UNIVERSITY OF

OREGON

PRODUCTION

AMATEUR CLUBS
N^ews

Philadelphia Results

THE

awards in the recent contest held by the Philadelphia
Amateur Motion Picture Club
were announced at the club's last meeting and the prize-winning films were

The

award, a large silver loving cup, presented by the directors of the club, was won by W. Theodore Whitaker of Elkins Park, Pa. His
film. Many Times a Day, is a personal
screened.

first

story of the daily activities of a
The film follows the
business man.

film

subject through the familiar high spots
in a

day

of his life

and

is

remarkably

well photographed, planned and edited.
It is entirely

complete without

The second award,

a

titles.

smaller

but

equally attractive silver loving cup,
presented by Williams, Brown & Earle,
Inc was won by Edward S. Burrell of
,

His film. Contrasts, is a
photographic
outstanding
of
scenic
award, a tripod, was
third
The
quality.
won by Oscar O. Bean of Doylestown.
Philadelphia.

Pa.,

for

his

scenic.

Historic

Bucks

County, a film record of the historic
monuments and scenic beauty of that
countryside. Fourth prize, an exposure
meter,

was won by R. H. Weeks

of

His film, White Cranes.
an exceedingly beautiful study of
Another exposure meter,
these birds.
as fifth prize, went to W. L. Holmes
of Elkins Park, Pa., for his film, Bass
Fishing. Honorable mention was given
Miss Margaret L. Bodine of Philadelphia for Events in a Sand-Piper's Life.
Mi s Bodine's ornithological motion
Brookline, Pa.

is

796

Of Group

By Arthur

picture

are

studies

interesting

and

Fibfiing

L. Gale

both scientifically
photographed.

skillfully

A

screening of The Fall of the House
of Usher and a demonstration of home
talkie equipment completed the proto J- W. Rob"was one of the most successful
ever given by our club." The League
offers the Philadelphia Amateur Motion Picture Club its congratulations
upon the efficient management of the
contest and for the remarkably fine
amateur films developed.

gram which, according

made up of H. L. Hock, Jerome
Arends, J. B. Steere, E. B Cook and
In order to get the
J. W. H. Meyer.
members better acquainted, the custom
has grown up of holding informal dinners at various leading Oakland clubs
In size and enbefore each meeting.
thusiasm the Greater Oakland Motion
Picture Club bids fair to lead the amateur cine movement in Northern California.

bins,

Oakland Opens

AMATEUR

movie enthusiasts in
Oakland, Calif., have recently
formed the Greater Oakland Mo-

tion

Picture Club, representing

home

movie makers in Oakland and nearby
Organization has now been
towns.
completed and meetings are being held
Among the club's actwice monthly.
tivities planned are the production of
a civic film record and a series of
lectures on amateur movie technique.
In a recent program. And How and
The Norfolk Case, from the Club Film
Library, were screened.

The new

club's

Jones, president;

president;

officers

are

W.

D. D. Holland, vice-

Judge W. W. Moore,
M. Trinidad,

ond vice-president; R.
retary-treasurer.

A.

The

directorate

Wichita Unites
Wichita, Kansas, the amateur moIN tion
picture
of
Jack
activities

Lewis have borne fruit in the formation of the Wichita Amateur Cinema
Club, the first of such clubs in Kansas.
Activities and programs will be arranged for both amateur cameramen
and for those interested in amateur
photoplay
production.
The recent
program
included
a
semi-monthly
demonstration of natural color films,
the screening of Narrow Paths and
The Fall of the House of Usher, from
the
Club Film Library, and the
projection of members' films.

The scenario

ural

color

which

is

so

planned that

be semi-independent of the main
plot, so that its screening may be op-

it

will

sec-

tional.

sec-

at

is

for the club's first film,

be produced under the working title
of Campus Capers, has been written.
Running 400 ft., 16mm.. it will include
a one hundred foot sequence in nat-

to

the

written

The

story features college life

University

around

a

Wichita

and

is

spectacular

fire

in

of

I»aO'»'BE M/%a<LEICS
which one building of the

(Jniversiiy

was destroyed.
Excellent 16mm. sequences were secured at the time of
the actual fire and now will be worked
an integral part of the photoplay.
The cast will include Earl Harness,
Wayne Pipkin, Mildred Kelly, E. E.
'Long and Professor G. D. Wilmer.
Jack Lewis will direct and photograpii
in as

the picture, a copy of which has been

promised
Lewis,

Club

the

to

Temporary

Film

and

president,

Library.

club are Jack

officers of the

Law-

Robert

of the

Eastman Kodak Co.

Plan Third Play

PLANS

made by the Orof New Orproduction of its
third amateur photoplay, to run about
1000 ft., 16mm. The story, written by
Mi-.'hael J. Liuzza, is based on the rivalry of two sisters, attending the same
college, who fall in love with the same
man. The cast and production staff
leans

La.,

leans,

have been

Cinema Club
for

the

have not yet been selected. Members of
this active club have all become mem-

rence, secretary.

Ladies Win

bers

FIRST

awards

the

entry

amateur movie
contest
recently
held
by the
Cinema Club in Toledo, Ohio, have
been given to Mrs. E. N. Riddle for
best

onstration of Kodacolor by Paul Kelly

in the

in

the

sport

film

of

the

Amateur Cinema League
Movie Makers.

or subscribers to

the travel

in
is

the

first

Ohio

in

to hold

a city-wide amateur contest and other

Ohio groups may soon expect

to be
challenged by this active club.
Members are now preparing scripts
to submit for the club's second produc
tion.
Recent regular programs have
featured the screening of members'

and

films

of

Nothing To Declare,

anothei

From Chicago
programs
the Chicago
LATE
Cinema Club featured the projecof

members' vacation pictures and
a talk, The Changing Neivsreel, by
Charles T. Chapman, accompanied by
tion of

unusual newsreel
of
At the annual election held in
October, Dr. O. B. Nugent was chosen
president; Joseph G. Davis, vice-president; V. S. Smith, treasurer; Dwight
On the board
R. Furness, secretary.
of
directors,
Howard Webster was
chosen for a three year term and Joe
.Simmons for one year.

To-

division.

film

city

for

study

projection

shots.

to Mrs. E. A. Clay, in the
personal film division: to J. E. Duni-

pace

made

been

based
upon
the
presentation of a single emotion. What
Prirc Pearls was screened in a recent
program.
Inherited Money, the film
built around the activities of fake stock
promoters, made by this club for the
Rochester Chamber of Commerce, is
being used in campaigns against stock
frauds, illustrating the value of co-operation between a civic organization
and an amateur motion picture club.

the

di-

vision;

ledo

have also
cinematic

Homemade

Locale

Burbank,
INmovie

Calif.,

two

amateur

enthusiasts, J. D. Mickelson

and D. G. McPherson, working under

re-

cent addition to the Club Film Library.

name

production

the

of

Artkino,

are

building sets for a story to be entitled

Another Contest

The Trap, 2000

ACIT\ -WIDE

the .story requires

test

amateur movie con-

has been announced by the

ting.

Amateur Cinema Club of Delaware, in
Wilmington. The contest will be open
January

until

first

and

is

A

modeled

ft.,

35mm. The plot of
a North Woods set-

garage is being reresemble the interior of a

large
to

intended to

represent only films taken in Wilming-

The

length

of

will be limited to

200

ton.

test

will

be

all

the

entries

and the conblack and
Because club mem-

restricted

ft.

to

white 16mm. film.
bers should take special films for this

Canadian trading

post.

An

exterior

presenting a full size clearing in
i? being made for the same
space, false perspectives and model

set,

the woods,

work being used
contest, the club is also considering a

second contest with no limitations, so
that previously made amateur films can
The last program feabe submitted.
tured a screening of The Fall of the

House

of Usher, the projection of

bers' films

mem-

and a discussion and dem-

Cinematic Studies
N.
IN CityRociiester,
Amateur Movis

Y.,

gun

its

fourth

Flower
Club has bethe

production.

Indelible

16mm.

The

story, written by R. S. Potter, is

based

Passions, to run 400

upon

ft.,

a study of revenge.

to create the effect of

out-door distance.

Preparations

the

set

and

a

Salt

snow

realistic

will cover

blizzard

will

rage during the action.
Artkino's first production, IT ar Under
the Sea, 3000 ft., 3.5mm., concerns submarine warfare and contains some of
(Continued on page 831)
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The Celluloid Trail
increasingly
ITto us becoming
that home movies are strengthevident

is

ening the moral fiber of the race. Devotion to the cine camera in East Teabone. N. J., alone, has evinced previously unheard of demonstrations of
character. While our movie club was
producing Glued Lips, just completed,

were many gratifying instances
J. Ostermoor Ticking, our
handsome juvenile, loathes a mous-

there
in

point.

yet he bravely cultivated the
one called for in his latest role. Although a man-hater of forty years'
standing. Miss Petunia Pincenez rose
above it all and allowed herself to
be kissed in the last reel. Little Herman Hamblatz, six years old, consented

tache,

to

wear

FILM

FLAM

for

By Louis M. Bailey

IT

to note that,

fessional stars
woris;

may do

while protheir

best

together

times think, seek a new opposite lead.
It was doubtless to avoid a similar

outcome that an amateur luminary is
said to have refused recently to appear
in

Home
the

Movies Through
Ages

THE

jewels of

Queen

Isabella of

Spain have long been regarded as the source of finance for
the famous venture which resulted in
of
America.
discovery
Columbus's
However, the recent unearthing of the
woodcut, reproduced above, in an old
Spanish monastery, proves that it was

pawned but

not her diamonds Isabella
the royal movie camera.
cision

between

jewels or her

'In her inde-

"hocking"
priceless

the

cine,

family
for

our

have also revealed that it
was the only one in all medieval Spain,
she evidently chose to sacrifice the latdiscoveries

and,

ter

woman's

As
of

as

is

often

a result there
that

lumbus

true

of

a

fair

choice, she decided wrongly.

breathless

is

not a single reel

moment when Co-

set saijlj for the edge of the
although Film Flam notes that
the world is still replete with jewels.

earth,

798

a photoplay opposite her fiance.

eliminated

years

(unsuccessfully),

ac-

held a wine glass to his lips
in the cabaret scene and carried off
his bit without allowing so much as
a grimace to suggest its unfamiliarity

during actual
courtship, as we have been informed
was the case with a recently wedded
Hollywood pair, upon marriage they
are immediately given, or, as we some-

movie

ten

this

tually

Disenchantment?
amusing

abominated curls for an-

broad-minded attitude
him from the
Kiwanis Kindergarten Football Team.
Colonel Schuyster, who has been running for mayor on a prohibition ticket

although

definitely

is

his

other month, so that he could appear
as a cherub in the symbolic prelude,

and the brave sacrifice he was making
But it was when
to community art.
the Blob sisters agreed to forego woolen
stockings and wear silk in the Garden
of
Garters sequence that the high
moment of self-immolation was reached.
In fact, the Reverend Priestly is so
elated by the evidence of sacrifice
and nobility which have come to East
Teabone with the amateur cine that
preparing to take for his text
Home Movies As Helps
To Heaven.

he

is

next Sunday,

IN
Mrs.

Tcystcr

De Peyster

Di'

Mr. De

CINE SOCIETY

Peyster Has Slightly Rearranged The Drawing
Party With His New Christmas Projector

Room

Furniture For The First

Sci

—
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NEW

IDEAS For ANIMATION
Sugg^es tio;/s For

I

Amateur

Experimejit

By Harry Alan Potamkin

NEED not go into detail concerning the making of the familiar animated cartoon. It has been di'*-

the effect

Movie Makers.
course, is based upon

the physical principle of the movie
that a succession of static images con-

filmed a moving point, and his successors, Hans Richter and Walter Rutt-

The aniveys an illusion of motion.
mated cartoon, however, is not the only
There are
form of animated film.

This
man, who filmed moving lines.
may be done in two ways, by photo-

frequently

The method,

of

in

other kinds which offer to the movie

maker
stylized

tedious

opportunities

motion
the

for

for

design

and

and which are les
amateur to construct.

^

With each the basic principle is tlie
same, that one frame be exposed, the
object moved a little, another frame
exposed, the object moved, etc. While
amateur equipment, generally, is not
designed for frame by frame use, by
very gently pressing and releasing the
button,

passable

results

may be

ob-

tained with some cameras.
But, before entering into animated
films of arranged surfaces and solids,
one may consider the work of the first

graphing successive positions of points
and lines or an increasingly imporworking directly upon
tant procedure
the negative itself, just as an etcher
works directly upon his plate.
The Japanese have made films of
rice paper cut-outs in which both background and performer are cut of the
The artist works for a
rice paper.
pattern of contrasted and harmonized

—
—

paper designs which are very pleasurable to the eye. The motion is based
on the broad movements of the JapIt is
anese dance and sword drama.
necessary to be a skilled artist
with a singular ability to make exact
drawings in order to do a cut-out film.
not

are

and broad

tailed

"absolute" film makers, the Scandinavians, Viking Eggeling, who in 1918

cussed

The Japanese

and

more suitable

the

all

is

unde-

deliberately

in their pictures

be-

cause the primitive touch is the right
one in a cut-out film. The usual thing
is to cut out each position of the performer, though this is not necessary.

One might

join the parts of the body
paper fasteners that allow free
movements and changing positions.
Different designs of wall paper pasted
on cardboard can also be used.
In Germany, Mrs. Lottie Reininger.
assisted by Alex Strasser, has made
silhouette cut-out films which are anI
other form of animated pictures.
mention this rather as a source for
It took
study than as an end to achieve.
Mrs. Reininger four years to complete
The Adventures of Prince Achmed.
The problems of such a film are very
serious. There is the problem of tones.
In Prince Achmed the black of the

with

figures contrasted too sharply with the

background and,

white

time,

a

after

the eyes of the spectator were troubled.

her

prefer

I

ures

Dr.

these

in

and Toni

Doolittle

because the

Cinderella

Raboldt's

are

fig-

and

detailed

less

is not as much lacework cutting.
In this form of cut-out, as in the others,
it is not necessary to cut a new figure

there

with

each

may

cut

paste
pivots

not

the

at

joints.

necessary

—

—

fact,

in

leg,

etc.,

and

The

Moreover, it
even
it is

movements,

the

detailed,

less

is

er-

variations

exact

attempt

to

positions.

larger

One

position.

of

new arm,

upon the figure, or merely use

it

roneous
in

change
a

the

less

the
fre-

quent the changes, the better the film.
In fact, why does one need human
or

animal figures

mated film?
designs"

—

Francis

still

I

at

all

think

in

of

photographs

Bruguiere,

the

the

the

ani-

"photo
by

—made

American

photographer now resident in London.
These photographs were meant to illusWhen Bruguiere first
trate a book.
showed them to me, I experienced the
sensations

of

"flight,"

"panic,"

etc,

This indicates that the pictures, though
stationary, suggested kinetic qualities,
Bruguiere cut
qualities of the movie.
paper into a design, then threw light

upon it to organize the cut-out into a
form with ridges, hollows and conFollowing the method
trasting tones.
Bruguiere, on the principle of the
animated cartoon, one could produce
motion pictures of these "photo designs" with abstract ideas such as
chaos, creation, the war of the planets,
of

the seven virtues, etc.

WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH LIGHT AND PAPER CUT-OUTS
Of

800

The

Photo-DesiSns

Of

Francis

Bru«uiere

Wtiich

Suggests

Interesting

Cine

An

artist

with

a sense of design that suggests ideas
could produce a film of philosophic

!MO'%'aE i*a;%B<.caKS
were nut
one could
still make a film for the pure delight
in the changing appearance of the
cut-outs, gained by moving the light
source or by movement of the papers,
In a 16mni. film intended
or both.
as a commentary on the play. Six
Stokers That Own the Bloomin Earth,
the director of the Gate Theatre in
London, Peter Godfrey, had a scene
in which white cut-outs moved up and
down resiliently in black space. It was
very effective as motion, most simple
But even
wanted or were too
views.

in design

this

if

difficult,

and "got across."

even necessary to go into
designed cut-outs to make a paper film.
By photographing moving light over
It

isn't

paper of different tones the amateur

may

With the

get interesting movies.

use of colored papers, now that color
cinematography is available to the ama-

he

teur,

means

may

he wishes

If

the

changes

light

get

by

of a variety of colored surfaces.

change the forms

to

he

surfaces,

may

vary

of

angular

with circular, oval with circular, vertiExcal oblongs with horizontal, etc.

tending this, he can use pinpack paper designs for surfaces and thereby
approach in his own way Bruguiere's

PUPPET DRAMA
In

"photo designs" in motion, by moving
lights and by changes in the paper
design.

Or

the amateur

dimensional

by moving

may

objects
light

in

esting

films.

of the

number

ed variously, he

paper-cups,

relation

Changing the position
multiplying the

deal with threelike

may

to

witch

cups and

get very
in

inter-

Paris

won

Riesenfeld short-film
medal for his film. The Voice of the
Nightingale. He places his finger-size
actors on his desk, films them, sets the

them.

of them, heap-

Man Ray

An Animated Film Of

most unusual and interesting results.
From these animated solids we may
pass over to the animated puppet films.
The most famous are those of Ladislas
Starewitch, working near Paris. Stare-

has

the

next position, films

photographed lead balls of various
shapes in a heap, the light contrasting
the sizes further. By varying the heap
and the angle of light, a film of moving
spheres can be effected. Similarly, A.
Sandy, a young Frenchman, in his picture. Lights and Shadows, filmed cubes,
pyramids, spheres, helices, etc., with

uses as

many

it,

as 300

and so on. He
masks to portray

the change in the expression of a single
doll.
But this elaboration is not at all

needed. Starewitch is too eager for organic motion, whereas he might more

puppet motion and forego the changing physiognomy. The marionette theatre does not

artistically get

actual

stiff

Ladisia

vary the visage of the puppet and yet
the

gives

is

puppet theatre.

made

lin

of normal reality.
the very heart of the
Alex Strasser in Ber-

illusion

Indeed, that
a

toy

The Picnic,

film.

in

ordinary toys with
wooden bases. He gave them a relevant movement, stiff, wooden, without
change of expression or limbs, the

which

he

used

whole wooden toy moving and not the
parts.
This is, at the same time, sim-

and jollier.
The amateur needs

pler

nothing more
than ten-cent toys for his toy-film. He

may

film

outdoors,

the

getting

effect

by using some potted plants.
Scale is the important thing to obStarewitch filmed a toy boat
serve.
on an actual little stream running
over rocks and s^ave the impression
of forests

a ship caught

of

in

a great sea.

A

keg and some small whiskey glasses
would suffice for a cabaret. Here again,
color may be frequently used most eftoy

fectively.

Going back a
solids,

a

figure

bit to the

geometrical

can be made of such
have been geometric

There
Germany and Italy. By
moving the positions of these solids,
semblance of motion may be
the
And, with the
achieved very easily.
units.

marionettes in

help of light, splendid cinematic variations of motion may be accomplished.
Make a figure by simply putting together a cylinder, a cube, a pyramid
Move the cube, move

or other shapes.

the cylinder, and the figure, the robot,
seem to be moving. Or use glass

will

HUMOR

IN

objects

MINIATURE
itch

Marionette

Filn

— beakers,

test-tubes.

portunities are manifold

—a

The

op-

challenge!
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HKECCIMBEaK XS^S

A BLUE BOOK
^

w

will,

It

ILL the

Diverting Pi^ophecy On The Future
film

luiine

By C.

become

L.

Of

Edson

the social register of posterity?
if

we are

diction

recently

artists

who were

modern

to accept the pre-

made by

a

group of

discussing the subject

of portrait painting

the

For POSTERITY

of

art

and

its

ihe

camera.

relation to

The

because they

traiture

say

it

is

"the

medium for this period."
this is may be seen by a

only correct

How

true

glance at the past.
The Elizabethans were forced to sit
the painter because that was the

painted portrait, as a means of leisurely recording the cliaiacteristic family

to

was years ago practically
superseded by the fashionable still

of Richard
Hearted not even painting
was practiced in England; the weaver
could make a crude picture on his
loom or the brass-smith could indent a
good likeness on a sheet of metal. And

features,

photographer's ability to depict charquickly and authentically.
By
means of lighting effects the cameraman brought out any mood he wished;
with shadings, overtones and high
lights he threw into bold emphasis the
acter

feature

salient

that

whole character.

interpreted

The painter

of

the
pre-

do this only
on his part
md exhausting sittings by the subject.
Hence the still camera study, an indention of the accelerating mechanical
dge, became the accepted family portrait of the generation now growing

vious

generations

could

ifter long, laborious effort

old.

medium then available.
And far back in the days

best

Lion

the

so

the

patient

knights actually stood

while the artistic brazier etched a portrait with his chisel .on a cold brass
tablet.
Men had to be lion hearted in
those days!

Their purpose in submit-

ting to such an ordeal

was

to perpetu-

ate their likenesses on their tombs,

and

such a weighty purpose could
persuade them.
Brass was used as the medium beonly

Foniily Films
cause it was enduring. Can the family
film taken today be expected to resist
the destructive effects of time like those
ancient brass tablets, or even like the

woven tapestries in wool, originally
meant only for wall decorations, or the
more recent Elizabethan paintings on
canvas, as they are handed down the
generations?
Those brasses of the
Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries
as

are

completely typifies the spirit
This is the age of the
skyscraper and, along with other developments in keeping with the contemporary spirit, this has became the age
of motion picture photography.
People are rapidly looking to the
traiture

of these times.

home movie camera

for

family

por-

when they

ancestors looked like, as the tapestries

in

certain

a

had

crusader

way

to

indicate this.

higher

a

A

impor

social

tance than other men of his era. All
this has been preserved in permanent

Can

brass.

attain such

perishable?

celluloid

be expected to

permanency?
It is

that,

Is

it

not too

reasonable to believe

There are methods

film

of

treating

with reasonable care,

make

remarkably durable and, of course,
the family films could be reprinted
on new stock from time to time, thus

it

making the record perpetual.
Your descendants for time

everlast-

ing can be fully informed on your ac-

by consulting your reels. We,
out what our ancestors were
doing when the crusades were on, must
go to the brass etchings in old churches.

tivities

to

find

To

find out

PORTRAITS

WERE THE BEST MEDIUM OF
ELIZABETHAN DAYS

iK
802

as

were sketchy, at best. The tablets are
found over the burial crypts in the
The man was always
old abbeys.
shown dressed in full armor and, if he
had participated in one or more of the
crusades, his hands were shown crossed

not.

But now we find cine portraiture endorsed by the newer generation, because neither oil painting nor still por-

today

distinct

were made and are the only records
that show us exactly what those ancient

11

how

the family fared

when

I^BCCRS

IHOWHC

Norman Conqueror took Englann.
we study the tapestries now preserved
in our museums and search out the
the

knights and squires wearing the parcoat of arms that has come
down in our own family.
"What was grandfather doing in the
days when 'Americanization' captured
ticular

•

the world?" some

little

boy may won-

tory but were putting together a general picture of the social life of the

times with the main stress on its entertainment value.
Possessing only the stills of current
photoplays with which to judge our
times, our

own descendants,

trying to

study us through such a medium, would
get as hazy an idea of who was who

who

lo

shall have a coat of

arms and

what kind.

The College

of

Heralds was a

col-

laboration of the social secretaries of
Henry the Fifth to find out who really

was who when the age

of

recorded

his-

began.
The College of Heralds
took the armorial insignia of all the
established families of that time and

tory

to straighten them out.
was so mucn duplication found

tried

There
in

pic-

THE BAVEUX TAPESTRIES
ARE THE CHIEF KEY TO THE
SOCIAL LIFE OF NORMANSAXON TIMES

And

der in the year 2001.
to the

he will go

cabinet, take out the an-

steel

cestral reels and run a few of them
on the home screen to see how grandfather lived and how he fitted into his
surroundings in the days when Lindbergh and the Zeppelins were young.
Grandmother's wedding will be seen

and her lawn parties and bridge
with

together

tainments,

the

to

persons that she entertained.
For, although pictures have always
been the means of recording social rank

Take
for

Bayeux

rare

the

instance;

tapestries,

they have had to serve

as our chief key to the social life of
the Norman-Saxons in the days when
knighthood was in flower, for the

brasses

tell

even less of

The weavers

lived.

colored,

pictorial

as

life

it

was

of those marvelous,

however,

tapestries,

more intent on making beautiful
hangings for the halls of the gentry
and the nobility than in recording ac-

•were

curately the portraits of leading personages and the insignia of various

ranks

of

medieval

therefore,

of

has been

lost.

It

the

is

actual facts of the time

wall

note,

pieces

here,
of

that

those

days correspond roughly with
the photographic stills taken in the
course of a professional Hollywood
For, the weavers
production today.
of the tapestries, like the concocters
of the usual Hollywood drama, were
not accurately mapping a family hi-^-

ancient

the

lion,

the

the cutters in editing the family pictures. It was a poor guide but the only

thing they had.

Hoover era as we get from the
ancient Bayeux tapestries.
Even if our descendants had the
news reels and current theatrical photoplays in full, as seen on any program
at the commercial theatre today, they
would only begin to get an idea of
It would still be disour real life.

in the

We,

torted.

of course,

know

that such

"stagey;" they were designed to entertain and they do.
It is only by having access to private
family films that our posterity a hundred or a thousand years from now
will find a true record of social life
pictures

are

—

—

America in the era when American
business methods and American inven-

in

captured the imagination of

tions

interesting to

tapestry

Much,

society.

the hare,

and the leopard from certain
families and let others retain them. In
a sense, those pictures on the old
tapestries had gone into the cutting
room where they had to be edited. The
Doomsday Book was the guide used by

enter-

tion picture.

take away

falcon

notable

and customs from the ancient courts
of Egypt until today, there has never
been a pictorial invention in the past
that adapted itself so well as the mo-

symbols that they arbitrarily had

torial

all

countries and the American metropolis
became the social metropolis of the

world.

was your family doing when
Conqueror came over?" has long
been the test question for English
"\^ hat

the

bluebloods.
vive

except

No

authentic records sur-

the

Doomsday Book and

the ruling of the College of Heralds as

Every dynasty has tried to record
permanently, from the ancient
Egyptian who wrote hieroglyphs on
itself

preserved his mummy in
wrappings, down to modern
We have had the pleasure of
times.
looking at the likenesses which have
been handed down by our ancestors
and we are bound to attempt the pres-

granite and

waxed

ervation of our

own family

portraiture

the pleasure our descendants will
get out of it. Our only regret about the
gallery of ancestral portraits is that
for

they are still. Many a poet has dreamed
that ancestors stepped out of their

frames and came to life to move among
us for an evening, as in the operetta
Ruddigore.
This pleasure will be possible for
our descendants, thanks to the celluloid
The face
film and the home camera.
of the Egyptian Spiiinx was worn away
of
course
by sand and wmd in the
But time need
three thousand years.
not

wear away the face

The

in the film.
only your shadow; but
there is nothing so perma-

picture

is

after

all.

nent

under the sun as your shadow.
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TIPS On TITLING
And

Hoiv To Handle Travel Sport
the

IN

the

in

last

issue

Movie Makers, we discussed

Because of similarity of sub-

matter or for convenience, shots

ject

know them and.
The use

your reel cans and save your
space for something of greater

title

inter-

The best title will, of course, depend upon the scenes that you have
est.

Possible

taken.

might

titles

be

erally safe to ad-

Francisco's icater front
better, some individualized title,
such as Not so

movie makers
plan travel

picturesque as it
once was, but

are actually scenic are often included in travel reels. Since it is genthat

vise
to

separately,

we can

discuss

these

or. still

considerably

as

edited

if

San

The

shots

scenic

contain.

In writing

that the tire was
changed is of trivial importance and

A GOOD LEAD TITLE FOR A EUROPEAN
TRAVEL FILM

titles

films,

travel

for

The fact

ample.

may

they

El

title.

uhere U' e
changed a tire, is
another bad exPaso,

of a trip, ignoring

which

Francisco's

Chinatown.

for

of telling the story

the

be-

fore a sequence ol

purpose

sole

placed

safer,

they

reels

were
the

San

Through

and scenics

films

the fact that you really

title

films for

is

not worth recording.

The

has

title

while such a one as The

amusement and entertainment of
your audience still holds good and you

no

should approach the subject matter of
every title from that point of view. As
nearly as possible, put yourself in the
place of a member of your audience.
Many other points raised under the
heading of scenic films also apply

Taos not only has more interest but
stimulates the imagination of those who
read it. Again, the title. Grant's Tomb:
General Grant is buried here, is as

equally well to travel films. First, consider a film of a short trip in this

teresting.

the

You

country.

probably wish to

will

present a rough itinerary of the trip

Immediately, we run into

in the titles.

the

same

that

difficulty

in scenic films,

which

is

was discussed
a tendency to

label scenes with uninteresting one or

two-word titles, chiefly the names of
These untowns and cities visited.
adorned labels are dull and give a
choppy and incoherent effect to the
whole reel. The first step in bettering them

consider carefully the
necessity of recording the name of the
particular city at all. Often the scenes
to

is

are so short that the title gives the
nothing
more interesting
audience

than the fact that you have been there,
but sometimes, when you have secured
several good scenes of a particular city,
naming the location in a title will be
desirable.

giving the

use the

Even

name

title,

in

that

case,

avoid

of the city alone

and

rather, to give additional

information as well.

Here are some examples, good and
San Francisco, 1929, is the hor-

bad.

example, without equal, for it is
a label and a date, nothing more. Date
rible

804

if necessary, you can
your audience who they are.

tell

ti-

matter for scenic reels.
Next in line is the travel film, virhich
is often, properly speaking, a semiscenic.

L. Gale

of

subject

tle

By Arthur

Titling Your

article.

Scenics,

Newsreel Films

interest,

down on

heat beats

it

is

maps

films is

of

or

scientific

educational

interest.

Almost everyone in an audience that
you are likely to ask to your home will
be familiar with the country you have
filmed, if not from visiting it themthen through travel books, newsthe numerous other sources

selves,

or

reels

keep us in close touch with the
whole world. Detailed title itineraries,
titles naming each town, chateau and
shrine, or animated maps of Europe or
the Far West are likely to bore your
audience like an enforced lecture on
There is always
"Self Improvement."
the chance that we carry such titling
too far because, fresh from our trip
and with new enthusiasms and deep
impressions, we wish to record them
on the film, letting nothing escape. We
try to tack them down in titles by listing places and cities visited, as a sort
that

of chronicle
ment.

But
is

of

own

your

and

own purpose.

this defeats its

far better that

to

accomplish-

cultural

you

It

try to represent

personality

in

these

titles

convey your own feeling for the

beauty or history of the places visited.
Once on this tack,

unin-

title

writing

will

be a lot more genuine fun and your
travel reels will be
one hundred per-

In titling travel
as well as

films

scenics

titling

in travel

you are making a film
of an infrequently visited area or one
if

in

redun-

obviously

dant as

the flat roofs

of

justified only

we

more

always face
the temptation to
bring in the personal element and,
hence, such titles
as Uncle Bill and

cent

the Statue of Liberty or Aunt Til-

has written the

spirit. Chaplain

Raymond
AN EXCELLENT NEWSREEL TITLE. TELL
ING WHAT. WHO, WHEN AND WHERE

uith the Mut-

lie,

ter horn

background are written. Probably most
your

of

audience

will

recognize

friend or relative in question and

the
it

is

entirely different

but,

if

it

morning

be screened for
friends and occasional guests, such ti-

flect

are very bad.
By all means include friends and relatives in scenes
taken on trips.
The human touch
almost always makes the scene more
interesting and the presence of movement also helps a great deal, but don't

sports,

film

to

tles

emphasize them unduly in
will

recognize

titles.

themselves,

you

They
will

ti-

the

Muses' tales
truly

told,

and Constantinoan early
Such tistimulate the imagination and re-

tles

is

all

for scenes of Naples,

question

travel

Where

Knox

a

ple in the

a

C.

sequence taken in Athens, In
the haze and smoke of Mt. Vesuvius,
for

unnecessary to name him. If the film
is
to be a reel of personalities, the
is

tles.

seem

the

in

interest-

both to you
and to your audie n c e.
In this

ing

morning

mists, for

arrival at this port.

the writer's personality.
In newsreels or films of games and

stimulative and ornamental tiwould be entirely out of place.
Here they must answer questions which

tles

They
film itself cannot answer.
should be short, dramatic and informative.
They are not put in to present the
writer's personality but to advance the
{Continued on page 829)
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WE

Further

Of The FiDidamcntah Of Lenses

Discussio/t

By

HAVE

CAMERA'S EYE

Your

Russell C. Holslag

slight distortion into the image.

already seen in our

last discussion that the lens

will

give

any object when

sharp image of

a

every

reiiroduces

it

point of light and shade on the
film in circles of the smallest possible

little

diameter

know

— the circles of confusion.

that,

when

object

the

We
at

is

a

say that the film
order to prevent

diaphragm
admit

a

to

only

the

necessary

light

overexposed,

is

we

this,

close

In
the

where it will
correct amount of

point
to

expose

the

film

the light on

Since

impossible to grind the lens with
absolutely perfect uniformity over its
entire surface, as more of this surface
is

it

is brought into use there is increasing
chance for the introduction of irregularities.
This is why the "fast" lens is

usually

more expensive, since

to

is

it

be used at a wide aperture and must be

given distance in front of the camera,

properly.

be placed at a certain
distance from the film in order to focus
We
this
object sharply.
image
of
the

the

found that, as the object approached
the camera, the lens had to be moved
farther away from the film to keep its
image in focus and, conversely, as the
object receded, the lens was brought

our diaphragm

cordingly.

so as to let in

other things be-

fore,

bear

nearer to the film until a point was
reached where the image remained critically sharp without further motion of
the lens, no matter how far distant the
This point was called infinity
object.
and produced an ultimate distance from
lens to film which we found was a
fixed quantity for every lens, thus

to get the best

mind

the

image
on the film af-

lowing
matter

the lens must

affording a

means

identifying that

of

lens through the term "focal length."

mind, we are now
ready to proceed to an understanding
of the lens diaphragm and how it
The
affects our focusing problems.
diaphragm is a variable opening placed
in the path of the light ray as it
passes through the lens. While sometimes placed in front of the lens proper,

With

it

this well in

usually mounted within the lens

is

barrel

itself,

between

elements

rear

front

the

the

of

lens.

we know

bers,

is

set

at

certain

a corresponding

num-

change

the diaphragm

the actual

diaphragm aperture or open-

ing grows smaller.

much
poss

as
as

Thus,

should,

ble.

order

in

possible

we should
know just how
phragm
der

amount

what

lens

the

aperture

any

number
creased.

i

is

an

is,

is

in-

us

see

how

this

fact

will

affect

our

Let

Inasmuch

as there

de-

is

stop

the

as

g v en outside
lighting condition.

are

creased, that

of light

under

no

fact,

image
ows sharper

r

as

admit

correct

the

n

The
g

or-

in

to

i

fol-

using:

the dia-

to set

we

there-

lens we

processing,

ter

ac-

All

equal,

ing

light
i

reeled

number

lens setting for

of variations in

objects

infinite

lighting

s

that

it

distant

condi-

— the "infinity"

might

focus.

phragm

When

the lens

u p p osed
the dia-

I'hotograth

set

diaphragm

the

CAMERA-ANGLING THE CAMERA

setting

is

for infinity with

By The Author

Battery wide Open, we
Study Of Its Turret Mount And Le
lal
proper ex- An
have seen that
posure could
the image remains sharp, no matter
only be determined after long experihow far beyond this limit the object
ence. In practice, however, one soon
Now, if the diaphragm openrecedes.
acquires the knack of making very satising is made smaller, thereby increasfactory approximations. Moreover, the

for

latitude possessed by the sensitive emulsion, as well as the corrective effect of

ing the tendency

the reversal process, does much to comThe
pensate for errors in exposure.

limit

amateur who takes pride in correct exposure, as an important link in the

/:3.5

operation

of

picture

production,

will

use of a good exposure
meter. This instrument will materially
reduce the chances of his going astray

do well

to

make

The second

of the important effects

is

make

to

sharper, the result

decreased.

is

the

image

that the infinity

To take

a specific

open at
and focused at infinity would produce a sharp image of all objects from
seventy-five to one hundred feet away,
or farther: the same lens stopped down
to /:5.6 would bring this infinity limit
down to fifty feet and a further decrease in lens aperture would make it

example,

even

a

one-inch

lens

less.

This,

says

the

reader,

is

all

very

of the actual lens area is brought into

some similar system, some diaphragm-

so strong as to affect

This means that there is more
chance for the introduction of s<ime

and-focus

or less light to reach the sensi-

emulsion of the

may be

the emulsion

cor

our scene

more

the film

open

the light which reaches

First,

is brilliantly lit,

to

diaphragm opening in lens performance is its direct bearing on the
As the diaphragm
focusing problem.
more
is opened, of course, more and

on the performance of the lens.
as it opens or closes, it allows

tive

want

is

in this direction.

The diaphragm has two important
effects

shall

be

opening has taken
According to the system used
place.
in most amateur motion picture cameras, as the numerical value of the
diaphragm or "stop numbers"' increases,
in

we

subject

tions,

aperture to a clear opening
almost as large as the full diameter
This aperture or
of the lens itself.
diaphragm opening is changed by
turning a knurled ring on the outside
of the barrel.
An index mark is provided so that, when this movable

diaphragm ring

poor,

and

small

if

carefully
ground and

The

diaphragm is composed of interleaved
opaque segments so arranged that the
opening may be changed from a verv

Conversely,

too

film.

If

radically.

We

then

of the

use.

practical for workers in landscape
for those

who wish

to

and

take pictures of
is there not

the Rocky Mountains, but

combination, which enables
(Continued on page 826)
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IM«>%'BE m,%aCERSi

SOME IDEAL GIFTS FOR A19IATEUR MOVIE MAKERS
know
YOU
ence

from your own experi-

the inexpensive

can be had with a movie camera.

else
CiK«-Koi>AK, MoDp.r. BB,/.i.9
Smnll,

ligfit,

50-Jml lapniily,

,

1,1.,.

eifitip

«/,/«. IlilhJ.J.S

':ll,„u.

I.

the

equipment

you can select suitable

tfi

mm.

llil/l ,irll/l,l,il l,;illf,i.

person

to

who
who

made movies, or for one
already owns a movie camera.

chased

has never

They

and mechanical correctness. They are

fr„t, t,

under climatic and atmospheric
conditions far worse than they will ever
encounter in actual use

The Gift Sui-erb

—

the Library Kodascope and the Cabinet made especially jar it. The Kodascope pr
on the self-contained screen in the daylight or in a brightly lighted room ; or this scrci
may be swung aside and a larger one supplied with the cabinet may be used.
Both the Cabinet andthe case for the Kodascope are made of beautifully grained walnut inlaid tilth ebon
Price, Library Kodascope and Cabinet, complete, $450. Library Kodascope only, $J00.

— and they must

pass these ordeals perfectly before they
are allowed to reach the user.

Kodascopes are

also subjected to

FlL

amateur

iiioties

new

rigid tests— and every

Kodascope, from

beauty anti realism. It costs hut little
more than ordinary film. Price, f^.^o

per

icto-joot roll, $f.cto

prothat

per ^o-Joot

Cin£-Ko
The ideal n

pur-

use.

Takes

/<

GIVE CINEGRAPHS THIS CHRISTMAS
Kodak Cinegraphs

are movies for

the four reels are indistinguishable,
one from the others, except for the
order in which the horses finish, the

showing on 16 mm. projectors. They
are made from professional films, and
are 100, 200 and 400 teet in length,
Subjects include comedy, animated
cartoons, animated models, travel,
adventure, history and numerous

excitement and suspense are always
maintained to the end by merely
shuffling the reels before

A Complete Cin^-Kodak Outfit

for $143

may
EMni.v FOR Cin£-Koi>ak,
Model B or BB/./.j)
This lirings to the owner of a Cine-Kodak, Model
BR,f.l.i), all the pleasures vj mailing Kodacolar. Pri,

new

the "Cinegraph
Sweepstakes," a racing game in the
form of four 50-foot reels. The races
.\

Cinf-Kodak, Model BB,/.J.^, Kodascope, Model C, and
Kodascope Screen No. o. A splendid gijt'.

1

you

case, $lS^-

;

/eel oj film. Price, in
$17S- ^" black, without

Model H./.J-^,

black only,

without case, SSj-

feature

Cine-Kodaks, Kodascopes and accessories and you'll surely find something

—

to

make somebody

this

dear to you happy

Christmas!

Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, New York

Your

family, or

any

friend having a

projector, will appreciate the gift of

is

be run again and again, but as

showing the

Let a Cine-Kodak dealer show you

,

some Cinegraphs this Christmas. .Any
iCine-Kodak dealer will show them to
"V'ou ar
and give you a catalog.

This screen

is

-

—

i
rll'-ii

Tmf/4.s Long FocLs Lens for
Telephoto Effects
This lens is instantly interchangeable
with the f.l.i^ lens on present models of
Cinl-Kodaks B and BBf.l.i), and can
be fitted to older models of Cinl-Kodak
B,f.i.i,.Pricc,$./5.

Kodacolor Screen
ma<ie esperially Jor shownjr Kodacolor,

and should be used to bring out Kodacolor' s/ull beauty, ft
is aluminum mounted in a polished cherry/rame. Price, $25.
,

Kodascope,

B

if

7

two.

pictures,

other classifications.

roll.

for as little as $143; or

me camera /or all-round

want to give the finest in the amateur
movie field, you can obtain it complete
for $658— Cine-Kodak, B/1.9 in color,
with case to match, the Library Kodascope and the Cabinet pictured at the
left, and full equipment for both making
and showing Kodacolor. The prices of
other combinations range between these

are given

tested

"I'll

is

color, with ca.

the most exacting tests, both for optical

t

A complete outfit may be

come.

jects brilliant movies

Saf

re-

be used and appreciated for years

will

nf lilm hi perjeil ,M„l»,„n. M,l„l,

mil

—

Cine-Kodak outfit camera,
jector and screen — will make a gift

illustrated,

gifts for a

facture of fine watches.
keep eigbl .too-Jml

may be

to bring out the best there

A

some one

Eastman amateur movie equipment
is designed and built to meet the fullest
requirements of amateur movie makers.
Cine-Kodaks are built with the care and
precision that characterize the manu-

Il'ill

higher

hntf-

spee:lfeiflurr, /trow/I, /'hte, grfiy or hlafk^

lakri Kiiitiutjlor with Kitdaeohr

From

to the

in your pictures.

— a parent, a son or daughter, a dear

friend.

upon

lied

Now— this Christmas — is the time to
this pleasure available to

C

priced Library Kodascope,

the real, lasting pleasure that

make

Model

Mo

Assembly, Kodascope, Model

B

•ECEIM^EIC X929

De^eA^eAxj-V^OX,-'

PHOTOPLAYFARE
An Amateur

Outlet?

THOUGHTFUL
long

pointed

persons
out

the

logical

The

Fo?^

sonal to avoid the courteous commendation which friends give to their
pictures and sufficiently intelligent to

understand and appreciate the variations and quality factors that must
accompany any critical evaluation of
their films.
They have hoped for this
type of audience from the patrons of

mon

W. Winton

fore,

circumstances of an entirely ad-

tain

ventitious

nature,

especially

in

New

York City, where this movement has
had its greatest American development.
These so-called "Little Theatres" or
"Little Picture Houses" have all been
straight commercial enterprises of more
radical

less

This

one

poses
things
tres

it

movie

play-

call

them merely

"indepen-

not enough, because that re-

is

only to their disseverance from
producing and distributing mechanisms
of the commercial American film system.
"Radical" is added to indicate
fers

their esthetic as well as their financial

separateness.

These

little

picture houses have fre-

quently found

it difficult to obtain outstanding American commercial films at
a low enough rate to justify their

rental because of the very natural con-

demand and special
market which have made it profitable
for American producers and distrib-

presup-

utors to favor larger theatres or those

two

smaller theatres that have become "af-

of

these

:

must

other

of

ditions of supply,

excellent

is

to

dents"

—

"independents"
as
those motion picture theatre owners
are termed commercially, who
are
not in any way affiliated with a producing or distributing company.
In
or

ing houses.
logic but

practices

houses that have offered a great mass
of trite plays for trite people.
There-

special-show-

these

disinclination to follow the com-

a

in

Ci?itellige?jzia

By Roy

radical attitude

of these theatres has manifested itself

relationship between the smaller

motion picture theatres, having a policy
of showing special pictures for special
audiences, and the fuller development
of
amateur cinematography.
They
have indicated that the basic need for
amateur movie makers of exceptional
talent is an audience sufficiently imper-

The

foreign extraction.

Reviews

have

filiated" with their

thea-

be

own production and

Many

distribution systems.

able

of the

little

to use different film

picture houses have been thrown back

widths without

in

35

and short
subjects of various kinds, which has
brought down on them the conteraptu
ous condemnation of many critics, espe

first

of

cially

on

dif-

more amamust under-

ficulty or

teurs

take

mm.

work
The

foreign

seems

much

film

more

likely,

espe-

castic

equip-

16

mm.

ily

capable of

factory

films

is

providing

for

with

first

intelligent

people

special

idea

with

of
ex-

from trade con-

—

There will open if plans mature,
which obtain at the time this is written
in Christmas week in New York City
the Little Picture House of the Film

—

n

lighting and optica.

systems to which there would be no
possible
objection
for
non-portable
projectors, it can provide projection of
a very high quality.

calling

The development of special-showing
theatres has been complicated by cer-

hand

808

the

The

ditions.

certain
i

invented sar

for

later necessities arising

eas-

satis-

projection

modifications

who have

appellations

ceptional films has been overlaid with

for small audiences

and,

industry,

showing ventures.

cially as the present

ment available

revivals

those of the trade press of the

these

projection

films,

them

political

natural

radical, there

designation,

ences

in

meant no

although,

enough sympathy,

ness radicalism

is

their

hand with an appeal

made up

by

a

busi-

has occasionally gone
to audi-

of political radicals ot

Bureau. This latter society has a fine
record of individual service to a prominent metropolitan membership in providing information concerning excejitional current offerings, in arranging

and in other types
(Continued on page 818)

private screenings
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What

a
Wonderful Gift

Makes!

it

Hollywood quality
movies

the rule

is

— when

you "film

m/m

6

movie camera

ments have kept

first.

it

it.

films

is

tricks.

The VICTOR

That's

why

it is

is

Naturally a movie camera
at your local dealer's

is

on your

list

—

in all

— Big
— by a
its

— alone —

the

motion,

sorts of light.

Moments

can't

mere turn of

whims,

all

its

evade

a turret

unexpected

first.

of possible Christmas

— or write us for literature — and

any-

it,

"gadgets" to attach while the

instantly

cameras

SLOW

dose-up, distance,

self-sufficient to catch life at all

different from other

compact

film

Quick as the eye sees

always ready

Almost every conceivable demand can be met

or button.

small,

— at any time.

The VICTOR

escaping.

one

All in

thing

There are no
is

constant refine-

you have the incredible power to

normal or FAST speed

of action

motion was the

life

— and

unit

Victor

moment

for the future"

it

This remarkable recorder of
1

front-yard

the exception

Victor Cine Camera.

with a

first

in

— not

gifts.

your Christmas

See the VICTOR
will

stretch out

over years of pleasure and satisfaction.

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH COMPANY
Davenport, Iowa « 242 West 55th Street,

The

Victor

Projector

Model
is

3

the

New York City

Cine

perfect

complement of the Victor
Camera the two form a

—

unit of motion picture ex-

cellence, which con be ob-

tained with no other

combination.

CINEICAMERA
809
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Truly fine gifts for the
li^nnoundng

the

new Filmo

Telephoto
Lenses
Taylor -Hobson

Cookelenses.
made by master
Enf;lish

Tu'in
Halldorson

crafts-

men, arestandard
Filmo equip-

Lights

ment. Telephoto lenses
make

excellent

Christmas

gifts,

addtnganew and
atly

enjoyed

cibility to the
kit. Prices

Filmo owner's
are:

Filmo 70

F

-inch
3J<-inch
-inch
6 -inch
2

F

3.5
3.5

F 4 5
F 5 5
Filmo 75
2-inch F ^5
4

3-inch F 4
4-inch F 4.5

$60.00
85.00
60.00
65.00
$55.00
57.50
55.00

NOTE:

If lenses are for
Filmo 70-A equipped tvrrh
Variable ViewfinJer, or for
Filmo 70- D, deduct $5 for
omission of extra viewfinder
eye-piece

and

objective lenses.

Twin

500- Watt

Halldorson Mazda Lights are
excellent for supplementing
daylight in interiorscenesand
for reducing cross shadows.
The twins come packed together in a neat metal carrying case, complete with bulbs,
at$35. Single 500- Watt lights
(without carrying case) are
$13.50. Extra 500- Watt bulbs
are S4.00. 1,000- Watt Mazda
light is $37.50.

TO

fill a definite clemand, the Filmo Traveler Outfit was created.
It is the expression
of all that is fine in Filmo, a concrete and practical symbol of Filmo quality and craftsmanship. As a gift suggestion, it answers the most exacting desire of any movie maker.

The Bengal Cobra

cases, richly lined in blue velvet plush {the Camera and Projector cases
equipped with Sesamee locks are a noteworthy achievement themselves. Their construction is sturdy, their proportions excellent. Made of the finest of leathers in Bengal Cobra
grain with Mayfair stitching, they are a distinguished contribution to the case-making craft.
The Traveler 70-D Camera Outfit complete with Bengal Cobra case consists of one Filmo
70-D Camera and the following lenses and accessories:
)

B & H Character Title Writer
Endless pleasure for the Filmo 70 owner. Simple to operate
and offering innumerable opportunities for all kinds of miniature and close-up photography in addition to the writing of
titles. The rwo lights operatefromanyiightsocket. ThcFilmo
70-A or 70-D is fixed to the camera mount and a compensating
focuser sets it for the close-up shot. Furn ished complete at $36.

Tripods and

Tripod Heads
Greatlite
Projection

For telephoto work tripods
are almost a necessity. And

Lens

in all other shots, their use
aids greatly in steadying and

K

A
Dremophot
Exposure

Meter
The

perfect exposure meter. Absolutely accurate. You look
through it at your object; turn the knurl and read the correct
diaphragm setting for your lens on the scale. Complete in
leather case, $12.50 Makes an ideal Christmas gitt.
,

Filmo Enlarger

A splendid
jector.

Makes2'4'x

T

"still" enlargements from
3
film. Enlarger is used with Filmo Pro$28.50 complete with film pack and holder.

regular 16

gift.

mm. movie

thoughtful gift sugges-

For
rojector without change
1
lights or condensers,
-inch size, $12.

tilting

and panoraming,

the Nu-Tiran Tripod Head
an excellent device, $12.

is

BELL &
HOWELL
Bell

New
810

focusing the camera. Type
Tripod, 53 inches high, of
wood, very sturdy and quickly
set up. costs $7.50. Type E
Tripod, of strong construction, 56 inches high is $6.50.

& Howell

Co.,Dept.

L.,

1828 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

York, Hollywood, London

{B.

&

H.

Co., Ltd.) Established

111.

1907

IHO'»'IE JMy%K£EKKS

personal movie maker
TRAVELER

Outfit!

(in its own Bengal Cobra case); I'F ?. 5 focusing mount lens with 2x and 4x Duplex Filter;
Special TH. C. 1' F 1.8 lens tor Kodacolor. and 4x slip-on filter; 2' F 3.5 T-H. C. lens with either 2x or 4x
F. 3.3 T-H. C.
filter; 3' F 4 T H.
lens and 4x filter; 4' F 4.5 TH. C. lens, using 4x filter as above;
lens and 4x filter; 6' F. 5.5 T-H. C. lens and 4x filter; Four Orthoplan Graduated Filters, sizes 1.2.3, and
4; Dremophot Exposure Meter; Iris Vignetter for 1' F 1.8 lens; Focusing Microscope; Lens Modifier;
Duplicator; Filmo scene record book and cards; Extra set of scene record cards. In addition to the foregoing camera and accessories, the case will accommodate four rolls of 100-ft. film.

Type E Tripod

iW

C

Companion

to the Traveler 70-D Camera Outfit is the Traveler 57-G Projector Outfit
Complete in Bengal Cobra cases. This outfit consists of the Filmo 57-G Projector fully
equipped for showing movies in Kodacolor as well as in blackand white, anda Filmo Type
CX Crystal Pearl Bead Screen, 30" x 40", which folds into its own Bengal Cobra case.

'4W-^
Projection Screens

Does your Filmo - owning

The Bengal Cobra

cases for both Camera and Projector outfits ate also furnished alone or
the Bengal Cobra Camera case may be substituted, as Mayfair case D, in place of Mayfair
case A, B or C at slight additional cost when purchasing the Fimo 70-D Camera by itself

Traveler 70-D Camera Outfit Complete, $790.60; Code FILEP.
Traveler Mayfair
Bengal Cobra Camera and Accessory Case alone, $44. 50;
Traveler Tripod, Type E, alone in Bengal Cobra Case, $15; Code FILEU.
Traveler Bengal Cobra Type E Tripod Case alone, $7.50; Code FILEW.

D

Traveler 57-G Projector Outfit Complete, $345; Code FILET.
Traveler Bengal Cobra 57-G Projector Case alone, $30; Code FILER.
Traveler Type
Bead Screen, 30" x 4o" in Bengal Cobra Case, $50;

CX

Code FILCX.

tiiend

Code FILEX.
Code FIPBE.

project pictures

or, equally good for black
Its projection surface may be faced in for protection, and the feet folded

Variable Viewfinder
Jor Filmo 70

and white.

Ask your

Traveler Combination Camera and Projector Outfit Complete, $1135.60;

still

on the wall? Give him the
"Bub" North Screen, particularly efficient for Kodacol-

wife to give you
this device foryour Filmo.
Replaces standard Filmo 70
door. The turn of a knurl
gives field area of lenses of
six different focal lengths.
Obviates eyepieces and objective lenses. Credit of $15
on Filmo 70-A, B or C door.

Variable

parallel with frame

when

storing. Comes in these sizes
and prices: 12" x 12', $15;
18' X 24', $21; 24' x 32'.
$27.50; 30' X 40', $39. The
Crystal Mirror SurfaceScreea

has an exceptionally high reflective

power. 16K' x 22'.

S25; 24' X 32', $32.50; 30
x40', $38.50.

Viewfinder

Door, complete, $45.

frB&

H Picture Viewer and Film Editer

Real thoughtfulness

is

expressed by this

gift.

Geared re-wind

splicer, and picture viewer, all in one compact
Picture viewer magnifies the film to nine times
normal size, illuminating it for easy inspection. Picture viewer
attachment alone. $21.50. Complete with splicer and geared
re-wind arms as shown. $40. Re-winder and splicer alone, $14.
Splicer alone. $7.50.

arms and reels,
Traveler OutHt complete in
LOmpactpiecei of matched luggage.

Color movies! What finer gift for
Filmo users? The Taylor -Hobson

Cooke "Special"

1-inch

F

$35.

The old

accessory.

Filmo Remote Control

Filmo
Duplicator

1.8 lens

was developed especially for taking
Kodacolor movies with Filmo cameras. The lenscompletewith filters for
Filmo 70 or 75 Cameras isS82.50. For
projecting Kodacolor movies, the
new B & H Projection Lens assembly
for Kodacolor. for use with Filmo 57
Projectors having extra condenser
slot, costs

fcit.

a blind, or making
fin action. Including ten
bber tubing, the cost is
$4.50. Additional ten foot lengths of
tubing with couplings. $1.50. In lengths
of more than 20 feet, without couplings.
15c a foot.
1

For amusing
subject

trick effects.

A

filmed through the

Filmo Duplicator is shown
complete double image
on the film. A gift that will

as a

style lens as-

sembly for Kodacolor. for projectors
having no extra condenser, is 530.

many laughs. Fits
standard Filmo lenses, $4.50.
provide

BELL &

HOWELL COMPANY'

L. 1828 Larchmont Ave.. Chicago
Gentlemen; Please send me complete information on the accessories marked:
D Filmo Traveler Outfits complete D Traveler
MayfairCaseD D Traveler Type E Tripod and Case D Traveler
Crystal Pearl Bead Screen and Case D Filmo Enlarger D Variable
Viewfinder Door D Filmo Remote Control D Greatlite Projection
Lens P B & H Character Title Writer D Tripods and Tripod
Heads D B & H Picture Viewer and Editcr D Kodacolor Equipment D Twin Halldorson Lights D Tclephoto Lenses D ProjectionScreens D Filmo Duplicator D Dremophot Exposure Meter.

Dept.

Film

(See Christmas Filmo Library Aunouucement,

Filmo Cameras

and

Page 00 and jor

Projectors, see back cover}

Name....
State

City

811
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CRITICAL FOCUSING
Technical Reviews To

Aid The Amateur

Unholy Night
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Cinematography:
A long sequence
of

shots

London

a

of

traveling camera

is

used

to

is

shown below.

Fox
MwiATUREs: This

tures

picture

of

a

half-

Eskimo girl contains an exand intelligent use of minia-

breed
tensive

in

with

connection

studio

sets

of Arctic exteriors. The models greatly
enlarge the possibilities of the exterior
As the half-breed girl
artificial set.
and her lover flee from the avenging

husband
and the
masses.
closing

Paramount
Sport Filming:

A

which may be of service
amateur movie maker next

to

the

spring,

is

revealed in the filming of a
game. In this connection il

would also be well to see Educationtwo reel film. Clancy at the
al's
Bat, which is an even better study of
advantageous angles

in baseball filming.

Paramount
Photographic Angles: Rouben Maa newcomer in the Paramount studios, who directed this

moulian,

uses

about

ever

discovered,

crevasse

very

is

well

done

and, although impossible to the average amateur, it is interesting. E. W. S.

scenes

ex-

those

but

actual

its

particu-

will

location,

larly interest the amateur.

E.

W.

S.

every

photographic

making

Foreign

Newsreel Inserts: This
from

a

cerpt

is

apartment

before

coming

clever

a

onstrates

a

clipping

into the story

The

exposure.

double

picture dem-

of

The newsreel

newsreel.

worked

use

ex-

through

characters

window

and
watch a military review through the
glass. The idea probably requires an
exactness of masking that is not possible to the average amateur but he
will find it an interesting effect. There
by

curtained

a

some well lighted

are also

battle shots.

partic-

In one
ular use of the camera crane.
scene the camera lens minutely scrutinizes the details of the furnishings of

an

Rasputin

stand

Applause

film,

a

used

is

of technique,

trick

down

is

in

very useful study

crevasse

fall

other

in

The

bottles.

taken through a glass trap door, the
effective
overhead
shots
and
the
night lighting on Brooklyn Bridge,

Company

Fast

crushed in the ice
mechanical work of the

they
villain

The

tensively

baseball

Frozen Justice

the empty gin
camera technique

finally

same

lighting effects are very

One

Gale

move down

.side of the hall

a seance. The
well arranged.

L.

a

and up the other,
There
to show the number of rooms.
is also some use of double exposure
which is very well done in scenes of
one

By Arthur

par-

is

Later

handled.

well

ticularly

fog

It looks at the photographs
on the wall, the theatrical trunk and

character.

to

the

Madonna

of the

Car

Sleeping

Foreign
effects,
very fine
Lighting: Some
achieved with very limited equipment,
are found in several instances, largely
There
in a series of prison scenes.
are also several very good examples
of a new economical technique by
which exterior backgrounds are done
away with through the use of night
There is very
shooting and flares.
little foreground and no background.
This

idea

when

the

useful,

is

action

only

course,

of

occurs

at

night.

The Weavers
Foreign
Technique: Although

Camera

appointing

to

Hauplmann.

this film, like

dis-

with

familiar

those

many

other

contains several original

importations,

and outstanding examples of camera
technique which should provide a
amateur adaptations.
fine
crop
of
Particularly worthy of note is the
sequence in which the returned soldier
describes

merciless

the

government

to

of

rulers

the

which the peasants pro-

pose to appeal. The idea is well presented by a series of closeups, each
hardly more than ten or twelve inchej

government officials.
such rapid succession,
these closeups give a hard, composite
government
typical
of
the
picture
of

film,

In

812

The Light

IN LIGHTING

Effects Stresses

A

Stark

Mo

In

Unholy Night

in

whom
No

the soldier seeks to de-

scribe.

solves

were

used,

o£Bcial

DRAMA

the

of

Occurring

special

fades
the

gained solely by cutting.

or

dis-

being
R. C. H.

effect
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cine-kodak
Panchromatic safety film
Interior movies of the Christ-

mas

tree,

whether made by nat-

ural or artificial light, will be
better if

"Pan"

made on "Pan"; and

will also bring greater

beauty and realism
of

are

photographed with ordinary

most

as

When

between them,

photo-

are

graphed with "Pan" there

dations.

Try

is

marked
three

the

a roll of

Cine-Kodak Panchro-

matic Safety Film during your winter
sports.

You'll find

that

the color

values in costumes and in landscapes

movies

colors then taking positions related

are

your out-of-door holiday

to their actual brightness. This black

dinary film. Try the film with

and white reproduction of colors

ficial illumination, and you'll
your pictures surprisingly better.

to

their correct relative tones

w
T

portion of the available light, and
gives correspondingly truer tone gra-

appears to the eye.

it

the same colors

contrast

al-

dark and the blue much

lighter than

activities.

ter,

film,

the red reproduces black, the green

» » « «

ier colors

ors light

The
HETHER used
'

in

summer

or win-

indoors or outdoors, Cine-Kodak

in

— the heav-

dark, and the brighter col-

— gives

movies made with

"Pan" exceptional beauty.
"Pan" also gives superior

results

more

truly recorded than

with

or-

arti-

find

A

color filter is recommended for
with "Pan," although excellent
movies may be made without it.
However, the filter should not be
use

Panchromatic Safety Film will give
you better quality movies than ordi-

when

a Kodalite or other incandescent

You can buy Cine-Kodak Panchro-

nary

filament illumination. Ordinary film,

matic Safety Film from Cine-Kodak

because of its lack of sensitivity to

dealers everywhere.

film.

with

used for interior movies

made

"Pan" movies owe their beautv
and realism to the fact that the film is
sensitive to all colors, whereas ordi-

colors, utilizes but a portion of the

nary film

hand, because of the sensitivity of

is

chiefly sensitive to blue

and blue-violet. For instance, when
bright reds and greens and dark blues

all

"Pan," on the other

artificial light.

its

emulsion to the reds, greens and yellows, utilizes

a

considerably larger

used for portraiture.

is

The 100-foot

roll

$7.50; the 50-foot roll, $4.00.

Let "Pan" help you make better
quality movies this Christmas.

Eastman Kodak Company, RochN. Y.

ester,

813

—

»«»»

— and

right in your own home you can
have the latest miracle of science the
DeVry Cine-Tone the movie that talks
hrings to you perfect synchronization
of sound and film.

—

—

What
ries

a treasured store of visible memowill have
your children

—
—sports—
scenes of action —

you

throughout the years
stirring

travel

will live again

at your command. See the DeVry line
at your dealer's today or write us for
descriptive literature. Every DeVry
machine unconditionally guaranteed.
*'Sc<'

Yourself as Others See You^*

QRS-DeVRY CORPORATION
Dept. E-12

New York
814

333 Norlh Michigan AveninCHICAGO, ILLINOIS S.iii Frau

IC

I<>29
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MAK&EIKS

"^AMATEUR'S NAME
FOR THE VICTORY
°'

COLOR OVER

'

^

MAX

B.

DUPONT

yl^^mCV
Main

Eastern Branch
11

West 42nd

New York

St.,

City.

BLACKanoWHITE

Office

CORPORATION
Southern

Branch

610-612 Baronne

207-09 N. Occidental Blvd.,

Los

New

Orleans,

St.,

La.

Angeles, Calf.

815

mm^'

——

—
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The

Gift that says

''NOW

take

Beautiful Pictures
JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS FILMS

right in

The Art Title Background On The Facing Paje
Is By Mrs. Fred Waller. The Suggested Title,
Above. By Ralph R. Eno.

DRAMATIZING

your

INDUSTRIALS

own homeF^

(Continued from page 793)

Every person likes
made. When we

Nature.
how he

is

secting

a

as

sheep's

a magnifier,

using

eye,

floating

to

know

start disits

lens

the retina in

a glass of water like a beautiful tulip,
showing each individual how he sees
things and

YOU'LL

and

for

how other people see them
what lenses do, he remains

just

glued to his

seat,

because he feels we

are talking about him.

That

Through

film.

— The Tale

oj a

Ray

Lifers

Windows

of Light, sent tens

of thousands scurrying to optometrists.

The opposite

principle, the telescope,

was used in the elevator film. Instead
of showing the new type of elevator
only,

we

up a picture of national
handling of freight at
We first showed the waste
old methods, and its cost.

built

efficiency in the

terminals.

inherent in

Then, using a very large Army base as
our model, we explained the theory of
continuous motion developed by our
greatest engineers
series of overhead
roadways, sunken and raised tracks,
bridges, double-decked piers, chains of
gas-propelled unloading trucks, wide
corridors in the warehouses, belt conveyors, and, as an essential link in that
gigantic scheme, automatic elevators
operated from a switchboard. Of 2,000
feet of film, only 400 were on the subject of elevators but the remaining
1.600 feet showed that these improvements had to be adopted as a whole
and proved that they paid their own
way in less than a year. The film was
hardly completed before the system,
elevators and all, was accepted in toto
by one of the world's largest shipping

—

concerns.

—

truth

may

emotions lead

convince but only the

to action.

Dramatize

it!

PANRITE
Universal

—

Tilting

Top

$9.00

—

vivid,

Tilting

pictures!

life-like

power

the

as

r

1000- watt

average

No. 15, when used with the
famous Fotolite No. 10, provides a
which is unsurpassed for
light
steadiness and power and which is

1

lamp.

on

any

it

electric

rf/

left.

as-

tifty

It

today.

And,

ideal tor every interior shot.
like all Fotolites,
in

Top

a»g!e
holds
and fits on any
dealer to demonstrate
:ures

The powerful new 500-watt Fotolite
No. H provides as much light

can be plugged
socket

light

ready for use in an instant!

Ask

your

dealer

to

demonstrate

you today.

Also, write
for new free booklet, containing full
information on Interior Illumination.
Fotolite for

PRICES
No. 10 (for 1000-watt bulb)
complete, with carrying
case (without bulb) .. .,$19.00

No. 15 (for 500-watt bulb)
complete, with carrying
case

The

(without bulb)...

16.00

Home Movie

FotoHte outfit, consisting of
a No. 10 and a No. 15
Fotolite, complete, with
two stands and carrying
case (without bulb)

ideal

.

Department stores sell their goods on
the ensemble plan.
Industrial films
can use the same principle.
Use the
telescope idea. Tie up your goods with
the entire social fabric and they are
half sold.
But do it dramatically by
building up desire through suspense,
humor, pathos, curiosity and climax.

The

look far to find a better

Christmas gift than Fotolite
any friend who owns a camera
and for vourself. The remarkable
new Fotolite reflector, treated by a
new and exclusive chemical process,
enables you to take sparkling-clear
pictures right m your own home
even on dark days and at night!
Enables you to film all the fun of
Christmas Day and store away a
myriad of other happy hours in

.

.

Netv 8 - Reel
Film Carrying Case
36.00

400-foot reels but is equipped with a
designed removable moistener,
which permits moistening without danger
Carrying
nf damaging the films.
S5.50.
$10.00
rase for sixteen 400-foot reels:
specially

Testrite Instrument Co., 108 E. 16th

St.,

New

York

FOTOLITE
Most

l^igKt

per

Ampere

Lowest Equipment Cost
817

KSECEMIXEIS. 19:29

PHOTOPLAYFARE

EDUCATIONAL FILMS

(Continued jrom page 808)

The Master Improves
His Work ....

of work.

(

been financed as a broad civic enterprise whose stock is widely distributed
and whose ownership is so multiple as
to make its title of "New York's First

Cinema"

Civic

entirely justified.

makes

It will

east of Lexington Avenue; it
be equipped for sound and silent

will

be finished
similar

style,

stood on

Benvenuto
san

.

.

master artialways improving on the

.

Cellini

.

.

.

seemingly perfect ...

&

able to Bell

is

compar-

Howell.

its

.

.

.

.

.

.

the Filmo 70-D.

.

.

.

from

speeds

eigrht to

slow motion

variable finder for

six lenses

.

.

.

new

style turret. Price with
1" Cooke /:3.5 lens and

carrying:
$245.00.

case from

Write or wire for

list.

interest to

the

II.,

U. S. A.

the

by amateurs of films
At present, these should

of all kinds.

be on 3.5 mm. film, as the theatre will
have standard equipment. There will
be an examination-projection room for
both 35 and 16 mm. films and the Film
Bureau hopes to encourage amateur
talent, being eager to give exceptional

amateur

public showing.

films a

Pre-

vious offerings by other enterprises of

kind to amateur fihners have, in
one or two instances, resulted in fortuthis

nate showings.

This Little Picture House of the Film
Bureau has exceptionally happy relawith film sources of all kinds
its intention to provide intelligent
audiences with superior pictures will
not be hampered by the misfortunes
tions

and

some

tres.

of the other little picture thea-

has a ready-made audience

It

in

the Film

Bureau membership which inNew York's most prominent

cludes
families.

proposes

It

to

be

neither

commonplace nor stodgily intellectual
and will make its appeal to no kind of
its

political

on
probably

solely

will

find entertaining.

Members
League

Amateur

will receive a special

vice-president,

Cinema
welcome

Little

League's
Winton,

a

is

Picture

managing
is

vice-president

House

and

director,

of

the

Roy W.
new

also a director of the

enterprise.

Other directors include
Miss Elizabeth Perkins, president. Miss
Sophie K. Smith, managing director,
Mrs. Henry Griffin, Miss Anne Morgan,
Harry Harkness Flagler and Marshall
P.

818

afforded students v/ithout

is

to leave home.
Mr. Tarasoff's films were shov/n at
the convention of the Dancing Masters
of America recently before hundreds of
teachers who were most enthusiastic
about them as a means of instructing
and publicizing students.

their

having

Slade, all of

Film Reviews

Industrial

/'N

view of the requests from readers
of Movie Makers for information
about industrial and publicity films

which can be secured for home projeccolumn has been inaugurated.

tion, this

All
are

of the subjects discussed here
available on 16mm., non-inflam-

mable

film for

home

screening, free of

charge except postage. Those wishing
to borrow any of the films reveiived
should address requests to Movie
Makers, 105 West 40th Street, New
York, N. y.
Requests will be com-

municated

to the companies distributing the films desired. Movie Makers
thus acting as an interihediary.

VisuGRAPHic Pictures, Inc., New
York, N. Y., the first producer of industrial films to take advantage of this
column, offers for amateur projection:

The Nations Market Place, about
ft., which illustrates the operations
of the New York Stock Exchange and
shows how orders to buy and sell from
600

distant places are cleared on the floor
of the

Exchange.

The Log
is

of the Lubber, 800 ft., which
a film story of an ocean trip through

the Panama Canal to the Western Coast
South America and, although the
major portion of the film is devoted to
scenes of life aboard the boat, there
are some very interesting shots of harbors in South American countries, as
of

the

of

because of the fact that Mrs. Stephen
F. Voorhees, the wife of the League's
the

appraisal

or otherwise,

program appeal

what cultivated people

179 West Madison Street

Chicago,

is

submission

basing

•Movie Heailqua

amateurs

in his

talented

that the

"intelligentzia,"

Bass Camera Co.

judgment, they are sufficiently
to warrant their coming to
New York for more intensive study, he
so informs Miss Heinrich. Thus expert
If,

will con-

it

management of the Film
Bureau's Little Picture House invites
fact

of

Your present equipment
accepted for its present full
cash value in exchange.
Send in description for appraisal.

Colonial
houses that

duct a regular program of entertainment pictures afternoon and evening
and will carry on civic, educational,
religious and other socially contributory
programs on mornings of week-days
and Sundays.
The building will be
seven stories in height, its upper floors
providing ofiices for organizations and

.

recommends the greatest of all personal motion picture cameras
Seven

old

possible

famous ballet master, who also teaches
by means of film, and he passes judgment on the ability of these students.

it

New York

the

present site;

Of especial
.

in

to

persons;

individuals.

Bass
pioneer and
purveyor of motion
picture apparatus
.

seat 300

will

it

also

It

leisurely study

by the
instructor which would otherwise have
to be done hastily at the time of performance.
Miss Heinrich sends films of her star
pupils to Ivan Tarasoff, internationally

hattan,

pictures;

their instructor, to "see

themselves as others see them."

be located on East Fiftieth Street, Manwill

Continued from page 795)

company with

House has

Little Picture

Its

New York

City.

well as a very fine illustration of the
operation of the Panama Canal.

Man Made
is

Miracles, 400

ft.,

which

a film record of the processes in the

manufacture

of

senting

very

the

operations
finer

radio equipment, pre-

parts of a radio

this picture is

structive,

it

is

and

delicate

neces.sary

in

exact

making

set.

the

Although

both interesting and
not dramatized.

in-

lO'^'lE IMy%K.CieS

'3^iss^Aon
KINAMO

S.

10

is

the smallest 16

mm. movie

camera made!
In

Kinamo

S. 10,

the smallest 16

mm. movie camera ever made,

you have a combination of astonishing compactness
simplicity of loading.

Kinamo

S.

the pocket, holds 33 feet of 16

10

spring driven.

mm. Kodak

with a Carl Zeiss lessor 2.7 lens.
is

is

film,

And made by

of form

and

and

easily into

Fits

is

equipped

Zeiss Ikon, v/hich

your guarantee of craftsmanship and internationally- recog-

nized quality.

485

Fifth

Price

$85.00 at your dealer.

Avenue, Nev/ York, 728 South

Carl

Hill Street,

Zeiss,

Inc.,

Los Angeles.

819

X929
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OBLniON

IS

CONQUERED

scopic and other scientific studies,

and rewinders, etc., are really handsome pieces of furniture and great
additions to any living room.

photoplays by amateur groups, all await
our order, either to become a permanent addition to our library or to be
rented for entertainment and study.

One could go on and on enumerating

Locking the door

the devices that have been supplied so
that we may approach nearer to the

on trouble

perfect picture and that are constantly

That

what you

exactly

is

appearing or are being improved. But
why continue further when most of us

do when you insure your
movie camera and equip-

ment

damage

against loss,

Surely

or theft.

it

is

well

worth the small sum asked

are already using these very devices?
Our greatest aid may be found in the
film itself, especially

on this new film and elusive cloudeffects can be caught and held permanently. Think back to how comparatively tasteless scenic pictures used to

when they displayed

be

for this protection to

will lose nothing,

you

that

know

panchromatic and

super-orthochromatic film. It has made
possible the recording of untold beauty.
Color tone gradations stand out clearly

vast

areas of

Camera

"All Risks"

Panchromatic film, moreover, made
the most startbng of all
achievements in amateur movie equipment history films in natural color. For

—

years the professional had been experimenting with color and had achieved

only a

by tinting
discs

color

the

Insures your complete outfit,

home

at

against

"all

wear,

tear,

or elsewhere,
risks"

except

depreciation

had been produced
and toning or by means of

can do your

customers a favor by assisting

them

to insure the

you have

sold.

equipment

Ask your

ance agent or broker to

how he

insur-

tell

you

can provide this service.

.\UTOMOBILE

INSUR.\NCE

COMPANY

announcement

with an assured degree of accomplish.ment. In December of the same year
the offering of another process, Vita-

was announced and the amateur
two color methods equalling the professional in resources. The
added expense of color is moderate and

color,

has

is

ANCE COMPANY
of Hartford,

Conn.

Affiliated with

/ETNA LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY
820

the

group,

film

we became

libraries

have

in-

creased from one to more than twenty,
each vying with the other to offer us
the best, and this competition has given
us far more than we could have dared
hope. They have greatly stimulated
our joy in home movies by their entertainment value, as well as given us an
opportunity for repeated study of the
achievements and mistakes of commercial film.s. And now. since we have been
provided with home talkie machines, a
new type of artist is available for our
to

programs.
\^ hile

is

it

much

true that

of

this

amateur equipment has been produced by companies in the United
States, there have come important and
continuous contributions from other
countries, among them Germany, France,
Switzerland and England. Some of these
contributions have become internation-

beauty and satisfaction

ally available while others are. as ye!,

largely used in the countries of th?;r
origin.

Finally,

creators

of

are

course,

movie

amateur

regularly

receiving

help

and stimulation through the pages of
MoME Makers and members of the
Amateur Cinema League are privileged
to obtain special services of a most
definite and valuable kind. The League
maintains two consulting departments
which give direct and personal attention to thousands of amateurs each
year.

Movie Makers constantly

reveals

methods and means of amateur accomplishment.

more than worthwhile.

Talkies, too, have come to home
movies, but only part way, up to the
present. While we can attach synchronizing devices to our projectors and can

buy excellent synchronized

films

from

producers so that we can present a jolly
evening of vaudeville favorites in our
homes, it is not yet an easy matter to
produce our own talkies. They can be
and. in fact, are being made by certain
experimental amateurs and, in the
future, they may be as familiar as color
movies are now.
Tliis

STAND.\RD FIRE INSUR-

hues but. with
Kodacolor in
of

of various

the increase in

DEALERS! You

16mm.

July, 1928, natural color really came
to the screen at a moderate price and

now

and war.

of success. In the

color pictures

field,

Floater Policy

modicum

In the three years since
a

fine

glaring and changeless sky.

possible

no matter what happens.

in-

processes, historical incidents,

dustrial

(Continued from page 786)

quite naturally

introduces the

subject of personal film Ubraries and
the variety of subjects we can now
have in them. Our own productions are

and they are undeniably our most precious possessions but,
in addition, we can own or rent for an

there, of course,

Should we

start

enumerating our

in-

dividual success and growth resulting

from all the assistance amateurs have
been given during these three years
we should completely fill the pages of
third anniversary number of our
own amateur magazine. Therefore, suffice it to say that we have grown from

this

group in the United States to
an international band of movie makers,
with active practitioners among the
prominent people of every nation. We
have come through the initial era of
amateur movies with colors flying aaJ
a small

with

many

interesting

and

valuable

recorded on celluloid. \^ e are
well pleased with our progress but we
realize that we have only just begun
to tap the resources of our field and
events

w

evening's entertainment the finest pictures of Hollywood's greatest stars, or

There is much
ahead to be recorded, much behind to
through
the use
be remembered and.
of our trusty cameras, nothing need be

pictures of foreign lands made by
world-renowned travelers and explorers.

relegated to the scrap pile of forgetfulness for. literally, we have conquererl

\ews-reels. educational pictures, micro-

oblivion.

are content that

it

is so.

IMO-VIE

i»«/%"*.«;»«»

"-%

ft., $28 with Record
"THE RECORDION ORCHESTRA"

R. p. 0701-400

R. P. 0706—200

NATIONAL FILM PUBLICITY CORPORATION

MeJIev of Popular Hits

R. P.

0704-300 ft.. $2 1 with Record
"TOYLAND FANTASIE"

ClilT Friedrickson.

The Boy

Mum,/..

3

11

S.

Sarah Street

f

ft.,

$15 with Record

•COTTON PICKERS \tELODY BOYS"
Singing SouthljnJ Bov*

Lici-nsois

Saint Louis, Missouri

R. P. 0708—200

ft.,

$i5 with Record

"RECORDION REVUE"

Youth and Beauty on Parade

Accordionist

821

,
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What to Give the
Photographic

THE

feiv suggestions from our

Christmas list who enioy taking pictures nothing could please
more than one of the following suggestions:

FOR THOSE on your

Kodak Ensemble: A smart, square little case
covered with fabric suede which contains,
besides the Kodak, a mirror, change and handkerchief pocket, lipstick, and compact. Fittings harmonize in color with the moire lining of the case. Colors: rose, beige, green.
Picture size: Iss x 2'-2 inches. Price: S15.00.

Modem

in design,

smart in

color— a gift that is sure to please. Cases are
leather covered. In five lovely colors: Redbreast (red). Jenny Wren (brown). Seagull
(gray Bluebird (blue andCockatoo green )
Picture size: 1,58x2^ inches. Price: $17.50.
1

) .

.

of the

of

Siam.

an

active

amateur

cinema-

became interested in the
Amateur Cinema League through His

making equipment

Vanity Kodak:

and directors

tographer.

complete line of
picture

officer,?

Amateur Cinema League have
the honor to welcome as an
Honorary Life Member, His Majesty,
Prajadhipok
of Siam, The King
King

<-*wi^ aiiv_,^~>

A

CLOSEUPS
What Amateurs Are Doing

Royal Highness, Prince Purachatra of
Siam, uncle of the King and Minister
of Railways of the Siamese Kingdom.
On receiving an invitation from the
League. His Majesty expressed his desire to affiliate with our international

mem-

organization. In addition to the

King and of Prince
Cinema
Amateur
Purachatra,
the
League has as members a number of
the nobles and younger members of the
Royal House of that country. The
honorary membership of His Majesty
of Siam gives the Amateur Cinema
League its first ruler of kingly rank.
The Rajah Pratapgirji Narasingirji is
bership

Pocket Kodaks Junior: Ingrained,

colored

leathers with harmoniously enameled metal

these reliable picture-makers are excellent gifts for the traveler. Carrying cases
to match. Colors: blue, brown, green and
black. Picture sizes: No. I, 2 '4 x 3 '4 inches;
X 4 '4 inches. Prices: No. I,
No. lA,
fittings,

Another League member of a royal house
Her Royal Highness, the Princess
is
British, French,
Ileana of Roumania.
German, Dutch, Italian. Spanish and
territorial

Cuban

Projection Ileuses
for

DeVry, Filmo, Victor, Duograph,
Kodascope (c) and other
16

the

of

(

a

GRAF

sovereign

iv)bilitv

are

in

India.

Cine - Kodak, Model BB, /.1.9: Light,
efficient. Case of matching leather,
lined with rayon felt. Compartments for
Kodacolor attachments, two packages of film
and lens for telephoto effects. Colors: blue,
grav. brown and black. Price including case:

Projectors

TAT

STANDARD
(1

>

2-4"

in focal lengths '*" to 4"

have clear aperture of 20 mm.)

BIG BERTH.\—focal

lengths 2" to 4"
mm.)

(All sizes— clear aperture 26

AUDITORIUM—focal lengths 2'-'"
(All sizes— clear aperture 32

to 6"

mm.)

The Auditorium Lenses have been especially
designed for use in Schools, Large Halls,
Auditoriums, Theatres, ete.

ATA

Literature on Request

GRAF LEXS

League members.

CO.

333 No. Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO. ILL.

^^^K?

2K

?11.00 with case, $9.00 without; No. lA,
$12.50 with case, $10.00 without.

mm.

small and

fc^JflpF-

'^;?

y-^

$140.00.

Kodascope, Model

B:

"The projector that's

E

li

almost human," so called because of its ability to thread itself. Shows Kodacolor when
equipped wath a Kodacolor Filter. Price:
John

$275.00.

An

Kodak Cinegraphs:

200or400 foot reels
of comedy, drama, animated cartoons, travel
and educational subjects. Each Cinegraph
is complete in itself. With but few exceptions,
feet.

Cinophot: Designed to match the exposure
speed and lens markings of the Cine'- Kodak,
this exposure guide makes exposures accurate, reliable and uniform. Price with leather
case: $12,50.

this

your Christmas shop-

ping headquarters. Select from
our Film Rental Library reels
for your

S.

Oil

Ridley Is Recording The
Pipe
Line Near
Lake

Christmas parties.

^J^Following the course of the clearing

being made in virgin forest in the
Colon District of the State of Zulia in
Venezuela, John S. Ridley is filming
a new oil pipe line that is being laid
there.
Jungle and swamps are not
such a hindrance to movie making,
writes Mr. Ridley, as are vicious mosquitoes.
The film will be a complete
chronicle, from the preliminary clearing work to the

STORES:

Corner — Madison

822

7th

Ave

,

'^*^-

Ave. at 45lh
New York City

B.

&

E.

first

.shipment

of

A

convenient light on your Filmo
Projector that enables you to operate
and change your reels with plenty of
illumination that does not attract
of
or
annoy your
attention
the
audience.
Makes operating your

extra wires needed.
Just pull the snitch and the
there— tFhen
and
Light
is

Where you need

made

which
Chicagolands
fire

one of the
The film
roadhouses near the city.
enlarged and included in the
latest releases of the Chicago Daily
News Screen Service.
destroyed

was

Price $6.00

War-

a complete film

record of an explosion and

it.

Easily attached to your machine in a few minutes and projector can be packed away in
case without detaching.

oil

shallow draft tankers from a point
on the Lake of Maracaibo.
the newsreels, S. F,

projector

a pleasure.

No

in

^Scooping

Eastman Kodak Stores
The Kodak
235 West 23rd, near

THE W.

"PILOTLIGHT"

ner, in Chicago,

TWO

Laying Of
Maracaibo,

100.

Cinegraphs are priced at $7.50 per 100

Make

lU^I

JUNGLE FILMING

From your Dealer

WILLIAMS,

BROWN

or

Direct

& EARLE.

Inc.

"The Home of Motion Picture Equipment."
Filmo Motion Picture Cameras and
Projectors

918

Chestnut St„ Philadelphia

Pa,

lHO'«'KC IMym.M^CBCS

^A

complete

scenic

record

film

of

William
H. Barlow, member of the League, of
Jersey City. N. J. He has already cov-

America

is

ered

of

all

the

the

project

of

famous spots

Filmo Library Films

the

in

Far West and southern scenics are next
planned. Mr. Barlow's photography is
outstanding and some of it would delight the heart of an amateur cameraman. By carefully planning the film
series in advance and by avoiding trite
titles, Mr. Barlow is making this film
an unusually entertaining cine epic.

are gifts that give the most pleasure

to

the most persons

"SCARS OF JEALOUSY"
FILMO
DECEMBER LIBRARY FEATURE
with

KEENAN
LLOYD HUGHES and
MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE
FRANK.

pvyeftf ^lUB-oP Movie MAK'e^s,

Now
T^je/M-r-

[^ -/ou s^jAi-n

SOME

tirri-a.

rJ>

-r+f/i-jii

"Scars of Jealousy" reveals in vivid and powerful drama a struggle between the upper and
lower social strata of the old and new South. How a "Cajan" boy shows the blue blood of
his French ancestors against terrihc odds and rescues the ne'er-do-well son ot his benefactor
from a dissolute life is told in this masterful film story. Five 400 ft. reels. Code SFABF. $200.

IN/E-./'U-eeM-JJ IT ALdfJ^,,
Thor J MUi-7 rei-i- Yoo, Voc/i-^
uoiT- T-H'^T Mucff
6PoiLihj6
Be.

C,F-

M

-'^:.,^''n ctpa^l

OTHER DECEMBER FIL MO LIBRARY RELEASES
— Four New Vaudeville Acts, Six Great Comedies and Felix

A GREETING AND A PROMISE
^ Payne. JFamous Cartoonist Of S'Maller
Contribute To Movie Makers

^Harvey
in
to

R. Hall, amateur enthusiast
Los Angeles, has put home movies

work entertaining the guests of a
hotel. A newsreel, dubbed

Los Angeles

Vistagrams, featuring the highlights of
the entertainment activities and personalities

among

and screened

guests,

is

filmed weekly

in the hotel lobby.

Open House.

Johnnie Arthur and Lucille Hutton, as
newlyweds. have a houseful of trouble over their pet
idiosyncrasies. Two 400 ft. reels. Code MUFHY. $70.
Soup to Nuts. A Christie Comedy with Neal Burns,
Vera Siedmaii, and Natalie Joyce. Two 400 ft. reels.

CodeSPASC. $7.00.
No. 4. Monkey. Donkey, Pony Act. Featuring the
monkey violinist, a bucking donkey, and trained ponies, 100 ft. CodeSPASF. $7.00.

Code MUFJZ. $70.
The Movie Hound.

A comedy of mistaken identity.
with one character posing as a "dog." One 400 ft.

His Better Half. Lloyd Hamilton,

in feminine disguise, gets into plenty of trouble over a friend's inheritance.
400 ft. reds.
$70.

Larry

Semon

CodeMUFJL.

tcel.

CodeMUFHD.

Two

The Ooud Hopper.

From

Felix

$55.

Hunts the Hunter. One 400

MUFGF.

in dare-devii stunts.

ft.

reel.

Code

$.55.

THESE FILMS MAKE SPLENDID GIFTS

time to time, short playlets are filmed

by the guests for the movie program.

ft. reels. Code MUFHJ. $70.
Naughty Boy. Lupino Lane plays "Little Lord Fauntleroy" in a comedy of domestic triangles. Two 400ft.
reels. Code MUFHR. $70.

Two -100

1. World's Famous Rooster Act. Featuring an
educated rooster, lou tt. Code SPASA. S7.00.
No. 2. Unique Horse, Dog and Bear Act. Two little
bears do marvelous tricks and a wonder horse sleeps
in a regular bed. 100 tt. CodeSPASB. J7.00.
No. 3. Hindo Fire Eater and Sword Swallower. Famous knife throwing and iuggling novelty act. 100 ft.

No.

Pied Piper of Hamelin. The old
story beautifully re-told in professionally produced movies. 800 ft.

Code MUFFA.

$60.

Santa Claus. Charming Christmas
story in animated cartoons. 100 ft.

CodcMUFAK.

$6.50.

Red Riding Hood. The nursery tale
comes

to lite in teal movies. 100
$7.50.

ft.

CodcMUFAM.

Another fascinating animal
100

ft.

MUFFC.

MUFDB.

$6.50.

Afru an

Some Wild Animals in their Natural
Haunts. Thrilling live animal picture.

100

tt.

Christmas

CodeMUFDU. $7.00.
Among the Animals.

$14.

Sam and Henry. 400

MUFDL.
The

$7.50.

$15.

Thurman the Great. Animated dolls
with

Parade of ttie Wooden Soldiers.
Based on the march. 100 ft. Code

film.

$7.50.

Up to Mischief Another rollicking
animated doll feature. 200 ft. Code

Santa Claus' Toy Shop. Santa and
his dolls. 100 ft. Code MUFFD.

WILWS.

CodeMUFAC.

Cracked Ice. A comedy with animated dolls for actois. 200 ft. Code

ft.

Code

$.iO.

Story ofa Little Native Boy.
talc ot a native

bov and tigers.

100 ft. CodcMUFDW. $7.
Samaritan. Story of a
hermit and jungle life, 100 ft. Code

The Jungle

MUFDY, $7.
An Elephant's Gratitude.

Sequel to
100 ft,

"The Jungle Samaritan,"

CodeMUFDX,

$7,

THE BOBBY BUMPS ANIMATED CARTOONS
Amusingadventuiesot Bobby Bumps,
tne chilurcn's favorite. Each comedy
complete OH one 100 ft, reel, at $7,50,

Dog Gets Flea-Enza. Code BRABA
Code BRABC
Caught in a Jam.
Code BRABD
Starts to School,

efor
nd After.
Goes Shopping.

The Hypnotic
Throwing the

.

Fight,

Code BR ABE

FELIX THE CAT
EMOTE! DARNIT, EMOTE! DIE NOW AND
PUT SOME REAL LIFE IN IT!

Flapjacks
Felix in Big African
,

,

,

Hunt

r

100

ft,,

ANIMATED CARTOONS
code MUFFS,

loaft„codeMUFFT.

7,50
15.00

and

,

MUFFW,

,

,

,

MUFGD,

A

literature see

BELL &

IhePiiJPiptr"

7,50
looft,. code
Felix in Holland
7,50
100 ft,, code MUFFX,
Felix Gets Cold Feet
400 ft,, code MUFFY. 35.00
Felix in Pedigreedy
400 ft,, code MUFFZ, 35,00
Felix Ducks His Duty
FelixTrifles With Time 400 ft,, code MUFGB, 35,00
Felix in Eats Are West 400 ft,, code MUFGC, 35.00
35,00
Felix in the Cold Rush 400 ft,, code
Bubble 400 ft,, code MUFGE, 35,00
Felix Busts

7,50

200ft„codeMUFFU.

For information

the Kodacolor studies which he filmed

West.

The

The Cat With Th.
100ft,,codeMUFFP, $7,50
Cowboys
7,50
100 ft,, code MUFFR,
Felix The Cat in Dut.

ever present screen in his studio with
in the

Park.
CodcBRACr
rfRider,
Speckled Death. Code BRACK

Felix

Felix Helps TheHun
Felix and Mammy's

^[^When inspiration lags, Nicholas Eggenhofer, a magazine cover artist who
specializes in Western story magazines,
switches on his projector and fills the

Bull.

Code BRABF
Code BRABG
Code BRACA
Code BR AC D
Code BRACE

.

,

Bobby Bumps'

.

.

Eye,

your Filmo dealer or write

to

HOWELL

After a few moments he

turns up the lights and begins to

work

furiously.

The

cal color"

has a more accurate mean-

expression, "to get

ing for Mr. Eggenhofer than

is

Cjfilmo

lo-

usual.

BELL &

HOWELL

NEW YORK

•

CO,. DEPT.

HOLLYWOOD

•

L.

1828

LONDON

LARCHMONT AVENUE. CHICAGO
(B,

& H. CO..

LTD.)

ESTABLISHED

1907

823

)
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WH-\T HAS HE DONE

WITH

Here's a Christmas Treat
for the Children

I

with

in deciding the
angle for the shot.

IT?

Continued from page 787

considerable increase in the use of artificial light in making titles: the number
of double-exposed titles, animated titles

and titles with photographic backgrounds is increasing, while borders
and still photographs as backgrounds
seem to be the favorite forms of title
ornamentation.

Numbers

amateurs

of

are underexposing scenic shots, rewinding the film in a dark room and reexSchoenhut's Toy Circus
in an Animated Cartoon.
For

Christmas season Home Film
Libraries have prepared a special animated cartoon made with the famous
the

Schoenhut's circus toys.

The antics of these familiar tovs are
fascinating to children and this film offers
real Christmas treat.
It
is
for sale
outright at the low price of SS.OO.
Supplied in 16 mm. size. 100 feet in length.
The picture is exclusive with Home
a

Film Libraries and
from the following

Goes West and
Cartoons. 100

it

can be secured onlv
.Also Felix
of Felix

dealers.

complete line

a

in length,

ft.

for sale at $5.

DEALERS
DANBURY. CONN.

Oanbury

Elettric

and

Radio

Shoo

BETHLEHEM
Arthur

Breisch

F.

BOSTON
Eastman Kodak Stores

EASTERN
Alves

Shop.

Braintree

CLEVELAND
Home

Movies,

M. Taylor

Solatia

MASSACHUSETTS

Photo

WORCESTER

inc.

Freeman & Co

c.

J.

FALL RIVER
Smith

Eduipment Co.

Office

DETROIT
Camera Shop

Detroit

PROVIDENCE
Stark»e.ither

NEW HAVEN,

Williams

S.

BRIDGEPORT.
SPRINGFIELD

HARTFORD.

The Harvey & Lewis Company

WATERBURY
Curtis

Company

Art

E.

Baldwin

S.

OSSINING
Hudson Radio Laboratories
B.

Gertz.

Wm.

GREAT NECK

Jamaica

Inc..

NEW YORK
Cullea

C.

CITY
Camera Stores

Gillette

Eastman Kodak Stores.

WHITE PLAINS.
Cooper Bros.,

Cine Studio

Lov»tt

Inc.

NEWARK

N. Y.

inc.

Priliith

Piaro Cc

PHILADELPHIA
Williams.

Brown

PLAINFIELD

Earle

POUGHKEEPSIE

Morli~ers

Willheide Movie Servic?

PITTSBURGH
Projector & Film

United
,

S.

Corp.

UTICA

SYRACUSE

l-unninsham's

Lindemer's

BUFFALO
Buffalo

Photo

Material

Co.

ROCHESTER
*

M

Mogonsen

Kelly

ERIE
i Green

FLORIDA

Tampa Photo i Art Supply
Franklin
Star

Co.

TOLEDO
i Engraving
HOUSTON

Printing

Eloetrie

Engineering

«.

ST.
A. S.

technique has been
connection with the use of

in titling

in

color backgrounds in

titles.

It appears that accessories, as provided for the amateur, are gaining a
full and increasingly intelligent use.
The use of filters, both for color correction with panchromatic film and to
avoid haze, has been constantly grow-

ing.

The average amateur

is

more

fre-

quently emplo>-ing fast lenses to meet
difficult exposure conditions, while a
corresponding increase is noted in the
use of the telephoto lens and the tripod.

Panchromatic film is no longer a
novelty to the average amateur, for he
is
found using it often in shooting

and scenic reels, as well as in
making amateur photoplays. Some sequences noted at the League's offices
travel

have attained rare
cellence and beauty.

photographic

The value

and toning has been adequately demonstrated and the mo\-ie
amateur is making an ever increasing
use of both. ^ ith improved negative and

Co.

positive film
of
It

now

available,

a

number

amateurs have adopted this method.
would seem that amateurs are more

generally securing duplicates of their
particularly worthy films. The exchange
of films

SUMMIT.

N.J.

Br?dley Radio Service

SAN FRANCISCO
Cine

Picture

Co.

CANADA
Photographic Stores Ltd.. Ottawa
Regina Films Ltd.. Regina

among amateurs and through

the Club Film Library of the League
has
particularly
encouraged
this.
Hence, through duplication, many films
have been made generally available.
Amateurs, realizing the pricelessness
of many of their films, are taking better
care of them and this appreciation of
their value is leading to more careful
projection habits. Fewer films are being

MEXICO CITY
American Photo Supply Co.. 8. A.

JAPAN

Home Movies

Library.

Takia

NEW ZEALAND
Frank Wiseiian

Co..

Auckland

torn as a result of careless projection,

while

there

methods

is
an increased use of
preserving films for the

There seems to be a general indication that movie makers are taking more
thought in advance of individual shots.
Composition is better, although there
not yet a

movement

vance, as well as edit

.sufficient

consideration of

planning scenes. In personal films, for example, while it is
apparent that an effort has been made
to get subjects to move about rather
than pose, there is yet room for improvement in planning this movement
in advance so that it mav be reckoned
in

it

after exposure,

also growing, although this increase

is

has been more recent. The numbers of

planned and edited travel

films, personnewsreels, sport films, indusand story or dramatic films
are all increasing, although the increase
films,

al

films

trial

most marked in travel, industrial and
dramatic sequences.

is

One
ments

the

of
in

largest

recent

develop-

amateur mo\-ie making

is the
records and
service records of the

filming of industrial

photoplays.

The

film

League particularly emphasize this.
There has also been growth in amateurmade medical films, but amateur classroom films still remain, largely, a future
possibility. Ever^^vhere movie makers
have sought to use their cameras for
the purpose either of recording their
hobbies or of studying or publicizing

their business.

The

variety of subjects

noted in amateur films ranges from
microscopic studies and undersea films
to photoplays in which the blind, deaf

and mute have participated. Nothing
is
more outstanding than this allinclusive use of the amateur camera as
an accessory of whatever major interest
its owner may have.
Instead of taking

random

shots, the

filmer now more frequently
plans short film stories of his family

personal

and

friends, so that this phase of

home

shown constant improvement. The more ambitious photoplays
are increasing in number each year, an
increase of one hundred per cent in the
filming

last

has

two years having been recorded.

-\lthough

interest in cine illusion,
often referred to as trick work, is con-

fined largely to the

there

is

advanced amateur,

practically nothing attempted

by the professional cameraman that is not at once adapted by the
amateur. In several developments the
amateur has lead the way, particularly
in this line

in novel interior lighting effects

double exposures
It

is

very

and

in

in natural color

difficult

to

work.
determine how

conscious amateurs have become of the
motion picture camera as a distinct art

medium. However, many unusual
matic

future.

is

GRA.ND CENTRAL TERMINAL BLDG
NEW YORK CITY

of

of movie makers who
are carefully editing their films has
greatly increased and the number of
those who plan the whole film in ad-

ex-

of judi-

Aloe Co.

Ire.

LOS ANGELES
Leavitt

Co.

LOUIS

STATEN ISLAND
Ouinlan Radio Sales.

made

cious tinting

ALBANY

-ONG ISLAND

posing on the title to give mo\-ing backgrounds. Perhaps the most interesting

advance

camera

correct

The percentage

cine-

have been noted and,
advanced movie makers,
there is found a very healthy experimental tendency and a constant search
for new ways of telling a story or conveying an idea in a manner possible to
the motion picture camera alone. Generally, personal filmers have learned to
use the closeup and to recognize the

among

effects

the

beauty of truly cinematic scenes. However, there can be no doubt that the
artistic po-sibilities of the motion picture camera are no more than just dis-

—
imaMlErs

i»ao'%'KC

covered by the amateur and that innumerable avenues of adventure still are
unexplored and inviting.
Natural color photography has been,

on the whole, excellent. It would seem
thai amateurs using natural color film
have uniformly taken greater care in
exposure and the many other factors
contributing to photographic excellence.
Natural color films are. at present,
largely

there

of

T-TV
FOR TUr
r..
FOR
THE f/a/5/^t

^ "^

personal nature, so that

a

wide variety of

not, as yet, a

is

APROJECT/0^^/ /

color reels. In a few cases, well planned

and medical films have
medium, and, while
some attention has been given to the
scenic

travel,

been made

in this

composition

of
scenes with special
reference to the color values, the full
possibilities in this type of subject are

unsounded. Slow-motion filming
has increased both in volume and in
skill, finding its greatest use in the
yet

games and

analysis of

few

studies

their

of

Not a

sports.

made slow motion

have

parents

taking their

children

and dancing teachers and
athletic trainers have been increa.singly
adapting slow motion cinematography.
first

steps

All those who have been questioned
concur with the League's consultants
that a general improvement has been
made in amateur filming all along the
line. One of the outstanding discoveries
brought to light by the investigation is
that the beginning amateur of today is

making
than

films

of

fellow

his

Equipment

is

much

quality

better

few years ago.

a

of

ever simplifying and im-

books, pamphlets
and periodicals published by the manu-

proving;

instruction

facturers are bettering the results

at-

To

the

tained by the newest amateurs.

Remarkable

however, who starts
movie maker on his way, may well go

dealer,

HERE

an utterly unique Christmas Gift
delight anyone who is showing
movies in the home! It is actually two gifts in
one! First, it is a wall panel of rich dignity and
charm that makes a beautiful embellishment in
any room. In addition, it provides a permanent

the lion's share of the credit for this

some contribution

it

also

has

made

to this gratifying im-

provement.

Another outstanding discovery is the
ways in which the amateur
movie maker is using his camera. So
great is this variety that already amateur movies are serving as many purposes as

still

The

amateur

—

Let the Coutard Projection Screen Panel solve
several of your gift problems this Christmas.
And why not present one to yoii,rself! There are
motifs ranging from the simplest to the most elaband a wide assortment of colors and faborate
rics. Write today for complete information.

movie

camera readily lends itself to
purposes and the records that

so

are so close to actuality that

it

it

many
makes
is

—

al-

most permissible to prophesy that it
will be used more than any other

medium

of

human

expression save /he

spoken and written word.

of our

to the full future

medium and

it

development
through its

oilers,

consulting services and through

Makers, the
ice at

will

urges

all

permit.
all

greatest

times that
of

amount
its

B.

S.'\uBiAC

fe?

Son, 305 E. 46th Street,

New York

Manufacturers and Distributors

The Amateur Cinema League stands
pledged

—

completely concealed when
screen
not in use! You simply lower the screen hke a
window shade and raise it out of sight at the
end of the performance!

pictures, although not in

quantity.

will

projection

variety of

such

IS

that

advance. The Amateur Cinema League

can only hope that

ONE/

in

the new

Qifts

Movie

of serv-

circumstances

The League especially
members to make the

its

widest use of their privileges.

COUTARD
Projection Screen Panel

—
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KNOWING
YOUR CAMERA'S EYE

Autumn^s

(Continued jrom page 805)

me

to

my

.set

quickly

lens

average

view

or

Preci-iely

the

answer

for

semi-long
to

the

ere

sliot:'

require-

thi.s

Filmo Rental Library Releases
provide ideal entertainment

ment has been evolved by the lens technician and he refers to this adjustment as being the setting for the
"liyperfo'al distance."
Without going

for these

4

into the technicalities of this resound-

FREE

BOOK
HOW

Shows

make

to

PERFECT

INDOOR
MOVIES

Here
and

is the only book of its kind ever written—
just the book you have been hoping some
would write.
Shows by pictures and diagrams exactly how to illuminate all kinds of interior sets and obtain perfect results.
Placement

one

of

—

lamps for different

effects
lig-ht intensity and
respect to distance of lamp from
lighting:
elimination nf shadows
phase of artificial lighting for amateur
is made clear in this wonderful new book.

exposure
subject

with

—

— back

every

movies

Also

tells

all

about

LITTLE

SUNNY
TWIN
and

shows

why

this

1

5

am-

pere, 110 volt, semi-automatic,
twin carbon arc makes perfect
indoor movies at /:35 when
iither

Little
\'orite

lamps fail.
Sunny Twin is the fawith amateurs and pro-

fessionals everywhere. Strongly made, light in weight. It
can be taken anywhere and
used on any AC or DC house
circuit
without special fuses
or wiring.
And think
Only
S25.00 complete with folding
stand, long cord and six carbons.
Sent on 10 day trial
with guarantee of immediate
refund if not satisfied.
I

Send

s.

Coupon
for FREE Book

$25-00
COMPLETE
Specify

"pan"

whether
or

white

wanted.

E

X

carbons,
dozen.

$

2.

t

ra

Mail

coupon

at

once.

Our

FREE

book, Interior Movie
Li^httng, will be sent you at
once.
Use coupon also to order Little Sunny Twin. Mail
it now.

LEONARD WESTPHALEN
438 Rush Street

Chicago,

Jll.

Leonard Westphalen,
438 Rush St., Chicago.

Send

Check

me

free book, Interior Movie Lighting.
for
S25.0U enclosed.
Send me Little

Sunny Twin with
"Pan" carbons
White
Flame carbons. I understand you will refund me
full purchase price if I
return lamp within 10
days.

Send

me
dozen
carbons at S2.00 dozen.

Xame
Street

Town

826

"Pan"

White Flame

ing term, let us consider
definition.

It

is

the distance at which

nearest object can be
sharply while distant objects

focused

the

Representative of our complete 16
library are four dramas selected
Irom the Bell 6? Howell Filmo Library.
These were chosen from a group of

mm.

re-

still

The hyper-

tain satisfactory definition.

focal distance of the one-inch lens is
about fifteen feet, but here again this
distance decreases as the stop number
increases.
As we have already said,
this distance is such that objects fifteen
feet away will be in sharp focus, but
in practice it has been found that objects will still be in satisfactory focus
for general work when half that distance from the camera.
In this way
we can quickly estimate how close the

subject

may approach

hyperfocal distance.

its

tention

Particular

called to the

is

SF-1
Tie Bmher—K baseball story with
Colleen Moore, Clias. Ray and John Gilbert.
SF-2 Soul of thA Beast— Midge Bellamy,
Cullen Landis and Noah Beery starred in
a distinctive Canadian north woods drama.
No. SF-3 TAe Cuf of ii/^— Hobart Bosworth, Madge Bellamy and Tully Marshall
in a story of the sea and the ijrient.
.Vo.

-No.

SF-4 Square Deal Sanderson— VfWWum S.
Hart in one of his best western "thrillers."

.No.

A

completely equipped Motion Picture Department and Library facilities
to serve you.
Send today for rental

at-

radical effect

ind

produced by diaphragm changes.
The result of closing the diaphragm
on the infinity setting and the hyperfocal distance would naturally lead us
to assume that this sharpening of image
caused by decreasing the aperture holds
true for any lens setting.
Such is the

possible to

fix

a

Evanston,

it

it

all-round

without

This

all.

actually the condition realized in the

fixed-focus or universal-focus lens.

how completely

satisfactory

is

TURN DAY INTO NIGHT
l" / .,«r»2'-S-" Movie

\ /^lielfi>^E f fect

mount

entirely?

This

is

andm any

vFWTffvcls.justlikc

iminHoU^wiiod.youcin

mlllo

Tnak<

MOUYWOW

Htm n^ur

hsk ^udealep.oruitxtelo

1

GEORGE H SCHEIHE
.

PHOTO-FILTKH Sl'KOIAI.lST

The camera with

the

Jreat

possibilities,

too

daylight

feet

reels.

speeds between
frames,
Interchangeable lens

8

M

and

mount.

view-finders,

.3

and eight-turn
hand drive.

."single

lor

I.>evice

for

on the

fil'-i

focusing

shaft

directly

ilseli.

who

the

sults

;ichieved.

practical

standpoint

The

of

fixed-focus

re-

lens

|||

1

NOW AVAILABLE!

one of the important questions that oc-

from

-1

l6min,Cam«rj..^ ~~..

curs to every practically minded amateur

considers the purchase of a new
camera. Let us therefore conclude this
simple discussion of lens theory by
considering this oft-debated question

•

MKyrg^uer (%t>oli)M >o4 NiigM Ef Focts

r^n

All

Just

the fixed-

focus lens and will it provide an image
good enough to justify dispensing with

the focusing

i

will give fairly

the necessity of focusing at
is

1

should be

results

Inc.

Illinois

lens permanently in

such a position that
satisfactory

that

& Sanders,

702 Church Street

—

diaphragm opening.
It follows from this

prices.

sale

Hattstrom

As the aperture decreases, the
depth of field is increased that is, for
any given lens setting, the distance is
increased through which an object may
move towards or away from the camera
and still remain in satisfactory focus.
Thus we see how a decrease in lens
opening improves what might be termed
our "tolerance of focus." It is obvious,
then, that wherever possible it is best
to choose a subject with plenty of illumination in order to gain the advantages in tolerance and depth of
focus which are given by the small
case.

Ince productions.

Powerful and gripping in dramatic
they provide excellent vehicles
lor character portrayal by some of our
j,'reatest cinema stars.
Each film is in
five 400 ft. reels, 16 mm.
^tory,

when
we know

if

Thomas H.

the best

the camera

using any lens thus fixed,

cool evenings.

first

hig feature
releases

practical

its

f

iAlttnith ii
United Stales Distributor

BURLEIGH BROOKS,
136 Liberty Street,

New

'i

M/mMkEICS

IM«»'%'ME

as ideal only for cer-

must ne assumed

For other con-

tain definite conditions.

ditions, equally important but not quite

common,

so

setting

this

a

best

at

is

The critical focus
compromise.
which the Ions is capable may be

of
iiad

vTHE

^«^S^^^

TJjyiON

only when the object is at a certain
range of distance from the camera.
This range cannot be moved as a unit
as it can with the focusing lens. Outside this range, the fixed-focus worker
must always face the knowledge that

image could be rendered with betwere his lens in a focusing mount. Closeups in good focus are
impossible unless an auxiliary element,
his

ter definition

called

attachment,"

"portrait

the

is

clipped over the lens mount to change
This operation probably
the focus.
causes about as much extra effort as

would be required in focusing the lens.
Moreover, it is sometimes desirable for
the sake of emphasis to focus sharply
on the object and to have the background remain out of focus so as not
be too apparent. This is called diffocusing and adds much to
It is, of
one's cinematic resources.
course, limited to the focusing lens.
Certain lenses, however, are provided
to

VER

ferential

with a closeup focusing range
with

bination

in

fixed-focus

a

com-

Such a mount
provement over the stationary one.
Finally,

possible

is

it

to

an imthe

focusing scale and diapre-determined indices, usu-

setting

the
at

ally

twenty-five

feet

The

one-inch lens.

fixed-focus lens

general, for the use of those

in

the

for

/:5.6

at

is,

who

develop camera technique, or for those who "do not care to
bother with focusing" with all that
this resolve implies.
The focusing lens
can do all that the fixed-focus lens can

do not care

issue,

to

—

must be
denied a part of these accomplishments
sometimes the part that is most espedo, while the fixed-focus lens

—

years ago, just before Movie Makers published its first
Ralph R. Eno started his art title and film editing

service.

A

use

focusing lens as a fixed-focus objective
for emergency or rapid work simply by

phragm

FOUR

setting.

course,

of

is,

pioneer in a

new

field,

Eno has kept pace with

velopment of amateur movie making during
this time he has been recognized as a leading

and

title

the rapid de-

this period.

In

all

man

film editor.

Movie Makers has often published Eno titles as examples
of the fine titles being made
for 16 mm. films. Illustrating
this advertisement are two of
these

The

titles.

Springfield Republican in

unusual story illustrated
above pays homage to the distinctive wock Ralph R. Eno
is doing in this field.
the

cially desired.
Ve.vf

n

with

month

this series ivill continue

discussion

of

the proper care

and treatment

of

screen

together

tions

results,

for

the

lens

the

three-lens

best

for

sugges-

with

^s^pjl^- f^ ©

equip-

turret

ment.

AMERICA'S PIONEER 16MM. ART TITLE BUILDER
1425 Broadway, New York Phone Pcnn.

—

VERSATILE SCENARIOS
(Continued from page 780)
but

they

can

not

divide

"that

lawyers out of

fat

retainers.

the stickiest lines was,
little

sock and

fishing

that

for

line

I'll

ideas
flashed

so

"You take

of

this

keep this." I was
one morning when
into

my

head.

I

it up like a bedspring.
As Mr. Drew got it, he was a young
husband who craved a son and heir.
One dav he finds a half finished baby's

twisted

on

this

fourth anniversar>', comes

they

One

FILM EDITOR

2634

^A PPROPRIATELY,

little

up there on the
pool the clothing again and cheat two

grave,

hill,"

AND

.

.A

the news of new art titles,
with modernistic backgrounds.

They

are smart, beautiful

distinctive.

copy

for

new technique and we
splice
v.ill

will

you ready to
into your films.

them

send

and

Send $2.00 with
two titles in this
to

also send free a

We

Christmas

Trailer with every order.

827

kECEita^rilS I929
sock hidden under a pillow in the parlor.
He dashes downtown to buy a

Save 25% to 60%

in it wheels home a
goodly section of a toy store, only to
find his next door neighbor reclaiming the sock she had left behind that
morning when she visited Mrs. Drew.
This picture was made during the war.
which accounts for the title. Prepared-

Ph\ctically Ne\\

Motion and

Still

Picture Cameras
16iiim.
/:3-5

Lens.

Carrvinrf

C25e

$115.00

Bell & Howell Projector
35mm. Institute Motion Picture
era. /:5 Lens

127.53

15iniii.

Cam64.75

inch

focus

T.

included
.

.

.

Camera. Bausch and Lomb /:3.5
Lens
30x45 Inch Kodak Screen. Roller Tvie
Ht;Si

46.75
16.50

Cnr-ectoscope

22.5il

Send for Our Bargain Book
IL:rine Motion Picture Cameras. Lenses
Still Cameras of eirery descripiio::.

__. WNBURMA^L*

Maine

end

At

from

just to

make

You
in

230 So. Wabash Ave.. Dept. M.\l-12c.

Studio

1

J.

6343
motion pictures made

nberl

•Half hour from Seu: York"

25th St..

N.

Y.

Jersey,

and hunt

mind

of

in

His and

He

which

all

Bill's really

is

F.

A. A. Dahme,

145

W.

IN

of

on

45th

St.

Inc.

Tel. Bryant 6796

Citv

it

Bill

realizes

that,

if

CANADA
Headquarters for

Show-at-Home-Uni versa]- 16mm.
Library
Send for Rental

List

Dallmeyer Lenses Cost Less
Canada

Trade Your Used Camera on a New Model
Used Projectors and Cameras of All Kinds

Lockhart's Camera Exchange
384 Bay Street. Toronto. Ont.

same

house.
stalks

l^tlttYourOwn
I I^Film Titles

Frank
wro!ia

he had

Cards. Bookplates,

no one ever would have believeil
was an accident and so a reconcili-

shot,
it

ation

Cotton picture films deteiio mie:
^like their existence

PERIVI/\.NENT
,.

TEITEL'S

NEWUFE'NETHOD
pre verts flmifrc.oi brcomin^ brittle- J hrlnkingcur'inq-

and jiues qreaier c'.arttu
of imaqe.

PROOF'METHOO

For plots can be adapted to fit sealocations and properties just as
they can be changed to fit characters.
You can change a summer plot to fit

sons,

a

winter

just

comfortable idea
The coal miner, the leading

setting,

now.

a

character in a story you would like to
film, can be changed into a sea captain, if

accident

you

live

in

the

mine

will

become a

AlBERTTCITEL CO.
40 ST.
NtWYORK,
deaUr -will lelt ilau

holiday filming. All you need is some
imagination and confidence in yourself.

film endision so

iou^h that ord'nartj -use,
cannot scratch or mar the
film durlnq its life, insunng
better

permanent trans-

parencij Oil or other foreign
mjfter cannct penetnte the
emi^lslon (fa treated fit m

105 WEST
'boiir
^tlte

tene/lio/lhe...'

TEIT£B.

g
i Mtvvp }ima& |
Amateur Makers of Movies
L^

on the coast, and the

shipwTeck if some battered hulk is
handy on the beach. You can lengthen
or shorten to fit any footage from seventy to three thousand feet.
\ long
plot that you would like to film at
home will probably be better when you
have sheared away excessive characters
and details in shortening it to fit a

rtniferj

Complete

effected.

^.'

TElTEtSlSCRAKH

828

is

..

M£niOnS

in

Canadian Distributors

houses look alike.
are from the

blunders into BilFs
is a burglar and
him from room to room. Then
mutters that he must be in the
house.

list

Filmo. DeVry. Kodak. Victor. Projectors

in that state

He

thinks

Bill

our price
month's issue

will find

last

New York

as well as neighbors but Bill
has a brainstorm and gets the crazy
idea that Frank is fond of Mrs. Bill.
Frank comes home one night, fried,
potted, stewed, or whatever culinary
term you prefer to describe a state of

plans.

z,

C.

results.

alcoholic insanity.

Movie Scpoen-Tewl!* Made

W.

page 755.

friends

111.

N.

304

MOVIE MAKERS,

For that matter,
I further explained, he did not even
need to go out from under his own
roof tree. Here's the same outline for
an indoor story.
Bill and Frank are

Camera Company

Paterson.

Co..

ISaD
TITLES

that picture.

New

Leonia.

same good

Filmo 70-D

AO-M AT-KA

all

pheasant, rabbits or skunks with the

to:cards

the purchase of a ne:r

Chicago.

& NON-EXPIASIVe

Kottks i-Filni (leaner" Size)
Movie Sniiply Stores & Drucffists

Size

Carbona Products

pointed out that he could take his
automobile, motor five miles

I

Liberal Allowance

Central

if

Fluid.

Bile

alleged
made on your Filmo or Cine Kodak

clearlv

GARPQNA
Cleaning

.

MeuT

more

_ For S afet y's Sake -demand

In the September issue of Movie
M.^KERS there was a story, The Call.
in which a deer hunter stalks a deer
and nearly shoots an old friend with
whom he is. at the moment, on bad
terms.
A friend of mine. \\ Gregory
Kelly, wanted to know if I supposed he
had the time and money to go to

63.75

DeVn

Model E Projector
122.50
1 inch Focus T. H. Cooke /:1.8 Lens
37.50
35mm. Williamson Motion Picture

3=mm.

Is Essential

project

curred to him that dramas are fruitful
sources of comedies and vice versa.

H. Cooke /:3.3
Telephoto Lens in Focusing Mount.
Leather Carning Case and Filter

3',

^'our pictures ni'l

you clean your films reeular.y with Carbona
Cleaning Fluid.
Oil marks that get en the
films from the projeclor, and soil of all
kinds, are easily and completely removed.
Non. Flammable. \\'rite for special directions.

ness, instead of the original one of
Socking Dad.
The beginner would either have
made Drifted Apart or have left it
alone.
Probably it would not have oc-

Filmo No. 70 Camera, Cooke
Anastigniat

Cleaning Film

baby carriage and

The

fixed plot

potter's hands.

becomes as clay

in the

^
>(.*

ly

C-

4
^
^
r-

^
*s'

S

^ ou need the projessional tech*
nique and finish furnished by
our
up.to.the-rainute
motion
picture laboratory. We specialize in 16 millimeter
NEGA-

TIVE

DEVELOPING.

TACT

and

CO>-

REDUCTION

PRINTING. TINTING. TONING and ARTISTIC TITLE-^.
^ our

difficulties

are overcome

Expert Film Lab., Inc.
130

W.

46th Street

"In the Heart of

!\'eic

York"

IMO^'IC !M;%I&CK&S

ON TITLING

TIPS

(Continued from page 804)
action or clarify a scene.
I

his

lype,

aid

titles

dramatic

the

lieiglttening

In films of

immeasurably
value

in

of

a

and in many cases bring the
meaning to a sequence that would

scene
full

otherwise be meaningless.

The amateur movie maker seems
to

have realized

not

only rarely

for

games and sports adequateNothing can be more

are films of
ly

this,

titled.

meaningless than untitled shots of a
football game.
The simple title, Two
minutes to play! may add enormously
to a scene or sequence of such a film.
It

the

directs

attention

of

audi-

the

ence and informs it of a dramatic fact
it
could not otherwise gather from

You

will make any contest more
you personalize it as much
as possible.
Let the audience know
which side is which, so that it, too,
can take part in the struggle. Give the
names of the opponents in a game,

the film.

dramatic

if

the boats of a regatta or the colleges of

Such a
Columbia creeps past Harvard,

the sprinters in a track meet.
title

as

followed by a shot of the action, enables your audience to differentiate be-

tween the rival shells
keener interest in the
we have told the story
advance of the actual

and

to

feel

a

True,
of the scene in
shots, but only
to heighten the interest willi understanding rather than dissipate it with
doubt. A good general rule to keep in

mind

is

contest.

this:

ALWAYS

DIFFUSING SCREEN

should emphasize the dramatic element
of struggle, enable the audience to
take sides, and ivork toward the climactic conclusion of the contest.

story,

tell

first

lines

the "who, what,

where," in so far as the scene

in

une complete

a news
does

camera

e.\plain.
There is a danger that
amateur newsreels may be too
numerous and too long, but the greatest

centering

is

not be enough of them.

film,

the injunctions

and

labels

general rule

do

not

against statistics
hold.

Again,

a

is:

In films of the newsreel type, titles

should explain important facts which
the members of the audience cannot
learn from the motion picture scenes,
giving, in particular, ansuers to the
primary news questions: who, what,
when and where.
An article on titling personal films
will follow shortly in

Holder

1

r

i

n e

Retail
price

audi-

ence wants the background of facts
from a newsreel title to gather the details from the scenes which follow. Introduce humor, where possible, and in
all cases search for the mostdramatic
angle and emphasize it. In this type of

el

$5.00

FOG FILTERS
scenes taken in sunlight. Minuiture set work— MovdJC fJA
ine title bnckgrounds «P*'.UU

3RADUATED FILTERS

D

self

is

from
any position for
and
Iris filters

that there

The

effecti

Filter

position.

titles in

may

set

any

in

not

danger, in our experience,

iful

for close-ups

for

filters

of

as
lens
every
against a sepfor
set
arate
It
each 'ens.
clamps over any
IS on- any

when and
itself

mystery

Lend'

Holder

Filter

makes available

Titles in films of the newsreel class

should, like the

SEASON

N

I

In fdms of compi-titive events, sudi
as sports, games and races, the titles

.

t

t

e

s.

DIFFUSING IRIS

$2.85

objec

'$5.00

diffns

WHITE

IRIS

Automatic Dissolve
This unique device lends to your picturesthat air of professional quaUty which
marks them from the ordinary. Give
your pictures smooth fade-in. fade-out
ind dissolve effects with
;he

Automatic Dissolve

007 CH
A^ |0U

terest

—spot
whi

ting to

$5.00

edges

GRADUATED

IRIS

|

$5.00

eclair c f'iiM
wrt^ m #«#"e
CIlS ^DESIGNEPS
AND M A NU FACTU PE R S "pj^Hy
j

^I^nZ^'Youdestrlbe

106

it

-

We'll desi|ti

WEST 461" ST..

U'^tZZTlS'

N-TC.

Movie Makers.
829

1
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THE CLINIC
(Continued from page 791)

PATHE
for

presents

home

projection

the series on

place on

in

the

free

end of the

the

lead

title

may

holding it so that
be observed, but

keeping the film so that

HUMAN AND PHYSICAL
GEOGRAPHY

the

same

will

it

in

the
film

position

toward the screen, the

age.

J^ow availabU on 16 mm.,
as standard film.
complete details

as well

and

The

reversed.

and

of other

lists

Films

home

for

standard) film.

im 3(Jf5NI

UPSlDlDOm
AND

Our equipment

The

personnel

7^
(Dept.

New York Gt

m:

full

experienced

spared to produce results
of the very highest grade.

illus-

the

being the screen

Printed
price

upon request. Send for

matter,

including

is

available

list,

MM-12.
Palhe

informatio

KODASCOPE

Inc.

New York

City

HOSKINS'NO-KEY

SUPER SCENICS
The Scenic Hudson River
New York Harbor

AND

EDITING

TITLING SERVICE,

the

it!

toward the screen.

350 Madison Ave.,

Through

large

or small, receives exacting attention; all special
instructions are carefully
followed; no effort is

the proper position of the film in the
gate, looking through

St.,

is

skilled.

image while the right-hand view shows

left-hand illustration

Exchange, tnc

diagram
graphically,

principle

complete

Every order, whether

QNV

accompanying
the

is

and up-to-the-minute; our

IN,5IP£0UT

trates

West 45th

upper

and

PATHE

Please send
Pictures for cl

left-hand

mak-

are specialists in

ing titles for, and in editmm. (amateur
16
ing,

corner of the title proper should appear on this inspection in the lower
right-hand corner, the title, of course,
being upside down.

MOTION PICTURES

Patlie

We

down

Mail Coupon for

Pathe-Educational
or school use.

135

for your films

for correct

title

projection should then be upside

An
edited at Harvard Universityauthentic and vividly interesting
series of 10 subjects in each group,
vitally helpful to children of school

MAKING TITLES

occupy

as

Looking through the

relative

film track.

grasp the

projector,

film,

A REAL MOVIE CHRISTMAS CARD
,ast

Season's

Thousand

Islands

Greeting 01
Winnctka,

V\

A.

.

Christmas Cards
REAL movie greeting

A

Feather River Canyon

Sheriffs

o

111.

has

that

motion after the fashion of the
penny arcade movies can be
made by making prints from a strip
of negative and mounting them in book
form so that when the pages are

Falls of Yosemite

old style

.41!

subjects lUO

1(>

ft.

mm.

Price $6.00 Each

thumbed

SIMPLEX FADING GLASS
Produces the iade-in fade-out

effect.

Price $2.00.

SIMPLEX FILM CLEANER

A

real

film

a

and

Reduction

time.

About

able mes.sage.
Hrinting

rapidly,

a

fifty

By thumbing

830

M. Reynolds
St.

Cleveland, Ohi.

is all

that

is

essary to convey the proper effect.
fortunately, 16
this

purpose.

mm.

A New Idea for Filmo

is

nec-

Un-

About ten

Cameras

A

simple indestructible winding wheel
applied for) which may be
left
in
camera where it is always
ready to use doin^^ away with the
clumsy key and chain.
(patent

—

Sold 30 Day Trial
Money Refunded Guarantee

film is too small for
feet of stan-

dard film suffices. If this is of interest
you can doubtless arrange with your
dealer for the rental of a 35 mm.
camera.

70

Retail $3.50

over the

Only every third frame

actually seen but this

Froduced by

165 East 191st

these strips

of

packet, the prints are viewed in rapid
succession.

Specialty.

Ernest

miniature

a

were bound together in packet form
and mounted on a card bearing a suit-

renovator.

Price $8.00.
Titles

over

movie is seen. Such a greeting card
was sent out last season by W. A.
Sheriffs of Winnetka, 111.
Mr. Sheriffs
used 35 mm. film and made prints on
small paper strips of three frames at

Sole

Dislribulors

The Harvey
150.1

Main

St.

& Lewis Co.
Sprinjitield.

Agents Wanted Everywhere

Mass.

)

l/mM^EIKS

AMATEUR CLUBS
(Continued from page 797
the most remarkable model

has

come

to

the

League's

work

that

attention.

second production, One
Santo Domingo, was hurriedly completed for entry in Photoplay's recent amateur movie contest.
Containing many interesting shots and

The

club's

Night

in

&NS£S

cinematic effects, it tells the story of
the adventures of two gangs on a comtreasure.
petitive
hunt for hidden
These two young men have built up a
well equipped laboratory, cutting room
and studio for their productions.

An

moviemaker. As a gift
The cinematographer who does not

everlasting joy to the earnest

they have no equal.

use them, does so only because he is unacquainted with
the experience of using them, unaware of those quahties

of super-fineness which have

made them famous through-

out the world in every branch of photographic art.
Hypar Series from 15 mm. wide angle to 4" focus.

The
The

3"
Cinegor Speed Lens Series from 1" focus at f.l.T to
focus at f;2. The Dogmar Series from 4" to 6" focus at
f:4.5.

—

all

The

Telestar Series from 4" to 9I/2" focus at jA.')

recommended everywhere by

the

wisest

heads

m

cinematography!
jas.s-awsBESWHsr

AMATEUR FILMERS OF THE

OFFICIAL

NATIONAL AIR
IN
They Are

R.4CES

Members Of The Cleveland Movie

Winner's Plans
SECOND film is

A
won

planned by Jac

Thall of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
fourth prize in Photoplay

amateur movie
with Quickie, 1000 ft., 35mm.
zine's

ARIABL& FIELD
VIEW FINDER

RECENTLY HELD

CLEVELAND, OHIO

recent

Quickie

tells

who

Magacontest

It

multiple lens
converts the Filmo 70 into a permanent
adjust
requiring only the turn of a knurled ring to
Conversely, by
viewfinder for any focal length lens.

outfit,

the story of the trials

the

field size,
adjusring the finder to select your object and
Supyou can predetermine the focal length lens to use!

and hardship of a "poverty row" producing company who have invested the
whole of their small capital in a single
While they dream of success
picture.
and luxury, the negative catches fire
and burns. The story is well told with
the standard photoplay technique and
the photography is excellent. The film
was directed by Jac Thall and photographed by Mario d'Giovanni. Helen
Johnson, who played one of the leads,
is
a distinguished amateur actress.
The picture, all exterior, was taken on

mm.
plementary attachments to take in the field of 15
Stock
wide-angle, and also 6" telephoto, small extra cost.
$27.
Viewfinder (1" to 4" and intermediate focal lengths)

FFECT DEVICE

Staten Island.

Recent Accessions

THERE

have been several recent
to the Club Film LiNothing To Declare, 1200 ft.,
brary.
the
production
of
16mm.,
latest
Markard Pictures of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
is based on a story of a corrupt customs official who asks for hush money
once too often. The film is planned,
photographed and edited with the customary attention to detail found in all
the work of J. V. Martindale and Frank
Packard. Reel Golf, 300 ft. 16mm.. is
a golf comedy produced by the Portadditions

It is
scientific movie-making equipment.
of the professional's engineering equipment, embodying all the finest mechanical aids for every
Every group, club, or serious worker
cinematic effect.
descriprive treatise
should own this all-purpose device.
Write for it. there is no
gives complete information.

The amateur's

the counterpart

A

charge.

C.

p.

GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY

,il9-A East Thirty-fourth Street

New York

City.

831

BECFIWIBEIC I929

100 Feet of Fun
for Christinas

land Cine Club of Portland, Oregon.
This is the first photoplay filmed hy
tlie club, and a good one, illustrating
in a graphic manner the amusing posDark Shadsibilities of the golf links.
ows, 700 ft., 16mm., filmed by the Cine
Amateurs of Westchester in Yonkers,
N. Y.. tells of a haunted house and an
inquiring

reporter.

some

contains

It

very interesting lighting effects secured

with

very

little

100

Crystal,

ft.,

equipment,

16mm.,

The

/n

the second

is

made by Mrs. L. S. Galvin
of Lima, Ohio. Added interest is given
this unusual 16mm. trick film by a
trick

reel

simple

Monotony

plot.

Rushes
Walter Nowatka
Motion
Picture Club which has already begun
its first production. Future City, to run
1000 ft., 3.5mm.
Cine illusions and
model work will be largely employed
N.
INhasPaterson,
formed

own"

not give them some films for their "very
that they will enjoy and own with pride.

WINTER

"MID
SPORTS IN QUEBEC," No. 83,
Tobogganing down one oi Canada's
a thriller.
greatest slides and dashing through snow banks
It
will make the
a terrific rate of speed.
kiddies shout with glee.
is

at

"WHO'S

WHO

THE

ZOO, No. 87. will
IN
South
their sides with laughter.
are real entertainers and the
ical wart hog. the odd looking ant eater and
sprightly gnu cut sotiie capers.
The children

make them

the

lo

There are over one hundred other delightful
The
films in the Burton Holmes Library.
above mentioned subjects are 100 ft. $7.50 each.
travel

Ask your

dealer

for

catalog.

a

Ashland

North

ARTOGRAPH
Pat.

Produces

a

Sent

sizes

post-paid

tracing the

evolution

of

the city.

Inc.

Chicago

diffusion

from J<"

to

SCRE
effect

in

il/s" clip
nted.

on receipt of price

—

S6.00.

Artograph Company

NIGHT
MOVIES

Handle

This club announci's extenprogram plans for the comine

flare the professionals use.

sizes,

'/2,

1, 2,

The
Five

3 and 4 minutes of light.

Especially for outdoors. Also electrical
flares

Bred by a flash-light battery, for
work. Several flares may be
simultaneously.

special
fired

John G. Marshall
Meteor Photo Chemicals
1752 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

832

[

Corp.,
Street,

Calif.

sive

winter.

amateur movie

^]^.\n

organized

New

in

has

been
the Central High School

Britain,

Jackson of that

club

Conn., writes Samuel
citv,

^I^The last meeting of the Portland
Cine Club of Portland. Oregon, featured a screening of The Fall of the

House

of

Usher and The Lugger, the

production
Cinema Club.
a

latter

of

the

Rochester

^The

all

the en-

from amateur movie clubs

is

yet

4I_The current contest of Foto-Cine
Productions in Stockton, Calif., is at-

many

wood block

entries.

stickers

by club members

Interesting

have been

made

to identify films sub-

The Fall of the House of
Usher was screened at a recent meeting
and on several programs arranged by

mitted.

the club for other organizations.

^The

Lincoln Cinema Club, of

New

Haven, Conn., announces the completion of its first production. Midnight
Owl, 2000 ft., 35mm.
Local factories
cooperated in the filming of the picture, which includes plant interiors.

some one hasn't beaten
I'll leave him an

Well,

some

screened.

tracting

Light a Meteor Flare (Powerful Firework Torch) and take a movie of the

same

Los Angeles,

Movie Makers" Club. Springfield, 111.,
The Dragon Fly and Triple Exposure,
from the Club Film Library, were

another indication of the constant improvement of all club work.

equipment necessary.

The De Moulin

Waterloo Movie Makers" Club of
is planning a series
amateur movie programs for high
school dramatic teachers and students
rit
the Iowa State Teachers' College.

tries

— no

on receipt

of $4.50,

of

standard, in this contest, of

party

nearly

Waterloo, Iowa,

League congratulates Foto-Cine
Productions upon receiving first prize
in the late Photoplay contest. The high

hoivins Detachable

ring

insure steady pictures.
Booklet and attachment mailed

HThe

in

New York

554 Fifth Avenue

for

ONE HUNDRED HILARIOUS, INSPIRMYSTIFYING AND FREAKISH PICTURES WILL DO THE WORK AND OUR
REVERSE CAMERA ATTACHMENT will

417 South Hill

Leading: Countries

fascinating

Handy

movies.

Ave..

DIFFUSING
all

in

film,

nple

of

ING,

^I^At the last meeting of the Springfield

Burton Holmes Lectures,
7510

this

"

split

mals

ill

in

OUR BOOKLET

J.,

the Universal

Why

^

CLARK CINE-

Complete

editing

Cinematography.
'J

CLARK CINE-SERVICE
2540 Park Ave.

DETROIT. MICH.

IMO'^'ME I»l;%KCEICS

^In Toronto, Canada, G. R. Lockhart,
Austin Cam])bell and George Rutherford are engaged in club organization.

Many

have
movement, and soon another wide-awake
Canadian organization will be added to
interested

the

in

Make This

amateurs

Toronto

active

become

club

the fold.

Merry

a

"Home Movie

Christmas"

by Shopping at

BRITISH
HOME-MOVIE HEADQUARTERS

AMATEURS

The Latest and Most Complete Models of

THE

Metropolitan Amateur Cinematographers' Association lists

as

Mm. Cameras and

16

Projectors

objectives the encouragement of

its

the art and practice of cinematography,
the production of amateur photoplays,

BELL & HOWELL

70-D

FILMO

SPEEDS

7

feeling in favour of the highest stand-

2 SPEEDS
EASTMAN B-B CINE KODAK
3 SPEEDS
VICTOR TURRET CAMERA
De Vry-35 mm. CAMERA

ards in motion picture technique. This
amateur association is affiliated with the
British Empire Film Institute and the

BELL & HOWELL, EASTMAN, VICTOR
Q.R.S., DUOGRAPH, PROJECTORS

supply of

the

members'

for

facilities

filming and the fostering of a vigorous

members receive, as the official organ.
The British Film Journal.
Lady G. Amherst

of

ident of the society;

Hackney is presAnthony Asquith

and Charles Rosher, vice-presidents; Albert Morgan, chairman: Bernard Mainwaring, vice-chairman; Miss P. Macpherson, treasurer:
T.

The

Fraser,

F.

joint

production is
be a picture based on Bohemian life.

^A

late

first

program

COOKE, DALLMEYER, GOERZ, MEYER,
SCHNEIDER, ZEISS
SPEED, KODACOLOR and TELEPHOTO LENSES

R. Goodwin-Giles,

Owen-Fraser and

secretaries.

Kodacolor and Vitacolor Attachments

Cinematographers' Association

don featured the screening
films.
Westley Brice, a

number

-

Titlemaking

Special

9mm.

stories, so

planned that the final twist
was not apparent until

short

Outfits

Equipment

Handmade

Cases

Portable Screens

member,

a

Splicing

-

Lighting

Artificial

Lon-

in

of

presented

of

Editing

Amateur

the

of

to

film

Gift Certificates

of the brief plot

the very last scene.

prise-ending"

films

Such short
should

offer

"surin-

numerable opportunities for a few moments of easily produced entertainment.

^A
trial
J.

LIBRARY RENTAL SERVICE
Our New Rental Coupon Books

and demonstration of indusand publicity films was given by
talk

W.

Gillot

at

ing of a

title

number

making and
of

9mm.

A

dem-

a screen-

films

Not

just

"another store"

—hut

a complete

included in the program.

service organization, thoroughly

hy experience and knowledge

The

moorland surrounding Blaenoven, and the park at
Llanoven, the property of Lard Treowen, were used as settings for the
film tale, written and directed by W.
H. Fleet, assisted by J. R. Payne. The
production was so creditable that Universal Pictures in England distributed

equipped
to

handle

every prohlem of the movie-maker.
cial attention

Spe-

given to mail orders.

beautiful

commercially, using the proceeds to
aid in miners" unemployment relief.

it

attrac-

were

^[^Welsh miners in the district of Blaenavon in Monmouthshire, being temporarily out of work, turned their attention to amateur movie making, and
produced By Aid oj a Rogue. 2000 ft.,

35mm.

you

a late meeting of the

ever active Sheffield A. C. A.
onstration of

give

tive Discounts

GilleHe
Camera Stores Inc.
7425
Park Ave. at 41st

St.

NEW YORK

Caledonia

CITY
833

•ECEIMI^EIC m92«»

NEWS

Of The INDUSTRY
For A>?iatcurs A?id Dealers

Zeiss 16mm. Camera

OUR

By

unique series

Russell C. Holslag

gate free from emulsion deposits. The
entire make-up of the Kinamo S.IO is

16mm.

well worthy of the firm of Zeiss-Ikon.

thoroughly

practical

S.IO,

a

outfit,

said to be the smallest existing

Movie Makers

spring-driven camera.

now glad to announce
of the 16mm. Kinamo
is

in

United

the

small enough easily to be held
in one hand and, with the eye applied
to the internal viewfinder, may be satisIt

is

factorily braced in this way.

ing

is

quickly

and

Distributors

Carl Zeiss, Inc., 485

are

New York

5th avenue.

City.

the availability

States.

effectively

Threadaccom-

plished with the aid of a special container which simplifies placing the film
in the correct position and eliminates

Eastman Features

ANY

item in the array of sugges-

amateur motion picture
presented this month by
Eastman Kodak Company of Rochester, N. Y., would make an excellent
gift to or from the amateur movie
maker. Prominent among these items
are the complete Kodacolor equipment
tions in

apparatus
the

Feed and
threading the take-up reel.
take-up sprockets are arranged in remarkably compact form. A special feature is the movable feed sprocket by
means of which the size of the loops

may be changed
film

container

wth

thirty

after threading.

loaded

is

feet

will

provide a welcome

home

note of variety to the Christmas
mo^'ie entertainment program.

amateur movie
enthusiasts of Europe, have for
enjoyed
the special
time
some
features of the little Zeiss Ikon Kinamo
friends, the

The

by Eastman

Filmo Traveler Outfit

THEmonth

Bell

a

Co.

this

array of
which the

full

motion picture equipment
amateur may well use as a checking
list for his yearly letter to Santa Claus.
Here one may find, for example, telephoto lenses, tripods, tripod heads, twin

and
Of par-

illuminators, title writers

interior

a variety of other apparatus.

is the new Filmo Travwhich contains everything
the motion picture worker may need,
packed compactly in four finely finInished pieces of matched luggage.
cluded are the 57-G projector, equipped
for Kodacolor, the 70-D camera with
telephoto lenses and all appurtenances,
a collapsible Pearl Bead Screen, a tripod in its individual case and a number of other accessories which this well
known firm provides to enable the ama-

ticular interest
eler

Outfit

teur

of film, ortho or pan.

Howell

and

presents

to

make

better

movies.

The

matched luggage outfit is finished in atBengal cobra leather, is well
designed and affords a means of keeping and carrying Filmo equipment of
which the owner may well be proud.

After the film is exposed it is automatically wound in the light-tight container ready for shipment to the processing station without further preparaA novel and useful indicator
tion.

tractive

DeVry News

how far the
down and when it is
By using this
necessary to re^vind.
device, the operator may appear in the

trend of price lowering designed to en-

picture for a given length of time, after
which the camera will stop auto-

courage ownership of home motion picThe
ture apparatus by the amateur.

shows

at

glance just

a

spring has run

One

matically.

spring

exposes

The design
it

is

full

winding

thirteen

of the

exceptionally

camera
easy

feet
is

to

of
of

PRICES
are

the

prices

film.

of

on

now'

the

DeVry beaded screens
to

follow

excellent

the

tripod

general

DeVry

reduced by $5.00,
making a new price range of $20.00
to $30.00 on this model. A new screen

bead

such that
keep the
Pholosrath By

Fncif,,

And

screens

are

Atlantic

FILMING THE FOX HOUNDS MEET AT

MEADOWBROOK.

N. Y.

Mrs. Theodore Grosvenor \\ith Her Cine-Kodak

camera and projector, which enables
the cine amateur to secure living pic-

for

in full natural cdor; the new
Kodascope Rapid Splicer and Rewind,

tures

which does much to make the winter
pastime of cutting and editing pleasant
easy: Kodalites for interior illu
mination: and, of course. Cine-Kodaks

iind

and Kodascopes
ture

is

in

An

(|uirements.

found

models

to

interesting

fit

all re

new

fea

the special Cinegraph;

in

-interesting and entertaining films for
showing on the home 16 mm. projector.
These include the Cinegraph Sueepstakes, a racing

50-foot

reels.

dom and

is

it

which horse

PATHEX AND PLANE
Pathe Star. Films H
From A Giant TAT Liner.
llan.

the

each

four

has

four
ran-

impossible to determine

will

reels

a

game played with
One is chosen at

win beforehand, since
seem alike, although

different

winner.

This

OFFICIAL LONDON STREET FILMING
This

Was

Permitted

Recently.

For The First Time
Is An Eyemo.

The Camera

iMO'%'ME im;«.i«ei
has been introduced which rests on a

LUMB
PHOTO

and which folds into a
compact self-contained metal case when
not in use. DeVry beaded screens are
table or chair

especially

durable,

claimed,

is

it

cause the bead coating

is

be-

held by three

filler and six of enamel on a
pre-shrunk backing.
H. A. DeVry, vice president of the
QRS-DeVry Corporation, is now devoting his entire time to research and experiment on motion picture equipment
in the new consolidated QRS-DeVry

coats of

plant

'ISth

at

SUPPLY

146 C0LUM6US Aut.Af 66sT($c
Ni:W YORK ClT'i

and Kedzie Ave-

Street

i

Get a

nue. Chicago.

FILMO

The DeVry Still Camera is now available with a new Graf -DeVry 2 inch /;

B'wflY

70-D for Christmas

TRADE IN
Your Filmo

anastigmat in focusing mount,
which is interchangeable with the
standard lens that is furnished.
3.5

70 or your Cine

70S(
No

Also

Alio

70^7;

Kodascopes Model

Trade

in

Kodak

Allowance
Allowance on

G

and Filmo Projectors

your old projector for a nev^' 250-\\att Kodascope
or Filmo 57 G Projector
Deferred payments

if

B

de

Unusual Bargains in Used Equipment
fully guaranteed
'f

w\r:oompetent
A

THE FASTEST LENS IN THE WORLD
The New Dallmeyer

may

inquiries by a staff
e

technicii

private

/:0.<)9.

Dallmeyer Speed Lens

THE

wide-spread interest that has
been aroused by the new speed
lens working at an aperture of j:Q.99
has brought a large number of inquiries to Herbert and Huesgen, 18 East
42nd Street, New York, who are the
distributors for Dallmeyer products.

The

lens, as

well

made and

tive,

conforming

high standard

illustrated herewith, is a
finely
in

mounted objecway to the

every

by the firm of Dallmeyer. The aperture index reads from
/;0.99 to f:\\, and the standard focusing scale is calibrated in feet.
The
lens is well sunk in its mount and incorporates an efficient lens hood. The
focal length is one inch. P. A. Lins. in
charge of the motion picture department at Herbert and Huesgen, recently
exhibited a film made with this lens in
which well-timed shots were secured at
dusk and by ordinary artificial light.
A word concerning tile house of Dallmeyer may interest our readers. The
original Dallmeyer, John Henry, estabset

lished himself in

London

in 18.59.

The

perfection of his lenses came to be
widely known and in this way he became friendly with many famous scientists of his day, including
Professor
Harrison and Sir John Herschel. One
of his best

perfected

known productions was

the

and

his

military

^

and photographit
where yoii

disposal

proje
view films with all cor

supplies.

telescope,

GLASS BEADED
MOVIE SCREEN

BRITE LITE
-

Model

In Transcontinent.^l
Air Transport Plane

30

X

A $15.00

40

INCHES

competitive
exhaustive
AFTERBnte-Lite
Glass Beaded Motests

vie

the

Screen was chosen for use on

tirst

transcontinental air ship
pictures while

show 16mm. motion

to
fly-

ing in daylight.

Motion pictures were shown on
hoard one of the Transcontinental Air
Transport ships on its trip from Port
Columbus, Ohio, to Los Angeles and
return.

Three shows a day were given during the flight, at heights varying from
10.000 to 13.000 feet, with the plane
traveling at an average speed of 125
miles an hour.

On

its

projecting

Movie Screen

superiority as a

16mm. movies;

medium
its

for

marvel-

pow-ers, Third Dimension qualities, and brilliancy made the
test a success in every way.

ous

reflecting

For Perfection

w

Screens have great re flee five
th Dut cans ing eyestrain.

te

Screens give depth, ste reoand rea ism to the pi tur e.
Screens are automat c. collapsible a id lijht in weight. Made in box
or roller tVf e mode s, priced fronn » i.M
and up.
Can be obtained rom your des ler or
Brite-L te

scopic

this trip Brite-Lite

proved

Brite-L

powers

effc ct

Brite-L te

direct

in

fro

m

us.

Projection

use brite lite

BEADED SCREEN CORP.
ROOSEVELT,

L.

I.,

NEW YORK

(Continued on page 837)
835
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EQIIPMEXT FOR SALE
BAROAINS

and demonstrating equipin used
lew Model 7U Filmo Cameras, in percomplete with lenses and cases,
SI 00 00 each; Model B Kodascope Projector with
case, demonstrated only a few times, S175.00;
several Model A Kodascope Projectors, 200 watt,
perfect condition, S90.00 each: Model A Kodascope. small lamphouse, S75.00; several Model C
Kodascope Projectors, $35.00 each; De\ ry Continuous 16mm. Projector, demonstrated few times.
$135.00; Capitol Continuous 16mm. Projector,
demonstrator, S175.00; Model B. Cine Kodaks,
/: 3.5 lens, S50.00 each; Model B Cine Kodaks,
/: 6.5 lens, J35.00 each; Model B Cine Kodak.
/: 1.9 lens, new condition. SIOO.OO; few Filmo
Projectors. 200 watt with cases, S75.00 each and
up; Cooke f: 1.8 lens for Filmo 70. old style.
S30.00 each; Dallmeyer f: 1.9 lens for Filmo
-•Ml of the above equip70, old style, S25.00.
ment guaranteed to be in excellent working conSt E.'iRLE, IXC.
WILLI.A.MS,
dition.
918 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Classified Advertising

ment—A

condition,

fect

CH.ARLES

Ma
'id

S.4LE

— Disc

DeVry

talking attachments.
Send for circular.
Projector and others.

X.ARD SULLIVAN

BER-

CO., 360 N. Michigan Ave.,

B.ARG.AIN — Capitol

received
these
box
for
timnbers is fonfarded by Movie
M.\kers, unofetied and just as received,
to the advertisers concerned.
Remittances, if any, to
cover goods offered for sale in
this department, should, of course,
be made to the advertiser and not
.Mo
M.^

Kino-Plasmat lens /:1.5. Y^"
Kodacolor with neutral density filter;
Will sell for $50.00. FRANK N.
FRENCH, 97 High St., Randolph. Mass.

fitted

320 Wal-

PROFESSIONAL

Universal Motion Picture Cam-

—

—

BROWNE FILM

Fairmount

1942

CO.,

Ave.,

in

Model B Cine-Kodak with /: 1.9 lens, S102.
Cine-Kodak Model B, shopworn, with /: 3.5 lens,
DeVry J5mm. with /: 1.9 lens and
S58.S0.
Brand new DeVry, with
carrying case, SI 10.
Brand new Sept
/: 3.5 lens and case, $122.50.
Duograph motor-driven proCameras, $23.50.
jectors, brand new,
be in perfect shape.

C.-\MER.\

All

S47.50.

guaranteed to

BOS-

Write for bargains.

EXCHANGE.

44 Bromfield

St.,

Hartshorn

roller

motion

Special prices new aluguaranteed.
screens

—

360

X.

Michigan Ave., Chicago.

FOR S.ALE — Several used Filmo 70 Cameras,
WILLIAMS. BROWN & EARLE,
S75 up.
IXC, 91S

Chestnut

Philadelphia.

St.,

A, /:

Vry 16mm. Projector

fitted

3.5 lens. $85; Dewith three inch ex-

and two inch regular. S60;

light lens

tra

some more red hot bargains in
16mm. appaused-but-good-as-new
Bell
& Howell Projector, standard
fine condition, $110.00.
Bell & Howell

offers

guaranteed

Filmo Model 70. Cooke /:1.8 lens, 5110.00. Bell
& Howell Filmo 70, three lens turret, fitted
with 1" Cooke 3.5, 1" Plasmat 1.5 and 4" Wolcomplete with

Telephoto,

lensak

condition

case,

Cine Kodak Model B.
like new, price 5225.00.
/:6.5 lens, 534.50. Kodascope Model A, latest
type, with large lamphouse and Kodacolor equipThree-quarter inch Plasmat »:1.5
ment, 5125.00.
lens to fit 70.
or Victor Camera. 537.50.
Write or wire if what you want is not listed.

A

B.ASS CAMER.A COMP.AXV. Motion Picture
Headquarters of America, 179 West Madison
Chicago,

Street.

TO REDUCE

BERNARD Sl'LLIVAN COMPANY,

CINE KODAK Model

Illinois.

Home

large stock, we have several
Bell & Howell Filmo Projectors and Cameras,
also Kodacolor equipment, which we offer at a
30% discount. 'These are brand new. Latest
BOX XO. 102. Care Movie
serial numbers.
M.^KERS.

BELL

the

HOWELL

&

writer,
character
title
524.00; Goerz compensating base with long rods
and title attachment for Filmo or Victor, 565.00;
Wollensak one-inch /:1.5 lens for Filmo, 535.00.
All articles in perfect condition.
Will ship
c.

o.

d.

GEO.

inspection.

subject to

OBER,

C.

Tower Building, Washington, D.

C.

Talkie unit, with 200 feet talking film, 535. All
above guaranteed to be in brand new condition.

JR.,

TIXO,

F. O. B. Los Angeles.
Cine Kodak /:6.5, S47.00; Cine Kodak i-.i.i.
560.00; Filmo 70 Single Speed, f:3.5 Lens &
Case, $100.00; Filmo 70 Double Speed f:3.5 Lens
& Case, 5110.00; Filmo 70 Super-Speed, 5160.00;
Eyemo S: Case, 5235.00. PROJECTORS— Filmo,
Geared Rewind, Variable Resistance & Ammeter
& Case, $150.00; Kodascope "C," $35.00; Kodascope "B" & Case, 5200.00; Kodascope ".A,"
5120.00; Capitol Continuous .Model 2 T^•pe 11
.Suit-Case T\-pe. same as new, $150.00; Capitol
Cabinet Tj-pe Continuous, $260.00.
LE.AVITT
CINE PICTURE COMP.ANY, 3150 Wilshire,

MICHAEL DE
Write for description.
533 Paige St., Schenectady, X. V.

MAR-

—

REAL BARG-AIXS

in

Evemo camera

H.

first

class

equipment.

C. lens with 3.3 T. H.
and case, slightly used,
Brand new Filmo 75
perfect condition, S195.
Attachment Filmo Projector
with case, S75.
T. H.
for continuous pictures, brand new, 360.
Filmo
70, complete with
lens for
1.5
/:
Leather carrying
Kodacolor attachments, S55.

SH

2.5 T.

Telephoto,

filters

C

case for 16 reels film, 400', S8.
man or Agfa reversible film,

100' rolls East-

S4.75,

postpaid.

One 30 X 40 B & H roll bead screen. S15.
HESSE'S, Genesee at Jefferson, Saginaw, Mich.

SPECIAL — 55.00
regardless

Vry 35mm.
Send

for

allowance for your old camera

make or condition towards new Destill

camera, 40 pictures one loading.

circular.

COMP-AXV,

BERXARD SULLIVAX

N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.
16M-M. C.A.MER.AS and projectors, $10.00 each.
Spotlights.
100 foot 16mm. photoplays. S4.50.

N.

IX

SLIGHTLY USED EQUIP-

CAMERAS—

Los .Angeles, California.

"FOR S-ALE"— Cine-Nizo

I6mm.,

3.

universal

focus lens, leather carrying case, filter and five
30 foot magazines, all in new condition, $45.00.
.A. G. CHITTICK, Frankfort, Ind.

DE VRY .MODEL
case, tripod plate,
like new, 575.00.

70th

St..

Chicago.

G-16mm. Projector, 2"
two extra
R.

200

watt

KIRKBRIDE.

lens,

lamps,
514 E.

195 Broadwaj",

Paterson.

CHRIST.MAS B.ARGAINS— New DeVry B
film,
tras,

cam-

536; projectors, 533; Agfa 16mm. camera
100 ft.. 55; Pathex camera, projector, exR. J. JONES. 309 E.
533; superfilms, 55.

Sunbury

St.,

Shamokin, Pa.

ENERGIZE YOUR FILM!
Use Kleena-fyltn Process
and maintains
A non-inflammable fluid
Guaranippd
projection.
Clearer
easv
apply.
to
At dealers, or postpaid, 85c, KLEENA-FYLM
CORP., 522 Fifth .4venue, New York. N. Y'.
Piicinc Coml Distributors
rejuvenates,
cleans,
pliability in old film.
It

restores

CRAIG .MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
Western

836

Patific

BIdg.

1-500

W

J.

Kodascope Model C, car-

/:3.5,

Perrving cases for both, Eastman "O" Screen.
A. H. GARDCash $120.00.
fect condition.
NER. V. M. C. -A., Springfield, Missouri.

FILMO Model 70.A with 1" .r:1.5 Plasmat,
SIOO.OO; Ensign 16mm. camera with 1" /:2.6 .Anastigmat. 595.00; Kodascope Model B, black
good condifinish, 5155.00; Kodascope Model
tion, $35.00; 1" /:2 Schneider lens in focusing
mount. 519.00; 15mm. /:2.7 Goerz Hj-par in
1" /:1.5 Wollensak
focusing mount, $27.00;
equipped with Kodacolor, $52.50; 39x52 .Arrow
Beaded Screen in case with individual supports,
Screen 9!4" x
.Arrow
Beaded
Xo.
517.50;
IIJ^". in case, 55.00; Book Tj-pe Film Storage
Case for 5-400 ft. reels. $3.50; Dremophot Exposure Meter for Filmo, 56.50.
BYS, 110 West 32d St., X. Y.

C

VlLLOUGH-

EQUIP-MEXT W.AXTED

W-AXTED— Filmo

condition,

State

70.

price

.Also B. & H. editing
age of camera.
equipment. .Address W. E. G. .M., 18 Vesey St.,

Los

Angeles.

Call!

Xew York

City.

FILMS FOR S.ALE
FILMS FOR S.ALE

Make Your Movies

The Momecr.aft

Studios

Hotel Governor.
Harrisburg,

Commercial &
Productions
Service

—

Pa.

Dramatic
Professional

35M\I— 16MM.
full equipment foi- studio or field
work. Cameramen furnished for all
occasions, anywhere.

Order

—

J.

PAXCHROM.ATIC

Let Us

H.ALF LIST.

.AT

by number, sending check for half amount noted,
Filmo: Florida Hurprices being given at list.
200',
515.00:
Cracked Ice,
(-M-141)
ricane.
(M-142) 200', $15.00; Pathegram: Our Gang in
Dog Days, (7014) 400', $30.00; Raggedy Rose
and Spuds, 300', 520.00; Big Game Hunting in
.Africa
(6016) 400', $25.00; Our Gang Tire
Trouble, (2004) 200', $14.00; Introduce Me,
Douglas MacLean (2002) 200', $12.50; White
300',
Mice (4502)
$13.50; Burton Holmes,
(29-54-57) Scenic Reflections, Lake of Lucerne,
Up to Date .Alpinism, Monkeys of Asia, 400',
into
Rio,
Kauai The Garden
$35.00; Rolling
Island of Hmiaii, Great Waters of Versailles,
(32-40) 400', $30.00; Grand Canyon, Geysers
of tlie Yellcnvstone, Indian Durbar, Going up
the Iguague, 400', 528.00; Cinegraph: Walter
Hagen, Marvels of Motion, (1522-3503) 200'
515.00; Felix Out of Luck, Our .int Gang,
Love .My Dog, Felix Gets His Fill, (7062-2070)
400', $30.00; Felix .flakes Magic, Kitten and
the Ducks, Fish for T-wo, Felix Gets Broadcast,
(4525-4502-7063) 400', $27.50; My Stars, (4515)
400', $30.00; Felix .411 Balled Up, Felix Finds
'Em Fickle, (7066-7068) 200', $15.00; Bobbie
Jones, (1092) 100', $7.50; .Mother Goose, Felix
Fishing.
Polar Bears, 400',
in
Holly-wood,
530.00; Peck's Bad Boy, Easy Street, Beau Brum•nel. One Sight of Love, 400', 530.00; Unreal
Se-disreels Xo.
2.
(4522) 100', $7.50; Rome
(1517) 100', S7.50; Lindbergh—Se-,v York to
Paris, 200', 515.00; Bell & Howell: Studios and
Stars Xo. 1, 100', $6.50.
FREDERICK L.
HOLM.AX, 23 E. Maple Ave., Merchantville.

DeVrv and Eyemo

J.

eras,

DeVry

"Little
"Fotolites"
V. KRUG-

tripod,

pano-tilt

W,

complete, Cinophot, splicer-rewind.
LOFF. 35 No. 9 St., Newark, X.

N.

111.

360

XO-WAT-KA,

S9.00.

BARG.AIXS

MEXT—

FOR S-ALE Brand new Cine-Kodak, used one
week.
Has /: 1.9 lens, Kodacolor attachments,
BERtelephoto lens, carrying case, SI 50.00.
X.\RD SULLIV-^iX CO., 360 X. Michigan .Ave.,
Chicago.

C'

35mm.

new:

almost

and

DeVry 35mm.

new

camera. 595.00.

minum

reasonably,

EAL.AZS, 4836 X. Tripp Ave.. Chicago.

S.

BASS

Mass.

FOR S.ALE— Like
picture

C

model,

movie cameras, proFilmo 70 with /: 3.5
jectors, lenses and screens.
lens and case, used, in good condition, S87.50.
Shopworn
Filmo 70, used only slightly, S98.50.
bargains

Home

570.00.

Talkie Units, 525.00.
16mm. films and accesPrivate collection.
sories practically half price.

ratus.

Fort Worth, Texas.

UNUSU.AL

Boston,

SELL

Camera; /:3.5 lens,
Sunny Twin," 2-1000

CIXE-KOD.AK

era, 200 foot capacity. Baush & Lomb two inch
four magazines, carrying
Zeiss Tessar, f: 3.5
case, new ,\keiey pan and tilt tripod, complete
\Vill ship subject to examination
outfit, $285.00
on receipt of deposit to cover carrying charges.

TON

for

nearly new.

Chicago.

new,

—

.

UNIVERSAL Cameras, 2 Wilarts, DeVrys,
Filmos, Pathex Outfits, Screens, Tripods, Lenses,
Films, .Makeup Kits, Graflex and Still Cameras.

FILMO 75— Practically

—

Continuous

MEYER

HLTGO

2

BUCHAN.AN,

Sheridan

South

1439
Illinois.

Projectors
condition good as new some slightly used and
some not used at all, $135.00 complete, while
Subject to 5 days' examination.
they last.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. VISUALIZIT. INC 581 Peachtree St., .Atlanta, Ga.

Mail

F. W.
List on request.
nut St.. Johnstown, Pa.

Z.AHN.

J.

Road. Highland Park.

'adto
classified advertisers alike.

BROWN

FOR

three speed Filmo Camera, less case, price
$135.00; one six-inch Taylor. Hobson. Cooke Telephoto Lens, with view finders complete in leather
plush-lined case, 575.00; one combined leather
camera and accessory case, $37.50; one 1" /: 1.8
T.ivlor, Hobson, Cooke Lens in focusing mount,
N4i.25; one two-time color filter for /: 1.8
lens.
53.50; one auxiliarv finder unit, 53.50.

Loading

— 100-foot

C. O. D.
request.
CI)..

129

anv

and regular film stock for
35 mm. Cameras Daylight

—

—

—

rolls
$3.50
per
roll
sent
place.
Quantity quotations on

EDUC.ATIOX.AL PROJECT.O FILM
West 2nd

SURPLUS

16mm.

.^tnd for catalogue.
I-:m St.. Arlinirtrin.

St.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

film,

than

less

half

price.

STERLIXG PRESS.
X

487

T

kxchanpe your 16mm

Libiviy Film

Why

keep jour old library film
if
seeing them and can
by sending them to
equally good or better of the

tired
others

JNAVILIO
1757

FILH EXCHANGE

Bro&dway

Broaiflvn. N.Y.

!

IMO'VIE

IM>«.KCEKftS

improvements in astronomical instruments brought him the honor of a Fellowship in the Royal Astronomical SoAfter his death the management

ciety.

of the business passed into the

hands

Thomas R. Dallmeyer. who
imcontributed many valuable

of his son.
also

provements to photograjihic science, notably the development of the practical

The 1:0.99 is fittingly
telephoto lens.
consistent with the advancement in optical science

brought about by

this firm.

V

Pebbled Silver Screen
T^HE

MM. Sound-on-Disc

35

STAN-A-PHONE

the

is

new

able

of

\our dealer to
Cine-.4rgent today.
plied, order direct.

as well as amplifier and i)ickup jacks.

P.

furnished but the amplifier is, of course, extra, several types
Over 3,000
being listed by the firm.
Home Talkie devices are now in opera
is

as a

Home

he

is

not yet sup-

INGEMANN SEKAER
New York

Exclusive Distributors

CINE-ARGENT

stated by

the

film is also to be offered to the kiddies

?)

show you the new
If

1472 Broadway.

is

it

—

.4sk

16" record is accommodated and a volume control is provided

American homes,

for only

—

The standard

manufacturers, and company officials expect tiiat this number will be
greatly increased during the holiday
season.
A synchronized Santa Claus

the amateur's

is

silver

is
especially designed for small projectors, but of course
is equalK" suited for higher priced projectors.
For half the cost of a roll of
film it will provide you with a splendid
screen and the gift for that movie-fan
friend

to the projector with a flexible shaft.

tion in

!

The new Cine-Argent

synchronization

inexpensive figure. The
turntable revolves at 33-1 3, the standard professional speed, and is connect-

The pickup

find

—

at a relatively

ed

A

screen with
myriads of tiny indentations which impart
extraordinary brilliance and depth to every picture for only $3.70! It is guar22" x 28" nonanteed not to tarnish!
collapsible, strong and durable.

the

sound-on-disc

to

new Cine- Argent

latest

big

Home-Talkie Machine, just announced by the HomeTalkie Machine Corp. of 220 W. 42nd
St., New York, N. Y., and it is reported
to render any 35mm. projector adaptbrother

you can have a

Pebbled Silver Screen
A

Place For Everything and Everything In

Its

Place

Talkie contribution to the

gaiety of the season.

Recordion Releases

THE
tion,

vALL-MOVIE-CABINET/
PATENT PEMDllNG

announcement from the
National Film Publicity Corpora311 S. Sarah Street, St. Louis,
latest

Missouri, features four interesting
synchronized releases for use on

new
the

Recordion home talking picture device.
The Recordion itself may be liad in two
models, one incorporating the 16 mm.
projector complete and the other attachable to any make of home projector.

Ciillen

Lineup

THE

Christmas list of the Cullen
Photo Supply Co.. 12 Maiden
Lane, New York, includes the new Solite
lamp, the Wimdersign Magnetic
Title Board and the new Cullen 70-D

AND SCREEN UNIT

carrying case.

ALL-MOVIE-CABINET

Bargain List

Completes your home movie

THOSE

who

equipment at a reduced
do well to investigate the
special bargain list sent out by \^ illoughbys. 110 \^ est 32nd Street. New
York. This well known firm also specializes in new apparatus of every reputable make.
to

price

their

will

outfit,

makes projection

a convenient pleasure

are seeking additions

outfit in cabinet illustrates placement and is not included, but
cabinet will accommodate Filmo. Kodascopes and other 16 mm. outfits. Cabinet
Screen size. 24 x 30 inches.
size. 40 inches high. 35 inches wide. 18 inches deep.
Further information can he had from photo supply dealers or by writing us.

The movie

Price

$110

f.o.b.

Chicago

National All-Movie-Sales Co.
333 N. Michigan Ave.

Chicago,

111.

(Continued on page 839)
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AROUNDAn THE WORLD WITH MOVIE MAKERS
Who
International List of the Dealers

VISIT THEM!

UNITED STATES
CALIFORNIA

BiTRv: Curtis Art Co., 25-29 W.
lelm. Inc., 139 W. Main St.

Berkeley Commercial Photo Co.. 2515

ngton:

Bancroft Way.

Supply

6058

Co.,

Butler's,

Bros.,

t

Movie

Kodak
&

Fuller

B.

Hope

T.

734

700 Main

St.

Photo Shop, 414 E. St.
San Diego;
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 419 Broadway.
Harold E. Lutes, 958 Fifth St.
San Francisco: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,
545 Market St.
Hirsch St Kave. 239 Grant Ave.
Kahn & Co., 54 Geary St.
l.eavitt Cine Picture Co., 564 Market St.
Photomaton. 968 Market St.
2584 Mission St.
San Francisco Camera Exchange, 83 Third
St.

Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co.. 735 Market
St.

Sherman, Clay & Co., Kearney & Sutter Sts.
Trainer-Parsons Optical Co., 228 Post St.
San Jose: Webb's Photo Supply Store, 94 S.
First St.
San Pedro: Sunset Photo Supply, Inc., 319 W.
6th St.
Clyde H. Gilbert. Jr.. 1428 W.
Santa Ana:
Fifth St.
Santa Barbara: J. W. Collinge, 8 E. Carillo
Santa Monica: Bertholf Photo Finishing, 1456
St.

H. Hartman & Son, 25 N.

F.

Stockton Peffer Music Co.. 40 S. California St.
Nathan Reiman, 528 E. Main St.
Whittier: Maxwell C. Peel, 226 E. Philadel:

phia.

Peteksbc

Twiggs
Peachtr.
Visualiz

Peachtn

De

r:

Eastn

in

1029-16

Co..

al

The, Dept. 93, State,

Inc.,

Co.,

Shop,

155

enwich Gayle A. Foster, 9 Perryridge Rd.
Hartford; Harvey & Lewis Co., 852 Mam St.
D. G. Stoughton Co., 255 S. Whitney St.
Watkins Bros.. Inc., 241 Asylum St.
Middletown; F. B. Fountain Co., 483 Main St.
New Britain: Harvey & Lewis Co., 85 W. Main
:

St.

Fritz

& Hawley,

I

816 Chapel

St.

Harvey & Li
Norwich; Cran
Stamford: Tha

838

Co., 849 Chapel St.
Co., 25 Broadway.
Inc.,

87

202.

154

Atlantic

St.

Co.,

225-227

S.

W.

4th Ave.

Bogalusa: Dixie Motion Picture Co., 446

Harper

St.

Or
Eastman Kodak Sti
nc, 213
Baronne St.
Harcol Motion Picture Industries, Inc., Harcol Bldg., 610-612 Baronne St.
hreveport; Southern Cine Co., Inc., 310 Main

E.

26

E. 8th St.
Co., 1426 E. 70th

St.

MAINE
iuburn:
Wells
Court St.
;angor; Francis

Sporting

A.

Goods

Frawley,

52-54

Co.,

104 Main

St.

MARYLAND

4651 Broadway
115 N. Clark St.
6337 S. Halstead St.
3240 Lawrence Ave.
1323 Milwaukee Ave.
2648 Milwaukee Ave.
4705 S. Parkway
3213 Roosevelt Rd.
Post Office News Co.. 37 W. Monroe St.
Seamans, Photo Finisher. 1953 E. 71st St.
Stanley-Warren Co.. 908 Irving Park Blvd.
Bernard Sullivan Co.. 360 N. Michigan Ave.
Von Lengerke & .Antoine. 33 S. Wabash Ave.
& Essick Co.. 122-128 E. Wil-

Ialtimore: .A.mateur
Eut:

Movie

Service,

853

N.

St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 223 Park Ave.
Lewy Camera Shops, 502 N. Howard St.
Photomaton, 406 E. Baltimore St.
Stark-Films, 219 W. Centre St.
Zepp Photo Supply Co., 3U44 Greeninount Ave.

MASSACHUSETTS
Dadmun Co.. 1 Washington St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 38 Bromfield St.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. Hotel Statlcr.
Ralph Harris & Co., 30 Bromfield St.
C. F. Hovey Co., 33 Summer St.
Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 155 Wash-

iosToN:

St.

ington

Co

.St.

Jordan Marsh Co.
Andrew J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St.
Montgomery-Frost Co.. 40 Bromfield St.
Pathescope Co. of the N. E.. Inc., 260 Tre-

702 Church St.
imera Shop, 17 S. ChiInc..

St.
i

Highland Park:

Camera Shop, 84
Hattstrom

&

Ph

273 Huntington Ave.
,
46 ScoUay Square
inkham & Smith Co., 15 Bromfield St.
ilatia M. Taylor Co.. 56 Bromfield St.
Br
Photo Shop, 349 Washington

S.

Sanden

391 Central Ave.

Hatts

Forest & Lake
Rockford: Johnsor

,

St.

Photo Shop,

316

E.

Brockton: Raymond C. Lake, 218 Main St.
Lowell: Donaldson's. 75 Merrimack St.
New Bedford: J. Arnold Wright. 7 S. 6th St.
Salem:
Robb Motion Picture Service. 214%

Stat

St.

Springfield; Camera Shop, 320

S.

5th St.

INDIANA
Reed Drug Co., 37 W. 11th St.
Evansville: L. E. DeWitt, 613 Monroe Ave.
Smith & Butterfield Co., 310 Main St.
Fort Wavne: Biechler-Howard Co.. 112

W

Wayne

129 W. Short St.
Gatchel St Sons. 431

Still,

LOUISIANA

Adams & Dearborn
Rni.

W. W.
W. D.

St.

Sutcliffe

Radio .-Appliance
St.
Kimball Co., 306 S. Wabash Ave.
Leonard Lynn Co.. 302 S. Wells St.
Lyon &• Healy, Jackson Blvd. S: Wabash Ave.
Photomaton, 853 E. 63rd St.

Oak Park;

St.

Ma

New Haven:

Walnut

St.

Ma

St.

Da

Service,

:

Louisville:

W. W.

Freep

1030

Dale Movie Shop, Dale Hotel Bldg.
Frank Bangs & Co., 110 S. Santa Fe

Lexington:

bts.

cago Ave.
Gale!
Illii

St.

St.
St.
St.

KENTUCKY
St.

Camera Co.. 112 S. Wabash Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 133 N. Wabash

Illinois

608

Inc.,

419 Pierce

Hall Stationery Co., 623 Kansas Ave.
Lawrence Photo Supply Co., 149 NLawTence Ave.

Central

Corp.,

Stores,

Inc.,

.le;

WlCHn

St.

Ave
Camera

Photo Finishing,

Topeka

•Chicago: Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison
Brentano's. Inc., 63 E. Washington St.
Camera Exchange, 68 Washington St.
Aimer Coe & Co., 78 E. Jackson Blvd.
Aimer Coe S: Co., 18 S. LaSalle St.
.ilrner Coe & Co., 105 N. Wabash .4ve.

Fischer's

Sixth

KANSAS

St.

Erie St.
Ideal Pictures

St.

Coffey
Salina
Ave.

ILLINOIS

*

Kodak

Pierce

Lynn's

183

Inc.,

Theatre Bldg., 581

Eallou-Latimer Co., Idaho at 9th
Camera Shop, Box 1294.

& Sande

St.

Hawley,

Stores,

407

Store,

Waterloo: Macks Photo Shop, 225 W. Fifth
Seehawk Camera Shop-Studio, 189 W. 4th

Ptile

CONNECTICUT
S:

Kodak
Erla

Inc.,

Imer

Camera Shop, 404-16

Bridgeport: Fritz

.

Book

lege St.

Sioux City: Eastman

Pocatello:

In

St.

Haanstad's

Hyman's News and

E.

IDAHO
Boise:

COLORADO
Stores,

Locust St.

Gkinnell: Child Art Rooms, Cine Dept.
Iowa City: Rexall & Kodak Store, 124 E. Col-

St.

Atlanta: Eastman

li:

Vosemite National Park: Best's Studio.

Kodak

Drew Co.
Service, Rhodesbilt

Flagler St.
Camera Shop, 17-3rd

51
!g: Barnhill's

Store, 21 S. 7th St.

Burlington; Sutter Drug Co., 307 North 3rd St.
Cedar Rapids; Camera Shop, 220 Third Ave.
Davenport; Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 318
Brady St.
Des Moines: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 808

W.

N.
Robinson's Camera Shop, 115 Third St., N.
Tampa: Burgert Bros., Inc., 608 Madison St.
Tampa Photo & Art Supply Co., 709-11

S.

Bunnell

Sierra Madre:
Baldwin.

St.

St.

Broadway.

Third

N.

GEORGIA

Photomaton, 532 S. Broadway.
Stationery
Co.,
.Schwabacher-Frey

W. Twogood,

St.,

Photo Supply Co., 12 N. E. First

Red Cross Pharmacy.

La-

S.

IOWA
607-14th

Inc.,

B.

St.

Fayette Blvd.

Terke Haute; Snyder's Art

New

Ave.

St.

Oakland: Davies, 380-14th St.
Sherman, Clay & Co., 14th and Clay Sts.
Pasadena: Flag Studio, 59 E. Colorado St.
F. W. Reed Co., 176 E. Colorado St.
Pomona: Frasher's, 158 E. Second St.
Richmond: LaMoine Drug Co., 900 MacDonald
Riverside: F.

Ault Camera Shop, 309 S. Michigan
Schilling's Photographic Supply, 329

Arcade.

St.

Nichols. 731 S.

W.

Main

S.

St.

W

N.

1424

FLORIDA
Jacksonville: H. &

John R. Gordon. 1129 S. Mariposa Ave.
T. Iwata Art Store, 256 E. First St.
Leavitt Cine Picture Co., 3150 Wilshire Blvd.
Earl V. Lewis Co., 226 W. 4th St.
Marshutz Optical Co., 518 W. 6th St.
B.

Inc..

815-lOth

Inc..

Lake Wales: Morse's Photo

Broadway.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 643 S. Hill St.
Fitzgerald Music Co.. Motion Picture DiviHill

Store,

d'.4lbert.

S.

S.

St.

W.

N.

Sunset

Market

OF COLUMBIA
S. Baker. 1429 H St.,

ngton: Reid
mbia Photo Supply Co.,
e.,
N. W.

Blvd.

727

H. Lieber Co., 24 W. Washington St.
Ke.ntland: Boone Pharmacy, on the Square.

St.

South Bend: Aull Camera Shop, 122

415

Inc.,

duPont Bldg.

DISTRICT

Photomaton, 6378 Hollywood Blvd.
Long Beach: Winstead Bros., Inc., 244 Pine St.
Los Angeles: California Camera Hospital, 356

sion.

Main

DELAWARE

Fresno: Potter Drug Co., 1112 Fulton St.
Glendale: Glendale Subscription Service. 1314
N. Virginia.
Mowry's Photo Service, 223 S. Brand Blvd.
Hollywood: Fowler Studios, 1108 N. Lillian

Way.
Hollywood

Carry This Magazine

St.

Sunny Schick Pictures, 224 E. Berry St.
Frankfort: Pathex Agency, 206 E. Walnut Si
Indianapolis: L. S. Ayres & Co., Dept. 290.
W. Washington St.

Essex St.
Springfield;
Bridge St.
*

J.

E.

Cheney

S;

Staff.

Inc.,

301

Harvey St Lewis Co., 1503 Main St.
Worcester: J. C. Freeman S: Co., 376 Main
St.

H arvey
L,

.

B.

&• Lewis Co., 513 Malin St
Wheaton, 368 Main St.

(Continued o•n fage
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Eno Anniversary

THE

\jomplete

fourth anniversary of his en-

trance

the amateur

into

field

as

That Christmas Outfit

an art title builder and film editor is
being celebrated in December by Ralph
R. Eno, 1425 Broadway, New York.
Concurrently, Mr. Eno offers what are
said to be the first modernistic backgrounds available
and furnishes a
Christmas trailer gratis with every order of two or more titles.

New

with

SOLITE
THE ALL-PURPOSE LAMP

Tripod Case

THE

Thalhammer pan-and-tilt tripod may now be transported to

OIV
th

and from the scene of operation with

the ordinary

swank and convenience by making use
of
the
new Thalhammer leathertrimmed carrying case, complete with
shoulder strap.

should prove an excellent
to those already owning a tripod.
It

to give light comparable to that produced
This meaiis that the standard SR-3 SOLITE outlit

ground mirror lens

ly

^

tri-

i

gift

new

the

series
of-

fered by the Cine-Art library have

al-

known

well

in

diffusing

screen,

the

camera

still

last.

The lamp
flexibility

with

bulb

parts are of die-cast
adjustment being
and cord complete,

in

oz.

SET—COMPLETE

—COMPLETE

Ask

Yc

Dealer For

Deiitoftstr

TRI-STATE DISTRIBUTORS
105
SR.

NO.

1

Hudson

Exclusive

SOLITE

Street,

National

Nevy York
Distributors

Pcrinj C^dstma:

Diffusing Screen
Artograph

to

every possible
Total weight,

PRICES— SR. No. 3
(without bulb),
consisting of case, 3 lamps, JR. and SR. Tripod, ?-20 ft.
rubber cords, »70.00 list.
SR. No. 1 SET
(without bulb), consisting of 1 lamp, JR. Tripod and 20 ft.
rubber cord, S22.50 list.

ready been such as to warrant a definite
reduction in price for the Christmas
season, according to H. S. Millar, eastern representative, 6 East 46th Street,
New York. Worthy of special note are
thirty-five new Cine-Art talkie subjects
reproduction
disc
synchronized
for
with home talkie devices operating at
the standard turntable speed of 78-80.

THE

1

built

is

aluminum,
provided.

Christie comedies

which

for closeups: two for medium shots; the complete set of three for long shots: full exposure on panchromatic film at /:3.5.

2 lbs.,

sales on

two-reel

-face

ar

One SOLITE

SOLITE

of

conjunction with

projector.

.'}*

Cine- Art Releases

VOLUME

in

an intense, uni form light through an
90 degrees.
SOLITE is the only home lighting
an optical system as car efully designed as that

distributes

pod, will hold several 100-foot reels of
film.

50U-watt unit

1,000-watt unit.

1,500 watts will give results which equal or surpass the performance of other units
This is because the SOLITE reflecto:
3,000 watt:
nply
hollow stamping

This case resembles a

bag and, besides the

glorified golf

long shots fully exposed.
No risk of overloading the house line
dangerously high current consumption.
SOLITE provides an effective

Interior

'.

units of

sign permitting a single

has now been adapted to the amateur cine camera. Tests made by this
department indicate that the amount of
field,

diffusion

controllable to

is

some extent

Interesting 100

by moving the screen towards or away
from the lens and that a slight increase
The Artoin exposure is necessary.
graph is represented in New York by I.
Boysen, 554 Fifth Avenue.

ft.

reels to

COMEDIES

complete your winter evening's entertainment

SPORTS
HISTORIC EVENTS

TRAVEL REELS

SPECIAL EVENTS
The

PALESTINE

reel

is

especially desirable for this program

Cine- Argent

Also

AMATEURS who have been familiar
with

the

Sekaer as a

work

title

of

P.

A

Ingemann

brand new series of travel pictures by the celebrated author and

scenario writer, Eloise Maci, titled in her

builder will be inter-

quality and service will be found in the

„

,

Dealers

,

who

(

Buffalo
Buffalo Photo Material

Com-

pany, 41 Niagara Street, Buffalo,
N. Y., announces the opening of a new
salon completely equipped for the projection of films and the demonstration
of motion picture apparatus.

(Continued on pa^e 841)

•

For our special dealers proposition

riety.

THE

.

projec-

tion surface of the non-collapsible va-

From

carry Cine Kodak accessories
'
libraries
run their own i-u
,

(

effective

interesting way, covering

Write for our descriptive catalogue!

new Cine-Argent silver screen, a product now sponsored by Mr. Sekaer. This
an inexpensive yet

own

Japan, China and the Philippines.

ested to learn that an equal measure of

is

SGENICS

^

I

i
'

.,

.

write in

.

IBECEIVaiSEMK I«>:S9
3542 Broadway
73 E. Burnside Ave.

(Coninucd from fagc SIS)

MICHIGAN
Bay City: Bay City Hdw.
Dept., 1009-15 Saginaw

140 Dyckman St.
567 Lenox Ave.
907 Prospect .Ave.
1402H St. Nicholas Ave.
87 Second Ave.
965 Southern Blvd.
526 Willis Ave.
Pickup & Brown. 41 E. 41st St.
Rab Sons. 1373 Sixth Ave.
Schoenig & Co., Inc., 8 E. 42nd St.
Stumpp & Walter Co., 30 Barclay St.
G. Tankus, 837 Seventh Ave.

Goods

Co., Sporting
St.

•Detroit: Clark Cine-Service, 2540 Park Ave.
Crowley, Milner S Co., Sixth Floor, Depl.
124.

W

Detroit Camera Shop, 424 Grand River,
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1235 Washington

Blvd.

Fowler & Slater Co., 156 Larned

St.

L. Hudson Co., Dept. 290.
Maciimber-Smith and Co., General Motors
Bldg.
Metropolitan Motion Picture Co., 2310 Cass
Ave.
E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 1516 Washington Blvd.
United Camera Stores, Inc., 14324 Jefferson
Ave., E.
Lansing: Linn Camera Shop, 109 S.Washington
Ave.
Vans Cine Service. 600 Prudden Bldg.
Maeqi-ette: Ray's Photo Service. 335 Harrison
J.

Willoughby Camera Stores,
ket

First

;

Supply

^ste

at

& Co.,
Jefferson.

Kodak

Ma

Rochester.

of

Co.,
Inc.,

Camera Dept.
134 W. Dom.

St.

Schenectady:

301 Genesee

T. and D. B. Lyon, 236 State

J.

Stores

St.

MISSOURI

d'ye

knowP

Sold everything
vertised in

.Akron: Dutt Drug Co., 7 E. Exchange St.
Pockrandt Photo Supply Co., 16 N. Howard
St.

I ad-

England Drug

MO VIE

MAKERS!

Great!"

St.

Fountain News Co., 426 Walnut St.
John L. Huber Camera Shop, 144 E. 4th St.
Huber -Art Co., 124-7th St.. W.
Movie Makers. Inc., 110 W. 8th St.
L. M. Prince Co., 108 W. Fourth St.
Cleveland: Conger-Latta Co., 735 Euclid Ave.

SAID
Mr.

DONALDSON

Dodd

Newport:

NEW HAMPSHIRE
A Main
K. E. Waldron.
NEW JERSEY

Atlantic

Citv: Eastman

1

W,
1(.

St.

Stores,

Carnegie .Ave.
Fowler St Slater Co., 806 Huron Rd.
Fowler & Slater Co.. 347 Euclid Ave.
Fowler & Slater Co., 1915 E. 9th St.
Halle Bros. Co., 1228 Euclid Ave.
Home Movies Co., 1501-7 Superior Ave.
Lyon St Healy. Inc., 1226 Huron Rd. at
Euclid .Ave,
Photomaton, 1507 Euclid Ave.
CoLi'MDLs: Capitol Camera Co.. 7 E. Gay St.
Columbus Photo Supply Co.. 62 E. Gay St.
D.ayton: Dayton Camera Shop, 1 Third St.
Arcade.
Salem: Butcher's Studio, 176 Jennings Ave.
Toledo: Franklin Print. & Eng. Co., 226-36

LOWELL, MASS.
TO US, THE OTHER
DAY!

Inc..

Boardwalk.
Photomaton, 1119 Boardwalk.
2133 Boardwalk
Camden: Parnsh S Read, Inc., 308 Market St.
Main Radio Company, 142',2
East Orange:
1735-37

St.

William C. Golding. 219 Broad
Jersey City: Hugo Bermann. 13 Exchange
Elizadeth

:

St.

PI.

Levy's Sport Shop. 149 Monticello Ave.
Photomaton, 325 Grove St.
319 Jackson AVe.
18 Journal Square.
Lakewood: Artists Photo Service, 19-4th St.
M0NTC1.AIR: Edward Madison Co., 427 Bloom-

Ave.

Newark: Anspach
L. Bamberger &
Fireman's Dru»

Eros.,

838 Broad

St.

Co.
Store.

Market and Broad.

Photomaton, 170 Market

St.

C. Reiss, 10 Hill St.
Srhacffer Co., 103 Halsey St.
R. Scudder, 374 Sixth Ave.

J.

Park Ave.

Trenton; Barlow's— Music. 130-132 E. State St.
H. E. Thompson, 15 Newkirk Ave.
Union City: Heraco Exchange, Inc., 611 Bergenline Ave.

West New York: Photomaton,
Ave.

657 Bergenline

NEW YORK

Baldwin, 32 Maiden Lane.
F. E. Colwell Co.. 465 Broadway,
Binghamton: A. S. Bump Co., 180 Washington

Albany: E.

S.

St.

Geo. J.
bush Ave.
J. Navilio, 1757

McFadde

ton.

457

Main

202 Flat-

Broadway.
Photomaton. 278 Broadway
920 Flatbush Ave.
427 Flatbush Ave., Ext.
1223 Avenue J
1226 Kings Highway
695 Nostrand Ave.
1757 Pitkin Ave.
Blffalo: J. F. Adams, Inc., 459 Washington
Si

Hauser Bob Studio, 11 W. Tupper St.
Buffalo Photo Material Co.. 37 Niagara St.
United Projector & Film Corp., 228 Franklin
St

Corning: Ecker Drug Store. 47 E, Market St.
Far Rockaw.w: Photomaton. 1926 Mott Ave._
2 Rogers Bldg.
Glen Falls: M. Lapham
Studio. 66 Middle
Great Neck: I.ovctt Cii
Nerk Rd.

Little

Photo Shoppe,

Inc.,

St.

New York

City: Aber'-ombie & Fitch, 45th &
Madison Ave.
American News and iiJ Subsidiaries, 131
Varick St.
H. Boozer, 173 E. 60th St.
J.
Brentano's. 1 W. 47th St.
City Camera Co., 110 W. 42nd St.
City Radio, 42 Cortlandt St,
Abe Cohen's Exchange, 120 Fulton St.
Columbus Photo Supply, 146 Columbus Ave.
12

Cullen.

Wm.

Plainfield: Mortimers 317

Haver^traw: E. H. Vandenburgh, 3 Broadway.
Ithaca: Henry R. Head, 109 N. Aurora St.
Treman, King & Co., care of Geo. E. Hough-

New Rochelle: Ye

Davega,
Davega,
Davega,
Eastman
45th

Hur

OKL.4HOMA
Dirant: B and B News

Ok

Main

Huds.

S.

Krupnick, 9 E. 6th

St.

OREGON
Ave.

at

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown: Geo. E.
Bethlehem: .Arthur
Erie: Kelly

St

Phillips, 36 N.
F. Breisch. 527

Green.

W.

116

6th St.

Main

11th

St.

St.

Harrisburg: James Lett Co., 225 N. 2nd
Moviecraft Studios, Hotel Governor.
Iohnst.iwn: F. W. Buchanan. 320 Walnut
Lancaster: Darmstaetter's, 59 N. Queen St.
PHiLAnELPHiA: AmateuT Movies Corp., 132

Lowe & Farley, News Stand. Tiroes Bldg,
Lugene. Inc.. Opticians. Main Store. 600 MadiUptown
son Ave., bet. 57th and 58th Sts,
76th

S.

Eugene: Stevenson's, Inc., 764 Willamette St.
Pendleton; Floyd A. Dennis.
Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 345
Washington St.
Lipman Wolfe St Co., Kodak Dept.

W.

St.

St.
St.

S.

15th St.

Kodak

Eastman

and 77th

Stores.

Inc..

1020

Chestnut

St.

Sts.

Jos C. Ferguson, Jr., 1804 Chestnut St.
Straw-bridge St Clothier. Market. Eighth

Luma Camera Service, Inc., 302 W, 34th St.
Medo Photo Supply Corp., 323-.525 W, 37th
St.
122 Ceda
E. B, Meyrowitz. Inc.. 520 Fifth Ave.
New York Camera Exchange. 109 F-.ilton
Parker and Eattersby, 146 W. 42nd St.
Photomaton, 126 E. 14th St.
113 West 42nd St.
205 West 125th St.
1575 Broadway
1630 Broadway
1947 Broadway
2539 Broadway

Co.,

*
St.

&

Filbert Sts.

St.

Meta Photo Supply

St.

Alvin C.

bet.

W. Main

1421,4

Co.,

H. O. Davis, 106

Veazey Drug Co.
Tilsa: Camera Shoppe, 225 Atco Bldg., 519 J4

Maiden Lane.

Inc., 15 Cortlandt St.
Ill E. 42nd St.
Inc.,
42nd St.
Inc., 152
Kodak Stores, Inc., Madison

976 Madison Ave.,

St.

Photo Supply Co., 325 Superior St.
1604 Sylvania Ave.
Leo MacDonough, 1103 Detroit Ave.
Photomaton, 334 Superior St.
Yoingstown: Fowler St Slater Co., 7 Wick Ave
Zanesville: Zulandt's Drug Store, Widney, cor.
Seventh and Main,
Lawrence's,

Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 235 W. 23rd St.
H & D. Folsom Arms Co., 314 Broadway.
Gall & Lembke, Inc., 7 E. 48th St.
Gillette Camera Stores, Inc., 117 Park Ave.
Gloeckner & Newby Co., 9 Church St,
Golden Rule Radio Supply Co., Inc., 1401
Madison Ave.
Herbert & Huesgen Co.. 18 E. 42nd St.
William Krippner, 342 Madison Ave.

Store.

Huron Rd.

652

Co.,

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1126 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service, Inc., 10008

of

NEBRASKA
Hastings: Carl R. Matthiesen & Co., 713
2nd St.
Omaha: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 419 S.

Park and

Co..

Hug Co., 539 N. Market Ave.
Ralph W. Young, 139 S. Cleveland Ave.
Cincinnati: Burck-Bauer, Inc., 11 W. Seventh
Canton: Roth &

St.

Kodak

S.

F.

OHIO

"What

Geo. D. Fisher & Co., 915 Locust St.
Hyatt's Supply Co.. 417 N. Broadway.

St.

339

Lindemer, 443 S, Salina St.
Utica: Edwin A. Hahn. Ill Columbia St.
Waterloo: E. O. Conant, 17 E. Main St.
Watertown: Edson E. Robinson. Inc., 111-113
W.ishington St.
Yonkers: Photomaton, 3 S. Broadway.
Geo,

W.

330

Co..

Kansas Citv: Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc., 916
Grand Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1006 Main St,
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 21 E. 11th St,
Hanley Photo & Radio Shop, 116 E. 10th St,
St. Louis: A. S. Aloe Co,, 707 Olive St.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Inc.. 1009 Olive St.
Erker Bros., 608 Olive

Hendricks Co.,

Sy
St.

Inc.. 112
S. Fifth St.
E. B. Meyrowitz. Inc.. 825 Nicollet Ave.
Sly Fox Films. 49 S. 9th St.
St. Pac: Co-operative Photo .Supply Co., 381-3
Mil
St.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., Kodak Bldg., 91
E. Sixth St.
E. B. Meyrowitz. Inc., 358 St. Peter St.
Ray-Bell Films", Inc., 817 University Ave.
St. Marie Cigar St News Co., 96 E. 5th St,

840

University

gineering,

Ho

Superior St.
Louis Frerker Co., 12 E. Superior
IiNNEAroLis: Eastman Kodak Stores.

*

27

St.

Sibley. Lindsay & Curr
Rome: Wardwell Hdw. Co.,

MINNESOTA

field

Shop,

St.

Sagina w: Heavenrich Br

Main

Marshall's Gift

Willheide Movie Service, 281 Main St.
Rochester: Marks & Fuller Co., 36 East Ave.
A. H. Mogensen, Dept. of Mechanical En-

St.

MUSKE.gon: Beckquisl Ph

HOW 32nd

Inc.,

St.

PoL'GHK

John Wanamaker. Dept. 56.
Williams, Ei-own & Earle, Inc., 918 Chestnut
St.

Pittsburgh: Eastman Kodak Stores,

Wood

606

& Co., 126-6th St.
Co.. Magazine Dept.
Dept, Store. Dept. 62. Fifth Ave.

Elliott

Home

B.

Inc.,

St,

K.

Joseph

Kaufmann's
Root's

Kamera

Exchange.

11

Arcade.
(Conliiiued

on 1>age S42)

Fifth

Ave.,

iy%iCEiKS

Photomaton

Gregory Active

THE

LOUIS GREGORY,
CARL recognized

energy with
which the Photomaton Studio ormovie idea
home
ganization spreads the
is

characteristic

well illustrated in a recent series of
promotion bulletins and particu-

for

S.,

F. R. P.

contributions to motion picture science,
short

industrial

subjects

the

for

tant

larly in a timely catalog of gift sugges-

Bethlehem Steel Corporation and the
Standard Oil Company. Of particular
interest is Mr. Gregory's very informative paper read before the fall conven-

Prominently figured are the
QRS-DeVry and Agfa-Ansco lines of
cinema and still cameras and projector
equipment. Movie Makehs is described
as the "Blue Book" of the amateur
motion picture industry.

Heinz

Hood

Title

department
THIS interesting
folder

in

is

an

receipt

of

describing

new Heinz Title
Hood. This device is now on the market and full information may be had

the

many

uses of the

from the Movie Specialty Manufacturing Co., 1361 So. Flower Street, Los
Angeles, California.

A id in Indies
ENLARGEMENT

of the

motion

cilities

of

Sackville

Port of Spain, Trinidad,

St.,

comand editing plant
on that island, has been announced by
this establishment which writes, "AmaB.

W.

L,

and the

teur movies in Trinidad are just begin-

ning to get the popularity here they
deserve."

Ervin-Sportlights
for
tion.

his

And How,

ERVIN, widely known
producyear's Photo-

prize-winning
of

last

play Magazine amateur films contest,
after a year of intense activity in the
sound studios of Hollywood, returns to
the East as chief recording engineer for
Grantland Rice Sportlights, Inc.

New Art Cinema
UPTOWN New York
its

now

to

have

present, gives

at

"week-end" performances on
Saturday and Sunday only.

Friday,

Wells- A merican Export

MR.knownGARDNER WELLS,

widely

J.

both the professional
and amateur motion picture field, has
in

announced

cameraman

his

new

in

the

head
and
the American

position

as

educational

program of
Export Lines. Mr. Wells, following the

travel filming

success of his extensive film-log of the

Mediterranean,

sails

on December

1st

for a winter of educational-travel filming, with plans for the

ing a

summer

in

P. E. in Toronto. This

an extensive

of

research into the history and development of the various film widths and

should be of special interest to the
amateur who is wondering whether his

own

three

film

widths are to be

in-

creased.

Leavitt Enlists Press

HARRY
Leavitt

C.

LEAVITT,

of

the

Cine Picture Co., 3150
Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.,
has recently brought home movies
into the public eye by an excellent
publicity plan. The Los Angeles Examiner,
carried

I Successful

rem

working with Mr. Leavitt,
prominent announcements to

number

entitled to

of subscriptions

EXPOSURE METERS

would be

receive screen tests at the

Leavitt Cine Studios.

These

tests

were

made with

professional studio equipment, on 16 mm. film, and ran for
two minutes. The film then became the
property of the individual making the
test, and in this way was undoubtedly

f are recognized, the world
^ over, by leading camera
cinematograI makers and
^ phers as instant, automatic,
correct under any possible
^ photographic condition.
5(1

effective in introducing the 16

idea.

The popularity of the idea has
been greatly augmented by hold-

Bremopfjot

ing a contest to select the players for
a film which is to be produced in the

M-G-M

studios

supervision.

under

to

Bell

all

Filmos

mm.

&

70, 75

Participants in this contest

test entries only,
is

for

professional

are to be limited to the 16

|
S
p
E
S
§
^

mm.

most
also

depends on correct
exposure

I
I

the effect that all those securing a certain

Photography

I

Howell

&

|

70-D

|

and

screen

and the finished

film

Cinoptjot

be shown in Fox theatres through-

for
is

share of the better things in

The house,

of

lasting benefit

out the South.

motion pictures, at the new Roerich Art
Cinema, Riverside Drive and 103rd
Michael Mindlin is managing
Street.
director and programs will be sent on
request.

M.

paper was the summary

installation of a

plete finishing, titling

RUSSELL T.

tion of the S.

pic-

and processing fathe Tucker Picture Co., 23

ture producing

which please and are

has just completed twenty-four impor-

sales

tions.

}ima& #ifts

original

his

same work dur-

Russia.

The Radio Show

THE Madison

recent radio exposition, held

Square Garden, New
was not without interest to
the amateur movie enthusiast. It was
at

York

City,

notable that

many

of

the

demonstra-

were supplemented by 16 mm.
motion pictures. Several ornate radiophonograph-movie cabinets were on
display, which served to illustrate in
an interesting manner the trend towards
combining several forms of home entertainment in one unit. The QRSDeVry Corp. occupied a prominent
booth, and gave demonstrations of its
well-known 16 and 35 mm. motion pic-

Cine-Kodak, De Vry,
Kinamo, Pathe, Victor,
Autokinecam, Afga Movex,
Gine-Nizo, Afga-Ansco
and all amateur and professional cameras

tions

new spehome talkies.

ture apparatus, as well as

its

amplifying unit for
picture
In the professional motion
field, the R. C. A. Photophone was
prominent with a complete display of
sound-on-film apparatus.
(Continued on page 843)

cial

$12.50

I
M

complete with leather case

Drem Products Corporation
Drem of Western Europe, Inc.
Drem Products, Limited
Principal

152

West 42nd

St.,

@
a

Office

New

York, N. Y.

Exclusively through
Dealers and Kodak Stores

Anywhere
841

BECEIMHEIC 1929
(Continued JTom fage 840)
Reading: \V. F. Drehs. 541 Court St.
Alexander Kagren, 641 Penn St.
ScKANTos: Jermyn Bros.. 205 N. Washington

DeWi

Wilkbs-Barre: Ralph
Market St.

W.

60

Office

RHODE ISLAND
Newport: Rug-en Typewriter
295-7 Thames St.

Kodak

&

Ltd.. 266 Collins St.
(.Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 284

Kodak (Australasia)

5

Co.,

722

Journal

Ar-

S.

Photo
2nd St.

Supply

Peabody, 86

Nashville: G.

C.

Dury &

Co.,

Queen

St.

Poet of Spain:

Box

Bldg.

Beaumont: Thames Magnolia

Marlow

Feldman

J.

Main

1519

Co.,

St.

Co., 308 E.

San An-

Hamilton

Ma

Paris: R. J. Murphy,

Antonio: W.

Side Square.
Allen, Rialto Theatre

So.

C.

209 Alamo Plaza.
E. Hertzberg Jewelry Co., Houston
Mary's Sts.

Salt Lake Citv:

Main

amtoUa

at

Salt

144

of Can.,

Ltd.,

St.

sani N.

VERMONT

*
S. Prospect

Machi,
Bldg.

MEXICO
Mexico

VIRGINIA
S.

Galeski Optical

209 Granby

Co.,

Hall Optical Co., 418

L.

Grace

:E.

Ancon: Lewis Photo

19

Co..

S.

Second

WEST VIRGINIA

Wheeling: Twelfth

WISCONSIN
Eau Claire: Davis Photo Art
Fond du Lac: Huber Bros.. 36
Green Bav: Bethe Photo

Waukesha: Warren
dio,

353

S.

Co.,

O'Brien Commerial Stu-

Regent

OTHER COUNTRIES

Photographic Exchange, Ltd,,

4,

Kodak

Ltd..

,

Penang St.
Penang: Kwong Hing Cheong,
Y, Ebata & Co,. 77 Bishop St,
Photo
Store.
109
Singapore: Amateur
N.
Bridge Rd.
Y, Ebata & Co,. 33 Coleman St,
Kodak, Ltd,, 130 Robinson Rd,
Singapore Studio and Photo Co,, 55-3 High
Ic

St.

62,

Medan:

Exchange.

Oxford St.
Shefpieid: Wm.
(Sheffield)
Mcintosh
Change Alley.
Sheffield Photo Co,. 6 Norfolk Row

Ltd.

Y,

Ebata

Stockholm: A,

Ill

St.
St.

379 George

Ltd.,

Paris: Grande Librairie Universelle,
vard Saint Michel. Vie,

* Indicates dealers

Honolulu: Honolulu Photo Supply
Box 2999.

los

who

w. St

are advertising in

40th Street,

New York

Strubin
bergasse 25,

S

Co,,

Cine

Service,
5

Ger-

Rue de

la
Confederation,
Kodak Societe .Anonyme. 13 Av,
Jean-Jacques Mercier,
Alb, Hosier. Marktgasse. 57,
Zurich: Ganz and Co,. Bahnhofstrabe 40,
M. M, Gimmi & Co,. Merkurstrasse 25,

84 Boule-

Lausanne:

Winterthur:

Co.,

P.

O.

$3
City

Kesawan,

Nordiska Kompaniet, Photo-

Geneva: Lewis Stalder (Photo-Hall),

HAWAII

St.

fl

SWITZERLAND
Basel: H,

(Far-

FRANCE

Brisbane: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 250
Queen St.
South Australia
Adelaide: Harringtons, Ltd., 10 Rundle St.
Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 37 Rundle

SUMATRA
Co,. 69
SWEDEN

B,

graphic Dept-

gate),

Queensland

MOVIE MAKERS,

Photographic

Conde

Avenida

Anonima,

Sociedad

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS

cadilly,

St.

842

Sol,

lly.

South Wales
SvDNEv: Filmo Stores. 142 B King
Harringtons. Ltd.. 386 George
Ply.,

SPAIN
.rcelona: James Casals, 82 Viladomat St.
,\drid: Kodak Sociedad, Anonima. Puerta del

St.

St.

Apart ado

S:

No. 197.

Postal

H. Dallmeyer, Ltd.. 3! Mortimer St.. Oxford St.

New

Kodak (Australasia)

Venezuela

MacGregor

ARACAiBo:

Wallace Heaton, Ltd.. 119 New Bond St.
Wallace Heaton. Ltd.. 47 Berkeley St., Pic-

AUSTRALIA

No.

1630,

Laverick & Co,, Casilla 244,

J.

AFRICA

.Adderlev

Santiago: Casa Heffer, Estado 150,
Valparaiso: Eckhardt & Pieper, Casilla

London. S, W, 1:
Westminster Photographic
Exchange, Ltd,, 119, Victoria St.
LciNuoN, \V, C, 2,: Sands, Hunter & Co,, Ltd,.
37 Bedford St,, Strand.
Lond,>n: W. L: Bell Howell Co., Ltd., 320

Broadway.

Ltd.,

:

Chile

ENGLAND

Cape Province
Cape Town: Kodak (South .Africa) Ltd., "Kodak House," Shortmarket and Loop Sts.
Lennon,

Neptuno 2-B.

Bristol: H. Salanson & Co., Ltd., 20 High St.
Harrogate: A. R. Baines, 39 James St.
Kent; Direct Service Co.. 112 Ravensbourne
Ave.. Shortlands.
LivERPooi.: J- Lizars. 71 Bold St,

1328

St,

SOUTH AMERICA

Alexandria: Kodak (Egypt) Societe Anonyme,
23, Cheriff and Pasha St. and Ramleh Sta.

Gimbel Bros.. Kodak Dept.. Wis
iin
Av
& W. Water St.
Photoart House of Milwaukee. 220 Wells Sf.
Oshkosh: Coe Drug Co.. 128 Main St.
Supply

Buchanan

101

Buenos Aires: Connio, Gattamorta & Cia.
Maipu 456,
RosARio de Santa Fe Enrique Schellhas Y
Hijos, San Martin 764,

EGYPT

St.

Photo

Lizars,

SIAM

1.

Main St.
125 Main

Service,
S(.
Madison: Photoart House. 212 State St.
Milwaukee: Boston Store, Wisconsin Ave. S
4th St.
Kodak Stores, Inc., 427 Milwaukee

Superior: Greenfield
Tower Ave.

J,

Bangkok: Bangkok Central Book Depot. Sikak
Phya Sri. New Rd,
Prom Photo Studio, New Rd,. Cor, Chartered
Bank Lane,

B.

Copenhagen K: Kongsbak and Cohn, Nygade 2.
Copenhagen V: Kodak Aktieselskab, Ostergade

St.

Escolta,

SCOTLAND

DENMARK

Co.
S.

Co.,

123

St,

Drawer

Service,

Havana: Havana News

13.

ISLANDS

Inc.

Edinburgh: J, Lizars, 6 Shandwick PI,
Glasgow: Robert Ballantine, 103 54 St, Vincent

CUBA

St.

Garage, 81-12th

St.

Manila: Dennistnn.

Hong kong: Pharmacy. Fletcher & Co., Ltd.,
26 Queens Rd., Central.
Shaghai: Chiyo Yoko Photo Supplies, 470 Nanking Rd.
Eastman Kodak Co.. 24 Yuen Ming Yuen Rd.

St.

Yakima: Bradbury

5.

Book Shop.

PHILIPPINE

CHINA

Seattle: Anderson Supply Co., Ill Cherry St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 1415-4th Ave.
Lowraan & Hanford Co., 1514-3rd Ave.
Sixth Ave. and Stewart St.
Spokane: Joyner Drug Co., Howard & Riverside Ave.
Tacoma: E. W. Stewart and Co., 939 Commerce

Nedre Slotsgate

L. Nerlien A-S.,

J.

University

Canal Zone

St.

WASHINGTON

37.

NORWAY
Oslo:

31vd.

CENTRAL AMERICA

St.

S. A.,

25.

Pathe Baby-.Agency for Mexican Republic;
Latapi Y Bert, Av. 16 de Septiembre 70, El
Globo.
Puebla: Casa "Hertes." Av. Reforraa 109.

Dollar Film Library. 1009 Keefer Bldg.
T. Eaton Co.. St. Catherine St., W.
Film & Slide Co. of Can.. Ltd., 104 Drummond Bldg,
Gladwish & Mitchell, 7 Cypress St.

Hall Optical Co., 257 Granby St.
Rich.mond: S. Galeski Optical Co., 737 E. Main

Postal

Kodak Mexicana, Ltd., Independencia
"La Rochester." Av. 16 de Septiembre

Quebec

L.

City: .American Photo Supply Co.,

Agenda

Associated Screen News, Ltd., 5155

St.

Higashiku.

Tokyo: Home Movies Library, 515 Marunouchi

Lockhart's Camera Exchange, 384 Bay St.
R. S. Williams Co., Ltd., 145 Yonge St.

De

Allessandro

Kobe: Honjo & Co., 204 Motomachi 6-Chome.
Kyoto: J. Osawa & Co.. Ltd., Sanjo Kobashi.
Osaka: Fukada & Co., 2 Chome Kitakyutaro

472

Ltd.,

Bldg,.

We

S.

JAPAN
Stores,

21 Richmond St,. E.
Eastman Kodak Stores. Ltd,, 66 King St.
T. Eaton Co.. Dept. V-6. 190 Yonge St.
Film .S: Slide Co. of Can.. 156 King St.. W.

St.

Pi-

6.

Lamperti & Garbagnati, Piazza
N. 4 (105).

319 Credit

St.

Theatre

Co.,

St.

Milan: Kodak Societa Anonima. Via Vittor

St.

Lake Photo Supply

Main

S.

Burma
Y. Ebata and Co., 200 Phayre

ITALY

Toronto: Associated Screen News. Ltd.. Tivoli

Burlington: Robert T. Platka, 231

G.

St.

Rangoon:

Film & Slide Co. of Can.. Ltd., Paris Bldg,
Ltd., 345 Portage Ave.
Ontario
Bro., 90 W. King St.
Stores, Ltd., 65 Sparks

St.

Shiplers,

G.

Rd.

l.amington

Hamilton: W. Hill St
Ottawa: Photographic

UTAH

House.

Calcutta: .Army & Navy Coop, Soc, Ltd., 41
Chowringhee St.
I'liotographic Stores & Agency Co., 154 Dhur-

Strain's,

Co.,

Norfolk:

Studios,
Ltd.,
Hamilton
Rd., Ballard Estate.

CANADA

Manitoba
Winnipeg: Eastman Kodak

St.

U-4.

Kodak. Ltd., Kodak House. Hornby Rd.
M. L. Mistry & Co.. 46 Church Gate St., Fort
P.OMUAV 4: Movie Camera Co.. Walker House,

Trinidad
Tucker Picture Co., G. P. O.

Granville St.
Film & Slide Co.
Foncier Bldg.

Schuhmann Photo Shop, P. O. Box 861.
Fort Worth: Hodges & Co., 806 Main St.
Chas. G. Lord Optical Co., 704 Main.
Houston: Star Elec. & Eng. Co., Inc., 613

Varoshaz,

Karoly.

Rd.

Graham

Calgary: Boston Hat Works and News Co., 109
Eighth Ave.
British Columbia
Vancouver: Eastman Kodak Stores, Ltd., 610

St,

El Paso: Fred

271

170-172

Ltd..

Alberta

Dallas: Jamieson Film Laboratories, 2212 Live

Fox

277.

Mag-

Store, 2599

St.

Fannin

Wiseman,

BRITISH WEST INDIES

TEXAS

San

Frank

St.

New Zealand Book Depot, 49-51
Esk St.
Wellington: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd.,
294 Lambton Quay.
Waterworths. Ltd.. 216 Lambton Quay.

Abilene: W. C. Cosby. Box 338.
Amarillo: C. Don Hughes, 1U19 Oliver-Eakle

HUNGARY
Pejtsik

iv:

Ahmedabad: R. Tolat S: Co.. Bawa's St.. RaipuiLoMBAV: Continental Pholo Stores, 253 Hornby

Invercargill:

Hotel

Co..

420 Union

25.

INDIA

Auckland:

cade.

G.

straat

NEW ZEALAND

TENNESSEE
Cherry St.
Knoxville: Jim Thompson Co..

Broerstraat 48.

Rotterdam: Bollemeijer & Brans, Korte Hoog-

Ltd., 161 Swanston

Budapest,

St.

Chattanooga: Englerth Photo Supply

E.

196.

Capi,

St.

Photomaton, 228 Weybosset

Oak

Pty..

Capi,

Groningen: Capi, 3 Kleine Pelsterstraat.
Nijmegen: Capi, 13-17 van Berchenstraat.
Collins

St.

PI.

nolia

115 Kalverstraat.
Spui 8.
124 Noordeinde.
N. V. Roosen, Frederik Hendriklaan 78.
Fotohandel Ter Mcer Lerval. Fred. Hendrik-

Den Haag:

PI.

Kodak

Capi,

a.m:

Schaap & Co.,

Foto

Harringtons.

Shop,

Providence: E. H. Anthony. Inc. 178 Angell St.
B. S: H. Supply Co.. 116 Mathewson St.
Chas. S. Bush Co.. 244-246 Weybosset St.
Starkweather & Williams, Inc.. 47 Exchange

Memphis: Memphis

HOLLAND

Tasmania
HniiARx: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 45
Elizabeth Sf.
n: Spurlings, Pty., Ltd., 93 Brisbane
St. (next Quadrant)
Victoria
Melbourne: Charles W. Donne, 349-51 Post

Launcest

a

Year (Canada ^3.25, Foreign ?3.50")
25 Cents a Copy (Foreign 30 Cents)

]M€>'%'HE l»aAH.EIKS
Zukor and one

Convenient Developer

ALBERT

TEITEL,

laboratory

ex-

West 40th Street, New
developer of the "Scratch-

pert of 105

York

City,

proof" and '"Longlife" processes for the
preservation
of
film,
presents
this
month a new feature in a "ready-to-use"
series of liquids for the chemical and
physical treatment of motion picture
film.
These include a concentrated
positive as well as negative developer,
fixer,
intensifier,
reducer,
tint
and
chemical tone baths.
Incorporated in
all these is the '"Scratchproof" solution
which has no effect on the correct

working

the bath

of

which,

but

said, renders the film resistant to

it

is

dam-

during the operation and when
dry.
This department has tested the
developer and fixer and found them

age

and

effective

the

facets of character, as in this instance.

The

heads

of

often

of

Downtown Headquarters

Adolph Zukor and Mary

story of

Pickford and of Zukor and Griffith is
good reading as Irwin tells it. He al'-o
shows another kindly, human and gentle pioneer of the movies, Daniel Frohman.
This book presents a number
of well-known movie magnates with a
greater simplicity and absence of hokum than one might expect from tales
business

a

has

that

hokum

capitalized

for

its

so

ends.

for

and

Built

(

A
OH

complete

commentary

on the development of the commercial
film industry, in view of Mr. Zukor's
prominent part in that development.
From Mr. Irwin's book emerges the

human,

and

sensitive

idealistic

Jfor Cljrigtmasf

Qive
AT COST

A

Jiinder

Too
$1.50 Each

Order By Volume Number
IV

1929
1928
1926-7

III

and

I

II

IMIO'^'BE 1»I/%I«.ERS
W. 40th

New

St..

York. N. Y.

The new Pathe Moto
Camera and Projector —

w4"%
^^
^w^^ -^M^ftL

The

Wondersjgn Magnetic
Board and

Title

Board with M-A-G-N-E-TI-C letters. Perfectly smooth background.
No guide lines to show in
Title

Bnished

titles.

Letters

are

special

cast steel and keep their magnetism
indefinitely.
They retain their position anywhere on the surface of the
board ideal
for
animated
titles.

—

Words

the title stand out from
board with backlighted effect. Screen
on reverse side of excellent quality
comparing with the very expensive
screens.
Write for circular.
of

^

*^

'iwF

246 South

St.,

Newark, N.

J.

ever

Fil mo

,jf^^*^ti^m

'^^Jl

The

latest

W^l^Wm
and

companion

its

—the

Drem

Handling the
ILLUSTRATED

Projector

57.G

convenient

a

is

Filmo Model

70.D

method of taking a Cinophot or
Dremophot reading, evolved by Joseph
M. Bing of the Drem Products Corporation, 152 West 42nd Street, New
York City. The use of this convenient

The Two Units

exposure meter, well known to many
amateur cinematographers, ordinarily
calls for the closing of one eye in
order to observe the reappearance fig-

on your old Camera and Projector.

ure with the other.

To

those

who

find

impossible to control the
winking muscles, Mr. Bing recommends
it

difficult or

the

method clearly

illustrated herewith.

that eliminate

all

adverse

cine conditions.

Ask

our

for

trade-in

allowance

Sawco
Multiple Prism

meter is grasped between the
fingers of one hand, the palm of this
hand being used to shield the free eye.
The reading is then taken as usual.

Can

Pat he Programs

be obtained in trick pho'

features

9.5mni.

in

li-

brary films are offered this month
by Pathe. The new Pathe film catalog for this width offers a remarkable
variety of subjects for himie entertain-

The

ment.

9.5min. Pathe projector

carefully designed

mechanism and

is

mounted on

be

Filmo

1 inch

Remarkable
tography

effects

istered

when

fancy

results

and

unique

the

T.H.C. lens

the

can

most

can be reg'
used

for

titles.

a

gives

$4.50

thoroughly satisfactory results for home
entertainment.
.Movie M.\kei<s desires
especially

tention

League

to

the

call

new

leader. This

to

its

readers'

at-

9.5mm.
is

animated
being made under

Pathex, assuring a
of quality and an ap-

the supervision of

Wondersigns Corp.

outfit

\

NOTABLE

Screen

compact

most

offered.

The

Ttie

always

stock

display.

$99.00

Doubleday-Do-

necessity, written a lively

Accessories

latest film releases.

In telling this personal biog-

poration.

Pathe Cameras,

all

Projectors,

complete for

,

raphy of Mr. Zukor, Mr. Irwin has, of

A

Pathe

him.
Not always do
and story present the same

frontispiece

Paramount-Famous-Lasky Cor-

ident of

105

shows

recoided

has

although not a recent publication, is one that will interest those
amateur movie enthusiasts who like to
keep abreast of all the tendencies of
motion pictures.
Mr. Irwin has written an intensely human and readable
story of the life of Adolph Zukor, pres-

Volume
Volume
\olumes

which

practical.

WILL
Shadows

kindly,

more inclined

the

subject of the biography as the camera

IRWIN'S The House That

1

frontispiece

the

of

Biography

ran, $2.50

is all

accept this portrait as true because

to

high standard

propriate means of identifying 9.5inm.
cine

MOTION PICTURE AND CAMERA DEPT.

30-32 Barclay Street

NEW YORK

workers with the League.

843

.

.

.

..

:

AIR PHOTOGRAPHY:
Tbeorr

Vezsns

AMATEUR C L C B
(R)

^Sost:
ikcrt

513

Practice

rejers
arar* motes.)

DEPARTMEXT:

S

"Rmike*"

/«

1929

t~.

i.

\OT£

.

Culver Military Academy

341, 471
Motion Picture Clob,
101, 339
.

.

-

Vineland. X. J
Dallas. Texas, Litiie Theatre

(R)677
(R)746

Cosm.
DartmoGth College

Dattfjcry,

Detroit

.

Amateur Cinema Club

Drttms o^ am

Ariiii,

East Orange, X.
Pages 2fa and
E<xeniric Films

J..

262, 521
101, 262

.

Am^teiir Photoplay 652
Screen Arts Society

(R)417

.

536
(R)741
ElectTt. Amateur Photoplay
Erie. Pa.. .Amateur Movie Programs J854. 301
472
Film An Players. Harlem. X. Y
(R)192
Fineart Films. Sydney, .Australia
372
First Stale Prize Given in Connecticut
Folo Cine Productions, Stockton. Calif,
Pages J855, (R>192, 520, (R)609, 674,
-. (R)D832
717 and
Flower Citv Amateur Movie Club. Pages
J8S4, 192, 345, (R>417, 446, 652 and 797
. .
675
Modesto.
Calif.
Bear
Studios.
Golden
Hartford, Conn.. Amateur Movie Oob,
446
Pages 15». 22SandHavtbome Photographic Club, Movie Divisioa. Chicago. Pages 190, 373, (R)472,
tR)676
520, 52! and
Herald Crnrms Critics Oob. Syraccse,
.
159
X. Y.. Pages JS55 and
Highlands, X. J.. Amateur Photogra^diy
415
Club
IHawarra Fiim Socjeiy. Sycjiey. .\ustTalia 676
Indian River Sdbool. Xew Smvrna, Fla.,
521
Pages < Rj472 and
471
Irish Salon of Photography
... 652
Jat^anese Amateur Cinema League
l^ansas Gas and Electric Cot&pany, Wicii717
ita, Kansas
Kino Club of the Webb SdiooL Ciairmont,
Calif
. .
100
Kooringorama Films. Yictoria, Australia 447
TaJift Homte Jomruml Encourages Clnb
Formatiw
J856
... 300
I,a JoUa, Calif.. Gnema League
Lansdovne, Pa.. High School .Amateur
Movie Oub. Pages (R)J836. 101, (R)I92
.

,

.

-

.

Lincoln Cinenta Oub,

-

Conn..

(R>DS32

Pages 472 and

Pictures. Xe» York, X. Y., Pages
(R>264. 414 and
608
Miami, Fla.. Motion Picture Oub, Pages
(R)265
J836 and
Jloicrm Rid^ <?' Ptml Rerere
652
Mohawk Vallev Cine Club. Utica, X. Y- J855
Monldair. X. J.. High School Movie aob.
Pages 192, 301 and
(R)472
Mj iiaryl^xd. Amateur Photoplay
717
Xational .Amateur Movie Qob Coatests
300
Semtcsis. .AtnateuT Production
.
608
Xew Haven. Conn.. .Amateur Motion Picture Qub. Pages J854. (R)118. 159 and .WO
Xew Orleans. La.. Cinema Qub. 676. 716. 797
Xewport Xewt, Va., High School Amat^nr
Movie Club
.
J855
Xew Utrecht High School Motion Picture
Qcb. Brooklyn, X. Y
446
Xew York. X. Y'.. Amateur Screen Players Guild
192
Xew York. X. Y-, Metropolitan Motion
Picture Clnb
228, 37i 521
Oakland, Calif., Amateur Movie Onb 746, 796
Oxc^r Comaes Gmliopimg 2m, Amateor Photoplay
.675
Palisades P i c t n r e Players, Grantwood,
X. J
344. 414, 609

Maxkard

.

.

.

.

.

Paraaotmt Motion Picture Oub. Manbeim.
Page
J856
Pawtucket, R. 1., Y. M.
A. Movie Oub 344
Peabody Cinema Club, Xasbville, Tetm.
Pare
J(R>S56
Peekskill, X. Y,, Prodnai
Giav
263

C

f

»44

.

ClXEM.ATlCS;
Amateurs Point The Way
-Amateur Takes Leadership. Tic
Closeup's The Thing. The
Lubitsch Vie»-s the Mo^^nes
Magic Of Machine Films, Tbe
Technigue Of The Rai,sians
Films Go \Vrong

573
J847
572
570
722
567
287

...

.

„;...

;-rt-

•;-

D

Philadelphia Amateur Moiios Picrure Club.
Pages 229. 301, 415, 446. 520. 716 ani 796
Plaitsmactli. Xebr.. \^ omea's Qub
-.545. 716
Pon Arthnr. Canada, Amaienr Ciztema
Society. Pag^es 472 and
. .
607
Portland- Oi^, Cine Club, Pages T856.

(R)IOI, 190. 501. 521, 607, 675. lR)DS32
Providence, R. I., Film Players 159. (R)265
Prorideace. R. 1.. XeigtiboTtiood Plavers.
Pages lOO and
(R>417
Qiii<:ku, Amaiem- Photoplay
DS31
Regina. Canada, Amateor Cinema Club
373
Reno. Xev„ Produciag Grocp, Pages JS54.
543 and
(R)417
RiTerside, Calif.. Amateur Movie Clnb (R)472
Rochester. X. Y-. Cinema Onb . . JS55. ^Z9
St. Locis Amateur Cinema Oob
446. 676
San Francisco Amateor Screen Players
521
Sania Ana. Calif.. High School Movie
Clab
264
Satellites. Brooklyn, X. V.
101, 192. 544
Shadows Sindicts, St, Pad. Minn.
159
Sheridan Plavers. Xew York, X, Y
415
Silver Screen Clnb, St. Panl, Minn.
101
Scfiisiie^ufm. Producers of
676
.

-

.

.

.

-

.

.

Spring:neid.
IIL.
Movie Makers Oub.
Pages 265. 556, 675 aakd
<R)D852
Stamiord, X, Y., Comedy Oub Cinemato-

graph Committee
.
609
Sianiord Snidios. Stanford
University,
Pages JS54. tR>i01, 190, <R>417 aiMl 58S
Steams and Company. Frederick
415

Amaienx 55mm.

Theatrical Screenings for

Photoplays
Toledo. Ohio.

.

.

745

.

Cinema Onb. Pages 500,
575. <R>472. 536, 676. tR>745 and
797
t'ndergradoaie Moticm Pictures of Princeton University. Pages 100, 264 and
717
X. niversal
Motion Pkture Clnb. Paterson.
.

X.J.

<R)D832

University of Oregon Prodnction
545. 716
University of Virginia, College Topic Prodnctionss Pages 158, 265 and
541
Waco. Texas, Cinema Oob <R>536. <R»677

Washington. D. C. Onema Clnb
15S. 372
Waterloo, la.. Morie Makers Oob, Pages
607. 652 and
<R>D832
Westchester Cinema Amateurs Civb, Yonfcers, X'. Y.
716
Wichita, Kansas, .Amateur Cinema Onb
796
Wilmington. Del.. Amaienr Cinema Oub.
Pages 588 and
Wilmington, Del.. P. A, M. Picttires
541
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.797

.

.

.

Brixisk

From Producers
Borrowed Films, Two Cs In
Camera Work:
.Ad\-ioe

_

-

Xer Haven

:

CLIXIC:

jix / r^fcT to tie Jmrnm^ry tismt.
Sumti^r
mtamfiert wx/A tie freix
rejer to lie D€~
ceamher, 1929. issme.

.

JS56, 100, 159, 300, 373, 447, 530, 58S.

fag-

.

:

Why

.

717
o73 and
Qer^land Phoiograpbic Society, Amateur
Movie Division, Pages J854, 236, 301,
716
and
(R)609,
_
Clnb Film Ubrary Aocess i ows Pages, 472,
DS31
537, 676 and
472
Colorado Gnema Leagoe, I>envier, Colo.

Thramgh regrett^f ^—r<—

:

Tkis aAj coTTccud itiii tkt
xkici hi gam 9riik fagc J.
foU'Cacxmg imd^z mapmhrrs lisu^

-

lOO. (R)265. <R)417
Chicago Cinema Cloh. Pages J856. 15S.
797
.
229. 343, lRj417, 471, 521 and
Cleveland Amateur Movie Clnb, Pages

:

Index To \'olume IV

Alisf Jimamj VmUMSime^ Ajnatenr Photo-.-.- 675
play -...-.-Amarillo, Texas. Movie Makers Clob
(R)676
Pages 191. (R>265, 471 and
544
Aaihejst Coliegie. Amaxe&T Movie Clab
AmsterdaiB. HollaDd. NederlaDsdie Foto745
gTaphea Vereeaiaging
797
Artkino, Borbank. Calii- .
Aoddaad. Xev Zealand. Cankera dub.
675
CSne EraDch
Bakers£e:d. Calif.. Amaicur Movie Club 447
Birmingiiain. Alabaiaa. Amateur Movie AssociatioB, Pages (R)192. «R)2W,
..^ .. 717
(Rl.545. 471. tR)5j7 and
Bo^oo Little Screen Players. .372, 521, 588
745
Boy Scoo: Filming. Brooklyn. N. Y.
--<R)537
Camp Grevlock. Bedet. Mass.
(R)746
Central High School. Xewart. X. J.
GbevT-Cliase High School, Betbesda. Md..

Cumberland Amateur

.

Am^rmrs

-Ailied Direaors, London
74S
Amateiir
Cinematograpbers
Association,
London, Pages JS90, 195, 470, 557, 609.

677. (R>746
.-Smi^eMr fzJtms.

and
D833
Magazine of AA.
747
Pbotograpber and CineraatograiAer. The (ocmtestj
.
474
-4pex Motion Pictnres, London
118. 420. 557
Bristol Amateur Film ProdcctioD Societr. 677
Devon .Amateur Film Prodnction Society,
."
Torquay
J890
Film Gniid of London
193 473
Leeds V. M. C. A. Jnnior Players
J891
Manchester Film Society
193. 345
Metropolitan Amateur Cinematograpbers*

C

Amaiecr

.

.

.

.

.

Association

D853

Xortbem

DS30

Tyneside

.Amateur

Moiiou

.

.

Picmre Asso-

ciation

JS91

AX13t£ATIOX:
Lively Titling .....
Ideas For .AnimaticD

,

Xew
Art

.

,

242

DSOO

.

Title Backgrounds, Pages J878. 112.
180, 248, 320. 396. 468. 532. 596. 663,

736 and

D816

_

Victor

C.AMER.A WORK;
Oosenp Versos Long

Sh;^:

FrcHD an Editor's Xoteixvok
Hollywood. 1929

Improving Your Game
Making Your Movies Beiier
Modernistic Movie Making
September Shooting

.

.

,

.

. .

...

791
130
J871
518
518
646

..'.

??*?

871
577
791

.

.

Exposire

Two *Ds"—And

88

A

Tkiid

157

Fade Device

J870

Filteis:

And .Answered, Q-2
Factors

-Asked
Filter
Filter

—-And

Two "Ds"

578
464
519
378

. .

715
157

.

Asked And -Answerer
Half Speed:

.

...

Mystery ...
June Filter Effects

-A

.

,^-_,

Third

.

-Asked And Answered. Q-1
Interior Filming:
.Asked -And .Answered, Q-2
Lenses:

519
672

Accuracy
-Asked
-Asked

870
578
672
S8
312

And Answered. Q-1
And Answer^ Q-2

Choosing Leztses
Lens Philosophy
Loading:
Asked -And Answered. Q-i
Masks And Mask Boxes:
Keep It Dark
Mist, Using The
Outlet For .Amateur Film

672
157
712
791

.

Projection;
Professional

16anm.

870
518
791

Rubber Band Technique
Threading By Inspection
Record Films:
Great Idea
Super Record-Film,

871

A

252

Reflectors

Camera Truck And Re&ctors
Speaking Of Rejectors
Reversal Film:
Asked -And -Answered, Q-1
Reverse Motion

870
464
791

.

Backward, Turn Backward

577

Rhythm:
Enlarging
Talkies:
Talkie

And Rhythm

577

Method, Xesr

312
577

.

Squawky Love
Tariff:
First Step. Tbe
Tariff Appeal
Tariff Decision

.

.

.

.

,

.

COLOR PHOTOGR-APHY:

648
790
870
518

519
713
518
870

.

.

.

Glass Work, -Amateur
Telephoto Titles

Ooseups

378
222
578

D822

547, 749.

Color Double Exposure
Reeling The Rainbow

524
509

OO-MPOSiTIOX;

BIOGRAPHY.Alexander

157

712
252

.

Titling;
-Asked .And -Answered, Q-S
.Asked .And .Answered, Q-1

.

.

790
790
J870
312

.

sociation, Pages J890. 119, 195. 345.
470, 474, 537. 677, 748 and
DS33
Stockport -Amateur Cine Players Oub J890

,

646
713
791

870
518

The Christmas Show
Ynle Tide Film Records
Color
. .
[>emuie Don'ts
Double Exposure
Camera Cave. A
Clever Double Method
Super Record-Fiim, A
Editing:
Asked And Answered, Q-2
Editing -Aid
Editing Desk
League Leader Editing
RiJaber Band Technique
Splicing -And Cutting
System in Editing
Enlarging:
Enlarging
Enlarging -And Rhythm
Exdiange Shooting
Exposure:

Telephoio Work:
-Asked -And .Answered, Q-1
Closeup Timing
Telephoto Titles
Tinting .And Toning;
-Asked -And Answered. 0-2

C

-^

Oiristtnas Cards

Premier Motioa Pkanxe Onb,
Glasgow
..
118
Omcial Visit to A.
L. from A_
A. 609
Owlpen Pictures. Bowdea. Cheshire
J8S9
Plymouth Amateur One Players
748
Review of English Work
.
....
472
Shemeld -Amateur Onematographers* .As-

C

578
?JP

Seatsoa

-Amateur Enterprise
Asked And -Answered, Q-2^
-Asked And -Answered. 03,
Camera Truck -Aik3 Rejectors
Outdoor Camera Hints
Christmas:

502
90
705
366

594
220
505
5S0

Cii>ematic Composition
Pictures Versus Photograrh>

.

.

85.
.

250
217

CRITICAL FOCUSIXG:
-Angles:
Atti.MMi€
-Animation:

D812

Wolf Or Wcli Sirt^, Ti*
Borrowed Sequences:
Leiie^^ Tie
Camera .Angles:
Joam Or Arc
XVomuM DispmUi, Tk*

597
331
-

253
J864

:

:

.

.

MO^'IE MAK.EIKS
EXPOSURE:

Camera Devices:

Broadway
Cinematics;
Alibi

.„,

382

Broadway

\\°.

Lady,

«»

Tlie

Mask, The
Masks Of The D„vil
On With The Show
Of The Fathers
feiling The World
Ten Days That Shook The
Unholy Ntght
The
Wt
Wild Orchids

29,

Iron

93
606
233

.

.

.

.

W orld

....

Mr.

Seeing

FOCUSING:
Fuzzy Wuzzy
Making Your Movies

Sho.

Amateur Usherography

..,

?^°
156

708, 798.
Test,

,.„

INDUSTRIAL:

,j^

540

Home Developing And Printmg
LENSES:
Fuzzy Wuzzy

656

Drummond
The

coo
.M2

„
,
^,
Bridge Of San Luis Rey, The
Gentlemen Of The Press
Silhouettes:
Foreground
.

'1-+

The

Drummond

.

Iron .Mask, The
Madonna Of The Slee-pmg C.
Models And Miniatures:
Bridge Of San Luis Rey. The
Frozen Justice
Night Watch, The

MODELS.
Became A
How

156
292
,g^
c

Broadway

,

^

,.
7M
,

Gentlemen Of The Press

The

-H".

•

Watch, The
-•
- • -r,
Of The 'Fathers
Street Of Illusion^ The

-

2^
156

Idea

J864
93

Me
The

"^*

Photography:

"6

Four Feathers
Unholy Night
Wild Orchids

U»12
397

And Costumes:
Tlie

656

752'.

D834.

PHILOSOPHY:

D812
.

Symbolism:
Ten Days That Shook The World
.

864
„^
864
^^^

,

The

380
/24

When Punch Was An Amateur

385

5"
234
jOj

Art Of Direction, The
Bossing The Job
Cinematricks Of Comic Hats

716,

228,
796.

.

372,

300,

4_44

.

446,

520.588

''•*

Thunderbolt

Wi

292

Ark

DOUBLE EXPOSURE:

Relief
Industrials

.

.

„?

506
734
JS60

Lesson Of
.Masking Your Movies
My First Year -In The

Photoplays Of 1928, A)
On Planning
Poii
Props
Simplifying Direction
Slowly
Telling A Film Story
Tools Of Their Art, The
Treasure Shores

6++

•=;;

.1849

:

It

•

18=2
224
1°4
287

The \Vorld On Main

,

.

503,

EDUCATIONAL:

565,

635.

449

Bringing Music To Life
Curing Fear With Film
Educational Films Department

J}^

J 8.^/.

110, 178, 246, 316, 375, 460, 512, 594, 662.
728. 795.
„,

Film And The Fleeting Art
Forward With Medical Films
Minister As Movie Maker, A
Movies Win For Welding, The
Press Turns To The Film, The
Recreation Annexes The Movies
20th Century Pilgrim's Progress,

^/i
643
376
)60
84
306

A

442

232,

293,

236
J865.

Street..

383, 455,

517,

660.
_

/1»
/94

Pointers On Projection
More Projection Pointers

REFLECTORS:
In

made

has

filters

the

Ramstein graduated

famous.
Sole A^ent

Motion

SCENARIOS:

Those Good Old Days
Three Muses. The

:i83

60I
299
.^,

The

Ferry Tale, A
Hope Springs Eternal
Marriage Branch, The
Musical Shoes
Resolved
Ruse And The Ring

BURLEIGH BROOKS
136

Liberty

New York

St.,

City

SCENIC FILMING:
Reflections

l^,'.

O*;^

318

"

...

J?Jf
366
642
448

In Green And White
...
Scenics

392
709

Titling Your

STILL PICTURES:
217
104

Versus Photographs

Still. Movie Or Both
T.ALKIES:
Drawing Room Talkies

Notes)

Fuzzies? (Critical Focusing
Talkies Are Made

294
454
443
290

....

How

Illustrating Songs

Making Talkies

-At

Home

151

TELEPHOTO WORK:
Closeup Telephotography
Filming Football

.

81

.

637

TITLE WORK:
Lively

242
=74

Titling

Moving

For Movies

Titles

.

.

D804

Tips On Titling
Titling On Location
Titling Your Scenics

161

709

TRAVEL:
Forensic

—

Before Shooting Reflect
Control Of Light .And Shade

Call,

583,

D808.

PROJECTION:

Rhythm

853
720
/°°

Up

Why A Continuity ?
Why Films Go Wrong
152,

Catalog describes graduated

as well as the Simplex Filter Sets
made of the same optical glass that

Pictures

[.'.'.'.WW 710

Scenarios

Headliners Hit
Wholesale Portraiture

732,

successfully imitated.

oao

.

466
Movies
Outdoor Interiors For Amateur Movies. 452
J866
Paradox Of The Photoplay, A

89,

149
108
J845,

Cutting The High Spot!
Editing Hints
361, 437,

.

Photoplayfare

Illusions

EDITING:

exposure and is obtained by a
secret formula that has never been

'JJt
J

Grand Idea, The
Helping Hands
Here Are The Winners

You'll Find

Exposure

mum

J891
86

Dramatising
pixing

When

color in these filters gives the
correction with the mini-

maximum

filters

Club Index Of 1928, Amateur

Comedy

The

371
-93

PHOTOPLAY AND FILM
STORY PRODUCTION:
Acting Versus Naturalness
Amateurs Point The Way

Versatile

Tempo:

77, 147, 215, 285,
701, 783.

DSU2

Blue Book For Posterity, A
Getting Down To Brass Tacks
Professional Standards
Pure Or Synthetic?

mo', "l58,

—

J886,
678.

194. 254, 332, 408, 480. 542, 610,

.

Stereoscopic Effects:
Woman Disputed, The

Double

A

126

sky-filters

A

,£,,
296
3/4
441

...

graduated

bring out the clouds in your pictures
additional exposure unless the
filter is used with the yellow portion
graduentirely covering the lens.
ated sky-filter, from yellow to white,
made of optical glass ground and
polished like your finest lens contains no gelatine or cement. Supplied
holders
as
spring
adjustable
in
illustrated or in slip-over holders.

— no

220
154

Silk Purses
Poverty Row, The

Bulldog Drummond
Simple Prisms:
Bridge Of San Luis Rey, The
Slow Motion:
Bridge Of San Luis Rey, The
Short Filming:
Fast Company

Screen

J"

of

filter.

Ramstein

651

.

.

,

Miniatures And Models
Simple Snow Miniature,
News Of The Industry

652,

on each

304, 367

^,
Trick Photographer

How To Make

Shadows

Split

for the

„,

off

Look
filter.
name R.4M.STEIN engraved

patented graduated sky

.„

172

I

"

D812
•

Optical Printing:
College Love

Color

703,

take the fine edge

a good lens by using inferior
INSIST on the original

16S

D»Ob

Making Your Movies Better
Variety In Lighting

MASKS:

"»!"

Alibi

Noah's

Eye

filters.

4=0

•

•

—

656
292

582

NoaUs Ark

Uneasy Money,
Newsreel Inserts:
Rasfutin

s

_

Before Shooting Reflect
Control Of Light And Shade
Light On The Subject

»t>4

D812

Moving Camera:

River,

LIGHTING:

._

Up

Lighting:

.Mask,

-

.

.

Knowing \ our Camera

Effective Introduction:

Iron

Ci't
^ii-!.

LABORATORY WORK:

.ire

WHY

'"o

Industrial Films
Dramatising Industrials
Extending The Field (Clinic Note)

Amateur

Watch, Tlie
Not Quite Decent
Double Exposure:
Night Watch, TJte

Disputed,

38+

The

Screen

""
''^

Night

Focus Effects:

^J"

30-5
Decalogue For Cinemists
.18/4.
Film Flam
92 153 240, 298, 370, 456. 508, 576. 645.

"°

Cutting:
Not Quite Decent
Sins Of The Fathers
Dissolves:
_

Sets

/8/

It?

HUMOR:
516

Bulldog Drummond
Four Feathers
Night Watch, The

River,

£°=

Conquered

Is

What Has He Done With

Broadway

Only

_

Oblivion

Continuity:

Night
-

450
220

Bett«

HISTORY:

Noah's .'Irk
Thunder

Letter,

Photoplay and Filn

Production.

FILTERS:

.

Composition:

Bulldog

Selling

Is

Story

The

Woman

,

Dress 'Em Up
Function Of The Filter. Thi

On With The

Letter,

FILTERS

,MS

\bi

One Eyed Witness
Film Story Productioi

Thunderbolt
Color Photography:

Bulldog

OPTOCHROME

-^„' Ao
=60. 628

"Perduction

Peeble's

\lf
J864
"81397

RAMSTEIN-

220
392
640

FICTION:

Joan Of Arc

Economy:
loan Of

641

772.

696.

Closeups

Viking,

524

Color Double Exposure
How To Govern Exposure
Making Your Movies Better
Reflections In Green And White
Watch Your Stop
Featured Releases
.„„
144. 210. 346. 356 432. 498.
74

°56
='"

Betrayal

.,

96
226

Filmers

Movie Making

In

Mexico

79

Scandinavian Cinematics
Shooting In Shanghai

i''

TRICK CINEMATOGRAPHY:

Amateur Takes Leadership, The

J847
'°8, 437

Cine Illusions

Double Exposure
...
I Became A Trick Photographer
Prism Performance

Color

_^

How

Split Screen

,

Master Of The Show. Tlie
Roast Goose
.

=24
296
1*2
'*''

Illusions

VERSE:

.

...

440

.163

845

•ECEIVanEBC 1929

"EAGLEPARAMOUXT
OF THE SEA

99

PICTCKE

.4

Swashbuckling pirates aboard Spanish galleons flying the skull and cross bones!
Quaint New Orleans in 1820! Love in moonlit gardens! Encounters between men-owar and merchant ships! Roar of cannon mingled with the pounding of the sea!

KODASCOPE
33

WEST

Branch Libraries and Distributors

LIBRARIES,

in

Inc

NEW YORK

42nd STREET,

Forty Leading Cities of the United States and Canada

LIBRARY MEMBERSHIP NOT REQUIRED
But recommended because of extra advantages and economies afforded

NEW

(THIRD EDITION) DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

many new subjects, drops many
of many others.
More than 400

contains
rentals

than $1.00 each!

$1.22 each.

You

Average

reels

at

rental entire library

can rent twenty to

ATTRACTIVE PROPOSITION
To

of the older ones and reduces

average rental of

(nearly 1000 reels)

forty reels

for the

cost

Dealers

who desire Profits from operown Film Rental Libraries.

ation of their

less

Our

only

Experience

Success

of one!

"ELLA CINDERS

of

our

and

Resources

Distributors.

99

A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE
Colleen Moore's big smiling eyes carry her triumphantly through a movie contest
to

846

Hollywood and

success,

which every spectator

will

enjoy to the

limit.

No

assure
risk.

—

!

Put

Color
into

your

Holiday Movies
with

KODACOLOR
(Home movies

OHOW

in full color)

the brilliant winter costumes as they are

catch the ruddy glow in youthful cheeks Put color in!

to your holiday movies with Kodacolor

Kodacolor captures every
brilliant,

and reproduces

visible color,

subdued or

faithfully.

Kodacolor

it

brings action, beauty, surprising realism to your
screen.

Kodacolor

is

as easy to take

and show

as black

and

white movies. Any Cine-Kodak dealer will gladly give

you a demonstration.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

.

The Truly

^ine Gift

for the Personal Movie

.

.

Maker

Cameras, Projectors and Accessories

DON'T waste time asking a movie
maker what he wants
mas. Just make a
the

list

for Christ-

beginning with

new Filmo 70-D Camera

Projector

or 57-G

equipped for Kodacolor

and then go right

on down through

The only mistake
you can possibly make is to give him
something he already owns and in that
the Filmo catalog.

event, the

Filmo dealer

will probably

unassailable

Filmo

— the

cameras and projectors

with a pedigree
Bell

&

— are made

only by

Howell, whose professional

motion picture cameras have been used
almost exclusively by the major film
producers of the world for 22 years.

Does he

own

already

the gift selection

be glad to exchange the item.

throughout

superiority

the field of home movies.

Then

a Filmo?

more

is

certain

still.

There are many Filmo accessories to
After Yuletide's bright, gay tinsel

packed away, Filmo will remain
gift

oi gifts.

tor

is

a

is

as the

A Filmo camera or projec-

worthy messenger to

carry

your

pages pf this issue of Movie Makers.

Many

others are offered by the Filmo

dealer, their prices ranging

mire .. the extreme care in every detail

few

of Filmo's manufacture
the spirit you

would

symbolic of

is

flexibility

•^ See Pages 81Q and 811

0"

B E

0>'

of Filmo

0"

•

CO.

HOLLYWOOD

tors or write today for literature.

Or if

you'd like a Filmo yourself for Christmas, we'll be only too glad to drop the
hint if you'll

tell

prefer should give

HOW

WHAT VOU

NEW YORK

Ask your dealer to show you the various

us
it

who you would
to you.

for Accessories and Page 823 for Library Films fc-

LL 6

,^'
^'"

HOWELL

from a very

many.

models of Filmo cameras and projec-

cameras and projectors mark them with

0'
0'
01'

dollars to

express.

Anyone who feels that personal movie
making has its shortcomings has yet to
use Filmo. The photographic results
and the extreme

movie

Some are shown on other

Christmas wishes to someone you ad.

.7^'

increase his zest for personal

photography.

1828

•

LONDON

SEE,

E

LL

YOU GET

LARCHMONT AVENUE, CHICAGO.
(B.

& H. CO.. LTD.)

•

ESTABLISHED

\
ILL.

'>Vfe

1907

'

